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The GIFT that never fails to please.

Waterjfrari'©
Ideal

FounHSftPen

Start 1921 with one.
HANDWRITING is important. It expresses individuality. For

that reason you should always use a nib with exactly the

same "action." Choose Waterman's Ideal, and you will have a

pen that you can carry about and use no matter where you
may be — a pen that will serve and please you for life — the pen.

Three types: " Regular," from 12/6; "Safety"
and " Self - Filling," from 17/6 ; No. 54,
" Self -Filling," and No. 44, "Safety," with

extra large nib, at ZZ/6, specially recom-

mended. Large variety of sizes and styles.

Presentation Pens in Silver and Gold. Nibs to

suit all hands (exchanged gratis if not quite

right). Of Stationers and Jewellers everywhere.
A copy of "The Pen Book," a charming illus-

trated brochure, sent free by post on request.

L. G. Sloan, Ltd,, Oy^ufconter, Kingsway, London, W.C. 2.

"I look years Younger
" My skin is as smooth and as clear

as I could desire. Not a line, not a

wrinkle. And it 's all due to massaging

my face with a little Pomeroy Skin

Food every night. To think that a few

weeks ago I despaired of my complex-

ion ! I look years younger already.''

2/3, 4/9, and 6/6 Jars.

Of High-Class Chemists and Perfumers.

**

Mrs.Pomeroy,Ltd.,29,01d Bond St.,London,W.l,

and 185, High Street, Kensington.
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all over the World.
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MISS MARIE LOHR, MISS MARY FORBES, MLLE. CINA PALERMB, and many
other celebrated actresses, are refufar users of Evan 'Williams' Henna Shampoo.
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" THE GARDEN OF RESURRECTION " will be released for public exhi-

bition in London on January 17, 1921, and a fortnight later in the provinces.

Thi, Film ha, been acquired and I, controlled ty the STOLL FILM CO.. Ltd.. 1 551 57.Oxford Street, London. W.I

.
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When nimyTary_/in
' Musical Comedy and Revue on 'the Screen wilt come some

iiny %
" says Herman Darewski, the famous composer and

music publisher.

"'The silent drama' will not always accurately
describe the pictures. One of these days—and
that date is not so distant as some people seem
to imagine—you will hear the artistes who are
appearing on the screen, talk and sing," said
Mr. Herman Darewski to an interviewer.
But until that day arrives, I'm afraid that songs

will continue to be popularised by musical comedy,
by revue, and the music halls, before they are
played by cinema orchestras.
However, I look forward to the time when we

shall be able to hear as well as see Miss Edith Day
on the screen with Alice Blue Gown, one of the
prettiest of the many pretty songs in " Irene."
Mr. .Nelson Keys may then appear in a him revue
as well as in " London, Paris and New York," at
the London Pavilion, and sing his popular songs
Ucau B< ummel, Nicholas, etc., while The Guards
Brigade song, which all the critics proclaimed as
the biggest song hit at a Gaiety first night for years,
may be sung by Miss Evelyn Lave in " Shadowland."
The sougs you have heard in pantomime this

year and on the music, halls, Smith, Jones, Robinson
and Brown (which Miss Ella Retford sings), / Know
Where the Flies Go (with which Mr. Walter Williams
stormed the West End of London), Chang (Miss
Odette Myrtil's most popular number), Little

Yaller Dog (sung by Miss Margaret Cooper), will

be introduced into picture pantomimes—and
probably sung by the very artistes who have "created"
the vogue for the songs on the stage.

But musical directors are not waiting for the day
"f the talking plan before introducing popular
music. Every cinema in the country that is up to
date introduces all the latest songs, and some of the
most up-to-date give away a programme of the music.

If they don't, the musical director of any theatre
will always be pleased to tell you the title ; and
if you want to! buy it, remember that if your
local dealer can't supply it you can obtain it at
Darewski Housr, Charing Cross Road, London,
where everything musical, from a tin whistle to a

gramophone, is in stock.

i }'

=r^Jl&
MISS EVELYN LAYE,

sings " The Guards Brigade '

" The Shop Girl."

MR. WALTER
made sue*

with' I Know W
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No. I. Necklet of Ciro Pearli, 16 in. long. 11 I

JUDGE CIRO PEARLS ON THEIR
OWN MERITS.

w E TELL YOU OF THEIR BEAUTY AND FIDELITY

TO THE REAL GEMS, AND CONFIDENTLY

INVITE YOUR ENDORSEMENT OF OUR
STATEMENTS.

»ORM YOUR OPINION BY SECURING A NECKLET,

OR ANY OTHER JEVVEL, AND RETURN IT IF OUR
CLAIMS ARE NOT JUSTIFIED.

OUR UNIQUE OFFER.

Upon receipt of One Guinea we will send you, on approbation, a Necklet ol

I Iro IV. iris, 16 in, long (Gold Clasp 2/6 extra, and other lengths at proportionate
rates), or a Ring, Brooch, Karrings, or any other Jewel with Ciro Pearli,

Put them betide any real pearls, or any other artificial pearls, and if thev are not
equal to the real, or superior to the other artificial pearls, no matter what tlieir price

may foe, we will refund your money if vou return them to us within seven nays.
Our liooklet No 54 contains designs of all our new jewels mounted with Ciro Pearls
(sent no"' free!

CIRO PEARLS LTD. (Dept. 54), 39, Old Bond St., W. 1 (Piccadilly end).

We have no shop. Out Showroom is on the first floor, over Lloyd's Bank,
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:

Gtrrard WO. UO U*n.\

^2EMPTY CHAIR.
HERE is the SHAKESPEARE of the Screen ? Or, to be going on with, its Dickens ?—
even its Hall Caine ?

f Quite wise people, who would be wiser had they wisdom, will sometimes ask if the

" movies " are killing literature, and if they are putting out the footlights. But the questions are

idle ; for if the Moving Picture supersedes the Printed Word and the Spoken Word, it will be

because it is more fitted to do what they have done hitherto.

But what we might very well ask with profit is this: CAN the Motion Picture supersede

Literature and the Drama ?

If
Art, after all, is a stagnant affair, a thing of immobility, without the ARTIST And the

screen is great only if it has the artist who can breathe life into the cold clay of the new medium.

Art without a CREATOR is a thing unborn—which is as useful as a thing that is dead, and less picturesque.

^f
Literature would have been a sorry thing, and must have perished ere this, but for those great ones whose names

will be spoken whilever there is speech — Shakespeare, Virgil, Keats, Milton, Dumas, Fielding, Dickens. Their

names are legion. Without them The Book would long since have been closed for ever.

And without their equivalents The Screen must perish.

The work of these men was all different ; the work of the nearly-big of Filmdom is so very much alike.

One, indeed, walks apart ; and for his deviation we are thankful — MAURICE TOURNEUR. But so often

is he form without substance. He is the Robert Louis Stevenson of the Photoplay. He has nothing to say, but he

says it with rare distinction.

Tf Where, then, is the Shakespeare of the Screen ? Where is its great CREATOR?
GRIFFITH ?

Nay. Some day, maybe. But as yet he is but an interpreter. Once it was Griffith, and Thomas Burke helped

along with an art -focus lens. Once Griffith, and the author of " The Birth of a Nation." On one near-sublime

occasion he reached for a star and plucked a cloud, and the result was " INTOLERANCE." Greater than anything

that had gone before ; but so was the song of the first singer. And, if we may say so—with our hat doffed—Griffith

came then very near to walking hand in hand with Barnum and Bailey.

Tf NOTE : It was never Shakespeare AND the man who set his type AND the man who bound the First Folio.

Shakespeare alone.

Tf Just now is the moment of the Director ; but his achievements are insufficient. The finest chalk and the purest

water can never make milk. _ , , ._.
, „ , , _

One day the Director shall obey the will of the Creator

whom we shall call the AUTHOR, and who will be as

like to the scenario-writer of to-day as Barrow-in-

Furness is to Paradise.

f There is a restlessness abroad. The old

tricks are failing, and there are those who
are feeling a wee bit tired.

The art is big; but the man
Cp, with the brush is not big enough,

f^ It is the art of humanity ; but

it waits for the artist.

The chair is empty. As yet.
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Inhere is a legend con-
cerning a certain pub-
lisher who vowed tli.it

he would publish a book con-
taining no misprints whatsoever,
ind laboured unceasingly to that
end. When he had fixed matters to
his satisfaction, he wrote a triumphant
preface, and the book was published

—

with
a spelling mistake on the title-page. Parallel cases to the
above are the common-place of the kinema world. Film-
producers may spend thousands of pounds in constructing
expensive sets

;
they may lavish every care on tiny details,

bul some trivial slip will creep into the picture to detract
from the all-round excellence of the completed production,

idents will happen in the best regulated movie studios.
From first to last the path of the movie-maker is strewn

with pitfalls ; until he sees his work upon a screen, no pro-
ducei can feel at all sure of himself. The screen, holding
a minor up to truth, reveals every tiny blemish, and the
producer, even if he misses the mistakes himself, is sure
to hear all about them from members of the general public.

( ostume dramas and plays dealing with by-gone periods are
the hardest lilms to produce satisfactorily. Anachronisms have
a way of creeping in, no matter how careful the director may
t>c Vikings sail seas on which motor-boats appear ; electric
1

1 am-lines run through mediaeval streets ; ancient book-shelves
display volumes by modern authors ; wrist-watches figure on
improbable arms; and no one appears to notice these things
until the pictures reach the public screens. When a producer
sets out to reproduce the manners and customs of a foreign
country he meets trouble half way. American-made pictures
of English life are never wholly convincing. 1 > W. Griffith
made a personal study of Limehouse, but he failed to
reproduce it successfully in Broken Blossoms. In the picture,

Illustrious Prince, the " London " traffic keeps to the
righl hand side of the road, in defiance of all our regula-
tions but in proper accordance with American traffi(

laws The Romany Rye, another American picture of
English (?) life, shows a police boat on the Thame

manned by American
policemen ; and the fox-

hunting scenes in the same
picture are ludicrous in the

extreme. That national institu-

tion, the British policeman, was
always a sore trial to American producers.

On this and the next page you will see
two "horrible examples"—one a scene from

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; the other from Mid-Channel.
Whilst you are looking at the pictures it may be as well to

point out that the gentleman in trousers shown in a scene
from The Bishop's Emeralds is a British Bishop.
The fact that it is impossible to photograph scenes from

a picture in the order in which they appear on the screen,
places an additional burden on the shoulders of the unfor-
tunate producer. Two scenes appearing consecutively on
the screen may have been filmed at entirely different

periods ; and unless the " matching-up " is perfect, the
result will appear incongruous to the spectator. Every
little detail of dress has to be watched with minute care,

or the players—and this very often happens—will look
like human chameleons when the film is shown. Stains
and tears on clothing often appear and disappear with
magical suddenness ; hats, gloves, and articles of apparel
fly around the room as if on invisible wings ; ties change
from black to white, white to black, and back to white
again in the space of a few short seconds ; heroes and
heroines rescued from watery graves appear wet and dry
and dry and wet " while you wait." Such are the pitfalls

that bestrew a producer's path.

Goldwyn's spared neither time nor money in

their endeavour to make their super-

picture, Earthbound, perfect in

every detail. The producer
expended hundreds

v, %. of thousands

/ nglish

policemen " in
" Mid < hannel." Left

:

" Joan the II 'otnan," an elaborate production cost-

ing thousands, yet containing several trivial mistakes.
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celebrations, several of

of feet of negative, and the picture was edited and re-edited with the

utmost care. Yet Earthbound contains a slight slip in the continuity,

trivial it is true, but one that will not escape the watchful eye of the

practised picturegoer. A close-up reveals a man smoking a cork-tipped

cigarette which changes to a plain one, and back again to the cork-

upped variety all in the space of a few seconds.

Some of these slips are very amusing from the spectator's point of

view. Here are some of the errors observed in recent releases :

—

In the picture, A Dead Certainty, the same parlour-maid is employed

by hero and villain. She appears first in the house of one ;
then in the

house of the other, which seems to indicate that the servant shortage

has reached movieland.

In A House Divided, an American production, a view of Westminster

Bridge and St. Thomas's Hospital is shown as being the " London home "

of the family.

In a picture shown during the " Mayflower

the Pilgrim Fathers were observed to be wear-

ing modern military rubber soles.

In Snow in the Desert, the same attache case

s used by both the hero and the heroine's

solicitor.

In The Ghost of Rosy Taylor, when the

heroine escapes from a reformatory, her hair

hangs straight over her shoulders. When she

reaches her lodging, after having run all the

way, her hair is curled in neat ringlets.

Sometimes the sub-titles are unconsciously

funny- In Crooked Straight, a title announces

that the hero's home is only a stone's throw

from the heroine's house. But when the heroine

walks from one house to the other she has to

travel along a country

. .
.'.

road and over a hill to

reach her destination !

Another very com-
mon mistake is for

artistes who are sup-

posed to receive some
injury to forget just

what the injury should

be. For instance, a

man shot in the arm
will appear in a later

scene with his leg bound
up, which causes a very

(i) Singapore, 130° in the shade in "A
Diplomatic Mission "

; (2) The " British

Bishop " in " The Bishop's Emeralds "
:

(3) Scene from " The Amateur Gentleman."

Note the wrist-watch worn by man sealed

at table / (4) Policemen in " Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde." Note the modern bull's-eye

lanterns the men are carrying.

ludicrous effect upon
the screen. In the film.

Blind Husbands, the
hero is shot by the

villain. As the shot is

fired, the hero clutches
his head as though he
had been wounded
there ; but a moment
later a spot of blood
appears on his shoulder.
Again, in The Midnight
Stage the passenger in

a stage coach is shot at

by bandits, and he
falls dead with his head
and amis hanging out

of the left-hand window of the coach. In the
later scene the same dead man is seen hanging
out of the right-hand window.

Titles purporting to show the portion of a
newspaper on the screen are usually printed on
a stock background, giving fragments of news
surrounding the particular news-item to which
the attention of the spectator is directed, and,
for the sake of economy, these fragments are
kept in type, and the special titles set up in the
centre. It is no uncommon thing to see in a
certain picture different news-items in different

papers surrounded by identical fragments of news.
In pictures where the characters are supposed to be cast on desert islands,

or to live for some time in the wilds, a common mistake is to let the players

keep perfectly trim and clean-shaven. In Tarzan of the Apes, the hero is

never seen with beard, although there is no record of his having learned to

use a razor in the jungle. In the picture, The Claw, a man with a heavy
growth of beard on his face rides over the veldt hotly pursued by Zulus.

At the end of his hard ride he is seen with a nicely shaven countenance.
The obvious inference being that he shaved himself while on horseback.
The wedding ring—that simple little band of gold—has been the cause

of many tears on the part of producers. In many, many films sweet young
ingenues may be seen wearing wedding rings before they have received

their first proposal. Of course, it may be a case of intelligent anticipation !

Locks, bolts and bars seem to be constructed of some strange eleastic

material in the world of film. Sometimes heroes and heroines will opeh a
firmly locked door without turning a hair or a key. At other times the
flimsiest of locks will defy the united efforts of a band of ruffians. Incon-
gruities of this description are among the most frequent mistakes on theS

screen.

Many instances have been quoted of the incongruities to be found in

American pictures of English life. Here is one of the most amusing on
record—a fitting tail-piece to this article on producers' little mistakes In

the picture, White Heather, there is a hunting scene in Scotland. Some of

the party are on horseback ; some are unmounted and carry guns , and
there is a pack of hounds. The huntsman blows a horn, a sportsman
shoots, and a fox-hound retrieves a grouse !
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Left : Hope Loring.

JANUARY 1921

Ubiquitous

Her Place in the
/ Kmema Sun
v Mabel Nott

As an everyday observer of life on that
strangely fascinating and somewhat
remote planet known as the " movie-

world," are you one of those who imagine that
woman has remained content solely to interpret
and to obev J

If so, he. ,-e me, you are several miles away
from the truth. For Eve, when circumstances or
inclination influence her against seeking fame

lly before the camera, discovers that m the
kinema world there are other sunny spots awaiting
her conquering footsteps. She finds herself in a
land of democracy, where what she can do counts
most of all, and where no distinction bars her way
to the heights of success occupied by Adam
Only one essential is demanded of her she must
deliver the goods," for in no other sphere is

failure so damning and unforgiveable as in that which is

bounded bj the studio walls Now let us consider the
departments, other than acting, to which Eve may choose
to i<iv« her attention These are almost bewildering in

theii variety, especially as the popular view of motion
picture work does not take into consideration anything
beyond the a< i ual b< reening.

Bui onlj to mention a few of the specialised occupations
in the iiim industry, then- are the direction of the produc-
i ons, the designing of Bettings and costumes, the choosing
of suitable scenes foi " location " purposes . the writing oi
original stories, the adapting of books and plays for camera

the scenario continuity, the mime, and editing of

Frances Marion.

the finished picture ; the many different kinds of

technical work ; and the myriad business activities

which confine themselves only to the renting and
exhibiting of the completed product.

In practically all these branches of the in-

dustry Eve has filled responsible positions, and,
what is more, " made good." The technical side

is the one in which she is least to be seen in

authoritative posts ; but in directing, writing, and
costuming, in the management of theatres, in

publicity, and in other occupations of a like

|g^
" nature, women have achieved enviable reputations.

The name of Frances Marion, for instance, is

^W gradually becoming better known as each of her
scenarios is presented upon the screen. She is

now Mary Pickford's director, writing the star's

scenarios as well, and possesses the greatest

earning power of any woman (outside certain stars^ in the
film world to-day. Frances Marion, who is quite young, was
born in San Francisco, where she started her career as a
designer of theatrical posters, a magazine illustrator, and a
newspaper worker. She wrote her first scenario for the old
Biograph Company, who purchased it for £$ ; she then entered
another of the earlier motion-picture companies in order to
learn the business ; and later began writing scenarios for Mary
I'h kford, in some cases from her own original stories, and in

others using adaptations of famous books. She has written
for Famous Players-Lasky, liaworth, Selznick, Realart, and
has been lately working exclusively for Mary Pickford. The
star and her director are great friends. You will remembei

locfrlicrson.
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Mrs.
Sidney

Left : Lois Weber.
Below : Anita Loos.

Left : Margaret
Turnbull.

Below : Ida
May Parks.

that Frances Marion was a bridesmaid at the Pickford-Fairbanks
wedding. She is an extremely handsome girl, and not long ago
was married to Frederick Thompson, formerly the world's champion
athlete. During the war she sacrificed a large salary in order to work
for the Committee on Public Information. She and her husband
accompanied Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks to Europe,
and while in Italy Miss Marion obtained the details for one of

Mary's newest pictures.

June Mathis, who now heads the force of scenario writers at the
big Metro studios, has been brought into the limelight by her
recent screen-adaptation of Vicente Blasco Ibanez' novel, " The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." This is a colossal produc-
tion, in spite of the fact that Miss Mathis was compelled to com-
plete the scenario in record time. She also helped to supervise

the production of this picture, and although not a film actress,

she appeared once or twice in a small " extra " part. June
Mathis, in her writing, has the great advantage of an extensive
stage career, and an invaluable knowledge of dramatic
technique as foundation for her career. She started stage
work as a child, and was leading-lady in many of the most
important American companies,, Her best-known scenarios
in this country have been those starring Nazimova, while
she has also been very successful with one or two of Sir

Gilbert Parker's novels.

Perhaps one of the most picturesque figures in this

world behind the screen is Anita Loos, who is considered
only second to Frances Marion as far as earning powers
>re concerned. A tiny Californian brunette, she comes of

theatrical and literary stock, and is famous for her
original and scintillating sub-titles. She has written
uccessful film-plays since she was sixteen : the first one
leaving been accepted by the Biograph Company. To-day
she and her husband, John Emerson, the noted American

Below : Eve
Unsell and
Frances
Grant. .

actor,

Play-
wright, and

producer, are

associated in the writ-

ing of scenarios forCon-
stance Talmadge, and

V# all Constance's recent
pictures have been pro-

JM ducts of the Emerson-
Loos combination.

Mrs. Sidney Drew, whose
name has always been con-

nected with that of her late

husband in the interpreting of some of

the most delightful of comedy roles, lately

deserted the grease-paint for the megaphone.
She began her new work by directing John
Cumberland in comedies of the same type
as those ^ which she and her husband
played, anu so successful were her efforts

as producer, that she- is now directing

Alice Joyce in more serious subjects for the

Vitagraph Company.
It was Lois Weber, whose early career

embraced concert work, stage and screen

acting, who launched Mildred Harris (Charles
[Continued on page 56. ]
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Twenty years ago, when
Ed. Porter, the vete-

ran American pro-

ducer, was making a picture

entitled The Great Train
Robbery, he engaged two .

men to act as bandits in a
" holdup " scene. One of

the men was G. M. Ander-
son, who afterwards won
world - wide fame as
" Broncho Billy "

; the
other was—D. W. Griffith.

Having made his modest
movie debut, the subject of

this article vanishes from
our ken for a period of

several years. But, later

on, he returned to the in-

dustry, and this time he
came to stay.

D. W. Griffith joined the

old Biograph studios in

1908 as scenario-writer and
actor. Three pounds w-as

the standard figure for a
scenario in those days ;

and for his acting Griffith

received a guinea a day.
His salary when he left

Biograph, five years later,

was ^1,000 a week.
It was Griffith's great

ambition to be a producer ;

he went to Biograph with
that fixed intention, and
finally he got his chance.
His first picture, The Ad-
ventures of Dolly, was a
revelation to the trade,

breaking all records for

Biograph productions.
Hitherto all scenes had
been photographed from a fixed distance ;

" close-ups
"

were unknown ; and the superiority of the Griffith

method, which allowed full play to facial expression,

was at once acknowledged.
Among the Biograph actors and actresses who

worked with Griffith in these early days were Mary
Pickford, Mabel Normand, Blanche Sweet, Mack
Sennett, Lillian and Dorothy Gish, Jack Pickford,

Mae Marsh, Lionel Barrymore, Miriam Cooper,
Florence Laurence, Robert Harron (now deceased),

Arthur Johnson (deceased), Courtney Foote, Kate
Bruce, Owen Moore, Henry B. Walthall, Harry
Carey, I->ell Henderson, and the writer of this article.

In those days Mack Sennett had risen from " pro-

perty-man " to a full-fledged comedian. Robert
ll.irron was a studio messenger-boy, and Mary
Pickford s greatest ambition was to earn ^10 a week.
A scene from one of I). W. Griffith's Biograph

prod int inns appears on the opposite page. It is

especially interesting, because it shows Mary Pick-
ford and Blanche Sweel playing together in the
same picture It was called With the Enemy's
1 1 rip, and is the only film ever made in which these

two famous stars shared the acting honours.

ire be left Biograph, Griffith produced his

greal picture, Judith oj Belhulia; and a year later

he gave The Birth of a Nation to the world. Then

came Intolerance, Hearts of the World, Broken Ulos-
>•»•

. and his lasl big picture, not yet released in

tins 1 ounti y Way I ' • n l asi

Sb much foi I W Griffith, the producer. Of
I). \\ Griffith, the man, b volume might be written

I have worked with him as co direi tor, played under
him as an actor, and lived with him in private

And to know him as I have done 1- to a lmir<

fO] his WOrk'S sake, and love 111 111 for his u.in sake.

DAVID. 1

GRIFFITH
oJAe //oan and /O
yds //oelnoas

GRIFFITH, David Wark.
Born 1880, La Grange,
Kentucky. Screen career

since 1908. first as actor,

then as director lor Bio-
graph. where he introduced

innovations which changed
the whole course of motion-
picture art ; first to use
" close - ups " and " cut-

hacks ; trained a large

number of screen players

who have since become
stars ; producer of " Birth

of a Nation "
;

" Intoler-

ance ;
" Hearts of the

World"; "Broken Blos-

soms " and " Way Down
East."

CRISP. Donald. Born
London, England. Actor
and producer. Played role

of " Battling Burrows " in
" Broken Blossoms. Pro-

ducer of " The Poor Boob '

;

" Love Insurance "
;
" Put-

ting it Over "
;
" Something

to Do "
;

" A Very Good
Young Man "; "Why Smith

Left Home "
:
" Too much

Johnson," and " The Six

Best Cellars."

D. W. Griffith

is by nature, ar-

tistic and poetical.

That fact accounts
for his emotional-
ism, and his emo-
tionalism, in its

turn, accounts for

the wonderful
power he has of

making his play-

ers feel their parts.

Coupled with his

artistic tempera-
ment is a keen
sense of commer-
cial values that has
helped him to place •

in correct perspective the various men and matters that come under

his control in the studio.

Knowing all this about the man, you can begin to visualise his

methods when he " takes the floor." His patience in prosecuting his

search for detail is superb. There are producers who try a player for

1 1 ertain part, and when that player, at the first attempt, fails to
" deliver the goods," drop the artiste and try another. If the second

player manages to get a little nearer the producer's conception of the

part than did the first, the producer, sooner than " waste the time "

—

waste the time, mark you I- of going through it all again, calls for

the camera and has the scene shot.

Not so, Griffith. Nothing short of his conception of the part will

Buffice. To this end he takes players over their one scene for as often

as ten tunes a day for a week or more. Perhaps it is only to walk
int" a (low ded room and make a dramatic declaration. But, with

infinite patience and an unconquerable determination, " D. W.
the player perform the part time after time. This repetition

induce* confidence in the player until at last she loses all sense of the
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D. W. Griffith, with his " Way Down East " Company, Kate Bruce, Richard

Barthelmess, Lillian Gish, Creighlon Hale and Mary Hay . The stars in the right-hand

panel are Mary Pickford, Dorothy Gish, Blanche Sweet, Mark Sen nett, and Mae Marsh.

artificiality of the action and does it

naturally, as though living the part.

If, on the other hand, she fails

repeatedly, until " D. W. " is convinced
that she is hopeless, she is turned over

to the cashier, who hands her out her

pay envelope. Griffith has no room
for duds.

In the studio he is highly emotional.

No artiste who has any soul at all can
help being stirred to the depths of her

being by the emotion that he himself

feels ; emotion which is highly con-

tagious. Time after time I have seen
him " pulling it out " of the star to such
an extent that tears

have streamed down
his face, and his

whole frame been
gripped with the in-

tensity of his own
feelings.

He is extremely
sensitive and suscep-
tible to his circum-
stances ; that is why
he always uses music
in the studio : as much
to play on his own
feelings as on those of

the star—once he him-
self is stirred, he can,

like a master musician,
touch the keys that
will make the right

chords in the heart of

the star give out the
emotional values that
are necessary.

Generally speaking,
D. W. Griffith is a
noiseless director. He is not of that
class that persistently and insistently
bellows down the megaphone like an
infuriated bull. On the contrary, he
makes very little noise,' on the assump-
tion that such behaviour is distracting,

and certainly inimical to encouraging
the artistic temperament. He works
rather on the subdued plan. When
the occasion demands it, he will simulate
excitement in order to agitate the
players, so that they can give the
dramatic sense to their performance.

Throughout his career, from the time

I first worked alongside him in the old

Biograph days to the last handshake
we had before I left Hollywood for

London, he has always been a great

believer in giving his players personal

licence. He does not impose his will or

his conception of the part on the player

if the latter has good ideas of her own,

and is able to get the effect that " D". W. "

wants by her own methods.
He says that the artistic tempera-

ment cannot be cramped or' governed

by rule of thumb. And so " D. W. "

allows the star to go about her business

in her own way, so

long as she obtains

the right effect.

On the other hand,
he wastes no time
with those players

who claim to be tem-
peramental. These
temperamental dis-

plays, he considers,

are really due to the

first two syllables of

the word ! No matter
how " big " the star

was, if she commenced
to be the great " I

Am," and made no
attempt to disguise

her own conception
of her superiority, he
just used to hand
her over to me to

Mary Pickford, Blanche Sweet, and help her to find a

Charles Mailes in " With the Enemy's new contract with

Help."
somebody else^

As I look back on
the man and his work, knowing him so

thoroughly as I do, I am convinced
that his pre-eminence in the world of

film-producing is his skill in handling

the human element that passes through
his hands. And this, in its turn, is due
to his unique knowledge of human
nature in general. With unerring hands
he touches the particular keys that,

in varying dispositions, bring forth the

temperamental emotions that make up
the harmonious whole. Therein is the

secret to Griffith's success.
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"TOPICAI.S
Jby WAW1LLIAMSOK

01 the men who shoot the scenes Jor the

Motion Picture Screens,

There's a jellow whom I never shallforget ;

Though he's dead and far away, I still

think of him to-day

As the slickest, quickest man I ever met.

News in Pictures was his line, and he

worked it mighty fine.

He could fairly lick creation at the game.

No one ever saw a better—just a bred-and-

born news-getter,

And, Btll-Mustn't-Miss-a-Murder was
his name !

He was christened simply William, and
he let it pass until

People found it didn't suit him, so they
cut it down to Bill ;

And as Bill he came among us when he
joined our little band

As a free-lance with the cam'ra in the
world called Movieland.

There was bags of competition, but the
novice stood his ground,

We were quite prepared to teach him, but
he took and showed us round ;

It didn't take us long to see his epoch-
making views,

He was keener than a bloodhound, he'd

a perfect nose for news.

Crime ! He wallowed in the taking of

the city's seamy side,

Most particularly murders, which he
hunted far and wide ;

*

When we chaffed him for his ardour he
was not a bit ashamed

—

" Oh, I mustn't miss a MURDER !

"

—

that's the way we got him named.

But it wasn't only murders ; he could
leave us all behind

In the race for social pictures of the smart
and snappy kind

;

Though he never shot a subject that was
simply meant to fill,

If it hadn't ." picture-value," then it

wouldn't do for Bill.

And his patience was terrific when he
wanted certain shots,

You would sec him waiting, waiting in

the most unlikely spots.

I recall that once in Whitehall, how for

hours he sat and sat

For a snap of Winston Churchill in his

latest Trilby hat.

He paraded Piccadilly day by day, his

mind intent

On securing juicy pictures of a traffic

accident
;

When a famous Peer lay dying, Bill for

weeks stood watchful by,

And he cursed him like a trooper, 'cause

his Lordship didn't die.

o V O o O c u

11

I remember one December (no disloyalty

I sing),

There occurred a slip for which Bill never
quite forgave the King.

" His Majesty," said Bill, " is not the
sport that I supposed :

" He drove out in his car to-day with all

the windows closed !

"

Once, when labour strife was brewing,
Bill returned from Limehouse way,

Bathed in blood and dark of optic, but
immeasurably gay.

And he gasped, as on the bench his

battered outfit he displayed,
" Here's a little street-fight picture that's

the finest ever made !

"

When we brought him round with brandy
he'd a pretty tale to tell,

" It was rather hard to wangle, but I

worked it very well.
" There were half-a-dozen navvies who

had nearly come to blows,
" But they would not fight each other,

so I punched one on the nose !

"

Poor old Bill, his days were numbered.
He had run his final reel,

And he died at Oxford Circus, died a
martyr to his zeal.

There occurred a street collision, and our
Bill was on the scene

;

He was working on a close-up, when a
taxi came between.

When I reached his side he muttered, as

I raised him from the ground,
" Don't mind me—pick up the cam'ra

;

see you keep it safe and sound.
" What a scoop 1 Real luck I call it

—

it's the best I ever had 1

" Though, perhaps, because I hurried, the
photography is bad.

" But the film's a real news-picture. Do
your best to get it through,

" If the quality is patchy, you had
better . . . stain . . . it . . . blue

That was all, his life's last message. He
was getting short of breath.

But he died quite disappointed when I

wouldn't film his death I

Of the men who shoot the scenes for the

Motion Picture Screens,

That are shown you in the Topical
Gazette,

I award the palm to Bill, for his memory
haunts me still

As the brightest, whitest man I ever met.
When, for better or for worse, Bill was

loaded on a hearse.

You can bet your Sunday boots his ghost
was there.

There, unseen by all the crowd, with a
cam'ra in his shroud,

Shooting pictures of his fun'ral from the

air .'

*S

\
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"hePeal
Nazimova

was night in Nazimova's Garden
Dreams.
The famous Alia had issued a special

dispensation in my behalf by suspending

her ban on interviews.

There is no star of whom the public

knows so little regarding her intimate

life as this sphinxian deity. The multitudes

adore her as a symbol of supernal beauty
and exotic charm rather than as a human
being. Her personal traits, her hobbies,

philosophy or preferences as to perfumes,

husbands, and spaniels have never been- ex-

ploited to gain for her that sentimental aura
which surrounds so many of our empyreal pets. With fine dis-

dain for balderdash, she has made her appeal solely through art.

But it is the woman, not the aesthete, whom I seek to portray.

Print is drab pigment for painting her personality. It is like

trying to express the colours of the rainbow in charcoal.

Despite her cloistered life, I had caught a fragmentary im-
pression of certain very human attributes. I had observed
her in public with her husband, Charles Bryant, with whom
she flirts intensively and convincingly. She always wears
straight-lined, formless garments, resembling smocks. Her
short, black hair, one lock completely obscuring the right eye,

perpetually flares about her head as though just released from
an ardent shampoo. A publicity agent formerly of her retinue

had supplemented my observations with some accounts of

Madame's demeanour at the studio. It seems she had an
alarming penchant for sticking out her tongue at him
and running to cover whenever he appeared with one of his

literary opuscules for her O. K. On one occasion, he
• affirms, she dodged behind her stalwart husband and,
with disconcerting mirth, waved her hands frantically.
" Go 'way," she cried. " You spoil my dinner."
Her Garden of Dreams, conceived as a vision for

the picture called Billions, was symbolic of her
mystifying self. It was a nocturne in black and
silver perfumed with magic. Black walls, merging
into the night sky, encircled a pool of water that
moved and gleamed with oily sheen like some
green reptile crawling from out a clump of golden-
splotched bamboo. Silver reeds, edged and
shining as swords, pierced through its surface,

and Gargantuan flowers bowed silver faces as if

in courtesy to their own reflections. Whisper-
ing together in a group were girls with slender
throats and glistening silver hair. They resem-
bled swans holding communion, their bodies
shining lustrous through veils of flowing dusk.
A platform on rubber wheels was gliding to

r-or a long time the
* mysterious Alia —
most fascinating of all

screen personalities—has
refused to grant inter-

views. Recently she was
persuaded, by the writer of

this unusual article, to re-

veal herself to her admirers

through the columns of

PICTUREGOER.

Nazimova is not young—neither

is she old. She is of no age:
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and fro bearing camera men as they

adjusted the lens which was- to focui

on the Scheherezade of screen lore. At

must be in readiness for Madame'9
arrival. She receives approximately

two thousand dollars a day—fifty

dollars a minute—hence minutes

soon amount to millions.

Near the set were three chairs, each

bearing a name on its back. One was

that of Madame's director, Ray Small-

wood. The second belonged td

Madame's secretary, Peggy Hagar.

'The third—I paused transfixed—

on the third chair, the chair ol

the august Alia, glared the

white letters — JAZZIMOVA.
And across the seat -ITZKY.

Her chair at the studio is marked " Jazzimova," which

is not surprising when you know her.

denly took a.

jazz. I tried

to reconcile Jazzimova

and Itzky with such

majestic titles as " The

Supreme " and " The
Incomparable."

The swan maidens

ceased their whisperings.

The moving platform

paused. As though apprised by

everyone sensed the coming.

A door opened.
'• Madame is here," a whisper said

psychic presciei
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On the threshold appeared a slight figure wearing a

urious mandarin-shaped hat, flat-heeled shoes, and a

dute suit bordered with crimson poppies. An in-

tan t's survey—then Nazimova scampered up the steps,

ddressed a word or two and skimmed around the

set," reviewing all the details of its composition,

urning her head, she saw me and darted forward, her

and extended.
" Come," she cried in a gay-hued voice. " Come

diere we can have a good talk."

Nazimova is always the actress. That night she

ras the child of The Brat or The Heart of a Child, as

kipping out of the studio she pattered down the cor-

idor to her dressing-room. Opening the door she

assed through one room into another of rosy suffusion.
" Come in here and sit down, please," she invited,

dusking a scarf from off a wicker chair. Circling

round the room, she finally settled in the cushions of
'm~~2 a lounge. She had not given an inter-

view for—a year ?—um, much longer.

I

1

She was sorry—a sly twinkle notwith-

I J standing. It was not that she sought to

mystify the public, but after those inter-

views the public knew her no better.
" Oh, they had kindly motives," she

interposed hastily. " One said I was
young, sweet, and pretty !

" She pursed
her lips in a droll pucker characteristic

of her humorous mood. " Can you blame
me for not receiving more ? " She
laughed and shrugged her shoulders.

Nazimova
is not young,
neither is she

old. She is of

no age—or of

any. Her
beauty can-

not be termed
beauty, since

it matches no
standard. She
is a unique

masterpiece of life,

blending the dreamy

mysticism of the East with the prosaic culture of the

West. Her eyes are of Oriental shape, elongating to

mere slits of black gleam, heavily fringed with lashes,

and again blazing wide in a purple radiance. The
slender black brows, lifted high above the eyes, have
a reptilian animation. While her pronunciation is

perfect, her voice is coloured with foreign nuances

—

high-pitched notes, fluting inflection, and stressed

accents. It has the cadence of a viol, now vibrant,

rich, and low ; now mounting to a thin, high strain.

She speaks, as she acts, with gestures, shrugs, and
facial expressiveness.

Nazimova possesses versatility in its true sense—

a

capacity for protracted labour. Over in Russia, and
even in this country, before she emerged from the

foreign theatre, she would write dialogue, compose
music, direct plays in which she appeared, and actually

sew her own costumes. Affluence has not vitiated

this indefatigable energy. Nazimova not only stars in

her pictures ; she virtually creates them. Even when
the photographing has been completed her work is not
over. She arrives at the studio at eight o'clock in the

morning and works sometimes until four the next
morning supervising the cutting and assembling.

Recently she decided that she also would supervise

the making of prints, because she had seen some defec-

tive tinting in The Heart of a Child which she thought
detracted from the general impression. Even the

queen bee, Mary Pickford, cannot match Nazimova
for industriousness. In reply to my queries, she
reluctantly admitted her versatility.

" Yes, it is true I sometimes design my sets. Yes,

I have a little to do with the continuity—and I co-

direct my pictures. I have composed music, too.

And I play the violin and piano, and I dance. But
I'm just a dabbler—just a dabbler." She nodded
quickly, with a shrug of deprecation.

" You know," she added with a waggish moue,
" things often appear great—when a star does them."
Nazimova is an amused spectator of herself. She

seems to take a positive glee in mocking Madame
Nazimova. Any interviewer expecting to make light

of Nazimova's greatness would be outwitted, for she

has that superior sense of humour which permits of

satirizing herself. ,« You havg fead how
I studied dancing." She

shook her

head with

\
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an amused smile. "
I never studied dancing. And much has

been written of my study of pantomime. Instinct, too. It is

all instinct. You know Gertrude Hoffman, the dancer ?—

a

lovely woman.' She asked me if she might do my sword dance.
Did you see Eye for Eye ? Well, in that I did a sword dance.

" Capellani—he is a Frenchman—he was my director then.

One day he said, ' Madame, you are to do a sword dance in this

scene.'
' ' A sword dance ?—a sword dance ?—my God, and what is

a sword dance ? ' She imitated her look of puzzled wonder.
" Then I thought—'Um, very well ; have you music ? ' No, he
had no music. ' A drum ?

' No, there was no drum. ' Can
someone beat on wood, then ?

' " She thumped vigorously on a
table next the lounge. " Again, no. There was nothing to do
but dance. I picked up a sword and I thought— ' I am an
Oriental girl dancing with a sword which is to kill.' Very well !

Nazimova bounded from the lounge and glided in rhythmic
motion about the dressing-room, her body swaying, her
arms weaving and curving, her fingers rippling on the air

like petals.
" Um-um-um-um-um-la-la-la-la. All through the dance I

hummed an Oriental song."
Her hands fell to her sides, and she came back to the lounge.

Referring to the creative instinct for acting and dancing, she
gravely touched her forehead, " It is all here. All is mind."
The remark suggested some new-thought philosophy.
" Nu, no ! No fads—no—no fads !

" she protested, gesturing
with her hands as if to ward off such an imputation. Then she
paused, her eyebrows puckering quizzically. " I wonder if you
mean what I mean—about mind ? You mean will power ?

"

She awaited negation. " No, I have no will power—no will .power.
" I must see something first. I put a picture in my mind, and

I concentrate so my body responds. First I see, then I feel,

and then I am."
Nazimova's protean power has often been the subject of critical

dissertation. I spoke of the impression of height which she con-
veyed as " Hedda Gabler " on the stage.

" Ah, ' Hedda,' you remember ' Hedda," how tall she was ?

Yes, everyone thought me very tall. I am five feet three inches.

You know why ' Hedda ' was tall ? It was not the long gown
nor the high - heeled shoes. I thought I was tall, and I

was tall." She drew herself up majestically. " I moved as
a tall woman would move. My hands — I thought they were
long and slender, and they were. Yes, I believe they were long
and slender.

" Look at that hand !
" she exclaimed, thrusting a small,

childish palm outward. " That is not a pretty hand. It is a
stubby hand. It is not the hand of an artist. It is the hand of

a workman. Yes, and it has worked.
" No part of me is dead." She pressed a thumb and finger

together as if testing their sentiency. " All is alive. All ex-

presses. The first thing you learn in a Russian dramatic school
is to come out of your corsets. You throw them away." She
made a flinging gesture with a scarf in lieu of the abandoned
garment. " You throw them away—and you never get them
back again. Then you learn the five positions of the dance

—

nothing more. It is for grace."
Her suppleness indicated regular exercise. She smiled and

shook her head. She took a perverse delight in refutation.
I ne-ver exercise. I don't walk, I don't ride horseback, I

don't play golf or tennis. I do nothing except," she added
whimsically, " I move my grand piano five times a week."

Nazimova came to America from Russia some fifteen years ago
with Paul Orlenev, also a Russian player. Richard Watson
Gilder and Kobert Underwood Johnson, now American Ambas-
sador to Italy, first became interested in her work while she was
playing in a little East Side theatre, at Third Street, and the
Bowery, in New York, which she had to enter through a saloon.
They became so enthusiastic about her work that they wrote

letters to tin- Mew York newspapers, declaring a new genius
'had been found. Jeannetto Gilder, sister of Richard Gilder,

ly introduced her to Lee Shubert, who was her tii^t man
H' besought Caroline Harris, the actress and mother of Richard
Barthelmeas, to teach Nazimova English in Ic^s than five

A complex personality, Nazimova del

in playing dual rn/e\ ; she portrays

lely different characters
" Madame Peat ck," a scene
i> >»: ;. hich is <lcp:i ted

•>n Litis ,'

months Nazimova was mistress of our language. She spoke
of those days.

" Yes, Mrs. Barthelmess is lovely—-a splendid woman. And
Dickey—ah, Dickey !

" She clapped her hands gleefully. " I

have Dickey's first love-letter. Yes, he wrote it to me I

" I lived in Washington Square. You know Washington
Square ? Well, there is where I lived in a little room in the
Judson Hotel, way up in the tower. Mrs. Barthelmess would
come there to give me lessons. She, too, lived in a little room,
somewhere uptown. She had no place to leave Dickey. He was
nine then. I said, ' Why don't you bring your little boy with
you ?

' So she brought Dickey, and Dickey brought his cage
of white rats. He would turn them loose to scamper around my
room." Her fingers fluttered in imitation of the scampering
rodents. " Dickey would play with his rats, and I would play
with Dickey. Then he went to the seaside. He wrote to me on
a postal card. He said :

" ' Dear Madame : The white rats are fine. I hope you are,

too. Love. Dickey.'
"

Nazimova speaks fervently of pictures. " They have absorbed
me," she said. Yet her love for the stage has not failed.

" I will return to the stage. But first I must find a play. I

have been spoiled. I have become a gourmand. I will not be
content with a New England dinner. Oh, I—yes, I myself—

I

will eat a New England dinner, but I will not serve it to the
public.

" Art differs from business," said she. " You must give

—

give—always give. Give your best and it will come back to you.
I have such hopes—such plans—dreams "

She dismissed them with a quick gesture. She had eight
changes of costume to make that night. Already it was after
eleven and the first had not been made. We returned to the set.

On the way she paused to chat w.th the "extra" girls. She
was so very sorry she must keep them working so late.

" These girls are shivering. Have
of brandy for them ?

" she cried gayly
of men. " No ? Well what
is the matter with your
doctor's prescription ?

"

A moment later Nazimova
was the girl of Billions, posing
in the Garden of Dreams,
quite oblivious that I or any
one else was present, had ever
been present. She drew
flowers down to her face and
breaths of them as if they
fumed wine. She cau-
the swan maidens and
cherub lying in the
fore her mind was
saw it, she felt it,

While to us ap-
plex personality,
art, one of
orate master-
mova, genius
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WATCH wup
FEE^

BEBEDANIELS
One hundred-and-fifty pairs of stockings,

and sixty-five pairs of shoes.

It sounds very extravagant, I

know, but I must confess that my hosiery-

and-boot cupboard contains this quantity

of footgear. And I confess it unblush
ingly.

Why ? Because I consider shoes and
stockings the most important features

of a woman's attire. Nine women out
of ten fail to make the best of their

looks because they neglect to give

proper care to the little things of

the wardrobe. Without this pro-

fusion of limb apparel I could not

J

possess the well-dressed, per

ectly groomed appearance
that is essential to a kinema
star.

I have seen scores of

women with expensive
and beautiful gowns
who looked like

frumps be-
cause their
shoes were
run down at

heels and
lacked
shine.

And, on the contrary, one often comes into
contact with those who gain admiration with
a simple little dress, just because they take

the utmost pains in selecting suitable hose and
shoes, whose perfect cut gives full opportunity
to the beauty of the foot.

For my work on the screen I always have
two pairs of shoes and stockings for each gown.
To gain the full savour of a beautiful dress one
must practise variety of this sort. Of course,
to many people the expense would be pro-
hibitive ; but it is absolutely necessary to us
of the screen world, if we are to hold our
places in the favour of the public.
Lack of money, however, need not be a

bar to woman's desire for a charming appear-
ance. Good things are always more econ-
omical in the long run than articles cheap
in their first cost. By proper care one
good dress and its accessories may
retain their beauty long after a
whole assortment of cheap, shoddy
things have gone into the discard.
And it is also sound economy to

have as extensive a wardrobe as your
purse will allow. If you ring the changes
on your attire, and take proper care of
your things, you will get a life-time's
wear out of them. Always avoid ex-
tremes of fashion, so that no part of
your wardrobe may have to be perman-
ently discarded because it is out of date.
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h&sin
mA BRYAN

He came to England to make hi

and learned a whole lot ahou

path of the movie-maker is si

read this article and revise

There's many a slip twixt the ci

silver-sheet.

Kipling's hero, who chased the sun round the earth
in a vain pursuit of immortality, had nothing
on Eugene Mullin, Jack Evans, and Charles

Davis, who came to England as producer, assistant-

producer, and camera-man for Bryant Washburn.
They were sun -chasers par excellence, as people needs
must be who set out to make movies in England during autumn months.

Fox-hunting ? " said Eugene Mullin to me. " Pah ! A tame
game. If you want a real old-fashioned English sport, come sun-chasing
with my bunch. Wc are shooting exteriors for Bryant's new picture,

lioad to London."
I accepted the invitation with alacrity, and after that the only

ement was patience. Patience ! If Job were alive to-day he
wouldn't get away with that " patience " bluff of his so easily. A week
in t lie movie game would send him into retirement for life. I found
tliis out as soon as I started to train for the sun -chasing stakes.

Mil rs are very extraordinary people. They get up in the
middle of the night, and often start work— I have good authority for

this statement as early as eight o'clock iii the morning. If vou have
a journalist in your family and these things happen in the best regu-
lated families sometimes—you can guess the rest For a week I never
got anywhere near Bryanl Washburn's party. They had done a day's
work before I arrived m town. Then I bought an alarm clock and got up

three mornings In succession, and —the sun went on vacation. I

•rowmg desperate, when Fortune suddenly smiled The sun shone,
and I awoke earl] with an att.uk oi neuralgia all on the same day.

Nine o'clock found me sitting m Eugene Mullin's tlat listening to

incredible stones about him (oik, that would make this article a lo1

more interesting if I dated to prinl them At eleven o'clock I was still

sitting there, waiting for the sun to make up his mind. At eleven thirty

Mullin decided tO risk it, and a few minutes later We were
motoring in the direction ol Maidenhead.
We travelled in two cars, thirteen of us in the party, which Bryanl

Washburn said was lucky About that time the sun suddenly --us

pended work, and when we reached Maidenhead we were onlj able to

inn short scenes before adjourning for lunch.

Amongst tho e pn en! were Bryant and Mrs Bryanl she had
domnd greast paint i"i the occasion t" play the i • I * - of a coquettish

maid-servant loan Morgan, leading-ladv 101 the production, Saba
Raleigh, Gibb McLaughlin, and Alfred Howard.

through the plate-glass windows, lit up tl

with a mellow glow and filled us full of

Fine," said Bryant. " I saia thirt

lucky Let's hurry"
Sq we bolted our food and went ou'

the sun went in

An hour later, when we were shiveruij

grounds of a beautiful riverside mansion
for the sun to improve, oneof the chautfeui

up to inform us that the sun was shining atC
" That'll be tine for the people on

there," said the imperturbable Mr. Mulli

Now, in Los Angeles," began the

man ; but Mrs Washburn, with tears in h

begged him to desist.
" In fifteen minutes." said Bryant Wi
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ASM BURN
[LLIAMSON

tish picture. The Road to London,
azing climate. If you think that the

roses.

lions,

the

mt
hburn

Company
>cation in the

nds of " Romani,"
Maidenhead.

shall be able to start

! was so positive about
at I asked for an ex-

ition.

Elementary," said
nt. " I've been study-
he sky for hours and
3 every day during the
ix weeks, and I've got
un rated to a thou-

gh part of a second. I

t the clouds, and the
s mere mental arith-

In fifteen minutes
hall have a burst o
line."

'Svas even so. In a quar-
an hour we had about
ute and a-half of glori-

unshine, and the scene
hot. Then we waited
in hour, and shot two
ir scenes. Then fifteen

:es, and shot another,
that we played games.

Outside Dickens' Old Curiosity Shop.

You want a
whole lot of patience

for this work," I

remarked to Mullin.
" Inexhaustible,"

he answered.
" Monumental," con-

firmed Jack Evans ; and
he showed me the torn
and tattered working
scenario. " Every night,"
he explained, with tears in

his eyes, " I map out the
schedule of work for the fol-

lowing day. This is what we
were going to do to-day "

—

he pointed to an imposing list

of scenes neatly tabulated on
the script

—
" and this is what we

have done—six short shots."
Before breakfast in Los An-

geles," observed the electrician,
" you could shoot thirty-sev

"

We silenced him with stones.
" Positions !

" yelled Mullin, sud-
denly. " The sun's coming out again."

It was a near thing, but we beat the sun
to it with half a minute to spare. Mrs.
Bryant dashed into the house, and the scene
started. Here's what followed, in proper
scenario-form, so you may learn something
of the true inwardness of movie -making.
Scene: the front door of a country house.

Joan Morgan discovered on step, looking
very tired and disconsolate. Bryant Wash-

burn backs into the picture, talking to a
cabman " off." Eugene Mullin shouts :

" Can
you hear me, Mabel ?

" Mrs. Washburn
replies from other side of door :

" Sure, what
a beautiful voice you have, 'Gene." Bryant
Washburn starts to comfort Joan. " Say,
you are tired, darling," orders Mullin.
Bryant does so. Mrs. Washburn heard " off

"

singing " Irene." Bryant rings the door-bell.
" Open !

" yells the producer.
The door opens and Mrs. Washburn looks

[Continued on page 56.
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IK and
Picturegoer '

! How 're t!

Hello, Tom !

" Hello,

comin
This was the greeting that assailed me the o.

day at the Fox studio—a greeting typically Mixi
as well as typically American.

I had wandered into the Fox studio, bent ui

getting a few words about himself out of

famous cowboy star, for the benefit of PICTUI
GOER readers ; but I soon discovered that
had other plans in view

For after I had assured him that " they " v
" coming fine," he told me that he had a real

surprise for me.
" You never heard of the rest of the family,

you, ' Picturegoer '
? Well, you come along >

me, and Fll introduce you to someone far n
important than Yours Truly."
He paid no attention to my protests that su<

thing was impossible, and as I refuse, on princ:

to start any kind of argument with one of t

super-athletic film stars, I allowed myself tc

dragged along to the
dressing-room.

And there he introduce!

to the very nicest of (

haired old ladies, who, I in

diately realised, was a femi

replica of Tom. Introduc
confirmed my brain-wave
this must be Tom's mot
and I soon found myself li

ing delightedly t

account of Tom's
life from the p
who was certainl

titled to speak
most a u t ho
thereupon.

" Tom was
child, "said Mrs

f

Showing
how hi

with

herox

*
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llSMOTTHE
•king mischievously at her big son, whose eyes were
ning with the filial love which he made no attempt to

iceal. " We were living in Texas City when he was born
;

It

luckily he didn't stay there long. It was a pretty wild
ice in those days, but I'm afraid little Tom would have
ne his best to make it wilder ! A cattle-ranch was more
this line ; and so before he was very old, he was packed off

la place where we knew his youthful energy would be put
i| good use !

"

JAnd Mrs. Mix then went on to tell me of her son's training

jthe Virginia Military Academy, and of his experiences on
»still-famous ranch known as the 101 Ranch, Wyoming,
l.ere Tom worked as a cowboy. Of course, she did not
iget to mention his service in the Spanish-American War,
ji in the Boxer uprising in Tien-Tsin, where he was
funded. Chasing outlaws and cattle-thieves in Texas,

fating in Mexico, acting as guide for the late Colonel

losevelt on some of the Tatter's hunting trips—these were

$y a few unimportant events in the star's crowded life ! I

ihered from what Mrs. Mix told me, that the opportunity
i entering the motion-picture field came when Tom was
ling exhibitions of rough-riding and roping with a big

firing circus. Producers heard about his daring feats ; saw
a in action ; and one of them, who represented the Selig

impany, signed him as a player. In those days the usual
jvboy pay was only about twenty dollars a month for

us men who stayed on the ranches, so the salaries offered

li the " movies " seemed like fortunes to the cow-punchers,
tm, therefore, was a greatly-to-be-envied personage by
his pals, and many are the letters he still receives

am men who once worked with " lucky Mix."
< Fifteen years ago Tom started his circus work, and con-
3 ting circumstances had kept him and his mother apart
&il the time of which I am now writing. But he had
<jrer forgotten his parents ; and his first savings were spent
«n a ranch which he presented to them. And you
y be sure it was with tremendous pride and affection

lit they watched their son's rise from cowboy to star,

ter, and motion-picture director.

lUl this I gleaned from Mrs. Mix, and I came to the
delusion, as I listened, that the ideal person to interview

Ss
not the film celebrity himself, but said celebrity's

ther ! However, Tom had no intention of remaining
,;nt for ever. So as soon as he thought that Mrs. Mix
1 1 held the floor sufficiently long, he chipped in, telling

how, in view of the fact that he saw no hope of pry-
himself loose from the studio and visiting her, he
, instead, insisted upon her coming to see him.

' She's staying with me for three weeks, and my

—

U should see the way she is learning all about the
ture game ! My stunts scared her at first ; but
! soon got to have confidence in me, and now she
ies me on to do more thrillers !

"

' When I was two years old," said Tom, " I used to
die around her, and she used to pick me up and carry me.
w the positions are reversed, aren't they. Ma ? " And he
ked her up like a feather and perched the little lady on
broad shoulder.

' And what do you think ? " laughed " Ma," as her son
pped her lightly on the ground. " He actually did the
ie thing out in the studio the other day, and before I

:w what was happening, the camera began to click !

"

" Yes, and you can have one of the
' stills ' to put in PICTUREGOER, if

you like," volunteered Tom.
" I took her down to see some old

I pals of mine at Hesperia the other day,"
he continued. " And, say, didn't those
hoys give her a welcome ? I'll tell the
world they did !

"

" In the evenings
she sometimes sits and sings

the old-time songs she used to

sing to me when I was a kiddie
;

and that sure carries my mind back a few years !

"

" Well, ' Picturegoer,' drop in and see me whenever
you feel like it, and don't forget to give your readers

my regards. Tell them that my first real holiday in

'steen years is earmarked for a visit to England, along
with mother here ; and we're sure hoping we shan't

have to wait much longer for the trip. You know, some-
where about my great-grandfather's time, one of the

Mixes came from the Old Country to settle in the New
;

so we sort of feel we should like to pay a visit to the home
of our ancestors."

Tom Mix, as his many British admirers know, has
been the star in a number of wonderfully popular Fox
pictures. Some of the latest ones have been Rough-
Riding Romance, Desert Love, The Speed Maniac, The
Wilderness Trail, and Three Gold Coins. Recently he has
been busy completing two films which he himself thinks
should please his public more than any of his previous
productions have done—and that is going some ! The
Texan and Prairie Trails are the present titles of these

two Western pictures. They are both adapted from
novels by James B. Hendryx, the second one being a
sequel to the first. Both are stories of dramatic power,

containing many thrilling scenes ; and
in them Tom, accompanied by his own
specially-trained pony, in whom he places

great trust, has added considerably to

his reputation for dare-devilry, abso-
lute fearlessness, and excellent acting.

L.G.

-^>^

r* -
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Langhorne Burton, the popular British player, has been dubbed the " ideal

screen hero " by his many admirers. He has a long line of film successes

to his credit "At the Villa Rose," "The Amateur Gentleman," "Little Dorrit."

" Tom Jones," and " Two Little Wooden Shoes " are just a few of them.
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That the public can appreciate acting of the highest quality is proved by the

homage paid to Pauline Frederick : for no screen artiste has a more appre-

ciative following. Her fame bids fair to eclipse that of any star, for critics declare

that her new picture, " Madame X.," reaches the high-water mark of her career.
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Douglas Maclean made his biggest hit in " Twenty-three-and-a-half Hours'

Leave." which was one of last year's .outstanding successes. He was Mary
Pickford's leading man in "Johanna Enlists" and "Captain Kidd, Junr.," and

has co-starred with Vivian Martin and Doris May. Golf is his consuming passion.
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An 0. Henry heroine is dainty Jean Paige, for she has re-created for the screen

many of the characters of that master tale-teller. But to prove that she

is nothing if not versatile, she has appeared in helter-skelter serials as well. She
is twenty-two years old, and has black hair and blue eyes.
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* . artoi aw broke into the movies at the early age of fifteen, in order to pay

\ fo he younger brother's education. To-day. at eighteen she has an

,in g record of successful screen work. She has been the leading lady In many
*

• is now a star in her own right.
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wri/u/oma/i

»
A

PICTURE
(heor 1

Souoenir of the 'Paramount

film version of the Drury Lane

JKorality "Play.

\MONTH/

A beautiful girl donates one of her
kisses to be sold by auction at

a charity bazaar, and bidding for

the favour becomes fast and furious.

Amongst the bidders are three

deadly rivals for her hand—one a

struggling young physician ; one
an actor ; and the third, a million-

aire. All three strive. to purchase
the kiss, but the millionaire, being

'

possessed of unlimited means, easily !

outdistances his rivals.

The hammer falls, the kiss is

donated, but the millionaire fails to

appreciate the sweets of victory.

Two theatrical managers who are

witnesses of the incident offer to

train the girl for a career as an
actress. The girl asks for time in

which to consider the offer, and
that same evening seeks the
advice of her three best friends.

The friends offer A'aried advice,

and nightfall finds the girl still

undecided.

With the dawn of a new day
the story merges into symbolism.
The girl is now called Every-
woman. Her maid is named
Conscience, and her three best
friends are Youth, Beauty and
Modesty.

To Everywoman in her mirror
appears Flattery ; whilst Nobody,
the ever-present, hovers in

the background. Flattery
begs Everywoman to go
upon the Stage of Life

and seek his master the
King Love the First.

Listening to Flattery,

Everywoman decides to

accept the manager's offer

to go upon the stage.

The young physician
proposes to Everywoman,
but she rejects' his love

;

then, heedless of the
remonstrances of Modesty,
she becomes an actress.

In her stage career

^V

Everywoman - Violet Heming
Wealth - Theodore Roberts
Beauty Wanda Hawley
Youth Clara Horton
Modesty - Margaret Loomls
Conscience .... Mildred Reardon
Truth ..... Edythe Chapman
Vice Bebe Daniels
Love Monte Blue
Passion .... Irving Cummings
Nobody James Neill
Flattery - - - Raymond Hatton
Lord Witless - - - Lucien Littlefield
Bluff Noah 'Beery
Stuff Jay Dwiggins
Puff Tully Marshall
Age Robert Brower

Everywoman is dominated by her former suitors, the

actor and the millionaire, now known respectively as

Passion and Wealth. The theatrical

managers are Bluff and Stuff, and
their Press-agent is Puff. Through their

efforts Everywoman is acclaimed as

a great star.

Although famous, Every-

woman at first resists the

temptations that beset her

path ; then she finds herself

accepting the attentions of

Wealth, and of another suitor,

who is called Lord Witless

But she still continues to

search for King Love ; and
in the course of her

quest, she mistakes Pas-

sion for him. Passion

kisses her, but she dis

covers his true character,

and rejects his advances.

By this time, however,

Modesty has left her,

and Everywoman bc L

comes a wandering exile.

Wealth gives a magni-
ficent banquet, declares that

he is King Love, and offers

his heart to Everywoman.
But she discovers that he
does not want her unless

Youth and Beauty are ever

present.

Passion, meanwhile, has
been scheming for revenge. He
orders Dissipation to steal

away Beauty, holding her to

ransom, and Everywoman,
dismayed, flees with Youth
and Conscience from the

house of Wealth,
Now that Everywoman has

lost Beauty, Bluff and Stuff

dispense with her services.

Everywoman continues her

search for Love ; and, at the

suggestion of Youth, goes

to a gambling saloon in the

hope of winning a clue to

his identity. She loses all

at the gaming-tables ; Lord
Witless, too, is ruined and
puts an end to his life.

New Year's Eve finds

Everywoman and Youth
wandering, poverty-stricken,

through the streets. Father
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Time beckons, and Youth
leaves Everywoman, never

to return. In desperation,

Everywoman tries to sell

herself to Wealth, but now
that she is no longer young
and beautiful, he cruelly

spurns her advances. Every-

woman then finds that No-

body is her friend.

As the chimes ring out

the New Year, Every-

woman and Conscience

leave the church and fall

at the feet of Truth.

Everywoman declares
that she has learned her

lesson, and is now ready

to follow Truth.

When 1. \ i- iv worn an arrives

at Truth's cottage she discovers

that the young physician, son

of Truth, is the love for whom
slw has made her pilgrimage.

Modesty, taken in and cared

for by Truth and Love, recovers1

from her wanderings. Then I OVe

declares that Beauty will soon

be ransomed by Right Living,

and true happiness comes to E
woman. But Passion and W
suffer the penalty of evil li

They quarrel over Vice, and
sion wins the conflict, Wealth
destroyed.

The interest in Everywomai
rather in the character-work o

various players, and in the m
ficence of the stage-settings
ployed, than in the story itseli

a morality play, the film can h
be termed a success ; but
spectacular production, it i

very high indeed.

The acting honours are s]

by a very large and capable
Violet Heming makes a lo
" Everywoman," and her renc
of an extremely difficult part 1

little to be desired. Edythe (

man as " Truth," and Monte
as " Love," her son, are botl

cellent ; and Wanda Hawle;
" Beauty," has no difficulty in

ing her part. Margaret Loomis

Passion (Irving Cummings)

Everywoman (Violet Heming)

he is King Love. At first

she belincs him ; but soon

her eyes are opened to his

baseness, and she rejects

his advances.

%^
Everywoman, Age,

and Beauty.

'
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i Reardon are, respectively,

sty " and " Conscience."

ial mention must be made
>e Daniels, whose portrayal

fice "is the work of a

1 artiste. • Bebe Daniels is

star in her own right, and
her work in Everywoman

ilped to put her on the road

le.

ther old favourite in the

Everywoman is Irving Cum-
who portrays the thankless

[
" Passion." Irving Cum-

has. made passionate love

n upon the screen, that his

ts him like a glove.

;e
" has an able exponent in

: Browerj the veteran actor

! screen, and " Youth " is

ified by Clara Horton, who,
gh only sixteen years old,

long list of "film successes to

edit.

»ed as a whole, Everywoman
orthy addition to the screen's

ig productions. What-
ver it may lack in

dramatic values, the

money and care lavished

upon the spectacular

side of the film make it a
picture to be seen and
remembered.
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ft

. <r

The Throne of Happiness

and Love.

4
• f^fciW*'"*

Ba&s^;?* 8 -"
Edythe Chapman as Truth, and Monte Blue as

Love, her son.
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C^{om^o4^ C&lltfl^

iinii

I,i the wondrous boudoir of rose,

* Lvorj and blue, with its adjoining

:i, whose walls depict the foam-

flecked waves of the ocean with grey gulls

bove, to thi kennels of lier favourite

e instinctively realises thai in every

lendid new residence of Ruth Roland

, : „1 that its beautiful mistress has given

ireful thought tO its every detail, the

colourinf Itful and harmonious, and, in

the colourful, warm

i the busy girl whose haven it is aft..

, days ei in the creation of thrilling

In short, Ruth is one of the few real home

film firmament ;
and, although

driven R

[own dangerous canyo

jwiftly moving trains and made
the <\.iv (in

i

" thrill, t, when the

threshold, all

„ the time foi

" m
• • ,, ris

" indi

and evening fro< ks ;
b in a

while, oi I
,,ll< '

Ruth of the Gingham I town " who
with a delii

;. by my
. Ruth

One special dish (a sort of

sublime " chile con came ") is all

her own invention — she has

dubbed it " Texas," and gives the

recipe as follows :

" First brown

two or three Bernmda onions in

olive oil, next beefsteak cut in

squares and well browned in the

oil ; add tomatoes, Spanish

flavouring, mushrooms, a few all-

spice, and simmer slowly until

quite brown." " It's tit for a king

or a queen, too, for that matt

WT So it will be seen Ruth's real

interests are not entirely " reel
'

interests.
.

The latest addition to Ruth's household is

her police dog " Teddy," whom Ruth declares

"
Is the best sleeping watch dog I ever owned

Teddy is seen with his mistress in the centre

picture on this page.
•• Love me. love my home " is. how-

ever Ruth Roland's motto.
"

I believe," she declares, " that one

reason for the apparent unhappiness and

essneSS of SO many of the people of

N ,s because they have none of the

home lovmg. home making spun in then

natures, such as our mothers, grandmothers

an ,i ndmothers used to have they

tantly seek pleasure and amusement

Many of them, it is true, have

hous.s, but not ' homes' m am
the word. They simply turn on..

the pla.es to paid help

and Only go to then
j

,,t abod. mot ' homes ') when

everywhere else is dosed

Homebodies ate bom,
not made, I've known girls

who > reated a real ' home

atmosphere in a tiny rented

mom, while others

(ailed to do it with

all that
wealth
can buy
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Destiny
ByWillScott

Narrated, by permission

from Western Import 9

Swedish Biograph pic-

ture, based on tbe story
" Sir Arne s Treasure,"

by Felma Lagerlof.

Sir Halmar was three years in Sweden loading the dice,

but the dice were not loaded well enough, and when
the throw came, Sir Halmar it was who was van-

quished. The King's men, with long spears, escorted Sir

Halmar's followers to the border, banished them and cast

them forth to find their way back to their own country as

best they might. Sir Halmar and the two gay knights who
were his lieutenants they cast into the dungeon of the
mighty keep at Stockholm, there to await their death. It

was the end of the rebellion in Sweden, and it was an in-

glorious end.

Five days had -the three to wait for the axe, but the
evening of the fourth day found them still laughing
merrily.

" Why should we not laugh ? " asked Sir Halmar. " Is

it not good to be alive ? " He gave a boisterous shout
and thumped his friends heartily upon the chest.

In the passage outside the stern guard stopped in his

march and glared through the bars.
" Quiet there !

" he snarled.

The three looked at the guard, looked at each other, and
burst into a mighty shout of laughter.

" I will quiet you, you fools !
" cried the guard ; and he

thrust his long spear through the bars, missing the heart
of Sir Halmar by a foot.

" Quick !
" called Sir Halmar to his friends.

Six hands were laid upon the spear, and qxiickly.

hand over hand, they crept to where the mailed
fists of the old guard grasped the haft through the
iron bars. The eyes of the guard were starting from his

head. Either he must part with the spear — which
would mean his death when the news was taken to

the governor of the keep -or he must soon be held him-
self a prisoner by the three laughing fools whose hands
were creeping along so swiftly to encircle his wrists.

He was a dull-witted guard, and he spent too long at

the thinking ; the two laughing lieutenants held each
a wrist of his in an iron grip, while Sir Halmar reached
through the bars and relieved him of the keys of the
cell.

" Now hold him firmly," commanded Sir Halmar. " If

he cries let his own spear silence h.m. I shall be but a

moment *'

The dungeon
door was un-
locked, and Sir

Halmar ran out into

the passage,

friends, releasing the
guard, followed. The guard
turned upon Sir Halmar
with a loud bellow.

" My spear !

" he bawled.
I will have my spear !

" Silence, fellow !

" Sir Halmar
cried. He sprang upon the guard,
and the two fell to the floor. For
moments they fought, but Sir Halmar's
hands found the other's throat and held
it tight, and when at length the knight
rose his opponent was dead. " Whore now ?

"

asked the others.

Sir Halmar led the way along the corridor.
He curled round and then went down two steps and
turned sharp to the right. They stood soon before an
iron door which opened to their keys and admitted them
to a turret.

" When the sentry passes," whispered Sir Halmar, " down
upon him and still his tongue; then— yonder !

"

He pointed far across the icy wastes, far across the
snow-bound plain that meant for them freedom and inde-
pendence.

It will be a hard fight," said Godfrey, who was the
younger of the two lieutenants.

" A hard fight, indeed," said Searle, who was the elder.
" A hard fight !

" cried the wondering Sir Halmar. " The
sentry !

"

" The sentry ? Nay," replied Godfrey. " The —
yonder. The sentry ? -bah ! He shall be silenced with
comfort. It is the freedom ahead that I mean. What
freedom will it prove to be ?—the freedom to starve and
to die ?

"

" Return !
" cried Sir Halmar, with bitterness. " Return !

There your starvation and your death shall be assured—
and the governor will see to it that your peace is not dis-

turbed by freedom. . . . Faint heart !

"
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in the buying and selling of
salted fish.

There was Sir Arne himselt
and Sir Arne's wife—who were
stranger fish than ever Torarin
dealt in And the big, metal-
bound box in which—so rumour
had it—Sir Arne's treasure lay.

There were those who said that
this wealth was not honestly
come by ; that it was stolen by
Sir Arne and his wife from the
monasteries, and was, therefore,
accursed. Even the barest beggar
cried :

" Touch it not, lest the
curse come to thee I

" At
the dinner in the big hall each
Wednesday, Torarin would watch
closely the old parson and his

wife, and sometimes it was
his fancy that they were

for ever listening, waiting,
in dread of a footstep
that might come with-
out, of a knock that
might be heard upon
the door. Then
Torarin would

shudder — as

often he saw
Sir Arne and
his wife shud

" He was

a dull-witted spent ton long at the thinking
I

" Nay," said Godfrey. " It needs a stout

heart for either the going or the staying. I

was only thinking, not wavering. We are

going forward—all of us !

"

" Spoken like a friend," laughed Sir

Halmar, clapping him upon the shoulder.
" And now here comes the sentry fool.

Who goes down ?

" I lead !
" cried Searle, springing over

the parapet.
"

I follow !
" cried Godfrey.

" And here am I to see fair play !

" cried

Sir Halmar, with a laugh.

Three lonely figures crept away across

the ice-bound waste, leaving one lonelier

figure stark in the snow behind them. At
;i hut within sight of the keep they obtained
ragged i lothea and the tools of the t inner's

trade, ami. disguised as tanners, they went
to freedom. There was an alarm at the keep
and a search was made for many miles, but
it was a fruitless search—the fish had
lipped from tin- hook.

Jhns did Su Halmar go forth from Stockholm.

' HAF1 IK II.

Always when Torarin, the poor fishmonger who travelled

around Marstrand, called at the lonely Kcctory of Sir

Arn. be ' 'i it. on ot the ..id parson's hospitality.

and of a substantial n b1 him upon ins way. w hi< h was
.1 .old ami lonely way indeed Wednesday was the day
of his weekly visit to that part oi the district, and, being

»\ pool fish vendor, he took good (arc that he did not

arrive too soon before the hout set lor dinner. These
Wednesdays weir the red letter davs of B drab exist-

for, in truth, there «as much in the household of Sir Arm
tO disturb the poor wits Of one whose whole life was pass.-.!

" Quick !
"

called Sir

Halmar to his friends.

tier—and turn from his host and his hostess
and their secrets to contemplation of the
fare they laid before him, which was
far more to his liking.

But if Torarin did not envy Sir Arne
his goodly position or his great hall, or
his servants, or his wealth in the iron-

bound box, there was, at any rate, one
envy that he fostered in his kind old

heart, and that was- envy for the beautiful

maiden who was Sir Arne's grand-daughter.
Little Elsa was sixteen years of age, and
from Trelleborg, in the south, to Ragis-
vora, m the far north, there was none so

beautiful, not even in the great city of

Stockholm. Torarin would look at her
long and go back to his food with a sigh,

for Torarin and his wife had not been
blessed with children, and their life in

the hut they called home was a lonely life.

" Those thai have shall Have more "

was Torarin's thought, and he would put the matter from
him with a shrug of the should
On one Wednesday night . many weeks after Sir Halmar

and his two trust] friends went forth in a mighty hurry
from the kee al Stockholm. Torarin was witness to an
extraordinary ppening in the great hall of Sir Arne. The
dinner was bu hall way gone and the chatter and the
gossip w. nil highest, when Sir Arne's lady was
observed to drop her knife and her fork, and to pass her
hand across hei head, A silence fell al once, and all eyes
were upon hei

"
1 hOU art ill." Said Sir Arne
Nay, nay, said his wife " It is but the noise of the

tanners at the Devil's Harrow sharpening their knives.

$a u i/s id \icirs I'l age.
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They have been at it without a pause these ten minutes,

and the sound has worn my nerves. Cannot you send to

them to bid them cease ?
"

" Sharpening knives ? " cried Sir Arne. " At the Devil's

Barrow ? Why the Devil's Barrow is a mile" and a-half

away. If the tanners did sharpen their knives you could

not hear them here." Nevertheless, he was much dis-

turbed himself, as Torarin from his corner could see, and
his band trembled as he held it aloft.

" Listen 1
" he said. And in the silence that followed :

" There is no sound. It is still as death."
" There ! Listen !

" cried his wife. " The knives on the stone.

They are sharpening their knives, I tell you. You must hear !

"

" Nay, I hear no sound at all," affirmed the old parson,
who was by this time very white in the face. And others at

the table, appealed to, were equally emphatic.
" We will pray," said Sir Arne ; and

the company bowed their heads.
That night, when Torarin got back to

the market-place at Marstrand, he related

what had passed at the lonely rectory,

and there were loud laughs . at the
recital ; but one old wife who was in that
very moment with her wares from the

little hut at Devil's Barrow, called them
to silence.

*' What time was this, Master Torarin,

at which this happening took place ?
"

she asked.
" It was as near as I can remember a

little after four o'clock," replied Torarin.
" Then," said the old wife, " this is

stranger than we can think for, for at

a little after four o'clock three rascally

strolling tanners were certainly sharpen-
ing their knives at the grindstone in my
yard, and they ran oft without paying
their dues when I went to the door. I

remember the time, for my man had
been home from Marstrand but a few
minutes."
The little group around were hushed

looked out to the east in the direction where Sir Arne's
rectory lay.

"It is a strange thing," said the old wife, as she shook
her head ;

" I feel that I would rather be myself, struggle
though I must for the food to keep life within me, than
Sir Arne with all that he holds in the iron-bound box that
I hear of."

And there were many others there that night who had
the same thoughts.

Chapter III.

When Torarin 's head was laid upon the pillow, and
he was preparing for sleep, there came a mighty
shout from the street below, and Torarin sprang

to his feet and threw up the window. Far to the east
was a mighty glare in the night sky. Torarin called

out for news, and a man below cried to him that the
rectory of Sir Arne was burning, and that sledges were
being got ready to go and see if help
could be rendered.

" I will come down," cried Torarin,
and to his wife he said, " Get thee up
and await my return. We may have
homeless men to house. I think there
has been sorry work to-night. Sir Arne's
lady did maybe hear more than the
sharpening of knives."
He harnessed his horse to his sledge and

made his way to the square where the
sledges were collecting and leaving for the
burning rectory.

It was perhaps fifteen or twenty min-
utes' ride to the house of Sir Arne, and,
by the time the ride was accomplished,
it was too late. More than half of

the house was blazing as Torarin
drew rein in the courtyard.

The men of Marstrand stood round wailing, but Torarin
pushed forward to the ruins.

•" There may be some to rescue," he said. " The great
hall still stands. Let us look there."

So they searched the great hall, and the sight they saw
there was in their eyes as long as those eyes could see.

Upon the floor lay Sir Arne and Sir Arne's lady and many
of their retainers, and all of them were stabbed to the heart.

" Murdered !

" gasped Torarin, dropping Sir Arne's arm
and turning to the others with arms spread open. "True
it is that we are too late. There are those who have been
before us."

" The great chest is gone," said someone, and all eyes
were turned to the corner where it had stood so long.

" Robbery, too !
" Torarin gasped again. " Well, those

who hold the chest now will need the blessing of heaven
on them ere long, I am thinking. It and
the wealth it covered brought nought but
this to Sir Arne."

" Listen ! The sound of someone sob-
bing !

" whispered an old greybeard. ,

Through a door the men of Marstrand
followed Torarin, and there, in a small
room untouched as yet by the fire. Little
Elsa knelt clasping to her bosom the
dead body of her young sister Berghild.

" Worse and worse !
" cried poor Torarin,

raising his eyes above. " Come, child, you
must leave here quickly ; the flames creep
nearer." He took little Elsa by the arm
and led her, unresist- ing, away.
" How comes it ^^m that you
are saved, little one ? " he
asked. " I hid," said Little
Elsa. "They never looked

Sir Halmar was sad and lore' of spirit

and somenow, for me, and so

I was spared.
The others

hid, some
of them—
not all,

there
was no
time

—

Elsa was slow

at her task,

for she felt

dull of head

and dull of
heart.
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but they were dragged forth We wen- in our beds, and some
iwakened ... It was three rough tanners."

" Ah !
" said Torarin. " Then thy grandmother's vision was

a warniii ' It was ;i warning unheeded."
The men oi Marstrand left the house and

gathered in the courtyard. The last wall of the

iry fell and the sparks soared upwards, some
tailing on the un] i

sledges.
" \\ hat oi the girl ?

" asked a sad - faced

man beside Torarin.
a shall come home with me, and

my in im< shall be her home," r<

My wile will care for her, andTorarin.
slu- shall

ile can make
forget."

from the embers of the

ever known to take up
neath the rough roof of

fish saltei and his w ife were
he had sail they would bo.

made comfortable. Hut the

happened at tin

the tanners' visit she

be as comfortable as poor
In time she may
So little Elsa went
only home she had

her abode be-

Torarin. The old

good to her, as

and she was
things that
on the night of

never forgot.

fallen,Alter the Rectory had
twelve oi the men of Marstrand
followed the tracks of a sledge that

Ud away in a northerly direction

towards the great firth. The three tanners
who were in the sledge heard the pursuit many
miles behind in the stillness, and paused to

consider their actions.

sledge leaves tracks !
" cried one,

pointing behind.
" Then," said the second, " the

sledge must go. See ! Before us the

Ice is thin and soft, and the waters
of the firth show through, Take
out the chest and send the

horse forward."
noved the

and t he hor
,t forward.

Twenty yards from the

gave way,
and horse and sledge

plunged into the '

bene: The three
tanners gave a hoarse

laugh, and taking up the
hurried away to-

and were
t in the

dark'

Vnd when the men of

Marstrand came up some
minutes later only
the great hole in tin

wreckage of the
1 t he dead horse, SO

they turned aw ij with satisfaction.
" For," said they, "this is the end

Which was so indeed, bul nut as the men of Mar-
ind thought.

I V.

T winter that followed was a winter of great

ind tasted long, and when the spring came
II Kfe.it ships about Marstrand

1 tli. ir time, for I
it held

thei n .>f breaking Each day, as little Elsa

wal i the window o1 old Torarin'a hut, she saw

ion, iinen, skippers, owners, e\ en

Idlei make their was- up the lull i the

breaking tin y woul >a< k with long

ntment. fararin, and nun much older, said

i never h a wintei before in Sweden
it i...iks," said Torarin, " ;i- it it is God's will

tli.it ll,. ii I break that the ship

some ol them, should be held for Hia purp
m ot men that daily floi i-

old i who wore
1 1 1. .i < ru hly .li »cd than the oth( i who
l the '' aiting w ei • Sii l lalmar

and in. two Godfrey and Searle, who
i,i.; t in ii i. ii and w< re

wail e to take them
ha. k In '

i ..initi v

Each day as they passed the window, Sir Halmar would glance
towards little Elsa, for the sad. sweet face of the girl fascinated
him ; and as she was attracted by his handsome features and
his dashing ways, she returned his glance, sometimes with a
smile. Words followed glances, and they became good friends.

Two weeks passed and the ice did not break. Godfrey and
Searle went each day to the hill to see if the galleon was freed,

but Sir Halmar never went farther than the cottage of Torarin.
You will be sorry when the ice breaks and I have to go from

Marstrand ? " Sir Halmar asked, one day, as he sat in the garden
by Elsa's side.

" I shall be lonely," replied little Elsa. " You have been my
only friend. Good Torarin and his wife are kind to me, and try-

to make me happy here, but I am always lonely. I have no
friends. I have nobody—now "

He looked at her long, and she lowered her eyes. He took her
hand in his and held her close.

" Little Elsa," he whispered, " come with me when the ice

breaks to my own country. There I will make you my wife,

and you shall have a friend for ever."

She turned to him and looked at him for a moment, then she
laid her head on his shoulder.

" Answer me, Elsa," he implored. " Answer me, now—say
you will come with me."

" Y'es, yes," she said softly. " I will be your wife, Sir Halmar.
I will come with y

rou to your own country when the ice breaks."
He held her closer to him, and she looked up at him and

smiled. He took a strand of her hair and coiled it around his

fingers- and played with it in the sunlight. And as he did so a
strange expression came over his face. She saw this, and drew
back from him.

" How—how golden is your hair !
" he said in a voice scarce

above a whisper.
" What do you mean ? " she asked. " My hair is flaxen,

Sir Halmar."
He looked at her and then at the strand of hair that lay

twisted round his fingers. He brushed this away and
gave a nervous laugh

" Why. look, little Elsa !
" he cried. " It is the sunshine

that falls on it and turns it to gold. What a fool I am !

Not to know the colour of my darling's hair."

But she still drew away from him. She could not
forget the strange expressioh that had come over his face.
" Berghild's hair was golden !

" she said, aghast.
" Berghild ?

"

" My sister—my little sister who was murdered by Sir Arne's

murderer, by the tanner who stole the iron-bound
chest and made my own life waste. I looked

out from my hiding-place that night and saw
him standing above her with his cruel knife,

and she begged for his mercy, but he showed
none. Her hair lay in his band as mine

onlv now lav in vours. Oh I

"

ttle Elsa "

go, Sir Halmar ! Leave
alone to-day. That awful

ight comes back to mc, and
cannot talk. Come back

->*^ to-morrow—anv time

—

»4 ft It .-#? but u'7 mc
,

now "„
Continued on pa ft }y

, ^ajw- Wv oniv now la

\W- tl'-V "But, lit

hi solemn pffh

cession they carried

Elsa's body to it*

lu^t resting-place.
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Biographical Brevities

^Maj&e/yfwmana
Born in Boston, she started out to be an

artist, but changed her mind and became

an artist's model instead. Then Alice

Joyce introduced her to the movies, and she

started work at the Biograph studios, where Mack

Sennett was directing five-hundred-foot comedies.

When Sennett founded the Keystone Company,

with a capital of £20, Mabel became one of his

chief stars. In a few years, Sennett was a mil-

lionaire, and Mabel had no regrets, either. Later

she became a Goldwyn star. Her best-known

pictures are the Fatty and Mabel series, Mickey,

Joan of Plattsburg, Dodging a Million, The. Venus

Model, Back to the Woods, A Perfect 36, Peck's

Bad Girl, Sis Hopkins, The Pest, When Doctors

Disagree, Upstairs, Pinto, Jinx, and The Slim

Princess. Mabel has dark hair and brown eyes,

and her hobbies are swimming and motoring.

She is unmarried, as befits a tomboyish out-of-

doors girl. She is

happiest when

driving alone in

her little road-

ster car.
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A
An age ofgloom,kemade theworld *

With laughter
Rock. He just uncurled
His little feet.

The whole world said "He is a treat

!

At onee they saw
That here was someone funnier than Donar Law!
Oi nothing else they'd talk.

And every fad and pensioner did the Charlie Chaplin walk

.

There was not a single persoa who
Could view
It with, epuanimity

(MyViat/
J

,

There'snothing/Irhyme with thai!)

WILL
SCOTT

a a$o it seems an age;ut that was so

To-day the stage
S empty and the cuirain is rung dtawa.
The greatest clown
Of ailup on the shelf with the other back-numbers,
ShunberSs,

las! the world no longer £rtns.
Out oa his strange location

The busy spicier spins
His web around a once-was reputatioa,
Twould seem he spins a web that's mighty strong,
For we have waited — oh! so lon<£ —
That now, 'tis said, °
The whole wide world is &eltia' fed.

That world cannever more be <puite the same;
The Charlie Chaplin walkhas fallen lame.

And while the sad world weeps,
Charlie just sleeps and sleeps and sleeps „

Opeayour eyes.dear Charles,wider and wider.

Com£ back, to us and help us swat that Spider.
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She didn't want to

talk about herself,

but when It came to look-

ing over old photographs

of films in which she

had appeared, the re-

miniscences slipped out

unawares.

tide theAulo Wails—
Pegqy Hyland selects photographs
ana reveals l£e secrets ofherpast
4y W. A. WILLIAMSON

" ' I^he car is waiting, Miss Hyland," said a voice at the dressing-

± room door.

"Let it wait," said Peggy Hyland. "Now, this photo is

interesting. You remember the film, of course ? It was—oh,

dear, I've forgotten what it was. Pass me up another pile of

pictures, will you ?
"

We sat together in Peggy's dressing-room at the Samuelson
studios, picking out pictures with which to illustrate this interview.

The pictures were excellent, but I was just beginning to realise that
there wasn't any interview to illustrate. What should have been, was
not. I had been led astray by the demure and delightful young lady
at whose side I sat.

We had started off with a tea, an unusual kind of a tea, served in the
artificial light studio. A large set of a mansion interior occupied the

whole of the available floor space, and as there was no work being done,
we had the place to ourselves. On a settee in the centre of the floor, en-

tirely surrounded by. dust -cloths and studio lights, we sat and talked.

We talked about the British film industry, about studio management,
about lighting systems, about directors, about camera-men, and
about anything and everything connected with the movie industry.

But of Peggy Hyland we spoke no word.
Honesfc-to-goodness, it was not my fault. I did my best.
" You were born " I began.

But Peggy Hyland wouldn't admit .it.

" As regards film criticism," she interrupted, " I entirely agree

with what you said just now. Tell me some more."
" About yourself," I replied gently, but firmly. " Do you keep

a Press -book of cuttings relating to your
/ career ?

"

" What a jolly idea," exclaimed

\
Peggy Hyland. "But

Tea with Peggy Hyland is a pleasant pastime, but she is an
exasperating person to interview, because she will talk about otlier

people. Her favourite subject is the motion - picture industry ; and
she is worth listening to, because she has made a carejul study of

her profession.
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-I , \

" Cheating Herself."

" The ' ^
Merrv-Go-Round."

I'm afraid I never thought about it." In desperation I

asked for photographs.
" Photographs," said Peggy Hyland,

brightly.
" Oh, I've got stacks of them upstairs. Come

along and help vourself."

And so we sat in Peggy's dressing-room, knee-deep in a

pictorial record of her screen career, whilst on the landing

outside a fretful chauffeur stamped his feet and cursed

the day that ever a journalist came to Isleworth.

" Ah here's a scene from At the Mercy of Tiberius, said

Peggy. '
" Ah, that film ! It was the last picture I made

before I
"

. „ . , ,
. „

I
lie car is ready, Miss Hyland,' said the chauffeur,

putting his head round the door.
" —crossed the Atlantic. I shall never forget it. There

were several night scenes in it, and one night we worked

from dusk until four o'clock next morning. We were

filming a storm scene, and I was the victim. I had to

stand in the open whilst they drenched me with hoses.

B-r-r ! The wind machines were working all the trme,

and when I was thoroughly soaked and frozen into the

bargain i.irted to do the scene all over again."

At this juncture the chauffeur returned to inform us that

he had it on indisputable authority that the car was waiting.

" Now here's a picture you must have," said Peggy

Hyland.
' " It's Snookey. Of course, you remember

;M1ookey — the chimpanzee in The Merry - Go - Round.

Snookey was a dear, and a real star, too—she drew a

salary of 300 dollars a wee

" The Rebellious Bridt

"Cheating Herself."

"
I loved Snookey. I am passionately devoted to a

animals, although she served me a nasty trick on 01

occasion. We were filming a scene in which our eyes hs

to be focussed on an object above the camera, and Snook(

refused to look in the right direction. After one or tv

vain attempts the producer secured a bunch of banana

which he held aloft for Snookey to see. The animal w
passionately fond of fruit, but as soon as she found-th

the bananas were out of reach, she flew into a violent rag

" As I was nearest, I had to suffer for her passion. Befo

I could realise her intention, she grabbed hold of one of n

hands and fastened her teeth in it. Believe

me, I screamed. But Snookey was aw-

fully sorry about it afterwards, and,

of course, I forgave her. When the

picture was completed we parted

the very best of friends.

" The car," said the chauffeur,

tears muffling his voice, " is

wait
"

" Do you remember this picture ?

It was one of my very earliest

screen efforts. Yes, I

made my film debut in

this country several years

ago. Previously, I had

been on the stage

but I must say

Above : Peggy Hyland in "
1

left : With Ham Hat
" The Web of Ghana
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"At the Mercy of Tiberius." " The Honey-Pot."

and drew reminiscences from the little lady who will talk about

other people rather than about herself.

" Yes ; my first American engagement was with the Famous-Players

Company. Then I went to Vitagraph, supporting E. H. Sothern in his

first screen release, The Chattel. Then I joined the Pathe forces, and

afterwards signed a long contract with the Fox Film Company. Some
of my Fox productions are: Other Men's Daughters, Marriages are Made,

Bonnie Annie Laurie, The Rebellious Bride, The Official Honeymoon,

and A Girl in' Bohemia. . . . Oh, just look at the producer in that

picture ! Talking about producers, I
-"

" Talking about your screen career," I frowned,

v* " Talking about producers. I must tell you about
* - my present director, Mr. Fred le Roy Granville. Do

you know that when he has a crowd scene to

direct, the supers just stand and cheer him after

the day's work ? He's a wonderful man. Yes, he

directed my latest pictures, The Honey - Pot and Love

Maggie.
" More about my earlier work ? Well,

I started in 1914.

Mr. George Pearson,

who was producing for

the Samuelson Com-
pany— yes, I have re

turned to the original

fold— gave me a part

in John Halifax,

Gentleman. The
same producer

Peggy and

Snookey.

Just Herself.

hat I prefer picture -work." Then, little by
ttle, as we pored .over the never-ending pile

f photographs, details of Peggy Hyland's career

ame to light. Each set of " stills," depicting

cenes in different pictures, aroused old memories,
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directed me in two Gau-
mont pictures. I played oppo-

site Godfrey Tearle in The
Wager of Sir Robert Morti-

mer, and had the r61e of

'Janet Hallard ' in Sally

Bishop. I must tell

you about Mr. Pearson.

He "

" You must
not. You must
tell me about
yourself."

" There isn't

Peggy Hyland

and Irving

Cummings in

" The Debt of

Honour."

^T~

anything
more to ,

tell, really.

And "

" The car

is waiting,

Miss Hyland," said the

< hauffeur, and broke

down completely.
" Come along," said

Peggy. "If you've got

all the photos you want, I'll

drive you back to town."

As we whirled townwards in

the comfort of a limousine, the motion

picture-industry came into review again.

We talked of British pictures and British

stars.
" They think the world of British

players in America," remarked Peggy
Hyland. who is herself a crowning ex-

ample of British screen success. " Ever

bo many of the besl stars and producers

are British horn. America may beal us in

organisation, bul our players are the finest in

the world."

From British plays in general I deftly turned the

conversation to Peggj Hyland in particular, and

details of a furthei creen experience came to light.

"
I was playing a very emotional scene in John

Huhfax . Gentleman. I had to sit on a settee and

look ever so tragic, whilst the camera recorded my

agony. And that agony was the real thing ; the
settee was on castors, the floor of the studio sloped,

and suddenly I found myself sliding across the scene.
" It sounds funny—it looked funny to the director

and the spectators, but it wasn't at all funny to me.
A violinist was playing ' sob stuff ' to give me the

correct atmosphere, and there was I—sliding, slowly

sliding out of the picture ! The scene was ruined."
Then we fell to talking about the players. Peggy, of

course, knows them all, and she has a large fund of

anecdotes and information to draw from.

She is no hero-worshipper, however, and
her pet aversion is the matinee-idol type

of hero.
"

I can't stand them at any
price," declared Peggy. " Sleek,

effeminate young men get on my
nerves. And I am sure if impres-

sionable young ladies could see

some of their favourites in real

life, they would be cruelly dis-

illusioned. Happily, the majority of

film folk are really splendid people,

and the Los Angeles Colony
is one of the happiest places

in the world.
" Of course, out in Los

Angeles, no halo of romance
surrounds the kinema star.

Everybody is in the picture

business, and the most ex-

traordinary people are those

who are not on the films."

From American artistes to

American producers was an

easy transition.
" American producers are

very thorough in everything

they do," remarked Peggy
Hyland. " And, of course,

over there they are given

every facility by the autho-

rities. In order to ensure

correct detail for one of my
pictures, a High Court Judge
invited the producer to sit

beside him on the bench

during the progress of an important case. Afterwards

the Court was placed. entirely at our disposal. We fitted

up our own lighting apparatus, and enacted a number of

important scenes, whilst a high official stood by to in-

struct the producer in legal etiquette.
" For another picture of mine, in which detective

work played an important part, the Chief of the San

Francisco police gave me every assistance, and detailed

a number of detectives to instruct me in the part I had

to play. The value of such help cannot be over-estimated."

So we whiled away the journey back to London, and

ere we reached our destination, we had dissected the whole

movie industry, finding much to praise, much to criticise,

and much to lament. Seriously, Peggy Hyland is wasted

as a screen star ; she would make a splendid journalist.

Musing thus, I forgot the most important part of the

interview, and it was not until 1 had returned to the

office that I realised the enormity of my neglect. So I

got into a studio directory, and rectified the omission :

Peggy Hykmd has big hazel eyes and brown hair. I never

noticed it ;
1 was so busy listening.

For Peggy Hyland is tar more interesting to listen to

than to look at ; which, when you take into account how

very pretty she is, seems quite the nicest thing one can

sav about her.
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COMPLEXION PERFECTION
/s mere/y & maf/er ofusingCREME

(Pronounced7oke-a-fon)

oiLET Cream
- Supreme

Contains pure Buttermilk and other

ingredients, which enable it to

produce truly marvellous results

OBTAINABLE IN NO OTHER WAY.

Used and highly recommended by:—
IVY DLIKE""t'lie well-known film star play-
^"""-""~—~~~~"—

' ing the leading parts in five

great productions, including— " Garden
of Resurrection," "Lure of Crooning
Water," "Duke's Son," "Testimony,"

"The Persistent Lovers."

SAVE THE CARTONS
and we keep you supplied free with Poudre

Tokalon, which doesn't show, rub off, nor clog

the pores. Liberal trial supply of the powder

(in all shades) sent on receipt of 6d. for

packing and postage expense.

PRICES OF

Creme Tokalon - - 1/6 and 2/6
Poudre Tokalon - -1/11 and 2/11

TOKALON, Ltd.
(Dept. 408),

212-214 Gt. Portland Street, London, W.l

J
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(i) True Boardman, who ia best

remembered foi ins characterisation
• >! " Stingarei "

; (2) Robei t I lai ron,
who ruse from i" boy to .1

n 'i i'l famous st.ir under th<

of I), \\ . Griffith
; \) < llive I bomas,

whose tragii death in Prance last yeai
h< wl .1 1 .u 1 ei full of the brigheat

I) Harold Lockwood, who
•11 01 th< I popular

juvenile leads; (5) Suzanne Grandais, the popular French player,
who met lui death in .1 motoi accident : (6) Charles Kink, • fine

1 hai or, who won on both stage and screen
;

(7) Gaby Deslys, the

rage of two conti-

nents, who duplica-

ted on the screen h»-r

wonderful Btage success
;

(S) Sidney Drew, a player (

rare talent, who originated a new type of scree

comedy : (9) John Bunny, who was the first scree

comedian to win International lame; (10) Florcni

1 1 Badie, who made a big name for herself

the early days ol the movie industry; (11) Arth'

|ohnson, once co star with Mary Pickford, long yea

,i^(. when th<- movie industry was still in its cellulo

swaddling-clothes; (12) BUlParsons- - Smiling Bill "•

ihopularit) contradicted the old adage that "nobody loves

f.it man "; (13) Aurele Sydney, better known as " Vitus." w)

icored big success in many British and Continental productior
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7» V^ikfU^ 1̂ ..

Last year it was " WYOMING."

This year the same composer, GENE
WILLIAMS, again eclipses everything

with his wonderful

' Imagination ' V^
VALSE

which was the outstanding " Hit" at

the Albert Hall Victory Ball, Nov. II,

1920, when played by H.M. Artillery

String Band, under the direction of

Lieut. E. C. Stretton, M.V.O.

Copies, 2/-, from all Music-sellers,

or 2/ 1 , post free, from

THE
LAWRENCE WRIGHT
MUSIC COMPANY,

8, Denmark Street,

(Charing Cross Road),

London, W.C.2.
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Pope^BraSleV)
A . Civil Military A Naval Sailors

of OLD BOND ST LONDON*

MASTERS AND MISTRESSES.

To meet the many requests, reproductions of some of this series
of pictures, including " The Interrupted Jazi," " The
Beautiful Rag," and " Victory," are now published in colour,

17 in. by 12 in., at is. each.

Belief and the Fig-leaf
By H. DENNIS BRADLEY

It is very sad that all the beautiful myths 01 our youth should be gradually dispelled.

But It is a materialistic and mythoclastic age.

My intelligence cynically suggests that my ancient aucestors probably swung by their

tails, whilst many of their descendants to-day should swing for theirs. Yet my sense of

beauty, of romance, of love, of vanity, and of pride, cries aloud for the poetic origin of all

things' in a wonderful garden of flowers.

There is no romance in the ape, it merely exhibits a crude truth, with all of truth's

nasty indelicacies. But the Garden of Eden has a poetic suggestion, even if it is a beautiful
white lie.

And so I must play in my garden.

Perhaps, when the sun first shone on the Garden of Eden, and the first pair of irrespon-

slbles jazzed to the soft music of the serpent's lute—it was thoughtful of him to provide the
music

;
give him his due—the climate was so perfect that even the donning of a fig-leaf

was the merest concession to the dawning of modesty.

It was only when man developed from his divine simplicity that the atmosphere changed,
and in self-defence, though always primitive, he was compelled to adopt clothes as a pro-

tection against the varied elements.

And woman, who even in the origin was never simple, decked herself throughout the
ages, until to-day her clothes are again almost original. And the primitive man loves the

origin of woman, as the modern primitive woman loves the original man.

But when the mind is artistic, and the sun shines, or the central heating radiates, it

is doubtful whether clothes are really necessary. And if they are—though the fashions

of the diaphanous modern Eve are as slight as the doubt—there is no reason why they
should not be alluring.

The price one has to pay for everything is alarming, but the fruits of victory in war
and love are always costly. At any rate, we know that Adam's apple cost a " shocking "

figure, even though Eve's wedding gown cost nothing— to speak of.

In one thing at least there is comparative modesty, and that is again in figures

—

mathematical and unbeautiful.

Lounge Suits from £12 in. Dinner Suits from £16 16s. Dress Suits from fi8 18s.

Overcoats from £10 10*.

14 OLD BOND STREETW
» 11X13 SOUTHAMPTON ROW \* C
fe'SvAL cxcHANcr MANCHESTER

(TZ) ^hc Secret of

( nchinting$eauty

THI-. wonderful Intention is ready
foi um b ulng on t"

any water tap, whu h merely provide!
the motive power.

NO WATER TOW II' S tht SKIS.
IT COSTS NOTHING TO Rl N.

II ME.
NO Asm 5 QUIRED

Price *^EC/ •'

complete %J \J I
m in 1 K.

THE SEREINE COMPANY,
177, Imperial Buildings,

Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

and healthful development
lies in the new, simple self-

treatment method of the

SEREINE
MASSAGE

APPARATUS
No reason now remains why
any woman should not have
a firm, well-rounded bust and
no k, shapely limbs, and a
•kin .n soft and valval
rote-petal. All you have to
do is to devote Blew minntei
a day t<» the SKR] INK
MASSAGE treatment In the
privacy of your home.

•i\, lootblngly, and
speedily, 1>\ Nature's own
p m, the disfiguring
wrinkle*, "crow's feet.' anil

other blemishes ire removed, hollow
< links and " ialt cellar! " till out,
and the hair growl luxurious and
• .Iky.

I he Srrnnr Massage Apparatus
ajiro relieves pain, dispels head-
aches, stops falling hair, prevent!
baldness, and provide! a delightful
tonu for the noro. s and skin.

w '.!% lor our Illustrated
treatise " 1 lie Magnetism of

Beauty, free to all readers of The

Venks^^s
Always a \L)etlj/?i/u'

Sflcc/ion'—")

Um dies
Fr o c ks
Blouses *
Jumpers
Kiddie Frocks

THIS DAINTY BOUDOIR
PTTAMA,

made on novel lines, in two central
colours, with silk tassrlled point! -

and ruched collar.

:£5'i5'6 :

Smart in Hlack and Whit*
Gold and Black, Grey an
Jade, Helio and Pink, eti

Cm tti ,'. iptf, s4m -fttr f>rttty dt$\£9

in '.uifix^ti MtsJifS, srtti on
npf. icalt'att.

VENNS l-I2
Shorvnooms Cnovrvo Flook

95WIGMORE STREET W
MAYFA1RI407
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nita Stewart, whose picture ^F adorns this
page, has crowded a

llll||r
^onS anc* successful

een career into her twenty- yjmi|l'" f°ur years of life. At
time one of Vitagraph's brightest stars, she now

ids her own producing company ; and her latest pictures have
alined a high standard of excellence. She had the stellar role in

screen version of Sir A. W. Pinero's " Mind-the-Paint Girl,"
eased last month ; and she will be seen again in Human Desire,
eased on February 7. Other Anita Stewart pictures yet to be
Jwn are Her Kingdom of Dreams, The Yellow Typhoon, and Harriet
d the Piper.

o the long list of British players who have made good in America must be
added the name of Violet Heming, the beautiful Yorkshire girl who

rtrays the title-role in Everywoman, which is released this month. Violet
sming is a recruit from the American legitimate stage. She made her
but at the age of twelve as Wendy in " Peter Pan," and she created the
e of Rebecca in " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." Although British by
th and education, Violet Heming is better known in America than in this

jntry. She has made three other pictures, only one of which, The Judgment
>use, has so far been released on this side.

<ry Close, the girl on this month's cover, needs no introduction to picturegoers ;

but as she has been absent from the screen for some time, it is perhaps as

|11 to assert that she has not retired. Indeed, she has just completed one of

5 busiest years of her screen career. For many months she has been on the
ntinent playing in Rose of the Rail, under the direction of Abel Gance, the
11-known producer of J'Accuse. Ivy Close, who was the only Englishwoman
a Continental cast, had a big part in what promises to be a very notable
oduction.

"'harles Ray, famous for his " country-boy " characterisations, is seen in

f the rdle of a foundry-worker in his current release, Red-Hot Dollars. His
ccess in " rube " parts has been so phenomenal that many critics advised him
stick to this type of picture ; but Ray believes in giving the public a change.
Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway he was seen in the rdle of a boxer ; in

ineteen and Phyllis he portrayed the r61e of a smart, up-to-date young man ;

filst he returns to rural surroundings in his newest picture, The Old Swimming
ole, a screen version of the poem by James Whitcomb Riley.

"*he British productions listed for release this month indicate that 192

1

will be a bumper year for the home producer. Stoll's are releasing two
portant pictures, The Barton Mystery, a film version of H. B. lrving's stage sue-

M, and The Amateur Gentleman, which is based on the novel by Jeffrey Farnol.

oadwest's screen adaptation of The Great Gay Road, by Tom Gallon, is another
nuary release ; as also is Ideal's Bleak House, with Constance Collier in the

n^llar r61e. Other British pictures of the month are Patricia Brent, Spinster; Anna
Adventuress, from the story by E. Phillips Oppenheim ; The Garden of Resurrection,

ituring Guy Newall and Ivy Duke ; ^he Story of the Rosary and Calvary, starring

ilvina Longfellow ; and Aylwin, featuring Henry Edwards and Chrissie White

\**N \

ieutenant Omar Locklear, the intrepid American airman who met
his death last July whilst performing kinema " stunts,"

8een in his last picture, The
ywayman, released this month,
cklear won a big name for him- - „,

f as a member of the U.S. Air
rvice, and his daring work in his first pic

re, The Great Air Robbery (not yet
eased in this country), brought him
ry handsome offers from many film
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i Some Simple Recipes that give »

T Startling Results. \

5 £;k MIMOSA. )

Getting Rid of Feminine Moustaches.
""TO women who are annoyed by disfiguring downy

hair-growths, a method of permanently eradi-

cating tlic same will come as a piece of good
For this purpose pure powdered pheminol

may be used, Almost any chemist should be able
to supply an ounce of this drug. The recommended
treatment is designed not only to remove the dis

figuring growth instantly, leaving no trace, hut also

tually kill the hair roots without irritating the
skin.

How to have Thick and Pretty Hair.

COAPS ind irtificial shampoos ruin many beautiful
heals of hair. Few people know that a tea-

i Ian dissolved in a cup of

hot water has a natural affinity for the hair and
tii.ik'-^ the most delightful shampoo Imaginable, It

leaves the hair brilliant, sott, and wavy, cleanses the
scalp completely, and greatly stimulates the hair

h. The only drawback is that stallax

rather expensive, it comes to the chemist only in

: J lb. package, which retail at half-a-crown.
. er, as this is sufficient for twenty-five or thirty

shampoos, it really works out very cheaply in the end.

Blackheads. Oily Pores, &c.
'PHI- new sparkling face-bath treatment rids the

skin of 1 . oilincss, and enlarged pores
almost instantly. It is perfectly harmless,

All you have to

to drop a styraol tablet, obtained from the
t'S, in a glass of hot water, and. after the

ence bas subsided, dab the affected
portions of the face freely with the liquid. When you
drv the face you will find that the blackheads come
right off on the towel, the large p t

| and
themselves naturally, and th< greasiness is

ne, having the skin smooth, soft, and cool.
This treatment sh peated a few tunes, at
inten il days, In order to make sure that
the result shall be permanent.

Grey Hair Unnecessary.

<
,' rt- to the very questionable

'
"

let not to have
grey hair. The grey hair can easily be I h

back to a natural colour in a few days |y by
the application ol a simple old fashioned and perfectly
harmless home-made lotion. Procure from your
chemist
mix it with three ounces oi bay rum. Apply t

1

the hair a few times with a small sponge, and you will

lave lh< pleasure ol seeing your grey hair
lly lark.•mug to th,-

1 nc
lotion is pleasant, UOl Sticky or greasy, and does not
il the hair iii au) way.

How lo Discard an Unsightly

Complexion.

|
|(>\\ many women exclaim as they behold their

uglj lu the mirror, " l( I

skin ' " and,
know, it is now possible to do that very thing

'Utile skin all of a sudden
;

- heroli a method, and p
I worn ,mt cu(

rucks, in.
I
so gradually requiring about ten

i

'

itiful compl
M irvellou

I
No

i

ugh, blotchy, or aged

washing it

oil In thl

studios. One feat was to change from one
aeroplane to another at an altitude of

2,500 feet ; and he also dropped from a
speeding 'plane on to the roof of an
express train. It was whilst performing
aerial stunts at night that his aeroplane
crashed, killing both Locklear and his

assistant. Lieutenant Elliott.

Bert Lytell, who promises to be one
of the screen's most versatile

players, is seen in the role of an Italian

dress-designer in his current release,

Lombardi, Ltd. Since his meteoric rise

to stardom, Lytell has played a variety

of parts ; and forthcoming releases show
him in widely different characterisa-

tions—as " Beauty Steele," the lawyer
in Sir Gilbert Parker's Right of Way ; as

the sentimental crook in Alias Jimmy
Valentine ; as a British officer in The
Price of Redemption ; and as the hero
in The Misleading Lady.

Admirers of the clever team - work
of Douglas Maclean and Doris

May will be sorry to note that this

popular pair are no longer co-stars.

Their screen partnership, which com-
menced with 23 J Hours' Leave, and pro-

duced a succession of brilliant comedy-
dramas, has now come to an end. The
picture on this page shows Douglas and
Doris in their current release, What's
Your Husband Doing? and other of their

pictures yet to be released are Mary's
Ankle, Let's Be Fashionable, and The
Jail Bird. Recently Maclean has been
engaged on a comedy entitled One a

Minute, in which he is supported by
Miriam De Breck, a recruit from the
New York legitimate stage. Doris May
has temporarily deserted the comedy
field, and is making a film version ^of

Louis Joseph Vance's thriller, The Bronze

Bell, with Courtenay Foote as her

leading man.

Serial - lovers are well ca-

tered for in this month's
releases. Jack Dempsey, the

most discussed boxer in the

world, makes his screen

debut in Dare-Devil Jack.

P Douglas
Macleani

and
Doris

I

May. *>

This picture has been very successful
America, and Dempsey has just sign

another film t ontract which will keep h
busily employed for some time to con
Other new serials of the month I

The Adventures of Ruth, featuring; Ku
Roland; Vanishing Trials, featuri

Franklyn Farnum and Mary Anderso
and The Adventures of Shorty Hamill
in which the redoubtable Shorty
himself starred.

In the rapidly-moving movie indus*
the nonentity of to-day may

the celebrity of to-morrow
; so it is ;

surprising to find the names of potent
stars amongst the supporting play
in the casts of current releases M
of the American pictures now show
are anything from a year to two ve
old

; and much celluloid has pas:
through movie cameras since thov w
produced. For instance, Bebe Danjj
who plays a small role in Kveryuom
has been a star in her own right
several months, as also has Wai
Hawley. And Gareth Hughes, v
appears in The Eyes of Youth, is t
starring in the title-role of the 1

version of Sir J. M. Barrie's Sentimei
Tommy .

On the other hand, there are mil
players in current releases \|

arc no longer the prime favourites t\
were in the earlier days of the movl
Maurice Costello, who p'lavs the " heavl
role in The Tower of Jewels, was ol
the most popular of screen-lovers.
" Dimples " of the old Vitagraph ol
pany. he was the beau-ideal of femiil
picturegoers all the world over.
is still one of the most accomplisl
actors on the screen, but few recogil
in the Costello of to - day a fonl
matinee idol.

A /T any comedy players have bectl
•1-V-* dramatic stars ; but Bryant \V;|

burn, who features this month in .AJ

Temple's Telegram, is one of the
screen " heavies " who have made
in lighter roles. Only a few years
Bryant Washburn was voted the

heavy" in a big populal
"ontest, and he still reml
N rs the days when hedl

a week for plaj
villainous roles.

XonUnuuI on pagtA

>i

4
.•V- -- ft
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Chas-EDawson
{Creator of the DA WSON GIRL)

and his New Easy Way
to Learn Drawing.
IVEN natural ability and Mr. Dawson's System you can
learn to earn big money in Commercial Art and you can
earn while you learn. Never was there such a demand for

artists. Illustrated Posters, Advertisements, Catalogues,
Circulars, Trade Marks, etc., are wanted for the Cinema
and other growing industries.

Big money is waiting for those with foresight enough
to prepare for this lucrative and interesting profession.

Mr. Dawson's popular type of beauty—" The Dawson
Girl "—made him famous in a fortnight. His posters and
advertisement designs have raised the standard of j ^

Commercial Art on two Continents.
Seventeen years' successful experience is concentrated

in his Course of Home-Study Lessons.
There is no " Art for Art's sake" talk and no super-

fluous theory in his efficient New System ; nothing but
definite practical instruction to enable the
ambitious amateur to make money by Art
work in the shortest time with the least effort.

HIS OFFER to PICTUREGOER Readers.

\

As the Art Director of the Practical C< : respondence
College Ltd., Mr. Dawson receives daily enquiries from
advertisers and printers for trained artists.

To secure 25 artistic men and women for his Course of
spare-time training to meet this demand, Mr. Dawson
offers 25 SCHOLARSHIP Courses at reduced fees, pay-
able in small instalments

FREE criticism and ADVICE to those who send him,
with stamp for return, a small specimen sketch—any sub-
ject, in ink, pencil or colour.

&>
The College gives a BONUS of

10 per cent, of value of prizes won by
those taking his Course.

It costs you nothing (and you com-
mit yourself to nothing) to take advan-
tage of this offer of a famous London
expert's opinion of your artistic possi- *W*^
bilities—-and a chance to secure one 'C
of the 25 Scholarships reserved for
" I'icturegoer " readers. Write direct to
CHAS. E. DAWSON, c/o The P.C.C.,
i.THANET HOUSE, STRAND W.C.2 ^

A ffl

;

: %1 III III HI II! II 1 1 II III 111 III III III III III III III liv

:

v-v*4r

Mr.DAWSON
held a commission
in the Royal
Artillery. He is

now devoting all

his time to his

students in all

parts of the world.

Miss

LUCY DART,
the lovely soprano
" with the perfect

pro fi le." The
original "DAW-
SON GIRL"

—

now Mrs. Dawson.
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.'Coprice

Wjfial it Signifies ta

Possess a

GRAMOPHONE
in your home

The Music of the World's

greatest composers—past and
present—can be enjoyed at will.

The world's most famous Artists

will oblige, whenever you wish.

If you feel dull, a command per-

formance of the most celebrated

humorists and comedians will

cheer you up.

If you desire an impromptu
dance, the most select bands will

perform for you.

And all comfortably at home
by your own fireside, in your

favourite armchair.

The Ideal Gramophone, on
account of its rich mellow

tone and its clear natural and
perfect reproduction, is

.TKl IMSTPUMEMT Of DUALITY,

LIAR AS A BILL

TW Nulmt Cl.ii G,..,,boM i> Ik. WotU
In \i brautiful and elegft.nl tuble, floor,

nnd piriod modeli.from 34 Guinea*.

Retort piircha»inif a Gramophone, hear
the wonderful SONOK \, ind compare it

with other makes at

KEITH PIOWIE A CO.. LIMITED.
112. N.. »..« Str..t. W I 4». CWrtUt. E.C.2.

»J BiaadMa
i\r, JtltfkoH Dlnei tmmth unimi mil

Hfihy
(irtind

Earle Williams a>td

Vola Vale off for a

tour of the links.

The talented Talmadge sisters, Norma
and Constance, both figure in

January releases. Norma is seen in a

powerful social drama, A Daughter of
Two Worlds ; whilst Constance features

in The Amateur Vamp, an entertaining

comedy based on the play by the late

Clyde Fitch. Since their European
holiday tour, the Talmadges have been
very busy making up for lost time :

Constance with Mamma's Affair, and
Norma with Satan's Paradise. It will

interest all picturegoers to learn that

Harrison Ford, well-remembered for his

work in several of Constance's most suc-

cessful pictures, has returned to the

Talmadge studios. He will play oppo-
site both girls in several of their newest
productions.

Earle Williams, who stars in the pic-

ture, When a Man Loves, released

this month, has established something
of a record for film players. The whole
of his screen career has been spent with

the Vitagraph Company, and as he is

an old-established favourite, the fact is

worthy of remark. Earle, who is an
enthusiastic golfer, is seen on this page
off for a round of the links with Vola
Vale, who has been his leading-lady in

several productions.

Clara Kimball Young, whose clever
work in her current picture. / i U

of Youth, will delight her many admirers,

is an emotional actress with a " tem-
perament . " When a suit to recover

£20,000 WSS brought against her recently,

Miss Young Erankly confessed in court

that sin- knew nothing whatever about

her income, "
I keep no accounts," she

aid .

" and 1 have do Idea what 1 have
been paid for inv BCreen work 1 only
know that I spend all the money I can

get."

Franklyn Farnum, who is seen fl

month in The Arlington M\stc
is the youngest member of the f.un<

Farnum family. The three brothen
all popular stars—are quite eldc

people in comparison with the major
of screen favourites. Franklyn is ]

William, 44 ; and Dustin, 46.

The story of Hobson's Choice, specif

written by Harold Brighouse,
author of the play, is one of the rru

fine features to be found in the sec*

issue of THE PICTUREGOER, wh
will be on sale on February 1. There
be also a host of bright articles dea'

with every phase of the fascinal

movie industry
; and a superb souvi

of the film version of Sir J. M. Ban
Admirable Crichton. Make sure of y
copy by placing an order with j
newsagent, or becoming a subscribe!

the paper. For fourteen shillings a y
Pit 11 REGOER will be sent post-

to any part of the world.

If you require information and ad
on any subject under the kin

sun. write to PICTURES, our br

little contemporary. PICTURES, w
is the oldest established paper for

picturegoer, is published weekly,
]

threepence, and us pages are cram
with the very latest news of the sc

world With eight pages in photogra

each week, including a superb doi

page art plate of a popular star,

TURES is wonderful value for all pi

who take an intelligent interes

movie matters "
I atest news, s,

views, and the pick of the pictu

is the slogan of the paper. Ask
1 opj >t your nearest I ookstall or 1

agent
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WHEN at the pictures next, take special note of the perfect appearance

of the actors' and actresses' hair—see how beautifully thick and soft it

is ! They must have perfect hair, their profession demands it ; and a

great many famous film actresses have written to us expressing thanks for the

splendid results they have obtained from using HAMOES Hair Culture.

HAMOES Hair Culture is the pre-eminent scalp food—the means by which

your hair can rival that of any film actress. It nourishes and invigorates the hair,

restoring its natural colour in less than a fortnight—without dyeing it. It eliminates

'dryness and splitting, entirely removes dandruff and scurf, is simple to use

—

requiring no expensive apparatus—and so long as the roots are in your head, even

if you are bald or partially so

—

HAMOES will gfoT» the hair, producing a

vigorous and healthy head of hair in a remarkably short time.

SHAMPOO POWDER.
Be sure to ask for " HAMOES Hair Cleans-

ing Culture i in powder form. Discreetly

perfumed with our world - famous " Flower
Dream," and universally acknowledged
superior to all others. Price, 5d. per packet.

H
ifjair Culta

amoes

Hair Culture

Three O //- Send P.O..
|

Bottles ')/0 Che9ue
I

sent ' or |

post free, per bottle Stamps. |

v «S^ V v v v

FREE GIFT OFFER.
With every purchate of 3 bottlet of HAMOES
Hair Culture 6 packets of HAMOES Shampoo
Powder will be presented (ree. When leu than
3 bottlet are purchased one packet of Shampoo
Powder it presented with each bottle. Accept thil

offer and fill in the Coupon below and pott at onct I

P
CUT OUT NOW!

! To HAMOES LTD.,

Jtoes is stocked by tlje following :—John Barker's, High St.,
-Jimgton ; Civil Servire Stores, Queen Victoria St., E.C. ;

y and Navy Stores, Victoria St., S.W. ; Hatrods Stores,
tipton Road, S.W. ; S. F. Goss, Ltd., High St., Kensington

;

s Stores
; Lewis and Burroughs ; Messrs. J. B. Hay and Co.,

lew Coventry St., W. ; Squire and Co., Uxbridge Rd.,
-herds Bush; Mess-s. Gigness, 160, King's Rd., Chelsea

;

force* the mot: betjuti'ut beard ind

mouefachea and produce* the fi ul
eyebrows and a luauriane, shining nd

UeiUltfjl heir tn i turproingiy
:

Ort

period of time. II do« nol tinge, n
bt uifi for both f*.r snd dark 1 irf.

Tha creating of dandruff «ndth»lo <*f
Of hair caaio immediately nrherew an

rhe culture eervea ** a g»ntie now* lb*

mont f»' tha roots at hate and ba nd

Among (ha miffll»r» of the comm "ea

Of award ma/ ba mentioned Ms in
L. Hariwig Pro'aaaor of Chami'ir/.
Doctor Fa, Viorra, Consul Uant *'

K.a Eaceilency P. Ramanoi, ma «I5*

baaaor of Greece in London.

i
67, WelbeckSt.. London, W. I i

i I

I Please send me bottles of Hamoes
|

. Hair Culture and special Christmas Vree Gift. I

• I enclose cheque/P.O. value
J

J
Name

|

I Address „
J

| Date I

J. AustinBayes.M.P.S., Clifton Rd., Rugby ; Taylor's Drug Stores,

Baxtergate, Doncaster, 8o6, Leeds Rd., Bradford, aud 10, Para-
gon Arcade, Hull ; The Clifton Pharmacy, Clifton Rd'., Rugby ;

Sandycove Pharmacy, Kingstown, Ireland ; T. Crook, Spencer
Rd. , Londonderry, Ireland ; King and Son, Marchmont Rd.,
Edinburgh ; H. Miles Price, 69, Coventry Rd., Hay Mills,

Rugby ; and many other Chemists
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Every little wrapped
up square is a com-
pound of Sugar and
Pure full cream Milk.

A Ver y Food for
Growing Children.

Let them have it

without stint.

Turnwriqhfe
Toffee - Q'"

Makers Tu rner & Wa i nw right, Ltd., bkighousk. yonks ^B

IlJlllllIU

_who use.

Series-KNOW
Here are three Toilet adjuncts

for manly men.

rhey are madi the world-famed House
oi Price's, Battersca, ami carry Price's guai
antee of excellence Your Chemist ,

all three.

PRICKS, Battersea, LONDON, SW.11

(

REAL GLOSSY PHOTOGRAPHIC
PICTURE POSTCARDS OFFILM
FAVOURITES
Z, I threepenny Cards sent post free for _)|-

List of hundreds of others free on application.

PICTURES Ltd., t\8. Long Acre. London.W.C.2

You need spectacles
when buying unadvertised Soods and
ii.7i thai you're not sun of gccttnfl

a square deal. Better buy rtrfrrrrfaad

da, W« guarantee every

advertisement in " Puturrfotr,''

and if' you're not BOtisfli

&el your money buck.

1 lulip Emanuel,
l./f. rtittmtnl \f,j«.j»,'rr.

ODHAMS PRESS I l i>..

Loni; A(

London, W.C.2.
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Alice Brady in four
characteristic poses.

tmost every day 1

hear somebody
say : "'There goes

k Brady — doesn't
|look different than
j|:he screen ? " No
;der I look so differ-

for perfect as the
ling- picture camera
Is powers are limited.

i the first place, the
);ra does not show
lir—one of the chief

Ibutes of a woman's
sm. It shows only
Ik and white ; there-

i the camera loses

iof the essentials of

pan's identity. I

,lt even feel like

ilf when I am my
,

ral self. My skin is

jrally dark, with a
pink in my cheeks,
white powder I

Jor the screen makes
look ghastiv—un-
ral

; but it is the
important thing

creen photography.
red photographs black, and eer-

ily one wants one's face to look white
le screen. The camera is not always
'ate. It enhances the beauty of

j
women, and it detracts from

s. Without any conceit, I can say
I like myself better as I am than
appear on the screen. I am not
cularly infatuated with my shadow-
And I know that if I could see

If from in front of the footlights, I

i be better p'-ased with my real self.

e of the ques ions most often asked
J3 whether I 'ike the stage or the
n better. An<l I can truly say that

Myself
^ and my
Shadow
Alice^Bradi/

I do not know. Both
have their advantages.
I have tried working
in both at the same
time—working at the
studio every day I did
not have matinees, and
at the theatre two
afternoons a week and
every night. That was
the best opportunity
in the world to com-
pare them, and after

doing so very carefully,

I still was uncertain
which I liked better.

I like the stage be-

cause I feel that I am
giving my real self to

my audience I am
there ; they can see

me ; they can hear me.
And 1 can hear them.
That is the i>reat ad-
vantage that the stage

offers. If my audience
likes me, I know it.

They applaud. An
actress can tell in-

stantly whether her
audience is with her or not. And if she is

unsuccessful in her first attempt, she has
another chance. But there is the mono-
tony of repeating, over and over again.

There is the disadvantage of the stage.

Here is the gieat fascination of the
screen. Every time you make a picture,

you essay a new character. Now it may
be a Society debutante, now a daughter
of the underworld, and, finally, a poor
little Italian girl, or a regular New York
business girl. The screen gives you an
opportunity to express your versatility.

Then there is the advantage of wearing
many beautifid clothes—something which

^Continued an tape 60

THE BEST LETTER
OF INTRODUCTION "

—Socrates

A CINEMA STAR
writes

—

Your work it wonderful."

SAGGING CHEEKS.
WRINKLES OR LOOSE SKIN
ABOVE OR BELOW EYES.

UNSHAPELY NOSES.
UGLY EARS. LIHS. Etc..

PERMANENTLY CORRECTED.

Illustrated Brochure, " Featural

Reconstruction." J/3. Post Tree.

OUR PLASTIC SURGEON,
MR. CHARLES ABBOTT - BROWN.
may be consulted daily 10.30

—

1 p.m.

LA MAISON KOSMEO
IP.rii. 1869. Etubliihcd 1905.

37. SOUTH MOLTON
LONDON, W.

anc/a/ter
Vrealmen/
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CHASING THE SUN WITH BRYANT WASHBUR
(Continued from paft 23.)

Save Your
Complexion
FREE OFFER.

Are you satisfied with
your complexion? Isyour
skin rough, red, freckled,
or wrinkled ? Here is a
uniqueotter to enable you
to test at our expense the
wonderful restorative and
preservative qualities of

CREME
ELCAYA

<NON-GREASY>
Send your name and
address and 3d. in stamps
to cover postage, etc.,

and you will receive by
return a dainty alumin-
ium trial package of

CREME KLCAYA. Use
this cream regularly, and
all roughness, redness,
freckles, and other blem-
ishes will vanish. It will

smooth away all wrinkles
and crow's feet, and
impart a softness and
delicate bloom to the
complexion that will

keep you always young-
looking and smart. Send
for Free Trial Package
to day, enclosing name
and address and 3d. in

stamps to

:

JAMES C.CRANE
<Dept. E. 30),

46, Holborn Viaduct,
LONDON, E.C.

( rrmr Elcaya i« on nalrnl Booti Ouh
( hcmi«t« nnd all ChrniiM* Mid Store*,

j f> (irul 1/3,

ft

I

A

!

out. At the sight of her husband she smiles

involuntarily. " Don't laugh," growls
Mullin. " I can't help it," says Mrs. B.,

he is the funniest man." She ogles.

Good !
" commends Mullin. " French-

maid stuff—glad eye—look cross, Joan."
Joan looks cross.

" Go on," orders Mullin. " This—is

—

my— sister— oh— yes— we—were ex-
pecting you—come—in—go in, dear

—

don 't— cover— J oan 's— face— Mabel—
go— and—lie—down—dear— I'll—take

—

a—stToll—round—the—grounds—take

—

care— of — her— put— her— in— the—
ice—box—close—the—door—take—off

—

your—hat—wipe—your—brow—look

—

round—nervously—walk—down—steps."

So now you know just how it's done.
But isn't it a pity that the screen can't
speak ?

After the above scene had been photo-
graphed five times, the sun flickered and
went out for the day. So we set off for

I^ondon.
" Of course," said Eugene Mullin, as

we skimmed through the streets of

Slough, " some days are better than
others. Day before yesterday we got
twenty-seven scenes." Then he sighed.
" Anyway," he concluded, brightening
up ;

" we've got all our London street

shots. I wouldn't care to make them over
again for a million dollars."

I gave a sympathetic cough.
" We've been all round London, you

know," he explained. " Took some
scenes in the heart of Piccadilly Circus.

The camera was hidden in a van, atid

nobody knew anything about it.

when we tried the same stunt in

Mall, the crowds broke all records,
took us a whole day to get one 1

shot, as we had to go back to the loca
three times.

" Then we had the camera in Trafa
Square focussed on the Admiralty A
Bryant came speeding through the /

in his roadster at forty miles an 1

in pursuit of another car. We had p<
permission for the scene, and everyti
seemed in order ; but just as Bn
flashed through the Arch a taxi 1

across his track.
" I thought, Good-night, Bryant I

regular smash seemed inevitable.

Bryant jammed on the brakes as 1

as he could, and his car skidded r

round. The taxi bashed into the side,

not hard enough to do any ser
damage. The camera caught it all,

the scene looks great on the screen."

Our car came to a standstill in Pi
dilly.

" Yes, some days are better t

others," said Mullin, as I stamped
frozen feet. " Are you coming out 1

us to-morrow ?
"

I think not. Sun-chasing isn't rn

in my line, and to-morrow I've got
appointment with a Star."
When I reached home I got oti

little book of mine, entitled " Fifty-1

Easy Ways of Making a Living,"
drew a black line through the enl

Number Seventeen, Producing Ma
Pictures."

UBIQUITOUS EVE ,Co
t7l3

/rr
Chaplin's former wife) upon the stream of

popularity. Miss Weber has written many
scenarios ; but her work as director has
been the most frequent topic of praise.

Personal assistant to Cecil B. De Mille

in all departments affecting the produc-
tion of her scenarios is Jeanie Macpher-
son, of the Famous Players-Lasky forces.

She it was who adapted Sir James
Barries Admirable Crichton to the screen.

Frances E. Grant is one of the few
Englishwomen who have essayed the

business of directing. She has had much
experience under such well-known men
as Maurice Elvey and Wilfred Coleby,
besides some years' work with the

London Film Company. Her first inde-

pendent venture was the direction of

The Sword of Fate.

The scenario department of the Fam-
ous Players- I,asky British Inductions
studio at Islington was organised by
Eve Unsell, who has many popular
screen plays to her credit. She spent

twelve months at Islington ; and amongst
other work adapted the Drury Lane
drama, The Great Day, to the film.

All through the history of motion-
pictures, men directors have instructed

lilni heroines in the art of love -making

as it should be done But in Ida M.iv

Parks' < use the tables are turned, for

she directs Lew Cody, the " butterfly

of the screen, m all his newest

l'u tures
(lata Heranger., a Baltimore woman,

is noted for her many- SUCCeSSCS under

the Famous PJayers-Lasky banner,
early career, as has been the case it

many instances, embraced years
newspaper and magazine work, and rr

of the " movie " companies in the

days accepted her free-lance scenario}

Hope Loring, another magazine-wo
in her early days, has written n
scenarios for Universal ; while X

Louise Farley has over a hun
scenarios for different companies to

credit

Marion Fairfax was originally a
j

wright, but, turning her attention t(

screen, she found a ready market foi

literary wares. Many of the Fai

Players-Lasky lights, including Br
Washburn and Wallace Reid,

starred 111 her stories.

Margaret Turnbull has also

responsible for Famous Players-L
successes, and Ouida Bergere is an<

writer for the same organisation

has received much praise for her

plays in which Mae Murray
starred.

Another extremely interesting bi

of kmema work which attracts

artistic worhen is the designing o

screen costumes. The position of <

robe - mistress is another -for

women are essentially needed;
the tilm-joiuing and film-printing- 1

otter many opportunities to girls

are anxious to conne< t themselv

some «av with the grc it motion-p

Industry.
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w*
The Incorporated Association for

Promoting the General

WELFARE OF THE BUND
Vas founded in 1854, and has, since that
ate, successfully cared for many nun-
reds of blind people.

At the present time nearly two hundred
lind persons are receiving the benefit of
le Association, and, given the demand
>r manufactured goods, this could be
normously increased.

We appeal to every reader of " The
"icturegoer " not only as a charity, but
s an unemotional business proposition,
he Association is employed in the
ades of

basket and Brush Making,

lhair Caning and Mat Making.

\edding and Mattress Making.

he prices compare favourably with
ther manufactories, and the Articles
re considerably better, being entirely
and-worked.

Articles are delivered free in London,
nd Country orders over /i are sent
irriage paid. Write for fulT particulars
id for price list.

2S8, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,
LONDON, W.l.

Come in and talk to

the Blind Workers.

"BlindCJomen Chair Carters

Blind Basfiel Tftafiezs

fORT Hi; C.tfS£f
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(l 1\X()\" BROS., Ltd ilic pioneers of keen-cut prices in gentlemen's tailoring—having completed
certain factory arrangements for the sale of various articles in Ladies' Wear, are in a position to offer

these at prices unobtainable elsewhere, thus ensuring the maximum value possible to each purchaser.
It will be readily understood, however, that it is only the very large output that renders these prices
possibli

,
and that unless the factories are kept fully busy this price-cutting scheme cannot be maintained.

It is, therefore, to the advantage of every individual customer that the scheme be continued, but this

entirely depends upon the measure of support accorded to this anti-profiteering campaign by the ladies

themselves. The articles offered, despite the low prices, are all of dependable quality and can be
thoroughly recommended for durability, style and finish.

These goods are all stocked at CURZON'S Ladies' Establishments
at the following addresses, where a visit is cordially invited.

59, Westbourne Grove, W.
107, Strand, W.C. (Pint Floor).
IH, New Oxford Street, W.C.

176, High St., Camden Town, N.W.
(next Tube Station).

Chesham House, Deptford Broadway. S.E.

106, Wellington Street, Woolwich, S.E.
?7, Market Place, Kingston-on-Thames.
71 and 7 3, High Street, Grays, Essex.

Our Branch at No'. 107, Strand, is open until 8 p. in. on Saturdays,

We are also showing a variety of other If unab,
5

to visi
J»
an
7r2L

ou£ Branches
'
sc"d

!_«•>*-. j • «j. 4. A j .>^"">k. postcard to our Post Order Dept. for samples
Ladies Goods in Higher Grades. f _X £ and fashions a a

LADIES'
RAINCOAT.

lull cut, lined

Smartly tailored in I

ve ihadei

35/
I mi.iI retail prii b, 55/.

To those unable to

call at anv of our
br.ini hrs we shall

be pleased to for-

w.nd samples and
fashions on rrcrii 1

of a post • card
addressed ro -

I \ Dl is ALL-
UlHM M'ORTS

COAT.

. Mole,

I'r ii <•

37/6
\ »ual rrt.1.1 p| it «0

1 ADIBS 1
( OS! UMI felly lined

\sr\\ uulored i" »mnn
fa 111 \ I weed* and
< he< k», with or with-

Tfc.

£4 1 4«. 6d.

57/6

CURZON BROS.
LIMITED,

Post Order Department,

114, New Oxford St., LONDON, W.C.I.
Lull Satisfaction or Money Refunded.

All goods carriage paid throughout the United Kingdom.

LADIES' ALL WOOL SBRGG
COSTUME JACKET, lined thr-muh-
• 1.1 M.tM ; 1 ilored, nipsr-
tor finish In ft!i

Usual retail priot,

£1 4s.
57/6

ft < -rr\
, NiB^rr, Hla-l, ^a\f
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SNOWS OF DESTINY."
(Continued from page 38.)

she ran sobbing into the cottage, and Sir Halmar, after

nding a moment looking at the door through which she had
le, turned sadly away.

That night Elsa had a strange dream. She dreamt that little

rghild, her dead sister, came to her bedside and beckoned
away, and that she followed. Through many streets they

med to go, and over wind-swept wastes of snow ; and it came
)ut that they reacheJ a lonely tavern, and this they entered,

the kitchen of the tavern the spirit of the little sister paused
i pointed to a pile of dishes that stood in a wooden tub ready
the washing. Then, as Elsa stood, her sister's spirit seemed
vanish, and she was left alone in the kitchen with the dishes

i the wooden tub.

he awakened screaming, and Torarin's wife came hurrying in

:h round eyes and a round mouth to see what was amiss. But
a said it was nothing, and at length Torarin's wife, but half

ssured, went back to her room. And little Elsa lay awake
ny hours trying to arrive at the significance of the thing that

1 happened ; but the more she thought the farther from a
itioni she seemed to be. For she could not understand the

am, nor the message it had borne.

Chapter V.

ut when morning came little Elsa was early about, and, putting

on a great wrap, she hurried about Marstrand trying to find

the streets through which Berghild had guided her in her
am. This proved an easier task than she had thought could
and soon she was traversing the same wind-swept wastes

snow, soon standing before the very tavern of her vision,

he woman of the tavern, coming to the door, saw Elsa there.

Why, who are you ? " she asked.

My name is Elsa. I am from the hut of Torarin the fish-

er, over by Marstrand."
Ah I And why do you come here ?

"

I do not know."
You do not know, eh ? Well, then, and what are you to do,

v that you are here ?
"

I do not know that either."

Well, now, that is very strange. Suppose you were to come
and help me with the dishes ? The maid who is my help on
jrnoons does not come to-day ; she is over in Marstrand to

the galleons depart. They say the ice is broken and the water
n the firth—all, that is, save the ice around the galleon of

Halmar. His ship is still ice-bound, and neither the captain
anybody can understand it ; for though the blue water

vs and releases the other ships, yet Sir Halmar's galleon is

i. And the men who come to my tavern from Marstrand say
t the crew and the captain are saying that it is God's will

t the ship must be detained—but none of them can say what
Well, well I It is none of my business. Are you coming in

give me a hand with the dishes, or are you not ?
"

' I will come," replied Elsa, dully ; for she was dull of head
I dull of heart at that moment, and cared not what she did.

'he pile of dishes that waited the wash was a very great pile.

and little Elsa was slow at her task, so that a long time passed

ere she had finished. About then three men entered the tavern

and sat on the other side of the door near which Elsa stood.

Two were boisterous and one was sad and low of spirit, anil as

Elsa listened she became aware that the boisterous ones were
Godfrey and Searle, and the sad one was Sir Halmar.

" Drink I Drink !
" cried Searle, pressing a tankard upon

Sir Halmar.
" Nay, I am not in the mood for drink," said Sir Halmar,

turning away.
" A song, then 1

" cried Godfrey. " Give us a song. Thou
hast never been so sad as this since the days of the keep at Stock-

holm—nor even then so sad."
" I have no heart for song," replied Sir Halmar.
" You have no heart for anything," sneered Searle. " What

is ailing you ? Why should you mope ? Be merry ! Smile 1 Wc
are not at the end of Sir Arne's treasure yet."

Behind the door, unbeknown to Sir Halmar and his companions,
little Elsa pressed her hand to her heart and turned away, terror-

stricken. Then it was true ? Her suspicions were suspicions no
longer ? The man she loved was her sister's murderer !

" Oh !
" she gasped, leaning against the tavern gate. " Here !

So near ! Sir Arne's murderer—my sister's murderer—and I

—I—love—oh God ! Help me I

"

" What is this ? " whispered the tavern wife, who was not a
yard away. " Sir Arne's murderer ! Where ? Here ? In this house ?

"

" Yes—no—oh ! No, no—don't ! Leave him—spare him—

I

don't know. I did not speak. You—you imagined it."

She turned and fled down the road towards Marstrand.

Chapter VI.

It seemed a long time afterwards that Elsa stood by the street

end in Marstrand and watched the men-at-arms marching
two abreast through the streets, and listened to the talk of

the gossips.
" After all this time !

"

" Aye I Rolling in wealth, and with the finest galleon in the
firth."

" Ah ! But God saw to it that it stayed in the firth when ships

of honest men sailed free. The old man's granddaughter gave
him away then, eh ?

"

" Involuntarily. But he did not deny it. He fled. They have
news that he is now at the house of Torarin, where the girl lives,

to see her for the last time."
" They are sure to take him I

"

" Sure to, I should think."

In terror, Elsa flew through the streets to Torarin's home.
Down the steps and into the rude kitchen, and there she came
face to face with Sir Halmar.

" So," he cried, turning upon her, " it was you—it was little

Elsa, of all the world's people, who betrayed me—before God
gave me opportunity to atone for my crime ? Little Elsa

—

whom I trusted."
" Sir Halmar—you must go—the men-at-arms are coming to

take you."
" Nay, I'll not go—or you shall go with me. Let them come."
He took her by the arm and drew her towards him and pressed

her close to him. [Continued overleaf.
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CATARRH
DEAFNESS
EAR NOISES
Send for Free Copy
of Sir Hiram Maxim's
New Book and learn

of a quick and easy
Common Sense

Home Cure.

t.tHion of Honour
from thi

Vftnck Govtrnmmt

Readen of THE PICTURE
GOER are strongly recom-
mended to sena for this

concise little book, which has
already enabled thousands
to cure easily and quickly
at home most cases ol

Catarrh, Deafness, Ear Noises,
Bronchitis and Asthma.
The book and full particulars,

describing one of Sir Hiram's
most wonderful discoveries,

will be sent free to all appli-

cants on receipt of name and
address.
Thousands of sufferers have
already cured their ailments
by following the advice given.
Send no money. Simply
write to the Sole Licensees,

JOHN MORGAN RICHARDS
* SONS, Ltd.,

(Oept. P.F.), 4«, Holborn
Viaduct, London, E.C.I]

v

yUrVtfpT XfrSffC

n^M I ni unu ilW "
I
lllllnuiiiiii

Humanity is a great sufferer.
There are a thousand and one
simple causes of pain to which we
are all liable. But Modern Science
has discovered in Antikamnia Tab-
lets a means whereby you need
nil longer " suffer in silence."
Thanks to this wonderful discovery,
pain can now be almost instan-
taneously relieved,

Doctors say that Antikamnia
Tablets are almost infallible, and
baniifa pain In oa per cent, "f > isei

an- specially effei tive in the
i I othache, Neuralgia,

li .1, Headai he Rheumatii
Pains, and all conditions known i-

n's ai hc-s and ] |

To prove the power of Anti-
kamnia Tablets we «ili tend you .1

Free Trial Package
"ii r<-c eipl ol > . - 1 1 r name and .uhlrrs^

All yiai have to do ur< this
generous trial, together with an
interesting and com lm Ing fn 1

i""k, k to send your name and
ddrasi n .1

j itcard to the

Antikamnia Tablet Dept (A 99)
4«, Hulhor, V,»<jurt. Uadoa. E.C.I.

Continued.

J

" Oh f " she cried, " Sir Halmar—my heart
is broken. Why—why did you do it ?

"

He gave a low cry and hung his head.
" How can I say ? How do I know ? We

were not men—we were brutes. For weeks
we had starved, had no shelter, seen no man.
For eight days we had eaten no food. We
had need of food and the money to buy us
food. Then—oh ! I cannot recall it—it is

blank ! But—we were not men, Elsa—we
were animals—oh I I do not know, I do not
know."
He released her from his grasp and turned

away, but she clutched at his sleeve and
pointed at the window.

" Look I They pass—the men-at-arms ! In

a moment they will be at the door. Come I

I know a way."

CHARACTERS.
Sir Halmar - Richard Lund
Elsa Mary Johnson
Berghild Wanda Rothgardt

Sir Arne Hj. Selander

Sir Arne's Wife Concordia Selander

Torarin - Axel Nilsson

But he shook his head.
" I am a man again now, Elsa. It was a

man who wooed you and won you—what-
ever brute it was who killed your sister.

I'll turn my back on no man. Let them
come— I'll fight my way through them and
be free yet. And you shall come with me.
Oh, God ! The ice must break—some time."
He snatched her into his arms, threw

back the door and dashed through the
clambering men-at-arms before they had a
thought for what was passing. So great
was their surprise that only one of their

number had wits to realise that their man
was escaping. This one, as the thought
crossed his brain, raised his spear and thrust
it forward.

But Elsa was too quick.
Throwing herself round her lover's neck,

she turned and met with her own breast the
spear intended for Sir Halmar's heart.

He was through and away before he had
grasped what had passed. A little knot of

his followers engaged the men-at-arms at the
street end, and he ran with his burden to the
galleon.

Chapter VII.

Torarin was aboard with his salted fish,

trading with the captain and the <rcw,
when Sir Halmar came to the galleon

for the last time. The old fish-salter knew
that the watch had been to take the man,
knew of his guilt now, but had said no word

of it to the ship's men, meaning to lei

news take its own course. But when
word went round that the chief was b<

he was troubled in thought, and knew
which course to pursue.

" The ice is like a curse of God," said

skipper to Torarin. " Every other shi

free and we are held. I do not understi
" I think I understand," said Tor
The ice is a curse of God. This ship

never sail while it holds the man it 1

now—Sir Arne's murderer."
" What !

" cried the skipper. " Sir A
murderer aboard my ship ! Here I

mean "

" Sir Halmar," replied old Torarin.
The skipper stood with wide-open

and his crew gathered round.
"See!" said Torarin, pointing.

"'

now the men-at-arms come to take hin
Half a mile away a body of men

spears uplifted were approaching at
double.

" Below !
" cried the captain. " Wt

rid ourselves of the curse."
Godfrey and Searle, taken by sur]

were secured in spite of their resistt

but Sir Halmar, who anticipated what
coming, resisted not. On a bench besid<

lay, hidden beneath a sail-cloth, the n
remains of the only one in the world
was dear to him.
He walked briskly to the deck, and

down to the men-at-arms with only a
Back in the cabin, old Torarin, in curi<

raised the sail-cloth.
" Elsa !

" he cried. " Our little E
dead ! Oh, God, bp merciful !

"

He covered his eyes with his handi
turned away.

Below, upon the ice, a handful of fa
followers were endeavouring to free Sir Hi
from his captors.

" Nay, men," he cried to them, " hok
It is God's will that we should pay fo

crimes. It is just that we should 1

Torarin, honest soul — look after her
when I am gone."
He turned, and with him God fre)

Searle, who hung their heads. But hii

high, and his eye was bright as the

him awaj

At night there was a mighty storn
swept the town, and for many miles ar

The women of Marstrand came in *
procession to carry the body of little

back to its last resting-place. And wit

passing of Elsa and the women of Man
the sturin that had arisen passed also.

And the galleon of Sir Halmar was
from the grip of the ice and sailed aw
the west

The End.

MYSELF AND MY SHADOW.
(Continued from page 55.)

By Alice Brady.

appeals to every woman. Also there is the
s.itisf.o 11011 of knowing that merely
through the power of expression you can
tell your story ; that by means of your
face (principally your eyes) you
make \.mr audience laugh or cry, n

or despair But, again, as with every-
thing else, pictures have then disadvan-

Ooce a tiung is done in pictures,
n is done Once the camera has clicked
on a certain Bcene, there is no oppoi
tunity oi perfecting it. I he- camera does
not give you another chance

I crciia a great deal of the success 1

have had on the si icen to mv atage work.
I <an remember1 the time when a careei

on the screen was looked upon with pen
disfavour.

It doesn't seem so very long ag<

I suddenlj decided that I would li

do some work in pictures. My
strenuously objected to my doin||

such thing
; but his opposition di

frighten me. And, eventually, il

week of arguing, I gained my poil

was permitted to go as an " extra I

picture and see how I liked it.

speaking very frankly. I didn't I

much It was hard, hot, tiresome

but I was determined that just bl
my father did not want me to -iprl

pit lures, I would be successful. |

nun h to my delight, I was.
Hut I don't know yet which self

better my real self or my reel i

myself or my shadow.
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Away ———- ot home, tr^
Use , IABTS0e(M i (^©A!5s(l!

V

SAMPLE
FREE!

Wrile now (or «

Free Sample in

a dainty little

Aluminium Box.
Enclose stamped
( 2d. ) addreiaed
envelope and pott

lo: Depl. J.B..

The British Drug
Houiet, Ltd.,

Graham Street,

London. N.I.

^he Spirit of {Beauty i
is found in every pot of

"EASTERN
VANISHING

FOAM
CREAM

—the world's most potent beautifier. It has a
wonderful action on the skin, removes blemishes

b ind imparts a delightful clearness and bloom.

, The perfume of the "Cream of Fascination"
is exclusive and alluring.

Full size pots of all Chemists, Is, 4a.

OUR Readers under this plan are assured of absolute
satisfaction. They run no risk of dissatisfaction

whatsoever. Indeed, the experience of thousands
of other readers already wearing Ambron Corsets is that
they are THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN CORSETS
TO-DAY—as regards stylish Cut, Beauty of Contour,
Effect in Wear, Fine Materials and Finish—and because
of their wonderfully Long Life and the way in which
they preserve their shape long after ordinary Corsets
have lost theirs.

SEND TO-DAY for one of these Ambron Gold Medal
Corsets and you will see and appreciate how you can
look more stylish than ever this Winter. It is every
woman's and' girl's duty—nay, more, Privilege—to look
her best, and you can see before you buy how the
Ambron Corset will help you to do so.

SEE above illustration of the " Lines of Beauty " of the 1921 Model Ambron
Corset you can have ON APPRO, per return of post. The full price of this

beautiful model is only 10/6. You send only 1/6 now and can pay the balance

after you have seen and decided to keep the Corset, or by instalments to suit

your convenience.

HOW TO ORDER.
Simply write your full name and address on a piece of paper, fill in corset

measurements on attached Coupon, cut out and pin Coupon to the paper,

and post to me at once. It is most important that you draw two lines right

across the postal order, thus, //, and make it payable to Ambrose
Wilson, Ltd,, at the General Post Office, London.

NOTE.—Foreign and Colonial Orders must be accompanied by the full

amount and 2/6 extra to pay for postage, vit., 13/-.

y-i To aaeu

Coupon,jssra
To aecure prompt attention to order, this

in must bo eat out and lent with
letter.

Please send me an Ambron Corset on approval, size as follows :

—

Size of Welst Bust Hips

Also full printed particulars. I enclose 1/6, together with 6d. to

cover part postage, and if I do not immediately return Corset I

will pay you the balance of 9/- either in on? sum or by weekly
instalments of 1/6 each. Pieiuregoer, January 1921. No. 273.

Post your Order at once to-AMBBOSE WILSON. Ltd..

273, Allen House, 70, Vauxhall Bridfe Road, London, S.W.l.

The Larrest Mail Order Corset House In the World.
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BEFORE we go any farther with

my thoughts, let me, I pray,

read your own—and correct them.

Yon are thinking that I am the living

embodiment of the

Where You contemplative gentle-

art' Wrong, man who sits at the

head of this page, or

tli.it Rodin had me in mind when he

sculped his magnificent statue, " The
Thinker." Forget it. Without your

confidence I cannot hope to make a

success of this feature, so I may as

well be perfectly frank with you at

the beginning. 1 am NOT one of those

unfortunate beings who take life seri-

ously, carrying upon my shoulders all

the cares of this weary world. I am
neither high-brow nor idealist, but

jusl an average, every-day picture-

going person like—if you don't mind
my saying so like yourself.

AND, like yourself, sometimes I sit

and think, and sometimes I just

sit. But when I do think, I feel com-
pi IN d to unburden my thoughts to

somebody. You'll do.

Something to Just sil here and listen.

Think About. I know it is asking

rather a lot ;
but here's

a sporting offer : If you will listen to

me, I'll listen to you as often as you
to send your thoughts to me. I

want you to look upon this feature as

an Idea Exchange for my ideas and
youi own, Most particularly your own.
1 am an excellent listener, and if you
have anything interesting to s ;iy on

any movie matter, my ears are mort-

gaged to youi benefit.

SI )\l E people, mindful of the days
w hen ( hai teS I haplin so pel -

sistentl) took us to the Cafe where-

the \\ aitei Breathed on the Plate., look

upon ( hai lit a- a vul-

Can Chaplin gar person, roughest

( '/,• Back ; and readiesl of hu
nioiists. Avoid such

people Chaplin was sad it is to write

in the past of so great an artist

—

one of the very finest clowns the

world has ever known ; and clown-

ing is not the least of theatrical

arts. But he has played too long

'

with a patient public, and now his

fame trembles in the balance. Can
Chaplin come back ? He is making a

big effort to regain lost ground ; and
my private belief is that he will

succeed. If he fails, the screen will

lose its greatest artist. What do

you think ?

BUT, lest you should write me
down as a star-enthusiast, let

me hasten to explain my views. In

the days of my youth I was a great

hero-worshipper ; but

Let's Talk that was, of course,

of Stars. before I had met any
heroes. Nowadays, al-

though I can admire people for what
they do, irrespective of what they are,

my youthful illusions are all shattered.

I think highly of many movie stars
;

but, with certain exceptions, I do not

bejieve them to be of paramount
importance. I think that the author,,

the scenario-writer, the producer, and

the camera-man are the real indis-

pensables of the screen. What do you
think ?

IN the earliest days of the kinema
Industry—happy - go - lucky, un-

businesslike days, before Uplift de-

scended upon US—a picture was just

so many feel of film,

When Films and nothing else mat-

Were Young, tered, Authors, stars,

and producers were all

nameless nonentities, cogs ]n the wheel

of a creaking machine. But. by and
by, when people began to recognise

familiar faces upon the screens, the

public clamoured foi news of these

shadow people
; and bright young

kinema journalists dipped then pens

in the ink of imagination, and gave

the public what the public wanted.

SHALL never get to Heaven.
* is a melancholy confession
have to make ; but in those dis
days, I who write these lines wa

bright young kin
I'll Say, journalist. I w

" Peccavi." about the stars. Gi

how I wrote about
stars ; what wonderful lives my
compelled them to lead ; what e>

ordinary adventures they suffew
my enthusiastic hands. I did
know anything about the people,

I wrote everything about them, bee
Imagination was my middle ns

And I was not the only offet

Everybody was doing it. Remex
that, St. Peter, when you hear
knock at the golden gate.

AFTER that the Star System
lowed as a matter of cot

and many evils came in its train,

stars waxed omnipotent, and
prosperity made 1

Fallen Stars, blind. Not cor

with their acting

ours, they wrote, directed, and pi

their own pictures : for they ar

that a star could not be expecte

share fame with anybody. In

course, they fell and faded ; bui

kinematograph industry continue

advance.

IT still advances to-day. At pr
the tendency is to star au

and producers as heavily as pL

were starred in the past, which :

wrong. Render (

The Age of where credit is c

the Specialist, to author, prod

player, even unt<

property-boy—but apportion the
J

justly. The one way to produce pi

pictures is to have each and
member of your studio organfl

working together in perfect harr

The specialist, not the jack-ol

trades, is needed in the kineml
fession. What do you think ?

MY space is filled. I wish I

read your thoughts tw

easily as I discerned them wl

started to write these .^ col

• What DO You-
Think ?

Probably you will

disagree with much
that 1 have writ-

ten. I hope so.

If indignation

moves you to seize

a pen and transfer

your burning
thoughts to paper, I

shall not have la-

boured in vain.

What DO von think?
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""Photo showing splendid muscular develop-

ment achieved by MAXALDING.

THE- PICTUREGOE-I5

Brave Men
and

Beautiful
Wctncn
The Ideals of the Ticturegoer

and the Ideals of Mr. A. M. Soldo.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—
You must realise that you would be
more Brave and more Beautiful if

you radiated the magnetic glow of

Health. Further, you must know,
if you think about the matter

—

and you ought to think about so

vital a subject—that you cannot
obtain nor keep Health from Medi-
cines or drugs. At the best, these

can only assist you for the moment,
and they alvvays have a debilitating

after-effect upon the system.

NO ! You must obtain health

and beauty out of yourself : by
an intelligent use of your mind
over your body.

In fact, you must take up
MAXALDING. There is no other

method so simple, which occupies so

little time and is so absolutely sure.

By MAXALDING the circulation

is perfected, the alimentary canal

cleansed, the muscles made supple,

the mind made bright, and the body
made beautiful.

By MAXALDING you can cure

yourself of Constipation, Indiges-

tion, Malassimilation, Rheumatism,
Lack of Will-Power, Loss of Self-

confidence, Nervous Debility, Neu-
rasthenia, and other Functional
Weaknesses in a period of one to

three months.

MAXALDING is not difficult to

learn, and the movements are very
interesting to practice ; like most
great ideas, it is simple and easy

—

when you know the way.

The movements for the eradica-

tion of Functional disorders are

each devised specially for the par-

ticular complaint one may be
suffering from, according to age,

sex, and special circumstances.

Men and women who have lost

control of the abdominal muscles
are given movements which will

counteract a tendency to over-

stoutness. It must be added, how-
ever, that actual corpulency can-
not be reduced in a few days.

On the other hand, Constipation,
the source of so many disorders and
much ill-health, can be permanently
cured by MAXALDING in a period
of three days to one month ; this

is guaranteed.

Most Functional Disorders have"

their origin in the stomach, and
we do not know of anyone but
Mr. Saldo—the originator of MAX-
ALDING—who can cure constipa-

tion by a series of perfectly natural
movements.

For the increase of Nervous
Energy or the making of straight

and strong backs and the building

up of a beautiful body, other move-
ments are given which inevitably
bring about the desired result.

By MAXALDING you soon begin
to accumulate a store of nervous
force, and you can use this extra
energy in ways most pleasurable and
profitable to yourself.

The Great Strength course is

prepared for the young athlete, or

would-be athlete, but—and this is

very important—by MAXALDING
the muscular system is not and
cannot be developed at the expense
of the internal organs or nervous
system.

The basic principle underlying
MAXALDING is CONTROL.
Control of the Muscular System :

T^hoto showing complete control of abdominal
muscles for curing stomach troubles by

MAXALDING.

control of the Nervous System : con-

trol of all the Functions of the human
body.

The effect upon the mind of this

CONTROL is a sense of power, a
feeling of joyousness.

MAXALDING
means more LIFE and

more JOY in life.

Mr. Saldo has created 16 world's

records for strength and endurance.

Although not a Physician, Doc-
tors send him patients whose only
hope of a cure is by MAXALDING.
He has been practising privately
for ton years, and amongst his

pupils and patients are Dr. Cath-
cart, of Harley Street, the most
famous authority on breathing in

the world—who sends patients to

Mr. Saldo; Mr. Hughes, the Prime
Minister of Australia ; the Grand
Duke Michael ; the Rev. Father
Bernard Vaughan, etc., etc.

Mr. Saldo is as far ahead of

ordinary Physical Culturists as the
modern surgeon is of the old
" village sawbones."

Write for the Booklet entitleu
" MAXALDING," explaining fully

your requirements, whether thesy be
the eradication of a functional dis-

order, the development of a perfect

body, the increase of nervous energy,

or the acquisition of great strength.

Your enquiry will cost you nothing
and commit you to nothing, yot
your desires may be realised beyend
your expectations.

Address your letter to :

MAXALDING
113, New Stone Bui' dings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 2.

Photo of Lad\ Pupil showing one of the

movements for straightening and strengthening

shoulders and back by MAXALDING.
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Copies 2/-, of all Music Sellers, or 2/1, post free, from the publishers-

THE LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC CO.
< memo Pnimsts and Musical Director, write at once for particulars of our 1921 Subscription Scheme.
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The

Completing

Touch.

1 My lady's toilette is never complete until Pomeroy g
I Day Cream— the vanishing cream de luxe— has J
I added its quota to the charm of her complexion. J

Pomeroj/ \

| 'Mi(ream
In dainty half-crown vattt at high =
elan Chemists. Perfumers, etc. =

Mrs. Pomeroy Ltd., 29, Old Bond Street,

London, W.l. and 185, High St., Kensington.

(Try alto Pomeroy Tooth Paste. 1: 3d. a tube.) II

Baby

cots &

Requi-

sites.

FREE
Send for Finiay s Wonderful Baby Book and
Fashion Bulletin of Latest London and Paris
Models for Maternity And Ordinary Wear.

Also Pattern Book of Latest Materials.
Superior style and quality at mo6t moderate prices

Charming down,
in soft Satin of
excellent q u a-1 i t y.
Daintily trimmed
vest, and finished
smart bow. In Grey,
Saxe, Navy and
Black. g£ gnSi

Seat carr. paid U.K.

«oyal Maternity Corset,
Highly recommended by
Medical Profession. In-
stantly adjustable. In

Coctil,

From 14 gns
In Broche, Silk elastic,

from 3J gns.

Money instantly refunded if not delighted.

Handsome Gown,
in excellent-wearing
Gab irdine. Collar
and cutis faced con-
trasting Stockinette.
Braid loops. In
Grey, Navyaud Black
only.

1\ gns.

FIN LAY'S,
122, Houldsworth St. (top Oldham St.), MANCHESTER.
FINLAV'8—THE MATERNITY HOUSE OF GREAT BRITAIN. ^J.

*
AFTER TURNING

Oakhrld Lodge.
South MiKord.

Yorkshire.
Dec. 30. 1920.

Dear Sirs,

1 have received my
Suit and Overcoat to-

YOUR SUIT
OVERCOAT or COSTUME

TURNED
HAS it ever occurred to you

that money can be saved by
having your garments "turned"?

It is unwise to discard any of

your old garments, no matter

how shabby, shiny or faded they

may be. Send them to us and
we guarantee to make them equal

to new. Detection is impossible.

Breast pockets and buttonholes

repaired by our invisible process,

carried out by an expert weaving
staff. Dry cleaning also done by
experienced workmen.

day which I tent you F"~
—"" — —-—.•— —».——— -» ._

I FREE T° oil readers of " Picture- I

goer," who will forward us I

day
to be turned.

May I congratulate
you on the very excel*

lent garments you have
made. I really thought
of throwing them away
at first - but I can now
see the great advan-
tage of your work, and
will quickly advise my
friends to have their

clothes treated simi-

larly.

Yours faithfully.

G. W.

{
their name and address, we will send

J

I our descriptive Booklet and Price List, I

I post free. Send for thi* To-day. I

L 1

M

M

*

U

U

m

m

u

CITY REPAIR CO. *

(Dept. PG), 260, High Holborn, *

W.C. I. 'Phone—Holborn SSI. m* **«

Miniature Tablet 2d. post free.
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ailoring^myoorn
CURZON BROS., Ltd., the World's Measure Tailors, are

Tailors for men who require their clothes made of good
material and in good style, yet do not wish to pay extravagant

prices. Curzons make every order specially to measure, and

each garment is cut by hand separately for each customer.

There is a large and varied selection of Tweeds, Serges,

Worsteds, etc., and the prices for complete Suits are £2 17 6

or £3 10 or £3 17 6 or £4 10 or £4 17 6 or £5 5 6

or £5 17 6

Call at any of Curzon's branch shops, as under, see the cloths,

and be measured. If unable to call, write to Head Office,

6o & 62, City Road, London, E.C. 1, and patterns of cloths,

fashion book, and self-measurement form (by means of which

you can be measured in your own home without possibility

of error) will be sent you free of charge.

VII Wool Blue Wonted Sorgo Suit. Guaranteed and
1 ertified Indigo Dye. Made to measure in any ityle al

£3 18 6
1NO EXTRAS.)

Curzons have special simp-, for LADIES'
GOODS ONLY, where a fine selection of

COSTUMES, COATS, SPORTSJACKETS,
Etc., can be seen.

Ladies' Branches :

114, New Oxford Street, W.C.
107, Strand, W.C.
Deptford Broadway.
106, Wellington Street, Woolwich.
27, Market Place, Kingston-on-Thames.
369, Richmond Road, East Twickenham

(near Richmond Bridge).

71 A 73. High Street. Grays. Essex.

For Patterns and Postal Business write only to -

CURZON BROS., LTD.,
The World's Measure Tailors,

60 & 62, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
You Can be Measured at any of these Curzon Shops :

—
lead Offirr Depot:

1

Weal End : -. Strand,
W

I
. 158. Strand,

W.I », ]

-»
, W.C.

1

\ .
.

\\

Uoutl . u 1

it. Old Compton St., W
Euaton :

r ,, II imp •
1

1: ad

--

Clly : )4, I iverpool Street,
K.l Kii >nun P ive-

moot, I c ,
•

.
I

Hill, I •

Liverpool Street Station
Mm . 1 1

I 115,
Klect -. 1 1

I'eplford :

1

Woolwich : 58, Pi «i> St
.

and 43, II. u<* St

Sboredltcb: i8sand 187,

Old Street, > I

Poplar : I
1 «l India

Kingston - on- Thames
P

Rlrbannd 8 Twlrken
ham : 154, Richmond Ri

1 1 Richmond Brii

Simon (Surrey):
u ,. High Street

Southend-on.Sea :

. . High Sin

Craya (Essex):
ttreet

Coventry : Hii

mg l.loyd « Bank I

xc zr x xc xn II II
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WAS SHAKESPEARE
WRONG ?

THE play 8 the thing! So it is. The same old thing, often as not. The All-Wise sits

back in his chair, and puffs at his long cigar, and says: "We gotta have better plays.

Something s gotta be done.' So he sits back in his chair, and puffs at his long cigar.

^fl True, we must have better plays. Just as we must have quicker trains and buses.

Why s that, now? Well, it's just the way of the world. PROGRESS, some people call

it. Else we should all be stuck way back, living like swineherds in swineherds huts, like

Alfred, burning the cakes in the Isle of Wherever-Alfred-burnt- em.

Without the Policeman at the crossing, yelling, as the ages come along, " Pass along,

please! we should never have got to the Motion Picture at all. But having got to it is

no reason for sitting still. We must have better pictures. So—better plays. We must
get along.

^ So the All-Wise gets an idea: "The star system! Stars! They it is who are strangling

the Motion Picture. They must go. The play come9 before the players. Better pictures

means better plays. And the play s the thing. Which would be all right if it were not
all wrong. And wrong it is, without a doubt.

{J For the play's not the thing at all. It's only one of them. The Star is another. You
can as soon abolish the star system as you can see the purchasing power of the pound
with the naked eye. Think it over. There have always been stars. Ponder carefully on
what is a star. A man who does something different from what other people do, a man
who does it better, nearly always a man who does it first.

There have always been stars. Look back a bit, run the rule of this test over the big

names, and see how they measure in full. Lincoln, Columbus, Napoleon, Buddha. Shakespeare.

It would take a page.

{J If every man was as Shakespeare, the world would be a better world. But Shakespeare
would be a smaller figure. There are men to-day, every day, crossing the Atlantic in

floating cities, making the achievement of Christopher Columbus look like the amount of

sunshine in Sheffield. But they cannot erase his name from the scroll. In his

age he did something DIFFERENT, he did it

BETTER, he did it FIRST. Consider.

C| The Man is greater than the Deed. No amount
of argument can explain away or alter this fact.

Napoleon was greater than Napoleonism. You
can have the Man without the Deed. You cannot

have the Deed without the Man.

The character is greater than the story. The
actor is—or should be— greater than the play.

Think it over carefully.

€| It explains Chaplin and Griffith and Fairbanks

and— way back - John Bunny. It explains also

the British Motion Picture. But in a different way.

The play's the thing—the same old thing. It

cannot be otherwise. It is the people who are dif-

ferent. It is the people we pay to see. All the

world's stories have been told. All the world s hap-

penings have happened. Tis the people they happen

to we care about. And when they are extra big

people

—

different, BETTER, we care all the more.
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HOWOLD IS EIGHTEEN?

c
TOD BROWNING

Ingenues arc not always whit they item, according to the luthor

of this article The pretty dim dapper may he forty in private

life; the atately married lady who dazzlea you on the screen may
be a young girl atill in her teena when off the silver-sheet.

\

V
m

Right : Elinor
Fair, a really

truly ingenue,

aged 18.

A bovt \Vesle\ve : \\ esiey

Darrv and Frances
Carpenter, two ..

talented screen ''''rl

children.

I
know a woman past

fifty who is playing

ingenue parts—and getting

away with it.

I know a girl who por-

trayed married women
when she was twelve

years old.

I know a star who
was " just eighteen

when movies were in

swaddling clothes, and
who still is. I suppose
now she's lost count of

how long she's been at

the stage of consent and
dissent.

My figures on the ages of kinema stars may
startle the lay reader who has absorbed the stories

of the Press-agents. So, with full expectations of

feminine and other contradiction, I state that the
star is not so young as she is press-agented. When
furnishing biographies to the Press, no star is born
before 1898. If she is too honest to fib, she simply
forgets that question altogether. Stars actually

under twenty-five years of age may be counted on
the fingers of one hand, with enough fingers left

over to lift a glass of wine eighteen inches with

.

Tin- is .1 delicate subject for a man to handle.

The women will accuse me of man-handling it.

Asking a man to tell the ages of the women he
knows is like asking him to put a little T.N.T. in his pipe ami smoke it

can be done, but

I had planned to present these age facts in such form that the girl of

twenty-two, for instance, who suddenly decides on a film career would realist-

how short hi n life would be even if she succeeded at once. As a matter
of (ai t

,
an accomplished actress can have ;i lifelong career in pictures, starting

as a toddling, curly-haired, sweet little babj girl, and ending as a tottering,

curly-haired, sweel old lady. If she is an actressl

rhere are u-w inginues ovei twenty-two. At that a^c most women lose

their girlishness in the eye of the lens, On the stage youth 1- an indefinite

Above : Joan Morgan.
leading lady at the age

of fifteen.

Right: Mary Miles Minter,

who is now eighteen

It
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quality. But the motion camera is pitiless. Ingenuity is a matter

of personality. Few girls can maintain their wide-eyed innocence

after four or five years in pictures. Or in emporiums or restaurants,

for that matter.

I know two ingenues past twenty-two and one

past thirty, besides the semi - centurion noted

before. Every one of them keeps slim and girlish

through regular exercise, moderate diet, and long

hours of slumber. No wild parties may be on their

schedules.

The screen has one shining example of a dearly-

beloved actress who has played little girls for years,

and will continue to do so, if she lives, until she is

past seventy, and the world still loves her for it.

But there is only one woman in a thousand like

that—and there haven't been a thousand film

stars—yet.

Stars may be eighteen years old—generally are

in publicity' stories. The majority of our " young

stars " to-day are actually nearer thirty ;
and the

finest of our stars will tell only a white lie if they

Right : Constance
and Norma Tal-

madge, aged respec-

tively 20 and 23.

Below : A nila

Stewart, who is 24.

-•***

Below Theda Bara and Rosemary Theby, two famous (~>

screen "vamps." Both are 30.

two famous screen

Gwynne Her-
bert {Left) and

tary Carr (Oval),

mothers.''

Nazimova, the incomparable,
achieved film fame at forty.

Ethel Clayton (Left) is twenty-nine.

add five years to that figure. Vampires, almost without
exception, are over thirty, but the age of a vampire is

immaterial. Characters are any age from twenty-two to ninety.

Here is my idea of the seven ages of Film Women—not

as they are, but as they ought to be :—Children, 6 to 16
years ; Ingenues, 14 to 22 years ; Girl leads, 18 to 25 years

;

Married leads, 18 to 25 years ; Stars, 18 to 30 years ; Vam-
pires, 30 to 50 years ; and Characters, 22 to 90 years. If

all producers were to keep to this table I should

not complain.

As it is, we have motherly stars usurping the

places of their daughters by essaying ingenue

rdles. It's all wrong.
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I
had always heard that it

was a job for a Hercules

to get certain old-time stage

stars into the movies. Still,

I confess to registering surprise

when I learned that it actually

took a prize-fighter to put Ameri-
ca's most celebrated romantic
actor in front of the camera.
And by the beard of Mohammed—
since we are speaking Orientally

at the moment—it was no light

desert wind of a prize-fighter, but
a regular heavy-weight simoon !

He didn't handle the actor with
kid gloves, cither, because they
don't wear kid gloves in Asia
Minor, but pitched him down a flight of stairs into a
prison set that was as gloomy as a Russian novel.

The actor was Otis Skinner ; the prize-fighter was
Tom Kennedy, and the epochal combat took place last

summer just after Skinner had come to Los Angeles
to re-create for the silver - sheet his iridescent stage
role of " Hajj," the beggar of Bagdad, in Edward
Knoblock's "Arabian Nights " drama, Kismet.

I met Mr. Skinner just after his eventful descent.
He told me he would always remember his celluloid

debut with pleasure, at which I raised my eye-brows.
Noticing this, he remarked :

"
1 only have to fall once

in this picture, whereas on the stage it was a nightly
event Which put a different

Hajj, the

Beggar.
light On the matter, and showed
me that even if he is one of the
oldest actors on the stage,

Skinner was perfectly willing to

give a new art the credit that
belongs to it

I had been asked three
times to do a picture > ersion

of the play," Mi Skinnei told

me. " One company wanted
me to go to Asia Miuoi , but

1 see no reason for doing that,

because the Bagdad oi t<> day
is not the legendai y i us of

Sindbads, dancing girls

^ and '

1 lajj ' We. an
build a better Bagdad
ne,ht here."

The producing company
that finally persuaded the

star to sign a contract did dupli-

cate a portion of this Tans of the

old Orient in California. They
erected a city of palaces, domes
and minarets, capable oi accom-
modating two thousand persons

1 1 a rem windows < it magnified Persian

porcelain design, with then fretwork

half-concealing veiled wives ol grand
vizier and sheik, gazed down on
sueets that coiled in serpentine
stealtluness.

1 saw Bagdad when it was
teeming with life, the day "Hajj"
stole the purse which enabled him
i • > begin working out his destiny,

the end of which is marrying his

daughter to the son of the caliph.
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The air was filled with languorous sound. A
thousand melodious voices seemed to speak in a
myriad of song -like languages. Arabs, Turks,
Armenians, Greeks, Medes and Persians re-incarnated
the life of their youth.

So many animals were used in these scenes in
Kismet that the air was filled with flies. It was a
touch of realism that even Mr. Skinner himself
noted. He remarked that California could supply all
the required props for the films and a few besides.
He was brushing away a cluster of flies at the time,
and trying to mop the perspiration from his face.

" I don't pretend to know a great deal about this
business," he said quite frankly, as he paused for a
moment. " You see, this is my very first appearance

Elinor Fair as

ny motion-picture lot. I've even
led that they refer to me as a
xkie' around here," he added with
|ile. " But I do feel safe in saying
i if this picture does not turn out to
I fine artistically, and as true to the
feitful spirit of. Knoblock's play as
In skill, patience, and effort can
I it, it will not be for any lack of
use—or effort on the part of those
ijare responsible for the production.
til that I have learned enough, and
ilenough, to be safe in saying that.

y hope that my own efforts will be
i to those of the others."
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7 his picture, and

the circle inset,

shows Henry
I ,! w a r d s as

1 1 :
I >'

"Broken! hreads,"
popular

characterise.

THE PlCTUREGOE-R

So this is

HENRY
EDWARDS
Don't run away with the idea

that he i9 a matinee idol in his

spare time. He hasn t any

I
felt that I had earned my lunch.

For two solid hours Henry Edwards

and 1 had been engaged in the difficult

instructing and uplifting the kine-

ph industry, and now we strode

:ilv m the direction of a hostelry. Then

in our path a middle-aged man,

[, d, and weird of aspect.

>ok !

" cried Henry Edwards. ' There s

a rype I Come on, we must follow hi

" The troops are starving," I protested

No matter," said Henry Edwards, "Lun-

cheon must wait. Did you notice his nose?

Magnificent Ud his ears are well worth a

"I'
"

, , /

We all have our hobbies, but looking for

types "ii ,i wet and wintry day is not one of

mine, As we trudged through the mire oi >

Walton lane in pursuit ol oui unconscious

, ,. tun I sighed for the flesh-pots.

\,, use." s.od Henry Edwards, suddenly

u oui trail brought us to the bank o\ the

He's from a barge, a - ham e visitoi

I feared as mui h 1 thought he looked too

; to be true But what a fim I

the wet weather brings them out." I said.

" Sll while-we are

I was beginning to get interested in I

ards, and I wanted to keep him to m
was not the man 1 had exp< •

"•<•'

[ l, mi a matinee idol m his

time and 1 discovered that he had no

time 1 had thought he might be one

direi toi Btars who maltreats pooi authors

All wrong
I his "as a sad blow to me. l.realise 1

Had

written mosl ol my interview travelling down

m the tram to meet him, and the only thing

to do was to teai il up ^n<\ write il again,

[ realised thi oon as h ' «u

room to n.' I me In an old tweed coal

hi "
/ he A mazing Qua

Henry Edwards as Henry Edwards.

shirt open at the neck, and baggy llann

trousers, he was not at all the Henry EdwaP

of mv dreams.
When he s.ud :

"
I am Henry Edwards

I felt like replying :
" No, no. There my

be some mistake. Where is your morni

coat, your high collar, your immaculaj

breeks"? You are an impostor."
" Plots," said this pseudo Henry Edwan

flinging himself into a chair. " Have y

brought me any plots ?

"

Unfortunately, as the only journalist

captivity who has never attempted to wr

a movie scenario, I had not.
"

I must have plots,' said Henry Edwa

when 1 had soothed him with a cigaret

"Original stories. I need them badly."

" Book adaptations ?
" 1 suggested,

commenced surreptitiously to tear up

interview I had written in the tram.
Pah '

"

Henry Edwan
I finish

tearing up
interview.

"Mac Edwan
the i

player, who
tippi ared i>i

his

most
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'The old ideas over and over again,'' said Henry Edwards.

t is said that, originally, there were only seven plots in the

rid. I don't know what they were."

Neither did I. If I could discover them I would make my
tune selling the other four to movie producers.
" What you want to invent," said Henry Edwards to me, " is

aew kind of kinematography-—stereoscopic, or something like

it. Then we can start all over again and re-film all the old

iries. That will keep us going for another ten years. Invent

and your fortune is made."
[ promised to do my best in my spare time over the week-end.

We talked of kinema theatres.
' I love going to the pictures," said Henry Edwards. " Films
sorb my attention to the exclusion of all outside interests,

vent to the theatre the other night with a man who wanted to

k during the shoiv. Never again. With me the play's the thing."

We talked of films—British films, Swedish films, American
ns, German films. Of strange plots and novel productions,

nry Edwards is a real movie " fan." Who said you can't run
th the hare and hunt with the hounds ? He was wrong,
pway. Edwards acts in pictures, directs pictures, writes pie-

ces, and then goes forth from the studio to watch pictures

th the detached interest of an ordinary spectator.
' England," sighed Henry Edwards presently, gazing through
; window at the rain that fell in torrents outside. " Hardly
picture-maker's paradise, is it ? I've just been completing a
;ture against time, and when you do that you have the whole
ces of our climate to contend with. How would you like to

ike a summer scene in mid-winter ? I've just done it. Needed
to finish off a picture. After a heartrending search, we dis-

/ered the last tree with the last leaves still to fall, and we used
as a background. B-r-r ! Jolly cold work, I assure you."
We talked of stock companies, and agreed that the repertory

;atre is the ideal training school for a movie actor.
" I got my start with a Repertory company in the provinces,"

mitted Henry Edwards ;

" and the knowledge I acquire.d in

: early days of my career has been invaluable to me.
' I made my screen debut in the film version of The Man
ho Stayed at Home, I was acting in that play at the

yalty Theatre, when Mr. Hepworth suggested that I should
create my work for the screen. Since then I have been
j)ducer-star of a large number of films, some of the best

own of which are Broken Threads, Merely Mrs. Stubbs,

wards the Light, The City of Beautiful Nonsense, Possession,

Henry Edwards as " Stephen Mallard " in

With Chrissie White in "The City of Beautiful Nonsense."

The Kinsman, The Amazing Quest of Mr. Ernest Bliss,

Aylwin, and John Forrest Finds Himself.

So the hours passed, in pleasant and fruitful discourse,

until train-time came round.
" Good-bye," said Henry Edwards, and as we shook

hands he looked hard into my eyes. He is tall, very nice-

looking, with brown hair and grey eyes, and he looks much
younger than his thirty-eight years. Catching his earnest

gaze, I trembled involuntarily. Could it be that, unknown
to myself, I was a Type ? His last words relieved my fears.

" Come again,"

said he, cordially.

In "Merely t^^M "And don't forget

Mrs. Stubbs." ^hiv tm.^ to bring a plot with
you next time."

L. A.
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\larming possibilities are suggested
by the fact that the once-current

phrase, " The camera cannbt lie,"

originated in a Court of Law. I cannot
remember if it were a Criminal Court.

I hope not. If a hanging Judge gave
birth to the dictum after summing up
against a prisoner accused on photo-
graphic evidence, he must have had
many moments of uneasiness since.

For the '.nstory of the motion picture

is one lo-,g proof that, as a means of stating that which is

not, thf. camera has Baron Munchausen, De Rougemont, and
tntler, of that sort beaten to a frazzle. They merely stated

unt.uths, scarce expecting to be believed ; and they appealed

*o the ear—most credulous of the organs ; the camera—the

movie camera especially

—

proves a lie to be truth, and flaunts

the eye itself ; it takes the saying that " seeing is believing,"

and cynically inverts it and yet—a curious paradox, in

which the kindly may find a hope that the moral reputation

of the camera may be found to be unstained after all—it

records nothing that it does not see.

Therein lies the justification of the precisians who claim

that the camera does not lie, but merely conveys a false

impression. The remark is not the euphemism it sounds,

but a ' definite description of the methods of the camera
intent or. misrepresentation, but it is of small value to its

reputation. For, according to " Nuttall," a lie is apt merely
" an intentional violation of truth," but " anything that

misleads." If not a criminal, therefore/ the camera is at least

an accessory before the fact—the fact being that film producers

eCAMERA
CAN LIE

Dou£le /; xrposur>es
on ///'(> Screen

himself would not hang a sheep stea
on photographic evidence,- but like otr

rogues, vastly entertainingly. Hut the

who believe things because they "
s;

them on the pictures " are in lit

better case than the class, now believ

to be obsolete, who believed all " to
saw in the papers "— other papers,
course. Consider what they have se

on the pictures. Carlyle Blackw
shaking hands with himself (you t

him doing it in the centre picture) Corinne Griffith bendi
lovingly over her own sleeping form (the illustration fix

The Broadway Bubble is on the left) Alma Taylor getti

angry with Alma Taylor (on the right, below, you have h

as both the good and the bad girl). Still greater wond<
in scenes (a sample is at the top of the opposite pag
in which a character is seen with living and breatht
miniatures of herself ; and a more dramatic contrast thi

any of those just mentioned in such films as that from whi
the centre picture (of Mae Marsh in Hidden Fires) is take

Such scenes are striking, but they completely destroy t

camera's pretensions to truthfulness ; they are, in fai

a cynical abandonment of such pretensions, for who
unsophisticated as to credit even his favourite star wi
the ability to multiply herself at will, and to believe in t

possibility of one person wearing two dresses in two differe

parts of the same room at the same time ?

The question remains : How is it done ?

Go back to the statement of the fundamental quality
the camera—its faithfulness in recording all that is plac

desire to puzzle and impress the public. before it, its inability to record wb
is not placed before it, and you haAnd it is a very willing, very

pliable accessory, with extraordinary

qu ilitications for successful lying in

the exact quality on which its reputa-

tion for truthfulness was founded—
its inability to record anything but
that which is put before it. It is

quite untrustworthy,— Judge Jerferies

Right: Carlyle Blackwell

shaking hands with him-
self — an enlargement

direct jrom the film.

the foundation of an explanati

which a few words on studio metho
will make still more clear. Exami
the photograph of Blackwell on tl

page. It is obvious that the camt
has " seen " Blackwell in both ll

positions in which he is reproduced,

it could not have recorded him ; yet 1

photograph itself is most obvioush
misrepresentation. Wherein lies then

ception ? In brief, i.

Below : Corinne
Griffith in " The
Broadway
Bubble."

Y • ^*^~~^/ Alma Taj

as "Anna "
i

"Annabel Pelissi

in the film, "Anna the Adventure.
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recorded all that the screen shows, but it did not record it

as the screen shows it. The falsehood of the camera lies

in the sequence in which its perfectly truthful pictures are

shown, in the combinations with which they are forced,

not in the pictures themselves.

When Blackwell acted for the hand-shaking scene, half

of the camera lens was obscured by a shutter. He walked
up, smiled at a person not in the picture at all, and extended
his hand for the latter to grasp. Only the hand of the

other actor appeared on the negative ; the other half of

the film still remained virgin celluloid. Then the film

was rolled back, the obscuring shutter was slipped over to

cover the already exposed part ; Blackwell, in a different

costume, walked from the other half of the scene, smiled again
and extended his hand out of the picture in a position care-

fully registered to correspond with that occupied by the

deputy whose hand only appeared in the first scene. The
result is as you see it. That is how most camera lies are

perpetrated ; the only variation is in detail, and though in

most cases double exposures are simpler than that just

described (the hand-shake is puzzling until it is analysed,

like all effects which " overlap " from one half of the picture

to the other) many of them are, by ingenious complication,

made to appear quite incomprehensible. In Crimson Shoals,

Francis Ford appears on the screen as son, father,

and grandfather at the same time ; and King Baggott,

in Shadows, played ten roles. Nevertheless,

puzzling as such scenes are, they are simply
an elaboration of the procedure just described.

The only difference is that the masking and
(repeating operations are performed ten times
linstead of once.

So in scenes like that on the previous page.

JThe fact that Corinne Griffith is bending over
her own figure is puzzling for the moment.
lA perpendicular mark would have served
no useful purpose in such scenes as this. It

was, of course, replaced by one of whi< h the
limits extended diagonally between the two
Ifigures. In cases where still more elaborate

(effects are required, it may be cut to register

material body at all, for

furniture and other solid

objects are seen beyond it,

and the flesh - and - blood
characters walk through it,

and are sometimes unaware
of its presence. Yet the
" ghost " plays a definite

part in the scenes in which
it appears, and its actions

are always appropriate to

those of the flesh-and-blood

Elaine
Hammer-
stein.

IDorothy

IDallon.

vith the exact outline of a figure. Exactitude in the details
>f registration, and careful timing of the duplicate action,
ire the whole 9ecret of realism in this type of scene.
Yet the degree of realism which can be obtained by the

ise of double photography has, singularly enough, been
nost remarkably demonstrated by a subject in which mask-
ng played no part at all. The film was Earthbound, the
ioldwyn spiritualistic super-production which recently, had
special season at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden,

n this, you will recall, the novelty lies in the fact that the
pirit of a dead man appears in many scenes, including that
i which his physical body is seen lying lifeless. It is not a

Mae Marsh in " Hidden Fires."

players, and in synchronism with them. There is,

again, a simple explanation. Once again a trick
has been played with Time. It is a different trick.

The producer, having a scenario in which in

many scenes a " ghost " appeared, rehearsed his

actors and actresses to play their parts as if this

absent artist were one of them. The scenes were
actually shot with the "flesh-and-blood" characters
only

; but careful note was made of the exact
time and the exact place at which the spirit

was supposed to appear. Then the film was rolled

back. The whole of the fittings of the scenes

—

furniture, carpet, stairs, walls, ceilings, lights, etc.

—

were replaced by dense black cloth. Against this
sombre background the " ghost " actor played his

part, with strict regard to the schedule of time and
positions already arrived at, and his actions were recorded
on the already exposed but undeveloped reel.

The film, developed, reveals both actions. The figure of
the ghost, under-exposed and photographed after the first

actions, is naturally fainter and allows the more clearly photo-
graphed background to show through. The result is the eerie
and, at first glance, puzzling effect which has been so much
commented on in Earthbound.

" Trick " effects, such as those in which a living miniature
figure appears in the palm of another actor, in a bottle, or in

which a living person grows from miniature to full size, are
deceptions of another type. These effects are secured by
means of " stop-camera work "— a film deception even more
puzzling than double photography — and are evidence in

plenty that the camera can lie, and does so habitually,
though with intentions no more blameworthy than those
of the illusionist who severs the head of his beautiful
assistant twice a night, and is still allowed to continue
his profession. Arthur Bruce.
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Iloe you see Zeena K<
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tell as she will appear on the screen in

her Indian r6le '. and as the

studio folk ;aw her when the^

ne was being

FEBRUARY 1921

THINGS ARE
OT ALWAYS
WHAT
THEY
SEEM.

A Peep Behind

the Screen.

M vie (oik will tell you that it

:„ „„..;„, . for a camel tolVl is easier

pass through the eye of a needle than ior

an unauthorised person to gam admittance

to a motion-picture studio. Por, un ike their

stage brethren, stars and producers do their best

work when there is no audience to watch them.

Indeed, many stars cannot work at al it

there is a stranger in the studio. They declare

that the presence of an intruder unsettles them ,

and producers do not care to have their players

disturbed , . . „„ _

But here are some photographs giving you a

peep behind the screen. The first picture shows

£e popular player, Zeena Kcefe as she is in

private life ;
the second depicts her in the role

,,, an In.!. an maiden, standing outside a log-hut

in the frozen North The illusion of winter is

well portrayed. Snowy mountains in the dis-

tance reveal the frozen condition out of doors

whilst in the room itself, the stove and the ,,led-up

wood together with the heavy, clothing on the

! help to carry out the illusion

picture underneath shows you )USl DOW It

isdone 7eena Keefe has not moved from her

firsl position, bul the wall of the hut has been

,.,,.,.„ .,,, ,, reveaUng all the appurtenances of

the movie fake. The snowy Moor is covered

with .mton batting, the mountain peak is 01

canvas and the winter shrubs are ... hue with

.,,, . ..,,,. so that they will blow a1 the

pyschological moment l he lights, 1-". are

shown in tl •
1 position

i
,., ri

. foi the picture would, of course,

be taken out in the open amidst real Bn<

but th.s scene, being a combination ...tenor

, in ,l exterior, was faked ... the Btudu

ture on this page shows a movi<

playei caught in a shower of rain threewatei

mB cans lupplyingthe necessarj fluid l or big

storm Bcenes, though. Buch primitive methods

would not Buffi tborate rain and wind

machines are used when a big storm effect is

required and they do their work tlu.ro. mt.lv

/ he abOVi putu>,

shows vou hot

storm can to ' '

Honal storm scenes, -p"

Mj an used.
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AUTOBI'OGRAFTf

rfa Five Reele
^T W.A.WILLIAMSON

Y father, who was an eminently respectable member of the literary

K A\ profession, always spoke of me as his first offence against Society.

\\f I I came to him in the form of a Bright Idea one sunny morning in

» I April, and when he had committed me to paper, he observed with
enthusiasm: "What a magnificent motion - picture you would

t 1 make."
There and then my fate was decided. I might have been a short story, a

ierial, even a six-shilling novel. But my father decided otherwise, and he
vas a stubborn man.

' My father took me to a friend who was a friend of a man who knew a pro-

ducer, and, after much circumlocution, I reached the office of the Great Man
limself.
" Certainly," he told my father. " There is the germ of

t good idea here. Shall we say twenty pounds ?
"

! My father made a noise like Julius Caesar refusing a

angly crown on the Lupercal.
" Fifty pounds," said the Great Man.
" One hundred," said my father, firmly.

J

" It will need a lot of alteration," said the producer,
ighing. " But I'm not one to haggle over an author's
ee. Shall we say seventy-five ? Think of the adver-
tisement."

j
But my father was thinking of his Income Tax. He

Ituck to his guns, and I went the way of all good
ilm plots.
" I hope you will let me help with the production,"

aid my father.
" We desire to co-operate with the author in

very way," said the producer. " When the

lm is finished I'll send you an invitation for the
i'rade Show. Good morning. You'll receive a
jheque in due course."

i| When my father had gone, I lay in the pro-

ucer's desk, a stranger in a strange land, and a
;rrible feeling of depression came over me.

i had a presentiment that all would not be
i
ell, and it is even so.
" Slazenger," said the producer, to a man
ith tortoise-shell goggles, as he laid a hand

i]n my slender (typewritten) form, " Here's
n A-number-one plot for you. I want the

'

mtinuity in double-quick time. Put some
!fe into it, and knock out some of the
igh-brow stuff. Get me ?

"

" Yep," said Slazenger, and I shuddered
> his inky fingers encircled my delicate
aist.

Shades of the Spanish Inquisition ! what
idignities I suffered at the hands of
'ie ruffian Slazenger. I was a child of

iry-fancy, as delicately nurtured as a

y, but I might have been a cabbage
I r all Slazenger cared. My father had reared me on
oget, every word in my composition was as carefully
lected as the jewels in a queen's diadem ; but Slazenger
azenger dictated, at a hundred words a minute, curt, un-
ammatical sentences that jarred every nerve in my being,

is a " continuity "—I had been a synopsis in my youth—I was
i angled and distorted beyond recognition, a mere mass of " ex-
'riors," " interiors," " flash-backs," " inserts," " long-shots,"
3id " close-ups."
" I wish my father could see me now," I thought, sadly, as I

' iggled uncomfortably between brown-paper covers.
| For I had grown up in earnest. From a tiny sheaf of type-

1/

The life of a photoplay is

replete with romance, but

hitherto no one ha9 thought

of writing the epic of a

five-reel picture. This fas-

cinating article takes you

through every phase of

movie-making, from the

first flash of the idea

in the author's hrain

to the public

presentation of

the picture on

the silver sheet

Interviewing the star
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written pages, I had developed mto a weighty book of over
a hundred folios : but the change did nol please me. What
I had gained in quantity I had lost m quality. I was a sad

irio when the producer carried me away to read to the

leading members of lus company.
Mj the hands of the players was a very mixed

The star, who was the producer's wife in private life,

liked her part, but objected to another character whose
rdle overshadowed her own She proposed certain amend-
ments, and her si: dopted. I did not approve
ni the alterations, bul had no voice in the matter. I was
indignant, too, when the continuity man interpolated some

stick scenes to " work in " a comedian who was on the

company's pay-roll. Other amendments followed, until I

began to realise that, when it comes to adventure, the life of

a movie scenario has i'.efore the Mast looking like

.1 parish magazine artu le

When the final amendment had been made, carbon copies

were produced, and 1 fell into the hands of the Philistines

for keeps The Assistant Director took me. away to hunt
up locations; the Art Director and Studio Manager pored
ovei me in a stuffy wooden hutch; the Wardrobe Mistress

introduced me to an apartment that looked like a very up-
e store; the Casting Director looked me over

and selected a whole grove of lemons to portray my minor
characters ;

and the Camera-man attacked me with a vicious

pencil, changing "close-ups" to " long-shots, " and vice-versa,

until 1 did not know whether I stood on my head or on my
When everybodj had done his or her worst, the

Producer collected my mangled remains together, and called

on the Assistant Director for a consultation.

Man is born to trouble as the sparks fly upwards ; but for

refinement "t suffering a film scenario takes pride of place.

Imagine my feelings when I heard them planning their first

day's work, and learned that they proposed to start with

56.

Slowly the grim realisation was borne upon me; they did

propose to film my events in their proper consecutive
order, but intended to jump bai kw.irds aVid

rds until my life would resemble a seis-

mometei iftei an earthquake.

Perhaps you imagine I am too critical. But
suppose von were .i r< Spei table film plot, how-

would you like t as I suffered ? For
mple, there is a baby in my story, and the

callous producei ordained that it should die of

pneumonia before it was born. A week
latei ai ording to Ins production
si hedule) the father and mother were

11 lied. Shortly alter they were
divorced; then they were married for

the first time, and then the baby
was born

But I was very interested in the

first day's work, for I h.ul never
seen a pii tine produi e< I befi

produi it's method was very

Simple When making a scene

he drew the players on one side

and explained carefully what
I,, wanted them to do. I hen
the s. ene was rehearsed,
sometimes dill e or t W li I

.

sometimes Over and ovei

again, the producer sh<

inn his instructions all

the while When evi

thing was satisfactory,

the si ene was re ena. ImI

with the mo\ ie 1 amera it

win k I leing a Cautious man,
m . produce] had each s. 1 ne

filmed three tim<

I lefl II 'lie w as shot

a slate bearing the name ..I

produi ei and 1 amei 1 man
and aii identification numbei is held before the

lens oi tie- camera \t the end of the si ene the

same slate i was photographed with
the letters " O.K ," • " " N G. " lljxin it !•

indicate whether or not the " shot " had seemed sua essful

Long before the day's work was over I came to realise

that the production of motion pictures is only another name
for hard work. The studio was a veritable hive of industry,
with everybody working at higl pressure ; and I began to

think that l>eing a scenario has its compensations after all.

I pitied the electrician and his myrmidons scurrying hither
and thither with their complicated adjustments ; I pitied
the Assistant Director, whi I all the kicks but none of

the praise ; I pitied the Wardrobe. Mistress—noting with
eagle eye the costumes of the players ; 1 pitied chief car-

penter, property-boy, and Technical Director ; but most of

all I pitied the poor players condemned to work in the
ghastly glare of the burning studio lig]

When we came to the end of that perfect day we hat

completed forty scenes, and the producer was quite pl>

with everything. Then players and assistants went home
to sleep ; but there was no rest for me. The producer ex-
perienced what he termed a " brain wave," and he sat up
till two o'clock in the morning carving away at me with a
pencil.

There was a tedious sameness about the days that fol

lowed. Dull days found us working in the studio ; but when
there came a flash of fine weather we hurried out on location

to shoot exteriors. During the five weeks spent on the pro

duction, we experienced many adventures, which ther

is no need for me to recount here. You will have read a

about them, together with accounts of main- adventures w
did not experience, in the columns of the newspapers. (Hi

Press-agent saw to that. He was a very bright youn-j man,
and he was not afraid to tell the world all about the picture

we were making.
But here is one unrecorded incident which amused me

mightily at the time. One day a newspaper man came to

the studio to interview the

star. I, of course, was very
interested in the procedure, and
I must confess that I played

the part of eavesdropper.
'Tell your
readers," said

the star to the

reporter, " that

I love my work.

n the

> sed,

oner Oi

limes ovet ./»</ over

again, the p'

shouting >!</ his in-

1
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Tell them also that my next picture will be the best I have
ever made."
The reporter promised to tell.

"
I suppose," he observed, " that the author of your

present film "—here he mentioned my father's name—" is

one of your" favourite writers ?
"

" Oh, dear no !
" cried the star in shocked accents. " I

never read these common authors. Ruskin and Carlyle are

my favourites, and that man whose name begins with H.
What is it ? You must know him ?

"

" Heine ?
" suggested the reporter.

" Heine, of course. I think he's wonderful. Particularly

that book of his—what is the title ?
"

" Fifty-seven Varieties," said the reporter, and I think

he smothered a smile.
" That's the one. Isn't it wonderful ? So varied, so

—

so full of variety. Sometimes I get so interested in Heine
that I forget to read my Press notices."

" Really," murmured the newspaper man.
'"

It's a fact, I assure you. Fame, you know; what is it,

after all ? One grows tired of adulation. Well, good-bye,
if you must go. But don't forget to send me a marked copy
of the paper containing the interview, or I'll never forgive

you." With that the reporter took his departure, and when his

article appeared it was headed " Heine and the Film Heroine:
Culture in a Kinema Studio."

Shortly afterwards the producer completed my last scene,

and thereafter his days and his nights were devoted to the
cutting and assembling of the first print. Rather more
than forty thousand feet of negative had been extended on
my making, and as I was to be a " five-reeler," ap-
proximately five thousand \ feet in length, there was a
vast amount of elimination l and cutting of scenes to be
performed

.

When everything was
satisfactory, the scene was
re-enacted with the movie camera at work

Most of the three hundred scenes of which I was com-
posed had been developed and printed as soon after the
actual " shooting " as possible, so that my director might
know how the work was progressing. I had been shown
upon the studio screen, and the experts had pronounced me
perfect. But my troubles were not yet over.

The developing and printing rooms of the studio interested

me very much. When I was removed from the camera in

sections varying from thirty to two hundred feet in length,

I was handed over to the care of the Laboratory Manager,
who had me wound round wooden frames, and immersed in

the huge developing and fixing tanks. After my final wash-
ing, I was transferred to large wooden drums revolving in a
heated atmosphere and left to dry. Then I went to the

negative-cutting room to be marked for the printing of

positive copies ; then back to the dark-rooms for a sample
print to be made.
The printing machine was operated by a girl, who ran the

films—postlve and negative together—before an aperture
through which streamed a brilliant light. The machine was
semi-automatic, a bell ringing at each change of scene to

attract the operators' attention in case an adjustment of

the light should be necessary. The positive print thus obtained
was treated in the same way as my original" negative, after

which various scenes were stained in different colour-baths.

Then negative and prints were sent to the film-joining room
to await my producer's pleasure.

In the cutting-room I fell into the hands of a beautiful

young film-joiner, who lavished every attention upon me. I

grew to love the girl, for she took a real interest in my wel-

fare, sponging my sleek sides with swansdown dipped in

methylated spirit, and lingering lovingly over my scenes.

Before I was assembled to the producer's satisfaction, she
knew me by heart, from first reel to last. As I trickled

through her rosy fingers, she could read my story as easily

as it were being shown to her upon
the screen. A girl after my own
heart, and very sorry I was when the

time came for us to part.

I was a " blank " copy, i.e., without
sub-titles, six thousand feet in length,

when my producer saw me the
next time. He pronounced himself

satisfied, and handed me over
to the Film Editor for a

final cutting.The Film
Editor relieved me of a
further fifteen hundred
feet, and passed me
on to the Title Editor,

whose duty it was
to write snappy sub-

titles. Soon I began
to look some-
thing like a film.

When the title

list was pre-

pared an artist

set to work to

design appro-
priate illus-
trated title-

cards, which
were afterwards
photographed
for insertion in

the film. These
film-titles,
which varied in

length accord

-

in g to the
amount of
wording upon
them, were
afterwards
joined up in the

positive "show-
copy," and I

became a com-
plete five-reeler.
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I was still rather on the long- side, my length being' ft ve
thousand three hundred and fifty feet ; and the insertion of

a number of preliminary sub-titles such as " Scenario bv
So-and-So," " Photographed by So-and-So," " Art Titles by
So-and-So," " Edited by So-and-So," " Costumes by So-and-
So," " Electrician So-and-So," made me more unwieldy still

And shortly afterwards I was sent to a London theatre to
be " Trade Shown."
The Trade Show, which took place in the afternoon, was

attended by a large audience, mostly women and young girls,

who received me with rapture. As I flickered across the silver

sheet I suddenly caught sight of my father sitting in the front

row of the stalls, his face set in stern, hard lines. I called out
" Father, Father !

" but if he recognised me he -made no sign.

I am inclined to think that he had forgotten this poor unfor-
tunate child of his brain, for at the end of the third reel he
got up and walked out of the the.-vtre.

After the Trade Show I was sold to a firm of Renters ; but
pride forbids me to disclose my purchase price. I had the
satisfaction of hearing my producer say that I was a dead loss

to him ; and after the way he had served me, I was not sorry.

My new owners took me very seriously. They had a film

editor of their own on the staff, and he was instructed to see

if I could be " improved." My new editor, a soulless creature,

changed my story yet again by transposing some scenes,

eliminating others, and working in a " happy ending." Then
I was Trade Shown once again, and my proprietors tried to

persuade picture-theatre managers to book me for their halls.

I was not to be " released for public exhibition " until a period
of fifteen months had elapsed ; so I had ample leisure in which
to review the pomps and vanities of the film world.

Shortly afterwards an odd adventure befell me. One day
I was removed from the fire-proof vault where I lodged and
carried off to a Wardour Street office. There I was bundled
into a projection-room, and left until an operator pounced
upon me and fitted me into the spool-box of his machine.
When he turned on the light I found myself in very strange

company. I was being projected on to a small screen fixed

to the wall of a narrow room, and cheek by jowl with mc,
on a twin screen attached to the same wall, was a second
film, a Charlie Chaplin comedy.

" Where am I, and what is the meaning of this tom-
foolery ?

"
I cried in indignation, for I was a " sob-subject

"

and lost caste by being shown simultaneously with a slapstick

comedy.
" Keep your emulsion on," retorted the Charlie Chaplin

comedy. " This is the office of the British Board of Film
Censors, and you're going through it, my lad. The men at

the end of the table are the Viewers, and if you've done any-
thing you hadn't oughter there'll be trouble for you and yours."

1 shivered until I nearly jumped the sprockets of the pro-
jection-machine, for I felt that I should never pass the Censor.
It was even so. That same day I was returned to the Renter
with a little red slip stating that the Board took exception to
certain scenes.

So the Film Editor took me in hand again, chopping and
changing me, to the detriment of my story. And when I was
like nothing on earth, I was re-submitted to the Censor, who
generously passed mc with a certificate stating that 1 was
"Approved for Public Exhibition."

In due course I reached the silver-sheet of -the public picture

theatre, travelling to ditferent parts of the kingdom in a zinc-

case specially constructed for the purpose. 1 was not a con-
spicuous success, five prints only being required for my screen
appearances in this country ; but quite a lot of people liked

me. To-day I may be seen only in the cheapest picture

theatres, for my release date is long since past ; but should
further prints be required, I exist in negative form on both
sides of the Atlantic. •

Next week I am going, as two junk copies, to the Malay
Archipelago, and I view the voyage with trepidation, for 1

.or a bad sailor. But I am Looking forward to the day
when m\ icreen work will be finished. They will scrape th<

emulsion from my sides, 1 know, in order to extract the silver
;

but what of the celluloid stock ?

Ah ! who can tell ? Sometimes I imagine my future m '.(

in a comb, or a hair-brush, or a paper-knife Sometimes in

my wildest dreams mj re-incarnation t.ikes the f<>im of a

COUar or a pur 'if culls

I have not seen my
Show. Once, when on
I f • »n n . l myself '•" ,

one of his articles. It

he referred to mc, as I

/ cried :
" Fathei !

Father ! " but he

n ever recognised me.

f.uher since the day ol thi .Trade
my travels through the Provini

< >f newspaper containingin a sheet
\ ei \ s.m .istn .irtii le ,

indii ated abo\ ei as ins

and
fust

\ 1
' - :;e<l !

But there 1 1 still ! raj ol hi ipe
'

Ms- father al irs celluloid collars and cuffs Is it

File that I ma\ live to grace his neck and kit wrists before
If it 'I be the future h.ippih
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Evelyn Nesbit de-

mands the finishing

touch or a priceless

chinchilla collar.

A graceful moleskin
stole enhances Dorothy
Dalton's exquisite

dignity.

Sable, in all its imperial
majesty, envelops smiling

Carmel Myers.
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VitK Wallace -Raid..
It is estimated that if all the love-letters received per every annum by Wally

Reid from moving-picture fans were placed atop of each other, they
would out-Woolworth the Woolworth Building in New York City by a

fraction of an inch. If laid side by side, they would form a passionately purple
carpet reaching from Shepherd's Bush to the Holl>orn Empire and back again.

(N.B.—These statistics are not official, but they will serve my purpose. I

know it is the correct thing to write about Wally as though he were some highly
perfected species of matinee-idol. No article on the subject would ever pass
the censorship of the great moving-picture public unless it contained some
reference to his " fascinating eye-brows " and " adorable smile." And, of
course, his love-letters.) <*

Having duly satisfied the standard demands respecting the eye-brows, smile,
and love-letters, I'll give you my first. impression of the real Wally. He-was
attired in a greasy suit of baggy overalls, and his face and hands were very
dirty. In justice to Wally, I hasten .to add that he is usually faultlessly
tailored and scrupulously clean in his personal habits. He just happened to

be doing a scene for one of his stories of the
" roaring road," and I liked him all the better
because I had caught him looking a bit of a
sight. It gave me a chance, you see, of for-

getting all the matinee idol stuff I'd read about
him. At that very first glimpse, I knew that

he'd got a sense of humour by the very angle of

the smudge across his nose, and I liked

the suggestion of real manly strength in

his lean, brown arms.
No, Wally is not exclusively a ladies'

man, and I'm positive he honestly prefers

the rollicking automobile stories, in which
he has lately been featured, to the Society

line of stuff, even if they do entail the
wearing of unstylish garments and a
smudge on his perfect nose.

Off the screen he

is a "Regular
Fellow."

Watty
Reid
in

"Always
A udacious.
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As a matter of fact, if Wally himself had any choice in

the matter, he'd quit the star business to-morrow and

become a director. Not that the change would mean any-

thing to him in the nature of a new experience, for, back in

the old Biograph days, he used to be a director, until

" D. W. G. " turned the limelight for the first time on his

photographic and acting possibilities as the fighting black-

smith in The Birth of a Nation.

But in Wally's directing days, capital was limited, and

a director's opportunities correspondingly few. Now he

watches Cecil de Mille making a big splash with infinite

resources at his command, and envies him his chance. How-
ever, when the American Press got hold of the rumour that

Wally was thinking of taking up the megaphone end of the

job when his contract expired, 53,618 flappers instantly

wrote to say that their hearts were broken, and that they

would never again set foot in a movie theatre until their

idol reappeared on the screen. So, in the interests of

the great moving-picture industry, Mr. Lasky reasoned

with Mr. Reid, and intimated that, while there were

quite enough directors to go round, there was a bad
slump in good screen stars. Wally, therefore, resigned

himself to the inevitable, and signed on again.

But even if Wally hadn't

^

1

signed a contract to star,

I don't believe even then

he would have stood the

ghost of a chance of

becoming a director. You
see, just before his vaca-

tion he consented to ap-

pear at the most exclusive

little theatre in Los An-
geles in The Rotters, and
he proved as great a suc-

cess in the " talkies " as

he is in the " movies."
So much so, in fact, that

when they took the piece

on tour, Wally had to go
with it, and he never got

any vacation to speak of

after all. He owned,
though, that it was rather

nice to be brought into

closer touch with your
public and hear their ap-
plause—a satisfaction that

is denied the film actor

when actually at work

;

and they say he had no
end of flattering offers to

quit the movies and go
on the stage, but he decided
that he would stick to his

bigger public.

Incidentally, it was an
interesting experience for

me to see that London
play interpreted by Los
Angeles players, and it

will no doubt be grati-

fying for British Reid fans to hear
that their idol has a voice as
pleasing as his appearance. I

~^™
mention this, because you are
occasionally up against some nasty shocks when
the silent stage opens its mouth to talk.

Following the example of other screen stars,

Wally has been building unto himself a new and
scrumptious home at the foot of the Hollywood
Hills. From the front windows at night you
can look out over the oil-fields and see the lights

of Los Angeles gleaming in the distance. The
;
house is surrounded by a beautiful garden, with

;

a swimming pool in the rear ; and if you happen
to prefer sea water, a run of about half an hour
will take you right down to the shores of the

\

blue Pacific.

A great feature of the new home is the music -room,
with its specially constructed cabinets for Wally's

assortment of instruments, musical and otherwise. Music
is the star's pet hobby ; and the latest addition to his

collection is a wonderful invention, which is best described

in his own words, even though the description is a bit

vague: "They take a grand piano," he explains, "do
something to it, and pretty soon it becomes an organ."

In his blue-and-mahogany dressing-room at the Lasky
studios, he has another new contrivance which is " awfully-

cute. " To the naked eye it is a very artistic table lamp
;

but W7ally juggles with something at its base and, before

you know where you are, it is giving you a tuneful gramo-
phone record—a nifty little amalgamation this of the scien-

tific principles of light and sound.
Mrs. Wally—better known to all picturegoers as Dorothy

Davenport—has, of course, been revelling in the problems of

interior decoration for months and months. She has a
wonderful eye for colour and texture, and has had carte

blanche from her husband to indulge her fancies to the
limit ; though he has reserved for himself exclusive rights

in the matter of fire-places. Not that you need them in

California ; but fire-places happen to be a craze of Wally's,

and you must own they contribute a great deal

to the decorative scheme of a pretty room, even
if you rarely have occasion to use them.
Every man who loves his family likes his

own fireside—even if it is purely ornamental-

—

and Wally is determined that his adored little

son when he grows up shall always have the
happiest memories of the hearth and home of

his childhood's days.
And so we will leave them—Mr. and Mrs. Wally

and W7ally Junior, entering into possession of

a new kingdom in which a little boy reigns

supreme. The Reid home is one of the happiest
in the world,
which is not
surprising when
you know Wally
and his wife.

E/.SfF. CODD.

Wally in a

character r6le ,'

and in private

life.

r~T2i JlL ZEE
s
IE
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Off the

screen

you'd

say she

ivas

delightful.

Any beauty specialist will tell you that there are millions

of people, unendowed with good looks, who spend
much time and money in their endeavours to make

themselves beautiful. But how many people try to disguise
whatever good looks they may possess in order to make them-
selves ugly ? Very few, I should imagine ; but I am one of

the unfortunate minority.
In the beginning I didn't want to do it. Personal pride

pulled one way, and professional ambition the other. But,
Like the village maiden in the drama, I discovered that my
fatal beauty was my curse, and so I became ugly. It was
the only way.

It takes courage to be a slapstick comedian, because
pictures of this description always contain a goodlv per-
centage of "stunts" and thrills. But in slapstick comedies,
as m life, the women get the worst of it. To dive over a
precipice in a car requires a certain amount of physical
courage, bu1 think of the moral courage required of the
woman who sets oul to make herself ugly.

My tnends inform me thai 1 am quite graceful off the
screen. Before the movie camera I have to be clumsy and
gawky a female fright My share of "woman's crowning

must be dressed, for screen purposes, in hideous
styles Mj face musl be distorted by grimaces Then people
mU Laugh
Ah, me ' It uas not ever thus. Once upon a tune 1

aspired to be the Bernhardt ot \merna I joined a travelling

IMPORTANCE-

BEING^UGLy
ByZ ^gja..

i

PL.

YOU have seen her in scores of slapstick farces,

wearing outrageous make-up, and looking in-

credibly grotesque. And doubtless you have observed :

" Poor soul ! Her face may be her fortune, but what
a handicap to carry through life." But then you
haven't had the pleasure of meeting the real Louise,

who reveals herself to you in this article.

stock company, and set out to show the world. 1 worked
hard, too. Versatility was my middle name, for I essayed

a different role every week, sometimes every night. But
success didn't come my way. I was not a failure ; but
Madame Bernhardt, Mrs. Fiske, Duse, and Ethel Barrymore
showed no outward and visible signs of discomposure. If they
saw in me a potential rival, they kept the information to them-
selves, very much to themselves.

After a prolonged tour, I returned to Los Angeles a dis-

illusioned young woman. I had shown the world, but the

world wasn't interested. Farewell ambition, and a try-out

in the movies for mine !

I visited several studios in the neighbourhood of my home,
and at last secured a position with a Universal company
engaged in the production of an Indian picture. My part

was a very small one. I had to mingle with a crowd of

supers disguised as squaws.
But when I went to the costume department to receive

my black wig, tragedy descended upon my young life.

Mother Hubbard had nothing for me. The cupboard was
quite bare. All the black wigs had been allocated. I pleaded

in vain for a covering for my blonde locks.

"I'm sorry but there's nothing doing," said the wardrobe
mistress.

Still, I had my costume, and that gave me a start. I did

not intend to lose the job I had fought so hard to secure

When the Indian squaws marched past the producer, ]

paraded with them
The director laughed. So did the camera-man. They said

I was the only authentic Monde squaw in captivity, and I

showed up verv plainly amongst my raven-haired companions,
" You'll catch it now, whispered one of the supers to me.

" You're the only person who has ever been known to make
a producer laugh."

I think it must have been my day out. The scene was
being filmed on the side of a hill, and in the middle of the

operations my foot suddenly slipped I rolled down the

slope, bowlmg over the camera, and then the produced

1. inched again Personally, I felt more like crying, buf

everyone else seemed mightily amused.
I don't know how u was. but when I saw e\ erybod\

chuckling, 1 thought to myself, " If I can make a canfera mai
and a producer laugh, I must be funny '

My eyes were opened. When I finished work in tha

Indian picture, I did not seek lor fresh dramatic worlds t<

conquer. Instead, I paid a visit to the Mack Sennett studio

and asked for a job in a slapstick comedy.
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Gaze on

this picture

I got my chance, and appeared in one of the old Key-
stone comedies. I made good, and remained under
the Sennett banner until a few months ago, when I

joined the Special Pictures Corporation. But the price

of my screen success was the sacrifice of all personal

charm. To be funny I had to look funny, and so the

grotesque make-up I wear before the movie camera was
adopted.

To-day, at twenty-five, I have learned a lot of things

about the entertainment world in general, and the

movie world in particular. I have learned the im-
portance of being ugly.

The lesson has been learnt in a hard school. In the

days when I was dodging custard-pies on the screen,

I was studying Japanese in my spare time. I

was a low-brow artiste with high-brow ideals.

Of course, I have regrets ; every film

star has them—and one must be
fashionable ! But I class them
along with my other hobbies

—

fishing, reading, writing, and cats.

If you have a streak of humour
in your composition you can get a
lot of amusement out of shattered
ideals.

What amuses me most is to see

myself as other people see me. I

love to visit a movie show and
listen to the comments of the
people in the audience. I am quite
used to hearing folks say :

" Poor
jirl. Her face is her misfortune !

"

md things like that.

I remember once I sat behind
i chap and his girl who were dis-

:ussing my screen-self. The fellow
vas one of those people who
relieve that George Washington
vas the first Press - agent, and
[lis descendants are still in the
ame line of business. I heard
[iim telling the girl that I was
ust naturally clumsy. " Her

< 'Oes turn in, you know, and
: ouldn't do a straight walk to
' ave her life. Some people have

11 the luck—being born with
hoyden
she is incomparable

As picturegoers

see her.

getting away
with the coin

That made me real mad. I wanted
to, run right off to the studio, and
show the world that the Three
Graces had nothing on me. But

^ my reputation wouldn't let me.

fl
s.\ y On another occasion I heard one

sweet young thing say to another :

" Of course, she isn't really so
ugly."

" Don't you believe it," replied

her friend. " I know someone who
once worked in a picture with her, and
they told me her make-up flatters her !

"

" Of all sad words of tongue or pen "

—

you know the rest. I might have been
a great dramatic star, dying, to the accom-
paniment of rapturous applause, in the
last act of " Camille." 'I might—but what
is the use of repining ? Comedy work
is not so comfortable as making yourself

up to be as pretty as Providence will

permit ; but being ugly on the screen is

far more profitable than being beautiful

on the stage. I know, because I've tried

both.
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Alian Forrest's first claim to fame is that he has been Mary Miles Minter's leading

man in many productions. Success came to him suddenly, after many

years of uphill work for stage and screen. He can still remember the day when

he had to sell mal - ing.
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Betty Blythe's name is anything but appropriate, for she is a very stately young

lady of regal beauty. A graduate from the legitimate stage, she made her

screen debut with the Vitagraph Company, and has co-starred with many film-

favourites. She is married to Paul Scardon. who directs her pictures.
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1">he stage's loss was the screen's gain when Bert. Lytell came into the movies,

and leapt into fame over-night. Bert is one of the handsomest of screen

heroes ; but he is excellent in character rdles, too. His pet aversion is the matinee

idol type of hero.
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I
n private life she is Mrs. Fred Niblo, but Enid Bennett is the way she figures on

the bills. Enid was born in Australia, and made her stage debut as Modesty in

Everywoman." Then she went to America, and before very long Thos. H. Ince

had marked her down as a future screen star.
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Charter Dehaven was a musical-comedy star, and Flora Parker played leads on

> the legitimate stage. Then they married, and both stage and screen have

benefited materially by their team-work. As Mr. and Mrs. Carter Dehaven, they

are now at work on a new series of film comedies.
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TKe
NINETY-NINE
LIVES of

PEARLWHITE
A shiver of terror ran through me as I realised the full

horror of my position. I had received a summons
from which the bravest heart must have quailed. " Go
and interview Pearl White," ran the letter on my table.

What terrors should I have to face ? I knew only too

well of the villainies invented by that crew of rascals,

Pearl's enemies. What were their latest plans, and how
could I interview the " always-in-danger " girl without
finding myself entangled in their midst ?

But to the humble interviewer, orders is orders, so,

pocketing my trusty automatic, and donning a patent
bullet-proof blouse (especially designed for serial use), I

set out with " Los Olmos," Long Island, as my unwilling

destination.
" A harmless-looking house enough," I thought, as I

walked up the broad drive-way leading to Pearl's palatial

home. But if you know anything about serials and their

makers, you will remember that it is just these seemingly
innocent abodes which prove to be the lair of dynamiting
gangs, Black Handers, and criminals of the deepest dye.

So I did not relax my vigilance ; and although my trembling
touch upon the bell was answered by a butler who looked
more like a bishop than anything else, I stood ready to

make my escape the moment he began to exhibit those
disquieting tendencies indulged in by the serial butler

—

who is invariably the villain in disguise.

But Pearl White's retainer appeared to be all that a model
butler should be, and as he ushered me into the beautiful

drawing-room, with its long French windows opening on to a
wide verandah, I felt that one danger, at least, was removed.
Then, in a few minutes, Pearl herself entered the room,

golden-haired, rosy-cheeked, lovelier than I had ever seen
her on the screen. " You'll stay to tea ? " she said.

Should I ? Was not tea-time the moment so often

chosen for some fell deed of vengeance, the administering
of some dread potion ? And, horror of horrors, suppose
that arch-fiend himself, Warner Oland, should appear
upon the scenes !

"Tell me," I said to Pearl, "are you—er—are you by
any chance expecting Mr. Oland to tea ?

"

" Oh, no," she replied—carelessly, too, mark you

—

" he's in California just now. I had a letter from him
this morning. Would you like to read it ?

"

" No, no, thank you," I hurriedly remarked. " Never
read other people's letters." / knew all about those
missives from serial villains—ordinary-looking epistles,

perhaps, but the moment your fingers touch them, the
poison in the ink miraculously flows into your body—and
there you are, unless, of course, the hero is on hand to rescue
you. There didn't appear to be any such person present to
perforin rescuing tricks for my benefit, so I decided, more
firmly than ever, to give a distinctly wide berth to anything
connected with Warner Oland.

Well, tea arrived, and a super-feature tea at that, with
delicious cream-cakes, and sandwiches looking too good to be
true. If only it had not been a serial star's tea ! Anyway,
Pearl's pet cat also arrived upon the scene, and with
exclamations of delight I induced the dear creature to sample
[various items of food before I embarked thereon. " If pussy
|turns up her four paws and expires," I thought, "

I shall know
my worst fer.rs are realised, and that, as in the orthodox serial,

iconspiracy is afoot below stairs!
"

However, pussy, after consuming my offerings, purred N ow she

Talk not to Pearl White

ct the Proverbial Cat.

For seven solid years she was

a heroine in serial films, and

you know what that means. "The Perils

of Pearl " would make a mighty volume,

but in spite of the 3,750 attempts against

her life— her film enemies have tried

everything from poisoned wall - paper to

time-bombs— she still lives to tell the tale,

has renounced serials in favour of features.
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complacently on, so with
allayed, I settled down to

fying meal, punctuated wi
interesting revelations fro

White herself.

What a terrible life y
have led !

" I told her.

for years I've watched yi

hounded to death in a
different ways, and each ti

you I never get over th
that tins time they're real

to get you I

"

That's rather a compl
my convincing acting,"
Pearl. " Of course, |

the things I have had
up ' with were in reality

all dreadful when seen
studio, instead of on the
but all the same, I've ha

through a lot of honest-to-goodna
that make me shiver myself when I

them."
You don't look as though you'd

One of Pearl's

Prize Porkers

from her tnodel

farm.

m

most of the time I was in chapter
plays I behaved like a prize-fighter in training. Long hours
of sleep, gymnastics and horse-back riding every day,
sensible food, and not too much of that ; all these things
must form a regular part of the serial star's life if she would
keep in trim for her work, and retain her youth and looks as long as possibh

j

work is a strain, besides being dangerous—you know, my friends often say |
proverbial cat's nine lives would have been no use to me ; I needed at least ninet

" And you look as though you enjoyed every one of them !

Indeed, I do; probably because life hasn't always been pleasant for me
But from the days when I was a tiny tot, when I would take the ' dares ' that

the other kiddies turned down through sheer fright, I have been a fatalist

although, perhaps, I shouldn't always have understood the meaning of the word
Whal 18 to In-, will be, has been my creed; otherwise, I honestly don't think 1

could have come through at all. But life has given me most of the thingi

I longed for ; simply, I'm sure, because I trusted in my destiny.'

Then I'earl described something of her childhood—those magic years whicl
should linger in the memory of every man and woman as precious experience
which must be treasured because their care-free rapture can never again return

Hut not so with Pearl White ! She was one of the unfortunates of who*
existence we firsl learned in our fain,' tales, who possessed an unkind, unjus

Btep-mother, a selfish, inconsiderate father
;
and, to make life still harder,

poverty-stricken, thriftless home.
This, a rundown, neglected farm, was situated in the bleak and unlove!
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Mountains, in Missouri, one of the Mid-Western States of

Li Here the child Pearl, with none of the gentler influences

fit work upon her mobile character, ran wild—as free and
timmelled as the little furry and fluffy creatures she played

i| the hills.

tterhaps you will agree with me that an interesting sidelight

am upon this child's nature, when I repeat what she told

Hit, when she was six years old, she had not only learnt to

[jit had even memorised a number of old poems found in an

Ued box of books. One of her favourite achievements in

[lys was Hamlet's soliloquy ; and when, one night, she ran

line house to satisfy her childish curiosity regarding a weary

; who desired shelter, and discovered that he was the
• of a small band of strolling players, she felt herself im-

p remark, in her simple and primitive' fashion
—

" Mister,

|
Ct !

"

mer this statement hypnotised
or, or whether he was really

d by her unkempt beauty,

lever knew. Anyway, he
as she dramatised Hamlet's

for his benefit

;ring that his company, owing
ltbreak of measles, was short

,ittle Eva " for its rendering

Die Tom's Cabin," he offered

he child and make an actress

isolated villages of America's
n districts, the fascination of

Tom's Cabin " never palls.

is to-day beginning to feel

buering hand of the

but in the year
tie Pearl White first

a thea-

career, its

mal appear-
vas hailed

light by all

The strenuous life seems -to

agree with Pearl, doesn't it?

the younger and more frivolous members of the

communities. So Pearl's dramatic experience
did not promise to hold much variety—indeed,

she obediently " Little Eva'ed " for over a
year, when she heard from her parents

that they were moving into the
^L - small—very small, in fact—town

of Greenridge. Here she lived with them
for six years, going to school, happy enough
on the surface, but always rebelling against
the sordid surroundings of her life.

" I don't think I was a mercenary child,"

said Pearl ;
" but I very early realised that

the only way to escape from my stifling

environment, the only means of a'voiding

the drab future I saw the other girls en-

tering upon, was through money. My family had
little—and that little they would most certainly

not spend upon me. So it was up to myself to

make it—and to find freedom."
Out of school hours, then, little Pearl sold news-

papers on a corner of her home-town street ;
grabbed

at little, badly-paid, tiresome jobs—and saved every
penny she could in an old pitcher buried in the cellar

of the Greenridge cottage.

One day she took a few pence from her hoard, and
went to a circus. On such small events as this

sometimes hangs the future ; and Pearl, back again
with the old familiar smell of grease-paint assailing

her nostrils, the old allurement of the garish lights

dazzling her eyes, went away a second time—not as
" Little Eva," but as a bare-back rider in the ring.

Thus, at thirteen, Pearl White embarked upon her
ninety-nine famous lives !

" Gee ! it was exciting," she said, her face crinkling

into laughter at the remembrance of it. "I knew
all about thrills in those days, because, not content
with riding, I managed to include myself in the
tumbling acts. I was some little tumbler, although
I ended by being a broken one ! I damaged my
wrist badly (in fact, even now it is weak) ; and,
curiously enough, although I have essayed thousands
of far more difficult stunts than I went through in

that tumbling act, I believe my broken wrist has
been about my most serious accident. Anyway, it

ended life in the saw-dust ring for poor Pearl, and
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1 joined a touring company. We wandered far and wide—north
mada, south to the Latin Republics; and I used to have pretty

hard work to convince myself that all the things 1 wanted so much
were one da) coming to me. '1 here w.us a birthday in Buenos
\ms whioli I ilways remember -my seventeenth spent alone in

the solitude of a squalid boarding -house

—

when 1 just about touched the depths. But
I really think that ' Never say die ' will be
found engraved on my heart after 1 am
dead . foi nol only have 1 always refused

to go under in serials, but 1 never

will let myself admit defeat in my
aims and aspirations."

A less plucky, a less vital girl than
1'earl White would have been com-
pelled by force of cireumstani< s to

have surrendered. Foi

with the advent ol i<iu

came another seeming
misfortune : 1 'earl lost

her speaking voice, as a

result of the exacting
demands made upon her

b) " stork " work.

From fellow workers she

had he, ird of the " movies,"

where voire was I he l<

the essentials. Remembering
that riding, shooting, swim-
ming, and acrobatics were

still as tin pie I i hei as eating break-

fast, she went to New York, and after

one or two discouraging refusals, found
some work with the old Powers' people

" I was not a suci ess on the si reen in those
" Pearl told me, ','and aftei a very short

tone 1 went to Lubin's in Philadelphia, where I

played with Florence Lawrence. Again, I was

told firmly, bul no! gently, thai I w.is ,i failure;

however, ' nevei say die' came in hand) tgain,

and for a little while I was with Pal In- as leading

woman for Henry Walthall ["hen 1 played in the

old ( rystal Comedies for Universal, when I risked

life and limb many a time in the interests of the

pie Blinging traditions : and then a greaf moment
in mv life a holidaj in l urope, financed out of

mv own BavingS, which, after all those strenuous

and thrifty years, did nol amount to much mor<

than a thousand pounds."
Vid '.on went to Europe ae,,on last sumi

didn't you ' "
1 quei ic I

" Yes and, oh, the difference ' When youi

entne fortune is encompassed 111 a soht.uv

thousand, and von have nothing hut your own
detei mil u k you up in getting well paid

work, you watch . >ui • • l i an t> li you I So m;
tost tup abroad was more of a comii tragedy than

anything else, bul it date-, anothei episode in m\ lift

for it was after 1 came back, in 1915, that I started serial w irk f"P
J'athe ; and it was that year that saw the birth of The Pen
Pauline."

And here you returned to your ninety-nine-lives-existence
again - "

I soliloquised.

Yes ; and really it seemed great fun to be once more in the
thick of my old danger-tricks. It was a little hard at first to pull

myself together ; for, above all things, serial life demands wonder-
ful physical fitness and the alert vitality of some tense wild creature
And I guess that the old days in the Ozarks, wdiich held so much
misery, have been responsible for more than I ever dreamed of

—

al least, they gave me the constitution of some husky little fighting

animal. I soon found that 1 needed every scrap of tins strength,
for no sooner did I finish one serial, than 1 was in the thick of the
next one. hollowing hard upon one another were The Exploit* .-/

Elaine, The Iron Claw, The I-'aUi! Ring, The Laughing Mask, Pearl

of the Army, Hotel Kirke, May Blossoms, Sew York Lights. I hi

House of Hate, 1 he Lightning Winder, and The Black Secret."

Then, in answer to a further question of mine, Pearl descril>ed

some of her hairbreadth escapes from death in these serials. How
she fought with villains on the narrow girders of unfinished build-

ings, high above the streets, and dangled from ropes that

Severed to the last strand; how she was thrown upstairs by the

villain, and downstairs bv his accomplice; how, in one
scene, a big china va.se was smashed in pieces against -r

head ;
how climbing down a 300-foot flag-pole, or btinil

. ut loose in a drifting balloon, were but insignil

episodes in the day's work.
Vnd now I've said farewell to it all," Pearl told

me. " No more serial stunts in my young life ; and
I've returned mv ninety-eight chances
of existence to tin kindly fate which

gave them to me. I only need one
now. just like any other
normal person ! 1 am with
I v as a star in straight

rive-reel features, and I've

already found my work
wonderfully fascinating and
full -of absorbing interest.

M\ first picture to be released

was Tht H h U Mil, a crook
storv ; then The Tiger's Cub.

from George Goodchild's
novel, most of which was

illy filmed in Alaska;
am I now I have just finished

work on The 7 htef ad

from Henri Bernstein - fa-

mous pla)

Before I left. Pearl W lute

took me over her luxurious

home bought and furnished

with her savings which had
had their birth in that cracked

old pitcher. I saw her magni-
ficent collection of frocks anfl

furs and jewels her jx'ts. he:

delightful garden, photograph!
of the farm by the sea when
she spend- hei holidays, and hei

"old curiosity shop," which contain*!

gifts from heradmircrs all o\ ert he-world

Vud so nothing very dreadful hap

pened to you, after all.' laughed Pearl

.is we said Good b) 1 1 n the step-

the ev ei gTeeil shadowed v < 1 and ah " < »h

but 1 foi L.t to mention one importani

point about myself I do w

wig in my pictures! EverybodJ
asks that, don't they ? Bul as it'

made exai tlv hk< mv own hair

and as 1 only use it when th
lights ,,u extra strong, half fh

who know me won'

believi it s a \w s' at all '
t odi

and see me again and nex

time perhaps you will mer
W .unci 1 'land !

\1l1i Mali

1 charming picttm 0) Pearl taken at htt I ng Island // »«

I
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(Specially written for
" The Picturegoer," by
the author, this story of
the film appears by per-

mission of Messrs. Con-
stable and Co., pub-
lishers of the play,
" Hobson's Choice," and
of the novel of the play,

" Hobson's.")

HOBSONS
CHOICE

A avo

(Author oj " The Marbeck Inn," etc.

man may mingle relief

with other more con-
fessed emotions when

(la. wife who has kept a tight

fihand upon him is taken from
ill earthly cares, but Mr.
MHenry Horatio Hobson, boot-
^jtnaker by trade, Burgess of

Salford by the accident of

[birth and by unchallengeable
[conviction, reckoned without his daughter Maggie when he
[Saw in the death of his wife an opportunity to go his fleshly

Rfiray without domestic interference. He had three daugh-
ters, and, as he put it to his friend, Jim Heeler, " The
dominion of one woman is Paradise to the dominion of
three."

" It sounds a sad case, Henry," sympathised his friend.
" I'm a talkative man by nature—you know that." Mr.

»|Hobson aired a grievance.
" You're an orator," the admiring Heeler emphasised.

[' I doubt John Bright himself is better gifted of the gab
((than you." That dates this story : call it roughly forty
wears ago, when the circular absurdity called crinolines had
jfeiven place to the semi-circular absurdity called bustles,

md when a woman with a vote or a woman on a jury would
lave seemed simply irreligious. But that only meant that
vomen had other ways of asserting themselves ; it didn't

jjnean that women did not assert themselves ; nothing ever
• means that—not even heavy-handed parents of the type of
i[-ienry Hobson.

" A woman's foolishness," asserted Hobson, " begins
. vhere man's leaves off. I've lifted up my voice and roared

it them. I've tried all ways, and I dunno what to do."
" Then you quit roaring at 'em and get 'em wed," suggested

|im. " Men's common enough. Are you looking for
ingels in breeches ?

"

j

He hadn't looked at all, but now that he came to think of
t, Victoria and Alice, his younger daughters, ate a lot, and

Host ^10 each a year to dress, without being of great service
»jn the shop. Maggie was useful, and there was no question
'j>f Maggie marrying. She was thirty. But he made up
lis mind that he would offer a choice—Hobson's choice

—

.0 Alice and little Vickey. Either they could stop objecting
their father's habits and manners, or he would find some

louse

Henry Horatio Hobson,
Bootmaker by Trade.

other man to look

after them. One
would do to begin

with. " Get one wed-
ding in a family, and
it goes through the

lot like measles," he
thought. Barring
Maggie, of course. Maggie was safe from infection, because
Maggie was thirty and the manager of the shop.

Several points did not occur to Mr. Hobson. One was
that Alice and Vickey might have initiative of their own in

the matter of finding husbands. And another was that
husbands, however found, would expect settlements when
they married the daughters of a warm man like Henry
Horatio.
As a matter of fact, Albert Prosser, a smart young solicitor,

was the moth that fluttered round the light of Alice's eyes,

and Vickey's flirtation with tall Fred Beenstock, whose father

was an eminent corn-merchant, was a going concern. Maggie
knew all about it, and had no objections to her young sisters'

sweethearts so long as the sweethearting was kept in its

proper place ; but the shop was an improper place, and the
moth, Albert, fluttered to his flame in business hours more
frequently than Maggie approved.
He came in, on the morning after Hobson decided to

reduce his daughters to humility, and went across to where
Alice stood behind the counter. She warned him that her
father hadn't gone out yet (he went out every morning,
early, to the Moonraker's Inn), and Albert turned to go,

but found an extremely businesslike Maggie standing in his

way. Maggie was tired of his turning the shop into the
scene of his courtship.

" What can we do for vou, Mr. Prosser ?
" she asked.
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Well," he said, with a glance at his Alice, "
I can't

say that I came in to buy anything, Miss Hobson."
This is a shop, you know," she said. " We're

not here to let people go out without buying."
In that case, lie would do the handsome

thing. He would have a pair of boot-
laces.

Maggie came round the counter pur-
posefully. " What size do you take i

boots ?
"

Does that matter to the laces ?
"

he asked facetiously.

It matters to the boots," she
said, and she was not facetious at ^
all ; and before Mr. Prosser, lover, ,

could recover his wits, he had been
pushed into a chair, he had had his

Mrs. Hepworth was
astonished to find her-

self providing a cheque for the new

boots taken off his feet, and he had been
acutely conscious of a hole in his sock, he
had bought a new pair of boots, and had
left his old pair to be resoled.

en he lied, aghast at Maggie's irre-

sistible exhibition of whirlwind saleswoman-
ship. Alice had watched helplessly, and
before she could summon up resolution to
protest, Maggie was left victor of a stricken
held, calmly remarking to Alice, "If he
wants to marry you, why doesn't he do
it ?

"

rting must come first," said the
outraged Alice.

It needn't," said Maggie, picking up a
slipper with a fancy buckle, " Courting'a
like thai buckle. All glitter and no use to

She replaced the slipper as Mr. Hobson
came into the shop from the living-room,
with l-i. li.it ( >n. It was eleven o'clock, and
he s.ud, as usual, " Maggie, I'm just going
out for a quarter of an hour."

Yes, father,'' she said. " Don't be late
for dinner."

1 i-'P Maggie, he might, eveu this morn-
ing, I .. stood that much, but Vickey
""!'• dded, " If you stay too long
at the Mo >i. ulcer's, dinner will be ruined."

Fred lieen-

atock, son of the eminent
corn merchant.

That was too much ; and he took his hat off

and sat down.
I won't have you interfering

with my goings out and comings
in. You're pretty, Vickey, but
you're bumptious, and I hate
bumptiousness in women like I

hate a lawyer." Alice blanched:
her Albert was a lawyer

—
" and

I've a choice for you two—you.

Vickey and Alice. You'll control this

uppishness that's growing on you.

or I'll choose a pair of husbands fo.

you." He said much more than
that ; he liked his voice very well

:

but that was the sum of it.

Maggie listened to the orator ; then
'

' If you're dealing husbands round
don't I get one ?

" she asked
Hobson roared with laugh-

ter. " Well, that's good
You with a husband
You, a proper old maid

You, thirty and shelved.'

He went guffawing to the door
He wasn't watching Maggie
It was unwise.

His going out was inter

rupted by the coming of

fine old lady, one Mrs. Hep
worth, of Hope Hall, wb
sailed magnificently into th
shop, and demanded to kno\
who had made the boots sh
was wearing. Hobson scent©
trouble, and promised t

punish their maker, but Mn
Hepworth had not come t

make a complaint.
Maggie opened a tray

door in the Moor. In th

cellar below it, Tubby Wac
law, an old foreman, an
Will Mossop, an ungainl
creature, who had the usu;

number of wits, but suffer*

from an impediment in showir
them, made boots, and the boo
Will Mossop made were supe

latively good. It appeared, on enquir
that Will had made Mrs. Hepworth's boot
She presented him with her card, si

ordered him not to leave Hobson's withot

telling her where he had gone, and si,

marched majestically out of the shop, leavu

a disgruntled Hobson free to go to his mor
ing sitting at tin- Moonraker's.

Maggie got rid of Alice and Vickey I

sending them to look after the dinner. SI

meditated. Will Mossop, his queer shy waj
his dirtiness, which might conceal a preser

able face, his gaw kiness and his unappare
intelligence, and his manifest genius 1

making boots ; and she meditated the

things m conjunction with her father's i

suiting laugh, and his " thirty and shelvec

She knew, if he did not, who ran Hobson
She thought it was time to give Hobson
sharp lesson.

Besides, she was in love, and other ot

siderations took insignificant place. ]

credibly, she was in love with Will Moss<

Other people thought lnm a perfei t fc

and Maggie knew that there were ma
imperfections in his foolishness. It was
so much a man she was in love with as 1

ingredients of a man
;
she saw. with a cle

prophetic vision, what the notable nu
skull, Willie Mossop, would become uni

her treatment of him, and she saw in •
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Villie of the future, not only an overwhelming retort to her

verbearing father, but the means to her own happiness.

j
Not easy means ; Will was undeveloped earth, and she

f lidn't expect the process of development to run smoothly;
'obody would understand what she was doing, and least of

{
{11 Will himself.

,
He was about to receive the shock of his life : he was not

oing to be proposed to, he was going to be ordered to marry
laggie. Co> .ling was like a shoe buckle, a dispensable

• rnament. She raised the trap-door, glanced into the

t inwholesome cellar where Will made boots like works of

rt, and called him up.

Perturbed already that morning by Mrs. Hepworth, he
ame up into the shop with more than his usual diffidence.
" Show me your hands, Willie," she commanded.
" They're dirty," he hesitated.

So she took them. " Yes, they're dirty, but they're

lever. They can shape the leather like no other man's that

ver came into the shop. When are you going to leave

lobson's ?
"

He gave a start of sheer surprise, which had, however,
|pe comforting effect of enabling him to recover his hands
Irom that disquieting grip of hers. " Leave Hobson's ?

"

le gasped. " I thought I gave satisfaction."
" Don't you want to get on ?

" she asked. " You heard
rhat Mrs. Hepworth said. You know the wages you get,

I nd you know the wages a bootmaker like you could get in

t,ne of the big shops in Manchester."
I Will flinched as if she had spoken blasphemy. " Nay,"
j e said, " I'd be feared to go in them fine places."

I What keeps you here ?
" For Maggie, she was almost

oquettish as she said, "Is it the people ?
"

"I'm used to being here," was all her hint drew from him,
'd she had to be blunt.
" Do you know what keeps this business on its legs ?

"

le asked. " Two things : one's the good boots you make,
liat sell themselves, the other's the bad boots other
People make, and I sell. We're a pair, Will Mossop."

I You're a wonder in the shop, Miss Maggie," he
dmired.
" And you're a marvel in the workshop,

i
I've watched

iou for a long time, and everything I've seen, I've

;ked. I think you'll do for me. I'll tell you some-
Mng. It's a poor sort of woman who'll stay lazy
i'hen she sees her best chance slipping from her."
He gaped incredulously. " You—the master's
aughter ! I'm your best chance
" You are that, Will. You're going to wed me."
" Oh, nay, I'm not. Really, I can't do that, Miss

laggie. I can see I'm disturbing your arrange-
lents, like; but I'll be obliged if you'll put this

otion from you."
" When I make arrangements, my lad, they're

llot made for upsetting."
I He had a trump card all the same. " What makes
f
. so desperate awkward," he said apologetically,
is that I'm tokened. I'm tokened to Ada Figgins

"

Maggie had a sensation of drowning, then she rose
: bove the waves. Ada could make nothing of Will

;

'the was merely an accident to be cleared out of Maggie's
/ay. " Then you'll get loose, and quick. It's that sandy

•1 4rl who brings your dinner ?
"

" She's golden-haired, is Ada," Will defended her.
'; I'm the lodger at her mother's. She needs protecting."

" Oh yes, I can see her clinging round your «5^>t^*
eck until you fancied you were strong."
Then Ada came in, a weak slip of a girl, bring- *U

:•;, !g Will's dinner in a basin, and Maggie
3st no time. " You're treading on

'-

ty foot, young woman," she said.

Ada looked at her stupidly,
I*b Will ex-

: Uained. " By

*;
- ,. I'

ji aggie was educating Will, and saw nothing in a bridal
"

z

light to interrupt his education. She produced a slate

and pencil, and set him a copy.

gum, she'll have me from you if you aren't careful, Ada."
" Will and me's tokened," said Ada proudly.
" That's the past," said Maggie. " Will Mossop,

you take your orders from me in this shop. I've told

you you'll wed me."
" Seems like there's no escape," he mourned.
" It's daylight robbery," said Ada. " Wait while I

get you home, my lad. I'll set my mother on to you."
" Oh," said Maggie, " so it's her mother made this

match ?
"

" She had above a bit to do with it," admitted Will.
" I've got no mother, Will," Maggie encouraged him
" You need none, either," he commented.
Ada made for the door ; she felt herself diminished

by the terrific will of Maggie to the size of a speck of

dirt, but she had a mother, and " Will Mossop," she
cried, "I'm telling my mother of this, and you'll

come home to a thick ear to-night." Then
she went.

" She's a terrible rough side to her tongue,
has Mrs. Figgins," said Will, in alarm.

It was early days to test him, or Maggie
would have sent him to do battle for her with
the rough-tongued Mrs. Figgins ; but she
deemed it time now to be gentle with her
captive. She would rescue him from the
wrath of Mrs. Figgins.

" She'll jaw me till I'm black in the face

when I go home to-night," said

Will.
" You won't go home to-night.

You'll go to Tubby Wadlow's when
you knock off work, and Tubby
ull go round for your
things."

That was music,
anyhow. " It's like

a happy dream,"
he said. " Eh,
Maggie, you do
manage things."

_ " And then vou
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can go round, and see about putting the banns up for us,

too," she said, doing a little more management. " Now
you can kiss me."
He fled precipitately down the cellar steps as Alice and

Vickey came in. Maggie told thorn Will was upset because
she'd told him he was to marry her. " Is dinner cooking
nicely she went on calmly.
The girls were outraged. What would their fine gentle-

men think of Will as prospective brother-in-law ?

Hobson came in from the Moonraker's as Maggie was
comparing Will — that eighteen-shilling-a-week-boot-hand —
favourably with Albert Prosser and Fred Beenstock. He
had received a shock at the Moonraker's. It had been
made cle.ar to him that he was expected to do something
substantial in the way of settlements if his daughters married,
and he had changed his mind very decidedly.

His anger, then, was extreme when Vickey told him of
Maggie's extraordinary engagement to Will. Maggie, who
was too old to marry !

Alice and Vickey scuttled away like frightened rabbits,

while Maggie calmly told him that, though she was marrying,
she would continue to work in the shop, but not without a

wage. Do you think I'm made of brass? " he asked,
indignant at the revolutionary idea of a father being called

on to pay wages to a daughter who worked for him.
' You'll soon be made of less than you are if you let Willie

go. And if Willie goes, I go. That's what you've got to face."
" Shop hands are cheap," he said contemptuously.

Cheap ones are cheap," she said. " You
can boast at the Moonraker's that your daugh-
ter Maggie's made the strangest, finest match
a woman's made this fifty year. And you
can put your hand in your pocket and do
what I propose."

Hobson looked at her : then he lifted the
trap-door and called for Will ; and
then he unbuckled his belt. " I'll

show yon
what / pro-

pose ,

" he
said. "I
cannot
leather you,
my lass.

You're female and exempt, but I can leather him "

Will stepped to the floor, and Hobson hid the belt behind
him " Vou've taken up with my Maggie, I hear," he said.

Nay, I've not," said Will, " she's done the taking up."

Which was true; but Maggie, watching him keenly, saw with

a great gladness that Will was already an improvement on
his timid self : he was facing Hobson, not indeed gallantly,

but neither in his usual way, which was as if Hobson s for

midable bulk were a steam-roller about to pulverise him
And Maggie felt she had made no mistake about Will.

" I'm watching you, my lad," she braced him.
Hobson swung the strap menacingly. " I'm none wantir.;

thy Maggie, it's her that's after me," said Will, " but if yov

touch me with that belt, I'll take her quick, aye, and stid

to her like glue. And I'll do more. I'll
"

Hobson struck him. " There's only one answer to thai

, kind of talk," he said.

And I've only one answer back," said Will; " Maggie. I'vi
r none kissed you yet. I shirked before. But, by gum, I'll kis

you now "—which he did
—

" and take you and hold you. An
if Mr. Hobson raises up that strap again, I'll walk straigl

out of shop with thee, and us two ull set up for ourselves.'

Unfortunately for himself, Hobson swung the strap again

It settled many things.

Willie walked out of Hobson 's with Maggie on his arn

in a state of exaltation, and in two minutes he was deflate*

like a pricked balloon. He had risen, but wasn't used t

heights, and he couldn't keep up. But Maggie was ther

to keep him up.

They were to set up shop together in opposition to Hobson
but one needs capital. True ; but had not Mrs. Hepwortt
of Hope Hall, only that very day so greatly approved o

Will's boot-making that she had come to tell him he mus
not move without telling her where he went ?

So Maggie coolly took him to Hope Hall, and Mrs. Hep
worth was astonished to find herself providing a cheque fc

the new shop. It often astonished people to find themselv«

doing what Maggie wanted them to do. But they did i

She had a way of asking.

Tubby Wadlow, who might have been loyal to Hobsoi
found himself more loyal to Maggie. He went to the Figginj

establishment, and he didn't leave it till he had collecte

Will's belongings. They needed no pantechnicon to carr

away all Will possessed.

Maggie rented a cellar in Oldfield Road, and lived thei

till she could be married, furnishing it a little

and Will stayed with Tubby, working hard i

the Oldfield Road cellar by day on ordei

Maggie procured, and when he looked up froi

his work he saw the nam

m William Mossop on the wii

dow of the cellar. He ha

never drunk champagni
but he knew now ho
champagne affects a maj

how importan
and assured i

makes him feel.

Things were g<

ing very wc
with Maggi
but she hope
to make the)

go verv \v<

for her sister

who, s h

knew, w e i

rc*atf*•*•• I'-'f 1

.<• was in the sort of night-dreSS made h>r wear when she opened the door with a eandle in her hand.\

She sa„ Will on (he v /,/, and tool; him by the ear and led him aua\.
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17 AST meets West on the

silver-sheet, thanks to

the artistic efforts of Sessue

Hayakawa. Born in Tokio,

Japan, in 1889, he graduated

in dramatic art in his own

country. Has accumulated a

fortune by his screen work
;

and his home—a veritable

palace—contains a priceless

collection of art treasures. Of

medium height, with black hair

and eyes, and most expressive

features. He rides, swims,

fences, wrestles, paints, and

writes. Married to Tsuru Aoki,

a potential screen star, who
has supported him in many

of his pictures.
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4§| GIVING ike STA1
< aCHANCE

A PLEA FOR BRITISH
PICTURE PLAYERS

^ IvrDuke

Ivy Duke in " Testi

mony," in which she

plays the r6le of a
schoolmistress.

,f course everyone who reads the papers now
days, or who listens to any discussion touching
upon the British screen world, is familiar with

the cry, " Where, oh where, is the real thing in British

film talent to be found ? " Not only the public, but
the producers themselves, bemoan the dearth of screen

artistes in this country ; and the complaint goes forth that

though it is easy enough to procure feminine beauty and
masculine good looks, yet our actors and actresses lack ex-

perience, versatility, adaptability, and all the other necessary

qualities that go to the making of a successful camera player

But, in my opinion, it is actually the producing companies
who are responsible for this state of affairs. They find young
players who fill the requirements of certain parts

—

excellently, because they themselves are of that

particular type—and then never give them a chance
to play anything which calls for the depicting of

another kind of personality. They confine these

artistes to one line only, and grumble because that
" infinite variety " of characterisation, which is the

actor's most valuable possession, has been lost.

Now, though I know nothing of what really takes

place during the casting of a new production, I can
judge sufficiently well by the unfortunate results.

An ingdnue and a strong, silent man are needed—oh,

well ; Miss Flossie Fluff has been the juvenile star in

at least a dozen films and knows what we want—put
her down for that. H'm—now we must get a man—there's John So-and-So,
that stern-looking fellow with the heavy jaw—he can play this kind ol part

in his sleep—and so forth.

So poor Miss Fluff plays ingdnue.s until she loses her looks, and John behaves
before the camera as he does in real life; until he finds one day that Fate
has marked him down for a double chin—and then both discover that
the producers want them no longer.

No, they are not actors and actresses, these people ; they have never
been allowed to become such—they are only " types." If you were to

ask any of the players of the old school how they obtained the ground
work of their technique, how they managed to develop into such com-
petent and widely experienced artistes, they would tell you that the stage

world of those days was very different from the screen world of to-day.
Then they started in repertory companies, where they played a different

part eai h night, rehearsing, perhaps by day, another rdle as well. One
night an actress was "Lady Macbeth"

—

to-morrow night she was the

Fairy Queen "; even though she were natuially emotional, she was not

Condemned to for ever harrow her audience with dramatic
acting, but she had a chance of perfecting herself in comedy

11. The stars and the players of the screen world should
also have then- opportunities "i learning what acting really is

;

and although 1 know it is not possible to give .ill the advan-
tages ol a repertory company, surely producers could do some-
thing to extend our knowledge of charactei work, and to give

us b chance ol portraying personalities entirely different from
our own. I. myself, .mi only too anxious to learn ; and I know

are many others who feel as I do—for we know that,

>y helping us, producers will be helping themselves, and
will also be making it impossible foi the critii to sav, " Britain
'lis no time foi nini talent."

Above :

'Duke's
Son."

The (iardi

ol Kcsurrection.i
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'Cbc Story*

»hrichton was butler in the household of Lord Loam, but

IL, was a man far above the station he held in life. Well

educated and gifted with a powerful imagination,

i!was born to rule rather than to wear a lackey's livery.

Tweeny, a kitchen-maid in the same household,

Pmght Crichton the most wonderful man in the

arid, and looked up to him as her ideal. But

Dchton, conscious of his own superiority, dared to

roe his eyes to Lady Mary Lasenby, the

lighter of his employer. It could never

d of course ; but Crichton allowed

i imagination to run riot, and

Iw vivid mental pictures of a by-

te incarnation, when he had been

1 equal, nay, the superior, of the

ijghty lady.

Ifate, the inscrutable, ordained that

i principal characters in this strange

Ima should set out together on a

hting trip. The party gathered

lether on Lord Loam's yacht

xsisted of Mary and
sister Agatha,

ml their father,

yd Brockelhurst,

<iy's fiance, and
i tinue of ser-

ifs, including

l|:hton and
f een y
111 Fate

I PICTURE i

\ c? tfie i

\ MONTH/

Souvenir of the

Paramount Picture

based on Sir J. M.
Carrie's play.

ained also that the yacht should

wrecked, and the travellers

>wn on a desert isle.

his sudden return to the primitive resulted in a
al upheaval amongst the castaways. The call was

c a leader, a strong man and a brave, and Crichton
i.ne of all the party was fitted to assume command.
Jbo Crichton, born leader of men, came into his own.
1 took charge of the party's destinies, and informed
hi companions that they would not eat unless they

I

*"ked. There must be no shirk-

III

Every member of the party
Est do his or her full share ;

Ihton would see to that,

ikt first the high-born people
iWelled at having to take orders
rn a mere butler. They appealed
CLord Loam to take command,

•,-JJ
his Lordship's attempt at

tlership was so disastrous that
h rebels were forced to return
•Crichton.

ff all the party, Lady Mary
fil out longest against the new

• Mm-e. Her haughty spirit refused
Wiccept an order of things in

bet opposition to the world in

ibh she had been reared. To be
r^red about by a butler, a
«ial member of her father's

ADMIRABLE
CRICHTON

CAST OF PHOTOPLAY.
Crichton, a butler
Lord Loam
Hon. Ernest Wolley -

Lord Brockelhurst
Lady Mary Lasenby -

Tweeny ...
The King's Favourite.
Susan - - - -

Lady Eileen Dun Craigie
Agatha Lasenby
Lady Brockelhurst
Treherne -

McGuire ...
Thomas ...
" Buttons " -

Fisher ...
Mrs. Perkins
Pilot of Lord Loam's yacht - Guy Oliver
Captain of yacht - Clarence Burton

household, was to her a cruel

wrong. Crichton must be treated

with contempt and scorn.

But Crichton, master of men,
did not intend to be defied by a

mere woman. If Lady Mary elected

to do no work, she must suffer for her obstinacy. His origi-

nal edict was enforced, and soon cold and hunger humbled
Mary's pride. Crichton triumphed, and the haughty rebel

became his submissive slave. Slowly the realisation

dawned upon Lady Mary that her superiority over

fellow-creatures in more humble stations of life was not

so great as she had imagined it to be. On the island,

robbed as they were of all the

trappings of civilisation, they

were just men and women, mem-
bers of the same great family.

Social distinction was lost, and,

with its passing, Lady Mary
began to see things in a different

light altogether. Now that she

moved amongst the people she

had formerly despised, sharing

with them their joys, sorrows

and fears, she began to weigh
in the balance the characters of

those around her. Lord Brockel-

hurst, who had seemed to her

a superior being in the dead
world of yesterday, now com-
pared unfavourably with the

once-despised Crichton.

With change of view -point

Thomas Meighan
Theodore Roberts
Raymond Hatton

Robert Cain
- Gloria Swanson

Lila Lee
Bebe Daniels
- Julia Faye
Rhy Darbie

Mildred Reardon
Maym Kelso

Edward Burns
Henry Woodward

Sydney Dean
Wesley Barry

Edna Mae Cooper
Lillian Leighton
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/
Left : Gloria Swanson as Lady
Mary, the luxury - loving Society

butterfly.

Lady Mary is trapped in saloon

of the sinking yacht.

* Aft, y -
s

^

came a change of heart. Slowly
Mary's love turned to the man
who so long had worshipped her

from afar. He was no longer

Crichton, the butler, but
Crichton, the leader of men,
and ideal of Lady Mary.
When Crichton and Mary

announced their intention of

being married on the island,

the saddest recipient of the news was Tweeny, the
maid. Her love for Crichton had never faded. She had
told herself again and again that he was too good a man for

a kitchen-maid, but her love refused to be stifled.

Again Fate stepped into the breach. The marriage of

Crichton and Mary was never solemnized, for a ship came to the

Left : Lila Lee

as Tweeny, the

kitchen - maid.

Above : Crichton. the bt

m the sea am
Left: Lady Mary (O

butler {Thomas Mei\
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! of the castaways on the very day that had been fixed for

jdding. The nightmare existence was ended ; civilisation claimed

:mbers of the ill-fated yachting party.

in London, the iron rulings of Society re-arranged the lives

castaways. Lady Mary was willing to sacrifice her position

irry Crichton ; but the butler was too big a man to allow his

wreck her life. The return to civilisation had put an end to his

lions. His services on the island were speedily forgotten ;
people

d fawned upon him now treated him with half-hearted patronage.

& Crichton made his choice. Lady Mary, he knew, could never

llpy as his wife ; there would be too many regrets

kg her existence. But with Tweeny the case would

ierent. She loved him with her whole heart,

!r future happiness was safe in his keeping,

richton and Tweeny were married, and Lady
who, perhaps, after all, was not so sorry, found

tion as the bride

H Brockelhurst.

g honours in the

are shared by
Swanson, who
i beautiful and
ious " Lady
and Thomas
t in the

Crichton,"

Lila Lee

8
excellent

ance as

my,"

^
If/A

>?>'
t€ **"

R"

2k

Thomas
Meighan.

4*

. N
Above : A morning sluice.

Below : Lila Lee and Gloria Swanson.

I

vj» *

Above :

Lila Lee.

Below : Gloria Sivanson,

Theodore Roberts, Mildred

Reardon, Robert Cam.
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I WISH
' WILL SCOTT

cuish,

Ob ! hooi 1 wish, Bill Han,
uwuuuu Yoa kXXjld Dot CXU

,

Idontkpocjoohy,
°

But it reminds me
Of the Sphin* bein£ teased,

Or a lerooD bein6 squeezed,
D
itt

i is so sitl-

VQcit

wish that Icoald haste
Into thebusiness cjbere-

-theu sell tooth paste.
Id serl one uube—
Nomore, lid not aim higher—
To Dou$asIairbanks,'ffien
I could retire

!

is a pity that Icoadlpt
Act tike the cStris uao plau the leadsjcoish 1 coald

—

Iuouldht!
5

' ^

ur kinemas a gloomy shack
I cMsh that Theba Bara would comeback.
Now she has quit- and Charlie too—

Things are so blue J

COere sore.
There's nothing left to laugh at any more.

wish I cjere theto who writes thevamp^plaus,
Or?e of these fiifeaa-

^uy c

rays

I 0T?e °1 tnese litfe days .. .

.

,
'

pjlird buy a pistol "coiEh mu li6bt-earned pelf
Andspootmqself. fe

bate a man who shouts
Before hes hit.Stttll wish Ihad tberooneq forthis-poem.
I have my doubts

!
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FORGET YOUR FOOT TROUBLES

%* REUDEL BATH SALTRATES
THE BEST OF ALL BATH PREPARATIONS.

Banishes Corns, Stops Pain, Softens Water, Clears the Skin.

Uargery moss

These are some of the prominent people

who have written that they use and highly

recommend REUDEL BATH SALTRATES.
Thousands of commendatory letters on file,

open to examination by anyone, including

remarkable testimony from the following well-

known theatrical stars :—Sir Harry Lauder,
George Robey, Phyllis Mookman, Harry Pilcer,

Lee White, Maidie Scott, Violet Loraine,

Yvonne Arnaud, Hetty King, Daisy Dormer,

May Moore Duprez. Actors, actresses, dancers,

soldiers, boxers and others, to whom sound,

healthy feet are an absolute necessity, say

saltrated water offers the one quick, safe,

convenient, and never - failing means of

permanently curing any form of foot misery.

2 14, Great Portland
Street, London, W. 1

,

SALTRATES LIMITED. 214GREAT PORTLAND STREET.W.l.
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'* »<*m » • funny nickname to apply to

| (J I \ULU Ql I LVJ ^
m"" b" °' '

K' ^punctual Se*. U,
I

( .. nit.nice Dinney has earned her

(or\5taj\ee
distinctive sobriquet, as you wil

when you have read thia article

EDNA S. MICHAEL

I
was to meet Constance Binney at two o'clock to do some
shopping. Now, two o'clock is a perfectly good hour to meet

anybody, but I had had experience in keeping appointments with
stars, and knew that their two o'clock usually meant anywhere
around three.

Ten minutes after two I arrived. Hopefully I peered about. s~^
Not a sight of the trim little figure and
the smiling face which bore the

name of Constance Binney.
Patiently I waited. Why

didn't she come ?

What I was thinking as my
watch told me it was almost half-past two ha..!

better not be put down on paper. And just as

I was telling myself in some very unladylike
language what I thought of people who did not
Keep their appointments on time, a smart little

figure in a blue duvetyne dress and a chic little

blue duvetyne hat to match, trimmed with
innumerable tiny balls of gold cloth, hurriedly
wound her way across the traffic-filled street.

Constance Binney had arrived !

" I was here at two o'clock sharp," she said

in a nonchalant voice; " but you weren't here,

and, after waiting five minutes, I stepped
across the street to look at some gloves."

That's the way it is with Constance Binney
We call her " Punctuality Constance," and she
lives up to her name. She will go down to history
as the only member of her sex—and she's a film star,

too, which makes it all the more wonderful—who never
was late in keeping an appointment.

Constance is

one of the

most fashion-

able ingdmies

on the screen.

/
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/*>OHE profession in which you 1

f • can learn to earn this year,
^"^ and earn while learning.

Never was so much money paid for fashion drawings.

Never were there so many papers for women

—

and there will be more this year.

Apart from the pleasure and prestige of being able

to draw, you can this year increase your income if

you have ideas about dress—and learn to express them.

When you have learned to draw figures and frocks in a certain

war, you have learned to make drawings acceptable to

advertisers, editors, and costumiers.

More than half the shops sell to-day is sold by Press and
booklet illustrations. That is why business men are paying

thousands of pounds weekly for drawings. They realise

that fr6m among the unknown amateurs must come the

future professionals.

Once you can do the work that 's wanted—with the Chas. E.

Dawson touch you are on the short, sure, and easy road to

success and supremacy. It doesn't matter who you are or

where you live— you can sell drawings by post when you

have acquired the necessary technique.

COPYthis line-drawing of the latestJAEGER
camel-hair GOAT, or the Dawson Girl

diagram on the right, post sketch to

Mr. Dawson, and he will send you, without

fee or obligation, a considerate criticism of it, and
tell you if your ability justifies your taking up
this new, well-paid work

There it much to tell you of this greit new Course, so be

sure to get the FREE, beautifully illustrated book about it.

nil ™ "

4

> -
i

Sketching is the greatest selling force in the world. That is why leading
London firms and periodicals arrange for members of their staff to take

CHAS. E. DAWSON'S Home-Study Course
in FASHION DRAWING and Designing.
The ability to illustrate a frock with a few strokes of pen or pencil may
mean hundreds of pounds a year to you. Every Costumier or Millinei

could do more business with the aid of special sketches. Every amateur
could leam to become a professional, and sell sketches, with the aid of thi-

new and lavishly illustrated course of twenty spare-time lessons. Every
artistic woman could save money designing her own clothes and making
sketches from which any dressmaker could work. Every ariistic woman
could earn money by drawing for costumiers, advertisers, and the Press.

Send your specimen sketch, with stamp for return, to GHAS E.
DAWSON, Art Director, Practical Correspondence College, Ltd.,

1, Thanet House, Strand, W.C. 2.

J

-rf

Us
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Every little wrapped
up square is a com-
pound of Sugar and
Pure full cream Milk.

A Ver y Food for
Growing Children.

Let them have it

without stint.

Toffee Deli
Makers Turner & Waifiwright, Ltd., bkighouse, yorks.

m

P. G. Wodehouse
writes his masterpiece for

R^irN
"THREE MEN AND A MAID

kM^°^ p G

?»

WODEHOUSE'S new Humorous Serial

starts in the February " PAN."

EVERYONE who has laughed over this

Author's famous " Arctic " stories will be

eager to read what he himself considers to

be his funniest effort.

In addition, the February number will contain all

those brilliant features which have made ' PAN " the

most wonderful shilling s-worth published.

Dont trust to finding a copy unsold—give your

Newsagent an order to deliver " PAN ' regularly.
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Actvies Ray in

'he Old Surirn-

n in" Hole'

In many ways The Admirable Crichton should prove one of the most
interesting of the month's releases. For not only is it a magnificently

spectacular production, but it is adapted from one of Sir James Barrie's

most famous plays ; and so forms an example of the more mode'rn type of

picture in which the story is primarily " the thing." Cecil B. De Mille, who
directed it for Famous-Lasky, is a man with big ideas—and, moreover,
with sufficient force of character to demand that these ideas shall be carried

out, regardless of expense. He is an interesting personality in the film

world, and his powers of both visualising and " getting across " a

masterpiece have had much to do with " head-lining " the director instead

of the star. In his anxiety to make the English scenes of The Admirable
Crichton absolutely correct, De Mille asked the well-known novelist, Ian
Hay (Major Ian Beith), who happened at the time to be in California, if

he would supervise them ; but, in spite of all this care, it is reported that
there are still some un-English touches in the " Society " settings. The
difficulty of faithfully portraying the scenes and customs of another
country seems to be almost insuperable ; but perhaps picturegoers will feel

that the exotic atmosphere of romance and adventure which pervades The
Admirable Crichton more than makes up for its few slight errors.

Perhaps in this country James Whitcomb Riley's poems are not
so well known as in America, his native land. There they

have a tremendous vogue, principally because of their extreme
simplicity and their irresistibly human touch. Charles Ray has

assuredly picked a winner by choosing one of them,
The Old Swimmin' Hole, as the foundation for his

latest picture ; and, indeed, no more suitable figure

than Charles could be found to bring to life

the typical Riley " boy-man." Ray, now that
he is starring in his own productions, is not
tying himself down to one kind of role ; but
he still seems to prefer the " country-boy "

part. Certainly it is this which has made him
famous, for his creation of the half-humorous,
half-pathetic, self-conscious rural lad is truly

a work of art, and one, toor of which his

public never tires.

Gloria Swanson, who is co-starred with
Thomas Meighan in The Admirable

Crichton, has been much in the limelight of

late. Until recently she was Cecil De Mille's

chief feminine player ; and, considering the difficult

" psychological " roles she interpreted under his
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Some Old- Fashioned

THE MAGNETISM OF BEAUTIFUL HAIR.

BEA1 ll! i I. h.ur adds immensely to the personal

magnetism ol both men and women. Acti

and sunn women arc ever on the look-out for any
harmless thing that will natural beauty of

their h.ur. The latest method is to use pun' stallax .ts

.1 shampoi n mnl oi ih<- ix-mi1i.hK glossy, fluffy, and
wavy effect which it leave Vs tallax has never been
used for this purpose, it comes to the chemist only in

J lb. sealed original packages, enough for twenty-five or

thirty shampoos. \ teaspoonful of tin- fragrant st.ill.i-.

granules, dissolved in .1 cup of hot water, is more than

sufficient for each shampoo. It is very beneficial and
stimulating to the hair, apart from its beautifying effect.

PERMANENTLY REMOVING SUPERFLUOUS
HAIR.

How to permanently, not merely temporarily, remove
a downy growth of disfiguring superfluous h.ur is

what many women wished to know, It \s .1 pity that it

i- not more generally known that pine powdered phe
iinnol, obtained from the chemist's, may be used for this

purpose. It is applied directly to the objectionable hair.

The recommended treatmenl not only instantly 1

the hair, leaving no trace, but is designed also to kill the

n-.ts completely.

DON'T HAVE GREY HAIR.

GREY h.nr is often a serious handicap to both men
and women while still 111 the prime ol life. Hair

dyes are not available, because they arc always
1 nlent, and often downright injurious. Few

people know that .1 very simple formula, which is asilj

made up at home, will turn the hair back to a natural

colour in a perfectly harmless manner. You have only

to act two ounces of tammalite concentrate from your

chemist, .uid mix it with three ounces of bay rum, to

prove this. Apply tins simple and harmless 1 lion for a

lew mi;ht^ to the h.ur with .. small Spouge, and the grey-

ness will gradually disappear. The lotion is neither

sticky nor greasy, and has been proved ovei and over

again for generations past by those in possession ol the

formula.

TO HAVE SMOOTH. WHITE SKIN.
FREE FROM BLEMISH.

Dl I s your skill (hip or roughen easily, or I

unduly red or blotchy 7 Let me t- ll you a quick

and easy way to overcome the trouble and keep your

complexion beautifully white smooth, and soft, [ust

lizcd wax at the chemist's and

title before rel u would use cold cream.

The wax, thi ' ai tion, Hi

rough, bed skin. The worn-out

eutl' le COniCS oil just like dandruff '
si .dp

only in iblc particles. Mercolized wax simply

Mature'! u-Tk, which is the 1 I
proper

it on .1 j* rfei ' 1 omplcxion, so mu< h sought after,

but >.'!. een. I he process is perfectly simple

and quite bai

BLACKHEADS PLY AWAY.
AI'K.M IK \l LY m tantaneoiri remedy for I

4 ins, and enlarged poo
.le-. , ver« ' 1 now 1 .'in 1 hi: into general use In the boudoir.

. and pleasant 1 Irop 1 Itymbol
t.d.l. 1, obtained .it tin chemist's, in > tumblerful ol lea

\ti. i the ubslded, bath* ih<

1.nc in the liquid, using a sin. dl sponge 01 --oft cloth. In

.1 few minutes dry the lace, .01.1 the offensive blackheads
will 'lie- iieht oil on the towel. Mso lie I"/

< lose up and oil.o c thi

naturnlly n ippears, and the ikiu i- left

smooth, limple tie.anient is then

toui

cn«urr the permanence ol thr -

direction, this was no small achieve-

ment for a girl, who, not long ago,
was .t ( hristie comedy belle Gloria,

however, further distinguished herself

by marrying a millionaire, Herbert.- K.
Somborn, and for a time deserted the
scene of her triumphs. Hut her return
is proving just as spectacular as her

departure tor one of her " coming -back
"

roles is no less than the heroine of

Elinor Glyn's first original screen story.

Thereby also hangs a tale. Jesse L.

Lasky had been persuading Mrs. Glyn
to write scenarios for his organisation,

but not with much success, rumour
whispered, until one day, nearly a year
ago, the novelist saw The Admirable
Cfichton at a Trade showing of the

pi< ture, and was straightway conquered
by the charms of " gorgeous Gloria."

" Here is my ideal heroine," she is

reported to have said ;
and she started

formulating plans for . 1 Sheltered Daughter,

with '.Inn. i Swanson in the name-part.
Leaving nothing to luck, Elinor Glyn
has now been in Los Angeles for some
wicks studying her heroine and com-
pleting her scenario, which she herself

intends to supervise during its pro-

duction. A possible change of title may
result in this picture being released as

The Great Moment.

One of the most picturesque of the

silver-sheet stars is Alice Joyce.

She possesses, besides an almost perfect

type of beauty, a mentality which
enables her to interpret her roles of

thoroughly human women with a reserve

which makes them all the more appealing.

She is seen this month in The Winchester

Woman, in which she gives a well-

studied portrayal of an unfortunate

victim of village curiosity and slander.

It is a Vitagraph production
; lor All

has been with this companv since t

early days of picture-making. She start

her career as an artist's model
; an

like several other beauties, took
film work as an easy and occasior

way of making a little extra mont
She is now married to James Reg,

son of a New York hotel magnati
is one of the stars who believes that

is quite possible to combine a hap
home life with absorbing work in

studio.

Supporting Alice Joyce in Thi ll

Chester H'owiuh is Percy Marmo
who has played opposite her in sevt

Vitagraph features. He, like quite

number of screen leading men in Anieri

is British ; and it was while he \

crossing the States on his way ho

to England from South Africa that

was ottered a stage part with Et
Barrymore. Needless to say, he
cepted it. and soon followed it by vari

film engagements. His latest work
eludes a Vitagraph super-product'

Dead Men Jell So Talcs, in which
was the featured player.

Lila Lee will be seen in three of

month's releases

—

Rustling a Bri

The Cruise of the Make-Believe, and
Admirable Crichton—in which she p!

the part of " Tweeny." Lila wat

clever child vaudeville actress, and
sent out to California to star in " k

pictures, but it was a case of " produ
proposing and Nature disposing "

;

Lila put on inches at such a rate

she was soon quite useless as a c

star. But with her work as " Twee-

good luck came back to her, and
has since been cast as leading lady

Continued on

If you took the roof off a movie studio, and looked down on the activities below, th

the sort of view you would get. The star at the table is Elaine Hammerstein
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U& SKILLof ê BLIND
Chairs
Brushes
Baskets
7/fats
}vTcker>
Jiirnitupe

Etc

THE number of Charities to which you can

subscribe at the present time are legion

—

but there are very tew which, whilst being a

help to others less fortunate, prove to be an

immediate economy to vourself.

>57 & 258 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD LONDON

The blind man in the street would rather have
work than charity—work that will make him a

self-respecting and respected citizen of this great

Empire. YOU can give him this work by ob-

taining all your cane and brush wares from us.

Not only that—but from a business point of view you receive

far better value when you deal with us. By losing one of his

" senses," the others of a blind man become more acute. His
sense of touch is phenomenal, and his patience is proverbial.

Both these strong points make his workmanship the best

obtainable. Hence your purchases are of the best.

Compare our prices with those of other manufactories, and our
argument is proved. Write to us for price-list, and let us quote
you for your requirements, whether in large quantities or in small.

SJhe Incojppoi=>sited /Issocisttion fbr> Promoting tfie (jeneiisil

WELFARE of theBLIND
&

Mm
BEDFORD AVENUE

tpom the 131ma,

i
as a business proposition, and

then, of your charity, help

to make their lives more en-

joyable by calling and con-

versing with them whenever

you are passing.

C aNC »A r>V 22 aV »X n>-\C*7CZ\
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Thrums " through American eyes. A Californian reconstruction of Kirriemuir,

Sir J. M. Barrie's birthplace for the film version of " Sentimental Tommy."

Thomas Meighan in The Prince Chap;
and for Wallace Reid in Hawthorne, the

Adventurer. She is a vivacious little

brunette, and in her quite young days
was known on the stage as " Cuddles."

George Walsh, the Fox star, is credited

with smiling his way to fortune.

Certainly he is one of the most popular
of the male stars, and this month sees

him in a good release, A Manhattan
Knight. His athletics before the camera
are very far from being " fakes "—he
was a famous footballer in his college

days ; and for a couple of years was
stroke for the New York Athletic Club's

champion crew. He is captain of a
baseball team composed of members of

the Fox studio staff, and many times
during the past season he has led his

players to victory- Dynamite Allen is

the suggestive title of the picture upon
which he has just finished work.

Co-stars in A Damsel in Dislrei are

( reighton Hale and June Caprice.

! h' formei is an Irishman, who obtai

much stage experience touring in the

States with Oscar Asche and Lily

Brayton ; but before that he was featured

for two years on this side in " The
Private Secretary." He says that his

favourite roles are those which have a
touch of characterisation about them,
and th.it lie greatly dislikes the prettj

t,j" He has recently been with
I ) \\ '.n !ith. as the I

'! 'lessor " in
' i n i < .' and latesl news reports

him as playing opposite Mollie King in

a pit tin. entil led Ht > V ijesty,

June ( aprice was one of the stars who
made the pilgrimage to Europe last

summer Bui she w .is on busim
not pleasure bent < <> stan ing with

( reoi ge B Seitz in his I'.ithe

Hogurs mi, I R mance Quite a number
of the episodes were filmed in Spam

.

and Seitz brought n entin

pany and much equipment. The whole

woi id appears to be the pi oducei a

work-shop these days —for when a
scenario calls for big foreign backgrounds,
it is often less expensive to transport

players to another country than to

fashion elaborate " sets " in the studio.

Having described herself as being a
confirmed spinster, Constance Tal-

madge has availed herself of the feminine
privilege of changing her mind. Last
month she surprised all her friends and
admirers by marrying a wealthy New
York exporter, Mr. John Pialoglou, a

Greek by birth, and the event was all

the more exciting in film circles because
Dorothy Gish, Connie's great chum, con-
verted it into a double wedding by
marrying James Rennic, noted leading

man of the screen, at the same time.

Constance is seen this month in

Weeks; she is supported by Conway
Tearle. who, by the way, is now a star

himself, under the Sel/.nick banner. In

discussing her plans for this year, Con-
stance Talmadge says that, although an
average of sixty manuscripts weekly .ire

submitted to her, she finds it very diffi-

cult to get just the story she wants. A
comedy of manners, subtle and clever, is

tin' ideal medium for her type ; it is her

sistei \>>rma who leans to the dramatic,
emotional side of the photo-pl.iv

Conway Tearle, besides appearing in

Two Weeks, is also seen in

Fully, opposite Marion Davies Me has

served a long and varied apprenticeship
as leading man, and well deserves his

it rank of star. His first picture,

The Road to Ambition, is now showing
in the States ; and while it was being
made, Florence Hillings, his leading lady,

had main- .\\\ adventure dashing aboul
in an unruly motor-car She is also .i

st. n of the month, appealing in 11'/,'

.i < raunv "it tr.it lire

Book-lovers will find the picturisa-

lions of well-known novels an
interesting feature of the month's new
films. April Folly, mentioned above, <

v

Continued on page 55
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Save Your
Complexion
FREE OFFER.

Are you satisfied with
your complexion? Isyour
skin rough, red, freckled,

or wrinkled ? Here is a
uniqueofTer toenable you
to test at our expense the
wonderful restorative and
preservative qualities of

CREME
ELCAYA

<NON-GREASY>
Send your name anil

address and 3d. in stamps
to cover postage, etc ,

and you will receive by
let urn a dainty alumni
ium trial package of

CREME FIXAY A. Use
this cream regularly, and
all roughness, redness,
freckles and other blem-
ishes will vanish. It will

smooth away all wrinkles
ami 1 1 < f9 's feet, and
impart a softness and
delicate bloom to the

1 oniplexion that vt ill

keep you always young-
looking and Smai t >eiul

for Free Trial Package
to day, en, losing name
and address and id. in

-1 amps 1.1.

JAMESC. CRANE
<Dept. R. 32),

46, Holborn Viaduct,

LONDON, R.C.

rrmc 1 lea] 1 << Hem* 1 .»*•!•

h**inUiN ftpil all L'htmixti and v

.1 .
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WHEN at the pictures next, take special note of the perfect appearance

of the actors' and actresses' hair—see how beautifully thick and soft it

is ! They must have perfect hair, their profession demands it ; and a

great many famous film actresses have written to us expressing thanks for the

splendid results they have obtained from using HAMOES Hair Culture.

HAMOES Hair Culture is the pre-eminent scalp food—the means by which

your hair can rival that of any film actress. It nourishes and invigorates the hair,

restoring its natural colour in less than a fortnight—without dyeing it. It eliminates

dryness and splitting, entirely removes dandruff and scurf, is simple to use-

requiring no expensive apparatus—and so long as the roots are in your head, even

if you are bald or partially so

—

HAMOES will grow the hair, producing a

vigorous and healthy head of hair in a remarkably short time.

J

SHAMPOO POWDER.
Be sure to ask for " HAMOES Hair Cleans*

ing Culture "
in powder form. Discreetly

perfumed with our world - famous " Flower
Dream," and universally acknowledged

superior to all others. Price, 5d. per packet.

Hamoes
Hair Culture

FREE GIFT OFFER.
With every purchase of 3 boll lei of HAMOES
Hair Culture 6 packets of HAMOES Shampoo
Powder will be presented free. When less than
3 bottles are purchased one packet of Shampoo
Powder is presented with each bottle. Accept thii

offer and fill in the Coupon below and post at once '

iljdir Cultw

Hamoes is stocked by the following :—John Barker's, High St.

Kensington; Civil Service Stores, Queen Victoria St., E.G.
Krmy and Navy Stores. Victoria St., S.VV. ; Harrods Stores
,<rompton Koad,' S.VV. ; S. F. Goss. Ltd., High St., Kensington
jjoots Stores ; Lewis and Burroughs ; Messrs. J. B. Hay and Co.

, New Coventry St., W. ; Squire and Co., Uxbridge Rd.
shepherd's Bush ; Messrs. Giguess, 160. King's Rd., Chelsea

J. Austin Uaves,M.P.S., Clifton Kd., Rugby ; Taylor's Drug Store*

Baxtergatc, Doncaster. 806, Leeds Rd., Bradford, and 10. Para

gon Arcade, Hull ; The Clifton Pharmacy, Clifton Rd., Rugby ;

Sandycove Pharmacy, Kingstown, Ireland ; T. Crook, Spencer

Rd. ,* Londonderrv. Ireland ; King and Son. Marchmont Rd
Edinburgh; H. Miles Price, 69, Coventry Rd., Hay Mills.

Rugbv ; and many other Chemists.
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Vfvis^paAt&nxi
used Pond's Vanishing

and find it very good for

"I have
Cream
softening and whitening the skin."

MANY other famous and attractive women -Miss Neilson Terry,

Mme. Kirkby Lunn, Miss Constance Collier, Miss Violet Vanbrugh,

Miss Elsie Janis, Mme. Tetrazzini, &Jc., have gratefully expressed their

appreciation f the smoothing, soothing effect of Pond's the original

Vanishing Cream on the skin of the face, neck, and hands.

Delicately perfumed with Jacqueminot Roses, Pond's handsome opal

jar should be a permanent adornment of your dressing-table. During the

day you should carry with you the new 9d. tube handbag size). Pond's

will protect you from roughness and redness of the skin, chapped hands,

and cracked lips no massage, no shiny or sticky surface.

"IT SOOTHES AND SMOOTHS THE SA/.V
In handsome Dpu hir^ u ith Aluminium Scrcu- Lids, 1/3 and 2/6 ; ami Collapsible

tubes, «»«J and I /A, of all Chemists and Stores. If you cannot obtain the neu tube from
your I hewn* to-day, send us nmepence, ami „ e ti ill despatch it per return, post free.

V

33?!^

no«!SSWfc'

]tS£g.

POND'S Face Powder applied after Pond's
Vanishing Cream (b\ those ladies who

prefer .1 fare powder) gives a most pleasing
effect. Three popular shades, 2/- per box.

PONDS I \IKAl_T CO. Iltept 150
London. W.C. 1

, Southampton Ken

Pond's y&H2w
SAA

Make sure of getting PICTURES

regularly by placing a standing

order with your Newsagent.

Latest News—Sanest Views—
and the Pick of the Pictures !

PICTURES
I FOR THE PICTURECOER I

Every Monday- Threepence
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aid upon one of Cynthia Stockley's

BJitable South African stories ; Marion
to[ies, who is its star, is a noted beauty,

tee features have inspired some of

v most fascinating of the coloured

lelazine covers on American pub-
dions.

A i Ethel M. Dell novel. The Hundredth

\ Chance, is one of the Stoll offerings

a rebruary. In it we see Mary Glynne
is Dennis Neilson-Terry—husband and
it as all followers of things theatrical

gJy. Mary Glynne is one of the most
poising of the young British stars,

Kissing not only beauty, but screenable

wty—two quite distinct assets. Al-

tgh she has been on the stage since

*was a child, she has, so far, had a
*): motion-picture career ; but, being

n one of the British Famous-Lasky

•I, she will be seen in many of the

rt coming productions. She has been
a. ng the leading feminine role in

\jkarances, Edward Knoblock's screen
• ia for Famous - Lasky British Pro-

I kions ; and since then has been in

|teSouth of France, where the com-
p has been making The Mystery Road,

k' Glynne's last stage appearance
a" Tilly " in " Tilly of Bloomsbury,"
i le in which she was particularly

Jtlctive.

s hardly necessary to relate Dennis
eilson-Terry's ancestry. No more

pljed pair than Fred Terry and Julia

n have ever held
[ifch playgoers enthral-

II and their " Scarlet

lernel " is remem-
jl by millions of their

Brers. Dennis Neilson-

w is their only son,

and has enjoyed his own share of fame
on the boards of both London and the
provinces. Playing with his young wife
in The Hundredth Chance, he is given an
opportunity to display some clever act-

ing ; and the combination of favourite

author and well-known stars should
make this picture of special interest. Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Neilson-Terry, by the
way, are the proud parents of a delight-

fully pretty little daughter, Hazel, who,
of course, is a great-niece of our never-
to-be-forgotten Ellen Terry.

Avery captivating love-story, The
Lure of Crooning Water, from the

novel by Marion Hills, was, some little

time ago, chosen by the George Clark
Productions as an ideal feature for Guy
Newall and Ivy Duke. This month
brings its exhibition to the public, at

just about the same time of its showing
to American picturegoers, who are al-

ready expressing their approval of Ivy
Duke's work in her initial release,

Squandered Lives. Ivy Duke was ori-

ginally a stage beauty, and one of her

great successes was at Daly's Theatre,
London, in " The Maid of the Mountains."
She began her film, work in a " crowd "

part, but after two days' experience,

she was jingled out to play a leading role.

Guy Newall does not confine his

talents to acting. He is an able

writer, and the scenario of The Lure of
Crooning Water was his own work. He

[Continued on page 56

line Frederick

CATARRH
DEAFNESS
EAR NOISES
Send for Vree Copy
ofSir Hiram Maxim's
New Book and learn

of a quick and easy
Common Sense

Home Cure.

Readers of THE PICTURE-
GOER are strongly recom-
mended to send for this

concise little book, which has
already enabled thousands
to cure easily and quickly
at home most cases of

Catarrh, Deafness, Ear Noises.
Bronchitis and Asthma.
The book and full particulars,

describing one of Sir Hiram's
most wonderful discoveries,
will be sent free to all appli-
cants on receipt of name and
address.
Thousands of sufferers have
already cured their ailments

following the advice given.
Send no money. Simply
Write to the Sole Licensees,

JOHN MORGAN RICHARDS
A SONS, Ltd.,

(Dept. P.F.), 46, Holhorn
Viaduct, London, K.C.I
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Humanity is a great sufferer.

There are a thousand and one
simple causes of pain to which we
are all liable. But Modern Science
lias discovered 111 Antikamni.i Tab-
lets a means whereby you need
no longer " suffer in silence."

Thanks totlns wonderful discovery,
pain can now be almost instan-

taneously relieved.

Doctors say that Antikamnia
Tablets are almost infallible, and
banish pain in <>2 per cent, of cases
They are specially effective in the

relief of Toothache, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Headache, Rheumatic
Pains, and all conditions known as

women's aches and pains.

To prove the power of Anti-
kamnia Tablets we will send you a

Free Trial Package
on receipt of your name and address.

All Von have to do to secure this

generous trial, together with an
interesting and convincing free

book,
addres

Antikamnia Tablet Dept.(A.B.2)

46, Holboro Viaduct, London, E.C.I.

to send your name and
m a postcard to the

Lr 5TU
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Also our latest product Poudre

Ricamier. This superfine powder,

most delicately perfumed, is manu-

faclured by an entirely new process

and does not rub off. In three

shades, White, Rachelle and Nal-

urelle. This, used in conjunction

with the wonderful Ricamier Night

(.ream and Crime de la Harem—

-

a vanishing cream of undeniable

quality -gives one the beautiful

pink and white complexion so

much desired. It it a fact, w*
give you a new thin.
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-
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Rfoamier Product Co.,
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IJONDON and PARIS

also has had a good deal of stage ex
perience and toured the States with
Marie Tempest, where he created much
amusement, both on and olf the stage,

by his clever character impersonations.
At present Guy Newall and Ivy Duke,
in company with several other of the
George Clark players, are in Nice, where
scenes for their picture, The Persistent

Lovers, are being taken. This is one of

the series of well-known novels which
forms the company's ambitious pro-

gramme. The Lure of Crooning Water
being one of the first on the list.

Mary Dibley, who possesses a charm
and grace all her own, has

played for quite a number of British

producers. She was one of the first

actresses to adopt the silent drama
;

and she played in David Garrick, an
early venture on the part of The Ixmdon
film Company. She is seen in The Lure

of Crooning Water
; and has also inter-

preted " Bellwattle," in Temple Thur-
ston's Carden of Resurrection, for George
Clark Productions. In private life Mary
Dibley is Mrs. Gerald Ames.

While upon the subject of books
and their tilmisation. we must

not forget At the Mercv of Tiberius, in

which Peggy Myland stars This story,

by Augusta Evans Wilson, had quite a

vogue some years ago, and its dramatic
theme centring around a girl judged
guilty of crime upon purely circum-
stantial evidence should provide good
screen material. It is being released in

America under the title of The Price of
Silence, which, although descriptive of

the plot, minimises the appeal always
carried by the title of a popular novel.

At the Mercv of Tiberius was produced
in California by the British company of

Samuelson, who went out there early

last yeai to do a few months' producing
work. Curiously enough, Peggy Hyland's
first film work was for Snmuelson, in

Infelice, but it was as a Fox star in-

states that she reached the pinna

of success. Another of the Febiu
releases, lllack Shadows, was her ',

Fox feature. She is now in Engla
working for Samuelson's at their I

worth studio, where she has n

made The Honeypot and Love Ma
t

a story of the stage and its sequ

Another Stoll picture, At the

I' e
,
gives us Manora Thew

Langhorne Burton as leading pi

The former is a Sheffield girl

gifted with an attractive perso

Langhorne Burton possesses a ge

share of good looks, as all who sa

full page portrait in last month's
11 REGOER will agree. As " Bai

bas," in Jeffrey Farnol's Amateur I

tieman, he also gives an engaging
formance. At the Villa Rose is a pop
book by A. E. W. Mason ; it was a g
draw on the London stage a short time

with Arthur Bourchier and Kvrle Bt
in the principal roles — these

by the way, are now going to a

in J. Stuart Blackton's pictures

that producer starts work over
in the spring.

Although Enid Bennett is now
American, being married to

Niblo, the producer, she always apj

to British picturegoers on accoun
her Australian birth and girlhood.

left her native country with four po
and her ticket as her only tan

assets ; but determination to suet

and that quickly, was perhaps her

valuable possession. L'ntil recently

has always been with Thomas H.
and it is under his direction that

appears in The, False Road, showing
month. She is now to appear in

lures of her own, under her hush
management, but his work as 1>0

Fairbanks' director has held up
plans Niblo it was who wielded

Filming Jack Pichford in a fwlo scene. The fopul.n slat is taking •

in film acting m order to direct.
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)hone for Doug, in The Mark of
the latest Fairbanks film.

pporting Enid Bennett in The False

\Road is seen Lloyd Hughes. He
iplayed with her "in The Haunted
\om, and after some other good

Ince, who is credited with excep-

\\y good judgment amongst direc-

saw possibilities in this Arizona
and starred him. Hughes' first

kj-es were after the style of the Charles
jtferings, and his Homespun Folks,

i.rticular, was verv well received.

THE PICTUREGOE-R

We think our readers will agree
that this issue of THE PIC :

TUREGOER is an improvement upon
the very high • standard set by our
first number. The March issue will

be better still, a wonderful value-for-

money issue containing more reading
matter than our preceding numbers.
In it will appear the finest collection of

stories and articles ever grouped together
in a film magazine. Order your copv now

.

For 14s. a year, THE PICTUREGOER
will be sent post-free to any part of

the world.
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I'E BLIND WORKERS OF LONDON.
sle who hold that business and
:harity cannot be combined should
visit to a certain famous building
;d in Tottenham Court Road,
building in question is the head-
rs of the Incorporated Association

! Welfare of the Blind. Founded in

this Association still carries on its

rful and beneficial work, although
•red by many difficulties which
; traced to these abnormal times,

ssociation for the Blind, however,
not appeal to charitable givers

The scope of its work could be
increased, and its value to the
immeasurably heightened if it

patronised as a purely business
ition. For its blind proteges,

»h deprived of one of the most
is possessions of humanity, have
r, and with praiseworthy deter-

m, succeeded in overcoming their

landicap, and are busily at work
;
out a multitude of useful and

articles.

, at 257 and 258, Tottenham
Road, can be seen a most in-

ig and attractive exhibition of

, Brushes, Chairs, Mats, Bedding,
ses, and other necessities for the
All these are excellently made,

'5

i

being, of course, entirely turned out by
hand, and the workmanship, when ex-

amined, will be found to be beyond
reproach, promising vastly longer wear
than is usually the case with machine-
made articles.

Besides this satisfaction with the

articles bought at the Association for

the Blind, there is the fact that the

Institution is being assisted in its greatly

needed task of bringing independence
and happiness to this sadly unfortunate

section of our countrymen and women.
And yet " unfortunate " seems scarcely

the right word to use in describing these

courageous people, who pursue their

tasks of basket-making, chair-caning,

and the like occupations, with such
wonderful cheerfulness and energy-

Readers should make a note of the

fact that all articles purchased from the

Association for the Blind are delivered

free in all parts of London, and that

Country Orders over /i are sent car-

riage paid. If it is impossible to pay
a visit in person, enquiries by letter

will be answered by return of post.

Address all letters to The Incorporated

Association for Promoting the Welfare

of the Blind, 258, Tottenham Court
Road, London, W.i.

REAL GLOSSY
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PICTURE POST-

CARDS OF

FILM
FAVOURITES

Charles Chaplin

Marguerite Clark

I vy Close

Henry Edwards
William Farnum
Pauline Frederick

Violet Hopson
Lionelle Howard

Annette Kellerman

Mary Miles Minter

Tom Mix

Owen Nares

Nazimova
Mabel Normand
Mary Pickford

Stewart Rome
Constance Talmadge

Alma Taylor

George Walsh
Chrissie White
Pearl White

21 threepenny Card*

I sent post free for 5/-

1

t^der Charlie Chaplin hasn't time to make pictures when he can catch fish

like this j8lb. Tuna.

sent post tree

Lists of hundreds of others

free on application.

I
PICTURES LTD.,

J
I 88, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

j
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It is not your Liver

It is INDIGESTION in Stomach and Bowel

CICFA restores DIGESTION
THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE TRACT.

When you are travelling, visiting, or eating away from home,
it is not the Liver, it is Bowel Indigestion which causes that
troublesome CONSTIPATION. CICFA removes all that
trouble because CICFA restores Digestion.

HERE IS THE REASON.
You ha\ <• a Liver You think it is affected I he chances

art- io to i that your Liver itscit is perfectlj sound, but its

action is being upset by frequently dosing it with purgatives,
etc., and. as a consequence, your food is not digesting, but
fermenting and creating gases

. annot therefore be expet ted to cure you, for at l>est they can

only help in local spots while any remedy which can curt
must be aWe to correct the errors of Digestion wherever thty
are occurring throughout the whole alimentary tract

Cicfa <an <lo this, because Cicfa restores Digestion at

everj point along the whole alimentary tract

i h la ensures complete digestion of all the Albuminous fooc

in the Stomach and all the Starch) Food in the i-iowel

corrects the Bile Circulation, prevents fermentation and th«

formation of " Starch Halls," so that all the nourishments
absorbed into the blood, the refuse is normal and there cat

NDIGESTION SYMPTOMS.
In Stomach

GASES in STOMACH, with eructations.

Sharp Neuralgia HEADACHES.

ACID in Stomach, with HEARTBURN.

TONGUE coated white all over.

COMPLEXION blotchy, with redness of

Nose.

EATING disliked. Some Nausea.

PAINS darting through Chest Burn-

ing Spot behind left Shoulder Blade.

\n it i> rolled down the Bowel the starchy part, like bread
potatoes, beans, etc is formed into little hard, dry masses or

"Starch Halls." which block the passage, and you have
1

1

pat ion. also a defei live Bile I in ulation Fermentation
continues, and acids and impurities from the undigested

food arc absorbed through the wall of the Bowel into the

blood and poured on into the Liver ["hough your Livei ma;
be quite healthy, it is soon overworked and giving you trouble
some symptoms ; therefore your symptoms are not due to an

affected Liver but to those acids and impurities which are

tonne I bj Indigestion in the Bowel and i arried on to the Liver

Your blood becomes impure and mori acid, affecting youi

joints and deep muscles, causing Rheumatism, Lumbago and
Si i. it ii .1

It ig | useless to treat the Rheumatism the Lum
bago, the Sciatica, oi the Livei ["he) art not -it fault The

fault lies in the Dowel Indigestion You must remove that

Indigestion bv re I jest ion

Probably you suffer also from ^cid Dyspepsia

Whether you have \ii.i Dyspepsia or some other fora ol

..uli Indigestion it should receive immediate attention
>..

. auso eac h stage oi I digestion affe< ts ea< h mh i eeding stagi

o that the upst time, ol Digestion in one portion ol the trat '

quick!) affects Digest on in othei portions Ordinarj Indi-

gestion remedies, sin h .»-• Pepsin,'Bismuth Soda Rhubarb ett

GASES in BOWEL or Flatulence.

Dull Heavy HEADACHES.

ACIDITY, causing Gout and Rhtu

matism.

TONGUE coated yellow at back.

COMPLEXION muddy or pasty.

EATING disliked or loathed. Bihou

nass and bad taste in mouth.

PAINS in Bowel. Griping and

CONSTIPATION.

In- no Constipation (. i« t.i in fact, ensures the formation
Much Digestive Ferments as Nature requires

40 YEARS A CHEMIST.
Never recommended patent medicine*, but he recomrai
and uaea Cicfa. Read what he •»>» :

sit

I mi writing to inform you ol tin great l>rnrtn I li.m ilcri\ <a I rem Cfc|
I bavi been < sufferer I » Indigestion l"t some time, anil h.iw tried n
r« medies without eflri t A friei d j.. rsuaded inr to trv t'nl.i .inJ tin

been marvellous aN laraacalstiaa al laa< with tlatateaca his a tsaaort 4 *

lorward «;ili pleasure i<* a mr.it instead ol dread as i rmerly. Ill

kcta m kaswets as a Caaaani lar a»ei 40 atari, and ha\f never nsommetK
pateul medicine] but I ran with ronndenci ttfmi i«r lallerar I

gntioii i" |i>« Cirls s inal

18,000 BRITISH DOCTORS
ha\< taken up < n la Hundreds' of them have written

ol the splendid results which the) have obtained by
use upon themselves in their families and in practii

When thousands of British doctors are satisfied with Ctc

you do not need a sample with which to test it There c

be no better proof. You can proceed to take it at onrr

i Hia iv sold everywhere Prices t » a <

The CICFA COMPANY.
8a, Duke St., Manchester So., London.

• •>••>•••••••*•••**••••••••••>••••**••••*• •>••>••••••*>••••• •••••• •»«a«»M*»M»0«a«Ma»*»«#»a««»l»»»»M»»*»»»««»»*a»*»*»«««a#aa*a»M»«t«a»att«a|«f«a4s»»4*»»»a»«l'
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"HOBSON'S CHOICE."
(Continued from page 38.)

)t having a good time with their father. Hobson was celebrating

aggie's absence, and the withdrawal of Maggie's restraining hand,

b frequenting the Moonraker's to excess.

He Left the inn one night in the sort of condition which is apt

:
lead a man to the ignominy of an appearance in the police court

;

!it the gods were comparatively kind to Hobson, and they led

|m, not to a policeman's arms, but along the street where old

jithaniel Beenstock had his corn warehouse. Now, the cellar-

p in the pavement had been left open by some careless workman,
<d Hobson's footsteps were erratic. They led him to a dive

lto Beenstock's cellar.

It neither hurt nor troubled him. He fell softly on a pile of

fcgs and supposed himself to be in' bed. He drew bags over him,
nggled warmly into jute bed-clothes, and slept as a man sleeps

en he has much liquor to sleep off,.

He slept, indeed, until young Fred Beenstock turned up next
cjv to work, and Fred failed to waken him, too. It didn't alarm
I'd, who saw at oiice that Hobson wasn't ill, but he thought he
rjjht as well report the incident to Maggie, whose new cellar-

>p was just round the corner.

t was Maggie's day for thinking more of herself and of Will

U.n of other people ; it was, in fact, her wedding-day, and she
i.l just received from Mrs. Hepworth's footman a bouquet from
tj glass-houses of Hope Hall, which seemed to show that she
Ul the goodwill of her financier ; but she thought she saw in this

Bhap of Hobson's her opportunity to make her sisters and their

r.ins happy people. She was going to amuse herself profitably

Ilia tremendous bluff.

Hobson was trespassing in that cellar, and wasn't Albert Prosser
alicitor ? She sent Fred off at once to Albert to draw up an
Won for trespass against Hobson, and a claim for damages for

ning on trade secrets. Albert called it unprofessional, but
Fd had his orders from Maggie, and the solicitor's professional

iplcs were overborne.
leantime, Maggie and Will, in gala clothes, went to Hobson's

lip. For what ? For one thing, for a wedding-ring. Hobson's
» n't a jeweller's ? No ; but there were brass rings in stock, and,
t( he great indignation of Alice and Yickey, Maggie selected one.

,
lso, she caused Alice and Vickey to kiss Will, the bridegroom.

f ay, Maggie," he said. " I'm no great hand at kissing."
I've noticed that," she said dryly; " a bit of practice will do

W no harm."
ind when the girls had suffered his kiss as if it were an operation,

' iiere's more in kissing nice young women than I thought," he

iDon't get too fond of it, my lad," warned Maggie
ilbert and Fred came in with the document Albert had drawn

:'or the undoing of Hobson, and Maggie despatched Fred to
lijit on her father so that he would find it when he awoke, andM finished her furnishing by looting the lumber-room. To
wenormous surprise, Albert Prosser, solicitor, found himself
'uing a hand-cart, piled with crippled chairs and a sofa whose
Me protruded, down Chapel Street, Salford, while Maggie,
/: Alice and Vickey went off to church.

While Alice and Vickey dressed, " Hows't feeling, lad ?
" Maggie

asked Will.
" I'm wrought up to point," he said.
" It's church we're going to, not dentist's," she suggested.
" You get rid of summat at dentist's, but it's taking summat

on to go to church with a wench, and the Lord knows what."
" If you're not willing," said Maggie, " just say so now."
"

I am," he said. " I'm resigned. You're growing on me,
lass." Not ardour but, at least, consent.

Tubby threw an old boot after them as they went to church.
Then they had an afternoon at Belle Yue, which is a Zoo and a

fair-ground in one, and in the evening they went to Oldfield Road
for supper.

Will did his best to prolong that supper. His altitude to the

moment when he would be left alone with his bride was that of

the condemned murderer who awaits the hangman. Albert and
Fred, perceiving his shyness, hurried things along, and the guests
were just going when a postponement arrived for Will. The
name of the postponement was Hobson.
He had awakened, and he had found the imposing document

on his person. It implied a public exposure of his weakness, and
it implied lawyers. He hated lawyers.

For years he had had, though he would never have admitted
it, one simple rule of conduct

—
" When in trouble, consult Maggie "

—

and it seemed to him the most natural thing in the world to go to

her now in his trouble. On the other hand, she was a revolting

daughter, and he had a hard struggle with his pride before he
brought himself to take that catastrophic document to Maggie.
Bftt habit won ; he swallowed his pride and came to her for advice.

When he knocked and called " Maggie " at her door, she shep-
herded Alice, Yickey. Albert and Fred into her bedroom. She
went to the door, opened it, and elaborately asked Will if her
father might come in. She explained that Will was " gaffer.

"

" Let him come in," said Will, trying to believe he was indeed
" gaffer." " A piece of pork pie, now ?

" he offered hospitably.
" Pork pie !

" groaned Hobson, surveying the wedding supper
with profound disgust.

" You'll be sociable now you're here, I hope," said Maggie
sharply. " Happen a piece of wedding cake ull do you good."

" It's sweet," he objected, from the bottom of his stomach.
" That's natural in cake," said Maggie
" I've gotten such a head," he pleaded.
" But wedding cake's a question of heart," she said, and would

hear nothing of the business which brought him until he had eaten
to her happiness in that scourging cake. Then, when he tried to

insist that his business was private, " Private from Will ?
" she

asked. " Nay, it isn't Will's in the family, and you've nowt
to say to me that can't be said to him."

So Hobson passed Albert's piece of legal bluff to Will, and Will
began to fead it upside down. He could make boots, but he
wasn't a scholar. Maggie reversed it, and then Hobson told them
the whole story, and they made comments.

" You'll see your name in the paper," said Maggie.
" Why," said Will, " it's very near worth while to be ruined for

the pleasure of reading about yourself in a printed paper. This
ull give a lot of satisfaction to a many I could name. Other
people's troubles is mostly what folk reads the paper for."

^Continued overleaf.
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Albert Prosser, the rising young solicitor,

was only too pleased to prepare the case

against Hobson.

Continued. )

" I'm getting a lot of comfort out of you,''

said Hobson.
" I always think it's best to look on the

worst side of things first," said Will ;
" then

whatever chances can't be worse than you
looked for."

Will meant well, but he irritated Hobson
past bearing, and Maggie took control. She
told him to settle the action out of court,
and he groaned, but agreed ; and she told
him he could settle it with the lawyer then
and there, and she produced Albert and the
rest from the bedroom.
Hobson raged when he tumbled to the

situation, but Albert was prodigiously
lawyerlike and serious, and Maggie held
her father to his promise. Alice and
Yickey got their marriage portions. They
didn't get them from a willing parent; but
they got them.

" You can keep out my way," he said.
" I'll run that shop with men, and I'll show
Salford how it ought to be run. I'm rid
of ye, and it's a lasting riddance. I'll pay
this money, and that's the end of it. It's

1 someone else's job to victual you in future
Aye, you may grin, you tun" -that was to
Albert and Fred—-"but girls don't h
air. Your penny buns will cost you
tuppence now."

He orated and he went, and the bene-
ficiaries followed quickly, in spite of Will's
pTOt(

Maggie was educating Wilt, and saw
nothing in .i bridal night to interrupt his
education. She produced a slate and pen< il

and set him a copy. Great things grow
•n. ill." Hi- put his tongue out in the

Clfort of ( . ipying.

She had a moment of sentiment, while
she hoped he wasn't looking She pi

a fioweT from Mis Ibpworth's bouquet ill

het Bible, then she told him to finish Ins

copy before he came to bed. and went to
tie bedroom here* if

Will finished the copy ]], t,„>k bis time.

He was more slow than usual. Then he
looked several times al tie' closed bedroom

I hen, by way of .„
, upation, h<

hit i ta on lb' 0-- valiantlj ,
boots in

ban. I. and went to tin- dooi He touched
its handle, lb- moved as if the handle were
I'd hot and In- took his collar oil Me
looked at Hi.- aooi again, and then he put
tin' lamp out and lay down on tie- sofa

rt of night dr< ss

made [oi weai when stir opened tin

"ith a candle in hei hand She s.i«, \\iii

on the sofa; she took him by the oar and
led him to the bedroom. Perhaps he w,i_s

less unwilling than he looked.

Their arrangements in the Oldfield Road
..liar were not intended to be permanent.
Maggie had not strained the truth when she
said that what kept Hobson 's going were
her salesmanship and Will's craftsmanship,
and she looked forward to returning there
sooner or later. She expected Hobson's
trade to decline, and she expected Hobson
to decline with it.

He declined, in fact, rather farther than
she anticipated. Tubby kept her aware of

the march of events, and events rather
staggered than marched. Hobson found a
daughterless house was no Paradise, and
the Moonraker's, as a home from home,
proved unhealthy. Maggie and Will in

Oldfield Koad did seven-eighths of the trade
that used to be done by Hobson's : in two
years they paid out their financier, Mrs.
Hepworth.
The day came when Hobson shouted

downstairs to Tubby, who was cooking
breakfast, to go for the doctor ; and having
said he couldn't get up, he got up. It

annoyed a busy doctor to be summoned
hastily to a patient whom he found down-
stairs

;
nor did Hobson's manner improve

matters.

Question was," said Hobson, " whether
the razor would beat me or I'd beat razor.

I won, that time. Razor's in the yard. But
Til never dare to try shaving myself again."

" And do you seriously require me to tell

you the cause, Mr. Hobson ?
"

CHARACTERS.

William Mossop - Joe Nightingale
Maggie Hobson Joan Ritz
Henry Horatio H obson Arthur Pitt
Alice Hobson - - Phyllis Birkett
Yh key Hobson Joan Cockran
Albert Prosser - Geo. Wynn
Fred Bcensto, k Ciias. Hesi.op
Mis Hepworth Ada King
Ada Figgins - Mary Byron
Jim Heeler - - Louis RlHLL
Tubby Wadlow - Chas. Stone
Doctor - - Fredk. Ross
Landlord - Judd Green

" I'm paying thee brass to tell me."
"Chronic alcoholism, sir. You've drank

yourself within six months of your grave.

I forbid alcohol absolutel)
" You ask me to give up my reasonable

refreshment I If I'm to be beaten by beer,

I'll die lighting." protested Mr. Hobson.
Which, so to speak, got the doctoi b dander

up and In- talked to Hobson in a way whil h

frightened him. " Have ye no female

relative that can manage ye ?
" he fini

" I've got three daughters, and thej tried

t.. keep their thumbs on me, 1 married
them off" he may have thought he did,

"They grew uppish Maggie wast of all."
" Maggie ' " said the doctoi 1 dl "it

know Maggie, but l prescribe tor her."
And while Hoi.son was protesting, and the

mmanding, Maggie walked in.

I ubby had been desperately alarmed, and.

iftei bringing the doctor, he had gone to

Maggie with the news ; and Maggie had senl

him on to Mice and \ ickey,
" It's saving life if you'll come back here."

said the do. tor, and "
I might.'' said M

"Well," he said. gomg. "one prescript

on the table. The others are total abstinence

and von."
Maggit told Hobson it was a question for

Will to decide, and Hobson told Maggie he

didn't believe her ["hen Alice and Vlckey,
one aftei the other, c.iine. and both made

it plain that they were not going to giv
their comfortable homes to come and i

old Hobson Maggie sent Tubby for

and when he came, she and he looked r<

Hobson's stock, and there was trouole
Alice and Yickey until W ill the new
astonishing Will whom Maggie had ma
said calmly, " Jf we come here we con
my terms."

you know who you're talking •

asked Alice.
" Aye. My wife's young sisters," hf

" Times have changed a bit since you
to order me about this shop, haven't
Alice?" The young sisters didn't met
come back, but, in spite of the mar
portions Maggie had got for them, the)

expectations from old Hobson, and
didn't want Maggie and Will to run
with Hobson's goodwill. Only there

no goodwill. Hobson's as a tra

concern was moribund, and nobody
the Mossops could put new life int

Alice and Yickey saw the truth at last

as there were no pickings to be had.
went.

Hobson. when Will expressed regret

:

illness, said, " I'm a changed man, W

I

There used to be room for imp
ment." Will remarked, and Hobson t

jumped out of his chair. Then he o
Will his old place in the cellar, ar
thought it was forgiving in him to of

take him back.
" Come home, Maggie." said Will,

may be news to Mr. Hobson, but I

business round in Oldfield Road, ant

neglecting it with wasting my time h
" But you're Willie Mossop. You'i

old shoe hand." There had been a r<

tion, and Hobson hadn't quite digeste

news of it yet.
" I've moved on a bit since then,

daughter married me and set abou
education. I'll do what's generous. I'l

you into partnership and give you •

share on condition you're sleeping ps

and you don't try interference on with
Maggie gloried in him, but when he*

the name William Mossop, late Hoi
she told him he went too far. She sug
" Hobson and Mossop."
"The best I'll do," said Will, "is 1

and Hobson, or it's Oldfield Road f

Maggie."
And " Yery well," said Maggie, "1

and Hobson."
Hobson had nothing to say: except

Will suggested that Maggie and her

might go round at once to Albert I

to have the deed of partnership dra\
" I'll go and get my hat." said the d«

Hobson But he was happy in

Maggie had come home again.

Will had his doubts then, thinking
been too drastic with the old sinnt

Maggie removed them. " You're th

I've made \"u," she said, "and I'm
. if % ou."

" Thy pride is not in the same s

with the pride I have in you," h
And that reminds me. I've a job

to." He took her hand.
" \\ hat arc you doing ?

" she cried.

leave mv wedding ring alone,"
"You've worn a brass one long t

I was for getting you a proper one.'
" I'm not preventing you,' si

wear your gold for show, put tha

Stays wluie you put it. Will, and if

rich and proud, we'll ju*t sit

the.T quiet and take a long look a

aswi 11 not forget the truth about oUB
\lbi it s with Hobsor

gazed at the shop, as if he didn't

his eves He had left it two
he returned its master. " By gum
Willie Mossop. trsing to express tr

prcssible. " Bj gum!" but pcrh •,

should have said. " By Maggie I

Jk
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Away at home. ^p£
Use 'BASTiRM'iPCJAWi:

IS

1

\

SAMPLE
FREE!

Wrile now for a

Free Sample in

a dainty little

Aluminium Box.
Encloic stamped
( 2d. ) addretted
envelope and pott

lo: Dept. J.B..

The British Drug
Houses, Ltd..

Graham Street,

London, N.I.

he Spirit of {Beauty
is found in every pot of

"EASTERN FOAM
VANISHING CREAM

•the world's most potent beautifier. It has a
londerful action on the skin, removes blemishes
ipd imparts a delightful clearness and bloom.

pie perfume of the " Cream of Fascination "

is exclusive and alluring.

Full size pols of all Chemisls, Is. 4d.

to»!**J

l6
(See Coupon Below.

)

250,000 192 1 Model
AmbronGold Medal
Corsets are to be
sent out to Readers
On Home Approval
so that everyone
may see and judge
for themselves how
wonderfully the
Ambron Corset im-
proves the figure-

appearance of every
wearer.

OUR Readers under this plan are assured of absolute
satisfaction. They run no risk of dissatisfaction
whatsoever. Indeed, the experience of thousands

of other readers already wearing Ambron Corsets is that
they are THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN CORSETS
TO-DAY—as regards stylish Cut, Beauty of Contour,
Effect in Wear, Fine Materials and Finish—and because
of their wonderfully Long Life and the way in which
they preserve their shape long after ordinary Corsets
have lost theirs.

SEND TO-DAY for one of these Ambron Gold Medal
Corsets and you will see and appreciate how you can
look more stylish than ever this Winter. It is every
woman's and girl's duty—nay, more, Privilege;—to look
her best, and you can see before you buy how the
Ambron Corset will help you to do so.

SEE above illustration of the " Lines of Beauty " of the 1921 Model Ambron
Corset you can have ON APPRO per return of post. The full price of this
beautiful model is only 10/6. You send only 1/6 nott and can pay the balance
after you have seen and decided to keep the Corset, or by instalments to suit

your convenience.

Simply write your full name and address on a piece of paper, fill In corset

measurements on attached Coupon, cut out and pin Coupon to the paper,
and post to me at once. It is most important that you draw two lines right

across the postal order, thus, / /, and make it payable to Ambrose
Wilson, Ltd., at the General Post Office, London.

NOTE.—Foreign and Colonial Orders must be accompanied by the full
amount and 2/6 extra to pay for postage, viz., 13/-.

/—I To eecure prompt attention to order, this
I ,f\11T^fiTI Coupon must be out out and aent with\q\JiAp\Jll, your l«tt«r.

Please send me an Ambron Corset on approval, sire as follows :

—

Size of Waist Bust Hips
Also full printed particulars. I enclose 1/6, together with 6d. to
cover part postage, and if I do not immediately return Corset I

will pay you the balance of 9/- either in one sum or by weekly
instalments of 1/6 each. Picturegoer, January 1921. No. 273.

Post your Order at once to-AMBROSE WILSON. Ltd..

273, Allen House, 70, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.I.
The Larcett Mall Order Corset House in the World.
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THE capitalists behind the movies
are ki< king, and kicking hard,

at the high cost of production. The
expenses in conne< tion with the filming

ol a modem photo-

The High Cost play have risen to an

of Movies, alai ming extent, and
the time for retrench

menl has come. For many months
producing companies have made a

le of their extravagance. Buf
the 'lay of the over-paid >tar and the
" million-dollar production " will soon

be over. People are coming down to

earth at last.

N'OT the Press-agents, of course.

Their appointed dwelling-place is

m the clouds, far removed from the

haunts of matter-of-fact people. They
cannot think, excepl

The Cry of in millions ; they

the Capitalist, optimists all. But the

cold financial magnate
views life with .1 pessimistic eye, and
when he e\pend- good money, he

lit-. Whilst the Press

agent 1 1 ies :

" This picture cost millions

to make "
; the financier grunts :

" Very n But where are my
tS ?

" And although pure-minded

people, having no money to lose, may
hold up their hand- and mutter :

'

I [i -a ordid ' " the finani iei i- the

man who matt'
1

Si) the " most-expensive-production-

evei -made " type "i pi< ture will

have to go. And what will the 1

'

agent do, poor thing R( train youi

teai . there will -till

Cheaper be plenty of work for

/ lures. his facile pen. He will

write about the v.

derful picture-, costing " next to

nothing " to produi e, " no elabot ate

settings, no extravagant dresses to eke

out a weak drama, hut story, story,

STI >RY all the way home." \n l I

tliink his outpourings will appeal to

the publii more than am oi the tosh

it present written

MY own opinion is that the public

does not care two straws
whether a picture costs a hundred
pounds or a million so Ion- a- it enter-

tains. Spectacular pro-

Give Us ductions are all very
Goad Stories, well for variety in a

programme : but a- a

general rule, they bore one to dis-

traction. After all, the story is the

thing. 1 know my taste is very low,

but [ would rather read Rudvard
Kipling printed on blotting paper, than

Charles Garvice on Dutch parchment,
bound in blue morocco. A handsome
volume look- very nice on the shelf ;

but that i- the proper place for it. A
pretty-pretty film pleases the eye, but

there it- attraction ends. What do
you think ?

APROPOS ol wasteful methods in

production, hen' is a letter 1

have received from a Brighton leader:

The presenl tendency of film-pro-

ducers i- tO spend

Extravagant thousands of pounds
Setti • on elaborate settings :

sometimes for in1

Dotations lasting, when completed and
shown, .1 verv few minutes. In my
opinion, this is not worth while, for I

prefer a little left to the imagination :

valuing more highly thai which makes
me think than that which doe- my
thinking for me. I- not the ideal

setting for a film play .1 judicious

blending of simulation and stimu-

lation ?

S
the

spe

do
of

pre

wit

I 'Ml p( ople hold that the sub-

title 1- an artistic blemish on

la. e of the libit ; that ai tions

ak louder thin word- : and that a

Story that cannot be

Vhat of the told in pantomime has

Sub I itU no place on the -> reen.

Do you agree * h

you side with this correspondent

mine who Wl itCS " Mj own eat Iv

ference inclined to plenty of action

hout too main sub title-
;
but . of

FEBRUARY lC|f

late, I have seen a few films ^.^
sub-titles have been the making!
them. I remember reading a reel
magazine article in which the thrfl
i- put forward that you can't have]
many sub-titles ! What do
think ?

"

A reader learned in phvsiogn]
** propounds this interesting q>

[

and answers it himself bv a

on the photographs contained in

month'- issue. " C|
Is There a rally," he writ.

Movie Face? photo shows the p||
to have a narrow s|

between nose and lower lip ; to •

eyes wide and bright and deep. a.
sized mouth, broad nasal phlau
and lips tending to curl upwards.
men seem to need broad head-, -trcj

marked profiles, and a chin opp
to the ladies' usual oval."

THEN he proceeds to discusl

dividual fa< es. " Turn to ll

home Burton. Cover the chin.j

the face expresses fun ; cover!

eyes, and read!

The Complete will '

; cover eyefl

Physiognomist, chin, and enthuB
i- found. True B]

man had the head of a leader!

I 1; 1011- to climb. Look at the

practical, far-seeing, taking-It]

a-glance head of the late AI

Johnson. Marjorie Daw expi
wilfulness. Clara Beranger -tancj

as being able to concentrate a:

time, to be able to stay at one
Frances Marion lias a finely ml
and developed imagination and wqj

Jean Paige expresses dignity : PI
Frederick, movement and pal
Nazimova. system ; Ida Parks,

[
power

; and Bebe Daniels, di|

Now. what reallv constitutes the

1 1 Main it 1- that PICTl
GOER gives a fine opportuni
study your favourite star for

or comparison

MW'Y leader- have an'

my qucrv: "What Del

Think ?" by replying :

" \\

would be a good idea if VO
11- your name
and address, so

that we could

write to

//. re's the yo u .

"

. Iddress. This
-< e m s

to be a 1 asonable

request, so here's

the information

you require. Send
youi letters to
"

I he Thinker," c.o.

PIl rUREGOER, 85,

I .ong At re, w .C.j.
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Midsummer Night's Dream.
3ERON :

it wiits attentive on the wife or maid,
no seeks this magic charm her charms to aid.

Mild she make bold the lover who is cold,

bolder still the lover who is bold ?

s charm increaseth charm where charm doth

reign.

waning charm it renders charm again,

ietteth charm where charm doth not obtain.

v> uses it can never be called "plain,"

10 doth not use it may be (air but stupid,

s the dew that tips the darts ol Cupid.
e recipe is (rom an ancient tome ;

d mortals call the essence ' EASTERN
FOAM.

Women of all nations know it well.
And those who use it, you can swiftly tell.

For they are seen to be surpassing fair.

Go, ladies, get some now—lor everywhere
At stores and chemists you need but enquire
For " EASTERN FOAM,' and you haviyour desire.

In front of the attendant there, as recompense,
You place upon the counter sixteen pence.
A pot of beauty's essence you receive

That will from age's looks ensure reprieve,

A fragrant foam—a cream called ' vanishing,'

Rude lines and wrinkles swiftly banishing.

The ' Cream of Fascination,' maidens say.

Haste then, fair reader, buy a pot to-day."

ASTERN FOAM' is sold by chemists and stores everywhere at 1(4 per pot.

Made only by The British Drug Houses, Ltd., London.

Look for this beautiful

Cover on the {Bookstalls.

YOU really must read

THREE MEN AND
A MAID '— the funniest

storyP.G.WODEHOUSE
has ever written—which is

now appearing in

March Number
J

I

Now on Sale, I I
~

Proprietors: ODHAMS PRESS, LTD.
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r W/ie c/tw Super!) fi'etc/pes o/'t£e ?I2ont/i:

Ttow Mowing at t/ie BEST THEATRES

PHANTOM I

SHIP
A Nordisk

Super - Production from

CAPTAIN
MARRYAT'S
IMMORTAL STORY

Pronounced by Press and

Public as the finest Sea

Story ever shown on the

Screen.

Presented'joy fne(/eziera/ L/j/jw JQen\&/ioOs2<$(pJ&
/GG-J70 Ufara/ous* Street, jCancfosz. &J
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CAN YOU SKETCH ?
Let us show yon how we can enable yon

to make Saleable Drawings.
Those with talent, whether beginners or advanced, should send to us for

information regarding the most paying and interesting profession of

COMMERCIAL DESIGNING, and why they should take up the

Holborn Studios Correspondence Courses.

One pupil writes:

—

" / am following yttur instructions closely and find them
invaluable I think tluy an well composed and easily

/ollmvci" (Signed) W. AicPHERSON.
Another write?:

—

" Your help and instructions have give>t me invaluable

assistance. The sale of my sketches, privately and through

yon, is nam bringing in a very good income.'

signed GEO. N. ORME.

SEND TODAY for Free Particulars to Depl. 39Z,

HOLBORN STUDios^i^yii^'n^y.'y

AFTER TURNING
Oikfield Lodge.
South Milford.

Yorkshire.

Dec. JO. 1920.

Dear Sirs,

I hive received my
Suit and Overcoat to-

day which I tent you
to be turned.

May I congratulate

you on the very excel*

lent garments you have
made. I really thought
of throwing them away
at first - but I can now
see the great advan-
tage of your work, and
will quietly advise my
friends to have their

clothes treated simi-

larly.

Yours faithfully,

G. W.

YOUR SUIT
OVERCOAT or COSTUME

TURNED
HAS it ever occurred to you

that money can be saved by

having your garments "turned"?-

It is unwise to discard any of

your old garments, no matter

how shabby, shiny or faded they

may be. Send them to us and
we guarantee to make them equal

to new. Detection is impossible.

Breast pockets and buttonholes

repaired by our invisible process,

carried out by an expert weaving

staff. Dry cleaning also done by
experienced workmen.

I T
I FREE To a

i!
TeadeTi °f "Picture- I

I——«— goer," who will forward us I

J
their name and address, we will send !

I our descriptive Booklet and Price List, I

I post free. Send for this To-day. I

CITY REPAIR CO.
(Dept. PG), .260, High Holborn,
W.C.I. 'Phone—Holborn SSI.

* M * u u u

*% FASHION
SKETCHING

TAUGHT BY A VERY EASY AND RAPID
SYSTEM.

LEARN THIS INTERESTING ART AND EARN
BIG MONEY.

POSTER, BLACK AND WHITE, STORY IL-
LUSTRATING, LETTERING, Etc., also taught.

"

LESSONS GIVEN at Studios, morning, after-

noon, and evening, or by post. Good positions

found. All kinds of Sketches bought.

STUDENTS CAN START ANY DAY.
Termi :—SECRETARY.

THE COMMERCIAL ART SCHOOL, 12 & 13, Henrietta Street,

Strand, London, W.C 2. Est. 1900.

lIllllKMIII

The

Completing

Touch.

H My lady's toilette is never complete until Pomeroy

H Day Cream— the vanishing cream de luxe— has

1 added its quota to the charm of her complexion.

Pomeroj/

j
VayCmm

In dainty half-crown vasts at high

clats Chemists, Perfumer*, etc.

Mrs. Pomeroy Ltd., 29, Old Bond Street,

London. W.l. and 185, High St., Kensington.

(Try almo Pomeroy Tooth Paste. It. 3d. a tube.)
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CURZON BROS., Ltd., the World's Measure Tailors, an

Tailors for men who require their clothes made of gooc

material and in good style, yet do not wish to pay extravagant

prices. Curzons make every order specially to measure, anc

each garment is cut by hand separately for each customer.

There is a large and varied selection of Tweeds, Serges

Worsteds, etc., and the prices for complete Suits are £2 17 (

or £3 10 or £3 17 6 or £4 10 or £4 17 6 or £5 5 I

or £5 17 6

Call at any of Curzon's branch shops, as under, see the cloths

and be measured. If unable to call, write to Head Office

6o & 62, City Road, London, E.C. 1 , and patterns of cloth*

fashion book, and self-measurement form (by means of whicl

you can be measured in your own home without possibility

of error) will be sent you free of
- charge.

V Wool hluo \\ orslrd Serge Suit, Guaranteed and
1 miffed Indigo Dye. Made to mi .- trt in am ityleal

£3 18 6
(NO EXTRAS.'

All the World Knows
It 's "Curzons for Clothes."

Curzons bave special shop-- for LADIES 1

GOODS ONLY, where a fine selection o1

COSTUMES, COATS.iSPORTS JACKETS.
Etc., can be seen.

Ladies' Branches :

114, New Oxford Street, W.C.
107, Strand, W.C.
Deptford Broadway.
106, Wellington Street, Woolwich.
27, Market Place, Kinfston-on-Thames.
369, Richmond Road, East Twickenham

(near Richmond Bridge).

71 A 73, High Street, Grays, Essex.

icm

For Patterns and Postal Business Write only to

CURZON BROS., LTD.,
The World's Measure Tailors,

60 & 62, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C1
You Can be Measured at any of these Curzon Shops :

—
Head Orriee Di>»ol

H id, K.i
i

West Bad:

W.t , . \r.
St., w.c. i »i 1

I
l one, W

RIM n k m
I | orepton St . W,

Kastoa :

City : M, I iverpool Street,

nsDun r.ivr

in^iit, i ' ' ! udgato
Hill, K 1 1

,'
.

1
•

. \ 1

I ivarimol Street Station
tldera-

cats Street, K.I >> (.

•treat, h i

Deatford
» hrOMm Hoi L,l\*A>

Woolwich : . Powi« >i .

and . .. H ire St,

Shnredllrh : and 187.
I l|(l Street, I I

Poplar : . Kast India

Kingston - on- Thaaies
17, M irl Pin

Irhnnnd Twlrken
in : 14, ki. htnond K.l

(nrar Kit hmottti Bridge)

Sollon iSnrtn 1

High s tr.'«M

Soafkend on Sea':
. High Street

Crays (Fssei):
• -

. Higl Street

forentry: High Street

Jet_ XE XE nx XT 3X XL

LADIES ALL WOOl
SERGE COSTUME
JACKET lined

ghout, I"

1 usai I
- •

1. 1. 11 pi <•. it 4a

57/6
Ak
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Rttistered for Tronsmhtion

by Canadian Maia;inn l»,it

ANYTHING BUT THE TRUTH
ASK anybody ! The Motion Picture is popular because it is true to life, because

i it shows us real people doing real things in real places. The Book talks ;

the Motion Picture does. The castles of the stage are things of lath and canvas

;

the castles of the screen are castles. When the storm beats and the wind blows the

branches of the mighty elm, these things are REAL; a real storm, real wind tossing

branches that live ; not a gentleman skulking in the wings with a penny squeaker and

a tea-tray, REAL !

fl Yes, anybody will tell you : The Motion Picture is popular because it shows us

real people doing real things in real places. Because it is true to life. NOT AT ALL!

^J What is life, anyway? 'Tis a journey we do, with a schoolmaster, a cane, a tax

collector, an empty purse: with measles, colds, wet Sundays, Monday mornings.

Most of us live it, not in a Castle on the hill with the apple-blossom waving, but in

some place like Acton or Ashton-under-Lyne, Blackburn, or Bow : if we are a little

better-placed than our fellows, in Richmond or the Riviera—Acton and Ashton,
Blackburn and Bow just the same, but bound in leather instead of paper. And we all

have the same fade-out : two lines at one-and-six a line for us, ham for the relative

with whom we ware not on speaking terms. That's life—when it's not something worse.

Q And the Motion Picture is popular because it is like that, is it? Would you
like to know why it IS popular? It is popular for the SAME OLD REASON.

It is popular because the never-existent pumpkin still exists. Because the funny
old lady in the pointed hat still says get busy to the mice and turns the whole show
into a glass taxi and four ponies. It is more popular than anything else has ever

been because with its aid the funny old lady can give us a bigger glass taxi and eight

ponies—more, pretty well as many as we can wish for. The castles of the screen

are real castles, right enough ; but still they are castles in the air.

€[[ The Sweet Young Thing who could never possibly live, because she is too pretty

and too good; the Girl of lour Dreams, still there when you are awake—SHE'S why
the Movies are popular ! And the Hero who climbs the house side and jumps the

river and fights the lions fierce, all for the sake of The Sweet Young Thing ; he's

there too, large as life, larger if it's a close-up— and HE'S why the Movies
are popular. You sit back in your ninepenny (with tax) plush tip-up and you
look at him and you smile. You have recognised him. Douglas Fairbanks? Not
a bit of it. He's—YOU I THAT'S WHY THE MOVIES ARE POPULAR.

ij The Same Old Reason. Castles in the air. Day-dreams. Cinderella. The
girl who's of another world. The boy you'll never meet. You—YOURSELF

—

if things had been as they never can be. ...
•I In the Book you hear about it. On the Stage you are shown a shoddy
imitation. But on the Silver Sheet you get the real thing. The real UNREAL

-as it . . .

be— which
Life as it is ? Never ! Life as it would

art

thing. Life as it-

was as it should be— which it never will be. Things as they are

—

not,

*fl Yet, in one way, they who say what they say are right: the Motion
Picture is popular because it is true to life. So it is.

True to the life that is not true to life at all

Let us be thankful.

be if it
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Men wfio work

iq, the dark

The man who shows you the movies : An operator

with his machine.

The process of developing films is not a mystery
to the great part of the public who indulge in

amateur photography, for even the pocket edition
Kodak enthusiast has sometimes experimented with
basins of developer and fixing bath The method
of developing motion-picture film is thereby robbed
of its glamour for a great many people. But of the
procedure that follows—the making of the positive
from the negative, developing, examining, cutting,
and assembling the print—little is known outside of the
laboratories where the work is done.

Before the actual process of developing begins, the
negative is sent to an examiner, who determines the
various densities of light which should be used in printing
each scene lie must be an expert, for there is a wide
range of difference in tin lights used m printing, and he
must be .< i >l'- to determine it a glance just which one
of the twenty two degrees of density will get the besl
results from the film

The m,m who examines the negative miles on a board
the number of tin- lights to be used m printing each
scene, and this notation is reproduced on .1 card This

card accompanies the negative when it is printed, and
automatical!) operates the lights used

The positive prinl is made from the negative In

lengths of one hundred and hftv to two hundred feet,

on a machine SUCh -is the one shown on the right

The mechanism of tins specially built motor-genera
tor set is as delicate as the tmest watch, bavin
meter that register* the slightest Huituation of < urrent

Above: Photographing film titles at the Mayflower Filt

Corporation's studios, Los Angeles.

The greatest care has to be taken to insure reliab!

current, for the slightest variation from the Ugh
density determined upon by the examiner will impai
the film.

After the positive film has been run through tk
machine, it is wound on fiat, square reels and is ser

to the developing room, where it is immersed in tt

developer, washed, and then put in a fixing batl
The tanks which are used for this purpose are show

Below: A film printing machine, showing negative a

positive sections in position.
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the illustration below. If the film is to be

nted it is placed for a short time in a similar tank
Imtaining the colour—red, sepia, blue, or green, as may
: desired.

The film is then sent to the drying room, where it

taken off the reel and wound on one of the large

lindrical drying drums, such as is shown on this

ige. These drums are continually in motion to prevent
ittling of water on the film, which would afterward
:ow up in the form of spots. It takes about twenty
inutes to dry a film.

Throughout the plant where the raw stock is handled
d in the drying room the temperature is always kept
the same degree by an air-conditioning plant situated
the roof of the building and operating through the

ors, which are hollow. The air is drawn in through
aperture by a fan, passing through a spray which

'iishes it, then over pipes which may contain steam or
» water, and through an aperture which may contain
A, all according to the original temperature of the
sr, whether it is necessary to lower or raise it. This
lane fan propels the air through the hollow floor into
tp room where it circulates and is withdrawn by another
JBi pioviding a suction. The temperature is regulated
tomatically by a thermostadt and placed in every
»m, and is connected to a well. Should any change
jliur this thermostadt automatically rings the bell.

When the film has been thoroughly dried, it is removed
|mm the drum in big baskets and sent to the cutting
rim, where it is assembled.

j
ft.ll of this work is done, not on one print of each film,

tit on every print ; and since there are usually one
bndred prints made of each picture, five hundred thou-
«id feet of film must pass through all of these processes
m every separate picture play. Charles Carter.

MHamW'D
A view of the drying-room at the Charlie Chaplin

studios, showing the huge drums.

Below : Harold Rogers, of the developing department,

Mayflower Film Company. He rarely sees the sun

because he spends his days in the dark rooms.

i'

<ove : Charles Levin, head of the laboratory
bartment of the Charlie Chaplin studios, is seen
imining a section of film. Rubber gloves are
rn to protect the hands and film from injury.



The taxi-driver's nose

was positively fas-

cinating.

I wish Lawrence
Sterne could have seen
it. He would have
added a couple of chap-
ters to " Tristram Shan-
dy." The curl, and the

curve, and the bulge of

that nose ! It was a

poem of a proboscis.

With a mighty effort I

withdrew my fascinated

eyes.
" Do you happen to

know where Mr. Eille

Norwood is ?
" I asked

the owner thereof.
" Rlowed if I do," said he. " Kept

me waiting two hours, he has ! Actors !

"

And his walrus moustache bristled with
indignation.

1 looked at him again, as the doomed
rabbit might watch the hypnotic
snake, and then, and there, under my
horrified gaze, he reached up a hand
and l>roke off the end of his nose.

" It tickles," he said, gruffly, throw-
ing his nose on to the dressing-table.
" And these things are jolly uncom-
fortable." Here he withdrew
" plumpers " from his jaws. " I think we might dispense

with the- face-fittings, too," he concluded, peeling off the
walrus moustache as he spoke.

I- 1 lie Norwood !

"
I gasped.

I lementary, my <!<-ar Watson," he rejoined. " Excuse
»i. ' '. c been playing Sherlock Holmes every day for weeks

—

1 me. in, I'm delighted to see you."
I drew up a chair, and we commenced to talk.

S is. m.ike-up is a hobby of mine," Bald Eille Norwood
;

and as 1 have to wear a numlicr of disguises in the Sherlock
Holmes stories, the pari is a very interesting one from my

. point nl viev. lli.it t.i\i driver make up is one of the mOSl
effective the othei week when 1 was wearing it 1 «,is

ordered out of the studio by the managing directoi ' Another
good disguise is that oi b Nonconformist parson I am pai

thui.uiy proud of it. because it proves the effectiveness of

a little invention of my own a bald pate that docs not

show a line where it join the forehead
'Talking "i make up, I re's a reminiscence <>f mv early

theatrical days When , was playing |iin Dalton in

'The ficket-of Leave Man, the actoi who took the part of

Joan Beverley and Julie Sorwood

' Melter Moss ' mislaid his Jew-noee
make-up one night. In desperation

he borrowed some dough from his

landlady, who was making bread at

the time, and fashioned a respectable

beak out of the pasty material.

When he appeared on the stage

heated atmosphere caused the do
to rise, and before his perform
was finished his face wore the mosl

extraordinary nose ever seen in th«

history of the stage."
Whilst he was speaking, Eilk

Norwood had been busily engager

before an ingenious make-up mirroi

(another of his inventions, by th«

way), and now he turned round

bringing me face to face with th>

authentic Sherlock, complete witl

dressing-gown and calabash pipe.
" The great difficulty with nv

disguises in the Sherlock Holme
stories," he observed, " is that 1 hav

to remove my make-up before the camera, revealing, no

Eille Norwood, but Sherlock Holmes. A disguise within

disguise, you know, and it takes a bit of doing
I think of all my exploits m the way of disguises I at

proudest of the fact that I once succeeded in deceiving m
own father. I was playing on the stage in ' Sweet l.uvendflfi

at the time, and I made a bet with my father th.it he woul

not be able to penetrate my makeup in the play.
' Nonsense !

' he assured me. ' You actors think yoj

are mighty clever, but I should know you anywhere, my boy

I should explain that my father was not a theatregOS
\s a matter of fact, he disapproved of my profession, an

had tried to induce me to go into the law. But, on rSJ

oi i asions, he would come to see me, anil this time 1 mat

it a condition that he wouldn't look at the programme befo

or during the performance.
At the end of the first act mv father turned to nil

brother in-law, and said, with a triumphant chuckle ' VWl|

he hasn't put in an appearance so far, anyway I think I

shall win the bet

Vou've lost it already,' retorted my brother. ' H' I

been on for more than half the act !

'
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" The lunny part ot it was that 1 was

it heavily made-up for the occasion.

Il I had done was to add the tiniest

Itle bit to my nose. Still, my father

ms deceived.
" Not so long ago I played a similar

t ck on the studio manager. I disguised

i /self, and called on him, pretending to

t an applicant for work. He never sus-

jcted me until I removed my make-up."
Together we strolled across the studio

t view Sherlock's chambers, a wonderful
' et," comprising the Baker Street exterior

( is is a duplicate of the real " I44," and
complete in every detail), and Sherlock's

I ing-room, bedroom, and hall. The
' et " is constructed to represent a real

: , the sitting-room windows opening on
t( the street, and the adjoining rooms all

ir:heir correct places, with communicating
rs.

I had the exterior constructed in the

itpio," explained Maurice Elvey, the

ducer, " because when we started film-

Di in Baker Street itself, huge crowds
xected, making film work impossible.

re we can work without interruption,

Mr. Elvey," broke in a voice at
h juncture. " The red-headed men
tr here !

"

Good !
" said the producer, ad-

u ing a pair of smoked glasses.
"

J;t them parade. I've been adver-
ting for red - headed men," he
•xained in an undertone. " It's a
top stunt for the episode of The
Bti-Headed League."

le march-past of the crimson-haired
jn commenced, and thereafter the
ifcjio became a riot of red. On came
Jtt colourful army, looking for all the
vod like an animated Futurist paint-
ugand even hardened actors, schooled
4pe glare of studio lights, shaded
at eyes with their hands.
'You can see them, too, can't

" pleaded Teddy Arundel,
lining my arm.
ftce to every man comes
it opportunity of making
fiat and glorious jest.

'rig. This wasn't my once
J< is a teetotaller.

Hie Norwood as
.'.erlock Holmes.
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Doctor Watson is deceived by
Sherlock Holmes, disguised as

a taxi-driver.

" It's not a human nose, and

Above : Sherlock's study at 144,
Baker Street.

Left : Sherlock Ho'mes, disguised
as a Nonconformist parson.

" Magnificent !
" cried Maurice

Elvey, enthusiastically, as he
graded his crimson-haired flock.
" We must have some film tests,

starting with the 15 ct. group."
I was watching the filming of the

red-heads, when somebody jogged my
elbow.

' Some people get jam on it,"

growled a disgruntled voice.
" Fancy getting paid for

having hair like that !

"

I looked round and
saw a red -nosed taxi-

driver standing be-
side me. Something
in his appearance
raised my suspi-

cions at once, and
I smiled a knowing
smile.
" Oh, no, Mr. Nor-

wood !
" I told him

;

"you don't catch me
twice in one day, by

changing your make-up.
It's quite a good disguise, but

I can see through it. Besides,
there is too much red in ybur
nose. It isn't natural."
"Wot!" exclaimed the taxi-

driver, his eyes goggling with
indignation.

" So you're still here," said Eille Norwood's voice, and I

stopped in the middle of my speech. On my left stood an
indignant taxi-driver ; on my right—Sherlock Holmes !

*' You was saying—" began the taxi-driver in an argumentative
tone. . .

Like a good general, I masked my defeat.
" I asked if you were disengaged. I must get back to the

office."

"Five bob over the clock," said the taxi-driver promptly.
Which, all things considered, was a cheap get-out.

W. A. W.
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On the screen she 1

Queen of 1 ragedy

In her pictures Pauline Frederick
rarely smiles ; in real life she

rarely does anything else.

The play was Madame X. I was
watching it at a big theatre

—

one in which the large symphony
orchestra, the lights, and all of

the stage hangings combined to
lull the senses and to carry you
away to suiter or be happy with the heroine.

Distracted for a moment by a remark made by my com-
panion, I happened to look around

; and never have I seen
an audience more spellbound, ["hey were what you might
call pye eyed. Or, if you prefer, hypnotised. Almost every-
one in the great auditorium was sitting absolutely motion-
less every eye was riveted to the screen ; handkerchiefs

. were quite in evidence.
tuspei from behind me pierced the silence.

Those ain't real tears—they're glycerine. I know.
I h'", M

At .1 whispered B-h-h-h-h I" the comment subsided. But
it Bel me thinking I began to recall other comments I had

Mis-, Frederick which I happened to know were
quite as untrue They say she starves herself till she's m

n/v,' was .me of them I More sh» makes a
e where she's supposed to look crestfallen they tell her

that her last picture was a failure," was another
1 wondered it a great many of \ir^ lied, ink- admirers

m that audience and thousands oi othei audiences

—

wouldn't lie interested in knowing just what she (/>>,•• do
that enables her to re.uh out Irom the silent s. leen and send
such w..\ img ovei the breathless im«,|s

In one way, though, I rathei dreaded the |ob You

—

who have suffered and wept with her, but nevei Interviewed
her may thmk Biat to get the fan Pauline to talk about
the technique of emotion would l>e an easy matter. I hap

I to know better

If you go to interview Pauline Frederick, expecting to find

// you go to inUrvum
Pauline Frederick expect-

ing to find the tragic figwt
she is on the screen, you

will be disappointed.

Pauline Frederick,

But the studio folk call her

kh

her the stately, poised, and

almost tragic figure that sIh

Polly ! is on the screen, you will tx

disappointed or, maybe
will be elated In her pictures she rarely smiles ; in real lift

she rarely does anything else. At the studio they call net

" Polly" And she doesn't particularly care about liidulginf

in soul-searching sentiments.
I once stood by as an innocent spectator when a dyed-in

the-wool interviewer approached her and asked what sh'

thought of the advancement of the silent drama.
" lor Heaven's sake," she whirled on him, "

I don't thin!

anything about it ' Ask me sonic thing sensible, such as, d
I answer my fan mail myself, and we II talk '

So 1 leave it to you. how was I going to ask her point

blank about how she achieved her emotional effi

didn't want her Heaven sakmg me, but 1 knew that's whs
would happen if I didn't proceed with caution.

I finally found out what I wanted to know while seate

beside her at lunch Hut 1 flatter myself that she didn

know what was happening I approached the subject tact

fully through the medium of tomato salad, cheese sanf

w lc heS, and raism pie

Nou should have been here yesterday," she told nv
"

I was sobbing out my heart from ten in the morning unt

five in the afternoon with only an asparagus salad at noo

to break the monotony We are making Tht Mish
Shenstone, and 1 ruined two handkerchiefs weeping make-u
on them

Weeping ' ["here was the subject of the interview ngl

in m\ hand I wanted to come out in the open and ask h>

what she thought of the psychology of emotion, but install

1 artlessly complimented the tomato salad and follow*'' 1
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A hove : Polly and '

' The Picturegoer.
'

'

ig/it: Pauline Frederick as the screen knows her

j

up by inquiring, nonchalantly, whether
i not she had used music to start the
>w of tears.
" Yes, I've been using music a lot lately,"

e answered all unsuspectingly. " I remem-
!r I once said that I didn't think music
IS necessary or artistic ; but I've asserted
ii/ womanly prerogative, and have changed
i/ mind since then, and I find that with
H'tain pieces 1 can get very definite results,

listerday I had the orchestra playing ' Jest
IhVearyin' for Von,' ' Waiting for Ships that
tjver Come In,' and ' The Rosary ' all clay

g. When one of those three pieces is played
.an understudy Niobe herself."

The conversation, skilfully manipulated,
tched to Madame X., the role in which
[uline Frederick so recently surpassed herself.

I' Talk about weeping," she said—although
had really been talking about lemon pie,

cause and effects
—

" at the end of that pic-

e I was a wreck, but it was wonderful ! I

[ed it better than any picture I have ever
Ide. It took us only five weeks to do it, and
.reason for its success, I believe, was because
|vas rushed along at top-speed with every

working on high tension. That, to my
id, is one secret of emotional acting. The
vy scenes should be made as quickly as
sible without all this wretched waiting
und for electricians to get the lights in order
carpenters to finish up the set. The lights

the sets should be in order so that when
have an emotional scene to do, and are in

mood to do it, everything is in readiness
you."
Veil, anyway, that was one secret, and if

pie held out long enough I had hopes of
ing some of the others. At the risk of
ig also Heaven-saked I remarked on her

wonderful make-up as the dope fiend. " Make-up !
" she said,

turning on me quickly. " I didn't have any on."
I stared at her in amazement. And if you will remember

those scenes in which the unfortunate woman drinks
absinth and ether, if you recall her haggard face and
sunken eyes, you will understand my astonishment at her
declaration.

" That is to say," she qualified, " I had no make-up on other
than that which you see on my face to-day." The make-up
to which she called my attention was of the most ordinary sort,

with [link " fleshing " and an outer coating of powder, black
above her eyes, pencilled eye-brows, and reddened lips. My
surprise made me almost sceptical.

Hut the lines that were in your face," I insisted. " And
your eyes—they were absolutely blank." She shrugged her
shoulders in a way characteristic of her.

" I felt the part, that's all," she said. " More than that, I

lived it. If you can make your part get inside of you until it

becomes yon—you don't need make-up. Your face will por-

tray the role you are playing. That is what is wrong with so

many of the pictures you see on the screen to-day. The actors

rely on make-up instead of thought to get. their part over.
" The day we made the scenes where I drank absinth

and ether in the room at the inn, I came on the

set in a sort of a daze. We had been working
all the night before, and I was utterly and com-

>, pletely exhausted.
" I remember that my director, Frank Lloyd,

looked at me rather queerly when he asked
if I was ready to make the scene, and 1 heard

my own voice as from a great distance saying,
' Yes, I guess so.' I don't think there was any
rehearsal —at least I can't remember any. I sat

down at the table, and to this day I can't tell you
what I did. My one thought was, ' I mustn't make
it repulsive.' But outside of that everything was
a blank.

"And the huge joke of it was," she laid her hand
on my arm and laughed at the remembrance,
"the ether they had me drinking was lemon juice

and sugar ; and when I finished off that bottle, I

was absolutely dopey ! Talk about the power of

Suggestion
"

Emma-Lindsay Squibr

She takes a keen- interest in the mechanical side

of her movie work.
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fMILTO>T
ROSMER

FIL.TVl F/S>J

MARCH 192

IIIBMMMWn

/*4£fc$k A Star who
Studies

* v" the Screen.

\'ou," I began, " are the

Man Without a Soul."

Milton Rosnier's grey eyes widened per

ceptibly, and he retreated a step.
" Guilty," he replied, after a momentary

pause; " but it was a long time ago. I've

been in the Army since then., and now
I'm a composite of BelphSgor and Richard
Mutimer."

" It

—

The Man Without a. Soul, I mean

—

was a very fine film, anyway."
" Demos is going to be finer. 1 play

Richard Mutimer in this picturisation of

Gissing's novel, and am commencing work
almost immediately."

" Decidedly, this fellow is a demon for

work," thought I, knowing full well that

he had only just finished the final scenes of

BelphSgor, in which he plays the title-role.

We settled ourselves comfortably in two
deep armchairs on either side of the fire.

The time was half-past tea-time, and the

place a cosy flat right in the heart of

London's West End ; an intimate little

room, softly lit, whither I had made
tny way with the fell intent of interviewing

its owner. The self-styled " composite of

Belph/gor and Dick Mutimej " looked into

the tin-, and 1 looked a! Milton Kosmcr,
and the longer 1 looked, the better 1 liked

looking, He is slight. I imagined him to

be .ibout twenty nine (a< tually he is nearei

forty '). has lighl brown hair brushed
Straight bai k from a splendid forehead.

and very i leai k"'\ eyes that i an Ik- both
piercing and whimsical His face is vividly

expressive, and Ins smile undeniably fas

< inating Vld to tins a (lean < lit outline

from ear t" B I
Inn that sa\ s I will.'

and the portrait is c omplete
A long day's WOrk had left no evident

trace upon (um- though he owned it had

been a little tiring

He spoke with the utmost simplicity

'harm, yet he gave me 'he impression that he

was a prune in disguise We have modernised
In
Put nr IIa

HlllKflf.

Bclphegor," he informed me; " b
that is by way of being an a

vantage, and the exteriors were tak«

in the New Forest."
Then the word " films " was me

tioned. •'

Someone once issued a signed Stat

ment to the effect that I was a ft]

enthusiast, it is quite true ; but »

enthusiasm is as a small taper besi

the clear flame of Milton Rosmer's
It would be difficult to name a fi

he has not seen. For the next ha

hour interviewed and interviewer reced

into the background, whilst a pair

unrepentant film-fiends eagerly co

pared notes and opinions. We rang

from early London Film Compan
releases, rui Nazimova (he saw
acting in A Dolls House" in S

Francisco) to liclphegor and Demi
and we covered our ground verv 1

oughlv.
With the advent of tea came In

Rooke Rosmer on the stage a woik)

ful tragedienne and Shakespearienne,

the screen a well beloved player, I

in herself an exceedingly sweet ;

gracious lady The candle-light rlicke

lovingly upon her slender ringers mov
amid the tea cups

Five persons partook of the tl

excellent tea

There was a Marquis over in a rati

shadowy corner, and conversation dri'l

from Masefield and the Poet: I
shop to Her Triumph, Gab) Dfll

first him ; from a picturesque cotll

somewhere in Essex, to a wondcl

gown the Marquis was to design I

Irene Rooke to wear at Oxford
month

Milton Roemer was pensively drinll

China tea My impression of Hoyl
incognito de<-i>ened. 1 decided that|

was Monsieur Beancaire. and procei

f
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|to menially attire him in brocade and mines in lien of the exceedingly

well - cut clothes he was wearing, substituting a slender rapier for

the tea-spoon balanced in one hand.

And then the servant problem cropped up, and Irene Rosmer
remarked :

"
I commence on The Street of Adventure for Astra at

once, and I propose that Milton shall attend to the workings of the

flat during my absence."

Milton was doubtful whether he could manage this. " Although,"

he said, thoughtfully, " I have occasionally risen early and lighted

fhe fire at Box Tree Cottage !

" (their Buckinghamshire home).

i Monsieur Beaucaire having thus exchanged his rapier for an
'jnromantic pair of bellows, I came back to earth—rapidly. Ques-

tioned as to hobbies, Rosmer declared his were painting and
acquiring old furniture ; Mrs. Rosmer's discovering old cottages

nd collecting furniture. To these I think I am correct if I add

iheir
work, both stage and film, and each other. Both are keenly

ppreciative of the efforts of their fellow -players, and, amongst
thers, Jessie Winter, Charles Ray, Lillian Gish, and Mae Marsh
|vere awarded special mention. Somehow we had drifted back
jo films again : The Power of the Borgias, J' Accuse, Earthbound,

nd Snows of Destiny. For sheer artistry, both averred that

inows of Destiny excelled, and were warm in their praise of

[nary Johnson.
"The thing as. a whole is practically perfect. The

jmaller characters are distinct types, and the effect

Lt like a succession of Frans Hals' paintings."

I
We then mutually deplored the weakness of plot

', (pparent in some recent British productions.

Ililton Rosmer sees almost all of them : how on
Wh he finds time, ask me not. I wish / could

|o it.

"
I like Trade shows," he observed, " unless

have to see myself. I'd far rather face a first-

ght than a Trade show of one of the films I

itay in. Of course I go, because 1 suppose it's

>od for me, but I

In " The Man
Without a Soul.'

ways come out with

]
bad headache, and

lie feeling of how much
iptter I ought to have
,)ne."

" Even when there's

Its of applause '

" Yes. / can always
k myself doing things

J should not have
*ne."
" Do you prefer film

Hting to stage work ?

My affections are

fl/ided. The stage

"The Diamond
Necklace."

-'

,m
s^gaf

Scene from
Belphigor."

^'*m

was my first love, you know,
but I feel that film acting as
an Art is equally great.'

" And your theory of the
Art of Film Acting is ?

"

He considered a moment.
"Concentration- and re-

straint," he said slowly. '' Tech-
nique, too ; but essentially con-
centration, especially in ' close-

ups.' Elaborate arrangements
of hair all over your head and
face won't suggest anything
other than make-up. It has
to come from within, then the
rest is easy."

The photographs illustrate this theory completely. You
will notice that it is not upon excessive make-up that Milton
Rosmer relies for those striking and diverse character-studies
of his. It is more a change of expression, and a submerging
of his own personality in that of the author's creation.

" Contrary to the ideas of certain stage players," he con-
tinued, " I find it necessary to act less before the camera
than before the footlights : in a ' long shot,' there's nothing
much to be done. You can't wave your arms violently,

which is the only thing that would be noticeable. But in

a ' close-up,' the audience have an opportunity of becoming
acquainted with you, and the camera accentuates every-
thing, even the tiniest flick of an eyelid."

Whilst examining portfolios of photographs, from which
I was invited to select, these details were forthcoming :

I was born in Lancashire," he said. " My people ? A theatrical family

—

Arthur and Percy Milton are familiar names up North. I originally wanted to

be an artist— I am very fond of painting.
" My first stage experience was in the chorus of a burlesque ; afterwards I played

Shakespeare with Osmond Tearle. Melodrama followed-—at Drury Lane, with
Melville. I played also in ' The Only Way ' and ' Breed of the Treshams,' with
the Martin Harveys.

" Then across to America for some years. Eighteen weeks of that tour we did
one-night stands. Ever tried it ?

I had not attempted it.

" I was the first male ' Everyman ' over there : previously that part had always
been taken by a feminine player. For the next five years I produced and played
in repertory and ultra-modern drama.

" Back in Canada I was Miss Horniman's manager, played leads, and also produced."
The theatrical photographs were very interesting ; I could not resist annexing a

few : they serve to illustrate Rosmer's versatility. Just compare the " Pierrot
• Continued on paf€ 57

In " The Twelve-
Pound Look."
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Phillips.

Perhape you think that the life o( Movie Star

perpetual picnic

the word WORK hat

toriea ? Let Dorothy

Perhapa you imagine that

no plact in Studio Direc-

Phillipa undeceive you.

Long ago I came to the conclusion that
^ the motion -picture star works harder

for her money and her success than any other
woman in the world. With memories of the
making of my last picture, Man—Woman—
Marriage, fresh in my mind, I can still lay

my hand on my heart and subscribe to that
opinion.

The picture was directed by my husband, Allen Holubar,
but don't imagine that this made things any easier for me.
He is a very difficult man to please. Of one scene in the
picture we took no less than nine re-takes, and it was a very
trying scene, too, from my point of view.

I he scene was a mediaeval on , and I had to wear the high-
pointed hat, veil, and trailing skirts of the period—the hat
pulled back on my head ; and the last three hours of the work
were agony because of the headache I suffered.

According to the scenario, my lover was supposed to dash
in on horseback, rigged in mail, and ride into the baronial
dining hall where I was being forced into a loveless marriage
with some old gentleman at large. I was to leap on to the

festal table .it his approach, from where I was supposed to
jump on to the horse's back and so on out to an elopement.
Once my pointed hat was dragged off my head : the veil

caught mi .1 candlestick, Once the horse crashed into part
of the " set," and we had to wail while the carpenters mended
it. And so we renlmed it again and again until my husband
pronounced himself satisfied.

On ( hristmas Day I was allowed half an hour to ea1 my
Christmas dinner. We were working, trying to finish up
some last few scenes, and time was everything, Sandwiches
and coffee were served on the " lot " in < alifornia, where the

picture was made, and star and "super" alike, 01 "extras,"
say in the movies, partook, I have worked so con-

tinuously, day after day and night aftei night, when a pi<

turc was bemg rushed through, that I have tune almost lost

my sight. The glaring lights of the studio play this cruel

trick on us sometimes. You wake up in the morning, after

.1 hard day's work, and you don t know whether you have
I up or not. Yon can't see Everything is black,

Tears itream from youi eyes It is a terrible moment
Though I have made pictures tor five years in California,

the land of sunshine and cloudless days, I have worked very
little by sunlight While the use of natural light in making
Irinemas may have prompted motion picture producers to

settle the state in the first place, yet the variability of

shadows neo their giving up sun for artificial

lights.

t I have found oul in becoming a Idnema

Dorothy Phillips is happiest
when she can change her gorgt

ma if gOWHS for workaday clothes

and devote her energies to home
life in general, and cooking and

gardening in particular.

star is that one must be adaptable. 1 had to ride bail

back in my last picture; bareb.uk and at top spe

through dancing rows of tight enraged soldiery. I *|
dressed as an Amazon, with the short skirt, bare knej

and light sandals of the lighting woman, I wondered,

my horse galloped wildly over slipping rocks and flyil

sand, whether I should ever see my six-year-old ba

girl again. There were moments when 1 doubted it.

I have also had to smoke in pictures. This may soul

a delightful task to the woman who enjoys her " fajl

with hei i up ol afternoon tea, or likes to putt as she stud|

her hand at budge . but for me it was a real hardship.

merely happen not to like to smoke. And with that!
a basis, wasn't it tot ten hu k to act in a Russian pictfl

where 1 had, during its making, to smoke three packagetB
worm eaten Russian cigarettes which the property-man a
fulK bought down in the Russian quarter in Los Angefcl

1 repeat :
" It • • hard life I
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Crooks
WtK?VE;
MetMe !

Make the acquaintance of Frederick William Wother-
•poon

—

one-time Film Actor, Producer, Scenario-

1

Writer, Camera-man and Operator, and lawful prey of

ill kinema sharks. If you are screen-struck you will

save money by investigating his experiences.

WAS born in Warrington. I do not see

that that should handicap a man, pro-

viding he keeps it dark. The best

thing, I know, is to be born in London,
where there are any amount of him
studios ; to be born on the spot. But

I was born in Warrington. Therefore I did

the next best thing : I came to London.
It seems to me that there is in London a

ridiculous prejudice against the provincial.

'The folks seem to think that if you come from
a. great way off you know nothing ; or at least

pat what you know is wrong. I am certain

that is what has held me back. I have some
[:ards printed :

FREDK. WILLIAM WOTHERSPOON

10, SIaith waita Avenue,

WARRING TOH.

FILM ACTOR,
EXPERT OPERATOR,
8CENARIO WRITER, ate.,

FILM PRODUCER.

I wish I had left the address off.

I assert that few men have such a combin-
ation of talents to show as I. I do not know of
nother star who can write a first-class scenario,
[roject a picture and produce one. I do not know
f even one other first-rank producer who can
o other things as well. It is not that I merely
ay I can do these things. I have certificates and
iplomas for proof;

Yet I have been unlucky.
Well, I shall stay in London until I have heard

pore about the way. I need to have the London
banner. It will come. In the meantime I have a
pmfortable post opening and closing the door of
he Metropolitan Cafe in the Strand. It is the most
ptcellent opportunity for studying types that you
oukl imagine. I should think there are few stars
jn the screen to-day who would not be the better
pr opening and closing the door of the Metropolitan
afe in the Strand. I get thirty-five shillings a week.
By careful living I save out of it. When I have saved
ufficient, I shall have another go. It will be production
[gain, I should think. I seemed most fitted for that.
At least I shall not trouble Uncle Alfred for more

honey. He dislikes pictures, and has never been out
f Warrington : he lacks breadth of vision. No, I shall
pt trouble him further. I have my independence.
Let me tell you about my diplomas and certificates.
am proud of them.

|

You will have seen the advertisements for the Extra
pecial Film College ? They advertise in most of the
apers. I got my first certificate there.
The name of the principal is Cyrus K. Hankerman.

-/

And so, here I stand, opening and closing the door of
the Metropolitan Cafe in the Strand, awaiting my oppor-

tunity, convinced that it will come.
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/ tried my best, and, frankly, I did

not think I had done very well. But

Mr. Hankerman was delighted.

He looks rather like

Joe King, who
to sell half g U

watches for a shilling

on the South Shoi

Blackpool before the

war. At first I thought

it was Joe King, and
I said so ; but it turned
out I was mistaken
Mi I larfkerman sai

1 1 seemed to take

quite a liking to me,
and he told me quite

a lot about himself.

He is an American

—

you can tell that when
you hear him speak

—

but he left America
because there is not

sufficient scope for his

talents there. He is

about the cleverest pro-

ducer there is, I should

think. He really pro-

duced Intolerance, but there was some Haw in the

agreement, and Griffith got the credit for it. That

only shows —you can't be too careful.

Mr. Hankerman reckoned I was more cut out for a

star actor than a producer ; but then, of course, I

t gone into the production side of the business

then.

I'll tell you just what Mr. Hankerman's methods are.

He is one of the most interesting men I have ever met.

1 could talk about him for a day.

First I was initiated into the art of " make-up." This

is very expensive. I mean you use a lot of grease-paint

until you become perfect. Still, I can't grumble. Mr. Han-

kerman had a special brand of grease-paint that he mat'

himself, the kind thai most of the stars use, he told me
;

and he supplied me with tins at a reduced rate. I bought"'

quite a lo1 foi use when 1 was really in the profession. You
always save bj buying a great quantity, you know. Aftei

I was perfect l1 up," I received my acting course.

There was a scene set up, and everything. And a camera.

It was just like the real thing. Well, I mean to say, a man
who has produced Intolerance isn't likely to do things by

halves.

I had the most interesting character-study for my test.

Mr Hankerman called it "The Man Who Returned"
" Stand there," he said, " just before the camera. Now

register a man who has returned to his native land after

absenl for .1 year."

I tried my best, and, frankly, I did not flunk I had done

.11 Bui Mi Hankerman was delighted,

apital '
" he said \nd he told me that Griffith would

11. thing to have a peep at me
After that I registered a man who had returned to his

land after being absenl two years; then three years,

four, five

You II do," s.ud Mr Hankerman. " Just come into the

will

lb into Ins private ol and said all sorts of ni< e

\i ,1 then lie gave me th< ( ertificate. I've n

thing »o tine It had the name of the college in

fancy letters, and iuv name written underneath what
1

Could do 1 should think u cosl a bit

Mi I [ank rman 1 harged me twenty 1 om-
i!-,. and 1 don't Hunk it was 10 bad I mean, yOU

know how the cosl •! everything has gone up And 1 should

thmk I was t in the p nty minutes You know
how • iple would keep • v\ ell,

punted light awav but with Only " Film

, on l - ! led th( othei I nings lati i when I l<

them
Then 1 went round to the 9tudios I sent in my card, and

,v a very Bleei haired man, well-dressed, but

ite I \e kicked mysell since for having that

m my i ards w hen the men i am< ou1 to

well, ot ( ourte II an > ' » I

"

look in their eves 1 didn't understand then—only aftc

I listened to what they had to saw They all secme

ly the same thing. They all said: "What have yc

.lone !

What had I done '

Well, I mean to say we've all got to start, haven

e upon a time, Chaplin hadn't done anything.

It used to make me annoyed
I showed them my certi it they said they t<x

no notice of those things. 1 guess it was because he d pi

duced Intolerance, and they hadn't. Now, wouldn't y*

expect when men got to be their age they'd be past beii

jealous, like silly boys ?

Well, if there's a film studio in London that I dub

I'd like to know where it is. But it didn't come to anythin

You'd think I'd have been downhearted. But I wasn

I just waited my opportunity. I reckoned it would com

you ever noticed the advertisements of the My Fil

Company ? I went round to them next. They actual

film you, you know—and give you a piece of the :

Fifteen guineas

you expect to

you can earn

I got my piece

of the film
when I showed

it was. Well, hom-
get into a professio

millions for nothing ? Whl
of film, 1 went the roni

studios again, but ev»

them the film, they St

asked me what 1 d data

Mad ? It's a g0(

thing 1 kept a St

tongue '

m v hea
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I What had I done ! And we're the nation who won at

jafalgar. It makes you wonder sometimes.

It was a little advertisement in a newspaper that first

lade me think of setting up in opposition to these people.

J gentleman with a thousand pounds wanted to meet
iother gentleman with a like sum with a view to producing
him lor which he had the rights of a wonderful scenario.

!> I replied to the advertisement, and met the gentleman by
.'•pcintment at his office. He was a jolly nice fellow.

enied to take a fancy to me right away.
lliere were quite a lot of people waiting about the office

see him, and I had to take my- turn. But almost as soon
•1 I first spoke to him 1 could see he had taken a liking to

:;e. He told me the others were all waiting to invest money
; his 61m.. but he wasn't having any Most of them were
ooks.

, Well, we had a good long talk, and he took me out to

jpch. I told him I hadn't got the money-, then, but I

ll.'koned I could get it very soon. He called me " old man "

Id said that was all right ; and he
»de me an appointment to see him

to produce it together, and he was to have the star part-
Hi.- salary was to be fifty pounds a week, and we were to
share the profits ; and he reckoned, seeing that he was
looking after ail the business side of the affair, and that he
was giving in the five hundred pound scenario without
charging for it—he reckoned that I ought not to take any-
thing out in salary. Which was onlj fair. And, after all.-

what is salary against half the profits of a picture ? After
I had left him 1 took the train up to Warrington to see Uncle
Alfred, and I put it to him pretty straight. You see, I

hadn't been in London three weeks—and Uncle Alfred had
been in Warrington close on sixty years ; but he'd never
had a chance hke that—not at one time

; though he had
made a bit. Anyway, 1 got the money. I wasn't coming a

without it. And the following week I met. my friend by ap-
pointment, and we got everything settled up. It was all very
businesslike. No slip-shod ways about my friend He drew
up a proper legal document entitling me to half of the profits

in The Millionaire Crossing-Sweeper , and he gave me a copy.
He was a business man. if you like. The way he figured it

out, it would be an honour to appear in our film
; so he pro-

posed giving the other parts to people who'd been trained
in Kinema Colleges, and getting them to pay Jor the
privilege. It was only right, you know. I'd seen myself

that you were always asked what you'd done at
the studios. As soon as these people said they'd
played in The Millionaire Crossing-Sweeper they'd
be in. Only right they should pay for the help.

We got two hundred pounds that way, and it

went to the company.
We were held up a lot by bad weather, and

it was nearly two months by the, time the
picture was done. I felt very nervous at my
share, y

rou know, and really my friend had
to produce most of it himself. The way he
figured it out, it was only right he should
have another twenty- a week for doing that.

Mind, he was doing everything : star part,
production, looking after the money—every-
thing. I couldn't grumble. Besides, he said
I could have the credit for it, and my name
on it as producer. Not many men like that.

Well, we got it done, and then we took it

round to different firms to sell it. I think
the way they treat you in this country when
you're only a beginner is shameful. What
annoyed me most was that they all said they
liked it—but they wouldn't buy it. My friend

said we hadn't got to worry, because he had a
friend in New York who'd, buy it right away like

a shot ; only^ he'd prefer to sell it here if we could,
rather than take the trip over there—it was
such a long way.

In about six months' time, just when the
money I had come to London with was giving
out, and I was thinking of

writing Uncle Alfred for a little

loan, I got a letter from Uncle
Alfred himself, of all peopie,

saying ; " What about that
thousand ? Had I borrowed it

for life ?
"

] showed the letter to my friend,

and said that, seeing we did not
seem to be striking very lucky with
the film here, didn't he think he'd
better slip over to New York and
see his friend, if he was sure to buy it.

My friend said " Yes "
; he was

as certain as anything to buy it like

a shot, and he thought it was perhaps
time he went. So he went.
He was a jolly nice fellow, he was

;

and I missed him a good deal after

he went. I've often wondered if he
was drowned go-

ing across.

I went up to one of

London's biggest studios
after this experience and

Usually I saw a
sleek - haired man,
well-dressed, but not

very polite. 35^
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H-- told

mi all sorts of

nice things. He
Griffith would

give sonirthing to hai

a peep at m*.

asked the manager if he was wanting a good producer. He said yes, he was— i

and shut the door in my face. After that I got a diploma from a School of

Scenario Writing, and I really thought I was going to do something. Well,

look at my cards ! They looked as if I was somebody. I wrote a good
many scenarios, but they all came back. Now, what do you make of

It wasn't as if 1 couldn't write scenarios—they were there ; and
besides, I had the school diploma, and I said so in all my letters

;

but it was no good. I went round to see the Principal of the

School about it, to see if there were one or two wrinkles I'd over-

looked ; but he'd gone, and a new business was doing in the

building where the school had been.

Shortly afterwards I saw the advertisement of a man who
called himself a Kinema Consultant, so I went round "and con-

sulted him. He was a very nice man, and genuinely pleased to

see me. He told me he had been scouring the British Isles in

search of people like myself. That was a compliment, if you like I

I told him of my experiences, and he said that I had been vic-

timised by unscrupulous people. " It is very sad," he told me
\

" but there are black sheep in every profession. Now, I never

charge fees. You come to see me, I give you the benefit of

my advice, and I ask for nothing in return."

A man after my own heart. And he gave me some sound

advice, too. He said there was no doubt as to my
ability, but I needed experience. If I got someone
who had real experience to coach me, my future was

assured. Did I know of such a person ? Unfor-

tunately I. didn't, but the man came to my rescue.
" Here," said he, " is the address of one of the

cleverest movie stars in the world. But for pro-

fessional jealousy, she would be where Mary Pickford

is to-day. Go to her, mention my name, and she

will make you a picture star for a nominal fee."

I went to see the lady at the address he had

given me. She told me her friend, the

Kinema Consultant, was the best judge of

screen talent: in the world, and because he

had praised me she would waive her usual

fee of fifty guineas, and charge me only

ten for the lessons.

I paid the money, of course ; it

was the chance of a lifetime Then
1 went round to see the Kinema
Consultant again. Unluckily,

he had been called out of

town on urgent business., I

shall go to see him again

when he returns.

By this time money was

beginning to be a bit scarce

with me, so I thought I'd

better look around and get

something. I did take a course

in operating, which was live

guineas, but I found that there are

more operators than machines in

the British Isles. I don't think

that sort of thing ought to be

allowed, do you ? I mean to say,

if you want to join the ranks of

the unemployed, you can (K> it for

nothing, without paying five guineas,

1 can't you ?

And so here 1 stand, opening and closing

the door of the Metropolitan Cafe in the

Strand, awaiting my opportunity, convii

that it will conn- Only next time I'm hiding

thai Warnngton touch. I feel sure that did it.

I'd like to slip up home >v.n\ tell them.

Only somehow, 1 don't feel I dare go to Warrington

just yet awhile.
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Failed Gertrude Lar^la

It was long, long years ago, of course, when she came
* to London, an outcast from Russia, to play a season

at the old Avenue Theatre, and found herself stranded in

a strange city.

r
HERE was a time when Alia Nazimova was in England. • That was
just sixteen years ago, and the experience was vivid enough to

implant many memories in her plastic mind. Yet how few
England can recall her !

She was the leading-lady of a company which was expelled

fom Russia for daring to appear in a play dealing with the Jewish question,

I The Chosen People." It was played a few times at the Avenue Theatre,

pw the Playhouse. Critics of discernment saw in Nazimova an actress of

kre sensitiveness and power and distinction—it would have been criminal

kd thev not, for the great Jane Hading had been fascinated by her years

bfore—but Russian appealed not to London, and Nazimova, Orleneff,

lie leading man, and the rest of them, were stranded.

It was to the East End they drifted, and there in a Jewish hotel, the

roprietor of which had given them shelter, they were found by Samuel
Jordon, the Jewish novelist. He enlisted the sympathy of Laurence
ving, who had lived in Russia for a time, and British artistes—the

Ighest—rallied to their aid.

II
A benefit matinee was arranged at the Haymarket Theatre. It

is a memorable day—Friday, February 17, 1905—for, during the

krformance, news came of the assassination of the Grand Duke Sergius.

Hie programme, a copy of which I treasure, made it memorable, too.

hat a gathering of great ones ! Sir Herbert Tree (plain Mr. then)

Bayed in "The Ballad Monger," with Fisher White, Robb
Harwood, and Lily Brayton. Cyril Maude, Winifred Emery.
Bdney Valentine, Sidney Brough, and Edmund Maurice did

le screen scene from " The School for Scandal." Ellen Terry,

Hth Laurence Irving and his wife, Mabel Hackney, gave us

tfance Oldfield." Alas ! so many have " gone west," some
<i them in tragic circumstances.
llThere were gracious programme-sellers—Lilian Braithwaite,
Bite Cutler, Sybil Arundale, Marie Studholme, and Camille
Bfford—the Gibson Girl—among them. The programme itself

a souvenir of value to-day, for Nazimova's portrait is there,

th that of Tree, and Ellen Terry and Cyril Maude, and
Winifred Emery—worthy comrades even in those days before
«e had proved her greatness to the whole world.

j
phe herself appeared in a one-act Russian sketch as a peasant
1, little more than a child. We did not understand, but we
Ire entranced by her artlessness, her simplicity, her moods,
It anger, her singing, her dancing. She ran the wThole gamut
lithe emotions in that simply named sketch, " In the Night."
Iknd the night of the day following I had an opportunity of

ser study of this wonderful woman, of coming directly under
tl> spell of her fascination. She came to my father's house,
Ip she spoke her first words in English to me. Someone was
llnslating to her the Press notices of her performance, and she
Aeated the words, taking an almost childish delight in the
Krcise. Then, after gathering the words from me, and realising

the full their significance, she said gleefully, " I want to play
English !

"

t was easy to see by the light that shone in her eyes that
resolve was there and then formed.
he was like an elf in her delicious waywardness. She sat

" vn at the piano and began to croon quietly some Russian
c-songs. She held us spellbound by the magical meaning of her
ce, by the expressive play of her features, which I see all over
in, intensified, in the pictures. Then, when we were all

ning quietly and intently, she turned with that impish look in her eyes
1 ich the world knows now, and asked, " Not asleep yet ?

"

Vith Orlenoff she let herself go in a scene from " The Chosen People." Only
> or three in the room understood Russian, but there was no mistaking the
ining of either of the artistes. Nazimova, with her soul shining in her eyes,
sensitive lips eloquent in their tremulousness, made us feel the deep pathos
the scene. As I watch her now on the screen, I see her as I saw her that
orgettable night, her features an open book that told us everything.

[Continued on pagr 57
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MOUN

If
there existed ciety

for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Machine-made

Photoplays, that clever French

produi it. Abel l Aould

liable to ''ion. De

thorough in his methods, he has put behind

him i
i
ing a movie studio into a film fac-

tory. He refuses to work with a watch in om

and a ready-reckoner in the other. He is not out to

.: rime, but to make better pictun

Abel Gance has been working for twelve months on

luction, The Who-!, and you will a

irted out to make a railway

ture entitled Rose of the Rail, but a. the story

unfler hi tion, the wheel of the rail-

metamorphosed into the Wheel of

the plol '
lK ' i:m '"- lha1

nadc i
! i a1 N,r< where

Mi
' dented company ol

the populai British

in /' I.

" \\\ will givi them a
'

• '" lllt
'

•' Give me a tew tons ol salt and I'll bring the

mountain to the movies." says the modern

Mahomet. But Abel Gance, producer of

" J'Accuse," is a stickler tor realism, and so he

transported his entire company to Mont Blanc

to secure some wonderful mountain scenes tor

his latest picture, "The Wheel.

little loveM

little laughter, a littl-

and a little sorrow. Read

m ! Camera ! Go !

"

And so they started. A CO

pletely equipped movie st»

built alongside t

way, and day and n

many active months the producer and his play

worked in the heart of train-land.

It was hard work, for there wt

to bi me. In the first place, Iv\

irtiste in the cast, was unable I
a w

1, ;
whilst Abel ' i

knew n< 1

tin- stumbling-block was soon removed.

invented to the em,

language, half-French and half-English, '
It >ou

complicated, I know ;
but it isn

• d we managed beautifully." sa> * Ivy <

Then tl "< N,,t ""' K°:U

metaphor, but i

"' of flesh and blood.

, commenced
#

his screen career by eatmi

| the scenario of the picture in which he

then the l»i* P01

was susp pioon be< i

I
f()und him supping off one of

Bu1 the Coat, being an exrelleti

, humoured like the other plaj
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jring a fatal tendency on his part to

Jt in on scenes in which he should not

3e appeared, he did very well on the

During their work on the railway the

iK'ers became thoroughly conversant

iTi life on the iron road. Ivy Close

1 to drive a railway engine ; and,

tjrecl in a suit of grimy overalls,

jelled in the novelty of her role.

{ all the while, the Wheel of Life

revolving.

We must work farther

fid," said Abel Gance
;

\ then it was good-bye

Nthe studio by the rail-

m. Some medieval scenes

J? filmed next ; and

jjr that the . producer

> his players to prepare

win ascent of Mont Blanc.

Mhades of Mahomet !

a modern producer has

night the mountain to

i| movies many times,

m a few hundred tons

fUlt. But Abel Gance

ted upon the real thing.

f We are going to

Ind Mont Blanc !

"

Innounced. " And
^ are going where

Ikinema players

ah been before."

I liey did. An intrepid

Ml of thirty-three—Ivy

We was the only femin-

Mnember of the party

—

H<ed their way nearly

Ithe summit of the

pus mountain. And
ie, amidst the regions

||ternal snow, Gance secured

ruly remarkable series of

kj.ires.

Biere were daj's when fearful snow
Irns and avalanches placed the little

1 of movie adventurers in peril of

lr lives, but they stuck to their work in

Ic of every hardship.

|»nce Ivy Close, losing her foot-hold on a

er, slid for a distance of two hun-

ii feet, and only the prompt
"vention of one of the guides

lid her life. The plucky actress

Bained severe cuts and bruises

ugh her fall, and was uncon-
Ijis for some days. But she

ejires optimistically that the re-

Bint film was worth it all.

And now Abel Gance is about to give to the world

the result of his labours. Apart from the difficulties

detailed above the filming of The Wheel has necessitated

endless care and patience. Thousands of feet of

negative have been expended, for Gance is a pro-

ducer who is satisfied with nothing less than per-

fection. He employs two separate operators for

all shots, and films each scene on the average about

twenty times.

He is one of those producers who believe in

taking camera-men and players into their con-

fidence, and endless are the conferences incidental

to the filming of an important scene.

As an example of his thoroughness,

it is recorded that Gance took two

days to secure a close-up of a man's

hand.

Verily The Wheel should be a great

picture. But something will have to

be done about Abel Gance. If he goes

on like this he will be raising the

standard of the photoplay. Then

the public, educated to better pro-

ductions, will probably have something

to say about machine - made pictures.

Abel Gance has started something.

Let us hope that other people will carry

on with the good. work. If all producers

had been as conscientious, there would

be no talk of a kinema slump.

Think of this when you sit in the

modem picture theatre watching a

programme that is two years behind

the times.

Filming a scene on the slopes of

Mont Blanc. Romuald Joube
and Ivy Close are

seen in the

foreground
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There ha. been Romance -plenty in the .creen lite of Thorn..

Meighan. .. the picture, on the.e page. w,ll remind you. Mary

Pickford. Bebe Daniel.. Norm. Talmadge. Marguerite Uark.

Katherine MacDon.ld. El.ie Fergu.on and Wand. H.wley are .ome

of the beautie. he ha. wooed .nd won—in photoplay.. But oil the

.creen'' Well, that i» another .tory- a love romance with 1 noma.

Meighan and France. Ring playing hero and heroine.

One bright summer morning in the clays when movie, were

not the fifth largest industry in America, a very straight,

tall, handsome young Irishman— the ideal-looking Irishman,

come to think of" it—with curly black hair and blue eyes and a

quick smile, peeped in at the stage door of a New \ork theatre

It was pretty dark in there, in that bleakest spot on earth an

unset stage, and he couldn't see for a minute. 1 hen out of the

darkness emerged first, like a sort of halo, a woman s blonde head.

The youth naturally made straight for that. On the .way be-

fell over a bench, a bit awkwardly, but he kept right on toward

the blonde head. Then somebody stopped him.

"Tommy Meighan, I believe," said a voice.

• Yes Thomas Meighan," answered the youth, who by now-

had regained his Irish breeziness, " and 1 don't see why you don t

light up around here !

"
,

"just waiting for you! Good idea, though! Put on the

lg

The lights shot on, and everybody was looking at him. The

director was a stern-looking person, so Tommy relieved his eyes

by another peep over in the direction of the blonde head. Ihe

blonde hair proved to crown a lovely face, and its owner graciously

vouchsafed an encouraging smile. Tommy almost forgot he was

after a job for a few seconds. Then he came to and reached foi

his script of the leading male role in The College H part in

which he was afterwards to be famous in both Neu \ <>rk and

L
°Tommv Meighan began to read, but he was a bit shy in spite of

his Irish "breeziness, and, as the eyes of the company were on him,

he stumbled a bit. Then he made a funny little error, looked up

and caught the leading lady's kindly, encouraging smile, and dived

oack into his reading so bravely that he made a hit even with

that supercritical crowd. Of course, he got the part

But dear me, a mere look at the lovely leading lady was all

he got that day because nobody thought to introduce them, ami

thev merely spoke their lines at each other.

And wasn't lie jealous next day, when he saw the lovely lad

being led oil to lunch by a strange man Hum the outside lom.m 11

tel

Fo
y
r°

U
as

h
yoTwill have guessed, the lovely blonde lady was none

other than' Frances King, who later became Mrs Tommy Meighan.

She is st.U known professionally as 1 ranees Ring, is Mis Meighan

and she is a sister of Blanche, Julie, and I yril Ring, all well known

to the stage In her own right she is known in America

and m London as a verj fine actress.

•
Yi narked Tommv to me. over the tea-cups in a

,ured portico ol theii pretty Hollywood home

luck began that very lust day when we met at the rehearsal

, ^ ,,.,,.,,.,,
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oi The College Widow. We had never seen each
other on either stage or screen before we met that

day, had we. Frankie ?
"

Frankie said no. Also, she added, with smiling frankness,

that neither of them had ever been married to anybody else.

Very soon they were good friends, and nobody took Frances
Ring to lnnch except Thomas Meighan, her leading man.
And yet she had a way of keeping a fellow at a distance, even
when he was with her, to use a Hibernicism.

I positively couldn't get it out of Tommy how he finally did

propose. Anyhow, it wasn't until they went to Boston
together in The College Widow.

" It was one night after the show," Tommy explained
briefly; and as Mrs. Meighan herself had to leave just then to

meet some other guests, I can't tell you another thing about
it. But I can imagine the dashing Tommy -going at it quite

boldly, at the last, and carrying her by storm, as it were.
" But even then she wouldn't marry me for a whole year-

sort of put me on probation, I guess—until she could see whether
I really was the kind of man she wanted for a husband or not.

But I will say that once married to me she has stuck to me
despite all my faults, and even if we were separated for months
at a time, on account of my being in pictures out here in Cali-

fornia, while she was working on the stage, I knew she was
always the same.

" Why, this is the first real home we've ever had ! We've
had rented apartments and summer cottages and hotel suites,

but we never before had our own home—though, of course,

is where she is," Tommy went on gallantly.

After a whole year together on the stage, they were married one
afternoon over in Jersey City. They were married secretly, because
in those days it wasn't considered good for business to have it known
that a leading man or woman was married. They played together
the next year in The Man of the Hour, and then Tommy got the chance
to go to London with The College Widow, and Frances Ring came
West to play leads at the Morosco Theatre in Los Angeles. They
were separated eight months that time—the longest they have ever
been apart. But they wrote to each other every day. Tommy
started sending cablegrams, but Mrs. Tommy soon put a stop to that.

Remember," she said, " we want to buy a home some day."
Since those early days when the two were together, Mr. Meighan

has played opposite perhaps the most famous array of beautiful women
that any actor could boast. He has gazed into blue eyes, brown eyes,

hazel eyes, green eyes, playing opposite Mary Pickford, Bebe Daniels,
Pauline Frederick, Norma Talmadge, Marguerite Clark, Katherine
MacDonald, Ethel Clayton, Elsie Ferguson, Wanda Havvley, Gloria
Swanson, Lila Lee, and others.

" And among all those lovely women, wasn't there even one who
tempted you the least tiny bit— made your heart go pit-a-pat?

"

Don't remember," Tommy temporised with a grin.

Oh, well, that wasn't fair, anyhow. Tommy is only human.
But anyway. Frances has never been a bit jealous !

" Tommy
spoke \ip triumphantly. How very like a man !

And so many women must have hankered to run their fingers

through his curly hair, too ! That hair alone must have been an
awful strain on some of his leading women's principles.

" What, then," I asked, " is your recipe for a happy married life ?
"

" Get away frorn each other once in a while, but not for too long a
time ; don't both get peeved at the same time ; and laugh together
about everything. Laugh with your wife, though not at her."

25

home

Tommy has wooed
Gloria Swanson
in many films.



it twenty - Hirer eth Hughes can look bark on a comparatively long and
+ \. wholly successful screen Amongst the stars whom he has sup-

I are : Clara Kimball Young Marguerite Clark, and Norma
in the film of " Sentimental Tommy."
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Some of the most beautiful women of the screen are to be found in the ranks of

the slapstick fun-makers. Here is one of them, Marie Prevost, who lends

loveliness to many of the knockabout farces produced at the Sennett studios.

Marie, who is just twenty - two, has glorious dark hair and bright blue eyes.
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Her name in full is Anna Querentia Nilsson, but she likes to keep people guessing

about the Q Ann.), who was born in Sweden, is one of the screen's most

beautiful blondes. Pennrhyn Stanlaws discovered her. and made her a model for

his magazine covers long before she dreamed of the m ^vies.
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No player of the shadow stage excels Charles Ray in rural characterisations :

and, just to prove his versatility, he has made good in many " straight
"

roles as well. Standing just over six feet high, with brown hair and eyes, he

looks more like a handsome, overgrown boy than a man of thirty—his real age.
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w Then you ^ " Th, I

' Man" this mo, u will

v main). hrect.on

Sin.
'

h
comedy wor ^
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is, Villon refuses
to act as traitor to

his King by aiding
the schemes of the

Burgundians.
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.^s //<e Count of
Montcorbier,
Villon is Louis'

chief adviser.
Villon leads the

King's troops
to victory
against the
Burgundians.

%\

Villon's triumph is short-lived.

Sentenced to death by his un-

grateful patrons, he is saved at

the eleventh hour by the love of
Ladv Katherine.

'

when Louis XI.
one condition—
ipse.

From the moment of their

first meeting, Lady Kath-

erine has been attracted

to Villon, but she shuns

his advances when she

learns he is the Count.

r

<-*<*
I

V
/
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( cesar and Lucretia make

their boiv on the silver-sheet

in a spectacular reconstruc-

tion of the Middle .l.srs,

released this month.

There are people who will tell you that Lucretia

Borgia was not so black as history has painted

that she was more sinned against than sinning.

The great Italian picture, The Power of the Borgias,

released this month, depicts this lesser-known Lucretia,

an unhappy puppet in the hands of her unscrupu-

lous brother, and her history, as told on the screen,

will do much to remove the stigma attached to her

name.

un the spectacular point of view, The Power oj

the Borgias ranks with the very finest productions

Italy has sent us. Camillo Innocenti, the producer,

has lavished every care on the making of his master-

piece, and, technically, the film is well-nigh faultless.

["0 reconstruct the Middle ^ges in photoplay form is

no light undertaking, but The 1 ' the Borgias pro-

vides yet anothei triumph for the screen.

Some idea of the magnitude of this production will

I from the fact that it took eighteen months,

to produce, and gave employment to several thousand

people. Amongst the scenes included in the picture

are Saint Peter's Square, the Byzantin dral of

St. Peter, the Vatican Courtyard, the Borgias' Hall,

the Sybille's Room and the Sixtyne Chapel at the

time of the Conclave of 1642. One of the most

thrilling scenes in tin picture shows a mob ol several

the Boithousand p< ople in

m St. Pi ter's.

Signoi I nri Pia< entini is seen in

1 u Boi l," whilst tl ol

played In < ounti 1 ne Saffo Momo.

.1111.11 by Fausto Salvatoro, author ot

the role Of

.ucretia "
is

I he

ola."
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TliE 'PROLOGUE.
shadow on a night of shadows, a weary shadow that
crept along beneath a wall, without sound, almost

|#.hout movement. The cloaked figure of a woman, a
man young, and, but a short time before, beautiful. A
llman whose tired eyes were ever on the square of light high
I the dark house behind the black wall by which she crept.

\ gate was in the wall, and by the gate she stopped,
sn a door of the dark house opened and a woman
med out.
' Rose !

"

' Madame !

"

The shadow crept along the pathway to the door
Well ?

"

' Better, Madame. Out of danger, now. The
btor has gone."
The once-beautiful woman trembled.
' Can—shall I—do you think I could see

Pauline Frederick as
" Madame X."

a."
' M;

lievt

3.

Master is with him," replied Rose. " Master
ever from his side. But if you came in softly,

i waited, I might tell you if Master left his

,
m e for a moment. Then you could go to him."
| ' My boy !

" sobbed the shadow.

J Rose led her quietly into the house and gave
a chair before a fire. Then she went about her duties.

vVhen the maid had left her the once-beautiful woman
ened intently, eagerly, for the sound she had come so far

hear, the sound of a boy's voice. But there was no
Wind, save the night-sounds of Paris that came in through
tp open window. Five minutes the woman waited. Ten.
Ad at length the door opened.
iphe turned to question Rose, to ask if the moment had
fche if she might see her boy once more. But it was not
Hse who came in through the open door.
IT Louis !

"

jrhe man in the doorway started, and his hard face took
c a harder look. He came slowly towards the shrinking
man and looked at her a long time before he said her

I* Jacqueline !

"

she took his hand, but he dragged himself free.

I' Raymond is ill! " she gasped. " I heard— I came. You
ttst let me see him."
tt-ouis Floriot shook his head without replying, without

I much as a glance at the shrinking woman by his side.

I' Louis !
" The woman fell on her knees by his side and

|ng to his coat. " You must not send me away before
ee my boy. I have come far—very far. I must see him."

I' When you went from this house a year ago, you ceased
[be to its inmates," replied her husband. " An unfaithful

p forfeits the rights of a wife. Your child is no longer
jr child. You must go."

I' Louis— 1 was not unfaithful. If you would believe—if

In would only listen—let me explain
"

' I saw !

" said Louis Floriot.
uhe shrinking woman dragged at his sleeve.

I" One minute. Only one minute to look at him. I will
t speak— I promise that—I swear I will not speak. If I

^a see him. . .
"

" You must go," said Floriot. " The boy believes you
dead."
He walked to the door and opened it. Then he returned

and took her arm.
" Dead !

" she repeated, hollowly. " Dead ! My boy
believes ihat ? You have told him. . . ."

She clung to him, sobbing, entreating him to let her stay
and take one look, just one last look, at her boy. Then,
she said, she would go away and they would not hear of her
again. She would not trouble them ; come back to them.
If she could see her boy.
But Louis Floriot took her roughly by the arm and out

through the door, and cast her from the house, closing the
door upon her.

She looked at the house for the last time, then turned
away. The shadow joined the greater shadows, and was
lost in them.

,

CHAPTER I.

Raymond Floriot, of whom those who knew spoke so
hopefully, saying that never had a young man

shown so much bright promise, and who was very soon to
be called to practise in the French Courts—Raymond Floriot
was entering on his twenty-fifth year when Laroque and his

strange companion came back to Bordeaux.
Laroque, having there an appointment with the two extra-

ordinary men, his " masters," who had just turned his

feet upon the road he had ever since traversed with varying
success, took his strange companion to the tavern of the
Three Crowns in that town. Victor, proprietor and servant
and manager in one, laid their boxes in the barest and the
cheapest room in the tavern, the little room with the sloping
roof-hght, and bowed himself out. Laroque, alternately
trimming and biting his nails, glanced carefully from the
corners of his eyes at the faded woman with whom he had
crossed the seas.

" Well," he said, when he had observed her closely for

some moments, " well—here we are ! Back !

"

" Here we are," repeated the woman listlessly. " Back
again !

" You seemed mighty keen to get away from Buenos
Ayres the day I found you there," Laroque went on.

" Keen ? I'd have given my heart to get back to France
that day," said the woman.

Laroque looked carefully at his nails.
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" When you
vent from this

house a year
ago, you ceased
to be to its

inmates. Your
child is no
longer your

child."

" Ah '. Well
liere you are, eh ?

I [appy ?

. ppiness and I shook hands and
parted years ago," replied his companion

" Treating yon badly, eh ? Me ?
"

She smiled.

No, no, Laroque." she said, in a voice
little above a whisper. No. You're
the best of them. J will always say that
for you

;
you are the best of them. No, it

is not you. What I call for, you give. I

want whisky you see it is brought to

me. 1 need clothes so far as you are
able you give me of the best. You
have been good, Laroque ; I must
always say that."

She reached for the bottle that

near her on the table, and drank deeply
without the aid of a glass. Laroque sat

upon the table and looked at her.
" Well, then, what is it? " he p

sisted

.

" What is what ?
" she asked, dully.

He shrugged his shoulders and spread
his hands

\- I lid, here we are—back.
Home '

1 >o you forget ? France ! In

Buenos Ayres, when 1 found you, you
would have given your heart to be
back in Franee. You have said as much
now. You said more then. Very well

;

I bring you bark. I treat you well you say so. What
1 try to make you happy. And here

most blue, miserable home-comer 'tis ever
my painful duty to look upon."

your duty, 1 aroque," 9he said, smiling sadly.
We ' now. if von desire. It is not your duty

"

lb- laughed a mirthless laugh, feeling battled At the
dooi kii(» k

Come in i ied

Victoi opened the door and showed in the two extra
ordinarj men, the t< - ol l^aroque. Their pupil
slid from the table and gave a mock bow

Wei s.ud he

PariSSard and Merival rogues, blackmailers, whose business
was bo delicately described upon then business can

ret missions," bowed gravely Fat men they were,
small and round, and genial oh I so genial when folk

|us1 now there was no one looking, l aroque's
companion had gone through into the foul bedroom that

She clutched the

revolver. Laroque
must be prevented
from carrying out /lis

design.

had been reserved for her. Wherefore, as there was :

occasion for Parissard and Merival to smile, they did n
smile.

" So you got through ?
" asked Parissard.

Laroque gave a look of bored amusement.
'Twas easy," said he. Five years away, and t

police forget their man Besides, it was for Laroque th
looked, if they looked -at all. It was not as Laroqiw
came back," he concluded, simply.

Parissard patted his shoulder.
You were wise to return." said he. " There »

be good work for you to do. We have missed you."
He nodded towards the open door of the bedroo

where the woman in a drunken stupor sat.
" Who's the—er—the lady ?

" he asked.
Laroque followed his gaze.
" My ' life's companion ' all the way from Buenos Ayra

he said. " Queer type. Very refined, in spite o

thing. Very refined person indeed."
He lowered his voice and beckoned to the other*

come nearer.
" As a matter of fact," he went on, " I know deuc

little about her. An oyster is communicative
parison. She's been with me a couple of months or
but for all I know of her I might never have seen b

Except one thing : one night, when she had bt

embracing the bottle too long, she intimated tl

her husband was Deputy-Attorney in Pans two
years ago."

Parissard stared thoughtfully through the di

at the wreck of a woman sitting there stupii

before the mirror that told her nothing t

the truth. Then he raised his voice.

Come below, Laroque," he said cbe

fully. " You have been long away.
must drink to your success."

The three men went out. Below, in t

tavern bar. they sat in an obscure con
and talked

What's the idea that has come
iu, Parissard ?

" asked I -aroque.

I think it would be useful to n

out who was the Deputy-Attorney
Paris twenty years ago who was m
ried to this— your friend," he a
Monsieur Deputy-Attorney mi|

perhaps not like advertising the i

that Madame his wife 1

to this. To keep dark that I
may mean money Now, if j

could make her talk. . .

Satan himself couldn't

I^aroque.

Yet once the bottle did

marked Parissard
Vross the evil room was Vict

Parissard called and Victor ca

his -

Take at once a bottle of whisky—
Madame in the top room.'' he cc

manded, " With the compliments of the friei

of her friend She will know
Victor bowed and went away

In ten minutes go to her, " said Parissard to I-aroq

She will be verv in king I think. See that

talks

CHAPTER II.

A \ 'hen the ten minutes were passed Laroque rose J

\ \ went upstairs lbs companion had left her b

room now and was sitting again at the table 11

the gilt to Madame from the friends of Madamc's trie

was empt) Madamc's eyes were ted and heavy of lid, I

she rocked unsteadily as she looked up to leei at Liroqi

asked tin' man kindly.

She sneered
Why should I cry she asked, bitterly " I-

w horn the fates have been so kind ?

I aroque paced the room, uncertain how to begin \t len •

he drew a chair towards the table and sat and stared at I
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friend-

[' Do you know," he said, suddenly, " here we've been

tfether all this time and I don't even know who you are ?
"

I'
No," she said, staring at him as steadily as her liquor-

dj?ed eyes would permit. " No. You don't. That's right."

\le raised his brows and looked away, as if it did not much
nttter. Then he proceeded :

' I used to wonder, on the boat, coming over, if you were

cning back here to France to renew an old acquaintance-
lip, to meet old friends you had not seen for years.

"

\f Did you ?
" she said, without interest.

f Then you have not come back for that reason at all ?
"

f
There are no friends I had in France when I was here

—

bore, who would be pleased now to meet me," she answered.
*'jJb acquaintances who would wish to renew their acquaint-

ijeship with me. Not one. Not a single one."

. taroque stroked his chin.

My dear ! My poor dear !
" he said then, patting her

utder. " To come back all this way to—nothing, nobodv.

*[! Sad !

"

;
ligain she sneered a laugh.

II
I have a husband and a little son," she said,

iLaroque expressed surprise.

II A little son ? " he asked,

ffhe smile passed swiftly from her face.

| I forgot," she said. " No. He will be a man now. I

I forgetting."

[ So you are going to them ?
"

ljhe rose wearily from the table and crossed the room.

| Laroque," she said, " it is no business of yours where I

B going. Why I came back to France is my own affair—
an yours. Please attend to your own business, or our
|> ' may be suddenly terminated."
liaroque pushed his chair back against the
\tA and adopted different tactics.

1 My dear," said he, " to talk this way is

Wish. Let me tell you : One night, coming
Jr. when you had been too long at the bottle,

K, said more than you know. Come. Your ^^ jf
band was Deputy-Attorney twenty
vs ago in Paris. It is very plain why
W are here. Your husband—pardon
-would be scarcely likely to boast
His wife to-day. No doubt he would
ob money—big money—for you to stay
fly from him. I have done well by
H not asking for repayment. But,
flriend to friend, now is a chance to
fly me. My two friends below will

flage the affair, will soon trace your
band and ' handle ' him. Give us
flsome clue to go upon "

m»e derelict across the room was
tang, staring. . . .

I You—you—they are blackmailers ?
"

-h'asked, not believing what she heard.
<Biey would go to my husband and
flboy and tell them of me—how low
llkve fallen ? They would do this

—

^•1 you would help them ? Nay—you
fl/d ask me to help them ? They
•111 not go. My husband and my boy must not know me.m near the end, and I came back here

—
' home,' you

flit—to see them, to look upon them for the last time

—

•J
not to be seen. No, no—you must stop your friends."

IjStop them !
" cried Laroque. " Listen. Now be reason-

Nothing will stop them. I have only to say the
ll and they will turn every stone in France but they
I find what they seek. Tell me all. It will make us
H for life. We can go away again together anywhere

;

fltop in France—it is for you to sav."
Jrembling, terror-stricken, knowing no wav to stop the
.'•it machine that she saw about to start, the woman laid
hand for support upon the chest by her side. And as
Wiid so her eyes narrowed. She looked down to see what
hs her hand had rested upon. It was the revolver that

*j>que had laid there, twenty minutes before, when firstM came to the tavern,
jutching this suddenly to her she staggered across the
*|i and stood with her back to the door.

J

Back, Laroque !
" she commanded. " I came to see,

_

Happiness and 1 shook hands and parted

years ago. Once 1 would have given mv heart

to get bark to I- ranee. Hut now. ..."

not to be seen, 1 tell you.
Your friends must not go.

They must promise you
lust promise. Do you hear ?

My boy must never know
his mother. Go back !

"

" Now, do be reason-
able," urged Laroque, ir-

ritably. " And put that
tomfool toy down. This
will make us rich for life.

You do not seem to un-
derstand."

" Go back !
"

.

" Bah ! You women--
what fools you are. If

only "

" Go back !

"

But still Laroque came for-

ward.

Thk bar of the tavern of the'

Three Crowns was ever confusion, but at no time had there
been confusion like that which reigned when the shot rang
out. Men and women raced in from the streets, thinking
it interesting to be there. Men and women raced out, think-
ing it better to be afar. Victor was at his wits' end, vowing
that his career and his business were both ruined.

" That," said Merival ^to Parissard, when the shot was
fired, " that sounds like trouble."

"Sounds!" exclaimed Parissard to Merival. "Sounds.'
Where there's smoke there's fire, Merival. Bah! It is trouble.

I think it would be better if we did not stay."

So they did not stay.

When the police had cleared the room, the woman was
brought down from the chamber in which the crime had
\ieen committed. The police questioned her, but one thing
only could they get her to say :

" I did it that disgrace and sorrow should not fall upon
people I love."

Nothing more. Though they questioned her an hour
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The prisoner -was on her feet,

gasping . . . shriek >
' No she cried.
' It it must be guilty.

I do ' to live. I

to d

she was silent.

At last they
took her through
the gaping crowds.
At the prison it was the

same. To a thousand
questions she would give no
answer. Nor would she tell her

name.
So, knowing not how else to refer V

to her, they entered her in the prison

book as " Madame X.," and as " Madame |

X was she known to the millions of crime - free citizens

of France who looked forward so innocently, and with

such gusto, to her trial for the murder of Laroque.

( II U'TKK III.

Louis Floriot, white and old, was the guest of the

President and the Judges on the occasion of his son's

first case. Proud was the old man as he watched Raymond
ling '.n his robes, questioning first this witness, then

defending th I derelict who sat in the

dock veiled and hidden from the eyes of her captors.

Parissard and Merival were in the public seats, and Rose,

who ' had been the maid of Raymond's mother, and
since then for so long Ins boyhood's bund And beside Rose

the old doctoi who, twenty years before, had stood by

little id's bed on thai Rose would n<

forgel Rose and the old doctor were proud, ti ly as
1 as the boy's lather. But Parissard and Merival were

onb inti

II). wil ime and the witnesses went, and the jury

irly slumbered The case for the prosecution

I with a dull speech, In the publii seats men wert

nodding
I hen Raymond Plot i

• eat beneath the d

the defence of his < lient,

The Court md there were whispers, checked

by the ushe I
jurymen opened then eyes The

men in the publii moment before had been nod-

iod, and leaned forward and listened

l jsten, list id Rose to the old docl 1 lis

h Raymond's ' y word, . .

'• No t.i^K my task now."

mond, addr< art No case has

been more dnieuit loi the defi n> li and if is my
in a cas( i i the mot da bl

the law, three monH
ago, my client has bfl

silent. Except the words whid
she uttered to the gendaiB
and which he has repeated

B

you to-day, she has said nolhflj

n has she refused to -

refused to discuss her defeno

with me. Until she was I

into Court to-dav I h

even seen h

There was a murmur of a matt

ment in the Court. Suddenly Ros< at the sleeve C

the old doctor
" Doctor !—doctor !

" she whispered " Look! Did J
see—did you notice how pale the prisoner went win

mond s name was announced ? Did 'now she turn*

away and hid her head when Monsieur Floriot

Ins seat on the Judg<
No I

" gasped the doctor. " What why - what do yo

mean
"I— I do not know," muttered hose hand Wl

trembling on the rail before her. v thing, nothin

must look again Wait Listen Raymond speaks

1'i.t it i- these verj words Kavmond was

these very words she uttered to the gendarme, when si

was arrested, that give the key to the whole awful t

I mbei the words ' 1 did it.' she said, ' that

and soi iow should not fall upon people I lo\e

Raymond turned and pointed dramatically to the i

figure behind him.
" This outcast, for whom no man has sympathy, who hi

tend to give hei fori in her hour oi sorrow, tb

poor derclii t It was rx i a that she w
driven to this crime She is shielding somebody Even he

m the dock, with almost certain death her, she w

peak Rathei than bum; sorrow upon n lined 00

she will go to her doom Remember thai when I

comes for you to give youi \ i idi< i

All through the loni sometin

the tears streaming down his cheeks Again and again 1

! pause to take the hand oi his nt and gi

mfoi t Hard men looked awa\ W onn n •

ike rushed men listi ling .

the bench Jules VI looking with wet eyes at his*

his boy, fighting there ;
proud thai he had lived to see thed;

[Continutd on pap
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Biographical Brevities'

He was a real cowboy before he became

a make-believe one for picture pur-

poses. Served as a Rough Rider

during the Spanish-American War. Acted as

olonel Roosevelt's guide on several hunting trips. Made his

reen debut by acting as double for an artist who couldn't ride.

|)me of his best-known pictures are Cupid's Round-Up, Western

Hood, Ace High, Hell's Roaring Reform, Treat 'Em Rough, Fame
\id Fortune, Mr. Logan, U.S.A., Wilderness Trail, Fighting for

\>ld, The Speed Maniac, Dare Devil, Rough-Riding Romance, and

firee Cold Coins. He is passionately devoted to cattle and horses
;

[lid runs a, ranch of his own. His favourite maxim is. "A man
Iho is kind to animals is usually straight," and he

rohors hard drinking and gambling. He is

hc feet high, with dark hair and eyes,

nd is married to Victoria Forde, who
layed opposite to him in many of his

rlier pictures. Horses and athletics of

ri kinds are his principal hobbies.- He
[always in strict training, for his work

ttcessitates his keeping absolutely fit.

is his proud boast that no one has

ijer been called upon to " double " for

Um in a' picture. That he is not afraid

|
take risks is proved by the fact that

He premium on his £60,000 policy

jiainst accidents is nearly £1,000.

iBut, so long as I make pictures,

1 never fake." declares Tom Mix.
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Constance Binncy looks

more charming than ever

in a pale green talleia

dance dock with many
petal* ol dideren'

<>i jjreen tulle on trie skirt

Constance Binney in an evening wrap oi gold

brocade on a foundation of black silk. A Kolin-

w. r;tp a

sailor collar and band* of Kolinsky trim this

od make il a sumptuous affair.

l.onitance Binary wear* a Krnna

duvetv n street, frock with satin

-.trip- of sell -colour taffeta. A
hat of hlack velvet embroidered

in narrow nana* of patent Icain.r

complete the costume.

A sports coat of tan Mocked wool

velour and a cam of henna duvetysj

emhroiJercil with tan chenille make a

splendid sport** costume (or C on-tuncc

Dinar %
. thr popular star.

wmw

ol dark brown lestliei witK

a heaver collai males vtr} •mi

able motoi coat, especially »hrn
worn witb a brown duvetyn bat

; »iif, ailvat hlur r t\ I

-l/)iM r \ ek ol nn>
j

blur cbiffon .inlii'itlrrrJ in copper-

Co)our«d glass bends Its trim-

inin|l a bow ol cense satin ribb.m

liiuhl A dinner drrs» ol CODWcb lac« oval

cream satin. A ribbon sash •>( black ssttu rdgeJ

with monkrx fur gives a novel touch to the

drfaa worn b> ConaU i Dinnty
-

Old i ose velvet and moleskl

bine t" make m attractive rvrntaTj

wrap. ( unatanc* Binncv wean ibis

sort •'! tbiny to perfection.
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Growir\g ap with the Movies
When pictures were in their celluloid swaddling-clothes Alma Taylor made
her screen dehut as a tomboy-heroine in Hepworth comedies. Many the

changes in the industry, many the stars that have scintillated and subsided

during the thirteen years of her film career ; but Alma Taylor still

sways the hearts of picturegoers. Why ? This article explains.

i'he earned four shillings a day—and sometimes
m) on the way home she would lose that !

Thus Alma Taylor's reminiscences of her early
^prk, and the monetary reward it brought !

Iln a quiet little room high above the tide of London's
kfnc, she and I discussed the days when the films

re young, the days when the girl, sitting curled

" A nna the
Adventuress."

in an arm-chair opposite me, was only a
ttld playing games in front of an almost

i noticed camera.
For Alma Taylor and the " movies

•M ve grown up together. Thirteen years
Jp, the careless little tomboy, whose
iftg fair plaits were the bane of her
eistence, did not even know there
Ms such a thing in the wrorld as a
-Aving picture. (Neither, I dare-
Mr, did many of us—so rapidly
Jb the fifth estate advanced.)
Buidering one day into Mr.
rJlpworth's studio at Walton-
kill- Thames, the bearer of a
mssage from a little school-
fj;nd, Alma Taylor was asked
ishe would like to stay and
.play."

I thought they really meant
ay,' you know," she told me,
jiipghing at her childish ignor-

Jjfce; "and, as far as I could see,

Ukt was all anyone else was do-
ff. I really didn't think much

«)ut it—I just stayed and did as
ijvas told, as children will when

l tty are learning some new game.
len, when everyone was ready to

'Jve, they asked me if I would come
ajiin the next day. Of course, I said

nles,' and for several weeks I went after
Wool hours. But I got the surprise of my
Hing life when, a little later, somebody said
(Miething about paying me. At that age

—

Hrcely twelve—it seemed terrible to be taking monev!
wever, four shillings was daily pressed upon me, and then

father and mother began to regard my escapade seriously."
j' Did they disapprove ?

"

j At first my father would not hear of it. But mother added
,( W entreaties to mine, and begged that I might at least have
» chance to try what, even then, held the promise of a useful
geer, so I was formally enrolled as a player. Of course, I was
nire nervous than I had been before there was any question
Wpayment

; but everything we did seemed such fun that I

wldn't have taken it seriously. You see, I was not only
abwed to climb trees and tear my frocks, wriggle through
b|-bed-wire fences and fall into ponds, but actually en-
•iraged to do these dreadful things ! It was really quite a

I p|blem in ethics, wasn't it ? That these occupations, so repre-
Wisible and unladylike in actual life, should be considered
pjiseworthy before the camera, might have puzzled some
dldren, but I was too much of a healthy little animal to bother
n brains about such things—I only thanked my stars that
the studio I had discovered a sort of earthly Paradise !

"

|>o for a long time, Alma told me, she just went on en-
Ming herself in her own tomboy, fashion.

' Of course, in those days, as you know, nearly all the
ptures were of the ' chase ' variety. Nothing pleased

audiences so

much as watch-
ing the players

tearing all over the
country after each
other, and I often
laugh when I re-

member some of

my adventures.
Once I was a little

milliner with a huge
hat-box, and in the
story I was to be
chased by cows.
When we came to

the taking, it was im-
possible to keep the
animals in front of

the camera, so they
had to be fenced in,

with me in the middle
of them, unprotected,

save for the hat-box, which was
just about as big as myself !

" Yes, I was a little fright-

ened, but very proud, especially

afterwards ! Only the other
day we were running oft some
old film at the studio, and I

saw one of my earliest pictures,

where in a very scanty cor-

duroy frock, 1 raced my way
over miles of country. The
buttons of the bodice expired
under the strain, but no one
could have minded, because

they evidently went on with the taking just the same, in

spite of the ever-widening strip of white down my back.
Another thing I had quite forgotten, until I saw this picture,

was that Chrissie White, a little younger even than I, once
lost her skirt entirely when scrambling through some barbed
wire, but she went on playing quite unconcernedly in a veiy
short knitted petticoat !

"

" Don't you often wish film-acting was as much fun
to-day as it was then ?

"

" But I think it is," said Alma. " Not, of course, in the
same way, for I shouldn't like to be chased across the
countryside by cows, as a regular thing, but I can't imagine
doing anything more enjoyable than my studio work. You
see, I am not only interested in the acting ; but ever since

Mr. Hepworth showed me one of his earliest films^-and, in-

cidentally, the first moving one I had ever seen— I have been
intensely keen about all the technical details."

Then Alma went on to tell me about her experience in th..

laboratory, in the dark-room, and in the other departments
of the factory, which are so often closed doors to the players.

She told me that, even when she was a child, if she were
not needed for a picture, she would spend her time learning

Alma Taylor.
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everything she could about the making
of the films, and how. during the war,
She was able to help Mr. Hepworth
with Ins camera and lighting inventions.

If we are a camera-man short on
location," she said, "

I can .usually
manage to take his place. I have

- been very lucky,
because not every-
one is allowed to

gain such valuable
experience. But

r^leveloping, as I

nave, with the in-

dustry itself, it

has been easier

for me to as-

similate the new.
ideas than if I

had dropped

As Nancy
in " Oliver

Twist."

into the whole thing just lately"'

\- I listened to Alma Taylor, and
tied the varying expressions "f

her character mirror themselves upon
the clear, childlike beauty of her

I wondered how many people
gut ore of knowledge hiddi n

behind her outward loveliness Foi
Alma Taylor is distinctlj ol the I

who shuns publicit) ;irl who
would rather listen than talk, who
would laugh with wholehearted amusement
if you railed her a " shrinking violet," but
who s, possesses that sweet and
appealing modesty which 1-- one of the
(harms of the unspoilt British girl.

She has very definite ut

production and all the details connected
then " It seems so wrong to me."
she ! it mi mey should plaj su< h

it in the way a pi< t me is

beauti-
ful isfying works ol art are tie

I 1

thmk v.< shall never rea< h the l
• 'he

learn i. y, with
why. that | i

Net thai I

il my
<4 in the

I
think we giv<

i s /, „,n . ,„
it mo prominent a plai c in the

shouldn't leave my salary by
I did when I used to stop to ;

tyres on the way home ; but I

it means very little to me complied i

things. That is why nothing .;ould induce un-
to leave the Hepworth stude have
never known anything but happiness and free-
dom to work in my own way."

With your grasp of the technical demands of
the screen, and your ideals, Miss Taylor." I said,
" you surely some day ought to produce pictures
yourself."

' That is a dream of mine," she answered, as
her thoughtful eyes seemed to find a far away
goal of ambition in the years to come. " Hut I

have much to learn before 1 can begin anything
of that kind-only, perhaps, that is where the
fascination of film work lies. There is always
something more to conquer ; a better picture to
make, or fresh tasks to absorb one with their

difficulties."

And marriage ?
"

I asked. " Does that never
enter into your plans for the future ?

"

No," said Alma Taylor very definitely and
decisively. " I've not yet met the man I would
give up the camera for, and I don't think I ever
shall ! I am not one of the women who b<

it easy to do two things at the same tin

should have either to give up my home life or
my studio-life. And, frankly, the studio is a part
of myself— for so many years it has been the
centre around which my whole existence revolves,
that I cannot even picture renouncing it. You
know, my small brother always tells me that I

am on no account to get married—although I

don't think he cpjite relishes the idea of my
being an ' old maid,' either ! I believe he always
thinks it a tragedy th.it 1 have had to grow up.

J

" Perhaps he would rather have the Tilly Girl

as his sister," I suggested.
1 don't doubt it '

I was sorry myself to

give up those comedies. They came after

ivd work, and were
the most exciting films imaginable

to make 1 was a strong, athletic

child, and had had
perience by thai lime, so I;

didn't find them very difficult

I sir was in them that
hieved my first reputation,

and I - now
asking me why 1 don't do some
mi'i. ame kind."

Qui Alma Tavlor
ut her first emotional

. u.it she and
Chrissie White (who. yo >il

remember, was the other Tilly ( 'irl),

competed for the honour of the he-

part in .i picture Mi Hepworth was
launching "

I rode better than Chrissie.l

Alma - it was dei ided

to give me the rolr Then Mr. Hepworth
said whichever one of us played the im-

portant \o\ in the film mo-;

You can easily

le how haul 1 tried but 1 hail

ne\ 'i beet th< •, ; incipal in such a

and. much to my disappointmen!
< In issie ••• ttei actn

" Hut soon my fii itne.

I was to play N
T
an< \ in

me not to do

n because i1 was so different from all

•iiei work but Mr Hepworth was

anxious thai 1 should try lie promised
(to help me through m\ greatest difficulty,

the murdei for I have'never been

ovei confident of my powers -and I
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believe that was his first actual directorial work, although, ol

purse, he had constantly supervised everything.
" After ' Nancy.' which, contrary to prophecy, went very

veil, 1 played all sorts of emotional parts—girl heroines, young
Ivives, mothers, grandmothers, everything you can think of.

\nd my favourite roles have always been ones containing plenty

>f characterisation ; 1 hate the conventional type of sweet.

lentimental heroine, while I loved portraying ' Liz ' in

llf's Button."
" But don't you miss all your pretty frocks in those

rind of parts ?

" Perhaps you won't believe me." Alma said, lookin

it me seriously out of her big blue eyes, " but 1

ion't like wearing beautiful clothes before the

anient. 1 should be disappointed if I felt that

ny appeal to picturegoers was intensified by ex-

tensive dressing 1 want to succeed through my
cting, not because i happen to be gowned in some
orgeous creation. In some of my pictures I am
bliged to wear fashionable and elaborate

Qients ; but when you see me in these parts you
frill always know that 1 am really not so happy
Lis when 1 have on some simple, unpretentious
ttle dress. In real life, you know-, I don't care

,nr extravagant clothes, and L always feel most
it home in nice country tweeds or river frocks

"That, I suppose, is because you are an out
oor girl," I said. " Have you never lived in

London ?
"

" Not since I was a tiny child -and I

jever want to again." replied Alma. " Of
purse, I have to come up to town at least

ince a week ; but 1 do so enjoy a real country
ife ; we were at Sunbury until I was fifteen,

jnd since, at Walton -on-Thames We have
beautiful garden, and I am by way of being

In amateur landswoman in my spare time.
hen 1 love riding, motoring, swimming, tennis

ltd punting, and 1 can have them all in the

buntry. What could 1 have half so nice in

pwn ?

! Alma Taylor put the question in the tri

Imphant manner of an assertion which brooks
b contradiction, and went on to tell me that
{though her weekly visits to London are so

{lied with various things, yet she always finds

he time to go to one, if not two, picture
BOWS.

I think 1 should go every day if I had the
me! My favourite star? Oh, well— 1 have

[
ways loved Mary Pickford, especially in her

!krlier pictures. I suppose I must have
arted work about the same time she did

||me of her first Biograph films—in the days
hen every heroine had to be a cow-girl ! T

! ;ed to think that I should have reached the
ijnnacle of success when 1 could be one of
kose bold, yet strangely timid maidens ; but
"iat was before my real ambition was aroused
hen I started playing parts like

Iris ' in the picturisation of Sir
jrthur Pinero's play,
Inelen Adair' in Count/'

With Gerald Ames iii " I'hc Kali

of the licast."

Liz " m
Button.'

Ire

lawney of the Wells. 1 knew that

the ' playing ' game of my care-

less childhood held wonderful

possibilities of which I had
never even dreamed.'"

Talking to Alma Taylor, one
cannot help being immensely
attracted by her absolute sin

ceritv and her delightfully

natural manner. Pew arc- the

rls who, had they known
the adulation and admiration
which have been showered upon
her. could have remained so

simple and unaffected as she

unmoved, indeed, by all

the praise, excepting the deter-

that it must inspire her to still

• endeavour.
Iced Alma if she never appeared per-

at any of the theatres showing her

no, she replied. "
I always feel

that personal appearances must be such a

disappointment to the audience." 1 did my
best to assure her that this could not possibly

be so in her case ; for her beauty of colouring

and the undeniable fascination of her speak-
ing voice add immeasurably to the charm
of Alma Taylor's personality. But she would
not be convinced, and as one of her reasons
gave the fact that she liked best to be en-
shrined in the hearts of picturegoers as a
favourite character in which they had seen
her upon the screen.

Discussing holidays and othe*' recreations
of the film players. Alma told me that her
travelling was usually, in some way or other
connected with her work. " Each year we
go away from Walton to make at least one
picture; and we visit Devonshire. Wale-.

and lots of other beauty-spots in turn. Last
summer we all went to Yorkshire, where
Helen of Four Gates was made

;
this picture,

perhaps you remember, was adapted from. Ethel Holdsworth's
novel. Yes

; .1 write an occasional scenario myself,* and if only
I had the time, I should like to write lots more. When 1 was

quite a kiddie, you know, I wrote my first picture play,
and Mr. Hepworfh produced it."

Enthusiasm for everything connectt^l with her
>
work struck

me as being an outstanding point of Alma Taylor's " make-up."
She seems surprisingly familiar with every aspect of the kinema
industry, both from the artistic and the technical point of

Is " Welt " in

Com in' 7'hro'

the liye."
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Vorkshire the moors arc so lovely, and, of course, we did pl<

sight-seeing in between our times of hard work. I think the village

almost as keen al>oiit the camera as we were, and 1 had o

special friend amongst them—a woman who always let me g
ready in her cottage for my part. Before I had finished my iikx

land scenes we were great chums, and 1 often wonder il si

ever see the completed picture, and what she will think of it if >

5."

It is easy to imagine Alma Taylor making friends witl

on location." She is so illy human, with the wi.

all-embracing sympathy that marks the true artiste, and whic

to a large extent, is responsible for the amazing variety of h

characterisations.

One can see her taking what, on the surface, appears to

most unattractive of feminine roles, and emphasising in it t

pure gold of sacrifice, of love, and of devotion which, she «
tell you, she is sure can be found in the humblest and mt
obscure of lives. Her comedy parts are just as enthralling, I

she has a whimsical sense of humour that, when allowed f

her acting a spontaneity which her

ublic finds as endearing as do her persor

friends. So I was especially glad, as

wished Alma Taylor "good-bye ai

good hick," to hear about her

present work. " A comedy feature,"

she told me; "the title, so far,

a secret ; but it is adapted from

a famous story, and I think I

can promise you that it will

be even more of a success than

was Alf's Button." M. X

Left : A scene from "Iris."

Wiih Henry linlev ill
" Iris."

view. Very firmly, Loo, she made
the statement that she thought the
ideal production would l>e the result

""

of a man and a woman collaborating a.s

dire< tors.

We are always told that feminine
influence has a great deal to do with
moulding and shaping the events of the
real world," she said ;

" so, logically, the
woman's point of view should be con-
sulted tar more than it is in the Iran.-,

(erring of life to the shadow screen. I

think a woman would utterly reject a

great many of the impossible and ridi-

culous situations which often mar an other-
wise good picture, and her advice in tin

furnishing and decoration of 'sets' would be '\/ M
invaluable One has only to look at the

*

average man Irving to arrange a vase of flowers to

whs- it is that the ' homey ' atmosphere is so
I lacking in a scene ; 1 am afraid 1 always insi

upon supervising all these details myself; but perhaps all

stars are not so lucky in that respect as I am."
Before taking my leave, I asked Alma Taylor to tell me some

thing about In i current release, Helen of Fout Gates.
"1 really played two parts in this picture," she said; "the mother

and the daughter, who are both called 'Helen.' If you have read
the hook you will realise that there is nothing of the ' fluffy ' heroine'

aboul hem, so I felt the part just suited me, especially as it

of opportunity for emotional depth ol acting The old man
who loved Helen the motl termined to make Helen, the daughter,
surter ,is he himself once suffered

; and so he tells her lovei that ^lu- comes
ol .i famil) tainted with insanity. The whole- film, besides being in

tic, bears the impress of life as it is lived in the merciless
atmosphere ol i environment .

and 1 found the effort to portraj
Helen's struj insi adverse inflt - interesting as am work
I have yet attempted
"We thoroughly enjoyed ourselves, too, when taking the exteriors in

Below : "The Man Who
Sin vet/ tit Home,"

<-
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TESTIMONY EXTRAORDINARY
Regarding the Remarkable Effects of

MKIA SALTRATES •"' REUDEL BATH SALTRATES
HE BEST OF ALL SALINES, for

Rheumatism , Gout, orany Liver, Kidney,
flood, or Intestinal Disorders, Etc., Etc.

THE BATH PREPARATION PAR EXCELLENCE,
cures Corns and all Foot troubles permanently, stops
rheumatic or other aches and pains within ten minutes.

EVERYONE SHOULD READ
GEORGE ROBEY, the inimitable comedian, who, like

Sir Harry Lauder and numerous others amongst the really great stars

of the theatrical firmament, has joined the long list of prominent men
and women who have used our Saltrates with results so pleasing that

they have kindly written us in grateful acknowledgement of the wonder-
ful benefits derived. No other preparations in the world have ever
received such endorsement. The following letter is here reproduced
by special permission. SALTRATES, Ltd.

I'o the Manager,

Saltrates, Ltd.,

214, < rreat Portland Street, W.I.

Dear Sir,— [ never could be sure of remaining in perfect bodily health and
comfort without always having both Alkia and Reudel right where they are handy
when wanted. I needed these Saltrates of yours long before commencing to use
them, years ago. "Oh! How can I tell you my feelings " in those days. Now,
I have no more internal or external aches or pains, no more tired feet or muscular
strains. Da I still have to travel to Continental
Spas ? No. No—n'n'n' NO ! I take my cure at

home. Yours gratefully-

]]/hnt *C A Ibis* C/»/tr«t/>r. ? Dissolved in plain water, it gives you an exact reproduction of the essential medicinaljr#IUC IS SllRia OaiirareS f constituents found in famous Spa waters,
.16 dose. Le^-s than half of what you have been accustomed to take of ordinary salines, thus making it most economical.
tJ8 taste is pleasant—children cry for it. It makes a sparkling and refreshing effervescent draught.
**6 effects. Stimulates the liver, flushes the kidneys, puiihes the blood, corrects hyperacidity and other stomach disorders, and eliminates
nnc acid or any other impuritiesfrom the entire system. Best of all anti-rheumatic agents. Guaranteed free from anv depressing or other
iH after-effects.
*le Price. Only Hi a large bottle. Enough to last the whole family for weeks.

TRIAL SUPrLWm Sufficient for week's treatment, free on receipt of eigbtpence for postage- and packing.

What is Reudel Bath Saltrates ?

•SWe-So'Mo/
S**cn SprirfS

r> AF-/

•in 1 ImI

X
%

Dissolve this in plain hot water and you will have an exact reproduction of the
highly medicated and oxygenated curative bathing waters found at cele-

brated Continental and other springs and spas.

The effects.—Softens and brings corns right out, root and all, so there is

nothing left to sprout a new corn again, as when you merely cut the top off or burn it

off with caustic liquids or plasters.

A Saltrtited Bath will stop any rheumatic or other aches or pains in

muscles or joints within ten minutes. Also its strongly antiseptic and healing
qualities will cure bad Skin affections quickly and permanently.

The price.—2/- a half-pound, or 3/3 a pound. Only a handful of the
concentrated compound is required for a full bath, or a tablespoonful for a strong
foot bath.

1UI D V.UW I WTiW •'

=3^

The above preparation* can be obtained from any chemist. Complete
satisfaction is guaranteed every user, or MONEY BACK IN FULL
IMMEDIATELY AND WITHOUT QUESTION. Saltrates, Ltd.,

(Dept. 185), 214, Great Portland Street, London, W. 1.

•UMaTSooi.
IK*. 4ua ArftrttaM. <jt»-il(< i,..i
TrMbtr* Iniimals. Infl^v ,lt

{.ALIHATE&, LIMITED.
• I*. GfmI Portland Slrrcl

LOMDON. W.

-ji t r~—
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Raymond Cannon started his film

life by playing a man of seventy

Now he is a juvenile lead, after six

years of gcreen work, in which he has

been growing younger every day.

RejuvenaKon o/^aymon3
^*

... of the physical atrocities just mention*

Raymond Cannon started his him When 'did your luck break "' I queni I

l:f„ L., „!-,,,;„,< r. man nl seventv. " k ../->, nipan what occasioned » i

Following the suggestion

of the not-over-hos-

pitable gateman, I invaded

the Hollywood Studios and

found Raymond Cannon
in his dressing-room. My
entrance obviously inter-

rupted the adjustment of

a Western looking spur

with which he had been

..red. However, he

didn't seem to mind,

and I soon discovered

that his was the ability

to put a stranger at

immediate ease, a gift

which Nature had not

bestowed upon the frosty

gateman without.

My next impression

concerned the youth of

him standing there in

the full cowboy ~ JMMMNMM1
galia " required by the

role winch he is at present playing
V J.

Callagahan

K tion. 1 ha< ilis work,

but if had been in the old d d my
remembrance of him was nol lik

•' You were thinking ?
' nan

across the table, who app
I his was m\ opportunity, and

I dei id( '1 to make usi of i1

ro b< truthful. I was wondi ing if the

venerable Raymond Cannon who played I

lah, and i

l,. i i( in
h

ould possibly be "

dividual with whom 1 am no>

1 he persoi I had in mind

g six vea is a you

phe astonish liing h< rtily

don't tell me thai they

ni , the pi< tures whii h were so literal!}

ed ' in th(

it
.

["hen, w,ith a reminiscent

and rath. a horrible ones too,

from
", ,,,v, poinl You know," smiling now, some-

, ,

„ Mia.lv unfortunate when it cac

acquiring thoa cha ' which you spok. rhapsil was a

a denied the

youngste. ulu. ei 'T h h"8
waj) oo] when , acCompl»hed some

nile debut alter those years of charao

work, I can only say that, strain

may appear, it was the result of a gradi

growth toward youth on my part Afl

I joined Mr. Griffith's company thn

ago, my ' heavies ' became fewer a

icters younger, until I found myj

doing nineteen - year - olds with Dorot

Gish
Then 1 remembered ! The little con

dienne's leading man in Hut : Ja

ning the Tables, and Sugget Sell]

been the Garden of Allah Raymond Cam
all of the time."

"And your present role ?
" I asked.

"Just another enthusiastic young

with his system fuller of romance t

logic."

About here I recalled the fact that 1

Raymond Cannon for the sole purpos,

tionally interviewing him. 1 had been squad

Ins time to satisfy my personal curiosity. C

be that, after all, our half-hour might inter

readers to whom 1 was under obligation for a

And would they let the photographs tell the

had been so pleasant and

happy and amused by turns that i

much to expect me to concentrate upon

favourite colour or feminine name.

Upon later consideration I dofl
Raymond Cannon has a superficial stre»l

his nature. All of which is going to!
much to his progress when he is sfl

in the near future in the unsophistB

"kid stud " which he contemplat

1

i those

ing at them
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's^Why everyArtisticWoman
J*

should be able to do

STASHION
DRAWING

i

F*EW women realise the Possibilities ot

being able to sketch costumes and design

clothes almost as easily as they can write.

Few seem to know the thousands of pounds
that are paid daily for Fashion work.

Everyone engaged in any branch of the textile

trades, everyone connected with costumiers,

milliners, or drapers, could' earn more money
and enjoy more leisure and independence by
the ability to make chic and stylish sketches.

If you have any Artistic: ability, you ran learn to earn

by Fashion Drawing and Designing—and earn while learn-

ing—with the aid of

CHAS. E. DAWSON'S
Latest and greatest Home-Study

COURSE.
His new, easy way to sketch frocks, figures, pretty faces,

and all the tricks of the most successful Fashion Artists,

are for the first time sejt before the ambitious amateur in

the superbly illustrated spare-time lessons written by the

creator of the famous Dawson Girl and founder of the

world's Greatest Correspondence Art School.

SEND SMALL SPECIMEN SKETCH {pen, pencil, or

water-colour), with stamp for return, for

FREE
CRITICISM,
ADVICE, and
PARTICULARS.

It your work shows ability, you will be accepted as

one of Mr. Dawson's students, should you so desire. It

costs NOTHING to learn, whether you have artistic

possibilities or not. But do not lose your possibility for

the sake of writing to Mr. Dawson.
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1

'
1

1

A few Courses at SCHOLARSHIP terms reserved for " Picturegoer
"'

readers whose sketches show unusual promise. Immediate Application Essential.

Write direct to CHAS. E. DAWSON, Art Director, Fasliion Dept.,

Practical Correspondence College, Ltd., 1, Thanet House, Strand, W.C. 2.
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NAVY
BLUE

LIGHT
NAVY

SAXE
BLUE

\
SHELL 1

PINK /

.. J.

jRA3S
GREEN

PURf

! WIN

\s

GRll

L erady LJi displays to K«

admirind rriends tne wonders

of Twink wkicK CLEANS
and DYES at T;he same ume

ni«
BOO

^", \VINK, the marvellous new
preparation, enables every lady

to obtain the latest fashionable
colours to her hearts content. By
this wonderful easy home-dyeing
process you can have just the
shades you desire for your Blouses,
Dresses, Negligees, Underwear,
Veils. Collars, Ribbons, Gloves,
Scarves, Junipers, Sports Coats,
Stockings or other items of daily
wear. Twink gives a liberal range
of full, deep, brilliant tones.

PRICK 7iD -

Not only is Twink wonderfully
useful for personal wear, but it

also restores and revives the
home furnishings and decorations.
Window and Door Curtains,
Draperies, Covers, Quilts, Cushions,
Coloured Table and other Cloths
— all can be made to take on
a new beauty and usefulness
with Twink. Colour plays to-day.
both in dress and decorations,
a more vital part than at any-

other period.

PER PACKET.

Of all Grocers, Stores, Oilmen, Chandlers, etc.

CLEANS AND DYES AT THE SAME TIME.
MADK IN EIGHTEEN BEAUTIFUL SHADES.

O

V27QLoj
L-J MADE BY THE

MAKERS OF LUX

Lever Brothers Limited. Port Sunlight.
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SMADOWLAN D
CR/T/CAL— ABOUT PLAVS AND PLAVERS IN CURRENT
GOSSIP P/CTURES

hom could we have chosen more
charming for a cover girl than

j dant Dorothy Gish ? This irre-

•i ible little comedienne is much in

a i news lately, because she has been
i i heroine of an elopement as romantic
V s permitted by the matter-of-fact

Mironment of our modern age. It

« ! on the day following Christmas
] i (America has no Boxing Day,
f l know) that Dorothy and James
^inie ran away —or, to be strictly

a
; ;ct, motored away—from New York
' to Greenwich, Connecticut,, where

J were married by a Justice of the
( :e. Partners in this nefarious pro-
I I were Constance Talmadge and
III Pialoglou, who formed the other

*j of a double wedding. Connie and
i Gish have been inseparable chums

1 I many years, having suffered the
:

' nnies of school teachers together,
ached each other's shining locks, and
S/ed the terrors of their first dinner-
: I ies together ; so what more natural
tli that they should demand each

Jsr's support in the serious affair of

inaway marriage ?

Tmes Rennie, Dorothy's husband, is

I perhaps especially interesting to
Jjish picturegoers, because he is a
-ladian, and during the war was a
•tain in the Royal Air Force. He is

J' one of the best-liked of the young
±Ors on Broadway, and is appearing
ni popular production called Spanish

Love. He has been at the same time
leading man for Lillian Gish in her first

starring picture. World Shadows, which
looks as though it is coming to an un-
timely end through the insolvency of

its producing company. And, curiously

enough, Rennie has twice been Dorothy's
screen husband, for his first film ven-
tures were in the little Gish's two
recent pictures, Remodelling a Husband
and • Flying Pat. Possibly Dorothy,
having made of James such an admirable
partner, was loath to see the success-

ful result of her. training go back to his

unregenerate days.

This month brings the release of

The Glorious Lady, a Selznick

feature, starring Olive Thomas. All

picturegoers will remember that this

attractive and beautiful girl was the

wife of Jack Pickford, and it was while

they were in Paris last summer that

she met her tragic death. An excep-
tionally brilliant career was unfolding
itself before her : the fruit, indeed, of

years of hard work and ambitious en-

deavour. When quite a girl, Olive

Thomas had been obliged to come to

the help of her family, and had entered
a big department store in Philadelphia

;

then she found fame in the Ziegfeld

Follies, but not content with that, she
entered the world of the silver sheet,

where her charm and talent brought
her to important starring roles. Of late

Fate has intervened in the lives of

several of the younger players, and
taken them from the promise of suc-
cessful futures : Robert Harron, Clarine
Seymour, Harold Lockwood, and Olive
Thomas are amongst the best-beloved
of these.

Wallace Reid, who for so long has
been a bright and shining star

all to himself, is showing that he bears
the new idea of " the picture's the
thing " no ill-will, for he is appearing
in company with several other cele-

brities in Five Kisses. This is Cecil

De Mille's picturisation of Schnitzler's
" Affairs of Anatol," and is the first of

the Lasky films to bring a real " all-

star " cast to the screen. Instead of

writing a story, more or less plausible,

around the personality of a star, the
stars are now to be chosen to interpret
parts in photoplays which for dramatic
value and artistic balance are to rival

the most famous of the stage productions.
It remains to be seen how the public

—

and, incidentally, the stars themselves

—

will respond to the innovation ; to many
thousands of picturegoers the per-
sonality of featured players will always
be the foremost attraction. Wallace
Reid is popular enough to survive
the obscurity of the " all-star " cast

;

in the recent contest in America he
gained the largest number of votes in

many localities. ' Excuse My Dust, his

current release, is one of his greatly-

liked motoring features, and in it he is
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JAZZ & GENTILITY.

The Balls of Fifty Years o
Ago.

suppoi u il In Anne Little AuoUiei ui

these speed-fiend " pictures is down on
VVally's programme for making in the
near future— Excuse mv Smoke is its

title. He lias recently finished work in

The Love Special.

• 8 ',1 'wo of Charles Ray's pictures are

0&&0&O&&&&&& to ^e secn tms month, Alarm

IT
is rather amusing to turn over an old
volume of Punch and see pictures of the
balls of the 'seventies the women with

voluminous skirts and elaborate coiffure,

men with ultra-long trousers and side wins
kcrs ; the rows of bored chaperones. What
would those decorous ladies have said to our
scant frocks and bare arms, or to the " de-
plorably masculine " fashion of " bobbing
t he hair ?

A dance in those days was a far more formal
affair. The debutantes were chaperoned by
disereet mammas ; they did not dance too
much for fear of getting unbecomingly
flushed ; they did not display their arms in

the bold fashion of the 1921 girl ; all defects

were hidden under long white kid glo\ i s

Only in a very natural vanity did the girls

of those days resemble the maidens of our
own time.

The modern girl has a harder task to keep
herself looking fresh and pretty through a

long and arduous evening of " Jazz," " Hesi-
tation," and " Fox-Trot." Dancing is too
apt to make one look " shiny " and hot, and
the enthusiastic dancer will not spare a
second to disappear into the dressing room
to powder her face. " Wouldn't it be
lovely," several girls have said to me, " if

there was something to put on your face—
not real make-up, you know that would
look nice all the evening without any further

trouble ?
"

And to these I reply, " There is something.
Get an ounce of cleminite from your chemist.
Dissolve it in water and bottle it. Before
you go to your dance, shake the bottle well.

and bathe your face with the lotion, rubbing
lightly until it is dry. That will give you all

the nice ' bloom ' of powder without hurting
your skin in the least, and the effect will

last for several hours."

GLOVES v. BARE ARMS.
The Victorian miss and her mamma would

certainly deplore our casting aside of the
conventional long kid gloves as " exces-

sively ungentcel." So also docs the woman
of to-day whose arms are better hidden
than displayed. Certainly, though a pretty
arm gains much admiration, an ugly, hairy
one turns the prettiest toilette. Many girls,

whose arms arc otherwise white and shapely,
sutler from a growth of superfluous hair on
them, which is far from attractive. These,
of course, can be removed with very little

trouble. Shaving is undesirable ; for not
only is it very tiresome, but the hairs grow
again with increased vigour Electrolysis is

painful .m. I expensive. I lie best method is

to proi me some gafe home remedy : pheminol
is lis in the siii-i and most reliable drug
to use Most chemists Stock it leads foi

in small i 01 bottles ; all that is nee ess.n y
is to add a little water U< aboul i teaspOOnful
of tin- powder, ami to apply the resulting

to to tla- superfluous hairs, IhieitK it

his thoroughly dried, the hair can be easily

and painlessly scraped awaj with a thin
piii e .il cardboard a visiting card will do.

Pheminol seems a little expensive ; but
only a very little is required, and it reduces
tli'' future growth of hairs to a minimum.

I et all w ho ha\ e pretty arms, tin n,

show them lilt th.. -i who an- less well

favoured will be wise to moderate fashion

a little, and produce a little illusion with
" camouflage sleeves of ninon or tulle.

Clock Andy, rne of his Famous- Lasky
features, and Nineteen and Phyllis, the

third of his own pictures to be ex-

hibited on this side. It was just over a
year ago that the Charles Kay Pro-

ductions came to life in I^os Angeles,

and the first birthday of the company
was celebrated a little while ago by a

big dinner at the Athletic Club of this

Californian city. All Charles Kays
admirers were glad to hear that he
intends, on the whole, to stick to his

inimitable characterisations of the rural

youth, and the six pictures he has made
(luring the twelve months of his regime

as star and producer show him in some
delightfully ingenuous roles. Playing

opposite him in Nineteen and Phyllis is

Clara Horton, who was " Youth " in

Rvcrywoman. Albert Ray, Charles'

cousin, who has been seen in so many
Fox features with Elinor Fair, has
given up his other work to join the

Ray organisation, which also has Charles'

father as its business head.

An easy way to start a controversy
amongst " movie " enthusiasts is

simply to mention the word " sub-

title." At once will follow the heated
argument which ranges all the way
from the extremist who would banish
sub-titles to the nether regions, to the

equally deluded person who would
evidently like to sec a film that is all

sub-titles. Hut the fault with the sub-

title is not that it e\ists but that it is

so often treated with contempt by the

men who make the films. Every other

detail of the picture is entrusted to

experts, but anybody who can write

" English " policemen bob up again in the A
version oj Arnold Bennett's "(treat Advent

features Lionel Barrymore

at ail is gooii enough to writ*- ih5
titles ' A film of the inontl

Ankle, is an example of tin

which clever sub-titling can inc

the humour of the attion, for alth

in this comedy feature Douglas
Lean and Dons May prove as attn
a young couple as ever, the hea

laughs are often called forth by the

itself The sub-titles in some of

stance Talmadge's pictures, espei

those emanating from the scintill

pen of Anita Loos, are a joy in t

selves. We hear, too, from the •

side, that when the bnef and
remarks which punctuate Charlie (

lin's new comedy, The Kid, were fL

upon the screen, an uproar of a
ciative mirth was the result.

T he American Beautv
name given to Katherine I

Donald by the " fans " of her n

land, who have voted her the suet

of lovely Lillian Russell. Over
Miss MacDonald will be chiefly re
bered as the heroine of The H
Thou Gavest Me, although Feb
saw her in the first of her own
ductions. The Thunderbolt X<

her in the second of these, The B
Market, with Roy Stewart as her let

man, and in the future we are t

her as the heroine of Tin Notorious

Lisle, adapted from Mrs Crokersi
lar novel. Katherine MacDonald i

of three good-looking sisters,

MacLaren and Miriam MacDonald
the other two ; and the trio ar

utilising their charms for the b
of the picture enthusiasts. " The A
can Beauty " docs not take her ho
very seriously, l<cing, like many an

well-favoured film luminary, much
concerned with the effect her int

has upon the public. She is credited

telling the curious ones wl

her to be a devotee of the h
parlour that her only toilet i

is a five -cetrt

msrican film of soap !

urc." which ^^^ C—tt
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IHE NEW HOBBY.

bw a Famous Actress Keeps

br MindA /ways Fresh and Fit.

COMFORTABLE arm-chair—a cheery lire—and one

~Ti of the " Little Grey Books.'' These are the ingre-

ifls of the New Hobby. Thousands of men and women
•adopting it. And thus they are spending many half-

air- of pleasure and profit. In the world outside there

i be many unpleasant things—Falling Rain—Mud and

lid—Labour Unrest- Wars in various places—High Taxes

—

rcteering Prices—but for one evening a week at least these

ales are excluded. That evening is the Pelman Evening.

iMthen, out come the " Little Grey Books " and a pencil

paper, and for the next half-hour, or hour, or even two
au>, one's mind is occupied with Pelmanism and the

ratable and pleasurable gifts it brings.

JlELMANISM," writes the celebrated actress, Miss
Lillah McCarthy, " is now my Sunday recreation.

Be a dose of this new mental tonic and at once experience

. ilise of rest and content. After this pleasant exercise I

braced up, ready for my week's work, and sure that I

htt be able to do my best. That is the secret I have learnt

ai Pelmanism—it makes you do your best ; and, moreover,
ukes your best better than you thought it possible to be.

di now a Pelman enthusiast, and am prescribing my
rtidy wherever and whenever I encounter a friend who
vfjd l>e better for it -there are many who would."

(•ID she adds :
" Pelmanism is a most absorbing game,

i"l and one which each player can learn for himself or

Rlf. At any convenient moment one may take up the

'jtle Grey Books ' and enjoy real mental recreation—to

simoy that much-abused word in its proper sense. Surely,

ran pleasure and instruction can be combined—when, in

idrtion to acquiring knowledge which will stand us in good
«u throughout our lives, we can also find the most intense

iwest and enjoyment in its study—a double purpose is

*ftd. But, in my experience, Pelmanism does more than
miate in the ordinary sense of the term. It recreates the
iiijl, fills one with a new energy for work, stimulates one
il greater determination of will-power, and increases the

•*|city for concentration."

Ij-f
E " Little Grey Books,'' twelve in number, which,
together with the exercises and examination papers,

•jtitute the Pelman Course, cover scientifically the whole
ftdnd of mind-training, and, as Miss Lillah McCarthy says,

inextremely interesting. The very first book grips your
(ition, and the farther you go the deeper becomes your
i»est and the more efficient becomes your mind. Each
#k in turn prepares you for the next, and at the end you
(Ire a complete mastery of the science, which you can then

V, as so many thousands have done, for your personal
Bmcement.

I a Report issued by Truth, this well-known journal

U gives two interesting lists, one of Mental Disabilities

lt>ved by Pelmanism, the other of Qualities induced or
Proved by the remarkable system.

{.

hese lists are as follows :

tal Disabilities Removed
Forgetfulness.

Mind Wandering
Brain Fag.
Indecision.

Shyness.

Timidity.

Dullness.

Weakness of Will.

Lack of System.

Lack of Initiative

.

Indefiniteness.

Mental Flurry.

MISS
LILLAH

McCarthy.
who saws that Pelmanism braces her up for her week's -work and

(

enables her to do her best. You can obtain free particulars of the

Xew Pelman Course to-day by :i<iitin^ to the address printed below.

Qualities Induced or Improved :

Concentration. Forcefulness.

Perception. Directive Ability.

Judgment. Self-Confidence.

Initiative. Driving Power.

Will-Power. Self-Control.

Decision. Tact.

Ideation. Reliability.

Resourcefulness. Salesmanship.

Organising Power. Rightly- Directed Energy.

A Reliable Memory.

"A comparison of these two lists,' says Truth, "shows
that what Pelmanism really accomplishes is a substitution

of active good qualities for passive bad habits."

AS a result of developing these valuable qualities the

^ X efficiency of the student's mind is immensely in-

creased, so much so that reports are continually reaching the

Pelman Institute from men and women who have actually

doubled, trebled, and even quadrupled their incomes as a

direct consequence of taking the Course. The following is

a typical letter of this kind :

—

" Since I commenced your Course of Instruction my
Efficiency has vastly increased. My income has gone up
<oo per cent. . . I attribute all this to the Pelman Course."-

From an Architect.

"\7ET the Pelman Course takes up very little time. You
1 can obtain the full benefit of the system by devoting,

say, half-an-hour daily, or an hour every other day, to this

most pleasant mental exercise. And the results are rapid.

You experience a mental change for the better almost im-

mediately. Confusion of thought, Depression, Forgetful -

ness, and other mental faults and failings vanish, and in

their place you find yourself the possessor of trained and
efficient mental faculties, a stronger Will, and a clear, direct

and consistently capable mind. Write to-day for a free

copy of " Mind and Memory " (which fully describes the

Pelman Course, and shows you how you can enrol for it on

reduced terms) to the Pelman Institute, 045, Pelman House,

Bloomsbury Street, London, W.C.I.
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Boys and Girls!
Here i» a Great New
Weekly Picture Paper for

You—all about animal* !

No. 1 out

March 8 .

on TUESDAY,
. Price 2d.

Here it just the paper you have ollen

wished (or—a real picture paper that tells

you all about the animate you love so much

This new paper shows you lots of fine

photographs of elephants, giraffes, tigers,

squirrels, canaries, and all sorts of birds

and animals.

It tells you what they think 'about the

queer things they do when you are not

looking, how they live, the brut way to look

after your pels, etc.

The Children's ZOO PICTORIAL con-

lain* many other things you will enjoy

reading. They are :

A thrilling SERIAL, entitled " THE
ISLAND SCHOOL' Real Hunting
Adventure* Funny Animal Pictures

Heap* of wonderful new Photograph*
All the latest Animal News The

Keeper's Chat (a friendly chat by the

man who knows all) Riddle* and
Puzzles' The Collectors' Corner
Boy's '' Handy-Man "Articles (showing
how to make things) Games and Toys,

and amusing animal gossip The Nature
Calendar lovely Illustrations, and
SPLENDID MONEY PRIZE COM-
PETITIONS.

lie n;re and secure a COpyoflhlt Wonderful
New Picture I'aper

THE CHILDREN'S

ZOO
PICTORIAL
EVERY TUESDAY, 2d.

Pro| DHAMS PRESS, LTD,

THE- PICTUR&GOE-R
In

' .' / i < hiId, Nazimova
is the hen »ine of a picture

founded upon Prank Danby's novel,

which has already been screened by the

(xmdon Film Company, with Edna
Flugrath in the principal part. In

ili.' forth i
i version we shall

again sc-f Charles Bryant, the English

husband of the famous Russian star,

as hei : man These two an- an

sely devoted couple, and in spite

of being well-known people in Holly

wood, they lead the quietest and sim-

plest of lues. Home, to Nazimova,
means far more than gaiety and social

activities; needless to say, her house is

a verv beautiful one, and is modelled

after the style of a villa she once saw

and longed for in Italy. Perhaps her

wanderings all over the world, her hard

life, and the adversities by which she

was so often faced, increase the charm
of Cahfornian quiet for Nazimova
her studio life, too, seems to absorb all

her energy. She is now starring in a

screen version of the famous play,

Cam tile, in which Rudolf Valentino

plays " Armand ' This has taken the

place of Aphrodite, which has been

shelved for future use. Valentino we
saw early this year, with Clara Kimball

Young, in Jiyes of Youth

\l .dmadge picture always promises

worth while entertainment, and
The Branded Woman, starring the elder

of the sisters, Norma, is no exception
to the rule We see Percy Marmont as

the star's leading man he is one of the

British leading men who have met with

so much sin i ess on the other side Last

month he appeared with Mice Joyce in

The Winchester Woman; and he has

gone hack again to his old home, the

Vitagraph studios, to support Corinne

MARCH

Griffith in her forth; oming feal

Connie's Man h picture is I hi Cfc'ij

with Percy Marmont in it, loo

couple are to be directed now by
st,r Campbell. Corinne's husband >i

I'almadge has been steadtl

ever since she arrived in New
from I'.urope last summer

; h

February she and her husband
their annual pilgrimage to Palm '

Florida.

Among the many British ai tor

•ho have found

before the camera in California is

Heming, Not long ago she was
on this side as " Beauty " in

nan, and this month she wills

as the heroine in The Cost, a dra

love, finance and politics, taken

a novel by David Graham PI

Violet Heming was born in I.cecu

was educated at Southport : she

varied stage career before cnterin

movies," and was a " Peter

when she was only twelve yeam

Cdoming to the screen with a r»

> tion all ready-made, Irene

proved herself easily able to hoi

own amongst the film stars wh<

had many more years of expe

than she Noted as a dancer, an<

lieautiful wearer of beautiful cl

she was always greeted with delig

theatre audiences, ami she appt»ar

several shows of the "lliusicom

type Palria, the war serial, wa

first hlni venture, and she has

starred in a numlier of I-asky

f which The Amateur Wife,

William Carleton opposite her. it

Irene Castle has been making rat

novel public appearance in New
as the model tor the product*

Marshall Seilan pressed a " Ulinip " tutu ser, <" <">ne wonderful frotu-ilu

ing battle-scenes between thousands oj Indians and soldiers, m hi., new prodi
" Bob Hampton of Pla,,f

jlt»
. - ___ ^* _ *w I
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10' firm of silk manufacturers. A
at' Silk Pageant " was held at the

ini Central Palace, and several stars

itr uted their services in order that

lauties of the different materials

ml be displayed to the full. Winter-

i Miami, Florida, has also been a

•t E Irene Castle's programme ; and
i now preparing for an extended

t ) California, where she will make
ulependent camera productions.

Huntly McCarthy's novel

nd his stage success, // / Were
ngi immortalise the life of Francois

the beloved vagabond -poet of

. who coloured the historic pages
fifteenth century with his romantic
unrigs. In the film version,

ilun Farnum plays the part of Villon,

: etty Ross Clarke is the heroine.
•: cture is one of the big spectacular

id tions for which the Fox Company
Wbrated, and evervone who has

n t unites in praise of Farnum as

Iro. Just at present this star has
lord the screen for the stage—not

a. layer, but as a manager. Before
An career, William Farnum had a

jj nd varied theatrical experience,
1 ping back to the environment of

^juthful days is pleasant work for

1 He is presenting a revival of

Wnie " at the Park Theatre in New
1 but as he has not by any means
eil his connection with Fox, we
ylope to see him in many more of

•Hroic camera portrayals

Tn Stoll Company arc- releasing, on
Jlhe twenty - first of March, a

tk|i version of Robert Hichens'
lel-read novel, The Call of the Blood.

V* Neilson-Terry makes her first

ea appearance in this picture ; she
11 f remembered by London thea. tre-

mor her work in many of the big

hlig Tom Moore and Naomi Chtlders in a

structed for the film version of

THE PICTUR&GOE-R
productions at His Majesty's Theatre,
where, among other things, she played

' Trilby " to Sir Herbert Tree's " Sven-
gali." She was especially charming in
" Princess Priscilla's Fortnight," one of

her quite early plays, but even before

that she often appeared in the historical

dramas in which her father and mother,
Fred Terry and Julia Neilson, used tp

star. Phyllis Neilson-Terry was a

student at the Royal Academy of Music
when she was quite a girl, and her
vocal teacher, the famous Randegger,
always asserted that her sweet, high,

pure soprano marked her out for an
operatic and not a stage career. Ivor

Novello, who is the male star in The
Call of the Blood, came to the films

from the musical world. He is the

talented son of Madame Clara Novello
Davis, and everyone will remember
him chiefly for his " Keep the Home
Fires Burning," which was, perhaps,

the most popular of all the songs com-
posed during the war.

Ivor Novello will be seen in a second
film soon, for Carnival, which was

shown to the Trade upon its com-
pletion a few weeks ago, is now due
for the approval of the public. It is

the film version of the play °f the same
name in which Matheson I-ang and
Hilda Bayley scored such success upon
the London stage. In the picturised

Carnival we see both these players in

their original parts ; while Ivor Novello

interprets the role of the young lover.

Part of this picture was made at the

Alliance Studios, St. Margaret 's-on-

Thames, and part of it in Venice, where
the principal members of the company
took up their abiding-place for the

filming of the exteriors. This is one,

at least, of the advantages of studio

life in England Continental exteriors,

instead of being erected at great
[Continued on page 55.

railway coach of the 1883 period, specially con
" Mr. Harncs of \!eu< York."
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Learn to Draw
in YOUR own home
*T*HE London Sketch School's postal tuition coarse
' of twelve complete lessons is the easiest anil

most thorough method possible of learning to draw .

Beginning at the root of the subject it takes a student
from the single line to the finished drawing, erobr:n
ing every phase of art work, such as landscape, sttil

life, fashions, advertisement designing, posters, stoft

illustrating, etc. Each student is given individual
instruction, which means that not only is a pupil'*

own particular style and taste for any special branch
of illustrating fully developed, but the course is

equally as valuable to the advanced student as i"

the absolute beginner. The course includes hundreds
of valuable illustrations on charts, easy and fascinat

ing to follow, and endorsed by present pupils as the

best and most efficient method of instruction.

Students do not become copyists; the training

sures that they become able
to produce original drawings,
which if they desire to turn
their talent to profitable

account, will bring good
prices. Read these apprecia-
tive letters received this week:

" / consider that I have
made rapid progress, due <o

your instruction. Sot only has
the school unproved my work,
it has made me ambitious."

Another writes :
" The

charts are just what I wanted,
to show how the thing should
be done."
Yet another student:
' The lessons are
r.rtKAT, and the criti-

cisms instructive and
helpful."

Write at once
itlutlrated ART
PROSPECTUS pa*
trmt and copy thit
•krtch for FREE fl t

criticism. yJJM
LONDON SKETCH
{tudlo S89) 34, PATCRNOSTKR ROW, C.O.4.

liillPilillp^

^pi
DONT DRUDGE
AT THE PIANO !

T TNDI-.K the Thelwall Rapid Piano Course, twelve
s-' simple* lessons enable you to master the keyboard"

and |il.u .ii si: lit any piece that comes within your
lei turn al powers.

Until J'Htl have tried this wonderful system yon
cannot possibly realise how rematkably it simplifies

piano practice, and how completely it solves all the

dill'n nil ies lll.it perplex the beginner.
I'he Ihelwa'd Rapid Piano Cowse has won tie

approval of the lending musical authorities.

Mr. W Herbert Hlcknx, Mus. Doc, Professor ,11 the
(.uii.IL. ill s. houl "f Musii , ,ays :

" )'.•/. ./ • >,.; eUtui <i iu
t rotten yon say that it A rfrv/e«<M toettsttre to

the pitrtU tut initximttm remits wit'i tiie minimum
tiltiit oj lime.-

FREE BOOKLET
•'Th» Charm of Hutlc Brought Within Your Reach."
A n>p> ..1 1I1I3 hiioKMfiiu iHHikk-t, which nils yell .ill uIhiiiI tin

The THELWALL RAPID PIANO COURSE
////-- A B.C, Corrtspondtnce Schools,

(Dept. 138) PtttfriioHter Houie. B.C.*.

Wanted !

FILM PLAYS
Could You Write One?

YOU probably have the talent— it only requires
developing to enable vou to command a KIG

INCOMh writing scenarios for the films. Thou-
sands are urgently needed. Study under Kngland s

greatest scenario • writer, .NIK. I.ANliKORI)
Kl'.l'.li, the author of over 100 produced Scenarios
in this country, and Kditor to one of the leading
I'.iitish producing firms. 1'his Course by corre-
spondent e can lie studied in your spare time, and is

so graded that you can rurn mone) while studying.
Picture Pla\ writing is one of the highest paid profes-
•11 his .in.l can be quickly learnt. Write for inter-

esting booklet— it places you under nn obligation.
1 lu I-. in mi; I ANcinitn 1:1 1 D'S

PICTURE PLAVWRITINO COURSE
THE ARC. Correipondence. School,.

'TJept. l}f>, Paternoster House. B.C.*
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THERE is a distinctiveness about the women who use PON'D'S. Their indi-

viduality leads them to select the very best, and the use of the very best

gives that distinctive freshness of complexion which contributes to their

individuality.

There is also an individuality about POND'S—the Original Vanishing Cream—
which distinguishes it from all other face creams in the esteem ot ladies ol

quality and well-known beauties. At the slightest touch, it vanishes immediately

—

no shiny or sticky afu r-effects. Chapped Hands, Cracked L>ps, and Roughness
and Redness of the Skin are avoided by the regular night-anJ-morniug use of
POND'S Vanishing Cream—and also by a touch at any time during the day from
the new od. tube, suitable for carrying in the handbag.

Miss CONSTANCE COLLIER says: "I find Pond's Vanishing
Cream perfectly splendid for the skin— I shall always use It."

Tetrazzini, Pavlova, Miss Nellson-Terrv, Miss Elsie Janij, Miss Billie Burke,
Madame Kirlcby Lunn, Mi^s Violet Vanbr vh — nil these worn -n of distinction
have found a response to their own individuality in the individuality of POND'S.

"IT SOOTHES AND SMOOTHS THE SKIN."
In handsome Opal Jars with Aluminium Strtw /.ids, 1/3 and 2/6 ; and
Collapsible Tube*, 9d. and 1/3. of all Chemists and Stores. Ifyon cannot
obtain tlie ww tube from your Chemist to-day, j<«.r us ninepeftee, and VM will

dispatch it per return, post free.

PONDS EXTRACT CO., iDkpt. 150),

71, Southampton Row, I ondox, W.C. i.

P-Shr*

Pond's v£4»
i

"j When Edward I. offered his son as

Prince of Wales to the Welsh people,

he conciliated them and turned dis-

affection towards English rule Into

popularity.

Any marked change or reform Is alwa>s viewed at the outset with

apprehension. It Is the ultimate popularity of a new system that

proves Its efficacy. Such, in brief, Is the history of the OSRAM
LAMP, which, In the short space of a few \iars, has risen to a

height of unrivalled popularity by reason of Its remarkably
efficient service.

Osram Lamp* art new told nt Rtductd Prictt if EitcMeiani, Stem, and Inmmtmgm.

BRITISH
HADE

X.
ELECTRIC LAMPSSAM »/T)*Gm*d£Jtcfi*CaLl!/.67QuiT»Hc*r>oSr fC* (ami

Kimf tdwofd I. prrttnt.
mg hit infant ton to
tht WtUh Peoplt al

Carmaryan Cattlt.
ILtgcnttty Picnut)
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ii how they would have us believe those loving final close-ups are filmed by bashful
•mi-men and producers. The oscillatory stars are Jack Pickford and Molly Malone.

fe in the studio grounds, usually
a perfectly praiseworthy excuse
trip to France or Italy. This
many of the film players have

led abroad, and have been only
kJ to exchange the fogs of London
fc sun and the blue skies of the

Ittoubtedly the picture of the month
/ lis The Miracle Man. It is one
t: much-heralded super-features,

: nre than that it is a picture with
mage—and one so vital and en-
ahg that the interest of the audience-
,'nped until the final close of its

heel. In its all-star cast are seen
'sb favourite players — Thomas
igjm, Elinor Fair, Lawson Butt (the
wey Breck " of Earthbound), and
\t{ Dowling ; while Lon Chaney
e&is the first of his extraordinarily
-1

J« portrayals of deformed humanity.
le Miracle Man, Betty Compson

e p hitherto undreamed-of heights
dwnatic ability ; until George Loane
sWr chose her for the part of " Rose,"
ljd only worked in the comedy and
afields. She is now starring in her
•Jictures, one of the last of which
nsoners of Love. George Loane
iljr, although born and bred in
*jca, is of Yorkshire extraction.
«ne over here in 191 3, and spent
Mtime producing for the London
ojCompany. His direction of The
rile Man created such a sensation
t|in his hands was immediately
^ another big feature, Ladies Must
'•by Alice Duer Miller, who wrote
? 'harm School.

I Goldwyn picture, Madame X.,
will probably give The Miracle
[1 close call in the matter of popu-

For Pauline Frederick, the
emotional star, has a following
is not easily lured from her en-
ng charm by the calls of the
tar cast," and in Madame X.
said to give the most marvellous

interpretation of her career. Reading
the story of the film, which appears in

this magazine, all who know the work
of this fine actress can visualise her in

the part of the unhappy " Jacqueline
Floriot," while in an article to be found
within these pages, Miss Frederick
describes some of her emotions during
the taking of the scenes. Pauline
Frederick, a short time ago, was re-

ported to be engaged to Mr. Du Pont,

an American millionaire, but neither

confirmation nor denial of the rumour
seems yet to have come from the star.

She is now making her own pictures,

the last of which was The Mistress of
Shenstone, with Roy Stewart playing
opposite ; this, of course, is adapted
from Florence Barclay's novel. Salvage

is the title of Pauline's present film,

and directing her in it Henry King is

again to be found.

The three Flugrath sisters—Edna
of that ilk, Viola Dana, and

Shirley Mason—are all welcome visitors

to the silver sheet during the next
few weeks. Miss Flugrath we shall see

in London Pride, a story of the East
End and a coster V.C. ; Viola Dana in

Please Get Married; and Shirley Mason
in Her Elephant Man. Picture " fans

"

probably know that this team of

talented sisters were players on the

American stage in the days of their

very earjy childhood ; Viola and Shirley

are now happily settled in Los Angeles,

while Edna Flugrath is a Stoll star with
a charming home in Richmond. She is

the wife of Harold Shaw, the producer

;

Shirley, the youngest of the three,

is married to Bernard Durning, who
also wields the megaphone on the Holly-
wood " lots." Viola Dana and Shirley

Mason are sister-chums, and although
the former is a Metro light, and the

latter the joy of the Fox studio, they
are never very far apart. Viola has made
a number of interesting pictures lately,

The Offshore Pirate, Cinderella' s Twin,
and now Home Stuff, being the most

CATARRH
DEAFNESS
EAR NOISES
Send for Free Copy
ofSir Hiram Maxim's
New Book and learn

of a quick and easy
Common Sense

Home Cure.

Fr.-mh Goivniimn

Readers of THE PICTURE-
GOER are strongly recom-
mended to send for this

concise little book, which has
already enabled thousands
to cure easily and quickly
at home most cases of
Catarrh, Deafness, Ear Noises,
Bronchitis and Asthma.
The book and full articulars,
describing one of Sir Hiram's
most wonderful discoveries,
will be sent free to all appli-
cants on receipt of name and
address.
Thousands of sufferers have
already cured their ailments
by following the advice given.
Send no money. Simply
write to the Sole Licensees,

JOHN MOHGAN RICHARDS
4 SONS, Ltd.,

(Dept. H.F.), 46, Holborn
Viaduct. London. E.C.I

J2&SBZ yaytre.

Humanity is a great sufferer.
There are a thousand and one
simple causes of pain to which we
are all liable. But Modern Science
has discovered in Antikamnia Tab-
lets a means whereby you need
no longer " suffer in silence."
Thanks to this wonderful discovery,
pain can now he almost instan-
taneously relieved.

Doctors say that Antikamnia
Tablets are almost infallible, and
banish pain in <>2 per cent, of cases.
They are specially effective in the
relief of Toothache, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Headache Rheumatic
Pains, and all conditions known as
women's aches and pains.

To prove the power of Anti-
kamnia Tablets we will send you a

Free Trial Package
on receipt of your name and addicts

All you have to do to secure t4*is

generous trial, together with an
interesting and convincing free
book, is to send your name and
address on a postcard to the

AntikamniaTablet Dept(A.B.2)
46, Holborn Vuduct, London, E.C.I.
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REAL GLOSSY
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PICTURE POST-

CARDS OF

FI LM
FAVOURITES
Charles Chaplin Marguerite Clark

Ivy Close Henry Edwards
William Farnum Pauline Frederick

Violet Hopson Lionelle Howard
Annette Kellerman Mary Miles M inter

Tom Mix Owen Nares

Nazimova Mabel Normand
Mary Pickford Stewart Rome

Constance Talmadge Alma Taylor

George Walsh Chrissie White

Pearl White

21
threepenny Cards

sent po3t free for

Lists of hundreds of others

free on application.

5/-

PICTURES LTD.,
88, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

To Look

Your Best
YOUR HAIR
MUST HAVE
ATTENTION.

Five minutet a

day spent accord-

ing lo the direc-

tions with each
bottle ol " Koko"
will make all the

difference in your
appearance. Try
it (in 14 days and
you will he sur-

prised at the retult.

FOR THE

A CLEAR. NON-GREASY LIQUID
OF DELIGHTFUL FRAGRANCE:
COOLING & INVIGORATING TO
THE SCALP. CONTAINS NO DYE.

Promotes Growth, Cleanses the

Scalp, Strengthens Thin and
Weak H.nr, and ultimately Pro-

duces Thick, Luxuriant, Brilliant

Tresses.

1/3, 2/6. At 4/6 per bottle at all Chcmi.li
Stores. Ate.

II any difficulty is ex|xTicnce.l . send P.O.
lo value rcijuircd lo —

KOKO MARICOPA9 CO.. LTD.,

16. Bevi. Marks. EC. 3.
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Matheson Lang and Hilda Bayley in a scene from " Carnival."

recent. Work in this last film has taken
Viola and her company to a small
Quaker town in California, the in-

habitants of which were not sufficiently

camera-hardened to be able to stand
the shock of Viola's movie pranks !

The many thousands of PICTURE-
GOER readers will be delighted

to hear of the treat in store for

them with the launching of the April
issue of this popular " fan " magazine.
There will be more pages of reading
matter than any of the preceding
numbers contained ; there will be an
especially beautiful selection of full-

page portraits of favourites in the film

world ; a new series of absorbingly in-

teresting articles, entitled " The Con-
fessions of a Kinema Star,'' will be
started, giving intimate and hitherto

unsealed glimpses of life as it really is

behind the silver sheet ; profusely illus-

trated articles, stories, humour and
verse will all add their fascinations to

what has already been described as the

most attractive publication in the

country. Every reader should make
certain of securing the April number
of THE PICTUREGOER by ordering

a copy in advance, otherwise, as was
the case with the January and February
issues, there are sure to be many " sold-

out " disappointments.

In the Sessue Hayakawa picture, The
Brand of Lopez, picturcgoers will

welcome the appearance, not only of

the Japanese star, hut of Florence
Turner, who has been such a great

favourite with " fans " ever since the

earl] days of picture making. Here we
Bee her as the heroine ol a Spanish

drama, in which Hayakawa, contrary
to his usual Oriental interpretations,

plays the part of an outlaw Matadoi
I lorence turner recently joined the

stoi k company "i Metro players, but

some ol her latest work includes the

Support of Gladys Walton, win. in I'm

venal is transforming into a juvenile

stai Sessue Hayakawa is under con-

tract to Robertson Cole and Ins

newest picture, The First Born, s

him in one of his most sympat
parts, illustrating the overwhelming
a Mongolian father bears for his

born son. Working with her hus

upon a new picture now is Tsuru ,

Sessue Hayakawa's fascinating

Japanese wife, who longer ago was
with him in several productions,

though many of the husbands and l

of filmdom are equally interested ii

camera world, there are not many
act together ; in the majority of

the husband is the director, whik
better-half becomes responsible for

starring roles in his pictures.

In a present -day popularity cot

Owen Nares would be certa.'

find himself very near the head ol

list. He is one of the best liked o

young English actors, and his s

work has added greatly to the nu

of his admirers. In The Last Re

Summer he is seen with Minna <

who has only lately returned from

Angeles, where she has been at

with H B Warner. She did not

back with her very rosy accoun

the film industry in its native lair;

according to the latest reports, t

seem to have somewhat improved
the advent of the New \ ear. A

Grey has just completed a picture

here, too, The Likeness of the I

which also has Renee Kelly in its

1 he latter is another of the mo
players, starring in L'oul Play. We
not, of course, forget to mention
Owen Nares is at present playinj

part of the young schoolmaster in

c harm School upon the London It

In their Eminent Authors Sei

bring two more very po

novels to the screen. These are '.

Corelli's Innocent, and A Questu

Trust, by Ethel M Dell. In bo

these Madge Stuart plays the pt

heroine she went to Stolls from
(inn Chow " to play a small ps

one of their pictures, and stayed

become lead
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L'DN ROSMER-FILM FAN.
(Continued from page 15.)

wila) study, 'with Harry Sims (The

'ehiPound Look)
.

Tfen I returned to London and
ed—for myself this time," he con-

ueq " several plays, including Mase-

'Nan,' with Irene Rooke as

III, myself, have played in all

:spf things, including pantomime,
: ijt Grand Opera.
ie first film work I did made me
IE and very self-conscious. It has

it off now, though. I find that

, Jan players seem to suffer less

iitplf-consciousness than British."

lur first film for Ideal ?
" I queried.

'Irstery of a Hansom Cab, followed

ami Waters Run Deep and Lady
nmtnere's Fan.
jllso played ' The Priest ' in Whoso
Vnout Sin.

I 1916 I joined the R.A.F., and
H|. motor-lorry for nearly four years.

iter demobilisation my first film

bnce was as ' Sir Roger de la

e in The Chinese Puzzle (Ideal).

it rear I played ' Leo Strathmore '

JnOdds Against Hey (Jury), a strong
clima.

1

iklso returned to the stage awhile
flpk o' Jingles,' at the New, and I

Cassius in the St. James's revival

Alius Caesar.'

'•ijmow ; I saw you in both plays,"
ah seizing a fine picture of Rosmer
til latter character.
Iter films for Ideal include The

Twelve-Pound Look, Colonel Newcome,-
Torn Sails, The Diamond Necklace (from
De Maupassant's story). The Will, and
Belphigor.

" Yes ; I play the wandering mounte-
bank in Belphigor."
Rosmer approves of costume work.

I believe he likes all kinds of character-

studies.

His recent releases range from the
callous " Barnes " in Colonel Newcome,
to Heathcliffe, passionate and elemental,

and the alternately cringing and domin-
eering " Harry Sims " in The Twelve-

Pound Look.
" I have decided not to direct," he

said, when I questioned him concerning
a rumour I had heard. "It is a big

undertaking. I know from experience
that the player is entirely in the hands
of the Director ; in this respect stage

and film work differ.

Work, again, you see.

We discussed the future of British

film enterprise. He declares it to be
promising, not to say Ideal. It was
growing late, so I gathered up my harvest
of photographs, bade adieu .all round,
and made a bee-line for what I imagined
to be the door, and what was really a
cupboard (or at least so delightful

Irene Rosmer laughingly assured me)
Having no wish to disturb possible

skeletons, I took her word for it.

" Good-bye," said Milton Rosmer,
with a cordial hand-clasp and a charm-
ing smile. " Come again, some time."

Josie Marguerite.

WHEN NAZIMOVA FAILED.
"Continued from page 21.)

It was just an oidinary drawing-room.
She and Orlenoff had one end of it, with
a solitary chair for " props," and yet

—

we could scarcely believe our eyes—she
was actually crying !

She wrote in my sister's autograph
book a line from " The Chosen People."
It was : "I go towards the light I see."

It was almost prophetic. For the most
that night she was reserved and silent.

She had come through an ordeal, and,
by the spontaneous response of fellow-

artistes in England, had Deen redeemed
from an invidious position. Shewasonthe
threshold of what she felt was to be a new
life, for she was going to America, and she
pulsated with the rich promise of artistry

that throbbed in every fibre of her being.

I still see her—a slim, supple figure in

a long black dress, a little white lace at
the throat and wrists, a little pink flesh

peeping through the hole in the heel of
her stocking ! Yes, there was a very
narrow dividing line between tears and
laughter in her real condition, as well as
in her acting that night.

She left for America a week or two
afterwards, and in the short space of
seven months was astonishing New York
by playing " Ibsen " in English ! She
has found her greatest audiences in the
pictures, but I cherish the hope that we
shall see her in the flesh in England in those
characters which placed her among the
greatest of all actresses on the stage before
the " movies " claimed her as their queen.

t

(tire your Neuralgia
with

zox
"H THY endure harassing Neuralgia or
V Headache? A ZOX POWDER
a cup of tea or water will send it away in a few minutes.

To prove this we will gladly send TWO ZOX POWDERS
llEE to anyone mentioning this Journal and sending stamped
a Iressed envelope.

)f all Chemists and Stores, in 1/6 and 3/- boxes, or post free

J these prices from :—

he ZOX Co., 11, Hatton Garden, E.C.I.

*

An Exquisite Boudoir

Toilet Set and a FREE
' Treatment of the Complexion*

(by a well-known Beauty Specialist)

The proprietors of the Linaris Toilet Preparations have
recently prepared a delightful Boudoir Toilet Set which
can be obtained for the very small sum of 2/6 'postage !/-

extra). This delightful, daintily packed box contains:—
1 of Llnarls Vanishing Cream A Box of Linaris Face Powder
* of Llnarls Tonic Cream A Packet of Llnarls Bath Powder
* of Llnarls Massage Cream And two Shampoo Powders
*r containing remittance will bring this exquisite adjunct
dressing-table to you by reurtu post togetlu-r with the

* Booklet.
tttiil information you may require will be most willingly
d without any charge whatever,

iris Vanishing Cream. -This is a delightful
'earn, cool and refreshing, a true vanishing foam for

1 use. In dainty opal-topped jars at 1/4& and 2/3.

• TOILET PREPARATIONS.
Hciris <Depi ,9A ' 3 1

'
we«ibourneGrove«

London* W.2.

The

Boudoir

Toilet Set

2/6

Vhe
Changing
Fashions

Its accurate inform-
ation on all matters
relating to coming
Fashions, and the smart
and exclusive designs
for all occasions pre-

sented in its pages,
make 'Kykxy woman's,'
the Popular Home
Weekly, an indispens-

able guide to the well-

dressed woman.

rvorvwoman's
Every Monday. Twopence

Proprietors: ODHAMS PRESS, LTD.
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DRUMMER
Chats

21
Colours

Light Blue

Saxe Blue

Navy
Light

Green
Dark

Green
Emerald

Myrtle

Brown
Nigger

Red
Cardinal

Maroon
Rust

Shell Pink

Pink

Daffodil

Heliotrope

Mauve
Grey
Tangerine

Black

4d "

per

packet

CONCERNING
MY FRIENDS

I have millions, and they say

things about me that prove
home dyeing with Drummer
has always been successful.

They -^ay tliem better than I can
myself. They know my real value.

An experienced friend of mine from
Cardiff says :-

I shall be very pleased for you to
make use of anything I have said about
Drummer Dyes. 1 append a list of

some of the articles I have dyed with
Drummer Dyes this year :

(i) Brown lonp coat and fawn costume
for jjirl of iO. Dyed dark brown.

(2) Pale Grey woollen frocks for girls

of 16, 14. and u Two dyed dark
blue, one cinnamon brown,

(3) Light Tweed Coat, dyed dark blue.

Made into blazer for small boy.
Retains colour after several wash-
ings.

(4) Brown knickers for bow Dyed
dark blue to match blazer.

(5) Serge gymnasium overall. Badly
faded by salt water, Re-dyed ex-

cellently.

|o) Pale Blue Linen blouses for gym-
nasium. Dyed dark blue and wash-
ing well

(7) White sponge cloth blouses Dyed
grey to match grey costume

(8) Faded winter blouses ie I \ <.
1 dark

brown.

(o) Green and white damask curtains

Dyed charming blue-green

M\ experience is a fairly wide one, as

1 have used Drummer Dyes for it least

ten years

Yours faithfully Mrs
1
M \\ '

You can buy me in any ol 21 good,

true colours from any Grocer, Store,

Chemist or Oilman, and can know
more about me from my 24-page
booklet, -em free on request to

makei -

Never say " Dye"
Say " Drummer

"

Snl* Maker* i

WM. EDGE & SONS LTD.
BOI.TON. Cf>

"DRI-PED
TALKS.

The Picture Queue.
The better the picture the

longer the queue and the

greater the necessity for
" DR1 - PED." Why ?

Listen to this :
—

" Don't you think Fatty

Arbuckle is a scream, dear."
" Yes ; but I simply adore

Nazimova. But of course

you can't really compare
them."

(After serious consider-

ation) :
" No, you can't

really. 1 wish they d open

the doors—my feet are like

ice."

" Well, 1 don't wonder.

You should wear sensible

shoes."

" Sensible shoes ! 1

that. Look at yours, iui

Smart ; but serviceable, r*

" That s where yot

wrong, dear. The
'DRI-PED' soled. A
lutely waterprooi and

warm and cosv as bedr

slippers. ' DRI - PE
wears for ages. 1 bot

these before 1 went

Folkestone last Septera

and they haven't been 1

the repairers yet.

" You take my tip

have yours repaired 1

'DRI-PED' and y

never talk about cold

again.

The
Super-Leaihcr "^^

/or Sola.

Reduces the family footwear bills by at 1<

one half.

1. Boots and Shoes last TWICE as long when soled
" DRI-PED" and require repairing half as often.

2. Therefore " DRI-PED " reduces repair bills by

half, saves the cost of new boots, and makes

footwear doubly durable.

3. "DRI-PED" is absolutely waterproof—positive

wet feet— cause of half winter

saves the Doctors bills.

soled footwear does not need

weight-adding appliances to st

are inherent.

I

4

tection against

DRI-PED"
"DRI-PED"
attachment of

qualities which

SoMtf|J Any lootwfur manufacturer can make " DRI-PED
jl wear . any boot retailer can obtain " DRI-PED " Soled F«»

for yon ; any repairer can re-»ole your Foolwear with " DRI-P

T ft In tatt of difficulty wrllt to

DRI-PED LTD., BOLTON, Lar
C Al'TIQN Thtrt ll no unitamptd ' Dh ptd" All ttmH*
On prd ' orat* the " On ped" diamond ttamped in purple tMfJf

fru inchei. There ii no tuhlitule for " Dnped " Rr/utt lun/rr/ufi
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"MADAME X."
(Continued from page 38 )

e the sun was down and the lamps in the Court
Ihted Raymond Floriot came to the end of his first

rmerciful, then," he urged, spreading his hands in

lp the jury. " Guilty this poor woman may be, but not
tguilty. What man can see behind her silence ? None
But that silence goes to prove that she did this thing,

ij: Laroque might die, but that one she loved might
B name untarnished, free from sorrow. This, then,

Jen, is my last word to you—be merciful."
turned his seat, and at once there was an uproar
Court. Women screamed, hard men shouted, " Be
1 !

" and there were many cries of " Not guilty !

lty !

" The ushers silenced the Court, the prisoner
i away, the jury retired, the Judges went to their

tJjteen minutes the scene was set again. The prisoner

•Jlaced in the dock, the Judges and the jury returned,

einly the clerk of the Judges' bench asked his fateful

Iwyou find the prisoner at the bar guilty or not guilty ?
"

H guilty !

"

e :rowd applauded, the usher's bell rang, the gen-
ie ran down the Court to quell the pandemonium. But
e he din rang out a cry, a woman's cry, that stilled

cr'vd as with the wand of a god.

eirisoner was on her feet, gasping, shrieking, pointing
jury. The silence was. broken.

[j no, no !
" she cried. "It is guilty—it must be

:f 1 1 do not want to live. I want to die."

piq the Judges' bench Louis Floriot stood, shaking,
.r

, staring at those dull red eyes, the hair that hung
M), the shrunken face.

: *e body of the Court, Rose, wild-eyed, was clutching
mve of the old doctor.

Y1

,
yes—look ! It is ! It is !

"

Wat ?—what ? " asked the old doctor.
ns pointed to the prisoner, being led from the dock by
darmes.
J.queline !

"

1!! My heaven !—can it be ?
" The old doctor got

ghpse of the shrunken face ere it went below. " Yes !

Fse, Rose, it is ! That—Jacqueline !

"

leCourt was cleared and only the principals and a few

officials remained. Rose and the doctor and Louis Floriot

stood together. Raymond was below with his client.
" You saw ?

" asked Floriot.

The doctor nodded. Rose turned away and hid her face

in her hands, weeping bitterly.
" After all these years !

" said Floriot. " I have searched
high and low, I have looked everywhere in France for her

;

and she comes back to me thus

—

here ! And my boy, her

boy

—

our boy, saved her. Oh, God, God !

"

They did not hear a door open and close behind them.
They did not hear Raymond as he came towards them.
But he had heard all.

CHARACTERS IX

Jacqueline Floriot -

Louis Floriot

Raymond Floriot -

Rose ...
Dr. Chesnel
Laroque
M. Robert Parissard
M. Merival
Victor

" Madame A

THE STORY.
- Pauline Frederick
William Courtleigh

Casson Ferguson
Maud Louis

- Hardee Kirkland
- Sidney Ainsworth

Lionel Belmore
Willard Louis
Cesare Gravina

is narrated, by permission, from the Golduyn piiotoplay

of the same title.

" Father !

" he cried, taking the old man's arm, " what is

this ? You mean—you mean . .
."

Brokenly his father nodded.
" She is your—mother !

" he said.

Raymond turned and hurried through the door. The
others followed.

In a dark room beneath the Court-house they found her,

shrunken, fallen, tired ; so different that those who had
seen her above not ten minutes before scarcely knew her.

Raymond fell upon his knees beside her and took her faded
hands.

" Mother !
" he whispered.

She looked at him with effort, but her eyes saw. The
old doctor held a flask of spirit to her lips and it revived
her for a moment. She smiled and held her son to her,

kissed him and looked on him with pride.
" My boy !

" she sobbed. " He fought to save me."
Then the dull look came back to her eyes. She seemed

to look around for her husband, but her eyes fell instead on
the spirit flask upon the table. She reached out a faded
hand for it, but the strength was gone, and the arm fell

limp. She stirred, fell back ; she gave a low sigh and closed

her eyes.
" Madame X. " had come to the end of the road.
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WHAT FILM STARS REALLY EARN.

This beautiful portrait of GLADYS WALTON
given with " PICTURES" Mated ;th March, 1921

Free with every Number I

Magnificent
Double-Page

Art Plate
(Size 1 5^ in. by iof in.)

EVERY week, readers of

"PICTURES" are pre-

sented with a beautiful portrait

study, in sepia photogravure,

of a popular Film Star.

In addition, " PICTURES "—the
oldest - established and still the

foremost of the film weeklies—
contains the pick of the week's

pictures m photogravure and halt-

tone, together with all the latest

news of the movie-world.

If you are not yet a regular
reader, give your Newsagent
a standing order to-day!

PICTURES
I FOB THE PICTUBSGOCR :

Ever) Monda) Three Pence

H y ( H CHH1ST1E (Cental

It
is very interesting and enlightening,
in this day of high-sounding talk

about moving-picture salaries, to sit

down earnestly and try to figure out the
average pay of the people who appear
in the camera's eye. Along with these
figures it is also worthy of note to

observe the average length of time the
various personages have been in the
profession. For our purposes of com-
parison, we are taking an average week
in our studio when three two-reel

Christie Comedies and one special six-

reel production are under way, and
separating the players and staff in each.

The facts and figures follow : In the
feature production one man is getting

fifteen hundred dollars a week—for the

length of the picture, which will be
about six or seven weeks. This player
has been on the stage eight years and
in pictures six months, In the same
picture the total salary of one director,

two assistants, two camera-men, two
second camera-men, and their two
assistants aggregates 1685 dollars, of

which, of course, the largest share

goes to the director, who has been a

director for twelve years.

The lump salary of two girls playing
leading roles is seven hundred dollars

weekly—also for the length of the pi( -

ture. Both are established stars. In the

picture are four character men whose
experience in pictures ranges from two
to six years. One gets 225 dollars, one
250 dollars, and the other two get

200 dollars each, for the length of their

engagement. A supporting man \\ ho

has been a professional for eighteen

Manager Chnttlt Film Company.)

years gets 400 dollars. Four
characters get from 50 to 100 i|

Extra talent for this particular
would not total more than 300
weekly ; but this is unusually
nearly all of the parts being main
ters played by real actors.

5660 dollars in salaries weekly
feature.

Working on the comedies ar.j

directors, three assistants, six (I

men, and three assistant came/
whose lump salary is 1480
weekly. There are fourteen pel

the stock company who get fron

250 dollars per week, which ag(

2100 dollars a week. The weekl
talent for these pictures avera
tween 1500 and 2000 dollai

which some of the people get 5,

10 dollars daily. Of these latter,

cent, have been working in

least a year.

Now for the overhead sala|

Twenty laboratory people, four

three wardrobe ladies, two artfel

technical man, and two draug
two plaster men, fifteen office eml
twelve electrical and power-plan
fourteen property men, thirty-tl

penters and mill men, five driveij

painters and paperhangers, i|

combined weekly wage of 5100
Of course, this does not inclul

struction, rental, transportaacl
stock, or other materials—just a]

gate of about 10,000 dollars a vl

salaries, of which, as the figure|

the sums are about equally
between the players and the sta]

T

Lite) J 'art.

Proprietor* ODIUMS PKKSS LTD.

ROMANCE OF THE DAWSON GIRL
advertisers, and costumiers who
on the look-out for new talent, l|

arc willing to give it adequate]
when it is what they want.

It is this ignorance of the ij

buyers which often places really

men and women at such a disad'

There is no doubt that welconwl
can be taincd. either psol

simply in ones spare time, by dj

posters, illustrating for ciirrei]

lications, sketching for dresl

establishments, or in evolving <|

tor advertisers. All these brancl

many others equally fasunatj
remunerative, are covered by
Dawson's practical coursi

study lessons; and many of h|

assert that they have found it]

earn money even while they vl

at work upon the partutilail

which they bad chosen.
Artistic women will like th 1

in Fashion Drawing, for withl

the) i.tii learn to design their (I

ments, All readers who are mtei

Commercial Art should make
oi writing to Charles K Daw!
I »irector ol ["he Prat tical Torres 1

College, Ltd., 1. rhanel House)
London. \\ C 1 . when profuse'

trated catalogues covering th«'

1 ourses w ill be sent post ft

request

H he \ a 9

1

number
of people in-

tei est ed in

C h a r 1 e s E
Dawson and
in hi s 11 n -

usually valu-

able type of

art instruc-
tion are not
only familiar

with, but are

also great
admirers of the faultless features of

the Dawson Girl " But perhaps not

everyone knows thai only a little while
the Dawson t'.irl " was Miss Lucy

Dart, .t populai soprano, who became
the heroine of a romantii love-affair,

m which Charles Dawson played the

part of hero Lucy !>art is now the wife

of the well known .irtist teacher, and is.

besides, tin- inspiration for many of his

most attrai tive studies.

Anyone who has natu al ability or

inclination for art work should find the

courses in ( ommercial \it instituted by
Charles I Dawson particularly helpful

1 in -\ are framed with one eml in view

the development of the amateur into a

trained professional, with a knowledge
of technique which will make his or her

work entireh acceptable to the editors
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ii WORLD'S BEST BARGAIN TO-DAY.

2(V- ONLY

UNIVERSAL STORES, LTD.-the
reat Manchester Mail-Order Firm—are again

front with another Marvellous Bargain.

week we are making a wonderful and unprecedented
f a High-Class and Handsome Artdown Quilted Bed
well filled* with pretty Real Satin Rolls, in crimson,
pink, and pale-blue shades, largest size made ; for

tuble beds.

Beautiful Artdown Qui'rs have been sold in thousands

recent months at Two Guineas each.

price whilst the present stock lasts is only 20 -

e paid.

immediate advantage of tin* wonderful offer, and become

py possessor of one ol these desirable »nd necessary Qnilt».

ed or bedroom is complete without one,

your order AT ONCE to save disappointment

willingly refunded if not delighted with your

20 - in an envelope now, together with your name
idress, and the Quilt will be sent you by return

je paid).

ury Notes must be sent by registered post.

I Orders and Cheques should be crossed " & Co." and made
to the Universal Stores, Ltd.

t forget to write your name and address clearly.

for our New Illustrated Catalogue, containing
«eds of Bargains.

(The rtrm with a Catalogue of Poods.)

Cannon
^o at 14. New Cannon Street, Orme Buildings. The Parsonage,

and Devonshire Street. North Manchester.

(Dept. P.G.)

Street, MANCHESTER.

250,000 new 192 J Model Jltnbron

Health Corsets to be sent on

home approval '" for deposit of16
(See Coupon Below.)

250,000 1921 Model
AmbronGold Medal
Corsets are to be
sent out to Readers
On Home Approval
so that everyone
may see and judge
for themselves how
wonderfully t )i e
Ambron Corset im-
proves the figure

appearance of every
wearer.

OUR Headers under tltis plan are assured of absolute
satisfaction. They run no risk of dissatisfaction
whatsoever. Indeed, the experience of thousands

of other readers already wearing Andiron Corsets is that
they arc THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN CORSETS
TO-DAY -as regards stylish Cut, Beauty of Contour,
Eliect in Wear, Fine Materials and Finish and because
of their wonderfully Long Life and the was- in which
they preserve their shape long after ordinary Corsets
have lost theirs.

SEND TO-DAY for one of these Ambron Gold Med,.

I

Corsets and you will see and appreciate how you can
look more stylish than ever this Winter. It is ever)
woman's and girl's duty nay, more, Privilege— to look
her best, and you can see before you buy how the
Ambron Corset will help you to do so.

SEE abeme illustration of the " Lints of Heauty " of the 19JI Model Ambron
Corset you can have US APPRO. f>er return of post. The full price of tins

beautiful model is only io/6. You send only 1/6 note and can pav the balance
after you have seen and decided to keep the Corset, or by instalments to suit

HOW TO ORDER,
Simply write your full name and address on a piece of paper, fill in corsi I

measurements on attached Coupon, cut out and pin Coupon to the paper,
and post to me at once. It is most important that you draw two lines right

across the postal order, thus, / /, and make it payable to Ambrose
\\ ii m, Ltd., at the General Post Office, London.

NOTE. ^Foreign and Colonial Orders must be accompanied by the full

amount and 2/6 extra to pay for postage, viz., 13/-.

f-

\

To aecu

Coupon. sss?i:

To Hours prompt attention to order, this
must be cut out and sent with

letter

Please send me an Ambron Corset on approval, size as follows :

—

Size of Waist Bust Hips

Also full printed particulars. 1 enclose 1/6, together with 6d. to

cover part postage, and if I do uot immediately return Corset I

will pay you the balance of 9/- either in one sum or by weekly
instalments of 1/6 each. Ptcturegoer, March 1921. No, zj

L

Post your Order at once to-AMBROSE WILSON. Ltd..

2 73, Allen House, 70, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.I.

The Largest Mail Order Corset House in the World.
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•DoYouThink?«
)ur\4ew &> Ours

(jui/ Oliverthinks

that Walter Miers

d QfoesChrez

very selfish

EEMPHATICALLY this is not the

life. If Pity moves your
breast, stop right here with your
tears, for these lines flow from the

pen of a disappointed

A Sad and disillusioned man.
Story. 1 have been deceived

by an un-crupulous
editor, who came to me saying :

" The
time has come when you are to rest

from your labours. I have found a

job for you, an easy job ; a job that

lit- the Stewardship of the Chiltern

Hundreds looking* like hard work.

.Make light and be merry, dear heart,

for all is well. The bark page of the

PICTUREGOER is yours."
'

THEREAFTER the Editor went
on to explain the good fortune

that was all mine own. " You will

write," -aid he, " a few paragraphs
to annoy the British

117;,;/ Might picturegoers. 'They
Have Been, will do the rest. Ask

them what they think,

and they will tell you. They will keep
on telling you. Month in and month
out, their burning letters will till the

-pa. e allotted to your feature. You will

not be allowed to write. Yours not to

'ii why; yours to draw the money,
whilst other people ^\o the work."

THAT was in January. hong
since have I awakened from

my dream of hope. " Tell me, dear
lets," -aid 1. " what do you

think ?
" They told

[lai '
' hir inc. " We think,"

: Hopes they replied (male-

dictions upon them*.

"that you ate Perfectly Splendid.

Reading your thoughts we feel sorry

foi Solomon. Please write some more,

and keep on writing. \\ •• promise
not to encroach upon your valu-

able spai e. . .

." It's all wrong.
For the love of Mike, -top being so

confoundedly politeful. Won't some-
body -tart something, and restore mv
faith in humanity ?

SOME of you have risen to the

occasion, but only a very few.

A Leeds reader has answered my
query, " Can Chaplin Come Back ?

with the retort :

" Xo !

Can Chaplin Not to the same level

Come Back? as he was when with

the Key-tone Comedy."
This is very sad. I thought everyone
realised that Charlie Chaplin took a

big step in the right direction when
he put his Keystone days behind
him. The same reader observes :

"
I

am not entirely satisfied with THE
PICTUREGOER." I am. But I am
not entirely satisfied with the readers

thereof. You are a lazy lot.

IX the meantime, Charlie Chaplin
has come back with a bang.

Hi- new picture. The Kid, has been

received with wholehearted enthu-

-i.isiu by the American
He Has, critics, who proclaim

Anyway t it from the house-

tops as the comedian's

finest film. The story, written by
Chaplin himself, is whimsically funny,

with an undercurrent of genuine
pathos. And so. as the son;; says,

We have -till cot something to be

thankful for."

CORN in Egypt! Here is a man
with a genuine grievance. Listen !

In the past." he writes, " com-
petitions have been promoted for

Ladies to see which
.1 Man Hi//; one had the best Film
a Grievance. Face, and who was' the

Mid Mary Pickford.

But I have never come acros- a com-
petition for men. Do sou think it

would be possible to get up a com-
petition for men ?

MARCl
j|

1H0PK not. Most sincerely M
not. for i have no faith ii*

beauty contests. At the besl
help only to swell the overc.

»

ranks of the
( umpetitions profession.
not Wanted, worst they te

make people
tented with their lot in life. A
typist who resembles Mary \
is an awful thing to have' ab.
office

; a handsome clerk whe
like Wallace Reid is a public nu
To encourage these people by
them beauty competitions
indeed.

A T last I found someoniA disagrees with me, altho:
is uncomfortably polite aboi
" Yoi\ say the author, the

writer, and th

What Do ducer are the r

You Think ? dispensable-

screen. Xot
know anything about it, but
the actor or actress, the real pi

of emotion, is the most impo
Might not a star with a st

developed dramatic talent, ye1

out much training, make a I

picture than a very good pill
with a bad actor or actress ? 'I

a " very good producer " woil
handle bad players, so the prorf
becomes absurd. I do not argil

the players deserve no credjl

that they receive more credi|

they deserve.

ALL the optimists are noil

, A reader who lives at Hasj
perhaps that is why he is

timist -writes in praise of

pictures, and o|

.1 Tall en passant :

Order, we could find s

to write film

and produce them, with the t«|i

Rudyard Kipling." A man all

own heart at last.

IS anybody offended ? Goo|
remedy is in your own

I am not a selfish individual ;

no desne to toil

while others are

denied the right

to work.

It's Up Mymotto
>U. is: " Let

G EORGE
Do It"; my hobby
" Pas-i the
Buck." And my
address is ' The
Thinker," c/o.

PICTUREGOER, 85.

I ong Acre. London.
V\ C.2 Reader mine
it is up to you to do
the rest.
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• SPRING SUNSHINE
Shows Up Winter Dust and Dirt

THE AMATEUR MECHANIC, written in simple, non-technical language, and

illustrated by helpful picture-teaching,

J
Shows You How

to

j
RENOVATE, RESTORE & RENEW

Furniture, Curtains, Pictures, Hangings, etc.

Also How
I TO MAKE & TO MEND THINGS

Used in the Home, the Office, the Works, the Field & the Garden

A FEW OF THE SUBJECTS TAUGHT:
To mend windows—To build poultry-houses, sheds and garages—To make
boots and shoes- To d<> simph bricklaying Upholstering To repair a

hot-water cylinder Glazing greenhouse windows All about metal-turners'
lathes and other tools Kitting stair carpets Repairing old handles I'o

make a' hot-water towel-rail All about the gramophone To make n

gramophone cabinet and pedestal I" install a speaking-tube—Various
repairs and improvements tor the cooking range How i" make and use a

hectograph (for duplicating written matter)- To fit .1 wooden bottom to .1

tnetal vessel Simple piano repairs To make an ottoman chair from an
old cask—To fit a hood to a mailcart or to a perambulat r How tu join

two pieces n( iron To repair plaster I'o make a barometer—To m
rack for brooms- -All kinds of rustic furniture for the garden—A brick-

work pedestal for a sundial To cure a moky chimney To make a
•' bottle-imp "—Varnishing and staining Scene painting for theatricals

To make an overdoor slwlf -To mount mips To make a thumb-case for

maps—To do inlaid work in wood- To waterproof cloth—To do paper
banging—Ornamental cement and concrete work—To make a folding

hand-camera To build a canvas cauoe- to cement mail-cart tyres

Glass-blowing and glass-working- Mounting and unmounting photo
Kraphs -To make scoops from old condense,) milk and other tins To lit

To Paint and Paper a Room.

an oil lamp or gas bracket so that food can he healed over it—To make
soap it home How to use tools of To light a bucket fire-

To make a garden franc epair watei taps To varnish a

violin Distempering How to do French polishing l
;

> remedy damp
walls I" nk. paper 1 asts loan moulds Mi tal spinning How to prepare
and to read working drawings The proper way to do enamel -

To, make invisible ink To repair defective Boot boards To bevel glass

To renovate* and modernise Istead Trellis-work (pergolas,

arbours, screen-, etc.) Electro-brassii .

fix gas fires How to mount pictures- How to make line blocks How
to make a mattress Co clean Dutch and French clocks Vir Gas : how
to make the plant Hov, to re-hoop a cask Glass-papering woodwork,
and how glass-paper is made How to bind hooks and magazines—To
re-seat 1 ine chairs To fix screws and holts (o overhaul .1

1

To make fenders ami curbs To make an aquarium To make a printing
press To tile walls and hearth- To adjust child's

foldingchair To make bird-cages and aviaries To repa

machines To make and erect tents Stencil cutting and stencils V

gas-tap maki baskets Bent-iron work Colouring -

Also how

To Fix Curtains. To Upholster Chairs and Couches.

To Make Cabinets, Corner Cupboards and Overdoor Shelves.

To Make, Mend and Strengthen Locks and Bolts. To Make Soap.

To Install Speaking Tubes, Telephones and Electric Light. Etc. Etc.

BUYERS' PRAISE IS THE BEST ADVERTISEMENT
A CB1LB CAN
UNDERSTAND IT.

Mr. SHEPHERD, Dunstable, writes :

" I am more than satisfied. 1

would not he without it at double

the price. The work is so simply

written that, with the illustrations,

1 «W child can understand it."

"WIRELESS'' AS A HOBBY.
MR. ['.

J. BARNARD, Welling, Kent, writes - " I think I ought to tell

you how much 1 value ' The Amateur Mechanic' It has proved of
1 real

assistance in a variety of jobs, UMd especially as to the articli on
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. I constructed an instrument entirely,
according to the instructions and was rewarded with success on the first"

trial. Sunday hist was for me a red letter day, 1 ith the
sami instrument, 111 picking up the telephonic message from London to

at 'i to a.m. < onsidering that my aerial is only (j inches long and
ih inches hii<h. I think these aregrounds foi self-congratulation. I may add
that until 1 became interested in the article in yot 1 liu iteut Mechanic '

1 had not the slightest elementary knowledge of Wireless telegraphy.*'

IT SHOWS YOU HOW TO BEGIN.

Mi. P. OGLESDY, Silks Farm, Wye,
Kent, says :

" I am pretty handy
at doing most jobs, but my difficulty

has always been in not knowing what
to use, and how to commence,

any job; that is where these books
are so excellent. A child should be

able to understand the instructions:

and bi^.1 of all are the illustrations.

ould almost learn to do any
r houf letter;.

FREE

!

A Descriptive

Booklet

j

No Charge and no nblination to Ordmr.

To the Waverley Book Co.. Ltd. (Pgr. E Dept.), 96 Farringdon St., London, E.G4.
Please send mo, without charge or obligation to order, youi Free Illustrated Booklet, containing all

particulars as to contents, etc., of "The Amateur Mechanic"; also information as to you
to Send the Complete Work .if once foir i merely nominal first payment, the balance to be paid ly
few sm. ill monthly payments, beginning thirty days after delivery of work.

N 1 1
i

{Send this Form or a Post Card.)

Address

Pgr. K j 921 1
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VALSE. Slowly and dreamily

few Volte

HORATIO

NICHOLLS

Will soon be

the rage of

the world.

Try it!

Buy it!

'Play it!

Sway it!

#

Ask your

Cinema
Orchestra

to play it.

Copies 2/-, of all Music Sellers, or 2/1, post free, from the publishers:

THE LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC CO.
( mnna I^iamslf. and vXCusical Directors write at once for particulars of our 1921 Subscription Scheme.

I
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Miniature Tablet Free. Send Dealer'* name.
230. Tottenham Court Road, W.i

TREAT YOUR HAIR KINDLY
You desire fine, beautiful hair. Therefore you
must treat it kindly—nourish it, preserve it,

care for it by regularly using

ROWLAND'S
\ MACASSAR

OIL
"For Yoar Hair."

This preparation has been used for over i»o

years—it has proved its value time and time
again. Do not try experimental remedies on
your hair—get a bottle of Rowland's Macassar
Oil: Sizes J/6, 7/-, and 10/6. at your chemist's.

Also sold in Golden colour for Fair or Grey
Hair.— Kowlanu & Son, in. Guilford Street,

London, W.C.i (late Hatton Garden).

THIS
LONDON-
TAILORED SKIRT

i,

CAREWS WONDERFUL
BARGAIN OFFER

ONLY

3/6
With Ordor

THIS smartly-cut and well-made London-tailored
Carew Skirt will be sent to you, CARRIAGE

PAID, for only 3/6 with order.

Supplied hi either Navy or Black Serge or Tweed (as desired),
thU splendid West-hud Model Skirt could not t»e lettered else-

where a\ double the price at which it is here offered In you to-day.
This skirt Is made to advertise Carew West-hud Model Skirts

which, in cul, make, finish and material, are of the superior West-
End quality. The full price of 317- can l>e sent either in one cash
discount price of ltt/11 lit all with order, or by first pnyinent of only
1/4 wiiti order and seven weekly instalments of tf/it each.
You do not risk dissatisfaction or loss of a penny, as we arc

willing to refund money In full if vou are not charmed and delighted
wilh yom har^am
Send P.O. for 3/ft or 18/u to-day. and see how this West-End

Skirt will Improve your appearance. State waist, hips and length
of skirt, also material ami colour desired.

CAREW, Ltd.,
Dept. P., 47, DUKE ST.. OXFORD ST.

(Facing Selfridge's), LONDON, W.I.

A DAINTY FREE SAMPLE
OF

"EASTERN FOAM" may be

obtained on application to Dept. S.C.,

THE BRITISH DRUG HOUSES, LTD.,

Graham Street, City Road, N. 1.

See Page 57 for particulars.

BEAUTIFUL WAVY CURLS
enhance your personal appearance

and are always much admired.

WAVINE
wilt turn the straightest and most

obstinate hair into NATURAL GLOSSY CURLS.
" Wavine " it abiolutely hmrmleu.
It Uavt» the hair toft and glony.

SATISFACTION 6UARANTEE0 or MONET REFUN0E0.

Send P.O 2/6 f"r large supply of" Wavine," the British Preparation for

Natural Wavy Curls, to

" WAVINE," 6, Mum's Avcioe, Batinglull Strut, Undon, E.C 2.
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ailoringS^^
CURZON BROS., Ltd., the World's Measure Tailors, an

Tailors for men who require their clothes made of gooe

material and in good style, vet do not wish to pay extravagant

prices. Curzons make every order specially to measure, and

each garment is cut by hand separately for each customer.

There is a large and varied selection of Tweeds, Serges.

Worsteds etc., and the prices for complete Suits are £2 7 6

>r £2 17 6 o, £3 5 or £3 19 6 or £4 7 6 or £4 19 (

Call at any of Curzon's, branch shops, as under, see the cloths

and he measured. If unable to call, write to Plead Office

6o *\ 62, City Road, London, E.C 1 , and patterns of cloths

fashion hook, and self-measurement form (by means of whicr

you can he measured in your own home without possibility

of error) will be sent you tree of charge.

Ml W. hie Worsted Serge Suit. Guaranteed and
digit Dye. Made to meaaure in .in\ style al

£3 19 6

All the World Knows
It 's "Curzon's for Clothes."

Curzons have special shops for LADIES'
GOODS ONLY, when a fine seta tion ol

COSTUMES, COATS,SPORTS J \<KI rs

Etc., can b< seen.

Ladies' Branches :

114, New Oxford Street. W.C.
107, Strand, W.C.
Hi :ptford Broadway.
106, Wellington Street. Woolwich.
27, Market Place, Kingston-on-Thames.
36V, Richmond Road, Kast Twickenham

(near Richmond Bridge).

71 A 73. lli*h Street, Gray*. Euci.
Church Find, Finchley.

For Patterns and Postal Business write only to—

CURZON BROS., LTD.,
The World's Measure Tailors,

60 & 62, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
You Can be Measured at any of these Curzon Shops :

—
Head (mire Depot:

E.e.i
Went Iml

'

1
, \\ '

W 1

I Uilnil '

H

I I 11

f Ity : 14, I.i

1 I 1 in.bui \ Pave,
ment, I 16, I

Hill, t

M.lll.'ll
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would spoil it

!

€J Now, come
to take a bit of

STAY WHERE YOU ARE
SO you want to " go on the pictures, little man—or little maiden ? Have you

heard what Christopher Colombus did when he landed on America? He
WEPI ! The same as Henry the Fourth did when he became king. He Wept, too!

You didn t know that either, did you? Why did they weep? Ah, now that

1 it! You must wait. Well tell you all right, but you must wait.

why do you want to "go on the pictures' ? That s going

bit of answering, isii t it? Suppose We answer for you.

^J 1 he fact of the matter is that you re dazzled. You are so vc-y dazzled, and
you like it so very much, that you want to be UN DAZZLED. \ou are in such

an ecstasy of joy over the bubble you have blown that you Want to hurst it

!

Now. isn't that silly ?

{J You sit in your plush tip-up and you see the brave hero hold up the bad
bandit. You see the little outcast up and heave a half-brick at the policeman.

You see the dashing Douglas climb up five storeys and rescue the poor girl from
the hard-hearted guardian. You see the dear boy and the dear girl come to the

end of the rocky road of adversity, and set up housekeeping in the dinkiest little

million-dollar bungalow neath California s peerless skie9.

And YOU WANT TO GO AND DO LIKEWISE.

^ Madam. Sir. I he flutter of ambition that flutters within you where flutters

of ambition flutter it is a mighty tribute to the Motion Picture. Because—you
CAN T go and do likewise ! Because the poor girl and the hard-hearted guardian

and the world-beaten outcast are not. And the half-brick is not a half-brick, and
the policeman is only a policeman for an hour or so at a dollar or so. And though

the dinkiest little million-dollar bungalow is real enough, the dear boy and the dear

girl must PACK UP AND GO the moment the scene is "shot. Because your
great, glorious, gilt-edged fairy talc is a fairy tale only to YOU ! To the hero and
the girl and the man who wrote the story, and the man who worked the camera,

and the director, and the man who takes your tickets at the dooi—to all the

hundreds who throw in their bit to the making of your fairy

tale, it isn't a fairy tale at all. It's just what bacon and
eggs are to the grocer. It's WORK !

^j And now we 11 tell you. Christopher wept
because he couldn't discover America again. Henry
wept because he bad wanted oh ! so badly to be

a king, and he couldn't Want to be a k' ng et,er again.

Would you burst your bubble?

CJ Listen, reader: Do you know what is the

greatest thing in the entire Motion Picture business?

It s not the stool of the megaphoned director. It's

not the throne of the star. It's the chair YOU are

sitting in !

So: STAY WHERE YOU ARE!
the greatest place in the whole wide world,

it only costs a shilling, with the tax on.

C j>r^.
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TOPICAL
THRILLS

intheMAKING

I

Above : Tin crater of \',

filmed from an aeroplane.

Filming aeroplant Hunts is always .< danget

undertaking for the ciimora'tnan, who operates

from anothet machine, In ordet to 11 leai

' i"t two aeroplanes /<> fly

with theit wing-tips m dangerous proximity.

pu ,'..
|

' •
I

>;/, a Inipi :,

tunt," aiiii a boxing »in((>. -hi ,ii <iv,

altitudt '< feet.

It happens frequently that the carneri

man who iilms " ttunt hat tQ ihar

the Jdnifern of the artiate who perlo

it. The picture* illuatrating thii ar

will five you > good idea of the dan

laced hy camera-men in *hci

lor topical thrilla

News is scarce," said

topical film editor or

ously ;
" we'll have to fill

with some thrill stuff.

at)out filming the City from an aeroplane ? Get some ' sf

whilst the machine is looping. That should provide some no\

swirling edifice, jumbled cloud, sky and spinning-street effect-
" Someone had better get along to Brooklyn Bridge. I've

a permit to film the painters crawling about the 14,000 miles

cable, 270 ft. above the East River. It'll mean climbing at

with the workmen, so whoever goes had better take care not

break his neck. Necks are numerous, but good pictures aren
" We can fill up with some stuff on the Statue of Liber

It's being inspected for signs of decay this afternoon. Get
camera up on the lady's head. There will be plenty of re

it's broad enough to hold twenty people. You've got a hei^

of three hundred feet to play with, so try some ' shots ' of

harbour below."
This is a typical example of the daily conversation which

on in the sanctum of the editor of an enterprising animat
news gazette. The public demand for realism on the screen

resulted in the development of a new type of topical camera*
who take.-, big risks in securing film pictures of news inte

which reflect thrills that are often more gripping than the

pensively staged film-serial variety.
Such men at a moment's notice must Ih? ready to

through heavy seas on a frail motor-boat, to film sah
operations, or submarines in action

;
ascend in an ae

plane to secure panoramic views of news events tra

piling many hundreds of feet below , and to mil
dangerous nuts at the risk of a broken head to

the happenings around
The modern topical camera man is in a class ak

lie faces a strenuous existence which is unknown
Ins confreres, who work in the comparatively c<

fortable precincts of a film studio.

For instance, with remarkable coolness

Gazette " kineraa operators recently filmed a despot

battle between Sinn Feiners and the police, dur ,'

which fatal casualties were prevalent. Revolver
rifle bullets were flying in all directions whilst the cam<

recorded the scene; but the risks taken by the earner..

were rewarded with a unique series of sensational picl

which foi Bheei startling realism probably excel even
best war pictures, in which actual fighting seldom oc>

owing to the restrictions formulated by the military.

I 'in- incidents showed the police under fire in a lane,

with them .1 number ot captured Sinn Fciners \ pn

fail haired lush girl 1- seen in the film running up to 1

brother and clutching him by the arm to persuade the |»
man guarding him with a bayonet to release his prisoner
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I Camera-men actually filmed London from an aeroplane recently,

Lhtlst the machine was looping, rolling, and nose-diving in ordei

10 secure unusual effects with the camera
The 'plane rapidly rose to a height of <>,ooo ft. above the spire

n St. Paul's, and then pointed head-downwards. The camera

-

\ \w, strapped in the machine, started grinding.

Swiftly the huge plane made a bold descent into the very

lfe>>rt of the towering metropolis, looping slowly and deliberately,

i) that the best pictures possible might be obtained. This was

done twelve times before the " thrill -maker " signalled to the

pilot. The huge buildings and towers below seemed a terrible

jumbled mass of clouds, swirling edifices, and spinning streets.

The pilot, knowing the dangers better than the camera-man,

alone was nervous. It was hard to tell what might happen

with the different waves and currents of air around the City's

chimneys and spires. All the time the nerveless camera-man
chewed his gum and ground the camera crank. The day was
wound up with a dizzy tail-spin, which hurled the whole universe

into a topsy-turvy scramble.

It required considerable nerve for a camera-man in an aeroplane

recently to dive towards the belching depths of the crater of

Vesuvius in order to secure film pictures for a topical production.

The attempt almost ended in disaster, for the strong air current',

threw the machine about in all directions, and for some minutes

it was uncontrollable. This, allied to the fact that the fumes
rising from the crater rendered passenger and pilot

faint and dizzy, very nearly resulted in the aeroplane

nose-diving into the mass of molten lava below which
crackled and seethed with the clamour of a score of

blast furnaces.

On this occasion the films obtained were not a

success, for big risks do not always result in money-
making pictures.

There, is the sad case of a British camera-man who
visited Columbia for the purpose of filming a forest

fire. After waiting for several weeks in vain for

such an event, a conflagration on a minor scale

was stage-managed. Some hundreds of men and
pack horses were pressed into service to provide

the necessary realism, but at the last moment a

snowstorm of unusual severity swept the scene of

operations and ruined the whole scheme.
If often happens that camera-men in search of

topical pictures secure real-life thrills which
excel in realism those laboriously planned by
producers of screen dramas, and on occasions

such excerpts from real - life drama are grafted
on to film features which demand realistic

thrills.

Recently an operator, whilst filming pic-

tures of motor racing in England, obtained a

sensational picture of a smash when a power-
ful car was seen to skid across the track, turn

completely over and hurl its unfortunate occu-
pants into space. The incident had all the
elements of the film serial thrill. The in-

jured driver staggered to his feet, aiM then
collapsed dramatically before the' lens of the
camera.

Bad falls at race meetings, aeroplane crashes,
and fatal collapses of masonry at big fires all

contribute to the real-life drama which unex-
pectedly comes the way of the topical camera-
man. It only requires a small mishap to con-
vert a news-interest picture into a dramatic
episode.

This is fully realised when one watches, breath-
less, topical films showing men hanging by
the teeth from a swaying bar suspended from
Ian aeroplane travelling at 80 miles an hour,
!,5,ooo ft. above the ground, and others which
depict the hazardous feat of lifting a 100-ton
bridge and swinging it into position with a
imammoth floating crane.

It is significant that topical film thrills are
competing with those especially staged for film
drama, and it is a sign that the topical camera-
man has at last come into his own.

Above : A Broadwest camera-

from a very precarious

man shoe-tint;

position.

Above : A photo 0/ the re-painting

<>/ Brooklyn Bridge, secured at great risk. Below : A
remarkable picture of the unemployed riot in Whitehall I

1
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"%*£
»

in, " said Rosie

tort ^oliiedy.
W hen first they uw London, they cried and

wanted to rfo home again. 1 hey feared that

Londoners might he a* unkind as their incredihle

climate. rooks' tears, aa you will agree when you
see " The Leegi: of Notiona at the New Oxford,

or *' The Million Dollar Dollies " at the kinemas

Come right

Dollie.

"And sit down," said Jcnnv
Dolly,

And we'll tell yon the story
said Rosie,

(ii Sir Thomas Lipton and the baby," said Jenny.
It was last Sunday," said Rosie,

Sir Thomas Lipton said he'd give us a little surprise,"
said Jenny.

lie motored us to a little village miles and miles
awaj , and " said Rosie,

When we got there all the village children were
waiting for us, and ," said Jenny,

Another cai came up behind us piled "said Rosie,
Right up with boxes ol > and) . and " said Jenny,
Sir Thomas called everybody round him, and said Rosie,

rted to hand out the candy, and ' said |enny,
Everybody had a box, and " said Rosie,
It was just lovely. You see, Sii I*hom " said Jenny,
Does this every Sunday. When he can't " said Rosie,
Go himself he send-- said [enny,

body els'- rhere was one won in there, with
1 Rosie,

\ baby in her arms, and said Jenny,
Mr Thomas looked at the baby and said I vei . Sunday

I ! Rosie,
•. on wit h a different baby,'

'

You must have a very large Family
Keep it up all the yeai round !

'

Hut the woman said :

' It's the same
Baby, Sir Thomas '

! But Sir

laid [enny,

My doubts '

I fon't you think
Is i real port said Jenny

the Dolly Sisters pause*
breath, and I knew at once thai tin

And. in case l don'1 gel another opportunity, let me I

to give you my impressions of the Dolly Sisters ["hey are
i«n ind figure, they have two minds with but a

single thought, but oft the stage the

similarity l^etwccn them is more ap-

parent than real. In private life

they dress differently, so much of

the stage illusion is lost. Rosie, too,

is mentally older than Jenny, so

—

said Jenny.
to

said Jenny.
said Rosie

[Tiomas said

s.nd Rosiehe

simultaneously to drav
going to

Rosie,

liosic mid Jenny —

J**\ which is which }
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" We love London," said jenny. " We are just crazy—
"—-About it," said Rosie. "But do you know that when we first

ame here to play at the Hippodrome, we didn't like it a bit ? The
people, the atmosphere of the place seemed so different. I felt we
hould never get across with our act. I

"

!

" —Cried," said Jenny, " and wanted to go home again, and
.

" — I cried," said Rosie, "and we "

" —Offered to refund the passage money," said Jenny ;
" but

.vlrs. Cochran
"

" —Persuaded us to stay, and "

i

" —We are real glad that we stayed. That film of ours is very old,

ibout
"

"--Four years old, at least. We had almost- -"

' " —Forgotten about it. I prefer the stage
"

;

" —To the pictures. You see, the long studio hours cut one off from
ife. When "

" —We are playing at a theatre, we have a certain amount of time
(o ourselves, but the movies keep "

" —You working all day long, and at night-time you

—

" —Are too tired to do anything except crawl into bed. If
"

" —You go to an all-night dance "

" —You can't face the pitiless camera next day. You must be "

" —Fresh as a daisy, always, to do picture work. But we
" —Like the movies, none the less, and perhaps this summer, if

" —Our stage work permits, we may "

" —Make a picture in Italy. WT

e have been in other films
" —I played opposite Wilfred Lucas in D. W. Griffith's first Triangle

nature, The Lily and the Rose. Talking of
"

' —Pictures
"

1 — I must tell you a little story about Mary Pickford. One day,

•efore she was famous, Mary was introduced to Jenny, and "

" —A short time afterwards she met Rosie and "

" —She thought L was Jenny and started to talk to me, and "

" —Rosie cut her dead, and Mary was awfully offended, until
"

" —She found out she had
jieen talking to

"

I —The wrong twin !

I asked to be shown their

>ook of press-cuttings, and
tosie produced three mighty
•omes.

These are all we have
>rought across with us," she
pologised. ' They take up
uch a lot of space."
I selected a huge volume,

lound in morocco and labelled
1

Invoices," and we dipped
,nto its crowded pages.
The very first page came as
distinct shock. It contained

our cabinet photographs de-

leting two young girls, posed
ri wooden-y attitudes and
ttired in frilly dress of an-
ique design.

I guess the old-fashioned
ister act had nothing on us

those days," said Rosie
omplacently, as I turned over
he leaf with a shudder.
Then commenced a delight-

ul excursion into the past.

lere were interviews galore,

pecial stories, " stunt " arti-

jles, write-ups of shows, cari-

atures, letters, telegrams, and
•ersonal snapshots, bundled
ogether in bewildering array.

Your performance was de-
ightful—fresh, youthful and
harming in every way,"
vrote that master impre-
ario, David Belasco, in a
•ote attached to some
ilvered flower-stalks, tem-
tants of a bouquet that
iad gone the way of all

bouquets. " I am so glacl

to know how ambitious you
and your sister are. Study
and work hard ; with patience,

perseverance and pluck—you
are sure to succeed."

Here was a programme of
" The Merry Countess," at the

Casino Theatre, with the Dolly

Sisters, Maurice Farkoa, A. W.
Baskcomb, and Jose Collins

in the cast. Here was a page-

display headed :

" Entertain-

ment Costs $ioo a Minute,"
which told of a wonderful
Vanderbilt ball at which the

Dollies had appeared.
" We were eight years old

when we started our dancing
career at Budapest," observed
Rosie, pointing to a juvenile

photo of the twins. " We
gave our first show in our
drawing-room at home, charg-

ing a penny for admission.

Father came in when we were

in the middle of the perform-

ance, and the audience retired

in disorder. He
" —Said no more dancing for

us," chimed in Jenny, " and
packed us off to a convent.

But we had made up our
minds to be dancers one

day, and our dreams
have come true."

I closed the fasci-

nating press - book
with a sigh.

Ka**' "Good—" said Jenny.
" —Bve," said Rosie.

w a. w,
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RETIREMENT
^BILL HARTa

William Shahspean Hart is the ideal Western hero

It William S. Hart corrien out hit preeent intention ol retiring

from the silver-sheet, the ««reen will loee ite greateet Weetern
actor. Whereupon the question ariaea : What of the future of

Weetern Drama ?

Bill Hart has completed his last picture under his

present contract, and, according to the most recent
statements received from Los Angeles, really intends to

carry out his long-threatened purpose, and to retire from
the screen.

When I last saw Bill, shortly before my departure from
California, I remember referring to that projected retire-

ment of his, and I asked him what he was going to do
with himself when the bustle and hustle of studio life

were a thing of the past, and a busy man found himself
with so much time on his hands.

" Oh, there's always plenty to occupy a fellow," he
replied, " who has a big ranch of his own to manage.
I've worked very hard these last five years, you know, and
I begin to feel the need of a rest. Perhaps I shall write

a book—I'd like to give the public some idea of the true

history of the West, not the kind that the college pro-

fessors dig up after years of research amongst the long-

forgotten archives of dusty libraries, but a yarn written by
one who knows the West as a man knows his own wife,

one who has heard the stories of countless old-timers I

gathered round the camp-fires at night, and who has

shared his blanket with Indian braves. Then, too, I want
to travel and see something of the world that lies beyond l

our Western sierras."

If the public ever allow Bill Hart to retire, the in-

1

teresting problem immediately presents itself : What will'

be the future of the Western drama, and upon whose
shoulders will his mantle fall ?

It is to Hart alone that wc owe the " Western's
"

present status as a film classic. He has revived for us,

truthfully and realistically, much of the glamour and
romantic atmosphere of that bygone roaring age. Some!'

may criticise his methods and his acting, but the record*;

he leaves behind, if his purpose of retirement really is

sincere, is fine and clean. His stories have immortalised
all the finest qualities of strenuous manhood, all the tendei|

attributes of true womanhood. You have never left th<

theatre after seeing one of his pictures with that nast\

taste in your mouth." He has made of his film career some-

thing more than a mere quest after the almighty dollar

for, knowing him as I have had the privilege of doing, )

can honestly assert that to him his work was something

in the nature of a sacred mission—to instil in the heart'

of the world's far-flung millions something of his

love and devotion to the ancient spirit of a fast d vim
West.

If he lavs down his task, who is the man we can righth

regard as his legitimate successor, who will take it u|

where he left it and carry on 5

There are plenty of actors who have specialised fo

years In " Western stnfl." Time and the sincerity o

their purpose can alone prove their claims to succession

First and foremost 1 would nominate Harry Carey a

the rightful heir apparent . Though, like Hart, an Eastern*

by birth, he has absorbed much of the true Western spirit

In main ways he is less remote, more human, than th

inscrutable " Bill," but for the past two years he has lx>e

turning out pictures that have elicited the highest prais
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Above : Harry Carey as " Sundown
Slim," one of his finest characterisations.

Top right : Buck Jones.
Below : Will Rogers. Tom Mix in his den.

from the most blase" critics in Los Angeles.
Then, of course, there is Tom Mix. But Tom is an

altogether different type to that created by Hart. There is

an exuberant energy and devil-may-care recklessness in the
Mix element that you will not find in the Sphinx-like
creations of Hart. W. S. is altogether more subtle, and subtlety
is the art that survives.

Buck Jones is another good Western proposition. He was picked
out by Fox when performing some of his riding and roping stunts
before the King and Queen of the Belgians, back of the fighting line

iin France. He has all the experience and physical equipment of the
genuine Californian ranchman, but time has yet to prove whether
he is as fine a psychologist as he is a daring horseman.

In the opinion of many in Los Angeles, Hart's only screen rival,

and his undoubted successor, is Will Rogers. His type, again, is very
different. In spite of what he is pleased to term " his darned home-
liness," he is one of the most human and lovable personalities on the
screen to-day, and the engaging philosophy which he weaves into h
stories gives them something of an enduring quality. His pictures
are, as yet, unknown over here to those
who have not visited the trade shows.
But they will be coming along, and I can
only say :

" Watch out for Will Rogers.
I never missed one of his pictures when
they were shown in Los Angeles, and, it

might not be superfluous to add, that I

never found a vacant seat. Although his

personality is in diametrical contrast to
that of Hart, he is just as great and
original in his own particular way, just as
true to the spirit of the West. The only
point of resemblance that I have been able
to find is that rough-hewn " homeliness

"

of his.

Will has certainly evolved a new screen
type—that of Nature's philosopher, who
views life from the wide spaces of the West
and gives it something of the savour of a
very warm and human personality.

If Hart leaves us, we shall surely
miss him. He has given us a fine gajlery
of strong, virile types. We are, perhaps,
a httle too spoilt and sophisticated to
endure even the sincerest flattery of imi-
tation. His successor will have to blaze.

<i new trail, and show us yet another
phase of the vast, illimitable West. That
West is not always lonely and aloof.
It has also its domestic aspects, its very
warm and human affections.

Remember this, when you are begin-
ning to follow the rise of Will Rogers.

Elsie Codo.
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Luxurious
Lew.

Tas anybody seen a heart ?>-

Or, on second thoughts,
:i part of a heart. Sav, half a
heart. I had mine all intact when
! went interviewing Lew Cody the
el her morning Now, mi tlm
things over quietly, 1 find I have
it, or part of it, somewhere in the
of Lew's hotel.

Of course, it is partlv mj own fault, for deliberately
sing 1m call on Lew Cody instead of sonic other

equally famous personality; .mil when one knows that
One's i hoice of a celebrity has fallen on he who is known
to have the largest collection of feminine (screen) hearts
in the world lo his credit, it is onlv what one m - ct.

It was not early, it was mid-day, when we faced one
another across a small but perfectly appointed breakfast
table.

Breakfast. I repeat, at i ..' am., and the Perfect

Bachelor of the Screen had only just finished toying witli

it. and was lighting tin- cigarette oi resignation when 1

was annoum ed
I hail seen him the previ ning at a crowded ami

fashionable assembly, but he was surrounded by adoring
femininity, and it was hopeless to try to get a word m

wise. So I had the strength of will to insist upon
seeing him the following morning, although Ins man
dei I. ue, 1 plaintively and positively that his master was
nol receiving anybody.

Lew ( ody bowed over my hand with a grace thai «,is

Gallic, and almost old world I hall expected him to
'k with a perceptible French accent, bul In- didn't,

though he habitually uses one or two French phrases
1 know you only returned to New Yoik last night,

and are really due at the studio tins forenoon," I bold
him

;

"
I > 1 1 1 since you arc- not there, you may as well

answer a few questions right here."
I is! night, deai lady, no rhis morning, yes. Thai

invitation I s,i rashl) accepted was ^iveu whilst I was
playing in The < v< le oj Fate. I kept my word, I attended,
but I could not gci gain You saw They were
not contented until I had danced once with every one nt

them, then I had to recite, just to prove that I had not
tten that I was nine an actOl HOW could I refuse

them And so I receive you in my diessing gown.
Mille />(/>•</"),

Lew ga\e an cadet in rapid • French, a\iA the breakfasl
table and its contents were removed

Lew laxly, the fascinating male " vamp. i> i

beloved butierily-man of the movies. On the acre

lie la a professional breaker of hearts, a chocola

coated civt-mio whose conquests are unable

resist his wiles.

You have heard of the Other W'omal
perhaps you have met her some tim
i ,ew Cod) is the Other Man. The cavl

man kind, only chocolate-coated. }\

is snowed under with invitations whe
ever he is in New York ; eve rytxxi)

j list dying to meet him, and wh«

they've met him they're just crazy
meet him again.

11-' is verj dark and exoticdookfil
with rather wicked eyes, and moves vm

great grace, considering Ins height.

Conceited - Perhaps a little, ti

tertly Man in the many lined garmerl
every line of which spoke
luxury lie told me he had he-en team
his already tired brain trying to frame lj

the perfect reply to I Mrce tor Breno
whom he- expected to see late-r, but hi!

determined, on second thoughts, to avol
him, and make his excuses to lj be •

Norma,
" The Sign On the Door is almost finished ?

Vlmost."
The acknowledged king ol heart breakers leaned ba>|

in his armchair, the cushions of w hie h accentuated t

vivid hues of the 0] ulent looking robe draped so graci

fully around him, and lit another cigarette. There is ij

doubt about it, Lew is a lad) fascinator lbs ability

depict a cultured, sophistic ate. I lover on the screen seerl

to be something slightly different from the work of oth

ac tors

lie is a French Canadian, really; he looks all Crenel

though lb- was educated at the Me (iill Cnn
Montreal, and acquired there- his love- of athlel

Many days I have spent," he- said. " up the niou

tain there with the- o1

When I winl on the stage I joined ; stock loinpan;

latei I was with Frohman, as leading man in ' Via \Vii|

less

I p here in New York I brought my own compai
to the Winter CJarden, where we played two seasoi

" What docs the
| in your name- st.niel for ?

"
1 askt

somew hat irrelev antly.

|oseph ; but no one ever calls me Joseph. My it

name is Poms |oseph Cote ; but it has become now. ju

lew Cody."
Wis Coty's [asmine named alter you. then, or we

you named aft

I was checked b\ a frown 1 ew stroked that dchoiu

little black moustache ol his reflectively for a moma
then continued :

them Pridt was an early film I played in

Gatnt of Wits nexl . then Treasure of tht Sea at

Husbands Only I was cast for a variety of roles, thei

but snice- / Yout Husband and H< >

Clothes, I have made a careful study of what 1 cc

a Hue to life portrayal ol a character who is. thou

|x-iha|is no hero, certainl) no villain."
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magazine offered

I know better than to suggest he-vamp or heart-

,i -.her. Lew detests these appellations. " More or less

like Lew Cody ?
" I ventured tentatively.

" More or less—yes. He may be a flirt ; but he plays
the flirting game according to the rules. He is a. human
being : therefore he hides his failures and advertises, or

lets other people advertise, his successes, without boasting
of them himself."

This is, then, the psychology of The Butterfly Man,
according to Lew Cody, his creator. Cody sprang into
.stardom more quickly than any other actor. A finished

jartist, his forte seems to be depicting masculine " Wicked
iDarlings."

Lew Cody believes in beauty. This is apparent not only
Hn the visions of loveliness he plays opposite, but in the
gorgeous and artistic settings of the plays he appears in.

We talked about The Beloved Cheater, the first inde-
pendent Lew Cody release, and the famous love-letter

contest.

You will remember how
jseveral cash prizes, the first

hem" 150 dollars for the
[pest love-letter written by
ji girl to her sweetheart.
iAll letters were .nailed to

Lew Cody, who acted as

judge.

To screen fans the world
rover, Lew stands for all

;h.it is authoritative on
ove and matters of the

[heart ; but he told me he
Found his task a hard one.

From the four corners of

:he earth they came, long

, etters, short notes, some
[lyrical, some literary - on
[ill sorts of notepaper, and
;jn all sorts of caligraphv.
ffhere were millions of them,
and Lew Cody found they
nearly turned his black
pair white.

But eventually the win-
ters were selected, and
' The Beloved Cheater

"

|neaved a sigh of relief. I

isked him whether he
[preferred a woman or a
nan director? He doesn't

inind, he has worked with
two very well - known

feminine directors, namely,
'.ois Weber, in For Hus-

tyands Only, wherein Lew
[' vamped " ethereal-looking

I Mildred Harris ; and Ida
' May Parks, who speaks
• highly of his interpretive
'Sowers when she directed him and Louise Lovely
L|n The Butterfly Man. Lew generally has a blonde
['or his leading lady.

After The Beloved Cheater was made, Lew had
sign a document undertaking not to marry

Wor three years, during which period he was to
Rtar in a series of photoplays especially chosen
I o reveal his peculiar screen personality.

The three years have not expired yet. Lew
||X)dy usually leaves his screen-portrayals un-
ettered at the end of the last

1 eel, but he is a past-master in
die art of graceful screen love-
naking, and his daring, confident

llmile is guaranteed to disarm the
,

jintagonism the male flirt usually
iauses. He manages to make his

1
liaracters likeable, besides being
ascinatingly naughty.

Above : A typical Lew
Cody " close-up."

Right : Lew at home.

Ladies find
Lew Cody's
smile quite irresistible.

Questioned as to why he always chose a blonde
leading lady, Lew replied :

" I do not choose them, my director usually docs ;

also, they are not always blondes True, Mildred
Harris and Louise Lovely were fair. Yes, Eileen

Percy, too, but Pauline Starke, who played with me
in The Broken Butterfly, she was a brunette. Louise
Lovely is partly French, l..;e me. One day I hope to

play with a French heroine and under a French
director. 1 find one can make love far more
satisfactorily in French than in English.

" Gloria Swanson, she has red hair ; hut
Edith Storey, my heroine in Tht Demon,

is dark. My latest film ? flu Mischiej
Man. Someone spread a rumour
abroad that I had every leading

lady in Filmdom playing with
me. But I only had Betty
Blythe, Cleo Ridgely, and
Elinor Fair."

" Are you the only man in

the cast ?
"

" No," said Lew. " There is

also the dog, Bobbie, Tony
Moreno's dog, we share the

honours, we two."
The 'phone rang insistently
" It is Mr Brenon, for me,"

cried Lew. " Now for the ex-

cuses !

"

" I will leave you to your
fate," I said, gathering my
possessions hastily together.

The interview was ended.
Lew Cody bowed with old-world
courtesy as I passed out, bear-

ing away with me these rambling
impressions, and leaving behind
a substantial section of my
heart. V.M< ''
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From the porch of a little grey bungalow in a Holly-
wood hollow " Catherine de' Medici " waved a

welcoming hand to us as we threaded our way through
i he vacant lots down back of Bill Hart's studio.

1 'in waiting for the florist with some yellow rose-
is, she announced as we mounted the steps, " but

pt me waiting a week now, so we might as well
go inside and be comfortable." According to what we
had si in of her in Intolerance, that belated and unfor-
tunate ilorist was due for a shot of ground glass in his

loup il he ever did show up '

She found us scats in the cosiest of living rooms that
exhaled an atmosphere of " home " and unpoisoned tea
and 'pint evenings with books. Where were the dripping
daggers, the laudanum pots, the rack, and the pistol ?

How docs it feel to be the world's wickedest woman ?
"

we asked of the placid, kindly faced woman sitting

>ite.

"Oli, dear!" she sighed, in a low, modulated voice,

why will thej remember me for being so mean when
they could remember me for being nice ? 1 tried to be
kindly .is ' Mother Cameron m the lUrth of a Saturn,
and yet ever !\ says: 'Oh, yes— Josephine Crowell,
she s thai wicked Old woman who beat Lillian (iish m
1 I i '.'' ' Question, and had all those French people
killed iii Intoterana hateful old thing I'

Lt'a i li id the evil that women do living with
then and I guess the good will be interred with my bones,

This kindly-looking lady is Josephine Crowell,

whose screen career is wrapped in wrong-doing.

or whatever Mark Antony said. It was just Fate that

made me so wicked on the screen, too— Fate and David
Griffith. When he was rehearsing another player for

the part of ' Catherine de' Medici ' I happened to be on
the set, and he asked me to run through a scene. For
some reason he liked my work in that type, and he

transferred the part to me. I was ashamed of

jnyself when I saw the previews. I looked so bad
I was afraid of myself. Since then, whenever he
had a particularly awful part, he made me do
it, and other directors have the habit of calling

me up at all hours of the. day and night and
asking me if I can come out and poison a little

blond child in the morning !

"

She was a nice little girl from the Boston
School of Oratory when she first made a pro-

fessional appearance somewhere near New York,
following a cosmic urge which came upon her at

the age of four years, when she spoke poems in

regard to curfew and the lending of ears. She
was no more wicked then than you or I. But,

oh, la ! la !—now she is getting wickeder and
wickeder.

In The Greatest Question she chased Lillian up
into the garret with a gun and a hate that would
have scared the wax off a hardwood floor. With
Dorothy Gish she played the part of what everyone
imagines the matron of a charity " institution

"

must be. Then, not so long before that, she was
the sweet French mother in Hearts of the World.

In Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm, this world's

wickedest woman got her hooks into little Mary P., but
was reclaimed from the land of lost souls by a death-bed
regeneration. And all the time she spent on the legi-

timate stage her dramatic work consisted of comedy !

Her latest r61e is that of a gun-bearing opium smuggler
in Ethel Clayton's new picture, Crooked Streets, in which
Miss Crowell is again up to her old tricks of hating

innocence and revelling in crime.
" Where do you get your mean characterisations ?

"

we asked, as she was pouring the tea. " Have you— er

—

known many real crooks personally ?

"
1 presume I have," she smiled. " But if you mean

have I ever gone to the penitentiaries or the prisons to

study them, I haven't."
Between the Josephine and the Crowell is Bonaparte

from a French descent which goes 'way back, and on the

wall of the parlour in the little grey bungalow is a life-siie

portrait of the Exile of Elba. She says he has alwayi

brought her luck. Maybe she means that she hasn't yet

Buffered from an overdose of wickedness.

And there wasn't any (Kiison in the tea she served us

but it had spices in it, and we thought for a moment then
was a " kick," but she said no, and we took our leav<

with hopes that the rose-bushes would come soor

and with pleasant memories of a brown-haired, kindh
woman, who has looked on life and found it good

and makes lots of money a week being meaner thai

Lucy Borgia
' Gordon CJassowat,
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!(DNFESSIONSof

|AKinemaStar
This article, the first of a aeries, takes you behind

the motion picture screen and gives you intimate

impressions of the people who live in Shadow-

land. It is a genuine human document, written

by an artiste whoae film career has been crowded

with incident and adventure.

ft is customary, I believe, to begin
,'. at the beginning. It is also im-
ossible. Of what happened when I

las three or four I have only the

ablest recollections ; of what occurred
-fore I know nothing. If one can
;jnd the truth so far, I first saw the

ght of day in Manchester. And in

fanchester I stayed until I was six-

•en, when my uncle, my father's

rather, who had emigrated in early

anhood, died suddenly at San Diego.

i California. The cable said it was
ver. I say it was Providence. For
lat cable changed the whole course
my career.

Of course, long before we left Eng-
nd I had had the dream. Oh ! that dream !

there a girl in the world that's never laid

*r head upon her pillow at night and imagined
I prself flitting across the silver-sheet

—
" sup-

1 orted by "
? With me it used to be Maurice

ostello and then Bryant Washburn, when he
' as " bad." That's a long time ago : seems much
nger than it really is. Well, 1 let it be a dream.
never tried to " break into " the movies. I

liied to think " What's the use ?
" and when you think

tjiat way, you go on thinking, and little else.

I Right here I'm going to break away and shed a thought.
shall do it often before I come to the end of my little

itobiography. Why not ? A woman's thoughts are as im-
i irtant as her actions, are they not ? I intend to tell you
V\. What I do. What T think". Here is the first think that
l|curs to me : The present generation of flappers ought to

>wn on their knees and thank their lucky star they lived
• see the birth of the M.P. There's something great in being
at the beginning of a great art, don't you think ? W7hen

Ife saw John Bunny and the nameless Mary of Biograph smile
lywn from the white square .in the darkness ten years ago or
pre, we were right in at the beginning. We were looking
the first sculpture that was ever carved in ancient Greece.

e were listening to the first poem that was ever recited in

ibylon—or wherever the first poem was recited. Whatever
Hghts the " kinematograph " reaches—colour and all the
•her things—it can never begin again. We saw the start of

; and I think that is something great. Don't you ?

But I was telling you. Before my family crossed over to

nerica the photoplay had begun to settle down. Griffith

is becoming big, Sennett had been heard of, Mary had been
ven a name, Charlie had raised his hat. My dream was a
earn still, but it was a bigger dream than ever it had been

,T

fore. It had become a sort of understudy to heaven. I

ought that if ever I should turn out too bad to get through
e golden gates, immortality on an indestructible five-reels of
Huloid would suit me nicely. Vet I made no steps to become
movie star. Partly it was shyness ; mostly it was ignorance
the whereabouts of the first step.
It was in the autumn of 1914, when the war was toppling
irope into chaos, that we left England. We stayed one
?ht in New York, and saw nothing. I had been a full-fledged
ir for two years before I ever saw enough of Broadway to

member. You cannot drop into New York from California
you can step from Manchester to London. It needs not

aB

1H

Ji'C:

ttln

He fired
at me a

great mass
of questions,

went through

m y photo -

graphs, and
hurried off. . . I

learned after-
wards I had given a

testimonial for Some-
body's Tooth-paste .'
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only inonc} 1 • 11 1 time, nid who I had the mouc) lo

iik.- the journey everj week if I wished, 1 did not bavt
.i minute uf the time. Lots of girls 1 know have the idea

thai movii acting is a suit of rest-cure. Whereas it only
leads to that. It's ;i great lift I will never say ot In r

wis. but it is as hard as a soft-hearted Scotsman.
Mr. Directoi is looking for a new sort of day. It will

have (lose on forty hours and one meal-time. May it

i come '

The ranch that my father had inherited was on the

outskirts of San Diego, a few miles to the north Have
you a map.- fake it out. Both San Diego and Los
Angeles arc in the south of California, and near enough
to each other, surely you would think for a girl who
asked nothing better than a celluloid immortality. Well,

believe me, you who read these lines in Old England are

about as ue. if to Los Angeles. as I was on the ranch at

San Diego Miles and miles and mountains and moun-
tains were between; but that was not it. The journey

Lo Filmopolis in search ot fame seemed much sillier there

when it was io close than it seemed back home. It's

this way : when you're home in England, you think

there's only one really big st( p to take go to Los Angeles
;

the rest is a matter of time. But when you're there 01

next door to it yon find that the going there has little

to do with it. Listen lo me : there are dozens of girls

pretty girls, too in Los Angeles, yirls simph dying to

be " screened," who do not stand before a inoving-

picturc camera and never have. Think of those girls,

Miss Screen-Struck, it you are contemplating packing up
and disappearing from England in the night The} are

right on the spot. You are not. They are thousands of

miles nearer to st reen tune than you are. \iul they are

as far away. Think it over.

In mv case, strange to say, the mountain came to

Mahomet. From Los Angeles to San Diego and even
farther south, into the Mexican California is one of the

atest motor roads in the world There is nothing at

all like it in England ; there is nothing else quite like it

in America ai least, 1 have yet to see it. When it

comes to location-finding, that road is, to many " Los
producers, a sort of combine of a magnet and the line oi

least resistance. At any rate, the director ol what I shall

tail the "Glass Slipper" Photoplay Company dor tint's

what it was to me), wanting a location in a hurry, packed
his company into seven autos«and strut k the San
Diego road.

I his was in May, 1015, I was some miles north from
"ui ranch, looking over some cattle with my father and
my brother. Wi were about ., couple of hundred raids
from the road, on a slight eli vation, when the " picture-

players "
1 ame in sight. They rounded a curve and

slopped near, disembarking quickly, We saw the
camera and the artistes in costume, and guessed quickly
what was afoot. To us it was a great novelty, and we
let all thoughts of the cattle glide awas I"i the tune
being. We rode down the incline and stood near, after

my father had asked the director ll It was "all right,"
and received a nod and a .smile for answer.

Familiarity with guch experiences has not dulled lh<

novelty of that particular one ; nor will h ever do so. I

shall nevi 1 forget it The autOS drawn up into a kind ol

ujuaro, icrving as offu 1 s, and a place in whi< h to make-
up, a wardrobe u\)i\ a dining room

: the camera man
fixing together Ins camera; the director giving hurried
instriM 1 ions to the few supers; and the sun shining
love all, and a light wind rustling the trees dOi
and dozens of times suae have I seen sik h sights, but
"ot nncc have thej i» en like that first imn

.

I had dismounted and was standing near 1 must
have been absorbed In what was passim.*, for no. lather
'"Id im afterwards that he s|».,ke to me throe times
ithoul getting 11 reply, and that the directoi d

me onc< to stand back, but 1 did not stand back, tor

I did not In

Iwilve scenes were taken, and they went without a

llitcll It must llHVI been the dlii.l.'l's III. k\ . Ll V

He Was imilillg .m<\ happy, and ..ft.il he would jesl with

11 actors. Believe me, directors don't inaki a pastinu
of that. It must have been his lucky day. It was mine.

I must have looked ;• fine fool. I had not a woid for

anybody during all the time the twelve scenes were
"shot." 1 believe my tnouth r;«> open I was ga\

th( director look at me several times, and 1 v,

to run S. reen stnu k as I was, I wanted to get away-
I felt that by my conduct thai day I had stamped •

as a fool a gaping fool for ever.

I he last scene was a short thing The leading ladv

m the part of a Mexican girl -had t<> climb over son*

rough rocks, gaily sin^mu, .suddenly register suipi

the sight of a distant bandit, and scamper bad
rocks, and out oi sight.

When it was over and the camera-man was cleaning

the number oil his slate, the director turned sudden!)

to me.
" Like to try it ?

" he asked, with a smile. I -junij
' Try what ?

" I asked, like an idiot. 1 was blush

1 hat little scene."

I looked around at the

ring of interested, grinning
at tors and actresses.

"
1 'm afraid

—

I'm afraid I

Mv press ttgt Hi obtuined

1 11 i;l, and had it in /<(//< </

;; mv bungalow. I had /.' Am/'

./, /.-, III I
HOilitt
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No! imich use. a( that surl ol'.oiildn'l," I stammered.
ihing

"

" Have a shol ," he said.

Still I hesitated. He saw the cause, and waved the

otnpany to the background. " Hop !

" he commanded,
inci verv kindly the " boys " and " girls " went far away
.vhere they could not see. My father and brother,

aughing, did the same.

I was left with the director and the camera-man. The
amera-mon might have been an inscription on a gold

neda! for all the notice or interest he took in the matter.
" Now !

" said the director.

Well, I did it Realising that opportunity knocks
ait once, I did n -how ; -impudently. I can put it no
ither way. I did it as if it did not matter if I spoiled it.

\nd that has been the. rule that lias guided my screen

areer ever since. Whether it would be a good rule for

very actress, I am not going to say. It has been the

nly rule for me. It has been the only way I could cure

lysclf of " camera-fright," which is the most ghastly

affliction under the sun, I

should think. You cannot
fathom or understand "cam-
era-fright." Once a scene

is over, and the

camera has done
clicking, you feel

as brave and bold

as a Viking. You
vow that next time
it will be different.

Now you have got

over it. It is a

thing of the past.

But, heigho ! the

very next scene and
it's back I You
could make a round
of all the onlookers

who happi i to lit unlocking, and raise .; personal and
very violen! quarrel with each. It is dreadful. Nlv only
antidote lias been to sail into a scene like a bull in .

china-store- as if the scene's sure to be ruined by m<

.

anyway, so let's get it over kind of thing. It has led t<>

mannerisms ; and I have sat next to people in kinema
theatres who have chattered about my " extraordinary
and " strong " personality ! If only they'd known thai

every scrap of it was due to an all-consuming shyness I

To get back on the rails ; my little scene was ended,
and the director, with a laugh, declared that it had been
a lark, anyway. He asked me for my address, (old me
nothing, raised his hat, said "Come on" to the very
bored camera-man and walked off. In rive minutes the

line of autos had walked off, too. And father and brotlu i

and 1 were back with the cattle.

In two days the mail brought a letter from t!.< Los
Angeles director asking if it would be convenient lor mc
to go to " Los " and see him the following day. I wont,
He greeted me politely, and led rne swiftly into the

company's private theatre. The lights were turned low

A brief strip of film was " run through." It was a picture

of a girl climbing some rough rocks and registering sur-

prise at a non-existent bandit.
" Well, that's you," laughed the director. " What do

you think ?
"

I did not think anything. I could not think. I said so.

We've a small part in a new picture. Would you
care for it ? We shall need you a month."

Bewildered, 1 said yes- to make sure of it. But later

in the day I spent a little fortune wiring to San Diego for

father's permission. Anyway, I got it. I played the

part. I played lots more. In fact, I have never since

been out of the " business " for a day.
Such was my entry into the Motion-Picture profession

To you, reading of it, it will seem swift. To me, actually

it was much swifter. I had no time for thought. Had
I had, 1 am afraid I should have bolted. I just sort of

fell into the movies, and I was so long struggling foi

breath that thoughts of flight had gone when the occasion

for flight came along.

Right here I suppose you'll want my " first impressions

of a large moving-picture studio. You cannot have
them. I have none to give. As I said at what was as

near to the beginning of this little narra-

tive as I could get, it is impossible to begin

at the beginning. 1 ask you for your firs!

impressions of life, and you find you nmsi

start at the age of five or so. Hut for five

years before that you were observing. It

was that way with me. My first impres

sions of a large studio were, a mist, and
like a mist they went. Hundreds of men
and women were rushing about, but they

took not the slightest notice of me. Nobod)
explained this or that to me. I was told

to do this or that, and 1 did them, and
that is all. How I contrived not to get

lost I do not remember. It is ever a

miracle to me that directors do not

actually lost 1 members of their company in

the hubbub an< jumble and confusion of

daily work. When I first entered the pro-

fession I seemed bewildered by multitudes

of scenes and passages ami buildings an.

I

doors. Each was labelled, of course. Hut,

then, London is mapped. And you can

get lost in London, can't you ?

No ; I can give you a clearer idea of the

inner working of a mighty studio if 1

describe to you a " specimen day." This

1 shall do, but it must wait. Let me here

briefly outline my little career, and tell sou

of a few things that surprised me greatly.

After the small part in that first picture,

1 played small parts in two more. Then
my " extraordinary " and " powerful " per-

sonality—which as I have told you, was
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nothing more than the visible form

terrible shynes ted the atti

of the director, and I was suddenly, with-

out any warning, pitchforked into a

ing pari opposite a very handsome

voung star whose name 1 positively

refuse to mention. Before ever a thought

of 1-os Angeles came to me, right

w ,-, Lack in Manchester, 1 had
; hed him on the screen and

envied oh ! how I had envied -

the girl who played opposite him.

And here was I, of all people, doing

the very same thing. Shall I

tell you how, now thai my
movie " 'lie. on " had vanished

(for it soon goes, once you're in)

how I put him up aloft in its

plai e ? II so, I must, in the fit-

ness of things, tell too of how
I suddenly discovered the exist-

of Mrs. Very Handsome
Voung Star, and the two bonny
little comets ! Alas ! What's

the use in having dreams, any-

way ? 1 had two big ones—
and here 1 was left without

any.
I played in four pictures

with this actor. If I men-
tioned them you would know
them -not because I appeared

in them, but because he did.

And after that I was given a

story of my own, and the mere
man in it " supported " me.

Now. indeed, was my youth-

ful dream shattered"—for it

was realised ! This play was
the first of ten. Then I left

the " Glass Slipper " Company
and moved to the Studio.

1 was there two years. Left

tinm on forming my own com-

pany Was, until autumn of

year, producing my own
pictures in California and New
York. Am now doing the same
in Europfij and mean to do at

least a do/.en right home in

Old England before I return. If 1

return.

Such is the career of your shy

d humble servant—in the rough.

\- l go along I will fill in the gaps

No other way can I do it. With

pen I am no artist

I mentioned surprises. As this is my
own very first instalment, 1 can do no

1 thmk. than tell you of my
Nothing has ever so surprised

my " firsts " 1 hat is the nam.' I

to the first happenings of things that

now just part of the daily round—and,
refore, not remarkable in an\ wav

There was the first time 1 "-as interviewed

J was not "Mb surprised that a newspaper

should wish to interview me - I was elated

appointed time was four o'clock of a day

which, fol some reason, there was no

ting
" Four o'clock ! \\ bj .

at three 1

idy, best gown on, best manner tro

• idh playing on mj " grand " the only

I 1 os on the clock-

I Ive 0*( lOI k l
.one. tOO

me ' u, ,w mi knows

wh.it 1 said to him, or what answers l g lvb

his qu« stions 1 know 1 < /-./. and he
( onlmurj on pagr 60

A

.1 '>'

with

thought I
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DadgsrIGoSloixj!

Have you ever heard of Photohia ? I( you would avoid it, ahun

thia perilous page. Perhaps you have noticed the illustrations,

though, in which case you may thiok it worth while to run the risk.

s
hould blondes be barred ? If certain scientific gentle-

men are to be believed, the answer is an emphatic
affirmative. Blondes are dangerous that is the

newest theory propounded by the high-brows, and they
tell us Blondes Must Go !

Why? Well, hearken to the rulings of the American
Optometric Association, and open your eyes. On second
thoughts, it will be better for you if you close them

—

when blondes are anywhere in your vicinity —or you may
I catch Photobia

" This new disease," says the American Optometric
.Association, " is afflicting the male population of the
'United States. Photobia comes from staring too intently

at dazzling objects. . . . Such as Blondes !

"

" Yes," declares the President of the Association,
" blondes are the chief offenders. These vivacious damsels,
with their toflee-coloured tresses, work havoc amongst
men-folk. If you want to make a district safe for males,
blondes must be deported."

All of which is very sad. If blondes are barred, think
ihow the silver-sheet will suffer. Glance at this page it's

worth the risk, anyway—and doubtless you will decide
that photobia is not such a dreadful disease, after all.

Not so a lecturer of the Optometric Association.

With this page before him he woidd declaim in the

following style : "'On the right we have Eileen Percy,

(a remarkable example of dangerous dazzle. Next to her
we have the perilous profile of Blanche Sweet. In the

oval below, the smile of Wanda Hawley is a snare and
i delusion. Next to her is Gladys Leslie ; do not linger,

I beg. On the extreme left, Louise Lovely waits to en-

trap your eyes. Then comes Mary Pickford ; beware, my
friend, beware ! And do not, I pray, take heed of her

neighbour, Mary Miles Mintei. The girl with the candle,

Clara Horton, is symbolical of the Moth and the Flame.
Turn over this perilous page or photobia will catch
you. It may be fatal." At which juncture the en-

m tire audience would arise to remark:
<& ^N. " Oh, Death, where is thy sting!"

\
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©hen (I)i) ChanceGame

Ona upon a tm\
she was a flavin

Gtrl in scteen conul

Jus, but her bigchatul
came and she decelofnX

into a great dramatic sUt\

A
Studio
Portia it

of Betty

often wonder if the
" refined comedy duo "

that failed to turn up at the little

Salt Lake City music-hall and kinema
theatre one spring afternoon, about
eight years ago, ever learned that its

non-appearance was the cause of my
starting on the road to a successful

professional career.

1 remember so well how furious the

manager was when he counted up the

acts for that week's bill and found his

comedy team had missed the train

from Los Angeles. When I strolled

into the theatre to report for orchestra

rehearsal, my violiu-case under my
right arm and my school-books slung

from my left shoulder, his expr<

of rage suddenly melted, and he smiled

as if overcome by some wonderful idea.

Hey, kid, you've got i" till in .for me this week
The pianist knows all your numbers. Rig up some sort

of a Costume for yourself, and I II stick you on in place

of the team thai hasn't shown up."

It was all very well for me to find myself confronted

with a chance to go before the footlights, but wh.it

about a suitable frock '
I was- then but fourteen years

old. my father was dead, and every cent of the fifteen

dollars a week I received for playing at the theatre went
t<> the support of mysell and my mothei

I'll gladly go on," I stammered, " but I have nothing
tit tO wear. And 1 have 1 1 < > money t>> 1 >u \ a dei cut

'I he ma agei thought a moment, and then exclaimed:

"Gel hold of an old suit of boy's clothing; gel yom
mother to patch it up a hit and then i ig yoursell out

as a •treet musician." All of whuh was promptly done

Before the evening performance openel

I received my first lesson in make-u]
from the star of that week's bill-

an ancient creature who still had
voice in spite of the fact thai

was already going to seed.

I was " Little Luicime Compson
then, for Luicime was my first nanj
until I took up picture work. Nearlj

everyone in the town knew mj
There had been no time to announc]

' me in the usual advertisements, <]

when I walked on the stage I was mil

with a veritable racket that almaj
took the nerve out of me. I playcl

encore after encore until my repcrtoii]

was quite exhausted. I made sucl

a hit that week the manager gave n|

twenty-five dollars.

Someone carried the story of m
adventure, and its apparent succesl

to an agent in Chicago, and present!

1 received an offer to join a tourii

vaudeville troupe. My mother we'

with me. as my salary was qui I

adequate to pay our expenses, wit

out leaving much profit.

While we wore playing at the Pantages Theatre

I.os Vngeles, Al Christie, the motion-picture comedy prT

ducer, watched nu- from the audience, and came to tl i

back of the stage to see me after the show He said ll

thought 1 would sc rt'cn very well, and asked me if
I

would like to join his company Pictures meant litt

or nothing to me in those days, but I told Mr Chriill

I would think over his proposition, and wire him at t

end of my toui

In six weeks I went to Los Angeles, and lie made r

a leading woman in his comedies I remained with hi

for three years, and then took my fii-t step toward t

dramatic side of the si reel) 1 was engaged for a seri.

and m\ work was not only difficult but dangci

George I.oane Tucket was assembling his cast foi 1

production of I In Miracli Man, when he came
ui\ photograph in the office ol a I os Angeles agent 1

With Lawson liutt m
" The Miracle Man,'
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nad been experiencing difficulty in finding the type of

|irl he wanted to portray the role of a " Rose " in his

ticture. When he inquired who I 'was, the agent said,

:' Oh, she's only a comedy girl—you wouldn't want her."

But Mr. Tucker took my address and telephoned to

ine on Christmas Eve, just as I was entering the house
iter a very trying day's work—falling from horses and
»eing shot at. I did not know^ Mr. Tucker then, and at

irst I told him I did not want to make a change. But,

inally, I consented to join him at the Los Angeles
vthletic Club, where I found many guests lounging
bout a great Christmas tree. It seems Mr. Tucker was
eeking a " tired girl " to play his " Rose.'' He certainly

mst have had some gratification when he came forward
o meet me, for I had not tarried at home long enough
o freshen up to any extent.

In an effort to find out if I could " stand up " in a
|art that required of me a veritable transformation
-om the feline creature of the slums that was revealed

in the opening of his picture, to the awakened and
•urified woman at the end— Mr. Tucker watched for

is chance to discover any " high lights " of my ex-
ression. He suddenly asked me if I were versed in music.
" Music, Mr. Tucker ? Did you say music ?

"
I stam-

mered. "Why, my violin has been my companion and
:enefactor. When my father died, and I had to go to

rork to support my mother, it was my
jnowledge of music that earned our living.

[I was playing my violin when A'l Christie

I iw me and put me in pictures. Music
las been the very soul of me. It has
imforted me and my mother quite often
hen we commenced together our battle

>r existence after my father's death."

|
That settled it for George Loane

Mucker— and, incidentally, for me. I

Iras engaged that night for The Miracle
tan.

I After his picture was 'first shown
[lie big producers all offered to

liar me, but I figured that if I

Mild make money for them, I

| liight as well earn it for myself

;

In Betty Compson Productions
I as formed for me. Under

Three scenes from
'

' The Miracle Man,"
the picture that made
Betty Compson famous.

Mr. Tucker I had learned much
about the technique of pro-
duction. I had nearly a
year in which to study
distribution, advertising,

and exploitation. I ar-

ranged with Goldwyn to
market my pictures.

The task of producing
seems greater than the

burden of being a star work-
ing hard toward real success.

I never enjoy the pleasures

usually credited to the average
star. I have to reach my studio

every morning at seven to confer

with the assistant-director, the camera-
man, the technical-man, and my dressmaker,
before I start work on the stage at nine.

During the luncheon period I see my general

manager and other members of the staff.

When the afternoon's work before the camera
is finished I go into the projection-room and
look at the day's " rushes." Then I go back
to my dressing-room and sign cheques and im-

portant papers, and have a session with my
secretary over the day's mail.

1 am trying to make sure that the first half-

dozen Of my pictures will be radically different

from one another, and it is a rare evening—or a
Sunday, for that matter that I can escape a pile

of manuscripts long enough to enjoy a few hours
of leisure. Every chance 1 get I go to see the

best photoplays, for I am interested in them
from the angle of the star, the production, the

story, direction, cast, and the lighting and camera
work,
My story must sound very different from

that of most .stars who have nothing to do but
ride around in limousines and take beauty naps
and otherwise luxuriate in just being a star. I

have to be a business woman as well as an artist,

but I love it. It's a great life.
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moustache.

Lejl: In
The

Prisoner oj

Zenda."

Black hair,
black eyes, black

moustache, a coal-black
in " past," born in

Blackheath (the man,
not the " past "), and a

famous and fascinating

Hepworth favourite-—
\\ ho is he ? Nine out
of every ten picture-

goers would recognise

Gerald Vmes in a moment; yet I hardly recognised the

big Britisher after whose health I made polite enquiries

until I saw him en profile. Very much broader and
bigger is Gerald Ames than his " reel " self, not at all

" villainous," but a thorough sport, with a handshake
as hearty as his laughter.

" Please forgive my not rising," he said, " but my
doctor predicts terrible things if I don't keep this right

foot of mine off the ground, and so— well—there you
are. It's the result of a spill—my horse slipped up with
me."

He recited his woes to me as soon as I was seated.
"

I took no notice of it until it became really serious,"

he sighed, " and now I'm tied up here like this and have
missed two heavenly Saturday afternoons. Goodness
knows when we shall have any more hunting weather."

You are a keen hunting man, 1 know," 1 said, sym-
pa1 heti< ally.

Rather ' I've hunted ever since I was a child ,

used to ride with my father those days Now 1 am
usualh to be found in the saddle every Saturday, some-
where well in the South of England, unless it's frosty.

We don't like frost, my horse ami 1 ; there is danger of

Blipping, and it cuts the feet of tin- hounds
He looked vers- bronzed and fit; it did seem a shame to

keep him tied by" the leg like that

Beside him lie had a large collection of " fan " letters,

with which he had been trvmg to cope
'This" (he exhibited one) "(nines from a lady who

believes she ia an ideal screen heroine Will I see her
and giv< her a trial ? I can't do th.it . It would not de
to encourage Buch aspirations, though I have hundreds of

similar requ(

heeling that his advice to those seeking si is on the
sil\. would he well worth having, I boldly querii

"Supposing I were the writer of one of those notes,

what would j i
hi say to me •

oked positively startled He glanced
towards the door, then at me, then at the dOOl again

Hit recreation* arc riding, motoring, and fenc-

ing, but he finds time to play in pictures, too.

Thia article makes you acquainted with the

real Gerald Amea. who bears only a faint

resemblance to the Gerald of the screen.

Whether he contemplated flight, or whether
the glance meant " Madam, that is the

I hardly know, but I have my suspicions.
" Well, supposing you photographed sufficiently well,"

he began, rather unwillingly, " I should advise you to

adopt a stage career for at least three years, and then

come and see me again."
Another glance at the door. If he had not been a

semi-invalid it is possible that this interview would have

come to an abrupt conclusion. As it was, he resigned

himself to the inevitable.
" This is a novel theory, surely. " I remarked.
" It is the truth," was the reply. " The stage is the

finest kinema college in the world, for, although th(

technique of film acting differs, the groundwork is the

same, and that cannot be acquired in the studio. Or
the stage, if your part be ever so small, you have th<

benefit of repetition, always before a different audience

who will quickly let you know if you are doing well o:

otherwise."
"In the studio, you have no audience and no repeti

tion
;
you play, perhaps, one small part, and probabh

forget anything you may have learned before the nex

one comes your way."
" Most of the screen stars were originally stage players

Exceptions onlv prose the rule. Personally, I hav
found my stage experience invaluable, and so has nr

wife (Mary Dibley). The trained eye of the actoi

accustomed to note tiny details is an asset in the studio*

where even producers are sometimes uncertain over sma
but important points

We discussed tea and cakes and his stage experience

simultaneously.

He always wished to be an actor, but his fatht

favoured a journalistic carter for him; he was " somethin

in the City " for some months, but liked it not

Then his efforts as an amateur actor attracted the noti'

ot Sir (then Mi 1 tank Benson, and gained for Ames
place in the Shakespearean Repertory Company, of whu
Benson was the chief Many and various are the plaj

he has acted in. He declares he learned much from S

Charles Wyndham, ami cite- Hawtrey as the perfe'

actor and manager lb 1
- favourite role is John Worthir

in "The Importance of Being Earnest," and he spoke;
some length of Ins several years' association with tl

late Sir George Alexand
lb- seldom visits kinemas, although he is tremendous

keen on his work, and prefers the films to the footlight
"

1 am, literally, au ' old stager ' in films. ' he told r

as he tilled his pipe from one of the largest tobacco ti

I \ .- evei come across Certainly Gerald Ames and 1

pipe are inseparables "
I claim to be the first Knglis

man specially engaged to plaj leads m Hntish feati

films That was eight years ago, in those early Lond
thre< Hi!- :s. and my first role was lead in /

directed b\ George Loane Tucker, of Mira

Matt fame
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" Look !" handing me an album of "stills." " Here is

la scene from it. I had only appeared before the camera
tance previously in a Barker film called Duelling Through-

out the Ages, and that was because I was an International

fencer.
" I have worked under many different producers in

|my time—Harold Shaw, Maurice Elvey, Percy Nash,
Mevrick Milton, Geoffrey Malins, Walter West (I thoroughly

[enjoyed making that series of Broadwest sporting films),

Heppy himself (Cecil Hepworth), and Tedwards (Henry
Edwards), are some of them. But never out of England.
Leading ladies, too, I've had in plenty—Lily Elsie, Laura
Cowie, Jane Gail, Ivy Close, Manora Thew, Mary Dibley
(in Red Pottage), Alma Taylor, Violet Hopson, Eileen

Dennes, whom I direct now."
" Who is your favourite leading lady ?

" I asked.

"Mary Dibley; but," he hastened to add, "they are

all most charming."
He speaks very affectionately of his comrades, past and

present, at Hepworth 's, and has some distinctive nick-

name for every one of them.
" I joined Hepworth in 1918," he said ;

" my first role

was ' Cherry Ricardo ' in Boundary House, opposite Alma,
and my latest was in Mrs. Erricker's Reputation, also

opposite Alma."
He refused to discuss his directorial activities, but

instead mentioned the duel he and " Tedwards " fought
in Possession.

" I was a villain then," he observed. " I used to

specialise in villains when I first became a film player,

because the usual type of leading man was not virile

enough to interest me. Even now the leading men in

certain films (not British films) are merely ornamental,
and the lady claims all the limelight and all the interest.

Now, I don't believe that really appeals to the public,

especially the British public, because it isn't true to life.

In reality, you know, the man takes the lead, and cheer-
fully does all the hard work for the sake of the girl he
loves, and I believe the gentler, more clinging type of

heroine like Chrissie White usually portrays is the one
the English people love the best."

He's very British, is Gerald Ames.
" I like playing English sporting types best of all," he

said. " I do not object to thoroughgoing villains, like

Rupert of Hentzau ; but nasty creatures like the person
I was in Jclfs (London) make me really depressed. He
and Richard Phillimore, in The Hawk (a stage play), were
two characters I heartily detested."

I took Ames to task for discarding his moustache, and
confessed I found him unfamiliar without it. " Others," he
said, laughing, " begged me to get rid of it, and be ' myself

'

again. I thought of growing a beard, like this one,"
showing me an Arsene Lupin photograph, wherein he ap-
pears behind a full-flowing *m* specimen. As a dis-

guise there is much to be J 1 said in its favour.

x.

Right : An im-
pression of Gerald
Ames, by G. L.

Stampa.

In 1917," he continued, " I sported long hair and
side whiskers for my part in Adam Bede, but no one was
more pleased than I when I was permitted to indulge in

a shave and hair-cut."

Ames has many interests outside the studio. An en-
thusiastic fox-hunter and follower of all out-of-door sports.

he loves horses and dogs. He is an ardent collector of

swords, ancient and modern, likes music, and indulges in

sketching now and again. He is also very well known
in Fleet Street, and describes himself as " A Savage."
No doubt he knows best, but he doesn't look it.

He would not exhibit any of his black-and-white work,
but I was permitted to examine some of Mary Dibley's
paintings, which are very fine.

I shall watch for your pink coat," I told him, " when
I am down your way hereafter."

"If you are going on the stage for a year or two," was
the unexpected reply ;

" you won't have time."
Gerald Ames defied his doctor to the extent of escorting

me to the door.
" It was really very kind of you," he said, on parting,

" to come and cheer a lonely invalid." Which, under
the circumstances, was really very kind of Gerald Ames.

Josm Mak<;ukriih,

-
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'T^his is the way Louise Fazenda can look when she does not trouble to make
l herself ugly for picture purposes. She made a big name for herself in Mack

Sennett comedies, but is now working in independent productions. Off the screen

Louise is a talented writer, contributing to many magazines.
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A fter eight years' experience on the legitimate stage, Milton Sills turned his
- *- attention to the movies. Amongst the stars he has supported are Pauline
Frederick, Katherine MacDonald, Enid Bennett, Viola Dana, Clara Kimball Young.

Gloria Swanson and Agnes Ayres.



A recruit from the musical-comedy stage, Ora Carew commenced her screen

career by supporting Tom Moore in " Go West Young Man." Other of

her films have been :

" Too Many Millions," " Under Suspicion,'' and "' The

Pedlar of Lies." Ora Is radiantly beautiful, with dark-brown hair and eyes.
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As a young school-girl Lillian Gish was given her first chance by D. W.

Griffith. With " The Birth of a Nation " she jumped into the first rank

of screen stars, and her subsequent work in " Intolerance," " Broken Blossoms,"

and " Way Down East " has added to her world-wide fame.
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Hallam Cooley's screen career has been diversified in the extreme. He has

played in blood-and-thunder serials, in slapstick comedy, and in dramas

of every description. " Daddy Long-Legs," " More Deadly than the Male " and

"The Long Arm of Mannister " are some of his films.
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MlafeBoufc

Glady* Walton in accordion-pleated aatin under-

akirt and over-jacket of the all-ubiquitou* lace.
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/Iftorc: Madge Stuart as " Cynthia,"

and Laurence Anderson as
" Kenneth," her lover w>

known to himself, is the

of " The Tavern Knight,

a follower of the King,

whose past is shrouded

in mystery. Both

father and son arc

in love with Cyn-

thia, and, for his

son's sake," The

Tavern Knight"

attempts to

sacrifice his IB i m. - *a

own happiness.

The tangle is

straightened

out by Ken-

neth's (/<•,(//;

CAST OF CHARACTERS.

Oliver Cromwell :

CONWAY BOOTH.
Cynthu :

MADGB STUART.

Charles Stuart :

J. E. W1CKENS.

Joseph Ashburn :

CECIL HUMPHREYS.
Col Pride :

CLIFFORD HEATHBRLBY.
The Tavern Knight :

BILLE NORWOOD.
Copt. Hoflan :

TEDDY ARUNDELL.
Master Kenneth :

LAURENCE ANDERSON.
Gregory A<hburn :

C. H. CROKERKING.
Lieut. Pride :

LIONEL SCOTT.

•'

Right : Con-
way Booth as

" Oliver Cromwell,"

with " Colonel Pride

(Clifford HeatherUy) his

military adviser. A vi\

recon n of the Battle of

II n .
- one of the features

of the film.
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Souvenir of the

Stoll Film based

on the novel by

Rafael Sabatini.

j . E. Wickens as " Charles

afterwards Charles 11.. who

loyal supporter in " The

Tavern Knight." After the Battle

of Worcester both Kenneth and

are cap-

tured by Cromwell's men. ' The

Tavern Knight " helps Kenneth to

escape, little dreaming that the

latter is his own son whom for many

years he has mourned as dead.

Left : Cecil Humphreys as " Joseph

Ashbiirn," sworn enemy of " The

Tavern .Knight," whose wife was

murdered by Joseph and his

brother Gregory. The Ashburns re-

cognise in " The Tavern Knight
"

their ancient em my, the Lord of

Castle Marlcigh, and scheme to

remove him from their path.

Bui "The Tavern Knight" makes

his escape to France, 'where love

and happiness await him.
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Colleen can play
anything --from
cow -girl to Society

Belle.

And to think," Col- "^JSSJ&S
leen Moore exclaimed, ***^_

" that I might still be wooing the
muse !

"

" Or didn't you know," she ques-
tioned me, " that I had planned a great
career as a concert pianist ? Of course, T

might have developed into the village piano
teacher—but when one's young, one always
expects the romantic."

She stopped to touch up her inakc-up for
the one o'clock call on the set In one
corner of her mirror was the picture of a
very young girl seated at a piano. She
pointed to it.

' That picture of me was taken," she ex-
plained, " in September, 1916. I had just

graduated from a Conservatory of Music. 1

was only fifteen then, but 1 had studied
very hard, and my professor assured me 1

was ready to launch my career on the con-
cert stage. And here I am— I don't look
much like a great pianist now, do I ?

"

Truth to tell, she didn't. She was dressed
like the Western cow-girls of days gone by

—

great broad hat, flannel shirt open at the
throat, and (lapping chaps. She was laugh-
ing—the wholesome, whole-souled laughter of
youth that knows the joy of living and loves
it. She was a girl of the great outdoors,
care-free and happy, and enthusiastic. There
was nothing about her to suggest tin {esthetic

artisl

I'm glad -oh, so glad," she assured me
very earnestly, "that tho.se plans for a
musical career never were carried out. When
1 was a wee mite of a girl I made up mv
mind tli.it some day 1 would be an actress.
I suppose nine out of t.'ii e,irls cherish that
ambition, don't they? lint I was so very
sincere about it

Hut mother and father had other ideas
They thought I was to Ik- a great musician
And I almost was not a great one 1 don't

mean that al all but pist a musician of sorts

["hen she told me the story 01 thai greal

moment tn h<-r life when she was offered an
opportunity to cntei motion pictures Hei

v

13&3U
Colleen Moore had planne.

career for heraeli ar- a concert piaoitt

but a chance meeting with D. W
Grifiith uptet all her arrangerreati

" Go to Hollywood and play in pic

turea, aaid the great producer, aa

now Colleen ia glad that ahc follow*

hi* advice. You will he glad, tax

when you see " Dinty thia montl

mother was taking her to ht

home following the graduation exercises 3

the Conservatory of Music. They stoppe
oft in Chicago. D. YV. Griffith was -.her

at the time. Their meeting with th

great producer was quite accidenta

Neither the girl nor her mother attache
any significance to the casual introduction
but a few evenings later they again sa

him, this time at a dinner - party. H
showed unusual interest in the tiftee!

year-old Colleen. He talked with he I

questioned her, and—well, the upshot I

it was that two or three days later si I

and her mother were on their way 1

Hollywood, California.
" And I've never thought of a music!

career since," she concluded. " I play tl

piano continually, but only for my onl

enjoyment. Nothing can l>e allows

interfere with my work."
Her very first picture was The Bad Ih

featuring Bobby Harron, and she playt

the uigfnuc lead. Next she was assifHI

the leading feminine role opposition 1

Harron in The Old- Fashioned Young Ma
She has been hiding woman for su<

well known male %t.os as Charles Ra
Tom Mix, Monroe Salisbury, Sessuc Hay
kaw.i. and Wilfred Lucas. She had tl

featured role in I Hoosifr Romance at

/.1///. (lip/urn .hi>i. i'. and has done splencl

work in a half do/en all-star prodiu

More recently she was east as one

the four principals in So Long Lett

in a leading feminine role in Dint
Marshall Ncilan production, released tl

month, in which freckle-faced Wesl'

Barry is featured So impressed i

Neilan by her remarkable characters

that he determined to make her a pi

manent mcnilier of his group of stcll

luminaries She is now under a long

contract with him, but w.iv loaned

King \ idor for the leading feminine n

in fht SAl Pilot, [Conhnucd orr »«/r
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Vom Beck, who never took a
chance, and Hepburn, and

McNeal, who was as ornamental
as a daisy in a fog-bank, stood
around in the sunshine with the
boys under the prickly pear beside
the big shack of the H.C. Ranch.
There were lines on the brows of

the boys ; and a^ they stood
around they hacked at pieces of

wood with their jack-knives to

show they were not ill at ease. It

showed they were ill at ease.
" A woman, eh ?

" said Hepburn.
Yeah—a woman !

"

Vivian Rich. Tom Beck turned the letter over
in his hand.

" Not only a woman," he went on—" an Easterner !

L New Yorker !

"

' 'S the last straw !
" exclaimed somebody.

"Just one thing," added Beck; "she can't make a
ner old mess of the ranch than the old man. A baby
ouldn't !

"

" When's she due ?
" asked Hepburn.

"To-day !
" said Beck. " Soon as we get to know

jie's coming, she's here. Don't give you time to get
»ed to the idea."
" Old man's niece, ain't she ?

"

|

" Yeah ! Somethin' like that."
So the boys discussed their new " boss," Jane Hunter,

jew head of the " H.C," and niece of the late John

—

;Go Easy" John—Hunter, under whose rule the H.C.

1^
the Last
Straw

-Will iCOTT

Ranch had gone to pieces. And while they talked and
bit tlu-ir lips, and carved away at their blocks of wood,
a solitary horseman galloped into view a great way off

across the scrub. A mere speck in a dust-cloud he was
at first.

" Leary, I'll gamble," said McNeal.
No," said another.

" Wait and see," said McNeal.
" What should it be I.eary for ?

" asked Hepburn.
" Leary's posted out there till sundown. Why should he
come in now ?

" Think I can't tell Leary ?
" snapped McNeal. " You

watch."
The solitary horseman drew nearer, galloped into the

yard and sprang from the saddle. It was Leary.
" Run into Huggan and twelve of the ' Crazy U '

bunch get tin' clean away with a couple o' score o' our
ponies," said Leary. "Got 'em red-handed—but what
could I do ? One against twelve, and they saw me first.

I had to make a get-away. What's goin' to be done ?
"

" Same old thing, I s'pose," said McNeal—" Nothing !

"

" What the old man wanted was a foreman," said one
of the "boys." "Only he could never see it. Nobody
with any authority 'cept 'im—an' 'im always too drunk
or too lazy to make any move. Who's to make any move
when there's nobody to say ' Move '

?
"

" Maybe there'll be some slight alterations now we've

a new boss," said McNeal,
" Most very probably,'' said Hepburn, " with a ' miss'
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Beck looked at the

glass in hi* lian<l

for <i mottit r.i

• i ^/ it savagely
a t<

i flu (in

from N'Vork.
caffy, maybe,

" Wheel's !

'

" Wheels ?

'

Sound o'

Some slight alteration for the worse. A I ain't never took
Oh, yes !

"
'

em

\\ ho was
miss ' from

or a beauty chorus
said McNeal.
said Hepburn. " What about

wheels," replied McNeal.
' Mac," said Toiii Beck, " you got ears like a Mohawk.

You can listen to what ain't '

"

Wheels all the same," asserted McNeal.
right about Leary ? Another guess: it's the
N'York."

It was. In a few moments the Sante he mule-car
drove up, and from it stepped Miss Jane Hunter, to lake
possession of her inheritance. Faultlessly gowned, ele-

gant, young, beautiful, hopelessly " out of the picture."
The " boys " took off their hats'. They wanted to run,
but they didn't.

My name is Jane Hunter," said Jane. She looked
at I [epburn " What is yours ?

"

James Hepburn," he replied.

l hey shook hands,
: yours ?

" addressing Beck.
I 'in Hick, ma'am." replied Beck,

The " boys " passed before her, each one
himself. When at last she knew t!,. names
smiled and turned away. Half-way up the steps of the
ram h-hou ;i Bh< stoppi t] and looked ba< k

Vnd," she said "the foreman Which is the fore-
man ?

"

l C( kon wo don't have no foreman, miss," said
McNeal. 'The old boss figured he mi, 1,1 get along
without an\ ."

He might have been able to," said Jane " I cannot,
1 must have a foreman. An- any of you leaders ?

"

Me an' Hepburn an' Tom Beck Bometimes leads the
us around," said McNeal. "That's as near as we
ome to it. it ain't leadin', really."

She tinned again and held open tin' door,
I'hcn you three •ome inside," she Baid. "We've

get to ele< 1 a Foreman."
McNeal and Beck and Hepburn ..1st their hats aside

an.
I

threw away the blocks ..i wood they had been
carving Shyly they followed the "\,u York mis, '

into the parlour of the ranch house
It is verj plain tint I cannot get along without a

' »«ii ranch like this she said, when Ihcv were

introducing
of all. she

all stood around N u s| >:,]|

(haw lot^ Here is a Straw ]

will break it into three piece*

and you must draw Who .haw,
the shortest straw ,s foreman.'

She turned away and snappy'
the straw into three ditteren

lengths These she hid in net

hand, with only the ends peeps);
between her ringers

; then si

faced the tno once again.
Now ," she said, addn

I [epburn.
Hepburn drew a straw Shor

enough.
Am! you," she turned

Mi Neal.

1 j ust guess I don't want tt

f>c no foreman of anywhere,
protested McNeal, shaking hi

head violently

But you must," shi

firmly. " Try."
Nervously he clutched a strav

and drew it forth inch afte

inch seven inches in all. H
grinned. He anyway, had

Jane smiled and turned
Beck. But Beck, with lowem
eyes, fumbled with his Ix-lt am
made no effort to draw.

Pardon me, ma'am." he Si

but I don't ever take chance
chance yet. And I'm too old

start in at that sort of thing now. I'm twenty-eight

No—pardon me, ma'am, but I couldn't do it."

Perplexed, she looked at him.

No really. Pardon me, ma'am," he repeated, " bu

no. I'd much rather stand out on this There's a chain

I'd win. I don't take any cham.s
She hesitated, then turned to, Hepburn.
" Very well. Then, it is you. Shake hands.
She gravely shook hands with her new foreman. He|

burn smiled and seemed mig itily pleased with himsel

After the little ceremony. Jane opened her hand an

showed the last straw to Beck. It was barely an UK
long.

" See," she said, " you would have won
Beck nodded.
" Lucky for me I didn't take the chance." he replie^

It would have been the last stt.m

1 hen you don't ever take chain es " she asked.

Not ever, ma'am," he agreed, gravely.

In the week that followed, Hepburn tx'ing away on r

distant duties the whole ol the time, Jane found it oft'

net essary to consult Beck on many details connected wi

the ranch. If link was surprised, he did not show
Only once did he step from his place of servant l'h

once was near the end of the week, not long before H>

burn's return,

fane had been asking his advice, as usual. They tf

m the parlour of the ranch house.
" Beck," she said suddenly, " we have never celebrat

my coming here
No, ma'am he said

She stepped to .i cupboard, opened it and took c

glasses ,uid bottles In the classes she mixed CO

placed one before Beck, and held the other high.

I o the future ' she Said

Beck's eye brows were raised, his eves sudden
He looked at the glass in ht< hand a moment, tin

it savagely into the fire

I reckon you wants this liquor to go where it'll

your future most good.' he -aid After which he si

.ss (mill Jane and < ast it atlei the Olhci

H.i cheeks (lushed and her eves llashed

Bock I

" she • i ie.1 \\ hat do vou mean b\ that
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\\c did not reply.

j" Goody-goody, eh ?
" she sneered. " Or just trying

tlrun the ranch instead of me ?

Savagely she opened a cigarette-case and placed a gold-

Hped cigarette between her lips. Silently he watched

h|" strike a match, then swiftly he gripped her arm.
j' Let me tell you, ma'am," he said, " these ways may
g in N'Vork, where you come along from ; but they don't

K here. If the boys had a peep at you now, you'd fall

avhole heap in their views. We're maybe a piece rough
o. here, and some of us ain't all we might be, but we
expect a woman to be all good."

ie released her arm and threw the cigarette after the

c ktails.
' And let me tell you this, too," he went on ;

" there's

o y one way you can pull the boys after you on this 'ere

, fit—or any other in a thousand miles .found these

P ts— an' that is to make 'em respect you. Do that, and
jri've got 'em like lambs. Lose it, an' you're finished."

;he stamped across the floor and flung open the door.

Beck!" she stormed. "You have forgotten your
piition. Go !

"

Vhen she was alone she took another cigarette from
1 cigarette-case, another match from the match-box.
B raised the match to the cigarette—but she did not
Ijit it. She waited. And then she threw the match
fb the fire and after it the cigarette. She sighed and
Bit to the window and looked for a long time at the

tin who never took a chance.

Ij)n the next afternoon there was a surprise for the
tr. Ranch, and more particularly for its owner. The
Uprise's name was Richard Hilton, and it came all the

m from New York City in an automobile. It met
J.ie Hunter on the steps of the ranch-house.

[
Dick !

" she cried. " You ! Here !

"

I Jane," he said, as he followed her into the parlour,

"jm the very man who never took No for an answer.
Hi've turned me down

He opened the cupboard and took out the bottles and
glasses. Two glasses he filled. One he held out to jane

No," she said.

V No !
" he repeated, in amazemen.t. " No ! Gal-

loping autos ! Gone pious ?
"

" At least," she smiled, " I've gone off that sort of
thing."

Hilton took up his residence in the little town. As he
said, he was not going to take No for an answer

; and,
besides that, he guessed that before very long Jane
would be only too willing to say Yes, without any
pressing. So he shared a shack with a man who was
mostly away, and waited his opportunity patiently.

^ There were other surprises in the next few weeks.
Five lots of cattle were " rustled " mysteriously, leaving
no sign. The boys watched everywhere, but they found
no clue. If the " Crazy U " gang were guilty again
they contrived to cover up their tracks effectively, and
nothing could be laid at their door.
And the two last surprises were when Hepburn resigned

from his post as foreman, and when Tom Beck took his
first chance.

" You call me foreman," Hepburn said in a letter to

You mean," said
Beck, " some day. .

."

Yes," said Jane,
with a smile,

"
. . . Sow day

"

your
been

ke, but I think
iwer would have

if you'd stayed on in

•v York, and not come
1st to all this rusticity

I roughness."
ler face clouded.

|
Yes, Dick," she said

;

i would have been Yes.
fluid have married you—
it would have been for

ir money. I never loved
I never shall. I am

fy ; but we can be
nds, can't we ? I came
m just in time, Dick,
uther week, perhaps, and
j should have ma'de a
ible mistake."
'Oh, come," laughed
Uon. " you'll get over
"]t. All this is new to

——its fresh; like a new
iig in cocktails. You'll

J of it in time—not such
ong time, either. Then

1 '11 be wanting Yours

|y again — see if you
' t. And I'll be on the

t

t. Don't worry, little

i|--l'll be on the spot.
Ill, speaking of cock-

V ^ s
' .•<
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" Twelve of the ' Crazy U ' bunch were getting away with some of our ponies," said Lear^

Jane, "but you give Beck the duties and take liis advice.

I reckon he might as well have the title, too. I quit.'

Jane showed Beck the letter.
" Would you like to take up what he's dropped -

she asked. " Or are you to be always afranl to take a

chamr ?
"

He bristled a little at that. His shoulders squared
and his jaw was thrust forward.

Afraid, eh ?
" he said. "

I guess I'm not afraid of

anything much that eyes have ever looked at. Put the

position in my hands. I'll take the chance."

1 he Reverend McNeal, who claimed to be a distant

relative of the unornamental McNeal, and a " brother
"

to all men
; the grave-faced, pious mannered, tract-

shedding Reverend McNeal rode into the II ( Ranch at

sunset one evening in the hist month of loin lk'i k s

foremanship. He rode in on a donkey, his long leys

churning up the sand at the sides. The like of him had
never been seen in the H.C. Ranch before Every man
who had an excuse for leaving his labour left his labour.

Every man who could do so gathered round to gaze in

awe on the sober figure of the man of religion.

'I he Reverend McNeal took ofl his hat, lifted his hands
above and gazed with sad eyes into the clouds above

(ill. Lord," he prayed, " help us to help our fellovv-

men Help us to look on all men as brothers, and to

to-. it them a-, such In tins ami valley th.it men call

life, let us Mile Straight, SO that when we come to the
valle\ B end it is with a clean heart and with clean hands
Oh, Lord, help us to do this, and all things which are

good, Without Your help we are as a plant without
sunshine and watei Withhold not the sunshine and the
waii i Help ii s to nourish Teach us to be men good
nun. real nun Staj Our hand in angel Stay our mind
in sin. Amen

The Reverend McNeal put on his hat and opened a

hand bag.

I am not srllm^ these lountain pens. he went on.

in a loudei vice. ' I am giving them aw.iv Here 1

have five-dollar alarm > lo< ks indispensable In every
household a necessity In every civilised community
Five dollars, gentlemen, t^r dollars anywhere but here

I ask only two. Two dollars fr

an alarm clock that will tell tl

time as long as time shall las

And with every alarm clock

give—absolutely free, with o

charge whatsoever—one of the!

handsome, gold-nibbed, self-fillii

fountain-pens Two dollars, ge
tlenien- two dollars— two dollars

If Leary the alert had n

that moment galloped up w

news, it is extremely proliab

that the Reverend McNeal wou
have been lynched or " ducked
or treated to two whiskies. T!

gra\e faces that were the boy
(luring the prayer, had changi

to displays of teeth — laugl

sneers, expressions of disgu-

admiration during the rest of tl ;

proceeding. The Reverend McNc
certainly found no buyers.

Hut when Leary rode up wi

his news, the " Reverend " w
speedily forgotten.

" Rustlers are over at Bla

Hole," he said. " Alf Cole ai

his daughter."
" This looks bad," said Bee

" When Alf and his girl move o'f

there's usually a few hundr
ponies moves off with 'em. \

got to keep a close watch
jj

Mr. Cole and the ' Crazy I "I

gang. Wait here— I'll put t<i

skipper wise." He hurried away to the ranch-house,

the door he paused, hearing strange sounds.
" So," a man was shouting—and Beck recognised t

voice as Hilton's"
—

" it is because I am a gentleman till

you spurn me. You have fallen for the rough sttfl

eh ?—the cave-man type. Very well, J"ane, two can plfl

the cave-man game. I'm good at it myself. Wat
There was a woman's scream, and Beck flung back tl

door. Hilton with Jane in his arms, was striding towafl
it. At the sight of Beck he slopped and released JaH
She hurried across the room to Beck.

" Stayed too long, I think, ain't you : " asked Bm
" Come on—out of it ! This is the door. ("Jet througlB

Hilton laughed But he reached for his hat and wil

out through the door. Ike k turned to Jane.
" Hurt ; " he asked
" You great man .'

" she laughed, reaching up to g
I. ii e and kissing him.

" Why ' " ciied Beck, looking down at her and grasp

her by the shoulders. Vou mean some <\a\

Yes," she said, with a smile " Some t\<<\

She took a loi ket from her neck and hung it by
chain round his net k

" Wear that always," she said, " and it will brin

vou luck. But promise you will never open it until

give you leave
" But began the bewildered Beck.
" Now I

" she cried, with raised linger " Promise
" Sure- ' he said " I promise. But
" Then that's all right," said Jane. "' Now tell

what you've come for

He told her, adding :

" So the camp's likely to be lively for a few d

Koing to post the boys aUmt Well get the Crazy
e,anLi with the goods yet."

In a day or two the rumour came to Jane's ears tl

Hilton was making violent love to Alf Cole's daugll

over at lhe.sh.uk at Black Hole. Knowing Hiltonl

no one else did. she deemed it time to despatch a r|

senger to intervene That messenger was the Hevcil

Mi Seal.

I he "Reverend found Hilton and Bobby"
II , illnurJ on P»l"
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Biograpfiical
Brevities

. NORMA
TALMADGE W*

She was just fourteen years old when
she made her screen debut with

the Vitagraph Company, at a salary of
£5 a week. She had had no training or
experience, but her success was instan-
taneous. Has headed the poll in
many of the biggest screen-popu-
larity contests. Some of her best
pictures have been Poppy, De Luxe
Annie, The Probation Wife, The Isle
of Conquest, She Loves and Lies, A
Daughter of Two Worlds, Yes or No,
and The Branded Woman. She is 5 ft!

2 In. high, with dark hair and brown
eyes, and is married to Joseph Schenck.
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fiimatin

ami

.IS

in

a mode of

the private

A
film taken of his little grand
son, with the intention of storing

it, SO that, in years to come, the

life lil ments of the boy can
be displayed to future generations
of his family. Each year he in-

tends to have filmed a similar pic-

ture of his grandson, and in this

way he will pro* lire a unique
collection of family memories which
ssill be treasured by his family a

hundred years hence.

I he kinema film is fast sup-
planting the old-fashioned portrait allium

keeping fresh past memories and incidents
life of large families.

It is prophesied that in the near future every large

family will have stored numerous films depicting poi

traits and incidents in the lives of uncles, aunts, cousins,
ind other relatives which, by the aid ol a home kinema
mm nine, i an be projei ted on to i he Films ol

relatives who have passed away will thus be exhibited
10 Ihi andchildren, showing them |us1 is

i hi \ appi ared in the prime of life,

itor of the Pallid Ci inundated with
from members ol the public requesting that local

weddings, banquets, christenings, and othci family
should be filmed, In mail) i ases it is s

that sui li rei ords arc required so that the\ may Iki handi il

i.'wh as heirloon

ol the mosi amusing of these rc<]uests came from
in engaged couple, w .

> asked if I hey could lu1 filmed

in "ide i i hat i In \ ii: rvr a vivid t

o( the happiest da I

a neglectful husband in

years being confronted w>|

sui.li v.: evidence of

ner adoration conjures up il

ha] ns.

is also a strong desire

th^ pan of well known people
obtain film pictures showing thl

mile do s, liorsi s, etc.,

i the memoryl
their ftei their death. Mt
faim rters posst

of i h< ir i i u I. pei formers tal<

whilst in action on the course
V ith< i form of the kinema-tl

of filming members of large famili
- sent in relations - tered about i

lolw. One of the pioneer films]

that taken of the late t apt tin

A lengthy picture of the l>oy w.,s record

then despati heel to the explorer miles ,o|

by the aid of

a life like liniU'l

craze is that
i !u s. re< "ii

parts "i

this respect was
little

and it was
in the lu ai i ni the Antarctic, w here.

projecting machine, he was able to sec

of his son, although thousands of miles lay between thl

lb ncvci sav his son di< it died m the Antanl
and the boy, who was born nftei Ins father had BtH
on his last journey, ncvei 3a\\ his father.

Iluie is a romant connected with Fl

111 and her sist.i. Shirley Mason, who are utilil

the screen at tin present nun to om another ||
up. l'n years these two beautiful sisters have
separated . Edna is in tin country, and Shirleil

Nun ii. i Vet ( >• !i week tfie\ watch one anothei on
J

II in film parts. The screen In them is an annul
i.i in 1 1\ album. Although hundred* <•! miles apart

watch '

• ' passin [thro h i n

{. nntinut J on p*
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M&:
A Peter Pan of the Movies A fairy-like little

lady, who positively refuses to grow up, that 9

Marguerite Clark, whose pleasing personality is

revealed to you in the article helow.

Night in New Orleans ! Starlight and the flare of

myriad coloured lanterns—the thrumming of guitars

and the sound of gay and silvery laughter— a handful

of confetti and a glance from a pair of gleaming hazel eyes - -

Mardi Gras, with its crowds of masked revellers—and, was it,

could it be, Prunella ?

I wondered next day, as I sat opposite Marguerite Clark

at a cosy little table in the old-world French restaurant,

hidden away in an almost-forgotten courtyard where the lon<;

shadows lingered lovingly on the quaintly trimmed box trees,

whether she had indeed been my Prunella of the night

before. She was bubbling over with delight and enjoyment
as she told me about the wonderful time she was having, of

the dances and parties her husband's friends were giving in

her honour, and how, increasingly as the days went by, she

was growing to love the old South.
" I was so homesick," she said, " when I was in New York

for the early part of the winter, making my last picture.

And once I thought I could never be happy away from its

hustle and noise ! But down here, all the romance and beauty

of our grandmothers' days seem to be imprisoned, and life is

taken at one's leisure, instead of being rushed through with

no thought save for success and efficiency."

Marguerite had ordered our lunch. " I know all these

strange, foreign dishes," she said ;
" some of them are delight

fu'l, but others you might not like. New Orleans is almost

a bit of another country, isn't it ? One entirely forgets,

sometimes, that one is in America."

I agreed, as 1 glanced around the low-ceilinged room in which

we had met. The red-tiled floor, the casement windows, the

old polished brass and pewter, the brightly-coloured table-

cloths, even the golden butter in the little earthenware jars -

they were all reminiscent of those little wayside inns where

hospitality is brought to a fine art, and where even the

simplest food is savoured with

friendliness.

,•£
" I love these quaint places,"

EJv said Marguerite. " Of course,

one has to go to the big

hotels sometimes, but when
~ I can choose for myself,

X I always want to come
somewhere like this.

1 simply hate
•

.-tf . X being grand !

"

' *f>>
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There is something so essen-

tially child -like about Mar-
guerite- Clark that, as one
watches her expressive face,

one immediately thinks of

her as the girl who will

never grow up. She seems
to have discovered the
secret of perpetual youth

;

and with it, moreover, to

have combined the grace
and charm which the wisdom
of experience alone can bring

I soon found that, as she ha<

said, there was nothing " grand
"

about her, and by the time Hit

quiet, solicitous old waiter had
complied with her requests, Mir
guerite was talking to me as if

we had been friends for years.
"

I think I was the sort of

child who lives in a dream-world all her own," she
told me. "

I believed in fairies until I was an almost
impossible age, and in one way I believe in them still.

With my mother and father both dead when I was
en, and with only a very dear elder sister to care

for me, I knew the meaning of sorrow at a much
earlier age than most girls do. Three years I had of

real s< hool life, at a Convent in my home State of

( >lno (yes, I'm a Middle-Westerner), and then came
l lie beginning of my professional career

I suppose every girl who plays in amateur
>ns of the night when the all-omni-

potent mariager from the great city will be a guest

at the important function In my land of make
believe tins had happened over and over again; but
me evening tin- dream came tine, ,\j-n\ when I was
acting in a little chanty affair*, I heard it whispered
that Milton Aborn had -ecu and had approved of mj
per fin man< e

And with Mr Aborn I made my first real stage

appearance one night in Baltimore, Maryland, when
the South brought me good luck, as [\ has always
done," said Marguerite, with a gay little smile

And then," 1 went on, "came your successes in

musical comedy in New York I remember you so well in
" The Beauty Spot ' and in ' The King of Cadonia

Oh, uh.it agCS ago it seems '
" and the little dark

haired girl sighed and looked at me with a hdf amused
half sad expression in her beautiful eves.

Hut I was not to find my destiny in musical comedy, as yo
know ; instead, I went into an all-star east for ' Jim the Penman
Then I created the r61e of Zoic m Baby Mine, and after tht

came my play, ' Prunella.' Here, I think, was the parting
i

the ways for me, for it was a photograph of mine in the title-rol

which came to Adolph Zukor's notice, and which led him final!

to offer me a starring role upon the screen."
Who of Marguerite Clark's many admirers does not remcml.

her first venture upon the silver sheet ? In this picture, ;.

adaptation of the stage play, Wildflower, she immediately i

the hearts of thousands of picturegoers, and with her fresh, bl.

soming loveliness, her inqx-tuous, natural and utterly unspoik
girlishness, made a place for herself in the realms of shadowlar
which is still peculiarly and exclusively her own.

Wherein, exactly, does the charm of Marguerite Clark lit

I watched her, as leaving the topic of her early screen

lor the moment, we discussed things theatrical and socu
past and present, of New York, the ever-changing and

fascinating.

She is, as you who see her upon the screen all

know, small and dainty, less than five feet in I

Her hair, of a soft, rich brown, lies in its silken wa

.

upon clear white brows, while, her large hazel

set rather wide apart, carry in their depths an appeahi
candour, a trustfulness whit

refuses to be denied. Bea
tif nl features, too, has

guerite Clark, with that evt

present gleam of you

Top Left : Marguerite

Clark and Richard
Barthchno".

Above : With E
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.imped in some intangible fashion across her personality. I did

it think she looked older, as we sat in the changing lights of the

'iaint old courtyard—and yet—there was something different, perhaps,

pm the playful girl I had known two or three years ago. A hint of

Ided graciousness, an intensified charm of manner—unconscious, but
leaking of the life of the leisured Southern woman of wealth, position

id culture, the life which Fortune, the Fairy Godmother, seems to have
i.osen that Marguerite shall lead.
" Tell me something about your romance and marriage," I said, as wc
igered over our coffee. " They have meant a good deal in your career,

I
know."
" Sometimes I think they have ended my career ! But that's not

eant to sound unhappy, you know, for in some of my moods I should

i glad to give up my film work. Still, after having drunk so deeply at

e fountain of ambition all these years, it is difficult to abandon all one's

,vn plans for the future—and, please, let me warn you, don't ask me
hat these same plans are, for, honestly, I don't know !

"

Marguerite's was a war wedding, and her courtship a whirlwind one.

ut she and her husband were old friends long before 191 8—the year
tat saw their marriage—drew to its fateful close. Young Palmerson
Williams had known the fascinating, elf-like little creature in the days
hen he had been a boy at prep. -school, making ready for his

;ars of study at Yale. He was the son of a wealthy and
•istocratic New Orleans family, and when his college life came
i an end he returned to the South to identify himself with
S father's big business interests. So, to all intents and pur-
ees, he and Marguerite would remain just

leasant friends for the rest of time—nothing else.
,

With

Thomas Meighan
mum hi imksbi iMOMB. ^03^

t« Out (j a

Clear Sky."

**

Marguerite Clark is small

and dainty, less than five

feet in height. Her
hair, of a soft, rich

brown, lies in its

silken ivaviness upon clear

while brows, while her

large hazel eyes carry

in their depths an ap-
pealing candour, a trust-

fulness which is not to

— be denied.

But in 1918, when the star was still working under her lengthy Famous-
Players contract, she arranged to tour a part of the States on behalf of a
gigantic Liberty Loan flotation. " The South always had appealed to me,"
Marguerite said, " so what more natural than that I should choose it for

my collecting ground ? I was dreadfully teased by everyone at the time
for having decided to make for the Mason and Dixie line instead of going

North ; but, anyway, 1 had such numbers of personal friends down
South. Oh, other friends, I mean ! Not only my husband-
to-be !

"

So when I had laughingly assured Marguerite that I, at
least, had never considered her anything but the victim of

sheer coincidence, she went on to tell me that Mr. (then

Lieutenant) Williams had been the first purchaser of her bonds
in New Orleans, and of how, with leave miraculously obtained,
he would arrive at other cities on her route of inarch, and
insist always upon being at hand as general organiser of the
campaign.
Then came the wedding— Marguerite, who had been the.

heroine of so many romances in the world-of-makc-believe, n

heroine every bit as thrilling as one in real life !

" It has
been worth waiting for," she said dreamily, as we watched the
sun sinking lower and lower. " I would never make up my
mind before, because I wanted it to be the real thing."

Then the gay smile flashed into her eyes again. " Rut it

was amusing at first to have someone looking after me so can-
fully, when, except for my sister Cora, 1 had always l>een so
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5/if u'l// never lose her sweet,

child-like simplicity of heart

and herloi l i / t».>;. hint fi/jutv

awfully indepcndi nt. My contract

with Famous - Lasky had not ex-

pired, and I had some more pic-

tures to make, so my husband
used to come out to the Coas
whenever he could manage
it and give me some ex-

pert .' b 11 tin- making
of films ! Then, when my
work came to an end, he
i lid his best to persuade
me to give up the camera
entirely, and, indeed, I

seem almost to have done
I have only i

in one production of my
own."

And that," I

" was Scrambled H

a not ? And adapted
from a Broadway

?
"

Yes. Irene Castle Trc-
man's husband is one of

• rs of the company, an<

is going to mal.

of pictures quite soon."
i 1 had almost for),

imjKirtant item," I said, as we
from our most unfashionably

nded luncheon. " I simply
must hi lots ^f photographs of

home with m<
laughed Mai gut rite. "Oh, not rcallv

home, of course, but to the Williams'
bouse on Saint Chai It s Avenut I

am with my husband
I m, and there

I mall I
• able to let voir have all

pi< tures of mj self thai

journalist!* i

I

awa i we left the

ild-world courtyard behind us Soon we found
unongst the throngs of sightseers and the hornet
ound business crowds ; and in a few minutes I

being carried back by way of a bulky portfolio to

days when n< \ Marguerite (lark pictures were freqw

and oh ! how enjoyable episodes in the enthnsia

movie fan's 1

m rite in It Marguerite in Pi

iucible, and in Still H it > Marguerite as the f

heroine of Snow White and The Sever. v

sequent " Topsy " and pathetic " Little Eva
naughty hoyden' in The Amazons ; as the

rson in that never-to-be-forgotten

series, the Bab" stories, and Marguerite in

picture which so delighted her fanciful, inn

mind, Molly Make-B Newer photographs t

e, too, of Margui nte in Conn Out of lh, Kiu

in Luck .. in A Girl Samcd Mary, in

i n Pcggv, in Ea . and in ScrambU
Photographs galore, to which I helped n

truly si, style, gloating the while

my unexpected treasure-trove.

And here,'' said Mrs. Willi.

n

domng Marguerite Clark and all that

tained thereto, " are pic tup

own beautiful home outside die
i

where my husband and 1 h.i

or ->. settled down. We h

and dogs, and chicke.

and ill the things I wo\
make believe stories, but

agined I should ever really i

Our dogs are really quite impoi

sts, vou know, and 1 an
ginning to realise the res.

of owning one of the mi

kennels in the South. At rir

treated the dear things

just dogs,' you k:

now I feel th<

too precious toi thar

Good forti

to see, has not sp

our Make - Bel

ite She i

come into her real 1

dom, found her fairy pr

and have att

tain a chance of I

pily evei after

]XKir mortals

right but

II, she will

her sweei like

iv of heart, her lo

mnocem
of all, her k< i |

and mature'! w isdom V

have been but kindly gifts the pa

vi sbowi red upon
il me," I said, as

and 1 stood in the doorway
e \ •

'
•

.
<

your Prunella costume last

\. i\ don't tempt me :•

that deadly se< ret ' My bus

and 1 d< ur de

friends, and he would never f«

me it I t""k an mist rupulons i

paper woman into our conttti

But I'll tell you one thinj

time m New i Irleans 1
1
- a fairy

. ome u ue esp< i ially if you'f*

the person you love the best >

the world !

"
I with M

mis* bievous laughter ringing in

ear, 1 lefl her with m\ (MB

unanswi • Ai-i
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REUDEL BATH SALTRATES

^*-^LEM.IE J
. |

PRICE
Obtainable

from all

Chemists & Stores

THEY ALL USE AND HIGHLY RECOMMEND REUDEL BATH SALTRATES
As also do thousands of other well-known people, including

HORATIO BOTTOMLEY, EUGENE CORRI. ABE MITCHELL, J. B. HOBBS, GEO. CARPENTIER, T. DESCAMPS.
BILLY WELLS, ERNEST BARRY, JIMMY WILDE, ALFRED SHRUBB, AND TOM PAYNE.

To produce a pain-relieving and refreshing medicated and oxygenated bath or foot bath having wonderful
curative powers, merely dissolve Reudel Bath Saltrates powder in plain water.

This saltrates compound exactly reproduces in concentrated form the essential constituents found in the

well-known medicinal bathing waters of Carlsbad, Aix les Bains, and Buffalo Lithia Springs.

SALTRATES LIMITED, 214 Great Portland St., London, W.l
Photos bv Hana, Dorothy Wilding. Yevonde, Fielding, Northland Studios, Valerie, Swaine, Foulshani & Hanfi. !, .'-"obson, ' Daily Sketch,' Stage Photo Co.

—'-» ' m:z: rr. iii ii i u i uii.-^TmiTi-mTTtniiiiiiiii iii rTHTrr> ir-^r-7riiii -iiniiii ni iuii i;' imi:i im uii,Mimiii:i.:iiiii\iiiiiniiii,uiiii\ii \ rw-<~~— J
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-~-T-

Tka Movia Ma
bu Nekr\cu N&dir\.

I
think when I am ninety-six, if I should get so far,

I'll buy a little knitted shawl and Ix- a Movie Ma.

Vim know what Movie Ma's are like, their hair is always white,

And generally they've erring smii v, ho open safes at night.

stand and weep upon the porch, when, after lots of

talk,

The sun sets out to make his pile in little old New York.

] hey l"nk out for the Postieman, who usually goes by.

They weep hard if a letter comes, and if there's none, they cry.

They cry if Sonny writes, " Dear Ma, this is to say I guess

I've started line on my career, and I'm a sure success."

And if he writes, " Dear Ma, I fear I've made an awful hash.

And I have had to do a bunk with my employer's cash,"

She weeps and sobs, "Oh 1 my poor boy, that really is too bad.
But, there, I really must forgive, he is so like his Dad."

(A Movie Papa is a thing I've never seen, so far,

You never see a real white-haired, pathetic Movie Pa.)

:
• -

-

Then guided by Ma's candle, which in window
pane appears,

The son returns, and so reel five ends /

/

in a burst of tears. £

Of course, I must be very old (all Movie //'/

Mothers are),

Oh, won't I knit, and watch, and // ''

weep, when I'm a Movie Ma.

CU*^.
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FOR INDIGESTION
IN BOTH STOMACH AND BOWEL

Take CICFA because

CICFA restores DIGESTION
THROUGHOUT THE WHOLE TRACT.
Thousands say, " I never feel

tit'"; thousands more say,
"

I am always in pain. I have
pain at the pit of the Stomach,
\ burning pain between the

Shoulder Blades ; I have pain

soon after eating, or pain two
hours after eating ; dull pain in

the head ; sharp neuralgic pain

in the head ; muscular pain

Jeep in the hack ; Sciatic nerve
pain at the back of one or both
thighs ; and with all these pains

1 have distress, misery, and
weakness which is often worse
than pain."

Yet all these pains and
misery are due to the same
cause as lark of fitness —that is,

ito INDIGESTION in Stomach
and Bowel.
Those who are unfit and

those who suffer the pain do
r>ot know these simple facts

;

they do not know how the
{trouble is caused ; they do not
know that digestion takes place

chiefly in the Bowel instead of

in the Stomach, and thev do
not understand how Indiges-
tion must be treated to be
cured.
DIGESTION begins in the

mouth through the effect of

jthe saliva upon the food ; is

[continued in the Stomach by
Jthe Digestive Ferments, etc.,

which are there supplied, and
completed in the Bowel by
further Digestive. Ferments, etc.

i Indigestion starting at any
lone point upsets digestion
(farther down.

J
As Indigestion may start at

any point, a remedy which can
cure must contain such ingre-

dients as are able to correct the
trouble wherever it may start.

jit is useless therefore to take
Rhubarb, or Soda, or purga-

Jtives, or mineral oils, etc., be-

cause they have no effect upon

digestion, but only remove the

undigested masses which con-
tain the nourishment.
By taking Cicfa, perfect

Stomach Digestion will be
restored.

The nourishment thus ex-

tracted from the food will be
absorbed, and the remaining
food, chiefly Starchy, will pass

on through the lower end of the

Stomach into the small Bowel,
where the acid from the Sto-

mach must be neutralised, and
the digestion of the Starchy-

food commenced. As the con-
tents move slowly downwards,
this digestive process is con-
tinued
As Digestion proceeds, the

nourishment is thus extracted
from the food and absorbed
through the Bowel walls into

the blood.
The Bile Circulation will be

corrected and Fermentation
will gradually eease, then there

will be no "Starch Balls," nor
hard masses, formed in the
Bowel ; no gases causing Flatu-

lence ; no acrid acids or other

impurities formed, but the

nourishment from this Starchy
food will -be absorbed as the
nourishment from the Albumin
ous food was absorbed from
the Stomach.
Thus the blood will gTow

richer and purer ; the nerve-

centres and tissues will l>e

rapidly nourished and toned,
producing a feeling of strength

and fitness throughout the body.
The nourishment having thus

been absorbed, the refuse will

reach the lower Bowel to be
naturally expelled. Therefore,

relief from all the pain and
misery from Indigestion, and
restoration to perfect fitness,

can be secured only by restor-

ing Digestion.

GASES ia STOMACH INDIGESTION SYMPTOMS GASES in BOWEL or

with tmrUttoni.

Slurp Ntur.lik HEAD
ACHES,

ACID ia Stomach with
HEARTBURN.

TONGUE coated white
all OTtr.

COMPLEXION Blotchy,
with redness of Note,

EATIN6 disliked. Soma
N«ow«.

PAINS dartief throoih
Cheat. Burnlai Spot
ktload left Shoulder
Blade. .

B II 1.., Stroml Green, wrltes-

I " I>ear Sir*,,— 1 have long l>oen a sufferer
from clironit lii'lnreslion No treatment ili<l

Oil) gnnrt lluve tried i-ri-ri. ili\ the
whole of On ..i.tllr'l liiilii'estinti . ures

.vl.'-rti-rd ., 1,, |jut 'In- resiil*

Bowel

i Hie s

•In March Inn I was :

a change, .in-i |n-i ..it

• I III)- Si. nit,. I, „ 1,.,|.-.

eturm-,1 I,.. i lit'leimi.r.
»<•!,„ k lne.tiie.tim
•It- am I '.I .l.i I n In
Sl.lrxl . i„f,.„„ ),„,

,

•quit., lit .mil in. iii."

heallli I lute re. ,.

rwalofmy Oieivlsamltlievl
SSI lienrfil > i,n tniy nuke
i IBu .<: this u ,t.m ,,i

I. .in -ft tr- -I

AVisod togo away
mill. ilit 1

!. .i I was
iltitely .-iif-.f order.
veil. Shnrilv ifter

••f your .iiKertisc
• I~.nl, . ..I..! I .in,

Ml lit. r t .l:ini; il I

eiiiiivint; the best
fled Cicfa t..

v. h itevci

ptuvid'.Hl

' %vairiii: you that I shall alnajs remem-
' •h.it Clcfii has (trine '.

'".•"illy. I!. || |

IQup.i'yours

Flatulence.

Doll. Heavy HEAD-
ACHES.

ACIDITY catuini Coot
aod RheoBatJiOi.

TONGUE coated yellow

at hack.

COMPLEXION muddy or

peaty.

EATING dialihed or

loathed. Biliousness

aod bad taate ia

mouth.

PAINS ia Bowel Griping

aad CONSTIPATION.

Travelling, vlaliln*. or eating
any trom homo onuses ConMI

nation. That la not the Llvur. It

la Bowel Indlgeatlon. Cicfa re
otorea Digestion.

18.000 BRITISH DOCTORS
'•,;,'. taken up Cic/a, ami huwf- uh '
them //nv: written us of the .vv
satisfactory rvswiis w^ich they have
obtained h' its ttst>. hPou i.ftci>r\,'i7>cs t

in tfmir fantilh .v ntui in f*rat t '<>

When thousand* of liritish Doet.rs

are sat isfied -, th <
'< t.l % V0H dc ft/*/

», it !. .— ;; },» : ..<>,\. ,y,-M can

burcim « tii fa a :/ nilmetit:' itsintf

Sold Everywhere. Price* I /3 & 3/-

THE CICFA COMPANY.
8, Duke St., Mancheater Sq . London

" Ptrtvreener, 4 r

196

White Cambric
40 Inches wide.

"THE QUEEN OF LINGERIE."
Words cannot express the merits ol this Un-
rivalled Cambric. White as Snow, Soft as
Silk. Its (liveliness must be seen to be

realised.

See "Feratrong 196" damped
on Selvedge.

Also dyed in different Shades and stamped
on the Selvedge " Kerstrong Halcyon."

Crepe de Ferstrong
(247 Quality).

39 inches wide. Stocked in difJerent Shades.
The best substitute for Crflpe p"e Chine. Un-
rivalled ior Ladies' and Children's Dainty
Garments, also Blouses, lumpers, Boudoir.
Caps, Camisoles, etc. This material is the'
most attractive, fascinating and economical
ever produced, and being made out of the
Finest and Purest Cotton the World can
produce, and being absolutely Pure in it-

self, can claim the Highest Hygienic
Quality, which contributes Health and

• Beauty to the wearer.

" Crepe de Feratrong 247" stamped
on the Selvedge.

Writ* for Fret Shade Cardi and Patltrns to

FERSTRONG
(Dt»t, P. C.

)

32, King St, Vest, MANCHESTER.
And we will also send you a List of Leading
Drapers who guarantee to execute your orders
by Post, Postage Free, on receipt of remittance

tor same.
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Soak the clothes in cold

water with Rinso over-

night Hinse and hang
to dry in the morning.

That's all.'

I. 127-

'IPHE Rinso method of washing clothes is

*- simplicity itself— it gives more comfort
to the busy housewife, and relieves her of
much trouble and fatigue. It avoids the
waste of coal used in the copper fire,

and saves the energy and wear of clothes
occasioned by hard rubbing and scrubbing.

SOLD IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE
By all Grocers, Stores, Oilmen, Chandlers, etc.

LSOK)©
THE COLD WATER WASHER
RSHUOSON LIMITED. LIVERPOOL. WEST RROmwiCm jn[
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'""he most interesting fact, perhaps,
regarding the month's releases

i that a large number of them are

tapted from novels and stories,

'hether this is an entirely successful

jlicy, or whether, instead, the plot

t>ecially evolved for screen use is

lely to be the more attractive one,

ia moot point amongst producers,

/nost without exception, the British

1 ture - making companies confine

t-mselves to the screening of well-

lown books. Kenelm Foss, whose
lest work is the filming of Sir Phillip

(jbs' Street of Adventure, points out
nit one advantage, both from the

Apducer's and the exhibitor's point of

Rw, is that the majority of the
e hence are already familiar with the
t e of the picture, and that, therefore,

Mood deal of unconscious interest has
i:n secured even before the film is

8n. But the screen play has its own
Articular technique, and the plot

Ivich forms the basis of a successful

r./el often turns out to be hopelessly
adequate when it is transferred to
&' entirely different medium of the
cnera. Of course, clever adaptation
Ci do much for even a wholly unsuit-
•e book ; but the " fan " who goes
t see a picture, hoping to find a
f.ourite story brought to life, is

Bally more antagonised than pleased
fien the novel has been " adapted

"

a lost beyond recognition. There still

8 ms to be a wide field for the writer
the original screen drama ; but

—

ftl this " but " is an almost insur-
untable obstacle to most would-be

• narioists—it is only entirely new
»l different angles of the old and
v 1-worn problems of life that are at
• likely to intrigue the fancy of either

1 ducer, player, or picturegoer.

liicturegoers this month have the
rather unusual opportunity of

•ling fascinating Mac Murray in two

pictures of entirely different types.

The Curse of Greed, in which she

appears with Warner Oland, is one of

her old-style films, a melodrama which
gives her little chance of showing us

whether she can or cannot act. But
in On with the Dance, a scene from
which appears above, we see the girl

again, and this time in a highly

emotional r61e — somewhat over-

weighted by spectacular settings, per-

haps, but still with opportunities for

displaying her real dramatic talent.

Mae Murray came to the screen by way
of the Ziegfeld Follies of 1915, and
actually her first camera work was
undertaken for a little skit of motion-
picture work upon the stage. Then
she started her film career with Famous
Players, and, after starring in several

pictures, she signed her Paramount"
contract, under which she has made a
series of films especially written for her
either by George Fitzraaurice or by his

talented wife, Ouida Bergere.

An imaginative newspaper reporter

once described Mae Murray as
" the girl with the bee-stung lips."

Perhaps the well-known journalistic

license may have been allowed too

much full play in this expression, but,

be that as it may, the star's pouting
mouth has made her famous from
Atlantic to Pacific. She is one of the

prettiest blondes on the screen, with
masses of fluffy golden hair, and wide
and childlike sea-blue eyes. '• It was
when she first went West to the Lasky
Studios that she met her husband,
Robert Z. Leonard, once a popular
screen player, who for some time now
has been directing her in her Para-
mount successes. The last of these,

written by Clara Beranger, was en-

titled The Gilded Lily. Others which
follow On with the Dance, and which
we shall see here later, are The Right
to Love and Ldols of Clay.

David Powell, whom we see playing

opposite Mae Murray in On with

the Dance, and who has also supported
her in The Right to Love and Idols of
Clay, is one of the large number of

young British actors who have attained

success in the States as leading men.
Powell was born in Glasgow, but is of

Welsh parentage and ancestry ; and,

although it seems heresy unbelievable

on the part of a Glasgow man, he in-

variably describes himself as Welsh
rather than Scotch. Touring America
as a member of Ellen Terry's company,
he took up pictures as an easy way of

making a little extra money, and in

those days he played leading man to

many a now-famous film maid. Mary
Pickford, Mae Marsh, and Lillian Gish
all knew the charm of his screen love-

making ; while he has also portrayed

hero to the heroine of Pauline Fred-

erick, Elsie Ferguson, Marguerite
Clark, and Billie Burke. David Powell

has been in London since last autumn,
when he came over to take his place

as a featured player in the Lasky
British films, and he is a familiar figure

down Islington way, where the Famous
Players Studio is situated. Lately he
has been in E. Phillips Oppenheim's
Mystery Road and in Edward Knob-
lock's Appearances. Now he is playing

with Mary Glynne in the newest Lasky
British production, A Princess of New
York.

Two favourites of Vitagraph fame
appear on the screen this

month — Alice Joyce and Anita
Stewart. The former is a player

who brings to each new picture a
wealth of sincerity and enthusiasm
which saves her acting from the

sameness which is so common a

fault of many a hard-worked star.

In Slaves of Pride, Alice Joyce's

leading man is again Percy Marmont,
of whose good work we have spoken
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before in these pages Another

\ nerican Britisher," he also has

played hero in the pictured romances

el "many a shadowland beauty

the way. one of Alice Joyce's latest

be completed is ( ou n h

in which she was directed by the

famous Mrs Drew It was a

thoroughly feminine venture, as \i

I
' Smith, president of the

Vitagraph Company, turned his pur

er to Mtss Joyce, Mrs 1 *re\\

.

and Mrs. I. i ssell, who wrote

the
" Do what you like

it," he said to the trio, and,

all reports, they 1

rlone vi iv well with Henry 1 lubert

Havies' charmin play.

Drury l-ane successes seem to

in almost inexhaustible

fund for picture making companies

draw upon 1 his month we shall

( r version of

ditch was staged in pre

days upon the hoards ol Londi

famous theatre In the pictm

vers if pi vii- share

the honours Marguerite de la Motte,

Ruth Stom house. |ack Mulhall, and

Frank Ell shows

laboratc netting: of V .

Indian life, w'mIc in its final rci

an earthqu il« in an Italian \i

is S11 re tn create a good mam
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"/ have always found POND'S VANISHING
CREAM most beneficial to the complexion.
It keep* the akin smooth, freah and supple."

BEAUTY of complexion and delicacy of skin are the reward only of

constant care—the regular daily application of POND'S the Original

Vanishing Cream—night and morning and on various occasions

during the day. POND'S has helped to keep fresh the fascinating charm

of many famous women, including Miss Neiison Terry, Miss Phy-lis Dare,

Miss Constance Collier, Miss Rcnec Kelly and Madam Kirkby Lunn.

POND'S is a delightful preventative of Chapped Hands, Cracked Lips,

Roughness and Redness o/ the Sk<n. Delightfully fragrant with Jacqueminot

Roses, it vanishes immediately without massage and leaves no shiny or

sticky after-effects.

"IT SOOTHES AND SMOOTHS THE SKIN,

In handsome Opal Jars with Aluminium Screw Lids, 13 una 2 S .

and Collapsible lubes. 9d and 13 ; oj all Chemists and Starts

J/ you cannot obtain the new tube from your Chemi it toduj,
send us ninepence and we will despatch it per return, post free

POND'S EXTRACT CO. (Dept. X50). 71. Southampton Row, London. W.C.I

fe ^fflj

Will Cure Your Neuralgia

!

pring weather, Hut
•ndurr* tlir misei i t>(

Thousands suffer from the effects of the changeabl
keep ZOX POWDERS handy and you need no
Headache or Neuralgia Simph take one ZO\ POWDKH n

or water—and th<- pain is reln-vt-d immediately There arc no unpleasant
after-effects. /OX POWDKRn act like 'mamr- quickly and
1 huusands of one-time sufft rers have proved this for themselves.

We will send TWO ZOX POWDERS FREE
to anyone mentioning tins journal and sending
stamped and addressed envelope

ZOX POWDERS arc obtainable of alt Chemists ami Stores,

in i j6 ami jj- boxes, or post free at these prices ftvm

:

—

[The ZOX Company, 11, Hatton Gnrdert, London,, E.G. 1

FREE

Finlay's Patents, adjustable any sue
.u tnfifihett to tiava/ty &• Nooitity

GOWNS* mwlei of 'st>le and
finish, sclf-adjubtinjj and light to wear
Can lie increased from M in to 16 in.

From 3 gns.
—TaiUti m.ide in all

I latest styles, iiwtantl)

to i6in, Can l>eused for

ordinary wear afterwards From 1 gn.

PADCCTC -Give pcrlett com-
VUnOC I Oa fort, having lieen
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Medical Profession as absolutely indis

pensahJe 91°, 31 6. <2 -. 3 gn*.
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MANCHESTER,
FIRLtv'y. ih» xiTtKsin hois?:

or KKKAT KKITMN.
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Here'sA Cure
$0veH0.000LettersofThank.

Terrible Case of Mrs. Penny,
3, Pratpect Place> Redtynch, nr. Salisbury

Cured at age of 70.
"'

1 had dry eczema from head to feet. The
tion was so awful I thought 1 should «o mad
doctor said No one can do anything for you.

husband sent for a trial bottle ol Hood's, an

persevering (or a few months 1 was perfect)

Eczema,
with its intolerable burning and itching, <

by acid lodened and impoverished blood

acid works through the skin pores, bite* into I *

tissue, causing skin outbreak), eruption*, tails,

fcheumatiim, Neuritlr,
ami ,-,

.
I lv '- Nei i i resuli

darting and gnawing pains fromafia
tociJ irysta'- nerves Henri: ih it paralyi

'.-
. in£ in the blood. ing p:

'

lyga^g
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Continued from page 50-1

many picturegoers—perhaps because
the undoubted sincerity of the writers

of a previous generation led them
to treat the romantic adventures of

their characters with a freshness more
difficult to obtain in these days of

stereotyped dramatic plots. A very

difterent picture is E. Temple Thurs-
ton's Enchantment, one of the last

photoplays made by the old London
Film Company, before its leaders

retired from the producing side of

the business. Enchantment, like all

Temple Thurston's stories, has an
intangible beauty which is difficult

to translate into concrete terms
One cannot say exactly why one is

fascinated—but that this author's

magic touch is appreciated by a very
large reading public is proved by the

wide sale of his works. In Enchant-
ment, Mary Odette gives a charming
portrayal of the motherless Irish girl.

This little actress will l>e remembered
by many theatregoers as Odette
Guimbault, tho child whose playing

in Maeterlinck's " Death of Tanta
piles " and in " On Trial " made
sm h a favourable impression, The
character work in Enchantment is

good ; in fact, for this type of

dramatic expression the British pic-

ture cannot be beaten. The star

Bystem, until recently such a marked
feature Ol American films, has its

disadvantages from an artistic point

of view, and one is that the im-

tance of the principal player makes
it impossible (or the character work
of the minor parts to be appreciated
at its full value

Madge Stuait is seen in two Stoll

releases this month .us heroine
of The Iron Stair, by " Rita," and
also filling the principal feminine role

in Rafael Sabatini's la-.rtn Knight,
l his latter is, tif , ourse, a costume play,

ami is one "f the pi. lures which Stolls

are showing in America as well i

this country. The vogue for cost

films seems to run in cycles ; foi

last two or three years the picl

going public has greeted them
but little enthusiasm. Now, 1

ever, there appears to be a reactk

their favour, of which producers

taking advantage—for a costume r

although an expensive venture

regards setting, usually has a w

appeal than the modern picture,

its strictly localised environment

In The Tavern Knight. Eillt

plays the romantic and sw

buckling hero. He is a vent

master of the art of make-up,
Stoll's could have chosen no more
able actor for the part of the f

detective in the Sherlock Ho
stories than Norwood, who has 1j

been busy with the Conan D
series

Marion Crawford's Heart of R
with Amloto Novelli, an Iti

actor, as the hero, is one of the .

pictures ; I'rut liltla, starring 1

Flugrath, from a story bj

another. Then we see Marjorie F

beau, a favourite New York ac

(she created the principal role in

oj \ oufh upon the Hroadway stag)

Who is Shi ' which is an adapt
of Florence Warden's novel,

Dazzling Miss Davison.'
1

H. B
t hall, a former Griffith player, b

I. l'hilhps Oppenheim's /

Mannister to the screen this mo
and Deceit (iold, a Zanc G
stars F. K. Lincoln (not to be

fused with Flmo of that ilk). I

Lincoln has done a good deal of

lance starring, and some of his

recent work includes Redemption

a Cosmopolitan production in *

he and Seen a Owen played the toi

p.'ii ts
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Frhaps our readers will remember
that the many activities of

I lemenceau (the Tiger of France)

lcded the writing of a film play

—

k Strongest. This was produced

>n time ago at the Fox studios,

I April sees its release in this

upy. Another point of interest

.n'rning The Strongest is that it

a' Renee Adoree, who has quite

cJtly married Tom Moore, an
tiptive Irishman with a large fol-

wg of screen admirers. When
e'ox Company started their plans

he production of Clemenceau's
-play, the famous Frenchman
ated that his pretty little coun-
iman should be entrusted with
lief feminine part. Miss Adoree

*[ieen a very successful player in

tulway musical comedy ; and it

uivhen Tom Moore went to New
i a couple of months ago to

jlDt " special scenes for his newest
Stj"e, Made in Heaven, that the

innet. Renee Adoree had a part

lis film, and accompanied the
stj)f the players when they went
ic|to the Coast. Here the Moore
edng took place, with Mabel
arjand as bridesmaid, and Jack
idord as best man ; while Hono-
Iwas the romantic spot chosen
r Le honeymoon.

Piee young players who are pro-

L nising great things for the
I: appear under Marshall Neilan's

inir this month. They are Mar-
rj)aw, Colleen Moore, and Wesley
ar ; while their picture is named
•m, after the small newsboy who
i lis given such a prominent part.

iieVIarshall Neilan films we have
acso far

—

Daddy Long-Legs, The
Hi End, Don't Ever Marry, and
>d Get It—have proved excellent

iteainment, with, in one or two

cases, a touch of imaginative power
which proves thai " Micky " has
done the right thing in deserting the
acting end of the camera for the
directorial.

Marjory Daw, the heroine of Dinty,

is a particularly appealing and
natural little player ; and greatly

beloved by many of the more
famous stars. Geraldine Farrar took
a great deal of interest in Marjory's
early career ; the latter will be remem-
bered, too, as having been the sole

bridesmaid at Mary Pickford's wed-
ding. Even those who are not en-

thusiastic over Marjory's childish type
of beauty must admire her pluck,

for since she was a very small girl

indeed she has been the only
support of herself and a still younger
brother. Marjory has lately been
playing in the spectacular Marshall
Neilan production, Bob Hampton oj

Placer, and now she has been " lent
"

to Famous-Lasky, who have chosen
her to play " Love " opposite Dicky
Barthelmess' " Youth " in their pic-

turisation of the stage play, Ex-
perience.

Wesley Barry is a great delight

to all who love to watch the

mischievous, ingenious pranks of care-

free boyhood. As " Judy's " freckle-

faced companion in Daddy Long-Legs,

he was one of the most mirth-pro-
voking players in that picture ; while

as the page-boy in The Admirable
Crichton his appearance was all too

brief. " Wes," however, has the

name-part in Dinty, and later on he
is to transfer Booth Tarkington's
inimitable Penrod stories to the screen.

Wesley, who has been making a
number of personal appearances in

the States on behalf of charity, has
already had a dog presented to him

'"Hing a scene in Seven Dials, London, with the assistance of a keenly
"U sled crowd. Stewart Rome, the popular British star, is seen in the foreground

10PY this DAWSON GIRL
in the Jaeger Frock for h'REii
criticism and particulars of

CHAS. E. DAWSON'S
New Home - Study

O OURSE
Artittic Amateur* earn while

learning.

Send Sketch, with stamp for return, to
the Creator of the "Dawson Girl,"

P. C. C, Ltd., Art Extension,
57. Bernert Street, W.l.

A Few SCHOLARSHIP Courses A
reserved for those who send best

sketches this month.

•rVWUViA.-',iA 4V Vfc
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A Magnificent
Doub le - Page
Portrait Study
of a famous Star is jri\<:i . week,

ose inset, with " PIC rlTREb."

I In- beautiful studies iu sepia photo-
given away during April include —

FRANK MAYO,
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG,

and LILLIAN G1SH.

See that your Newsagent has
an order to deliver it every week.

PICTURES
FOR THE PICTUREGOER .*

F.oery Monday id.

Oil MS PRK.SS, I l'l>

for the Penro/I picture , those who
have read Tarkington's books will

remember the a '-. mongrel,
I hike," who was the lad's in-

separable companion in all his es-
i apai

1"Vo sporting pictures bring Rex
1 >avis, a great favourite amongst

our British stars, to the screen this

month. In Won by i Head, and in

the film version oi Conan Doyle's
K . In gives fine portrayals

.riK-, picturesque young manhood,
the last month or two Rex

Davis has been in France, playing
the leading part in Uncle Bernac

m Doyle story) for the
ir Company. He is the only

Englishman in the cast, and several

amusing letters anent his experiences
have been received by his friends

over here. Being a bachelor—and a

confirmed one at that Rex found
himself obliged by custom and tradi-

tion to treat all his fellow-members
of the company to champagne on
S1 Nicholas' Day which is " Bache-
lors' I >ay " in France.

Anew Broadvvest Mar. Pauline
rs, is seen playing opposite

Stewart Rome in //. i Penalty, re-

leased this month. Pauline's can

er, which dates from 1915, make-,

as romantic reading as many a

Storied version of some heroine's

pluck and determination to win out

linsl almost overwhelming odds.

For Pauline Peters, besides being
gifted with a type of beauty which
lends itself well to emotional ex-

pression, is
1

1 of that spirit

which refuses to believe in defeat.

For .1 lorn; time she had to content

herself with small parts in different

producing studios :
she even had to

return to her home in Cardiff, and
admit that she could hnd no work

to do. Hut so strongly did -

the fascination of film worl
she came back, and after playh

unimportant roles with
west, found herself lirsi i,

leading lady, and finally a fii

fledged star.

Many long-established film

it< i n upon the :

screen this month. These inclui

Constance falmadge, whose
unexpected muriate to Mr Piaio
lou, of New \ 01 k, created •

ition amongst her main tneiii

and admirer-, who reallv in

that Connie had settled down
continued spinsterhood. The seed
of the three talented Talma. .

tends to complete her starn:

tract, however, and has been
at Palm Beach, in Florida,

scenes for her newest pi< lui-. II

Brlls, with Harrison Foul
leading man,

IN theMa\ issue of TUP. PIC .

G< >HI< will be found a
j

of interesting articles, fascinating ii

intimate interviews, .stone-, ai

venirs of notable films, beautiful fu

page portraits of well-known
and many picturesque and " diri

aspects of studio life, work, and g.<ssi

Amongst others, we would mentic

the continuation of PIC 1 I'KF.Gt >EK
captivating new scries. " The Conft

sions of a Kinema Star": a nn
attractive interview with I..

Burton, one of Britain's handsome
11 players . and .1 splendi

ile.ding with the " stunts " an

exciting dangers of a camera caret

ders should remember t.

copy in U'/i itiuc. ( )r, bett

line regular subscribers, when, 1

1 is . they i an ensure IMP PIC I IK
(.OIKS arrival for a whole \

anv address in ,mv part of the WOT

jll XT HI HI TCI Id TiT TCI ST IT XT JLT TT ~TTT Tf- TCI HI

DRINK ajvz> ENJOY

UPTONSTEA

U
re U., /he%W**r

n xr TCT- TiT TlI Ti! IT TvI H III VZ TLI ft! TTI A1 '
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Brave Men
and

Beautiful
Women

a showing splendid muscular develop-

enl achieved by MAXALDING.

The Ideals of the 'Picturegoer

and the Ideals of Mr. A. M. Saldo.
I

*te ]

Ladies and Gentlemen, -

Yon must realise that yon would be

more Brave and more Beautiful if

von radiated the magnetic glow of

Health Further, you must know,
if you think about the matter
and you ought to think about so

vital a subject that you cannot
obtain nor keep Health from Medi-
cines or drugs. At the best, these

can only assist vou for the moment,
and they always have a debilitating

after-effect upon the system.

NO! You must obtain health

and beauty out of yourself : by
an intelligent use of vour mind
over your body.

In fact, you must take up
MAXALDING. There is no otuer
method so simple, which occupies so

little time and is so absolutely Mire.

By MAXALDING the cir< illation

[lis perfected, the alimentary canal

ised, the muscles made supple.

the mind made bright, and the both-

made beautiful.

By MAXALDING vou can cure
jji/ourseif of Constipation, Indiges-

[jtion, Malassimilation, Rheumatism,
Lack of Will -Power, Loss of Self-

Hronfidence, Nervous Debility, Neu-
[rasthenia, and othef Functional
Weaknesses in a period of one to

(three mom lis

MAXALDING is not difficult to

learn, and the movements are very
Interesting to practice; like most
ire.u i- leas, it is simple and eas\

jj.vhen you know the way.

The movements for the eradica-

tion of Functional disorders are

L|:ach devised specially for the par-

ij.icular complaint one may be
Biuff'ering from, according to age
hex, and spi-i ial circumstan i

-

I Men and women who have lost

control of the abdominal must les

hire given inoveinenls which will

I .ounteraet ,i tendency to over

stout ness. It must be ai Med, how
ever,- that ai tual i 1 irjiuleni \

not be reduced in ;i I' m days.

On the other hand, Constipation,
the source of so many disorders and
much ill health, can be permanently
cured b\ MAXALDING in a period
of three days to one month ; this

is guaranteed,

Most Functional Disorders have'

their origin m the stomach, and
we do not know of anyone but
Mr. Saldo the originator of MAX-
ALDING who can (lire constipa-
tion by a series of perfe< tlv natural
movements.

For the increase of Nervous
Energy or the making of straight

and strong backs and the building

up of a beautiful body, other mi i\ <

ments are given whit h inevitably
bring about the desired result

By MAXALDING you soon begin
to accumulate a store of nervous
force, and you can use this e.\1ra

energy in ways most pleasurable and
profitable to yourself.

The Great Strength course is

prepared for the young athlete, or

would-be athlete, but- and this is

very important l>\ MAXALDING
the muscular system is not and
cannot be developed ai the expense
of the internal organs or nervous
s\ stem

/ In ba i ' r iciplt undt ri

.

MIX ILDINC is ( ON TROL.
Control oj the Muscular Svsleni

T^htitn showing complete control of abdominal
muscles for curing stomach troubles by

MAXALDING.

control of tin' Nervous System : con-

alt the Functions of the human
body.

The effei t upon the mind of this

CONTROL is a sense of power, a
feeling of jov (Mlstless

MAXALDING
means more LIFE and

more JOY in life.

Mr. Saldo has created cG world's

records for strength and endurance.

Although not a Physician, Doc-
tors send him patients whose only
hope ol a cure is by MAXALDING.
lie has been practising privately

for ten years, and amongst his

pupils and patients are I >r. Cath-
cart, of Harley Street, the most
famous authority on breathing in

the world who sends patients to

Mr. Saldo; Mr. Hughes, the Prime
Minister of Australia ; the Grand
I >uke Mil hael ; the Lev. F her

Bernard Vaughan, etc., etc.

Mr. Saldo is as tar ahead of

ordinary Physical Culturists as the
modern surgeon is of the old

village saw bones."

Write for the Booklet entitled
•' MAXALDING," explaining fully

your requirements, whether they lx-

the eradication of a functional dis-

order, the development ol a perfect

bod v,the increase of nervous energy,

or tin- acquisition of great strength.

Your enquiry will cost vou nothing
and' i onimit vou to nothing, yet

your desires may lie realised beyond
vour e\

[ >c< t.i i ions.

Address your letter to :

MAXALDING
113, New Stone Buildings,
Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 2.

Photo of Lady Pupil showing one oj the

movements for straightening and strengthening

shoulders and bach by MAXALDING.
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Humanity is a great sufferer.

There are a thousand and one
simple causes of pain to which we
are all liable. But Modern Science
has discovered In Antikamnia Tab-
lets a means whereby you need
no longer " suffer in silence."

Thanks to this wonderful discovery,
pain can now be almost instan-

taneously relieved.

Doctors say that Antikamnia
Tablets are almost infallible, and
banish pain in 92 per cent, of cases.

They are specially effective in the
relief of Toothache, Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Headache, Rheumatic
Pains, and all conditions known as
women's aches and pains.

To prove the power of Anti-
kamnia Tablets we will send you a

Free Trial Package
on receipt of your name and address

All you have to do to secure this

generous trial, together with an
interesting and convincing free

book, is to send your name and
address on a postcard to the

AntikamniaTablet Dept.(A.B.2)

46, Holboro Viaduct, London, E.C.I.

LTE 5TJ

REAL GLOSSY
PHOTOGRAPHIC
PICTURE POST-

CARDS OF

FILM
FAVOURITES
Charles Chaplin Marguerite Clark

Ivy Close Henry Edwards
William Farnum Pauline Frederick

Violet Hopson Lionelle Howard
Annette Kellerman Mary Miles M inter

Tom Mix Owen Narea

Nazimova Mabel Normand
Mary Pickford Stewart Rome

Constance Talmadge Alma Taylor

George Walsh Chrissie White
Pearl White

2 threepenny Cards £" /

sent post free for J j
"

Llttt 0/ hundreds of others

free on application.

PICTURES LTD.,
88, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

fn addition to her successes as a screen star, Lillian Gish has proved hersf

a capable producer. She is here seen directing her sisUr Dorothy.

DO YOU KNOW
That Mabel Normand has left the

Goldwyn Studios and returned to
the Mack Sennett fold ? She

will star in a series of comedies called
Molly-O, directed by the same man who
was responsible for her Mickey successes.
Charlie Murray will support the irrepres-
sible Mabel in Molly-0 before he goes on
the variety stage.

* • • •

That Maurice Tourneur is to make a
film version of Lorna Doone ? He will

bring his company of players to Devon-
shire to make the Extnoor scenes, using
an American studio for the interiors. Not
long ago, Masterfilms, a British company,
showed their picturisation of the novel
upon the screen.

• • * »

That Henry Ainley is again to be seen
on the screen in his old-time r61e of

romantic hero ? He is to play the
" Prince " in the Ideal film version of the
stage play, The Prince and the Beggar Maid.

That D. \V. Griffith is planning to p
duce Faust as a super-featur

And that Lillian Gish will most probal
play the part of Marguerite ? P<

Lillian ! Yet another " persecuted he
ine " role I

That the Welsh-Pearson Company hi

made a film version of " The <

Curiosity Shop," which is entitled Li

Nell ? And that Mabel Poulton, who 1

long ago was a typist at the offices of

Alhambra, London, played the part

Dickens' pathetic little heroine ?

That of the three beauties, famous
" the days when the films »

young," Lillian Walker is playing on
American variety stage, Florence Tur
is at Universal supporting Gladys Walt
and Florence Lawrence is starring

The Unjoldment, a picture of life

Mexico ?

SHOES AND THE STAR.
Because the film players, especially

those who appear in the " Society
"

screen dramas, are always so beautifully

garbed, picturegoers, of the feminine
variety in particular, are beginning to

look upon the kinema as quite an arbiter

of fashion.

And the silver - sheet is really a
reliable guide in many matters pcr-

t,immg to dress. For one thing, pro-

ducing companies are usually in a

position to obtain advance designs from
Pans, so that even if a picture is made
some tunc before it is exhibited, frocks

and hats arc generally more than up-
to-date.

But everyone knows that, no matter
how beautiful and elaborate every other
article <>f wearing apparel may be, the
entile . tin 1 is spoilt if the footwear is

rfot beyond reproach And to the star,

smart and well-fitting shoes and boots
arc of the utmost Importance. For the

Camera is pitiless and shows up the
slightest Imperfection, and because ol

tins, lilm players pay almost more
attention to footwear than to anything
eKe Such a star a* Hi be Daniels, foi

instance, will talk quite seriously of hrr

sixty-five pairs of shoes, and conti

them not fn the least as a luxury,

as a necessity of her camera life.

Probably picturegoers, both mascn
and feminine, often wish that they ct

get footwear which looks so smart, n

and, with it all, so comfortable, as '

worn by the screen players. Well

—

can be done. For the secret of I

star's fastidious choice lies in com

fitting.

In Canada and America great atj

tion has been paid to accurate fitt

but British makers have lately

gressed so much that it is now po«
to obtain British footwear made,
the American, with six fittings to
sue and half-size. (In the mattei

service, no one will deny that Br
quality has always been pre-cminer

The most important point about
shoe or boot is this one of fitting.

obtain the acme of good looks and 1

fort, footwear should be bought fro

firm making these six different

for every size and half sue from a

too, which is able to give the purcl

expert advice in tins quest for sr

ness, ease, and lasting wear.
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CorrectShoe Fitting
Paying a high price for shoes does not

mean getting correct fitting shoes.

Baber's shoes are shoes with a mission.

Their mission is to prevent foot

troubles— to keep good feet good.

Therefore, allow your growing girls

and boys to get fitted and save bunions,

corns and fallen arches.

When it is known that foot arches are

destroyed by ordinary methods of shoe

fitting, why delay adopting Baber's

correct fitting AA to D widths?

If shoes had always been fitted correctly

there would be no broken arches.

Our prices range from :

Gents' - - 45/- to 63/-

Ladies' - - 32/6 to 63/-
C. H. BABER, LTD.

(3rd Floor, not a Shop),

Girls' & Boys' 24/6 to 39/9

We are foot fitters before shoe sellers

Walmar Hou»e. 288. 290. 292, Regent Street. W. I,

(Between Oxford Clrcui and Langham Place.)

Midsummer Night's Dream.
CERON

waiti attentive on the wife or maid,
' seeks tbii magic charm her charms to aid.

lid the make bold the lover who it cold,

J older Kill ihe lover who it bold )

charm increateth charm where charm doth

reign,

frvaning charm it renders charm again,

|U«lh charm where charm doth not obtain,

j uses it can never be called " plain,"
l> doth not uh it may be fair but stupid,

I the dew (hat tips the darts of Cupid.

|
recipe it from an ancient tome ;

mortali call the essence ' EASTERN
' FOAM.'

Women of all nation? know it well,

And those who ute it, you can swiftly tell,'

For they are >een to be surpassing fair.

Go, ladies, get some now—for everywhere
At itorei and chemists you need but enquire
For ' EASTERN FOAM,' and yon have your desire.
In front of the attendant there, at recompense,
You place upon the counter sixteen pence.
A pot of beauty's essence you receive

That will from age's looks ensure reprieve,

A fragrant foam—a cream called ' vanishing,'

Rude lines and wrinkles swiftly banishing,
The ' Cream of Fascination,' maidens say,

Haste then, fair reader, buy a pot to-day.

ASTERN FOAM' is sold by chemist* and stores everywhere at 1/4 per pot.

If* for Dainty Aluminium Trial Box, enclosing 2d. stamped addressed envelope, to
1 Dept. S.C., The British Drug Houses, Ltd., Graham Street, London, N.I.
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WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN.

CATARRH
DEAFNESS
FAU NOISES

Send for Itcp Cop>
ofSirHiramMaxim's
New Hook and (earn

of a quirk and easy
( ; o m m on Sens e

I lome Cure.

\

re ,,i mi. PICTURE-
i

nieudi i for this

1 thousands
ud qui' kly

at ii

I Asthma.
< i l.ir-..

sir lliraui's

mi^t w jii lorlul ilisi overies,

will I.

• ;pi ol nam

n|)l>

jom> MORGAN RICHARDS
A miss Ltd ,

llepl. I'.l). IS, Hoi horn
Viaduct. I "ii.lou. I C.I

_X«0«tJC_- >CfeS59^

Gclaus Beauty"

THE CKLSUS HOUSE. IS.Crml RiumII
Slr*«l, London. W C. 1 , hi\» bo.«n eatubliihrd
i -i , e.tore Ktivbody'l facial appearance to
(I r . . It on, rvrn lo OnMCd r»-.%l b^/iuty, by it*

-noal up-lo-dnto Irrilmrnl, which i.

ir li marrallotu It • not l.k.K io be <-v#-r

.i o-r»cdcd, prrSupi tutt hr-i\u«r of il« rlr-

prindpla •>! ^omlrrful .cmplicity !

.Vn platln w. no ttretarne mamtagr

.

no paraffin \r\juctioni I

• I r . . 111... | 1 ,

i

THE CELSUS HOUSE,
1 S i... .1 Km...-11 SlTM* | ( IS |>()S u v i

I (. onlinurd

It was ;it the Vidor studio that 1

mel hei , and tl rl < ostium- I

have described was worn in the d

- it h David Butler and John
Bowers As 1 watched Mr. Vidor
lireel Iter, I noted about her work
.in i ism that I have seldom

on the s< I It was all play
to her, it seemed, though she went
at ne with all thi serious-

ainl painstaking attention to

detail that the most fastidious dii

tor could demand.

een s work is her play," Mr
Vidor whispered to me, and her
play is her work '

1 want you to settle one ques-
tion for me," I told Mr Vidor. Is

Mis^ Moore a tragedienne or a come
dienne ?

Before he answered. 1 explained
the reason for my question. Just

that morning I had visited the Neilan
studio and overheard the famous
Mickey " describe Miss Moore as

a born tragedienne." Only the
day before 1 had read m one ol

the I .os Angeles papers a st

nient by A! Christie who directed
her in the comedy drama. S

I.etty heralding her as a " horn
com.

Before I had received mv answer.
Miss Moore joined us Mr Vidor
turned to hi " W hat arc von ?

"

sked her. \ tragedienne or a

edienne ?

I really don't know,'' she ad
mitted " What 1 like is to In- ;i

tragedienne in one picture and a

comedienne in the next 1 want to

lie different in every picture It I

from patit 14

have my way, the public rtcvti

know me as any one typ<

I like to i ompletely s

mv own personality in the n
am playing, and I am happy
when m\ parts give nit-

range of charac terusation

me more pleasure tl

wliat I did in Pint) There I

the happy. i;it.

wife, and, finally, the worn-oi

who wa ty and di

Just one thing about F.ht

me regret The last gin

audience gets of me is on n

bed. But such a part s-

e nance to a< t."

You are the exec; I

Vidor interrupt) " You are oi

the few actresses 1 know who
both youth and beauty,
willing to sacrifice Imth for I

"i • \ . n ii.s;-.: on it '.

the young miss

hi''*!, "I do not alwavs want t

olo and ugly on the screen. I

look as pretty as I i

part permits it. I merely mm
play every part as nearl-

possible And I want the

going public to know that I

an old woman j\ st as well

Ol sixteen

( olleen Moore is barely run

despite her she is as

as a < hild, for success has iv

her. She is naive. Sin-

along stereotyped lines V
boundless ambition and deter:

\s one of the property lo\~

nie as I was leaving.

i million '

"
i. t>

ANIMATING the family album.

I have seen my sister, on the
screen, grow from a flapper to the
threshold of womanhood,' says Miss

Flugrath. " And it is wonderful how-
she seems to radiate her developing
personality from the screen, which
tells me in what directions her
<har.uter is forming .is effectively

: I saw her in the flesh. The
camera misses none of these- man
nerisms and expressions which in

die at - let
;

in fact, it seems to

ntuate them
\ aluable art !:• .ire also

being Aimed, with people- mcing
amongst them to supply a hie like

atmosphere I dm stars often per

suade producers to allow their
uic hide .ii t n les t hcv value in settings,

i hat tin (ecu re novel
animated records ol them.

Kobert M. Kim, the s t reen villain,

in utiful home at Beverly
I blls. California, hi < (riental

in in winch all the tntir.gs are
(
'In i it i Japanese-. I m Uish. or Pel

from aage 40 J

si,m Much of this he-

scene showing the Palaci

|ovs appearing m the 1

'What Shall 1 Pi fit a Man )

Tor the- edification <vf '

rations, cinema tilrns ci,

tone events ate- now stored

Imperial Wat Museum It.

rec ord of the journe\ o( the l'n

Wat nor from France to v

has been presented to th-
where it will tx- presi

ial process to prevenl del

tion It will thus U- possible '

descendants to view t

animated film n . ord of

e\ ents c i iniu-i ted with the fun
the I'nknown Warrior and tl

\ eiling ol the Cenotaph I he I

of the films, feci posterity

HiC w ith the rec cut in

gramophone
the voices of famous
re. "ids o| the voie •

Med-. i have been placed N-n"
< Ipera I louse in I "aria
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THE LAST STRAW.
(Continued from page 38).

trether in the rocks before the Black Hole shack.

Eon was vowing many things, chief of which was

lit he would marry Bobby the moment a parson came

n sight.

Guess not !
" said the " Reverend."

Jilton looked up with a snarl. Then he reached his

hd to his hip pocket.

Quick !

" commanded the Reverend McNeal. " Up
vvh 'em !

"

'he parson's hands were in Ins pockets, but one

g sped an ominous something that pointed directly at

(-ton's heart. Seeing himself beaten, the New Yorker

r;ed his arms.

Now come along back with me, ' ordered the parson.

,iss Hunter calculates you've been making love in

1 quarter of the map a little too lone. She wants to

fce a heart-to-heart talk with

I . Step out
"

lilton obeyed, and the

Kerend McNeal trotted along

bund him on the donkey.

\ they went away Bobby
I earned abuse after the

oucher

I Steal my man, would
m ? "she cried. " We'll see

'

uhe Reverend McNeal took

n< notice of her abuse. He
re- gently along behind the

futng Hilton, giving him
icid advice, on the whole of

lijfive miles back to the ranch,

lean living and the upright

if He offered three prayers

jrjhe way, all for Hilton. He
[Mted the Scriptures at great

tilth, and gave Hilton many
Mnples of wayward careers

had led to the everlasting

pn He begged the New Yorker
repent in time, to see the
Mr of his ways, and to tread

he future only the narrow
'f righteousness. Hilton

f»;d and raged and cursed,
tn he stepped out briskly all

th time. He dared do no
Ir. Once he had looked
'0 d and seen the Reverend's
I still in his pocket grasp-

•f that accursed object,

ring all the time at Hil

'•v. heart.

last they reached the
C. " Ranch, and the Rev-
r< 1 McNeal ushered Hilton into the parlour

1 >ick." said Jane. " I have sent for you to ask you
• ive up this deceitful game you are playing with
l)y Cole You never intend to many her Leave
West. Go home to New York. Forget me
)h, rot " cried Hilton. " I've been preached at on the

v miles here. You're not going to preach to me now."
! turned away, but the parson still barred his way,

f> ting, pointing. . . .

Hands up !
" he commanded.

ith a curse Hilton obeyed. The Reverend McNeal
* the ominous object from his pocket and pointed it

t (hlton.

am not selling this fountain pen.'' lie began, " I

"living it away. I have here. . .
."

,

the water -hole on the boundaries of the H.C.
n the "Crazy U" country, the heads of the two
I ies met in conference. The water-hole had been
*i|d round by the " Crazy U " gang, and Tom Beck
•there to demand that the fence Ik' removed

said Jane, who
use of the water

I lie fence is on their land; it is their property, and
they have a right to erect the fence,

was with the party " If we want the
hole, we must pay for it. I will buy."

No," said Heck. " We have used
I say yes," insisted Jane.

She stepped to the wired fence and called the " Crazy
U " men to her. Old Cole was there and Bobby, his

daughter.
I will give you a hundred dollars ' began Jane.
You will give us nothing !

" blazed Bobby. " The
fence remains. You would rob a girl of her man, would
you ? Very well. You shall not rob us of our right to
the water-hole. Go ! We will have no business with
you."

there were loud i heers and cat-calls from theAt this

Crazy I

" What
" What

gang
she

do I

mean ?
" demanded Beck.
screamed Hobby. " Yes and
I'll tell you what I mean. She
Stole my man ! That's what
1 mean. Ask her. She sent
for him yesterday because he
made love to me. That's v. li.it

Stole mj man Ask
WE'RE ABSOLUTELY TIRED

Of the mile of Custard Pie

That strolls up to the policeman, kid, and nestles in

his eye.

And the brick that's filled with sawdust —
For one that once we saw bust.

And— this one most of all—
The gent who, thumped upon the back, commits a

waterfall.

And the Sennett house that's built just like our own
at Golders Green,

That shows the hole through which the Keystone

motor-car has been.

And the girl who shyly hides her face behind a pound
of paint.

And the guy who thinks he 's just as good as Charlie

but he ain t.

And the man who flouts aloft in space when we can

*ee he '» wired.

Of things like these, that raise no smiles

Because they 're old bv miles and miles,

We 're absolutely tired.

We 'd gladly lose the ticket if we had the bunch in

pawn.
Or prop em up against a wall an hour before the dawn.

asked

she rlid.

hei

Who —who is it

I

" Who is it tt's Dick
Hilton. She knows who it is

right enough. Why don't you
ask her

Beck turned to fane
Is this right ? " he asked

Jane nodded. Heck shrugged
his shoulders and turned to

his horse.

I'll stay on until I've

cleared up the cattle-thieves,"

he said. ' Then I quit

Later in the afternoon Beck
rode out alone through the
rock land to think it over.

Why should Jane send for

Hilton. She loved him— he
was sure of that ; as sure as

that she hated Hilton. Yet
she had offered no explanation
when she admitted that Hilton
had come at her request

All the same, He. k felt that

he had acted with undue haste
;

and he thought that perhaps
he would not " quit " when lie

had rounded up the cattle

rustlers.' How could he -

he argued. I le loved Jane as

she loved him and. . . .

A lariat, thrown with skill from a high rock, encircled
his body, and he was dragged from his horse on to the

rough boulders. His head struck a sharp piece of rock,

and an ugh' wound spurted blood. His senses left him.
One of the " Crazy U " gang sprang down from tin-

high rock and ran to his side Quickly the H.C. foreman
was bound and gagged and left to die The " Crazy l

man sprang upon his horse and galloped away
Towards evening some of the boys rode into, the ranch

with Alf Cole as their captive. He had been caught in

the act, red-handed, bearing off a score of the H.C. cattle,

newly branded. On top of it, as evasion was useless, he
had confessed, but refused to mention the names of his

confederates

Jane was consulted.
" Got him absolutely with the goods," said M. Neal.

the non-beautiful. " It means a lynching, but lies got

to be tried. You're boss, here, ma'am- and you'll haw
to try him.'

' Who is it

' Old ( ole

asked Jane.
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I he m.tii from ilit- Black Muli- sliai k - Where is he ?

We got him in the rocky paddock Old Skinner's
along with the rope, an' the tree's nice and handy ; but
the boys want you to come along so's it'll be all nice and
formal You needn't stay and watch."

When Buck came to his senses and looked around,
i lure was no man nor sign of help in sight so far as his

eye could see. The wound in his head was bleeding pro-
fusely, and was giving him great pain. He tugged at the
ropes, but, bound as he was with his hands behind his

back, there seemed no hope of escape.
Ilii-ii suddenly he saw the rough sun-dried turf on which

he lay, and an idea came to him.
He turned on his back and tugged at Jane's chain that

hung round his neck until he got the locket in his mouth.
He pulled at this, and the chain slipped out from his

vest. At the other end hung a silver match-box.
He opened this with his teeth and took out a match.

He held the match between his teeth and struck it on the
box. Then he cast it into the sun-dried turf. In a
moment the hard grass was blazing furiously.

CHARACTERS.
Tom Beck
Jane Hunter
Bobby Cole -

Di< k Hilton -

Hepburn

Blck Jones.
Vivian Rich.

Jane Tallent.
Colin Kenny.

Charles I.e Moyne.
'ikt Last Straw " is narriited by permission from the tax Film,

based oh tht story by Harold Titus.

With difficulty he turned once more on to his hack and
held the rope that bound him in the flames. His back
and his arms were burnt badly, but though he cried aloud

with pain he did not turn away.

The trial was at its end.
"

I do not care if this man is guilty," said Jane. "
I

will not have his blood on my hands. Release him."
There was a great deal of wondering, but Jane was

" boss," and had to be obeyed. The boys iet Cole free.

Bobby stared a long time at Jane, and then in grati

tude she ran to her ami threw her arms round her neck.
" I'm sorry," she said, simply. " This has been a

lesson to me. By way of thanks I reckon Dad and me'll

go straight for the future. I'll tell you all. It was Hep-
burn running this affair."

Hepburn, a pace away, went white in the face, and
sprang to his horse. He whipped out his revolver and
levelled it at Bobby, But he fired no shot. He fell dead

Tom Beck, smoking gun in hand, ran down the roi ks
" To your guns, boys !

" he cried. The ' (r.i/\ l

crowd are hitting along here. They've heard you'v<

Alf Cole, and they're riding up to l>e nasty And what

do you think - Hilton's leading 'em

It was a battle that was long remembered in the II <

country. Jane and Bobby, unable to get aua\ m tune,

saw it all, and went right through it to the end In tin

midst of the lighting Hilton galloped up to [ane and
swung her into his saddle Like a lightning Btreak he

sped away with her, but Bobbj w.i^ 1ml. behind, and
following Bobby was Be*

They met on a ledge, and there was an exchangi

revolvi \m the dead body of Hilton fell into the

gorge below, Bobby turned awaj and hid her face in her

hands \ftei all, he was hei man

When the ' Crazy I ^.uig wen routed and peace
u.is n.i. k .it the II * ranch. Beck and Jane came together

"Now," she said \ou ma) open the lockel

He opened i( Inside «.is tht last sti

Beck looked ai |ane and smiled ihen he kissed her,

\ie you willing to take anothei chance sh< asked
il, took hei arm

i nine OT he said let 's find that parson fellow

CONFESSIONS OF A K1NEMA STVt
\Conttnutd from page 20).

reported me as being emotional and temperamental / \
make certain now I keep the interviewers waiting— j

they put that down to temperament ! One must
one's own back, I suppose— meaning both of us
terviewer and myself. To crown all. that first i. (

viewer never mentioned my gown !

Another " first," which, incidentally, was alsr
" only "—I saw to that !—was a very brilliant

;

bewildering young man of charming manners who c *

unasked, evaded my maid, fired at me a great mas«
questions, went through my photographs, selected 4
got me to sign it. smiled, wished me a good-day i

hurried off.

He was most exciting. He left me limp. I |

not the slightest idea what his mission was, or < a

were the questions 1 had answered. I talked it

with my maid, but she was as puzzled as I. B
week later I found out I had given a most flatti

testimonial for So-and-So's tooth-paste !

There was the first time an enamoured country

broke into the studio, when I was half-way throuj

strenuous scene, and threatened to kill himself unk
promised to marry him. I wouldn't. He didn't,

there was an awful scene before he was put out.

sort of worshipper one can never entirely avoid,

samples crop up all the year round, but they posit

flourish in spring.

There was the first time I came in close touch wi

press-agent. That was when I got my first big

with the " Silver Slipper " Company. The press-;

was the property of the company, and he was lo

out to the stars in turn—-whether they liked it or

Some of them did. 1 didn't. He never consulted

|

He commanded—he ordered. To use an express.on %

"over there"—what he said went ! When first A
public gaze was turned to me, he wrote my life-ston a
published it in an American magazine. I had nc

much as a word in the matter. It appeared I wail

born in Manchester at all. I was born in Lonl
M\ father had been Lord Mayor of London ! Our fill

could trace its descent from Dick Whittington ! ll

very fond of domestic animals and my greatest peti

a crocodile !

To prove this last he obtained a crocodile, and h i

installed in a tank in my bungalow ! He compelled
to be photographed embracing it I He had it introtOf

into a picture I appeared in ! For weeks it

terror of " Los "
1 had to keep it—for how can yo

rid of a crocodile ? A length of string and a bnck
mill-pond are no use, are they ? I still have the croc

I have got to like it. I like it better than 1 shall

like I press agent

Vnd then, as a sort of last " first. ' there was th<

time 1 ever performed a " stunt." 1'nnerving ?

no . it isn t allowed to be. That comes later. Th«

time you just go to it like a duck to water.

I had to jump from a moving train 1 did not

I he directoi was quite casual aboul it " You just

up there. Miss .
and when I call ' N

leap

The other ai tors treated it merely as part of the

work So I got aloft and made ready I did iot

that the others nonchalance was assumed, so t

should not be " nervy
l he tram started The camera-man started

director called Now !" Almost without thoug

sprang, It was a great leap It was a great

Everybody congratulated me. Everybody was most

director, fellow artistes, nurses particularly the nurs

u.is out of hospital in live weeks, and the W

studio told me thai " waan'1 so bad
'

l furtkei article tn /Ai.v enthralling series trill

• n out May issut.)
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The

Completing

Touch.

jy lady's toilette is never complete until Pomeroy g
jay Cream—the vanishing cream de luxe—has jj

!lded its quota to the charm of her complexion.
||

Pomeroj/ I

I

day(ream \

In dainty half-crown vatee at high

clan Chemitt*. Perfumer*, etc.

Mrs. Pomeroy Ltd., 29, Old Bond Street,

London, W.l. and 185, High St., Kensington.

( Try alto Pomeroy Tooth Pane, It. 3d. a tube.)

illllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

ENN5 .Ondie

Frocks & Kiddies' Frocks.

4

PRETTY GARTERS
in any shade of Lace-

edged Ribbon with Rosette
centres. 7//C

Per pair / / O

DAINTY CREPE CAMISOLE 19/<
|vith pietty flowered Ninon let in. (as sketch) X^/O
In Pink, Helio, Champ, and Lemon.

ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE ON APPLICATION.

•I.adame Venn's New Showrooms at

, NEW BOND STREET, W.l
Are well worth a visit.

'Phonh: Mayfair 1407.

The World's Best
Bargain To - Day.

Wonderful Stainless Steel Knives
within the reach of ai .

(Carriage Paid)

The UNIVERSAL STORES—the luster Mail-Order Firm-
are agaiu to the front w ; r !l marvellous bargain. This
time we are making a most . never before heard of or
attempted ; an offer which at onte places us pre-eminently in the front
rank of Advertisers as " THE WORLD'S GREAT BARGAIN HOUSE."

One Dozen Knives and Forks in box complete,
20/- (carriage t/- extra.)

Every knife guaranteed, «nd stamped " Stainless Steel."
Weirs and leaks like real silver.

THE UNIVERSAL STORES have pleasure to announce that they
have been fortunate enough to place a contract for a large quantity of
wonderful Stainless Steel Knives, and are in consequence able to offer

a box containing half-dozen knives, and half-dozen beautiful nickel silver
forks to match for the amazingly low advertising price of 20/- only, in

either table or dessert size.

The Stainless Steel Knives have fluted stainless unbreakable handles, and the
arks are hiohly sslished nickel silver. You will he sesitively delighted with the
beauty and eicelktnce of these luoh-class Stteilield-made tends. No cleaning or
polishini ! Just a wipe ever and they are clean and ready for use Cannot
slam or rust.

Never before have these articles been sold under double, our price, and
our offer is simply a result of our huge, well-timed contract. Do not
fail to take immediate advantage of this splendid and beneficial offer,
and secure your bargain NOW.

Cash willingly refunded if not delighted with your bargain. Put 21/-
ii] an envelope now, together with your name and address, and the goods
will be sent you by return carriage paid. Treasury Notes must be sent
by Registered Post. Postal Orders and Cheques should be crossed
"and Co." and made payable to The UNIVERSAL STORES, LTD.
Don't forget to write your name and address clearly.

Ask for our New ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, containing
Hundreds of Bargains, and mention THE PIC1UREGOER.

(The Firm with a Catalogue of Poods

(Dept P.G.) 14, New Cannon Street,

MANCHESTER.
Also at CI, Cannon Street. Orme Buildings. The Parsonage, and

Devonshiic Street, North Manchester.
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SAVED ' Saved from a lifetime

of toil ami woi iv. Sa\ i '1

hum tin- ghastly necessity of having

to laboui foi a living. Saved b\

my noble - minded,

My Readers lion-heai

to the Rescue. Last month I moaned
about you; this

month I i ould wi ite pajam in your

praise. 1'ut -pa< e forbids. Let me
exclaim, " Glory be to Allah for

the divei >ity of His creatures !

I hen 1 i an retire gracefullj . leaving

you to fill this page whilst I fill

my pipe.

r
I

A lH's " Merrythought," of Lon-

don, N. .

" To my mind, the

fi »ry m the world cannot

succeed without good leading jda\-

ers, w l

i "i''

The Stai and dominant pel

the Story. alitj can, and fre-

quently does, gel

away with a vei \ pooi play. 1 he

Brat is .i typical instance. Hen
we have an impos: ible story, a

heroine without a name, a ' hero
'

who i> a cad. and a more than

usually asinine film clerg\ man.

the inimitable ait of Nazimova is

verful enou 1 to keep us from

noting anj oi these faults until the

thing is ended. Does not such a

player deserve \t i the < reel

AND thus " Nucleus," of I \

th.im " The pi oducers now

are not wi iting the -to v to tit the

hut get'in t" fit the

stori Cecil de
/'//( Mill* i "lie ol the

the Stat produc ei - in qucs

tion More than

one t ie seen in one

current picture, I' ai h slai has been

i In. ,en i" Mil thi part in the stoty

instead of some silly plol r>

built around the star. The ques-

tion now arises :
Does the public

go to see the star or the stot

In the past the star was all that

mattered. They went to see the

but were disappointed be< ause

tin re was a feeble story. Do the

publi< appreciate these changes

1 1, i e is no doubt about it."

A RUDE reader writes ;

" When
/ \ v<m saV that the author, the

nario writei . and the producer

pensables of the

Si reen. I don't a

/ Don't with you. Do you

Believe It .' know that when you

die they will find

somebody just as good as you to

carry on with the good work ? . . .

1 don't want to know who are the

indispensables of the si reen. All

I want to know when I go to the

pi« tures is, Who is the stai
-

\\ e should never get p< rf< i I pic-

t ure - theatre pro-rams if every

bodj reasoned like that.

IT is my opini writes a

Palmer's Green reader, whose

iture 1 am unable to decipher
" that ( ei lam ' st.iis ' are ' dis-

covered ' and then

What is o thrown, shoved, or

Film Star d on to the

public, whether w<

like them or not ( andidlv, deal

Mi rhinker, '1" you think these
' big Mais ,m popillai with the

majority of kinema goei Sadlj

I must answei Yes. I he public

has yet to learn to discriminate

between the real stais and those

pretty puppets who owe theii

pnpulai itj to the brain "! tin u

directors. Hut the publi< can ap
|in . iati >od ai tins: witness Pauline

I- iid( ri< k's populai it\

I

flli H/GHT it was about tir

that someone blamed
pictures" for the servant prol)le

Here is an t xtract from a

shire reader's ,-

The M "
J had a maid 01

and the who used to j

Ma outside the top w
dow -sills and p

tend to clean the windows,
thoutrh 1 had the ex-soldiers

the outsides. She was always
those sort of things. She
t\\ i< v a week to the kinema, a

her mothei (a washerwoman wi

tv ii - a week on different n

I^HEPICTUKLGOLK Month
January issue, has reach

this studio. We send heart,

gratulations. It lias a .threat app
due to its artis"

.1 Letter from of make-up and I

Charles excellent selectid

( haplin. of material. V

!

Scott's 'Fat
Adeeji '

i aused ih to smile. Y\
I

until you sec The Kid. Tin

will know why we smiled,

replv : What made you think <r

Charlie slept ? Indeed, he's t/i|

much awake. Now. listen,

tell you more.

" r T^HN million laugh> he

Y you, With still auothi

So if you're patient just

There'll be a million more.

now he's finished

N.B.—This story, And
is Verse. it just The M

And when it rlictVl

on the screen, You'll laugh I

you never did. No Chat

never be< n asleep. Or even

Hut after The Kid h

justified. To seek some sweet c

ONESTLY it is a sham

take the money. I iII
finished my pipe, and the p;

over-set. One last quotatio

we part :

The End of writing to a

a Perfect if vou
Page.

k

would

a friend of min<

I can assure \on

she has a movie
Hut she

has nut had a

chance oi show-

ing it. because
s|u has ,i bad
step father."

And now I will

leave you to

think out sub

jects foi your

next month's letters.

Addles- The Thinker,

ss I one \i rc, W .<" 2
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FASHION DRAWING"
«SC DESiaNING

Ifers a splendid field for women, although many of the masters are men. This branch of art has

ade enormous strides in the last few years. The old-style stiff figures seen in catalogues of a

\vt years back would not be tolerated at the present time.

One needs to be an artist to design fashions and an artist again to depict them. Many people

ve good ideas, but lack the ability to illustrate thern ; and some can draw, but have few ideas.

)e will teach you along BOTH lines— teach you how to bring out and enlarge upon the ideas

iu have, and also how to portray them in the most effective and striking manner.

Fashions change—and change quickly ; therefore, Fashion Drawing will always be to the fore ;

d in this fact lies your opportunity -there will always be a demand for Fashion Drawings

d Designs. The tried and varied experience of the following leading Fashion Artists ol

e day is at your disposal :

Miss Myra Farwig
the Sketch,
AVjcs.

Uss Florence French
Lontributor to the Daily Mirror, Daily

Record ami Mail, Weekly Record,

y.

tiss Winifred Francis
lontributor to thel.ady' sPietorial, Daily

<v«'s Detienliam's. etc.

Contributor
Illustrated Lt

Miss Dora Gibbon
Contributor to > e,ti .. <.!<

Miss Doris Hocknell
I

..ii Artisl to Harrods, Robins"!

and I id contribute ti

Daily Graphic, Bristol V imrs am

Miss Doris O'Donnell
Polly Mail Fashions, i

icy kno* the difficulties that beset the aspirant to Fashion Drawing fame, and can save you months ol

torious work by pointing out the short cuts to success. They know what is wanted— they know the manner in

'ich to poduce it. Why should not you have this knowledge too- and at first hand ?

! We teach Fashion Designing alone ; all our time and energies are spent on it. With us it is a

i-.cialily, not a side-line. All the instruction is given entirely by correspondence, so it matters not where you

\i ; you can secure a training by London's leading Fashion Artists in your own home.

If you feel that you have artistic ability, you are neglecting a great opportunity by allowing it to remain

rmant, when an enquiry to us will show you how your talent can he developed in the right way ? Will

li do this ? Make the enquiry ; it may open the way to a broader enjoyment of the good things of life.

Write for booklet " A." " The Art of Fashion Drawing " is sure to interest you; it is free, so write for

-dav to :

1ISS MYRA FARWIG (

1 1. New Court,

Director of'

Studies

Lincoln's Inn, W.C. 2.

. THE ASSOCIATED
) FASHION ARTISTS

WHY LOOK OLD
when

The LALKA
Massage Treatment

I

will remove CROW'S FEET, DOUBLE
CHIN, WRINKLES, etc. ?

| Unsightly little linos that add so
I much to ippearance
| will quicklv disappear when
I the I.alka 1'reatme.nt is applied.

lUUa Fluid ,lmiU S. .

-

,iin[iit if

OlltfU 18,6
llllliiial.l, „( .11 I I,, iul-1-. Stqre

an.l llalrdrrurn.

"KRASKA COMPANY. Limited,

|7. Blenheim St.. London. W. I.

fl^ESSSSS*

Finlay's Patents, adjustable any size.

.is z\tpptU*ito Royaitj & .v

.Finlay's < tow i s arc
model of st pie and

self-adjust ink and light to wear.
id in.

3 gn».

Ct/IDTC -Tailor-mad* i

wIVIll I di latest styles, ins

in. rf.i •'
i \:-\

I

ordinary weal onil gn.

CORSETS.
m ientihi ally const!

Medi< al Profe i n

; ll .: . . 21 -, 31 S 42 . 3 Km
tlonri r..f.i,i.l. .t if not delighted.

Free uondernjl K»l>< ti..,.,, Kn.hlon.
It. .11. in., anil I'atlcrn K<H>t of l.nl.-.l

tti.i. rii.u sent on requent.

FINLAY'S,
1*9 lluiildMKirlh Sl.u..|...|ol.lli,.i. St

MANCHESTER.
IIM.lt'H, the XATKRNIT1 IIOl'SK

,.r i. ill ii i. in . IIS.

^a*n»B*yB,»gg'BL^yggBggg8

Feel the weight of it

(COMPARE the soli

and beautiful con-

lid material

construction of

the Ingersoll Revally Radiolitc with

ihe flimsniess of most other Alarm
Clocks.

From the handsome polished Nickel

Case to the smallest screw, every

component of the Ingersoll Revally

is made from the best

materials, carefully
finished, timed and

tested with the usual

Ingersoll thoroughness

At your bedside- -

in the dark— the lumin-

ous hands and figures glow brightly and show the time at a glance.

Even the heav-est sleeper will wake at the sound of tlxt

pleasant but insistent Alarm..

Sold ly high-class Wai 'here. If any difiit

;,i , send Clack />osl free oti receipt of }

INGERS II. WATCH CO., LTD.,
14, Kmit-'ii House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

With
Radiolitc

Dial

30/-

REVALLY wi,h p.n

RADIO LITE TJdTJALARM CLOCK 22/6

Clows timem thedark
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A Second to take—a Minute to finish.

This marvellous

MANDEL-ETTE

CAMERA
TAKES AND MAKES

FINISHED PHOTOGRAPHS

INSTANTLY.

1 H i: M AND EL- E I r I.

RA takes photo
?i in. by -1 in. direct

sWITHOUl FILMS
PLATES, PRINTING ok
DA RK Room i

weighs 24 oz. and measures
about 4 in. by S in. by 7$ in.

I. on. Is in daylight with i^ or =<>

a one time NO DARK
ROOM NECESSARY. Universal focus lens pro-

crp pictures at all distances

Permanent Results '

NO FILMS NO PLATES-NO DARK ROOM.
THE MANOR] ETT1 not only takes pirtur.-s in a minute, but it takes
them • harp definitions an

i th the new wire release perfect working shutter. Combined
r solution Pictures develop

Trice of Mandcl-cltc, including Tripod, 1 packet of
Developer and IS Postcard*, carriage free £3 10

Or without Tripod, carriage fre e_ 3

CM I U KIT K for further pm ticulm v -

A. E. NORTON, 259, H.£h Holborn.
London, W.C. 1.

"f'hone : Holhorn 1073.

"ADORA"
PEARL NECKLACES.

MADE IN THREE LENGTHS
MONEY
RETURNED
IF NOT
APPROVED

POST 1

TREE

POST
Fdff

MONEY
RETURNED,'
IF NOT
APPROVED.

TktM Eiaimilr PesrW Srt s new production the rnull o( much eipenmentini

• nd art marvellous reproduction of the REAL PEARI S

Of SATIN- I.IKE LUSTRE IRRIDESCENT "d iastaerttaMi lovely ther h.re

lull th..t lolich of Kf)ll\m th.l defiee «»en the fiprrt t.r

WITHOl'T DOUBT THEY ARE THE
VERY HESI VAU'K VET Or» KKP.

A.. H. CORNELL
,< 40, t rio.p.ufo. l_.0^130isr, E.C

THIS
LONDON-
TAILORED SKIRT

CAREW'S WONDERFUL
BARGAIN OFFER

ONLY

3/6
With Order

THIS smartly-cut and well.made London-tailored
* Carew Skirt will be sent to > ..... I AKRIAGE
PAID, for only 3/6 with ord.-r.

il .

r ii ii

Will) y

„

CAREW, Ltd.,
Dept. P., 47, DUKE ST., OXFORD ST.

. LONDON, W.1.

ENN'S
lUndies)

11

. rfe& * * * /

I
B f.

s^ik

Frocks & Kiddies' Frocks.

PRETTY GARTERS
in any sh

I 'or |>.iir / D

DAINTY CREPE CAMISOLE
\")\f.

with pretty flowered Ninon let in. lii/0
In Pink, Helin Champ. :inil I .tin. m

ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE ON APPUCATlOh

Madame Venn's New Showrooms at

77, NEW BOND STREET, W.l
Arc well >\.irtli ,i visit.

I

Are you in the

wide circle

enthusiastic film

lovers who read

;i n d e n j o v
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A Miner's Amazing Experience
Before.

Tom Bevan, Esq.,

85, Br) ne Terrace.

Aberbeeg, Mon.,
who was discharged from the Anns as

unfit for further military duties, and
who, whilst working underground in

the arduous and unhealthy occupation
of a miner, was enabled to regain his

lost health and secure a physique that
would put an athlete to shame. I [ere

is given, verbatim, Mr. Bevan's elo-

quently simple statement, which was
UNSOLICITED.

Suffering from Malaria, Anamia,
and disorderly action of the heart
(D.A.H.).

Measurements.

Chest, 37m. (expanded). Neck, 14J111.
Biceps, R. i2in., L. 11 Jin. Thighs,
2oin. Calf, 12 Jin. This photo of Mr. Iievan shows the magnificent

development secured by MAXALDING.

Aftkr.
To Mr. A. M. Saldo.

Dear Mr. Saldo, I am delighted to
think that I have gained in Health
and Strength beyond my wildest
imagination since 1 first wrote to you
nine months ago. 1 feel convinced, by
my own experience, that if people in

genera!—and colliers in particular

pra( tised a few of your exercises there
would be considerably less consump-
tion -tlima. and other chest and lung
complaints, which are rampant

—

especially amongst colliers. 1 now
give my condition after treatment.

(Nine months later.)

ABSOLUTELY FIT.

Measurements.
Chest, 43m. Neck, 1 5 Jin. Biceps,
R. HJin., L. 1 4 Jin. Thighs, 22^in

f

Calf, i4}in.

BY MAXALDING you can rid yourself of Indi-

gestion, Mal-assimilation, Rheumatism, Lack
of Will-Power, Loss of Self-Confidence, Nervous
Debility, Weakness, and Neurasthenia, in a period
of one to three months.

Most men and women of any education and
experience whatever know of a certainty that medi-

cines or drugs cannot bring Health ; sometimes they
bring relief, for a time, making matters worse in the

end. They know this, yet they go on dosing them-
selves. Why ? Because it is part of the complaint
to drift ; it seems so much easier to buy drugs. In

the past the only excuse for this was the lack of an
alternative.

In MAXALDING you have the alternative

MAXALDING means:
more LIFE and- more JOY in Life

In MAXALDING you CONTROL YOURSELF. It is the
triumph of " Mind over Matter," a phrase often used, and
which now has a real meaning in MAXALDING.
MAXALDING is not difficult to learn, and the move-
ments are easy and very interesting to practise ; like-

most great ideas, it is simple and easy—when you know
the way.

By MAXALDING the circulation is

perfected, the alimentary canal cleansed,

the muscles made supple, the mind made
bright, and the body made beautiful.

When a really satisfactory condition of

health has been secured you begin to

accumulate a store of nervous force,

and you can use this nervous force in

ways most pleasurable and profitable to

yourself.

Mr, M. Soldo, who has evolved MAXALDING and
has crealed id world's records for strength and
endurance, is as far ahead of ordinary Physical

Culturists as the modern surgeon is of the old

" village sawbones."

Write for the booklet entitled " MAX-
ALDING," explaining your requirements,

whether they be the eradication of any
functional disorder, the development of a

perfect body, the increase of nervous

energy, or the acquisition of great

strength. Your inquiry will cost you
nothing and commit you to nothing, yet

the Booklet will show you how your
desires may be realised.

A Lady MAXALMTE who obtained Vigorous

Health and a graceful figure—by MAXALDING,

Address your letter to :

MAXALDING,
179, New Stone Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
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CURZON BROS., Ltd., the World's Measure Tail-

Tailors for men who require their clothes made of

material and in good style, vet do not wish to pay extra

prices. Curzons make every order specialh to measui

each garment is cut hy hand separatelv tor each customer.

There is a large and varie \ selection of Tweed-. 5

Worsteds, etc., and the prices tor complete Suits are £2 7

or £2 17 6 . £3 5 or £3 19 6 or £4 7 6 or £4 19

( dl at anv "I v lurzon's branch shops, as under, see the

and he measured. It unable to call, write to Head Orru

*j 6o & 62, City Road, London, E.C. 1 , and patterns of clotlj

f\
fashion book, and self-measurement form (by means of

you can be measured in your own home without poss

of error) \\ ill be sent you tree of charge.

Ml U
I and
\\r .it

£3 19 6

All the World Knows
It 's "Curzons for Clothes.*'

1 urzons have special -hops foi l.\l)l!

G0< >DS ONLY where a fine selection ol

C0ST1 Ml 5,( 1 >ATS,SPORTS fA( KE rs

Kt< can be seen.

Ladies' Branches :

114, New Oxford Street. W.C.
107. Strand. W.C.
Dcptford Broadway.
106. Wellington Street. Woolwich.
27, Market Place, King»ton-on-Thame».
.}»>'>, Richmond Koud, Kant TwicUcnham

(near Richmond Bridge).

71 & 73, High Street. Grays. Bnex.
(church Knd, Finchlo.

For Patterns' and Postal Business write only to

CURZON BROS., LTD.,
The World's Measure Tailors,

60 & 62, CITY ROAD, LONDON, EX.1
You Can be Measured at any of these Curzon Shops :

—
Hrn.l lire. rr Dfpul City

W. -1 1 ,,,1

11.11. 1

.
1 1

Drpltoul

hnrhlo

Woolwich > i> s
i

.

Short-ditch

Poplar

hlnK.ion on Than*.

Unhmfiiii Twlckea
baa :

Siilnin (Surrey)

s ( ,uihrn<i 011 Sri :

Craya (Kuril:

(mrnlry: High
I

H XE xc XC XL. xc XT XE I I "
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Editorial 08u$s

:

i. Lont Act*. London
VOL. 1. NO. 5.

MAY. 1921.

ALL THE WORLD'S A FILM
rHE World is a five-feeler. A huge cast, with a star or two and crowds and crowds

of supers. An involved and rather " hazy story. A foot or two of smiles. Some
rds of tears.

Strange little world ! Not the sort of world we should choose, had we the choice

!

t world without a dove, the dove of T'eace. If only we could hnng that dove to earth !

;ut it does not come.

Stay! Is it possible that it is already amongst us, down from its hiding-nest P IS

HE MOTION PICTURE THE DOVE OF PEACE? A chicken. A dovelet.

lot the full-fledged bird with the olive-branch, but a fluffy, just hatched thing with a

ng that will someday grow into the olive branch.

This is a world of strangers, a boarding-house. We know very, very little about the

tin in the next room. A world of strangers can never be a world of peace. But when
• are strangers no longer. . . . ? Then there may be some hope for the olive branch.

ESPERANTO was to do it. The universal language ! With the aid of a common
It uncommon speech we were all to be brothers. But Esperanto has not succeeded.

!>me say it has failed. For one thing, more than a universal language was needed. We
leded to know more of our brother in Samoa than the speech he used. For another, it

mis trouble to learn Esperanto. If Esperanto had been a language that involved no trouble

I learn. . . . LIKE THE MOTION PICTURE! There is the universal language-
id the easiest language, because we don't have to learn how.

* And there is the SOMETHING MORE than the universal language. Already we
i England know Texas as well as we know Barking Creek. We know what the Santa
1 Railroad is, and how to eat grape-fruit, and all about New York and " Los " and the

(eat North-West. We can say "Sure thing' as easily as we can say "Not arf." We
1 partly American. And it is the part of us that should have been American years ago !

There are those who think this a vice. But it is a half starved virtue. It will be a

he and hearty virtue when WE—by OUR pictures—have made a Cockney of the Cali-

hian, when the New Yorker knows Limehouse like he knows the Bowery. It will

{(jrish when the American is partly English

—

that part of him that should have been

Bglish uears ago. When the Solomon Islander is a Lancastrian. When the Laplander is

ajSolomon Islander. . . . WHEN THE MELTING-POT HAS REACHED THE
|IL AND YOU CANT TELL A SPANIARD FROM "A SCOTSMAN. .

mien we are strangers no longer. When we have made a home of a boarding-

npe. . . . THEN there 11 be some hope for the olive-branch.

[
And the dove that will bring it

—

or has brought it ? The White Dove of

it darePice that will tend it and see that it flourisheth ? It

Wask? IS IT THE MOTION PICTURE?

V *
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5TMNT
MERCHANTS

Lomp.r«d w.th .'.« km.ma u.r.-d«v,l. t»« hero o th. oU-

la.kion.d .tag. yby W • ""? 'heltereJ and .ecluded III..

Don't run away from home to become a mov.e her., until

%ou have read this article.

T n the days before the movies, when people were driven

1 to seeking entertainment at the theatres, the Hero

of the Play gained his laurels with little or no pfr

effort He was a man of words, as distinct from the

Kineraa Hero, who is essentially a man of action. But

he got away with it. Miserable four-flusher though he

way with it.

hioned people who can remember visiting

,11 that the Hero of
|

always

sd his deeds of heroism "off. He would

K to rescue a child from a burning building,

and the people left in view of the audience would

rings and chant their- praise of the

. s heroism. Th
I a ladder. . . .

See' he star

, limb Oh, theflames, the cruel flames '

. . .
Oh !

Oh ' The ro< • ' ' °ff") •
He has

her. . . . She is in his .ums Now, they

ending ! (Crash "
ofy I

Oh! Oh! . . .

Saved
.

1 1„.„ the Hero of the Play, having removed his coat

idded some prime to his cheeks, would tell the tluld

[h^wawavheY toffee-apple ere he gathered her in his arms and staggered into

It. Harold, if you contemplate running away to
,

become *g
Become a Stage nd Live happily ever afterwai

,.

k

tne S£ZZ£.of hero, the Kinema Stunt Merchant, or you ma;

once you have sold your body to the screen, you will have to work hud lor

.„, foVu.ne. Scenario-writers will spend their nights and -lavs in devising

,,,, stunts which you will be called upon to perform Nor «
• y< ,„

,

rm then Picturegoers will not stand lor titles such as.

Living dived fifty feel into the boiling sea, no* returns, ... They

the big splash Where Gregory hits the waves Vnd il you are playing

vou uill have to make that splash

d '•stun, merchant "who takes risks or a living s i earns

..ueh at lian. ,111 tell vou that the screen dare-devil bears a charmed hie ;

.4fcocc :

Filming o rrtitit'

:ii mid-air.

Right : Hank Mann pet

,; co»icd\
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jsp" A hove :

Eddie
Polo in mid-air.

Left: Charles Hutchi-
on fighting on edge

of cliff.

Crossing on a rope suspended from the roo f
s of two sky-scraper*.

that if 3 u want to become a centenarian you must avoid
busy street-crossings where the real risk lies.

Don't you believe it. The screen dare-devil is a gambler
who plays with life as an ordinary gamester plays with
money. He is all right whilst his luck holds ; but, sooner
or later, unless he quits, the " bad time " will come. I.nek

cannot last for ever.

Hut the luck of some artistes is truly amazing. When
Helen Oibson was playing in the Hazards of Helen series of

railroad dramas, she took risk after risk and suffered no mishap.
She dropped from the arm of a water-tower on to the roof of

a train ; she rode a motor-cycle off a drawbridge into the river ;

she leaped from the roof of one train on to another ; she
travelled for several hundred yards tied to the piston-rcd of

an engine; she drove a motor-car between two halves of a
broken train, and performed a hundred and-one feats of this

description. And alvvavs she came through scot-free.

One day she was called upon to perform a feat which her

director refused to allow her to undertake, so a female im-
personator was engaged to " double " for her during the filming
of the scene. Then came disaster. Whilst the "double" was
clinging to a rope suspended from a railway bridge a fast train

whizzed down the line colliding with the unlortunate
man was whirled to the ground, and sustained seriousartiste. The

injuries. Luck !

Happily, fatal accidents are few and far between in the dare-devil game. One
occurred last vear when Lieut. Ormer Locklear, the intrepid American airman, met
his death whilst essaying an aeroplane stunt Locklear, who had previously
appeared in two successful pictures, had performed many perilous teals before the

movie camera. One of his stunts was to climb from one aeroplane on to another
in mid-air, and he also succeeded in dropping from a 'plane on to the roof of an
express train.

One of the best-known " stunt merchants " of the screen is Charles Hutchison,
some of whose exploits are pictured on these pages. Hutchison met with a nasty

accident last year when leaping from the top of a fifty-foot oil derrick on to the
branches of a tree below. In falling the actor collided with a heavy
branch, and as a result of the feat he finished up in hospital with both
wrists broken and several minor injuries.

Apart from the recognised " stunt merchants " who specialise in thrills,

ordinary players are often called upon to perform difficult and dangerous
feats. Even comedians are not exempt, for many producers like to

introduce thrills into comedy productions. A few years ago Charles
Murray, the well-known comedian, spent six weeks in hospital

through the premature exploding of a "comic" bomb he had
been called upon to throw. A similar accident recently

befell Harold Lloyd, of " Winkle " fame. Harold's accident,

which kept him from the silver-sheet for some months,
came about through a mix-up between live and property

bombs. Harold thought he was throwing a property bomb,
and didn't realise his mistake until they told him about it

in hospital.

The biggest thrill seen on the silver-sheet in many month •

occurs in D, W. C.riffith's big picture, Way Down East, when
Lillian Gish, in the role of the heroine, is carried on an ice-floe to

the very brink of a waterfall. The scene showing her rescue 1>\

Richard Barthelmess moved a sophisticated Amerit an audience
to hysterical frenzy when the picture was first shown. It was
a nerve-racking ordeal for the players concerned, although

they came through unscathed.
Such is life— when vou're a movie player
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«TV .
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There is money on t!

race -thousands of Is - involved No
our hearts beat high with hope, alth
are not in the least troubled as
day. On the contrary, ive know .

hi> will win
Yes, we are making a moving pi<

troubles

but will it hold ? We h;

portant thai nan vari<

sun refu

from thi

Perhaps i much mom

n third- of mam and many an e\
when 1 run through
both
than any other typi
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was unable to free my foot from
the stirrup, and I was dragged
jalong the ground for several

yards. Any rider who has been

equally unfortunate vvill under-

stand the feelings which
(prompted me, as for weeks I

fay
in bed, to assert that in

uture I would devote all my
infections to the So< iety drama
done, where comfort, if not ex-

itemcnt, is, at any rate, ob-

ainablc

But such is the fascination

i)f the racing film that I soon
<>rgot my accident, and went
)ack to the course and the

jamera again My next picture
vas Kiting ( up's Rati, which

j
vas finished last winter. Every
jme will remember the poem,
ilthough its suitability for screen

iresentation only occurred to

i
i nielli I was dis

ussing the poetry of our school-

ays with an old friend, and as

K\e laughed over the various-

•pretations of the immortal
id, including that of the

ever to-be-forgotten " Follies,

lit suddenly struck me what
underfill possibilities the storv

Held for the silver-sheel

For d.iys I pondered over the
lot then decided to make the
it lure. It was .1 splendid sui

and I was a proud woman
I heard the verdict of the

trade show
I It was in Kissing Cup's Race

Joe Plant, a celebrity of
he course in real life, became
celebrity of the screen. That ul v ,„

1 another difficult} 1 find with
films shall I choose a jockey who is not an actor,

art actor who is not and nevei could be a jockey ?

he first of these alternatives appealed to me most, and,
- it turned out, 1 was ri-^ht, for Joe Plant gives a splendid

rayal of old " Hob Doon," who rode Ki ; 1

) victory.

I Some day 1 should like to write an article on " Hi

Have Met." Some of them have been famous ones
deed. " Ghurka," ridden bj Stewart Rome in The
ntieman Rider, was a classic race horse, and. moreovei

atket Heath.

in front of tin

unfortunateh .

e was injured badly, and had
to be destroyed. I have one
of his shoes mounted on the

lid of a trinket box, and
remember him with much af-

fection. " Ghurka," by the

way, must have created" a

record, in that he won a race

one day, in reality, and three

lours alter was gaily carrying

out a him engagement.
No, all horses do not like the

camera. We often spend hours

and hours trying to get good
" close-ups ',' of some impatient

animal ; and acting, as we do
with such valuable horses, we
have to lake every precaution as-

far as their health and comfort

go. In K\ up's Rac
string of yearlings used for one
scene were valued at £30,000 ;

none of the merciless treatment

popularly considered a part of

the film player's life could be

meted out. to them !

Most of my lacing pictures

have been made at Eps
Sometimes we go to Newmarket,
or to the smaller courses ; but

the Downs usually provide t In-

most suitable settings, As you
will see by the photographs on

these pages, the camera has ver\

often to be mounted on a motor
car in order to " shoot " tin-

race successfully.

My most recent picture not

so long ago completed, in fact

Wife, in which Gregory Scott

he did in Kisi • Race.
was I Sportsman's

plays opposite me, as

The story was especially written for me, and its sporting

interest is, of course, its main factor.

My racing films seem to be just as greatly appreciated

in the Colonies as they arc at home, and that, 1 think, is

because they are typically British. They show the

Homeland as it really is, with its beauty of scenery and

ippeal of sporting life— a combination which can be

beaten In no other country in the world.
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His face was sad, and his voice

was serious, but there was a

twinkle in his eye that belied his

sorrowful story.
" Mv movie meals are a misery

to me," lamented Langhorne Burton.
" Never am I allowed to take one
in peace. Sometimes it's a due
first

; once I did manage to inns

eating, but then 1 had a terrific

fight before 1 had time to digest it."

It had not afflicted him physically,

at all events. lie had not the

of a man whose diges-

tion .id been disturbed. Instead,

he looked handsome and fit, as tin-

hero of so many slage-plays and
films ought to look.

' you remember what hap-
pened in Tom Jones?" the recita

continued. " How the villain tl

insulted me, and how I went for

him, and put his head in a pigeon
1 the pie, of course,

and spoiled mv dinner."
The s< reen is starv- •

," I sympathised,
1 could see no
starvation about

our meal in a wayside inn, and we came to blows instead ol

to table."

"Scandalous!" said I. " W -.- lon't yo'i protest?"
"

I threw him into a ditch," he announced
the way, your 'phone call this morning interr

my breakfast
"

" Good heavens ' You aren't going to set about

me, I hope," I cried in terror, for I knew, he

every bit as athletii as ho looked.
" Not this time," iie reassured

both laughed and sat down.
' Tell me," I said, by way of li-

the subject, "all about yourself."
" I'm shy, was the reply He's

tease, anywa
"

1 really must insist," I pel

"In that case," said 1

Burton, taking up a position oi

hearth-rug, " I give in. 1 am not

bald— I am not married- I am not

(> ft. tall (5 ft. ii in.)— I don't lik.

living in London— I don't v.

wig for screen work if I can pi

help it I don't recei%fe inwards nl

two hundred letters fron

every day- and 1 am not I

Walker, though 1 do drt-ss lit

sionally."
" But you ./ tease," 1

nipt.

'There's more yet," purs

tormentor. " 1 haven't di

-- stage for films 1 don't mean to 1

*mj^^ ~~'
like riding 1 like American
ducers 1 like cowbov films and I

the PI< I l Rl i iOEK 1 think it

stunning, don't you know. Tl •

' Where were you born"- I it

quired. (Some people are nevei

satisfied.)
"

I was born," he said. " -

where round about shall we sa)

forty years a -

" Not really, though >

" Seriously, -

I [e doesn't look much more
half that : he has fairish hail i urlj

grey-blue eyi -

dimple in the right cheek wl

laughs, whnh he
" In

A M
Shad

ll

Top :

A Man's
Shadow."

I :

Little Dor-
ritr

ing you
thou
signs of

him

.

"In
Wnuittn the produi
mad«' me pour m\
all over the cup, and all

uid then

leave it un
d. I was deeply in

!

ists wen
ruined in The Am

I dined with
-, but there was

itnesa aftei w arda
And 1 nd I was so

i.i\a\ me

cpicntlv d

N ou were born 1

qucn.
\; the usun

am seriously thinku

spending next wintei in

Spain."
' Hew delightful

'

me some mot
"

1 in rather fond of

filming abroad 1 en

making At tl

in Nice and Monte s

friend of mine, w ho k-

Spain really well,

ottered •

f.>r me,

and he tells me that 1

n an> a. ( c--

to the ' ompanv over t

and that the Spanisl

good .u tors Hut

onh a >\.i\ dream as \ .
t

Kind of ' i astle ir

Spain,' 1 suppose
i \ .! , t I \ Vnothei

dream <>t mine is to iruk-

., Wild \Yos< film in tf*
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anghnrne
as Himself

West, really on the spot, with an Englishman
as its central figure. I admire W. S. Hart
immensely, and Tom Mix, and almost all the
Westerners."

It is a far cry from the eighteenth-century
types Langhorne Burton portrays so skilfully

to the West that is wild and woolly ; but
everyone to his taste, or his castle.

Would you produce, then, as well as play ?
"

" Perhaps. I'm tremendously interested in pro-
duction. If I did, though, I'd see there were
no duels before dinner, and not many after, if

I could help it ! I'm fond of a peaceful life !

I like costume films, though, and plays as well.

I have played most of the late Lewis Waller's
parts, you know, one time or another, for

I've had close on twenty years of theatrical

experience
But, please," I pleaded, " where were you

born ?
"

I was educated," evaded my handsome
host, " at Malvein ; and I commenced my stage

career with dear old Henry Neville, to whose kindly help I ascribe any success

1 may have had. I toured over Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and America,
as well as the English provinces before I came to London, where, amongst many
Itlightful engagements, I count some of my happiest when I was ' hero ' at

Drury Lane for five seasons."

There was no film colony in Los Angeles when he visited it

;

here were films, but no one took them seriously, and he never
hought to one day be a film star. He was Olga Nethersole's leading

nan then, had a different play every night, and had to practically

ive in the theatre. " But I admired the way the plays were put
)n," he admitted. " Americans are so thorough, and,
vhether it is plays or films, they like to have things just

"i^ht. I like their solid interiors down at Famous-Laskys.
["here's no fear of the walls shaking when the ' heavy ' walks
nto the set."

Langhorne Burton in many ways welcomes the American
nvasion ; he thinks it will make the film industry wake up,
list as it made the British theatre wake up when Frohman
:ame over many years ago and produced plays this side. " I

nade my first appearance on the screen about six years ago,"
le informed me. " The film was called The Difficult Way

;

iind so far as I was concerned, it lived up to its title. It took
ne down to Sonning-on-Thames and made me sit, painting (?)

As Barnabv in " The Amateur Gentleman."

Man's Shadow.

a picture in broad daylight, just near a bridge. The bridge teemed (or so
it seemed to me) with motorists, who were curious and got as close as
possible to see what was happening; and to stare at me. I detested it. I

hated appearing in daylight and in the open air in full ' make-up,' and I

still dislike making exteriors for that reason. '*

We discussed some of his film roles ; the list of films is a lengthy one

:

There are Booties Baby, Liberty Hall, and The Turtle Dove (London)
;

Treasure of Heaven (Davidson) ; Daddy (British Actors) ; Tom Joins, .lulu

Robin Gray, and God and the Man (Ideal) ; and Sweet and Twenty (Progress),

to name a few of them. More recent work includes The Amateur Gentleman
(Stoll) (one of Langhorne Burton's biggest successes), Children of Gibeon, Little

Domt, Two Little Wooden Shoes, and By Berwen Banks. He has also made
some notable stage appearances, the latest in "The Luck of the Navy," at

the Queen's, two years ago, since when he has been filming. He has always
been a. free lance ; he prefers it.

In A Alan's Shadow," he told me, " I break out into villainy 1 have done
{Continued o- Pnez 60
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.« IitirpducinS .

Mary VickturJ make. welcome reivjoi iu the .ilver-.heet thi. BaM

with " Polly»nn»
" the .tory of • fjirl whose mias.on it it to om

fladnea. into the hearts of her fellow-creature.. Sound, an ideal role Ic

Mary, doeant it ? Thi. article tell, you all ahout the film.

All of us worth our salt have- somewhere, somehow. -

thing of the child about us, no matter how carefully m
choose to hide it. Mary Pickford is the incarnation ol

'something." As she trips across the screen, when hei

dilate with mischief or brim over with the ready, rleetin

of childhood (cloud-shadows upon a sunny lawn), she make;

us all children again with her. And that is no mean a

ment.
When " Little Mary " visited these shores last summei

of the earliest questions she asked was " Which of my nlms 1

being shown now ?
" When she was told, she exclaimed

one ! Why, that's old. 1 wish vou could see Pollyanna "

a wish that' was echoed bv film-lovers all over the country.

Now over a year after its completion. Pollyanna the ' Glad

Girl has come "at last, and the well-beloved little star g

yet 'one more of those child-characterisations by which sh

will ever be remembered.
The Pollyanna stories are widely known this side: there i

also a Pollyanna play ; but that, so far, hi lone only 1

America. The film. Pollvamto, with its fascinating blend <

comedy and sentimentality, treats of things as they .should be

and, nowadays, when so many things are decidedly wl

should not be, it is more than welcome.

Pollyanna Whither was just a little orphan girl whi

from the Ozark Mountains to live with her mother's

Auiu P Harrington, in a New England village Her

had been mis workers, and no richer than such worke

illy are; but Pollvanna s dad. before he died, taup

ay what lie called the (dad Came." which

making the best of things, and trying to make those arour

her i ime.

liden aunt she was the real thing, and wo

her hail I back from her forehead, in the v.

beloved of maiden aunts*, hated disorder, and muddy f<

pe< i of having an

old niece to live with her. Consequently, when

to-the-skin individual thing herself mud.:

mt Pollv's immaculate drawing ro

even into Aunt Pollv's immaculate silk lap, tl

was not exactly what the little ^irl had hoped foi

she mad.' an impression, but not i favourable one, an

as she afterwards did. to please her aunt her evel

,,1 fruitless rhe effect of Pollvanna - presence, «

ueerv optimism upon the rest of a somewhal bit-

community, was magical. The whole ol the village I

excludin) and d :<n to play I ollyaHIU

Glad " game ; a household full >( <> s
I
11" to sh*"

an orphan I mud a home and a f.uhei and a h.df-t<

en romance, in which the principals were \unt
1

and the village doctor, was revived, and ended ill

bells. Bui not bel I Ivanna .va.s seriously inW

whilst tr av« anothei child from the wheels of

iretl that she would never walk again .
*

then < ventv melted awa\ m tears

to I ,t. and her faith in the Milage do.toi the child-hera

finalh red, and as a surprise foi her, |ohn Pend et<

the rich man of the villa i
'"'' caused all t

uloptcd Jimm» Hcan. Poll' «
hoscn pl.iyma

. of healthy naughtinei about I ollyan

Pickford play; liei . die is not mawkishh angl

Ultl ,
, rub a little bin. k N>\ whit, and
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inous surprise pany. It was during the filming of the surprise party

irisode that Mary received a good, sound, old-fashioned spanking. It is not

ftery motion-picture company whose principal is severely chastised in their

Esence ; but this was part of the play, and after it was over, Katheiine

iillilh, the Aunt Polly whose role' called upon her to punish the small

koine, declared that the operation hurt her much mOre than it hurt Mary
rd.

Much care and thought went to this, Mary's first United Artists' pro-

tction, and no expense was spared to get everything just as it should be.

e whole company went to Independence, a small town in the Sierra Nevada
jbuntains some two hundred miles from

s. to make the New England scenes.

ice there, it was impossible to find a

use suitable for the home of Aunt
lly, so Mary Pickford promptly ordered
- to be built. This was done ; and,

nigh it consisted of only half a roof,

Mnt, back, and one side, it cost ten

tpusand dollars.

For the Country Fair scenes, Paul

Bwell, wdio directed, required three to

fjir hundred people, and as the whole
siength of the company was about fifty,

J> decided to call in outside assistance.

K advertised the fact that the Pickford

«mpany would hold an old-time country
r on a certain date, and that anyone
do wished to attend might do so, and
\iuld be paid for their services. From
piles around people came, and brought
w?ir children ; and as there was no lack

<J " types " from which to select, the

wair was a great success.

[Two cameras were used for the filming

cPollvamia, and many thousands of feet,

a film were shot, out of which the 6000
ft which go to the usual six-reeler

\jre finally selected.

The other players who support Mary
me been carefully chosen. Howard
illston plays " Jimmie Bean,"
ulyanna's boy playmate. He

If; been in pictures for some
tree vears, but this is his

fi:t appearance opposite the

fcrld's Sweetheart. He is

It fifteen.

Catherine Griffith, who
I
vs " Aunt Polly," is well

Sjnwn for both stage and
fin work. She was the school

-

ivtressin The Little Princess,

a I is the mother of Gordon

Pollyanna receives

an old-fashioned

spanking.

i>l Tarzan fame.
(" Dr. Chilton ")

in the Biograph
Griffith, and has

appeared many times in " Little

Mary's " films. Others in the cast

are William Courtleigh and Helen
Jerome Eddy. As to " Pollyanna

"

herself, whose unusual and uncon-
scious philosophy wins her so many
friends, Mary Pickford devoted a
lot of time and thought to the role.

Mary is known to be very fond of

children : one of the biggest in-

terests in her life is the Los Angeles
Orphan Asylum, for which she has
done so much, and which has
figured in more than one of her
screen-plays, notably Stella Maris.
She has been known, too, to leave

a rehearsal, or even the filming of

a scene, if she heard that a child

was waiting outside to see

her.

She declares that " Polly-

anna " is the best child

part she has as yet acted :

it is the latest of a long list

which begins with the little

blind child in A Good Little

Devil, and proceeds via
" Rags," that gallant little

trousered morsel with doubled-
up fists, and tousled hair

sticking up for all the world
like the fur of an angry
kitten ;

" Rebecca " (of Sunny
Nook Farm), The Foundling
(which Mary wrote herself),

The Poor Little Rich Girl, A
Little Princess, " Unity " (in

Stella Maris), and, to my mind, her best, her " Judy," in Daddy
Long-L.egs.

For more than seven years (a long time in an industry where
new stars arise overnight) Mary Pickford has kept her place as

the First Lady of Films; and as a, portrayer of a certain screen

type she is unequalled still.

It is not her loveliness alone—she does not hesitate to transform
herself as far as possible into the plainest of plain little mortals,,

should her part demand it. Her art is difficult to analyse : it

consists of equal parts of technique and personality ; it is broad
enough to well-nigh dispense with sub-titles ; and its appeal is

universal.

first, last, and all the time, " Little Mary " is the eternal

child. She is a Peter Fan in real life, and so long as she hears

the call of the kinema Marv will never grow up,
J M.
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Peeps Behind |
the Screen.

Things look very different when
you see them in the studio.Ipart of picture work

is thai portion which is enshrouded in

i the avi

to or a trip

behind the pii ture studio,
unless he the money very badly, he
would prompt

|; i ter.

A few ye.ii-. ago, there were man)
guard -s about picture work; now.

•rsUin

Wanda llawley "all at sea." The scene represe*

the interior of a yacht, and the floor is on

to give the effect oj WW
through the medium of the picture mag
zir.es, Wry lew illusions are left V
particularly good acrobatic "stunt"
formed, blase picture audiences are SIR
it is all a trick. Manv tinus il

risked his or he:

is one \\ dd " stunt " in a

banks picture that aroused all sorts ol

lation " Doug," as everyone km .

fewer doubles than anyone in the

consequence, he hurt ins hand badl\
weeks ago, and < a used all sorts >A

losses out at Ins studio. Well, this

Doug's " had even the most so] I

picturegoers guess
the side of the wall, along the ccihnj

down on the other side ' K\ei\
prised, thrilled, amused, and then

puzzled. How was it done • Tin

pulled ott by means of a

device that turned the room about in th

air To get the pi

grapher had the camera strapped t<

and was fastened to the side of the re\

room so that HE went around with it !

In one of Wanda Haw ley's pictures ever
was thrilled at the reahstu nil.

the ya< lit W hv not It was on
that gave a genuine sea-going lurch I

cabin.

During the war. an American firm put d

a picture m which aeroplanes played
ant part Hut it was not

the genuine article 1-mally. lie w

tamed, photographed on i i suit

film, then on the other, and the el

aeroplanes added much to the picl

In one American picture aw English tel

phone instrument was used which
mm h from the one employed in the St

just as the sei vice d \ lad\

amused (and edified') the audieiue !

nouncing I picture was n ally

abroad Look at the English telej hi

ha\ e been ai ross, and 1 km A * •

to thi • 'in ot aiu stndi

ha\ e con\ im ed hei that tin

all tiades particularly in the movn
ture busim ss

h — „ i
. ..
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MORENO
FROM

MADRID
lit name in full is Antonio Garrido Monteagudo
loreno. but to thousands of bis admirers he is

nown as "Tony,' (or bis fascinating personality

> familiar to picturegoers all the world over.

was in the great bull-ring of Madrid,
1 listening to the cheers of the multitudes
js Moreno the fearless, famed for his exploits

iroughout the length and breadth of the land,

nee more proved his prowess at the century-old
anflict between man and beast.

Nobles and peasants alike were one in the
orship of their idol. Ladies of high degree, their

inguorous charms made all the more provocative by
lie coquettish drapery of the mantilla, were flinging

leir jewels and flowers in the ring as Moreno, hand-
Dmest matador in all Spain, bowed in acknowledgment
if the plaudits that were being showered upon him.
" Say, lady, did'ja want Union Square ? " And as

lost unromantic evidence that modern San Francisco,

nd not old-world Madrid, was my present environment, the voice of

le street -car conductor shattered to bits my romantic dreaming,
ntonio Moreno, as he might have been, as I was convinced he
lould have been, was, alas ! no more.
Slightly dazed by my flight into the realms of

jincy, I descended from the car, and entering
le crowded lobby of the

' t. Francis, found myself jaap rfi

reeted by the man who is

died the most picturesque
jrsonality of the screen

—

ntonio Garrido Monteagudo
oreno.

It is not necessary to be
bull-fighter of old Madrid

i call forth the admiration
i one's fellow-creatures. I

>on discovered that. True,
le members of the fair sex
resent were not showering their

amonds and pearls at Tony Moreno's
nmaculately shod feet ; but there is such

. thing as the homage of the eyes. That
ley were bestowing upon him.
nd the men—to them his magni-
oent physique and his air of • -r-

ct good-fellowship made t.^eir

stant appeal. Some, perhaps, did

3t recognise him as one of the
ost popular stars of the pictured
rama ; but all were quick to show
Y their appreciative glances that
sre was a man most undeniably
tted by Fortune for the colourful
iterprises of adventure and ro-

ance.

In a quiet corner of the St.

rands' tea-room, I made Antonio
oreno laugh when I said that 1
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had dreamed about him in the street-car. But when I recounted my
expeiience in detail, a look of apprehension crept over his handsome
features.

For the land's sale-," he said, " don't tell me you're one of those wise

guys with a scenario in your pocket. Why. I get an average of ninety-

six scenarios a day— and they're all like your dream Every writer in

the United States, and some outside, seem unable to visualise me as any-
thing but a bull-fighter."

Well, you must blame your looks and your nationality for that," 1

replied.
" Hut a Spaniard isn't necessarily a matador,'' said Tony, with an

aggrieved air. "It's a specialised profession— sort of runs in families.

If I'd stayed in Spain I don't suppose I should have been one.s why
wish it on to me now I've gone to all the extra trouble of discovering

America ?
"

"
I was about to question you regarding that exploit of your early

life," 1 prompted. " You are Christopher Columbus the Second }

"

".So they call me. Hut I guess lots of my fellow-countrymen deserve the

title To Spaniards, the Western hemisphere has always held the promise
of good fortune. To-day it lures the Latin temperament just as in

wildly thrilling times of the bold, bad buccaneers I was a bit of an oul

myself when I was a you:

you know," and Tony smiled at me
mischievously and reminiscently.

There is a moment in the progress

of an interview which, treated

rightly, certainly leads to editorial

congratulation. Some stars will talk

and some won't, but who amongst!

the starriest of them can refust

to tell you the adventures ol

their 'hildhood ? It isn't humar
nauire to refrain from falling intc

this trap.

"I'd like to hear about when yoi

were a little boy," I said. And 1

settled myself comfortably in m\
chintz - cushioned chair, mentalh
cleared my memory for action, and—
listened.

" I t>elieve my very early youth,

started Tony, " gave evidence o !

touching infantile piety Am
my mother—bless her dear, tr

heart ! — decided that when 1 wa
older 1 should enter the Churcl

father, you know, was a soldier, an< '

although I was Ixirn in Madrid, w
soon after moved to CampamenK
close to Gibraltar, in order to !>•

the garrison.

Campamento— ah ' Talk c
J

romance ' My memory of it mak<
i

it seem the most romantic spot

the world. Hut 1 was not content*

with its beauties when I was a bo> I

1 used to spend hours stretched Oi
j

on the green hillside behind tr

town, kicking my bare brown Hee |

in the air, and resiling agaii

discipline, the ordered tenor of m
life Not reading—but ponder
my mind the stories 1 had hear

from the old men of the

stones of the days when my am i

sailed the Spanish Main, manm
tli- ships of plunder and re\

and snatched what they desire<

the lap of Fate herself, regardless < I

the consequences Then there we
the early Spanish Colonists ; mo
law abiding, but still adventure
enough, in all conscience. I

that California and South An
had been brought into being 111

their daring I used to crave,

all a Uiys inarticulate longing, f
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Asa serial star he has performed

many "stunts."

t; freedom which would give me a chance to follow their footsteps."

.A moment's silence—then Tony came down to earth. Yes, he has
lire abandon than the colder Northerner ; tells you his thoughts
Bire easily.

I' And there were up-to-date stories in plenty, too, you can guess,

lere were men I knew back from America who were possessors of

vtold wealth in my childish eyes. I would go as well, I told my
r. ther. But she would shake her head and smile. ' My son, some
Iff you will be a priest,' she would say.

' Well, my father died when I was ten. The padre took charge of

a. I became an altar-boy. But one ill-fated day, when I was per-

f ming the acolyte's duties at a wedding, all the original sin in my
:ure welled up. The bridal party were scattering pennies, as was
t| custom, you know, at the feet of the people in the street. Wicked
ole materialist that I was, I rushed forth in cassock and smock, and
"led myself into the fight for filthy lucre.

I' Well, that was the end of it. And, sad to say, I was unrepentant.
Cwinced at last that I was just a very human youngster and not an
a;el in disguise, my mother, when I was fifteen, allowed me to set

. for America in charge of a man we knew who was returning to his

biiness in New York. On the boat I met an American actress, Helen
Y.re. She was beautiful and kind, and, best of all, she spoke Spanish.
I was not long before I told her all my aims and aspirations ; but she
fj'ised me to do a thing I had never thought of before—go on the stage.

I was at an impressionable age, and it was easy for her to influence me.
I had chosen my confidante wisely. Her judgment was right. So

»:nl sighted the Statue of Liberty, I was ready to step off the ship with
ns formulated and a definite goal ahead. And here endeth the child-

lid of Antonio Moreno," said my companion, " and please may I have
fcpeond cup of tea ?

"

I You may have ten," I replied, "if the vintage inspires you to makeh interesting revelations. Now tell me about the stage and pictures."

i
Miss Ware helped me, and my theatrical career started with small

Mts. I played with many famous people—Mrs. Leslie Carter, Tyrone
liver, Constance Collier, and Wilton Lackaye. I went to school again
"I a while, too. But America was not living up to its reputation for

Venture. Maybe I should have gone West as a rancher or a ranger,
•(something equally wild and woolly, if the camera had not called me
w|i its promise of novelty and change. trsy^t^r^^i^an^csx
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?£
«*

.4 fcove ; A tttonio Moreno
at work in his garden.

Below : At play with his

favourite dog.

" Those were early picture-making days, you
know. I'm a member of the Old Guard—the
band of players who acted for the Yitagraph Com-
pany when the films were in their infamy. 1

played with all the famous beauties—the Talmadges,
Clara Kimball Young, Mabel Normand, Edith
Storey, the Gishes, and many others, for I was with Biograph. too.

1 was in a picture with Irene Castle, and in a serial with Pearl White,
The House of Hate ; but mostly I have been with Vitagraph since my
first one-reeler that was made at their studio."

Your serial days are over now, aren't they ?
" I queried.

Yes. And, gee ! I'm thankful, Serial-making isn't

my first five-reel

been lots of fun

honey Hut there's nothing like it for working up a big following
in the small towns ; and, after all, it is the small-town audience
that supports us in the long run. I was advised, by the men
who know, to stick to serials until I was well established ; I'm
glad I took their advice. I've just finished

feature. It's called Three Sevens, and it's

making it We went to Arizona for

some of the scenes, and a number of

them were made in the State
pnson."

" You're in I i isi o on
holida

l omm) M<

and myself. Wally Reid
was here nol long ago,

and got mixed up in

some awful storj con
ling egg throwing and

irate citizens, so I t mmy
and I thought it was up
to us to show the folks

thai ' some pei

I) respei table film

players."
I on) ll N 'Led a thorough

lx>v as he told me tins

Btorj I le and I nomas
M' ighan art greal fi iends,

( ontlnuril on pngt 60
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THE ART OF C
THE SUB-TITLE
iMiiiiiniiisai

Picturegoers of to-day who can recall the early

days of the kinema industry will retain memories
of the crude and ugly explanatory sub-titles that once

disfigured the silver-sheet. In those days the sub-title

was regarded as a necessary blemish on the face of

the film, and no attempt was made towards either

literary or artistic improvement.

The first sub-titles were set up by hand, celluloid

letters on a background of black velvet, and photo-

graphed with a plate camera. From the negative thus

,
obtained positive titles were printed, and these were

1 inserted in the film in the usual way. Most people
' who saw these titles on the screen believed, as many
picturegoers believe to-day, that the titles were printed

on magic-lantern slides, a film being stopped tem-
porarily whilst a title was shown. Actually sub-titles

are part and parcel of the film in which they appear,

and although the lettering seems to be stationary on
the screen, the film never stops running. Each sub-

title varies in length according to the number of words
it contains—three feet of film to each line of type
being the average.

In due course the celluloid titles were replaced by
printed title-cards ; then came hand-lettered cards and
the illustrated titles, forerunners of the art-titles seen

on the screen to-day.

Present-day titles are produced in various ways.
The general method is for these titles to be drawn by
an artist, who letters on the necessary wording. The
card is then hung up and photographed in the usual

way. Art-titles are also made by double-exposure
when the lettering is superimposed on photographs
of objets d'art or pretty scenes.

The illustrations on this page show a method of

obtaining distinctive sub-titles adopted recently by
the Selznick Company of America. Clay models are
used as illustrations, and the result when shown on
the screen is artistic in the extreme, the models bring-

ing out wonderful effects of lights and shadows.

i An artist at work on clay decorations

used as backgrounds for sub-titles.

Photographing one of the clay models,
lettering is photographed separately.

Above : The lettering ready to be photographed.

The film in the camera has been wound back for a
second exposure so that the lettering will be super-

imposed on the pictures of the clay model. On the

left is a picture of the completed sub-title as it

will appear on the screen.
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y®0

is the personification

of Luxury.

The heat in Hollywood was
grilling. Every set except

two on the Lasky lot was in use,

lights changed continually, the atmo-
sphere grew as fierv as the Titian locks

of the perfectly gowned woman standing
beside Sam Woods as he superintended
Gloria Swanson's umpteenth " close-up."

was getting tired of waiting for her.
" They are almost through," said a voice beside me.

" Come along to her dressing-room, won't you, and I'll

send for Sundaes all round."
" I guess I'll be glad to," I rejoined, following my

pilot thankfully.
Visions, vivid and colourful as the gorgeous Gloria

herself, rose before my slightly dazzled eyes of the

resplendent salon that should rightly belong
to the newest Paramount star— rose and
fell swiftly as I entered her sanctum.

It was cool in there, and redolent of

roses ; but of luxuriousness, never a hint.

There was nothing to suggest the expensive-
looking Gloria of the screen. Everything
was subdued, almost severe, but in the best

of good taste I noticed curtains of soft

tussore, writing materials on a smallish

table, two maids, a dresser, a tiny dog in a

basket. And then Gloria herself, a slight

figure of the woodlands, with red -brown
hair floating loosely about her face, stood

before me greeting me with the dignity of

an Empress
Take .1 good l""k at Gloria the (l\i>sv,"

came a pleasant voice from the door. "
l hat

was her finale vou just watched. So long.

I'm for something ti//v before we gel along
with tin is.- Society t.ikes ," Then, as Gloria

turned expei tantly towards turn. " Mis Glyn
will join you in about half an hour

;
she

isn't qi ite e.is\ ovei tli.it interior set, yet."

Gloria gazed into space with an absent.

loulful expression in hei .lark fringed blue
eyes, and I

J<
1 1 Satisfied that Sam \\. .nils'

advice was the goods Without K nl "K into
details, lei me state thai Gloria Swanson is

as beautiful as her name
They deftly removed makeup, costume

and et ceteras, and when a dark kimont
had veiled gleaming arms and shoulders
the Sundaes arrived ; and whilst her man
arranged her hair, I asked Gloria whether
her screen-work was still first with her, 01

whether husband, home, and baby ban

usurped its place.

I love my husband and my home," she replied

quietly (she speaks very quietly and calmly) ;
" anc

as for my little Gloria, I wish I could spend every moment
of the day beside her ; but I glory in my work
My girlhood's dream of becoming a star has been realised

I have Elinor Glyn for my friend. She's so wonderful
she has taught me so many things. I think I am a-*

keen as ever."
We had finished our Sundaes, and now she leaned had

in her chair and faced me, with the faint

engaging smile that seems a permanent par

of her expression. She's not easy to inter

view, ^he's very reserved
;

yet, all of .

minute, her mood will change, and thei

she's delightful to talk with, or listen to

Tor she's onlv twentv-two, owns to h:

attained her heart's desire, and is supreme!
conscious of her own importance.

They never believed I should sua
she said, dreamily ;

" but I knew. I alw.w

wanted dramatic roles I did so wish

was taller, so that I could look more tragi*

1 hated those Sennett bathing come
although 1 love swimming. I studied a

the time
; and when a chance came to g

to Triangle, at Culver City, I took it, eve

though it meant coing back to small pari

again. (I had l>ren featured in one I

two Sennett comedies, you know)."
"

I remember you in Teddy at the Hth

quite well," 1 interrupted " But I miss*

the Triangle films, except Smoke."
"

I was featured in that one, after I Bf

eo starred with William Desmond; and

became known as the first Sennett girl t

make good in drama. I believe' I set tl

fashion in it, as I've done in other thin)

since clothes and coiffures

Clothes mean so much to women,"
observed. " I wonder whether that is wl
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receive so many more letters from
stars ?

"

" Perhaps so. Clothes mean a lot to

me." She spoke very seriously. " When
I obtained my first good part, I just

didn't know how to dress it. I used to

follow the fashions—I've always loved
pretty things ; but I looked all wrong,
and I knew it. I felt that I wanted to

make myself over.
" I am not naturally impulsive ; but

one day I went to the Studio designer
and told her all my troubles : how dis-

couraged I felt, and all about it. It was
a strange thing for me to do.

" Do you know what she did ? I've never
forgotten it. She looked me over for quite a

while ; then she said ' You have personality,

but you lack distinction. Your clothes are
spoiling you. Take them off, child—hat, shoes,

and all ; and I'll show you what you ought to wear. You're difficult to dress ; but
if you keep to the line I shall give you, vou need never feel "all wrong" again.' She
altered my hair, it made me look taller, she gave me some advice which I followed
exactly. By the time I left Triangle for Lasky I had developed a passion for clothes

and a reputation for smart —fess rr
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Above : With Thomas Meighan in
" The Admirable Crichton."

attire.

" I was able to gratify it,

lor my roles called for wonder-
ful gowns, furs, and jewels

galore. I loved working with
De Mille in those four films

—

Don't Change Your Husband,
For Better for Worse, Why
Change Your Wife? and The
Admirable Crichton—for each
part seemed to give me more
:hances to act—not be just a
show-room model. In spite of

:he Don't Change Your Husband
:itle, I did change my coiffure

or every picture."
" And every girl in the

lounger Set felt called upon
o do the same," I assured her.

Then we talked of Gloria's

neeting and marrying Herbert
iombom, the millionaire head
)f Equity Films, and of how
iverybody thought she would
lesert Laskys. Of a girl on a
veil-known summer bathing
)each, who was called Gloria's
' double," whom she never
aw, because she and her hus-
>and were on a visit to New
(fork at the time of her dis-

overy, and whose name neither
»f us could remember. She
!ecalled her annoyance because
ertain reviewers devoted col-

imns to describing her clothes,

nd inches to criticising her
rork.

" Then I was ' Ruth,' the
ountry blacksmith's daughter
n Something to Think About,"
he said. " And, for once,
lobody wanted to copy my
lothes, and I had the grandest
haracter part. Until this one,

it was my favourite. Elinor
ilyn wrote The Great Moment
specially for me : she saw me
whilst we were making Anatol,
nd we became friends imme-
iately."

Just then Elinor Glyn herself entered,
"th a smile, and a tap on the cheek

r^ss: 32

Elinor Glyn, Gloria Swanson,
*"-•. and Jesse Lasky.

Whether she wears Oriental

or Occidental dresses,

Gloria is always gorgeous.

for Gloria, and a few
words for me whilst she
prepared for departure.
She is quite won-

derful : exactly like

the people in her own
novels, and exquisitely

dressed, always. She
declared herself pleased
with the way her in-

structions had been
followed—for she was
making a special point

of insisting that this,

. should be free from

/

" Clothes mean a lot to me,"
says Gloria Swanson. " When
J obtained my first good
part I did not know how
to dress tt." Take a
look at her now.

\ her first photoplay
*. . . the errors so noticeable in most American
"^"

\ picturisations of Society, with a capital S.

'^ **"*" Neither money nor trouble had been

4 spared to make the interiors just right.

Mrs. Glyn's vivid and' dynamic personality

is in complete contrast to Gloria's, who sat

looking not so much at us as through us,

in that intent fashion of hers, and who
admitted that her thoughts were far away.

Elinor Glyn contemplates supervising

another screen version of the immortal
Three Weeks, which has already been
filmed twice. (I didn't tell her that I've

never read it.) Directly she had gone,

the room was invaded by Claire West,
the eminent Famous designer, and a con-

signment of new sartorial glories in

which Gloria was to be photographed.
As further conversation with her

seemed impossible, I obtained

\ Gloria's promise to let me
\^->^ have copies of the photos,

sent my love to her tiny

daughter, and retraced

my steps across the

I now deserted studio.

»!«« V UC.I\

\
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Percy Marni.mt » name is aitolber aJJitt.'ii lo

the long lint of British players wku have attained

stardom in American picture). He ia a recruit

iron) the legitimate stage, but .he like* the

movies heat.

It
took me nine
years to achieve

Percy
Marmont,
Mountain

eering

the position of a feat-

ured player," said

Percy Marmont.
I pinched myself to

make sure that I was
awake. For in the kinema

business stars are made over-

night, and nine years ago we
were in the movie middle ages.

That was on the English legitimate

stage," continued Percy Marmont, and I breathed again.
" Also, I began at the very bottom of the ladder."

We sat in the library of Percy Marmont's beautiful home
at Long Island, New York. Marmont has discovered

America, and he means to settle there for life. But, barring

a taste for ice-water, he is still British to the backbone.

Said Pen v Marmont :
" I started my theatrical career by

rurining away from home to join a touring company that was
playing " A Tale of Two Cities." I was still in my 'teens at

the time, and my first part, a very small one, was to portray

a young French aristocrat on his way to the scaffold.
" Afterwards I was fortunate enough to obtain engage-

ments with Beveral first-class companies. I played with
Sir Herbert Tree, Sir George Alexander and Cyril Maude,
before joining 1 1 1« - Liverpool Repertory Theatre, where I was
featured in a series of plays by Shaw, Barrie and Galsworthy.

\lter three years of the Repertory Theatre, I started on
a world tow with my own company. I toured Australia

and Africa, and was on my way home via the United

when a visit to a friend who was working at

the famous Players' Studio changed the whole course of

my < ai
' Whilst in America I had played in a film version of

The Monk and the Woman, and had taken a fancy to screen

work. So when I was asked to play opposite Elsie Ferguson
m h<i lust picture, Ro oj tht World, I accepted the en-

gagement. Other Btage and screen engagements kept me
in America i"i the next eighteen months, and afterwards

I made 11)1 miv mind to remain in this country and devote
i to the movit •

Foi which picturegoers are duly grateful. You have
supported a numbei of famous stars, haven't you?"

" Yes. I played opposite Vlice foyce in f<>ui successive

productions, Slaves oj Pride, I h, i oj Durand,
1 hi 11 inchester Woman, and The Sj. • Then

I played with < orinne Griffith in The ( limbers, with Billie

Burke m Pi enctf.Noi ma I almadge in I

Branded H Marguerite ( lark in Thret Men and a

Girl, Alice Brady in Flu Indestructible Wife, and Geraldine

Farrar in The Turi

the Wheel.
" Recently I have

been co - starred
with Catherine
Calvert in Dead
Men Tell No >

Tales, a film ver-

sion of the novel
by A. E.W. Hor-
nung, and with
Corinne Griffith

in The Co - Re-
spondent. That's
my career, in

brief."

"It's not enough,"
I told him. " Please
tell me some more."

" Well, let's dis-

cuss a more interest-

ing subject than self,"

said Percy Marmont.
" Costume dramas, for

instance. One of the out-

standing features of interest

m the motion picture art this

year will be the lifting of the taboo against the costume drama
Since the early days, when a full one-reel storv was a notable

achievement, producers and stars have refused to pietunse

any story wherein the characters wore costumes other than

those of the present day. Exhibitors in America and
England insisted that the theatre-going public was not inter

ested in a costume story, and the producer believed them

—

as the producer is always ready to believe the exhibitor, since

he is nearer to the motion-picture public and since it is he,

after all, who buys the producer's wares—and the conse-

quence was that we had missed seeing film versions of many
of the world's greatest stories. For several years now,

however, the observant picturegoer could see the forecast

of the coming of the costume picture in the numerous
incidents of this description which were injected into the

most modern stories. I, for one. am very happy to note the

present trend, and I am very anxious to participate ill

speeding the coming of the costume photoplay.
Above all tilings, however, the costume photo;

must have a story, and therein lies the reason whv so

many of this class of pictures have failed heretofore. Pro-

ducer, writer, director, stai and the supporting cast have

lined In placing too much emphasis on the costume

and too little on the drama, so that the average rostunu

WUk
Bittit

llurkt.
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drama came to be more of a style exposition

than a story—and therein lay its fatal

weakness. The story that is being flashed

on the screen must hold the audience,

rrespective of the clothes worn by the

;haracters in the tale ; if we can only

emember this, we have made a great

tep forward and can lift the taboo freely

md without restraint.
"

I presume that the success of such

nctures as Douglas Fairbanks' latest, The

Mark of Zorro, William Farnum's 7/ I

Vere King, and Passion, will greatly en-

ourage producers to further experimen-

ation in the costume photoplay, and we
11 know of the coming of such other

pectacular pictures as The Queen of Sheba,

nd the numerous foreign photoplays

,-hich will find their way here now that
yassion has set the pace.
" On the speaking stage the taboo agains£\

he costume drama has not been

uite so strong as in the films

—

hakespearean revivals have been

equent matters ; and, of course,

e are all so used to seeing costumes

i musical comedies that even in a

:raight play they do not attract

uite so much of our attention. In

the characters all wore costumes other
than those of modern days. For ex-

ample, in Away Goes Prudence, the recent

Billie Burke production, which was.

a

story of New York in 1920, there was
interposed a mediaeval scene clothed in

the truest Gothic style, and with all the

characters wearing costumes of the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries. Similarly,

in The Vengeance of Durand, the first

picture I made with Miss Joyce', there

was a costume scene which was injected

into the story as a garden fete.
" My own interest in the costume

photo-drama has been largely rekindled
by my recent reading of a classical,

poetic drama, ' Caius Gracchus,' laid in

Rome, 20 B.C., which tells the story of

this famous leader of the people in their

fight for freedom. It is a remarkable
story, and when it was broached to me

that this play might be put into

film form, I was overjoyed at the
invitation to appear in the title-role.

This may sound like a costume pic-

ture, with a vengeance—going back,
as it does, some two thousand years

—

but it brings out my point, and that
is that the popularity of the costume
drama need never be feared so long
as there is real drama in it.

" I remember talking with Arthur
Hopkins, the well-known American
theatrical producer, on just this

same point, and discussing the
universal appeal which made his

production of ' The Jest.' Mr.

" Costume dramas are

coming into favour
again," declares Percy

Marmont.

Vith

\!orma

Talmadge

e course of my own career on the English
ige, costume pieces came frequently. ' A
ile of Two Cities,' which was my first play,
of course, a costume piece, and the last

mmm••^™
ing I did in England was ' The Twelfth
'ght,' in which I played the Jester in the Shakespearean
rcentenary Celebration. The last real play which I did

1 England was ' London Pride,' in which I played the
rt of a coster.
" Coming to my own film experience—-here again my

l;>t venture was in a costume piece, entitled The Monk
i'i the Woman, in which I was starred in the role of the
ynk by the Williamson Brothers, the well-known Austra-
Hn theatrical impresarios. The piece was laid in mediaeval
1; gland.

' My second picture was another costume piece, in the
utter of speaking, since it represented the Zulu uprising
qabout forty years ago, and was made by me while I was
4 ring Africa with my theatrical company.

' Coming down to more recent times, I have found
t in a number of even the most modern pictures in

v ich I have had the good fortune to participate, the
sectors have placed interposes or flash-backs in which

Hopkins illustrated this same point which I have been trying
to make by pointing out to me that not one of the male
characters in ' The Jest ' ever wore a hat, whether the scene
was in the street or indoors. This, he told me, was because
the hats of that time were so flambuoyant that they would
have attracted the attention of the audience, and thus dis-

tracted them from the story of the play itself.

I could talk by columns in enumerating the modern
pictures which have costume interposes in them.
But I am sure you must be tired of listening. Do I

bore you ?
"

" Certainly not. What you have said about costume
dramas will interest British picturegoers immensely. They
are tired of having their likes and dislikes misrepresented
by people who say they know what the public wants."

Well, pass along the good news that the costume drama
is coming into its own again," said Percy Marmont. And I

have. G. L.
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Mary Miles Minter commenced her theatrical career as a child actress on the

legitimate stage, supporting Nat Goodwin, Mrs. Fiske, Berta Kalich and

Dustin Farnum. Then she came to the silver-sheet and won instantaneous success.

Although she is only just nineteen, she has amassed a huge fortune by her picture-work.
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Richard Barthelmess made the biggest hit of his screen career in " Broken

Blossoms." He has appeared in many successful pictures, and amongst the

stars he has supported are Marguerite Clark, Nazimova, Lillian and Dorothy Gish,

and the late Clarine Seymour. He is married to Mary Hay.
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Once upon a time William Russell was a screen villain, but he repented, and

nowadays he is seen only in heroic r6les. " Big Bill," as his friends call him,

stands 6 ft. 2 in. high, but he is a very shy giant, and spends much of his time

in dodging interviewers.
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Ethel Clayton has been a favourite with picturegoers for ten years. Some of

her best -known pictures are " Pettigrew's Girl," "Maggie Pepper," "A
Sporting Chance," " More Deadly than the Male," " The Thirteenth Commandment "

and " Young Mrs. Winthrop." She has red-gold hair and grey eyes.
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Larry Semon has been making people laugh most of his life, for he was a news-

paper caricaturist before he became a film comedian. The picture above

shows you the real Larry— a serious-minded young man on the right side of thirty,

who has £720,000 a year to spend in his spare time.
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Abooz : Marguerite Clark'* black-

and-silver evening gown.

Right : Bebe Daniel* in a dainty negligee.
\
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When Constance

list <m > i '< >

nity [John H
lay), she finds thai

he .

' her

aunt But Constance

r, fust - to be baffled, and

succeeds in matrying of} the

aunt to an elderly professor.
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THOSE COWLESS COWBOYS

GRACE'K/NGSLEY

Oh, those cowless cowboys of the

motion pictures ! Those guys
that go 'round all dolled up like a

merry-go-round in the cowboy scenery
but who never seem to have any work to do !

Pictures are so educational, aren't they ? You know,
I always used to think in my artless Japanese way that
cowboys really were on speaking terms with cows—that
they were a bunch of hard-working guys that got up
early in the morning, worked hard all day at cow-
punching, and played cards at night for relaxation,

drinking liquor, if any But now I know differently.

Cowboys probably wouldn't know a cow if they met
one in the lane. Cowboys never work. They don't have
time. The hero keeps 'em too busy.

And how sympathetic and interested they always are

in the hero's affairs ! We wish sometimes when we are

in trouble and things go wrong with us that we had a
flock of sympathetic folks as devoted and helpful to us

as that gang of cowboys always is to the hero. Take a
William Russell picture I saw not long ago, for instance ;

when the boss of a mining engineer refused to give the
hero more salary, the cowboys

tied him up, gagged

theAn amusing article introducing

vexed question : " where do the cows

go when it * M ovie-time ?"

and bound him, and made him come
through. Snappy service, I'll say !

But when the hero's girl gets lost or

kidnapped—oh, boy ! That's when the

cowboys have a chance to show the stuff they are made
of. They never seem to have a girl of their own. They
couldn't ! They're too busy looking after the hero's girl,

for she has a natural genius for getting into trouble.

And even if a cowboy gets him a girl —in a dance hall, or

some place like that— it always turns out she's really the

hero's girl, and he has to give her back to ram. That's

how it was in a recent Tom Mix picture Even after the

cow hoy had rescued Tom's girl from a burning building,

he never even got to hold her hand.
Yes'r, heroism, not work, is the cowboy's life-job. I

saw a bunch of cowboys at a round-up of cattle, all fitted

up with lariats and things, in a Bill Farnum picture the

other day, and I thought to myself, they really are going

to work tins time. Next minute, though, along came
the hero aiid told the boys his girl had been stolen and
his bank robbed, and- whoopee ! off they rode. Those
cows could go jump in the lake for all they cared. That
ranch owner could just go whistle for his cattle. I won-
dered why he kept on paying the cowboys, but he did,

[Continued on pogt 58
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Chapter I.

If
you had wanted to

see Enoch Jones, of

the Jones Jug Company,
,
you would have needed to go along Broadway

; as far as Something-Ninth Street, turn left, turn
! right, pass one milestone by a hundred yards,

turn into a red doorway, go up four flights,

knock at the third door, and enter. That
you would have to do if you wanted to see

Enoch Jones. And then you couldn't. Not
' for dust.

Enoch had been in business for thirty years.

«
Jugs. Jones's Jugs. Famous thirty years before.

Forgotten now. Whether the business collected

jdust because the jugs were forgotten, or whether
ithe jugs were forgotten because the business

collected dust, are matters which may never be
satisfactorily settled. It suffices to say that
the business had collected dust, that
dust was upon its desk, its director,

([its ledgers and its staff, and that

every client sneezed.

Sylvester Tibbie sneezed. But he
: was not a client. He sneezed,

removed his hat, smiled, looked
around, and asked for Uncle
Enoch. Uncle Enoch came up
Trom under the dust and asked

; whom it might be.

Sylvester said it might be
George Washington. But it

wasn't. It was Nephew-
Sylvester. Also, it was warm,

i Could he have a seat ?

Uncle Enoch's brow lined,

and the tips of his fingers rested

upon his lips. Puzzled, he asked
Hvhat Nephew Sylvester was

• there for. Nephew Sylvester
Isaid—Work ! Could he have a
seat ? Uncle Enoch pushed a chair
forward. Nephew. Sylvester blew the
jdust from it and sat upon it.

" Well ?
" said Enoch. " You want work,

jSylvester ?
"

" Call me ' Ves,' " smiled the nephew. " Most
people do. Yes. I want work. In fact, I'm going to
have it. Right here—in your office. Get me, uncle ?

"

The old man considered.
" I—er— I can't pay you a lot," he ventured.
" Don't expect a lot, uncle," laughed Ves. ' That

can come later when the business flourishes."
" When the business flourishes !

" gasped the old man.
What do you mean ? We've been established here

" I know," Ves broke in. " All the same, there aren't
•is many Jones Jugs on the market as there might be.

See ? I've been looking at 'em. There's no jugs in the
world like 'em. Got your own clay-pit, haven't you ?

That's what does it. The best clay in the universe.
With jugs like you've got you ought to be making a
million a minute. Something's wrong, undo—and it's up

1/ JOHN
FLEMING

Narrated by permission (rom the Paramount Art-

cralt picture, baaed on the story by Henry

Payson Dowst.

to me to make that something fight."
" Sir !

" roared Enoch, leaping from
his chair. " You are an impertinent puppy !

"

Sure thing !
" agreed Ves. " How much a

week ? Remember, I'm your nephew, and you're
my only relative. If you do not employ me I

starve. Uncle Enoch—be merciful. How much
a week ?

"

" I—er—eight dollars !
" offered Enoch.

" What could be better ?
" laughed Ves.

With great skill he threw his hat across the
room, watched it settle on the hat peg, then
turned and opened the window.

" I say . . .
" protested Enoch.

Ves reached a broom from the corner of the
room, commenced at one end of the office carpet
and proceeded to expel the dust.

" I say !
" bawled Enoch. " You mustn't do

that."

" Listen here, uncle,'" said the smiling

Ves, pausing in his labours ;
" you sit

before I bfte you. I've got

harp teeth."

as he proceeded to clear the
ce dust out through the office

indow, he added :

" Got to get rid of this sediment
before we can see if the ship's float-

ing or sinking, uncle. Got to do
something. Mustn't let the old

ship sink. That would mean a
loss of eight dollars per week to

me, and I couldn't afford that,

uncle—straight, I couldn't.''

Fuming, the old man crossed

the room and dragged his

nephew's hat from the peg.
" Young man," he said, " you've

got the wrong idea. Because 1

pay you eight dollars a week
doesn't mean you're to come in

and run the place. I'm boss here.

You've forgotten. Take your hat

—

you're fired." Whistling a lively air,

the voung man put aside the brush, took

his hat and walked to the door.

Uncle."
" Well—what is it ?

" I'll be back in the morning. I'll start at nine o'clock."

He was, and he did. Ves Tibbie was there at nine

o'clock every morning, and every day, with the regularity

of clock-work. He was " fired " by Uncle Enoch. But
what did it matter, so long as he was there every morn-
ing at nine o'clock ?

" It pleases the old man," Ves explained to the head
clerk as he was dismissed for the seventy-second time.
" And it does me no harm It's all in the programme.
Gone to-day and here to-morrow !

And he went out and round to the Crystal Cabaret,

Chapter II.

The Crystal Cabaret was the surprise of Ves Tibbie's life.

He had never been there before Me had never seen
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He's been pestering me all night.

Ves and Junie
rehearsed their

dance.

anything like it. There
was nothing like it

back home in Tibbles-

ville. There was nothing
like it anywhere, so far as

Ves knew. To think that he had
been three weeks in New York and

had never seen the place.

In the Crystal Cabaret events moved
rapidly. No sooner had Ves taken a

seat than the prettiest little girl in the
whole wide world—quoting Ves—came
and sat down beside him and gazed into

his eyes with terror in hers—or so it

seemed. She looked like a cabaret
dancer. She was one. Junie Budd was
her name— or it's good enough.

Talk to me—talk !

" she begged,
laying a trembling hand on his arm.
Talk to me like you know me. ^Hiick !

Now !

"

W liv, yes ..." gasped Yes.,

in amazement. " Yes. What . .

P!>\ is.mt evening, isn't it ? Warm
Nice and warm. Not too warm."
A dark man. a heavy bulk of a

man. not at all a m< e SOI t of a

man. hovered near

Mamie sent her love," laughed
lit t le | unie " And Joe s.i\ s

von \ e just got to i ome around
tin -

1 \ ening joon .1- my dam ing's

'loin- He wants to show you
the other things

this heavy fellow.

I
"

" Oh, yes, delighted," laughed Ves, suddenly, " on
"

to the game and playing up. " I'll be round with you.
Good old Joe ! Not seen him in a year."
But the heavy man still hovered. Then, removing

Yes's hat from the chair and placing it upon the floor,

he sat beside Junie and took her hand.
" Little one " he began.
But he never finished. The fight lasted three secondb,

and it was no fight. One chair was shattered to fire-

wood, one man was shattered pretty near as badly, one
man had a bruised fist. The first man was a dark and
heavy man, not at all a nice sort of a man. The other
man was Yes.

When the not-at-all-a-nice-sort-of-a-man had been
shown the door, and when order was restored, Junie
tried to put her gratitude into words.
"It was real good of you," she said.
" It was nothing of the sort," smiled Yes.

Yes, it was," said Junie. " You're a real sport

1) you know—you're a regular hero."
Hush !

" laughed Ves. " Don't let em hear
or they'll get my photos in the paper, and then they'll

be sending for me from Europe to go back and take the

throne again."

Junie smiled. Across the floor a band struck up. and
the feet of Ves were tap-tap-tapping.

" You dance ?
" asked Junie.

" When there's music around, I just can't help it,

said Ves. " Though I don't know how, I've got u

admit."
" Come on—let's dance," said Junie.
So they stepped out on to the floor and they danced
The narrow eyes of the proprietor of the Crystal

Cabaret became round for once. Diners stopped dining

Lookers • on looked or

Hebe Dantels
as

"Junie.'

ought to train. Will you ?

er— I—er

—

Ik

What other
bewildered \

Plav up

began the

thewhispered
girl, nervously

.

1 here - no
other thing- I here 1 no |"<- .^^i

no Mamie But make believe

there is, I'm trying to plav ofl

keener than ever. Thi;

raw youth, this lll-di

son of a small town, whi

had the scent of the hay
^W fields about him, and tin

T^ deportment of a plough
horse—this greenhorn, he

different. Untutored, crude, but

most decidedly different, Some
thing fresh. Novel.

Young man." said Junie, " you r<

a discover) ' You ought to train W il

you train ; Did you see the people staring

rhcre's a fortune in your feet. You realh

do Yes tloun

Listen,

minutes

Well-
dered.

I'll show you," said Junie.

next number's m\ last In ten

through. Where do you stay ?

Vis told her

My home's not three streets fan

there.'' said Junie. " We'll walk I10111

together and talk it ovei
And they did They walked hom

together. Right home Mrs Bud
was more delighted than you
magine to see " Mr. Vestibule

and she played the piain

for two hours or nior

while Junie taught the mi

young man the steps u

and down the pa

1 .11 pet.
" You're great ' sh<

when the two hours endei

Really, 1 mean 1. 1

a fortune in your feet,

you'll take it up. W I..

do you think. Ma ?
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Ma thought so. Most
Jecidedly.

So they talked it over.

\nd the end of it was that Ma got a new
>oarder, and Junie and Ves practised B^V
iver the steps for two hours every

light, and tried out a dance that was
o stagger New York when it was put on.

By day, of course, Ves continued to be dismissed

rom the office of Jones's Jugs. Also he continued '

jo clear out,the dust, and tried hard to nail fresh methods
n the desk. It was hard work. He was " fired " twice

r installing a typewriter, but slowly—very slowly

—

is methods settled down. It was not a revolution. It

»as onlv the thin end of the wedge. But Ves was satis-

ed with so much for a start.

Oh, and yes !—we were forgetting—Mr. Ves Tibbie >

nd Miss Junie Budd were engaged to be married.

Chapter III.

'here was no doubt that events moved swiftly at the

rvstal Cabaret. The new dance was put on, and the proprietor

f the Garden of Roses was there to see. The Garden of Roses
tas " it " in New York cabarets—the best, the greatest. It

atered for the best and the greatest and it gave the best and
he greatest. When the proprietor saw the new dance at the

rystal Cabaret he decided that the new dancers were the best

nd the greatest, and that the Garden of Roses must have
hem. So he offered them five hundred a week, and they
jccepted. In two nights the whole of New York's smart set

.as talking of Pierre and Junie. They were the sensation.

,ike the Garden of Roses itself, they were " it."

When their dance was over on the first night, the
Garden's proprietor came to them and said :

"There's Hawkins, the jug manufacturer, and a party
ver there. He's a regular patron of mine. He wants
o meet the new dancers."
Hawkins ! The jug manufacturer ! Ves opened his

yes in surprise. Of course, he had heard of Hawkins.
V'ho hadn't ? Or, at least, who hadn't
eard of Hawkins' Jugs ? They were
ght up at top—right up where Jones's
ugs ought to have been. Hawkins'
ugs were not by half so good as Jones's
ugs, but they were so far ahead of their

vals that poor Uncle Enoch could not
ven see them in the distance. There
as no dust on the business of Hawkins.

ilis business was right up to
le minute.
" So he wants me to take
ou across and introduce you ;

"

Jded the king of the Garden of

.oses.

They went across.

Hawkins' daughter was • of
le party, and to
jer Junie talked.

L*)

f a

•'&$.

&S*.'

"Pierre," the

famous dancer.

39

T* '

1/

he Apache act

as tike talk of

e Cabaret.

\

^\

/ f

With Hawkins was a bright
youth who hoped to be the
jug manufacturer's son-in-

law some day. They talked
to " Pierre," and they had
as much idea that he was
" of " the firm of Jones's

J ugs as that he was Napoleon
Bonaparte. After awhile
the conversation turned on
jugs, and Pierre dropped out
of it—to listen.

" This stuff here," said

Hawkins to the bright young
k V

I

man, indicating a saucer,

-\ "—this is ours. See it ? See

^^^ that chip ? Too ' snappy.'
Cracks too soon — that's

what's wrong with it.

" If we had old Jones's clay
pit, we'd sweep the trade,"
said the bright young man.

" Just like he'd sweep the trade if he had our
business methods," said Hawkins. " It's a good
job for us the old man's dusty."
The bright young man laughed. Hawkins'

daughter asked some question about dancing, and
the conversation was switched to other matters.
When they were home that night, and after

Ma's congratulations had come to an end through
sheer lack of breath, Junie asked Ves :

" You'll be leaving the old jug office, now-, I

suppose ?
"

Ves shook his head. " No. I've got to stay on."
But, Ves—you can't work night and day."

" Got to," he said. " For a while, at any rate."
" Yes—but why ?

"
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" I've an idea," said Vcs, "that Hawkins and Co. are

out to bust up the poor old uncle. And the poor old

uncle hasn't ^ot to In- busted. I've got to show him
the error of his silly little ways He,'s got to stay the

course. After all . . ." he broke olt.

" Well ?
"

" Well . . . Uncle's not so dusty."
They all laughed, and then, Ma having discovered spare

breath, the congratulations started all over again.

Tin- next morning there was an extraordinary incident

at the now dustless offices of Jones's jugs. A plump and
well-fed individual wandered in and wanted to know where
old Jones was. " Out on business," said Ves

Ah and who are you ?
" asked tin.' individual.

Me —I'm the office boy," said Yes. " Who are you ?
"

" I'm the Middle-Western representative of the firm."
" Oh !

" Yes drew ott and stared hard at the other.
" Oh ! You are, are you ? Oh !

He turned away and opened a file.

Was it you who sent in this expense-sheet last week ?

You're right, son, beamed the individual.

Maybe,'' said Yc> ;
" but the expense-sheet isn't.''

" What are you getting at ?
"

' You were, according to the list, at Tibblesville on
June 4th," Yes went on, looking up at the individual.

The individual nodded
You stayed a night at the Haymakers' Hotel >

" Yes."
You had a dinner. It cost you five dollars. The whole

night cost you twenty."
What about it ?

Just this you couldn't get a five-dollar dinner at the

Haymakers', or any other place in the town. You couldn't

spend twenty dollars in a night at Tibblesville if yoxi

tried. Get me ? I don't say you've faked every item on
your expense-sheet. . .

."

The individual was purple and indignant
" Look here, son ; cut this out. This finishes you, I

reckon. The moment the old man gets back
When Uncle Jones returns, you'll not be here," said

Ves,' firmly. " D'you get that, also? You're fired!

See ? Fired ! The door's behind you. Good morning."
When Uncle Enoch returned lie, too, was purple and in-

dignant. "All travellers fake their expense-sheets, ' he roared.

Then we've got to get some that don't." said Ves.
" Listen here, young man," stormed Enoch,

thumping on the desk with his first ;

" this

must stop. Understand that plainly. Must
stop ! This interference. You've brought
your infernal typewriters into the place.

You've brought your infernal files and
systems. You've done pretty well
just as you've liked. But you
leave the staff alone. See ?

Leave
or—by
you '

as he pushed
old man
into a ch
" Thattrav
ler chappie
will be
ii.i 1

The lights were dimmed. Junie
and her new partner were to

take the floor. . . . "Look"'
cried Uncle Enoch, as he

caught sight' of Ves

"That young fellow

Who is he ? That
dan c in' fool

there ! "
A

V

must

this
after-

noon ask-

ing for his job.

It's up to you.

Give it or refuse it.

But if you give him his

job back—listen— I'll . . .

I'll tire myself! Do you get

that, Uncle ?
" *

Enoch stared. But he did
reply.

Now, there's another matter,"
went on. " I've been going over the

accounts. I don't know if you ever do it ; but
if you'd take a peep you'd get the heart-
ache. We're as near to ruin as Paris is to

France."
The old man flushed.
" There's one thing we can do," Yes added.
We can advertise. Ever thought of it ?

"

" Sir !

" stormed Enoch, rising to his feet.

My methods have been go xl enough for me
for thirty years

"

No. they haven't," said Yes. " That's
just the point—they haven't ! Do you know
we're nearly out of business ? Do you know
that Hawkins is sweeping the market ; And
do you know that our goods are as much
superior to his as milk is to what the milkman
sells ? Now, if we were to advertise

"

No ! So ' " cried the old man ;

"
I won'!

have that' I've stood everything, nearly

—

but 1 won't stand that. We're not ihe.ip-

jacks. We'll not advertise. And, besides, we
haven't the money."

Ves smiled He was thinking of the neat

little pile tucked away at home
;

the neat

little pile of which Uncle Enoch knew nothing

—

the earnings of Pierre, the dancer.
What you laughing at ?

" asked Knoch
suspu iously.

B'Jones'a B'Jugs I
" said Yes

" B'Jones's B'Jugs ' stormed the old man.
" It's a great catch line,'' explained Yes.

" An advertisement in .ill the papers
'

I he old man held the door Open.
" Ves ' " he roared, " you're tired !

"

" Certainly '
" smiled Yes, reaching for his hat

" So long See wu to-morrow
He went out leu minutes later the well-fed

individual < .one in

" An impel t incut puppy who said he was voui

nephew fired me an hour ago," he began, with

smile.

Enoch thought it over, raised his spectacles, and

got up out of his chair.
" Yes '

" he bellowed " And you stay fired

Hoes that sink in ?
" Get out !

[i'onllntirj »n pa§t V*
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Her real name is Flugrath, and

she is a member of a famous

film family ; Shirley Mason and
Edna Flugrath are her sisters.

She started her theatrical career

as a child-artiste on the legitimate

stage, making her debut when five

years old. After eleven years of

stage work, she made her first

picture for the Edison Company,
and has since devoted herself to a

screen career. Some of her pic-

tures are "Blue Jeans," "A
Weaver of Dreams," " The Night

Rider," " The Microbe," " Please

Get Married," " The Willow Tree,"

and " Eliza Comes to Stay." She

is twenty -three, stands 4 ft. 11 in.

high, and has brown bobbed hair

and gr£y eyes.

•
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I
H
"\>r the Stoll film ver-

sion of A. E. W.
Mason's well-known novel, " The Four
Feathers," Rene Plaissetty, the producer, took a companv
of British players to France and Algeria, and the movie-
makers invaded the Great Desert, where a number of

striking scenes were secured. The pictures on this page
depict scenes from the film which was enacted by a strong
cast, including Mary Massart, Gwen Williams, Harry Hani,
Cyril Percival, Charles Wymess, and Tony Fraser.

Many scenes for the film were made near Biskra, a small
town on the fringe of the Great Desert, the company
journeying into the desert by car. 'When the car broke
down, the players were compelled to travel on a primitive
one-horse tramway running between Biskra and Sulphur
Baths, five miles out in the desert. The route was a peri-

lous one, for marauding Bedouins had been known to hold
up the tram on more than one occasion, and the driver of

the outfit travelled always with a loaded gun across his knees.

Unfortunately," says Rene Plaissetty, "no Bedouins
tried to hold us up when we made the trip. I was ills-

appointed, because I had the movie camera ready, and we
might have secured some good shots to work into the film."

C/'W

Perhaps the hardest-worked member of Kene Plais

setty's company was Harry Hani, who is playing th<

part of " Harry Feversham." Listen to this account

of his experiences :

Enjoyed myself ? Oh. immensely '
1 have hac

enough variety to last me for a lifetime. I have
Strung up on a tree by an angry mob and ni

hanged. I have jumped from the top of a fort t

on to a rocky ledge about fourteen feet below, com
pleting the remaining twenty-five feet to the ground b\

sliding down the file-like surface of the rock at th<

expense of much skin. I have been dragged along th'

ground, kicked, punched, and trampled on bv an Aral

mob I have dived ott a bank about ten feet high int<

an allege. I iiver only to find my face buried in nun

no mote than a couple of feel beneath the surface, ll

have been dragged along the ground, face downwa
behind a galloping Arabian pony to which I

.it t .n hed by a rope fastened round my hands-
\ ei \ n.nrowK escaped losing an ear by contact wi1

leg "i the camera tripod. Yes It - a great life!'
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FURfflER CONFESSIONS
oTa KLNEMA STAR

n last month's instalment I

promised to give you an
lea of a typical day in a film

:udio. There is one thing cer-

jiin about that day—about any
ay ; and one thing only. That
the time of starting. Once

du get started, any plans you
iay have made are torn into
ireds and thrown into the
aste-paper basket. I re-

ember once when I was
Ding a picture in Los. In
le same studio a little lady,

hose name is world famous,
as doing a picture too, but
i a different set. We were
iends—are still—lived with-
a few minutes of each

her in a suburb near the
iwn ; rode down to the
iudio together in her car
xh morning. She was get-

Iig

more dollars than she
uld count each week, and
was I. I tell you this in

d boasting spirit ; but you
buld think that when a
rl is what's called " rolling

money," she's only got to
11 and the band plays. Not
bit of it.

We got to the studio at
|(ie sharp. On our way
iwn we had planned a cosy
tie lunch together, and a
D] at a city theatre to see
jfirst run of a new Chaplin
iat was making a noise in

lifornia, but which neither

I

« us had had the oppor-
tnity of seeing. Shanghaied,
1 hink it was—which should
\}'t you the date, near enough.
So. We started. Lunch -time came.
Ivas on a tricky scene that the director
Kjln't feel like leaving unfinished. We
nearsed and rehearsed and rehearsed,
tapped and changed, altered, turned about,
Qi rehearsed again. It finished, of course,
si I got my lunch. But I got it alone, not
^:h my friend—it was four o'clock ! Then back to
tk scene, with not a glimpse of my friend-
t)ugh we were working in the same room !

>d on with that scene and the next, and the next, till a
god while after ten had struck that night. After which
lvas permitted to loose myself and search for the little

Hy whose name is world famous. And where do you
tnk she was ? In the studio ? No. Round at the
•atre waiting for me ? No, also. She was away on the
i-st at a place we call Venice—a sort of a Blackpool—

a

xl many miles out of Los—whisked there at the whim
her particular director to do some bathing scenes. The next day I was

r:hed off to a desert region to do some Western " stuff," and was there a week ;

"a when I got back my friend was up in 'Frisco. It was seven weeks before
I met, and then quite by accident.

This article, the second of a series specially written lor " THE
PIC.TUREGOER " by a Itinema star, takes you behind the
motion picture screen and gives you intimate impressions of the

people who live in Shadowland. You will find it a genuine
human document, very different from the articles dealing with

studio-life you may have read elsewhere.

/ have known
him use a Mega-
phone for a
"close-up."
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You see in tin.- magazines pictures of Miss This and
Miss That, the well-known stars, and you're told that
they're great chums ofl the screen, and spend all their

spare hours together. Well, you can believe it. But
don't believe it too much. They're friends when they're
permitted to be friends, and that's about all. I've worked
in the same studio -on the same " floor "— with Mary
Pickford, Thomas Meighan, and Jack Holt, hour after

hour, day after day, and sometimes never even seen them
for a week ! It's not always like that, of course. When
crowd " work is being done, and the stars are just

hanging around in case they're wanted, there are often
jolly little parties in odd corners of the studio. Hours
and hours we devote to nothing hut gossip and chatter

—

as a sort of compensation for the weeks and weeks when
we don't. Hut about this typical day. We start at
a given hour, say nine sometimes it's

eight. Overnight we have been given a
rough idea of the scenes we are to do,
and the dresses we shall need. If there
is any alteration in this scheme we arc-

told on arrival. If we are not told,

we proceed to the dressing-room and
" make-up."
Some studios have separate entrances

to their various departments ; some have
only one, a palatial thing, a kind of mix-up
of the port,ds of the Piccadilly Hotel and
Hip kingham Palace, but magnified ! I

don't like this kind. Not because it is

used by office boys and mechanics and
camera-men and what not, besides stars

;

but because each morning the poor star

has to hurry along through a double line

of waiting " extras "—or " hope-to-be
extras." That is a dreadful sight in a
film town. Each studio has its group of

wants - to - be clustering round its doors at
opening time, in the hope that some
director will want them for some scene
or other. And I tell you it makes a star

feel kind of guilty to have to hurry along
before those dozens of expectant and hope-
less fans Sometimes it's put me right

off the day's work. The trouble is that
if they're " turned down " at one studio,

nine times out of ten it's too late to even
trouble to apply elsewhere. You hear a lot

about the actors on the screen. You don't
hear enough about the actors off the screen.

["here's one hope for the "super" — the
chance that some day he or she will be
selei ted for stardom by some director.

There's that chance ; but there's a million

and ten chances against it. I count myself
lucky in being where I am. If I'd had to

go on day after day for a year, just as a
super.'' sometimes in, sometimes out, I'd

have been out of the movies sooner than
money is out of circulation with a bank-
rupt ! 1 just couldn't go on, year after

r, like some of them do.

To resume. After " making-up " and
dressing, nt hang about oui own oi someone
else's dressing-rooms, if we're stars; or go
down on to the " floor "

if we're " extras
"

or minor parts, until we get our orders. If

r,. we wail until we're "
> ailed

and we're "called" usually by a diminutive
male of fourteen or fifteen, whose chief asset

is impudence.
Down on the floor we are at the director's

men v He grou|>s us, gives us a rough idea of

the scene to be enacted, gets us to try it over
until we know what to do, tli.-n he takes it in

detail, and us one by one. and tells us how to do
what we're to do He works rather like an artist.

and we are the chalk and pencil in his hands. A

rough sketch first, then a filling in here and there; a bit

of laboured detail in one or two places, and a splash of

colour where it will most hit the eye—the splash of colour

being provided by the star.

There are two kinds of dim tors. Only one kind are

directors. I had a director once who had learnt his busi-

by post, or in a saw mill, 1 think. He would have ;

megaphone. " You can't be a director unless you have 2

megaphone " seemed to be his slogan. I have know?

him use a megaphone in a " close-up " with my face tw

feet from the camera and his megaphone one foot frorr

my ear !

The real director is really a most ordinary sort of man
or so he appears to be. Very quiet and persuasive, anc

gentle. The best directors I have ever met directed

scenes pretty much as a curate reaches for bread an*

/ have cianied icith him, and I

x.jv that girls don't know what they

missed The Statue of Liberty

dance better
'
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lutter. And that's not an exaggeration, either. Some-
imes, as I say, we hang about a good bit at start

-

ig. Mostly we " get to it " right away. There's no

ctual appearance of sweated labour ; it's all quite calm

nd gentle on the surface—but I give you my word, it is

ork. Twenty rehearsals sometimes for one scene—often

lore. You may have your part perfect, but there is

nother actor who don't quite " get it," and the whole

ling has to be done over again, over again, over again,

ntil that particular actor does " get it." By which time

le freshness has worn off, and some other actor, who was
erfect at first, is flagging now, and has to be drilled all

/er again until he is up to concert pitch.

At last the scene is " shot." And then shot again to

take sure !

And all the time this rehearsing is going on, it isn't the

fly thing. Camera-men are getting their focus, adjust-

g their cameras, or carrying them about the " set."

Stage hands are fixing curtains and chairs on the very
scene you are working on. Mechanics aic lilting and
lowering lamps. And ten yards away another scene is

being shot—maybe a cafe scene, with a jazz band. And
in another set a thrilling little scene punctuated by revolver
shots ! Din, din, din ! I wonder sometimes that 1 have
retained my sanity.

After the dire tor, I should say that Movieland's best

autocrat is the camera-man. They are awfully proud
men, camera-men. The second one I ever had dealings
with criticised my make-up most alarmingly. Said it

wouldn't " shoot," and that, anyway, he couldn't shoot it.

Shoot it ! I know who'd have liked to have done the
shooting ! 1 cried with vexation that time. Later I got

over it, of course, when I became used to the ways of

camera-men. I've seen more than a few of them put
directors well in their places, and when the directors have
been the other kind, the whole company has been solid

behind the " cranky," as they're called over there.

Well, scene after scene is rehearsed and " shot." The
director, if he is the real sort, keeps a sharp eye on us the

whole time ; and if he sees we are flagging, and the fresh-

ness is going, he* takes a glance at his watch, and if the
time is near, he packs us off to lunch. The studios run
big restaurants on the premises, and here the staff and
extras are fed. The stars can go out to some near-by
cafe, or lunch in their dressing-rooms, or— if they are
" temperamental " — go without altogether. It is not
usual to have a fixed lunch-time. We feed when the
director thinks we need to, or when he lets us. Some-
times, in a rush, we have to give lunch a miss, or snatch it

between scenes when we're not wanted. I've seen a

studio floor look like a restaurant after an earthquake.
Afternoons are like mornings, evenings are like after-

noons—for there is no definite time for stopping. If a
director says, " This scene must be shot to-day," well,

then, it must, and there the matter ends, so far as we are

concerned.
Near the end of the day, one by one the actors and

actresses drop off from the set, and are told by the director

that they can clean up. Off to the dressing-rooms, out of

make-up and costumes, and into the attire of everyday
life. But not home yet ! Back on to the floor until the

director has finished with the last actor in the last scene.

Then a wait until he has gone over his script and made a
rough plan of the next day's work, and told us what
dresses we shall want and what he proposes to do and
what time we shall have to " show up."
Then—home ! Believe me, the movie star loves home

better than anything else on earth. He sees so little of it !

Sometimes, of course, if we close down early, we attend

a film-ball, or hide ourselves in some remote corner of a
kinema, and listen to the uncomplimentary things the
Member of the Public has to say of us. Honestly, we are

not spared. I've heard the most distressing things about
myself when I've mixed with the audience. The wonder
is—dare I say it ?—the wonder is, that I am a favourite.

That I am my mail-bag gives proof, I think. But the
things I've heard ! "I should think she's an awful minx
in private life," one girl said once. " I hate her," said

another. " Can't act for toffee," said a third. It happens
that I am unmarried ; but one dear damsel whom I sat

alongside in a New York theatre confided to her friend

that she had it on the authority of a girl who knew a girl

who knew a girl (you know !), that I was not married to

my husband ! ! !

Why all this " adverse applause " (as I call it) should be
confined to the darkness of the theatre, I cannot imagine.

Not a hint of it trickles through to my mail. And if I

show myself on the street, a mob gathers as quickly as if 1

were a punctured motor car ! Often I find it impossible
to shop or cross a street, or stroll in the Park, or do any of

the little things of everyday life—little things that seem
such very big things when they are out of our grasp.

Everybody seems to want me to shake their hands or

sign my name, or something like that. Pleasing ? Well r

yes, at first. But the " at first " is such a short time,

and the " afterwards " such an eternity.
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The property-man

never told the hero that he 1». I

was seated, smoking, on a barrel

of powder !

I mentioned a film ball. Every night there is one or

more at Hollywood

—

our suburb of Los Angeles. You'd
think they'd be quite dazzling affairs. And no doubt

they would be so to an outsider. But a gathering of a

hundred or so film stars is, to the stars themselves, about

as exciting as a gathering of dustmen would be to a dust-

man
I am reminded here that the first time I met ,

whose name you would know as well as your own, were I

to mention it, which I am not going to was at a Hollywood
Ball He is the embodiment of ^i . i« <• and a pattern of

deportment on the screen Also he is handsome. I

guess there are few ^irls who have been in a movie theatre

who would not k>v<" something for a dame with him
Well, I have danced with him, and I must saj that the

girls don't know what they've missed Hie Statue of

Libert} can dance bettei ' \ ou can never tell by a moving
picture I have known cut-throats who are polished

gentlemen, .oi<l graceful aristocrats whose halm it is to be

devoid of " p'a " and " q's " Such is life behind tin- screen.

I seem to have tola" you a great deal ol things about the

movie business which 1 do n.i exactly like Two more,
and 111 tell you the things I r/,, hke Not this month,
pei haps, but I n ill.

rake them all round, 1 don't like property men. They
.lie the men who make, shift, and look after the " pro-

perties" used in scenes They have as much respect fur

'

film star as a milkman has for unadulteration ! A pr
perty-man will sometimes pay attention to the dirt benea

'

his boots. He will wipe it off. But I've never met a
who was anything but bored at the sight of a star.

In my early days we were doing an American Civil wl
picture, and we had some dummy kegs of powder alx,jj

to give realism to the scene To give realism to thij

realism, our particular property-man of that time fillj

one of the kegs with the real thing, and afterwards, wI.H
it was exploded, it certainly " looked some," as I mi
admit. But do you think the dear property-man cc

j

descended to tell us what was inside that keg ? Not t

slightest. Although it chanced that he saw the he

sluing on it, smoking a cigarette.

It was the same property-man who was responsible 1

a mishap in which I narrowly escaped serious injury \

were filming a ball-room scene in which I, as the heron

was threatened with annihilation by a falling chandeh
The property-man had ringed up a contrivance to reiea

the chandelier at a given signal, and the hero was to da

forward and drag me to one side just as the hea

framework fell upon me.
As is often the case with long scenes, the director in til

instance used a whistle to control the movements of t

players. At the first whistle the dancing commenced,
the second the hero was to look up and see the totten

chandelier, at the third I had to pass beneath the hgh.

and at the fourth whistle the property-man was to pul

cord releasing the chandelier, whilst the hero rushed forw<

and snatched me from the danger zone.

The director's instructions seemed quite fixilproof, I

you never can tell with property men. At the third bl

of the whistle I waltzed gaily across the centre of the b
room, and at the same instant that misguided property-n
tugged sharply at the fateful cord, and the chanoV
swooped floorwards.

The director's shout of horror warned me of my
but I should have been too late to avoid a nasty acrid

had not the hero of the film proved himself a hero

reality. He was dancing near-by, waiting for the warn
whistle, and as his eyes had to be riveted on the chandel

he saw my peril before anyone else could realise aj
charged against my dancing partner and myself, send

us to the tloor in an undignified heap a bare second bei

the chandelier crashed upon the very spot where we
been standing ! So now you will understand why 1 do
hke property-men as a class, although 1 know many
are both charming and competent.

The other thing ? Studio work I never liked it, n<

shall like it In a small studio, where you can know ev<

body, it is not so bad, but I can never get used to worl

in a big place with a five-hundred feet floor, and a t

of hundreds That, of course, is a detail. Some
might like studio work for the very reason I dishkt

But my chiel objection to indoor work is that it is u

than acting There's not a penn'orth of realism ir

Stage work is, 1 should think, real life by comparison.

mv opinion, studio work is a kind of high-class fac

life You do not live your parts You cannot I can

an) way.
" Location' is different Called to play the part

gypsy girl strolling in a country lane, and you live

part at once. Somehow you cannot help it. But no

can be a duchess in a two-walled palace made of cor

board, with halt a carpet and a mot) of carpenters just

of range of the camera It is so unreal Whereas ou'

work cannot help but be the real thing.

Worst of all is a studio in a town More than

hke a factor) then I have a dream of a studio of

own. far from anywhere, with a never-changing staff

company of actors living in a little village all to t)

selves, ami clustered round the studio's walls On
die. on Maybe. But I have got my eve on I

\nd if nothing comes of it, even a film star may drea

suppose
[A further article in this enthralling series will app*

<ut funr isxue.)
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The

Completing

Touch.

Tfc.

1

Don't bother about burning the top off with
caustic at ids and plasters. Get after the root
That is the business end of a corn, and the part
which must come out. Merely rutting or burning
the top off is a waste of time. It onlv grows ba< k
on again, larger than ever. Soften the whole corn
so it quickly comes ri^ht out. root and oil, by
adopting

THE GUARANTEED WAY
To quickly banish and prevent all foot troubles

SPA
TREATMENT
AT YOUR OWN HOME.
Instantly stops aches, pains, ten-
derness, burning, Itching, and the
bad effects of add perspiration.

(
I'sed and highly recommended by:

—

Horatio lottomlty ... Eminent Statesman and
Editor.

Sir Harry Lauder Famous Scotch Actor.
George Rooty ... Great Comedian.
Eugene Corri ... Well-known Referee.
Jimmy Wilde World's Champion

Jioxer.

Georget Carsentier Heavyweight Champion
of Europe.

Joe Beckett ... Heavyweight Champion
of Gt. liritain.

Billy Welle ... Famous Heavyweight.
Tom Payne ... Champion Walker.
Ernoat Berry World's Champion

Sculler.

»bf Mitchell ... Great Golfer.

Violet Loraine Popular English
Actress.

And hundreds of other well - known people.
Actors, actresses dancers, soldiers, boxers, and
others to whom sound, healthy feet are an abso-
lute necessity, say saltrated water offers the one
quick, safe, convenient, and never-failing means
of permanently curing anv form of foot misery.
Reudel Bath Saltratas powder, dissolved in

plain water, will produce a highly medicated
and oxygenated bath or toot bath, possessing
wonderful refreshing and curative properties.
It reproduces in concentrated form the es.
eentfal constituents found in the waters at
celebrated bathing spas.
Theie is nothing better for rheumatic or gouty

pains, stiff muscles or joints, etc., also the
strongly antiseptic qualities of saltrated water
render it especially soothing and herding when

guaranteed

REUDEL BATH
SALTRATES

A>

g My lady's toilette is never complete until Pomeroy jj

g Day Cream- the vanishing cream de luxe—has g
= added its quota to the charm of her complexion. Ij

i Vomeroj) I

(
daji(rem \

= In dainty half-crown vases at high

data Chemist*. Perfumers, etc. =
Mrs. Pomeroy Ltd., 29, Old Bond Street,

London, W. 1. and 185, High St., Kensington.

(Try also Pomeroy Tooth Paste, Is. 3d. a tube.) =§

i

No! dont
discard it
SEND it to the City Repair

Co., for expert attention,

and, in a few days, back

it will come, looking as fresh

and new as when your tailor

first sent it home. Our
" turning " process really

works wonders with worn-

out clothes. It doubles their

life. It enables you to main-

tain a smart appearance, and

the cost is almost negligible,

compared with the present-day

price of new suits, etc.

Post to' us to-day that

old suit or overcoat you
thought of discarding, or

send pestcard for our

booklet.CITY
[RE1PAI1R. CO

Dfpt. P.G.

260, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C.2.
'PHONE, HOLBORN 851.
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If Life RpsEmblEd the Mdvies Q
by |^ancy fsladin

I F life were like the " comic " films, how dreadful it would be,

1 This li'l old world would be no place for peaceful you and mc.

We d rush about in awful clothes, a-slinging custard pies.

And tumble over everything and black each other's eyes.

VA I'.n stringy macaroni we d get all mixed up at meals

. v.-.d have silly, useless p'licemen for ever at our heels.

The servants would smash everything and pour soup down our back.

And we d fall down every coal-hole and get covered o'er with block :

We d always sit on red-hot stoves and slip on polished floors.

And never get successfully straight through revolving doors ;

And if we went near water we d fall in, of course,

Oh 1 Gee.

If life was like the comic films, how dreadful it would be

te were like those "sob stuff" films, how dismal it would be,

is HI old world would be no place for cheery you and me ;

love affairs would all go wrong, we d not have any fun,

And we d all be sent to prison-cells for crimes we 'd never done.

Wc d all wear lockets round our necks with portraits hid inside

Of Sweethearts that we d quarelled with (or else they d gone and died),

And sons would break their Mothers' hearts by going all astray.

Till an angel-child reformed them on it's death-bed as it lay.

And if we crossed our Poppa's will, he d say, " Now, out you go !

'

And turn us out to die upon the door-step in the snow.

And no one would be gay at all. or ever smile,

Oh! Gee.

If life were like those

vould be.

sob-stuff films, ho\

films, how fearsome it would be,

of us left by 1923.

Half of us -vould be very good, the others very bad,

And they'd persecute the good ones, and want every-

thing they had.

Wc d rush up precipices and we 'd battle on the brink

And throw each other in the sea tied up in

sacks to sink ;

\nd burn each other's houses down nnd blow

up rocks and trees ;

And have masked, mysterious helpers to con-

found our enemies.

And ride and shoot and plot and plan our

rivals to defeat.

And never get our clothing torn, or want

to sleep or eat ;

We d have a simply awful time. 1

think, don't you ?

Oh I Gee.

If life were like the films ut oil,

how horrid it would be

I
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MORE THAN 18,000 BRITISH

DOCTORS HAVE TAKEN UP

CICFA
FOR

INDIGESTION
and HUNDREDS of these HAVE WRITTEN us

of the SPLENDID RESULTS they have obtained

by its use in PRACTICE and in their HOMES.

Physician^' names and addresses must never be published ;

therefore, when a prominent physician wrote us recently-

doubting the accuracy of our statements, we invited him to

call and examine the original letters and cards which we had

received from those Physicians, assuring him that they

would prose the correctness of our statements. He called,

jbringing a solicitor to assist him in thoroughly examining,

and, after they had made a full examination, he expressed

his surprise, and declared that all his doubts were removed

and he was entirely satisfied, because we had shown him

absolute proof of the truthfulness of our every statement.

When SO MANY BRITISH DOCTORS are so SATISFIED
with CK'FA you do not need a sample to prove it* value

to you. YOU CAN CONFIDENTLY COMMENCE
TAKING IT AT ONCE.

k'ICFA restores NATURAL DIGESTION in Stomach and
Bowel, with steady disappearance of gases which often cause

) pressure and pain around the heart through Stomach In-

digestion, also that feeling of weight at the pit of the Stomach
li couple of hours after eating through beginning Bowel

IJlndigestion, gradual disappearance of Fermentation with
Iplatulenrc and Acidity, as well as gradual disappearance of

those little hard masses called " Starch Balls "
, so that all

>H:he contents of the Bowel become digested, the nourish-

Inent absorbed into the system and the Refuse naturally

Ixpelled. Gradually the natural functions of all the organs
•f digestion are restored, and by such assistance permanent
Improvement is secured.

ASK i. STOMACH INDIGESTION SYMPTOMS
with cructationa.

a Stomacb
harp Neuraltic HEAD-
ACHES.

C1D in Stomach with
HEARTBURN.
ONGUE coated white
all over.

0MPLEXION Blotch.,

twith redneu of None.

ATINC di.liked. Some
Nausea.

AINS darting through
Choi Burning Spot
behind left Shoulder
Blade.

in Bowel

i Btomaoh

GASES in BOWEL or
Flatulence

Dull, Hr.vr HEAD.
ACHES.

ACIDITY cauaiai Goat
and Rhenaaatiam.

TONGUE coated yellow
at back.

COMPLEXION attddy or

naety.

EATING disliked or

loatbed Biliouaneu
and bad taitc in

Boutb.

PAINS in Bowel, Cripioi
and CONSTIPATION.

Sold Everywhere. Price* It. 3d. and 3m.

THE CICFA CO.,
DUKE ST., MANCHESTER SQ., LONDON, W.l.

'* PictutegoerJ"' Afav mm

White Cambric
40 Inches wide.

"THE QUliEN 01-' LINGERIE."
Words cannot ciprc«s the merits ol this Un-
rivalled Cambric. White as Snow, Soft as
Silk. Its loveliness must be seen to be

realised.

Set "Ferstrong 196" (tamped
on Selvedge.

Also dyed in different Shades and stamped
on the Selvedge " Ferstrong Halcyon."

Crepe de Ferstrong
(247 Quality).

39 inches wide. Stocked in diOerent Shades.
The best substitute tor Crepe de Chine. Un-
rivalled for Ladies' and Children's Dainty
Garments, also Blouses, Jumpers, Boudoir
Caps, Camisoles, etc. This material is the"
most attractive, fascinating and economical
ever produced, and being made out of the
Finest and Purest Cotton the World can
produce, and being absolutely Pure in-it-
self, can claim the Higb.'st Hygienic
Quality, which contributes Health and

• Beauty to the wearer.

" Crepe de Ferstrong 247" •tamped
on the Selvedge

»

Writ* for Free Shade Cards and Patterns to

FERSTRONG
(D«pt. P. C.

)

32, King St. West, MANCHESTER.
And we will also send you a List of Leading
Drapers who guarantee to execute your orders
by Post, Postage Free, on receipt of remittance
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EFFICIENCY goes hand in hand

with ECONOMY
'"^w^&sasiag®

name Leueron
Soap is a
ntee olfhr/ty
Excellence

ECONOMY- or the Management
of domestic affairs is the
Counterpart of Efficiency.

CUNLIGHT SOAP effects an economy
of time, labour and clothes—the

result of its efficiency. Being all pure
soap it is all cleansing power. Thus
it ensures cleanliness with an ease

that is only excelled by the speed
with which it does its work. In

Sunlight Soap science has assembled
the trusted and proven sources of

cleanliness, and presents them to the

housewife in an economical form.
Every Bar of Sunlight Soap is guaran-

teed pure; every particle is efficient.

£1,000 Guarantee of

Purity on Every Bar.

Sunlight Soap
f> *n -m Lever Brothers Limited, Port Sunlight

MM
J



Oome British pictures of unusual
interest are amongst the month's

releases. Mostly these are adapta-
ions of novels, the Stoll studios
jiving 'us Bars of Ivon, by Ethel M.
Dell, The Flame, by Olive Wadsley,
nd My Lord Conceit, by Rita, in

\iars of Iron we see Madge White and
toland Myles ; in The Flame Evelyn
{toucher plays heroine and Reginald
ox hero. In both pictures Sydney'
Vood appears ; in the latter he is the
oy " Fane." Our readers will re-

hember him as a clever thirteen-year-
|ld actor who has played in a number
f British films. Evelyn Boucher is

lie wife of Martin Thornton, the Stoll

Iroducer
; a lovely, dark-haired girl,

lie is especially attractive in romantic,
;motional parts. She is the heroine,
x>, in My Lord Conceit, again with
Poland Myles opposite, while here we

1 be the little Thornton boy as a
nail child.

,/filton Rosmer, who did such
»1 splendid work upon the stage

|> a member of Miss Horniman's
mous repertory company, is the
ar of the Ideal picture, Belphegor,
e Mountebank. Here we have an
(cample of the "quick release"
'Stem, for Belphegor was only filmed
xmt Christmas-time, shown to the
ade early in April, and appears now
jfore the picture-going public in May-

It is a welcome change from the policy

which holds up films for perhaps two
years, so that by the time they are seen,

costumes, settings, and even the plots

themselves, may be entirely out of

date and irrelevant. The exteriors of

Belphegor are a pleasing feature ; they
were practically all taken in and around
Lyndhurst, and picturegoers who are

familiar with the beauties of the New
Forest will recognise many of the

scenes. The much-troubled heroine,

played by Margaret Dean, is an attrac-

tive figure in the picture, which, by
the way, omits a good deal of the
action of the old play, and also gives

it a modernised interpretation.

Lovers of the romantic will enjoy
Torn Sails, another Ideal pro-

duction. This is a filmed version of

Allen Raine's popular novel of life

in a Welsh fishing-village, and Mary
Odette, Milton Rosmer and Geoffrey
Kerr interpret the three human ele-

ments of the same old triangle of

life—the woman and her two lovers.

Mary Odette needs no introduction to

our readers, and doubtless she has
been seen by many in her last month's
picture, Fncharttment In Torn Sails,

Milton Rosmer gives a fine portrayal
of the husband, dutifully obeyed, but
not loved. Some of his admirers may
perhaps prefer him in roles of a more
intellectual type—according to reports,

he has done the best work of his film

career in Demos, the latest Ideal

production. An adaptation of George
Gissing's novel, it shows how a man
of the people rose to fortune, and,
deserting his comrades, is hounded by
them to his death. There is a certain

inevitability about the action of Demos
which Denison (lift, its producer,
declares will make it a second Broken
Blossoms.

^"
,he troubles of the sorely-tried

producer are many. Not the

least are the curious crowds who
clamour to be included in " exteriors."

And in connection with Demos, it is

rather amusing to hear the way in

which Denison Clift foiled the in-

habitants of St. Albans, when he was
there with his principals and two
hundred " supers," taking scenes for

the Gissing photo-play. A corps of

special detectives, obligingly supplied

by the Metropolitan Police, lured the

crowds from the spot where the
camera was situated, and kept them
carefully out of " shooting " range.

We believe this is the first time that

the arm of the law has been appealed
to on behalf of the movies ; although,

in America, lavish producers have been
known to supply a town with a

circus in order to keep the people

from some sacred corner which the

camera desired to film in solitude.
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Some Simple Recipe* that give

Startling Results.

By MIMOSA. \

Getting Rid of Feminine Moustaches.

TO who are annoyed by disfiguring downy
i] .,f pennant

.Mil r.inir as a piece nl k > • "1

nrvvs i
pure powdered pheminol

>l should bi

e of this drug. Tlic recommended

treatment is designed n remove the dis-

iving no trace, but also

uall) kill the hair routs without irritating tho

skin.

How to have Thick and Pretty Hair.

SO \ I'S and artificial shampoos ruin many beautiful

r. K-w people know that a tea-

hot water 1ms .. f»r the li iir and

, the most d(
ll

s 'he hair brilliant, soft, and wn\ \ i leanses the

plctcly, and greatli stimulates the

rather expensive. It i

thiity

ks out very cheaply in the end

Blackheads. Oily Pores, ffc.

THK new sparkling face-bath treatmenl rids

ne to

hop .i stym -i the

.hen,
!, dab the effei ted

, the li<|ii d. Win
find that th omc

right
and the u

ordei t" make sure that

iesult sh*ll be permanent.

How lo DUcard an Unsightb

Completion.

Hi ,\\ behold their

I

dden -.

ut ten

A domestic snapshot of a popular scree, star : Conway Tearle and his wife outside th* horn,.

Ivy
Duke and Guy Newall in Duke's

Son, a May release, are reported

to give the best yet of their charm-

inglv-produced and appealing pro-

ductions. The story of the film is by

Cosmo Hamilton, brother of Sir rinlltp

Gibbs, who has had many of his novels

\'\e<\, and who has also been writ

original dramas for camera present

hoii. Ivy Duke and Guy Newall are

the shining tights of the George Clark

studios at present they, with their

are filming in Ni e,

the) iilly- pay flying visits to

London

• i "wo premii Madge
1 Htheradge and C. M. Mallard,

are seen in the Wilder}

whi, |

iptation "l Gertrude

tscinating hum 1 rhe pit ture

produced in California last \

when the Samuelson Company took

eral of its players to the Pacifu

, ,t to make dims in that famous

climate. Madge Titheradge is

amongst the band of stage pla]

who have become enthusiasts oyei

screei -he ,)as b< "'
l'

1 - 1

'

heroine i
I

l«l "I \"ah ' at

iv Lane for many months, and

will soon be seen as " Juliet '

( M
Hallard, the rfi

"" , unscru

pulous villain of old Drur\ Lane days,

is with the Granger-Bingei Companj

in Holland, where h< has appeared

in several |
and for him the

camera seems to offer permanent

attrai tions.

•everal ol thi best known Hepworth

5 players come to the s( rem this

month in ,1/i i
" r's ttrpui

Mma raylor pi 15 Mrs Erri. ker,

hei I.-ver. while

S

Gwynne Herbert, Jar w and

Eileen Henries are others whost names

stand for strong characterisations and

attractive portrayals of t\]

Taylor's \vork is always of si

interest to picturego.

tially a British star, and, with Chi

White, the honour of b<

like Mars- Pickford, a pioneer in the

film industry. Her charm

ticularly in her appealing simj

of manner, and too much \

her choice of roles certainly

her hold upon the affectioi

many admirers Perhaps Mma will

remain faithful to her new I

etch, such as sh.i

in Alt's Hull'-,} ; her latest work in

The I "'ted 1 '
: from

I

- s ol mu< h

style, and in it si
•'"">'

unstudied and human,

\ fter from

.\ l'.lltlsl

M ,
: \ Li. kford to us :

her enthusiasm admirers this picture

,,t course, will be the n

of the month s releases but th. n

man) kinema goers, b% 1 >

Pit kford tans." who find her '

too interestinp to miss //.-

Hills "as the last new pi

shown over here in which Mary PM
ford starred, but so K rea1

demand for her pres. - upon 1

silver sheet that mam
in. In. hi ''"• ^1

• iph films, have lateh

,,. issued W ith

bv 1

Port. rming talcs «< start upo

the new Mai\ - I'
1 """ PW

|
|, N hei own oitanisatlonB

nr, fUft *
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The Dolly Sisters wearing the wonderfui fancy - dress

costume representing Ciro Pearls, in which Ihey gained

the First Prize at the Warriors' Day Hall, Covent Garden.

The Dolly Sisters

WHOSE CLEVER AND CHARMING PERFORMANCES HAVE
so EXDRARED 1HEA1 TO THE THEATRE-GOING PUBLIC,

AND ACHIEVED FOR THEM SUCH A BRILLIANT SUCCESS

A I THK OXFORD THEATRE. WRITE US AS FOLLOWS :-

New Oxford Theatre.

" We wish to congratulate you on the

excellence of your pearls. Have com-

pared them with a very valuable string

of genuine pearls, and they were so

identical that it was only through the

different clasps that we could distinguish

one from the other.

' The low prices you are charging for

your necklets, and their absolute re-

semblance to the genuine, must surely

stop people from buying real pearls."

(Signed) DOLLY SISTERS.

OUR UNIQUE OFFER.

On receipt of One Guinea, we will send you u

necklet of Ciro Pearls. 16 in. long, complete with

<a6e. or a ring, brooch, earrings, or any other jewel

mounted with Ciro Pearls. If after comparing them

with real or other artificial pearls, they are not found

equal to the former, or superior to the latter, return

them to us within seven days, and we will refund

your money.

Other lengths at proportionate rates. Gold clasp.

2/6 extra.

Our booklet. No. 54, contains designs of all new jewels

I sent post free).

A row of Pearls is essential to every woman's dress.

Ci/io *Pea/tla
only are worth consideration alike to those who,

already possessing real ones, desire duplicates, and to

those who realise the extravagance of purchasing the

real. Ciro Pearls are worn without fear of detec-

tion, and their price is within the reach of all.

GIRO PEARLS, LTD. (Dept. 54) 39, Old Bond Street, LONDON, W.
Our Showrooms are on the First Floor over Lloyd's Bank.
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FOOT FITTERS
before

SHOE SELLERS
YOU AVOID FOOT TROUBLES
BY SECURING SHOE COMFORT

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

«ing lilt hollow space left at the arch

between loot and shoe when foot i» incorrectly

httcd, i.e., short htteJ heel to ball.

BABtfC.s
The correct way.

HEEL TO BALL
FITTING.

Showing the perfect Foot-htlinu condition

possible by BABER'S NEW HEEL
TO li MI. HITINC.

1 h< well-dressed man and

woman need not endure fool

pains ant] aches in order to

stylish shoes. Our
fitting system prevents corns,

bunions, hammered toes and

(alien art h

No shoe .sit<t< hing or heel-

padding required. AA to I
>

widths iri Women s, Men s,

growing girls and boys .

Modi i ite prices. Write for

catalogue and particulars on

correct lilting.

ess a 1 labei Shoe upon

inspection and trial, is not an

improvem< nt >>n w hat you

wearing, you are desired not

to pui ch i

C.H.BABER.Ltd.,
(Not a ihoi )

WAI.MAK HOUSE. 288. 290,

292. Regent St, London. W.l.

( RO\ DON 57. London Ko»d

ST. JOHN'S WOOD: 96. High StTMl

ACL NTS
M \NCHESTER Hi

Hi !H>" I' . Kin,

Maiktl

1)1 M)l I w Pailerton \ Son, ft.

mi

|)r \l A W

tz

Tins photo shows you what a big " set " looks like to the people inside the studio. It repr

••tuts a U- item saloon, and will be sea in William h'aversham's picture, " The Sin Ik

was His."

isecl through First National. I

lowing tins story oi " the glad girl,"

i picturisation of the

pathetic littli Op o' Me
Thumb." I lieu came her marriage to

Fairbanks and her European trip.

i settling down in Hollywood once
more, Mary Pickford started The 1

J.txlit. the story of which she and
Frances Marion had evolved during
their stay in Italy. Afterwards,
Through the Bach • ol the old-

style ' kiddie " pictures in which the

kinema world best loves to see the

eternal child," was filmed, with [a

Mary's brother, as part-director.

Perhaps the secret of Mary Pick-

ford's popularity lies in her

faithfulness to the type of heroine
which she t reated so long ago, and
which experience has taught her i:

dear t<> the hearts "i mown ups and
i hildren the world over This type of

ess doubtless has its drawbacks to

its possessor, for it naturally creates

limitations in the choice of n

Mary, like other actresses, must often

long to plaj tragic and emotional
p. nts, must often desire to gi

tip in reality before the camera
but she knows hot public would
not forgive hei foi such a (tune She
is now planning to film I itth I

Fauntleroy, in which she intends to

play both Cedric " and I >. arest,"

I lus. In the way, w ill be
mI's tirst dual role since

1/ a is. and also the Inst time
she has ever poittavrd ,i boj from
beginnin tun Many

which 1 tend to film

shortly .
w lule others think thai

Id makt M\

Heart." Unfortunately the film nghl

of plays and books cannot
obtained by the players whoi

they would best suit, and Mar
Pickford is a star who rinds it t

i t just the right st< i

inimitable ch.ua. terisations ol

life

Compared with such a Ion

lished fa\ ourite as Mary 1

'

\.(.-iiuo\ a is a newcomer t<

Hut she has already gathered
her a goo My band of devotees who r

1

not hesitate to assert that her art

unmistakably greater and more ii

id than that ol any othci

upon the screen to day. Naziri

oi course, abo\ e all an actress, and 04

of the finest type, trained in the trael

tions of the Furopean stage, ar

familiar with all that is best in

and modern drama. Foi

played in the Russian iitics. at

trying her luck in America
lish from the mother <

I '.at tliehness. and was later hailed

one of the shining lights ot the nt

movement in the theatre Before lot

i.nne tempting oilers from the fil

magnates, and with her lust pictut

the Russian actress created tor hen)

a plat e so , lose to the top (if the Stdl

ladder that many anothei i ami
has had to look to her laurels.

This month wt - • Na/it

Madam* I I his is I

ot a mother and a daugfll

and Nazimova again plavs the dl
role She a- ot h as the gtl

leSCl tS husband a

for her can - the >
-oi|

daughter ho. all umvittinch .
usul

in the ficl

tions ol the public i le\ er doul

photograph) makes pcissi
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scenes where mother and daughtei

meet, and finally find long-delayed

love for each other. Nazimova at

aresent is starring in Caniille, in whit h

,ve have already seen Theda Bara and
"lara Kimball Young. Hut the title-

mle is one which most famous actresses

iong to portray, and Metro is giving

Nazimova every opportunity to make
>{ it a notable production. The
settings are repotted to be wonder
ally artistic and beautiful ; the star,

according to her custom, is herself

upervising every detail: " Armand
< being played by Rudolph Valentino,

me of the most popular of leading

nen. Before joining the cast of

tamille, he appeared in the mammoth
MCturisation of Vicente Blasco Ibanez
'

:onr Horsemen of the Apocalypse.

One of the few British photo-plays
written especially for the screen

k The Scarlet Wooing. The author
;nd producer of this is Sidney Morgan,
ither of pretty little Joan Morgan.
ho is just now in Johannesburg with

er mother, where, under exciting

Snditions, she is appearing in Rider
laggard's Sivalloir. Joan Morgan is

•en as a child in I he Scarlet Wooing,
hile Eve Balfour plays the part of

|er mother. The ["ox Company were
btracted by Eve Balfour's work, and
st autumn she went out to the

tates to play ' villainess " for them
\ -their thrilling serial, Favtotnas,

hich has just been completed.

N The Toll Gate, William S. Hart
plays the usual " strong, silent

;ro with \\ horn we are so familiar in

IS pictures, the man who emphasises
s arguments with his ready gun
pnewhat too ready, -perhaps, for real

e, but always sure of success in the
'estern melodrama. Anna Q. Nilsson
iakes a charming heroine, her essen-

illy feminine type being just what
art needs as a foil to his rug
Irility. He is retiring from the screen

THE- PICTURtGO&R

for the time being, hut will --nil, pro

bably, be much in the publi< eye, .1-.

he intends to write books of adventure
for boys. It was while The Toll Gate
was being made that Hart was the

victim of an unpleasant accident. His

beloved pony, Pinto, who is seen in

most of the star's pictures, fell down
a cliff, and not only hurt himself, but

caused his master to fracture a couple
of ribs. Considering that I bin has

been making Westerners of a par-

ticularly dangerous type for six years

without cessation, it is rather a marvel
that he has emerged intact.
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THERE NEVER

SUCH A SALINE AS

ALKIA SALTRATES
11

No other Specific for Kidney, Stomach.

Blood, Liver, and Bowel Disorder* has

ever received such universal endorse-

ment. The Champion* and Leaders in

every branch of sport say they cannot

do without it.

A good picture * The Loudwatei What GEORGES CARPENTIER
{Heavyweight Champion of Europe)

*»ys about this truly remarkable product

It stands alone in n ol&»» by itself.

Filming a close-up of Little

Mary jut " Through the Bark
Door." Jack Pickfotd is

seen on On r.

release. In this Cameron Can plays

the part of the detective ; while

Gregory Scott is the secretary. The
lilrn is .adapted from the novel by
Edgar fephson, and although the

original story has not been followed

in every detail, all the most striking

incidents are presented in the con

tinuity The comparatively small

feminine part has been given to

Pauline Peters, who was seen last

month in Her Penally, and who has

also played opposite Stewart Rome
in In Full Cry.

nphe film, Cnrnarricd, although

1 built upon a.poor story, possesses

the redeeming feature of a fine cast.

This is headed by Gerald Du Maun.
1

and Malima Longfellow ;
while Vt;

Glynne and Mary Rorke, Edmund
Gwenn, and Hayford Hobbs are

amongst the screen and stage cele-

brities who appear during th<

ing-out of the plot 'lite sen. ices of

many other interesting personalities

were also secured, and Lad) Diana
Manners 'as she will still be known
when her real starring career com-
mences! . Lady Greenwood, Gladys
Cooper, Viola Tree, Lord Hei
Cavendish Bentinck, W. B Maxwell,
the novelist, Dr. Saleeby, Dennis

Continued on page 54.

my Wilde, Billy Wells, Joe

Beckett, F>>:r.\l tJ ar>v, Jack Donald
Tom Payne, and more than three hundred

other leading figures in the world of '•port.

Cm,: Allna Saltrates i

and he gives below some >-nse

advice which simply MUST be folia

by attyoni pects either to cure any

ailment or to ensuri ' hysical fitni

Acids, poisons, and impurities con
stantly forming within the body may accu-

mulate and foul the b!oo<t, upset the.

i
t. imai li. and clo{ > be lb ei

,
kidi

intestines, thus form-

ing the primary c

of practically all ill-

and di

1 nless you keep yout
* si" h con-

tamination, you can
1

i never expect to keep

\
'^'

:

§fc«»- /
>"'' up In pa i

^ • -.; >*jift4- / ,u, d alwai -nrnuln
alert, even if no re

sei ious illness results.

Carpentier's advice,
in his own words, as to how everyone can
keep the body always tit and practically

1 1 »of. is as follows :

First The morning bath to cleanse
the body externally. Second The dailj
ablution ugh cleansing internally.

Now, by usm^ the term ablution, you
must not infer th.it a purging of the iri-

ternal organs is necessary every twent)
four hours Far from it ; there is a simple
compound known .is \ll--.iu Saltrates, a

half-teas).oon ful of which dissolved in hoi
water (or in youi tea; and drunk Ins!

thing iu the morning, before breakfast.
1 have proved will eftei tivel) remove all

igestion and impurities from liver,

kidneys and intestines without causing
the slightest discomfort or pain. ("he

brain and vision are thus made worn
fully clear ami active, and my Manager,
M. Descamps, assures me that for rheu
matism, gout and all uric acid disorders
Alkia Saltrates cannot be equalled. I

also find that following dinner a ver\
small quantity of the compound diss.

in a tumbler of cool water make
a wonderful drink /.,.

—

a
to assist digestion Cjf.QjZZb^?^^
of the fo<

S'

NOTE.— The remarkably efficient and
pleasant-tasting compound referred to ..

can be obtained from any chemist at 3s. 3d.

a large bottle, sufficient to last the entir

family for weeks.
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MoHile: Maison l^mis.
Piwt;: .if-.is SARA SAMPLE,

tiv Bertram Park.

When buying tulle

choose "Dynamo"
In purchasing tulle, ladies arc learning

to discriminate. Where they used to

ask for just "some tulle please!"

to-da; i
- "Dynamo"

Rainproof Tulle, and they insist on

getting wha >r. The reason

is that "Dynamo" Tulle outwears
ordin.' ncs. It is letter

in eve me can obtain with it

such delightful crisp ctT'-c t ?

t
an.'

unaricitcd by sra sir.

.. hen snl ik

all ,i • nid charm
immediately it ii dry.

For neckwenr purposes it is ideal It

is unaffected hy perspiration, is free

from • iot go to

er, like ordinary tulle.

I tain the genuine, see the name
" Dynamo I the card

on which the tulle It wound.

All the best milliners use it, all the

RA1NPR( 0|

Tulle
j6 ini k, White,

AT Ml PRK Is

t<l

m v\MO"
iii»

( Iheapside

LONDON.

^ ^

r pit tun
; Du

\
r iola 1

'

> of the
mom

ant] Fat former,
Kenneth Harlan is her h

lie has lati

with tin In the
tkman

tiers will remember him as Prist ilia

in " Westerners ' ol Viola
Dana has starred m a surprisingly

•• number of Metro Ii
1

lately, and has had an ever (

1

1

players. The last of thi iretli

Hughes, who, as the result ol his

vii tory in the title-role ol

Tommy, is full of enthusiasm for his

Shirle\ Mason,
Viola's younger sisti r, is dso seen this

month in Molly and 1 , in which she
a dual

Another dual role pii I n Tlic

Dark Mir> as good a

production as are most of the I tn

ky offerings, l>ut one thai is sure
to draw large audiences for the sake
of its star, Dorothj Daltnn. She is

as firm a favourite a; ever with
kinema lovers, who seem to appre-

her just as line h m
dramas , ( s in hei old Canadian mini
tow n offej in.v - I •' i he hrsl tim<

he is now to work tin

lilies iln.'. tion Mildred
I Ian is u iil

will also Conrad Nagel.

rhere is nothing of ,^n • nt in

W allai e Reiil

t it is well

and well acted, and affords pleas

»ni. -
I >aniels is

.i-. its heroine, the ,i;irl w hi

into W allie -nl i\ ho
|

\ ides the incentive which leads in

triumph in tie- l>n

anil

ie the ' often lo !>e

1

- Sai VI

. d in the film colon j tor lis darn

like son..

ol 1)1

which v\ ill i' -

.

>me lot he is i>>
;

H lin !. I

1

• lit Sin

V-
and 'J J,

thai

in the

rprets tl

i

I a coup
Ebn playing

part he

A- -i this month as in \

An M films

:raph d.:

' !\ rj^H
the earlier pictui

new contract I irh \\

opposite Anita in /•><••

he has been
Vit.igraph leading man, and

' :,i'ii neu
ductions. Seldom has a liner

J)i: ii. i < i. \ i | Kath
lyn Williams l«>th

St'-w ut ; w hile othn
b\ Mahlon Hamilton, S
y ken, 1 , .in

S nil

i in mo

not

appeal i- u ell

to cn«l \ ii 1

1

Ween bll

prod
and

levot

Mil

-

m.ik i. nis until
'

\\ alsli tfivi

him in one of I us 1

\
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"I always use POND'S VANISHING CREAM.
I have always looked upon it as the best.

I shall always use it, as it is so refreshing."

LJO writes Miss Marie^ Blanche; and such famous
and charming ladies as Madame
Tetrazzini, Miss Irene Van-
brugh and Miss SybilThorndike
also " lciiik on Pond's as the

best." Pond's is the original

Vanishing (ream, delicately

scented with Jacqueminot

roses. Apply Pond's regu-

larly to the face, neck, and
hands night and morning,

an I at any convenient time

during the day. It vanishes

into the skin instantly, and
forms an effective protector

against sunburn, wind, rain,

and dust.

"TO SOOTHE AND SMOOTH YOUR SKIN."
In handsome Opal Jars with Aluminium Screw Lids, H3 and 2 6 ;

and Collapsible I ubes, 9d. and 1 13 ; of all Chemists and Stores.

If you cannot obtain the new tube from your Chemist to-day,

send us nincpencc and we will despatch it per return, post free,

PONDS EXTRACT CO. (Dept 150), 71, Southampton Row. London, W.C.I.

W POtld'S Vanishing Cream

MARCEL'S
Permanent
Waving
or Curling
THE MASTER SYSTBM
Still thi best and chtattsi

TWO hours' sitting at Marcel's Establishment will make the straight-
A est hair into lowly waves or curls : the more it is washed at
tonic treatment the better it curls or waves. Remember; it must l*
MARCEL'S. It unable to rail, there are inexpensive devices by
which ladies can wave their hair at home with just the same permanent
effect. In.-- Home Outiits .*"<

< spe< iall* suitable tor use abroad,
where heat, damp ai.d tropica] t-»rnl tions prevail..

LONl'ON: 353, OXFORD ST. W.t.

MARCEL'S I BRIGHTON :

78 & 42. KINGS RD.
52, NORFOl K SQ.

iivnf /or I "How to permanent Wavo or Curl your Hair at Hume,' encterinx
i.'aoiA-' three ', " r vamps: Defii. A'/'.. ,.

i
>,'".: \-.rt\ l.,tn.1tm. tt'.l

rREAT YOUR HAIR KINDLY
Von desire tine, beautiful hair. Therefore you
must tieat it kindly—nourish it, presen
< ire foi if by regularly using

ROWLAND'S
MACASSAR

OIL
"For Your Hair."

This preparation has been *USed for over 1 20
years— it has proved its value time ami time
again. J>o not try cxper mental rempdies on
\i.ur haii get a bottle -t Rowlands Macassar
Oi Sizes J/6. 7/-, and 10/6. it \our chem
Also sold in Golden colour for Fair 01 Grey
Hair.— Rowland & Son, 112. Guilford Street,
London. W.C.i 'date. HattOn Garden).

The HEPWORTH MAGAZINE
Edited by CECIL PALMER.

Recent Contributor* include :

Viscountess ASTOR, M.P. HENRY ARTHUR JONES
ALEXANDER BAKSHY A. ST. JOHN ADCOCK
Mrs. ETHEL HOLDSWORTH HAMILTON FYEE
HUNTLEY CARTER WILLIAM CAINE

CECIL M. HEPWORTH.
The Hepworth Magazine contains article! written by well-known Authors,
beautiful new portrait* of the Hepworih players, and full information where
mid when you can tee Hepworth Picture I'laya.

Annual Subscription. 4/-. or pro rata, from

HEPWORTH PICTURE PLAYS. Ltd., Editorial Department,
2. Denman Street. Piccadilly, W. I.

The HEPWORTH MAGAZINE

Why endure Neuralgia or a splitting Headache )

Cure it by taking a ZOX POWDER in a cup
of tea or water. It acts like- magic.

CDCC To Prove 'h" we wi» send TWO ZOX POWDERS
IIEC free to anyone mentioning this Journal and sending stamped

addressed envelope.

Of Chemisd and Stores in I /6 and 3j-
boxes, or Post Free at these prices from

THE ZOX CO., 11, Hatton Garden, London, E.C.I.
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Houdtm, tht Hcmdcuf) King, seen in a tight c

great favourite, Maurice < ostello, are

in Human Collateral, and in Such a

Pirate, Lila Lee and that attrac-

screen lover, Harrison Ford,

play the leading parts Madi

Traverse anothei "• now

her own '
is in Tht Tattlers ;

and

William Russell, who still remains

faithful to that organisation, is in

It to Me His heroine

„ Percy, who lias since been

promoted herself to stellar honours.

^
Catherine M Id, " the

V American Beaut} • i ns to

find that the novels written by the

late C N Williamson, in i ollaboration

with his wife, \ M Williamson,

especially well suited to her type.

She has Chosen several Of them as

al for starring use
.
and

month she appears in a picture

.terl from one of their stones,

Hercules Mi

Donald has just signed a new i

I
which will bring her an api

m , t , salan ol sixty thousand pounds

and as tins has

been based on the box office returns

hei films throughout thi

th ,. M . can |,c little doubt of hi -

me popularif

imer in his current release, " Terror hi

Amongst other fine novels we shall

on the screen this month

is The Right of Way, by Sir Gilb

Parker In this, Bert Lytell gives

an excellent interpretation of the

treal lawyer, and 1 i
|oy,

latelv a Goldwyn player, is his leading

lady.

nphe film which stars Houdini,

,, r Island, is melodrama

all through ; and from opening to

ing scenes it is packed full with

thrills Th< Handcufl King, wl

exploits have been watched with

open-mouthed wonder by music-hal

audiences all oxer the world, is, of

course, the principal player of the

picture and although he only

one shackled " stunt," that, in its

tens.- excitement, is worth most of

the othei i Both 1 ^ Lee a

mary Thebj i n in support of

Houdini; the former, as the heroine,

unci RTeat '
U;i1 ol rhvs,(

' al

discomfort in her efforts to play up

hei hero, and her pluck Will prob

ably be jUSt as much admired as

her .harm and clever acting Houdini

is now at the head ot his own organi-

sation which will make foui features

everv veai
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FLICKERS.
TT T -- Rain. Slanting. Piercing

\ \ A < urved line of lit

ir \ square of colour. W
"Douglas Fairbanks in 7 hi

Man and the Skyso if N< '

him. Seen it - No. He
Mary's husband. Yes, 1 know Shall

we go in • How much is it ? Nine-

pence. Two that's one-and-six Shall

we • We can leave the baker ovw

until m xl week Come on.

Two, please. Pardon -
,

* es

Which wav ? Ah. This door M
Can you ' see ? That's my
Where are we No Wait

light. Yes. Ninepennies. "1
•

Here < arefully. &
use me. Sorry. 1

x<

Sorry It is so dark Now
Ask her to tak.

Pardon me Would

mind ? Surly pig ' Son •

pie about. Ask him to ki

Children should keep still.

Ah ' What is That's I

Half wav through. See

later What does it sa Mean

while in Patagonia. . .
." Be i

woman We have eyes and can read

Oh ' See that ? He is good

wonder how it's done A man
climb a house like that, can

That man there White haired

to be m those Kalem films.

All right. Keep quiet* Wat
picture Oh ' that was a bea

.
. ,od old Doug !

Will von 1

Mind ! It's there You've dropped it

Never mind Get it when the lights

go up \sk the child to keep

What does it say ? " But Arthur did

not intend .
" Why do

want it read aloud ? Ought to

at home 1 say. What The re

fronts only sixpence Could I

saved sixpence together Know n. \

time.
What's she standing up for - Mign

as well have kept her hat on.

you see Doug when he cami

London N< Waited tour 1

Wasn't there Well, ask him

keep still if vou ask him Was

you ? Someone kicked me.

Tli isn't it ' Would vou hk.

to California ; Do you hk

itish pictures ? Why - Isn't 1

a prii e What does it

m a. .

Oh ' tell her what l

says '

Shall we move when the lights go up

Do vou remember Charlie Chaplin

VVasn I I i

Bettei than 1
toj

!he people at No
va'.A no rent for three weeks

a journalist. ...
For two hours Mixed u

with " What does it say

hat of the woman in front W
smell of \ child who wi

not sit still.

I hen A curved hue of lignt

Three steps Pont slip 1
told v

to bung your umbn lla ' um

Voui collai Wet Rain SlantUH

ing. The fire will be out
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THE STAGE AND THE SCREEN
by Ruby Miller.

' '

(27d popuko British star disci

i /'/ /.' 'it . I - stage t \ pei it tu .

in advantage to sen ers?)

pht- first time 1 acted for the .screen

1 1 found it very different from
the stage in which 1 had had long

experience — mainly because of the
lack of an audience. For one thing,

though it is very difficult to explain,

I never " act —I only am what
the part is, so long as it comes
within the scope of my capabilities

uul personality. If it doesn't, I don't
play it.

But, then, I have taken my art

seriously, and have been willing to

learn So much of my stage ex-
perience—and I may say the best of

it—came from acting under some of

the foremost managements, and among
some of the finest players on the Lon-
don stage : with such men, for instance,

as Tree, with whom I was for two
years at His Majesty's Theatre, playing
such parts as " Ophelia," " Viola,"
" Perdita." " Charmion," and " Anne
Page " in Shakespearean productions

;

and elsewhere in parts so varied as
" Violet Robinson " in Shaw's Man
and Superman ; as " Clotilde " in Oh ! I

Say ; as " Mamie Scott " in A Little

Bit of Fluff, with Charles Hawtrey,
at Wyndham's ; as " Julie Alardy " in

The Little Damossl, and, above all,

with that great little genius, James
Welch, who taught me the extraor-
dinary value of getting your audience
to laugh and cry with and not at you.
I have found this of immense value
in acting for the screen. Having for

many years had an audience to work
with, you can imagine how I felt at

first the lack of one in a studio, for

I have always found my audience
inspire and thrill me. After I have
been on the stage for a few minutes
I always feel their hearts and minds
warming to me. Indeed, I felt their

absence more than anything when first

I began my screen work.
The next thing I missed particularly

was—space ! To have to play one's
strongest scenes within a prescribed
and small space seemed to me at
first simply devastating. It was awful
to be carried away by a big scene,
and have the producer suddenly stop
the camera and say :

" Sorry, Miss
Miller, but you are out of the picture !

"

Oh, the bitter tears I shed before I

could keep my wandeiing feet in

the straight and narrow path !

Another trial was having to work
one's emotions up to a frightful pitch
with no preparation—no voice, no-
thing

! And then, again, after having
given one's imagination full play, and
got the scene going—the lights flicker !

(Really, there are times when they
seem to need more attention than a
pretty woman, and the electricians,
kke the Wise Virgins, seem to be
always trimming their lamps !) Then,
of course, the scene has to be worked
"p all over again, and the " end of a

perfect day" of thai sorl makes iik

feci as though 1 had been put through
a mangle.

Finally, 1 found that our had
speak to the auditorium in-

to the person most concerned,
the theatre, of course, that is

crime of the deepesl dye, and
found it very difficult at hist

get out of my old habit of talking

direct to the actor.

All the same, I think the value ol

stage experience to the player for the
screen can hardly be overrated. It

is, of course, only my own view, but
I do not think that anyone should act

for the " movies " who has not iirst

appeared upon the stage

After all, a stage star is rather like

a plant that has lor years been culti-

vated and perfected ; or, again, like a

well-trained race-horse. It seems to

me that one can best describe it in

saying that experienced stage players

have " ancestors," a heritage of train-

ing ; and this—like birth and breeding
in life itself—gives them poise and
savoir faire. Moreover, having always
dealt with an audience, they never lose

sight of the fact that they are still

appealing to those audiences which are

there beyond the camera, and therefore

get into touch with them on the screen

far quicker than the film player who
has had no stage training or ex-

perience of what an audience means to

the actor.

On the other hand, I have found my
screen experience of considerable ad
vantage to me in my work for the

stage. I think the effect of screen

work on one's stage work is invalu-

able, for it teaches repose, because, as

anyone who has played for the film

is aware, deliberateness is a necessity.

Also, as one's voice is useless, one
learns the value of expressing every-
thing with one's face and body. This
is of immense advantage on the stage.

In short, I think the stage is of so much
value to the screen, and the screen

to the stage, that every artiste should
do six months of each in every year.

A REMUNERATIVE PROFESSION.

There is no doubt that fashion-

drawing is destined to become
one of the leading professions of the
future, if only because there is such
an increasing demand for good work.

In recognition of this fact, Charles
E. Dawson, whose Practical Corre-

spondence College courses have proved
of so much value to his thousands of

students, has instituted a course of

lessons in Fashion-Drawing. Write for

a finely illustrated and illuminating
book, entitled, " Concerning Charles E.
Dawson's Practical Course in Fashion-
Drawing," which will be sent post
free upon receipt of a post-card
addressed to The Secretary, Fashion
Department, Practical Correspondence
College, Ltd., 8, Queen's Gardens,
London, W.2.

COPY this DAWSON GIRL
in the Jaeger Frock for FREE
criticism and particulars of

CHAS. E. DAWSON'S
New Home - Study

O O U R S E
Artiitic Amateurs earn while learning.
Send Sketch, with stamp tor return, to

the Creator i.t the "Dawson Gill,"

P. C. C, Ltd., Art Extension,
57, Berner« Street, W. 1 .

A Few Schoi.arshii' Courses reserved for
ewho serid best sketches this month.

THE ARTISTIC
Woman's Golden
OPPORTUNITY

21
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"PRUH"
Painlessly

Removes

Unwanted
Hair

The ONLY safe way to

remove unwanted hair
"PRUH" la positively the only depilatory that it

guaranteed to remove all uperfluoul hair from
face or underarm without IrritatinK or reddening
tin alon. "I'HIH it free from risk it it quite
harmless and lar BUCK r ior t-. all ordinary depilatories.
'PKUII ' can be applied whilst preparing the

toilet -it take! t/ut a few momenta, and leaves the
•kin perfectly soft and smooth.
Simple instruction* in each box. 2 9.

"WILLOWAVE" puu * w've
in every hair

•

a mas. • t lovel) waves.
lous hair-waving fluid. maki % the hair bcaul

i attractive
h mm so niui h admire.

ixunant growth, fulloj beauty

I «)

I I

Chat

I out d«rl«
eyelashes

|> .mil

' 16

A. FISHER & CO.

170, Strand, London,
w.c.3.

THOSE COWLESS COWBOYS.
(Continued from Page 34).

judging from their handsome carved
lies and Probably he

lid of tin

But 1 will say for those cowl
they're a clever bunch when they get

leuthing. If ever 1 lose a mini
1 won't employ a detective.

I'll get a hunch of cowboys to trail

riminal. They're so careless

it where they go a-horseback, for

one thing. They prefer tops of moun-
tains in the low for pictorial

t ; but you will remember that

when duty called the cow chaperons
in one of Mix's late pictures, the 1

never hesitated they rude right into

a lady's boudoir, and from there on
to tin I .i i heatre

When it is Mix or William I arnum
or Duncan or Hart or Carey, the hero
himself is a I'm not talking

about the king-pin cowboys but
about the common or garden variety
that hunts in packs and takes care
of him. He's such a reckle— guy,

tow b.>y hero. 1 don t know
what would become of him if it

weren'1 for his faithful henchmen.
Why, that cowboj pack never

eed food or sleep I hey
never seem to get their natural n

at least in bed. Sometimes the hero
lets 'em drop down all exhausted
on the ground with their boots on,

after days of hard riding, as I saw-

in a William S Hart picture the

other day. Hut a cowboy gang never
does know when it's going to get its

p .nit bei use the hero docs take
the most ungodly times t ( , hud out
that somebody has stolen his mine

that he has mislaid his girl.

Cowboys, we learn from pictures,

are nal ural .i-< eti< s I hey ne\ i i

have any wives And this is the

more surprising as their paternal in-

stinct is simpb astonishing. Oh,
how cowboys do love little child]

m a 1 larrj <
I ure n< il long

in whit h Carey had a
]

u for adopting stray brats and
bringing them up to charm the whok
camp with then sw.,t. childish links
such as yelling out in the middle
of the night and lettr Indian*
know where they were One of the

little things drank u;

supply of water when they rt

the middle of the desert, playfully
spilling in tl nds wl
didn't drink In real life these art-

less pranks might am
but not on the screen.

Cowboys in pictures have three
accomplishments They < an inle

horseback, they can roll

with one hand, lighting matcht
their thumb nails, and the
the accordion—or the guitar I hat

accordion - playing • of the
things that reconciles us to tin

ma being silent.

Hut, after all. picture err.

i heir rew.o Is ["heirs i- a free,

workless, wild life. 1

1

te with the rich re

of the hero who live in tin

mansion on the lull with iron lions

on the front lawn and a general look

if it had been furnished
with trading stamps. They don't

to be buttled by ,i film butler,

they don't have to wear tilled shirts.

'her compensation a cowboy
has He can kill, whenever sc

minded, and the law ne\ i

thing about n

llv, the noble fellow dies with
In- boots on, after giving

hell hound what w uz coming to h:m
surrounded by all his reverend fello*

cowboys with then hats in their handv
and with tin sun going down o\

hill Burying him under t

'

and cus"si

above the noble fell

I [ere lies our pal, the kill'

'it
;

lb mighta got more, but no'

XI Itl TJ icr tkt -hi * r -sr Tnr~HT ~st y

k.

OMNKAwn ENJOY

UPTONSTEA

ti^P^"
-XT XI Til I I TCT— H I M III H II II XI IT HI HI 1H AJ>

'ro/n CrW l/un/t'l V/.s'
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(Continued from Page 38)

Chapter IV.

IThree days after Pierre the dancer so mysteriously dis-

appeared for he did disappear, as we have not told you

—

Tncle Enoch Jones, very bewildered, sal in the office of

he Jones [ug Company staring at a little square of

P.imsy paper and an orange-coloured envelope. The square

if flimsy paper was a telegram. A telegram from Yes.
" Home to-morrow," it ran. " If vou get an offer, don't

ell."

;
Don't sell ! That was the bit that bewildered old Enoch.

Jon't sell ! Because he had just received an offer from

lie Hawkins Jug Company to buy over the business

fnces, clay-pit, everything. It was not a remarkably
ood offer ; in fact, it was not a good otter at all. Hut it

CHARACTERS.
Sylvester Tibbie

Junie Budd
Enoch Jones
Hawkins
Dorothy Hawkins

Keid
Bebe Jkmels
Raymond Hatton
Till l.v Marshall
Ruth Ashbv

as the host offer there was. It was the only offer. The

rprising thing was that there had been an offer at all.

he business was crashing. As Yes had said, it was I

ear to ruin as Paris is to France. And yet. . . .

"Don't sell!" Yes's own words. What did the)

ean.

Enoch glanced at the clock and rose. In half an hour
e was due to dine with Hawkins himself at the Garden
[ Roses, to talk over the deal, most likely to ao
iwkins' oiler.

.Most hki i\
. . . ? Enoch smiled No most likely

bout it! He was going to sell: He'd show the young
ickanapes whose business it was. Two months more
ad they'd be nearer than Paris was to France. They'd
; ruined Don't sell, indeed! He'd show him!
Enoch's hand was upon an evening paper. Idly he look

up and opened it. Suddenly he started. He stared,

liable to believe his eyes, at a great advertisement that

read right across the middle page :

" B'Jones's B'Jugs ! The 1> silent as in snowdrop !

Try them ! Buy them !

Enoch crushed the paper into a ball and cast ii to the

XM". The crowning indignity! The last straw! The
suit to the injury ' \ hundred, licit advertisement cost.

it cost a cent A hundred of good money his money
aybe the last hundred in the whole concern
Furious. Uncle I noch grabbed his hat and went out.

n the steps a telegraph-boy stopped him ami handed him
telegram He opened it [\vo words were in it, no
ore .

" Don't sell."

"I'll show him!" snarled Enoch, hurrying down the

eps. " I'll show him if I'll sell or not ! The pupp)

" So you'll sell ?

The speaker was Hawkins. The pi.new, in the Garden
Roses.

Uncle Enoch nodded. I'll sell."

The lights were dimmed Junie and her new partner
:re to take the floor. The audience was Hun The new
irtner did not " draw ' as Pierre had drawn ; and the
:ople said that Junie herself had " "one of! since Pierre

id disappeared . The people wagged their heads and won
•red when Pierre would come back again and where he
in got to.

And then, quite suddenly, the people started.

Pierre had come back ! He was there at the door,
iking about for Junie. There was applause swift and
ud, there was a moment's consultation with the manager,
'd then the new partner left the room. The dance com
enced. The dancers were Pierre and Junie.
Why why look !

" Old Enoch was pointing across

the floor. "See that young feller - that young jacka-

napes— there ? Sec him ? Know who he is ? That

dancin' fool there !

" What ?
" asked Hawkins. " Pierre ? That's Pierre, the

famous dancer. He's back."
Pierre nothing !

" snarled old Enoch. ' Think I don''

know ? It's my nephew. The young puppy! The
dancin' young puppy ! This is where my money
eli ? I'll teach him ! Where do we sign these documents ?

Pome up to the reading room," said Hawkins.
He led the way As they passed the dancers Enoch

leaned forward and bawled across the floor :

You're fired ! 1 ><> you hear me, Yes ? You're fired !

For the last time !

"

'That's rigid, uncle," laughed "1 know."
When the dance was over, Yes told Junie to follow him,

and hurried swiftly up to the reading room Enoch was
sitting pen in hand, about to put bis signature to .1 docu-
ment that would hand the Jones Jug Company over to

Hawkins.
Uncle !

" cried Ves. " Cease !

"

Enoch looked up with a frown.
' Trying to sell the Company ?

" asked Yes.
" Trying to! " snarled Enoch. " Well, I like that.

There's no trying about it."
" Good !

" said \

He drew a sheaf of newspapers from his pocket.
" Seen these ?

" he asked.

'These" were advertisements, pages, half-pages all

,dl shapes, but all with the same message. " Buj
I I fones's I

'

I
ngs

Savage!) Enoch dipped the pen. Hawkins, standing
near, bit his. Ii] usl\

" Well then. - thi asked \

\gain Enoch looked up, On the table
- Ves laid a roll

of papers, and anothei roll and anotlu
1 m lers ' " he cried. ' Three days' worth. Just enough

to keep the old place working overtime for a year. Later,

when 1 really get busy . . .

Old Enoch, too astonished to speak, looked from one-

roll to another, opened them, gasped. Ves took up the

document and handed it back to I law kins.

"Well." said Hawkins, "you've beaten us. It was
my own fault for talking too much when you were around.

But how was 1 to know that Pierre the dancer was in busi-

ness against me ''
"

When Hawkins and his daughter and the bright young
man who helped were gone from the room, Ves drew Junie
forward and introduced her to Enoch.

" Meet your partner's belter half, uncle," he said.

"Partner ' queried Enoch.
Atter tomorrow,'' said Ves. " I've

1
fi w thousand

dollars I'm investing in B'Jones's Jugs. Why not? It

paid for the advertisements."
The old man sighed.

So you're married, eh ?
"

" Aftei to mi irrow " repea ted Ves
Well, well

!

" said the old 1

"
1 suppose you think

you know. But you'll regret it, you know, one of these

fine days. Both of you you'll both lie sorry."

Ves took Junie in his .inns and. laughed.

Not likely uncle,',' he said. " Not by a b'jugful

SHOPPING BY POST
O hopping by post has no disadvantages if you deal onlyO w h the firms who advertise in the papers that

have the Odham's Guarantee behind them. You are

sate in dealing with advertisers in the PICTURE'GOER
and our companion papers, because in the event of your

dissatisfied with any purchase the advertiser will

refund the money, or wig .will do so. The price of the case

of stainless cutlery advertised by The Universal Stores

(Manchester), Ltd., in our April issue, is 20s. (carriage

is. extra), and not 20s carnage free, as incorrectly stated

in the advertisement. Readers desiring a bargain in

cutlery should send 21s. to the Universal Stores (Dept. P. G ).

14. New Cannon Street. Mam luster.
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PICTURE
POSTCARDS

Ol YOUR

FILM FAVOURITES
IN

Real Glossy Photographic
\

Style.

Prici extra, or any

11 card: from li-i senl posi tree lor

FIVE SHILLINGS.

MORENO KKOM MADRID.
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PICTURES LTD.,
88, Long Acre, London, W.(

(Continued

the ui. odfathers of

>f w hich

Mar) Pickford is fairy godmother.
Wally Reid is also another good
< 1 1 ii i ii of Tony's; in fact, the latter,

who liv es at tin I

Club host, ot men pals in the

camera world who admire him, not
only as a fine athlete, but as a real

: fellow as well.

And the ladies ? Well, of course,
Tony is a firm favourite with them.
Hi looks guaran tee that, to begin
with; and then he has (harm, to

quite- irresistible charm. But I don't

think his path has bi -vn with
broken hearts not of Ins i

iking, anyway he is too hi

and -tin ere in his ideals for that.

It is de rigueur to conclude one's

Interview with a tactful reft i

marriage. So I broached the all-

important subject.

In my opinio*," said Antonio
Moreno, " an a< I not make a

good husband. Yes ; I know there

are main- exceptions lots of my own
friends are perfect husbands. But,
all the same, 1 do not think that the
exacting careei of the film star can
be combined with the normally happy
married life. ( >t course, if you feel

you cannot live a single instant

longer without marrying the person
you i it's diffei

I diplomatically switched the con-

versation to the Hollywood twirls

—

even mentioning Viola Dana by name.
But Tony would not enlighten me

Jrom Page JU J

mi; the

ly hi these enlighti

one can have a jolly girl pal witl

being immediately tn he
by the general public

me
We did :i. it f< 'I .. t I I

W isli 1

ha\ e sin iw n him to you
but you know what these hoti

like. Won't ha\

place However, You'll see hit

the screen. He's appeared
pictures played with I.e.

1 -alary, too ' Perhaj
one pportin

' Just tell me Mime of your -

I said, as 1
" I'm

I don't remember them all

Test i

Mountain, The
ible Hand were the favourite

I think. Yes, it was excitii .

making them. That's one
reasons I have to keep so fit, .

I've learnt to swim like a fis

- me Annette Kellermani
rival, you know. Th It Ha
was niv final serial flutter before bei,'

starred in features, and now I ha:

many interesting plans for the p-

tnres that are to follow— /

But be warned in time and doi:

send me a scenario based on y
dream !

"

" And yet," 1 -aid. as I wished hi

good-bye. " I have my regi

that bull-fighter !

THE LAMENT OF LANGHORNE.
(Continued

it once before, in .-// the Villa R
where I appeared to be the hero

until the end of the second reel
;

after that my true character was
revealed, and I had to be a hearl

sort of wretch It was a new
perience for me, as 1 am generally

cast for hero

Do you plaj both hero and villain

in A Man's Shadou , like Tree did
''

Yes ;
and at different times in

their lives First 1 am both men in

their youth, then in their middle
and I've tried CO make them as dif-

ferent as

w e studied some " stills " from
tins film He appears to h

d in his aim.

he s.ud, handing mi
photo, " is how 1 appear in

w hi< h is the last thing 1 I

done to date."

appear," 1 told him, " to

mble I !.isd ( .ill a good deal

1 le laughed. "He t friend

ol mine, don't \ ou know It -

(he way we switched ovei A couple
1 was doing mo

theatre work, and he was busv pun
cipally with film work Then 1 turned
my attention to tilms aloni

while, and he has reverted to the

the..

from Page 13.)

I enjoyed my work at

Lasky very much, and had mai
long chat with Donald Crisp,

directed . i /
\

. it is

a i ostume play."
I wanted to ask him if he has

thing to eat in Appearant
thought it best to let well a

Insti

You were born ?
"

I enti
" t »b\ iously . how else should

be 1
•

. Tre incorrigible,

gave n up Tell

about your hob!
"Oh, gardening, riding, and n

kinds of sport." I know h( s a j;

his streni

fights in 7

-peak of his earlier films.
" If you do nol give me the

formation I ha \ . so ; > rse\ cm
angled for," I threatened. " I I

ring u; meal time until

do." So he laughingly told n

born ,.: y, in 1 incolnshil

The time had flown whilst we '

tting, and as 1 wished lv

bye, 1 could not refrain from

dering whether I had kepi him
dining oul that evening In v

case there will be further lament*
\t time we nil . t

| , v
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YOURS

AMAZING OFFER OF
100,000 boxes rprr?
OF CIGARETTES lllLL,
(Free Box Once Only to Each Applicant)

TlfOl'I.D you like, absolutely free of

VV* charge, a box of the world's daintiest

and mosl wonderful Cigarettes ? !t contain s an

assortment of all brands of ERAM-K.hayyam
A mber -Cigarettes,

tipped with rr.il

petals ol Hoses,
Mauve Silk, real

Gold and Cork.
ERAM - Khayyam
Cigarettes wei
til recently, only to

be found in the
Divans and Harems
of the native Princes
and Potentates of
India.

The delicious and
subtle Oriental Per.

fume, remindful of

t h c MYSTERIOUS
CHARMS. VISIONS,
and alluring sweet-
ness of the romantic
East, revealed as the

Cigarette is sn

convey a new mean-
ing to the cigarette
smoker. In order to

make more widely
ER AM-Khay>am Cigar

FREE
known these delightful

Bites* we have decided to distribute

100,000 BOXES FREE.
NEVER BEFORE has such a bold and expcnsiv<

offer been made, but it pays us to be generous
and advertise KKAM-Khayyam Cigarettes in this

way because we know that once you have tested

these you will always be their staunch friend.

HTl) receive one of
* these beautiful
free boxes, post to us

the Coupon below,
together with Postal
Order for gd. ."

stamps to cover cosl
of postage and pack-
ing, and same will be
forwarded to you by
return of post, to-

gether with descrip-
tive pamphlet.
Money gladly refunded

if not wholly satisfied.

Further supplier may be obtained from all

good das* Tobacconist* and Store*

GET YOUR FREE BOX TO-DAY
and send your application to

L. & J. FABIAN,
ERAM Clg. Manfs. (Dept. B.M.1)

74, New Bond St., London, W.1.

READ THIS.
(Original* may be lecn at

our Office*.)

Dear Sirs,— ] hive pleasure in

writing to (hank you for the
beautiful Presentation Cabinet
of excellent Cigarettes.-

Yours truly. D.G 5

Oar Sirs.—Your Cigarettes are
j dream. I think that is the
best ilcst ription, Slnll always
smoke them,—Yours truly,

D.B M

our name
: address
I e a r I y
-ritten on
same.

FREE CIFT COUPON
To L. & J. FABIAN,
ERAM Clg. Manfs. (Oopt. B.M.I)
74, New Bond St., London. W.I.
Please send me a Free I rial Hox ol KK .\ M
Khayyam Cigarettes, as announced in
this month's Ptcturegoer, I enclose 9d.
to cover cost of postage and packing.

rot mouip white noil ftps, apptu
a little Cutex AW Whitt under
neath the naiie.

Fmtih uour manicure teith Cmtei
• ottth.

Gently work around tach nail teat
Duihint tack the cuticle with an
oran/e ttick wrabtxd uxth a bit ot

co lion and mtuimed m Cutex

Never again have hangnails

T'HE most beauti-

ful hands look

hopelessly ugly

if the nails are dis-

figured by hangnails.

The famous specialist.

Dr. Edmund Saalfield,

says that when the

cuticle is allowed to grow up on to

the surface of the nail, the skin will

tear, become detached and form
hangnails. To prevent hangnails,

your whole effort should be to keep

the cuticle unbroken.

Cutex removes the cuticle without

cutting or clipping, leaves the skin at

the base of the nail smooth and firm—
unbroken.

Follow the manicuring directions under trie

illustrations. You will be surprised to find

how charming one Culex manicure makes

your nails, how much it improves your hands.

You can get Cutex at all chemists, per-

fumers, or stores. Culex Cuticle Remover.
Nail White, Nail Polish, and Cqld Cream are

each 2/-. Liquid Nail Enamel, 2/6. The
Cuticle Remover comes also in 4'- bottles.

A manicure set for one
shilling.

For one shilling we will send you a Cutex

Introductory Manicure Set. not as large as

our standard set but containing enough of the

Cutex preparations for at least six complete

manicures. Use the coupon below. Address

our English selling agents. Henry C. Quelch

& Co.. 4 & 5, Ludgate Square. London, E.C.4.

NORTHAM WARREN
New Yohk & Montreal.

The popularity of Culex has resulted in the

appearance of many imitations. Do not confuse

these substitutes with the original Cutex. which

is always packed in dainty black boxes with a

pink *tal. Every article bears our registered

title
" cutex:

1

POST THIS COUPON WITH I/- TO-DAY.

Henry C. Quelch & Co. (Dept. P.G.I.)

4 & 5, Ludgate Square, London, E.C.4.

2499

" Latest Zft£eu)s : Sanest
c
Oieu)s and the 'Pick °f the 'Pictures.

PICTURES
: FOR THE PICTUREGOER :

EVERY MONDAY. THREEPENCE.
Photogravure Art Plate 16 x 10 free with each issue.

.
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WHAT DOYOUTHINK?
Vour View &l

NA
• ,< U \:

write?

SKirlexf

I

Mil. Kb arc three things which

too wonderful for me ;

yea thai 1 know not : The w.u
iir

;
the waj oi

,1 serpent upon a

You rock
;
the way ol a

Me Guessing, ship in the midst

of the -c;t ;
the way

of a man with a maid, and . . .

the way of the readers of this en-

lightened paper. What shall I do

with you - vnii who read these 1 1 1
1

1 want you to write to me, and you

won month 1 smiled hugely,

and chuckle,! ;
" I've got 'em

ing " And tin- month you are gon<

l WHY won t you writi

\ V you have to do is to

the subje. t neat your heart,

and let your enthusiasm do the

; li you are a

Who is Hie dyed - m - the - wool

fan ' you will write

•it your favourite

|i|,i\ ei ! \ | >) >i <
' iation," of Bed-

;. ha- written to day :

" N'<

ill ec a million films, -hall 1

over the feeling ol having my very

soul seared with fire every time 1

see a love scene. I he way the

majority of a. tors go about it is

utter sa< rilegt ; hut Bill Hart shows

an understanding of it- *a< redness

| little ,hnri of marvellous

He i i wondei ful husband lost ."

I
AM indebted tu a (iuildford

ulei foi the following in-

ten i
" < ouni 'it an an< ienl

book OI1 the kineina will, ll he ll.l-

i m reading

I
/',, ' into '

I he hook nien

tne Past. lions that the. ameia

, iinnol lie, ami that

used in the pi..dm tion

., him mn-t he th.' ie.il th

| |,, [urthei a\ that .. film

produ. >
i

ha- not in In- studio the

advantage of the light enjoyed on

the theal ' \iram, the book

declarer that an old man in a

kinema play must be a real old

man, and a young girl a real

' flappei ' But think of Xazi-

mova's child-coles, and Raymond
Hatton's cha cart-. ..." 1

forgot to mention above that this

ancient book was published in 1013I

WE'RE oil ' It i- " I

(Southampton 1 who wi

these line- :
"1 don't know who i-

to blame for the poor stub turned

out in this country.

.1 Blow for One fault of the

the British. British producer i-

hi- cautious way of

spending money American pro

ers will lavish endless tune and

, <.m on the filming ol .me close up.'

Not -o the Britisher. Ami I haven't

witnessed one British photo-pla\

that has been really well -ub-titled.

\h motto for the British producei

i- :
' \\ hat's worth doing i- worth

doing well,' or you labour in vain."

II'HINK it I- mi'. Amen, an

hirers got away from

the eternal triangh plot." writes

|. ll. tin-- 1 enjoy

1 1 . |.w 01 1I1 1 i Ims,

,1 think th> \ an

(/ Bouquet doing < good work
in presenting 1

lish films with a simp! I

think we .need films with typii al

English si . nery, and a spot I

elean storj to 1 ounterai 1 the

plays dumped ovet here. I he Call

oj the Road 1- ;> good examph
what w. cm and might to pin-

,hi, e. . . . I Id e II. in\ Edwards.

II, 1- ,1 good actor, ami his plays

.veil produ. 1

A

American reader w

1 111 I'b ri'RE
from a Chicago in v

to prai>e the pa]

observi

I ritii ism !>'»! "
I at re. with

Chit up to a cert; ;

that tin

thing : but al that point w.

As von probably know,
,

are now Hooding the ma
what are known as al

1 ha\ nearly all the

release-, and wish to

many of the pictuies in

lack one greal ntial.

that quality of individu

alitv that only a talented

give i.ii imparl to the cha

he poitiay-. 1 believe t

tine should be a ( onibinatioil of

the carefulh -fie and a

cast ol distinctive merit in it

line." What do yon think :

« \MBKIIR.E reader

me to ta-k for in\

anent competition-. 1 Ion t

think," he suggests, " that

e rathei I

A Champion in condemning

for petitions I asl

1 mipetitions. an Am. ricm
/me 1— ued a

test for both 1 1 this , '

,|on. torily in Ameii. a, whj

should we fight shy of it hi

wondei if this may mak
a more lenient view of the subject.

It won't. I am firmly

tion. What do you think

Ol Bewilder*

K, ..del. writes :

" You

your readers what they thinl

ia\ I ask what about :
11

reader should writ

I shed <inJ about what he think

Answered. there would be n

end to it. Ih'

no limit to the thoughts ii

by the kinema world -• what i

o,,,. to do to cam your approval

That- easil\ answered in ton

words W ni' to me
Address fhe 1 hinker,"

\, ,, \\ C J.

U II del I ll,

kinema sun

in t i . 1 - m -.

ideas, 01 bou

.| u e I - II o

mat t(i w ha 1

\ ,.11 1 letters

contain the\

will be as wel

1 ,i-a < hai

lie I hap) i n
.

. But
, en l\ hop. that the>

will not be -" 1 are,
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FASHION DRAWING"
&c DEisiaNiNa

offers a splendid field for women, although many of the masters are men. This branch of art has

made enormous strides in the last few years. The old-style stiff figures seen in catalogues of a

few years back would not be tolerated at the present time.

One needs to be an artist to design fashions and an artist again to depict them. Many people

have good ideas, but lack the ability to illustrate them ; and some can draw, but have few ideas.

We will teach you along BOTH lines— teach you how to bring out and enlarge upon the ideas

you have, and also how to portray them in the most effective and striking manner.

Fashions change and change quickly : therefore, Fashion Drawing will always be to the fore :

and in this fact lies your opportunity —there will always be a demand for Fashion Drawings

and Designs. The tried and varied experience of the following leading hashion Artists of

the day is at your disposal :

Miss Myra FarwigMiss Florence French
Contributor to the Daily Mirror, Daily

Record and Mail, Weekly Record,

Leeds Mercury.

Miss Winifred Francis
Contributor to ihel.adv'sPiciorial, Daily

Exf>rc*s, <*\'ix\A\zc-\, Debenharu's. etc.

Contributor
Illustrated A.

the Sketch,
•i Vetrs.

Miss Dora Gibbon
Contributor to Eve. etc., etc.

Miss Doris Hocknell
b'ashion Ar ist to Harrods, Robinson
and Cleaver'*, and contributor to the
Daily Graphic, Bristol Timet and
Mirror, ,

•

Miss Doris O'Donnell
Daily Mail Fashions, etc.

They know the difficulties that beset

aborious work by pointing out the short

the aspirant to Fashion Drawing fame, and can save you monlhs of

cuts to success. They know whal is wanted—they know the manner in

which to produce it. Why should not you have this knowledge too— and al first hand ?

We teach Fashion Designing alone : all our lime and energies are spent on it. With us it is a

tpeciality. not a side-line. All the instruction is given entirely by correspondence, so it matters not where you

live ; you can secure a training by London's leading Fashion Artists in your own home.

If you feel that you have artistic ability, you are neglecting a great opportunity by allowing it to remain

dormant, when an enquiry to us will show you how your talent can be developed in ihe right way ? Will

you do this ? Make the enquiry ; it may open the way to a broader enjoyment of the good things of life.

Write for booklet " E," which gives full particulars of the Course, and is sure to interest you ; it is free,

so write for it to-day to :

MISS MYRA FARWIG (°;:r/
11, New Court, Lincoln's Inn,

MARCEL'S
Permanent
Waving
or Curling
THE MASTEU SYSTEM
SHU tkt its! and chtofrest

rPWO hours' Mtting.it Marcel's Establishment will make the straight -

*• est bair into lovely waves or curls : the more it is washed after this

tonic treatment the better it eiirls or waves. Remember- : it must he

MARCF.V'.>'. If unable to rail, there are inexpensive devices bv
which ladies can wave their h.ur at home with just the same permanent
effect. Thes.' Home Outfits are especially suitable for use abroad,
where heat, damp anil tropical conditions prevail.

i
LONDON: 353. OXFORD ST., W.t.

' LIVERPOOL: 84, BOLD STREET.

MARCEL'S I BRIGHTON :

78 & 42. K.INCS RD.
52, NORFOLK SQ.

H'ritt r<" i "How to permanent Wave or Cnrl your Hair at Home,"
HoekUl f thrre ft Ht,y ua*/rf>! t'fpt. A'/'., tfj. nxfttra -''

n THK ASSOCIATED
) FASHION ARTISTS

W.C. 2.

TREAT YOUR HAIR KINDLY
\."i desire fine, beautiful hair. Therefore you
must treat it kind.)—nourish it, preserve it,

cari' f<>r it by regularly using

ROWLAND'S
MACASSAR

OIL
"For Y,our H air.

This preparation has been used for ovej- 120
years— it has proved its value time and time
again. Do not try experimental remedies on
Your hair—get a bottle of Rowland's '.Macassar
Oil: Sizes 3/6. 7/-, and 10/6. at your chemist's.
Also sold in Golden colour for Fair or Grey
Hair. — Rowland & Son, lit, Guilford Street,

London, W.C.i [late Hatton Garden .

Darning

a Pleasure !

The " Star Darning Machine '
is one of

the greatest boons to the busy house-

wife. Just like a small loom, it mends
niivihing from stockings to curtaim.

It is simple to use and darns imoothly.

any size, riolii into the fabric.

Supplied with illustrated directions easy
to understand. Send P.O. 3/9 {postage

and packint; 3d. extra) NOW, or write

for further particulars to

E. J. R. Co. (Dept. P.G.)
682 , Holloway Road. London, N. 1

9

X\ estri

ELINOR GLYN'S NOVELS

( I

All the stories by this popular
author, including the latest

"THE PRICE OF THINGS,"
are now published in a new
uniform edition. Complete
and unabridged. One shilling

each. Send fifteen stamps
for a specimen volume.

I

I I

PAGE arid Co.
r"

Publishers, 11 Gowcr Street London
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"SWEET SEVENTEEN."
By BARR1BAL.

One of a Series of 5 Charming Studies

in Colour hy this well - known artist.

I Sue of Colour Surlacr. 1 4 in. hv 12 in. I

Price 12/6 cach.

Beautiful Pictures

for the Home.

\/UU need not pay a lot ol money for beautiful

pictures.

\Y / h have a large number of coloured etchings and

mezzotint-, framed and ready for hanging.

for your selection.

PHF,Y include reproductions of popular pictures

by Dudley Hardy. Barnbal. W alter Burroughs

Fowler, the famous series ol dancers, alter Nuyttens,

and I be Russian Ballet, bv J. G. Armstrong.

\Y / K have also the following series ol charming

and well-coloured Inezes lor the decoration ol

the children S rooms. I bes are well coloured and

charmingly conceived, being based upon some

simple story familiar to childish minds, or upon

everyday incidents in their daiU life.

PETER PAN" - 12 Panels

HAPPY DAY" - 12 Panels

CINDERELLA" - 12 Panels

CHILDREN'S HALF-HOLIDAY
(Silhouette' Id Panels

36/-

42/-

42/-

26/:

M rile foi Art ( dialogue and Reproduction of Friezei

in miniature.

ODHAMS PRESS, LTD., Fine Art Department,

92, Long Acre, London, W.C.

M&LL*»MMk
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^ Slump Stock!
Beautiful Genuine Swiss Embroidered

BLOUSES
AT A RIDICULOUSLY LOW

PRICE.

fust before the h >li 15 we offered

"OOO if these he iiiliful blouses

« 11 1, : liniv and 1 spensive Swiss

Km hi idery . exa< '.i\ as illus-

trated, at the absurdly low piice

of 5/6 each. So gieat was the

numbei of order* received that the

enure si ut 111 a day I hose

who were disappointed last lime will

welcome this new oiler of a further

5000 w.
:.•

1 we unexpectedly se<

J I-- . slum and repi

one ol the biggest pi ice cuts forced l>\

present condi 1
>- I h :se be n.tilul

blouses were made to sell at fiom to/6 to 12/6 c:\( I] I'hey must be

cleared off oui hands at the ahsuidly low
|

1 ^/d each, including

postage. ['his is really cutting tin to the yen last farthing, and

there is a manufacturers' loss, not profit The
;

made on the

ones that were sold in the ordinary way, at regulai prices from 1

12/1). Ihese ate the prices you will see in sin ps even now the very

cheapest shops.

All Blou»e« are in While
Muilin and beautifully

embroidered with genu-

ine Swim Embroidery.

POST
FREE 5/6 EACH

Only 5000 so you must hurry!

Don't lose this wonderful opportunity It cannot occm again,

and the 5000 will be sold out in a few days. Vou had better send
5/h at once to-day for a sample blouse to prove and examine,
and il vou don't like it. and il is not all we say, send it back,
and your money will be refunded at once in
fall. As :, matter of f:,.;t, you will at once yvant to or!ei more.
ami will tell your Iriemis. A much safei way woultl ix- to 51 nd
tor several in the liist place, {< sure of gelling them. The
entire money will be returned iii the same way if you are not
perfectly salislied, 01 il they are not the same and better than
soul in shops .a double the price.

Send for one and see the

value. Your money returned
in full if you are not de-

lighted. YOU WILL WANT
MORE.

Look at the smart design and liberal

broidery which 1 m do not sec on even
more e.\|>cnsive blouses elseyvhcre. We
have othei designs in slock, and in the
event of the design you select being
sold out, we yvill send a similar model.
,( '". don't be too late. II vou send
NOW, vou yvill almost certainly be in

lime. All orders will be dealt with in the
strictest rotation, so that those who post
first will get the blouses. Don't delay,
Stnd your 5 o now. Vou need simply
write your name and address clearly and
post. No need to s.iy more.

•;^f\ \ -

T.W.HARVEY
(Dept P.G.), 56, BANK CHAMBERS,

HIGH H0LB0RN, LONDON, W.C.1

Note the fashionable
cut and design. NOT
cheap imitation lace,

but genuine Swiss
Embroidery.

LADIES
Retain your youthful figure and
the bloom of health in your cheeks

A beautiful complexion comes only

through radiant health. Radiant health

comes onlv from a natural and healthy

functioning of tl>e internal organs. There
is one way and one way only by which
you can cure yourself of any Functional

Disorder, reduce Obesity, or develop the

Bust, and this is by a series of MAXALDING
movements adapted specially to your par-

ticular needs.

Write to Mr. Saldo, marking your envelope
PRIVATE. Let him know your require-

ments, and he will advise you.

Follow the advice given, and von will

know what it is to enjoy Fife, and your
friends will admire you and always be

pleased to see yon because of the Personal

Magnetism which a healthy woman always
radiates.

A lady, aged _'<», who wished to be cured
of dilated stomach, writes on March 3 :

I am glad to say I am making quite

satisfactory improvement. I have gained
in strength, and my muscles are certainly

much tinner. May I add that I am
thoroughly enjoying the course."

A lady, who wished to be cured of Indi-

gestion, writes as follows on March 21,

ni_'i :

" I am glad to say 1 am very much
better; the Indigestion has quite gone."

Letters from men and women in praise

of MAXALDING are received in numbers
evei v day.

Write to-day for the Booklet

MAXALDING." Your enquiry

xvill cost you nothing and commit you
to nothing, vet your desires >uay be

realised beyond your expectations.

Address your letter :

MAXALDING,
204, New Stone Buildings, Chancery I.ane,

London, W.C. 2.
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ailoring3»*»
CURZON BROS., Ltd., the World's Measure Tailors, an

Tailors tor men who require their clothes made of gooc

material and in good style, vet do not wish to pay extravagant

prices. Curzons make every order specially to measure, am
each garment is cut hv hand separately for each customer.

There is a ltyge and varied selection of Tweeds, Serges

Worsteds, etc., and the prices for complete Suits are £2 7 (

or £2 17 6 or £3 5 or £3 19 6 or £4 7 6 or £4 19 I

Call at anv of Curzon's hranch shops, as under, see the cloths

and he measured. If unahle to call, write to Head Office

6o cc 62, C'itv Road, London, E.C. 1, and patterns of cloth-

fashion hook, and self-measurement form (hv means of whicl

you can he measured in vour own home without possibilit

of error) will he ^ent you tree of charge.

< S-uarant*

Iff in ;\u\ stvlr at

All the World Knows
It 's "Curzons for Clothes.*

*

< urzons have special shops for LADIES'
( J()OD> ONLY where .1 fine selection of

COSTUMES. ( OATS,SPORTS JACKETS,
Etc., ' an l)«- -en

Ladies' Branches :

1 I *. New Oxford Street, W.C.
107, Strand. W.C.
Dcptford Broadway.
106, Wellington Street. Woolwich.
27, Market Place, KingRton-on-Thamca.
369. Kichmoud Komi. Fum Twickenham

(near Kichmond Bridge).

71 & 73. High Street. Grays, K**e».
Church F.nd. Finchley.

For Patterns and Postal Business write only to

CURZON BROS., LTD.,
The World's Measure Tailors,

60 & 62, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C1
You Can be Measured at any of these Curzon Shops :

—
Bead Office Depot:

Went Ead
W.C.i i Strnml,
a . III. N«

'
. w '

'•

VV.l '.

I ompton Si . \\

N.h.n :

. H

II II

City : 14, I.

i

MKMii. I I uilgati-

Hill, K.I 1 in, IV Vrcnilr,

1 ni't|..'l Si

iMpi. . K.l -
.

\l.i.-.-

1 ' nt,
1 1, . 1 1 ,,..,, i .

Drplford :

I „l,..„

I 111. Mr > :

1 ;, Kin.- « 1',u .i'l.'. '

V* oolwieh : ' . Pnwri* Si .

n
Sh.nrdllrh

Poplar : .
I ' In. I1.1

Klngatoa on Tbaaea .

\i ,,, , . 1

ichniond & Twicken-
ham : 1. R

kc).
Sutlnn (Surrey):

s.iiiihrnd un Sea :

Craya (Eaari):
I llgh Mrc.l

Coventry

:

, lg 1 I. .1.1 V I

xc xc xr x xc xc

LADIES AIJ WOOL
SERCE COSTUME
JACKET 1 1 1. c J

rhont. In

all ti/c*. I M1.1!

retail pi < r. 14 4*.

57/6
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H

WITHOUT THE CANE
JT\ WE live and learn. We can t help it. We wouldn t help it it we could.

^-Jl How times have changed ! Once it was the means to the end. When
the man in the gown and the mortar-board hat stood over us with the cane it

was the means to an end. It was the road to somewhere. And it was a hard
road. As soon as we could get out of it we got out of it. As soon as the time

came for the doors of school to close WE helped to close them.

And from thence onward we ware MEN. School - days were gone for ever.

Gladly had childhood been deposited in the dust-bin.

q When suddenly the MOTION PICTURE appeared and we all went back to school.

q We learnt of many things : of lands afar and other people and other ways of

life as it is lived in other places. But more than this -we learnt that hearts just

as pure and fair may beat in Colorado as in the lowly air of Home, Sweet Home.
We learnt that though one-half of the world does not know how the other half lives—
yet IT LIVES PRETTY MUCH IN THE SAME OLD WAY.

But the great thing is that WE LEARNT.
*fl A better world means a better-educated world. How can we live better lives if we
don't knoW how to ? Ignorance is never bliss. Nine-tenths of the world's wrongs
are due to ignorance of some kind. We must learn. We must get to knou^-

If we are to cease squabbling with our neighbours we must know that our
neighbours are neighbours. If our homes are to be more beautiful homes we must
see more beautif.il homes as example. If we are to help make things worth while.

we must see before our eyes, over and over agair, that it is worth while to make
things worth while.

q Our ancestor, the ape, had no use for a teacher. But we have no use for our
ancestor the ape. WE must learn. // is back to the ape or

FORWARD TO THE SUPERMAN. And there is only

one guide to help us forward— the teacher. And the greatest

teacher of all is the MOTION PICTURE.
q We hear sometimes of the Educational Film : should it

be or should it not be? Is it popular, or is it not? Of
course it should. Of course it is. All films are Educa-
tional Films. No man, no woman, not even the merest

dullard, can sit for long at the foot ol the Motion Picture

Without learning something, some way of

beauty in home or life, some courtesy,

some example for self-betterment, some
tolerance for other peoples

—

something.

q The MOTION PICTURE is the

greatest teacher of all, and so because

it is a teacher without a cane. It is

the means that is nearly as good as

the end, IT is not a hard road. We
do not want to get out of it. We do

not want to help close the door now.

WE WANT THE DOOR KEPI
OPEN. School-days are not gone for

ever. Theu are COME BACK for ever.
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Betty

litvthe as
the Queen of

Sheba.

Elinor Glyn is out in Los Angeles, and
has been expressing her opinions with her

il refreshing candour in the columns of the

movie Press on the subject of the fashion parades
with which we are so frequently regaled on the

ii. She boldly attacks the clinging, slinking

style of evening gown, which she assures its wearers
is .1 mere "travesty of what was worn in 1913."

Another of her bugbears is the short, fluffy frock,

with frills and flowers adorning th

An American editor proclaims Mrs. Glyn as

of the greatest writers of our tune." You are

always a1 liberty to reserve youi own personal rights in the matter
of literary opinion Best sellers are nol invariably "great

but most people will allow that when Mis Glyn gets
on the subject of clothes, she knows what she is talking about.
She is the sister of Lady Dufl (.onion, the world famous " Lucile,"

and she herself is undoubtedly a woman ot refinement and ultra-

exclusive taste She finds the screen girl " perfecth sweet in

hei own little i lothes "it the stage," and, not unnaturally, wonders
why she should so often hoose to make ,i freak ol herself on the

en.

There is no getting away from the fact tJiat durum the past

two years or so there has been a decided tendency to convi

photoplay into a glorified mannequin parade. It is onlj tan to

add ill, ii m some of these instun< cs the actresses themselves have
been allowed httle choice m the selection ot the creations they
were i ailed upon to we.ir Some of the large! studios have on
their pay-rolls specially appointed and highly salaried fashion-

business it is to evolve weird and wonderful

garments purporting to pottray the moods and temperaments "t

then wearers. It the apparel oft proclaims the man." they

have the best possible authority to justifj such principles You
cannot help wishing occasionally that they would give more
attention to the analysis "t normal human beings, it n must be

through the medium ot georgette and satin charmeuse, and less

intensive studv t0 the psychology "t 'Links Some of the styles

. e on the s. reen to-daj would provoke ( omment at .i Midnight

Frolic, or amongst the laiger lunatics
of (ire- n ' l- h Village.

When 1 was out in Los Angi .• - 1

used to find a pcrennia of

innocent amusement by reading the
noticesof forthcoming Suj cr-

Productions "
1 revelled in the

of wild anticipation when 1 noted that,

in her next picture, Miss Fancy Dar-
ling would appear in no less than

nineteen changes of attire You
see 1 was always so certain that

some other producer would shortly

go one better by announcing that

in his next screen vision M;s>

Aspasia Samovar w.is preparing
illenge the world in tw<

three varieties of dr<

undress
Yes, there is no getting away

from the fact that, on the
i, many of our leading

well, just ac-

You could never for a
moment mistake these ladies,

whether they be of the tlufly

or sinuous variety, for anything

_^ else Om ot these days the

\ self-made producer will beyin

to realise that women of gentle

breeding simply do not dress

like odalisques, or the daughters
of war-profiteers Simplicity

is the keynote of all true dis-

tinction m any form of art. and
the greatest artistes find in

reserve the subtlest medium
of expression

shall never forget a very

characteristic remark made
by a little film upstart

who had been introduced

Below : Corinne Griffith.
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to a real live lady of the British aristocracy. Her impression is best recorded

in her own words :
" She was quite poorly dressed !

"

What a bitter disillusionment that meeting must have been ! American

democracy had surely a right to expect an ermine mantle and a plush

coronet with the traditional border of strawberry leaves.

The newly-rich of screenland, you see, sometimes fail to understand that

the principle which should underlie their own sphere of work also applies to

the theory of suitable attire.

True art is the concealment of art.

Mrs. Glyn is, however, I think, only partially justified in her con-

demnation of the majority of styles we see on the screen. She judges

things, perhaps, too much from the Los Angeles view-point. In a city

which has practically risen with the development of the film industry,

you live in a world of unrealities, as far removed from the more normal

trend of an older civilisation as if you were domiciled on a South Sea

island. The exotic climate and the artificial atmosphere make for bizarre

ideas and decadent styles. In the East, the screen fraternity is brought

more closely in touch with other interests, with men and women of a

different walk in life, and I believe that it is amongst the players of

the New York studios that Mrs. Glyn would find much of that " dis-

tinction " in dress and bearing that she misses in California.

Women judge that elusive quality of " chic " in their own sex from

a totally different standpoint than that of the mere man. It was to

gain some idea of the other side of the question that I recently asked a

male acquaintance which star he considered the best-dressed woman
on the screen.

Promptly he replied :

" Elsie Ferguson. She is a good actress,

and yet one who, in the first instance, invariably conveys the im-

pression that she is also a lady."

I think he must haye been right ; at any rate, 1 have found that

many other men and most cultured women voice the same opinion.

Miss Ferguson's ideas

on the subject of d

are both interesting

instructive. She bel'

that every gown
mands its correspom

ing mood and carriage,

and that the first

consideration of a
woman in choosing

her garments

^

Anita
Stewart.

should be that they are

true to her own in-

dividual type. She ad-
vocates the distinction

of dark colours against

a restless or garish set-

ting, wears her jewels
sparingly to harmonise
with her gowns, and
has kept to the same

simple style of coiffure for years, just

because it happens to be the one that
suits her best.

Norma Talmadge, another acknow-
ledged authority on good taste in dress,

believes that the whole question resolves

itself to a knowledge of colour, personal
requirement, and the choice of a suitable

style and fabric for every occasion.

Alice Brady is the best exponent of tailor-

made distinction and turbanned " chic." Miss
Brady makes a speciality of hats, and for more

dressy wear favours those of the larger variety in

a subdued colouring, with just one expensive fiower or

feather by way of contrast. Katharine MacDonald and
Clara Kimball Young are, perhaps, the best-dressed stars

of the Western horizon.

Taking all in all, dress, like so many other things, is a
state of mind. A bulky and learned volume might be written
on the psychology of clothes ; in fact, old Carlylc, now that I

come to think of it, once did the trick.

The screen purports in some measure to be the mirror of

life, and human psychology should, therefore, have the first

innings. The modern screen drama is occasionally over-
clothed, and at the same time, paradoxically enough, under-
dressed. Too often you lose the thread and point of the

story in gaping wonderment over bewildering arabesques in

garment and coiffure.

After all, it's the big directors themselves who have been trying

so long to convince us, on the authority of the greatest master of

stage technique, that " the play's the thing."
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°°oooooooo°

T T T
ill there ever Ix1

V > another ( Gloria

Swanson -

I addressed the question
to Cecil B. Mille, the man
who has an extraordinary
instim t foi dis< o\ ering and
developing beautiful film

stars. He it was who
brought beautiful Gloria Swan-
son to the trout rank of star-

dom When she recently left

Ins company everyone asked
the question w hi< l> 1 had just

framed on my lips.

"
< it

- ourse there will never
be anothei Gloria Swanson, any
more than then- will be anothei Mill Jones.'' the (anions diviner of tilni talent

explainei I

fortunately 'or the kinema, ever} personality is in some way different from
ever othei personalit} ["here are subtle shades of dissimilarity with all artistes

Otherwise it would only l>e necessary to attend the picture theatres once to see

even type ol player."
I realise thai there could l>e only one exotically beautiful, technically per-

il-' t Gloria Swanson,' i told him. "Could he hope to discover a successor
worth} oi the name

In no uncertain terms Mr I v Mille assured me thai he was confident ol securing
tai to follow m Gloria's dainty footsteps
Long experience has taught me thai it is always possible to develop new

talent it our has tin- instinct for discovering u in unlikely places. There is

always gold somewhere amongst the dross," he said with a confident air.

Miss Swanson is, to rny way of thinking, one of the three <>r four truly great

icreen actresses," said Mi De Mille ' Nevertheless, I believe thai I have found
in Agnes Ayres a talented successor who is capable ol reaching the same dramatic

. which hei predecessoi achieved
People have a habit of saying that it will never l>e possible to find a successor

the preceding leading woman after the lattei has sought new fields," con-
tinued Mi De Mille. I he} have said that ever since I started making pictures

said that allci ( '.er.ddmr l.iu.o and I dissolved 0111 business partner-
ship. They said the same thing aftei mj second and last picture with Mary
I'm kford

Not bo long ago Florence V'idoi scored a tremendous success in Old n - fot A
When thi i ast of th<- succeeding production was announced, and h<-i name was
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conspicuous by its absence, people promptly said that it would never be

possible to find another actress of equal beauty and talent.
" I made We Can't Have Fverything with Wanda Hawley in the chief

feminine role. Miss Hawley had played a minor part in the preceding photo-
play. Both Miss Hawley and the picture scored a decided success. And
the world said she could not be duplicated.

" Of course, she couldn't. Her success in that production and other Para-
mount productions won her a place as a star in her own name And once
again 1 was forced to cast about for another leading woman for ray own
productions.

" Gloria Swanson was my next choice. As everyone knows, she

played the chief feminine role in a quintet of successful

screen productions bearing mv name. Her success in

the first of these, Don't Changi Your Husband, was
truly phenomenal. Then followed For Belter, For Worse,
The Admirable Crichton, Why Change Your Wife? and
Something To Think About. Increased glory for

Miss Swanson followed on the heels of each succeeding
release.

" And now I am working with Agnes Ayres occupying
the position in my cast so long held by Miss Swanson.
And the world asks, as you did, whether it will l>e ever
possible to find an actress of Miss Swanson's calibre.

" What is true of the feminine players is equally true

of the men. Wallace Keid played the male lead in a

number of my early productions. When he was pro-

moted to stardom, the public promptly decided that
Cecil B. He Mille's future productions would suffer by
the loss of this versatile young actor.

Elliott Dexter appeared in support of notable feminine
stars under my direction. Then he won a leading role

in my first non-star production, The Whispering Chorus.
He continued to play the principal masculine role in

succeeding pictures until a serious illness interfered

with his work over a year ago.
" The public mourned, and said in so many words

that it would never be possible to find another
leading man of Dexter's genius. But Thomas
Meighan won instant recognition in the chief role of

The Admirable Crichton and Why Change Your Wife ?
" Now I am starting two players new

to me on the road to success. Agnes
Ayres I have mentioned. She has talent,

beauty, and personality—the trio

of qualities which spell success on
the screen.

"
1 selected Forrest Stanley for

the type of role formerly played
by Dexter and Meighan. Stanley's
work on the screen has not been

Forrest Stanley and
Agnes A vres in
' Forbidden Fruit.'

opposite

extensive, but it has
shown great potential

qualities. He has done
admirable work in For-

bidden Fruit,

Miss Ayres.
" But I'll venture to

say that when the tune
comes for the parting of

the ways between these

talented young people and
me, the world will say :

' Will there ever be another
Agnes Ayres or Forrest

Stanley ?
'

"
I would hesitate to

prophesy that I will dis-

cover a star to follow in

Fonest Stanley's foot-

steps who can boast this

screen giant's huge phy-
sique. I am not yet in

business as a discoverer

of modern Hercules. Yet
by means of that sixth sense which enables
me to discover screen talent with the ease

that is associated with the water-diviner's

art, I am confident that somewhere I will

rind a worthy successor who will fill the gap
left by Forrest Stanley.

" And I shall answer then as 1 answer now
regarding Miss Swanson :

' There will never
be another just like these people, but there

will be successors who will achieve equal
fame and show equal merit.'

'

Wanda Hawley.
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ll ever it if decided to erect memorial to the man who invented motioa
picture! you may be §ure that automobile manufacturer* will be heavy

subscriber*. There haa never been a

movie without a motor in it aome-
where. and at for the star* well

read thia article.

Tom Mi*

Eugene O'Brien motors with himself

!

think it was Emerson who made himself responsible
L for 1 1 1 * - maxim about " hitching your wagon to a
star." I'hc stars themselves, however, reserve the

right to choose some quicker mode of locomotion, and
r to travel 1>\ petrol Every aspirant to film

irs dreams of a Rolls-Royce and a liveried

chauffeur. I well remember a little 'extra" j^ir 1

out in Los Angeles who. on finding herself promt
to the status of a fifty-dollar per week salary, instantly
started col lei ting automobile i atalogues, and working
up every topic ol conversation to the cost ol tyres

and - ol sparking-plugs.
Somebody once told me " over there " that every

fifth inhabitant oi 1 .us Angeles possesses an able-bodied
motor car. 1 can well believe it. judging by the informa-
tion conveyed through the medium oi roadside warnings
concerning the number of persons killed or injured in the

course oi a single - " Speeding " is a favourite sport
of folk eternally in quest ol some new sensation, in spite "t

the very stringent laws on the subject, and the efforts "i a very
efficient traffic force. First offenders usually get ofl on payment
of a line; hut frequent repetitions of the same offence can result in

the own r being deprived oi his license. I grant it is a great
temptation when you see miles of a superb road Stretching out b(

you, and not a soul in siejit, t.i juggle the levers and " let her n;
but the motor i yi le " cop " has a dis; li habil "I turning u]

in all sorts of unexpected places, as Jack Pickford recently learnt
\' any rate, if he now drives to work, he has to ask foi

a lift in a friend's car.

Some of the cars you si c about Los Angeles will one day feature in

a museum i ontaining the freak exhibits of nineteenth-cent urv " arl ."

["here are sky blue cars with salmon pink trimmings, cars like pei

ambulating pagodas, and others like tin tubs Vou may usually be
sure that t his type "i i rcation belongs to the " new l\ rich of film

dom. .uid set uk r standing have learnt something
of lb- dignity that belongs to an exalted and honoured position.

arlie Chaplin and Charlie Ray both have locomobiles the aris

Chaplin's <s a dark blue affair, seating seven
upholstered in dark blue leathei I he value

"t cars like ih.it ol win. ,ims with tunc Ills in aplin
7,500 dollars, .uid ,1 few months alter Its purchase it was worth I I

' liarl 'hit Ins automobile is his mo- 1 treasured possession, which
l

'
in well believe. I Ins passion is share. I b\ Kono, le- Japanese

'

Bebe I Km;'
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chauffeur, li you ever want to test the limits of Oriental

enduranci
,
you have only to pretend you are going to strike-

a match on the speckless surface oi thai glossy car.

Unlike Charlie, who is contenl with one, Mr. and
Mrs Douglas Fairbanks have several cars apiece; in fact,

their joint garage is specially constructed for a veritable

fleet of automobiles
Another star who never need worry about a break

down, or a shortage of gasoline, is Wanda Hawley. In

private life, you see, she is Mrs Burton Hawley, and her

hubby owns .1 garage on the Hollywood Boulevard. Next
to pictures and playing the piano. Wanda savs she would
like to drive ears all day long She does, as it is, wh< n

evei she gets a i hance ; and .she occasionally allows herself

to be photographed in the latest model to help Mr. Hawley s

business along. You will own that a prett) >iirl at the

Steering wheel is a Strong recommendation if you happen
to be buying a new car; though Wanda herself will elo-

quently guarantee the umpteen horse power of every
machine in her husbands stock She was stopped only
recently by a traffic " cop. " on the boulevard for driving

at forty miles an hour. He took out a note-book and
pencil, but soon put them back again when he had taken
another look at Wanda. He just advised her to slow
down to twenty miles, unless she wanted to get " pinched,"
and wished her a pleasant rule '

H. 15. Warner used to pass my house every morning in

a smart little Colman Mustard two-seater, just about big

enough to comfortably accommodate himself, Ins wife, and
Baby Joan, when he wanted to

^ run them down to the beach of an
evenintThis looks

like a case

<i f cruelty to

small motors
on l-aitv's

part, doesn't

it?

>' loin Mix 1 have usually seen
in a white torpedo - shaped

Suit/ at least, I

suppose it was white
under its coating of

?ns

of hard .service one ot those contraptions, you know,
that look rather unassuming, but which house a perfectly

diabolical energy and plenty of noise

I >oris Pawn, who loves 'Omar Khayyam, has a beautiful

limousine upholstered in Batik colourings, to remind her,

I suppose, of the glowing atmosphere of the " Rubaiyat."
Bessie I ove owns an exclusive electric affair with fawn-

coloured cushions and silver fittings, and her monogram
on the door to clinch the question of proprietorship.

Mildred Davis, Harold Lloyd's leading lady, recently

purchased the latest thing in fashionable coupe's. She has

had to learn to drive it herself, as her chauffeur has bi en

arrested no less than three times for " speeding," and had
his license confisi ated.

And, talking of "speeding,'' Fritzie Brunette is <

the most strenuous Upholders of the ("alifortnan speed
laws, and will not hesitate to haul a delinquent before the

magisterial bench if she catches him in the act

Irene Rich is another of these good Samaritans 1

passed her once on the road to the Goldwyn Studio giving

six little office boys a " lilt " into the city.

W'allic Reid had a variety of oc< upations before he
went into the moving-picture business amongst others,

that of a motor mechanic. So it is small wonder that he
feels so much in his clement in those automobile stories

of " the roaring road." I have seen him driving prac-

tically every species of car, from a huge lorry on the boule-

vard, to a super-racer round the saucer-track of the new
Ascot Speedway. Wallie thoroughly enjoys tins kind of

thing, but since motoring has become pari of his day's

work, he no longer counts it amongst his relaxations.

When Mr. Reid punches the time-clot k and knocks oil

for the dav, he prefers the music of his violin to the

hooting of the motor horn.
Several of the wealthier stars have special automobiles

for location work. Mary Pickforcl has a regular gipsy-

caravan arrangement, with a dressing-room and kitchenette.

There is also a portable couch, which can be adjusted to the

shady side of the vehicle, and on which Mary
can take a little rest during an interval between
scenes. Douglas Fairbanks has a wonderful

car for camping out, which his little wife gave
him as a birthday-present. May Allison has

another travelling dressing-room, in which there

are alcoves for hanging her wardrobe, and
ottoman seats to camouflage her colle< lion

of hats.

And here's a good story, by way of conclusion,

which 1 had from Charlie Chaplin himself. He
was late forthe studio—a not-unusual occurrence

and, seeing the long clean stretch of the boule-

vard ahead, he told Kono to sj^eed things up a

bit. The adventure was interrupted bv the

untimely materialisation of a traffic " cop.," who
demanded to know, with a

profanity, where the blanketv
thought he was driving to.

" 1 am surprised at you,'

his most pained expression.

most unbeseeming in a member of the Force. I shall,

naturally, consider it my duty to report you. And
now, officer, 1 suppose you had better take my name
and address." But somehow the officer lost interest

in the case, and rode oil m a hurry. And Charlie,

curiously enough, quite

forgot to lodge that

complaint. TL. C.

remarkable Mow of

blank Mr. Chaplin

Charlie said with
Such languaj

Mary
Pichford
picks a Ford
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REPLECTING-
(jTHRILLS
;CRE&n

A graceful bark-dive filmed with an ullra-

rapid camera which takes ibo pictures pet
second.

\v

•^\

This year's

Boat Race: The
start.

'hen the cream of the world's

boxers pit their skill t. r i ham-
pionship honours in the nut;, when'
thoroughbreds of the Turf strain e

sinew to be first past the post on the

k, and the gladiators of the

football field, battle for "The Cup"
or promotion, a " barrage " of film

cameras records every thrill in these
" t s

.

The topical film of to-day is not

handled as a ban- uninspirn
item. In the hands of i xperlenced tilm

editors, it is presented as a human
story in which dramatii incident

in which events not having a stroni

.m

at < entuati d, ant

bearing on the sequence of the story are drastically

Onlj '11 most thrilling in i films of big boxing
contests arc included in the finished picture. Less in

teresting rounds arc blended together, and frecpicnt

abortive "clinches" dispensed with. V
being scored and exciting mid-field his nstitqp
ill ntents of topical pictures ol football matches, J
horses at the starting-gate and passing the post, wit!

glimpses of gallops down the "straight," are repre

sentative of topical racing tilms.

To procure tliis concentrated essence of sport thrill

for the screen an intricate organisation has develop*
Long focus lenses, slow motion cameras, apparaW
worked by compressed air, and specially erected earner,

inis arc but a few of the devices pressed int

service for this purpose
When the race (or the (".rand National was tihuc

ntly, th. iation involved resembled the ii

tricate plan-, of aG.H < > st.iti on the eve ol an offensive

Each ot the Pathc cameramen involved was pn
vided with .1 blue print map. The than marked h
position ,<i\ the course, indicated the events he
film, and gave advice on the immediate action to I

taken 1>\ the reserve camera-man waiting to tai

advantage sational falls and spectacular jum
with the aid of a camera fitted with a long-focus lens, whii
procured a close up " of any incident of especial inti

Specially erected wooden towers enabled a panoramic vu
ot the raw to be obtained, and an aeroplane waited to i ar

the finished tilnis bai k to I ondon at a speed of a hundred mil

an houi
In tin case ol this race thousands < i lihn were expo*

Mtei it hail been hurled into completion with i

loping and printing machines, film editors commenced
dredge the entire work of fift I'lu inisl

lure shown in the kinemas on the same night was only t

hundred I igth, but it contained every thrill and hum.
interest incident revolving round the most spectacular r

in the world.

i and It.mk Moran stepped into the r

at tl I (all recently to battle loi the 1 1< a\

Championshi] imps fitted above the ring thil

beams ol main thousand .andlepowei on (In of I

Aqua-
planing at

miles per hour
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boxers to t'liuble the cameras to record ever} incident of

the fight.

The camera-men included specially trained operators,

who controlled apparatus fitted with long-focus lenses.

They were the most intent individuals in the closely packed

hall. Their task was to wait for the " knock-out " blow in

order that a close-up of the winning blow might be recorded

for the screen. As Moran's irresistible " Mary Ann " swung
to the point of Beckett's jaw, the celluloid commenced to

travel through its velvet-lined slots behind the extra power-

ful lens, so constructed that it would enlarge all that n

recorded. A few hours later picture-hall audiences through-

out the country were viewing on the screen a realistic repro-

duction of the famous American boxer's spectacular " knock-

out " of the British champion. Every movement of the

blow could be analysed.

A future development of fight films will be in connection

with the Ultra Rapid camera, which photographs human
movement at a speed ten times less than normal, owing to

the fact that it can take pictures at the rate of one hundred-
and-sixty a second. Hence the swiftest blow in the ring

will be reproduced so slowly that it will be possible to study
it in a manner which would be impossible actually with the

human eye.

A striking impression ol speed was recently secured when
a championship polo match was filmed by placing a camera
in a high-powered motor-car. By this means the operator
was able to keep pace with the fast-moving ponies. During
their speedy rushes in pursuit of the ball the animals, appear-

ing to move at the pace of race-horses, were followed by the

car and kept within range of the camera. With the scenery

in the background (lashing past, the effect when the picture

was screened was a thrilling one. It created the feeling

that the audience were actually dashing across the ground
at the speed attained bv the ponies. This is the effect

sought after by producers of sport films. As in screen dramas,
it is endeavoured to make the spectators feel that they art-

participating in the events they see.

Such effects do not entirely depend on the specially con-

structed camera used for filming sports. Ingenious methods
of securing pictures from novel points of vantage also further

these illusions. A thrilling suggestion of what airmen ex-

perience was provided recently by a clever composite pic-

ture which depicted an exciting race between motor-boats,
airships, and aeroplanes.

The impression is created that the spectator is travelling,

first, in an airship which ilies level with the surf -spraying
craft some fifty feet below ; then in a hundred-mile-an-hour
aeroplane, which rapidly overhauls the motor-boats ; and,
finally, in one of the mile-a-minute motor-boats, which rocks
and sways amongst the waves with alarming violence.

The low height at which the camera-men operated enabled
a very realistic impression to be obtained of the thrills and
sensations which accompany a flight through the atmosphere
at a hundred miles an hour.

The real thrill of racing has also been secured for the
screen by a camera device consisting of a tall revolving
tower, winch enables a turf contest to be followed from
start to finish. Recentlv the Pathe Gazette showed the
race for the Melbourne Cup on the screen taken by means
'of long-focus lenses and cameras capable of turning with
accelerated speed in any direction. The horses were kept
in view from the moment that they sped from beneath
the, starting tapes until the winner, " Kinlark," flashed
past the post.

Novel sports, such as aqua-planing behind an aeroplane
it seventy miles an hour, ski-ing on -mud, and boxing
ind wrestling on the top pianes of aircraft some thousand
feet above the earth, all constitute subjects for modern
'sports thrills for the screen.
That truth is stranger than fiction is certainly being

''roved by the fact that many sport pictures shown on
lie screen to-day often produce greater thrills than those
issociated with the studio - manufactured type favoured

Isy the film serial. For picturcgoers watching sport thrills
L bn the screen know that they are witnessing scenes that
r 'annot possibly have been faked, and the knowledge lends
xcitement to the view
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>\ M&NS MAN

I om Santachi has ^ru*u uu with

the lilm inJuutrv, anj movie-making

• in Ins blond. On the »creen and nil it he 11 a

regular fellow a mju » man through anj through.

although he has incur than hit (air ahare 'if

letninine admirers too.

I^rom viewing the
\ -i-

1

\ virile
Thomas Santschi on
i he si reen, one might
draw the conclusion

that he would be
difficuH to interview

;

that he would l> cum

out his language in

stentorian basso
irofundo; that he'd

scorn to answei any
of the minor ques-

i ions a report er

might put to him —well, in short, that he'd be too busy
ie bothered.

In the first place, Santschi has nol a deep bass voice

Neither is he blas6 or consequential. Furthermore, he

declared very publicly that he enjoys meeting new
people, provided they do not interrupt him when he is

hobbying."
()t course, he has a hobby. A film star without his

hobby would be like a restaurant without its Greek pro-

prietor. It simply isn't being done this year and yet,

ii seems, ever} screen personality has a peculiar aversion

to dis< ussing Ins or her particular " suppressed desire

Were not Santsi hi a screen luminary, he might be either

a first class pianist or a photographer. In fact, when 1

encountered him at the studio he had a second-hand en-

larging machine in his dressing-room, togethei with a can
of silver enamel, some paint-brushes, and a couple "I

extra lenses, which, he explained, he was fitting to the

apparatus to use in his laboratoi
j

\i presenl Santschi is very busily engrossed in creating

a new Western character for the screen one which, he

says, will not go through .a series of hairbreadth stunts

I am devoting more time to story material," he de
clared ; "eliminating the stunts, maintaining heart in-

.t The public is netting tired of stunts and narrow
Lpes, because they have seen so much in serials, and

because few iau compete with Fairbanks and Tom Mix
in t Ins line

For ten and a half vears Santschi was a Selig luminal")

the past two vears he h in a series

of inclines befitting his type, including I h, North Wind'.-.

Ma/ici a Ke\ Reach story; The Hrll Cat, with Geraldine
and //. ; Kingdom oj Dreams, with Anita Stewart

lie has grown up with the film industry, because, as he

says, at the time he entered the realm there were hardly
a handful <>l mail actors in it with him.

In fait. Santsi in played opposite Geraldine Farrar in

three of her productions Shadows and The Strong • i

in addition to The 1 1 fit Cat, and at the time the operatic

laimcd him one ol the sin-ens foremost actors
\lio could appeal at equal ease in evening attire,

oi as i chai ai lei

It i. iik change ability which proclaims him a

truly versatile man lie says that In- is a full hclicver m
the dot time of c living his lole while he is playing
ii

, and sometimes when Santschi is essaying •> dilfici.lt

- not allow himself to be unduly disturbed

ghout the work of the entire picture.
' lias ' he said, " is the only adequate means we have

of keeping t h e

character ion
sistently in mind
o i 1

1
c

- ettinghis
portent Pi

ally. I feel m
.it home in the
virile on!

of doors
dra m a

I
i me it

seems to he the

expression of
bigger human

persons

w h ose in i n ds
and ai tic ens ,ii

e

not stilted by
adherent e to

I »

\

S
in any social
conventions, a number of which are mere trifles 1 low-
ever, if 1 am playing a Westerner, for ii 1 actually
believe that I am a man ol the plains :

it my part proclaim!
me a gentleman oi Society well, 1 keep in mind the

various social usages that my life has taught me are the
proper thing."

I ntil last year," he reminisced, "
I had not seen a

baseball game for thirteen years' Ever) time I'd made
arrangements to go to one. 1 found 1 had to work. Alwavs
n -. been work more work."
And during these years ol work before the camera there

have naturally been a certain number of narrow escapes,

ise, in outdooi stories, there is always a possibility

of accident. But to Pom the possibility of an accident

never occurs; if, perchance, something disastrous does
happen, he promptly forgets all about it

I'm surprised, he said. " that you don't ask me all

about the hairbreadth escapes."

ie truthful, 1 had forgotten to do
1 couldn't think of any ' " he continued. Eixcepl

one ' A year ago we were on location in the Canadian
north woods. The scenario prescribed lor us a battle with
the Indians, ,\t\^\ a property-man was sent to the store lot

several rounds ol / iwA « .n ti id'-a s h just happens that

I always have my own guns; that I always examine tin

"prop" ammunition Klme it is used; and when the > 1 1 1 11

tame from the store, I did my < ustomary duty id inspection
the shells before anj guns were tired 1 opened one. two
three; m each 1 found buck-shot I took samples
other boxes, with the same result The propcrtj ui.uj

denied any knowledge id the all. or, as did the storekeeper
but d we had stalled firing on each othci with those loaded
shells, the whole troupe would. have been killed, bccaUB>|

we were working at close range
That one mannerism of Santschi s, of examining thj

ammunition, is typically significant of him Fverythinjl

he does is done in a cool, dehbciate w.i\ lie speaks hi

words slowly, forcibly, in a decisive cool tone He give

one the impression ol a sleeping lion very powerft I, vet

ved, yet, when aroused, a \'i\ assertive personality!

When he is at home he himself by tending hi

garden and making additions to Ins home The simple hf

lias an irresistible appeal to I'om Santschi. Iki-mak it. h*»d>
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THE DIARyy^ STUDIO DOG

Mind
itiv u

you, I blame the scene-shifter. If he hadn't got in my
•ith that bucket of paint the leading lady's dress

wouldn't have suffered.

Random impressions of a day 10 the life of the

movie-makers as recorded by a photoplay pup, whose
middle name is Mischief. Your heroes and heroines

of the shadow stage are here viewed from a new and

unexpected angle.

30 a.m.—Trouble ! .Strife and

turmoil, alarums and excursions !

The director is in a towering rage, the

assistant - director is "in bad," the

leading lady is in tears, and I am in

an old box where no one will think

of looking for me, " Safety First " is

my motto. I shan't show myself until

the trouble has blown over.

Much ado about nothing, I call it.

The director, it appears, has lost his

working scenario of the picture now
being made. A mere bundle of paper

covered with typewriting and pencil

notes ! But the director is frantic.

He says it must be found, and the

assistant-director agrees. . . .

They will never

find it. And I

only hope they

become reconciled

to that fact before

they find me. You
see, I found it

first. Such fun.

It was composed

of that crinkly tissue-paper

that tears so beautifully in

the teeth. Quite a pleasant

flavour, too. . . .

g.45 a.m.—Work has com-

menced. They have given the

director a duplicate scenario,

and now he is bawling through'

a megaphone. He is still very

cross. I'm glad I'm not a

movie star. I daresay they'd

ike me to be, but I'm not

screen-struck. You see, my
father was a picture actor.

He got eighty dollars a week-
at least, the man he belonged

to got the money ; my father

never received as much as

eighty bones! And he always

told me :
" Don't be a movie

actor ; it's a human's life." Ugh !

10 a.m.—Discovered! It appears

that they can't make a picture

without me, after all, I heard the

director say :
" We need a dog for

this shot. Where's the pup ? " And
then the property-boy yanked me out

of my hiding-place. I'm in a close-up.

"he leading lady is clutching me, and
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suffocating me with kisses. Disgusting! I've never

given her the least encouragement.

10.30 a.m.—A rest " between sets." The leading

lady has produced a box of chocolates. There is some-

thing in this screen-work, after all.

10.33 a.m.—A rat ! A real, honest-to-goodness,

cross-your-heart rat, running across the floor of my
studio. Whoopee

!

10.40 a.m.—I'm in disgrace, and the director is

crosser than ever. Mind you, / blame the scene-

shifter. If he hadn't got in my way with that bucket

of paint, the leading lady's dress wouldn't have suf-

fered. Now the director says they must re - take

several scenes with the heroine wearing a new dress.

These people make me tired. I'll leave them to

it. . . .

10.42 a.m.—My father was right ; I might as well be

a human being for all the consideration I am receiving.

I had just made up my mind to go for a stroll round

the lot, when the director shouted :
" Hi ! Tie up

that pup. We shall want him for a re-take in a

minute."

10.43 a.m.—The property-boy has tied me
to an iron stay supporting a piece of scenery.

Note : To get even with that property - boy •

before the day is over.

10.30 a.m.—Samson had nothing on me.

That temple business was all very well, but

there was no movie camera on the spot to

record it. Now / have just pulled the middle

section out of a " library " set, and it will all

come out on the film, because the camera was

working at the time. Serve them right. What
business had they to tie me up and make me a

picture-actor against my will ?

11 a.m.—I am being kissed and cuddled by

the heroine once again, but she doesn't mean
it. She hasn't forgiven me for the accident

to her dress. They tell me this scene will have

a title on the screen saying, " Teddy, you dar-

ling ! You are the only one in the whole world

that I love." If picturegoers only knew!

What the heroine really is saying is, " Keep
still, drat you! A severe hiding would do

you the world of good !

"

11.1$ a.m.— I am tied up again, this time

to a solid pillar that defies my Samson act.

The director is venting his rage on the leading

man. It is nice to know that someone else

makes mistakes. " You look like a bag of

salt. You haven't got the brains of a glow-

worml" shouts the director. " All you're good

for is tQ receive mash letters from screen-struck

Phyllises." That's the stufl to give 'eml Serve

'cm right for being picture actors. They don't

to 1»- the same as me.

//./5 a.m. Just awake after a pleasant

Snooze. The director is still rampant . Now
the "extra ladies and gentlemen" have in-

curred his displeasure, It 1- a Society dinnei

scene, 1 '.in hear the duct tor admonishing

one of the SUperS, "No. H.iioM, you don't

feed yourself with a knife, except in burlesque,

And that dame on your hit. Tell her to lay

off with the soup before she chokes herself and
dies on our hands."

12.5 p.m.—I'm getting hungry, and so are my
f.-llow-actors. But the director appears to be a human
camel. " When do we eat ?

" the heroine has just

asked him. " When you have learned to act," says

the director. That's done it ! Now I shall starve.

12.30 p.m.—The players are eating sandwiches on

the set, snatching bites " between shots." Mine is a

hopeless dawn. Compared with me, Mother Hubbard's

dog looks like a cattle-show prize-winner. It seems

that the director and the players blame me for the

time they have lost. I'll show them.

/ p.m.—My luck is in. The property-boy has placed

a tray of cream buns within reach of my rope. He
fancies I'm asleep.

1.3 p.m.—My luck is out. Those buns were made
of cardboard. Moreover, it seems that they were

wanted for a scene. Now, how was I to know that ?

The director has used me very brutally. He says he

is sorry they put me in the picture, because now they

will have to keep me until it is finished.

/ wish the 4m
would stop givf*

meat! I
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2.30 p.m.—A newspaper man has just called to

interview the leading lady. I hear her telling him

i
that she is passionately devoted to animals. "And
that reminds me," she says, " how I love my director.

He is the kindest man. His patience is wonderful."

I guess Ananias must be stirring uneasily in his grave.

3 p.m.—They have collared me for another scene.

They want me to go to a drawer, take out a revolver

and bring it to my mistress, who is tied to a chair.

[I'm pretending I don't understand. The director shows

me a piece of meat, which he places in the drawer. I stop

pretending. But doesn't it pay to be stupid sometimes ?

3.15 p.m.—I go to the drawer again. But there is

no meat there now, only a pistol. The leading lady

coaxes me to bring it to her, and rewards me with

another piece of meat. This is a good game. I guess

ij they'll tire of it first.

4 75 p.m.—I have had fourteen pieces of meat, and

am feeling that a long sleep will do me the world of

good. The scene has been filmed several times, but

the director isn't satisfied.

4.30 p.m.—I wish they would stop giving me meat.

4.45 p.m.—At last I'm allowed to stagger away for

a well-earned sleep. Note : In future, I'm going to

be a vegetarian.

5 p.m.—Tea on the set. Obviously the director

intends to make a day of it. The players are looking

very tired, but the director is just getting wound up.

One of the extras complains that he is tired. The
director says :

" No, Harold, you're not tired. You're

fired. Quit !

"

6 p.m.—The leading lady has just fainted under
the strain. The director is smiling for the first time

to-day. He says :

" Carry her to the ' library ' set

and we will shoot that fainting close-up for the fourth

reel." Can you beat it ?

6.30 p.m.—The leading lady has made a miraculous

recovery, having just heard that unless certain scenes

are completed before the light fails, we shall be shifted

to the artificial light studio.

6.4$ p.m.—We are on the last lap, and everybody
is hopeful.

7 p.m.—Hope is dead. We have moved to the

artificial light studio. The villain has just said :
" It

is time that Dante had another dream. But
this time he ought to dream about a movie
studio instead of the other Inferno."

8 p.m.—We are on a scene that has been

rehearsed ten times. " For the love of Pete,

put some life into it!" howls the director.
" What I want for this scene is freshness,

gaiety, and joie de vivre."

8.30 p.m.—The hero has lost his temper in

a fight with the villain, and they are at it

hammer and tongs. The director is delighted.

8-35 P.m.—The villain has knocked out the

hero, which is all wrong. " Never mind,"
says the director ;

" we'll have to alter the

script. It was too good a rough-house to

leave out of the picture."

8.50 p.m.—The director and the leading lady

are no longer on speaking terms. She had
the last word ; in fact, several last words.
" Some director, you !

" she told him. " Why,
if Sarah Bernhardt was to walk in here, she

wouldn't get by with you for a job as an

extra."

8.55 p.m.—The head electrician is looking

very gloomy. I understand that he is hungry
for his supper. Also that he has a date with

a girl.

9 p.m.—The light (electric) has failed. All

is darkness and confusion. No one seems to

know what has happened, but I think the

electrician will be able to keep his appoint-

ment all right.

g.5 p.m.— I am prowling round in the dark-

ness in search of the property-boy. I have

an account to settle with the lad. By his

yells I shall know him.

g.y p.m.—I have just bitten the director.

No mistaking him. I heard someone speak

once of a man named Willy Shakespeare, who
had a wonderful command of the English

language. I guess 'he had nothing on our

director. No, sir. Our director could give
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Willy seven hundred word

1 1
1

1

•

9 7
-

p.m.—At last ! A pood, honest, boyish howl.

•• Props
"

is at my men y. Now . . .
just one

more bite for luck. . .

g.30 p.m. Lights arc up again, but the din

jays,
'

1 reckon \v< '11 call it a day."

gyp m.- It seems that the director is

very nice fellow, after all. H- seems eg

popular. The hero has just invited

along to supper. ll.« heroine says:

has been a ver\ trving day. but wi

done a whale ol work. On..- c

thing, v.. 1 to keep chei

through il all."

0.45 p.m.—They depart, a happ>

,-are-free, laughing bunch of human-

J

itv. These people puzzle me.

0.50 />.mi. 1 am monarel

;i |l 1 survey, so 1.11 )"-

take a una! prowl round

studio.

0.55 /-.»; A great disco'

The leading lady- makc-U||

bo.\ (unlo. ked filled whl|

a wonderful assortment *>\

coloured Mirk-. Now 1 sha'j

K.nn what it 1- my mistral

likes s much.

jo p.m. 1 think 1

dying.

iu.5 p»t. Water ' Watei 1

jo.y p.m. There 1- a pal

on the shelf in the " prop

room, but it is a dirricfl

jump for a dying dog.

T j p.m. 1 shall nevi

it worst luck.

in.15 J
»: 1 have doil

s-S it, worse luck. Not wat<

but paint '
1 wish my mothi

could see me now.

10.20 p.m. This stutf clini

n rribh How on earth sh|

1
pret rid ol it

1 \.2i p.m. Happy tl

The drawing-room sel

still standii Perhaps ill

,,,11 mysell up in th. wmdi

curtains. . . .

10 23 p.m. ["hat's

second mishap I've -uffel

through that carelcs>

rhosc curtains wen badh fastened. S|
««1 then leave him j^ter. ^ ^ ^^ >m ,„ lhc mornillRl „<*!

... 1 think I'll go 10 be<l before anythl

Urector kas left the **« >M ' fi* <-« n TM fin^
'

left

p.m. I'm arty 1 should have fastened upon the ^
eeing thai 1 owe thi darkness to lus good

^ ^^ j
^ limloi |w

Us° ! "
'

a stron«
k,cker

scenario behind again Careless ver>

q.io p.m. TlMt was the hero. Not much of a
r/m/ finishes a perfect day.

ith« when u com. I being bitten. He yells

^ ^ ^ for .nine

!

NV A v

lalsetto.

I
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Elmo Lincoln and his

"double," Monty Montague

Amongst movie folk in all places

there is one class of people of

whom but little has been written and
much has been seen, namely, the
" doubles." In ordinary parlance, the
word refers to anybody bearing a facial

resemblance to any particular person, as we
all know ; but it is recognised in film circles

to mean a person who takes the place of the
star upon such occasions as those calling for

feats which it would be unwise for the star to

attempt. We have all seen various stars in different

situations perform some " stunt," which, although
at first glance would appear to have actually been
performed by the featured player, yet establishes a
doubt in our minds as to whether the difficult feat had
been really carried out by the star. Nine times out of

ten it has not—the star's place having been taken by
a " double."
There are two " doubles " who are exceptionally well

known in the little film colony of Hollywood, California.

One is Monty Montague, who " doubles " for Elmo
Lincoln, and the other is Sylvester Marzetti, who has
doubled for many people, but is now working for Douglas
Fairbanks.

Monty Montague was first engaged to double for
Elmo Lincoln in that star's serial, Elmo the

Fearless ; and, in addition, he played the part
of the " Strangler," a handful of work which
entailed him performing his own stunts and
those of Elmo's. Elmo had by this time
built up such a reputation and gained such a
following of picturegoers, that it was decided
to let a double perform his stunts rather than
risk his life. Elmo protested, but saw logic in

the arguments that were placed before him
;

and the result was that almost all of the more
dangerous feats in that picture were per-
formed by Monty Montague. So well did he
acquit himself as a double, and in his part of
the " Strangler," that Elmo immediately re-en-
gaged him to play two parts in the next serial,

The Flaming Disc—namely, the parts of " Bat
Hogan " and " Gyp." At the end of this serial

he received a flattering offer to play heavies
in twenty-six Western pictures, and thus he
has quitted the ranks of the " doubles "

for ever, he hopes.
As befitted a man taking such risks as he

took, Monty has had an adventurous life.

Born in Kentucky in 1891, he went into a
circus at the tender age of seven years, and
performed on the trapeze at that age. He

I

stayed with the circus until he was twenty-
one, and then went into the Army, and

I

served in the most dangerous spot in the

Left : Louise Lorraine, who is Elmo's leading lady.

Above : Gladys Walton. Both stars have had
to employ "doubles."

Philippines, where he was wounded once during his

stay of six years. Coming out of the Army, he went
back in the circus life until he entered the film colony.
He is six feet tall, and is an all-round athlete, having
won many prizes for all kinds of sports.
He specialises on long-distance jumping—a fact

which stood him in good stead in one situation. He
was on a motor-car riding along the railway track
beside a goods train, when, around a bend, he espied,
coming down the track towards him, a passenger train.

He had only one chance, and he took it. Climbing
on 10 the side of the car, he jumped, clearing eight feet,

and landed on the goods train. It was whilst he was
in mid-air that the passenger train hit the
car and smashed it to smithereens. That
was his nearest escape, and one which would
make most of us the possessors of heart
trouble for the rest of our lives ! His wife,

Scotty Montague, performed all Louise Lor-
raine's stunts in The Flaming Disc.

Sylvester Marzetti is one of six brothers
who have performed their athletic act in all

\ [Continued on fast fS.

V 1 "Doug." wouldn't allow his "double" to per-
form a stunt for him, and this injured

hand was the result

.

A bove : Larry
Semon, the

famous come-
dian.
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senc
occasion,

very long.

A hero in homeepun. A plain, ordinary kind of

unkempt appearance. But a geniut in hie own way
Human and very lovable—that » Will Rogera.

man oi

very

Just a plain, ordinary kind of man, with the accent on the
" plain," is Will Rogers ; but there is something essen-

tially simple, human, and therefore lovable about him. He
is simple, with the simplicity that is the hall-mark of true

greatness ; human, with the humanity given only to genius
;

and lovable—well, because he is Will Rogers. Via films he

introduces himself to British picturegoers as a new type of

comedian, a humorist in homespun, whose quaint, kindly wit

is inimitable, because it is all his own.
Will Rogers on the screen and Will Rogers off the screen

are one and the same person. The same lean, somewhat un-

gainly frame (five-foot-eleven of it), the same slouchy walk
that is half a lurch and half a shuffle ; the clothes and hat
that could he nobody else's. The coil of rope, which is

seldom out of his hand ; the chewing gum, which is seldom
out of his mouth, and the usual seemingly inexhaustible fund
of humorous observations.

Then there is the Will Rogers' grin, shy, sly, irresistible

,

and his fashion of wandering through his roles in a half-

pathetic way that reminds one of Chaplin. These things,

added to his ft -.it less riding and power of building up his

characterisations by a succession of small, though subtle

ies, go t<> make up one of the most magnetic personalities of

He is not .1 sctcen-actor in the usual sense of the word, for he is sim

being himself the whole time.

Rogers differs from other screen Westerners in that whilst they w
one and all actors before they became Westerners, he has always bee
the genial cowboy philosopher he still is He was born on a ranch
twelve miles north ot (l.tiemore, Oklahoma then Indian terntoi\

Indian blood in him His father was one eighth Cherokee, .• sens

tribe, and activelj concerned in the drafting of the constitution w
the Indian territory into the State of Oklahoma His mother, too,

Indian, and farther back there is an Irish strain Will Rogers
almost as so, >ii .is he could walk, and he soon found out the uses of

Senioi wished his son to have a ^ooi\ education, and -si

various schools up and down the territory; but

the youngstei could not be induced to sta\ many
months at any of them He did not like the j.

three R'a ; he preferred the open plains, with tin-

herds of cattle milling and thrashing in .the dust,
and horsemen dashing about. As soon as he
was old enough, he took readily to the duties of
a cowboy, and was more than usuallv skilful
with his rope, so that he became the prize lariat-

thrower of the country. About this time the
exploits of some South American cowboys, who
specialised in roping wild steers, attracted his
attention, and he made tracks for the South.
For many months he lived on the Pampas plains,
his horsemanship and his rope providing him
with means.
Then a theatrical manager, hearing of his skill,

took a trip South especially to see him, and en-
gaged him on the spot for a long vaudeville tour
This was in 1005, and he was scheduled simply
and solely as a lariat -

thrower. But, by degrees, he
began to interject his tricks

with remarks, and
soon found his au-
diences as much in-

terested in his jests

and comments upon
men and matters
as in his rope- throw-
ing feats. His tours
extended during the
next 'eight years,

taking him all over
America and South
Africa (where, for a Will Rogers

was born on
a ranch. H$
is an expert

w 1 t h the
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time, he broke horses for the British Army), and across to the

Continent. He finally landed at Hammerstein's Roof Garden,

where he perfected himself in his own particular stunt, and
became an immense favourite. Followed a five-year contract

with The Follies and The Midnight Frolic. By this time Will

Rogers, with his drawl and his epigrams, became a kind of National

Institution. His comments upon men and events were so witty

and wise that they were collected and published in book-form.

At the end of the five years, Rogers was ap-

proached by Goldwyns, with a view to his playing
" Laughing Bill Hyde " in a screen version of Rex
Beach's popular story. The author himself was the

prime mover in the affair : he declared that there was
no need for Will to play " Bill Hyde," as he simply
was "Bill Hyde" ; and Rex Beach was right. Will

Rogers himself wondered why they wanted to put
him on the screen at all. He knew he was not
good-looking—he cheerily admitted it ; also the fact

that he never had, and never would, put vaseline

on his hair.

Said Will :
" When Goldwyns decided to make

fewer and better pictures, that's when they got me.
They'll be good pictures at that— an awfully good
cast, and the star ain't in it much. The Goldwyn
directors make you do all the things you can't, and
then they're satisfied. We've got a novelty out at

the Studio, an extra who has never worked under
Griffith."

After" Bill Hyde," work was commenced on Jubilo,

the story of which was written around an old darkey
song. Rogers saw humour in everything, even in

the making of motion pictures. Often, in the set

where he was working, the camera-men had to

suspend activities whilst the whole company in-

dulged in uncontrollable, though at times most
inappropriate, laughter at the star's witty
sallies. All unanimously agreed that filming

with Will Rogers was as good as a vacation, for

one was never sure what he would do next,

and he was apt to perform stunts as comical as

they were unex-
pected. His pithy
epigrams, delivered

in that slow drawl
of his, seem-
ed too good to

be wasted,
so Clarence

Right and left : In
" Honest Hutch."

Below ; With Irene
Rich andJimmy Rogers
in ''The Strange

Boarder."

Will . Rogers and A nna
Lehr in a scene from
" Laughing Bill Hyde."

Badger,
who has direc-

ted him always,
decided to incorporate

them into the sub-titles of

the picture. Later, Goldwyns
detailed a man to follow Will Rogers

around the Studio and take down
his remarks ; and it is these remarks that

form the distinctive sub-titles of his films.

His first three or four releases were sufficient

to establish him amongst the greatest of

screen stars. Besides Bill Hyde, Jubilo, Jes'

Call Me Jim, Water, Water Everywhere,

Almost a Husband, and The Strcnge Boarder
are the titles of a few of his films, and there

are rumours that he is to play " Rip " in a
screen version of Rip Van Winkle.

His face, rugged, yet so very expressive,

has not a little to do with his success—

a

homely hero is by way of being a relief

—

and he assuredly has a unique gift for por-

traying purely American types. He can be
serious on occasion, though never for very
long; fight, too— he would be no true

Westerner else. His humorous effects are

obtained in the simplest possible manner
;

yet for all .his spontaneity and seeming
indifference, he has the highest attribute

of the actor—perfect

composure. Next to

his wife and children,

brown - haired, grey-

eyed Will Rogers loves

his rope and his horse
;

in his case, surely,

the three R's stand
for Rope, Riding, and
Repartee.

'
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Does a love - scene on the screen affect the actors ?

Does it bring them into closer relationship ? These
are the questions which must instinctively occur to picture
theatre habitues when they see some of the world's most
beautiful women and handsomest men enacting passionate
love-scenes on the screen. Those not familiar with the un-
romantic atmosphere of the studio, with its eagle-eyed
directors and matter-of-fact camera-men and mechanics,
might imagine that being a screen lover is one delightful

Elysium. But most of the beauties of the films discuss

their love-scenes as though they were as much a part of

the day's work as balancing a ledger is to a bank clerk

I have been wooed many times on the films." said
beautiful Dolores Cassinelli, when she was asked to give
her views on screen lovers. " Together with my heroes, I

have faced the scorching heat of the studio arc lamps, the
frosty winds of snow capped mountains, and the biting
hurricanes of the plains. \Ve have endured many hardships
wIik h are a i losed book to picture hall enthusiasts. Through
it all we have lived and laughed as comrades of screenland,
and that is all. Screen love making leaves only a fragrant

breath of passing mm, If you have envied the atten-
tions 1 receive from my handsome screen lovers, think no
more about it. It is all a flicker."

Often one Ik. us of actors and actresses who carry out
love-scenes on the stage eventually forsaking the make-
belief foi the reality, ami falling really m love with each
othei Bui the simile between the stage and the screen is

a deceptive one A sentimental scene in the studio is

played but once, and is forgotten, whereas the performers
behind the footlights n-pcit such incidents night alter

night

And in the Studio then- is no glamOUl of the footlights.

no audience tO smile, and no applause to spur the senses

The audience is the relentless eye of the camera and pro-

duceri watching with a cold, business-like expression
Even thi omantii scenario in the studio is reduced

to a cold hash of many people's ideas, served without

garnishing in the direction of love-making, romance,
moonshine or heroism. Often the most experienced film

artistes suffer from camera fright, a new form of nervous-

ness which kills feelings of sentiment.

Pretty June Caprice laughed ironically at the suggestion

that her«tudio lovers were liable to be swayed by romantic

emotions when in close proximity to her alluring charms.
"

I think any man would be

disillusioned if he saw a girl in

Corimie Griffith and Webittr

Campbell, who are lovers on

and off the sett t >i.
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studio make-
up," she ex-

plained. " A
stage actress
made up is not
altogether a pretty

object when seen at

close quarters, but
when a lady photo-player

is painted and powdered
ready to face the cameras,

she looks—well, just hideous.

Eyes are tinted with black,

and lips are blue instead of

red, and anything that has

to come out white in the

pictures, as, for instance,

my throat and shoulders,

is painted yellow. I guar-

antee that Mr. Cupid in a

film studio would soon find

cobwebs on his bows and
arrows. If some of the

complete strangers who have
laid their hearts on my
breakfast table through the

medium of the letter and
the post-card would only
arrange a general meeting and let

me present myself in my studio make-
up, I am sure that would speedily

repair the ravages I have apparently
occasioned."

" I am too hypnotised by the click

of the camera to devote any thoughts
to romance when I am acting beneath
the studio lights," said Ruth Roland
when interviewed recently on the
subject of screen love-making. And,
amusingly enough, she had just

finished a love-scene for Ruth of the

Rockies, and Herbert Heyes, who a
few minutes before had held her in

a prolonged and passionate embrace,
was engaged in brushing from his

Warner Oland
shows how vil-

lains make
love.

a few hundreds of

people, but to
millions of men
and women all

over the world.

I know, too, that

my every move-
ment, my slightest

gesture, each shade
of facial expression, is

being faithfully and re-

lentlessly recorded. And
this knowledge lifts me out

of myself and compels me to

think of nothing but the tech-

nique of my work. The first

turn of the camera handle keys
me up to concert pitch. If I let

myself dwell on romantic imagin-
ings, the efficiency of my work, I

know, would suffer at once."
The convincing love - scene which

seenis to radiate romance from the
screen is, in reality, the result of clever

acting made possible by long experience
before the cameras. One of the most affect-

ing romantic scenes filmed appeared in the
film play, Dollars and Woman, in which
Alice Joyce and Crauford Kent appeared.
Yet this scene of passionate love-making
was actually filmed the day before Alice

Joyce married James Regan !

Of course, there are screen romances
which lead to the altar—Wheeler Oak-
man and Priscilla Dean, Corinne Griffith

and Webster Campbell are cases in

point—but very seldom do they mature
from situations where the happy
couple have played together before
the cameras. As in the case of

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks,
the little god of love is more often
fostered in social surroundings than
in the frigidly practical atmosphere
of the film studio.

William Desmond
and

Mary Thurman.

Mary Miles Minter (top) is u

spinster in spite oj many screen love

affairs. Above : Bebe Daniels (spin-

ster) and Jack Mulhall, who is

married to a non-professional.

dress - clothes the powder which

he had collected from Ruth's

neck and arms. And the ex-

pression of displeasure on

his face did little to sug-

gest the lover.
" The noise of the

camera," continued Ruth
Roland, " is more inspiring

to me than the hand-

clapping of a packed audi-

ence. I realise directly

that I am playing, not to
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Before she came to the silver-sheet Marion Davies had achieved extensive fame

as a " magazine-cover girl." thanks to the paintings of Harrison Fisher and

Howard Chandler Christy. Some of her best-known pictures are "The Belle of

New York," "The Cinema Murder," "April Folly." and "The Dark Star"

L



Little Mary's big husband was born at Denver in 1883, and came to the silver-

<* sheet via the legitimate stage. He has portrayed the modern musketeer

in most of his pictures, and now he is going to give us the real thing by screening
" The Three Musketeers," with Douglas Fairbanks as " Dartagnan."
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U/ ho remembers Daphne Wayne, the " Biograph Blonde ' of bygone days?

W she was christened
" Daphne Wayne " because Biograph would not allow

fte names of their artistes to be made public; but her real name
.

jWh* loj»y «

known to picturegoers all the world over, is Blanche Sweet. We 11 say she is.
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Nigel Barrie was born at Calcutta and educated at Haileybury. Stage career

with Sir Herbert Tree, Sir Frank Benson, Fred Terry, and others. Screen

career in support of Marguerite Clark, Clara Kimball Young, Marion Davies,

{"Catherine McDonald, and many popular stars He has black hair and brown eyes.
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•~phere is one crowning sorrow in the life of Leatrice Joy—she finds it very hard

1 to persuade printers and editors that her real name isn't Beatrice. She

commenced her screen career by supporting William Farnum in " A Man-Hunter,"

and has been leading lady for Warren Kerrigan. Bert Lytell, and other popular stars.
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Alice Joyce makea a

charming bride.
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Right Miriam
Battista and
Louis
Stearns. I

apartments, b <
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:tti. based on the

1M* to wove t'w/o fashionable
\°ir new surroundings.
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Mildred Davis

in her garden.

)V 7rumon jS. J~fandu

An Interview witn pretty Mildred

Davis, who m Harold Lloyd a leading

ladv.

Pomewhere in the dark-
ened offing a phono-

graph sent forth a syn-

copated appeal ; somewhere
in the indefinite unknown,
which is peculiar only unto
motion-picture studios, a
carpenter banged away with
Ins hammer. A battery of

Klieg lights flashed an in-

tense calcium glow across

.1 filmdom drawing-room,
Hooding its grey walls with
,i purple-white glare and
illuminating the diminutive
figure of a young blonde
girl who stood in the centre

of the " set " and wore a
filmy dress of pink organdy.

My word, Milly, where's

i lie ring ?
" a man in khaki

and puttees was asking

her, and she was searching

\ for it in the almost-dia-
phanous folds of her attire.

"
1 don't know ; 1 must

lave lost it !

" she faltered,

but, even at that, it did

not seem as if she cared par-

ticularly.
" John, get another wed-

ding-ring I" called out the

man in the puttees, who
chanced to be the director.

" Miss 1 >a\ is has mislaid

her first one !

The lights went out,

c on pa rative
quiet seemed
to reign for an
all -too-brief
moment, pro-
perty men and
stage hands re-

ceded into the
dim back-
round- .i n d

Mildred Davis, with a faintly perceptible rustle of her pink
organdy, deposited her armful of bundles on to the near-bj
table, and stepped over toward us.

"You see," she elucidated, with a smile, "whenever I

lose my wedding-ring we have to stop the action."

But I thought you were Miss Davis ?
"

1 interrupted.
" Oh, 1 am," she rejoined ;

" but for present dramatic
purposes, I'm Mrs. Harold Lloyd, and I'm supposed ti

very much concerned with my kinematic domestic duties !

"

She's barely eighteen, this piquant girl who takes the Ion
of her wedding-ring so calmly, who combines the Pickford
curls with a somewhat-Gloria-Swanson mannerism of using

her eyes, anil yet who is so entirely distinctive that one
would never confuse her with any other personality of the

films.

She has a bird-like chirp in her voice ; a way of smiling
continually, of radiating a magnetic, personal warmth, ol

instantly setting the stage for congeniality; in short, ol

making you like her, even before you have spoken to herl
When she walks she trips lightly along like a miss on hei,

way to school, and. when you are talking to her, she fixe:

upon \ ou that confidential personal attention which immel
diately tells you that she's interested in hearing whateve
you may have to sa\

,

Such is Mildred Davis. And, because of such qualities

was slu- selected from varied dozens of other girl-applicantl
for the almost-stellar position of Harold Lloyd's leadinl
woman. And although she has been in the limelight no\ -

for two years, she is peculiarly unspoiled by the attention

whuh have been fixed upon her; and the last thing in th|
world she would ever impress one as being is .\n actress.

Everybody in the studio calls her either Milly or Middjf
Harold Lloyd regards her as his younger sister, and she col

tinues to radiate her personal warmth unabated. She
typically unaccustomed to the coarser and more disagreeab|
phases of life, and confesses, with a s,»rt of child-like bewilde
meiit, that until a vc.ir ago she had never seen the uiteri

of a cafe,

Why," she explained, and her eyes opened very wid
ContinutJ on poft . .
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11

CLIVE
WALTON

I'kev ain't goih'

to be separated. . .

Xothing '11 separate

'em now !
"

CHAPTER I.

" It must be now de kingdom comin

An' de year ob Jubilo."

So ended the song. The singer was unseen. To the

east was the rising sun, its first rays lighting the

woodland and bringing out the reflections of the great

trees in the forest stream. It was a morning in mid-
summer. The time was three o'clock.

Slowly from out of the rough grass a toe was raised, an
unclean toe, and then a battered and ancient boot. There
was a. lifetime of practised skill in the way the foot came
up and hung there poised : it was nearly art.

The sun, kindly, got away behind a tangled bush, and
with infinite tact refrained from shining on the sight.

Soon a horny hand crept up and gently scratched the
toe. Everything was gentle and slow. The hidden artist,

whoever he was, appreciated grace and rhythm, and was
not to be hurried by a thing. There is one way, and only
one way, in which a bootless toe should be scratched, and
that way was known to the now-silent singer. His life

may have been an ugly life, but the living of it was a thing
of beauty.

Not even a shot which rang out through the trees could
sink the artist's soul to the base depths of speed. Still

gentle were his movements as he rose from the deep grass,

scratching his unshaven cheeks and staring around.
He stood upon his feet, turned gracefully, thrust his

hands into his pockets and strolled away to the woodland's
border from whence had come the report, whistling softly

the old plantation song that had given him his name upon
" the road." To all his brother tramps he was " Jubilo,"
nor did he know another name. Ask him his own, and he
was dumb. So many years had gone by since " Jubilo

"

had been thrust upon him, that he had forgotten the name
that had been his mother's choice.

He came to the line of trees that fringed the forest, and
looked through on to the clear country. A railroad track
crossed a half-mile away, and upon it,

train. Two men stood beside the
pointing. The driver and the stoker,
away from the train at some distance.

" A hold-up !
" murmured Jubilo with interest.

He movedaway along the fringe of trees, nearer to the
train. Soon he could make out the figures of the agitated

motionless, was a
engine, revolvers

hands high, were

Narrated by permission iruin

(joldwyn film based on the story

by Ben Ames Williams.

passengers within the carriages. And he could see, too,

the bandits' horses waiting, and upon one he was surprised

to find a strange marking, a splash of white, like a great star.

" The man what would use a horse marked that way in

a hold-up is either a fool or a friend of the Sheriff," was
Jubilo's thought.
The bandits wasted no time. Not five minutes after the

•shot was fired they were " through " the train and upon
their horses. With the speed of thought they were away
into the forest, and the train was left to go upon its way,
with its passengers rich in experience and poor in pocket.

Jubilo waited until the last crash of the horses was
lost in the forest and the last curl of smoke from the

vanished train was lost in the distant sky ; then he

turned away and gracefully shuffled away through the

trees. No business of his, he reckoned. And, before

he had gone four yards, the incident had passed from
his thoughts.

CHAPTER II.

By sundown he had done ten miles, which was " speeding
"

for one who had no call to go ten miles or any miles at all.

He had come to the farm of old Jim Hardy, and old Jim
and his daughter Rose, although he knew it not, were
watching him keenly from the door.

" He has come !
" Rose was gasping, clutching at her

father's sleeve. " He said he would come."
" I think it is another man," whispered Hardy. " He

seems shorter. But he watches the house strangely.

Bring me my belt, and see that my revolver is loaded.

Bring my coat, too, to cover it. We can take no risks.

He will come anyhow, and we do not know in what temper.
And if this fellow is some other, still he may need watching.
He looks as if he means to come in."

Rose hurried into the house and returned with a belt

and pistol which she fastened round her father, and a coat

which he slipped on to hide the belt. Then they waited.

Jubilo was in no hurry. He looked carefully over the

house, peered for the sight of a dog-kennej. without seeing

one ; satisfied himself that the place was a " probable,"

and finally opened the gate and shuffled up the path to

the door. There he met Hard v.
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< | Hl'sl l( nu-< I
V.

the farm
I bin trvin' to solve

a probh i aid [ubilo,

with a nervous smile.

1 bin tryin' to solve

the problem of "o« to

1 ive without eat in'

Strikes me there ain't

no solution to that t i

problem. Mister. It

can t be doi

Whal do you want -

asked Hardy.
Ah '

'*
said J ubilo,

holding Ins head aside,

and looking very inno-

cent Taint for me
tu sa\

. 'Spose 1 savs
Pie,' and you ain't got

no pie ? What then
'Spose I says a round o'

beef, and you don't hav

e

it ? Question seems to be
u hal have \ ou got ?

Hard\ saw his daughter
smiling, and nodded to

her. From the lardet

sin- brought a great and
juicj pit-, and held it

before | ubilo.

The other
it ;oing to do

scrub down.

the

-eems t( i be, I tart ty w ent on
' '( >w d'yer mean. Mister ?

Well, the horses could do with

'Ow d'yer mean. Mist'

1 mean work."

Jubilo's face tell, and he shuttled from one loot to the

other and back again, without taking his hands from I

II' looke I
it Hardv a moment, then droppi I

his eyes Koi a while Ik- seemetl idei hut

hnally he turned slowh on his heel and sidled awa\

.

a> In did so breaking into the chorus of the old

plantation sons that was one halt' of " his

reputation.
" Well r

" ii mtei I Hardy, after

retreating figure.

Jnbilo stopped and turned slowly

round. His eyes were -till

upon the ground.
" Seem- ti ' me " lie mut-

tered, " seems to me it would
mighty shame to stain

I of ,i lifctimi

Plea *e yourself." said 1 lardy

|.
ubilo still hesitated.

All the pie <
" he asked.

Hardy looked at his daughter, and
mile I and nodded.

All the pie," he ailed to the tramp.
|ubilo's foot stretched" a i iri le in the

ol t he pathway,
I h i\\ mui h work '

" he asked.

( lean t he In irses d. i\\ u I hen
e\ .'ii hoi

1'ie III I

\..| likel) ! Work first
"

| ubili tui in d a w ,i\ sd ipped.

I I m. k
.

w .dked ' 'II

it. and ill ^

question
for it ?

"

Lep
,

io with a sigl It -

the record of a lifetime, and U g< is snap like
that see • But there ain't no solution to thai
there problem, and there ain t no other farm
nearer than a long way. So it's this or nothing
head me to it."

So Hardy led him to it. and he cleaned down
the horses, slowly, bringing to work the same
art that he had always brought to living with-
out it And when the horses were cleaned and
the sun was down, and the lights in the farm

up, he claimed the reward of his infamy,
and it was set before him in the kitchen of the
farm. He supped with Hardy and his girl:
tor they thought he might talk and prove in-

teresting. Interesting he may have been, but
he did .not talk. J ubilo could never talk and
think, and just now he was thinking. He «,h
thinking about one of the horses in Hardy's
stable, and was wondering what was to be done
about it. Because this particular horse was

irked, with a splash of white like

a greai star.

CHAPTER III.

Stranoi tlfings happened next morning. J ubilo,

who had slepl the night in the barn, joined up
with Hardy as his only farm-hand. Work was
not exactly to his liking, as he confessed : but

he was tired of talking, walking, walking to

nowhere all Ins davs, and he reckoned he'd

give work a trial for a spell, just bv way of a

change So he stayed on as Hardy's only

farm-hand; but he did not. so far as Hardy
could ob erve, give work a trial, even for a

spell. Seven times in the morning had
Rose to awaken the new " help from
slumbers against walls and gate-posts, and
in the hay. But Hardy did not dismiss

him Rose found the " hobo" interesting

I amusing, AnA so he remained.
All through the morning Rose and her

father watched, watched, with their I

never oft the distant road, but " he for

whom thev watt lied did not come.

Seren limes dun tig the morning had Hose to

a:ni/tcn the new
" help " IruM
his sluwl ,

the
^

testi
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" Well, haven't you got

a kiss for a long-lost

one ? "grinned Hooker.

" You'll be throwing

'em at me before I 've

done."

Sheriti Punt came, however, and he was enough to go
on with.

" All your horses in your stables, Jim ?
" he asked.

" Why, yes," replied Hardy, surprised.
" Mind if 1 see 'em ?

" queried Punt, rolling a great cigar

around between his teeth.

No, 1 don't mind if you see them," said Hardy. " But
what's the idea, Sheriff ?

"

" Trot 'em out, Jim." commanded the Sheriff, shortly.

Hardy awakened Jubilo, who was sleeping soundlv on
tl steps of the farm-house, and requested him to

bring out the horses. Soon they stood in line in the
yard, and Sheriff Punt strolled down the line and
pointed with his cigar at the one that was marked
with the white star.

This nag in her stable two nights ago, Jim ?
" he asked.

Yes," said Hardy.
Sure ?

I've said so, haven't I ?

'M-yes, you've said so," agreed Punt. " Same
time, there was a horse mighty like this one con-
cerned in the hold-up of the San Rosa express."
He looked at Hardy keenly and noted the

Hush that spread over the farmer's face

Do you reckon or suggest that 1 hac
rti'.y connection with that hold-up ?

"

demanded the latter.

Don't reckon on suggesting any-
thing, Jim," replied the Sheriff,

inrusting the cigar between his
teeth again. " Horse couldn't
get out without you bein' wise
to it, eh ?

"

The stable is locked by
me everv night."

" What I said. You'd
know if the nag was
out ?

"

I should know."
" And it wasn't

out ?
"

The Sheritl looke

eyes fell on Jubilo.

It wasn't
" All right,

yard and his

hobo, Jim ?

A new man."
" Had him long ?

" He came vesterday."
" Where from ?

"

"
I didn't ask him."

Sheriff Punt gave a shrill wins
when Jubilo looked up, beckoned w
hand for the road-artist to come to

Jubilo obeyed.

" Ft must be note de

kingdom comin an'

de year ob Jubilo."

around
' Who's

the

the

tie. and
ith his

him.
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innocently.

at all about

and pointed

commanded.

\\ li.it 's v< 'in name
"

J
ul>ilo."

Jubilo what :

"

"Not Jubilo anything. And
nothing Jubilo, neither. Just Jubilo.

" Ah ! Vnd where was yon, my
fellow, the night of the hold-up ?

"

" What hold-up's this, Mister ?
"

" The night that the San Rosa express
was held up over by Red Woods."

" Lor !
" Jubilo's eyes opened wide.

The San Rosa express ? Held up ? I.or !

You surprise me, Mister."

"Come, now!" Sheriff Punt snatched
the cigar from his mouth and stared fiercely

into Jubilo's eyes. " No wasting my time.
What do you know about that hold-up ?

"

" Me ?
"

" Yes—you !

"

" What do I know about it ?
"

" What I said. What do you ?
"

" Me ?
"

" Going to answer or ain't

demanded Punt.
Me ?

" repeated Jubilo
Why, I don't know nothin

it. How should I know ?
"

Punt turned savagely awa\
to the line of horses.

" Take 'em away !
" he

And as they were being led back to the stable by Jubilo.
he took a last look at the one that was marked with the
great white star.

Very strange !
" he commented. " We've got one of

the gents who was mixed up in the hold-up and we'll make
him talk before we're through. He's pretty quiet up to
now ; but we'll get the whole blame story out of him before
we're through. You watch us !

"

He turned to go, but had a last word with Hardy before
he went. '

If I was you, Jim," he said, "
I wouldn't get taking

no excursions. It wouldn't look good. I might be coming
round again to see you before long. Be here."
He went away. When Jubilo returned from the stable

he found Hardy standing with clenched fists, glaring after

the distant speck that was Sheriff Punt.
What d'yer make of it ?

" asked Jubilo.
Hardy turned suddenly upon his " help."
What do you know about this hold-up ?

" he asked.
Matter of that." Jubilo parried. " What do you know

about it ?

I m asking you."
An I'm asking you, Mister."

You won't sav ?

' Will you ?
"

\n.i tlu' matter ended there.

CHAPTER IV.

I'nik nr five days Liter Jim Hardy was away in the town.

forty miles off, on business, and Jubilo and Rose were alone
logether at the farm, lie was teaching her the chorus
and the Verses without number of the " Jubilo " song that

hi; sang always at his labours. Jim 1 1. inly had decided
that Jubilo was to be trusted. He was not the slightesl

Use ;
but he was. m some odd way. ornamental. And,

unyway, Hardy felt safer with him around the place
Shentt Punt had not been again in the interval, and
n gossip that reached the farm it was known that the

tarv bandit held for the hold-up had not yet been made
I- talk.

On tins day, so intent were Rose and [ubilo in the old

plantation son^ that they did not hen i footstep on the

path, or see a young man enter .i\\'\ sit languidly upon the

table, watching them with amusement.
He was by no me. uis a nice-looking young man. Without

dissipation .md a genius [ol crime, he would not have been

nice-looking, and with these added, he was little short of

repulsive. He had the fair ot i bird, some foul bird of

lint this is not the beginning of another stor\

.

4
It is the end of this one.

prey, with wide, glassy eyes, and a great mouth,

not helped to beauty by missing teeth.

For at least a minute he sat smiling upon the

table, and at last he laughed aloud. At the laugh
Rose Hardy sprang round, and at the sight of the

visitor the colour drained from her face. Jubilo

saw the swift change and wondered.
" Bert Rooker !

" gasped Rose, in little more
than a whisper.

" Which ?
" asked Jubilo.

Said I'd come, didn't [ ? " laughed the stranger.
" Well, I'm here. Where's the old man."

Away," whispered Rose.

Where's away, girlie ?
" asked Rooker.

" He's over in the town." was the reply. " He won't

he back until the night train."

jubilo sensed the unwelcomeness of the man's visit, and
volunteered his help.

" If you'd like him so as he'd be unrecognisable 'cept

by his clothing, you've only got to speak." lie said to Rose.
" No—no," breathed Rose " You we must . . .

I can't explain ;
but father would wish . . . we must

treat him well."

Jubilo did not understand, but he held his peace.
" Well, haven't you got a kiss for the long-lost one ?

grinned Rooker, getting down from the table and advancing
towards the pair. Hut Jubilo stepped between him and
Rose.

" Bodyguard—eh ?
" Bert Rooker grinned widely.

" All right—the kiss 11 do afterwards. You'll be throwing

'em at me before I've done
"

He lighted a cigarette and smiled at Rose.

So the old man won't be back until the night train

eh - Well, I've got to meet him. that's all. What hav
you got that'll take me along?"

We've the ear, said Rose, keeping near to Jubilc

who saw she was trembling

Car, eh repeated Rooker. " And who drives, m
queen ? You. or the private secretary }

"
1 reckon I can do all the driving you'll want," sai

[ubilo, " It ain't much. I've only hail a day or two t

learn, Hut it'll do for you."
So long as it doesn't '

" laughed Rivjker. " All righ

tame and faithful harness her up. We'll start awa;
.Continued on pagt 9
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Biographical Brevities

:

'RkhardBapihelmess

Born New York
City, 1895.

Educated, Trinity
College, Hartford.
Height, 5 ft. 7 in.

Dark hair and
brown eyes. Mar-
ried to Mary Hay.

s
t M

it,
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OUGHING-IT-WITH
PUTH-ROLAND

Here 9 a novelty for picturegoers— a serial interview with a serial star. You
may or may not be a serial " fan, but anyway you 11 enjoy the bumour of

tbis to-be - continued story about Ruth Roland.

PROLOGUE.

The ancient coloured gardener rested upon his implement of

toil, and looked at me with undisguised disfavour.
" Laws, no, ma'am, Miss Ruth, she nebber see no newspaper

folk out here. 'Sides, Miss Ruth am down on Mas' Roach's
lot, wukkin' on her new see-ral. An' only dis mawiiin' I sez to

her, ' Miss Ruth,' sez I, ' fer de law's sake, chile, go easy ! Fer
ef dem wile hawsses don' git yer, den dem debbil aryplanes

" It sounds exciting," I said. " I think I'll go down to

Mas' Roach's lot, too."

And casting a regretful glance at Ruth's shady verandah,
with its gaily-striped awnings and inviting - looking ham-
mock, I turned my face townwards, looking forward, in

my innocent, thoughtless way, to the chance of watching
a serial being made. Little did I know of the perils

which lay before me !

Episode i.

the doorman, and IMy card, a murmured word to

was within the sacred enclosure.

Miss Roland ? " I queried of a villainous-looking

individual, complete with moustache and monocle.
" Third door on the right." And 1 entered Ruth's
dressing-room unannounced.

Springing back with a smothered cry, I gave a
i frightened look at the unconscious girl who was
I lying upon the floor. Yes, it was Ruth !

V But before I could call for help, Ruth Roland
arose, and calmly smoothed back her luxuri

ant golden curls before her mirror.

How do you do ? "she smiled at me. " I

was just practising fainting. I faint twenty-
six times in this new serial of mine, and I hate
doing it the same way more than twice, if I
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oan help it. So monotonous—
both for myself and fur the

audience ! Who was it learnt

fainting and writhing in coils ?

" Alice in Wonderland," I

replied.

"It would be the most use-

ful accomplishment any bud-
ding serial heroine could ever

study, I can tell you ! But
what brings you here, as the

language of the sub-title has

it ? Don't say you've come
to add to my many woes by
suggesting an interview ?

" Ruth," I said, " your hour

has come. Tell me the story of

your life."

We both laughed. But a sin-

ister voice resounded through
the studio corridors. " Miss

Roland ! Miss Ro-land !

"

Above: Ruth on location

with her company.

Below : Resting

between " sets."

Ruth was smiling at me
Share the adventures of a

I darted
through the doorway.

" Hi I

"
I called.

"

your life ?
"

" Come along, too.'

over her shoulder.

humble serial heroine !

Pandemonium reigned upon the studio floor. There

was a fight in progress Mj quondam acquaintance,

the villain of the piece, was leading a gang of roughs

againsl the noble hero.
" My land '

" cried Ruth. " Look at 'em ' No more
than a bunch of tame mice I I think I'll take a

hand in d thi si ene."

Ruth Roland, you know, plays in her own pictures

now The ftrsl of tl / > It nging Arrow, which
she directed, and f.>r whicl o wrote the story. As
she I

l m eighl serials, and all the while kepi a

careful watch upon the way they have been received by
the picture-going public the world over, she is entitled

pinion upon the way her own productions

are being made
And for fifteen minutes did Ruth rehearse thai scene.

She was energy personified so much so th.it sh eft the

mrsing .1 badly-bruised hand, which had come into

emit. e i with an equall) enthusiastii "extra."

All this tune Ruth was attired ni the filmiest of filmy

1,, " i\e had scmie lovely clothes f,.r some
of my senals," she told me, in .1 comparatively quiet

Episode 2.

after my quarry as she sped

What about the story of

moment. "In The Avenging Arrow
I wore a wonderful Spanish costume,
over a hundred years old. I love

colour, and although it does not
show on the screen I choose just as

beautiful shades for my camera-
clothes as for my own private ward-
robe. It was a pity you couldn't see

my home ; it has just been newly
decorated, and if you thought it

lovely outside, I'm sure you would
have been crazy about the inside.

Yes ; I'm a home-lover. It's my
greatest hobby, and when I'm not
at work here, you'll always find me
trying to make the house and garden
prettier than they already are/'

Strange words from this prize-

fighting young lady ! Well, that's

one of the anomalies of studio life.

And " Homebody Ruth " is as much
of a home-girl as the most old-

fashioned of our grandparents could
desire. But, " Step lively," called a
stentorian voice. " Let's get these

poison scenes done before lunch !

"

ErisonE 3.

An hour later. Staggering from
the " set," with her Parisian frock a
mass of ruined, dishevelled drapery,

came Ruth. Her pallid face, her
staring eyes, her quivering, terri-

fied mouth, all added to the
horror of the scene.

" Gee ! I hate that poison
business," she said, and
laughed at my frightened

face. " Want to come with
me while I get my make-up
off ?

"

" Riding stuff after lunch,

Mi<s Roland," yelled the
studio manager.
" Righty-
In the seclusion of Ruth's

dressing - room, damt y \\ ith

its French furniture, its

rose - and - blue chintzes, its

huge bowls of (lowers sent

by the pretty girl's many
admirers, I

w a t c h e d
the serial

star con-
sign h e 1

once-lovely

At .1 serial heroine, Ruth is quite used to this

sort of thing.

L
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" We were camping out, not
I often prepare the meals at

frock to the rag-bag, and get into the smartest of riding-kit, that transformed her into

boyish, devil-may-care and fascinating young figure.

Then a maid with lunch. " I love cooking," Ruth told me.

long ago, on ' location,' and I cooked for the whole company !

home. My aunt lives with me, you know. I've always been a working girl. Before my
birthday clock had struck four, I was singing and dancing on the stage. I made my debut

in ' Cinderella,' which was being put on at my father's theatre in 'Frisco, with my mother,

who was an actress, in a prominent role. Then I played the name-part in ' Little Lord
Fauntleroy '

; then up and down the Pacific Coast, and even farther West to Honolulu, until

I was seventeen, as a vaudeville, performer."
" Miss Ro-land !

"

And flinging aside her half-finished sandwich, gulping down the rest of her glass of milk,

Ruth Roland fled once more, with her hardy interviewer toiling after her.

Episode 4.

There had been a mad motor-car dash, with Ruth the intrepid at the wheel.
" Some driver," I thought to myself, as Ruth meekly slowed down whenever a

hove in sight, and recklessly " let 'er go " when all seemed safe.

And now we were " on location." The horses and their attendants were
waiting for us, and my heroine gaily leapt into the saddle of what I thought
looked a particularly nasty specimen of

the equine tribe.
" He's all right," Ruth reassured me

" We like him to look wild."

Cameras in place, extras ready,

go," cried Ruth—and they went.
Mad dashes up and down

within a ridiculously small

space ; leaps for life over
chasms, with the villain in

hot pursuit ; a rescue from
a cliff-side with the heroine

hanging from a lariat wound
round the pommel of the

saddle ; an honest-to-good-

ness fight between Ruth and
her temperamental

Let's

Outdoor sports of all

kinds appeal to Ruth
Roland.

mount for the mastery, with the camera
gaily cranking the while (and " Lordy, this'll

come out grand," from the watchers of the
impromptu act) ; a baby rescued by Ruth
at full gallop from a band of " Red Indian "

maxirauders ; and, ah ! a real fall, with horse
and rider tumbling over an unseen rabbit-

hole.

"Oh, I'm all right!" cried Ruth impa-
tiently. " If we've finished, let's get on
to those aeroplane bits. I've got my togs
in the car— I'll change when we get to

the flying field."

Episode 5.

The broiling sun of a Californian after-

noon notwithstanding, Ruth came forth upon
the flying field muffled to the throat in the
latest in " 'planing costumes." Gaily, as if

her day's work had just begun, did she spring

into the cock-pit of the waiting machine ; and
gaily, for the next hour or so, did she risk life

and limb in the trying-out of spectacular flying

stunts, only one or two of which would be con-
sidered successful enough to be incorporated in the

new serial.
" You have to get used to these things," Ruth told me,

as I helped her change into street garb (the very smartest
of smart knitted suits, it was, by the way). " Not long
ago I had to jump from a .swiftly moving ' plane into a

lake ; and it's not just the stunt itself, but the rehearsing of it too, that's apt to try
one's nerves."

And now I suppose it's dinner and rest for you," I said, as we emerged from the
little shack.
But presaging disaster was again the voice, " Miss Roland. Miss Ro-land !

"

Episode

" And the Railroad Company won't lend us the track for more than an hour !

"

Come on," cried Ruth. " It's the first of the train scenes, so this suit I've got on
will do."
And half-an-hour later, Ruth was ending her working day with a train-wreck !

Above : A charming snap-
shot taken "on location."

Left : RUth in private life.
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Unth Roland, at home. Sin knows a />/ about home-making, because

real estate is one of her side-lines.

Episode
' And (In- story of your life ?

"
I murmured hopelessly.

.!-> we slowly motored Hollywood-wards in the quickly-

gathering dusk.
" Just one serial after another," laughed Ruth. "I

expect von know how 1 started movie-making. A director

of the old Kalein Company saw me on the stage, and en-

gaged me for the Cowboy-Redskin-Mexican-Bandit stuff,

si i popular in those days. 1 was willing to take any
number of chances, ami before long they made me a

Balboa star, mostly short features. Then I

went to Pathe, and ray first serial with them
was The Red Circle. Ruth of the Rockies was
my last one for them ; but 1 hope to make
many more of my own. When I'm too old to

star. 1 shall direct; when I'm too old to

direct. I shall write scenarios ; and when I'm

too old for that, 1 shall die ! Life without

pi< ture-making, in one or other of its phases,

wouldn't be worth living!
"

Bui starring in serials is a strenuous

sorf of life, and I usually average a week
oi two in hospital during each production.

If not as the result <>t an actual accident,

then because 1 need rest and recuperation

between productions; for serials have to

be so extra thrilling nowadays, in order

to keep the ' fans ' interested and
pleased, thai we players feel obliged t<>

'.my out the must dangerous and risky

of stunts imaginable,
However, mv life isn't all a< ting

;
in

fact, I've only just returned from a

delightful three months' holiday. 1

eel in New York, saw the shows.

I«>ught lots of fascinating frocks, and
renewed acquaintance with many of the

stage friends of mj ( hildhood . and then
I tinned through the principal Canadian
and American cities, where my serials

wen being shown, and made personal appeal
.on is .it the theatres That wasn't altogether

i. foi in one oi two places I was actually

mobbed, and had to I" re • ued bj the police

in .in too .itiec tionate i r< iwds '

" My hobbies Well, I ve told you about my house
and garden I hen. I'm devoted to annuals, and own
quite ,i respectable little menagerie I'm crazy about

both riding and swimming, and I learnt to handh a h pretty

niftily from a i ow punt hing friend * hii k Bowen Now
that I can be certain "i putting tw> bullets through a tomato

tin that's

thrown into

the air, he
tells me he's

quite proud
of me !

" And as a

farewell story,

I'll tell you the

most exciting ex-

perience I ve ever

had, It was when
I was starring in a

l'athe serial called The Tiger's Trail. The man who
wrote the scenarie of that chapter-play must have

had a particularly inventive brain 1 oftei

used to wish he i..ight some day be condemn©
tn do all the dreadful things he arranged foi

my poor luckless self to carry out ' Kacl

morning I would arrive at the studio dreading

my tirst interview with the director ; and mm
can imagine mv feelings when one d.iv 1 hear'

was to t>c- thrown into the cage of .

regular jungle tiger' He was a mean
looking beast, too. and not in the leas

anxious to make friends with me ' Ther

were trainers ready to rescue me i

course, at the slightest evident i

danger on the tiger's part ; but

breathed the most relieved sigh of in

career when that little episode cam
to an end ! And now. said Ruth, ;

we leached her beautiful home on«,

more. " I'm afraid our adventun
together must end.''

"Good-bye," 1 said; "and thaniJ

foi this glimpse into the secret In

toi\ of serial-making. Next time

shall want to hear something of vol
financial ventures

(They call Ruth Roland, with h

real estate, automobile and oil well i>

terests.the" HettyCoeen "ofShadol
land , but there's nothing shado>>"

about her investments, believe Die

Yes, next tune ' Mv dinner c«»

me now ami after that my diary. !•

kept a full account of mv picture w

evei sun e m\ hist day .it it."

And thus ended m\ *\.w of rough g
it w nh Ruth \, ,,i n.

I
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'• / have known and used PONDS VANISHING CREAM
for some time. Pond'* Cold Crrum and Face Powder are
delightful. I find these excellent preparations the best

I have ever used.''

THE same fascination which delights the admirers of Miss Renee
Kelly will delight the beholders of all women who regularly and

persistently use Pond s the original Vanishing Cream. L)o not

confuse Pond s with other face creams Pond s is the premier toilet

requisite—so easy to apply, so magical in its beautifying effect on the

hands and the complexion. The pioneer Vanishing Cream, it vanishes

instantly no massage, no sticky after-effects. Use Pond's regularly

night and morning from the opal jar—and carry the small tube in your

handbag for use during the day. Prevents sunburn and roughness and

redness ot the skin.

"TO SOOTHE AND SMOOTH YOUR SKIN."
In handsome Opal Jars with Aluminium Screw Lids, 1/3 and 216 ;

and Collapsible lubes, 9d. and J/3 ; of all Chemists and Stores.

If you cannot obtain the new tube from your Chemist to-day,

send us ninepence and we Will despatch it per return, post free.

POND'S EXTRACT CO. (Dept. 150), 71. Southampton Row, London. W.C.I.

Ponds ?£
ft ishin
cam

No! don't
discard it
SEND it to the City Repair

Co., for expert attention,

and, in a few days, back

it will come, looking as fresh

and new as when your tailor

first sent it home. Our
" turning " process really

works wonders with worn-
out clothes. It double their

life. It enables you to main-

tain a smart appearance, and

the cost is almost -negligible,

compared with the pfesent-day

price of new suits, etc.

Post to' us to-day that

old suit or overcoat you
thought of discarding, or

send pestcard for our

booklet.

CITY"
REPAIR. CO

Dkpt. P.G.

260, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C. 2.

'PHONE, HOLBORN 851.

y

Suits Turned,

55\-

Overcoats,

47J6
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ititimt trr i»f
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.' Ittrlie*.

Ingertoll

Rcvally Radiolite

Alarm Clock30-
or with white

non luminous dial

22 6

A trusty Alarm.
Look ;it it—examine it—ami die Ingersoll Revally Radiolite

Alarm (Mock will impress yon with it* splendid finish, handsomi
appearance, and perleet construction.

liistal it in your home—in your bedroom and it will prove
to you its capacity to yive accurate timekeeping service.

No need to fumble around lor matches to see the time
you just lie in your warm bed undisturbed, and read ihe lime
frohi the glowing dial of the Inyer-'oll RoalK K i lioli liven

the heaviest sleeper will awaken at the sound of the pleasant
\n insistent alatm.

The Ingersoll Revally is the "super" alarm Clock— made
from the finest materials, constructed, timed, and tested with
the usual Ingersoll thoroughness.

RiVALLY RADIOLITE ALARM CLOCK
W,/ by high-class II .itch Dealers rvetyn h, re. If miy J,/?,,

it: oHnittiugt we Villi scud C ock post j ree or/ receipt oj price.

INGERSOLL WATCH CO , Ltd , U. Inttr.oll Hou.e. Kint.w.y. London. W.C.2.
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A hiograpriy o( Vera Gordon, who gives a wonderful por-

trayal in trie role of " Mamma Kantor in " Humoresque.

More tlian any other screen star, Vera
Gordon proves that genius and ability

are the essentials for screen prominence
to - day, rather than the mere possession

of curly hair, a sweet smile, or a perfect

figure. She came to the screen, unknown and
unheralded, to create what was originally intended
to be merely a role in the support of an established

star—and, in the words of the theatrical world, "she
stole the picture." First the critics, and then the public,

all joined in a mighty chorus of praise and exultation over

the screen debut of such a polished actress. Soon the ex-

hibitors everywhere felt the public's pulse, and as a result

it was the name of Vera Gordon that was placed in electric

lights in connection with Humoresque.
Romance has not died—there is still big opportunity for

the person who has unusual ability ; a new star was made
overnight without any splurge or forced boosting. And
through Vera Gordon, the world and his wife—and his

children—have come to know of Ekaterinoslav.

That little town, situated in the heart of what was the

Jewish Pale of Russia, is important for a proper appre-

ciation of Vera Gordon! She was born there, of rather

humble family, and with practically every opportunity

withheld from her through her sex, her religion, and the

backwardness of her country. But little Vera had her

oil, so to speak; and with the sturdy strength

that such asso' iation often means, she overcame all ob-

stacles. At thirteen she was a member of a travelling

stock company, and, because she was a big girl for her

age, her first r61e was thai of a mother. And. curiously

enough, during her entire career every characterisation

that has meant progress for her was in the same category

In 1906 she came to Canada, giving concerts of Russian
and Jewish folk-songs Arriving soon thereafter in New
York, she decided to return to the stage, and organised a

company thai presented Russian plays bv Gorki, rolstoy,

Andreyev, and others in 1915 she played her firsl part

m English again th.it of a mother, in a vaudeville sketch

entitled "The Shattered idol" There she was seen bv

Florence Nash, and engaged to Create the part ol a Russian

peasant woman in " The Land of the Free."

Succeeding stage productions in which Vera
(lordon figured included " The Gentile Wife,"

with Emily Stevens ;

" Why Worry," with

Fannie Brice, and the London production of

" Business Before Pleasure."

While on the boat homeward, Mrs. Gordon

—

lor she is marnied and the mother of two

children, which may explain why she is " the

mother supreme "—received a wireless mes-

sage from Fannie Hurst to create the role of

Mamma Kantor " in Humoresque. Miss

Hurst had been the author of " The Land of

the Free," and so knew her work. Mrs. Gordon's

sensational success of Humoresque was followed

bv the Rex Beach-Goldwyn production of

The North Wind's Malice, and then by
Selznick's The Greatest Love, with

ich Vera Gordon finally

came into recognised star-

"om. In the meantime,
Vera Gordon has been

touring on the
music - hall stage

in America in a

sketch entitled
" L u 1 1 a b y."

wherein she play*

the widow of

a late delica-

tessen dealer,

whose deatl

came just before one of

his inventions brought un-

told riches. The story of how-

she finds her long-lost son,

and saves him again, gives

her the fullest "opportunity to

reveal that greatness of the

mother-heart that has made
her famous.

It is during the course of

this tour that Vera Gordon

has been receiving the ac-

clamation which most screen

stars can never actually get,

because of the nature of

their work. From the pri-

soners at Sing Sing, to the

orphans at the Jewish luster

Home in Philadelphia from

the V.M HA. and Y \\ II A

of Boston, to the I adies'

\nl Society of Rockport

Illinois—and all the

thousands who have

thu ked to pee hei in

person tlnoiigs have

.11 > 1.nmed hercvery-

w here " the greatest

mother >f the amnsernent

w orld." t'.wivr.i 1
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I TOOK CICFA
for my

INDIGESTION
(in Stomach&Bowel)

READ THE EXPLANATION

If you are suffering from Indi-

gestion, whatever the cause may
be, you are likely to think that

a remedy which cures others

may not suit your case because

you think yours is different, and

your symptoms may be differ-

ent ; but the root causes of all

cases of uhcompiicated Indiges-

tion are always the same, that

is, there Is not enough of the

Digestive Ferments which Na-
ture must have to digest the
Albuminous food in the

Stomach, and also to digest the

Starchy food in the Bowel.

Without these Digestive Fer-

ments one person will suffer

with Heartburn, Wind, and
Gas- Rising, White-coated Ton-
gue, Sharp Headache, Blotched
Complexion, Red Nose, Flushed
Face, etc., while another will

suffer from Flatulence, Bilious

Symptoms, caused by ob-
structed Bile Circulation, Acid-
ity with teeth on edge, and
attacks of Gout and Rheuma-
tism, and Constipation with all

the misery which it causes ; but
whether you have some or all of.

these symptoms YOU CAN BR
PERFECTLY CURED ONLY
BY A REMEDY WHICH
SUPPLIES NATURE'S DI-

GESTIVE FERMENTS. With
those ferments Digestion is

restored, and THOSE FER-
MENTS ARE ACTIVE WHEN
CICFA IS TAKEN.

Mr. David realises these facts,

and having known the sufferings

from Indigestion, and the joy of

health, with the pleasure of eat-

ing what he pleases, he wishes

all sufferers to know that Cicfa

cured him, and that his words
are true.

" Now I eat whatever

I desire."

" I wish all Indigestion

Sufferers to know that

ever}) word I say is

true.

"

NOW READ

MR. DAVIDS WORDS

:

3, Foxham Road,
Tufnell Park, N.

" Dear Sirs,

Some time ago I wrote to you
for a sample of your Indigestion

remedy, Cicfa. The sample gave
me such instant relief that I con-
tinued by purchasing the is. 3d.

tubes. I had been suffering with
Indigestion for about 2J years,

and had tried several other
remedies, but I tound them all

failures. Then I took Cicfa, and
found it necessary to take only
three or four tubes, and I was
and am now able to eat whatever
I desire. I think honestly that

Cicfa is most wonderful, and
deserves the highest praise. I

always strongly recommend it to

any of my friends that I find are
afflicted with Indigestion. I

really cannot find words to ex-

press my gratitude nor my
pleasure at having found a
remedy which really removes
Indigestion as Cicfa has re-

moved mine. I only hope that
if you publish this letter, those
sufferers from Indigestion who
read it will believe that every
word I say is true, and will

immediately take Cicfa, the only
certain remedy. Thanking you
for my present health, and for

being able to enjoy life again,

—

Yours truly, F. L. DAVID."

18,000 BRITISH DOCTORS
have taken up Cicfa. Hundreds
of them have written us of the

splendid results which they have
obtained by its use upon them-
selves, in their families, and in

practice. When thousands of

British doctors are satisfied with

Cicfa, you do not need a sample

with which to test it. 1 here can be

no better proof. \ ou can pur.

chase Cicfa ana commence using
it immediately.

Sold everywhere : prices 1/3 & 3/-

THE CICFA CO.,
8, D«ke St., Manchester Sq.,

London, W.

\fieturegoer, June, rait 1
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Ferstrong

196

White Cambric
40 inches wide.

"THE QUEEN OP LINGERIE."
Words cannot express the merits ol this Un-
rivalled Cambric. White as Snnw, Solt as
Silk. 1U loveliness must be seen to be

realised.

Set " Ferstrong 1 96 " stamped
on Selvedge.

Also dyed in different Shades and stamped
on the Selvedge " Ferstrong Halcyon."

Crepe de Ferstrong
(247 Quality).

39 inches wide. Stocked in diflerent Shades.
The best substitute for Crepe de Chine. Un-
rivalled for Ladies' and Children-'s Dainty
Garments, also Blouses, Jumpers, Boudoir.
Caps, Camisoles, etc. This material is the
most attractive, fascinating and economical
ever produced, and being made out of the
Finest and Purest Cotton the World can
produce, and being absolutely Pure in-it-

self. can claim the High.-st Hygienic
Quality, which contributes Health and

• Beauty to the wearer.

" Crepe de Ferstrong 247" stamped
on the Selvedge.

Writ' for Free Shade Cards and Pa,terns to

FERSTRONG
(D«p«. P. C.)

32, King St. West, MANCHESTER.
And we will also send you a List of Leading
Drapers who guarantee to execute your orders
by Post, Postage Tree, on receipt of remittance

tor same.
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Ui says I he Children

simply love to wear the
garments which have been
rejuvenated with [Wink?
W/I'I'H Twink you can dye the children's
* * frocks just the dainty colours they

love to weai' ; the garments take on all

the charm of newness. Twink is just pure
Lux Makes com hi net I with beautiful shades
o! dye. It cleans and dyes at the same time.
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June is popularly supposed to be the
month of brides, certainly they

are well represented in current
screen plays. The bride in Easy to

\.Gct is dainty Marguerite Clark, who
is at her comedy best in this amusing
and breezy study. The story is

humorous throughout, and the sub
titling capital. This photoplay was
the last one Marguerite * lark made
before she retired from screen work for

awhile. Her sojourn down South,
amongst her husband's folk, was only
.1 temporary one, and she returned to
the screen in Scrambled Wives, a
First National comedy. Rumour has
connected her name with the role of

Peter Pan," but rumour is often
wrong, and Marguerite herself is silent
nn the subject of future plans. ) larri-

son Ford and Rod La Roque support
the star in Easy to Get. Ford has re

Gently signed a ontract to appear with
he Talmadgcs in their newest films.

Humoresquc has been described as

i picture with a soul "
! Its

theme is the very human one of mother
love, and the acting of Vera Gordon
stands out by its excellence even
amongst a well-nigh perfect cast. It
is an amplified version of a story by
tannic Hurst, an American authoress
whose work appears also in an English
periodical, and deals with life in the
Jewish quarter of New York. Most
jf the characters " grow up " during

the course of the film, so that it has
practically a double cast. Bobby
Connelly, the 'cute little star of so

many Vitagraph comedies, plays the
hero, " I.con Kantoi," in his boyish
days, and his sister co-star, Helen, is

also in the cast. Alma. Rubens is the

heroine, and Gaston Glass plays the

grown-up" Leon This film appears
to have set a fashion, for, since its

presentation, some half-a-dozen other
features have been made, all dealing

with various aspects of Jewish life. A
play has also been adapted from the

film, and in it Laurctte Taylor will

take the role Vera (ion Ion plays in

the film.

Popular Charles Ray appears in

khaki in the first part of Paris
Green, which is his June release. In
this story of the post-war adventures
of "Corporal Luther (Paris) Green"
Ray gives another study of bashful
boyhood that will delight his admirers,

and compensate them for a rather
illogical plot. Charles Ray has just

i ompleted a new film called Scrap Iron,

in whi< h he makes his debut as

din m tor, besides playing the principal

part. In Paris Green Ann May plays

a girl of the Paris boulevards who
seeks refuge " in a quiet village." Ann
May entered motion pictures because
she loved the work, not for pec uniary
i onsiderations, for this little lady,

whose looks arid personality suggest

the Parisienne she is not, has a nice

weekly income of her own. She played
in two Kay pictures, and is now
supporting Julian Eltinge in The
Fascinating Widow,

Douglas Fairbanks has a stirring

story of romance and adventure
in The Murk of Zorro. It is slightly

reminiscent of ' The Scarlet Pim-
pernel,'' in that the hero, whilst

ostensibly the weakling son of a

Mexican don, is also a bandit, who
endeavours to free his fellow-sufferers

from political oppression. What with
exciting sword combats and thrilling

chases, Hong, has the time of his life,

and is supported by Marguerite de la

Motte, who has played in a good many
of his features. Doug, has just com-
menced work on The Three Mus-
keteers, with a cast that is practically

an all-star one.

Feminine pict uregoers will find much
food for discussion in Bessie

Barriscale's latest photoplay. Beckon-
ing Roads. This has an interesting

story, telling how a wile's independence
of spirit leads her to leave her home
and her weak-willed husband and
strike out for herself. Bessie Barri-

S( ale's work is always excellent : she

is one of the best emotional actresses

of to-day, and usually stars in plays

dealing with one or other of

domestic problems of life. Her sup-

port in Beckoning Roads include Niles
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u
The Way You Have

with Your Lashes."

*
UNNECESSARY
UGLINESS. H

"jttltrltTJ? ,
]

KWH&***#*«j*W

I N on< r.| Mr [cfferv I arrol's books the

1 heru i^ at a l< iss In tl< fine the c>

which ensnares him in his ladv. " I nless,"

it i^ the u iy you have with your

lash.

Our brusque modern courtships leave little

delicate love making ol more
li isured days when the flutter of his mis-

's long lashes or her painted fan was

sufrii Kill to raise a lover's hopes or drive him

lo p lespair. Vet there is no doubt
whatevei about the importance ol eyelashes,

even in dern life. What heroine of fiction

Id lie complete without her long curling

es that make so heartrending a crescent

lain i heek i I he most unre-

markabh on an exquisite ni)

through i veil ol dark eyelashes. Again, the

eyebrow. Does .my modern lover write

son i
Vet how

many girls ow beaut} like
• a half-moon made with a pen," as Mainillius

u luld lavi them.
Nowadays those who havi not naturally

good eyebrows and lashes are ( i apt to shrug
and think that nothing > an

be .lorn' to improve them. 1 1"- really v

however, know that a little menualine -

nd that a trifle of this pleasant

and easilj ol tained pomade, well rubbed into

the brows and lashes every night, oi every

other night, will not only thicken and
lengthen and I

the lashes, but will

dark i adu dlj . and will produi e an

enchanting tendeni y in them to curl at the

ends.
I re is no doubt « hatever th it the in-

ed beauty of the eyes and brows brought

it by this very simple treatment will

attrai I itti ntion I an) (aces which mi

Wise ha\ C been ignored. The M is t

woman, even though she may I" technically
" plam," will not j •

I tractions stop

there. She will make sure that her skin will

bear close scrutiny. Remember that it is

not only the colour of the skin which makes
its beauty . it i- also ihe tcxlun I ew things

ii p.deoi ivory-

coloured skin ain and Iran

\ 1 1 on all sidi • wonii n

will us.- and grcas\ kins; women, even,

» nli .•. it li hideous blackheads,
unavoidable uglini sses in

lift ,'. ni i adding to them. I el worm n

who neglect ol

be. mi be a i i ime) go quid Ij lo i he

t c In mi t am i mol

I In isc u ho an afllictl d W it l] bin kill ad-

will find i i.iihmg tin lai i with a

small quantit) ol warm water in w
tablet ol stymol has been dissolved, thi black-

he id- i .in then b. moved w ilh a

towel .
no loi ' mg h dl I" n tnd

the km will be li ti . leai au<\ soft and b. auti

fully :• lo shed.

I he pores of th et

and i ip « ith dii I which (ol ins

into i
[ " e bli mi lies If you look in the

|

I

In i ttrong light, yoi t sure to sec

enlargi d pores r< >und 1

1

nd i hin.

thoiigli blai klu ads ma) not hav<

formed in tin n .
i mw li oil Irom the

gland . und i i he kin top tl ill i

I iyi i I b ii' e the mil slum- "
tt

nan i ouibat M it h Dowdei
• hod u lie li onlv tni C> il bv

-till turt! • ng the
|

A pai kling
•

i utly redu lo then

The Broad-sat players on location at Auckmithie. Stewart Howe is the central figure,

with Adeline Haydei i Gertrude M C y on his right. Clive lirook is seen under
the hat in lite background, and Gor, ..lands on the exhenu. left.

Welch, Thomas Holding, and Joseph

J. Dowling, who portrayed the title-

role in / '.. Miracle Man. Joseph, in

tins case, is the villain, as to his lot

falls the part of an unscrupulous
Huron. Miles Welch is a Connecticul
Yankee (not Mark rwain's, though)
win. has been seen in support oi

\i\ ian Mat tin, ami in a few |am< s

( )h\ ei Curwood pii turisal ions bun
Holding needs no introduction to

picturegoers : he is ,tt. present playing
Buckingham " in the Doug. Fair-

banks production oi The Thret Mus-
keU

rwo delightfi re-

Lsed tins mouth are Some
/.'/ de, starring vivacious Viola Dana,
and / he P< rfet t II <man, w ith Con-
stance Talrnadgc in the title-role. In

t he fot niei \ lol a plaVS a lil.il'l u < I

Satan [unior," and her pranks are

ever) whil as capricious and humorous
in the picture oi that name. The

plot is clever, without hem- verj sub-

stantial. Viola Dana, who is a widow,
lias never re-married, despite the

rumours that persistentl) wedded hei

lirst to one star, then to another, She
still lues with her mother and married
sister, and recentl) entertained at their

home in Hollywood the winner ol the

popularil \ compi I tdui tei 1

business women by an Omaha news
> . li \ inn Cummings pla) s \ tola's

resentful husband.

1*he suit tules and Connie hersi it an
t he main attrai tions of The

II oman, the story of w hit I

not up to hei usual staili lard W hen

you see 1 he l h at niing I

lull\ uglif; " herself by ni

h u |< hair and great hoi n

rimmed spectacles you will be irresist-

ibly reminded of one of sister Norma*!
earlv features, Thi Social >

which will probably be re issued

shortly. Constance is now holiday-

making ; she has just finished II on,

i ' i an Emersi in I .oos stm \

.

Fastidious admirers of Robert I

Stevenson will probably never

forgive Maurice Lourncur for giving

Shirley Mason the roh- of " Jim Haw-
kins " in his screen version of / irasurt

Without being .\i\ entii

faithful adaptation, the photopl;

highly interesting, and packed with

.n tion, conllict, and thrills. Charles

I lary makes 1 ong |ohn Silver "

even whit .is picturesque as lie should

be, and Lon Chancy and Wilton

Taylor are respectively I'ew and
" Bl u k I >Og.' The Erench din
has successfully presented the atmo-
sphere ol those swashbuckling
ol the Spanish Main Shirley Mason.

the " baby " of the three I lilgrath

sistets, is now a 1 o\ st. n . She i

even younger than her twentx yi

and dial. ires that she adores pla\ mg
" boy " p.nts on both stage and;
s ( Ken ; she is a natural toinbo\ her-

self She is busy at the moo
playing heroine in /

It
is probable that Aiuhuulhie. the

tiny fishing village neai \rbroath,|

Scotland, will ac«|iiire a new itnjx>rt'

,iiio' in the wot Id since an English!

company went a filming there CJuitel

a large party of them worked for a,

' im.iih days ^u exterior scenes for]

i
, i film version of

Charles Ki i

:

s w ell know n story.

wore mnl-\ i' torian dress, though

they found it fat from comfortable,
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In ten minutes

—

a perfect manicure
Three simple operations will give your nails the grooming

that present-day standards require

/^\NCE, manicuring was slow, difficult, and even dangerous.

^-* There was no way of removing dead cuticle except by

cutting, and whether people had it done by a professional mani-

curist or did it themselves, it was a very tiresome business.

NOW, manicuring is so quick and easy that anybody can

have smooth, lovely nails. Cutex removes the dead cuticle

simply and safely without cutting. Just a few minutes' care

once or twice a week will keep the nails looking always as if

freshly done.

y This is the way you do it-

First the Cuticle Remover. After filing, shaping, and smoothing
the nail tips, dip an orange stick wrapped with cotton in Cutex
and work around the nail base, gently pushing back the cuticle.

Wash the hands ; then, when drying them, push the cuticle

downwards. The ugly, dead cuticle will wipe off, leaving a
smooth, shapely rim.

Then the Nail White. This removes stains and gives the nail

tips an immaculate whiteness without which one's nails never seem
freshly manicured. Squeeze the paste under the nails directly from
the tube.

"

Finally the Polish. For a brilliant, lasting polish, use first the

paste or stick, then the powder or cake. If you want an instan-

taneous polish, and without burnishing, one that is also waterproof
and lasting, apply a little of the Liquid Polish.

Try this new Cutex way of mani-
curing. Ten minutes spent on the

nails regularly once or twice a week
will keep them always in perfect con-
dition. Then every night apply Cutex
Cold Cream around the nail base to

keep the cuticle soft and pliable.

Get a bottle to-day at any chemists,
perfumers, or stores. Cutex, the

cuticle remover, comes in 2/- and 4/-

bottles. Cutex Nail White, Cold Cream,
and Nail Polish are also 2/- each.
Liquid Nail Enamel, 2/6.

A manicure set for 1 /-

For I /- we will send you our Intro-

ductory Manicure Set, large enough
for 6 complete manicures. Address
our English selling agents, Henry C.

Quclch & Co., 4 and 5, Ludgate
Square, London, E.C. 4.

NORTHAM WARREN,
New York & Montreal.

Beware of imitations,. Every article bears

our registered title "CUTEX."

first a smooth, shapely cuticlr ;
" then

snowy white tips thin just the brilliant

polish you have always Wanted.

POST THIS COUPON WITH I/- TO-DAY.

HENRY C. QUELCH & CO. (Dept. P.G. 2).

4 & 5, Ludgate Square, London, E.C. 4.

Name

Street and No

Town
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Moiiilt Maiion Lewis.
Miss ^ARA SAMPLE,
Hy Hfrtram Park.

Tulle- but
not expensive
Ma - t hit tulle is no

i v.- luxury- tiic won*
••

I lyiumo'' proofing process has

., auiahle and

eci We know it is hard lor

a Ijch to rcilNe that • • . . obtain

rain,

But nevertheless

a .- i
, an pros c toi \ nui -ill.

r inc « iterprnot iille,

luld ask for

" l)\ nore lasting

; ban any nthri tulle

: uniy

I i'en when ivri,

II Ir.

and crispnes* immediately it is d

Srr the name ' 1

I

'on the ends

ni tin i.ird on thich tiic tulle is

\ use it, all the
-

Dynamo
-^ RAINPROOF

Tulle
*f> in«. wide, I" M!

i k, White,

.ir\d all Fashionable Shades.

AT ALL PRICES
It jn\ • in obtaining, irnd
1' sV stating quantit> jnj colour de-

"DYNAMO"

5 1 5 1 Ch» ipside,

LONDON

I trin ol
i

and Irnm <-\ ery town and village

within reasonable distance visitors

iured in to see them Son,. . t< i

prising soul ran a special series of

chars a bancs to and from the village,

.nui found no lack of sightseers to lill

them. The natives accorded them a
warm welcome, am! were quite sorrv
when the final scene was shot. They
assured the popular players of tin-

tact thai the\ would certainly not
miss seeing their film on its com
pletion '.,iii Rome, \deline
Hayden I'offin, and Ciertrude M
(as the fisher-girl heroine) are the

itral figures in th< group shown on
page >o, and Men . 1 latton and
' live KJrook tan lu- seen in the back
gre miid.

Sweden's fairest daughter, \n
Nilsson, is featured in / >: judg-

ment (>/.a stor\ thai borders on the
fantastic. It tells how a girl used her

powers ot mind reading to bring a

murderer to book fhen is a good
• a-i including Kranklyn I'arnuin,

Herbert Standing, Spottiswoode Vitken
and Katherine Griffith Anna Nilsson
u,is originally intended for a school

teacher, but she scum became famous
as a model tor IVnrhvn Stanlaws. She
has played all .sorts oi roles, including
many ol the adventurerers t \

|
*«-,

ami tullv deserves the stardom she

ultimateb earnetl Hei latest feature

is entitled lenipli /'i/vA- Anna
bat heloi gii I life al Holly

wood, where she has a pretty hnnga
low . She drives her o\\ i

h 'ks

her civs ii meals, and likes to take plentv
im' in t he open aii

(\ i ti In is. c i| t he mont h ai e /

' which is a Will Rogers picture,

and is fulls dealt with elsewhere in

t Ins issue- / I tinatu .it I argi . a

" farce, cvith Henn Kri wards and
i !n issie W hiti uiu e moi v

one a not her : Lady Tetiey's /J

husband and wife " drama, featurinj

Marjorie Hume, who is now a freel

lance player, her contract with I amou
sky British having expired. lev

i ody pursues his i areer as a mal<|
samp in The Butterfly Man, and ha!
the usual bevy of beauty in hi

supporting cast, and Llla Hall
and Priscilla Dean are in U"A/c»|

II 'onwn ?

'|"he title ol I'hi Hell «.

1 I aska is tiie c>nl\ thin, that 1

1

oil about n. It is a dramatM
feature, with William S. Hart ,.t hi||

in a pari thai gives hin

opportunities feu displaying his

as actor, rider, and lighter l.oius

Glaum and Kind Markev are- o|

him. Kind Markes has been clou

more stage than lilm ssork oi late

svhilst Louise (ilaum has lx»en a sta

foi si.nu- time t'ontrarv to tumour
William Hart now slates that he will

not retire He is well ahead \sitL

productions, and thinks hinisi

titled to a long holiday How l<mw

depends upon urcumstaiues
;
he wi i

probably spend some of his v'acatifl

m writing stories, at which hi

adept Ionise- Glaum, too, has latel

become an authoress : she is ssntin:

i
Miles ot articles em motion pntur

life for senne \iu.iie.m movie mat
/.ines

\st'U s "I COUlltei le-ltei s
. letec

in is and t uite.l States Seen
Servit e nun is \ itagraph's /

in which adventure and quit

follow last upon one another
heels. Melodramatic, il is good mek
drama, ami pleni \ of ingenious .le s ie<

died intii use l>\ I Ian \ Morcj
ss ho has tlie stai part, that oi h'.dr

( oi Hell. " the elete-e tl\ •-. I i

the girl m the rase Anothei \ it.

Il Jlllll IS / III / '».''.'/'/ 111!
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.< ; i i n i < l p i j i i ci i i|

rfj&c/cface of
MXDOXWJP£fi%S
gives' tfie finishing
toucfi. to x/oicr>

Ttence Zfroc/c?

Nothing suits the present stvle of Evening Gown so well, or lends such
a finishing touch, as a beautifully-graduated ne< kia.-.- oi MAI >1>\'N \
Pearls—the Pearls which vie in appearance, lustre, and ratm.il beauty
with the most costly gems that ever . atne out of the Orient.

The MADONNA I'carls possess the same delicate softness, the same
rich sheen, as ih stly gems of which they are a faithful ropy. The
most practical expert alone can discern the difference, and then only by
close examination.

OUR GENUINE OFFER
u,..
M.i'I.'mm 1't i I . (16 in< lies lun

i -.end you for yfwr approval .t necklet >•(

lei lenjjihs ai proporti mate rates-witli cok\
cl ' r- ' - i. .i .1 il they are not supcrun tu the ether artificial iwarls «< will
nt once rH ir J \i it money

43, Do»er St^«*«*«a;^

aclonnxx
f> e a re. l_s.

b3£2

London, W. 1LIMITED

Lll mil liilKin t] nir Mini ' ll>u 1 1 jiti iini i ii t> in niiiiiiiini ii i iiiiiniiiniiiMiitiiuiiimiiiiiiiiii inn in in iiiiiiiik n .r

Y&
DS^FIT PATENT VIOLIN BRIDGE,

The Dawfit Bridge is holed to form ;iir |
cushions, which are closed in on each face 1
by means oi a thin veneer 'shown parlly |
removed in sketch). These air cushions §
so influence the vibrations transmitted f
through the bridge from the strings t" 1
tin- instrument, that the sound produced |
is sweetened and mellowed to perfection. 1

Unfitted Bridge, Price 216 Post fro,'.

Kitted llvidge, Price 3/- ,, .,

PRICE Q'G To he oHainedftvm allMusic Sellers or direct/>om
|

i The Dawfit Patent Violin Bridge Co., 143, Sloane St., London. S.W.I. |

'iiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiniiiiniiiiiii III mi ii ii i in | Hi

Have you ever contemplated
writing for the SCREEN?

Film
The faculty of Imagination is present, though
dormant, in many of us. Why nol develop this

latent talent in yourself t Send for a free copy of

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini ,r,e List of Test Questions issued by the well-

_^_ known PALMER PHOTOPLAY COR-
DIS ^ PORATION. If ihey decide that you possess

|HVS ''e necessary DRAMATIC INSIGHT AND
* .**,/ ** IMAGINATION, however undeveloped, they
""" i ' ii will forward you. TREE, their Book- -" The
Secret of Successful Pholoplay Writing." Help elevate the Screen,
and find a very remunerative occupation. Good stories are needed by
all the great Film Producers. The above Corporation will als. assist

you in marketing your work to the best advantage. Correspondence
confidential. Write to Secretary. 36. Sutton Court Rood. London W.4.

GREYNESS CURED IN 3 WEEKS
How Society Men and Wowen Re-create Their Hair'i Loit Colour.

admimhU

,

<}t\ permau

FREES
How Sik iety nn n and women guard

against the social and business nandii i p
of (iicy Hair is revealed in a dainty
little boudoir Hook just published.

This hook will not take you ten minutes
to read, ;.ct it discloses the secret by
which you can grow
glossy, abundant,and
silken hair, and

—

most important of

all—preserve it from
the greying and dis.

figuring touch of

Time by the one
treatment endorsed
by the I'ress.

THE FOLLY OF
DYES.

I>ycs anil artificial

hair p.unts arc, of

course, strictly ta-

booed by men and
women ofrefinement.
1 Sis is not onlygood
t is 1

. . in good sense
as well. Dyed hair

is always conspic-

uous. 'It literally

shouts the erabai
r.issm^ information
that us < clour came
out of a bottle, fur-

ther, dye ruins the

hair s structure and
health, rots it away,
and call c> it to tall

out.

1 here is only one
satisfactory method
of curing greyncss
ami hair loss ot

t clour. This is to
re-create, naturally,
^your hair's real col-

our from root to tip.

You will find how to do this between the

gold and ivorine (overs of the Look
mentioned above You can obtain a

copy of this book gratis and post free.

TREATISE.
WATCH THE COLOUI RETURN.
Remarkable results follow this

I Kight from the tint your
h.ur becomes less and less en v.

No mattei how long the greiness has

existed, the lost

The One Method Endorsed

by the Press

THE QUEEN
The Lady's Newspaper

ays :
" ' 1''ai ktaiivk ' ft rtainiy is

I ills ItSfjffcCll

id, (igld/ulty

isy to use."

SUNDAY TIMES
savs :

•' T vi k i * i ivn ' :s Nature's

own remedy, and ot its r/ficucy otto

can scarcely sp,ak srtfficieutty in

fraise .... / have personalty

usedthisr, -toratrve I can myst It

testify to the trut It olatl tt f

toaccomplisht' - llv.,l:i.\ Litttrcss

"SccrctsoJ [{call . a 7ri Beauty
"

LADY'S PICTORIAL
"As a real remedy

loss of colour, it is o t/to?;

reliable ftrtparatii «."

bun is restored.
A n.l not only is :t

comi. 1. -rely r. stored,

but it is restored
per marie 111 Iv — - it is

not painted from
outside.
Vim (an easily

prove this. When
the colour lias been
restored, just wash
y hair ami scrub

it as hard as you can,
Not . speck ot colour
i onies aw ay. 1 bis is

bei ausc the colour is

a part of the very

structure ol yout
hair, and not a dye
of stain

r .. es restoring
the lost colour, this

treatment improves
..mi lours up vour

hair in r rer) way.
Ir l ves all ar-

i uniulations of

• u t landi lift.

Jtti " loose are .7 few O'tly of the many
i'ress editorial , ontmetits given on this

wonderful new treatment

.

should write to-day to tit

Co. {suite tu 1

, ob, Victoria Street,

London, SI!', /or o I'rce Trea
w/i/c/t will be sett!, post ftee, itt plain
sealed CMtelopc.

BOOK OF
HEALTH

BEAUTY
Should

HAIR
AND
FREE.
mi be

troi

gn v

bled m b white,

rcy ng. faded,

or otherwise
. hair, you

should write :• rial

toth.- l-.i ktat >

Co. (-in .
I [), i

Victoria St., Wcstminste . London,
S. V\'.. tor a ropi ..i tin ii Irei 1

1.

clr^i ribing how to ci f o I
ided

bair without the use of iln-s oi sla

The

Completini

Touch.

g My lady's toilette is never complete until Pomeroy
g Day Cream—the vanishing cream de luxe has
= added its <jtiota to the charm of her complexion.

! Pomerojf

I VayCrem
= .In dainty half-crown t'o.irj at high

cIumm C.hemint*
, Perfumers, etc.

Mrs. Pomeroy Ltd., 29, Old Bond Street,
London, W.l. and 185, High St., Kensington.

(Try also Pomeroy Tooth Paste, Is. 3d. a tube.)
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PICTURE
POSTCARDS

FILM
or YOUR

FAVOURITES
IN

Real Glossy Photographic

Style.

Price 3d. each, postuge exlra, or any

,rdi from lisl sen! posl Ircc for

FIVE SHILLINGS.

I

Ji wi i I armen

ientier

ron Carr

Mi • Vcn

Charles Chaplin

I

Clark

1 ) i 11 s.

l"ay i

; Cooper
Virgil i

l

1

I I 1W

I

1 \ v D
Henry Edv

Elinor I air

I

Gill

Mnry < .!

el ;

! !

I
psoti

1 i inellc Howard
j Hyland

i i

• man
!;• nrr Kelly

Ki nnedy
on Lang

Mai Marsh
Mason

Mary Miles

Minter

Mix

Stella Muir

Nazim
I

yllis

Mabel \ i

,

j

trie

1

i
lord

Kay
Masti i R

Bubbles")

Will Ro •

Stewart i

Scott

I aln

, I alruadge

rayloi

( unwai 1

1

i
w alsh

1 mnic V> ard

irl White

Poppy Wyndham

MO PICTUREGOERS HOME IS

COMPLETE WITHOUT

The "PICTURES" Albums

of Kinema Stars.

No.
by '' "

i

|

\o, ma
i

Brad; M
'

( umminps, Marshall N< ilan,

1

I K 1 in. o|,,, Antonio Mem
I'ickl

/.,./, ../ hundreds o) other poitcards

tent pott fret on <>; plication.

PICTURES LTD.,
88, I .ong Ai re, 1 .ondon, \\ .( 2.

Tfc*.«J*

Eddie Irons a
' -an. th, '

**" *<"d*d to **"*
-'-""

"• screen partnership.

ada] t; f a well-known

in which lark Barrymore starred.

\,,,n from beiug a thoroughly en-

tertaining picture, the List • o

Earls i
William and Mete; ]

Earle Williams is the man whose pro-

pensi ' the film its title, but

role is not om exai tly fitted to ;

VVillian "' few stars who

have remained faithful to the or-

ganisation with which he commenced ;

he is one of Vitagraph's fixe

Supporting him in this reli

|, ,,, Paige, the pretty star wl

worl mplctcd,

i

- ,,,i to be the best she lias yet

done.

HThc screen's inseparables, Eddie

1 | yons and Lee Moran, arc

separate at lasl One will remain with

Universal and the other launch

in pastures new I I"' pair, who

the screen are close friends, have been

lssoi iatcd in comedj work since [912.

1 [die had bei n in the picti

some time, as he started in the old

and then wen!

Nestor and Imp. 1 atterly, the

e been making two and 1

rcclcrs lor Universal, and picture fans

will [ind.il strange t Lee without

without Lee. M

,, ,\ V is the title of the first

,,,,,,1, making two reeler which will

Btar I e< Moran.

1'lu re are two good costume-plays

be seen tins month. The '

is a British film, A Gentleman oj I 1

m Stanlev Wevman's novel, which

features F.ille Norwi l 1C

Knighl " and v - the

. whom he loses his heart. 1
he

other is. .11 Old Alsace, an idyll of

\ iiian life some hundred years ago,

based on an Krckmann Chatrian story.

The plot is slight, and is chiellv con-

cerned with a confirmed bachelor ind

the wav he eventually falls in 1<

the characterisation and the act ins are

the things that count. The principal

plavers M Huguette Dm s

\| Max, ol the Comcdie Pram
lion is the work of a I

Mdlle Suzanne Devoiod, who also

acted as co-producer.

Panhnc Frederick's June 1

vstery melodrama full of

powerful situations. I'nlikesome I

taken from stage-plays, / ll'<>n/<W

; makes excellent screen-

fare and has an absorbingly interesting

iry. The supporting c;ust is a good

one.' John ISowcrs plays opposite the

I lary has a detective

role! and the bad man of the slo

;-\ Robert McKim, who has

been dubbed the best villain on the

1 en " Pauline herself has d< 1 iden

to return to the stage tor awhile, but

will be seen in films again later on.

\ dinners of Sherlock Holmes, <

,f\ one of the best known ehara

in fiction, will have an opportune

ing their hero at work, lor the nrsl

episodes ol the screened i onan l>ovk

stories are released this month. I rM

isl of fifteen episodi

two 1. 1 Is ea< h, each episode com

in itself, and the immortal " Sherh

He Norwood' and his failhfu

Watson dlu!>i n Willis

in all of them. l>cto< live storu

always popular, and these are w el

,| tet hni. ally, and al

principal player plenty of scope fo

effective dis ' «hii h he a\ ait

himself fullv but the stories them

in being transferred to th.

sv nrn. The supporting cast [wit

e\, eption of Watson ") is difl
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in every episode, and comprises such
favourites as Edna Flugraph, Mary
Dibley, Irene Kooke. Norma Whalley,
Cecil Humphries and Hugh Buckler.

The screening is still in process, for

Stolls are no believers in the " cold-

storage " of films ; and the latter

episodes will be shown to the public

some two months after completion.

,rhis is one of the points wherein
British films score off the Yankee
products, for, with the present system
A booking, it is nearer two years than

'two months after completion before

British picturegoers see the photoplays.

Another all-British release is the

Official Police Film, which shows every
detail in the lives andwork of " Robert."
tlow he is trained, and where ; how
ie takes his recreation ; his prede-

cessor, the " Charley " of a hundred
jv-ears ago ; and his methods of tracking
rime are graphically presented in a
succession of scenes which show almost
•verv side of London life.

If
you like your Western films very
wild and woollv, you will like

The Orphan, for it has plenty of action,

|;ias stage-coaches, hold-ups, and even
ndians in battle-scenes. William Far-

nini has a \V. S. Hart role, that of a
' good " bad man, and he reforms at

j.he end and marries the heroine
Louise Lovely) in true good-bad-
nan style. William has been on the

!
'ontinent for a few weeks ; he origin-

!'l11v intended visiting London, but
If-ventuallv returned to L'.S.A. with-

out having done so. Louise Lovely,
he prettv Australian girl, has pro-

gressed far since she made this film,

•he is now a star with Fox's, and
ppears on the cover of this issue.

3ne of the best Sessue Hayakawa
pictures is Li-Ting-Tang, in

/hich the fascinating Japanese actor
I as a role which suits him perfectly.

Ie plays a Chinese prince, who im-
ibed American ideas whilst being
rlucated there, and whose love ro-

lance with a pretty American girl

Inds sadly. Some vivid pictures of

fe in Hong Kong round off a
loroughly realistic film. Alan Forrest,

'i long associated with Mary Miles

l

Iinter, is also in the cast, and Doris
I 'awn, whose blonde loveliness pro-
tides an effective contrast to the
! lack-haired, black-eyed Sessue, is the
eroine. Hayakawa himself has written
screen-story called The Swamp,

I,'hich he is producing himself, and has
Irigaged Bessie Love to play opposite
ini in it.

rwo Fox favourites, Theda Bara
and William Russell, are to l>e

I The Litre of Ambition and Some
iar. In the first-named, Theda Hani
as a role well suited to her, in a
rong story, which is better con-

|

ructed than some of this star's recent
•ferings. Thurlow Bergen plavs
Jfxisiie the star, and William David-
;>n is the villain. Theda Bara is still

j'stiii" after her breakdown whilst on

tour with The blue Flume, the sensa-
tional melodrama which marked her
return to the stage. She may visit

London shortly. Big Bill " Russell
has a rather weak storv m Some Liar,

but his own popular personality has
full play, and his work as a salesman
travelling with cradles and coffins,

and the tussle at the end of the film,

will be sufficient to satisfy his main-
admirers. Russell has just strenuously
denied a rumour that he is about to
be married—he declares himself too
busy making five-reelers. Eileen Percy,
who is Russell's leading lady in this

film, has quite deserted Western stoics

of late ; she is a fully-fledged star, and
appears now in light society comedies.

A really good screen drama is Blind
Husbands, which is an Eric Yon

Strome picture. Strome wrote the
story, directed, and starred in it ; it is

his first venture into the directorial

field, and one of the best of the many
variations of the popular " eternal
triangle " theme. As the Lieutenant,
who is the " other man " in the
triangle, he gives a characteristic

study of an unpleasant Austrian, and
is well supported by Francelia Billing-

ton and Sam l)e (Irasse, as respec-
tively " the husband " and " the
wife." Eric Von Strome has almost
finished another production, entitled

Foolish Wives : it has taken close on
nine months to make, and the filming

was fraught with mishaps. First the
launch containing the director and his

assistants struck a rock, and the party-

had to be taken aboard a fishing boat.

Next, Yon Strome narrowlv escaped
a fierv death whilst intent on a night
scene ; he was rescued, onlv to fall off

a raft in companv with four camera
men and their instruments. His next
exploit was to injure his back so
severely that he had to cease working
for some days. The leading man,
Rudolph Christian, died of pneumonia
just recently, and unless an actor
sufficiently like him can be found, the
whole thing will have to be retaken.
Eric was at one time assistant-director

to Griffith ; he has just married
Valerie Germonprez, who plavs one of

the " Newlvweds " in Blind Husband.'::

C^
ladys Brockwell and William Scott

J are the leading players in The
Mother of His Children, a societv

drama, the scenes of which are laid in

Paris. It is a. conventional story, but
the star has a. good part, that of a
beautiful and selfish princess, whose
character changes entirely towards the
end of the film, when she becomes an
unselfish and " womanly " type. Of
late Gladys Brockwell has deserted
her societv and " vamp " roles for

character and " mother " parts. She
commenced her career when only four-

teen, as a member of her mother's

—

Lillian Brockwell — theatrical com-
panv, and four years later was playing
mountain-girl parts in films starring

Romaine Fielding. Her latest play is

entitled The Sage lien, a story of the
great -out of doors.

CIGARETTES
GIVEN AWAY!!
AMAZING OFFER OF

100,000 BOXES rDCX!
OF CIGARETTES lULL.
WOULD you like, absolutely free of

charge, a box of the world's daintiest

and most wonderful I 'igarettes r Jt contains an
assortment of all brands of ERA M-Kliayyam

Amb**r C igarettes,YOURS

FREE
Khayyam Cijra

decided to .User

tipped w lli real

petal* ol Roses,
Mauve ."-ill;, real

(t 'lil and Cork,
until recently only
ti> be found in the
I in .ins and H o ems
oi the native l'i < es

ami Potentates oi

India.

The delicious and
subtle Oriental I'm

fume, rcmindtul ol

the

MYSTERIOUS
CHARMS, VISIONS
and alluring sweet-
ness oi tli<- romantic
Kan, repealed as the

Cigarette is smoked,
r.onveys a new mean-
ing to the cigarette
smoker, In order to

introduce these de-

deiiglitlul ERAM-
wider in le, we have

100,000 BOXES FREE
Of

ErAM-Khay:Yam
llCARETTES,

READ THIS.
(Original* may be i<en at

our Offices. I

plearv H r Sirs,— I h.

writing to ili

.lirr Ml

r the
tl Presentation Cabinet

: of excellent Cigarettes, rtiej are
delicious.—Y<»urs truly, ll.ii S.

i

Dear Sirs,—Your Cigarette* are
i lire.mi. I think thai is tin- i

liest description. sh ill always
sdii'L-r them.—Yours truly,

IXB.M. 1

We make this magnificent offer because we know
that once you have tested h KAM - Khayyam
Cigarettes you will always be their staunch friend.

NEVER BEFORE has such a bold and expensive
offer been made, and we can therefore allow

One Free Box Once
Only to Each Applicant.

TO receive one of
these beautiful

free boxes, post to us
the Coupon below,
together with Postal
Order or stamps for

i/o, to cover cost
of postage and pack-
ing, and same will

be forwarded to you
by return of post,

together with de-
scriptive pamphlet.
You niav deduct the
i from your next
order, provided you

send for not less than so ERAM-KIiavvam Cigarettes,
thus the trial box costs you absolutely nothing. We
have to make this small charge to avoid receiving
applications Irom juveniles.

Meatj il.dlr r.iuadW if not wholly satisfied.

Farther euppliee may he obtained from all
good'da$m TobacconitCt and Store*

GET YOUR FREE BOX TODAY
and send your application to

L. & J. FABIAN,
ERAM Clg. Manfs. ( Dept. B.M.2)
74, New Bond St., London, W.I.

FREE CIFT COUPON
TEAR OFF NOW before you format.

TO L. & J. FABIAN,Coupon to

a piece of
pa|HT with
vmr name
.V <*..>. rr*s

c 1 ,* a r I y
written on

ERAM Cijtf.Manfs.tO.pt.B. M.2)
74, New Bond St., London, W.1.
Please send me.i FreeTrial I'.ox oi ERAM- :

Khayyam Cigarettes. 1 enclose i/o to :

cover cost of postage and parking, which :

1 mav deduct when sending m\ next order. I
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CORNS. CALLOUSES. BLISTERS.

UUI IUIVIUI1L

II >nn have these in any form and think

there is the slightest excuse for con

tinuind to suffer Just read what the

jiilliiwi?i\; users «/

REUDELBATH

say about the only i/uirk. positive, and

never-fuilittg cure Jm \<irc. tired, lender

feet that ache, burn, smart, swell, itch,

and develop corns, bunions, callouses,

tn other forms of foot misery. llso, you

can Stop any rheumatic pains within ten

minutes.

PROMINEN1 USERS SERIES IX.

ON THE STAGE.

M - Phyllis Monkman.
Mi . .1, I onieJj

\i —
if.il for

-.1. t aih n«

an 1 ox,
ha
1 .i I

<&ll#.
Mi Genrtfr Rnbey.il>.-
inimitable. <

wi nes :
—

"
I

before eora-

i n in us. Lhcm.

ynn m
".

>n " <-<l lei I
•>> nuis-

|)n I

S
. NO

\i i I take mi i

^ 4(*v
M..I.II, ScOtt,

1

\\ h" -1

i

tf/f&agrt

A in

Si i Ham I nmler. Ilarr>
Piierr Vioiri Loralnr, Yvonne inland
Lee White, Meii> King, Jock MrK.n. Daiaj
llnimri. anil Ma> Moore Dupn /

I he Randal Haiti Saltratca compound i

rrprnjiicct ilr- huhl\ medicated and i>»*

w«lcr% of crlrli' •!• Mill IVice* .'

• m.i 1/3 doobla ii« Obtainable ir..m all

iiirni.ii everywhen who an autbnrii

refund your nunci io full an.l without qnration
il you air not tatiaftcd r/hh

FLRTI1FR ( ONTF.SSIONS OF A K1NEMA STAF
' I

A here is one thing tint I should like

1 to sec firmly established in tins

countrj . and that is the Filn

\ow have no I "ilm Colon} here, no
'"

I. <is. ii< >t even an approach to it.

Most I'.ritisli films are made around
London, and .is ,i result then- is the

>ry ;nr "
v\ hich is to me so ,lis

tasteful. Los " is in ;i heavenly
place, and " we " have it to ourselves

pretty nearly. Even in the most
i.m tory like " Los Angeles studio you

are far from the kind ol thins one sees

in I .ondon London has its theati ica>l

quarter, and the artists have cornered
Chelsea, but the Movie folk are just

scattered anywhere and rather neg-

ed, I think.

You don't know what the Motion
I'n lure owes to I .os Angeles and its

surroundings. (Her there we are in

a little lii avt u of our ou. n. I ife is

lived for the Motion Picture, and all

our talk is of little else. British pic-

tures will l>e better pictures when
England has its 1 ilm Colony. There
is really no reason for the English film

i ompanies to " bug " London like they
do. \o pan ol England is much

than five hours by train from
the Met ropolis. < )ver in the States we
have to think in davs where you think

in hours

Since coming back to England I

ha i e been looking around, and I havi

found several e\ client locations for

the Colony. I am certain of support,

and it only needs the ball to be

rolling. If things go .is 1 wish, you
will most pri be seeing a big

brother of Los " in process of mn
formation in one ol the ancient.

ities and before so very long. \

town is needed as a foundation, ob-

viously
I

hut it must he a clean town,
and a .small town, and a town without

an) ven big industry to " fight " the

Movies f r supremacy. It must be a

i
town for the same reason that

" Los is a i lean town it w ill he the

home of an art. Mter all. you don't

set diamonds in tin rings ' Which
causes the question :

Is London what
is w ion- w ith British pictures

\l tin same time. I must say that

- is one In tie corner ol "I ondon
that more closelv resembles " L<>s

in e\ ei v w ay I han an\ Ol her pai

the British Isles. That part is Holders
( .reen I '.ut there is no I dm Colom
then

1 promised t" tell : he many
phasi s ol Moi ioi Pit ture life w hich I

like. I have told you a!" my
dislikes Well, the thins that I find

mosl attractive about m\ professional

life is my mail bag. Vou, uninitiated,

m.u bi lie\ • that '.line ami the glami

of til!- linn light is most pleasi

I do not

unpleasant. It is the
i

Bui after a short while the

weai ' one takes i i and

I
in.lshakes and the i rowds and t he

whisper* i>i the streel as a main
would miss them >•

they to cease, but they continue an>

one -
' to them After all,

handshake is always a hands).

Hut a letter may he many thing'

It Ins in your hand, unopened.
of praise or abusi ing frod
friend, a sneer from an em
requi something, or

Sift. Vou never know.
I ha\

'

the il

ordinary letters. One from a

West informed me that he •*;•

going to marry me, and th.it

I made trouble of the att.ur he v.;

bringing to I i is twi

brother broncho husters to knlna

me and take me afar oil. away froi

home and friends and source of ii

come until 1 came to m\ senses

do not mention tins letter he

was exact 1\ a novelty. It was
a larse family. But I mention
because in this particular i ase tl

writer kept his prom tl n-.it-

and came. Mostly tin

letters remain letters, and aftei

en mcmoi ii s But th,

one proved pretty nearly a prophecS

The cowboy was not a bad sort

mosl likely in the nati\ e i leu

and his friends were rather terribl

persons. But the hustle of I

- stunned them somewhat. flu

reai lied the studio, but they n

it flustered and bi shing. I -

them round. The question ol niaa

riagc never once cropped up. I net

cowboy looked me over carefully, arl

maybe came to the conclusion that

movie star and a western rami
" wouldn't mix He saw tin

things that were necessary to my lil

and most likely had an eve on tl!i

quai rels ahead Am way, he ne\

outside his letter, what he ha

for. When the twentx livi dcpartel

I asked them to call again,

never did.

I have often wondered what woul

ha\'e happened if he had asked nl

w li.it 1 was going to do about it

would be difficult to kidnap a mov|
star in Los Vng<

'

;

,
• we

never anything else but strangi lettcfi

was one from an iiuliviilu.il (colO

unknown wl

throne with me in a South Sea islan

providing that 1 kept on in
I

business to earn the mone) to

the throne going I'here w

from a man who wanted to" name a mlj

town alter me and wanted me
live in it ; and there were two

letters from two strange brothers

Chicago imploring me t>< marl

them or rather, one of

vou know what 1 in< in I \ c ottl

• there was a bet he lil

ad if they knew of e.i< h

letti

l

from girls begging me to get them uf

the " business An there an) otll

instances of people demanding i

ivment, I wonder
"
J
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Once I had a letter from a girl—so
i said, but there was a strange mas
Mine look about the handwriting
'ho said she was my very double and
lid a large family to support, and
ould 1 send her something. 1 senl

her " something, and said I was
irrv "she" was my double mean-

g to be playful. The replj was to

.e effect that there was no need to

s sorry, but would I send some more !

: There is one type of correspondent
ho is always very kindly offering

lvice, telling me how to improve
lis, that and the other side of mv
i If they only knew ' A film

tress is not a film actress. She is

card in the director's pack. May
is meet the eye of this kind of cor

jpondent. I have never had the

jrength of will to disillusion her by
above my name. That would

|l too terrible a confession.

Most 1 like the letters of appre-
ation. It is very strange to think

,at one's work may be a source of

.ppiness to thousands of unknown
oplc. Real happiness, too, as my
.til-bag proves—not mere momentary
^asurc. Believe me, it is the letter

appreciation that kills the germ of

obberv in a star. Many " imi>os-

)le
" stars have been made mtv

Liman by this delightful medium. 1

OW this from close contact with

liny stars and -by experience ! You
not feel like " impressing " a

alitor on the street when that

anger is probably no stranger at

B, but a person with whom one
[responds regularlv -in short, a

L'end. To my unknow n friends every-
lere 1 say—write on. Your letters

l:ike for sanity in the profession.

After my mail-bag, that which I

le best in my profession is outside

/ profession altogether. 1 like to he

I film " fan "
1 like to pay my

?! lling and go in. You'd think I'd

' bored. Hut really one sees very
Itle of motion pictures in the motion-
•.) tare profession. One sees a lot of

pneras and " sets " and directors and
fcdios and arc-lamps and grease-

Jints, but if one sees a film at all ex
' )t the film one works on it is in the
i>vie theatre, just like an ordinary
"Son. Strangely, it is this minute
Iction of a film-actor's business—the
R.ual film — that turns most girl's

Bids towards the profession ! 1 be-
/e most girls are in the position of

K' gentleman who wanted to go to
liara to see the daisies. There are

daisies there. Only sand. In the
I'usiness " arc no films. Only work,
is a Sahara.

t'et I have an interest in the
ture theatre that I do not share with

' ordinary " fan." I know most
he people who flit across the screen:

->' are my friends. I have laughed
II talked with them. The " fan

"

>ws only of them. 1 know them,
it may make a difference. Yet,

ertheless, when I want to see

Inures I must become a " fan," I

st pay and go in. I could get in

W nothing, of course, if T produced

my card and made myself known, but
in Los Angeles this is not " the
thing. Considering thai in "Los"
most of the population are engaged in

the industry, you will see that if it

were" the thing," every picture house
proprietor would soon be bankrupt !

the other day 1 was asked if 1

considered America the finest country
in the world for the making ol motion
pictures. My answer was that, in my
opinion, tin- world was the world's
fines! country lor the making of

motion pictures. 1 do not believe

there is an) particular country that

will excel m ten years' time. The
world wants 10 know all about everj
where, and the wish is lather to the

accomplishment. There will always
lie American pictures I do not want
to see them superseded by British

pi. lures, or French pictures, or by
anv other kind. lint I want to see

British, 1'rem h and other kinds as well.

There is no country ill the world that

could not produce pictures .is good
as the Americans in its own way. The
greatest praise we can bestow upon
tin' American director is by admitting
that he made American pictures, I

do wish British directors would forget

American pictures for a while and get
ahead and make British pictures. I

can sav this that they will not lack

talent. Some oi the finest screen

actors in the world are British, but
they are not m England. They are

in Amerii a

(//;, concluding article in this scries will ,i.
i

twit rttoril/t.)

^ne@
(£©HjT)(iM@lil
for Amateurs above 16 years of age.

»'»>'" NO ENTRANCE FEE. ""

1st PRIZE vhUk £10 10
(Stylish JAEGER Frock or
Jaeger wear your selection)

2nd PRIZE n.iuc £5 5
(Jaeuer wear -your selection),

10 PRIZES - - value £2 18 6
( Year's subscription to ' EVE.'
THE Artistic Fashion Journal)

15 PRIZES ... vnluc 14s.
(Years subscription U,' Ihe PICTUREGOER.)
20 PRIZES - - value 10s. 6d.

(Bottle LUCE'S famous
JERSEY HEATHER Perfume)

Successful Fashion artists earn big incomes.

Hundreds have found their true work in life

—

and success— through the P.CO Home Sludy

ART Courses. With proper training you, too,

should succeed.

Anyway, it rosls nothing to enter this

competition, and see what you can do.

CONDITIONS. Co vy lh<- Dawson Girl in the Jaeger
rroclc, larger or smaller than ihe illustration. Use pencil or

pen. Write your name, address, aye, and occupation on
back of drawing. Drawings must be received by June 25.

I

l>2). Prize- winning drawings will become the properly of

the Jaeger Co.. Ltd. All other drawings will be returned.

Drawings will be judged ,and prizes awarded by ihe

Fashion Editress of " EVE " and the Managing Director

of the Jaeger Co.. Lid.

I he decision of the Adjudicators is final as 10 awards and all

other questions arista* out ..f the competition.

Post drawing, with •tamp for return, to Mr. CHAS.
E. DAWSON. "Piclurtgocr" Competition, Practical
Correspondence t allege- Ltd., 57, Bernert Street.W.l.

This

DA IVSOX
GIRL

in ihe faegerFrock
reproduced by
courtesy of the

/tieger Co., Ltd.
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" DOUBLES."
{Continued /rum Pane 21 .')

countries. They arc Europeans by
birth, and in tin- course "l their

peregrinations struck Los Angeles.

I he need for doubles was just be-

coming a< lit. and, " stunts being

iK the profession in w huh they

ialised, they stayed here, and

have been doubling ever since. It was

one <<t Sylvester's brothers who was
first engaged as double (or Antonio

Moreno, and Ins stunt was to cross,

hand over hand, a street by means of

a telephone wire. Sylvester was there

watching from the ground, and did

not turn a hair when his brother, half-

way .'• ross, dipped in Ins grip and fell

the sixty teet to the ground. By some
mirai te he was not instantl) killed,

nor did he die later, but he has just

come out ol the hospital after nine

months ot being bed-ridden, and is left

a cripple for life No sooner had Ins

brother been gathered into the am-
bulance, which was quickly on the

si em, than Sylvester approached the

directo: and told him to set his camera
up again, and then vanished into the

building. The next thing they saw
of him was on the roof, and as

soon as he saw the camera turning he

slid dow n on to the wire, and was, in

a few moments, safely across on t he-

other side. So pleased were the com-
pany with this that he was engaged
especially by the Vitagraph Company
to do stunts for both Tony Moreno
and for Larry Semon, with which
latter star he was " double " for many
months.

I p to tins time Fairbanks had per

formed all of his own stunts, but his

advisers finally counselled him that he

had better engage a double. After

much protesting on lus part, he event-

ually agreed, and Sylvester Marzetti,

ie S itagraph Company, went
on his staff, where he and Doug, have

KT~~ iq _JU

had some great fun doing all kinds of

athletii stunts, to the amusement of

the remainder of the company, Even
now Doug, will not let Sylvester

Marzetti do all the stunts, as is

evidenced by the fact that Doug,
recently attempted one, and, although

he only fell six feet to the ground, he

smashed Ins lett hand, wrenched his

back, and strained his neck !

Almost every star has employed a

double at some time or other for

various feats which would, perhaps,

inconvenience them for a very long

time should they have met with some
mishap in its execution. .Mary Pick-

lord employed one in her latest

pi< ture. in which she is dragged along

the "round by a dog. Her face would
never have been seen by the camera,
and so a small man was dressed m
her clothes, and, with a board between
him and the ground, was successfully

passed off as "
( >ur Mary."

In one of Gladys Walton's pictures,

From Out of the Sky, a double was
twice employed—once to take Miss

Walton's place in a parachute descent,

and once to climb down a rope from
a burning building. In one of her

latest pictures, Rich Girl, Poor Ctrl,

Miss Walton plays two parts, and
when the two characters meet, and are

in a situation which renders " double
exposure " impossible, a double is

employed. The requisites of this

double were not a facial resemblance,
but a resemblance of figure and hair,

for the scene was so shot as to make
Miss Walton face the camera, whilst

the double's lace was turned sideways
and her hair made to conceal that part

of her face which was then left ex-

posed. With the aid of the " double
exposure" process, with which most
film-followers are now cognisant, and
this judicious use of a double, the

most, ingenious results are obtained.

MEETING MILDRED.
(Continued from Pane 34 i

" my father now won't let me go out
unchaperoned at night, and my people

have a /;/ if I go unaccompanied on a
shopping tour 1 go out in the evening
and think I'll have a wonderful time.

Comes eleven-thirty, and my escort

dial's me home because dad has told

-him he > an t take me out again if l'n>

caught out after midnight. Why, on
night I went to a motion-picture star's

party and stayed out until half-past

two, and when 1 arrived home 1 found
both my parents dressed and waiting

in the parlour for me !

When she was a very mere child

her mother placed her with a dancing
instructor, with the hope that, some
clay, Mildred would l>ecome a ballet

d. nicer. She studied for years, and
later went to a dramatic school in

|

Seattle, Washington, her home city

She still " keeps at " her toe am
ballet work, and maintains an interes

in that art. A career- that so
be Miss I >avis's chief ambition. She i

willing to work indefatigably to gait

the pot of gold which lies at t

of her own particular rainbow.
" And always the stage or

screen ? " 1 ventured, and instantl

she understood.
" I shall never marry ' I've neve

had a beau —nor do I expect to hav
\

one. My Quaker relations think thi

is terrible when I mention it, but, jut

the same, / don't think that I ska

i vi > marry .'

" Here's your wedding-ring," a

at our side decreed. " It ought I

Very obediently she slipped

to the crucial ringer.
" Ah !" she breathed, " it tits ! E\c

as Cinderella's slipper- it t.-

hereby resume my wedded
i

ahty and the action again staits.

am Mrs.
"

And she trailed out again into :'

now-resumed calcium glow

zEnz^Er^&i jlt ii h_::tt ^n—in it ~kt^j

'<
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" J U B I L O ."

(Continued from Pagt 38)

There's a few boys I want to see in the saloon. We can

waste what time there is to waste. Affix the stirrups to

the Ford."
Jubilo prepared the car, and when it was reach', and

Rooker was sitting in it, he once more ottered his aid to

the girl.

" You've only got to say," he explained. " One word,

and his own mother '11 never know him."
"No, no!" Rose clutched at Jubilo's sleeve. " You

[must not. I cannot tell you—but father would not wish

it. Promise you'll leave him alone. Won't you ?

" You're right. Miss," said Jubilo, looking away. " I

won't."
CHAPTER V.

Having exhausted the sights of the little collection of

,rough wooden buildings that clustered round the railroad

itrack, and was a town only in name, and having yet some
itwo hours to " waste " before the train was due, Jubilo

strolled languidly into the saloon for rest and refreshment.

He could walk into a saloon with his head up these days,

for he had both money in his pockets, and pockets round

his money.

•CHARACTERS.
I Jubilo -------- Will Rogers
I
Rose Hardy - Josie Sedgwick
Jim Hardy Charles French
Punt Willard Louis

j

Bert Rooker James Mason

I At the end of the saloon, reclining gracefully against

the billiard-table, stood Mr. Bert Rooker, and about him
were a round dozen of cowboys and town loungers intent

>n some recital of his.

" What girl ?
" somebody was asking.

I Hardy's girl," replied Rooker. Rose Hardy."
Jubilo put down the sandwich that he was about to

'>at and listened eagerly. His fists were clenched.

"Don't tell me," a cowboy was drawling; " you ain't

he sort of kid that's cut out for wedding bells."
; Bert Rooker grinned.

" Who said anything about wedding bells ?
" he asked.

Jubilo turned from the counter and strode down the
oom to where Bert Rooker stood. He grasped that
.•oung man by the shoulder and swung him from the table.
" An' now," he bellowed—" tell 'em you lied. I'nder-

tand me ? Tell 'em you lied. Quick !

"

I In a bored sort of way Bert Rooker was amused.
"Tell 'em you lied!" thundered Jubilo. And when

Jert Rooker made no reply, he raised his fists and smashed
lit to the jaw with a force that sent Bert across the floor

||ind the smile from his face in one flash.
" Now !

" commanded Jubilo.

Bert Rooker was upon his feet, and the manager was
ipon his feet, and all the other people were upon their

eet. Pandemonium was loose.
" Separate 'em !

" roared the manager. " It'll mean
it'll be fired !

"

" Be fired, then !
" yelled the " boys "

;
" they ain't

I'oin' ter be separated. Nothing '11 separate 'em now."
I
Nothing could. They reeled and staggered around the

loor, and sometimes Rooker would fall, and sometimes
ubtlo ; but nothing could separate them.
The ring was everywhere within the four walls of the

aloon, and the floor was not the floor only, but the top
Ijf the counter, and the top of the billiard-table, and over
be chairs. Once it was well up a wall. The " boys

"

>l|eclared that it was great, and few would have disputed it.

IjVhen it was over, the features of Mr. Only Jubilo had
Blken a decided turn for the worse, but he had been as

iOod as his word. Mr. Bert Rooker was recognisable only
y his clothing—or by what remained of his clothing.

rll When it was apparent that Mr. Rooker had come to the
:eat decision that the floor was the safest place, Jubilo

puked up his opponent and propped him alongside tin-

wreck of the billiard-table.
" Now !

" he gasped. " Tell 'em you lied."
"

I lied," sobbed Mr. Hooker.

CHAPTER VI.

Hardy was in the barn when a shadow fell across the

streak of sunlight from the door. He looked round to

find Bert Rooker.
" Well, I've come, you see," sneered Rooker. " I said

I'd come."
Hardy came forward, slowly, groping for words.
" Yes," he said at length. "

1 asked you to come, when
you were through with your sentence. I promised your

mother "

" Leave her out of it !
" snarled Rooker. " My mother's

dead, and I reckon you know who killed her. It was your

sentence killed her, Judge Hardy. The day you put me
away for six years, you put my mother away for ever."

" It was only my duty." said Hardy. " If I had not

sentenced you, someone else would have done so. You
would have been sentenced, anyway. I gave you the

sentence that the law decreed. But when 1 sentenced

you, 1 told you that when you were free I would help

you, if you would come "

" Help ?
" laughed Rooker. " I like that ! It's not

me '11 be wanting the help. Judge Hardy— it's yourself.

Sheriff Punt '11 be along any minute. He'll arrest you
for the hold-up last Monday night. A man in your posi-

tion—it'll finish you. You'll get ten years, easy. What
you give to me, I give back to you. See ?

" You ?
" queried Hardy. " No. I don't see."

"
1 did that hold-up," snapped Hooker. " I'd a horse-

painted Itke that bay of yours. Witnesses '11 prove it was
yours. See ? And the stuff that was taken from the

express '11 be found in your house to-night. See ? And
I put h there -only no one can prove that. See ?

Judge Hardy stepped forward, but Bert Hooker's

revolver was drawn. There was a report, and a man fell

heavily to the ground. But it was not Judge Hardy.
He stood erect, and the revolver in his hand was smoking.

On the floor lay Rooker, silent and still.

When Sherili Punt entered the Hardy farm he was met
by a wild-eyed young man with an extraordinary story.

"I've killed Bert Rooker!" gasped Jubilo. "He's
dead in the barn. You'd better take me away now,

without worrying the family, ltd upset 'em."

Punt swung the cigar round his mouth, and thought it

over.
" Come along in," he said. And he led Jubilo through

into the barn. Hardy, pale a-s death, was looking down
at the body of Rooker.

"
I did not mean to fire," he said, when he saw Punt.

" But he drew on me, and I had to get in first. I did not

mean to kill him."
" Don't believe him 1

" shrieked Jubilo. " He says it

to shield me. I killed Bert Rooker. And while you're

about it, you can take me for the Red Wood hold-up. I

did that, too. I sneaked the boss's horse out of his

stable
"

Punt was bending over Rooker. He looked up.
" You're both liars !

" he said. " Neither of you killed

Bert Rooker. Bert '11 live to do another piece of time

—

you'll see. As for you, my lad," turning to Jubilo, " I'm
hanged if I know what to make of you. First you've
killed a man who's not dead. Then you've done a hold-up

that you haven't. Because Bert Rooker did it. I told

you we'd got a man, and we'd make him talk. Well,

we've made him talk all right. I reckon I've just got Bert

in time. Now you hop along back to the road again. It's

about all you're fit for."

So Jubilo hopped along. But he didn't hop along back
to the road. He hopped along as far as the third meadow
where Rose was gathering blossom.
And there

—

But this is not the beginning of another story. It is

the end of this one.
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•' FEMININE FOOTWEAR.-
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/

Make the

Children

Happy—
Let them read their very

own picture paper, the

"CHILDREN'S ZOO
PICTORIAL," every

week. Even tiny tots will

enjoy the pictures of real

animals, birds and flowers,

while the elder ones will

simply revel in the pro-

lusion of stories, nature

notes, little-known facts,

games, jokes and riddles

with which each number
packed. Its educational

value cannot be over-

estimated.

CHILDREMS

PICTORIAL

«v Wanda

No matter how well dressed a

girl may be, or how artistically

she has used the mysterious articles

of her toilet which tinge her cheeks
with the pink bloom of health) youth,
if she has failed to give keen atten-

tion i" her footweaj she lias detracted

iderabh from her otherwise good
appearance l

;or shoes are the index

to the general elfei t > if dress No
amount of care bestowed on clothes,

hair-dressing and face creams can

atone foi slovenly footgear or lll-

fitting shoes

1 mention fitting especially, because

even good shoes are really valueless

if they do not fit the foot correctly;

there is all the difference in the world

between fitting the shoe to the I

and fitting the foot to the shoe That

is why so main girls unwittingly

damage the delicate arch of the foot

Nature has ordained that the arch

should be beautifully poised, but ill-

fitting shoe-, destroy this effect, as

well as inducing flat-footedness, and
causing that foot-tiredness that so

many girls complain of.

It is one of my few boasts that I

have made a careful study of this

mattei so far as it concerns myself.

I have so many friends who are

hobbling through life with painful

corns and bunions that I have fright-

ened myself into avoiding what has

lused them these troubles ill-fitting

sin les.

Ordinanlv, a girl ascertains the size

of the shoe she wants by measuring

the length of the fool from the toe to

the heel. The average shoe-dealer

will just place his measuring stick at

the back of her heel and bring the

indicator to the front of ler toes

—

" Size three," he mutters beneath )u^

pourbreath, and immediately the
girl's doom is sealed.

V tually the keystone in the matter
it I can use that word in this connec-
tion) is the ball of the foot If you
think a moment, you will see why tins

is so. The ball ol the foot i^ used mure
than any other part , it is the pivot
and with the heel it is the basis of
standing, but, unlike the heel, it is used
continuously in the process of walking.

Just study the process When you
have your foot fiat on the ground
you have the whole of the body rest-

ing directly on the arch of the foot,

\s you walk, you first raise your heel,

then throwing the weight on to the
front part of the foot, then back onto
your heel, throwing the weight on the
back part, but all the time the ball of

l r being brought into use And,
further, the ball of the foot is the

centre of impetus
. it gives impetus

to movement, anil provides that

spring that makes walking a

pleasure
rherefore, to my mind, it is abso-

lute!) essential for pleasant cxerust
that the ball of the toot be care-

fully studied when shoes are l>einj

titled Hut usually the fitting cause-

a little space at the back ol the foot

which causes the shoe to >hp at thi

heel Then the ball of the toot doe
not lit into the space provided fc

it m the sole of the shoe this dam- 1

ages the arch of the foot, and destroy.

the balance of the ! h id)

In ever) phase ol life in the ball.

room, the sports field, or the drawing]

room- -the ideal combination of stylj

and comfort m lootwear is a ne-

for the modern girl. What spoils
|

game ol tennis more than tight an'

painful shoes ; The badly shod danc<

loses much of the delightful rhvthi

of the ja/7, and drawing room sunk
aie difficult to cultivate when ll

fitting shoe leather is distractui

• at tention

Order ,1

»/ v ii u r

\ru liinrnl
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A Second to take—a Minute to finish.

This marvellous

MANDEL-ETTE

CAMERA
TAKES ANQ MAKES

FINISHES PHOTOGRAPHS

INSTANTIT.

TH E M A N DEI.- I

: . : •

2$ in u. )i in ''

(.ostein; WITHOUT I

. ,

. p riNG Ol
DARK ROOM. i

. 24 01 and meas
ab'
1 ,.

1 ..I
ROOM NECES SARI

harp pi' "'

Permanent Re*ull« !

NO FILMS—NO PLATES NO DARK ROOM.
THK MANDFL-E1 IK not onlv takes pictures in a minute, bin i: taki

them well, and dear, sharp definitions .i r -' obi

Equipped nilli tin- new \\irc 1.,.,-. p 1 1. 1 working shutter. l'i

I in ' il.'vi ii.p<r eliminates am otli l'i. tures .1. n

Statically in loss than .1 minut' rann '

|

Prioe of Mandcl.ette, including Tripod. I pocket of

Developer and IS I'oucardi, carriage free - £.1 10

Or without Tripod, carriage free 3 C

Extra for Special Rapid Rectilinear Portrait Lena - IK Q

CALL or WRITE for further particular*-

A. E. NORTON,
'Phr

2S9. High Holborn.
London. W.C. I.

Holhorn 1071

Sent FiyIIpE on approval

- 16 LONG -iy §
' fittedwthGold Clasp >

Vi'lyWts-rW Clasp
£

5 1QA

Super- Grade j?

lOLONG - Hov? j

Cksp '

t

\ KASHMIRI f
'% PEARLS J*

So convinced ire we that "Kashmiri Pearls" are the

only ppnrl- -.it the price -that can claim to be 1:

tinguishable from genuine pearls of the Orient thai w»

are sending nut hundreds ol our beautifully graduated

necklaces free nl nil charge or obligation for three dan'

personal inspection.

It urn are then satisfied, forward remittance, or otherwise

return the necklace in good order.

In weight, i.i-ni and general appearance, "Kashmiri
Pearls " have puzzled experts e\en more than Cultured

I

1
rls.

You i..in verity their extraordinary value at the trouble

and expense nl a postcard onlv.

Orders dealt with in rotation.

D. S. Trading Company,
59, Fleet Street, LONDON. E.C.4.

Foot Fitters before Shoe Sellers
YOU AVOID FOOT TROUBLES IF YOU GET FITTED FROM HEEL TO BALL OF FOOT

The I
rMial

Way
Heel to Toe Fitting

Call

Ball

tl Shou, ing the hollow space left

* I at the .in h between toot and
7 i'/ .9/«v.* shoe when foot is incorrectly

fitted .-., short fitted heeihort hi ted
t" ball.

baber's new heel
to ball fitting

Before Wearing
Baher s Shoe*

The well-dressed man and woman need not endure foot pains and aches
in order to have stylish shoes. Our fitting system prevents corns,

bunions, hammer toes and fallen arches.

No shoe-stretching or heel-padding required. AAA to D widths in Women's, Men's, growing
frirls' and Boys'. Moderate prices. Write for catalogue nnd particulars on correcl filling.

AGENTS:
MANCHESTER Hargans Ltd., 06, Cross Street

HVDDERSFIELU: A. Tal.rum, 1, King Street

BLACKPOOL: K. II. Gale, 0, Market Street

DUNDEE: W. Patterson & Son, 6, Reform Street

PAISLEY: M'Donakl * Son, 7;, High Street

DEAL: A. W. I\iKe, 26. Hijrh Street

RICHMOND: A. Frith. Hill Rise

C. H. BABER, LTD.
t&fls&i WALMAR HOUSE
288-290-292, Regent Street

(Oxford Circus) LONDON, W.l
CROYDON 1

B7, London Road.
ST. JOHN'S WOOD 1

96. High Street.

After Wearing
Barter's Shoes
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N'-O mutter how perfect a pic-

ture may be or how good
the acting ol the star, one cannot

enjoy the beauty of either if the

operating i
< can less.

Operators, It spoils one's tein-

Pleasc Xote. per, makes one find
!

i with the pic-

ture and the acting, gives one a

headai he, and, generally speaking.it
is money wasted if the operator is

elcss. livery film-renting com-
pany should have inspectors to visit

kincmas where their films are show-
ing to see ili.it justice is done to t hem.
Something must be done to stop

t ho .1 In >i rid operatoi - fr« >m spoiling

's pleasure, and as everything

lias an inspectoi nowadays, why
not t he film companies ?

"
/.. G.

" kilon).

TNI ) I

1

". you want '•* une of us
i uncthing. Suppo e

we trv to decide \\ hii hi thi finest

lilm yel produced I am sure it

would be very in

This Will ti rest ing to hear

( ause </ Riot, sonic ol the \ ii

lers, I

ha\ > i it number of film-.

my i in the vet y old Pathe
nt Pamous Plaj i

I a ky, and othi numerous to

menl ion. I ha\ i bei n unfoi t unatc
to miss some ol the big < it iftil h film?

-
'!( and The l'<j*^

a Vaiion ; but 1 am inclined to

think thai even these would not

iin to . Iiange m\ election ol

/' lei use, i h( [
; rem li film, as the

wonderful n

produced Next to this I like /

Wira / \1 in
.

v. lull foi .i ci imedy,

1 think Charlie Chaplin's Shoulder

. I rms i aused me to laugh n

than any othe; pi< ture 1 remember."
( . />. S. {Blackp

PHYLLIS and I were discussing

Sessue I layakawa, and 1 was
baying how I admired his dramatic

acting and fine bearing, when she

i in in with, ' Bui

.1 Question what's the use oi

Taste. all that when he

omits to kiss the

heroine at the fini It Then,
in. Bertie and I were wau lung

The Red Lantern, and I was dis-

i out in. \ i ilubly on the chat ms i il

Nazimova, when he ex< laimed, ' But,

you know, she's not what you
would call good looking. Now. I

think Connie Tali nadge i- a ripper.'

So, when my youngei sister came
along and 'told me she thought

Chat les Ray was just too sweet foi

wonl~. I coldly informed her thai

his youthful style did no1 appeal

to me, and thai I preferred Bill

1 'imp. Now. don't you think it

is jusl all this that makes the movie

wot Id o i ound ?

D<
>\ I you think, Mr. Thii

I
\\m i ii ,i should k« cp

to adapting American plays a d

books onh
,
and lea\ e 1 nglish pla) s

alone 1 he \ arious

England as mistakes made by
Isn't. \ • < ican

are ridiculous In

The Rotnany Rye, a boat called the

..
" was supposed to b< in a

lui ions gali riii ' aptain looked

.}< iosv. the water, and • aw a liehl

and -aid '.' There is the Southampton
Light; we will put in here.' r*t
si i 1- after the ship ciaslu-d on

ro< ks. \Y< II, I have lived in

Southampton all my life, and 1

know V( ry well that thro- arc no
nnks mar our dot ks for ships to

be wrecked upon. The onh
are the ' Needles.' Isle ,.| \\ ij, t

and il a ship were coming 1>\ them,
tin ( aptain i ould not litary

light in the docks. 1 hop. the

produeei of The Romany Rye will

ins very amusing mistake."—
Sunshine [Soulhampt*

I

thini

Sill >l'I 1 » like to know your

opinion on the questio
' talking films.' We haw read a

lot in the papers lately of vanou>
inventors and I

Improving " devices for pro

the Mo\ ies. a ' speaking '

pic-

ture. But is thi'

wanted ? To mv mind, a fihn-pla\

can he ' put over quite well with

Out the aid o| the voice. W'ha 1

i

better combination for enjovmen'l
(an you have than a perfectly pro J
duced ]>it ture and good music I

Let s 1, ,i\ , the talking part to th

stage the film's the '

ture

M\ own sentiments in a nutshell

I am very fond ol the gramophone
but when I Ik ai pi ople putting u

the banns for a kine-gramophoB

wedding, the spirit moves me
step forward with nine-ami :hir

different just causes and imped

ments.

D(
>\\ N with the serials ! 1 be

are idiotic. II, t \ are e-

ive, foi even if the acting

superb, lew people can allord

sec 15 ( pisode

What Do matter how exi itii

VOL' Think? they may b« I

1 5 ( onsei uli\ e wee

,11 c)d, or is. 6d. pei tune. I do n

know anybodv who evei goes

(he pit tm. house spc< tally to I

serials." C. />'. S [Edinburgh^

1 He you don't , don't you,"C. B.

let mecnligh
tell you. IN en

now. as you
scan these lines,

about half-.i-

million i< 1 vent

ones signing

t h e m stives
' Serial-1 overs

'

will be wnting
to "

1 kcr," 02,

I ong Ai i<
.
W ( 2,

to demand youi head

on 1 r.hargex.]
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TADIES who use the Hot-

point Electric Iron say

tliat it not only makes.

Ipossible a finer quality of iron-

ing, but that it does this at a
considerable saving of time

and effort.

Ease in ironing with the Hot-

point Iron is promoted by the

j thumb rest—an exclusive Hot-

point feature. This rest " rests

the wrist " and makes it easy

to guide the iron in p! >ats and
tucks. It is never necessary

to lift the Hotpoint Iron at any
time during ironing : simply tip

the iron on to its attached stand
whenever it is not in use.

The Hotpoint Electric Iron* is

made in 3, 5, and 6-lb. sizes.

It is the largest selling iron /

in the world, and dependably /

upholds the reputation of all /

other Hotpoint appliances,
viz., Electric Grills, Toasters,
Coffee Percolators, lea-
pots, etc.

,
A 3-lb Hotpoint ;•?;:-.

Iron has been l?'''
sodesignedthat ^W-'-':- 1

it can be ad-
'""'•"-*"r

/-v- "-..

justed to suit '"'•-...'

any standard
voltage. This
is a yrcat boon
to ladies who

r

;
.
;

\-

t
travel. :*'..- ..-.

:-."-

iillifil

QUALITY
MARK

G/eefrie tfrond
REST FUH THE THUh 3

it rests the: wrist'

• *
.1

'APPLIANCE
^CO., LTD.,

. 21, Berners Street,

~rt*rford Street, W.l

Hand-Made Lingerie.
Cheaper rhan Machine-Made.
Beautiful Paris-designed Lingerie
andChirdren'sWearmadeinFrcnch
con vents by the finest needlewomen
in the world. Boudoir Caps (as illus-
trated>, 2/11; Chemises & Knickers,
from 6/11; Nightdresses, from 10/1 1;

Set of 3, from 24/
Trousseaux and
T-ayettes, hand-
made and hand- '\

embroidered, from five and a half
guineas.

or write (enclosing 2d. stamp" fo

r

pi i< ed, descriptive Catalogue, containing
1000 illustrations. You will be charmed
at the variety offered.

CAROLINE, Ltd.
CONVENT-MADE LINGERIE,

London Salon : 2:!'. Nt-w Hond .^t., W.i.
(Paris Salon : Place Vend6mi

BF.FORR
TURNING

ROMANCE !

MYSTERY

!

LOVE!
ADVENTURE!

YOU WILL
FIND THEM

all in

ODHAMS'
POPULAR
4J. NOVELS

\&onderful stories woven by some of the most brilliant writers of
the day around human passions. Stories that you will read and
remember, that will take you out of your little corner into the big
world outside.
There are forty volumes in this Series of handy little pocket novels
ar,d four new volumes are added every month. Well printed and ex-
cellently produced, they are the finest value in popular fiction to-day.

Ideal companions at home or on holiday.

t"J'ODHAMS'FOURPENNY "

Of all newsagents and booksellers.

Publi.hed by the ODHAMS PRESS LTD.

AFTER TURNING

Highbury Terrace.

London. N.5.

Gentlemen.

Please accept my
thanks for sending the

light overcoat to the

office in time on

Saturday.

1 am very pleased

at the wonderful way

in which you have

constructed a new
garment out of an

old one.

Yours faithfully.

E. G. A.

Prices down !

SUITS CfV OVER- ylOIC
TURNED DU/- COATS **£|U

Ladies' Costumes from 55/-

Our speci.il " turning process
"

works wonders with worn - out

clothes, and the cost is now lower

than e<.er. By availing yourself of

our services you will obtain at .1

purely nominal expenditure what

is to all intents and purposes a

brand-new suit, overcoat or cos-

tume—one that will look as well

and tuear as well as when it first

came from the tailor.

Post to us to-Jay thnt old suit,

overcoator costitim you thought

of distartiitig, or send postcard

for our descriptive booklet, sent

/ost free to all " J-'icturrgoer
"

readers.

CITY
RJEIPAIIR. CO

Dfpt. P.G.

260, HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON, W.C. 2.

'PHONE, HOLBORN 851.
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GOOD NEWS
for all Picture-lovers

'PICTURES," the finest film weekly published,

will on JULY 4th (issue dated July 9th) be

REDUCED TO 2d.

In this issue commences the fascinating life-story of

that wonderful Star,

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG,
whose career is one of the romances of the

Screen world.

This issue will be edited by

MARY MILES MINTER,
the most attractive ingenue film-lovers have ever

seen, who is now on a visit to this country, and

will seize this opportunity of getting into touch with

her thousands of admirers.

Clara Kimball
Young, whose
fascinating
life-story corn-

men ce s in
"Pictures" on

July 9th.

Notwithstanding its reduction in price,

"PICTURES" will retain those out-

standing features that have made it the

premier film weekly. It will continue

to publish its exclusive gossip and news
concerning films and stars, its film stories

and serials, and its magnificent pages

of photogravure studies, including each

week a superb double - page art plate

(16 in. by 10 in.) of a favourite Star.

Order from your newsagent at once
—the demand will be tremendous.

PICTURES
: FOR THE PICTUREGOER :

THE PREMIER FILM WEEKLY

EVERY
MONDAY 2

D.

PUBLISHED BY THE ODHAMS PRESS LTD

Two of the magnificent
double-page art plates in

photogravure {size
K
i6in. x

io in.) given away with
"Pictures" each week.
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MAXALDING
makes Men more Virile,

Magnetic, Courageous,

and Successful.

MAXALDING makes

Women more Attractive,

Beautiful, Virile, and

Magnetic.

By MAXALDING the circulation

is perfected, the alimentary canal

cleansed, the muscles made supple,

the mind made bright, and the body
made beautiful.

By MAXALDING you can cure

yourself of Constipation, Indiges-

tion, Malassimilation, Rheumatism,
of Will-Power, Loss of Self-

confidence, Nervous Debility, Neu-
rasthenia, and other Functional

Weaknesses in a period of one to

three months.

MAXALDING is not difficult to

Irani, and the movements arc very

interesting to practice; like most

great ideas, it is simple and easy

—

when you know the way.

The movements for the eradica-

tion of Functional disorders are

each devised specially for the par

ticular complaint one mav be

suffering from, according to age,

lex, and spe< ial i in umstances

Brave Men
and

Bcauttful
XS7omen

Men and women who have lost

control of the abdominal muscles
are given movements which will

counteract a tendency to over-

stoutness. Actual corpulency can
be reduced in a few weeks.

Constipation, the source of so

many disorders and much ill-health,

can be permanently cured by
MAXALDING in a period of three

days to one month ; this is

guaranteed.

Most Functional Disorders have
their origin in the stomach, and
we do not know of anyone but
Mr. Saldo—the originator of MAX-"
ALDING—who can cure constipa-

tion by a series of perfectly natural
movements.

For the increase of Nervous
Energy or the making of straight

and strong backs and the building

up of a beautiful body, other move-
ments are given which inevitably

bring about the desired result.

By MAXALDING you soon begin

to accumulate a store of nervous
force, and you can use this extra

energy in ways most pleasurable and
profitable to yourself.

The basic principle underlying

MAXALDISG is control : control

of all the Functions of the human
bodv.

Photo showing one of the movements

for strengthening shoulders, back. and

ntnoui »>/rm

'Photo showing complete control of abdominal

muscles for curing] stomach troubles by

MAXALDING.

The effect upon the mind of this

CONTROL is a sense of power, a
feeling of joyousness.

MAXALDING
means more LIFE and

more JOY in life.

Mr. Saldo has created 16 wot
records for strength and endure

Although not a Physician, Doc-
tors send him patients whose only

hope of a cure is by MAXALDING.
He has been practising privately

for ten years, and amongst his

pupils and patients are Dr. Cath-
cart, of Harley Street, the most
famous authority on breathing in

the world—who sends patients to

Mr. Saldo; Mr. Hughes, the Prime
Minister of Australia ; the Grand
Duke Michael ; the Rev. Father
Bernard Vaughan, etc., etc.

Mr. Saldo is as far ahead of

ordinary Physical Culturists as the

modern surgeon is of the old
" village sawbones."

Write for the Booklet entitled
" MAXALDING." explaining fully

your requirements, whether they be

the eradication of a functional dis-

order, the development of a perfect

body,the increase of nervous energy,

or the acquisition of great strength.

Your enquiry will cost you nothing

and commit you to nothing, yet

your desires may be realised beyond
your expectations

Address your letter to :

MAXALDING
243, New Stone Buildings,

Chancery I.nne. I .ondon, W.C. %
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SILENCE!
For it is golden. T>he world has very nearly talked itself hoarse. English and French

and Spanish and Caledonian and Latin and Hoxton—what a hahel ! How could the

world be happy in the midst of such a din ?

*I And then, when our little sphere was near to deafness, along came some benefactor

with the Motion Picture, the language of languages, the speech without words, the science

of the silent sounds. All we had to do was to sit and look. It was so very much simpler

than talking. But, then, all the big things of existence are stmple. And it was greater.

too. We never could understand what a Mexican was talking about. But at last we
understood what he was talking about.

ft The Motion Picture taught us that we laughed too little and looked too little and
saw next to nothing. Also it taught us that we TALKED TOO MUCH. We had
heard such a lot about silence being golden ; but we had heard such a lot about the

messages from Mars and the Russians who passed down England. How could we
believe? We couldn't. Until the Mooies. The beli*

th at

1 But now has arisen a great genius—a little band of great geniuses. 7 hey are going to

make the Movies talk! TALKING PICTURES! It does not suffice that silence is

golden. They must have it set in platinum. Or tin.. The old, old story is not to be

whispered through the silences any longer. // is going to be YELLED, SHRIEKED,
BAWLED at us through a gramophone!

H A gramophone is a wonderful thing. In one respect it is as wonderful as Man, who
is the great thing of the universe. It can talk.. Just like a man : as mechanically and
senselessly as often a man will talk. But it can't see. It may be protested that the

Motion Picture s functions are mechanical too ; that as a gramophone talks like a man,
so does the poor Movie see like a man, but nothing more. But this drags in merely a

futile anatomical argument: the Eyes or the Tongue—which? And this argument is

futile because it was disposed of years ago. Once a tongue alwavs a tongue: but

THE EYES ARE THE WINDOWS OF THE SOUL. Wherefore it is plain

the Motion Pictures are, or will be soon, the windows oj the soul of the world.

And we don't want—WON T HAVE a noise outside the. window.

^ We love the Moving Pictures because they are moving pictures.

LIKE TO SIT AND SEE. We can listen to the spoken

drama, to our statesmen and our preachers, and our wives

:

but when it comes to the Movies, we just like to sit and see.

And that is the whole secret. We don t want pictures

to talk. . . . BECAUSE PICTURES CAN'T.
*J We want to be quiet and cosy. Life is a big

noise, a SHRIEK, a YELL, a RATTLE. And in the

midst of the whole great din is only one place where
we can find quiet and repose

—

the little shadowed FAIRY
LAND that is

" The Movies." And from THAT the

brawler will be evicted before he has time to take off his

hat. It seems there is no bound to cleverness. The
great ones are not satisfied with weighing the world
and measuring the moonlight. They are going to make
the Movies talk. Oft—ARE THEY!
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no(DiHappiageHeW
aMo(/ie Star

—
9

_ FLORENCE_ VIDOR^

A girl friend of mine—a young married woman—several montl
ago confided in me that she would like to go into picture

but that she realised her being married was a practically insu

mountable obstacle in the path of her ambition ; she spoke
lacking the freshness and fresh view-point of youth, and sighti

as she remarked that she should have started several years ago-

before her marriage, of course.

The poor deluded little thing ! She had absorbed all the mak
believe the movie Press agents have been penning for years abo'

i

foremost screen actors and actresses. Well, 1 told her a fe

things—and now she's working in pictures and beginning to ma!
good. Of course, I can't tell you her name. If she ever becom
famous her publicist will inform the world that she is just nin

teen ; as her husband is one of the common or garden variety of bu:

ness man, and not a famous actor, his existence will be kept
deep secret.

I'm not going to tell any tales out of school in this article, nor

1 ahem ! am I going to mention any names, but . . .

* all the delusions and popular misconceptions, none .

more prevalent than the illusion about the " extreme
youth of our leading feminine film stars, unless it is tl
stories about their living in romantic single-blcssedne.

Any woman with a grain of grey matter could easUy p|
down on a piece of paper a list of her " favourites,'' a

then figure out how long said favourites have bei

flickering. Unless I miss my guess, the average age i

the " really " great feminine stars would be about . .1

well—here goes—about thirty sweet summers ! Pnfl

tically all of them -are married. I'm speaking from facM

not fables.

It is all bosh, this idea of marriage standing in the wf
of a career. I advise every girl to marry when she firfl

someone she can really love and care for. 1 beli«t

I can prove to mv readers that the greatest actrl
is the actress who can love the most. Audienl
always respond to " the love thought," am I

Below: Gloria Swanson (Mrs. lit

K. Somborn in private life).

I.

Top: Florsncs Vidot [Mrs. "^^
Kim; \'idor) with lur daughter.

Left : Skirlsy Mason, "ho ts Mrs,
Bernard Durntng.
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pelieve every girl must learn to love

is a first step in the direction of a

stage or screen career.

The art of love—and love is the
:ssence of romance, the most vital

actor in screen and stage drama

—

;an never be adequately learned ex-

;ept through marriage. I believe I

•an further prove that it's almost im-
possible for any young, unmarried
Ijirl, from the physiological, psycho-
ogical, or spiritual standpoint, to be
1 great dramatic actress. Of course,

,'acts bear me out, for where—either

oehind the footlights or in Shadow
and—is there a really great actress

j,vho is either in her teens or un-
named ?

To begin with, the mairied actress

*ho is in her twenties or thirties,

laving passed through the vicissitudes

pf youth, can—with the aid of a little

nake-up— sympathetically interpret

;hat period of life, but the youngster,
$ans the deeper experiences of the
Tiarried state, cannot adequately por-

tray the role of a woman who has
Jived far more than she has. The
flapper cannot interpret what she so
.mperfectly understands ; only actual
contact, actual experience, can give
one a sympathetic understanding of

my phase of life.

The youngsters have no poise.

Many young girls who read this article

will frown and say :
" Mrs. Vidor is

mistaken ; why, I'm in love now with
Johnny Jones, who lives around the
corner—and no two beings, including
Romeo and Juliet, ever loved more
than we do." But these young girls

ire honestly and sincerely mistaken.
Being in love with a person is not
,enough ; in the springtime of life it

Is a transitional period—one of tem-
porary bewilderment and confusion.

" Falling in love " usually paralyses
,it first ; the girl who is a brilliant

conversationalist becomes dumb

—

others feel lifted to ecstatic heights
ind dropped to the very depths
n tantalising alternation ! Surely
this is not a period of poise—that
quality so essential in dramatic art.

Geraldine Farrar with her
husband, Lon Tellegen.

Of course, behind all illusions of
" falling in love " there is something
very real and wonderful happening
in the subconscious world ; this

something, however, I shall leave to

the explorations of writers who delve

into the deeper realms of psychology,
biology—and ultimately, religion.

However, the marriage is the con-
summation of this experience ; and I

believe in marriage as an aid to

aesthetic and artistic development,
because marriage is itself a root-factor

in human growth. It is necessary for

physical, mental, and spiritual nourish-

ment.
Now, there is a wide difference

between women. The married woman
who is dominated by her husband, or

lets life slip into the common place and
humdrum, can never be an actress.

Only the woman who is ever somewhat
of a mystery to her husband, who is

somewhat self-sufficient, and who
keeps alive the fires of romance by
making him woo her over and over
again, possesses enough zest to invite

the divine spark which may later

burst to a flame-cloud of dramatic
art expression.

The woman who occasionally makes
hubby come in at the window, even
if the door is quite accessible and really

more convenient, the woman who is

never entirely won—she may become
a great actress.

The woman who loves and is loved

by her husband is more likely to ex-

press on the screen life in its higher
and wider meanings than is the

youngster who is still principally in-

terested in matinees, the best one-
steppers, the shine of George's pretty
black hair and Harry's superficial

expressions of admiration.
Personally, I have been married for

seven years to my author-director

husband, King Vidor. We have a two-
year-old daughter—the image of her

daddy . . . and, oh, yes, I almost
forgot— I am just nineteen !

Top : Tsura Aoki
(M rs. S e s sue
Hayakawa.)

Right :

Mae Murray
(Mrs. Robert

E. Leonard.)
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I
found Lady Diana Duff Cooper,

not in the ducal mansion of her

father, the Duke of Rutland, but in

a modest hut in Kingsway. Her
elegant French heels tapped on a

hard stone floor, and bare wooden
walls framed the sheen of gold in her

hair and the softness of her arresting

blue eyes. It was a singular setting

in which to discover the famous
beauty, who is more often to be
found in an atmosphere of damask
curtains, Tudor carvings, and tapes-

tries. But that little hut will probably

go down to posterity and live in the

memory long after the brocades and
satin-woods of the Manners' home have
crumbled to dust. For it represents the temporary studio

in which that consistent discoverer of film talent, J.

Stuart Blackton, is providing Britain's leading Society

beauty with her film baptism.

There is no intricate studio organisation — only two

arc lamps, some curtains, and a camera provide the

mechanical effects. Yet this meagre equipment, necessi-

tated by the urgency of fdming Lady Di in a series of

tests before the Blackton Studios at Cricklewood are

completed, serves its purpose, as the rough tools of a

diamond-cutter can effectively shape a brilliant.

Stuart Blackton, who gave the Talmadge sisters, Anita

Stewart, Mabel Normand, Wallace Reid, and other

bright lights of the kinema
world their earliest screen train-

ing in the old Vitagraph days,

requires no elaborate effects.

Natural talent, and a mind which
can quickly assimilate, represents

the material he seeks to mould
into screen perfection.

Lady Di arriving at the

studios.

ming
gayU\

Lady Diana Duff Cooper makes her debut

as a screen star.

To watch Lady Diana acting beneath
arc lamps, under the direction of Black
ton, is to realise that his judgment as
to her possibilities as a film actress is

not likely to prove faulty. She assimi-

lates with the ease of the highly in-

telligent every subtlety of direction.

Blackton 's forcible personality and kindly
patience reacts on her sensitive, fertile

mind with a success which must be a
sheer delight to a man who knows so
well all the vagaries of temperament
and unresponsiveness associated with
much of the material he has had to

mould for the screen.
" I am not at all nervous before the

cameras," confessed Lady Diana Duff
Cooper. " Only I realise that the lens records so relentlessly

every movement and shade of expression. It is difficult at

first not to over-concentrate. And one must remember the
artistic significance of films, and put their very best work
into screen acting. Simplicity in acting appeals strongly

to me. Repression in one's movements without exaggerated
gestures I feel represents the highest plane of screen art."

That is exactly the spirit in which Lady Diana has joined

the distinguished ranks of the artistes of the silver screen.

She has felt the artistic appeal of the film. The screen is to

her a canvas which should be decorated with beautiful ex-

cerpts from life, and not sullied with the gloomy side of

existence. In the past she has refused many offers to appear
on the films. Until Stuart Blackton secured her, and had
convinced her that she would be presented on the silver

sheet in an atmosphere of artistic appeal, she had not been
tempted to bring her brains and beauty to the screen.

For three hours and a-half one afternoon Blackton worked
on the vivid personality of Lady DI, and taught her the ar.t

of registering the emotions of horror, surprise, and sorrow.

Always she was the confident, self-possessed aristocrat.

There was no temperament here. She clenched her slender

bejewelled hands and mirrored fear in the depths of her ex-

pressive blue eyes with an assurance which told of her descent
from a line of fighting ancestors who for centuries faced the

world with courage and self-reliance. She displayed that

keenness to excel which is typical of all she does.

Yet when the cameras finally ceased to operate, the fresh

girlishness of her nature which flashes out, despite the in-

herent restraint which rules the true-born aristocrat, came
to the surface.

Have we really been as long as that !
" she exclaimed, in

surprise, when she learnt that her screen ordeal had lasted

so long.

A polite assistant hurried forward with a chair.

She motioned it aside with a charming smile. " Don't
bother, please. I can sit here," and the beautiful descendant

of the House of Manners proceeded to make
herself comfortable on an upturned packing-case.

" Now will someone give me a cigarette ?
"

she laughed.
Above : Scenes from a

lest film.

Left and Right:

Lady Di in two

, ^characteristic

\ poses.

\
a
V
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On this democratic dais Lady Di revealed something of her future

on the film.
" The story of my first film with Mr. Blackton is called The Glorious

Adventure. The scenes are laid in the period of Charles II., and the

scenic effects will embrace life-size replicas of Old St. Paul's, Ludgate
Hill, the Royal Exchange, and eight streets of the city as they were
in the seventeenth century. I am playing the part of Lady Beatrice,

daughter of the Duchess of Moreland. The whole of the action of

the picture takes place in one week, during which time I am married
twice, once by force, and later by choice. Altogether there are one
hundred and thirty characters, which include ' Nell Gwynne,'
' Charles II.,' and ' Barbara Castlemain,' another well-known
character of the period."

" The plot of The Glorious Adventure will not yet be divulged,"

interrupted Mr. Blackton. An oyster is communicative com-
pared with the famous producer when one endeavours to probe
into his secrets. " I will tell you this much," he continued.
" The story, which has been written by Felix Orman,
concerns a certain seventeenth-century law which affected

the aristocrats of the period. Lady Beatrice falls into

the hands of the inhabitants of the under-world of Old
London in the film, and she will have great scope for

dramatic expression. I intend spending fifty thousand
pounds On the production, which will consist of seven
reels. The cast includes Miss Lois Sturt, daughter
of Lady Alington. She is a vivid brunette type,

who will contrast with Lady Duff Cooper's blonde
colouring."

I learnt that Lady Di is a great admirer of Mary
Pickford. " Her unaffected girlishness appeals to

me," she said. In her artistic town house she has a
big signed portrait of the world's sweetheart. The
admiration in this case is mutual.
When Mary returned to America
after her visit to London last year,

she was asked who she thought was
the most beautiful woman she had
seen in England.

" Lady Diana Duff Cooper,"
replied Mary, without hesitation,

and the American papers, in their

own inimitable style, blazed forth

Mary's edict on their front pages with
reams of eulogies from the film star.

Lady Diana's first

film will be entitled

" The Glorious Ad-
venture," a drama

of the days of
Charles II. The

picture will cost over

£50.000 to produce,

and will be filmed

in natural colours.

** Two
enlargements

from the film.

As Lady Di placed a simple yet vastly becoming black
velour hat on her mass of blonde hair and prepared to

depart in the luxurious limousine which purred at the
door, I noticed that already she was training her hair in

the seventeenth-century style. The low fringe and high
side-curls of Nell Gwynne were there, and they became
her exceeding well. When one gazes on the perfect blue
of her eyes and the tinted alabaster which her perfect
complexion suggests, one realises that Stuart Blackton
has done well to arrange to film The Gloriaus Adventure
in Primza colour. For the natural tints of Lady Di,

he assures me, will live on the screen. It is anticipated
that this colour process will even reveal such detail as the

. flush of anger on the cheeks.

Lady Di's second film is to be the story of Dorothv
Vernon, of Haddon Hall. " Naturally, I am interested in

the story," said Lady Diana. " Dorothy Vernon was an
ancestress of mine. She married Sir John Manners, who
founded the House of Manners."
Many see a romantic resemblance between historical

Dorothy Vernon, the beautiful, high-spirited girl who
eloped with Sir John, the soldier, and Lady Diana of to-day.
There are similar traits of beauty and temperament.
Even amidst the surroundings of the unpretentious

wooden walls of the temporary studio, the magnetic force

of Lady Diana's personality radiated its fascinating appeal.
If she flickers across the screen with the grace of move-

ment which she revealed as she bade her farewells and
glided to the waiting limousine, she should be able to

compete on the films with the elegance of Clara Kimball
Young, or Constance Talmadge. kussell malunson.
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l"*o the truly feminine mind it must be a
1 tragedy more intense than any dramatic

climax evolved by the most imaginative pro-

ducer to see beautiful dresses wrecked beyond
repair in the interests of realism on the screen.

For, in film stories, adventure and tragedy
continually tread on the heels of magnificently
clad women. The vagaries of a scenario will

often hurl them from the tranquil precincts of

a luxurious drawing-room to an atmosphere of

tempestuous fights, strenuous escapades on roof-

tops and dashes for safety along grimy telegraph-
wires. And much as the controller of the studio
exchequer might wish to substitute the silks and
satins of such screen heroines for attire less liable

to suffer from the effects of such escapades, the
producer's demand for realism thwarts any such
economy. Action is invariably too swift in the
modern picture play to allow stars to shed their

fine feathers between the brief periods which ensue
between quietude and storm as represented by the swift
developments of the modern screen story.

When Gloria Swanson.in The Admirable Crichton, is trapped
in the flooded cabin of a foundering yacht, realism made it

necessary for her to be seen struggling for life in the seething
u, iters in a magnificent evening gown. For the wreck of

the vessel is a sudden, unexpected tragedy in the story. The
Society voyagers are seen in all their sartorial glory in the
itate cabin a few seconds before the ship hits the rocks.
Hence hundred-guinea gowns had to be sacrificed. When
Gloria i wished to safety on the island, her silken gown—
an inspiration of a famous European fashion king—was
reduced to a sodden, derelict mass

It is the serial stars who add the noughts on the end of
tin- figures representing the cost of costumme, a film pro-
duction. Their dress bills show a necessary prolliga< \

which rivals thai ol tin- famous spendthrift of history, Ninon
de Valois Ruth Roland rums many hundred pounds'
worth of dii'sses during her strenuous struggles through
fifteen e] >1 a film serial In The Adventures oj Ruth,
in which she plays thirty different characters, necessitating
a i out inual t hange i •) extravagant
costumes, Bhe started out with five

hundred pounds' worth of gowns.
I In- ma)' >i it \ "i t hese, l>v the time
that the final episode was reached,
had found thru way to the formidable

p heap i if disi .ii ded s< reen fine

ithei In Ruth "f Hi, R she / •'• ind i

rriod on on< occasion to a Chapman
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height of two thousand feet, sus-

pended from the end of a cable

attached to the undercarriage of

an aeroplane. When the thrill

concluded with her being dragged
along the ground over a stubble

field, it took exactly ten seconds

to rip her well - tailored costume
into a mockery of its former
shapeliness.

If screen villains had to foot

the bill for the damage they
cause to film stars' sartorial

creations, both their Long Island

mansions and limousines would
speedily be mortgaged. Scenarios

invariably invest the bad men
of the screen with considerable

license in the direction of por-

traying dress-deteriorating strug-

gles with their fair victims. In

the great spectacular struggle in

the Chinese drug den in What
Shall It Profit a Man, when
Robert McKim, maddened by
cocaine, attacks a beautiful girl he
has ruined, an extravagant creation

of silk and sequins was sacrificed on
the altar of realism. Warner Oland
excels his quieter-mannered rival in

screen villainy where the destruction

of feminine vanities is concerned.

In The Phantom Foe, many of

Juanita Hansen's familiarly becoming
gowns are wrecked by his hands. In

a garret scene, where the fair-haired

Juanita is trapped by crooks, her

fight for freedom involves a chaotic

struggle, in which silken sleeves are

torn from her shapely arms and
delicate ribbon shoulder-straps and
fragile lace are wrenched to destruc-

tion. It is proverbial that Juanita
Hansen can emerge from the wildest

struggle and retain her charm, although
her dress may be in ribbons. Her
luxurious mass of naturally wavy
hair, which even in its most dis-

hevelled moments falls becomingly
around her pretty features, is largely

the secret of her ability to survive
strenuous moments without sacrificing

her natural composure.
Stunts on the screen inevitably

spell disaster for feminine raiment.
In The Third Eye, Eileen ' Percy is

trapped in a motor-car resting on
the railway line in the path of an
express train. Her skirt is caught
in the door of the automobile, and
she is seen wrenching the costly

flimsy material in her en-
deavours to tear herself

free. Eventually she dis-

cards the garment, and
springs to safety.

The train crashes

Louise Lovely was
"shipwrecked "

in this gown.

Jit

,/ j

Ruth Roland is quite used to this sort oj

thing.

into the car, and the expensive pro-
duct of the dressmaker's art is

(crushed to destruction in the tangled
iron work of the mutilated auto-
mobile.

There must have been much

I

heart-burning amongst the feminine
picture-theatre .patrons who saw
the ruin of Mary Pickford's dainty
afternoon gown of diaphanous
charm when, in The Heart of the

I

Hills, she suddenly fell into an
adjacent stream, from which she
emerged a pathetic, bedraggled study
of distressed beauty. But more

I

often it is the less noticeable damage
to the fine feathers of screen stars

which drains the film company's
coffers.

When Margaret Courtot, in Round
Ike World for a Wager, carried out
a hazardous hand-over-hand climb
down a rope from a lofty tower, few
people who saw this feat on the
screen probably realised that her
dress deteriorated to the extent of

some thirty pounds in a few seconds.
And the wear and tear on delicate

suede shoes of stars, who run over
rough roads and through damp grass

in the course of a picture, represents a
considerable addition to the wardrobe-
expense sheet. Silk stockings, gloves,

sunshades, fur coats, hats, veils, and
other expensive additions to my film

ladies' wardrobe, constitute a for-

midable form of expense. They depre-
ciate with alarming speed.

Pauline Frederick's dress bill is over
fifteen thousand pounds a year

;

and Mae Murray, who possesses
the reputation for displaying a
dazzling succession of silks and
laces in her film portrayals,

reaches the ten-thousand mark
every twelve months. Woman's
vanity, combined with the desire

of producers to clothe their

stars in the dernier cri of i !jc

world of fashion, sends up 1bc

expenses of film fine feathers.
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pr)Pbe SalisbQpCi
«& W •»

t eight o'clock in the morning Monroe Salisl urn-

sat, as usual, in hus spacious study, adorned with

.'I valuable prints, paintings, tajx-stries, and variousM weapons of war. As I entered, from the centre of a

»* huge pile of letters from every quarter of tlie globe

came a brisk and cheerv "Good morning." The heap
of literature moved and slid like some miniature earth-

quake for a moment, then all became still but for the

scratching of a push-pen, rapidly wielded in nir

ringers. A bright California!) sun streamed through
the windows and lit Dp a table laden with such artii

as gold pencils, c igarfctte-cases, prints, Venetian l>ov -

and Parisian clocks.
" What do you do with all these, Monroe -

'

I ven-

tured, lovingly fingering a silver brandy tlask.

"
I use them and treasure them all, was the prompt

reply; "but in that particular vessel I shall iarr\

orange juice, for 1 do not make a habit of drinking sph
I turned quickly to meet a pair of smiling eyes peering

over the heap of paper—those eyes that some of his fond

lady admirers have so appropriately termed " him]
velvet." In a moment the head was gone again Then a

hand emerged holding a letter from
Now, that, Charles, is vjhat I call a really charming letter,

remarked Monroe from the centre of the pile ;

" 1 shall answei
that one personally, and send a large photograph. Whik
this," lie resumed, " is the kind of letter 1 do not appreciati

so much. This one will nave a small photograph," and b<

spun the doomed epistle over to his secretary.

I immediately crossed over and grabbed it. It ran
—

" I

Sir, —I am making a collection of actors' pictures, am
will be glad if you will send me one of yours BY RETURN
Yours truly. . .

." Unlike many other stars. Monro*
likes to have plenty of long letters, for not only is he interests
in all his followers, but from their opinions he decides upoi

the plot for his next picture.

Please tell me," I again interrupted, " how you first starte<

in pictures, as I want to tell my many friends about yoi

and " a soft slipper whistled over my head. I ducked, am
the volley hit the set retan
full in the back of the neck

_^_
""*

t

|
,! ^^ at the same time the mountau

of paper collapsed, revealinj

Monroe leaning back, smilin;

his boyish smile, in a large

comfortable arm-chair,
"

I can do no more work while you bomban
me with questions," he said ;

" but as we ar

friends, and you want the information for mt
best fans, 1 will tell you all about it withou
hrst ducking you m the bath for disturbing m
m writing hours." 1 took a chair and Nirrowc
pen< il and paper

1 started on the speaking stage," he begai

"and learnt all my technique from the create'

artistes of the American drama Mis l'isk<|

John Drew, and Richard Mansfield." Thf
" lumps of velvet " smiled dreamily at th

recollection, " I hen I was crabbed for picture.'

and began with a contract with the 1 anion;

Players I .iskv There 1 made, among other

Ram b . / h I i and TV

amp. 1 k in there I went t
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W. H. Clune, and for him I made two great super-specials, Ramona and The
Eyes jf the World. Later I was signed with Universal, for whom I made twenty-
foul pictures : the favourites were

—

The Eagle, The Savage, The Red, Red Heart,

7 hat Devil Bateese, Hugo the Mighty, The Sleeping Lion, The Phantom Melody,
The Blinding Trail, etc.

" I had always longed to play the part of ' Alessandro ' in

Ramona, since my ranch is on the very ground where the real

drama took place."
" Don't forget we are going to the ranch to-day," I interrupted.

Monroe looked at his gold wrist-watch.
" And since it is over a hundred miles away, we had better

be getting along," he remarked.

A fewr moments later, Jesse, the coloured chauffeur, tucked us

up in the silently throbbing 90-h.p. car, enamelled in grey and
plated with silver. While we glided, or rather Hew, over the

glassy road to Riverside -the capital of Orange Kingdom—we
talked ot the future of motion pictures. At one time I remarked
how utterly different he seemed in all his pictures, whether he was
Arabian, Indian, Italian, English, or anything else.

Well," he smiled quietly, "
I have to surprise my picture

people, so that they can never tell what I am going to be in the
next picture. It is fatal, I think, to always play the same type ot

part. 1 do not rely on inake-up for my characters, 1 just live them.
It is my very soul that changes." So the mystery was solved.

Music helps me in the studio," he added (and, by the way.
he is a perfect pianist), " and as I love music, it stirs me more
than anything else. In all my pictures I endeavour to give the
public some message, and. above all, a clean one.
"I love a tremendous lot," he apologised; "after my dear

mother, it is the people at large that I love, no mailer what their

station in life, and no matter what their nationality may happen to

be I just want to be a big brother to them ail, as we should
all be. Then, again, I have another great love, and that is

—

the West." His " lumps of velvet " shone as the perfume of

orange blossoms, scented herbs, and fresh mountain slopes drifted
to us from the fast-flying countryside, blazing in the light

and colour of sunny California.

Flying along at fifty miles an hour, it was not very long
before we found ourselves at the Salisbury Ranch, Hemet,
Riverside, among acres of avocado and orange trees laden
with fruit and flagrant blossoms. It was very hot compared
with the hills of Hollywood, the temperature being about
108° I\ Anion,!! the trees and sheds near the ranch-house
wary Indians moved about in their native costumes

I only employ Indians on my ranch," Monroe explained
;

" and they all want to work for me, but, unfortunately, do
not like to mix with any other race. I let them wear their
native costumes, as they come direct from the Temccula
reservation not far from here. They are all very fond of me,
I believe."

A good six feet in height, with head nobly poised, he
walked among them, nodding and chatting while I uncere-
moniously sucked at a most delicious orange just picked

from one of the trees. Presently a squaw
arrived upon the scene with a cheerful

[Continued on Page 6/.

Monroe and
Donald Crisp
catch their

black cook
napping.

Lejt : M 'in e a -i

H estcrner.
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Producers abroad have
striven to bring to

the screen the atmosphere of

the British countryside, but
without great success. For,

however cleverly a director may
create his sets and select his

scenery, experience seems to prove

that he cannot catch for the cameras
the elusive charm of the old country's

beauty spots outside Merry England itself.

It is poetic justice that an All-British com-
pany should be amongst the first to produce a pic-

ture which reflects the haunting beauty of Sussex and
the wild, rugged landscapes of Ireland. In the Welsh Above: Moyna MacGxU

Pearson film, Garryowen, one can almost feel the Right
:
Fred Groves.

breezes of the Sussex Downs ; and Erin is portrayed

in all its traditional beauty, and not as a country of political factions.

Garryowen is the story of a happy-go-lucky Irish gentleman who sud-
denly finds himself bereft of his wealth and heavily in debt. How his

fortunes are restored by a great race-horse, after whom the film is named,
provides not only a story of drama, romance, and tragedy, but makes pos-

sible the introduction of a series of human character-studies. Framed
amidst the towns and scenery of their own countries, the English and
Irish players blend naturally into the settings of the picture.

Moyna MacGill, who plays the leading part of " Violet Grimshaw " in

Garryowen, is of Irish birth. " Naturally I was delighted at having the

opportunity of being filmed in my own country," she says ;
" although when

we were working there the air was heavy with rebellions and alarms. Perhaps
it is my Celtic temperament, but I felt that in Ireland I could put into my
work the best I had in me before the cameras.

It was George Pearson, whose ability to discover screen talent threatens

to rival that of Cecil B. de Mille, who brought Moyna MacGill to the films.

She had established a reputation as a character actress in the stage part of

Hannah Ferguson in " John Ferguson," after a series of successes in " Dear
Brutus," ' The Law Divine," and " The Cinderella Man." Pearson secured
her for the part of the resourceful little governess in Garryowen, and demon-
strated the strength of his convictions by placing the responsibility of a

leading role on her shoulders on the first occasion that she played before

the cameras.
In Garryowen she presents a charming study of a practical, big-hearted

Inverness, who has only been a member of the impoverished household of

spendthrift, happy-go-lucky Michael French a few weeks before she is ruling

everyone. Simple-hearted Michael French soon unburdened his heart to

the fascinating new-comer. Her girlish compassion went out to the chivalrous
Irish gentleman who still could laugh and jest with his hands tightly Ixuind

witli th. ij debt and his estate threatened with extinction by creditors

who were preparing to swoop down upon him like a swarm of greedv locusts.

rhe only r.iv <>f sunshine amidst the clouds was " Garryowen," a horse in a

million, who was the only remaining occupant of the old stables of Drumgool.
How th'- horse saved the fortunes of Michael French by winning the I>erl>y.

a thrilling scene set in Sussex, provides the climax to the storv. " Violet

Grimshaw " plays her part in thwarting the bailiffs who sought to distrain

on "Garryowen " before its silk-clad jockey could carry it past the post.

And she provides the romance and eventual wedding bells when Michael
French decides th.it she must share liis ret;.lined fortunes.

Hugh 1- Wright, a comedian <>t stage fame, discovered sunn- ten years

ago bj tin- late II G Peilisier, of rhe Follies, presents a delightful character-

itudy m the pan of " Moriarty " in Gartyowen \s the faithful family sei

• he evinces a touching loyalty and devotion to ins penniless mastei
In every sens.- Garry tvett i- all British It was written by H '\'-

Hugh E. Wright. I

Vere Stacpoole, the well-known English
author, the entire cast is British,

the scenery is typical of British land-

scape at its best, and the producer,
t «orge Pearson, is a pioneer of British

s, reen plays. And the terrific climax
m the great race scene, when " Garry-
owen " wins one of the most spec-

tacular race scenes ever screened,

radiates the spirit of British sports-

manship which has made history
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Illustrated by Howard K. Elcock.

DISILLUSION
It you cherish tender illusion! concerning the land that lies behind the

movie screen, read this article and ponder well. Perhaps, like the writer

thereof, you. too, have dreamed romantic dreams. "One day I shull net

my chance, arid then Alas, (or human hopes !

Gallantly fighting the clock, with their Ject on the table and a

cigar-cutter working overtime.

At night 1 dream of stairs ; endless rows of

ghostly, grotesque steps haunt my sleep.

In my fancies I climb up and up these in-

terminable terraces, whilst grinning devils prick

my weary feet with red-hot pitch-foiks. And
always in the background lurks the grim face

of one who shakes his head like a Chinese
Buddha. His lips are moving, and across the

great void spanned by the mystical stairs float

the ill-omened words :

" Leave a photograph, and we'll write to you."
The road to a certain salubrious climate

may be paved with good intentions, but so is

the path to the film studio. For many days,
and it might have been moons had the night-

watchman not gruffly announced " That they'd
all gone 'ome ours ago," 1 have climbed up
to the offices of film producers. These demi-
gods, alack, never seem to dispose of them-
selves on any floor beneath the fifth. Perhaps
it is their daily contact with ." stars " which
gives them aspirations to be close to the
celestial spaces. If the great men are in, they
are always too busy to be seen. Film pro-

ducers' activities seem to assume strangely
deceptive forms. Through the glass panels of

office doors I have seen members of this

fraternity gallantly fighting the clock, with
their feet resting on the table and a cigar-

cutter working overtime.
Still, hope springs eternal, if one " dyes

"

in despair, as the grey-haired spinster remarked
when she applied the henna to her scanty locks.

This morning the post has brought me a letter

of recommendation to Mr. Ducer, the producer
of the Reel-Life Film Company. It's almost
too good to be true, for it has been as difficult

to get as the German indemnity. A school-

friend of mine knew a girl whose brother was
in the same office as a man whose second
cousin had married a director of the Reel-Life

Film Company. To get that letter I have
scrambled around that family tree with the
activity of Tarzan. More work with india-

rubber on the finger marked " School of Acting
Diploma," and considerable activity on the
" make-up front," and I am ready. My fate

is on the knees of the gods. I . mount the
inevitable stairs to the office of he who has
the power to wave the magic wand and transfer

me to the land of arc-lamps, megaphones and
clicking cameras.
The clerk with the shiny coat disappears

through the producer's door with my card
and photograph. A murmur of voices, and
then he emerges. What is he going to say ?

The anxiety I register is Nazimovian.
" Mr. Ducer will see you. Step this way,

please."

At last I meet a producer.
Two calculating eyes look me up and down

through horn-rimmed spectacles. I know my
nose is shiny. Oh, why didn't I wear my big

black hat I It throws such a becoming shadow
over my face. It would have toned down my



My carefully planned entran,

was ruined I caught my (i

cm a strip of electric light

cable and fell headlong.

blushing cheeks. Just when I want to look

pale and interesting, too !

" Had any experience?" he snapped at length.

I handed him my well-fingered diploma. II"'

waved it aside impatiently.
"

I don't mean school stuff. Ever done any
crowd work with anyone ?

"

" No ; but 1 am sure I could a< t for the

films if 1 only had a chance'," I told him pleadingly.

He tapped liis broad fingers on the desk reflectively.

What terribly unimpressionable men producers are ! I

know that I am prettj ; my baby blue eyes have worked
havoc with susceptible males. But he hasn't shown a

flicker of interest j el

" He at Cricklington Studios at nine sharp to-morrow
morning. Ill try you out with a small part. I'm taking

a chance, but you're a type I want. Two guineas for the

day, and reasonable travelling expenses. Good morning."

I've 'lone it. On the films at last ! 1 walked out of the

office on air. I could have embraced the pale-faced,

spe< tacled clerk with the shiny coat for sheer joy.

I o morrow I should have my foot on the ladder of film

fame. Shall 1 be another Dorothy Gish or a Mary Tick-

ford ? I must think out a screen name for myself. 1

wonder who m\ leading men will be 1 think I prefer tall

dark ones Hiey would set ofl my fair colouring and

babyish expression. On second thoughts, I think I will

ithy Gish. 1 know I've got her sort of

Cricklington Studios Hammering, hustle and turmoil

A rude man at the door, who grunts out lus words with a

cigarette stuck on his lower lip, condescendingly directed

me to the dressing rooms, Doesn't he realise thai I'm a

film actress? I shall report lus insolence to Mi Ducer.

And now he's told me to go the wrong \. ,i\ I've come
tin- door lea. ling to the -• ud "Mind ver

back, nii^-s Perspiring, swearing studio hand-- sta

past me with an oak table foi a sicnc'iii a French chateau

p out of their way. and tear a lagged hole m m\ best

silk stockings on the leg of a camera tripod. What a

iloua place to leave such things about ! Positively

dangerous ! I ruefully survey the silken wreckage roun
my ankle I shall have to borrow some stockings frot

the studio wardrobe. It's no fault of mine, anyway.
Thank heaven that man with the gold teeth and I

trousers is going to move that wretched camera. It can
do any more damage.

Who the blazes has been moving this camera ?

What a noisy, nasty man ! And he's looking in m
direction What a ridiculous fuss about nothing

' These bhnkin' amateurs messing about 'ere get m
goat. That's the fourth time this morning 50111(0110

kicked tins outfit out of focus. Some people want a nun
to lead em about."

I suppose that was meant for me. I shall really ha\
to tell these people who I am if this sort of thing goes c

much longer.

Life in a studio seems about as restful as the Atlant

in a gale Scenes of girls in every conceivable si;ite

dishabilli rush about the wardrobe room A shar

featured woman throws me a black alpaca dress with

white apron and a lace cap " Miss Kishei ' " she cpicrii

abruptly. " Studio call fifteen minutes. You'd bett

look slippy. You're late."

But what am 1 going to do ?
'

I ask desperately, Is;

anyone going to help me to duss
I feel like crying A chorus of laughter greets n

question " You don't get ladies' mauls here, my deal

explains a stout, kind faced woman struggling to

thi hooks of a dres obviouslj not designed for the 1

and forty

You're new t" the game, aren't you ? Wait a mmu
and give me a hand with these hooks, and then I'll

'•

you up. Got any make-up? "
I confess that 1 haven



'J shrunk from raising another laugh by revealing thai my
Usions "I sjtudio dressing-rooms embraced white enamelled

furniture, rose-coloured curtains, and oval minors with

»rease paints waiting for use in front of them.

Back to the tioisj studio, this time dressed as a

sedate servant with a painfully severe frock of shirt-

tig alpaca, And my face ' When I caught sight of

myself in the mirror after the attentions of the stout

1 thought 1 was sickening tor jaundice. My com-
plexion, which for the last twent\ lour hours had ab-

sorbed ,i fortune in face creams, was as yellow as a guinea

My eyes were rimmed with thick hl.uk paint, and my lips

ivere a ghastly blue.

Standing in groups are several score similarly painted

men and girls. I'hey all look bored, unnatural and
anguid. 1 looked in vain for the ' Fairy Princesses"
uid the fascinating Apollos who I dreamed inhabited

studioland. The sparkling eyes, the rosebud mouths, the

stately figures which flickered across the screen in picture

halls, where were they ? I-. su< h beauty an
illusion created only by the squat, clicking

:ameras which, with tricks of light and lens,

onvert yellow faces, blue lips, and painted

yes into the allurements of Diana ? Perhaps
ath the bluish rays of the studio arc-lamps

I should see the beauty I had hitherto failed to

discover. I watched the painted faces moving
beneath the powerful lights to the direction of

the blaring megaphones, faces which shone with

uncanny whiteness. The beauty I sought was
tot there. The players resembled ghosts as

mythical as the illusions whii h

1 had framed around life in a

film studio.

Behind the silver screen one
I continually colliding with the
wall of crude reality. I alwavs
anvied the luxurious surround-
ings in which screen artistes

[carried on their craft. The
restful, artistic boudoirs, the

aak-panelled drawing - rooms,
the lofty, cool verandahs, the

>pacious halls which held my
ittention on the screen, I find

-ire but a flicker. Scattered

about the studio I saw triangles

and squares of scenery in '^

which drama, romance and
comedy were being filmed.

eilings, complete walls, and luxurious decora-
tions are missing. Only that which comes
within the radius of the eye of the camera
matters. The broad, carpeted hall stairs rear
towards the ceiling with ugly, jagged incon-
tiriuity when they are beyond the focus of the

The artistically papered bedroom walls

end in a line of lath and plaster, the oak- lined

baronial hall is but a section of squared scenery,

supported by poles and perspiring studio hands.
Deception is everywhere in the locality which
lies beyond the focus of the cameras.
Everyone works in an atmosphere of tiring

heat. How appropriately one could refer to the
land of the arc-lamps as the " stewdio." I could
have cried with disappointment when a " star,'

whose photograph is enthroned on my dressing-
table, removed her wig and languidly fanned
herself. She was a brunette, and I had alwavs

lipped her as my favourite screen blonde 1

A love-scene was being filmed, and I wati bed
it with the curiosity of the uninitiated. Now 1

should hear just what words of romance screen
j^vers poured into each other's ears.

I' or heaven's sake relax a bit ! You look
wax-work trvmg to make love to a. dummy,"

i I an unsympathetic producer. The lovers
1

,-i another clinging embrai e. All the

The
producer
scowled.

time the man with the megaphone shouted his unromantic
criticisms. It was all machine-made love, bauds and
arms in certain positions, heads held in studied postures,
the distant e between the lover's lips determined by a

mattei of inches. And there were no caressing words ci

love, only muttered sentences to indicate when ardent
looks would change to embraces, and when watch-timed
kisses would commence. It mattered not to me, when

were called for and the scene " shot,'' that a
realisti< suggestion of love was engendered into the scene.
Had I not seen screen love in the making

Come and see the filming of a s< cue tor Ducer's new
drama, starring Cynthia Darling and Paul Loveridge,"
suggested my stout companion.

1 Ins was getting interesting 1 adored Paul Loveridge
on the -' reen. Now I should see him in the flesh. 1

watched him making passionate love to Cynthia. The
racket of the studio failed. 1 was fascinated by the ex
pressions of his expressive brown eyes, his tender and

masterly poses
" Cut !

" bellowed the director. The glare of
the bluish lights faded. My hero comment ed
to walk away from the triangular-shaped scenery.
He was staring straight in my direction. 1

detected a look of recognition in his eyes. He
was coming towards me. My heart beat wildly.
He must have remembered the photograph and
letter I sent him. He was fumbling m his

pocket. Now he had a note m his shapel)
hand. He was going to give it to me.

After all. there was romance in the kind
of arc-lamps! He came closer and
closer, and then walked past me.
Perhaps he wished me to follow

him. I turned and found him in

tently conversing with a studio
hand. I strained my ears to listen

what his resounding, fascinating

voice was saying about me
" Ten shillings each way on I >ia

dem. Any to come, put on 1 lash-

back for the two thirty. I've

written it down for you.''

My castle of dreams collapsed.

My idol had feet of clay. How could
a man make such beautiful love

with a book of racing form in Ins

pocket? My cup of bitterness was
overflowing.

< ome along, Miss Fisher, We'll
run through your scene,'' said Ducei
in my ear.

" All 1 want you to do is to come
into the room with a note on a

tray and hand it to Mr. Blackstone
here.'' He indicated a swarthy,
thick -set man with a waxed mous-
tache and beetling eye- brows. 1

recognised him as Blackstone, the

famous serial villain.

" Now, walk through the

naturally, and doi t look at the

camera. Jusl listen to me."

Round behind the wooden wall

of the dining-room set I dutifully

stalked, and fumbled in the dark-
ness for the catch. The flimsy

panel shot open with a jerk, and
my carefully planned entrance was
ruined. 1 caught my heel in a

strip of electric-light (able and fell

headlong. I was shaken and furious.

Everyone laughed unfeclinglv. " Ibis

is not a comedy, Miss Fisher ! "said
Ducer with a sarcastic drawl,

again with a little more di;

this time, please." The wretch I And
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ing room of a studio

is about as restful as

the Atlantic m a qale

he never evenx asked me if I was hurt! Ten times 1 v>en

through that door and walked across "the set" before h>

was satisfied. All the time the horrid man was blarini

through his megaphone: "A little more life, please. Hol(
your head up ; no, not like a peacock

; get your eye
parallel with the floor. Don't hold that tray as thougl
it's going to bite you. Not a bit like it. Look mor
pleasant. You're not an undertaker calling for the body !

I was hot with embarrassment and indignation. Ho
could I act with that infernal voice bullying me all the tim*

And Blackstone sitting in the chair glowering at me, ar
looking significantly at his watch.

The glaring lights hurt my eyes, the paint on m
face was hot and sticky. I wished the earth woul
open and swallow me up.

My scene finished at last, I was curtly told to go t

the cashier's office and draw my two guineas. It wr
the price of my services—and my disillusion I

As I walked towards the door, fighting back the teaj

of disappointment, Blackstone, who had just con
pleted a savage fight with the heroine in her boudoi

and reduced her to an hysterical, cowed piece <

feminity, stalked past me. The stout woman wl:

had befriended me caught his arm.
" Listen to me, Alf 1

" she said roughly. " I don
propose to sit up for you to-night. If you aren

in by ten o'clock, you'll find the door locked. I'i

not going to have the children woke up every tin

you bang about the house when vjou come
late."

I stood aghast. Blackstone the bully, the ma
who twisted strong men round his finger, and wl

thought nothing of shooting half-a-dozen scre<

enemies before breakfast, being bearded in th

flagrant fashion I I waited for the storm of ra)

to burst.
" All right, my dear," bleated the fire-eating br

man of the movies, nervously fingering his watc

chain. " I'll buy the vegetables on the way horn

and get back early and fix up that broken curtai

rail for you."
It was almost my last illusion gone ; but the;

was one final blow.

As I passed through the door I heard the voi

of debonair Paul Lovcridge raised in tones of ang
protest.

" Look here, Cynthia," he was saying, " I wi

you'd cut out some of that ' wet white ' you dai

over your shoulders. It's greasing my suits

over. I shan't have a rag fit to wear soon !

"
1

petulantly brushed his coat and glowered fierce

at the beauty to whom he had recently been maid
impassioned love.

Cynthia stamped her foot like a spoilt chil

" You're as bad as an old woman with your finickinp

she retorted heatedly. " I wish you would get sot

new suits. I'm sick of seeing you in the same
clothes every time."

I crept away out of earshot. I had had enou

disillusions for one day.
Out in the cool air of the late afternoon, the s

caressed the trees anil fields of Cricklington with

restful glow. The breeze fanned my flushed cheel

and 1 tilled my lungs with invigorating fresh a

Never had Nature appeared so beautiful. The flan

arc lamps and the babble of those who labour benea

their glare seemed like a passing nightmare. A flu

haired, blue-eyed girl hurried past me with a flash

silk-clad ankles. She was furtively powdering 1

nose With a woman's instinct 1 knew that she v

preparing for a great moment. She disappeared throu

the studio door The siarlet sun sunk Ixmeath 1

horizon. It marked the close of another day, ;i

who knows, had set, on the illusions of yet anotl

seeker after fame behind the siKer screen

To • night 1 burnt my kmema school of act

diploma. I don't think 1 want to be a second Dorotf

tdsh, after all.
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Jnr months atfo we puhl ished nn article prophesying that the family jlhurn

ohe future would he of tile animated celluloid variety. Here are some

f
lire* from one ol these new-style alhums which is heing kept hy a

famous film producer to record the progress of his son.

yf ANY families arc now having film pictures taken
•* of their children, so that the fleeting expressions

! charm of childhood may be recorded for posterity.

erally, the old-fashioned family portrait album is

Dining animated through the magic medium of the

lema. A charming example of how this very latest

m of portraiture catches, the spirit of lovable youth
provided in these pictures, which were taken from a

a of Master Jean Mercanton, aged eight months, the

1 of Louis Mercanton, the famous French producer.

did not require a producer with a megaphone to pcr-

ule Baby Jean to register the varying emotions he

plays. They are the natural reflections of happy
ildhood. In the top left-hand picture he opens his

tubby mouth in speculation; below, he is registering

/. In the top right-hand illustration he displays thought;

;n comes boredom, irresistible appeal, and finally

ief, as he sees approaching the promised piece of choco-

le, the reward for his good behaviour during his debut
[ore the film cameras. This idea should appeal to proud

parents all the world over.
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HEART
BREAKERS

*

AHEAD!
4 f

4 »

\ X,r hcn old Father
Neptune hears

the poets talk of the
sad sea waves and the
troubled breast of the
ocean, he must lean
on his trident and
shake his portly sides

with laughter. I 01

the one-piece bathing suit beauties
have brought one long joy-day to

in tipped fringes "i his < ali

fornian domain. They have put
the tails of mermaids out of joint,

and made the flowing tresses of the
sirens of the storm look like the wig
of a pantomime principal boy.

I >own California way silks and satins
swish to the mo\ ement of shapely limbs
in rhythmic unison with the murmur of
the surf. These Dianas of the beach pose
and frolit befo clicking cameras and
provide for the silver screen perfect studies of

feminine beauty. For the rdle of a bathing beauty
is an .0 t which disguises an art. It might be im

I

that tu play for the films in silken creations of alluring

required little talent.

In reality it is an acid test of grace and i harm \

well-i lit gov n i an suggesl lire w hich
reall; our A becoming hat or skilfully

iffure will give to a face an an
nterfeit i I dent in these

->f inspired dress-designers and beauty parlours.

Armed only with a smile, a shoulder-strap, and a

i bathing nymph < an resorl to i one ol the
ial trimmings affected by her more ambitiousl;

She must be beautifully made by nature, and as
'id m her movements ;is a lie Hie selection ol

this type o r the si reen is a drastic undertaking.
Many are called, but few are considered sufficiently comely
to be chosen. It is this careful scle, tion which has made
the bathing beauties of filmdom synonymous with dainty
feminity the world over Nol only have they radiated

from the seashore, but they have supplied I

looks for othei branches oi work 1

dies are almost as fruitful a source of film talent as

M I

I hui man, (dona Sw anson,
Marie Prevost, .uu\ Alice i ikt are amongst

i i< bright lights ol the silvei sen -n who served then
nticcship before th> cameras in the frills and fur-

ol the bea

Venusca <>f the seashore range from the

plump and comely A

the slim and gracefl

the charm I

Diana in the tall, wjj

lowy figure of Phy'l
Haver, the Mat k Senn t

comedy beauty
broke all tradition I

edging her silkei

ing-dress with white fur. Mildil

June, another of the Sen net t buni
of peaches, is the personification!

perfect plumpness. Her well-mol
<\ci\ shoulders, accentuated by tl

shoulder straps of lace which il
always affects, ranks amongst
most attractive subjects for

ups on the screen. Harriet Hal
mond, the Fox Sunshine loinedy mafl

has achieved lasting fame with her dig

pled knees and elbows Ruth King's nfl

work hosiery and diaphanous silken creati<l

have brought an unrivalled atmospht
feminity to the s< reen. I here would no1

to be much scope for novelty in a bathing dnfc

with its limitations in area Yet bath

beauties jealoush foster individu

their costumes ["he bifurcated frills,

stuped drapery, the lace-edged shouldt

and varying lengths ol glossy silken I

the copyright ol one oi another ol the shaj

weaj iety models us bathing
on the fair film denizens ol the Califori

beaches The silken creati - I Mai e Prevost and I'h;

Havei can be seen on the f.ur forms of memb
I ppei ren amidst the surf of Atlantii Citj

Bei director with an eye foi effect forbids nj

even insert as much as a toe into the sea.' compl.

Harriet Hammond, the beautiful demonstt

iting subtleties ol seashore raiment, it is un

to accuse us ol bene, dry-land bathers 1 have befli

ardent swimnui since childhood, and most ol the girll

bathing comedies love the watei But what is one tcl

when .i hi ted producer roars through I

Keep aw.l\ from the watei thele! Vi'Ulf

to be filmed, not to Kellermanl' It's a terrible temju.il

on a hot day to steal behind a n» k and seek a "x|
swim. But I believe the directoi would be rid

condition bordi lunacj it one of us posed befortl

lenses with it .
I
sea watei drip] ing oft otn silks .mil satll

Catherine McGuire, who introduces the graceful th.ipl

oi (.Hi urn times into her screen bathing costume, hi t
p

McGowan.
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>Id the world of the self-sacrifice which
[each beauties have to face to keep
' neir figures. "Should a girl lose the

raceful lines which qualify her for the

ile of a seashore actress, she is finished

>r this type of work. We have to diet

id avoid chocolates, pastries, and other

ainties dear to a girl's heart. Constant
cercise is necessary ; in fact, the strict

utine of our life behind the screen is

. drastic as that of an artist's model
[r a mannequin."

The bathing beauty is generally as

;fc and strong as an Amazon, for she

[[fleets perfect health in the grace of her

ovements and the ripple of her muscles
»nd taut sinews beneath her silken skin,

fhen Alice Lake forsook the bathing
kistume for the Paquin gowns of the

iding lady, she astonished the pro-

licer with her strength. Whilst she

as being filmed in Uncharted Seas,

lae had in one scene to drag the uncon-
ious form of a sea captain who had
Hen in the snow to a near-by sledge.
" Wouldn't it look more effective if

carried him ? " suggested Alice. The
roducer looked dubious. " Well, you

l.n try if you like," he told her, unen-
nsiastically. The muscular little star

'is not dismayed. She lifted the eleven-

Ibne man and placed him on the sledge
\th surprising ease. Her training in

le hard school of bathing comedies
Wood her in good stead.

One by one the beautiful bathing girls

I the screen become more ambitious
id throw aside their abbreviated silken

nations for the clothes and satins of

ta\ heroines. They invariably make
od in the higher art of the screen,

id give the lie to the oft-repeated
fcertion that the combination of beauty
Wd brains is rare. Always there seems
I be a steady supply of well-moulded
#"ms and pretty faces to fill the gaps.

4 America beauty is certainly not at a
c.count. When Mack Sennett gathered
Uether his company for the production
A Small Town Idol, four hundred

#ls up to the standard of physical
•rfection established by the beauty

the Sennett bathing girl had to

discovered. Within a week four
idred shapely Venuses were flicker-

before the cameras. Although it

might appear that

the beach beau-
ties who have
plunged into film

popularity let their looks do all the
work, the majority of them are a
talented bunch. Phyllis Haver, the
blue-eyed, golden-haired sylph of the
sea, is an accomplished musician who
can play on the violin strings as effec-

tively as she has done on the heart

-

chords of susceptible males. She is

a very clever artist, who, appropriately-

enough, specialises in seascapes. A fine

swimmer, it is often a strong temptation
for her to disregard the iron-bound
orders of the producer and substitute
her dainty frills for a workmanlike
aquatic garb. When she does have
an opportunity of using the ocean for

other purposes than as a background
for her charms, she pulls off spectacular
diving stunts of the film-serial variety.

Sennett speedily recognised Phyllis's com-
bination of brains and beauty. From
an extra he developed her into a feminine
lead. She was the star in his elaborate
five-reeler, Married Life ; and in Heart
Balm she shared the feminine honours
with Marie Prevost.
A concert artist of considerable pro-

mise, beautiful Harriet Hampton, had
her health not failed, might to-day be
trilling her way to fame as a soprano
beneath the domed roofs of the worlds
concert - halls, instead of raising her
voice with happy laughter on Cali-

fornia's golden sands. The doctors
recommended her open air, and an
offer with the Sennett company pro-
vided her with an enjoyable method
of taking her prescribed medicine. The
health-giving sea breezes, in bringing
the roses back to her cheeks, fostered

a love of screen work in her heart.

She has given up her former am-
bitions as a concert artiste, and now,
like Marie Prevost and Phyllis Haver,
has become an established favourite as

a comedienne, appearing in principal roles

in the Sennett two and hve-reelers.

When bathing beauties gain fame
in other spheres on the screen, how-
ever, they are never quite forgotten
as nymphs of the seashore. The im-
pressions their frill-framed charms im-
print on the memories of their ad-
mirers last long after the footprints

of such beauties' dainty feet have
been obliterated from the sand
of the Californian beaches. And
how often must the ex-bathing
beauty in the heated studio sigh

for the beach's cooling breezes !

Above I

Florence Long.
Below i

Molly McGowan.
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BESSIE LOVE
GROWS UP
TRUMAN B. HANDY

Mir started her screen career aa a crowd. worker, and it «n a real. honeat-to-

goodness crowd, (or her (irat film wit D. W. Griffith* " Intolerance, " which had

the tinest cast of any picture ever made. But Beasie Love'a artiatry wn no|

loat amongst that Male of talent. Discerning critica recognised her aa a coming

• tor and her future career was assured.

No one would ever recognise Bessie Love off the screen, for, in the
beginning, she neither wears curls nor make-up, nor docs she

carry her lap-dog when she goes shopping, and she makes no attempt
to let the public know that she's an actress.

She is very much the serious type of girl who happens to be playing
ingenue roles, because the producers apparently want her to play them
rather than because she particularly craves for the cute stuff.

It has always been my luck," she explained, " never to have to

worry about getting too fat nor too thin. I don't have to diet, and I

can generally count on tipping the scales at about 98 or 100 pounds.
Do I always wear overalls when I'm not working ': 1 do

—

not ; I wear
them when I'm out at the house and want to work in the garden,

because it saves dresses and money."
The house " she referred to is a rustic bungalow in Laurel Canyon,

some six miles in the hills from the Los Angeles film colony. It is

where she's chosen to make her home; it is a place where great, tall

eucalyptus trees grow in a grove, and where a mountain stream trickles

down through the side yard. Furthermore, it is the place where Miss

Love goes after the long, tiresome hours at the studio to rest, to

ruminate and to work' a bit on some of her landscape water-colours.
" lint you don't seem at all like the Bessie Love we've always seen

on the screen !

"
I protested. " For instance, the ragged clothes

She laughed, and I really believe she enjoys the way she " sub-

merges " her own personality for kinematic purposes.
" Why, of course, you wouldn't expect me to dress like that for the

street, would you ?
" she remarked. " Why, in the picture I've just

finished with Mr. Hayakawa (it is a story he wrote himself, called ' The
Swamp '), I went every day to the studio looking like a shipwreck.

All I wore were rags, grease-paint, and powder-—and not even rouge

on my lips.'

" But you're grown up !

"
I still protested.

" Why, certainly !
" responded she, calmly. " I've been on the

screen five years now ; but I haven't especially grown up— that is, in

spirit. When 1 was a youngster 1 never played much with the

children. I'd make my dolls and love them ami imagine they were

my dearest friends, and then I'd give parties for them at which I'd be

the only real, live human being in the whole assemblage. . And 1 still

love <lolls, and Bvery time 1 hear of a chanty bazaar 1 always make
an etlort to dress one all myself and send it ofl to

_^^^^ be sold for some good cause

i0tg#&as^>* Not all like a

celebrity is she ? She
remarked that some-

one not long ago
asked her it it's
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fascinating to be in pictures. " And I thought of all

the tired eyes I've had and the late hours of the night

i

I've worked, and I commenced to wonder if, after all,

being in pictures isn't very much like any other pro-

fession to which we might devote ourselves. Life is

just one picture after another ;
you're so busy that you

haven't a chance to even think or wonder how fascin-

ating something else might be !

"

One of the unusual facts relative to this heroin-

of The Midlanders, Bonnie Mary, and Penny, is that,

she bears none of the earmarks of having spent

the majority of her leisure time at either the

hairdresser's or the manicurist's. She was
attired, at the instant of this interview, in

a plain white serge sport skirt, a scarlet Georg-

ette blouse, and a tight-fitting, bright-red toque,

and looked in her clothes very much as any-

other nice young girl would look.
"

I haven't any especial lofty ambition," she

said in response to my verbal venture. " In the

first place, I never actually thought of taking

up anything else than school-teaching. I was u

junior in high school, and when the summer
vacation came I was going to work so

that I'd have sufficient funds to

finish the next year's work. I

found lucrative employment as

an ' extra ' at the different

studios ; I worked for a

number of weeks doing

Off the screen Bessie Love
leads a healthv, open -a it

life. She is a first -

class horsc-tvoman
and revolver shot

.

everything anybody told

me — and finally some-
one was good enough to

give me a chance.
" Romantic ? I've

never been in love. At
the time I suppose I

should have been deep
in the throes of puppy
love I found it necessary
to work hard. And since

then—well, life has been
just one picture after

another.
" For instance, when I

was making my own special

productions, it used to worry
Mr. and Mrs. Callaghan, my
producer and his wife, to

death because I didn't go out
very much. I'm very
fond of dancing, the theatre,

reading—any of the diver
sions any other healthy
girl enjoys—but
always I've had
to keep in mind
that I was due

«•(&*«
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Bessie Love t

ing an im\

meal on the

'

most movie
has no time for
luncheons during.

days

ymptu
it." Like
stars, she

for elaborate

her working

at a cer-

tain time
at the studio

the next morn-
ing." With her easy

personality, her smiles

of genuine enjoyment,
\. W her attitude of well - bred

ongeniality, Miss Love im-
presses one as being the sort of

person with whom an exchange
E confidences is in order. For
instance, you instinctively

feel that if you tell her
something, she won't
hasten to repeat it. In

addition, she does not
say unkind things about
people, either in or out
of the picture industry.
" I've tried," she said,
" never to form extrava-

gant ambitions, nor never
to base my hopes on some-
thing too really high-flown,

because one so seldom finds

people who can actually build

the cloud-castles they're apt
to form. In the Bible there is

a very wonderful axiom for all

of us who are apt to be dissatis-

fied with the work we're called

upon to accomplish, and, as early

as I can remember, my mother
has instilled in me this slogan,
' Do to - day what your hands
find to do.'
" It's the greatest recipe in the

world for a cure for the blues t

"

We interviewers have a con-

tinual premonition that every
picture personality would, perhaps
secretly at least, like to play on
the legitimate stage.

" I have never wanted to," Bessie

Love assured me. " In fact, I shall

have to have a very tempting offer

before 1 should even consider the
* -^r / proposition."

It seems that Bessie's entire career has
—

—

been an accident—a rare piece of luck. The
y'' officials of the old Triangle Company practically

picked her out of the mob which worked in Intoler-
/' ance and made her a bona fide star. Everything lias

apparently come her way, and she never regards

herself as a high - minded person whose ways and means
are infallible.

After completing her three independent productions, Bessie

Love was signed as the leading woman for Sessue Hayakawa, and

is at work now with Hobart Bosworth in The Sea Lion.

m

•V

;>
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Handsome George Hackathorn started his stage career at the age of nine, and

toured America for many years as an actor and singer. Some of the pic-

tures in whi'-h he has appeared are : Sue of the South. Heart of Humanity, Josselyn's

Wife, and Too Much Johnson. He is of medium height, with brown hair and eyes
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Stately Ruth Royce has had a very varied screen career. A recruit from the stage,

her first film engagement was in support of Elmo Lincoln in Under Crimson

Skies, and she afterwards supported Monroe Salisbury in The Little Brother of the Rich.

She toured England with Eddie Polo during the filming of The Vanishing Dagger.
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If you met Ralph Craves face to face this is the impression you would get. Ralph

is one of movieland's most popular leading men, with a long list of screen suc-

cesses to his credit. Sporting Life, I'll Get Him Yet, Out of Luck, The Home Towr.

Girl, What Am I Bid? and The Greatest Question, are some of his pictures.
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A member of a famous theatrical family, Eileen Sedgwick has been entertaining

the public since the days of her early childhood. After a stage and music-

hall career, she joined the movies as Eddie Polo's leading lady, and has supported

the star in many serials. Eileen has blonde hair and dark-blue eyes.
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Grace Darmond. who plays the leading rcle in The Hope Diamond A-',

ised on the legend of the unlu ;ky jewel, is one of the screen's most

beautiful blondes. She is well known to picturegoers, having played opposite a

number of popular stars, including King Bagg-.t. Earle Williams, and Wallace Reid.
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L/ecause movie-making is a strenuous

*~~^ business that demands physical

fitness on the part of the players, most

picture actresses pin their faith to old

Doctor Outdoors. The majority of

movie stars possess very beautiful

gardens, and all the players are keen

on open-air sports and pastimes.
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Above : Harriet Hammond,
the famous Bathing Beauty.

Below : Alice Lake

paddles her own canoe.
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Elaine

Hammersteir

in her

garden.

/
Above :

Gladys

Walton.

Left :

Lila Lee,

a tennis

devotee.
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L{^Muscular
r Movie
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Rex Davies his created something ol a record K\

playing the fighting character oi " Gloster Dick

in the stage version and two screen adaptations

of Sir Conan Doyle s
" Rodney Stone. He is

j boxer who can act or an actor who can bcx,

whichever way you prefer it.
A scene from " The Pride of the Fancy."

'lien one goes in quest

of a strenuous

Hercules of the screen like

Rex 1 >avies, and eventually

discovers him reclining in

an easy chair in a drawing-

room, clad in a fashionably

cut lounge -suit, subcon-

sciously one experiences a

feeling of surprise. For he

has fought, ridden, and
swam through so

many thousands of

feet of film that it

would seem the

natural ionise of things to find him shadow boxing on the

gymnasium tan, or sprinting on the cinder traek, rather

than to unearth him amidst the peaceful surroundings of

Jacobean furniture and glistening chandeliers.

Yei the muscular set of his shoulders beneath his well-

COat, and the elastic spring of his movements as he

jumped to Ins feet to greet in«', told their own story of his

tn ne ! . and strengl h,

lie Inched with the care-free boisterousness of those

who enjoy perfect health when I told him how I had

anticipated interviewing him in boxing shorts, and en-

•unne; to secure some sidelights on his screen work

between Ins bouts with the punching ball.

" It is true that I have to keep myself pretty tit," he

said. for iii"M ot my time before the cameras 1 am reikis

tering the strenuous life. Hut I am used to that, for I

made mv entry into the films in a boxing drama That

good ni.in\ years ago, tor 1 am by no means a new-

comet to the screen I came into the industry when it

passing through us feeding bottle davs My first

film was Called .1 Sporting Chance, and I wrote the scenario

myself, being full of ambition and unbounded optimism.

I In itorj revolved round a boxing match ; m fact, 1 confess

Mi.it the fighl was tin onlj real punch in the picture The

producei 1 took it to was dubious Whilst he was hesi-

give it a run or not, 1 had a sudden

inspiration ' I'll animate that scenario tor you,' I told

him, the fighl scene It thai wont convince

thai the film will be a winner, nothing else will

• He acquiesced, and with the assistance of a professional

him an exhibition of the hen est scrapping

I ha. Med m Remembering what w.is

I stin k a terrifii gruelling foi ten rounds, and

handed oul some heft} jabs and upp its in return.

fight gol past that producer all lie,ht. and the film

eventually found its way to the si reen. Surely that method

of selling a scenario must rank amongst the novelties ol

kinema history."

With such early associations with the kinema, you
must have been a pioneer in the development of British

films ?
"

I suggested.

1 am proud to say that I had the opportunity of being

associated with The Houst of Tetnperley, which was un-

doubtedly one of the first big British film successes. It

is rather interesting that 1 should have played the pan
of " (doster Hick " in the stage version of The House of

I mperley, at the Adelphi, during my career on the

legitimate stage, and later on reproduced the part in the

two film versions of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's book. The
second picture production, it will be n membered, was
i ailed Rodney Stem-.

I owe a big debt to Miss Florence Turner in her Yita-

graph days for the tuition she gave me when later I be-

came associated with her and John Bunny. It was

<luring the production of The Shepherd Lassie of Argyll,

with Florence Turner, that the European war broke out.

For five years after that the rattle of machine-guns m
France, Gallipoli, and Palestine were more familiar sounds

in my ears than the click of the cameras

Apparently your experiences did not affect your en-

thusiasm for screen fighting? "
1 asked.

Rather not," said the must ular man of the mo>
with the light of enthusiasm in his grey eyes " Do you

know, 1 came straight from the Army into a film called

U'i)» by a Head, in which I was chased over moors and

down quarries by prison warders, rode in a steeplechase

ti lmed with cameras fitted in a motor car which had to travel

at thirty-six miles an hour to keep pan with me; then

i ame Rodney Stone, with us terrifu fight scene; and t.

elude a strenuous return to the screen, 1 fought a well-kno

negro pugilist in Samuelson 's production, Prideoftht Fa*
" My next picture was the 1 claii version of Sir Arth

Conan Doyle's ston of Napoleonic times. I »,., fi

m which I was the only Englishman out ot a huge cast.

It would seem that 1 can never gel away from induing

on the film, Continued the ex Public Schools boxing

champion, with a suggestion of wistfulness in his tone, as

though he pined for other film fields to conquer. " lor 1

am knocking people out .mam in my latest film. All s •'

and < ondittons of M<>: This is the eighth film in succession

in which I have played a fighting part."

Rex Davies grasped m\ hand in farewell with a charaC-

ti< cup of his musculai fingers, which i.uivil me t<>

wondei whether the most temerarious producer would not

hesitate to megaphone words ol wrath at this formidable

giant, despite the disarming charm ot Ins handsome.

ally British face.

i.ir
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f^f^ Biogmp/iicafBrevities

Bebe Daniels.

"Deautifu! Bebe began her screen career as a
*•*-' comedy girl at the Mack Sennett studios.

Then she became Harold Lloyd's leading woman,
and supported that star for two years. Cecil

B. de Mille gave Bebe (pronounced " Bee-

bee ") her. first dramatic role, and her success

won her important parts in such important

productions as The Admirable Crichton, Why.
Change Your Wife ? Everywoman, and The
Dancin' Fool. Bebe, who is now a star

In her own right, was born at

Dallas, in Texas, in 1901.
; She is

5 ft. 4 in. tall; with black

hair and eyes. She is

.unmarried
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MOVIE MODELS.
In every big studio there is .1 room winch to the uniniti

dted would appear to be fitted up with a Lilliputian

city worthy of Gulliver's Travels. It is the apartment where
the models are constructed, on which moving-picture in

terior and exterior sets arc- based . There are beautifully

painted miniature bungalows,
town houses, and tiny cot-

tages, with even the neces
sary few inches

J#>^ ~*{

of thatched roof. Each
of these diminutive buildings

is coloured as it will appear
in its enlarged form before
t he cameras. They are the

dolls' houses of movieland.

Tiny model furniture,

statuary, and draperies are
designed for the miniature'
interior sets when especially

novel effects are required.
Often a special artist is em-
ployed who drapes curtains, de-
cides on colour-schemes and sele< ts

tapestries and pictures for rooms
which have to be invested with " atmo-
sphere." Such work is an art in itself,

for all such decoration has to be carried out
with an eye to the peculiar effects produced
by the powerful arc lamps. The ordinary rules which
govern the blending of colours are often unavailing.
Just as the studio lights can turn beautiful blondes
into brunettes, so they tone down the appeal of

colours which in ordinary light are of striking bril

liancc.

The construction of movie models, and the subsc
quent erection of larger buildings on the same lines, is

necessary because it is not always practicable to film
i lie real thing. A scene may have to be taken round
an old-world cottage, scores of which are scattered
about tin- countryside at the producer's disposal. Hut
the picture revolving around the cottage may make it

necessary for the sun to Ik- brilliantly shining, or a
ram storm to be in progress Nature cannot l>e relied

Upon to provide BUCh eltects, but with sunlight arc
lamps and water spraying pipes the moods of nature
< .in lie realistically reconstructed. So in the end it

is the s.der plan to build the required cottage in the

I he life of ,i studio Bet, from the time that it is

modelled bom the original artist's drawing until it is

filmed beneath tin- an lamps In its true t" hie solidity,
is shown in our illustrations They revolve round the

truction of a sel i"> I laine Hammerstein 'a picture,
\\his[<,> riie story necessitated the introduction
of the hero and heroine beneath an awning covering
a frtlil stand, where I hey had both taken shelter

The completed model, representing a street

corner store.

from a rain-storm. The larger buildings

which are built up from the diminu-
tive dwellings are constructed with

a thoroughness which would sur-

prise many who imagine that

the houses of movieland largely

consist of lathe and canvas.

Solid wooden doors are built

into brick walls and heavy
casements and oak panels in-

troduced into interiors. The
relentless eye of the camera
demands.substantial settings.

The Famous-I,asky Company
employ skilled carpenters to

make beautifully finished

doors, window - frames, etc.

Left : Building the set.

Below: Shooting a scene on the

completed set.

On the left the miniature man is seen at work on the model
which he is shaping from the artist 's skcti h propped up on the

right, The finished mcxlel, complete even to the diminutive
lamppost and neat sliding windows, is shown on the nght.

Like Gulliver's giants, the studio technical stafi then surround
the model, ami in the centre picture they are seen reproducing
it m life-size The lower right hand illustration shows the

climax of the many hours of specialised work. The stats'

are being filmed in the completed set whilst artificial rain

directed from the net work of pipes above patters down on

the awning beneath which their film romance is maturing.
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ALMADGES
TWO

\
C nuance stands (or comedy. Norma (or drama ,

and

in her own particular province each is without

parallel on the screen. Off the screen well, that

is another story. Read it helow.

i
Constance {lefi) and

Nor»ia (right) . 1 key
are invariably cheerful.

Once upon a time there were two princesses

—

sister-princesses. And, like all self-respect-

ing royalty, the fairy godmothers were asked to

their christening parties.

But fairy godmothers are busy people, you know.
So it turned out that those who went to the christen-

ing of the elder princess were not all able to go to

the christening of the younger princess.

They knew their business, though, did these

fairy godmothers. There was nothing of the
amateur about them. And if by chance you had
been a visitor at the first of the momentous parties

of which 1 speak, you would probably have heard
one fairy remark after this fashion :

" To the
child Norma I give beauty—beauty dark, passion-

ate, enthralling ; beauty mysterious as the dusk
of the summer night, beauty fascinating as the

light of moonbeams upon enchanted seas." And
not to be outdone, a second fairy spoke :

" And
to' Norma I give the power to bring tears to the
eyes of the world, the power to move the hearts
of men and women with a look, the power to

reveal the heights and depths of emotion, sorrow
and sacrifice."

(Mrs Talniadge still tells the story of how
bitterly Norma wept at her baptismal feast. Hut
1 don't blame her—do you ?)

The fairy godmothers who arrived at the christen-

ing party of the younger princess were a different

set altogether. A more cheerful bunch, I imagine

—

but quite as expert at their job. For you, again a
favoured guest, would doubtless have heard a
fairy speak thus : "To the child Constance 1 give

beauty- -beauty golden with the glow of ripened
corn ; beauty sparkling as the sunlight upon a
rippling brook, beauty full of the charm and appeal
of care-free, joyous girlhood." And to Constance
was bequeathed the task of bringing laughter and
delight in her train ; the task of helping the world
to forget for a moment it's troubles ; the task (and
Connie will tell you it is not always as easy as it

sounds) of being for ever gay, light-hearted and
mischievous, as the fairies are themselves.

(Did you ever hear the story of the baby who
smiled at the christening party ? Well, Constance
Talniadge was the heroine of that yarn.)

Now, upon a day when spring was gently merging
into summer, it fell to my lucky lot to interview
these two princesses of the silver sheet, Norma and
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Constance Talmadge. For, by
all the virtues of beauty, talent

and popularity, the sisters most
certainly belong to the royalty

of the screen. And, like all true

royalty, 1 found tliem gracious-

ness itself— Norma, with a hint

of deeper reserve behind her

gentle cordiality ;
Constance full

of " pep " and vitality, the per-

sonification in real life of those

charai teristics we have found so

lovable in her shadow self.

(They are different, these two

Lett : Xorwa
as a. societ*

belie V>3

Left : Xorma
Talmadge

in a clever

character

portrayal.

different as

if the fairy god-

mother story

were truth in-

stead of fancy).

The Tal-
madge studio

is in New York.
This itself is

somewhat of a

distinction in

these days,
when such an
amazingly
large propor-

I
net ii re o

has its birth upon
Pacil

" Hut we love New York,"

Norma told me. " Its music, art,

and drama, its social life and its

culture, all appeal to us so strongly

that we are willing to forego the cli-

matic advantagesoi Los Angeles."
" And when we want sunshiny ex-

teriors, "
i himed in Constance, " we

just troop ott to Florida or to the

Bahamas. We have both been ' si t

ing i Palm Bea< h 1 1 .
i ^ spring,

and during thai terrible spell of cold

weather,
'

mvenienl ly disi i

that sin- need< d the

islands down South for a picture. She I

look quiet, this sister of mine, but she's a wise

guv « hen it i omes to .turns '

rhe thre of us were cosily installed in Norm
dressing room at the studio A beautiful apartment it is. I

with the exquisite taste which has made tins girl -

in i
, ithes and interior decoral ' she w<

professional designer Vnd yet there is nothing about i1

barbarii atmo ;ph< re w< so oft' with thi

,.,,,
• R thi ' a room

expensive simplii ity, m
,r and millionaire 9 wife, has i

tl

.hint/ and black-enamelled wicker its outstanding features, ch

pid Latuettes, hooks, and always a profusion of Howei

-^
, .,, >»ii' sam turn I

" I'™
I

ing And in-, maid's packing and Natalie and Pi

darling mother), and the rooms simply full of trunk-- and clol

s,, if ., i.. des. ribe my colourful environment, you'll hav<

to draw upon your journalistii imagination '

( onnie is perfectly hopeless," Norma explained. " You

might just as well expect a six-weeks-old kitten to pack

a trunk as this sister of mine And, finally, the entire

family realises this fact and comes to her rescue. We
thought we'd got her oh our hands when she married, but

even John can't cope with her too much for him !

" Good gracious !

"
I cried. " And that was the very

first thing 1 meant to ask Connie about—her marriage.

All her admirers want to know if she is happy, whether

she thinks marriage and a career can be successfully com-

ed, what her husband thinks about woman's place

being the home, and so forth.''

But Constance would tell me nothing.
"

It's the one subject she takes seriously," said Norma

to me afterwards You know what a thoughtless, irre-

sponsible darling she has always been, treating life in much

the same way as a butterfly might. But her marriage

seems to have brought to light hidden depths in her nature,

qualities which I am sure will make her an even more

attractive screen personality than she already is."

The actual details of Constance Talmadge's romantic

wedding are too well known to need any elaboration. Picture

" fans ' even-where were thrilled over the story of that double

ceremony which took place on the day after Christmas last She

and Dorothy Gish, sworn friends and bosom companions, slipped

out of the hustle of New York City with the men of their choice,

and in a quiet little Connecticut village, all unbeknown, even to

their own families, were married by a justice of the pea.

Dot and I always said we'd have a double wedding if ever we

decided to renounce our vows of spinsterhood. said

Oval i Connie.
Constance. " And we kept our word. No ;

we neither of us

wanted a fussy, spectacular ceremony \\ e ve

v.oH c much of that sort of thing in the studio,

seemed far more real the way it w

Reverting to the vexed question of

packing, are you preparing to leave on

location -

' No ; I'm taking an honest-to-

goodness holiday at last, up at Lake-

wood. The first I've had since I

came back from Europe last

summer, and that was such a

rush that I was all worn out.

and I only had a few days

A !:, party :>; A
. Kenneth

... and Hat rd are seen

;?i the gt
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honeymoon at Atlantic City, sandwiched between studio work, for of
course they couldn't alter producing plans just because I chose to go and
get married !

" And then a call came for Norma. Herbert Brenon (con-
nected chiefly in the minds of British picturegoers with the direction of
Marie Doro's latest films) desired the presence of the elder Talmadge upon
the set. " And when I come back we'll all have tea," sau 1 Norma in
farewell. " Isn't my big sister wonderful ?

" said Connie. ' I believe
her work grows better and better with each picture. I used to long to
be just like her, until I realised that I should be simply ridiculous in

the tragic, emotional roles which suit her so beautifully."
" What induced you to take up the films ?

"
I asked. " You were

neither of you on the stage, were you ?
"

" No, never. It was Norma who really introduced the family to
the screen. When she discovered that writing plays and producing
them in the basement of our Brooklyn home did nol allow sufficient

outlet for the expression of her dramatic talent, she decided to interview
the powers that were at the old Vitagraph studio. So off she went,
and being a remarkably pretty kiddie, with a knack of wearing even
flapper clothes as if they were the last word
from Paris, she was given small parts to

play. In those days Norma was great
at characterisation, and she portrayed
everything from schoolgirls to grey-haired
grandmammas. But soon she was pro-
moted to bigger and better thing-, going
out to the Coast to play leads for Triangle

;

and just as we were all congratulating
ourselves upon her splendid career, she
sprang her marriage on us.

" Of course, we thought that was the
end as far as the screen was concerned.
But ' this Joseph Schenck,' as the
dramatic critics would say, proved to be
just as interested in Norma's »work as
she herself was, and soon she had her

^IW

orma
ilmadge,

torn a
painting by .

a t (i m o u s

Spanish artist.

:T Norma on location in

the Bahamas.

own producing unit,

with her husband at the
head of it."

" And you ?
"

" Oh, I've always fol-

lowed Norma's lead. I used
to enact the ' crowd that
clamours without ' in her
plays, or obediently take
the part of the villain or

the che-ild ; so when she
chose the screen, I natur-
ally did the same. Besides,
so many of the girls we
knew were working at Vita-

graph. We belonged to the
Brooklyn bunch,' you see,

which included such cele-

brities of to-day as Anita
and Lucille Stewart ; and
we were all fired by the

same ambition- to attain

the glories of the stellar

heights. But for a long
time I was just ' Norma
Talmadge's sister, even
being dow n on the pay-
roll in that guise. My
first real work was as the
Mountain-Maid in David
Wark Griffith's Intoler-

ance, and then I starred

for Select. Now my pic-

tures, like Norma's, are
released through First

National. We have just

signed a thrilling new
contract which involves
the sum of ^4,000,000—
pounds, not dollars, you
know. I can't believe that
just two girls like us can
be worth so much money!"

" Still, I suppose you
make a good many pic-

tures ?

" Oh, yes. Norma has
already done Daughter of
I wo Worlds, The Passion

Flower, and The Sign on the Door, amongst others ; and
my new ones are The Love Expert and Wedding Dells.

I have just made "The Man from Toronto," which we
have re-titled Lessons in Love ; and my last one was called

Woman's Place. They are comedies of marriage, I sup-

pose you might call them, but, of course, they all end
happily ; it is to Norma that the lot of the weeping,

deserted wife usually falls. And no one could be happier

than she is in real life !

"
1 often see you and your husband at theatres and

dances. He's as handsome as a Greek god, isn't he ?
"

Connie looked particularly pleased as she laughingly

assented. " He is of Greek descent, too, with a simply
terrible name, which no one ever gets right ! So I'll spell

it for you now—P-I-A-L-O-G-L-O-U." And I obediently

jotted it down in my note-l>ook. " Natalie gets married

this summer, too, to Buster Keaton, the Metro comedian,
who is the most serious person imaginable off the screen.

They ought to suit each other, because Natalie is the

brainv one of our family. She plays in our films occa-

sionally, but she's a wizard at the business end of picture-

making, and enjoys that side of it much better than

acting."

Then tea arrived, and with it a distinguished throng

from the studio. Herbert Brenon, immersed in the in-

tricacies of the opening scenes of Norma's new picture ;

Norma herself. " made up," and bringing with her that
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Right I Chet Withey

directing Constance in a

scene for one of her latest

pictures.

Below I A studio por-

trait of Norma in "The
Passion Flower "

impression of a story-book come true ;
" Peg " and Natalie,

full of their struggles with Constance's packing ; and that

little group of leading men who have certainly done their

bit towards making the recent Trflmadge films the great

successes they have been. Names well - beloved in the

annals of shadowland were theirs—Harrison Pord, Cour-
tenay Foote, Lew Cody (paying a farewell visit before

departing to California to star in his own pictures), Ken-
neth Harlan, Charles Richman, and Bobby Agnew, the

latter having played juvenile lead in Norma's last two
productions.

Perhaps because the novice is practically unknown in

the Talmadge studios do these old buddings, lacking all

the outward graces of the famous Californian kinema
cities, speak so definitely of efficiency Yet they are
" homey " and informal too—direct descendants, one
feels, of the basement environment of Norma's childish

plays, where " Peg " and her three talented little daughters
launched their united eltorts for neighbourhood amuse-
ment. Listening delightedly to the conversation around
the tea table, ! realised t lie energy, the loyalty, and the

iperation that went to the making of the dramas and
the comedies which we associate with the names of the

two Talmadges,
And the lir.uns behind the endeavour ? They belong

to John Emerson and Anita l^oos, responsible for

stones and " continuity," Husband and wife, the former
is a noted Broadway playwright and actor, the " heavy
artillery " of the combination , while to the Litter, with

her brilliant facility, falls the " light skirmishing " of

Constance's scintillating comedies.
Norm i s parties formed an interesting topic of con-

versation at tea tune. She is by w,u of being a social

success in New York, and has latelj been giving a Beries

el big inn' neons at the St. Regis, the exclusive New York
residentifi hotel, where the Schencks and Pialoglous each
have theil apartment honus And in .\n important
theatrii.il pageant Las Norma been taking pari The

-.1 Mi in" rhe Merry Wives of Windsor "

was her choice, and delightfully picturesque did she look

in her old world Shakespearean costume.
Reluctantly did the studio tea-party break up- some

of us to return to work, some to go on to well-earned
pleasure.

Both Connie and I have kitchens attached to our
dressing-rooms, you know,'' Norma told me ;

" for we are
often acting late into the night, and then we prepare our
own little dinners here."

Yes, we're quite good cooks," laughed Connie
;

Norma's speciality is Irish stew, but I prefer making the
frivolous, flighty things, like jellies and iced desserts !

Well, maybe we shouldn't enjoy doing it so much if we
had to— as it is, it's a thorough holiday to put on an apron
and play about with the kitchen stove !

"

Constance and Norma, in their " oft " moments, seem
such thorough children. Perhaps their boyish-looking
bobbed " heads add to the illusion. In this case it was

the younger who took the initiative ; the elder who meekly
followed and sacrificed her flowing locks at her sistci's

suggestion. But it suits them equally well, for both have
the piquant vivacity which this style of hamlressing needs.

Norma's car, ai riving to take her home, biought with
it " Dinkie," her adored and
petted " Pom," who had to

be induced to " shake paws "

with me as introduction.

"MyspeciaLpet is a parrot,"

said Connie, " but he lives

at the St. Regis."
And leaving the sistets, 1

felt that here were a couple
of girlswhom the great public,

if they could know them,
would describe as " real

nice "
; Norma, wholesome,

sincere, and unaffected, un-
touched by the luxuries, the
gorgeous gowns and still

more gorgeous jewellery

afforded her by her position

in life : Constance, the girl

just Stepping into woman-
hood, gay, with a hint of

seriousness in her gaiety,

strong and true .is steel

Different but both de-

lightful ' And those fairy

godmothers are certainly to

be i ongratulated upon the

result of theil work '

And it is j,ust such
human, lovable traits th.

they radiate from the

sv reen. All > Hau
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WELSH-PEARSON
tfhetenff

A masterly screen adap-

tation of the famous

Novel by

H. DE VERE
STACPOOLE.

Produced by George

Pearson, with a fine cast

of British screen favour-

ites, including Fred

Groves.Hugh E.Wright,

Bertram Burleigh, and

Moyna Macgill.
">*kM»rfBSi
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• III- .it lllf outfianding fetturci oi

innnch «» releases.
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1* lie uncanny, supernatural atmosphen ol Robert

Louis Stevenson's immortal storj oi dt

sonality, " In |ekyll and Mi Hyde,' lias been reflecii

on tlie si Men li\- the famous ai Lor, John Barrymore. Ili-

presentation of the handsome doctoi and the leerii

repulsive Hyde are reminiscent of the stage-craft "t the

late II B. Irving. The gripping realism <>! the film

throws down : l 1 1 impressive challenge to the stage, foi

seldom before has an animated picture succeeded so sui

ifully ni enhancing the dramatic appeal ol .1 theatrical

play f'he spectral screen Hyde chills th< blood even
more effectively lhan his forerunners behind the foot-

lights.

For tin" personality ol |ohn Barrymore, whos< talent

has descended upon him from .1 distinguished line of

theatrical ancestors, has engendered into Ins dual n l<

screen study which pulsates with the spectral subtleties

conceived by Stevenson's genius. Hie presentation is

assisted l>\ the producer's skilfully wrought artifict
. but

it is Barrymore's m; terh a< tm^ winch supplies the eerie

atmosphere mori than trnks of light 01 ;cenii effect In

the scene wheie Dr |ekyll drinks the mixture tha he

both hopes and dreads will give him moie than mortal

power, one can feel the breathless intensity and feelinj

impending abomin ition v hich grips th<- grim fat ed si ientist

.1^ he seeks for the supernatural amidst the glistening test

lubes ami flame tipped Bunsen burners

To watt h Ins face as the infernal drug takes possession ol

him, and the handsome features ol Henry Jekyll change

liefore one's eyes to the gibbering, hell-owned lineaments

• •1 the repulsive li\<le. is to see the highest arl ol scieen

Ling in being Mho 1^ no tricker\ hen Hie art < >i

t he ;n t • >i snlln ed

With the genius i>t frving |ohu Barrymore stood under

.1 strong, revealing light, and through the. mobility ol ht^

I '
1 and bodv wrought 1 Ins > ie\ ei transformati

It is here that the possibilities "I the screen t"i rcllcct-

ing dramatii in be gauged. In the theatre even

those in the most privileged positions cannot follow

ilnse|\ evcr\ movement ol an actor's cxpressii

of Ins eyes, "t the significance "l Ins bodi . |xises \i

(in the record eat I snbt lei \ .1 nil

blend them togethei in a gripping epii ol horroi I lie

film has brought into being the spiril ol tlu supct

natural which Stevenson wove into Ins written words

|nhti Barrvmore 1^ one nl the m< lisheil

from tin lagi It' 1 he screen Mi •
1 led

* ^«*««

.is .en- ol America s leading .!• tors, and is the •

brother ol Lionel and Ethel Barrymore. He surprised

everyone when he first played 111 front of the film

is, .1-. he confounded the critics who aver that

thi sta Minted bad training for film work. His

.iic from the first showed just that restrained stvlr

which drives home dramatii situations <m the screen.

Nov Barrymore h.is practicalh deserted the footlights

the an lamps and is to star in films of Ins own
mak He h.is chosen i"i lu-> director Micky Neil. 111.

to whom much ol the credit "t Marv Pickfords Da
Long li^ w.;s due His first picture foi Barrymore
will be / /1. Lotus Eater. Like many stage genii

who live in the parts they pla\ with an intensity

which takes .1 heavj toll ol nervous energy, John
Barrymore 1- particularly highly strung Ihe exactii

of his famous part ol Richard the fhird," which

ed is tin finesl intei pn tation of Shal

seen in Xnuii.a brought about a long and rather serious

nervous breakdown I he strain ol playing in the Jekvll

and Hyde hlin left him almost a nervous wreck on

occasions But it is his responsivt susceptibilities <>n

which producers can play as thone.li the\ were drawing
beautiful music from the strings ol liighb timed instru-

ments which have enabled him to materially elevate

love element in Jekyll and !l\<h 1- |xirtraved by

Martha Mansfield, the innocent English girl who is n

with I 'r Jekyll; whilst others in the < ast are

Brandon llmst Charles Lane, and I Malcolm Ouinn
Mie film has had a tremendous reception in Ann

where the critics, in their usual inimitable fashion, havt

lescribed it as a pictun which I yout blood 1

1 with bare f



"POND'S VANISHING CREAM is delightful,

and I 'm sure everyone ought to use it.

I recommend it to all my friends."

You may depend upon it that a lady of such radiant charm as Miss

Phyllis Monkman would recommend none but the best. Use Pond's—

-

the Original—-Vanishing Cream night and morning, and at every

possible opportunity during the day. Pond's makes the skin soft, smooth

and velvety, allows no blemish to mar its youthful beauty, defends it

against the attacks of age and the weather. Simple to use—vanishes

immediately—delicately perfumed with the odour of Jacqueminot Roses.

"TO SOOTHE AND SMOOTH YOUR SKIN
In handsome Opal Jars with Aluminium Screw Lids, 13 and 26 ; and Collapsible

Tubes, 9d. and 1'3 ; of all Chemists and Stores. If you cannot obtain the new tube

from your Chemist to-day, send us mncpence and we will despatch it per return, post free.

POND'S EXTRACT CO. (Dept. 150), 71, Southampton Row, London, W.C.I.

A Second to ta%£—

a Minute to finish

No Films

No Plates

No Dark
Room

The Mandkl - *ttk
Camkka takes per-
manent photographs
2^" x ^" direct onto
postcards Camera
weighs 24 ounces anil

measures 4" x <;"* li"- Loads in daylight

with i, or 20 cards at one time. No Dark
Room required. Universal Focus Lens pro-

duces sharp pictures at all distances.

Perfect working shutter, new wire release.

The Marvellous

MANDELETTE CAMERA
takes finished photographs instantly

Clear, sharp prints in one minute. Combined
3 in 1 developer only required. Pictures
develop automatically and cannot over-develop.

Price of Mandel-ette, including Tripod, I packet
of Developer and 1 5 postcards, carriage free. £3 10

Or without Tripod, carriage free . . .

.

. . £3

Extra for Special Rapid Rectilinear Lens .

.

15

CALL or WRITE for further particulars—

AF NORTON 259 «
Hi*h Holborn,

• *-*• llV/IVl Vllj LONDON. W.C. 1.

'Phone Hollo ">:s-

ELINOR GLYN'S NOVELS

I

I

I

I

Reproduction of the Cover Design by Barrib»l.

All the Stories by this popular author are

now published in a new uniform edition.

Price ONE SHILLING Each
Send fifteen stamps for specimen volume.

PAGE & COMPANY,
11, Cower Street, London, W.C. 1.

I

I

I

1



THE NAME LEVER ON SOAP IS A GUARANTEE OF PURITY AND EXCELLENCE

SUNLIGHT
SOAP

START the week well with Sunlight on
wash-day, and its good influence will

he felt during all the succeeding days.
The snowy cleanliness and sweetness of clothes and house-
hold linen washed with Sunlight Soap bring satisfaction to

the housewife, and a cheerful sense of comfort and well-

being to the family.

The purity and efficiency of Sunlight Soap for washing
clothes and for general household cleaning is everywhere
freely acknowledged.

A MORNING
with

SUNLIGHT
and the whole

week is full of

Cleanliness

and CheeK

B 01)7—

M

LBVBH liHOTHi.KS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.

u
£.1.000 GUARANTEE OF PURITY ON EVERY
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The best British release of this

month, Garryowen, is a story
of Ireland, a delightful comedy which
succeeds in bringing to the screen the
traditional " Ould Ireland " which
most of us love. It is adapted from
H. de Vere Stacpoole's novel, and
the climax of the photoplay, like that
of the story, is when " Garryowen,"
the race-horse which is to retrieve the
fortunes of Michael French, after
many complications, wins the Derby.
Some really excellent Irish character
studies are given by both the prin-
cipal players and those in minor roles,

and the sub-titles themselves are
wholly fascinating. The principal
players are Fred Groves, whose screen
appearances are not as frequent as
one would wish, Moyna McGill and
Hugh E. Wright. Groves is an ex-
cellent actor, and makes a capital
Irish hero. Hugh Wright j ust recently
appeared as " Codlin " in a version
of The Old Curiosity Shop, made at
the same studios, though not by the
same producer. This is the second
British version

; the first was a Hep-
worth production.

Two of the loveliest sisters in screen-
land, Mary MacLaren and Kathe-

rine MacDonald each have a film re-
leased this month. Mary MacLaren's
feature is The Marriage Gamble, an
interesting though somewhat faulty
story, redeemed by the depth and
sincerity of the star's performance.

There is also a delightfully natural
child, Micky Moore ; and Thurston
Hall makes a manly hero. Mary
MacLaren has recently finished a
production called The Wild Goose

;

she is now donning brocades and
powder as the unhappy " Anne of

Austria " in the Fairbanks version of

The Three Musketeers. In The
Turning Point, Katherine MacDonald
portrays a very sweet and self-

sacrificing woman. The film is adap-
ted from an R. W. Chambers novel,

and is a social story with beauti-
ful settings and perfect photography.
Nigel Barrie and William Clifford are

respectively hero and villain. Kathe-
rine MacDonald has been working on
a feature called Peachie ; she is one
of the most energetic stars, and takes
but little rest between pictures.

With All Her Heart is a British

kinematisation of a popular
Garvice story. In it Mary Odette has
the best part she has had so far, and
makes the most of it. As the girl who
pretended to be a boy, she is entirely

charming, and will make you forget

a complex and altogether inconsistent

plot. Milton Rosmer appears as a
miner of very evident refinement, and
Jack Vincent is the villain. Milton
Rosmer is playing three parts at the

moment in a picture version of Rita's,

The Pointing Finger. He is by turns

the hero, the hero's half-brother, and
the hero's ancestor, a very remote

personage, but a man of decided
characteristics, which reappear in his

descendants. Mary Odette is camping
out near Dorking these days. She is

the heroine of Cherry Ripe, and, as the
girl who was brought up amongst
gipsies, is " running wild," with flow-

ing locks and unshod feet, in the
midst of a troupe of real gipsies.

July brings us two offerings from
Italy. The acting in these Con-

tinental films is frequently too
exaggerated to please British film-

lovers, but the Italians are masters
of spectacle ; this, the lovely exteriors,

showing various beautiful and pic-

turesque places, and the dramatic,
though sometimes gloomy stories,

have an appeal of their own. In A
Doll Wife, which features Soava
Gallone, there are exceptionally pleas-

ing scenes of crowds of pretty children

amusing themselves in various novel
ways. The story is a social drama,
and the principal character an un-
usual study. A Woman's Story, featur-
ing Pina Menichelli and L. Paranelli,

has a good story, with carefully-

drawn characters, all of which are

interesting and all of which, even the
smallest, are well acted. It is artis-

tically produced and contains some
spectacular carnival night - scenes.

Pina Menichelli is a noted beauty and
a good actress in her particular style,

but she has some rather pronounced
mannerisms.
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WHY SOME WOMEN
NEVEK LOOK OLD

Sweet - and - Twenty Complexions.

Ill i tated in a rei en I periodical tli it

live in .in age in which "d
i Idi r thin their muthers . . . >>r, t.> put it

gallantly, mothers look as young

tin ii daughters " Arc we {• r< vci • the < >1 • 1

rig and 1 1 > insti ad, /• ilia puU hra
;

mater pulchrior ?
" For it cannot bi di

that everywhere, not only in the kinder I

of the ballr n. l>ut also in the uncompromis-
ing light of Spring aftern ees women
whose hair and compli xion might be the envy
nl sweet and twenty, yet who own up i

fully to grown-up daughters and even to

1 iiildren.

A witty woman, t! r of i in< of the

most skins I have evei seen, said to

he i .tin r day . . . "You say I d' in't 1 >k

older than Gladys .- Well, beauty is only

skin deep, isn't it ? And a woman is as <.ld

in, you know. Well, Gladys' com-
pli xion .i exactly th< same Lg<

They were both new this morning."
" This is the riddle of the sphinx, d< it

in. id. nil," I said. " For, unlike Jez< bel and

Queen I lizabeth, you do not paint your face

\ i hi in i t explain."

Then she told me
• Some eighteenth ci ntury beauty said that

cold cream and cleanliness were responsible

f.ir her lovely skin. I have improved on that.

I ry night 1 rub a little merc.olizcd wax over

my fa< e and ne< k, and w ish it ofl in the

morning with warm watei \ pinch ol borax
'

1 ondi m watei nice and 1

1

wax contains a form of oxygen, which

ly but quickly absorbs the soiled, dead-

ened outer ' utii I . n vi alhig the fresh, young
complexion underneath, and .

ten is

. .i mplex
tint is pi rfi-i lly 1

It is not only romplexions tli ii sei in i

adays to defy time by their unfading fn sum «
and softni Ol ri women of

all ages with i lutiful liair. hair as

soft as silk with a sheen, not ol pel ixidi or

henna, u| it ; hair with that i risp, " alive
"

look that so enhances any woman's beauty.

It is dilln ult to gi t people to reveal tin ir

liriish. brush, l.rush," .me fair Inly

said ! me " I se ,i dean, rather stiff brush,

if ..ii hour

ii g and night. Also let" yoin hair have
jilent y ill fresh .or."

• H«»w often should it be washed ?
"

I in-

<ht, .in tin a\"
i )m '• .i t

..ph. (I.

" Ami what with ?
"

now you're asking my secret. Shall I

tell you .- Vou'll never ^uess. It begins with

hi S
"

la ? "
I hazardi d.

: heavi ns, in ' " si ed in

Imri'i ' • illax, of c. mrse W
S'i ., 1 nevi r use anything but

llnpi •'. and il y.Hl ii

I doi

It in.ik.s .i lovely foamy lather, and
. I. .ii. i in in ' i ' And
li.iii :

and Huffy, it is rjuiti

N ..ii . ..i, .! it t wards. II you
. \ . i i little

nlive 1 in- ui hair is

in. lined In lw dr\ r< dly think u v

" Mad mi." I said, " it look a« if the sun

I in il." An I. lot ii. .-. I

t ii

" 'The Xvmph at the Poi . a '
, /

Yladge Stuart, who appears in

Alice Lake and Bert Lytell play so

well together that many sighs

were heard when each was promoted
to individual stardom. They are

featured in The Lion's Den, an enter-

taining American romance with Berl

Lytell as a clergyman who turns

business man. There are some clever

boy a< tors, and some scenes in a

kinema showing a snippet of a Chaplin

film and it- eflecl upon the children.

Bert Lytell always calls himself a

business man, so he doubtless found
his rol.- congenial. 11'- starred re-

• ly m . 1 .1/< ssagt From Mai .

which some found disappointing. His
present vehii le is the version

of " Liliom," known as . ! 1 1 ip

Paradise. The play is having a

tremendous sui - ess in New York, and
is by a Hungarian author.

Two very popular stars, Ethel Clay-

ton an 1 I larrison Ford, may be

seen in I Lady in Love, a film in

which the acting is the pnneip.il

attraction. The plot ts full of well-

known situations, and abounds in

coim but there are
|

appealing scenes against a so.

b.u kground. Etl el I layton plays a

i onvent girl, whi with a ne'er

do well, and has many vicissitudes

1kT .

11
J freed from him

ami m. lined to the man she l>>\es

Her frocks '. many ami
.ittful ;

si ol the "
\ eterans

"

of tl nd she is young
and candid enough to inform all and
sundry at e\ r% availablt nity

thai en a film stai tor ten

lh-r l.u od home
.sun, tive, and I

' one of

the 1.' .-est and
libraries in filmland, Bit !<" kii

Nut a bit ot it ' It I nl is ,i -teat s ;

British snapshot of a popular British star —
'.heart," released this m

she rides, swims, motors with h«

brother, who is her closest pal, an
is also quite as domesticated as h<

own special type of film stories .

one to expect Harrison Ford, tl

hero in .-1 Lady i>i Lotr, is also

keen book-lover, and many a length

dissertation upon libraries and
essential contents took place on tl

sets between the pr. ir and hi

leading man.

More powerful than Treasure I

and equally well known, thoug
not equally well liked, is Stevenson
lh. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, m tl

photoplay version of which Job
Jiarrymore makes his appearance th

month. Played upon the Knglii

st.me by H. B. Irving some time ag

this classic is an absorbing ari

dramatic story, with a grim ar

horrible theme. Mr. Jekyll, a scientifl

se; .' tes gi t and e\ il with:

himself into two distinct

altties by means of a drug The e\

incarnation 1 1
.

the most powerful, and, unable
I

obtain further supplies of the tran

forming drug, Jekyll kills himself.

i- t:u Light that I lytic murdered hir

but eventually all is discovered. I

one can |ack Bai i j more
being a matinee idol aftei

\ < iv remarkable w >.rk in this film, 1

has i". ei y opportunity I

ally as II-.:- v, In se r< puKn
ahty domi ry other tharactel

Ban . more has m

fn, Box, an l a/.nonl

were \er\- DO] I I and his U,)$
It.miat

tl not so long a,

to I llan< I -
i mtas, one of \meriCl

..../ ..'1 P,
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make it pay for your Holiday
The following, taken at random from letters written by men and

women in all parts of the Kingdom, speak volumes for the Course,

aptly described as "a little gold mine" :

—

local commercial Turn for advertisement purposes, the

I
F you have a camera—

-

and a little common sense,

you can, with our series of

lessons, systematic criticism

and advice upon your prints,

put yourself in the way of

earning more money
this summer.

so aptly aescnoea as ** a

" I have had ten prints accepted by a

idea for which I really have to thank the

P.CC Course."

—

King's Heath.

" Enclosed two prints, which both have

this interest — that they were refused by
the paper to which I sent them before

taking the P.CC. Course, and accepted
when I sent them again to the same paper
after taking the Course, and in the light of

the instruction received in it.'*

—

Ckislehut st

.

"Since taking your Course I have won £8 in

prizes for photographic competitions alone. With
the prize money ana numerous payments for Press
photos I have heen able to buy my longed-for
ReBex—al! due to your instructive Course, which
has given me a good push into the business of
turning photos into money."—S.

: fie for

the completion

" I have sold four photographs to the Scots
Pictorial, and thus earned more than the
the Course, lor woi k done before
of the fourth lesson."—Guisgmv.

" The Editor of the Graphic, as you suggested,
accepted prints and article, so that, within a week
of taking your Course, I have had seven prints
accepted at a price which more than covers the
tost ot the whole I lour e." .'•<

.

" To-day I received two substantia] cheques

—

from Central News Agency and Irom South
Wales :V. :•! --for pictures sold by the former
for me, and by me to the latter. I have already
more than cleared what I paid for the Coui se,

in spite of the fact that 1 have only been
able to submit a few prints on account of being
away from home. When 1 get back to my
negatives and to my own house. 1 shall be able to
increase tins welcome source of revenue." -

Cluithnin.

" I have recently had several photos accepted
by Country Life, and any successes I have I owe
entirely to your valuable instruction and advice,
for which accept my grateful thanks. I now
know the right kind of subjects likely to be
accepted, and the papers to send them to."—
Edinburgh.

"I have benefited greatly by your instruction
up to now, and have made t! )L- cost >•( your
Course roan) tim< - over." Wohcrhainptou.

' I won the prize for the best group of poultry
fur May. 1 was out for country-life subjects as
per veur Lesson II., and took this photograph,
with the above result.' —Blackpool.
" I am doing very nicely at Press photo-

graphy since 1 took the Course. Every week I

have photographs accepted—sometimes three or

tim.,'—Jlum/anton.
"Since taking your Course I have earned over

£•7."—Folkestone.

My first prints sold for exactly what T paid
for the I lourse." - Sid, up.

" Outing the Course I earned
sufficient to pay the whole "f

my expenses and to buy
new apparatus, so 1 am very
satisfied. If ..no has the

slightest idea of photography,
the Course will do the

rest."—Leicester.

Make TO DAY
your Lucky Day

LADIES EARN

THIS EASY,

EXTRA MONEY
WELL AS MEN.

A lady in the North sold one
print for £15. She now makes over

£200 a year by spare-time photo-

graphy. She never earned a penny
n this interesting held before

taking the Course.

One P.CC. Student took a photo-
graph for which the Daily Sketch

paid £100. He lives in a Midland
town, and has no better oppor-
tunities than thousands of other

amateurs ; but he had the P.CC.
Course and know what to take

Three others received £155 from
two papers recently. Another
earned over £300 within twelve
months of starting the Course, and
had never sold a print before he got
in touch with the P.CC. Another
sent 96 prints to four journals

without having one of them re-

turned. The P.CC showed him
how.

10 per cent.

BONUS FOR " PICTUREGOER
*

READERS Why Not You ?

Readers taking the P.CC. Home-Study Course of Press Photography receive 10

per cent of amount won 111 any Photographic Competitions, regular instruction by

correspondence in Free - Lance Press Photography, and the expert criticism and

advice which enables them to sell prints for the biggest fees and win the biggest

prizes The Course saves it's cost with the first prize it helps you to win or the first punts

it helps you to sell. The P.CC Sparc lime Course has helped other " Picturegoer
"

readers to sell photos to the following periodicals -why not you?—Daily Chronicle,

DaJlvExpi , Daily Graphic, Daily Mail, Daily Mirror, Daily Sketch, Illustrated Sunday

Herald, Sunday Express, Sunday Pictorial, Weekly Dispatch, Bystander, Graphic, Country

Life, illustrated London News, Sphere, latter, Sketch, etc.

Criticism, Advice, and all particulars FREE if you pick out six of your brightest, prints.

them in an envelope with your name and address,

After all,

people

and

so- called "lucky
"

are only those who
see and seize opportunities

the moment they present them-

selves. Luck is nothing more

nor less than initiative and

action. And here is your
chance to prove that you

recogpnise your opportunity.

slip and

4d. in stamps for registration, packing, and return postage. Post

to the Photo Editor, Practical Correspondence College, Ltd. (" Picture-

goer " Scholarships), 57, Berners Street, W.I. In a day or two

they will be returned with a famous London Kxpert's opinion and advice on your

chance of success—and lull particulars. If your work is unusually promising, or if you

havei ; lured, you will be awarded oni of the I

Courses at reduced SC HOI.ARSH1P fees- payable in trifling instalments. I

available unt |i !| number of Scholarships is limited.

IMMEDIATE APPLICATION ESSENTIAL
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YOUR
FILM FAVOURITE

ON
DE LUXE POSTCARDS

IN

Real Glossy Photographic

Style.

Price 3d- each, postage extra, or any
2 1 cards from list sent post free for

FIVE SHILLINGS.

Gerald Ames
Thcda Bara
Gladys

Brockwell
Daisy Burrell

Jewel (. urmen
Georges

Carpentier

Cameron Carr
Mrs. Vernon

Castle

Charles Chaplin
Cheeseboro
Marguerite Clark

Josd Collins

Fay Compton
Gladys Cooper
Virginia Lee

Corbyn
Dorothy Dalton
Marjorie Daw
Gaby Deslys

Marie Doro
Ivy Duke
Henry Edwards
Isobel Elsom
Elinor Fair

William Farnum
Geraldine Farrar

Elsie Ferguson
Pauline Frederick

Basil (.ill

Mary Glynne
Mi i cy Hatton

Hayakawa
Nil hi ilas Hi

Violet 1 lulls, >ii

Lionel le Howard
Peggy Hyland

Buck Jones
Doris Keane
Annette

Kellerman
Renee Kelly
Madge Kennedy
Matheson Lang
Mae Marsh
Shirley Mason
Mary Miles

M inter

Tom Mix
Tom Moore
Stella Muir
Nazimova
Phyllis

.Wilson-Terry
Mabel Xormand
Eugene O'Brien
Baby Marie

Osborne
Eileen Percy
Mary Pickford

Charles Ray
Master Roby

('• Bubbles ")

Will Rogers
Stewart Rome
(,r« K'i.ry Scott

Constance
Talmidge

Norma Talmadge
Alma Taylor
Conway Tearle

Walsh
Fannie Ward
Chrissie White
Pearl White
Poppy Wyndham

MO PICTUREOOER'S HOME IS
COMPLETE WITHOUT

The "PICTURES "Albums

of Kinema Stars.
No. r contains brown photogravure

portraits (size H in. by 6 in.) ol

Mary Pickford, Anita Stewart, Norma
Mi< . Hi ady, Madge Evans,

Edith Storey, Ann Pennington, Ora
( .n ew.

No. 2 contains similar beautiful

portraits ol Douglas Fairbanks,

Irving Cummings, Marshall Neilan,

i Kerrigan, Ralph Kellard,

E. K. Lincoln, Anti n no, lack

Pickford.

Price 2^. each, p»<t free, nr the I WO
Albums )t>r t,s. (../. />.•./ free. Koch
portrait is ln.,^e ami can be jramed if

di tired.

I. hit of hundreds of other postcardi

sent poi/ free on application,

PICTURES LTD.,
88, I .utiR Acre, I .ondon, W.( .2.

famous beauties, and they have one
tiny daughter, Joan,, John Barry-
more is nervous and somewhat tem-
peramental both in his acting and in

himself. He has quite a few manner-
isms, the most outstanding of which is

his way of putting one hand on his

face very frequently. Martha Mans-
field, who has the leading feminine
role, has been seen in London at the
St. James', in support of the late

Sir George Alexander. She has been
by turns a stage and screen star,

and is very popular everywhere in

either capacity.

Telepathy, love, and vengeance
form the basis of The Corsican

Brothers, in which Dustin Farnum
plays the dual role. A great many
I himas stories have been filmed, be-

sides being made into plays, and the
story of this one is universally familiar.

Its scenes are laid in Corsica and
Paris, and the period is that of pow-
dered hair and rich brocades. Apart
from the atmosphere of romance in-

separable from a tale of long ago,

there is a vivid and interesting story,

and " Dusty " has plenty of vigour
and sincerity. Elder brother of " Big
Bill " Farnum, Dustin is equally

popular when he portrays a Westerner
like " The Virginian," a New York
society man, as in Tht Spy, or romantic
costume roles like " David Garrick,"

and the Dei Franohi Brothers.

Over in America Dustin made a

screen version of Baroness Orczy's
Scarlet Pimpernel, which was exceed
ingly popular there, It is unlikelj

thai it will be scon this side, as the
<iti-iii rights are already sold Wini-

fred Kingston, who plays " Emilio,"
the gnl both ( orsican brothers loved,

has appeared in a good many ol

Dustin s pictures, especially those ol

the costume variety. She can play

modern rdles, too, though, and re-

1
1 hi u co-starred with l >ustin in

I >u lual of the Axe, a Ridgewell

Cullum story. Although n< »t twins

Fatty Arbuckle has been specialising
|

" kid " characterisations lately. This p
lure shows the taking of a close-up of Fa.

for the screen version of " 1:>

Millions."

(there is a difference -of two vea

between them), the Farnums are d

voted to one another, and always ta

at least one fishing trip each summ
in each other's company. Althoui
he is so popular in costume filrr i

Dusty " likes open-air stories be

of all.

'

A Kathleen Xorris story that h
j

remained unaltered both it

and in its title is The Luck of Gitaldi

Laird. As Bessie Barriscale is tJ

star of the photoplay version, it

almost needless to add that it is

domestic story. Bessie's role is th

of a seemingly neglectful wife, who
husband leaves her and seeks fame
a playwright in New York. The wi

follows, becomes a successful actra
and the pair are eventually reconcile

Niles Welch plays opposite Besfl
Barriscale ; and a good cast inelud

William Mong in an excellent charact
]

part, Ashton Dearholt, George Ha
and little Mary Jane Irving. T
theatre scenes of this play are ve

attractive ; and the star, as usu.

gives an excellent performance.

Is the perfect Englishman Iristtl

Evidently one American produdj
thinks so, since he has cast Tell

Moore as the " Marquis of C,)ueJ

in The Gay Lord Quex. Sir Arthfl

Wing Pinero's famous comedy fl
been elaborately picturised, and malB
quite an entertaining photoplay; c

though there is the |K>pular Tom hi

self, with Ins likeable personality a
infectious smile, and a host of char
ing uirls m support, the cast is r

happily chosen, Ixmiir untrue to ty

except in one instance. N'ao

Childers can both look and act li

an Englishwoman of title She I

played in a great many film adapt

tions of stotus of English life, and I

latest play, Courage, is by an EngUl
man. Andrew Soutar. Everyone
members Naomi's appealing study
the wife in Uarthbound ;

she is jxipu

.ill over the world. Ha/el Daly, w
plays' Sophie Fullgarny," th< vplus
cited manicurist, was i •.-...nt Ww
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r Irn's leading lady in the well-known
Skinner" series. Hazel has a fine

I
jrt here, and makes the daintiest

c screen schemers. Kathleen Kirkham
i

i usually found in Mae Marsh films ;

' sp used to be more or less a free-

jlace player, but of late has joined

(lildwyn for awhile. Lord Quex was
fined by a British company some
it le ago with Ben Webster and
I'^ne Vanbrugh as the stars.

'Pwo very pleasing Vitagraphs this

month are Captain Swift and
\ Jtadline at Eleven. The first intro-

c ces Earle Williams as an adventurer,
,-^ind of bandit, who is also a good
j]d likeable character. Nothing
" Swift's " career as an outlaw is

dtually shown, therefore the story
I somewhat tame ; but it is well

jayed and well produced. Florence
Ixon has the leading lady's part,

Id Alice Calhoun makes her
erliest screen appearances in a
sailer role in both these features.

Deadline at Eleven, Corinne
(;ifnth puts aside her usual array of

fjrgeous gowns for the simpler and
tore serviceable garb of a girl reporter,

fje plays a rich girl bent on earning
"ijr own living, at journalism, and the
Miole play deals in a most realistic man-
xir with the workings of a newspaper
dice. Webster Campbell and Maurice
(jstello support, and Frank Thomas
ijCorinne's screen-lover. Corinne is

c| holiday at the moment. The title

d her next feature is undecided.

photoplay that should not be
A missed is The Joyous Adventures
v Aristide Pujol, which is five reels

o sheer " joyousness," and has lost

ine of that elusive and spirituelle

«,ality that is in W. J. Locke's novel,

ids British film deviates slightly

I rural idyll, enacted by Jitdd Green and
" The Knight Errant," based

from the original in matter, but not
in spirit ; in its light and shade it care-

fully avoids farce and exaggeration.
Parts of it were obviously made in

Paris, and both these and the scenes
in an English village are highly inter-

esting. Pauline Peters has her first

distinctive chance in Aristide Pujol,

but upon the shoulders of Kenelm
Foss, who in the name part is here,

there, and everywhere, the chief

honours rest.

Foss does more producing than
acting nowadays. During the

filming of Cherry Ripe, down in the
country, one scene required an actor

to be " drowned " and float down a
stream towards a weir. The actor in

question could not swim, and refused

to throw himself in the water. After
some consideration, Foss decided to

play that scene himself. Facially he
resembled the reluctant one not at
all, but twenty minutes with a make-
up box soon remedied that. Wearing
the other man's suit, and eliminating
" close-ups," it was easy for Kenelm
Foss to give a successful impersona-
tion.

Tom Mix is first rate in The Dare-
devil, a film in which this

famous stunt artiste accomplishes suc-

cessfully several brand-new and start-

ling feats, besides a variety of old

ones. His daring riding, his speed
with his gun, and his reckless skill

are exploited to the full, for Tom
wrote his own story, and also directed
it. Mix has a keen sense of humour,
and the action is punctuated with it.

L. C. Shumway, George Hernandez,
and Harry Dunkinson are, as usual,

found in the supporting cast, and
Eva Novak, the younger of the pretty
fair-haired sisters, is the screen " girl

[Continued on Page 54.

Eva Westlake for the Stoll production,

on Ethel M. Dell's story.

V\

These
Two Charming Pictures
"Day Dreams" and " Smoke Clouds," two
beautiful Art Plates by P. Dupont, ex-

quisitely reproduced in colour by a special

process on ivory-finished board. Equal in

effect to the finest handwork, these dainty
pictures are worthy of a prominent place
wherever art and beauty are appreciated.
Size to in. by 8 in.

Price 5/6 Post Free
(the pair)

A series of pretty
girls, by E. M. Cock-
roft, beautifully re-

produced in colours.
Mounted in grey fly-

leaf mounts, size to

x 6J. Price 13/-
the set of 12, or 1/6
each, post free. The
title of this picture
is " A Pair of Silk

Stockings."

\
SPECIAL OFFER.

A series of 10 pictures by tl.e

famous Artist " Kilctle," size 14

x 10, in portfolio for 7 6, oust

free. Usual price, IS

Illustrated catalogue will be

sen: on receipt OJ 4*t in slumps.

A. V. N. JONES & CO.,

64. fore St.. London. E.C.2

"ADORA"
PEARL NECKLACES

Money returned Made in three

if not approved.

Tltese wonderful I'carlj arc a new pro-

duction— the result of much ex perhlte^it-

iue—mid are a marvellous reproduction
ofthe real I'FAKL.S

Of SATINI.IKK LUSTRE — IRI-
DESCENT -\nA indescribably lovely,

they have just that touch nl Realism
that defies even the Expert eye.

Without doubt they ore the

»ery best »»lue yet offered.

Obtained i>nty fio>n—

CORNELL 16 CO.
Wept. P.O.

40, Cheapside, London,

E.C. 2.
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Tulle
of Lasting Wear
"Dynamo" R.iinprnoPTullcout-

we us ord i nary Tulle man vti mi .

It is the world's best tulle, and

it is the most economical.

Variations of climate do not

harm its pristine lustre and

crispness. Sea air does not spoil

it. It caught in the rain,

" Dynamo" regains its original

charm and character immediately

it is dry. That is why it is best

for all millinery purposes.

For neckwear too. " Dynamo "

is the best. It is unaffected by

perspiration, the colour does not

run— neither docs it become
powdery or stickywhen h-.ndled.

To obtain the genuine, sec the

name "Dynamo" on the ends

of the card on which the tulle

is wound.

All the best milliners use it, all

the best stores can supply.

RAINPROOF

Tulle
\f> inr. widr. I B -, White,

>ll Fashionable Shades,

AT ALL PRICES
i

'

• \, |

,l. ARt It V A

"DYNAMO"
(Dtpt. 2

< heapside

l ONDON,
Law i

l ^C

Emtnett J. Flynn [with megaphone) on location during the filming of " A Yankee at

the Court of King Arthur." Sole the musicians; they are creating a "sympathetic
atmosphere."

of Ins heart." Tom Mix is a staunch
believer in Western films ; he fias

never attempted to play other than
cowboy roles in all his screen ex-

perience. Judging by his popularity
and his correspondence, Tom is not
alone in his belief that so long as

there are young people (and old people
with young hearts) there will always
be a welcome for cowboy films.

Another Westerner who is rapidly
becoming a favourite is Buck

Jones, who, in the role of " Squint
Taylor" in Forbidden Trails, rids a

small border town of a gang of crooks,

and later, as Sheriff, rescues and wins
pretty Winifred Westover. Like Tom
Mi\, Buck has his favourite horse, a

fine silvei grey which he bought wl

he was in the Army. At that time he

wasasergeanl in the Remounl Station
at Chi< ago, and " Silver " was amongst
a bate h i 'i horsi s sent there, from which
the om< ials sele< ted as they chose.

"Silvei was rejected owing to his

light and noticeable colouring, but
Bui k had lost his heart to the animal
and privately purchased him. He was
sent home and Bui k has only used
him since his entry into filmland.

This Fox star never employ
lUble, and m his latest film he

wore out Jack lord, his director, by
dragging him to a spot near the head
of a can) on to film a i ertain s< ene.
It took two hours' stitt climb to eet

there, but |ones was determined on
that particulai location and earned the

film box himseli He also helped the

camera man to get his machine across
some very nasty places, Then Bai
li.ua Bedford, the leading lady, was
dut l icularly ugly l>it

< i the'way, so he < an led her p.ist it

I >.

.

nen of the compan j w< re

all in .'t tin' end of the i\.\\ S WOl k

w hen i
'

i \ arrived hack • i Pa hn

Springs, and the director put in f

week's holiday to recuperate. Hut
Buck, the energetic, went t'> a dance
the same night '

Robert Warwick is a splendid actor

who does not always rejoice in

good screen-stories. In The City of
Masks, however, he has a romantic,
adventurous photoplay, with an in-

teresting idea well carried out. New-
York is " The City of Masks and the

author, George Barr McCutcheon,
teaches us that one never knows who
one's neighbour may be that many

ning working folk are really gentle-

folk in disguise, ["he prim ipals, there-

fore, lead double lives, auA meet once
a week at the home of one of them,
where they dress and behave according
to their real characters. The play

Hinds in dramatic incident, at

well acted and produced. Lois Wil-
son whose recent work in 4l"/'ic;/ /

Woman Knows pleased everybody,
makes an attractive heroine; and
Theodore Kosloff, well known as a

dam er before he became a motion-
pt« ture ai tor, Annie Shaefer, and
Helen and Robert Dunbar support

Robert Warwick was very mm
honu- driving the big car his r<'

'

chauffeur demanded of him. The

soldiei ai tor, ^y ' tor-soldier Mob is •

fully fledged Major, and was on active

si i \ i, e during the Great W
always been a motor enthusiast, and
was one ol the first a< tors to a

,

loi .i driver's licei

st,

;e Walsh h i

story in Ft m \ < '>.-. w Inch

is his July reli ise It needed an
a. toi "t w alsh s physique ai

round adaptability to plaj the lead,

for he has .1 heavy ti n< \fter a

term in prison fi aoney,

he is pursued by the police and also

by the gang he is mixed up with, for
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The Journal

every Home-

lover needs.

The "Ideal Home" is a practical

journal that deals in a practical way
with the problems that confront every

householder. Splendidly produced, it

shows by precept and example how one
can make the most of one's home. It

provides plans for those who wish to

build, and its illustrated articles on such

subjects as Furnishing. Decorating,

Gardening, etc., enable even the most
inexperienced to obtain pleasing results

white avoiding the pitfalls of unneces-

sary expense.

IDEALHOME
Monthly One Shilling

Pmpritlm , OliHAMS PRESS, LTD,

PRACTICAL
PROOFS.

Eitracli fiom letter!

received, and written
in perfectly legible

Sonoscript.

»>« iSl IKMII.ROr,
*t> <!»jn >ru>r III
•"« : Somerset.

I Ui.uk ihe
Sonoscript Course is

staiply marvellous, be-
cause u is si.-ite.l so
Perfectly simply th.it
•'">'! y could umlcr-
Kand it. <; s.S.

><• Jill ll\ M 1ST,
•ftrr 40 ,i.,.- ,im.Ivi

Aberdoui.
... I have taken

' p.irts of sermons with
f-xir success.

C. B. di V., M.A.

>«« aQ KI.IIKKt.Y
. iivu.iii, »r„ r so

London.
, . I should have
answered your letter
Wore, but have lieen
'" bed f,„ tl«- ,>.,s,

week, ll.ll

This is

NOT
Shorthand
It is a letter written

in Sonoscript, the

new, simple and
scientific form of

J speed-writing.

SONOSCRIPT
The New Universal
SPEED-WRITING.
Simpler than Shorthand

—

Legible as Longhand.

Sonoscript is so simple that anyone of ordinary
ability devoting one hour a day to its study can
learn to write 8o words a minute in 30 days. To
understand more about this wonderful system get

THE LITTLE LESSON BOOK, 2/6. , ,,

Of all Uooksellers ami Hook'
stalls, or direct (postage 2d.

extra! from Scribe C.A.. The
Sonoscript Society, Ss and =,b.

Chancery Lane, W C. /.

Or write for Descriptive
Booklet, post fr«-e 2d., to —

The SONOSCRIPT SOCIETY, Ltd.,

55 & S6, Chancery Lane. London. W.C.Z.

A COURSE OF
FIVE LECTURES
l-rlhi l. SBSSIOXS
f.o, J, ,„/.., .., .So,,,..

: scn't-tl rot /)„>.,- who
n'il to term liou-l,'

sp.ak or Slu« In

I'ublle has n.i /..
: /•„ hlishe.1. For

H' the Secret*

rift

>/-

FREE!
10.000

,r,

[ offACEPCWDER
to introduce a

AVbnderful
NEWPERHIME

44

Milk of Roses," "Milk of Lavender/'
44

Milk of Verbena,"
4i

Eau de France"

(Eau de Cologne .

Amarvellous new method of distilling the

natural perfume ot flowers has been dis-

covered by Dr. Saumon, an eminent

French scientist. By this method a highly con-

centrated essence is produced which, when added

to water, yields an exquisite milk-white perfume,

comparable only to the most costly scents

obtainable. No alcohol is used in the process
;

consequently the price, instead of being £2 or

£3 a bottle, is only 5/-. And each little 5/- phial

makes no less than a quart of delicious.

lasting perfume !

One Quart for
(POST FREE.)

Having secured the sole rights

ill these scents lor Great Britain
and Ireland, we are desirous that
ladies should put them to the
test. As a special inducement, we
are making a free gift of a full -

sized 2/6 box of our famous
" Patrice " face powder to each of

the first ro.ooo purchasers of the
perfume. In view of the extra-
ordinary value ot these perfumes,
coupled with the generous free

gift, the demand is sure to be *

very heavy. Applicants are there-

fore urged to use the coupon
below without delay. Only one
free gift box of face powder can
be sent to each applicant, but if

one of each of the four varieties
of scent is ordered at the same
time, a reduction of 2/6 will be
made, i.e., 17/6 for the four 5/-

bottles with the free gift 2/6 box
of lace powder.

Post this Coupon to-day.

PERFUME

Asd contents

of this Ph«l

to one Quart

plain water !

in a bottle

Shake eacht»«
before swng

Please send me post free

Bottles " Milk of Roses."

Bottles "Milk of Lavender."

Bottles " Milk of Verbena."

Bottles " Eau de France."

Also Free Gift 216 box Face Powder

Say whether White, Pink nrCream Pow-
der desired. Cross out colours not required

I enclose £
Name

A ddress

Mlllr
plainly,
please.

RYDER & CO.,
Westbourne Grove, London, W.2
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AMAZING OFFER OF
100,000 boxes rnrn
OF CIGARETTES TriLL.
WOULD you like, absolutely free of

charge, a box of the world's daintiest

and most wonderful Cigarettes f It contains an

assortment ot all brands of ERA.\I- Khayyam
Amber Cigarettes, tipped with real petals of

Roses, Mauve Silk, real Gold and Cork,
until recently only

to be found in

tlie Divans and
Harems of the

native Princes and
Potentates of
India.

1 he delicious and
subtle Oriental

Perfume, remind-
lul of the

MYSTERIOUS
CHARMS. VISIONS

and alluring
sweetness of the

romantic East, re-

vealed as the Cig-

arette is smoked, conveys a new meaning to

the cigarette smoker.

In order to introduce these delightful ERAM-
Khavyam Cigarettes to a wider circle we have

1 to distribute

100,000 BOXES FREE
OF

ERAM-Kh^^am
ICARETTES,

The Wealth and Spicee of the Eatt
DitBolveJ in Dream C'oud Smoke.

We make this magnificent ofiei because we
know that once you have tested ERAM-
Khayyam Cigarettes you will always be their

staunch fri

One Free Box Only to Each Applicant

HPO receive one
READ THIS. x of these beau

•

(Original! may be ictn at tiful free boxes.
our Offioo.)

p (ls t to us the
"' Coupon below to-

Hri'lntf |u iImdk you f..r IQC I

l«MUti7ul I'rrsrnMII.., ^Cl nCT Willi PoSt.il
'

. . I

, truly, iu;s.: Order or stamps

„.-Y„u, c,,,
: Kl. to cover

.i dmm. I think iliat i^ ii,. cost i>l postage
sli ill nlwnyi

.
i n ., r |, iri „ ., n ,l

niiy. an " pacKing. ami
line will l>e for-

wardi

return ol post, together with descriptive

pamphlet.

Moimt (Ia<t1 t refood«d if not wholly Mtudrd

Further euppliet may be obtained from all

good-date Tobacconitte and Storee

GET YOUR FREE BOX TO-DAY
and -.end youi application to

L. & J. FABIAN,
FRAMCIg. Manfs. ( Dept. B.M.3)
74, Now Bond St., London, W.1.

FREE CIFT COUPON.
TEAR OFT NOW i>«t..r» you tor*.

I

To L. & J. FABIAN,
ERAM Cia.Mnnra.lO.pt B.M.3)
74, Now Bond St., London, W.l.

PIcaw il H..V..I I RAM
• i t"

!

. ill j. i, t-tn,r

both parties want the gold. The star

literally fights his way through to a
happy ending in a succession of thrill-

ing scenes. Ralph Walsh, George's
brother, directed, and Frank L.

Packard (author of The Miracle Man)
wrote the story. George declares
that Ralph knows every athletic

stunt he is capable of except one, and
that one he's never going to tell him,
in case he takes a fancy to it. The
scenes depicting New York's under-
world were taken in part on the spot,

and Walsh spent many evenings
roaming about those none-too-pleasant
by-ways. He was attired much as
he is in the picture, and one night
some real gangsters mistook him for

a member of a rival band, and went
for him tooth and nail. George was
alone, his companions having gone on,

but, though taken aback by the
suddenness of the attack, he fought
in his usual whole-hearted manner,
and the toughs decided they'd made
a mistake, and disappeared. Walsh
had a souvenir or two, but he declared
he had gone out to study the ways
of the New York crook, and was not
sorry for the experience.

The romantic East figures in two
July releases. In The Willow

Tree, founded on Benrimo's play,
which had a successful run both sides
of the Atlantic, the locale is japan,
and the heroine is \'iola Dana, who
plays a Japanese girl, and is sup-
ported by nearly all Japanese players.
The story is original and fantastic,

and deals with the well-known Japan-
ese legend of the Willow Tree 1'nncess,

and how a present-day maiden im-
personated her. Edward Connelly
has a striking part as a Japanese

image-maker, and Pell Trenton plays

an Englishman to whom the heroine
loses her heart.

I^he other Eastern offering deals
with Egypt, and the scenes are

laid in the desert there, with the
Pyramids for a background. Sessue

Hayakawa, as " Ahmed," after whom
the play is titled, An Arabian Knight.

has a lighter role than usual, and plays

a dragoman baggage-man), whom
love transforms into a true knight.

It is difficult to realise that the

scenes were all taken in America, as

they are replete with the inauic of

the land of the Eotus, and Sessue is

at his best in his novel role, which
makes him a butler for a time. Elaine

Inescourt, well known on the English

stage, has the chief character-study,

as a spinster who thought she had
found her " soul mate " in Ahmed. I

•'DREAM OF THE EAST."

This is the alluring name which
the Maison Vivien, of 347,

Edgware Road, London, W'.i, have
given to their newest creation in

perfumery. " Dream of the East.' a?

its title implies, is a perfume of Oriental!

fragrance and charm, and in it> highly

concentrated form contains as much
real essence in its three-shilling bottle

as in those which sell at four or fivtl

times the price. As a slight error watl

made in the address of the Maisor

Vivien in the June issueof I'll Tl RE
GOER, our readers should make a not*

.

of 347, Edgware Road, Dept. 1' G.

London, W. 2, and should remembeil
that by sending a postal order for thre<

shillings to this address they can obtaii

a bottle of the fascinating " Drearrj

of the East " post free.

' her

I other.
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A. SOCIETY LADY
writes—

" Just a few fines. 1 feel I must write
and tell you how I am, and tlie won-
derful improvement. It really is Up-
most wonderful thing ever happened,
as I look a different person. It is a

huge success,"

"A lVoma7i is

as old as she

looks.'"

V^llJLo Lio makes

you young in an hour!
EXTRAORDINARY success attends the entirely new-

methods which distinguish the "Celsus" system of
beauty-culture from all others. Amazing results are achieved
every clay. Women and men who had given up hope of
regaining their youthful appearance, leave the consulting-room,
after a short and pleasant silting, looking ten or even twenty
years younger, their facial relaxation, drooping eyelids, nose to
mouth and frown-lines, hollow cheeks, double chins, salt cellars,

malformed noses, projecting ears—in fact, every blemish—com-
pletely corrected under conditions of privacy and reliability.

The system is safe, speedy, and scientific. Its success
depends entirely on individual treatment, and every case is

attended by the Principal himsell. ..lave faith, and he will

not fail you. The treatment is within the reach of all. Many
convincing testimonials have been received, and may be
inspected by bona fide inquirers.

If you are dissatislied with your face and appearance,
you owe it to yourself to investigate this marvellous new
system.

Come and judge for yourself
If you cannot immediately call, send 3d. stamp for descriptive

brochure.

Address—The Principal,

CELSUS HOUSE,

15, Great Russell Street,

London, W.C. 2.

AK ACTRESS writes
" How can I find words toexpressmy
gratitude for all you have done for me ?

You have certainly made me look
twenty years younger. It is really
wonderful, and all done without my
feeling any pain and discomfort. You
are a magician. I thank you a

thousand times.'"

100,000 SUMMER BEAUTY

GIFTS FOR LADIES
1.ailies who would like to see in their own mirrors how they can

look their very best this summer should write accepting one of the

100.000 Summer Beauty Gifts offered to-day. Each Gift consists

of a dainty little aluminium box of the wonderful 'Eastern Foam'
Vanishing Cream— known everywhere as 'The Cream of Fascina-

tion.' Massaged gently into the skin after washing, it makes the skin

silky, smooth and soft, and the complexion dazzlingly pure and deli-

cate. After application no other trace of its use is noticeable except

the alluring pertume which it imparts.

Send for one of these Free Summer Beauty Gifts, enclosing 2d.

stamped - addressed envelope, to The British Drug Houses, Ltd.

(Dept. S.C.), 16-30, Graham Street, London, N.I. Large-size pots

of 'Eastern Foam.' (Price 1/4) can be obtained from all Chemists

and Stores. * Eastern Foam ' is used and recommended by the

leading British Beauties.

Greyness cured
in three weeks

Permanent ^Results

by Natural Process
The One Method En-
dorsed by the Press.

"THTl <_>l'F.KN."
The Ijdy's Newspaper,

says :

"'FACKTATIl'E'
certainly is admirable
in its results. Its

effectsarepermanent;
it is dcligldfully clean

and easy to use."

"SUNDAY TIMES"
says

:

"'FACKTAT1VE'
is Nature's own
remedy

%
and of its

efficacy one can
scarcely speak suffi-

ciently in praise. . . .

/ have personally
used this restorative.

I can myself testify to

the truth of all it ,-~-

fesses ioaccomfiish."

HYGEIA, Editress, 'See-

rets.. 1 Health & Beauty.'

•LADY'S PICTORIAL'

"As a real remedy
for restoring loss

of colour, it is a
thoroughly retialle

preparation.

There is only one satisfactory method of

restoring grey hair to its natural colour.

That is to re-vivify the pigment-cells ol

the hair so that once again the colour

is re-created naturally Irom within.

How this can be done is shown in a

remarkable brochure which will be sent

(in plain envelope) to every reader of

the " I'icturegoer " who applies for it.

This book tells of the remarkable results

obtained by Societv men and women
by the use of " FACKTATIVE."
"Facktative" is not a dye. It con-

tains no colouring matter whatsoever.

Yet, under its influence, gradually but

surely the hair permanently regains its

original hue and lustre. Satisfactory

results are positively guaranteed.

If you are troubled in any way about your
hair, send at once for the

" Book of Hair Health
and Beauty" — FREE

Address your application to

THE "FACKTATIVE" CO. (Suite 61).

66. Victoria St.. Westminster, London, S.W.

L6ARNtoDANC€
You can learn Fox-

Trot. One Step. Two-Step.
Walt*, and latest up-to-the-

minute " aooety dances in your
iwn home by the wotwcHul

UmveraaJ Sysis-m ol Mail
Instruction.

New Diagram Method. E-s»iry

Ica/ned . no music
thousand* taufht successfully .

luccess absolutely guaranteed.

Wnic lor Spec-'al Terms,
Send today for FRF.E
iniorma t ion and

urpnaingly low
oiler.

UNIVERSAL INSTITUTE 0/ DANCING.
Dtpt. (A.I! ) Sardinia Home, Kingtway, ""SIS'*
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l'llL MARK OF zORRO.

cnt up thai even the guards in the
market-square heard but did not understand. And before

• i died down Zorro was gone.

To welcome Don aid his wife and daughter, Don
Alejandro, who yet hoped to see a union between the two
houses, despatched a servant to drag his worthless son from
bed. Don Diego came below with ruffled hair and dull eyes,

yawning.
Limp fool !

" roared Alejandro. Do you know that
ir future wife draws nigh while you slumber ? Do you

know that she has been in peril and that another man has
gone to her rescue ? Rogue ! Worthless fool !

"

Father," said Diego, and he sat back gracefully in the
largest chair, " it gives me great pleasure to know that the
saintly Lolita is safe. May heaven reward the other man."

\t;> r which he closed his eyes and slumbered.
There was the sound of horses from without, and

Alejandro and the caballeros hastened to the door and
admitted a little band of faithful servants who were pro-
tecting the rescued Pulidos.

Welcome !

" cried Alejandro. " Oh, welcome, old
friend ! Come, bring your wife to the fire—and your

iiter. Is your daughter here ? I thought——

"

ey looked around, but there was no sign of Loir
was behind with one of the men," gasped Carlos.

Hi was especially detailed by Zorro to watch over her.

This -this looks like a traitor's work. They were all

masked when we were rescued. How could we tell ? Oh,
i

' Lolita !

"

Alejandro turned to the caballeros.

Go !

" he cried. " Warn every caballero, and leave no
stone unturned. At sunset come to my house. The girl

bo found. Stand by Zorro and we shall win."
The caballeros hurried out, and Alejandro turned

savagely to his son.

Diego," he thundered, " do you hear this ? Lolita is

I !

"

it," said Diego, " is a great pity. I hope someone
r>'s, in-s her. Now I will go to bed."
And he did.

Chapter IV.

re sunset it was known to the little group of waiting
; ie that the traitor was none other than Captain

Ramon, who had by s,,me means learnt of the atta< k on
the dungeons and had joined Zorro's little band of faithful
ni disguise with the object of getting away with Lolita.

It was known that he had su< ded. But also it was
known that he had (ailed. For the news had come
that out on the city's borders, in the waste lands, Zorro

Idenly sprung upon Ramon from the roadside,
ked lam from the saddle, and ridden oft with Lolita.

["his," said Alejandro, news for Carlos, but
•led to a servant, " and

briu log from his bed At least he must jo

in this last fight, if light it must be But his chance is

gone. If Lolita's heart is given to any man, that man is

my son, hut Zon>
lot three hours they waited, and Diego employed the

turn in dressing in silks and the plentiful use of perfume.
For, !- he said, "

i! there was to be a tight, and he was
I into it, he might be killed, and if he was to di<

i he would die like a gcntlcm.
•
•' tomorrow, you live jienmli

wed Ins father, " for I am finished with you '

"

It was a littl sunset th.it a servant came in to

the stteiiLith ol .1

: men of other i lasses, were
ting in the v the her.

there was a thunderous
i not Alvarado, Captain

1 bursl into the ho
" Don A

• 'Id man s|i
; ., r . I

[*o II i ttarked bv this

outlaw Zorro. !!•• took from me the woman 1 have swoni
to make my wife. He was followed, and he was followed

You are tinder arreM for sheltering the out:

I >on Alejandro's eyes opened wide, and he shook his

clenched fist in the face of the rascally Captain Ra
You would seek to trap me by the same lie that you

employed to trap my friei e i ried. But it

not be. Zorro is not here, nor is the girl. Search tL<

plat e if you lil

Ramon nodded to his followers, and they hurried iron

room to room. In a few short moments two of them urn.
downstairs, dragging the trembling Lolita after them.

" She was hiding in a set ret room," they explained
But of Zorro there is no sign."

What he is this ?
" demanded Alejandro. " Secrel

room ? There is no secret room in my house."
" Guard him !

" snapped the Governor to the followers

\\ hile Ramon laughed.
" Come my bride !

"

And he pulled Lolita towards him and kissed hei

ionately.

But suddenly the limp Don Diego rose from his cusl

took Ramon by the throat and flung him to the lloor

CHARACTERS.

i Vega -

rro

Sjt. Pedro
Don Carlos Pulido
Donna Catalina (his Wife)
Lolita theii Daughter)
( aptain Juan Ramon
Governor Alvarado
Fray
I >i n Alejandro

" The Mark oj Zmro " is narrated I m the Allied .-IrtisTs' film

Of Ike SJBU'

Douglas Faikiianks

Noah Beery
Chaki f.s Hir.i. Ma:les

Claire McDowell
Marc. • la Mottb

- Robert McKim
George Pekiolat
- Walt Whitman

nky DeGrbY

At every door and window, unseen by the Governor an<"

his men, was a score of caballeros.
"

If a gentleman must fight," sighed the gentle Diego.

" Somebody pass me a sword."

A sword was thrust into his hand, and he stood awaitinp

Ramon's onslaught.

It was the funniest fight that any man present had

ever witnessed. There was a little cheering, but n

it was greeted with laughter. Diego hopped, skipped

fumed, leapt over chairs and tables, and once, hard presse(

m a corner, even leapt over the head of Ramon himself

And all the time he was laughing, laughing, laughing.

But suddenly the laugh died away, and the smile v.imshei

ti -in his face. His mouth was set and his eyes flashed

"And now, friend Ramon. he cried, "something foi

you to carrv with pride all your days—something for yoi

irrv where all men may see."

And before the words were barely uttered there wen
three qui< k slashes, and the forehead of Ramon was markd
with the terrible Z.

"Zorro !
" cried the astonished Lolita. And " Zor

1 1 led e\ eryone then

The doors and windows were flu; and into th<

poured the caballeros and th< iters' and th«

cheers from without told ot the thousands that surronndec

the house,
' What wh. this mean ; " demanded Alvai

"Oh," smiled Diego languidly, it only means yon

abdication Take him away somebody, and his decorate*

friend."

And a. Alvarado and Ramon were led from the 1

liberty < ame to » alifoi nia

\nd and you were ZoiTO all the time asked th

smiling Alejandro.

Ml the tmu ' agreed Diego, smiling. "And
leavi us ; ise 1 have a littl* pu\at< - with thi

young ladj about a wedding."
rH K KK
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CHRISTENING THE CELLULOID.
What's in a name ?

" Why, everything," says the

sales manager of a movie company,
" when it's a film that's to be named.
You may think that christening baby-

is the most momentous, brain-racking

task in the world, but a thousand
babies are labelled for life in Los
Angeles alone while the discussion of

the average picture's appellation takes

place."

The main title of a movie has one
all-important object—to awaken the

curiosity of the public. The name
must be interesting, and just a bit

mysterious. If it suggests a problem,

all the better. It must be a reasonably
brief title, chiefly for convenience in

advertising, and it must be easy to pro-

nounce so that people will talk about it.

Many producers have been keenly
criticised for taking liberties with
titles. That is because the critics have
not realised that the motion picture

is a distinct form of art—not a step-

child of the stage—and that it does
not desire merely to immortalize
literary masterpieces in celluloid. A
title is only changed when necessity

demands.
Producers are only too glad to let

the original title of a novel or play
do duty for the screen version when-
ever possible, because it attracts

people who have enjoyed reading the

novel or seeing the play. A few exam-
ples of such titles may be found in

Robert Louis Stevenson's Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde ; His House in Order,

Sir Arthur Pinero's play ; Lady Rose's
Daughter, by Mrs. Humphrey Ward :

On with the Dance, by Michael Morton
;

and Half an Hour, Sir James Barrie's

play.

A typical instance of the necessity
to change a title occurred in screening
Barrie's The Admirable Crichton. The
author's title was fitting enough to

those who had seen the play, but to

the vast majority of American pic-

turegoers it was meaningless. It did

not even arouse curiositv. As a " work-
ing title " it ditl service during the
making of the picture, and the pro-

ducer was doubly determined to

change it when he heard it voiced
abroad , as The Admirable Christian.

The story was re-christened Male
and Female—a title which suggested
the story, awakened curiosity, and

• could be pronounced by every English-

speaking person. When the picture

came to England, however, where
Barrie's play is so well known and
loved, the new label was taken off,

and it became once more The Ad-
mirable Crichton.

The Naughty Wife, not being well

known in America, was changed to

Let's Elope, while Robert Louis Steven-
son's The Pavilion on the Links
was re-named The White Circle, as

looking prettier in electric lights, and
being easier to say !

The necessity to change Sir Gilbert
Parker's novel title, The Transla-
tion of a Savage, was realised when
one of the " extras " engaged to work
in it was overheard telling an ac-

quaintance in a Los Angeles street

that he was to play in " one of those

cannibal travel things." Thinking
the public might similarly misread
the title, the producer had it changed
to Behold My Wife.

E. Phillips Oppenheim's The Male-
factor was changed to The Test

of Honour, because it was thought
the original title might turn people
away from the picture - house. A
malefactor does not sound a nice

sort of hero.

Some stars always work in films

which give them a particular type
of character. They then like their

titles to suggest this type. For
example, Wallace Reid, who might be
called " the motor maniac of the

movies," specialises in stories of the

road with snappy, racy titles, such as

Excuse My Dust, The Roaring Road,

and What's Your Hurry ? As the

supply of stories with his or her
particular style of title become ex-

hausted, the star will pay higher and
higher prices to writers with the re-

quired thing to sell. The words that

have been most overworked in naming
movies are Love, Woman, Home,
Marriage. They suggest romance,
domesticity, and love tangles—all dear

to the heart of the picturegoer.

Just at present there is a run on
titles including the name of Mary,
probably because of the charmed in-

terest of all movie lovers in Mary
Pickford. The following are all

popular new films : Mary's Ankle,

Mary Ellen Comes to Town, Up in

Mary's A the, A Girl Named Mary,
and Mary Moves In

Of course, there are fashions in

picture - titles as in all other things.

Every year some phrase or word
seems to predominate. The 1921
films show quite an amazing number
of titles commencing with " Who's
Your," " What's Your," and " Why
Should You." There probably will

not be any more of these produced
for a long while, however, for films

like Who's Who? Who is Yottr Brother ?

Who is Your Neighbour ? Who is Your
Servant? and What's Your Husband
Doing? have given film critics too
many opportunities for facetiousness.

An interesting reversal of the usual

process of changing a story's name to

suit the screen occurred recently. A
picture was produced, with Billie

Burke, entitled Wanted, a Husband.
It was adapted from a book named
" Enter D'Arcy," then unpublished.
Before the book went to press the

author decided that " Wanted, a

Husband " was a far better title, so

he changed the name of the book.
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CONFESSIONS OF A KINEMA STAR.

I
have been asked, so many times

that I have simply lost count of

the number, what it is that is neces-

to the making of a him star.

Many girls have what is called the
" film face," and most of them, no
doubt, wonder why they are thump-
ing typewriter keys instead of queen-

ing it in a Rolls-Royce through the

boulevards of Los Angeles. There is no
o.ie answer to this question—there are

dozens ! In the first place, Mary
Plckford. Granted her genius and
her personality (a girl will argue),

why are there not a host of nearly

Mary Pickfords, not quite so clever,

but clever enough ? The answer is

that there are. But they are not on

the screen for the very good reason

that there are not ninety different

kinds of sauce upon a dinner table.

One is sufficient. I have said this

many, many times to many people
;

but how few of them have seen the

truth of it all ! There are hundreds
of Mary Pickfords in the world, but
there is only one upon the screen, and
obviously that one is the best. A
hint to any girl who feels she has the

vital movie spark within her, and
that she must and will be a movie
queen some day : never, never, never

declare that you are a second Mary
Pickford. It is fatal always. You
might as well be the thovisand-and-

second. One Mary is enough. One
iplin is enough. One Fairbanks is

enough. If more proof is wanted,
look ai the hosts of imitators of these

great artistes who have flitted on to

the silver sheet and flitted off.

As to the girls with the " film face,"

I can only say this : that any girl

with that " film face " (whatever it

may be) can be drilled by a director

into producing the desired scene, emo-
tion or effect, but (alas ! these buts : it is

the huts that keep a girl at the type-

writer keys far more than it is the
" film face " thai draws them away) . . .

but, <is I was saying, the director can

the desired effei t a thousand times

quickei and easier Iwhen the possessor

of the " film face " is also an actress,

director of talent could make a

tailor's lay figure register emotion, but

(again ') he hasn't got the tunc. Direc-

tors are human in the majority of

ind what can be got in five

minutes is not going to have five hours
spent on it. A " film face " is a very
line thing, but it is also a very little

thing. A gnl with a " film face " is

rathei like a navvy with a pen it's

mi docs not make him an
author.

Hut , ct i ourse, there is a gi

answer than any of these, and it is

i hi . : lh.it if ninety per i cut of the

people '-f the world were potential
as is very likely the

I if thej u>( t' film .u t"is. i

would be nearly all out of empl
ment because their audiences would
be made up of only the other ten pel

• i-ut . find 1 he ot hei ten per i 'nit

The Kinrms University is • possibility of the

future. ia the opinion of the writer of this article

—

the list of an enthralling series.

could not afford it. There is a limit to

all things, and some Mary Pickfords
are fated to remain at the type-

writer. The world is made that way.
I often have girls come to me with

the diploma of some " film training

college," and hoping for a part, even
a small one, in one of my productions.

Most of them are, to put it cruelly,
" hopeless," and of the rest most are

not given a part because there is not

a part to give. But sometimes I engage
a " college " trained girl for some
part, large or small, and the result is

success. The result is success because

in the majority of cases I have been
sure it would be a success from the

beginning. Indeed—and I would like

other holders of diplomas to study this

carefully—when I engage such a girl

I engage her always because she can
act, not because of her diploma.
You think I do not advocate train-

ing ? I do. But I look forward to the

time when artistes will be trained

by the profession—a kind of appren-
ticeship. 1 hope to see, in my time,

a Kinema University that will not
merely make efficient artistes more
efficient, but will regulate the num-
bers of people who tend to flow into

the profession. Something of this

kind is the only thing that will stop

the ghastly unemployment that is

over our business, as others. It will

not, of course, apply to stars. Any
man or woman who is different, and
has a new message, will burst on to

the screen anyway, training or not.

I remember a quaint experience of

mine in the days before my name
mattered a scrap. I had an idea that

I could act heavy emotional roles,

but the director of the particular

company thought otherwise. 1 argued,

at ted, gave him of my best examples,
but still he laughed. 1 was under
contract to this company at the time
and really should not have done what
1 did.

Bui I went round to the studio of

a rival company one morning when we
were " slack," nerved myself into

seeing the director, posed as an un-

trained girl from the Middle West, and
acted before him like a—well, I suppose,

a lunatic. Inside two hours 1 had got

on1 rat t out of him.
With tins I hurried back to my own

director, nourished it before him.
bullied him, and go! mv own way. He
wouldn't believe me. but he believed
the contract. I got my emotional

- all right. The contract 1 sent

li.uk unsigned to the rival company.
I wo ve.irs later I followed it.

Ihe mosl harrowing experiences '

filmland are not -tin tlv professional,

but human I remembci once having
two .utors m one- ot my productions
w ho as the saying goes " hated

each other like poison I he v played

the parts of two brothers who we
all in all to each other, and I mu
say that no actors alive could ha
achieved finer results. But the ftlmi

of that picture was a nightmare. A:

day we expected a duel or a murdi
or something, and everyone, from t

i

director to the call-boy, was stnvi

night and day to keep the peace—

a

the two actors apart !

Another time we were doing what
in all modesty, consider the madde
jolliest comedy that has ever be

screened. Half-way through the y
liest boy amongst us died, and we h

to carry on with a substitute. T
rest of that picture was horrible. N
a man or a woman could smile—

b

we all had to, every day for a mom
I never saw the completed picti

screened, nor do I think any other
'

its many actors and actresses <

.

either. Certainly it was never m<
tioned amongst us afterwards.

Of these things the pleasant peop
who sit in the dark on the plus!

have, of course, no idea. Ihe
on a " movie " actor's life as a

of milk and honey ; whereas it
.

always, a thing of work, work, wo
It is pleasant work, and one
has the feeling that it is " good " wot;

but, nevertheless, it is work of is

hardest kind. To succeed in it

than a liking for seeing one's shari.-

on the silver sheet and one's

in the magazines is necessary

must love the business and give

thing to it—particularly time. Thtl

is no half-measure. There
slacking. Salary or no salary, a mo ;

star is a slave—a slave to an art.

work and no play may make Jacli

dull boy, but that is merely to b|

that Jack must keep off the s t n
The same things make a mo>
a movie star.

If I opened these haphazard
with a glance backward, I must
them with a look forward, into (

days that are not yet.

Will the kinema grow and gi

is its limit reached ? Who will lie I

Mary and the Doug, when Mai
Doug have retired and come
from the big white square and -

the rest of us, looking on ; Who \ 1

be who, and where are they :

Who can say ? Who could I

Charlie in 1913 ? But one thinil

hope I may be spared to sec

juvenile lead of to-day playing in I

pictures of [961. Wallace Kciel (

baric- Williams in " grand!.

r

parts ' Charlie with whiskers to I

feet, but with the old hat and

even if the mad gallop has be

gentler canter. A lifetime Q

s< recn To day it is impossible

11 is too young But in thi

to come . . . ? New faces will lik

down on us from the bin white -

hundreds of new faces. Bui

some- of the- old ones will

with us, different, but the- sat
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MONROE SALISBURY.
{Continued from Page 1 5.

)

tie baby wrapped in a coloured

mket and carried upon her back.

inroe is terrifically proud, for this is

ae other than his namesake, " Mon-
i
Salisbury !

" Suddenly it waved
i; podgy fist to a fine white marble
Ltlding on a distant mountain, at the

sine time shouting :

' Skillibooch ! Wawa Phumphk 1

"

' Yes, Mr. Salisbury," answered
fonroe with great dignity, " that is

I research laboratory of the Uni-
v;sity of Southern California

; you
g| very intelligent for a little chap."
^i after sundry weird mutterings we
It the couple and went to lunch.

titer a wonderful home-cooked
cheon, with Jesse to wait on us, 1

i shown the guns, fishing tackle,

bjoes, pistols, traps, skins, mounted
b'ds, and, in fact, everything that is

ji:ed to a ranch.

iVe then walked to the stables,

Isre I was introduced to Darby and
Un, two of the finest, glossiest, coal-

b :k horses I have ever seen. In
lather minute we were being swiftly
blie upon their backs up one of the
Wing sides of the San Jacinto
muntain. On arriving at a high rocky
le:e overlooking a most magnificent
pjorama of orange trees, Monroe
tiied on his noble mount.
'It was here," he said, enthusi-

is :ally pointing down over the preci-
>i' below us, " that the real Alessan-
di met his tragic end. The plot of
R wna is laid around this very spot,
*r here Alessandro died after he was
Wen from Temecula, where my
Wan employes have their reserva-

1 must have been a glorious death
n ich a location !

the cast supporting Monroe in

j

Barbarian are Jane Novak,
Bciey Sherry, Alan Hale, Lillian
i^hton, Eleanor Handcock, Milton
Jewell, Guy Milham, Larry Steers,
SjKiey Dean, Tip O'Neil, Marcel
Of

, and Michael and Ann Cudahy.
It';, indeed, a magnificent photo-

i lighted by the fine personality
rf greater artiste, who has a place in
'»£• heart for all—Monroe Salisbury.
ffle sun was setting as he stood
Rietted in black against the gor-
9*} colourings of the Cahfornian

*d then I knew the day was passed.
Charlbs Gordon.

How to keep your nails

fashionably manicured
This season's fashions are
built to display the hands

BRILLIANT fans to permit a graceful

motion of a perfect hand. Sleeve-

less gowns that lead the eye down
the slender arm to rest on the finger tips.

Beads with which pink finger tips may toy.

Never before have hands been so con-

spicuous, never before have women given

so much thought to their care.

The chief beauty of the hands is the nails.

The cuticle must be slender, even, firm.

It is unpardonable this year not to have

perfectly kept nails and cuticle. Fortu-

nately, it is no longer hard to keep the nails

lovely.

With Cutex, the safe cuticle remover,

you can rid yourself of superfluous cuticle

without cutting.

How to give yourself a
perfect manicure

First, file your nails to the desired length

and shape. Smooth away any roughness

with the emery board.

Wrap a bit of cotton round the edge of

an orange stick (both are in the Cutex

package), dip it into the Cutex bottle.

Gently work around nail base until cuticle

is softened. Wash your hands and, as you
dry them, push the cuticle back.

For snowy nail tips, apply Cutex Nail

White underneath nails. To finish your

manicure, use Cutex Nail Polish.

You can get Cutex at all Chemists,

Perfumers or Stores. Cutex Cuticle Re-
mover, Nail White. Nail Polish and Cold
Cream are 2/- each. Liquid Nail Enamel
2/6. The Cuticle Remover comes also in

4/- bottles.

Beware of imitations. Every article bears

our registered title
" CUTEX.'

A manicure set for zj-

For 1 /- we will send you the Cutex Intro-

ductory Manicure Set large enough for

six manicures. Send for it to-day. Address
our English selling agents, Henry C.
QuELCH & Co., 4 and 5, Ludgate Square.

London, E.C. 4.

NORTHAM WARREN
New York & Montreal.

POST THIS COUPON WITH 1/- TO-DAY.

Henry C. Quelch & Co. (Dept. P G 3).

4 & 5, Ludgate Square, London, E.C.4.

Name

Street and No.

Town

ill interested in

British Picture-

production

rfiotild read the

Subscription Rates) ;—

The only Weekly Journal deooted solely to the interests of British

Artists, Producers, Camera-men, Scenario Writers, etc.Fih

Three month* S[-

On sale each

SATURDAY
Price . . . 4d.

Order through your local

newsagent or from

93, Long Acre, London, W.C. 2.

Six month* 10/- Yearly 20/- Poit Free.
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A(
,' )( )|) stoi y and bad acting

is not worth moving a foot

to set . It is not interesting ;
it in-

variably teaches one nothing, as

the artistes don't

ry or in what they do,

n ? and the play rings

hollow. A really

good actress will go far to turn a

it story into something that will

In ar thinking of, something

to the world
;
but it's not (air to

her or him unless there is another

good actor opposite. Take either

The Heart of a Child or Madame X,

the two big pictures lately. Pick

two arti it of the crowd and

put them in the places of Nazimova
and Pauline Frederick. 1'" you

think a fourth of the people who
saw these pi< tures would have gone

then . And yet the stories would

have been exactly the same
Earn, i >

1MIE greater proportion of

d films 1 have seen

appeal to me to be utter rot. I

am not a regulai pi< turegoer, bu1

I go iairh often,

/ o lie D ind feel quite rt<

I when I find

thai the ii.jth in-

ii, ni ol the Invisible Criminal,

I stuff, i- about

to 1 up. Next come miles

, dealing with invisible

hi i with a few

murdci and robberies thrown in

(o in. 1

1

how thoroughly < x

Mill I

what I i m the preceding

and then the i ui rent

instalment • om< If w< must
ha\ i . i i.d .

li i us h i\ r some more

Stingaree pictures, each complete

in itself, where the characters

do not delve about in weird-looking

laboratories, and with inventions

which the ordinary person never

reads about in the papers, but only

gets acquainted with on the pic-

tures, because the so-called in-

ventions have in many cases never

been possible or practical."

—

Ra-

tional (Hath).

AS I visit a kinema twice a

week, and therefore see a

great many films, I think ['Accuse

the greatest picture I have ever

seen ; but in place

The Best Film of The Miracle Man
I , r Made. I would put .1 House

ided, produced by
Stuart Blackton. I really do not

think serial- are at all popular at

least, they are not down here. Eai h

tune I visit the kinema and a serial

i flashed on the screen, the groans

are audible throughout the kinema."
/. K. Wallaa Wargal

It ANNOT conceive that Doug-
las Fairbanks is the typ ol

man to play 1 »'.\i tagnan " in

The Three Musketeers; neither is

he the tj pe to play

This Will the title-role in Ben
Please Hur. Only three

" />.ll G." a< toi s are suitable

foi that part Wil-

liam Farnum, W. S. Hart, or Sessue

Hayakawa. It Griffith does carry

out his intention ol filming Faust.

let fane Novak be ' Mai guerite,'

not Lillian Gish. 1 warmly second
'

I R G., ol Edinburgh,' in doing

i\ with those howling faY< es of

ds . those doall right foi

but educated people prefer some-

thing more than impossible teat-- ol

heroism. ' Spectacular ' film: should

be done away with, as they arc fright-

fully boring; likewise slip-shod
comedies," Umshpogaas i London).

" T THINK (like *D.C.,' Hastings)

1 that British films are ex
t remely good. Is there any American
picture (barring Mary Pickford's

that ' Fan ' has seen.

Still that for naturalness

Arguing. and homely little

actions comes anv
where near to the splendid English

pictures that Hepworth has giver

us ? Let ' Fan ' think of, yes, lei

him think and sec some of thi

awful rot and nonsense in certaii

American films. I am not tr\in.

to run down American pictures,

would be the last to do so, because

some of the best films which I hav
seen have been American ; but

do say that the best English film

are just as good, and even better

than those which America or an

country sends us."

—

Alf's BuUo
[St. Leonards).

I
WISH people would not sa

what they think while the

are in the pictures. ' Isn't si

lovely ?
'

' Yes,' says the listener

' but So-and-S

Kinema her friend kno
Pests. girl whose frien

her. and they

this, that, and the other. . .

That makes me downright ma
with them."

—

H. M. (St. Le<

[I, too, have known. But wl

the other kinema pests, such

those misguided people who will p
sisl in reading the sub-titles a

What do you think about them
'

IF you have not done so

now to page ~ of this

and lead tin

Silem e !

Silence Is

ten.

views on this

but n will take

a lot ol argu-

ment to

vert me from
the belief that

unit ion pic-

tures should Iv

Men and not

heard. Wl
do you think

Wi itc your view - to

l" 111 11 k e r ."
I

Pii turcgo< i

."
93,

i ong A' re, W.C.

editorial entitl

With the autl

thereof I am in i

tire agreement ; .

you ? I should

pleased to h.i

debatable ;ubje<
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A Second to la^e-

a Minute to finish

No Films

No Plates

No Dark
Room

The Makdei. - bttb
Camrra takes per.

manent photographs

2J" x 3}" direct on
to postcards. Camera
weighs 24 ounces and

measures 4" x 5."* 7j". Loads in daylight

with 15 or 20 cards at one time. No Dark
Room required. Universal Focus Lens pro-

duces sharp pictures at all distances.

Perfect working shutter, new wire release.

The Marvellous

MANGEL - ETTE CAMERA
takes finished photographs instantly

Clear, sharp prints in orie minute. Combined
3 in 1. developer only required. Pictures
develop automatically and cannot over-develop.

Price of Mandel-ette, including Tripod, I packet

of Developer and 15 postcards, carriage free. £3 10

Or without Tripod, carriage free . . .

.

. . £3

Extra for Special Rapid Rectilinear Lens .. IS

CALL or W RITE Jor furt'Iter particulars—

A. E. NORTON, 25,
,:„N

H
D

l

J
h
N.w
H^'°-

' Phone : Holboni JOyJ.

Darning a Pleasure

!

The " Star Hand-Darning Machine " is

one of the greatest boons to the busy

housewife. Just like a small loom, it

quickly mends anything from stockings and

table linen to curtains and fine silk wear,

doing the work of an hour in a.feu) minutes.

It is simple to use and dams smoothly,

any size, right into the fabric.

Supplied with illustrated directions easy

to understand.

Price 3/6 (postage 3d. extra).

Send P.O. 3/9 now to

E.J. R. Co. (Dept P.G.)
682, Holloway Rood, London, N.19

(Send a pott-card for our ^.

ILLUSTRATED BARGAIN LIST.).

PRICE

3/6
PMtllC si

extra.

Can You " Think
on Your Feet " ?

Can you get up in public and speak

—

intelligently— thinking

as you go ? Probably not. Yet the ability to do so is a

priceless asset. Moreover, it is an accomplishment quite

easily acquired under experienced guidance. A veritable

" royal road " will be found in the verbatim Report of

"THE SCIENCE AND ART OF SPEECH,"
a brilliant and original series of lectures recently

delivered by Mr. F. L. Sessions (Inventor of

Sonoscript). Every aspirant should have a copy.

Single Lecture 2'6 (postage 2d). Complete Course
of five 12/6, including postage. Syllabus Free.

SONOSCRIPT
the Simple Speed
Writing — Belter
than Shorthand.
Ask (or particulars

when ordering the

Lectures or send
a postcard.

Address -SCRIBE C.A.,

SONOSCRIPT SOCIETY.
SS «V 58. Chancery Lane. London. W.C. 2

For 14 days only.

Model A 30/-

Less this Coupon ... 5/-

Net Price
' 25 -

For 14 days only.

Model B 42/-

Lett this Coupon ... 5/-

Net Price 37/-

The Dependable Pocket Lamp Everybody Needs.
The number of incidents and emergencies in every-day life in which the " Leverlile " Dynamo
Pocket Lamp proves an invaluable anet is truly remarkable. It it always ready to give a

big beam of bright light instantly and whenever wanted. In no circumstances can the

"Leverlile'' fail, for there is neither battery nor accumulator to give out at the critical

moment. The

**

GOOD FOR
14 DAYS
ONLY.
AGENTS.

BECKET. BROWN & CO..
Ltd.. 629/630. Tower
Buildings, Water Street,

Liverpool.

A. MELLOR & SONS.
Carr Pit Road. Mold
Green. Huddenfield.

99

generates its own electricity by a simple movement of the lever which operates a small

powerful dynamo. There is nothing to go wrong and no batteries or refills to keep buying
The first moderate cost is the only cost. And. what is more, the " Leverlite " lasts in-

definitely. Last winter we could not keep pace with the demands. Get one now before

the next rush comes.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR 14 DAYS ONLY.

SI- will be allowed off these prices to all enclosing this advertisement. This is a special

summer-lime concession, and is made solely to obviate the winter rush. Any of the District

Agents mentioned at the tides will honour this price rebate if thia advertisement la pre-
sented within 14 days from the date of publication of this Journal.

Or any 0/ our usual Agents selling " Leverlite " Lamps, or direct from .
—

"LEVERLITE" LAMPS (Dept. 8). 30, New Bond Street. London. W. 1.

Postage and Packing,
MODEL B. 21-

Beiter than Battery
Lamps and much
cheaper In the long
ran. Absolutely

dependable.

GOOD FOR
14 DAYS
ONLY.
AGENTS.

J. C. ROYCE, 37. Victoria

Street. Bristol.

COLMORE DEPOT, 49.

John Bright Street,

Birmingham.
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r\ E LI C 1 o u s
breakfaata may

be prepared quickly

'itflit at trie table

with the "Holpoint
"

electric grill, 'he
" Hulpoint'' electric

coffee percolator, and

t.he " H ot poi nt"
electric toaster as

illustrated.

"1 H% M

OU * L I T »

YOUR home w.ll

be a more com-
fortable home your

houaework lighter—
the daily duties more
easily accomplished

when you make use

of electric appliances

bearing the dis-

tinguishing name
" Hotpoml."

GRILLS, on which crisp bacon may be broiled at the breakfast table ; percolators

providing steaming savoury coffee ; toasters making delicious golden toast ; flat-

irons which make possible ironing of an unusual quality without fatigue ; vacuum cleaners

which remove dust without distributing it ; portable glow heaters which rsdiate warmth
wherever and whenever required : these and numerous other " Hotfioint " electric appliances

are lightening labour and providing greater comfort in countless thousands of households
throughout the world.

HOTPOINT ELECTRIC APPLIANCE CO., LTD.,
21, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W.I.

This Beautiful Portfolio

OF

KINEMA—
CELEBRITIES
Contains tbe following SIXTEEN
MAGNIFICENT PHOTO- ^
GR WURE PORTRAITS, ij

Size, 10 in. x 61 in.

MARY P1CKF0RD. N^RMA TALMADGE.
CHARLES CHAPLIN. DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS^

MARY MILES MINTER.

WILLIAM 5, HART. RALPH GRAVES W
PEARL WHITE LILLIAN GIS1L

RKHARI) BARTHELMESS. WILLIAM EARNUM.
PAll ink FREDERICK NCE 1AI MADGE

••> MEIGHAN. JACKIE COOGAN.

Soli rtcrtju hctr. Of tltrect from

PICTURES LIMITED,
88, Long Acre, London, \\ c ,2.

EVERY FILM LOVER

l?>rrfolio of Kinema
C»2 \ 6 OKI f I G<z

JUST

ALL WORTH
1-NAMING

Price

ONE SHILLING
[P, .1 irrr I 2)

MUST HAVE A COPY.
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Harriet Hammond is yet another of Mack Sennett's discoveries, for she made
her screen debut as a member of the famous Bathing Beauty Squad. Harriet

started her professional career as a concert pianist, but a nervous breakdown
caused her to relinquish that ambition, and the silver sheet claimed another disciple.
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THE FILMED NOVEL
WE have nothing in particular against the filmed novel. If a story can be

seen in type it can be seen also in shadows. But the idea is wrong.

LITERATURE IS A STOP-GAP.
fl Long ages back, when men were primitive and had no speech, or little, to

make, their fellows understand their thoughts, they gesticulated, acted things, or

drew upon the sand or stones. Pictures drawn upon the sand or stones, or drawn
With lioing beings, were man's first means of message. These were not perfect

;

nothing was perfect then ; but they were right

—

they were nearly real.

THE IDEA WAS RIGHT.
But one man could not act a message in fifty places at

one time, and pictures drawn took long to do. Ihe ideal thing,

the duplicated picture and acted thing in one—the MOTION
PICTURE—was far away ahead down time. Something was
needed to Jill the gap.

" So men wrote.

It is long since men first wrote, and we at this time, from
custom, look sometimes on literature as the be-all and end- all of

everything. Nevertheless, there was a time when men did not

write. There may be a time agaifi when men will not write.

BUT THERE WAS NEVER A TIME WHEN
MEN DID NOT ACT PICTURES. THERE NEVER
WILL BE.

So that the whole matter of the filmed novel is

rather a silly matter. The MOTION PICTURE did

not come first, perhaps

—

but it comes first.

*J Therefore we should not ask if the novel is

to be filmed ; but, rather, should the MOTION
PICTURE be written afterwards and sold in the

form of a book ?

Which is another question.

Which we shall not answer here.

fl But the written story, as a first thing, is

doomed. It came second and its place is second.

The MOTION PICTURE leads, and must always
lead, because it — or some halting prototype

has always led.

Words come afterwards.

LIFE IS A PICTURE BEFORE
ITS A POEM.

of it-



DRESSING
tfoMCMES

BY MRRCELLEDESPINT-MPRTIN

child I loved clothes. 1 loved designing them and
making them; I loved to test some new and startling con-

ion with my dolls as uncomplaining and long-suffering models.
To-day I am still designing clothes. I am " dressing the movies."

Fascinating ? It is the most delightful work in the world About
it there is only one thing I regret, and that is that the audience can
never see and glory in the wonderfully beautiful colours I blend in

much the same way as an artist does his paint s.

Must I use colours ? Yes ; because, although mv frocks appear
in the blacks and whites and greys of the kinema palette only, colour
values are an important part of camera technique, and sometimes
my " workshop " at the Famous - Lasky British studio in Islington

resembles in its glory of rich materials and vivid tints the fabled
bazaars of the East.

The ambitious girl who launches upon a career of dress-designing
has, up to now, always had
the stage as her ultimate
goal. But with the advent
of the motion picture, and
with the increasing atten-

tion paid to every detail of

its production, the costuming
of the film players con-
stitutes an art in itself. The
staging of Society films, his-

torical dram. is. and ballet

scenes, all require a detailed

knowledge ol costuming in

An afternoon frock.

>i 01

ostrich plumes.

Right : A flame-coloured cr itu 'line.

Mdlle. Marcellc de Saint-Martin is at once one of the youngest and most successful

of Parisian drrs^-designer*. She was still in her early 'teens when a sketch of

Doris Keane, in " Romance," brought her to the notice of the world theatiu.il,

and ihorl us for " Kissing Time " and " Eastward Ho I

"

>n. Then she turned her attention to the movies, and has

( gowns for Famous-Lasky British productions.
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every period, and my thorough study of

drawing, painting, modelling, anatomy,
and the history of art in all phases,

which occupied the years of my earliest

youth in Paris, are now proving them-
selves to be invaluable in my work.
When I was little more than a child,

I saw " Romance " on the London stage,

and that turned my attention to things

theatrical. I did a sketch for Doris
Keane, and it was exhibited in the lobby
of the Lyric Theatre, and brought me
a number of commissions from Violet

Loraine, Kyrle Bellew, and other stars

of the stage. Then I designed the cos-

tumes for "Kissing Time," at the
Winter Garden, and " Eastward Ho !

"

at the Alhambra. In the latter produc-
tion I evolved an idea which moved
even the most unenthusiastic critic to

admiration. My colour-scheme for the

ballet was founded upon the many and
varied shades that delight the artistic

eye when the ingredients that go to the

Right : For the "promenade " is designed this

creation of fawn duvetyn, banded, collared, and
cuffed with feathery, sable-coloured marabout.
Paradise plumes and " Panne " of a golden-
brown are responsible for the hat, which is the

last word in Parisian fashions.

super-feature of the films. One o r

desires in connection with my kinema
is to do away with the fashion - problem
which so unfortunately dates a fih

am now designing costumes which more
than keep pace with the vagaries of
Madame La Mode.

In this way the " movies " wall become to
the picturegoer the Mirror of Fashion, wherein
will be reflected the graceful gowns of world-
famous stars, clothed in styles which will be
as authoritative as those issuing from the
famous ateliers of Paris. And instead of

buying fashion magazines, the up - to - date
woman of the future will pay a visit to
her favourite picture-house, there to watch

Society heroines garbed in frocks

-^_ and frills which she herself will

later reproduce for her own
personal adornment.

*

The sub-
tleties of

the Spanish
shawl make
this frock a
dream of
beauty. Blue
chiffon velvet

and lace of the

same tint farm
the draped

foundation.

Midnight-blue velvet, exquisitely draped,
has been the inspiration of this wonderful evening
"toilette." The sash and shoulder-strap are of jade,
mauve and silver tissue ; the floating end of velvet is

weighted with a bunch of green-leaved purple grapes.

making of a cocktail are displaved !

So it was christened The Cocktail Ballet,
and in its changing and harmonizing
shades were to be seen the intriguing
colours of Vermouth, Maraschino, Cura-
coa, and the other components that
delight the taste of the fastidious !

Now I have left the speaking for

the silent drama ; but I

find every bit as much in-

spiration in the pictured lives

of Shadowland's beauties
as I did in the adventures
of the stage folk. I like the
variety the camera affords.

One day I design fluffy

frocks of lace and chiffon

for the golden-haired, blue-

eyed heroine ; the next I

am draping silks and velvet
upon the sinuously grace-
ful gown of some dangerous
" vamp." And at the
Famous-Lasky British Stu-
dios in London I have

every encouragement and aid in my
work. My most up-to-date coming
Parisian fashions clothe the stars of
pictures such as E. Phillips Oppen-
heim's Mystery Road ; while my thea-
trical experience finds full scope in the
ballet scenes which are invariably one
of the attractions of the modern

Who would not

long to own this

" negligie " of
palest lavender,

girdled with
pink rose-buds

and trimmed
with ruchings

of delicate pink
tulle ?
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The artistic mind shrinks from pre-

senting the obvious, whether it

is in poetry, art, or him production.
Thus, when directors with advanced ideas
began to be interested in screen plays, it

inevitable that clever methods of

telling an old story should spring into

being, It is the " close-up " which, in

most cases, provides a producer with an
opportunity of practising his new art.

The subtle touches which he can engender
into these near views on the screen are,

on occasions, capable of directing human,
thrilling, and dramatic sidelights on
characters and events even more effec-

tively than extravagant scenic effects,

magnificent dresses, or inspired acting.

The art of the close-up is a difficult

one
;
yet when it is effectively carried out,

it provides interesting, gripping incident.

A clever example of this form of film

finesse appears in The Devil to Pay. The
opening scene of the picture depicts a
sorrowing wife prostrated before the gates
"f a prison Her husband is to be hanged
at dawn. The harrowing sight of the exe-
cution is not shown to the audience, but it

is suggested by two impressive close-ups.
rhe first shows the shadow of the priest
silhouetted behind the gallows as he climbs
the stairs to the platform with the doomed
man behind. The second is just a length
of rope which suddenly tightens, then
hemp jerks upwards and finally subsides
its former position, swaying slightly from side
to side. In reality, it is a camera analysis of
the movements of a rope during the
hanging of a man. This close-up
needed no sub-titles to explain to

the audience that the man for whom
the woman beyond the prison gates

grieved had paid the last penalty
for his (rime of murder.

Stuart Bla< kton is an adept
uggesting mystery and the

I the

uncanny by means
of skilful ( lose-ups. •flUL^

the
into

In The House

Clutching hands I
"

\ftn lean in " One a

Minute."

'4

r
£->

Abort- :

Thumbs up .'

"

A close-up from
' Hawthorne of the U.S.A."

Left : Shadows on the scaffold and
a vibrating rope tell a gruesome storv in

" The Devil to Pay."

the Tolling Bell he introduces a number
of painstaking studies of minute details,

which all blend together to send chills

down the spines of the audience. In

the haunted house, over which a bell

tolls lugubriously when death and
disaster is abroad, the camera secures
weird enlargements of incidents which tell

without words that ghosts are lurking in

this gloomy edifice The suggestion that
wind is howling through the rooms is

obtained by a close-up of a great chandelier
containing candles which violently theker

and in a flash are all extinguished when a

door swings suddenly open Ghostly
shadows aie reflected in mirrors, pictures

of door handles which turn without the aid

of human agency an- thrown on to the

screen, weird eyes peer from beneath
caskets and glower through windows Not

once is there any attempt to show a ghostly

spectre Blackton realised that such a

presentation would be dismissed as trick-

photography. So he satu-

rated his haunted house

with an atmosphere of mys-
tery by the art of sug-

gestion alone.

Literally, the art of the

close-up is a method of

reflecting on to the

screen a pit tonal

m ^M presentation of the

^ ^^ thoughts passing

^^. \. v \N^fcttk.\ mind of a
pi a v e r.

The
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In the earliest movie dramas the camera
photographed all scenes from a fixed

position, and only " long-shots " of full-length

figures were shown. Then one day D. W.
Griffith told his photographer to move the
camera nearer. " I want to show the ex-
pressions on the players' faces," he said.

And thus the " close-up " came into being.

*'i '-.
J

The character

of the owner of these pretty
playthings is indicated very

clearly in this close-up.

" flash back " carries this

out to some extent, but
the close-up is more
subtle. In a few feet of
film it crystallizes a
mental emotion, and lets

the audience peer into
the characters' minds.
When the woman who is

being tracked by a crook
in Heliotrope is shown sud-
denly starting with terror
in her bedroom for no appar-
ent reason, it is the subsequenl
" close-up " which floods the ii

cident with the light of um
standing. A keyhole is thro\
to the screen. Slight fumes
passing through it. Scent is being blown
through the aperture by the crook outside the
door. He is known as " Heliotrope Harry," for warning
of his activities is conveyed through the sickly smell of
a peculiar scent. It is this that the woman smells
when she turns towards the door with horror in her
eyes. A similar incident occurred in The Adventures
of Ruth, when the leader of a criminal band, whilst
spying on Ruth through a keyhole, inadvertently
betrays his presence by allowing cigar smoke to drift
through the opening.
The close-up is especially effective when a producer

desires to indicate that his characters are under the
influence of subtle emotions. In 'J'Accuse, the grief
of the mother when she is preparing to say good-bye
to her son before his departure for the battle-fields
was shown by Abel Gance in a touching manner.
Mother and son are shown drinking at their final

meal together. The son's hand is flashed on to the
screen as he lifts his glass steadily and without hesi-
tation. Then appears the wrinkled hand of the
mother, whose fingers tremble as they close round the
tumbler. A few moments after she replaces the glass
three-quarters full. These simple yet highly effec-
tive touches visualize the emotions of the mother
whose hands tremble with the effects of grief, which
robs her of any desire to drain her glass.
One producer who wished to suggest death on the

screen without actually showing the dying agonies of one of

his characters, conceived the idea of photographing the hand
movements of a dying man. A close-up of the hand showed
the fingers gripped into the palm in agony. Then they slowly
relaxed, and by degrees the former rigidity of the muscles
changed to inanimate lifelessness, as the strength ebbed from
the body of the stricken man.

Sidelights on character can be conveyed through the medium
of the ever-useful close-up more effectively than is possible

with an explanatory sub-title. In one film the fact that a
character moves in the world of mystery and adventure is

suggested by a few feet of film which shows a revolver and a
mask resting on a shelf in his room.
A very human touch was given to one incident in a

film by a producer who told the audience that a collection

of business friends had completed a successful deal, by
flashing on to the screen a close-up of their thumbs, massed
together. Each thumb was raised skywards in the appro-
priate manner associated with the gesture of those who
have some reason for congratulating themselves—in brief,
" Thumbs Up."
One of the most poignant moments in Madame X. was

carried out by means of a close-up. Pauline Frederick's
hand was depicted fumbling amongst the medicine bottles

on the side of the chair in which she lay dying. In her
unseeing efforts to reach the mixture which would

have relieved her sufferings she knocks over the
glass containing the medicine, which slowly
spills itself away. Then the movement
of the hand stopped, and it dropped
lifeless amongst the scattered bottles,

indicative of death.
Most well-produced films now contain
several subtle close-ups, for they are
becoming indispensable to a thought-
fully presented screen story. And
this new art is materially helping
producers to advance towards the
time when film pictures will dis-

pense entirely with sub-titles.

Left : Tell-tale smoke through a keyhole.

Below : Vera Gordon in a tense scene

from " Humoresque."
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•'
// strikes me as the most logical thing

in the world that we should talk to horses,

and that they should

understand US. 1 he

human voice is a much
instru-

ment than whip or

spur."

Why, he does nothing but talk

of his horse '

"

That happens to be a quotation
from Shakespeare. I shouldn't have
known it had it not been thrown at

me by Scott Dunlop, the director, one
were making a scene in

. drama of

the Far West.
Yes .

thrown at me. And somebody
standing by added: " It would be
truei " To his hi

And why should not a man talk to
his horse, m.iv 1 ask ' The only men
1 evei Knew to question it were men
who km little about h

me .is the most logical thing
m the world that we should talk to

'id they should understand us

I w i
'it up among hi

I know that the human voice is a much
more powerful instrument than whip
or spur I shall prove this on
no i. irity than the British Vrmj

prove it out of al

Bui lust lei me sav that the parti-

culai horsi I vas speaking to w hen
l >ir i lop intei rupted w as no
i i immun hi irse He « as none other
than Silver himself, a beautiful creature

on the t imous I I. . Bald
h ins ow n ram h in < alifornia " I.u< k\

Bali I w m was i me i ! Vmi i

n for more thai tury,

and his stable was the pride of the
West Silver l^- a thoroughbred—a sorrel

standing is hands 2 inches He weighs

1,075 lbs., and is seven years old, and very

wise In making Forbidden Trails, I rode

him over a 30-feet embankment, and we
rolled over and ovei And when I got up,

there he was, waiting for me to mount.
That's the sort of horse he is.

Now, do you think I would have
: hat w ith whip and spur •

you think I would I n Silver

o\ er that clitt • Not I. He went over
willingly, or not at all. I talked

mped ot his

Id have driven

and probably

ive ci >me out

of it without broken hones but

it wouldn't have done Silver

any good He would not have

.1 \a r.i ft m " 1 fu \s$d this 1
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" / like auto-
mobiles because
I enjoy speed. But I never have been heard talking
h a carburetter, except in the accents one might me

in talking to a golf ball!"

waited for me. I should have had all the trouble
of making friends with him again.

No, I just talked to him. What did I say ?

I cannot write it down. It was something that
horses understand, and that the gipsies under-
stand, and that the British Army understands.
The British Army lias a custom that I admire

very much, because it bridges the gulf between
military discipline and human nature; and that
is the best way to make an army fight. It is a
cavalry custom, of course ; otherwise I might
never have heard it.

Every now and then during cavalry drill, just
before " Stand Easy " is given, the officer gives
the order :

" Make much of your horses." It is

then every man's duty to lean over, pat his horse
on the neck, and talk to it.

1 appreciate this, because 1 have been a soldier

myself, in the Sixth United St.ites Cavalry, and
know the value of keeping the horse's morale
high, as well as the soldier's. I was wounded in

the Philippines, and transferred to the Aviation
Corps. And then I was sent to France to

break - in horses for the French Army.
Breaking-in a horse is an easy matter, if

by that you mean breaking his spirit. I

*\ guess it could be done by machinery.
\ It only means frightening a horse nearly

out of his life. But of what use is a
horse when his spirit is broken ? The
art of breaking-in a horse lies in pre-

serving his mettle, and making him
your friend and willing helper. In

breaking - in hundreds of horses, I

believe I never made an enemy of

one. I talked to them.
It is a universal language, and

I horses of all breeds seem to know it.

7
And no tine horseman has to be
taught it. All your English gipsies

know it. I have known jockeys who
could do the same thing. One success-

ful jockey told me that he won all his

races by knowing just what to say to

his horse at the right time.

I know men who have shared their last

crusts with horses, but who ever heard of

sharing one's last shilling with a petrol-hungry
motor-car ? I like automobiles,
because 1 enjoy speed, but I

never have been heard
talking to a carbur-
etter, except in the
accents one might use
in talking to a golf ball 1

As somebody
once said : " My
kingdom for a
horse !

" I haven't
a kingdom, but I

have a ranch, and
there are moments
when I set the sym-
pathy of a good
horse against the
rest of the world.

" i tie art of breaking-in a horse

lies in preserving his mettle, and
making him your friend and
willing helper. I have never
made an enemy of a horse."
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fi
" T/ie Ad, en

lures of liuth." livening marriages

mon
in I merua

^r 0S._^ But American producers are not always

\ I

Jg ^\ as this article proves.

* ' L --—'• -
rorvQ!

to blame,

I

Inhere was a time when the only puzzled observers of the
differences between English and American customs were

travellers. And they usually were the recipients of profuse
explanations as to these differences while they were on their

travels. Hut nowadays, if a crowd of English people think
they would like to go to America, they need not hoard a Cunarder
and embark upon a lengthy and expensive trip across the broad
Atlantic, No—all they have to do is to drop into their neigh-
bourhood kinema, and nine chances out of ten they will find

themselves transported to New York, San Francisco, or Kala-
mazoo.

Hut there is no friendly fellow-traveller volunteering
explanations on this trip So you, reader mine, probably
return to your English home muttering, " Stuff and
nonsense I That was all wrong! What a
man who made that picture must have

Perhaps you saw a scene at a breakfast-
table. " Bui look at the glasses of water I

Why, they must have staged a dinner-
tabli by mistake, and hadn't the

alter it !

"

Hut America is a dry country drier
n evei now, so they say. And neither

r tea quench the thirst completelj
>v meal there are glasses and watei the latter

usually of the iced v.uiety if you wandered into an
Vmeri tauranl and ordered afternoon tea, you
would gef your tea, but you would get a glass of water

rateful you would be foi it. to
I rom hotels is a short step. " That girl

' staying a( the Biltmore," you whispei excitedly,
when the heroine meel hei lover in the lobby of the famous
" ' van '•' " She lives in a cheap boarding-houst So

she does, but that doesn't prevent her from fixing appoint-
ments al the Biltmore. For the American hotel is more
hkc a railwaj station than anything else . the general
populace weaves m and out through its public rooms, the

r and
rs. Mah-

Ion Hamil-
ton at home.

If you look

loselyat Mrs.
ahlon's lejt

hand you wtU

thai she is not

u raring a plain

gold band.

management looking on unconcernedly the while. Is it

not an advertisement f May not these chance visitor!

turn into guests - So next time you see Sadie meeting

'Gene in the Istor, ^^\ marching of! to a Child's (the

American Lyons) for lunch, don't blame the producer I

' These girls are supposed to be poor." you say
;

" yet

how well they dress \nd how silly it looks to see a girl

living in B log cabin and wearing those beautiful shoes and

stockings Anyone can tell this l^n't real life." Hut it is,

gentle reader, 1 he American girl not only spends more

money on her clothes than does the English girl, but she

possesses some of the Frenchwoman's nameless chic ;
what-

ever her station in life, as we should say, she always

L
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^^/^BHMRMMHnBV'looks surprisingly well-turned out.

The great stores help her, too.

For, although dressmaker's charges

are terrifyingly high, ready-made
garments are usually both cheaper

and smarter across the water than

here. And the big mail-order

houses send their catalogues into

the farthest-Aunt; mining camp and
homestead. " Mother," in some
shack of the great North-West, will

study longingly the pages of Sears

and Roebuck, will extract a crack-

ling twenty-dollar bill from her

hidden store, and weeks later will

recline in her creaking rocker, look-

ing the exact twin of some sophis-

ticated damsel in State Street,

Chicago.

But, taken in the vast mass, the

American people are not richer

than their English kin. What they

spend in one way, they save in

another. That is the reason you
often say, when an American
" living-room " is Aashed on the

screen :
" How funny—it does look

bare I
" So it does ; but its lack of

" cluttering " is not due to a fieet-

ing fit of economy on the pro-

ducer's part—it is a room typical of

a thousand American homes.
" That rich woman—you would

Would you ? Not if you knew !

rubies in England, she is more like radium in America, and every bit

as unattainable. Even the wealthy American woman is resigned to

doing her own work, and, thanks to her super-convenient, modern
abode, her bewildering array of labour-saving devices, and her occa-
sional " coloured help," she is seen trotting off to business or pleasure

as early in the morning in real life as upon the films.
" But, good gracious ! where's her wedding-ring ?

" That is

another " fault " so commonly noticed by kinema critics. Easily

explained, too, when one remembers that a ring is not a necessary-

part of a wedding in America. There is, indeed, a special " ring

ceremony." Many wives do not wear their wedding-rings ; many
more, of European parentage, wear them on the third fingers of their

right hands, after Continental custom ; a few, wealthy and fashionable,

wear narrow, diamond-studded circlets instead of plain gold or

platinum.

I marvelled, upon my first visit to America, at the young girls who
wore what I thought were " engagement rings " on the third fingers

of their left hands. But this is common enough, for the ring which
denotes an engaged girl is by general consent a " solitaire ;

" that is,

a single diamond—only a chip, maybe, but just as proudly worn as

the great blue-white sparkler of the millionaire's fiancee. So next
time your
favourite A breakfast scene from one of Constance

heroine wears — Binney's pictures. Note the glasses

of water.

Simply furnished interiors do not

denote poverty in American homes.

think
For if

she'd keep a servant !

"

a maid is as precious as

The lounge of a large American hotel is used

impartially by residents and non-residents alike.

a ring on her engagement finger when she is sup-

posed to be still fancy-free, don't accuse either

her or the producer of forgetfulness.

Weddings ? No, it isn't wrong when the bridal

party arrives at the church in evening dress, for

the function itself may be taking place at

night, bcause there is no time-limit for

the wedding ceremony " over there."

Maybe in America they find

it just as difficult to under-

stand the pictured English
customs as we do to fathom

-, the reasons for theirs. Indeed,

& only a closer association of

1jj& the two great peoples can
bring knowledge and sym-

* *.''

'

pathy, and if the millions oj

^L plain workaday folk on both^ sides of the Atlantic can
never hope to visit and
know each other, is

there not the link be-

tween, far more magical
than liner, train, or air-

ship—that triumphant
wonder of the world, the

reen ? Mabbi, Noit
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/?i7/j'e BwrAe a/ Aer beautiful home
Crest, on the Hudson.

Burketey

When I found Billie Burke in

her beautiful country home,
situated on the banks of the

Hudson, where one of New York's

prettiest suburbs spreads its tiled

roofs and velvet lawns, I realised

that she has, in reality, a home as

charming a-, any which frames her

acting; on the screen We are all

used to seeing Billie moving amidst

the delightful gardens which con-

siderate producers provide as set-

tings for their " stars." But she
is her real fascinating self away
from the cameras at Burkeley

,
which is the name she has

11 to her country home.
She greeted me under a pic-

erandah surmounted
with a mass of radiant geraniums.

This cluster of colour marks the

entra Burkeley Crest, and
the blooms which are entwined
amongst the lattice work over
tins attractive porch, brush the

rivas awning that covers
the window of Billies boudoir.

I hey say that 1 never seem to

grow up," she told me happily ;

I I don't think 1 ever shall

in my beautiful garden, I feel

more lil n day."
And m hit simple white frock.

dash of pink supplied
• bum h oi i ,u n.it ion> pinned

at her waist, she looked just a

happy chil 1 radiating the fresh-

iveloping her

We walked round the beautiful
me, w hen tie' aftel -

: sun was high in the heavens,
.oi I retracing oui fool i eps back
to the hi ' lie tints of sunset

stabb ' the sky For the explora-

tion of Billie Burke's estate is

reminiscent of a walking tour.

She showed me all sorts of old-

fashioned flower gardens inter-

sected with spacious lawns. We
ambled down winding paths and
cooled ourselves in the shadows
of the trees of quaint miniature

woods. We sat on rustic benches

in a Japanese garden, and climbed

ladders to reach the succulent

fruit hanging from the orchard

trees. There was a fascinating

atmosphere of peace and quietude

everywhere. The bees hummed
restfully around the picturesque

row of hives in which Billie houses

them, and the swans glided silently

across the glass-like surface of

the sunken pond framed with

flower-covered rockeries
" It's just a wonderful rest after

the strenuous work of the stu di

she explained between the lutes

of an apple. " It's better than a"'

the tonus doctors ever discovered

to put into their funny little blue-

tinted botth
" Now come and see my animals.''

For half an hour we wan
amongst the paddocks <>f Burkeley

, where horses, deer, dogs.

cats, and noisy parrots sunned
themselves .ill with that air of

contentment whii h seem- to be

characteristic home of Billie

Burke The deei led from
her hand, the dogs barked a

voi iferous welt i ime, and the

cats pui red at her appro, i, h

She loves animals, and

they love their beautiful

mis! i

Inside Burkele

ike most screen stars,

Billie Burke lakes pride

in her garden, and she has

good reason for her pride.

one finds a large rambling house which

breathes much of the artistic personality

of its owner.
I left Burkeley Crest with two out-

standing impressions. One, that Billie

Burke's fascinating screen personality has

amply filled her coffers to enable her to

surround herself with such splendour

and, secondly, that fame has not spoilt

her, for to see her in her home is to meet

ble little lady who takes an almost

childish delight in the house and garden

which her talent has helped her to mate-

rialise from childhood dreams. V. R. S.

haunt.
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Way OFA FILM EDITOR.
The ambitions of youth surely provide the Fates with

th«» most amusing of their toys. Somewhere there

must be ethereal laughter over the grotesque spin which
has been given to my wheel of fortune. For amongst my
boyhood aspirations was a belief that one day I should be

a Napoleon of commerce, guiding the destinies of men and
women, and altering the tenor of their lives at will.

Since those optimistic days I have stumbled along the

paths of disillusion. Yet my wish has been fulfilled. I

control the lives of people, and toy with emotions. But
they are creations of shadowland ; flicKering forms on a

screen, which represent spectral grist for the mill of a film

editor.

When the cameras cease to record the final scene, the

megaphones are silenced, and the arc lamps switch their

brilliant rays on to fresh

scenes and faces, the hour of

the film editor approaches. The
thousands of feet of glistening

celluloid which have recorded
the many weeks of work of

producers, artistes, and camera-
men, spend a brief spell in the
dark rooms, and then pass to

the editor. Like a masked tor-

turer of the Spanish Inquisition, he waits to mutilate,
blend, and graft the new-born picture into a smooth-running
story which will reflect all that the producer has sought to
portray during hours of strenuous toil.

A new photo-play arrives at the projecting-room abso-
lutely in the rough. It represents a bewildering suc-
cession of scenes with close-ups, and flashes d : stributed
through the story, with apparent inconsistency. I always
remember when, in my apprenticeship days, I saw my
first " raw " film picture. It was reminiscent of one's first

impressions when reading " Alice in Wonderland "

—

everytning seemed topsy-turvy. Characters died before
they were married, children were grown-up men before
they were born, and villains flashed diamond rings and tie-

pins in luxurious limousines thousands of feet after one
had seen them being led off to the gallows. Experience
teaches one to establish order out of such chaos, which is

only due to the fact that a producer " shoots " scenes here,
there, and everywhere, and gets his story tangled up into
an unsequenced knot. It is such as I who have to unravel
the thread of the story, and see that the characters do not
play any tricks, but conduct the progress of their lives as

More mysterious than the way of an eagle in the

air is the way of the Film Editor. He can con-
vert villains into good men with an »»ase that

would arouse the envy of any missionary, and
under his facile fingers the bad girl of the family

is metamorphosed into a model of virtue.

epitomised in Shakespeare's " Seven Ages of Man."
I have to edit the story and whip it into shape, until it

runs as smoothly as the celluloid glides through the velvet-

lined slots of a film camera. And the shoals to be avoided
are many. When the sequence of the play has been
arrived at by a study of the formidable volume which
contains the detailed scenario, each scene is grafted into

its correct position. The uninitiated might imagine that

three-quarters of the battle is then won. In reality, it is

just commencing.
A detailed description of the technical pitfalls which lie

in the path of a film editor would prove wearisome. But
a few stories of some of the most interesting problems
which I have to solve will be sufficient to provide you
with some sidelights on the intricacies of film editing.

A typical task which I have
to grapple with in almost
every film is to " match "

l»ng-shots and close-ups. Let
me explain that a long-shot is

a scene in which the actors are

photographed far away from
the camera ; a close-up, as the
name implies, is a picture taken
close to the faces of the

aicistes, so that their expressions can be distinctly seen.

For instance, in a film I recently edited, a long-shot was
taken of the hero bending forward to embrace the heroine.

Almost immediately the scene faded into a close-up, so

that the movements leading up to the actual kiss were
enlar^ d

For the sake of realism, these two scenes had to exactly
coincide where the posing of the characters was concerned.
But often the director forgets just how the actors stood
in his long-shot, and alters them for the close-up. This
is what happened with the lovers on this occasion. In

the first picture the hero had his right arm round the
heroine, whilst his left held her hand, but in the close-up,

both his arms encircled her waist. There was only one
cure, and that was t.ie introduction of a sub-title, sug-

gesting that time had elapsed between the long-shot and
the close-up. I filled the breach with the wording, " An
hour passed, and still they dreamed in love's garden."
Ananias has nothing on a harassed film editor.

Thp task of film editing is an intricate one, because so

often the producer proposes and the camera disposes. It

is not always possible to prophesy exactly how scenes
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J'ur two years I was an editor oj .1

topical film, and thus, days runt;

amongst thr must strenHout "I my
career. For the editor

oj an animated
screen newspaper
15 always working

g^ - against time

which appear to be fool-proof on the typed pages of the

v enario will be treated by the lenses. In print a story may
Bound convincing; on the celluloid it can quite possibly

present a bald, uninteresting narrative. Then the film

editor must pull the strings and invest the characters with
a Jekyll-and-Hyde personality. I remember one story

which was run through the projectors for me which had
to Ik- entirely revolutionized by the insertion of fresh

bi enes, the drastic removal of others, and subtle sub-

titling The story opened with the introduction of a
drunken father who ill-treated his daughter. She ran

away from home and became a cabaret dancer. She
attracted the attention of a nch lover, who afterwards

was Bhown aa a drug fiend, who eventually killed the girl

in a fit of jealous rage. There was an atmosphere of

sordid unhappiness about the picture which I knew would
kill it with the public. So I had to get my imagination

working, and twist it inside out, and find the silver lining.

Firs! of all, I cut out all the scenes showing the father as a
drunkard, and opened the picture with the girl dancing
at the cabaret, I transferred the murder scene at the end
m| ill, stt.rv right t<> the front, and, by means of sub-titles,

Suggested that the girl had been attacked by a madman
who hid broken into the cabaret Then 1 grafted in the
love s. cries, showing the wealthy lover who, it was sug-

ha<! resi urd her from the lunatic. The scenes
showing him as a drug fiend went with the pictures of the
father's drunkenness into the scrap Inn The picture

ended with the lovers happy in each other's arms So a
romantic love story was l>orn from a depressing drama
revi Iving round the unhappy side of life.

It is not always necessary to edit pictures in this drastic
fashion, l>ut this instance gives an illustration of the power
of a film editoi t" change his shadow characters. He can
convert villains into good nun with simes.s that would
arouse the envy "i a missionary and make the bad girl

of the family a model of virtue I have changed a Suicide

cone into a heart wrenching episode which suggests that

1
has been suddenly overcome l>v illness In this

instance the character was seen crossing a room and
placing a poison tablet in lus mouth The action
was not particularly clear, so that it was possible to
change the movement of his hand into a fren/icd
clutch at his mouth as though he was choking. The
sub-title, " Sir Hugh's weak heart fails to stand the
strain of the last few hours," suggested that lie died
an honourable death from a family complaint, and
the taint of suicide was obliterated.

On another occasion a man who was a thorough-
dyed villain proceeded halt way through a picture
without his true character being revealed. He did
not inspire that hate which makes the " popular "

bad man on the screen. In the fifth reel lie had a
vision, when his conscience was becoming troubled.
Jt showed how he murdered his partner 111 the Klon-
dyke mountains for greed of gold. 1 transferred this

visum to the first reel, and introduced the villain in

his true colours almost as soon as he flickered on to

the screen. Resultantly the audience knew at once
that he was a snake in the ^rass type of individual
and Ins subsequent hypocrilii il actions and ingra-

tiating manners served tn increase his unpopularity
He ended the picture as a most successful villain, un-
loved from the first, in spite of his han< -urior
Many years of doctoring films has developed in me

an almost sixth sense ol observation It is a vitally

necessary possession in the direction of giving the]

death-blow to film blunders which creep into the.

best-conducted stories. If a heroine is shown walking
through the front door of a house in a black dress,

and then the scene shows her being ushered into the

drawing-room garbed in white, something has cot tc

be done to cover up tin- fact that during the time

which had elapsed between the taking of the tw.

pictures the producer had forgotten that original)}

she was dressed in black. In such a case, the situa-

tion could be saved by the introduction of a sub
title, " An Hour Later."

Effective subtitles are vitally important components ol

the imaginative structure on which a photo-play rests

They must ao tuate thrilling situations, drive homt
human interest episodes, extract the maximum amount ol

humour from a comedy, and engender an attractive new;

interest atmosphere into topical productions. The tbn

editor, through the printed word w vnch flashes on to th«

screei), must endeavour to create the feeling amongst th<

audience that they are moving for the time being an

the characters in the play. In the store chambers of hi:

mind he has to collect a multitude of mental puppets, ranginj

from cowboys to melodramatic villains. He has to tians

pose his thoughts from West End drawing-rooms to tin

environment of the Wild West,' and introduce the crisp

full-flavoured dialogue existent in those parts. He 1

responsible for the tabloid humour necessary for corned'

sub-titles, and the " meaty " melodramatic phrases belove<

by the serial fans. Always they must l>c perfectly in kc
with the action around them They must be light, 1

surface emotions are being depicted on the screen ; heav

and gripping if the action is dramatic and tense. And a

the time it has to be rcmcmlxTcd that the titles must butt

up the interest of the picture, and not describe what
be shown on the screen. For instance, if the villain 1

breaking into the family manor at night, his action mu«
not be preceded by the wording, " Black forces his \va

into the Manor." Suspense must be kept up by an e>

pression, such as " At Midnight." or " Black adds anotht

crime to his sinful career."

Naturally you ask what actors and actresses think abot

the way of the film editor when he mutilates their wor)

Most stars whose pictures 1 have edited are content to rel

on the judgment ol the film editor, but there have bee

ions when beautiful women have resorted to pleadir

reproaches, and sometimes tears, when the relentless ed

tonal cutting-machines threaten to guillotine their wot

for the purpose of altering or compressing a story The

are occasions when artistes bless the editor when 1

removes portions of then work which they are glad to *
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consigned to the celluloid scrap-heap. One emotional
actress, whose name is known the world over, consistently

bursts into tears when she sees herself on the film in the

private projecting theatre, and insists on certain portions

of her film being cut out. And because beneath her

hysteria she has a sound judgment of the value of picture

presentations, she generally gets her wav, for she can
recognise the bad patches for which she is responsible.

For two years I was an editor of a topical film, and those

days rank amongst the most strenuous of my career. For
the editor of an animated screen newspaper is continually

working against time. When aeroplanes, racing cars,

and express trains hustle topical films back to the develop-
ing-rooms, where men and machines wait to hurl them
into completion, it is the film editor who has the most
anxious time. He has to cut, graft, and condense hundreds
of feet of film, extract the essence of the thrills, and produce
crisp sub-titles with lightning rapidity of thought. Out-
side cars await to speed the finished film to picture theatres

throughout the kingdom, for the competition amongst
news films is as keen as that which exists between news-
papers striving to out-scoop each other.

I recall the anxiety of one hot summer's evening, when
an aeroplane was bringing back five thousand feet of film

showing a great national steeplechase. The machine was
lost in the mist, and hour after hour we waited for the
irrival of the undeveloped celluloid, whilst the picture

:heatres rang furiously on the telephone for news of the
film which they had promised their patrons that night.

The aeroplane eventually crashed down into a ploughed
ield ten miles outside of London, the film was salved, and
rustled to Wardour Street by car. The lengths of

legativc were rushed from the drying cabinets into

he projecting-room, and I had the race scenes
nn through at record speed. A negative, when
)rojected, shows faces black, and black suits

is white, and vice-versa. Royalty black in

he face, and with white suits, flickered
icross the screen, and mystical white
lorses dashed down the course on
vhite grass. That night I saw ten
housand feet of film, and cut it down to
ifteen hundred, and inserted ten sub-titles

u fifty minutes. Films of big fights are
nother thorn in the flesh of the topical
ilm editor. Every round of such con-
ests has to be filmed, for the essence of
lie thrill of the picture—the knock-out

—

lay occur at any moment On one

^ > ,

occasion two big fights went twenty rounds each. Twelve
thousand feet of film came to me, which showed roui d
after round of uninteresting and abortive scrapping 1

slashed it down to eight hundred feet.

For concentrated hustle there is no atmosphere like t h. t

of the developing, printing, and projecting rooms of 1 :

offices of a topical film company when scoops are in pro
cess of being sped to the screen. Figures flit silently about
the great dark rooms beneath the sombre glow of the ruby
lamps, whilst cog-wheels, dials, and dynamos play their

part in hurling great lengths of film into a finished con-
dition. And the film editor, on whose judgment the suc-

cess of the film largely depends, has to keep as cool as a
cucumber, although thousands of feet of film race before
his eyes in the theatre, which approximates to the sanctum
of a newspaper editor.

There are occasions on which the topical camera-men
secure real life thrills which are as exciting as those of the
film-serial variety. These I make a note of, for on some
future occasion it may be possible to blend them into a

screen drama. In the ordinary course of reflecting the
world's news in animation, a camera-man once obtained
for me a particularly sensational picture of a motor race

in France. Two high-speed racing cars accidentally col-

lided, and, as luck would have it, the lens was directed
on to the scene. Resultantly we secured a dramatic ex-
cerpt from life. The two racing monsters crashed together
and somersaulted across the track, exuding smoke and

flames in a manner which a serial

producer could never have equalled.

The unfortunate drivers were
thrown from the mutilated cars.

The cameras caught them as they
were struggling to rise to their

feet, bleeding and battered. Not
long after, that thrill was intro-

duced into a feature-drama re-

volving around a race-track story.

The plot included an attempt by
the villain to kill the hero by
tampering with the steering gear
of his racing car. Thus the real

life motor smash provided just

the type of thrilling material which
was recpiired to show the disaster

that followed in the wake of the
villain's plottings.

Close finishes on race-courses,

aeroplane smashes, wrecks at sea,

troops on manoeuvres, or train

*

1

I

When aeroplanes, racing cars,

and express trains hustle topical

fihns back to the developing

rooms, where men and machines
wait to hurl them into completion,

it is the film editor who has the

most anxious time.
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disasters are amongst the " ready-made " material which

can be transplanted from topical news films to screen

dramas. The advantage of such a scheme is twofold.

First, these incidents from real life when judiciously

blended into other films prove most realistic, and secondly,

they save an immense amount of money. Once I helped

a producer to graft a scene showing a big military review

into a picture where war incidents figured. The hero was

shown kissing his wife good-bye before his departure

to the front, then the scenes of the marching troops

flashed on to the screen suggesting that the man
was departing with his regiment. This strip of

film, which cost a few pounds, saved the wages

of several hundred supers.

One of the brightest spots in the daily life of

a topical film editor is his post bag. I was bom-

barded with letters from members of the

public, who made the most amusing and

astonishing requests. People in out-of-the-

way villages wanted the camera-men to

film local weddings, funerals, and even

christenings. When I pointed out that the

happenings of their little town were not of

general interest, they were quite grieved.

A famous walker wanted me to film him

to prove that he really walked and did not

run. He had attained a reputation for

speed which had inspired the criticism

that he attained his extraordinary pace by

unfair means. He wanted the camera to

analyse his foot movements, and to show

that his heel always touched the ground

before his toes. I remember a well-known

heavy-weight boxer once bursting into the

office and requesting us to film him in a

series of demonstrations on his favourite

" knock-outs." The idea appealed to me,

but my enthusiasm was not shared by any

of the members of the staff whom I detailed

to appear with the heavy-weight before

the cameras. So I had to postpone the

exhibition until the pugilist brought along

a sparring partner.

A topical film editor is in touch with
' practically every part of the globe. His

animated' news is radiated from cameras

scattered between the two Poles. And
when the celluloid trickles in from these

distant climes there are often anxious'times.

I once received a consignment of film from

India showing some Empire celebrations

which had been ruined by the tropical sun

before it reached me. Bolsheviks have

destroyed films I have endeavoured to

secure from Russia, and a typhoon once

battered my cameras to destruction in the

South Sea Islands.

Another leaf from my notebook concerns

the editing of one of the first animated

screen magazines. Few people realise the extent of the labour involve

in preparing an interest film which covers such diverse fields as Art,

ce, Industry, Sport, and Slow - Motion Photography. The unfortu-

nate editor has to edit five or six varying subjects for each issue. 1 hese

have to be compressed, grafted, and cut until, like a daily newspaper, they

I only the essence of the story to be told. One morning my selection

of films foi ekly screen magazine were late, so I went along to
_

the

studio to see how things were progressing. On one side of the studio a

\\, waiter was dexterously folding serviettes into artistic shapes

I ras. Not far away a lightning dress-designer was swathing

prettv mannequins with lengths of cloth to demonstrate how the latest

i fashions could be copied. A famous actress was being filmed in

the newest ideas in dainty footwear, and a champion lady tennis player

! illustratng the correct method of wielding a racquet. And all this

•trenuous activity was progressing just to provide an interest film which

would live fol l<ss than fifteen minutes on the screen I Thus is the way of

B t,im editor. It ii ' life which has its share of triumphs, disappoint-

ments, and disillusion, but once one has trod its paths flic fascination of

haping the destinies of the deniiens of shadow land always remains. P.R.H.

There have been

occasions when
actresses have resorted

to pleading reproaches,

and sometimes tears, when
the relentless editorial cut-

ting-machines threaten to

guillotine their work.
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IFIECOMPLEATLOVER
BY CONWAY TEARLE
All the world loves a love but there are lovers and

lovers. I have impersonated all kinds in the

course of my screen career, and here's my wisdom for

your use in case you should aspire to be a dashing

Lothario. 1 must admit that I have never tried these

forms of love-making off the screen, but it's your

risk, anyway. I hope the lady of your choice may
be as tractable as Zeena Keefe in the pictures below.
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gamble witrwRomc

Adeline Hayden-Cojjin, Gordon Craig, Stewart Rome, and
Gertrude McCoy.

He was
not dressed

like this on
our walk.

Never again ! Not if I know it. A pil-

grimage is a beautiful thing to read
of, or sing about, but as a pastime it's

tremendously overrated. In my deluded
optimism, 1 imagined that accompanying
Stewart Rome on one of his Sunday after-

noon strolls would be an easy and painless

method of collecting data for an interview.

I have collected the data. Also much
• lust, dozens of freckles, six mosquito bites,

uncounted gnat ditto, some nettle-stings,

and a determination to avoid rambling
impressions henceforth and for evermore.
Be n clearly understood that Stewart Rome
is not to blame. But, having boasted of

my powers of pedestrianism (five miles is

my actual record), how could I own that
I was tired ? 1 low ever.

Six foot one of British breeziness, twecd-
i lad, .uid looking very cheerful, met me at
Ripley with a hearty handshake. '" Hetter
ih. in stuffy London, isn't it ?

" said Home.
I hear you're a great walker Will a

twelve-mile saunter be far enough for

you -

We were in route for Ripley Common. I

opened my mouth to cry, " rar too much."
\ passing motoi filled it with dust. Under
the magnetic glance ol Stewart's steady
blue eyes, I swallowed my misgivings (and
tin- dust), and answered, " Splendid." And
the die W is i ast

,

The Common irossrd, we turned into

a shady by-lane, where I acquired my first

mosquito lute and tired ott my hist question.
w h.u .in- you going to do now that

( hti tir Johnstone is finished

Lighl my pipe, please And take a

short holiday when you'vt finished with

me

ere's a roving interview with a roving

star. Before the lure of the movies
claimed him, Stewart Rome spent some years

of his life in rambling round the globe, and
he still heeds the call of the open road.

" Light up, by all means. It may
scare the mosquitoes. And then tell me
all you can think of about yourself," 1

rejoined.

He lit up promptly. But the reminis-

cences were a long while coming. With-
out being exactly a Charles Ray, I sus-

pect Britain's most popular screen actor

of being diffident, not to say shy. We
were taking things easily at a gentle

pace as he commenced speaking.

Then, as he told me of his adven-
turous career, he strode forward,

with gaze fixed on the distant

horizon, at five miles an hour, at

least. A " Stop, please !
" might

have disturbed the narrative, so I

walked as I've never walked before,

and this is what I heard :

" I am the only actor of the

family," commenced Stewart,

others are all interested in engineering

or farming. They tried to make an en-

gineer of me, but I could not

tie myself down to anything
so prosaic. I belonged to a
Dramatic Club in Newbury,
and I'm afraid I thought more
of my small efforts there than

of swotting for the Exams I

should have passed, but didn't.

After a while, we fought out the

question of my profession, my
parents and I, and 1 won."

Stewart Rome has a strong and
determined jaw and a somewhat
stern mouth. No wonder he won.

"
I started my stage career in

musical comedy," he continued.
" Didn't like it, and was glad

to go on tour in more
dramatic work. I liked the

travelling about, and later

joined an American repertory

With Mercy Hatton in
" Christie Johnstons."

Above .'

In " The
Great Gay

Road."

Right :

Please stop
questioning

nie !
"

The
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Above :

With
Poppy

Wyndham.
Below

:

As himself.

company just com-
mencing an Eastern
tour, and remained
with them two years.

We had seventeen
plays, in most of

which I played hero,

excepting ' When
Knights Were Bold,'

' in which I was Sir

Bryan, the villain.

It was a grand tour. We visited

all the principal towns in India,

China, Burmah, Malay States,

Australia, and New Zealand ; but
I was glad to see old England
again, all the same.

" I was thoroughly in love with my
profession, and went into repertory

at Plymouth, where they put on a
new play every week. It was hard
work, rehearsing practically every day
and playing every night ; but I

gloried in it.

" It didn't like me, though," he
said, sadly. " I had a bad break-
down, and was forbidden to return

to the stage. Return to engineering

I would not, so I emigrated to Aus-
tralia, where I bought and stocked a
farm, but somehow everything went
wrong, and I found myself penniless.

But I was well and strong and hired

myself to a farmer and worked on
the land. Had to

rough it with a ven-
geance ; but it didn't

hurt me, and I grew

With Fabrienne Fabreges

in " The Penniless
Millionaire."

Jrom " The Great Coup."

hardened to it after awnne. 1 was
very weary sometimes, and often
hungry, for food is scarce out there
in the Bush."
Someone else was also very weary,

but there was a stile in sight, and I

determined on a halt there.
" I tried my hand at many things,

rubbed up against all types of men,
was a waiter at Perth and a dock
hand at Sydney. Eventually I went
on the stage again, made up my
mind to catch

"

Here the strong right arm of Rome
shot forth and gallantly saved me
from measuring my length in a bed
of nettles. I had tripped over a stone,
and, alack ! lost a heel over the pro-
cess. We managed to fix it on again
by means of the stone that caused the
stumble. " Sure you're not tired ?

"

asked Rome.
" I'm enjoying myself hugely," I

lied, admiring a complicated design
in nettle-stings on one hand. The
country around was charming. Some-
how, it looked familiar to me.

" I caught the boat to England,"
continued Stewart, with a smile,
" meaning to continue my career as
an actor. But, instead, I became in-

terested in films. The open-air side of

film-acting appealed to me strongly,
and I ' tried out.' The film industry
was not then what it is to-day, of

course, but I was very lucky, and in

no time found myself taking up Alec
Worcester's position (he had just gone
abroad) as leading man at Hepworth's."

" Do you recognise this stile?" he
asked, as we reached it.

I paused, ostensibly to consider.
" It's the Comin' Through the Rye

one. I've done location work over
every mile around here in one film or
another. I've ridden and walked over
this ground scores of times whilst the
cameras clicked. Just across there I

once tried some cowboy stunts. Only
once, though."

" Tell me about it," I begged
;

but he wouldn't.

Near Weybridge we invaded a
farmhouse in search of tea. The
farmer was taciturn and not over-

joyed to see us. The farmer's wife

stared at Stewart Rome whilst she
served us, until he asked me if there

was anything wrong with him. Finally

she said in a stage whisper, " Do ye
[Continued on Pagr fin.
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KIPLIMG
COMES TO THE

SCREED
left and Right :

Scenes from tht

k film, showing
V Virginia

v^k Brown Faire
*\ as"4meera."

After years of waiting, Rudyard Kipling, like the

other great writers, at last consented to aid in

the filming of his stories. This colourful article

gives you a vivid glimpse of Without Benefit of
Clergy, the first of these productions, while still

in the making.

ming a street scent.

A8 Kipling tells it, the"

pestilence " smote
a walled city and killed

two hundred in a day.

The people crowded the

trains, hanging on the

footboard and squatting
on the roofs of the car-

riages, and the cholera

followed them, for at each station they
dragged out the dead and dying."
And these two, " Ameera " and
Holden," the lovers, " in the grey dawn

saw the dead borne out through the city

gates, ;ach litter with its own little

mourners. Wherefore they kissed each
other and shivered."

View with me now a sombre procession
of strange chants, mystic lights, ecstatic
sorrow. We are on a misshapen street, in

the In .ian city of Lahore. Rude dwellings
and shops are half-visible in the eerie glamour
of the studio lights ; in the background the

rs of a temple glow with a subtle quiet
radiance. Slowly coming toward us and the
i amera a misty group of figures, four to-

together, carrying a dark object between them.
A light gleams In a window ;it our left. A

fragile girl steps forth on a balcony, her head
and •• irned by the long-flowing sari,

ngera bedecked with the many-coloured
emolances of rubies, emeralds, and jwarls.

About ber neck a dangling necklace of similar
precious stones. Beside ber now stands a

tall adventurer \ ou associate him imme-
diately with the Orient. His tweed coat and
riding breeches speak of the British subject;
he faces the perils of the plague as he would
face all other dangers in the line of dutj

As the cortege m-.irs we hear a low, melan-
choly dir«e The voues are I nanting a d<

long The black figures are sharply silhouetted

against the illumined temple. Even with the

everyday conversation of the director and
camera-man breaking the spell, there is some-
thing ominous, sinister about this pageant of

death. One can feel the spirit of fatality about
it. Jimmie Young, the director, yields to the

witchery of the scene, his voice in its intensity

approaching the character of a lamentation.
There is a tremulous note, too, in the voice

of the girl as she speaks to the man on the

balcony. In the improvised studio dialogue
" Holden " is urging " Ameera " to fly the

plague - stricken district for the peace and
safety of the mountains. She tells him thai,

she cannot leave him, would never forsake

him to the possible care of the mem-log—the

stranger white women—who were always the

fear of her short life.

Thus did two sentences of Kipling become
a dark ceremonial wherein pathos and
tragedy blended with the poetry of dark-
ness, just as they do in some of Kipling's

own remarkable sketches of the East like Nigel dt
the " City of Dreadful Night." Brouher
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Thomas Holding and Virginia
Brown Faire.

The material of

Without Benefit of
Clergy is primitive.

It is the story of an
episode in a man's
life—a thing apart;
as it were—and of a
woman's whole exist-

ence. In the original

there was no sugges-
tion of a marriage
ceremony between the
Englishman and the native
girl, thus hearing out the
title

, but to meet the demands
of censorship, a marriage was
introduced, although this is

only the native Indian rite.

The most picturesque part
of this only will be shown,
where the bride and bride-
groom arc bound to each
other by a garland of yellow
marigolds, the marriage flower of India,
bestowed by a group of dancing girls.

" Ameera's " purchase by " Holden," but
lightly mentioned in the story, is to become
a heated contest between the idealistic Eng-
lishman and the greedy sheiks of the Punjab
realm. The slave girl here appears in all her
childish youth, wearing the airy raiment, the
anklets and bracelets, spangles, silks, and
rings, even on her toes, that allure the
prospective buyer. Here and elsewhere
have all the enriching bizarrerie of the Orient
'>een employed according to the plan of the
author himself.

I'or a long time Kipling was averse to having
his stories filmed. lie would not consider the
thought of their oeing picturised elsewhere
than in India. It was only with great diffi-

culty, I understand, that a meeting was

arranged between himself and Paul Brunet,

president of Pathe. Kipling also detests

interviews and publicity. It is told of

him that once when a company desired

to interest him in pictures he
visited a theatre to view a

film. A box having been
set aside for his occu-

,

pancy, he went with
his wife and daughter.
Some wily publicity

agent of the company
arrived there in advance
in order to gather
material for exploita-

tion. But his zeal

proved dismal in its

result, for his first

questions so aggrava-
ted the author that
Kipling left the box in

a rage. Lest there be any similar disaster in con-
vincing him of the teasibility of making Without

Benefit of Clergy in California, the Pathe organisation

delegated Randolph Lewis, an experienced
writer and newspaper man who is now supei vis

ing the filming of the stories, to visit- Kipling
at his Elizabethan home in Sussex, England.
At that time the author was chiefly familiar

with the news weeklies, and had seen compara-
tively few picture piays Mr. Lewis pointed out
to him that the weeklies were pictures with

action, but without
art, and conse-
quently but flat re-

productions. He
indicated that the
superior lighting faci-

lities of the studios

allowed for per-

spective and a
high degree of

beauty, ano en-

abled the pro-

ducer to get the

exact atmosphere
[Conlinnttt'o» Pagt fa.

Above : 'A meera'
and ' Pir Khan.'
Right: Building

a Set

.
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On the screen Wallace MacDonald has been a man of many loves Pauline
Frederick, Mabel Normand, Mae Marsh, Mary Miles Minter, and Anita Stewart

are some of the stars he has wooed and won. Recently he starred in a real life romance,
and pretty Doris May is nqw Mrs. Wallace MacDonald.
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J

Delightful Doris May is best known for her work in support of Douglas MacLean.
23| Hours' Leave, Let's Be Fashionable, Mary's Ankle, Green Eyes, and What's

Your Husband Doing, are amongst her best pictures. She is a very pretty little

lady, standing 5 ft. 2 in. high, with golden hair and brown eyes.
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E"
ugene O'Brien came to the movies after a successful stage career in support of

t Elsie Janis, Ethel Barrymore, and other famous stars. Some of his best-

known pictures are Rebecca of Suhnybrook Farm, with Mary Pickford ; De Luxe Annie.

with Norma Talmadge ; and Come Out of the Kitchen, with Marguerite Clark.
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Ohe was the first screen star to achieve world-wide popularity, and the passing^ years have added to her fame. She has earned her success. Twenty-three
years of her life have been spent in entertaining the public, which is quite an achieve-
ment when you realise that Mary Pickford (nie Gladys Smith) is just twenty-eight.
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Madge Stuart's clever portrayals of famous fiction heroines have placed her in the

foremost rank of British screen stars. Nai trttltman, The Elusive Pim-

pernel, A Gentleman of France, The Edge of Beyond, The Iron Stair, The Amateur Gentle-

man. A Qu f Trust, and The Tavern Knight are some of her screen successes.
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I

y

Lesson in

akc-up
Agnes Marc I

S,

The first

three pic- \
lures show
Miss Marc
preparing

nida-

tion for her make-up wtih

cold cream and grease-

paints.

Only those behind the silver screen

realise what an intricate pro-

has to be gone through to make

up the face when preparing for a

character-study before the cameras.

When I sit in front of my dressing-

table, a collection of grease-paints,

powder-puffs, cream jars, and eye

brushes confront me, each of which

plays its pan in the building-up oi

the " mask " with which I disguise

mv real features,

I will tell you just how I change

my face into that of a cruel, ignorant

woman of the lower classes, whose

irea bear the imprint of a life-

spent amidst squalid surroundings.

I irst '>f all I use plenty of cold

,m to cleanse the skin, so th.it it

will be smooth and ready for the

make-up. Then 1 place a foundation

of grease-paint over my face. Being a

brunette, 1 use white grease p.nut
;
but

;i blonde would utilise a shade of pink.

I : e paint has to be ma
mto the skin with the tinger - tips

until it presents a smooth Burfacc

Then the base f"i 'he building up

of the new f .if <
i , i,

.i sti( k of brown grease paint

, ,,iue, into operation 1 ive hues an

t r , (
, is the forehead, rix lines

between the eyes, and one undei ea< h

eye i o l( ngthen the nose l pin

brown inn- on i a< h sid< .
and to sug-

gest .i drooping mouth, I airy •> line

from eat ii nostril, and dow n the c hceks.

By means ol dark greasi |
ainl I t rcate

,m apparent hollownesa ol the n«

The A. B.C. of making-up for a

character-r61e explained by an

artist in grease-paint who is

renowned for her clever screen

characterisations.

Compare the pit

of Agnes Marc seen

in the top righihand

corner with the
character - study bt -

low. It is all a matter

of make-up.

By pull'

lines on the

face and alter-

ing the shuf.

of the eye-

brows, re-

markable effects may
obtained.

be

All these lines have to

lie carefully blended with

the finger-tips so that

there are no sharp edges or smudges,

Tan coloured powder is then ap-

plied to the face and neck. It has

to be patted and not rubbed on to

the skin, so that the delicate lines

of grease-paint do not smear.

Up rouge alters the mouth to

the necessary hard and thin hues,

and bl.uk grease paint can trans-

n the eyebrows into a shape

which aids
' towards suggesting a

Stupid expression.

The hair is brushed back from

the forehead, and allowed to droop

carelessly over the ears The mouth

ia compressed to give the necessary

hard line, and the head bent

slightly forward to rob it of any

suggestion ol grace or poise

\ final touch with the powder-puff,

and youra truly, \g»--s Marc. hftS l,,r

face ot a woman of, the slum class

-v
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TlQ
IS /^JOHN FLEMING

A'
nthony Osgood thought he knew ,a furious lot abou(

life. He could tell you how many isms went to

the making of a plasm and why obiles were mobile, and
all that sort of eminently eminent rubbish. He looked at

life through a chemist's microscope, and knew all about
it from A to Z. But he knew nothing about it at all.

' Sir," said his black servant, " it is three o'clock."
" Thank you," said Anthony, and went back to his

microscope.
" Sir," said his black servant, " it is a minute past

three o'clock."
" Thank you again," said Anthony ;

" but what about

j it ?
"

" Yo have de appointment at half-pas' with Miss

i l'ersis."

^ " Oh—why—yes—so I have," stammered Anthony.
" I had forgotten all about it. Thank you very much."

And he got up and adjusted his glasses and stroked his long

hair and put on his cuffs and fastened his 1872 coat, and fixed

his elastic-sided boots. Anthony was a great boy. No
smarter, no more dashing man existed in the whole of his

imagination.

He put on his hat and went out and walked across the

suburb to the home of Persis Meade. It was hoped that soon

he and Persis would walk proudly to the altar and be made man and
wife. But it was not Persis that hoped it. There were other and better

fish in the net.

Relic of the war-time was a correspondence with Lieutenant Humphrey
Smith, U.S.A.M.C. ' They had never met, but they had long hoped to.

They had many tastes in common, and each was persuaded that the

soul-mate had arrived. Now was a meeting arranged, and Lieutenant
Smith was due at the home of Persis Meade this very evening.

But dear, good, silly Anthony Osgood knew nothing of this ; he was
not even aware of a coolness on the part of Persis as he sat and talked

to her ; and if she yawned he put it down to the weather. He stayed

ten minutes, then took his departure. She was glad ; but he did not

even know this.

It happened that in these parts was a gentleman who was known as

Lorenzo Pascal, but who also had a name—the name of Hungry Hank.
By all the copybook maxims of our childhood he was a great gentleman,
for he looked always before he leapt, listened ever for the. knocking of

Opportunity upon the door, and left no chance unseized. He was no
Adonis when it came to looks, but had higher ambitions than those of

a chorus girl, so perhaps his features did not matter.

Upon this most fateful day he stood outside the railway station

sending silent messages to Opportunity to come along and do a little

knocking. With the particularly satisfactory result that a suit-case

fell off a porter's truck and the porter did not see.

It dawned on Hank, by careful prying, that the suit-case was that of

one Lieutenant Humphrey Smith, that Lieutenant Smith was much in

love with Miss Persis Meade, that he had received from her a considerable

number of very sweet love-letters, that they had never met, but that

they were likely now to do so at any moment.
Hank did not quite know what to do ; but he had a guiding rule of

life, which was something to the effect of " when in doubt, go honest." ;

so he closed up the suit-case and hurried after the porter.

And there he met a second porter, a porter oft the very train that had
not ten minutes before come in, and the second porter was saying to

the first :

Hand in this wire for me. A guy back on the line gave it me to send,

and I forgot. There'll be an awful row if it's found."
Hank, looking casually over the porter's shoulder, read the wire :

" Sorry, delayed ; called to duty
;
postpone visit two weeks. Humphrey

Smith."
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Antlkmy Osgood looked at Hie through

a chemist's

microscope.

iphistii ation & you ar<

hard hit, Tony?" asked Valeria
"I would do anything to win Persis,

replied Anthorv. " And now I have lost

her !

"

" Don't be too sure," said Valeria. 1'

is your own fault, and you can alter it."

My own fault !
" gasped Anthony.

Why— what can I do ?
"

lie a live wire !
" said Valeria. " B)

a regular devil in your old home town !

Paint the place red ! Dress ! Clean your-
self up ! Believe me, a nierrv widow knows."
Anthony |xmdered and turned over the

problem in his mind. At last

I half believe you're right," he said

I know I'm right,' deelared Valeria.

I'll start to-night," vowed Anthony.

A'

Hank, .x?ing no longer in doubt, shook

hands with his honesty, and called " Good-
bye."

" Don't send the wire," he said to the

porter. " It is mine, and cancelled. Tear

it up and keep the money."
And grasping firmly the suit-case, he

strode awa, and found a carriage to take

him to Persis' home.

Oo did it come about that Persis dragged

O her hero (who had taken the pre-

caution to purchase a cast-off uniform) off

to the country club, there to parade him
before her less-fortunate sisters ;

and
there Anthony Osgood saw her in his.

arms and learnt the truth.

Anthony," Baid I'crsis, " you're a

i, a great dear— but you haven't more pep than

would go m a thimble. 1 could never t>c more than a

sister to you."

To tins Anthony could find no reply, so he contented

himself with being polite to his rival.

"
1 understand that you are in the medical scniu

laid I .on interested in medical science myself. We
mould have much in common."

Yeah, yeah ' Oh, yeah !

" smiled Hank.
" Now, what is your opinion • " Anthony went on. " Is

not the pneumonic germ which we have recently succeeded

in isolating but >»<• and not all of the thine.* we have t"

In i .isrs ..i pneumonia i What do you think '

" Sure thing '
" agreed Hank. Everj tune '

Anthony feared th.it, after all, perhaps he and Lieu

tenant Smith would have very little in common, so he

nto the garden and attached himsell to the viva

. ions Valeria Vincent, .> charming young widow of

>n\ so he started He looked around
for the best sort of trouble awaiting

invitation, and came to the conclusion that

it was to be found at the Grand Theatre.
" The Rajah's Pet Wife " was showing
there, and it was claimed for it that nothing
quite so naughty was known in history
Anthony drifted to the stage door and
asked to see Miss Jcanettc Adair, who
starred in the show.

Soon he was guided " behind," past the

chorus girls, at whom he dared not look,

into the room of Miss Jeanette Adair.

Jeanette did not strive to hide her stir

prise on seeing him. He looked decidedly
more like a scientist than a man, and
more like a curate than a scientist.

"How — how much do you want to

—

dance at my countrv club ?
" asked Anthony.

Have you got one ?
" asked Jeanette, with a smile

Yes, I have."
And why do you want me to d;. ice at it ?

"

"Well— " Anthony hesitated, ' it's- rather a peculiai

reason."
" Tell me."
Anthony told her.

For some time Jeanette made no reply. She stared

closely at Anthony, and sueldenlv removed his glasses

" Why do you do that ? " he asked.
" To see what you look like,' she replied. And

then :

" Do you love her very much ?

"

" Persis ?
"

Jeanette nodded.
"

I would do anything to get her back," said Anthony
" You don't know how I love her."

"
1 don't ; that's true," agreed Jeanette At last she

said :

" Call at my flat to-morrow for lunch, and we'll talk it

over."

At lunch next day Jeanette gave her decision.
"

I will dance for you at youi country club if you will

follow my advice."
" What must I do ?

"

" You must discard your celluloid cutis and your el.

Bided boots
; you must discard your ancient armour for a

suit ; and vou must get your hair cut
"

Win —

"

// u can vou hope to win a girl u '..>• \"t< look as yon

do ? Come with me."
Very much bewildered, he followed her to her car, and

bj her was led to a hairdresser's and a tailor's and dressed

and brushed and altered until he looked very nearly like

a man as Jeanette said

Now vou must take sonn bacheloi apartment* and

do the thine properly," said she.
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" So Valeria said," nodded Anthony.
" Valeria ?

"
.

" A young widow I know."
Jeanette laughed.
" What a boy you are for the girls !

" she said.

At last he was " presentable," and on the drive back she

made the appointment to dance at his country club. Too,
they passed the home of Persis Meade, where Persis sat

on the lawn with her own lieutenant, listening to his won-
derful adventures. And Jeanette noted with pleasure

the look of amazement on Persis' face.
' " It will be all over the town to-morrow that you have

been riding with an actress," she said.
" Oh, yes," Anthony laughed. " I should think that

will be rather good, won't it ?
"

" Very good," said Jeanette.

The night of nights came round, the night on which
Anthony played host to the members of the country club.

A small stage was fitted up, with real footlights and limes,

and the correct curtains. Every member was present, for

beyond the fact that the well-known dancer was to dance,
little was known about the show. Curiosity brought most
people ; the}' wished to see what manner of show the new
Anthony could provide. The new Anthony was the talk

of the town. None so immaculate nor so gracious as he

—

yet none so shy, either. Persis had it that since she had
jilted him he had gone to pieces, and certainly there were
wild rumours of a young housekeeper—a world-weary-
artist's model—who lived all alone with Anthony. Oh,
yes—not a member missed the dance that night.

And what a dance 1
" Salome out-Salomed," said one.

" Disgusting !
" said a second. " What you could expect

from a man like Osgood !
" said a third.

Only one friend had Jeanette to give her congratulations,
and that was Valeria Vincent.

" It was a beautiful show," said Valeria ; adding to

Anthony, " You have certainly painted the old home town
red this time. You'll get what you're going for, Tony."

" Let us hope so. By all means," said Anthony.
Usually the best part of a party is the drive home with

the girl afterwards, but Anthony, as he drove Jeanette to

her flat that night, was the quietest man on earth. He
could not forget the vision of Persis with her lieutenant.
At the door of the flat they shook hands.
" Then this is good-bye ? ',' asked Jeanette.
" Yes—no—of course," stammered Anthony. " Any

time. . . ."

He stood blushing and shifting from one foot to the
other. Suddenly Jeanette lifted herself to his height and
kissed his lips. Then as suddenly she dashed

gossip, who made it her business to question

Anthony at the club, inside fifteen minutes made
the startling discovery that the world-weary
young model was " not eighteen— if that !

"

Whereupon she hurried round to the Meade
home with the startling news.
But Persis had startling news enough.
Lieutenant Hungry Hank's proposal had come

with lightning swiftness, and nothing would
satisfy him but an immediate elopement.

" How charming !
" declared Persis. " How-

romantic ! I have never eloped before. Get a
car to the garden gate right away and I'll pack.

Five minutes will do."
So Lieutenant Hank got a car to the garden

gate and in five minutes they met.
" Have you got your jewels?" Hank asked.

" We gotta do this 'lopement in style."
" I forgot all about them," confessed Persis.

"One does not elope every day. Stay, and I will

go for them."
She hurried back, and in the drawing-room

found a grey and elderly bearded gentleman in

military uniform who was fidgetting up and down
the room like a cat on hot bricks.

" Miss Persis Meade ?
" asked the bearded

Oh,

" Yes," said Persis. " What "

" Miss Persis I " gasped the stranger.

Miss Persis—may I say Persis "

" Who ?
" gasped Persis.

" I am Lieutenant Humphrey Smith," beamed
the stranger. " Your Humphrey !

"

" Oh, my !
" Persis collapsed upon the

settee.

It was at that moment that Lieutenant
Hungry Hank drifted into the room to learn

the cause of the delay, and the fact that the

cat was out of the bag. At first he tried

bluff, then argument, then abuse.
" Give me two minutes !

" he threatened.
They gave him two years. A telephone

is a wonderful thing—attached to a police

station.

When Hank had been removed, Persis

gazed limply at her new Lieutenant, _ ,

and tried to think out a plan of cam-
paign.

" And now I have a little surprise

inside and closed the door.

Anthony tried to think it out, but could
not. Twice he was near to tapping on

the door, but each time the vision came back
of Persis, and he crept silently away in the
end—back to his lonely bachelor apartment
and the world-weary artist's model.
The next day saw some exciting

developments in the matter of the
back-sliding of Saint Anthony.

Persis Meade and the town's gossip
passing the apartment of the fallen

saint were sure that they saw the
flaxen head of the " world-weary
artist's model " at the window.

" If she should .be young the
Law and Order League can raid
the place, and Anthony be arrested.
This thing is indecent. Leave it

to me to find out."
So Persis left it to the town's

gossip to find out. and the town's

.w

Jeanette did not try to hide

her surprise.
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The new Anthony was the talk of the town. *.

for y>n.'' said the aged lover. He went to the door and
med, and as they entered he introduced them.

" My seven little motherless darlings !

"
( >ii

I Persis slid slowly hack upon the settee and fainted

away.
When the dear and whiskered soul had, with water and a

cold kev, brought her round, she staggered wearily to the

dooi
"

I don't mind," she said, as she paused with her hand upon
the panels, "

1 don't mind being a wife to a man, but I won't
be tlie matron of an orphanage."

She went out and closed the don, loudly.

So staggered was she thai hilly an hour had passed before
she had thought of a target for the barbed shaft of her temper.
She then took up the receiver and called the office of the
Law and Order League.

Anthony had only just arrived home, and had not yet
been through into his sitting-room, when the doors

were thrown open and the representatives of the Law

—

m Uniform—and Order—plainly badged—were upon him.
" You have a girl concealed upon the premises ? We

have a warrant for your arrest. Where is she ?
"

" Who—yes, but what !

" Anthony floundered.

An artist's model. Come on. We know all al>out it."

Suddenly Anthony beamed upon them from behind his

glasses.

yes. Come this way."
representatives through into his bedroom

Ah ! Oh,
He led the

and opened a cupboard.
I hrlc '

One burly representative of the Law peeped in and
withdrew his head quickly.

What's the game ?
" he asked.

" Game ?
" repeated Anthony.

'llu- i upboard's empty '

Anthony peeped in. Yes, the cupboard was empty,
lb- dashed through the sitting room to rail his coloured
man, an. I there found what he sought A wooden manni-
kin—a dummy model .ill artists use was sitting

in his chair beside the window towards this he waved
Ins hand.

Me re •

First on. itative of the Law and of < >nlcr smiled,
then another. Soon .ill the hue was smiling.

I guess we've had it handed out to US," said the leader.

it miss put us on to this I reckon we'll he having
a woid ot two with tin' pert miss''

They tiled out. and Anthony sat down in his easy ih.ui

to trj and account for the mystery lor mystery it was.

He had not put the model in the window |

Softly the dooi ol .i i upbo ird beneath the stairs opened
ami si tlj towards him. lie sprang round.

"
J ( am tti

|
-.r smiled into Ins surprised eyefi

1 was Bitting m your window when Persis and some
gOSSiping woman passed I w.is sure the) saw me and
would make trouble (or you. 1 found the dummy .mil

fixed it up
lie took li< i hand and stammered his thanks

" It will be all over the town to-morrow that you have
been out with an actress."

But—what were you doing here ?

I— I had to come. I knew you were here alone, and
I wondered how you were—managing. I came to help

—

to. . .
."

She held up something for him to see. It was a half-

darned pair of socks '

For a very long time he sought for something to say.

Then he was saved bv a call on the telephone.
" Hullo !

"

" Hullo ! Anthony ?
"

" Yes."
This is Persis. I— I shall be home to-night, if you're

calling round."
Anthony hesitated and half-turned from the receiver to

look at the girl by his side. Suddenly he turned again
to the telephone and replied :

"I'm not calling round. I shall be home to-night."

CHARACTERS :

Anthony i isgood - Bryant Washburn
[eanette Adair Makc.aret Looms
Persis Meade - - LORBNZA I.AZZAKIM

Valeria Vincent - ' - VlORA DaNIBL
Lorenzo Pascal Frank [onasson
Lieut. Humphrej Smith. IS \ M C

1.1 i II N I.ITTI.EF1ELD

Narrated by ]* rotation [rom Una Famoui Luky film

i i the tame title

Alter which he repkued the receiver, and did not take

it up again, though it rang for main' minutes
I o jeanette he said

Will you staj

Well. ' she hesitated. " 1 did promise for supj>er-

1 mean for ever, said Anthony. " I've got a friend

who's a first rate clergyman."
Softl) she answered :

Invite him round
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Brevities

BRYANT
mSHBURN
Away back in the old

Essanay days he was
accounted the " finest villain

on the kinema screen," but
he reformed and turned his

attention to light comedies,
with very happy results from
the public's point of view.

Bryant was born at Chicago
in 1889, and started his pro-

fessional career on the legi-

timate stage. His best -

known pictures are the
" Skinner " series, A Very
Good Young Man, Too Much
Johnson, Love Insurance, It

Pays to Advertise, and The
Six Best Cellars. In the pic-

ture below he is seen with
his wife, Mabel Forrest, and
their two children. Bryant
visited England last year,

and produced a picture en-

titled The Road to London,
in which he was supported

by an all-British cast.

t wi t f il l « f i
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1
' long-shot ' of P h aid Cr\:

directing Mary <

1
photographs iom men .it work generally

depict l hem operating in the comfortable pre

.hkIs ol the studio, <>r amidst pirturesque scenery

i: M t the life ol .1 camera man is more strenuous than

. oplc imagine. I le has to fix up ins , amera

,,, ,,j| mannci ol positions in ordci t<> obtain

noV( tai lling 1 lf< 1 is, ami to ( an , out fresh

M i,
.

,
1 often the

, ,.1 . .in give .1 n. u twist to .1 story. When sen

,,!,, . -m«x't lil\ ridiiiR in .1 car, the 1 ami

in.m is gcnciallv having an uncomfortable til

rating the crank whilst he balances his apparatus on

t platform fixed to the bonnet of th< automnbik

When a picture has be

rehearsed to the satisff

tion of the producer,

orders his camera-man
" Shoot I

" To sect

effective '' shots,"
camera-man is oft

forced to operate fr.

inconvenient position

order to secure " close-ups." The combination of car ;

, amera is invaluable to the producer Car chases arc filmed fi<

the back of a third vehicle, winch sways and humps ahead

the actors.

Slender tripods are not always easy things to keep steadf

such moments. In Won by a Head, when Kex Pavis rode Vi

mouth, a Grand National winner, during a seen, in the film t

camera-men had to .lash alongside the course and film tl

from a motor-car. Light cars containin : cameras recently film

a polo scene m simitar fashion, when they had to travel o\

rough ground at a speed of thirty miles an hour, with t

1, .is fren/ie.Hv cranking then cameras.

(limbing to the top of the masts of sailing ships, daintier!

over the girders of loftv bridges, and perching on the swing!

arms of giganti< crane-, are often pai t of the da\ 's hoi I

.amera man. I i.mii such point- of vantage "shots can

se< med of lights or similar dramatic a. lion which poss, ss a toi

of novelty, ["here have been occasions when camera men h

heen lowered over the sides ol pre. ipitous . lilts t s. < me 1

of action taking place on ledges below.

Filming pictures several thousand feet in the an from <

machine, whilst acting is going on in another 'plane, is

form of
" shooting " whi< h re.pnres nerve and skill In / 5

.,.,, man, the aeroplane with the cameras had to pass p, nlou

near to the ma. hines in which the a. lion was taki - place 1

,.i tunes only a few feet separated the wing tips <>t the hundr

mile-an hour aircraft.

With the legs of the tripod stuck firmly into the I*

rivei camera men have, on occasion, to stand against a rusn

torrenl ol watei when filming scenes which include picture*

rapids and turbulent rivers

I,, / h, I I n the cameras were fixed on ro the sulci

swaying boats to film the underv " which Ci|

Owing to the clearness of th.

. pictures at a distan. < feel b*

I he difficulties of this
. 1

m were 11

the f... t that I alarms
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ofa

SHYSTARCs)
One has to be an optimist to set out on a search of this descrip-

tion, but the author of this article achieved the apparently
impossible by discovering an authentic shy star in the person

of Charles Ray.

Mr. Charles Ray," said the press-agent, " is a very shy-

young man. He does not like interviews, and, I

regret to say, he does not like interviewers."

Somewhat wilted, I subsided into the depths of a capacious
leather arm-chair (The scene of my defeat was the business

office of the Charles Ray Studios, which latter occupy an
imposing position on Fleming Boulevard, Hollywood.)

But I returned to the fray with an ingratiating and un-
wontedly humble smile. " I expect you mean he does not
like feminine interviewers," I said. " But I have a colleague

in Los Angeles, a gentleman from London, whom I am sure

Mr. Ray would find most entertaining. He's a regular little

heart-opener—one of those journalists who woidd extract the

story of its life from a Blue Point oyster."

With a pitying smile, Charles Ray's press-agent politely

opened the door. " Mr. Ray does not like any interviewers,"

he remarked. " Good-day."
I went.

There was yet another fortress to be attacked. Maybe it

would not prove so impregnable as the studio. It was Charles

Ray's residence in Beverley Hills.

What and where is Beverley Hills ?

Beverley Hills is the newest, richest and most exclusive

of the Los Angeles suburbs—and the most remote, unless

one is tempted to renounce entirely the amenities of civilisa-

tion and retire to a cabin in the mountains. But most of the
dwellers upon screenland's starry heights are content with
Beverley Hills. Here live Mary and Douglas, Pauline
Frederick, Sessue Hayakawa, Will Rogers, and many more

—

and here, two years ago, did Charles Ray and his charming
wife Clara build themselves a home. (The italics are necessary,

because in California, with its teeming wealth, palaces are

more common than just—homes.) The Ray home is beau-
tiful outside, with its stretches of green lawns, its white stucco
walls and chimneys, its tiled roof and gaily-painted doors
and windows ; inside I had heard that it was one of those

charming places, full of surprise corners and stairways, with
spacious rooms affording perfect examples of what money
and good taste combined can achieve. But even as I

approached its outer fortifications I felt " in my bones "

that my quest was hopeless.

And Charles Ray's remote and lordly butler confirmed my
premonitions.

" Not at home, madam," was all that he would say. After

he had said it about five times I realised that my interview

with Charles Ray was beyond all earthly aid.

Again I went.

Broken and defeated, knowing myself that most con-
temptible of human beings, an interviewer who has failed

to interview, I rested awhile in the Park on my way back
to Hollywood.

But—Victory was at hand ! And its harbinger was a
small, cheerful, wire-haired terrier, immaculately groomed
and possessed of the confidence only engendered by the
knowledge of an unimpeachable ancestry.

The wire-haired terrier saw, stopped, and apparently was
conquered by my unconscious charms. Occupied in embracing
him, I never noticed the arrival of his master, until I heard a

boyish sort of voice saying, " D-do you like dogs ?
"

Charles Rav
is a bashful

boy both on
and off the

screen.
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Charles Hay
is a clever
cartoonist him-
self, and lakes

a keen in'.erest

in the work o)

his title artist.

Then, when I looked around, I dis-

covered that sitting on the extreme end
of the park bench opposite me was the
one and only—Charles Kay. Evidently
my enemy had been delivered by some
propitious Tate, bound and helpless, so
to speak, into my very hands.

I do like dogs," 1 replied, " especially
dogs like Whiskers." Charles Kay blushed
guiltily, and wriggled his feet rather after

the fashion of the unhappy-looking school-
ings he sometimes portrays upon the
B( reen

Whiskers ?
" he repeated a little

anxiously. " Say. how did you know his

name ? Arc you a kind of Sherlock
1 IlllllH'S ? "

" No," I said firmly. " I'm an inter-
view, i [ recognised him and incidentally
you from the photographs I've seen of

you both As a matter of fact, I've been
sear< hing for you all the morning."

" Kanu rod ' laughed Charles Ray, both
hands above his head " Here 1 thought
you were a harmless dog-lover, and in-

stead I discover you to l>e one of the
species I spend most of my tune trying
to avoid ' Well, you win ' I'm a good
loser. I guess, s" I'll drive you b.u k to
the house and answer vour questions."

Whiskers, his master and 1 walked
through the Park to the entrance gates,
when k..\

i
s|„e>lstei awaited our plea-

sure On thi way to Beverley Hills, Charles
explained Ins poll, v of ' a] .pat cut splendid
isolation " If 1 granted interviews to

everyone, all the kinema columnists of
the I lilted States wonl.l he p. like. I Oil

my doorway, and I should Ik- so busy telling them about my picture
that I should never have time to make any ! But the PICTURE
GOER and the British screen public—sure, that's a different pro
position. No, I've never been to England. I'm always meaning hi

make the trip, but 1 never seem to get the time. Still, I reckon boy
are much the same all the world over. That's one reason why 1 enja
making the eighteen-year-old-youngster-kind-of-picture. I know it'

got pretty nearly a world wide appeal, and if the boys in ' dear o!

'

London ' don't always understand the American slang the sub-titlt
put into my mouth, they know all about the way I feel and act i

the film, because, after all, most of it is just what they'd do then
selves."

Charles Kay pulled up his racing car in her own length jut

outside his home. (I was overjoyed to notice that my tr

umphal progress indoors somewhat dented the complacenc
of the ducal retainer who had so lately spurned me as a
unwelcome guest !) I was introduced to Mrs Ray-
rather quiet, very pretty, with periwinkle-blue eyes,
fascinating smile and lots of fluffy hair.

No, I don't act," she told me. " One genius i

the family is quite enough," with an affectionat

glance at her husband, who had draped his six fet

and over of lanky looking youthfulness around a bif

comfy Chesterfield "
I did some dancing and

little stage work before we were married ; but now
adays I like to give my free time to my music an

painting."
" We first met when I was studying dram

and Clara learning dancing," said Charles. " .*

the same evening classes. And then we didn
see each other for years. The next time wi

at a party, when I nearly knocked her dowt
and in consequence looked just as foolish as

do in that kind of situation before the camera !

" And he was every bit as shy as he is on tl

screen, too. But at last he found the couraj

to propose. And we got married just aft'

Charlie's great success with Frank Keenan i

The Coward. We lived in the cutest fou

roomed bungalow for quite a while, and v

certainly were happy'' Mrs. Ray paid tribu

to the memory of those days with a sigh and
smile, and then told me how dear their ne

home, with all its luxurious comfort and artist

beautv, is to them to-day " Sometimes peop

describe us as being exclusive," she said, " bi

it's not that We simply haven't time f<

too many acquaintances—the studio and tl

house occupy us so much. Besides, we hav

Lejl : A character-study from " Scrap Iron."

Below : Resting after a strenuous da\. with "Whiskers'
• •?! guard.
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both lived in Los Angeles all our lives, and naturally we have our own
circle of old friends, who mean the world to us."

" My father is the business head of my own producing concern," Charlet.

Ray told me, after we had had lunch and had settled clown to the process

of interviewing. " And Albert Ray, my cousin, who is well known to

picture fans, is also a member of the organisation— my first mate, so to

speak. Some of my early pictures were directed by Joseph De Grasse ;

but now I am director, too. My characterisations, although they give

the effect of natural simplicity, have to be intently studied, and I feel

that, after my years of specialising, 1 know best what my pictures need.'.'
" What made you decide to go in ' on your own '

?

" I suppose we all appreciate freedom, don't we ? And I have always
taken film-making very seriously—so much so that I want to put the

very best of myself into every scene, which is not always possible when
one is working for other people. My own studio, too, is a great joy.

You must inspect it on your way back It is built after the Spanish
style, which is really California's most characteristic type of architecture,

and although it took much time and thought to complete, 1 am absolutely
satisfied with it now."

" Tell me about your own pictures," 1 suggested.
" I broke away from my usual line a little in my first ' independent.'

It was adapted from George M. Cohan's Forty-Five Minutes from Broad-
way. But I went right back to the old role in Peaceful Valley and Nineteen
and Phyllis. Then came The Old Swimmiri Hole, a picturisation of

Riley's poem, in which I played a barefooted lad (say, that barefooted
stunt was no joke, either !), Scrap Iron, 'The Midnight Bell, R.S.V.P.,
and now The Barnstormer. I've bought about thirty plays and stories

for future use—yes, most of them the ' bashful boy ' kind. After all,

the hopes and fears, dreams and ambitions of the growing youngster
are just a page from real life—we've all been through it, and we all

remember how much it meant to us."

Charles Ray, as I daresay most of his admirers know, is not so young as he
seems. He is thirty, although even as himself, with no " make-up " on, he does
not look anything like his age. There is a clear, almost transparent youthfulness
about his face, and in repose his features express something of the wholly
unconscious pathos of youth itself. Dark-haired and brown-eyed, Charlie Ray
looks at his best, I think, in the informal white flannels and soft silk shirt he so

often affects—and in which Whiskers, most certainly, appreciates him more than
when evening togs or correct Society garb are the order of the day.

" I always wanted a prize dog, "-Charlie said, as we looked through some topping
picnic Kodaks of the family. " Wtiiskers is such an intelligent little chap, too ;

he often comes on in my pictures, and he's already quite a favourite with the fans."
Ray was not born in Los Angeles, but in Jacksonville, Illinois, which is " Middle

West." When a lad, however, he moved to Los with
his parents, and attended that city 's famous Poly-
technic High School.

" My father had made up his mind that it should
be a commercial career for me," screenland's bashful
celebrity went on, as we talked of his boyhood.
" But when I was only a kid I had seen a travelling

performance of ' Uncle Tom's Cabin,' and that was
enough ! After that the stage was always the centre
of my secret ambitions. Still, I went ahead with
my school work without saying anything to a soul,

until one day a chum suggested that we should go to

dramatic classes, in the evenings.

Charles Hay is

thirty, but he
does not look his

age. And he is

still a boy at

heart.
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Drowntn' Worms," i« " The Old Swimmin' Hole."

a thing had never seemed possible to me : but I

leapt ,ii ihe opportunity. At the end of three months.
Liner, like a good business m.in, said if I could get a

• job, all righl if not, 1 must give up the idea
1

>l .i I n ti> do much, but before lout;

I did manage to land some very small parts. Then I

loined •> repertory company, and toured the Wesl and
Middle West, playing every kind ol part imaginable. Sure,

i struggle. Pretty much the same kind of thing
i^h now in my pictured lives. Hut I nevei did

believe m giving i". and the onfy time 1 ever knew despair

hen they gave me a matinee-idol sort of part to play '

Thai didn't suit me at all !

|usl before I- started him work. I was playing m a

vaudeville sketch with Chester Conklin I hen came my
camera work with ('.race Cunard in

III, : I never thought then that the films

would prove t" be my hie work I was sort of ashamed
to be playing for them, hke lots of "the: actors felt about
:t But I photographed well, and I was given a n

succession of parts, playing in a stock company for Thomas
H. Ince. For three years I never saw my name in print,

Hither on the screen or in the papers. Then came my
great chance, in The Coward, followed right away by a
starring contract with Mr. Ince. Lots of hard work and
many pictures

—

The Busher, The Knock-Out- Blow, Greased
Lightnin', Bill Henry, The Girl Dodger, Crooked Straight,

Red-Hot Dollars, Paris Green, and others. Yes—eight

years in motion pictures, and my own master for the last

eighteen months or so."

All the time, I learnt from Charles Ray, the people
whose brains are enlisted in the army of kinema workers
are helping him at his studio to evolve something new.
His last achievement along these lines was The Old
Swhnmin' Hole, which presented a logical story without
any need of sub-titles. The star believes in deeds, not
words, whenever possible.

Charles Ray quite surprised me when he told me that

he had never been to New York. " I've never been
farther East than Chicago," he said ;

" so I'm just as much
of a country boy in real life as on the screen—at least, in

the eyes of^tjiose who think New York the most important
place^in Xmerica. Personally, I believe the Middle West
is trie' most typical part of our country, but, all the same,
1 am sure I should never enjoy working anywhere else as

much as I lo out here on the coast. Only a short while
ago Clara and I had a real treat—an honest-to-goodness
holiday—at d instead of going somewhere East, we had a

wonderful ' ime visiting the Grand Canyon, Arizona. But
I have mac e up my mind to go to New York at the very
next oppor ;unity !

"

Have yo j ever noticed how frequently Charlie Ray
fights in h s pictures ? Sometimes he just " scraps," as

boys togetl er always have done and always will do ; at

other times he is one of the combatants in a real boxing
match. H ! is a fine fighter, and he confirmed what had
already be< n my private opinion of the matter—that he
never uses i double in his ringside scenes. He keeps him-
self as fit and supple as a champion boxer by rigorous

exercising knd training, and his " fighting pictures " are

always correct in every detail, being invariably supervised

by a professional. He told me that he had sent a print

of Scrap Iron to Carpentier's training quarters on I^ong

Island, anc that the famous Frenchman had written to

him congratulating him upon the technique of the fight

scenes.

Reminiscences of your eight years on the films would
make interesting reading," 1 remarked, as my visit drew

to an end.
" Yes ; Iibelievc they would. 1 played in many of the

old Westerns with Louise Glaum and W. S. Hart, and 1

was with Billic Burke in her very first feature, Peggy, which
came befoie her famous Gloria's Romance. But instead

of more pioture talk, let me show you the home of which
we're so sisfully proud."

So, before 1 left, 1 toured house and garden with

their master and mistress. No wonder visitors wax en-

thusiastic over the charms of the Kay al>ode ! Its attrac-

tions include that luxury of luxuries, an outdoor swimming
pool, as well as a gymnasium, golf-course, a private picture

theatre, billiard-room, ball-room, sun-parlour, and con-

servatories. Their rose garden, too, is famous.

No wonaer the pair are envied by so many of their

friends am) admirers ! But although, according to the

sages, anyone can t>e rich, not everyone can preserve,

amongst riches, that gift of the gods, simplicity of heart.

Perhaps, after all, that is the possession for which Charles

U.iv is most to be envied. That, and his care free youth-

fulness, notwithstanding the worry and responsibility of

a great producing organisation, still make life for him
a joyous adventure. So comprehensively had we dis-

cussed Ins hie. his work, and his ambitions that, as 1 left,

I was tempted to ask one final question.
" Mi K.iv. '

l said. " are you really shj

i . 0- it to yon. partner," said Charles Ray. And
with «/«i\

y Mie memory of Ins inimitably mischievous smile

tn accompany the unanswered question, I feel even more

uncertain aboi t now than 1 did then I
Auct ii«i.
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nnTTnDTil&C
CORNS, CALLOUSES. BLISTERS.]
Aching. Soreness. Swelling. Tenderness.

Ul\l
If you have these in any form and think there is the slightest excuse

for continuing to suffer

—

Just read what the following users of

REUDELBATH
SALTRATES

say about the only quick, positive, and never-failing cure for

sore, tired, tender feet that ache, burn, smart, swell, itch, and
develop corns, bunions, callouses, or other forms of foot misery.

Also, you can stop any rheumatic pains within ten minutes.

PROMINENT USERS-SERIES IX.
OAT THE STAGE AND SCREEN.

Mr. George Robey, the inimit-

able Comedian, writes :

—

" I needed these Saltrates long before

commencing to use them. Oh ! How
can I tell you my feelings in those days ?

Now I have no more tired feet or
muscular strains. Do I still travel to

Continental Spas? No, NO—n'n'n'

NO ! I take my cure at home."

\ 14

Sir Harry Lauder, the famous
Scotch Comedian, writes :

—

" Hearing Reudel Bath Saltrates

mentioned as being a likely comfort

for the boys in the treuches, and know-

ing from personal experience that it is

excellent, I sent out several packages,

which were much appreciated."

Amongst other theatrical and kinema stars of the first magnitude who use and highly recommend Reudel Bath Saltrates are :

BRYANT WASHBURN, PHYLLIS MONKMAN, HARRY PILCER, MAIDIE SCOTT, VIOLET LORAINE,
HETTY KING, OSWALD WILLIAMS, LEE WHITE, LESLIE HENSON.

Photos by Hana. Dorothy Wilding. Yevonde, Fielding, Northland Studios, Valeric. Swaine, FouKham and Banfield, Dobson. " Oaily Sketch," Stage Photo Co.

The Reudel Bath Saltrates compound exactly reproduces the highly medicated

and oxygenated waters of celebrated curative springs. Prices : 2/- a packet or

(Double Size) 3/3. Obtainable from all chemists everywhere, who are authorised to

refund your money in full and without question if you are not satisfied with results.
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r I 7rWEENY
TftE

BELOVED

A fireside snapshot of Lila Lee.

Dainty Lila Lee, who played the part

of " Tweeny," the lovable little

maid-servant in The Admirable Crichton,

v. as a star child -player on the vaudeville

itagc before the films claimed her. She
was known as " Cuddles,'' for she was a

liappy, dark-eyed little girl, who was
mothered " by everyone who played

with Iter behind the footlights

She appeared on the stage at the age
of six, under the guidance of Gus Edwards,
to whom must be given the credit of

' discovering " her. She was the original

Look Out for Jimmy Valentine " girl.

Introducing that song for Gus Edwards in

of his kiddie revues.

Lila I. re \tnrl<d her p< career a< a linger,
and made het fit t hit with the tong

Jimmy Valentine
"

Two pictures of Lila l.ce taken in the garden of het

pretty bungalow. Lila is very proud of her garden.
and spends most of her spare time in keeping it it:

order.

Her outstanding ability attracted influential

people in the film world, and it was decided that

she should be starred in plavs especially written

around her stage personality.
She started het screen career with FamOUl

Players, making her first appearance in Tki

Cruise of the Make-Believe, followed by Such a

Little Pirate, Tht Admirable Crichton, A Daughtei

of the Wolf, and Hawthorn* oj tht V S A
Now she is growing up, but memories of her

sweet, childish personality will always linger

around her, despite her increase in inches, and
the deepening of the hues of charactei in her

face

Recently she has played with lorn Meighan m
Tht Prince Chap and 77k Easy Road; and she lias

also appeared in Support of Wallace Rcid ill Hawlh
Adventurer, l'h, Charm School, in Midsummer

Matlness, and in His Friend and His Wife,
Although her work is more serious than it used to be, her

dimpling smiles .wa\ mischievous eyes still remain. In woman-
hood she has retained most oi the charm which made her one oJ

the mosl popular child players on the stage. She is 5 ft. 3 in.

tall, and has blacl hair and hl.uk eves
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Who
said

Nerves?
W^l 1 Y suffer from Neurasthe-

nia or any other Nervous

Disorder when these can be

abolished in one to three

months by MAXALDING ?

Do you know that most of our
modern ailments arise from a weak
Nervous Organisation? Men can-

not be brave, women cannot he

beautiful or attractive unless pos-

sessed of sufficient Nervous Force.

47

Showing Chest and Stomach development jchich

can be acquired by MAXALDING.

V^OU must realise, if you think about it—and you
-* ought to think about so serious a subject—that
you cannot even be mentally efficient unless you are

developing sufficient Nervous Force to meet the

demands made upon you by your work and present

conditions.

You may have the brains of an H. G. Wells, but you
cannot do the things you want to do unless you
have sufficient Energy.

We get our Power or Energy from our Nervous
system, and the only way to strengthen this is by
MAXALDING.
If the Nervous Organisation is weak, you will lack

Courage ; and amongst the defects you may suffer

from are Indigestion, Brain Fag, Mind Wandering,
Indecision, Procrastination, Lack of Will-power,
Shyness, Mental Confusion, Irritability.

Lord Beaverbrook has said :
" But Health is the

foundation both of. judgment and industry, and
therefore of Success. Without health everything is

difficult. Who can exercise a sound judgment if

he is feeling irritable ? Who can work hard if he is

suffering from a perpetual feeling of malaise ?
"

It does not matter how clever you arc unless you
have Health and the Power which comes from an
accumulation of Nervous Force.

By MAXALDING the circulation is perfected, the

Showing one of the MAXALDING movements

for strengthening the Nervous System.

alimentary (anal cleansed, the muscles made supple,

the mind made bright, and the body made beautiful.

MAXALDING strengthens the Nervous System and
creates huge reserves of Energy. It marks a stride

forward in Physical Culture as big as the discovery

of antiseptics in surgery.

By MAXALDING you can cure yourself of Con-
stipation, Indigestion, Mal-assimilation, Rheumatism,
Obesity, Thinness, Lack of Will-power, Loss of

Self-Confidence, Nervous Debility, Neurasthenia, and
other Functional weaknesses within a period of one
to three months by a Scientific series of movements
with CONTROL as the basic principle.

MAXALDING is not difficult to learn, and the

movements are very interesting to practise. Like

most great ideas, it is simple and easy—when you
know the way.

The movements for the eradication of Functional

Disorders are each devised specially for the parti-

cular complaint one may be suffering from, according

to age, sex, and circumstances.

By MAXALDING you soon begin to accumulate a

store of Nervous Force, and you can use this extra

energy in ways most pleasurable and profitable to

yourself.

The effect upon the Mind is a sense of power, a

feeling of joyousness. Put briefly

MAXALDING means: more LIFE and-more JOY in Life

Write for the Booklet entitled " MAXALDING," explaining fully your
requirements, whether they be the eradication of a Functional Disorder, the

development of a Perfect' Body, the increase of Nervous Energy, or the acquisi-

tion of Great Strength. Your enquiry will cost you nothing and commit
you to nothing, yet your desires may be realised beyond your expectations.

A ddress your letter :

MAXALDING,
3, New Stone Buildings, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. 2
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^/or Ozummer
use

lime Jiabric

It is a pleasure to use

Lux as well as to wear
the duin tyfabrics washed
with it. In a bowl of

warm water the pure
Lux flakes are whisked
into a foaming lather

in an instant. Gently
squeeze the creamy suds

through and through the

texture, then rinse in

clean water. Lux coaXes

rather than forces the

dirt from dainty fabrics.

^he Cfti/c/rQn cfo cfown
to pt&y on t;£e 6eac£ -

in frocks and dresses kept spotlessly

clean and comfortable with LUX.
Their cool and dainty underwear is

also preserved with this wonderful
preparation.

Mother's dresses and smart jumpers are main-

tained in al' their charm with LUX. And when
Father joins the family party at the sea his

flannels look as good as new—thanks to LUX.

WON'T SHRINK WOOLLENS
Packets (two sizes) may
be obtained everywhere.

LEVER BROTHERS LIMITED,
PORT SUNLIGHT.



In the game of matrimony on-,

lookers usually see most of the
un. Authors seemingly never tire of

:he, troubles of the newly wedded,
ind Let's Be Fashionable, which stars

:hat popular pair, Doris May and
Oouglas Maclean, is a light and en-

oyable after-the-honeymoon comedy,

( vith an undercurrent of satire directed
it suburban ideals. The Henry

j

:-angtons commence their married
ife in an ultra-smart suburb, where
;oing the pace is the rule, and ostra-
cism the penalty for breaking it.

Their efforts to keep abreast of things
iause many mutual misunderstandings
tntil they finally decide that the
ame is not worth the playing, and
ettle down to quieter ways. As
i>sual, in a Maclean-May feature, the
ub-titles are pithy and pointed, and
jhe players extract every ounce of

alue from their material.

Douglas Maclean, by way of vaca-
tion after finishing Pass in'

kru' , a recent picture, went on a
3und of visits. He first called on
is parents and numerous relatives in

'hiladelphia
; thence to up-state New

ork to see the relatives of Mrs.
Iaclean. New York City came after
tat, also Washington, where Douglas
iterviewed President Harding. Whilst
iere, a wire from Doug.'s screen-

wife, Doris May, announced that she
would be in New York shortly, and
would the Macleans show her around.
They were delighted to do so, for

Doris is a great friend of both of

them. Doug.'s next sojourn was at

New Orleans, and California came
last on the list. Then he settled down
to work again, on Home Stretch, a
racing story of combined humour
and thrills. Doris May has been
working with Tourneur on The Foolish
Matrons, which is yet another philo-

sophy of marriage.

English releases are few, but good.
The best of them is David and

Jonathan, in which Madge Titheradge
is featured. Based on E. Temple
Thurston's fascinating story, this

feature grips the attention from the

start and keeps it till the finish". It

is scenically perfect, and shows an
English school, a football match,
'Yarsity days, sea, and desert island

scenes, which are a credit to all con-
cerned. All three principals are good,
the two men being ably played by
Geoffrey Webb and Richard Ryan.
In the early scenes "David" and
" Jonathan " are played by Sidney
Ward and Jack Perks. Madge
Titheradge, though so successful, has
practically abandoned screen work
and returned to the stage. She has

worked both sides of the Atlantic,

and won herself many friends both
in England and America.

Madge Titheradge also appears in

A Temporary Gentleman, which
is every whit as good as the play,

which is high praise. Apart from
some of them being too long, the
sub-titles are excellent, though some-
what bitter at times, and the whole
thing is a thoroughly enjoyable feature
which will appeal particularly to

those who have been Over There.
Owen Nares and Sydney Fairbrother
carry off chief honours as, respectively,

Walter Hope," the ex-officer who
"swanked," and "Mrs. Hope," his

mother. Maudie Dunham, Madge
Titheradge and Alfred Drayton do
almost as well in minor roles. It is

a pity that picturegoers had to wait
so long for this feature, since it deals
with life immediately after the Great
War, and naturally dates slightly.

I"
4wo other British releases are

Nance, a Charles Garvice story,

featuring Isobel Elsom, James Lind-
say, Mary Forbes, and Ivan Sampson.
It is well acted and photographed
and is a film of the " popular "

description. The Temptress has an
ingenious story, which is better than
some of the acting. The denouement
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Make Pounds out of Your
Camera this Summer

A lady m the- North s<»l<

nnt for £15. She now
make* ovci £jooa year by sparo-
tlmc photography. .Slu- never
earned i penny in thi* interesting hYld before
taking the Course.

Iliri-i' others received £t5i from two papers re-

rently. Another earned over /J300 within twelve
months, and had never sold a pnrH before.

With the I'.C.C. Home Study Course of Press
ography you receive to per cent, of amount won

in Photographic Competitions, instruction in

l.ami- Press Photography, and expert advice to cn-
ablc you to sidl prints for biggest fees and win biggest
prizes, rhe Course has helped other" Picturegi

readers to sell photos to the following periodicals

—

why not you? — Daily Chronicle, Daily Express,
Daily Graphic, Daily Mail, J'nily Mirror, Jhnly

Herald, Sunday Express, Sunday
rial, Weekly Dispatch, Bystander. Graphic,

Country Life, Illustrated London News, Sphere,
Tatter

,

Criticism. Advice, and particulars FREE if you
pick out lis <•! your brightest prints, slip them in an
envelope, with your name and address, and -jd. in

stamps for registration, packing and ieturn postage.
Post to Photo Editor, Practical Correspondence
College, Ltd, (' Picturegocr " Scholarships), 57.

Hern W.t. They will be returned with

unusually un id any
I one of the I'ulu

.(.'Hill AKSI1IF lees payable In

:fiT i- available until August 31st.

Ilips Li limiu-.l.

Ask for an
"ODHAMS
Fourpenny"

m

Love — Romance —
Adventure—Mystery

—

you get all these in

Odhams Popular 4d.

Novels. Written by

well - known Authors,

there arc now 43 to

choose from. Just the

thing for the 1 lolidays.

Get a selection To-day.

m

At all Newsagents

and Bookstalls.

Two players and a playwright at play—Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin and Edward
Knobloek indulge in a fantastic game of Intliards. Knoblock has been hclpin-; with the

supervision of Doug's big picture, the film version of " The Three Musketeers."

is the worst part of the feature, this

being very feeble. Langhorne Burton
gives a good study of the ambitious
squire's son, who becomes an actor,

Yvonne Arnaud is the leading lady,

and John Gliddon has a prominent
role. Gliddon has just blossomed
forth as a producer in the Gliddon-
D'Eyncourt series of films. Com-
mencing with comedies, this company
are now working on a five-reeler.

Adapted from a stage success by
two celebrated Frenchmen,

Pierre Louys and Pierre Frondaie,
The Woman and 'The Puppet is a

colourful and picturesque, although
none too-edifying, screen-play, Ger-

aldine Farrar has a role as like as

possible to thai of Carmen, not ex-

cepting the fight, and tor five reels

she and tortures the enrap-

tured " Don Mateo " (Lou Tellegen)

until she rouses him to retaliation.

I here is a good deal of unnecessary
repetition, but the backgrounds,
settings and photography are ex-

cellent, and the star is at her best

when portraying roles such as these

Lou I ellegen plays "
1 ton Mat<

who foi some mystic reason known
only to himself, takes his best friend

with him whenever and wherever he

wishes to make love; and Dorothy
Cummings is particularly good in a

difficult role.

' I *here is an excellent cast in I

1 Modern Salome, Hope Hamil-
ton's initial film release, this side,

comprising Wyndham and Percj

Standing, Agnes \\ies. \ithur

Donaldson, and Sidney I. Mason
the star herself is beautiful, .\\\<.\

wcai ession of beautiful gov
but do not judge hei by this featui

she has improved greatly in the arl

of acting since she made it I h<

stoi \- is wildly ind i on< ems

a young would Ix; artist who ma trie

a millionaire. She is blackmailed b
a former fiance, but rescued by he

husband's secretary (Wyndham Stand
ing 1 This man afterwards become
a drunkard, but matters are finall

righted and the villain routed. A
interlude depicts scenes in th

of Herod. Hope Hamptons late?

completed film is Stat Dw-t ; sh<

into screenland via a Texas beaut

competition, which she easily woi

Agnes Ayres is the newest Paramour.
star; she succeeded Gloria Sv

in Cei il de Mille's productions, ht

work in Forbidden Fruit beii

penally noteworthy.

In The >. .; J\ dt r, 1 larry M
acting, some good scenes on

board ship, and the burning

si hooner at sea, are the outstandii

points. 'I he hero is a simpli

who loses faith in humanity ai

becomes master of a tramp schoon<

A girl later restores him to his bett

self. Favourites in the supports
cast include Alice Calhoun, \\

Campbell, and Van Dyke Brook
The photography is good in pari

Two fishing smacks were used

making this film, a fishing yawl ai

an old full-rigged clipper. The latt

was " 'The lienton," which was 00

demncd by the U S. Shipping 1

She was fired, with More-.

ita Valentine on board, j>

Staten Island, and the

made the filming of their i

von difficult. Six exposures \w

required, for some of the scenes.

Alia Nazimova chose the story u
and " friend hus

adapted it from an old In n< li pi.

cannot congratulate either of tin

I he story, whit h < ont ei ns a K

pi im i ss and n poi t. w ho is la

transformed into a inulti nullionaii

I
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is exceedingly mild, and the star

.wasted on an ordinary ingenue role.

There are some comedy touches ;

'but Nazimova did not attain her

.popularity by her powers as a come-
dienne. It is in emotional parts that

she excels ; and except for some
few delightful moments in a dream-
garden, there is little that calls for

praise. Charles Bryant plays oppo-
site, and Victor Potel supplies a
caricature of a Russian. The role of

I
Princess Trilova is the first in which
'Nazimova has played a woman of

her own country, although in other
productions she has been by turns

'Eurasian, Bedouin, Gypsy, American,
and Cockney Londoner.

A good comedy feature, with
Bryant Washburn for its star.

The Sins of St. Anthony presents

some well-drawn characters, and is

cleverly produced. Bryant is almost
unrecognisable in his weird make-up
as an unco' guid scientist whose fiancee

turns him down, and who, with the

aid of a dancer, succeeds in staggering

his friends. The fiancee repents, but
" St. Anthony " eventually marries the

dancer (Margaret Loomis). Margaret
Loomis is a delightful dancer, and she
originally intended to make her name
as an exponent of this art. Bryant
Washburn has just commenced a
new series of comedies, like the
" Skinner " set that first brought
iim into public favour. Before that
.he used to be the villain in Francis X.
Bushman features ; but his jolly

imile and likeable personality gave
:he lie to his deeds, and somehow
io one ever took his villainy seriously.

\ X Tyndham Standing is featured in

VV My Lady's Garter, a mystery
nelodrama, adapted from Jaques
"utrelles' novel of the same title,

t is a detective story, and despite a
lisconnected continuity and many
mprobabilities, will probably please

Torn Mix is as keen a
notorist as he is a
orseman.

most picturegoers, as the interest is

centred in the unmasking and capture
of " The Hawk " by an American
Secret Service man. Maurice Tourneur
directed. He has not added to his

laurels by this effort. Sylvia Breamer
is a lovely heroine, and a pleasing,

although hardly warranted episode
shows the origin of the Order of the
Garter in fourteenth-century days.

Another photo - play with a me-
diaeval insert is Away Goes

Prudence, in which Billie Burke
returned to the screen after a season
on the stage. As a young Society
girl who prefers her aeroplane to her
fiance, Billie gives a captivating
performance, and is well supported
by Percy Marmont. The opening of

the film is good, but later on, when the
heroine lives a life of crime, the story
drags, and one remains undecided as

to whether it is meant for drama or

comedy. John Robertson directed ; he
was also responsible for last month's
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Billie Burke
has now left Paramount, and will star

in Ziegfeld productions. Percy Mar-
mont is an Englishman, and one of

the most popular leads of to-day.

Following brother John's triumph
in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,

comes Lionel Barrymore's in The
Copperhead. He created the role of
" Milt Shanks " in the stage play,

which Augustus Thomas wrote, and
it was his greatest success. It is a
story covering three periods : that
of the Mexican War, the Civil War
of 1862, and the modern one of 1904.
" Shanks," a farmer, wishes to enlist

in the Mexican War ; but on the
request of " Abe Lincoln," his friend,

he serves his country in another way.
Later, again, by Lincoln's request,
" Milt " joins " The Copperheads,"
a Southern League, and is dubbed
traitor by wife, son, and friends.

Hated and condemned by all, " Milt
"

[Continued on
Pag,- jj.

Celsus," the immediate
and permanent process for

Facial Rejuvenation.

At Celsus House, in the heart of

Blnomsbury, miracles are performed
d.iily. Society women everywhere,
and lady members of the Public.

generally, are talking about the

enormous success of a wonderful New
Beauty Treatment which, in a scien-

tific manner, absolutely rejuvenates
the appearance, eradicating such
troubles as

Facial Relaxation, Drooping Eyelids,

Nose-lo-Mouth Lines, Frown Lines,

Hollow Cheeks, Double Chin, Flabby
Neck, Salt Cellars, Badly Shaped Noses,
and Projecting F.ars, etc., etc.

As every woman knows, the days of

Face Creams and Pomades are coming
to an end, and science has now stepped
in, in the shape of the Celsus Treatment,
to afford a really approved method of

overcoming facial defects. So im-
portant is this matter, that the Princi-

pal of the Celsus Institute has decided

to give free person.)! interviews to all

those who would desire his aid, and
who wisely appreciate the value of a
charming appearance.

Without cost or obligation he will tell

you how you may immediately over-

come your troubles and gain the added
beauty that will command attention.

Let Celsus make you
Young in an hour !

Have faith and he aill not fail you.

As an idea of the value of this treat-

ment, the following is a reproduction
of one of the many unsolicited testi-

monials which the Principal will will-

ingly show to any bona-fidc enquirer.

From an Actrett.
" "Just a fern lines. I/eel 1 must write
and tellyou hmo I am ami the wonder*
fill improvement. It is nally the most
wonderful thing that ever happened,

as I look a different person. It is a
huge success, and 1 feelyou are a great

frtemi of mine asyen have done such
agreat thine /or me, and 1 can't tell

you how pleased I ant and so happy."

'Come and judge for yourself; there is

no charge for personal consultation.

If you cannot immediately call, make
an application for appointment.

U 'rite for descriptive brochure, enclosing 3d.
stamp, to

The PRINCIPAL, CELSUS HOUSE
IS, Gt. Ruuell Street. London, W.C.I. ,,
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MY LADY'S TOILET.
In the elc g.eit days of the eighteenth centnrv

. idy's toilet was a lengthy affair. 1 his was
chiefly due to the elaborate coiffures then in

\ogue. Hut the beauties >>f that period were
famous fur their brilliant complexions and

inl figures, and the following simple

recipes, some old-fashioned, some modern,
trim not come amiss to my lady of the

twentieth century.

THE ETERNAL FEMININE.
Most women will sutler anything in order to

imptove their li I
!er to keep her com-

plexion m its pristine freshness, the eighteenth

century "belle" subjected herself to a most
painful " skinning " process whereby the old

skin was peeled off with carbolic, leaving the

new skin underneath exposed. Crude as the

method was, the theory was excellent. Every

one of u> lias a clean new skin just below the
' outer one, that is now visible. The

modern application of this principle is to use

mercolieed wax. This is applied just like

ordinary cold cream, but on account of the

oxygen it contains, it harmlessly absorbs the

outer cuticle, giving the new skin underneath a

chance to show itselfand to breathe. In this way
the complexion may be perpetually renewed.

A SUBSTITUTE FOB BODGE. .'

Rouge in always a httle vulgar. Nevertheless,

one cannot deny that a little colour gives

wonderful life ami charm to a face. Have
you tried rubbing a very tiny bit of

iwwdeicd colliandum on the cheek.s ? It gives

a very delicate tlu-h which is most becoming,
and it tones in so beautifully with the skin

that it is absolutely undetectable.

A "BLACKHEAD ' SECBET.
This old-fashioned way of curing blackheads

can hardly Ik- improved upon. Dissolve a

tablet of pure stymol in a wineglassful of hot
water, and 1> it In the lace with the lotion.

Dry with a .lean towel, and the blackheads
will , of I lii-it own accord, leaving
the skin cool, clean, and absolutely free from
irritation. To improve the texture of the skin,

and to prevent the blackheads from forming
again, it is an excellent plan to wash or sprav
the face occasionally with stymol-charged water.

UNWANTED HAIB.
The simplest and most effective wav of

rfluous hair is to treat with a
paste l of powdered pheminol and

iliol i.s quite easy to obtain (all

chemists -io<k it) and its action i^ immediate.

A OUABTEB OF AN INCH MORE.
It is tru i, by taking thought,

lis hi ight, but it is

•man. by taking thought,
iirable si,

add ,ii inch t,, her eyelashes,
lb i [ deadly

aoury •>( nth
I ret

ither, the
lid with a

The
hi tie p ttience and
'nl i. -.ults, for th.'

ting mid'

DO YOU DANCE?
W.i |„.

alw.iv s Mir.' ..f

ti'.n Hut to l,,dk one's
' ,11 I V

ii inU r that all i ,t .

.-in>; th--

On bei n
i. in

I ,i n ill ,1

two
Ivn .1 1.. I little

I '" tly h.iriui. •->, and by tin ir

i gradually and naturally
•

A popular film
star at hwie.

does not disclose the reason for his

seeming treachery until he is dying,

when it transpires that he had all

the while served his country and his

President truly and well. An appeal-
ing ami intensely dramatic role, of

which Barrymore makes the most.
There are many fighting episodes,

and a long and capable cast.

In the early scenes of The Copper-
head, Lionel Barrymore has to

do a gooil deal of ploughing ; for his

role is that of a pioneer-farmer.
Barrymore, who has never had any
leanings towards work on the land,
took lessons from a farmer a day or
two before the scenes were to be shot.

The rest of the cast were much sur-

prised by the professional ease with
which he seized the reins and started

Suddenly, without any warning,
the plough went oxer a hornet's nest.

The inhabitants swarmed out, and
the company ran for their lives, but
Farmer Shanks" (Barrymore) re-

ceived most attention from the angry
insects. Winn they had finished

with him, he declared he could not

possibly make any further exterioi
s' em's that day. and was through
w ith ploughing (or e\ et

Lis of Western drama have
nothing to complain about this

month, (or they have four o '<

from which to make their choice
William S Hart has a characteristic
feature in Sand, which has a plot of

the made to order brand, in that it

exploits all the familiar Hart situa

tions ["here is, however, one really

the meeting of the

Westerner and Ins horse Pinto.

Pinto bad been the unwitting anse

Alice Lake unth

her father and motlier.

of a misunderstanding between hen
and heroine, but after Hart has un

masked and brought to book a bant

of troublesome train robbers.

ing alone and unaided tram-mei
and passengers, one of whom
girl in the case, she forgives him
The hold-up is most realistic . bu
though Mary Thurman and a capabl
company support, the picture is no
one of Hart's best. This most popula
of screenland's Westerners has thre

new productions scheduled for releas

in America. Their titles are Thret

Word Brand, White Oak, and Travellin

On.

\ X Jilliam Russell has a fine chat

VV acter part in The /.

Suffering Creek, which is an adapt.

tion of Ridgewell Cullum'>wnov<
follows the original pretty i

It is a fairly good, wholesome. W
feature, with plenty id punch alwt

it. The hero, " Bid! Lark," <

with a notorious bad man. wb
him five ilaxs to live. Lark maki
good use of his time, ami manages '

come out on top in the finish li

Twins do little besides giving tl

feature its title Sonic of the exten

scenes are remarkably beautiful, ai

the acting is good throughout VVhi

William Russell heard there w

.

one tight m ibis screen - play

thought he was in for an eas

but he was wrong He has pli

riding and driving stunts, and tl

light itself is a prolonged and runoil

one U'twccn bill and a whole :

iasi.il> Ionise Lovely is an excellfl

leading lady, and Henry J. Heroel

nee Peshon. and two delight I

kiddies. Helen Stone and Malcol
i i ii*-. also appear.
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No. 1

NOW
on Sal<

4 <K<*-±4<H ••••-

Look out
for this

( ohmred
( 'ever

oh the
Book-

*. stalls.

I
i

Read and enjoy

the Stories of

the Films.

Read at your leisure the engross-

ing stories of the month's best

films in the pages of the new
monthly, "Film Fiction." Each
issue of this splendid magazine
will contain a profusion of stories

brilliantly written and illustrated,

each one of which is based on

a popular film showing at the

leading kinemas. By reading
" Film Fiction " you will double

your enjoyment of the Movies.

Get No. 1 to-day

FILM

FROM THE MONTHS BEST PICTUR

Published
Monthly

;
- •

mmkmmi
"I find Pond's Vanishing and Cold
Creams most cleansing and purifying, and
Pond's Face Powder delicious. I shall

always contrive to have some of these de-
lightful toilet goods on my dressing table.''

The secret of that remarkable skin beauty which

has won for Miss Sybil Thorndike the admiration

of all, is that she uses Pond s, the Original

Vanishing Cream. Pond s softens the skin

—

makes the complexion fair and youthful. So
refreshing to use, so easy to apply—just a touch

and it vanishes. Exquisitely perfumed with

the odour of Jacqueminot Roses.

Pond's Vanishing Cream protects you
from all skin blemishes and troubles

caused by Summer Dust and Summer Sun.

In handsome Opal Jars with Aluminium Screw Lids, 1/3 and 2/6 ;

and Collapsible Tubes qd. and 1/3, of all Chemists and Stores. If
you eannot obtain ike new tube from your Chemist to-day,

send us ninepenee, and we will despatch it post free.

POND'S EXTRACT Co. (Depi. 150.) 71, Southampton Row, Lor.don, wc I
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YOUR
FILM FAVOURITE

ON

DE LUXE POSTCARDS
IN

Real Glossy Photographic

Style.

Price 3d. each, postage extra, or any

21 cardt from list sent post free (or

FIVE SHILLINGS.

Gerald Ames
Yvonne Arnaud
Margaret

Bannerman
Theda Bara
Mai ii- Blanche
Lillian

Braithwaite

Gladys
Brockwell

Daisy Btirrell

Peggy Carlisle

Jewel Carmen
Fram is Cat

|

and Virginia

Lee Oirliin

i ,;es

Carpenticr

Cameron Carr

Mrs. Vernon
Castle

Charles Chaplin

boro

Marguerite Clark

( instam e Collier

Collins

Fay Conipton
'Gladys C«K)pcr

Virginia Lee
( "i bin

I lorothy I>.ilt..u

Marjoric Daw
Gaby Deslys
Marie Doro
Ivy Duke
Josephine I

Henry Edwards
Maxine Elliott

i Elsom
Elinor Fair

William Karnutn
Geraldine i

i ..ii

Pauline Fredei ii k

< ill

Kitty Gord in

Mary Glynne
Hatton

Scssttc Hayakawa
Nichi il

lie Howard
: ie I lllllll

llvlan.l

Elaine

II mil..

I

|

Doris Keane
Frank Keenan
Annette

Kellerman
Renee Kelly

Madge Kennedy
Doris Kenyon
Mollie King
Peggy Kurton
Matheson Lang
Mae Marsh
Shirley Mason
Mary Miles

Minter

Tom Mix
Tom Moore
Unity Moure
Colleen Moore
Stella Muir
Owen Nares

Nazimova
Phyllis

Neilson-Terry

Mal>el Normand
Eugene O'Brien

Baby Marie
Osborne

Virginia Pearson

Eileen Percy
Mary Picklord

Albert Kay
Charles Ray
Master Roby

(" Bubbles")
Will Rogers
Ruth Roland
Stewart Rome
William Rl

•ry Scott
• Sturdee " (D >g)

Constance and
Norma Talmadge

I UH r

Tali

Norma Talmadge
Alma Taylor
( onway Tearlc

Madge Till

Madeline
l'i a

Vanhrugh
i ilsli

I annie Ward
ie White
White

S\ dn< \ \\

(oust.mi c Wl 'I .)'

Poppy Wyndhara

The other two Western subjects
are Ace of the Saddle, with

Harry Carey, and The Square Shooter,
starring Buck Jones. The title of the
first feature is somewhat incompre-
hensible, so is the behaviour of some
of the characters, which suggests that
the whole thing might be meant for a
burlesque of the old-fashioned Western
drama Harry Carey, as " Cheyenne
Harry," gives a good and natural
performance, and Peggy Pearce is

a pleasing heroine The rest of the
cast are poor. There is some fine

photography, and much hard riding
up hills of incredible steepness ; but
as a whole the film is unconvincing
and unreal. The pleasing personality
of Buck Jones is the chief attraction
of The Square Shooter, in which the
star impersonates a city youth, in

order to frustrate the wiles of a crook
foreman on a ranch. Denison (lift,

the clever producer now working
this side for Ideal, wrote this story,

but did not direct it.

A good actor in an unedifying
and morbid feature is H. B.

Warner in The White Dove. It is

adapted from Locke's novel, which
it follows exactly, and also contains
beautiful exteriors and interiors, and
a realistic carriage accident. As the
doctor, who believed all women wire
faithless, 11. B. Warner acts with
fervour and sincerity worthy of a

better cause, and Clare Adams, Ruth
Reneck, Herbert Greenwood, and
little Virginia Lee Corbin are all very
good. Ruth Reneck has since become
a leading lady with Metro ; she is a
delightful little lady, whose appear-
ance suggests Elsie Ferguson, and

Marjorie Daw and George Dromgold enjov
at the

whose acting resembles that of Alice
I -ike. She was recently co-starred
with Casson Ferguson in \i'hat'- a

Wife Worth ?

A story of a man who decides to,

but doesn't, commit suicide
rather than face bankruptcy, is The
Third Generation, m which Mdhlon
Hamilton plays " the man " in ques-
tion. The author, who also directed,

unfolds the idea that the first gene-
ration can establish a successful busi-

ness and the third generation bring
it to ruin. Though not remarkable
lor characterisation, this is the kind
of thing that could and frequently
does occur in real life, and is there-

lore moderately interesting Betty
Blythe has the leading feminine role

—

that of a pleasure-loving wife. Hotli

these artists are now stars. Mali Ion
Hamilton, however, resigns his honours
pro tern, to play opposite Gloria

Swanson in The Shulamite. Petty
Blythe is resting on the laurels she

won by her interpretation of

Queen of Sheba, which title will prob-

ably cling to her foi tl
. rest of her

days.

Other August features are Jn
lively story of circus life with

Mabel Normand as a vivacious, slavey,

who was a perfect Jonah and uho
later joins a circus; Would You Tor-

give? a fairly interesting domestit

problem-drama, with Vivian Kich

and Tom Chatterton in the leading

roles ; The Flash of bate, in wind
Herbert Rawlinson has a stunt pari

after his own heart ; and The >

Garden, a screen version of Fr..

Hodgson Burnett's novel, starrinf

|l -titiuutU .'» /

a " friendly " game of cards " >;(mn sets'

studio.

I nil nf hundredi of othit poiicordi

\rnt post Jrrt nn applitalion.

PICTURES LTD.,
88. Long Acre. I .ondon. W.C.2.
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THE
Fiction

Magazine

i
^afae this fine

tM,agazine on

Your Holidays

The August " PAN " is a Special

Holiday All-Fiction Number. It

contains stones to suit all moods.

Love, Business, Romance, Sport,

Adventure, Detective, Humour —
all are represented.

" PAN'S " policy* is to print

each and every story because it

is worth printing — whether the

Author is obscure or famous.

To combine quality with variety,

to cater from first to last for all

people who are lovers of good

fiction.

Whenever you walk the magic

ways of Magazine - land, let

" PAN ' be your guide.

August Number

Now on Sale.

Monthly . . One Shilling

Proprietors: ODHAMS I'KK^S. LTD.

- J. Jl

FREE!
10.000

v,

Ml

J*^

of EACE POWDER
to introduce a

AVbnderful
NEWPERFUME

" Milk of Roses," "Milk of Lavender,"
" Milk of Verbena," " Eau de France"

Eau de Cologne .
'

Amarvellous new method of distilling the

natural perfume of flowers has been dis-

covered by Dr. Saumon, an eminent
French scientist. By this method a highly con-

centrated essence is produced which, when added

to water, yields an exquisite milk-white perfume,

comparable only to the most costly scents

obtainable. No alcohol is used in the process ;

consequently the price, instead of being £2 or

£3 a bottle, is only 5/-. And each little 5/- phial

makes no less than a quart of delicious,

lasting perfume !

One Quart for «S/"
(POST FREE.)

Having secured the sole rights
jn these scouts for Great I5rit.un

and Ireland, we are desirous that
ladies should put them to the
test. As*a special inducement, we
are making a free gift ol a full-

sized 2/6 box of our (anions
" Patrice " face powder to c.uii of
the first 10,000 purchasers of the
IM-rfumc. In view of the extra-
ordinary value ol these perfumes,
coupled with the generous free

gift, the demand is sure to be
very heavy. Applicants are there-
fore urged to use the coupon
below without delay. Only one
free gift box of face powder can
be sent to each applii ant, but if

one of each of the lour varieties
of scent is ordered at the same
tune, a reduction of 2/6 will be
made, i.e., 17/6 for the four 5/-

bottles with the free gift 2/6 box
of face powder.

Post this Coupon to-day.

PERFUME

A4d contents

of thil Phial

to one Quart

filamnoter
n a bottle

Shake each bm«
befweiA""?

LONOON

Please send me post free

Bottles " Milk of Roses."

Bottles "Milk 0/ Lavender"

Bottles " Milk of Verbena."

Baltics "Eau de Froncc."

Also Free Gift 2/6 box face Powder
Say whether White. Pink or Cream Pow-
der desired. Cross out colours not required

I enclose £
Nc

Address

Write
plain!),

please.

RYDER & CO..
",i, W'esthoume Grove, London, W.2
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It keeps

you

up-to-date

Weekb) week 'PICTURES'
gives the earliest and best

ncu> of Filmland. Its i

elusive information, its inter-

esting interviews, its many

illustrations, its honest but

often trenchant criticism of

rything that lias bearing

on the Silent Drama, place it

in a class apart, and make it

iplete and trustworthy

the enthusiastic

lover of the movi<

PICTURES
: POO TH6 PICTUOKGOtO :

Eoery Monday, 2d.

nunam mv

the violinist is playing pathetic music, whilst

satisfaction. On the screen you

dainty Lila Lee, and Clarence Geldart.

Miss Burnett is the authoress of the

world-famous Little Lord Faunlleroy,

which Mary the Well-Beloved is film-

ing afresh now. It was made some
- ago by a British concern with

a child-actress in the stellar r61e.

This is another sea story included

in this month's releases. The

Mutiny of the Elsinore is one of the

most graphic and realistn of J

London's books, and makes an

nt photo-play. In compelling

fashion the director has so ordered

his scenes thai the atmosphere of

the novel is maintained throughout.

Mitchell L wis plays the hero, and

is the ideal man lor the part .

William \ Monj Noah B
[un. also contribute line charai I

studi I he storm and mutiny
outstanding features in a

prodth tion thai its

kind. Helen Ferguson has the only

feminine role, and Casson Ferguson

n of the skipper. These

two, wl elated to

ther, met for the first tune during

the production of this film.

Pi, tin seem pretty evenly

divided on the suhjei t of serials

e thai serials

ih living are just as

positive thai th : is a blight

upon the art of picture - making.

\V\ ertheless, the serial p mer-

rily on its waj . and the villain pur-

, the her. .me through fourteen

only to be thoroughly dis-

ifiteti in the final round. A good
! Its km.

lovely Juanil i I lansen,

Warnci (Maud, and W all h i M
,nd tells ol the p< i *i ution

who uses

to aid him in his « ilv

( (land I sui.K 111.

a oil tin s, i, -en. fnl

/" / e required oi Helen ChadtM
director E. Ma; ' cynic

ivill see only the bedside figures.

he has never yet played a sympathe
role. Juanita Hansen, whose
derful masses of fair hair and bl

- make her one of the pretti

serial stars, is absolutely

her exploits with wild animals, a

the nerve - racking stunts

parable from the a I

chapter-play heroine, do not

have had any effect upon her,
I

looks even less than her tueir

four years.

Hepworth's August is I

iVari 1 illey. an orign

en-play, by George Dewhai

It treats of life in a little count

e, and. as its title imp
views of the natives are rem.uk.il

insular. Alma 1 aylor has ., , harac

part such as this clever British s

loves, and, as a romanti

puts in sonic cm client

work. I he si enery is ex<jui

photography up to the usual H<

worth standard, and the stoi

but pleas ' " urge I >cwhurst I

the leading male role. I his pi

was only shown to the Prude in Ju

that from one compam at h

pi, are sure of (puck

•

I "ins month a new Mm to M

1 in.,: ih« 1

is its title, and. as the name impl

n of st,oi

the best current dim r< I

tailliltg, as it does, twelve i
•nii'l

stones .\n>\ a long openi

. \, iting send,
I ilm I i. n

ling l".i. h is illustM

with pliotogiapl lu< tions

es from the films, and

en, " I ill

onl\ maga/ine of its kind in

.old the i>in e is siv|

\ di.no

l-np\

d.l\

.

i| tin- nnio.
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FINE ART PARIS PICTURES.
We have the largest selection in I.nruhm
of coloured pictures by Kii> hner, Fontan,
MilHere, Meumer, [cart, whose girl models
are famous; Paris Salon Studies, Photo-
graphs, ami postcards.

••'I HE YELLOW BOOTS M
is the title of

Leo Fontan/s charming picture shown
here In miniature. It is beautifully printed
in colour on heavy art paper. The picture
measures 14J in. X roin. and is on a lovely

mount 2 \\ in. x 15 in., price 7/6 post free.

Most attractive twelve-page Catalogue
with over one hundred' miniatures and
approval terms post free One Shilling
(abroad 1/.;). or with seven Parisienne post-
cards in colour 2/9 inclusive, post free.

IP.O. preferred.) Write cr Call

THE BELL PRESS,
(Dept. 92.) Merlon House, St. Bride's

Avenue, London, E.C.4.

ShowReal Motion
Pictures at Home
THE "Ecoscope,"a marvellous and

complete cinematograph taking
standard film, enables anyone to proje< t

perfect " flickedess " pi< tun s at home -

without technical knowledge and with no
risk offire.

The Price of the

ECOSCOPE
is Eight Guineas.

Join our FILM LIBRARY-
Subscription : Five Guineas
per annum. For this small
sum the library hires to each
subscriber six 250 feet films

weekly, changing them free.

FHEE ! Srtul a 4>i. stamp for I

postage^ ntniivt wilt semiyou our
:

IOOPAGE CATALOGUE
"P" fREE. giving lull par-

\

titulars of the" 'otlmr :

useful Electrical Apparatus." '

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC Ltd.

Fitzroy Square,

London, W.l.
'.-';.

i rocms :

,?oj, llusfon Road. U'.i.

DANCINGMADE

In » »kot1 tunc *t Hoirw yc** cmn
bccf.nve bt. &cs.ompIiBK*»i daivccf by

ou/ •m&iing new ck*/1 system-
Simple •* fourvlin^ Leon W«lt»
One- Step. Two Step. Fo»-Trol *r«1

•II late d»rur* Hep* EU pofnJ*/. iKe

envy d ike oowd TXoumkvU have
le*rr.f*J tin* w«y.

FREE— Siotiply *en4 Mrv -4 t*jH
wj] do— lot booi U\*t l*lU •haul
our •>•/- 1..!' 1 .1 rv6w •yotr.m

lo» »»!e» now Writ* u» lo-d*y

UNIVERSAL INSTITUTE «,/ DANCING.
D«p<. (A.I I) Sardinia Hhh, Kingtuiay, ""St.**

arta sn=m

ilm

Eram-K^yy^"]
Cigarettes

1

It

MERCY HATTON writes:
Dear Sir,

I thought perhaps it might interest

you to know how very much your

ERAM- Khayyam Cigarettes are appre-

ciated. My friends also find them
delightful.

Vours sincerely, MERCY HATTON.
This great film star is only one of the

very many who have written us of their

appreciation of these delicious ERAM
Khayyam Cigarettes.

Florence Turner, Marie Blanche, Faith

Bevan, and many other famous film

stars are all constant smokers of them.
They all agree that the soothing qualities

of ERAM-Khayyam Cigarettes are ex-

ceptional and unequalled.
The delicious and subtle Oriental per-

fume, remindful of the mysterious charms,
visions, and alluring sweetness of the

romantic Fast, revealed as the cigarette

is smoked, conveys a new meaning to

the cigarette smoker.
In order to introduce these delightful

ERAM-Khayyam Cigarettes to a wider
circle, we have decided to make

AN AMAZING OFFER OF
100,000 BOXES
OF CIGARETTES FREE!
Each K''t box contains an assortment of all brand 1

ERAM Khayyam Amber Cigarettes tipped with real

petats of Roses, Mauve Silk real gold and cork, until

recently only found in the Divans and Harems of

11,
< 1 , Ive Princes and Potentates of India.

To receive one of these beautiful free boxes of ERAM-
Khayyam Cigarettes, post to us the coupon below,

together with P.O. or stamps for od. to cover e,«t

of postage and packing, and same will be forw

b > you l>y return of post, together with descriptive

pamphlet. By offering

100,000 BOXES FREE
as an advertising gift, we know that once you have
te 1 I RRAM Khayyam Cigarettes you will always
smoke them. Never before has such a generous offer

GET YOUR FREE BOX TO-DAY
1 your apple atiou to

L. & J. FABIAN,
ERAM Cifi. Manrs. (Dept. B.M.4),
74, Now Bond St., London, W.l.

FREE GIFT COUPON.
TEAR OFF NOW before you forget.

To L. & J. FABIAN,
ERAM Cig. Manrs. <Depl. B.M.4)

74, Now Bond St., London, W.l
Please send me a

'

^, ol I'.K AM-K liayyani <

'

1 enclose -.'!. to cover cost of
pottage arid packing.
Pin this Coupon to ^ pie. .• ol 1

>api i

with your ii..me and afhln
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DONTS FOR SCENARIO WRITERS
A-GzcilB.DeMille

Valuable advice to would-be authors is here given by the man who produced
The Admirable Crichton, Why Change Your Wife, and other Icinema classics.

Rons by the si ore are assigned
by the neophyte si enario-

writers for the existence of their

efforts. .Manuscripts are submitted
almost daily with an appended note
explaining the how and the why of
this particular story's existence.

Perhaps the most frequently-quoted
reasons given by the budding scenarist
for his or her literary output is that
the story in question is founded on a
personal experience.

If this statement is true in the in-

dividual case, it is almost sufficient
to doom the story without a hearing.
No individual experience is sufficiently
broad and comprehensive to serve
as the basis for a .scenario. That fact
was discovered long ago by no less

an authority on dramatic construction
than David Belasco, dean of stage
producers. And the rule, established
by the stage dramatists, is equally
applicable to screen drama. -

Personal experience may be woven
into a story

; it may furnish the

i

Cecil /!. De Mi/lc with Gloria
Swau.\i<n ami Elliott Dexter,
two of his screen discoveries.

starting-point or the climax, but i.

general any one man's experience,
great a.s it may be in isolated in-

stances, is insufficient for the elalxjra-

tion necessary in a suo essful sug<
or screen play. A truly sir
drama must be many-sided ; it must
be the complex result of many ex-

periences.

Another person, hardly l< s fn
quently quoted, says that the
particularly timely, or that, bccaun
of its timeliness, it lends itself tc

special advertising and exploitation
This is particularly true of -

dealing with economic, industrial. 01

divorce problems. Because tin

matter is very much in the publii

eye just now,'' is the c.vplanatiui

attached to many manuscripts. Tin

will never assist the struggling write

to find favour with any director wh<
is seeking stories of real merit, irre

spective of their timeliness.

Many people, after seeing a parti

cularly bad or stupid motion picture

hurry home and write one which
tlirv claim, is far better than picture

which they have just seen. Not fn

quently these people explain ju>

why they were forced to wri

enclosed story
Perhaps the picture they sav

faulty, but that is not a reason wh
they should be able to write a betti

one, and it does not Hatter the vanit

of the reader to be told that Un-

approved of a poor story in such-am
such an instance, and now have a

opportunity to redeem themselves b

purchasing the present writer's scrip

Historical tragedies or plots whK
made use of fictitious kingdom
seldom rind favour, and may \

safely avoided by would-be scenari

writers. And yet a large percenter

of the scenarios submitted arc of th

type. If the student-writer woul

take the trouble to follow the cumt
productions issued by any of th

established producers, he or she woul

speedily learn what general di>

of subject-matter are under the bai

leu scenario-writers in the mn
seem to realise that scenario-writ

is a fine art which must U- acquil

Main of them seem to feel that th«

are writers by virtue ol a special g

that tin' 1
. ..:< in other w or

scenario-writers.
s< i-ii. ii io-v\ riters arc made and n

born. Of course, native intelligent

education, and mental capability!

necessary Hut the technique

sic:- in., construction is required 1

not inherited

The people who submit a matiu
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with the hope that it will suc-

ceed because of the innate merit of

the writer, would not attempt to

play a violin without studying music.

Yet they attempt the far more diffi-

cult task of scenario-writing without
any preparation.

Plot seems to be the objective

which every would-be scenario-writer

seeks to achieve. The one idea of

many inexperienced writers is to

cram their story so full of plot that

it is bound to succeed.

Contrary to public opinion, photo-
plays do not succeed because of in-

tricate plots. To-day theme is far

Imore important. If the writer has a
jcheme of real merit, his story will find

x market. Plot, in the usual sense of

jche word, is being relegated to the
Dackground. Character-delineation,

founded on a theme of value, is the
:hing which the successful photo-play

bf the future must have. But, above
kll things, the story must have
(.heme.
: To sum up these negative hints

co beginners : Don't write scenarios

because you have had an experience
vhich seems to you sufficiently un-
gual to make a successful screen-

play ; don't write historical tragedies

pr plots laid in mythical principalities
;

lon't write because you think you
ire a born writer ; don't write without
studying the methods of the veterans ;

jmd don't write with plot as the sole

ieason. Learn»the mechanics of the

.rt, select a theme of real merit, and
ievelop it, and the characters which
lake it live.

A GOOD NUMBER,
VText month's " PICTUREGOER "

-M will contain the long, complete
iory of Way Doivn East, the Griffith

lasterpiece. This is a melodrama as

,
ell known in the Vnited States as

' A Royal Divorce " is in the British

Isles, but the supreme art of Griffith

as made a classic of it. Another
jecially interesting feature will be
long interview with Lillian Gish,

lasides the usual collection of bright

•tides, humour, verse, and gossip.

GREAT SUCCESS OF NEW TREATMENT

FOR DOUBLE CHIN, THICK ANKLES, Etc.
Simple Direction* all can follow.

Many hundreds of people whose appearance
vas quite spoiled by Double Chin or Thick,
Jngraceful Ankles, Arms and Wrists have
ound a simple, inexpensive method of home
reatment wnich soon restores the delicate

contour of true beauty. The method is de-
lightfully easy aDd pleasant by means of
" Rodiod "—full, clearly written instructions

being enclosed in each box.

You can tend TO-DAY with every confidence.

Roiiiod" costs only JI-, post free, and if you are not absolutely
\itisfied in every ivay, your money will be refunded in full.

I0DIQD Co..
r
"r;r

r
45, Finsbury Pavement, London. E.C.2.

THIS is an absolutely new idea for

getting rid of disfiguring growths
and has met with enormous success.

In this process the hair roots, the

cause of the trouble, are attacked

and destroyed.

Unlike the usual hair destroyer, this

is not a depilatory, which is only
painful and not permanent, neither is

the scarring electric needle employed
in the process.

Send tor a saapk with full particulars TO-DAY.

Sample to demonstrate efficiency, post free Z/"

Ordinary size for home treatment ... 1Z/V
Personal treatment at Kensington ... 10/0

167, Kenttngton High St., London, W.8
{First Floor.) Telefhom : Western 114.1
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A RAMBLE \VI 1H ROME
(Continued /ram Page J

1

think hcM mind if I brought my two
nieces just to have a look at 'im ?

Such is fame. The features oi Stewart
Rome art: familiar to even duellers

in these out-of-the-way nooks in rural

Sill !

"
I should risk it if I were you," 1

advised her. They were too shy to

do Tin ire than ask for and obtain an
igraph, before Rome beat a hasty

at.

i rings until we finally

hed Cobharo I will not dwell. I

trust 1 hid them successfully. I tried,

anyway.
We lefl behind us the hills where

parts of The White Hope were photo-

graphed, whilst some of Rome's early

films were enumerated. They were
in which lie had a dual

role; The Awakening of Nora, Heart
ihian, h ng the Hind,

in' Through the Rye, Touch of a

Child, and The White Hope. Then
came the war, and Home joined the

2nd Oxon and Bucks.
After the Armistice he became a

Broadwest player, opposite Violet

Hopson. His first film lor tins com-
pany was A DaughU i I then

I '/ title-man Rider, A Great

in the Desert, Romance of

Star, Her Son, and
i Camber. Stewart Rome was

u Gay Road, in

which he played the tramp-hero I

expe< ted him to name " Hilary Kite

his favourite role He didn't. lb-

likes " William B. Jackson " in SnOW
in the Desert better

We spoke (if a possible sequel to

/'/(.
, Road, .Hid of si en. u ios

in general

Rom -ed to writing them
without a blush

; but I to tell

me which of the plays I had seen him
in were his own He is interested in

I H i.

*I *1 JUL IH *L

1 mav produce a story oi my own
some day, ' he told me h concerns
a shy, nervous bachelor at least,

he's a bachelor until the last reel.

A Western type I he title, A I

Man. His only friend is a small
child."

" Girl

"No Boj ne. The girl

doesn't appear until the end."
heroine ! I'm surprised at

you. 1 hope you're not a woman
hater."

Hatir !
" Rome laughed. " Why,

1 love them all." This was very con-

vincingly said, but Rome evidently
believes there's safety in numbers,
for he remains a bachelor.

.My latest work. I.et me sec: Her
Penalty, In Full Cry, 'The Penniless

Millionaire, and Christie Johnstone.
" Hobbies : Riding, boxing, sculling

all kinds of sport. My screen work.

first of all. Travel, loo. I've been all

over the world, except to 1 S \ and
I may go there one day."
We emerged into a high road where

1 saw the most beautiful piece of

scenerv I had as yet set eyes upon
a sign -post In THE R VILWAY
STATION! The joy of beholding it

lent a false jauntiness to my aspei t.

and a fresh vigour to my failing

footsteps. I suddenly recollected

an urgent appointment in town,

which necessitated my returning at

• mi <•

We had to wait some time for a

train. Meanwhile Stewart Koine told

me quaint stoiics of his exploits as

and when he was > waiter in Perth,

Australia. 1 breathed a sigh of relief

when the train had actually starl

ami raised m\ left arm skywards.

Stewart Rome took this ! Hire

of farewell and waved his in return.

But it wasn't. I was thanking my
stars I had evaded the final live

miles, ,\m\ calling on Heaven to

witness m\ vow, " Never again."
[OMI M«k«.i tMIK

THE* MOST WONDERFUL
GIRL IN THE WORLC

By H. W. Westbrooh.

She goes to picture palace

as she can--
She simply can't resist them, for sh<

is a movie fan.

She always buys a programme,;
knows the players' nanus

From Mr. Roscoe Arbuckle I

Gerald Ames.

Some years ago she had the cha

gratify her wish

To see Miss Mary Pickford and t<

view the tearful Gish.

Innumerable are the stars

since then, she

She saves up every shilling for

to the screen.

She has made the tiling a Stud) It

a craze that doesn't pall.

ittendai - er fat

at every "hall.

From Ludgate Hill to Golders
From Highbury to Bow,

There's not a single kinema slit

seem to know.

Her mind is not divided: until t

reel is clone

She never idly nibbles at a biscuit

a bun.
And yet it seems incredible,

it is a fa< t

This wonderful young lady i

think ih.it she caw .

DRINK Axn ENJOY

UPTONSTEA

i ' sea (A//\/r/

M Ul £1 ill M SI M M iti is i li E 3I3'I SI *i
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CIPLING COMES TO THE SCREEN
Co-.ti.wed from Page 25.)

ind spirit of a story more successfully

;han by attempting to photograph just

:he natural background. And at last

Kapling was convinced. He then set

o work and wrote the scenario for

Vithout Benefit of Clergy, and scen-

arios for two of his other stories

yhich the Pathe organisation is to

iroduee later.

Mr. Kipling, E. P. Kinsella, the

rtist, and Mr. Lewis then spent

everal days in the India section of

he Kensington Museum, gathering

iiaterial on India dress, architecture,

,nd the plans of the city of Lahore.

("he street bazaar in the India city,

Ameera's " home, which Kipling

• lmself called the " House of Love,

[re absolute reproductions of native

uildings. So, too, are the shops in

he bazaar, many of them showing

ver the door a cast of the Hindu god

f the threshold Ganesh. The same
i true of the earthenware, water

irs, and baskets, with which these

re liberally supplied. In the in-

:rior sets, the furniture gleams with

re lacquer finish ;
parrots and other

ast Indian birds of rich plumage

re properly domiciled, and grilled

indows suggest the harem.
" In Lahore, where Mr. Kipling's

ory is laid, and, in fact, throughout

le Punjab, the European residences

the Bengal Presidency are of

latch walls and bamboo roof," Mr.

Bwis told me, while explaining the

re that was used in the settings.

The Punjab native lives in a mud
;t, while the Bengali lives in a home
bamboo mats with a thin thatch

of. In the picturisation of Without

enefit of Clergy, if the houses had
jen of bamboo and thatch it would

, ve been as palpable an error as if

'huntsman's hut in Florida jungles

're thrown on the screen and
belled an Iowa farmhouse.
" That is what we have had to

loid, and therefore we employed an
Han expert, Doctor H. R. M. Mad-

<:k, who has lived many years in

' lia as Court physician to leading

ers. Mr. Young, the director, a No
)duced a picture in India some
irs ago. Thomas Holding, who
ys ' Holden,' was formerly an

leer on an Oriental steamship line

il visited the Indian ports. Conse-
|:ntly we have much expert opinion

reinforce our efforts to carry out
I. Kipling's wishes for realism."

I.i-'a IN SrHAl.l

Cutting make* the catiUe tough and
uneven. See what a difference one

Cutex mamevte maka.

Don't cut the cuticle
-it protects the most sensitive

thing in the world
WHEN we want to describe an injury

to our most delicate sensibilities,

we say that we have been " cut

to the quick." Yet every time you trim the

cuticle you risk this in a literal sense.

It is almost impossible to trim off dead

cuticle without cutting into the live cuticle

which is the only protection of the nail

root, lying only 1-12 of an inch beneath.

To heal these wounds, nature immediately

builds up a covering that is tougher than

the rest of the cuticle. This is why, when
you cut the cuticle, it grows up coarser and

more ragged than before.

Yet when the cuticle dries, splits and

forms hangnails it must be removed some-

way. To do this simply and safely

without cutting, try the new method,

Cutex Cuticle Remover, a harmless liquid

that acts on the dry. dead cuticle as soap

and water act on dirt, leaving a delightfully

smooth, even nail rim.

Try a Cutex manicure to-day. However

ragged your cuticle may have become

through cutting, a single application of the

Cuticle Remover will make an astonishing

improvement. You will be pleased, also,

with the immaculate beauty of the nail tips

after the Nail White, and with the delicate

sheen that you get from the Cutex Polishes.

You can get Cutex at all Chemists,

Perfumers or Stores. Cutex Cuticle

Remover, Nail White. Nail Polish and Cold

Cream are each 2/-, Liquid Nail Enamel
2/6. The Cuticle Remover comes also in

4/- bottles..

A manicure set for i/-

For I /- we will send you the Cutex

Introductory Manicure Set, large enough
for six manicures. Address our English

Selling Agents, Henry C. Quelch & Co.,

4 and 5, Ludgate Square, London, EC. 4

NORTHAM WARREN
New York & Montreal.

Beware of imitations. Ei>ery article bean
our registered title

" CUTEX.'

POST THIS COUPON WITH I - TO-DAY.

Henry C. Quelch & Co. (Dept. P.G.4),

4 & 5, Ludgate Square, London. E.C.4.

Name

Street and No.

Town

All interested in

British Picttire-

prodtxetion

should read

Subscription Rate* :
—

The only Weekly Journal deooted solely to ihr Interests of British

Film Artists, Producers, Camera-men, Scenario Writers, etc.

On sale each

SATURDAY
Price . . . 4d.

Order through your local

newsagent or from

93, Long Aire. London, W.C. 2.

Three montht 51- Six months 70,'- Yearly 20!- Posl Free.
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Norma
Talmadge

SOME talk of Alexander, and
some of Hercules. Of Hector,

and Leander, and other folks like

these. Hut of all the world's great

heroes there's none
Black Monday, that can compare

with me. It is

Monday The temperature is ninety-

something in the shade, and there

is no shade in the office where I sit

writing these lines. If you who read
them possess a eon I hope
it stings you. I had reserved this

spa< ur thoughts. Optimist '

BIT yesterday I sat on the

bea< h at Brighton and said

to myself :

" All is well, dear heart.

When you return to the office on
Monday you will find

.1 Fool letters in plenty.

There Was, Your feature will

i» full to overflow-
ing : you need write no line. Yea.

rejoice now and he merry, for all

II." Hut it wasn't.

LIKK the milkman who watched
the waters of Niagara and

whispered " What a waste! "
I sit in

uiv sun-baked office, surrounded by
horrible examples of

/'

'

- misdirected energy.

of It. Yes, here are plent v
o t letter-, and

I v letter tells a story. But it's

the satin "
I >on't give vis

talking pictures!" begs " Ajax of

Appleton-le Mooi " and from the
• ti. OUth, east and west. e< ho

answi ' I alking Pictures !

" It

is to me that you think on ti

pathii hues i wish you wouldn't,

v'arietj i the ipii i of life.

I
SEE that The Shulatnite is being

re- filmed, with Gloria Swan-
son in Manora Thew's place ; also

Camille, with Nazimova following

in the footsteps of

Re - filming Theda Bara and
Old Stories. Clara KimballYoung.

Let the good work
proceed, say I, and give us new-

editions of Romance, with Nazimova
as " La Cavallini "

; Vanity Fair,

with Alia as " Becky Sharp"; The
Manxman, with Tom Meighan as

Pete "
; Madame Butterfly, with

Norma Talmadge instead of Mary
Pickford; The Last of the Mohicans,
with William S. Hart ; The Dop
Doctor, with H. H. Warner ; and
The Scarlet Pimpernel, with Wally
Reid in Dustin Farnum's place.

What do you think ?
"

—

Merry-
thouglU (London, A'.).

THERE are three things which
go to make a good picture,

in my humble opinion. hirst, a

good story; second, good actors and
actresses ; and third,

One of a very important

Many. item, good music

suitable to the story

in every way. Now, some of us have

very strong imaginations, and live

the story from beginning to end

while we sit quietly in our seat, so

far as outward appearances go
,
but

what a life of emotions we tan live

inside ourselves in tin' short space

an hour. If we have talking

machines, I know 1 should not be

able to do this, so I would say,
' Spaie me ;

yes, doubly Spare me
from this awful menace. "• Silence,

j 'lea lenham).

I
AM a keen picturegoer, ai

have always held that
would spoil the pictures to have t

voice introduced. There are thr

definite reasons wl

And Still I think this : first]

They Come, that, as mention
in your article, o

enjoys the silence of the film

secondly, that the voice and f

chestral music could not In

bined
; and I think the music

much more essential ; and thirdl

that any particular scene is shov

for such a comparativeh
time that any conversation of equal
short length would be ludicrot

To introduce the voice would be

revolutionize all present ideas, bo

in production and presentation

the films."—P. A. B. {PortsmouU

" T WOULD just like to km
1 who the British peo]

who don't care about Italian filn

because they are too exaggeratt

I don't think I

In Praise very far wrong win

of Italian I say the most il

Pictures. aggerated films tl;

the greater numb
of British film -lovers do care to :

are American. All American fil:

,

I think, are exaggerated. Give .'

British people an honest-to-g<

picture of any description, witil

little exaggeration, and they d( I

like it. I have seen ver\

every Italian picture relea-

this country at some time or otl',

and enjoyed looking at acting t t

was a little natural. At the pres

moment American films are on e

top rung of the ladder ; but Itall

films are very close behind, de'je

their exaggeration."

—

Roma I:

SINCE I penned the open

paragraphs of this p.

the sun has

On Second
Thoughts.

set in a

of golden gl<

and I am it

ing cooler and nrt

tolerant. At:

I have known
Hut no more
letters about
talking pic-

tures oi serials,

please' There

are main other

kinema sub-

jects worthy of

discussion.
Think them out

a d d w rite about
t h e m to l h e

lhinkei. 93, long

Acre, W.C.^.

worse reac*
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GEORGE CLARK PRODUCTIONS LTD.
Present

The GREATEST All -British
^

Ocreen Drama Lver 1 roaucecf

j
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FROM London to Los Angeles "Turf"
cigarettes are the favourite smoke of

many of filmdom's favourites. The stars

of the silver-sheet can have their pick of

the world's finest cigarettes, and in the

majoritv of cases they say " Turf" because

they know that the name represents

highest standard of cigarette-value. I In

the screen you have oft-times admin
histrionic abilities of your film

favourites ; if you take their

advice and try "Turf" cigar-

ettes you will find that their

judgment is equally (

If you want to smoke
the " star cigarette "

—

the very best Virginian

cigarette that money can
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W Colleen Moore was fifteen, her great ambition

inlst, but Fate and D. W. Griffith changed all that. Acting

e, Colleen turned her attention I movies.

She has supported Cha: Tom Mix. M
<nd Sessue Hayakaw:- herself.
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Land oi Always Ycyt ,oun6
N the long ages to come, when the MOTION PICTURE,
mayhe, has passed into the limho of nearly- forgotten things,

and some other art has stepped into its place ; when the Man
Who Writes The Histories pauses at the Chapter of Now to

grope for the cause of this and the reason of that, how will he

account for the world-wide popularity of the MOTION PICTURE
at this day?
^ Will he say The Movies were popular hecause they were the

new sensation c Or

—

Because they were cheap ? Or

—

Because they were easy and did not require a thought ?

fji Rather, we think, he will give as the reason the fact that THE MOVIES
SET OLD FATHER TIME A-JAZZING.

Do they not ?

Consider.

*J You are young ; so very young that you cannot read hut with difficulty,

can feel only hahy emotion; hut up on the big white square he — or she— is

living the life that YOU would live. For you are young.

Or you are in the prime of life. Business, the business of living, takes all

your time : you have none left to live as you would live. But up on the big

white square ht—or she— is living the life that YOU will live as soon as you
get the time. For you are not so old.

Or you are white and silvered, and the slow, slow walk from the old arm-

chair to the plush tip-up is walk enough for you. Yet just for an hour or so

you forget the silver and the years; for up on the big white square he - or she—
is living the life that you would live— if your time could come over again.

For once you, too, were young.

1 And that is the reason that the Man will enter into the History of All Time.

The MOTION PICTURE made Peter Pans of us all.

THE MOTION PICTURE WAS THE ONLY LAND OF ALWAYS
YOUNG.
<I But perhaps, after all, the Man Who Writes The Histories will not pause at

the Chapter of Now and grope for the cause of the Movies' popularity. Perhaps

at that time, and at a still later age, the MOTION PICTURE will not haw
passed into history. Perhaps the Movies will still be moving. And the early

CHAPLINS still he showing!
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These two strips o) film
illustrate a blow to the

jaw as photographed by
an ordinary and an Ultra-

Rapid camera. Photo-
graphs by courtesy of
Pathe Frtres Cinema, Ltd

A graceful
dive.

A few years ago learned
scientists commenced

to use a specially con-
structed camera which
took pictures at the extra-

ordinary speed of one
hundred and sixty a

second. The lens of this ingenious apparatus
was turned on to microbes, surgical operations,

and other subjects of interest to medical science.

For the camera so successfully tampered with

time that it slowed down every movement to

less than ten times the normal speed. Resultantly

microbes could be seen on the screen accom-
plishing their destructive work on human
organisms with a casual indolence that revealed

to the analysing eyes of the scientists many
hitherto hidden secrets. And the movements
of famous surgeons' rubber-coated hands in the

operating theatre were effectively slowed down
for the edification of medical students.

It was inevitable that, sooner or later, an
enterprising film producer should discover the

possibilities of the Slow-Motion or Ultra-Rapid
camera as a promoter of screen amusement.
And that is what happened. The invention was
introduced into the film studios, and it com-
menced to practise its clever tricks on more
materialist ic matters than those appertaining

to the mere mn robe

To-day the Ultra-Rapid camera forms part

of the equipment of most up tefdate studios.

\i present it lias not been introduced into

feature films to any great extent, although
( lyde Cock utilised n recently in Ins new < omedy,
Skirts, when he was shown humorously drifting

about in the air a- he bounced on a net SUS-

suspended beneath circus trapezes. It is the

producers of " Interest " films and topical

animated gazettes who mostly utilize the extra-

ordinary effects of tins mechanical beardei of

Fathei I ime
In the field of sport the Ultra Rapid camera

has unlimited scope. It analyses the drive of a

golfer, the speedy back-hand return of the pro-

fessional tennis player, the perfectly timed
"

. wt " through the slips "I the famous cri< ketei

ni the p.. i,c ami leg action of the champion
hurdler For the tiniest movement of the

porl man i- reduced ten times by the specially

sensil lluloid which is driven past the

lens l'\ machinery at a speed that makes i1

possible t" take nine thousand six hundred

The Ultra-Rapid camera, which takes pic-

tures at the rate of 160 a second, puts

Father Time out of commission by reducing

all movement to less than ten times its

normal speed. This article tells you all

about this wonderful invention.

separate pictures even-
minute. The effect ob-

tained on the screen pre-

sents the absolute poetry
of motion. Golf clubs
glide through the air. and
every curve of the player's

wrists and arms can be watched. The course

taken by the descending bat of the cricketer

can be closely followed as it glides towards the

ball and sends the leather drifting away to the

boundary, whilst fielders poise like Russian
dancers as the vagaries of the camera slows

down what are in reality lightning dives at the

ball. A " Slow-Motioned " tennis player pro-

vides a graceful study. A spring to reach a

high return brings to the screen a delightful

picture of the player floating in space as the

feet leave the turf, and arms and legs move
like those of a marionette operated by hidden
wires. And such analysis of the movements of

the body which make for success in various

branches of sport are very instructive. For
faults are relentlessly exaggerated during the

process, just as correct style is emphasised,
The lltra-Rapid camera has certainly proved

that gracefulness is a natural outcome of the

highest tvpe of athletic prowess, when human
movement is reduced ten times m the sport's

field, and elegance of bodily poise is revealed

by the experts, which at no time savours of

clumsiness

Boxing makes an interesting subject for the

wizardry of the Slow-Motion camera. In this

connection a future development of fight films

will, no doubt, be m connection with this

apparatus When certain technical difficulties

are overcome, ami the cost ol operating the

camera is reduced, big prize fights will be

recorded throughout by slow motion Thus

the speediest blow will be analysed in a manner

which will prove both educational and of con-

siderable interest to devotees of this sport

For a few bundled feet the (arpentiet Dempsej

contest was filmed in slow motion 1 he two

Champions were seen Boating about in a (oilier

ot the ring with lists gliding t<> each other's

bo lies w it h ludicrous languor
The leas, ,n why sui h pictures so greatly

reduce the normal speed ot boxer's blows is

clearlj indicated in the accompanying repro-

duction ot two lengths ot film the shorter

represents two successive pictures o| a knock
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Analysing movement of trigger finger.

out blow taken by the film camera of ordinary

speed. It will be seen that, in the top picture,

the boxer's fist is drawn back for the blow, and in

the second picture his glove has reached the

point of his opponent's jaw. Now examine the

longer length of film which represents exactly the

same movement taken by the Ultra-Rapid

camera. The progress of the blow is spread over

thirteen separate pictures; for the speed of the

camera has followed the course of the glove

through the narrow space intervening between

the two fighters. On the screen the slow-motion

film would show the fist drifting towards the

jaw of the second fighter, and every movement
of the muscles of the two pugilists, and even the

changing expressions of their faces, could be

Watched. With the ordinary camera the blow
would be presented in a flash.

At present the Ultra-Rapid camera is in its

infancy. But already it has proved its possi-

bilities in a number of interesting directions. A
slow-motion picture of a horse galloping and
jumping, filmed for the Pathe Pictorial, was
recently the subject of research by a number of

eminent Royal Academy artists. The painters

were able to analyse the gracefulness of a horse's

movements when in action ; for the varying

poises of the animal's legs and hoofs when it is

moving swiftly are extremely difficult to follow

in the ordinary way. The old-time prints of

racing, it will be remembered, invariably showed
horses speeding down the Course with all four

legs stretched out on the turf at the same
moment. That was before the high - speed
camera was thought of, and our ancestors had
not been taught that a running horse never has
one of its four legs poised in a similar position,

even for a second. Payne, the famous Brighton
walker, has arranged to utilize the Slow-Motion
camera to prove that he obtains his record

speed solely through the correct heel-and-toe
movement required by the rules of walking
contests. Hence he will prove that his walk
does not fringe on a run. Had the Ultra-Rapid
camera existed at the time when the con-
troversy in sporting circles revolved round
Arthur Mold, the Lancastrian cricketer, who
was said to throw and not bowl his lightning

deliveries, fresh light would have been cast -on

the problem.
To the fair sex the Slow-Motion camera is

especially complimentary, as it portrays the
female form in its most graceful and charming
poses. Ladies diving, ice-skating, and dancing
present the essence of beauty. Jugglers, club-

swingers, and acrobats also supply novel grist

for the mill of the Ultra-Rapid camera. The
exacting speed and judgment "required by these
performances, which in the ordinary way lies

hidden, is revealed by the lens.

Professional conjurers are loth to be decoyed in front of the
relentless Ultra -Rapid camera. For its possibilities in dragging
into the limelight their cherished secrets are to be respected.
The speed of the hand cannot always deceive the eye of the
Slow-Motion camera. The lightning progress of the rabbit that
disappears into thin air is likely to be severely mishandled. The
screen could show Mr. Bunny floating with funereal calm towards
a convenient recess concealed about the conjurer's person.
The educational possibilities of the Ultra-Rapid camera cannot

be over-estimated. Hitherto, scholastic authorities have been
prejudiced against the kinema, but the day will surely dawn when
every important school in the world will possess its own picture
theatre. Chemistry, geology, botany, and geography will be
taught not in an ordinary class - room, but in a darkened hall with
a screen in place of the text-books of to-day.

For the technical training of employees, slow-motion photography
should prove invaluable to manufacturers in all branches of com-
merce, and* the factory of the future will also be equipped with
a model theatre wherein the workers may learn the intricacies of
their profession. The all-revealing eye of the camera will be in-
valuable to manufacturers who wish to improve the quality of
their output.
Cameras still faster than the Ultra-Rapid are promised. A

new machine of this type claims to take pictures at the amazing
speed of two hundred and sixty a second. So in future still more
drastic tricks with venerable Father Time may be expected.
Apart from adding to P^*..^
the gaiety of nations in /

film productions, they
should prove of

valuable assi

where scient

searches are con
cerned. P. KM.

: 01 in- i

distance /.»

ific re- / L

Right: The graceful

movements of a
skater are revealed

in all details bv
the Ultra-Rapid

camera.

Below : An
analysis of the

smoke screen

used in naval

warfare.
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HOW
"WAYDOWN
EAST"

VAS FILMED
D. W. Griffith's melodramatic picture which reaches British screens

this month will add fresh laurels to the producer's crown. It cost

over £100,000 to produce, and £35,000 was paid for the story alone
;

but the resulting picture is well worth the expense.

k?-:..-_T53
On the north shore of Long Island Sound,

not far from New York City, there is an
estate of sloping lawns shaded by giant elms,

on which Henry M Flagler, the former Morula
railroad magnate, once planned to hav< erected

what he hoped would be the most beautiful

country home in America. It was to have
a monument to the success of a niulti-

miliionaii

this same estate, l> W. Griffith completed
last year a film production which, 1 believe,

will be, in its way, a monumental work, the

l.i st word in .1 certain phase through which
motion pictures are passing ; a phase whi< h is

marked by the purchase, at fabulous price

the . if former days, and of

their transformation, by amazing expenditures

of tune and care and money, into plays for the

The play in question is " Way Down East,"

tiiclc well chosen for such an endeavour,
I of its phenomenal run still stands

unbeaten by any similar stage production, and
the pun hase prii [01 the si

rights stands as the top figure for such a trans-

it!. Impressive as this figure is, the story
of its hi., ven more impressive. 1 shall

not attempt to tell the entire story of this

undertaking, l>ut 1 am going to endeavour to

show something of the infinite pains with whiih
tin work wis 'lone by the impressions oi i

single day spent at the Griffitl studio
It was a i! for work on interior

s, w huh w • > filmed on t h(

tenting the dining room and kitchen in

the old New 1
I

old home ol the Bai iletl

family.

The set, which stood in the

centre of the spacious studio,

was, to all appearances, com-
plete to the last finishing touch.

Standing in place, ready for

the long interior shots, were the

two motion - picture cameras,
manned by the camera-men and
their assistants, while near by
was stationed the " still " photo-
grapher with his big bellows

1 amera.
\ a final indication that all

was in readiness for action, IV

W. Griffith, who was personally

directing the production, had
taken his position in the open
space between the cameras and
the front of the s,-t .1 distinc-

tive figure his rugged height

accentuated by the short rain-

coat which hung, cape-wise, over

his broad shoulders, and by the

large derby hat which, tipped

far back on his head, vaguely

suggested the pictures of the

Mad 1 latter in " All. e in Won
derland."

Hut no command was given to

the waiting

no expectant hush, as when a

conductor mounts the dais before

an orchestra. The members of

the cast, fully costumed and
made up, knowing the methods
of their chief, stood or sat about
in little groups as they had for

several days, patiently waiting

The atmosphere of the entire

studio was that of a highly

trained organisation, ready to

spring to instant action, but

resigned to await the order,

for ever, if need l>c.

"
1 don't quite like that door,"

said Griffith, suddenly breaking

the silence he had maintained
for several minutes. He called

for one of the decorators.
" It looks too new.' he ex-

plained. " The edge ot it. don't

you know, in a house like this,

would be worn down, and the

paint darkened near the knob

by years of u

The decorator nodded under-

standing^ and started for Ins

tools

Be careful not to batter it

up any," Griffith called after him.
"

1 don't want anything to look

maltreated, but to have just
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Li/Han as the persecuted heroine.

i the appearance of long years of careful

use.

" Now, how about those chairs ?
" he

went on, addressing the art director this

time.

He walked on to the set, seated himself
in a rocker, rose, and returned. " That
chair's comfortable enough, but it doesn't
look comfortable enough for the effect I

want. I want this room to radiate from
every last touch the feeling of being
homelike—a home of comfort and wel-

come and cosiness. Let's get some cushions'
for the backs of the chairs."

The art director groaned.
" A hundred dollars' more time to be

charged up while we put them on," he
began. " But we'll do it," he added
hastily, as Griffith gave him a look that
said, " Huh—a lot 1 care about a hundred
dollars' worth of time, or ten hundred
dollars' worth, if I get the result I'm
liter."

Now, let's see," he went on. " There's
something lacking—something— I know.
It's flowers ! Oh, Miss Gish, how does
the idea of having some flowers on the
table or on the mantelpiece strike your
feminine taste ?

"

Lillian Gish, who has had some ex-
perience of her own as a director,
looked thoughtful for a moment, and
then voiced her approval.
By this time several decorators were

it work again on the set, making the
:hanges that had been suggested. Hut
Griffith was not yet satisfied. J am not
joing to attempt the tedious task of
;ecounting in detail the suggestions
hat followed, but for the rest of the
horning— the work had begun at about
pen o'clock—one thing after another
was criticised, discussed, and debated :

Scarcely a detail of the set was over
ooked. The floor, it was decided, u.is
1 shade too light, and the painters were

uork on it. again. The bunches of

seed corn were taken down from the
i eiling beam on which I he) had
hung, and were tried in a.lmos1 every

ble p.lai e from which they could

be suspended The pots in the broad
place were rearranged The

figured tablecloth was removed and
replaced by a plain white one. And
not until the technical staft had
received enough instructions to last

them until late into the afternoon
did Griffith consent to consider the

work as even temporarily completed.
While we're waiting for the set

1 am going to hold a rehearsal, and
if you care to see it ---" Griffith said,

with the courtesy and cordiality

which is shared by the entire per-

sonnel of his studio.

A Griffith rehearsal was something
which I had wanted to see for some
time, and 1 followed him and the

members of the cast into the old

Flagler home, which would not be
standing to-day had its former
owner's dream materialised

The rehearsal was but a variation

of the Griffith method which 1 had
previously seen applied to rearrang-

ing the details of the set in order to

heighten the desired effect, or feel-

ing. This time the action, which
the players evidently had rehearsed

many times before, was criticised

and altered in as minute detail, with
the same object in view. Each bit

of business was done over time
after time.

" I want this scene to be played
smoothly — smoothly — smoothly,"
he said to Barthelmess and Miss
Gish, as' they were working over a

tiny bit of action. And I felt that

I was beginning to understand,

better than I ever had before, how,
through his shadow pictures, he is

able so skilfully to play upon the

motions, the feelings, of an audi

Luncheon followed. After which
we retui ned to the studio. 1

'>

alterations on the dining-room set

were not nearly completed, so, after

watching Dorothy Gish work in

another part of the studio for a

while, I came back and chatted with
Lillian, who is as ethereal and ap-
pealing in person as she is in shadow.

"
I hope," she said, " that the

snow scenes will be worth the suffer-

ing they cost us. I don't think 1 ever
experienced anything so severe as

what we went through. Some days
it was so cold that the cameras fr<

She was interrupted by another
call for the company to assemble.

The workmen had finished the alter

ations. But the call did not hu ludc

the camera-men. The scenes which
had been worked over so painstak-

ingly in the rehearsal room now were
to be rehearsed again—a dress re-

hearsal, as it were. And, as a 'bus was
just leaving for the station, I thought

it best to start back for New York.
There is something splendidly

audacious about the big undertakings

of Griffith, about every one ol them.
He is a very canny combination of

showman and artist ; He
knows pretty well what/ type of

thing will catch and hold the public

interest at any given time, and I

have a shrewd idea : had his

hand on the pulse of the movie -going

public when he chose this vehicle'

for the first of his new series, and
decided to "go the limit " on it.

So, without having seen a foot of

the finished film, I shall venture

one more prophecy thai Way Down
liaxt in its revival on the screen will

repeat the wonderful record which
it made on the stage two decades
ago. <h \RI,F.S ('• '•

' HEM.,

Rich," d

Barthelmess
Lillian
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Tom Mix
in repose.

Many picturegoers imagine that the weird

and wonderful clothing affected by the

screen cowboy is worn to make him look

romantic. But there's a reason for every

article of the cowboy's apparel, as Bill

Hart explains in the article below.

A
close-up

of the author,

showing the strap worn
on the arm above the " leathers

One of the many things you
have to thank the movies for,

Folks, is thai they have about
banished the old " stage " covv-

boy. 1 used to be on the stage

myself, as I guess you know, and
then I had a great many people

ask me what a real cowlxjy was
like. There weren't many movies
in t iiose (lavs ; so 1 used to do my
best to satisfy them; but I couldn't

do it in the time. 1 can go for

hours on that subject.

I remember a friend of mine, an actor who made his

name in Western roles, being asked why cowboys always
wear their cartridge-belts loose. Well, he didn't know.
He was famous, mind, for his interpretations of cowboys,
so he didn't want to own up, lie replied :

" In the West,
cowboys wear their belts tight. We only wear them that

way on the stage because it looks romantic, and because
artists usually paint us like that." Plumb silly nonsense,
all of it.

Do you know what would happen if a real cowboy wore
his cartridge-belt tight ? I'll tell you. First, recoiled
the weight of a cartridge-belt, with gun, car-

tridges, and pistols attached, Imagine this

tight around a man's waist when he's riding

sixty or seventy miles—mostly at a gallop,

I he man would stand a tine chance of being
i ni in hakes by the end of the journey.

I In real cowboy clothes are all made for

utility, not for effect. Even the silk hand
kerchief he wears round his neck has its uses

When he's herding several hundred head of

i H lie, he doubles t he handkerchief cornel
wise, and puts it over his face just bel. -.it 1

1

the eyes to keep the dust out of his nose and
mouth.

Believe me, he needs some protection. A
herd milling and stamping around kick up a

tidy bit of dust There is another reason as

well A cowboy is usually a bit of a dandy
and likes a silk hand ken hici because silk is

-on t(. the face .ind neck, This he listens

with a valuable ring when I., can afford one;
when In- can't, he'll use ;\ poker-chip. If you
< .mi. ot of ( owboys herdinj

ibly think von wi re among
crowd of bandits,

I'm broad brimmed h.ii ,i cowboy wears is

to keep the sun away from i,m eyes and the
back oi in. neck 1 guess you've surmised
thai llul do \ou know what the gee-stri

with il ops one under his chin, and
the other round Ihr I. >• k nf ihc neck anil up

Well, to keep him
No matter which

can't go very far.

to his hat—is for ?

from losing his hat
way it falls off, it

Usually the gee-string is fastened with
a poker-chip in front, and one movement
is enough to loosen or tighten it at will.

Have you ever seen a stage cowboy
with a vest on ? I don't reckon so, for

these creatures have to look romantic,

and a vest's a prosaic affair. Stage cow •

boys usually appear in their shirt sleeves No1 as the real

article. He needs the pockets in his vesl ind so is never
seen without it.

The lariat the cowboy constantly uses would cut him
up considerably were it not for the " leathers " which cove*

his arms from elbows to wrists. These afford protection,

and are usually from five to seven and a half inches long.

That strap around his shirt-sleeve, just above the top of

the leathers, is to keep out the dust Otherwise it would
go up his sleeve and all over his IknIv. because the opening

ol the cuii of his shirt conns above the top of the leathers,

although it's buttoned to the wrist.

His shapeless kind of riding-breeches, called

" chaps," are made of goat skm usually from

Angola goal skm, win. h has long hair. This

hair withstands ram better than the leather

(haps, which are the dry-weather kind. The
use of the chaps is for protection from the

under brush, or chaparral, which would Other
wise tear his clothes oti as he rides through.

Have you noticed the peculiai way a tow

toy's sash is tie. I
; The sash is an artn le of

us,
,
not ot ornament, and when a cowboy needs

it, he needs it might) smart. ,\w\ the way he

usually ties it, it takes him less than a second

to untie This he does by pulling on one end.

Cowboys' horses are all trained to stand steady
when a steer has been roped 'I he rider then

dismounts atul runs to the struggling animal

in the lass.., pulling off his sash -is he L

Before you ••"> say "shoot!" he'll have the

steei - feel tied together two by two with it

This is what we ( all " hog tying

A COWDOJ does not wear those high heeled

boots to make him look taller I he idea is tO

give him the firm grip in the stirrups that he

needs You can'1 get a grip easily with low-

leeled boots. Yon have to be feeling round

the whole time, and von can never lx- rpnte

sine you've got a hold I'l \\lx.\ would

look sillv in any sort oi ridine >iunt il he

no sure hold in the stitrnp
II' s //

pleat

<
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His spurs nre fastened to spur leathers. The " hells," as we call the
small balls of steel which shake and jingle as the cowboy walks, go through
a hole in the rowel and hold it fast so that it will not turn in the usual way
when it touches the horse's Hank or sides. I have known of a low-down
trick played on horses by this means. A cowboy has dug his heels straight

into the horse's sides and stood up on his spurs. Of course, it's downright
cruelty, and any person practising such a foul trick is disqualified in any
riding contests. It is a wicked thing to do, because it rips open the poor
pony. No decent cowboy would do it.

That short whip a cowboy carries is called a quirt, and the handle is

usually loaded. There's a reason for this, also, for the leather loop by
which he carries it hanging from his wrist. Sometimes one steer in a
herd is wild and gets out of hand. The animal may turn and charge the
cowboy. Unless he shoots the steer, he may lose his life. Steers are
valuable animals, and the cowboy's boss would not appreciate losing one.
Therefore, as the steer charges, head downward, the cowboy waits until

h" is within striking distance,

and then, holding his quirt

by the loop, not the lash,

brings the loaded end down
with all his force on the
head of the animal. Many
a cowboy owes his life to

his quirt.

The cowboy wears a strap
round his thigh. This is

to keep his gun-holster tight

and in its right place. If

he has to make a hasty draw,
the holster might otherwise
come away with the gun.
Those gauntlets he wears

are for protection, like the
leathers. Stage cowboys
have been known to handle
their guns with gauntlets on.
No real cowboy would ever
do that. At least, not more
than once ; because it is the
surest form of suicide 1

know, and there wouldn't be
enough left of him afterwards
try it a second time.

In very wet weather cowboys wear
oil-skins over their hats. I daresay
you have noticed this. In many of my
films I have worn one, also the regula-
tion " slicker " (mackintosh) over my
clothes. If you saw a group of cow-
boys together without their horses on
a wet evening, you might take them
for fishermen, and no one would
blame you. There's hardly a mite of
difference at first sight.

Well, there you have the cowboy
outfit all complete, and I have described J

the uses of every article as nearly as I

can. To complete the product, you
must put inside the costume a man who
is square and staunch and real. One
who is never unkind to a horse—he's
not fit to own one, else—and who can .'

"ide and shoot accurately. Straight- i

forward and dependable he must be,
his outlook wide as the West itself,

with its great ranges and vast prairies
;

[uick to right a wrong, yet slow to
i)lo\v his own trumpet, as the saying
^oes. I have seen many such in my

5. llarl teaches American
g it n-p lay
to Snowy
Baker, the
Australian.

Tom Mix in full regalia.

\vn beloved West, and from them I modelled the charactcr-
stic Westerners I portray in my photo-plays.
When I take my players out on location work we

usually pitch camp for two or three weeks, and lead the
lfe. of regular cowboys. Most of them are the real thing,
ind any other mode of living would be strange to them.
Jnly sometimes the period is seventy or more years ago.
that's all ! We have our own " chuck-wagon," as the
kitchen on wheels is called, just like every ranch possesses,

Edward
Dunn.

and the usual beef, beans, potatoes, peas,

corn, and pies are served. Not to speak
of the coffee !

Sometimes we have Indian braves on
location with us. I am fond of these silent

redskins, for 1 was brought up amongst
them and learned their language and cus-
toms pretty thoroughly.
We usually have sports and games, for

there is a good deal of the child in the cowboy
at recreation time. They keep pretty good
order amongst themselves, too ; but if there is

an offender of any kind, we hold the usual
kangaroo " court, and the culprit is tried,

judged, and sentenced immediately. Which
reminds me of another use for the cowboy's
leather " chaps." The common punishment for

ordinary sins is five or more lashes
with a pair of leather chaps.
Believe me, it is a method that
brings speedy repentance, for a
" chapping " administered when
the leather has been wetted first

is something no cowboy wants to

try a second time.

So long as I live I shall never tire

of playing cowboy roles ; but one
man's lifetime is not long enough
to show every phase of Western life

in pictures. I spent my boyhood
out there when some of the earliest

pioneers were yet living, and I had
direct from them much of the his-

tory of their early struggles. I

have read, too, everything 1 can
find on Western subjects, for it has
been my ambition to try to recon-
struct all that early history on the
screen. If ever the time comes
that I can no longer play cow-
boys, I shall write about them
from my ranch Los Angeles way,
where I spend my time between
the finish of one film and the
start of the next.
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Ivor Novello divides his

allegiance between music
and motion pictures.

" Keep the Home Fires

Burning " brought him
fame as a composer, and
his work in The Call oj

the Blood placed him
in the front rank of

British movie stars.

THE MUSE
and ilie

MOVIES
On intensely hot (lavs I always want to annoy somebody. Otherwise,

I should never have spent part of a perfectly good holiday pursuing

an inoffensive screen star who happened to be spending his in the same

county. The fact that 1 had a Long-standing desire to meet a real Welsh-

man and ascertain the correct pronunciation of the word " Eisteddfod

had also something to do with it.

A newspaper gave me my first clue. Afterwards I interviewed suc-

cessively an estate agent, a' coastguard, a postman, and .a small boy ;

traversed some of the prettiest by-ways of Birchington Bay, and eventually

discovered Ivor Novello's retreat.

lie wasn't there. There was a piano, and a gramophone. Lots of music

and photographs, and a secretary who paused in his task of despatching

Signed pictures to say " Mr. Novello's at the tennis courts—not very far
to away. send for

Ivor and Phylli

Ncilso

)or and myitis ^ ^^-^

4 E*
him directly.''

I'll own I was sur-

ised at the magnitude
the mail. " These

are all in reply

to letters asking

for autographs,"

I was informed.
" Such appre-

ciative notes,

some of them.
Ivor Novello had

these photos
specially taken,

and he's be< n

signing them for

hours. Now I

shall be hours
sending them all

off. I don't like

the movies one
bit."

Before I had time to

inpathise, Ivor arrived,

n his summery attire

so very much like Hichens' " Maurice

Delarev,".that I couldn't help comment-
ing on the resemblance.

" Yes Everyone notices it," he said,

as we shook hands. He didn't mind being

torn from his tennis match, and after he

ordered tea, I congratulated him on

his instantaneous success as a film artiste.

" Tell me," 1 said ;

" how did you, a

musician, come to the movies?"
Ivor laughed. "Lawrence Grossmith,

the actor, you know, tempted me, and 1

fell,'' he replied "
1 was in America with

Bobby Andrews, a great friend of mine,

and we only did it for fun. Yo
Lawrence Grossmith was making a film,

and he asked us if we'd like to play small

parts in it, Naturally we did like, but we
kit before the film was finished. It was

of . 1 can't

remember whom.
"

I do think it kind of everybody to

write to iin ," Ivor observed,

removed the correspondence to make
way for the tea. " And I was awfully

suprised when more and more letters ..one

along."

When one thinks it over, it is rather won
derful to ,iit. mi popularity so quickly. It ta

ixtistes some years to get to that [xiint.

1 told linn so.

"
I was lucky in having such splendid

directors," was the reply.

II. described his real entry into Screenland.

1 was on my way home from America with

mv mother, and a telegram was handed to mc

tly we landed, telling me to go to Pans

at once and see Mercanton. 1 knew '

producing Th> ' "'• Blood I'd t>ecn

reading it <n> the voyage I didnh know that

he had spent weeks trying to find someone to

play ' Maurice," but without success

I went to r.ois lw aeroplane The f

Mercanton seemed pleased to see me.

: III

pso

a moment.
N ou'll <\^

on the- si

1 said No
i an von .n t -

he said. ' Have vou ever been

d Mercanton tictvely

""
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"
I said ' No,' very nervously.

" ' Don't be silly,' said Mercanton.

J
(Or words to that effect.) ' Would you
like to play " Maurice " in The Call of

the Blood ?
'

"
I said ' YES.' Just like that ; and

then Mercanton laughed."
" No wonder," I interrupted, following

' suit.

I think Ivor Novello is the youngest

j screen star of them all. Not in actual

; years, perhaps—for he has attained the

ripe old age of twenty-eight—but in his

boyish enthusiasm for things in general.

;
He has very bright brown eyes and blue-

1 black hair, is lissom of figure, and quick

I and graceful of movement.
" Mercanton told me how he'd seen a

photo of me, and had determined to

i secure me at all costs. It didn't matter
to him that I was a composer. He always
gets what he wants," Ivor continued.

"I was very uneasy over what I had

i
undertaken, for I was quite inexperienced;

: but once we commenced work at Sicily,

I
I forgot everything except the part I was

I
playing. No; the camera didn't worry

i me, and, for a wonder, I felt no desire to

look at it. They say beginners usually

do that.
" I cut my foot rather badly the first

day, and it was a long while healing ; but
II had a wonderful eight weeks.

" Carnival took eighteen weeks, you
know ; but I didn't find the time long.

It was glorious in Venice. I do enjoy the
travelling opportunities film work gives

one, and it was delightful working with
iMatheson Lang and Hilda- Bayley."
He speaks with a kind of idealistic

optimism that is distinctly refreshing,

and possesses great charm of manner.
" Aliarka was filmed at Avignon. We

i all stayed at a wonderful old chateau
nthere, and as Mercanton carries his own
mights, etc., with him, we were only a
livery few weeks over it. I seemed to be
{driving a motor most of the time. I

(learned to drive specially for that pur-
llpose. Rejane was so absolutely wonder-
jful that she completely overshadowed
Lhveryone else. She was a great artiste,

llind I'm proud to think I have worked
.vith her."

i
Ivor Novello has just a few hobbies

:

Vlusic, the theatre, autographs (his col-

lection includes letters from many crowned
aeads, almost every General in the Great

liWar, and innumerable celebrities of all

.ypes), film work, and film plays. Tennis,
rliwiraming, John Barrymore. I lost count
jifter that.

" I came out here to finish two revue
icores and a light opera," he told me.
' I shall certainly do more
icreen work in the autumn,
"larley Knoles wanted me

li'O appear in his production
|[)f The Bohemian Girl, but
jnore probably I shall play
Little Billie ' in Trilby. I

ihould enjoy that."
The role would suit him

iplendidly.

j
Chatting on musical subjects,
learned that Ivor Novello

las written songs since he
vas twelve. He was born in

Cardiff, but received his

musical education at

'Magdalen College, where
he sang solos for five

years.
' Everybody knows his
" Keep the Home Fires

Burning," which was
sung all the world over during tne war ;

and he has many other songs and scores to

his credit. He played his newest waltz-
song for me before I left—a slow melody,
dreamy, yet passionate. I liked it. So will

all who hear it at the Adelphi later on.

From light opera the conversation drifted

to grand opera, and the number of these

that have been made into screen plays. We
•agreed that most of them film exceedingly
well. Ivor Novello likes watching films

immensely.
" I usually go to London once a week,"

he told me. " And make a point of seeing at

least two pictures. I haven't seen ' Carnival '

in its present form yet."

Before I took my leave I was introduced
to " Jimmy," 1%'or's dog, a friendly, com-
panionable fellow, who
greeted everybody im-
partially with sharp
barks of delight.

" You're going back
in my car," said Ivor,

finally. " And you can
drop me at the tennis

courts on the way."
Which I did, wonder-
ing whether the laugh-
ing girls who awaited
him were very much
annoyed with me for

keeping him so long.

He's a very popular
person in Birchington.
Every other minute
someone waved or called

a cheery greeting. It

was only later, when I

commenced to write,

that I realised that I

am as far off as ever
from being able to

freely let fall the mag-
nificent word " Eistedd-
fod " in public. And
I've yearned to use it

for years ! J. M.

Below: With Phyllis

Neilson-Terry in
" The Call of the

Blood."

15

Ivor Novello as

Count Scipione
in " Carnival."
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Renee Bjorling Circle : Tora Teya

rhc si reen is particularly kind to the fair,

statuesque type of beauty which is

fostered by the northern snows of Sweden.
Perhaps it is the veiled mystery and romance
associated with that country which gives to

the screen stars it has produced a distinc-

tive sense of artistry and emotion in their

photo- play characterisations.

There is an arresting charm in the acting
of Tora Teya, which has brought to the
screen the high art that is associated with her

presentations at the Svenska Theatre.
.holm's hading hall of dramatic art

She is a natural actress, horn of humble
its, and she learnt her acting in the

hard school "f experience. Her first stage
appearance was at the age of fifteen. In

three years she was playing principal parts
at Sweden's Royal Dramatic Theatre. Sin-

scored successes which brought her immc-
diate fame as " Dorinne" in "Tartuffe," by
Molierc, in Galsworthy's " Strife.'' and Oscar
Wildes "Salome." In Sweden the kinema

irded as one of the high aits, and Tora Tcva's genius
speedily attrai ted the film producers, she stepped straight
into screen stardom. Her best known films air / hi Secret

of the Monastery. Bonds That Chafe, and God's Way. But'
for the silent dram. i, the inspired acting of tora feya, who
on the stage was handicapped from becoming an inter-

national favourite through limitations ..f language, might
nevei have been given to eVerj pari of the world where
moving pu tures are shown.

Mar) Johnson is known as Sweden's Sweetheart. V

slender, girlish figure, with appealing, almost timid eyes, she

from the screen a (harm which wins the heart.
! 'louring she is very British, with hei large blue eyes
and corn-coloured hair, but she has t he extreme vivai

rcignei She played lead ill The Gay ft

.nil lit I I) itiny It was in the l.ittei picture
tint »he was nearly burnt to death. During the realistic

thai w ture "I this produi tion, her hair

caught fire Only the presence of mind of anothei artiste,

who swept a cloth over hei head, s.ivel her life

The chara teristii colouring and facial traits of the

true-born Swede are reflected in the beauty of Renee
Bjnrling, the- well-known ingenue As is the case with

Isbihm laainiiaaiMBiBai
Above : Asttui Holm.

most Swedish film actresses, she was
recruited from the theatre She was a

favourite at the Gothburg Theatre in her
early 'teens. She made her screen debut
as the " Maid " in The Secret of the M<>>.

tery, and later she played the lead in In
Quest of Happiness, The Undergradua
Daughter, and A Summer's Romance. Her
delicate colouring ami graceful slimness

admirably suit her for screen presenta-

tions of appealing girlishness.

There is the suggestion of the Anglo-
Savon m the fair colouring and wide blue

eyes of Gosta Ekman, the Swedish screen

star. He is the Owen Nares of the North-

ern lands. At the Svenska Theatre he 1-

a " matinee idol,'' and in this respect he
is somewhat unique. His myViad admirers

divide their hero worship between the

theatre and the kirtemas in which he ap-

pears. Gosta Ekman played lead in Sun-
Gosta Ekman. shine and Shadow and The (nil Knight.

'This tall, handsome player is one of the

strongest personalities, amongst the many, which the

Swedish school of acting have brought to the screen.

A t.dl blonde athlete, Lars Hanson is a favourite Swedish
actor who brings an invigorating spirit of adventure to his

portrayals He 1^ the Charles Hutchinson of the

Continent. A daredevil type, he stunts with impunity at

the bidding of producers, and many will remember his

thrilling ride on a log down tin- rapids in Flam* oj Life

The prominence which Swedish film productions have

obtained of recent years is largely due to the inspired work
of Victoi Seastrom, actor, scenario-writer and producer.

He was responsible for the production of Th sv.>,/ ,./ the

M nastery, The Woman He Chose, and in The Da
I {fan l '. >. Was, Lovi ;'

I *nl\ I aw, and
Way he played the leading r61es, in addition to directing

these po .clue 1 1
• 1

1 -^

Astrid Holm, a dark type of Swede with expo
luminous eyes and a shapel) mouth, reminiscent of Beln?

Daniels, is one ot those Continental artistes who is giftv

with the power of mimicry to an extraordinary degree.

One of her most remarkable performances on the screen

w.i, a, Ethel I tisson, the " Missionary" in Scastromj
masterpiece, Thy Son! Shall Beat Wit"
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The Ghost ofMonteomeiyMears
By P. RUSSELL MALL1NS0N. \^)

They were lovers who had
left the dust and heat of

the lanes and paused awhile in

the cooling shade of the lytch-

gate of the country church.

Hand in hand they wandered
along the grass-grown path of

cobbles which threaded its way
amongst the moss-covered tomb-
stones. Where the hand of

time had dealt gently with these

crumbling memorials they read

the inscriptions.

She was very pretty, and he

watched the evening sun caress-

ing her thick fair hair as she

bent over one modest little

tombstone.
" Here rests the body of

Montgomery Mears, who
gave up this life in his

twenty-fifth year," she read

aloud.
" Montgomery Mears,"

she repeated softly. " With
such a name surely he
must have been an actor."

Her companion became
impatient. The call of

youth was in his heart.

These tombstones were de-

pressing. Involuntarily he
shivered and dragged her
gently away.
The lovers were away

over the hills when a power-
ful touring car drew up near
the ivy-covered church.

A tall, thick-set man stepped out
with an exclamation of impatience.

" It's a puncture, sir," said the

chauffeur. " It won't take me ten

minutes to change the wheel."
" Let us stroll down the road and

get some air," suggested a musical
voice. A fashionably-dressed girl,

with corn-coloured locks and eyes
of babyish frankness, stepped on to

the road.

They walked to the lytch - gate
and stood talking.

" Who's in the complete cast to-

morrow ? " asked the girl. " Any-
one I don't know ?

"

" Have a look," said the man,
producing a folded paper from his

pocket and holding it towards her.
" Who's Montgomery Mears ?

"

she asked, scanning the type-written
sheet.

Her companion shrugged his

shoidders.

I really don't know. Some-
one Mason found around the studio.
Says he's just the type for the
fanatical professor. Thin, sunken-
eyed, acquiline features. You know the sort of thing.
Hullo! the car's ready." Their footsteps died away.
A shadow flitted over the moss-grown tombstone in the

silent churchyard and mingled with the evening mists
which drifted from the valley.

When an old-time movie player, whose experience of

film-making has never gone beyond the rough-and-

ready methods of the days when pictures were in their

celluloid swaddling clothes, makes the acquaintance

of a modern movie studio, an interesting situation is

sure to develop. This enthralling story contrasts the

methods of the old movie-maker with the new, and
gives you an idea of the progress made by the kinema

in the last twelve years.

H e sat in a deserted corner

and taciturn. Those who spoke
to him were rewarded with a
curious, intent stare. He was
tall and thin and cadaverous
of countenance. There was a
strange, uncanny look about
his staring eyes, almost ethereal.

He watched everything and
everybody with an air of indecision.

Sometimes there was a look approaching
fear in his pallid, drawn face.

" Who is he ?
" people asked. But

no one knew. And because a studio is

a mighty busy place, where everyone
has affairs of their own to worry over,

he was forgotten for the moment.
But he missed nothing that passed

before his eyes. The panorama of a

great modern studio, with its hum of

life and activity, held him in a rigid

attitude of attention.

His glance wandered over the net-

work of lights which swung their

mighty expanse across the lofty roof.

The carpenters hammering vigorously

at the various " sets " as they put
on the finishing touches with clanking

hammers all came under the
speculative scrutiny of his

questioning eyes.

He stared at Mabel Louis-

ville, the serial " star," with a
penetrative gaze which sent

the blood tingling to her cheeks
beneath her make-up.

She shivered, and drew her
cloak of silver-spangled satin

around her with a protective

gesture. When first she had
met the man's rude stare she

had meant to wither him with

a glance. But her eyes fell

before the brooding eyes of

the stranger.
" Anything wrong with my

make-up ?
" she asked the

ing6nue who was standing by.
" Looks all right to me,"

she replied.

Mabel Louisville looked re-

lieved.
" The way that strange man

looked at me when I passed

made me wonder," she ex-

plained. " He had the expres-

sion of someone who had seen

a ghost."
" A pretty substantial spirit

you would make, my dear,"

laughed the girl.

Cynthia, who was inclined to

corpulence, shrugged her
rounded shoulders and passed

An old-time movie player in modem surroundings. on ue_ wav
" Who is that extraordinary man sitting in the corner ?

she next asked Mason, the producer.
" A chap named Montgomery Mears. Good type, don't

you think ? He's rather a freak in his way, but he ought
to screen well. He's the nearest approach I've seen so
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matical professor we want lor the story
"

I doi like his manners," said Mabel Louisville, curtly
on't register a man's private manners," was

Mason's philosophical reply.

rhat's fortunate in his case," concluded Mabel.
The studio calls went out. The groups of painted artistes

broke up and drifted around the several " sets " spread over
the huge studio floor.

The man in the corner stood
up hesitatingly. He looked
around like a frightened mouse
in a trap He was very white.
His face was not darkened with
grease-paint like the other

the Sunlight arcs." The puzzled look came back into
Mears' eyes. He stood in front of the glass silently
questioning

" You puzzle me." ex< (aimed the other man ;

" you say
you've lived your life before the cameras, and you don't
know the way to make up. Come along; I'd better make
you up. Mason will be getting wild if we keep him waiting
much longer."

The good-natured artiste busied himself with M.-.<rs
pallid face

" What was your last picture ? " he asked curiously
Mears brushed a long, thin hand across his eyes
" We went to a high hill. For hours we climbed up

and up with the cameras and the canvas scenery. We
started at dawn for fear that we should miss the" power
of the midday sun. We were almost too late," he mumbled,
in dull, even tones. " It took two hours to build the

artistes. Mason glanced round
at the crowd assembled near
him, All were there except
Mears.

" Where's that man Mears—
anyone seen him ?

" he asked.
" He's still playing little Jack Hor

iifr over there," said a facetious voice.
" Mears !

" blared the megaphone.
The thin-faced man lifted his head

slowly, then shuffled jerkily forward
the direction of the waiting players.

"Good heavens! man; haven't you made up
yet ?

" said Mason impatiently, noticing the pallor

ins face.
' Take him along to the dressing-rooms, one of you,"

he appealed, " and fix him up. I can't wait much
longer ;

we're late starting now."
\n artiste led Mears away.
Been in a studio before ?

" he said affably.
,

Mears stopped abruptly in his stride and turned and
l.i' ed his questioner with a penetrating glare.

I lived my life before the cameras," he said, with slow-

precision. There was the light of enthusiasm in his eyes
and a disturbing fierceness in his cracked voice.

The man looked at him keenly-

Sorry, and all that," he said " I only thought that
you looked a little—er—strange, as if you hadn't been in

i studio before."

They lapsed into silence. Mears' taciturn manner did
not encourage conversation.
When they entered the dressing-room Mears strode

rd with an exclamation of delight.

His bony hand flashed t<> a stick of white greasepaint
lying easing table.

Tin- paint, the p.nut |

" !;<• mumbli " It comes back
to me now."

He ifted tl •• itii k "f grease to his emaciated cheeks and
bent towards the mirror

lli- companion held out a restraining hand.
rhat'S in. use, he warned. You'll want vellou

,ochre to-day I Finish ofl with tan powder, We're using

Going on location

in the old style,

when every member
of the company, from
the star downwards,
had to help with the

baggage.

camera platform, and then we had to keep on moving
it round to keep the sun's rays from shining into the lens

'

Mears' companion listened with his mouth slowly opening

The stick of grease-paint dropped from his fingers.

What are you talking about he said in utte'

amazement If Mears had not looked so deadly seriou:

and self-possessed he would have suspected that he ha<

been drinking.

Then the thought occurred to him that the man wa
playing a joke on him His tone changed.

There's no tune for practical jokes !
" he said sharpb

Mears grasped him by the arm. " Hut what 1 am tellini

you is the truth Haven t yon ever had to race the sui

like that ?
"

« Mine along
;
what you've got to think about is r..

the i lot k I
" was the ^rutt retort

I
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Wears had a final glance at himself in the mirror. He
started back with a cry of alarm.

" What have you done, what have you done ?
" he

i moaned. His lean hands went up to his yellow face.

The . other man caught them sharply.
" Don't go smearing yourself, after the trouble I've taken

over you," he ordered. " You're all right. The arcs will

treat you kindly."

Mears rolled his gaunt head from side to side. " Arcs

—

I don't understand." With jerky strides he followed his

companion to the door.

Near the studio " set " Mears stood apart, intently

watching every movement of the players, the producer
and the camera-men.

" Lights !

" yelled Mason. In a moment the studio was
flooded with a dazzling glare. A shrill cry arose above
the hiss of the arc lamps.

" What the deuce- " commenced Mason, swinging
round on his heel. But his words trailed into nothingness.

Half-lying, half-crouching on the studio floor was Mont-
gomery Mears. He held his shaking fingers before his face

as though to ward off some menacing spirit.
" What's the matter, Mr. Mears ? Are you ill ? " asked

Mason.
" What are they ? They're blinding me !

" Mears was
moaning.
Mason stared up at the lights with a puzzled expression.

To him they looked quite normal. In fact, too normal
to waste the electricity they were consuming during the

interruption.
" Cut !

" he shouted to the electricians, and the blaze

subsided. Mears got slowly to his feet.
" They sear my eyes ; they're not human," he said

shakily.

Everyone was looking at him now.
Not a few were laughing, but

nany kept silent at the sight of the
nan's strangely arresting face. Mason
saw that uncanny look too.

" If only he would screen with that
;xpression," he was thinking, " what a
:haractcr he would make."
He forgot his irritation. The man

vas certainly a find, for all his vagaries.
" Perhaps you're not used to arc-

to the picture," he protested. " They will take everything
at an angle. How can one play to them if they are placed
away at the corners of the picture ?

"

Who wants to play to them ? " said an amused player.

Mears mumbled on. He seemed to talk to himself
rather than to those around.

They are not straight, I tell you. The picture will

not be square. What angles you will get on the faces,

and the scenery will look crooked !

"

The listening artiste nudged his companion.
Hark at him !

" he said, derisively jerking his head in

the direction of Mears. And they both laughed.
Mears shuffled over to the scenery whilst there was a

temporary lull in the filming. His lean fingers prodded and
felt the solid brick walls of the " property " house.
He tapped the oak-stained doors of the drawing-ioom

set, which a few hours before had been manufactured in

the studio's carpenters' shops with that wealth of careful

deta'l that is a feature of the modern art of film production.
His gaunt eyes wandered over the artistic expanse of

tapestry curtains which the skilful hand of the art director
had draped over the windows of the room. A great glisten-

ing chandelier, which had been brought a< oss two con-
tinents to help to provide the correct " atmosphere " for the
picture, held his attention. He studied the beautiful oil

paintings on the walls of the room with concentrated
intentness.

Always there was a bewilderment and disbelief in his

eyes, as though he was moving amidst surroundings which
were unreal.

" Makes a nice set ?
" suggested a studio hand, noticing

Mears' close study of the surrounding " properties."
But it is so extravagant, so expensive, so unnecessary.

Could you not have painted canvas on wooden frames to

suggest a room for the cameras ?
" mumbled Mears, ignoring

the man's pitying stare. " In all our great
pictures we had that." The studio worker moved
away. " These film actors grow madder every

day," he confided to one of the carpenters.

'__ When the scene was finally set and the

^J-
-

*.:
f* * artistes rehearsed, the cameras
I * ** commenced to "shoot." Mears

Sg?' stood by with eager eyes, wandering

amps he said, in a kindlier tone
' They're quite harmless if you don't
mrt your eyes by staring at them."
" Arc lamps—is that what you call

he devilish things ? Surely they will

og your picture ! Often the too bright
•un did that for us. Would it not be
>etter to try your picture up on the
fills to-day ? The sun is high and
trong," mumbled Mears.
" What !

" said Mason, scarcely be-
ieving his ears. " Cart my exteriors
nit into the open ? Don't be foolish.

Chose arcs knock spots off sunlight,
t'ou can't twist ' Mr. Sol ' into spot-
ights and disperse him over a set where
,'ou will. You're twenty years behind
he times.
" Keep your eyes off the lights
nd you'lfbe all right."

1 Many wondered why the notori-
'iisly impatient Mason was
yasting time on the vagaries of
his extraordinary individual.
|5ut Mason restrained his ill-

and•emper. He had a " find,
te meant to humour him.
Again he called for lights and

''laced the cameras. Mears stood
\<y with wonder in his sunken
jyes.

" Those cameras aren't dead on
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I hr director's megaphone dropped to the floor with a clatter.

Montgomery Mears was disappearing before their very eyes.

from the producer to the camera-man, and then to the
players.

Bui they do not act. There is no life in them. They
never play to the 'imer. is," lie was muttering. But no one
paid any heed to him now. Those around tapped their

heads and gazed a1 one another significantly
Me. us watched a death bed scene. A conscience-stricken

villain was making ins last confession.
Is it the end oi the picture - " he asked one

"Good heavens, no I We've got another two hundred
scenes to shoot yet," he was told.

]<ut thai man he dies It must be the finish 1

'

he
protested.

It's only the li Thai will graft on to the
finished picture latei on all right While we're on extei
We take as manv a- ue

I m whilst the set IS available. Don t

you know thai ' Mears' informant turned with a smile
of superiority

w
i used ti. work straight through tin picture s. ene

b) sim<-, until the end,' said Means, weakly.

What film was that '. Noah going on board the ark ?

jeered the man. Hut the far-away look in Mears' eyes

told its story of preoccupation, which caused the man';
attempt at humour to fall on deaf ears.

" Mr. Mears, please," said Mason. There was a suddet
silence. Everyone waited expectantly. What would thi«

strange, erratic man do before the cameras, everyone
speculating. There was an atmosphere of nervous tension
Some moved uneasily away.

1 don't believe he's all there," said one.
The gaunt man came forward. Mason outlined

scene.

I want you to act as the professor who has discove;

a wonderful life-giving drug. When you drink it vou
driven temporarily mad Your daughter discovers v
insane. Understand ? Tense dramatic action all t

time."
Mears' white face shone uncannily beneath the ai

lamps. All eyes were concentrated on his emaci*
features.

The scene began. In a moment it was possible for

spectators to see that no ordinary player wasamon
them. Heavens, how the man could ait ' His pmc
thin face radiated tragedy. He played with a dram
grininess as though he was oblivious to everything
everyone around him. Mason roared with cxcitem
through his megaphone. " Keep within the set D
look at the cameras," he entreated. For continually

man turned and played towards the lenses.

When the cameras stopped he was still lying

the tloor clutching at his throat in the imitative th

of a death agony. It seemed that he did not realise t

the cameras were silent

There was a dead silence. It had l>een an uncai

exhibition. Too real to be comfortable. Those who sa

Mears' gripping acting found in after years that it ne

passed from their memory.
Mason wiped the perspiration from his brow
" That was fine— absolutely great," he said
" And now for a ' close up.'

"A ' close up '
? What is a ' close up Mean

staring eyes turned questioninglv towards the producer.

"Bringing forward the cameras, of course. Work u

your facial expression a trifle, that's all you have to do,

he was told.

The cameras moved up, and Mears stared wonderin
" It'll be a blur What shall I look like on the screen ?

he protested angrily.

The camera man, who was never tired of impressing

people the fact that he had been in the film busi

man and boy, for years, looked annoyed.
"

I know my business, thank you. sir.'' he said gri
' Just a little nearer, please." And the " close up

"

secured.

A halt was called for lunch Mears -at at a long tab!

in silence. Still he listened intently to the s. raps of

versation which floated over to him. Occasionally

mumbled Strange, incoherent sentences under his breath..

" It's going to be a six in :.-r when Mason's I

with it, "an artiste was saying '\V< \e taken twehj

thousand feet already, and I expect half of it will rJ

s ( rapped."
Mears bent forward with an imredulous look 01

fat e
" Twelve thousand feet, did you say ? I rem<

when we made the longest film on record It was seve

hundred and hftv feet

["hose sitting within earshot laughed, "Strange

of humour that man's got," said
"

I heat they paid tnc hundred for the film nchts <

the book," went on the first speakei "so I expect tl

pit ture will be spun out a bit

I nine sold a scenario for three pounds, ami it madt

st.n picture," interrupted Mears dull torn

listeners looked interested How long ago W
that came the qu<

Venn M. ai- brushed his bonv hand across h

! can't quite remember, was ill he said.

1
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A Oriental in it* splendour is this

g [rock of black and gold, with its

/I barbaric ornamentation intensified

u by a serpent bracelet.

i
L.M

l SI }""
i

iMUV i EJ
A. ^ ****** ****- **"*

Wanda Hawley in a

quaint "basket-frock"

of black c\ri ribbon,

wi t b pannier - like

decorations of flowers.

A dancer in tbe The Queen o/Sheba
wearing an enormous featber bead-

dress of vivid peacock blues and

purples. Tbe costume is of

sequins and

ce Joy in The Nighl Rose
an evening wrap of mid-
blue chiffon velvet, beauti-

th a heavy embroidery of

steel beads
010"
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/
WDVILLAINS
STILLPURSUE

HER!

Lillian Gish has led a sad, sad screen life ; her suffer

ings as the persecuted heroine ol many dramas hay
harrowed a million hearts. In The Greatest Questim
she led a terrible life ; in Broken Blossoms she \

beaten to death ; and her current release, Way Dow
I '. adds to this tale of woe. Yet, off the screen

Lillian contrives to keep perennially cheerful.

Villains mate and female
pursue the luckless
Lillian in one drama after

another.

"A"
e n t they
dears ?

" asked
Lillian.

"
I don't think they're

dears at all," I said. "I
think they're perfect brutes I

"

" They " were the subjects of

a group of photographs hanging
together upon one of the walls of the

living-room in the Gish apartment at

the Savoy Hotel, New York.
" Hanging " is a good word to use in

this i onnection. " They," in my opinion,

ought to have been hung, drawn and quartered,

drowned in boiling oil, roasted alive at the stake,

and lynched by a howling mob at midnight. Every
one of these deaths would have been too good for

them.
For " they " wen- the villains who always have and,

trently, always will pursue sweet, gentle, trembling
lipped, heart broken little Lillian Gish,

Lillian has only to give a bint of her appearance upon the
and the villains are around her, eager to start their old

e of " hounding Gish " One can imagine the shades of film

(liar ti ters i hortling with glee in tin forgotten limbo to winch they

have been abandoned when they hear of a new Gish photo-play,
we shall have i < ham e to <ia<k mil whip-, and lire our pistols,

and twist our wicked moustaches and Bmile OUI fascinating smiles, " one

magine them Baying. ick I let us out ; we're as tme an assortment
of villainy as you'd meet in a day's man h

'

And vet she, the dear, forgiving little soul, is actually fond of

them, and gives their photographs the place of honour m her

home I

" You see, some of them are very old fnends of mine.'' she

told me plaj i 1 1 whom I remember way ba< i< in the Biograph
days Here is Donald Crisp, who was 'General (bant ' in

Ihr Birth oj a Xiithni
. he played with me in //<>»/c. Sweet Home,

one of m\ early pictures So when he was lm (or ' Battling

Burrows ' in Broken Blossoms, I greeted him in quite
different fashion his later terrible behaviour to me deserve7

I was truly frightened in that film, I can assure you, an«

although the part of ' the girl ' was a wonderful one,

was not sorry when it was over.
" Here is another of my pet villains, George Siegmar

He was ' Silas Lynch ' in The Birth of a Satwn, whei
I was ' Elsie Cameron,' H. B. Walthall's daughter
Mr. Siegman was ' Von Strohm,' the Hun officer i

Hearts of the World, too, and later has played in Th
Great Love.

" Here are two good friends of mine, George N'ichol

and Josephine Crowe 11. They were ' Mr. and Mrs
Scrubble ' in The Greatest Question, those dreadful crea

tures whose house I entered as a little maid -servant

Miss Crowell we call ' the wickedest woman in pictures

because she has had so many ' bad ' parts. She wa
' Catherine de Medici ' in Intolerance, when Georg
Siegman was ' Cyrus, the world-conquering Persian

Henry B. Walthall and I, of course, have played togethe

many times, and this photograph shows him as th

spy in The Great Love, when I was the clergyman
daughter."

" A regular epic of villainy," I said. " An
do you find the taste of the public in villair

alter as time goes on ?

"

Lillian Gish gave a sweet little chucklin

laugh. " I should say it does. The me
who tried to hound me to destrui

tion long ago were very crud

in their methods—now we go i

for a much more polished tvpe

In Way Doum luist, Lowe
Sherman played ' Lennc

Sanderson.' the societ

gentleman in whom
mistakenly put in

trust ; here's h'

photograph," han<

ing me the pictU

of a tall, handson
creature, a regul

man-of-the-\sorl

Above : Josephii
( rowell /.

hrr in " / .r (,<:,,

Qui .

Right : The late

11. n>,')i ni thi

nforter.
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You can see he looks very different

rom dear old ' Battling Burrows !
'

"

" Have you any preferences ?
"

"None at all," and Lillian laughed
gain. " I take my villains as they
)>me. My latest persecutor is ' Jacques,'
i The Two Orphans, which Mr. Griffith

. now putting into production ; he is

Sheldon I-ewis, who was Pearl White's
llain in The Exploits of Elaine. Yes

;

orothy will be the other orphan ; she
id I have been sisters in lots of films,

eluding one in which I had my first

ading part. It was an old Biograph
.oto-play called An Unseen Enemy,
id in it Dorothy and I were both pur-
ed by villains, who staged a burglary
id chased us to the top of the house
r safety !

"

Then Lillian Gish told nvte a little of
r early life, and her experiences as a
ild on the stage. " Of course, you
iow that in those days mother and
Jt and I toured all over the country.
iere was a time when both Dorothy
d I played the part of the child in

East Lynne," only in different c6m-
nies, and poor mother found it

nost impossible to be with us both !

id I was introduced to my original
' lains in 'Her First False r

tep,' a very
<l-fashioned melodrama. I haven't
jotographs of them, poor old things,
r they were a pair of toothless old
Ins, into whose cage I was thrown
t;htly !

"

Lillian Gish is such a slender, willowy
\>p-o'-youth that it seems almost im-
psible to connect her with these years
c strenuous adventure. For very few
cher great screen moments are faked,
ai she has been unpleasantly near to
dith many a time, notably in Way
lum East, when a moment's lapse
rm vigilance on the part of Mr.
C ffith would have meant victory for

raging falls and annihilation for
I !ian. During the filming of Hearts of
U World, a great deal of which was
aually filmed in the war zone, she was
c ght in a German bombing raid, and
en now the tears fill those lovely
g^'-blue eyes as she calls to mind the
phetic sights she witnessed.
illian Gish owes her introduction to

B>w: With
ichard

bthelmess

Soulful and sad oj eye Lillian is an ideal

heroine for melodramatic subjects.

the great motion - picture maestro to

Mary Pickford, who was registering her
initial camera emotions at the Biograph
studio. Mary and Mrs. Pickford and the
" Gish girls " and Mrs. Gish had met on
tour, and had even joined forces at times
when their theatrical plans brought them
to the same cities, so naturally, when
little Mary decided to follow a screen

career, her friends Lillian and Dorothy
hoped to do the same too. And one day
they visited that haunt of budding talent

and genius, where D. W. Griffith was even
then making mighty magic with lights

and shadows ; and before long the two
children were invested with the dignity

of "parts." Their friends and fellow-

workers of those and succeeding years

include most of the best-beloved person-

alities of the silver sheet—the three

Pickfords, Mae Marsh, Blanche Sweet,
Henry B. Walthall, Owen Moore, Kate
Bruce, Mabel Normand, the late Bobby
Harron (who has so often been the

brave and tender hero to Lillian Gish's

gentle and appealing heroine), Florence
Lawrence, Alice Joyce, and many
others whose- names are now house-
hold words.

Lillian Gish is indeed an interesting

personality—so unassuming, so free

from any of the faults one is inclined

to look for in a girl who has attained

her enviable position.
" I never tire of my work," she said,

as she wished me good-bye, " and
I love to hear that my pictures please

the public. It is nice to know that
they are so sorry for me in all my
fancied troubles " (she had literally

thousands of letters after the showing
of Broken Blossoms and Way Down
East), "but please tell everyone that

my villains are not nearly so black as

they are painted 1
" Marion Grey.
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David Wark Griffith.

It is to the producers that the tremen-
dous advancement of the kinema during

recent years is to a very large extent due.

For the progress of scientific lighting,

studio organisation, acting ability and
skilful photography would have been of

little avail without the genius of master
minds to blend such innovations into a

icular and smooth-running whole.
The brilliant, imaginative brain of David

Wark Griffith has lifted the photo - play to

a level which few pioneers of the early

crude type of film picture ever dreamed pos-

sible. Yet his career with the films has
t ><•>.!> spent behind a megaphone. His in-

fluence on the trend of the photo-play
provides an interesting example of the

power which rests with those who go down
to the studios to produce pictures.

It was Griffith who created and per-

ted the "close up," the "flash back,"
the " fade out," the "long shot," and
" mist photography." When first he intro-

duced his revolutionary methods, he met with

a great dtal of opposition. When Griffith

BUggested the " close up," his players were in

revolt

1' l foul faces I want to see, not your feet,"

be told them in his charming, smiling way.
For always he was searching for a means of

en mg emotion its fullest plaj . bul he had hard
work to convince them of his sanitj

Although he is a master of mass effet is and
pane i.on. is in much spectacles, Griffith can
focus Ins analytical mind on to minute details

After he lias filmed a scene he has it run through
In lus own private theatre on a specially small
si n in I le sits c lose to the silver sheet, and his

keen eyes itud) every mannerism and gesture,

ea< h pose and fa< lal expression He is relentless

in Ins ( run isms, and drastii ally < uts. grafts and
condenses his pictures until they contain the

bare essence of the ideas be wishes to visualize

**% fR.

v.;
:

Circle : Marshall S'ei/an

casts doubt on the culinary
abilities oj his star, M,ir-

jorie Daw. Above : Rene
Plaisetty, producer of
many British successes.

Some famous
film produc-
ers and their

methods.

Cecil B. de Mi lie.

for the camera. On the studii

floor he is the most popular mai
|

that ever controlled the screen des

tinies of men and women. He know jS everyone personally, and gauges thei

^r ability with born intuition. He win
j

,r their sympathy with his charming pe:

sonality, for he compliments his artistes b j<

seeming never to define their limitations. " Yes
very good," he will say, with his quiet smile, whe
the cameras have finished a scene. " But I kno> |

you can do better."

His patience is inexhaustible, and there exist

one of the big reasons for his success. It is sai

that he spent four hours working Lillian

up to a condition of emotional terror before Y

turned the cameras on the scene when -

crouches in a cupboard into which " Batthn
Burrows " in Broken Blossoms is forcing his wa
in a drunken frenzy.

J. Stuart Blackton, who is a citizen of Sheffielc

has created many beautiful studies on canva
It is a natural outcome, therefore, that he shoul

approach the science of picture-production \sit

the idea of investing the screen with the qualitii

of the painted canvas Many of the artist

settings which have appeared in his pictures ha*

Stuart Blackton (Centre) entertains his cot

whilst waiting Jo> the sun fa shine during the

filming of " The Glori nu Adoanturt

BO
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come from his easel. In Passers

! By he superimposed the figures of

i the actors to be photographed

,
against backgrounds he had painted,

I

dealing with atmospheric studies
1

of London.
He is a producer who attaches

tremendous importance to lighting

|

effects and the settings of a picture.

He studied the paintings of Rem-
brandt and others, to analyse the

! details of lighting in these immortal
works. Blackton claims to have in-

vented the system of back-lighting,

now an integral part of every photo-

i
play. His theory is that lighting and

i
carefully planned surroundings can

' endow a scene with character and
dramatic effect in a manner that the

, most inspired acting would not make
i possible.

He always impresses on the artistes

; who come under his guiding hand the
1 necessity of being natural, and over-

acting is anathema to him.

Blackton gave the Talmadges,
Clara Kimball Young, Wallace
Reid, Rosemary Theby, Anita
Stewart, and other bright lights of

filmdom, their earliest instruction in

screen acting.

Cecil B. de Mille has built up his reputation as a leading

light of the megaphone, largely on account of his instinctive

intuition where the discovery of screen talent is concerned.
He perceived the latent talent in Gloria Swanson, Agnes
Ayres, Wanda Hawley, Wallace Reid and other famous
folk, and developed them from lesser lights to the heights

of stardom. He always works to the strains of music and
surrounded with the scent of lilies, which fill his studio.

His artistic scenes in The Admirable Crichton rank amongst
the best efforts for which he has been responsible.

Marshall Neilan enjoys the unique record of having been
a producer at the early age of nineteen. Even now, this

former leading man for Mary Pickford is on the sunny side

of thirty, for he was one of the pioneer film players.

A clever actor himself, he runs through each difficult

part for an artiste, just to show him how it should be done.
It was Neilan who directed Mary Pickford in her
memorable success, Daddy Long Legs.

George B. Seitz, the amazing young man who within
a few years has risen from an impecunious artiste to the
heights of film fame, is another producer who acts himself.

In most of his productions he not only directs, but enacts
the leading roles in the pictures. He goes about his

work in a quiet, determined way, and as he writes all his

own scenarios, he can visualize a story for the cameras
', with unusual speed.

Charles Chaplin spends much of his valuable film career

Donald Crisp indulges in some humorous by-play " between sets."

at the transmitting end of the producer's megaphone. He
produces his own comedies, and much of his work in this

direction is spontaneous. He rehearses before the cameras

surrounded with a veritable armoury of feather brooms,

custard pies, walking sticks and other aids to the

manufacture of film comedy. As an idea strikes him, he

reaches for one of

these accessories

and, on the spur

of the moment,
. constructs some
amusing foolery.

Nowadays, the

public is begin-

ning to recognise

the work of the

master-producers,

and the appreci-

ation is more
than deserved.

Right : G. B. Seitz,

the popular serial

star, who directs

his own pictures.

Below : Charles

Chaplin directing

one of his comedies.

* £I« $Z* PT*SS >2; C? C« *Zi*H
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Constance Talmadge was just a schoolgirl when she made her screen d6but

as the Mountain Girl in Intolerance, and she became world-famous long

before she said good - bye to her 'teens. To - day she is conceded to be the

cleverest comedienne on the silver sheet Connie is 5 feet 5 inches high,

and has golden hair and brown eyes. She is married to John Pialoglou.
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Yes, this is Theodore Roberts, all right, but the inevitable cigar is absent.

On the screen Theodore is never without an Havana, as those who
witnessed The .Admirable Crichton will remember. This grand old man of

the movies has appeared in many screen successes, including M'liss, Believe Me
Xanlippe, The Roaring Road, Forbidden Fruit, and Hawthorne the Adventurer.

.1
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TV* ost movie stars flit from studio to studio with bewildering rapidity, but Earle
i-Vl Williams has established a record by remaining with one company throughout
his lengthy screen career. He has appeared in dozens of Vitagraph dramas, some-
times as hero, sometimes as villain, and his is indeed one of the screen's old
familiar faces. He is 5 feet 1 1 inches high, and has dark hair and blue eyes
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Those overworked adjectives, Glorious and Gorgeous, have got a clear case against

Gloria Swanson, whose beauty has added much to their labours. The
stately star of The Admirable Crichton, Don't Change Your Husband, and Why Change
Your Wife ? is a recruit from slapstick comedy, for she served a screen apprenticeship

with Mack Sennett and other laugh-makers before Cecil B. De Mille discovered her.
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Norma wns the first of the talented Talmadges to break into the movies.

and she was only fourteen when cast for her first part at the Vitagraph

studios, just ten years ago. Whilst Constance has conquered in the

comedy field, Norma devotes herself to emotional roles, and the number of

her admirers all the world over testifies to her great success as a dramatic star.
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" Beauty and ^i(^N
the Beast," T^JF .

oj course, i 'WV i

, J?1

Before she was twenty-one, Anita Stewart realised her

childhood's ambitions by becoming a kinema star. That

would have satisfied some people, but Anita is still ambitious,

as this interview shows.

Anita never lets me do anything for her now," Miss

Stewart's mother sighed. " She's entirely grown-up
now ; I never have a chance to attend to anything for her like

I used to. In New York, in the early days, I always did her

business for her. Now I just live a life of ease, with nothing to

do but pick'flowers in the garden !

"

A great change has come over Anita Stewart. In the first

place, she's grown from lovely girlhood into exquisite woman-
hood In the second place, she has become one of the first

rank of kinema celebrities ; but, nevertheless, she still has the

same charm of manner, the same spontaneous conversational

brilliance, the same fascinating way of smiling girlishly that

she had in the days when she used to be playing at Vitagraph
in such plays as The Goddess and A Million Bid.

But now, in her palatial home in Hollywood, which from
its point of vantage overlooks the entire city of Los Angeles,

you feel that stardom has actually brought this girl out—has
developed her, as it were, from a sense of the flapper into

the real, lovely woman.
When Anita—or, rather, Mrs. Rudolph Cameron—left New

York to make her pictures in California, she left behind her

the memories of a happy life spent there in days when the

kinema world was young. She used to be very happy when at

first she received twenty-five dollars a week and had one evening
gown. In fact, she was almost as happy then as she is now,

. although she has come into possession of a luxurious limousine,

trunks full of gorgeous, imported attire, strings of pearls and
exquisite diamonds.
For then, when she and her mother lived in a comfortable

little flat in New York, strings of pearls and limousines were,

with her, an ambition. Which, having been realised, is now a
mere passing fancy.
Ambitions were an ideal with her. A long time ago she

hitched her wagon to a star, and Luck has been with her. She
has everything money can buy ; however, she fails to be satisfied.

" It always seems," she remarked, " that in this world we
try to get what we haven't, and when we have it we don't want
it. I used to want to be a star. "Now—well, I see my name
in electric lights outside theatres, and I work very hard in my
pictures, but every once in a while along comes a bad one,
and I somehow can't see what I've really accomplished."
Never worry about success. The more you worry, the less

you'll get. Such is Miss Stewart's maxim.
"

I don't dread getting old or out of pictures," she added.
I'm saving my money, and when I do reach old age I shall

have plenty. I never want to leave pictures, however, and
I believe I shall always be connected with them in some way.
'Secretly, I've always rather wanted to be a dancer or singer.

When I can no longer act I should like to direct or to design

Anita
}J Stewart at

\^ home. She
%r is Mrs. Ru-

^^ dolph Cameron
in private lije.

sets and add artistic touches to a production. I'm

going to do this, too—you watch."

Miss Stewart has shown the utmost delicacy in the

appointment of her home. The house itself has

quite a kinema history. It is in Laughlin Park,

immediately next door to the dwelling of Cecil B.

De Mille. Originally, Charlie Chaplin and his former

wife, Mildred Harris Chaplin, lived there. Shortly

after their removal, the late George Loane Tucker
had it, and recently Fred Stone occupied it.

It is a massive white stone mansion, set in the

midst of a hillside garden.

The road leading to the front entrance winds
uphill under giant eucalyptus trees and rose arbours.

A plot of ground immediately in front of the door-

step is planted with native flowers, and on the far

side of the hill, loqvat, lemon and orange trees shimmer
in the sun.

We were walking through the white stone pergola.

On a Grecian bench there lay a certain morning
paper where George, Miss Stewart's younger brother,

had been reading it. Casually, Anita glanced at the

kinema page.
" Read this," she said—and smiled.

It was. an article describing someone as sweet,

adorable and pretty—a typical press-.agent yarn
about some star.

" Isn't it terrible to be accused of all that ?
"

asked the star, pityingly, " especially since So-
and-so is just a mere human being. I hate to be
called charming or dainty, because I am neither.

I like to have people think that I am intelligent.

I'm not like a tiny rosebud or the humming-bird
whose food is the nectar of the flowers.

" Personally, I should rather have them say that I am
a regular girl than anything else." Truman h Handy.
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Amanda tells her fellow-workers in the

laundry that she is the daughter of an

archduke who turned her adrift into the

world because she thwarted, his wishes by

loving Horace Greensmith. The laundry

girls are inclined to believe the story,

and Amanda in time convinces her-

self thai the events she relates have

really happened. She has evolved this

fanciful romance from the fact that

a customer, of whom she knows no-

thing, except that his

name is Horace Green-

smith, had once left a

shirt to be laundered and

forgotten to call for it

until many weeks had

passed.

-r1*-

susual."

in.

(t)dwin.

A manda is so busy

weaving romances

chat her work at

the laundry suffers,

and she makes a

number of ludi-

crous mistakes.

But nothing can

shake the optimism

of the Tittle laundry

drudge.
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1

Many beautiful scenes in Ivy

Duke's pictures were filmed in

Devonshire.

ipififh |^eaa£) rypo£
Uur scenery, as every Britisher knows, is the finest in the world.

And now that the movie-makers of other lands are beginning

to realise this important fact, the glorious English countryside

is coming into its own from the silver-sheet point of view.|

At last the beauty of British scenery, which fur centuries

has inspired the muse of the poet and the brush of the

artist, is coming into its own on the screen.

The green fields, the forests and valleys of Merry England
are providing settings for an increasing :iuml>er of film picture!

in these days. Not only are producers in this country recog-

nising the natural appeal of our landscapes, but film companies

I ,ire sending over artistes to play in pictures amidst the

rural beauties of Great Britain.

The American public of recent years has been desirous of

seeing British scenery on the screen. For even the most patriotic

Yankee tires of the continual repetition in film pictures of the

rn Plains, the beaches of California, and other familiar

ocations which in the past have formed the background for

thousands of American photo-plays. As far back as IQIO the

Kalem Company sent a special expedition to Ireland to film

pictures in the Emerald Isle. Tins represented one of the

earliest endeavours to photograph British scenery for lovers of

the silent drama throughout the world. Since then Bryant

Washburn has visited these shores in order to secure English

scenery for his picture, The Road to Loudon. Tina Menu belli,

the famous Italian star from Italy, journeyed to England a

few weeks ago to be filmed near Bushey in the outdoor scenes

of her latest film, The Second Mrs. Tanqueray, founded on

the famous Pinero stage-play. And J Stuart Blackton,

who, although a Britisher born in Sheffield, has been a

leading pioneer in film production in America for many
years, is at present filming in this country The Great

Adventure, starring Lady Diana Manners. He is also

a convert to the beauties of the British landscape

The extraordinary spell of fine weather this summer
has played a big part in booming Britain's

beauty spots from the point of view of the

films.

Of recent weeks there has been a veritable

barrage of film cameras turned on the sun-

bathed countryside.

Down Devon way, a screen picture, entitle

The Havi », has been filmed amidst the \erdant

slopes and red chits of the land of Brake.

Fifty typical coastal trawlers were borrowdj

for "the picture, and practically the whole of

the picturesque inhabitants of the little village

ot Brixhara.

The fleeting charm of the Scottish fishing

villages has been caught by the came:. is for

the British film picture, Christit Jofa

(owes, on the Isle of Wight, also figures in this

screen play.

film company is staging a picture, en-

titled The Land oj My >
:<itin>>, entirely in

Wales. It i a production which will breathe

the atmosphere of Welsh tradition ami charts-

tei Garryowen, the Welsh-Pearson puture.

has some i 'aiming SCeneS which illustrate the

wistful attractiveness of lush scenery.

Maurice Tourneur. tin- famous producer, has

aim. Minced that shortlv he will produce Lorn*

amidst the actual Devonshire scenery

which figures m the novel its< ;i

Within a few months Britain's beaut)

Should be a familiar spectat le on s

in main- parts ot the world, and assureda

they will I fresh charm and attractive

ness to tii,' photo plaj

Left:

A
on a Henley

ho u se -boat.

Ihin.j : James
Knight tin

Worth in

Sorth Devon.
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hit Secret of tlte

onasfenj /^
/eo /fauinc/fon

Narrated by permission of the Swedish Biograph Film of the same title.

f~* hostly pale against the black pine-shrouded Swedish
vJ hills gleamed the high towers and castellated walls
of the monastery. The two tired travellers spurred their
horses, for the hour was late, and soon they were clanging the
scabbards of their swords against the great oak door of the
main entrance.

A monk appeared at the wicket—grey, bent, and furtive
of eye. They told him their predicament, and he bade
them enter, and led them through echoing cloisters to the
guest-room ; left them for a while, and then returned with
food and wine, and gave them freely of the hospitality for
which the monastery was famed throughout the land.
Ravenously the travellers ate and drank, and at last, their

meal finished, one of them turned to the monk, who stood,
hands crossed and shoulders bent, staring apprehensively
into the fire, as though, perchance, strange visions were
pictured for him in the long, licking flames.

" Good brother, we are grateful for your hospitality.
I We were, indeed, hard put for food and a resting-place for
I the night. ... A strange and wondrous place—this
monastery. Pray relate to us its history, for we are sure it

must be unusual."
For a moment a look of terror came into the old man's

> eyes ; the traveller's question might have conjured up for
him, from the grim shadows of the room, an awful spectre.
Then, mastering his emotion, he walked slowly to the
table, drew up a chair and sat down.

" Yes," he said, quietly, " 1 will tell you. . . . But do
not interrupt nor question me when the story is done.

yes I will tell you the story."

Vears ago, on the heights that face the monastery, there
X stood a mighty castle, grand and noble as the strong-

hold of a king. Therein lived Count Strenberg, young,
handsome, rich, and incomparably happy, for had he not
as wife the loveliest woman in the land, the Countess Elga ?

No eyes, nor hair, nor witching lips, nor dimpled cheek were
ever formed so fair as Elga's. Truly her beauty was
divine, and, as though the gods had specially selected Omul

Strenberg for their favours, they had sent to her, and him,
an adorable girl-child. The baby's hair was curly and
gold as the ripe corn in autumn ; her eyes were big and
daik.

" Count Strenberg," the monk continued, " was happy,
as any man might be, yet never was sky so clear and blue
but what the clouds might swell up from their lair behind
the horizon and cast it o'er with shrouds of grey and black.

" Even to the ears of the Castle Steward, Strenberg 's

staunch friend and adviser in all things, had come the
rumour which for weeks past had been the main topic of

conversation in the servants' hall. Night after night a
stranger, heavily cloaked and disguised, made entrance to

the Castle through the little sallyport, which led by a
tortuous passage to the apartments of the Countess and
her maid. Still, unbelieving, the Steward set watch, and
then his eyes bare witness to the truth of what he fain

would say was false.
" Jealous of the honour of the house, he told the Count.

' Nay, it is impossible,' cried Strenberg. ' The sallyport is

locked. There is no other key but that which lies in yonder
drawer. Look, I will show it to you, and then your silly,

scandalous tale will have the lie.'

" He opened the drawer. The key had disappeared.
Distraught with terrible misgivings, he went to his wife's

chamber. The sight of her dear, innocent face brought
shame upon his heart for distrusting her.

' Elga, do you love me ?
' he asked tremulously.

' Dear heart,' she answered, with a radiant smile that

thrilled him through. ' I love you more than life.'

" She threw her arms about him, and he drew her to him
in a passionate embrace. The sky was clear and blue once
more, the sun shone gloriously.

That evening the Count set out on one of his periodic

visits to a distant part of the estate. The Steward
stayed behind, and at the fall of night made his usual

round of the Castle. Thus it was that he saw once more
the mysterious stranger enter by the sallyport, rind. Inter,
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a light in the room opposite that of the Countess

Elga's, and the shadow of a man across the window-
curtains.

" His last doubt as to Elga's infidelity dispelled,

the Steward snatched a horse and rode post haste

after the Count, whom he overtook and prevailed

upon to return immediately. Swiftly they rode, but

by the time they gained the Castle, the stranger had
disappeared. Only Dortka, Elga's beautiful young
maid, was up. Her mistress had been in bed hours,

she said.
' A strange man in these apartments ? ' she

asked, with well-feigned surprise. ' Surely the

Steward's eyes are failing. Such a thing is im-

possible.'
" Koughly the Count seized her wrists : bade her

speak the truth. Then the door of Elga's sleeping-

room opened, and the Countess herself appeared,
anger flashing from her eyes.

' Pray, what is this ?
' she cried impetuously.

' Are my apartments to be made into a common
public-house for drunken brawlers ? What right

have you here? Leave go of her—come here,

Dortka . .
.'

" Astonished, the Count stood back, and Dortka rushed
into the protecting arms of her mistress.

Surely there is an explanation tor tins unwarrantable
outrage ?

Strenberg, with an effort, mastered his temper.
1 pray to God there is,' said he. ' A man has been

n to enter bj the sallyport this night. Later he was seen
in these apartments I will have the truth

Elga i ut him short

.

' A lie i hr an abominable lie ! Who is it who seeks so

kindly to besmirch your honour and mine ?
' She glared

annuls at the Steward. ' Am I worth so much to you th.it

your servant's silly gossiping shall be held before my
word ' Shame on you, Count Strenberg, that you should give
r.u to juch stupid i hat tei ing !

'

Non plussed, the Count made no reply

Go into mj loom, Dortka tint .it least we may hope
I" have private from the prying of servants' eyes

'The truth— I shall have the truth'' The Count
moved forward to prevent the girl escaping.

" Elga laughed insolently.

'The truth can wait till morning!' And with that
she slammed the door in her husband's face.

Devils kept company with
( ount Strenberg through-

out that long, weary night. Like
a man paralysed he sat in his

chair, watched the candles gutter
and one by one go out ; watched
the moon wane and the darkest
black of night give place to its

false light, saw at last through
the uncurtained windows the
paling of the stars and the
dawn of day. And then,

fresh and sweet as a dew-wet
rose, came Elga, with her
arms outstretched, and soft

kisses brimming to her lips.

' Dear heart you have
not slept,' she cried.

r»i ' Surely you have not
Li worried about the silly

affair of last night ?
'

}M " The Count made no
W answer. His brow was

dark and furrowed, his

mouth set stern. He
held her away from
him.

Dear heart—why
I think you are more
concerned over Dortka 's

little indiscretion than
if your wife had been
the guilty one. Surely,

if 1, her mistress, can
forgive her

'

" ' Dortka I
Dortka !

'

cried the Count, his

heart thumping wildly,

as that of a poor, caged
bird which has suddenly
fou ml its freed in .

' Dortka ! Merciful
God w hat a fool —what
a fool I have been.

Oh, my dear love. Elga,

forgi v e m e forgive
me-

\nd so once more
the clouds rolled past,

and all was heaven in

Strenberg s little world.

Little he guessed of

the dark tempest which
A monk appeared, grey, bent, and furtive-eyed.

brewed behind the sunnv hon/on

Inhere, little one, it is bedtime. Thou must return

the toys to their l>o\. . . . See, one by one,

carefully, so that the pretty things may not be broken. . . .

What, too tired ? Must thy father do it, then ? Out on
thee for a lazy minx 1 Thy mother must teach thee better

w iys
" The Count bent down on his knees, ami carefully

packed them up. Alas' there were too many- the lid

ret used to close.

Ah ' One must not press too hard on this old box.

I fear thy mother would l>e angry were it broken. Dost

realise, little one, that this was thy mother's toy-box?

Pooh ' What carest thou.'

Pear me. what a lid it has . . . too thick . . .

far too thick why, the lid itself is a DOX look, a secret

panel, . . . Oh, here may he treasure look ... a

picture , , a picture ... of ... a man '
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" The smile suddenly went from Count Strenbcrg's fare.

He Razed at the portrait that chance had so strangely re-

vealed to him. . . . Then, instinctively, he looked at his

child. . . . God ! what a striking resemblance there was
between the two. The same eyes, the same hair. . . . Oh,
God, could it be possible ! . . .

" The Steward sat writing at the other end of the room.
With a trembling hand the Count held the portrait out to

him. ' Who— who is this man ?
'

" The other took a perfunctory glance.
' My lord, 1 know too well,' he answered gravely. ' It

is Voginsky, cousin of the Countess Klga. She loved him in

the days gone by. They were secretly betrothed . . .

But, forgive me if I am too frank, my lord, her parents
willed that she should marry for wealth and position rather

than for love and poverty. 1 dare not say-
'

' Enough, enough !

' the Count cried hoarsely. Then,
with a terrible oath, he seized the child and moved towards
the open casement.

" But the Steward forestalled this ternble act ofjvengearu e

and took the child away from him by force.
' Nay, nay, my lord, the baby girl is innocent. If thou

wouldst punish—seek the real evildoers.'

"'Where does he live? Tell me —quick-——

'

' My lord, I will tell thee. . Come from this room, and
then we may talk.'

" The two men went out and left the poor little child

crouched terror-stricken in a corner of the room, crying

piteously for her father that he might come and finish

packing up the toys.
" Next morning it was learnt in the Castle that the Count

had gone away on a journey and that he had taken, for some
reason unknown, armed men to bear him company.

" Even the Countess Elga knew^ nothing of the object

of this unusual expedition. The Count had left her on the

best of terms—had made no hint of his terrible discovery.
" Many days passed, and then, one dead of night, came

the sound of galloping horses and the rumble of a carriage,

which drew up finally at the door of the sallyport.
" Count Slrcnberg had returned. He dismounted from his

horse, and, at his command, the door of the carriage was
opened, and a long, black, heavily vvrapped-up form was
lifted from it and borne by the men into the Castle.

' To the watch-tower !

' he ordered quietly.
" A few minutes later, the Count, carrying a lantern,

entered his wife's bed-chamber. She slept, one arm
lightly bent around her baby's shoulders. Never had

Strenberg seen his wife so beautiful. She, with her sweet

child, might well have given inspiration for a world master-
piece. The Madonna and

—

The Count shook her
shoulder roughly. She rose up—terrified.

' Come with me,' her husband said.

What is this- why ?
'

Follow me—at once—with the child. If thou art

clear of conscience there is little to fear.'
" Speechless with terror, she did as she was bid, wrapping

a big cloak about her night attire, and then around the
child, whom she clasped tightly to her breast. The Count
led the way to the watch-tower chamber. Around, sentries

were posted at every turn. The door of the little room
was flung open, the Countess entered, and then Strenberg
pushed it back and turned the key. Man, wife and
child were alone.

'
. . . I confess the truth of your accusation, and

thai your wife Elga and I have . . .'

A shameful lie!' cried Elga. ' The confession is

forged. . . . No one knows it is he . . .'

" The Count put down the paper from which he was
reading, walked across the room and pulled aside a heavy
curtain.

" Surety you have not

worried about the silly

affair of last night ?
' '

asked Elga.
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Voginsky,' he said in the fettered man w 1 » » was lying

there, ' Cpr)firm your confession. Is it true -

Flow often must I repeat it?' the man drawled
insolently.

Unlock those shackles,' the Count continued, turning
to his wife. ' The matter shall be settled at once.' She
obeyed, and as Voginsky rose to his feet, a sword was
thrust into his hand.

Fight . . . for your honour and mine, Voginsky.'
" The swords clashed, Elga screamed hysterically.

' Stop—stop, for God's sake ! I will -' Madly she turned
towards the door, beating on it with her hands until the
blood ran freely. Fearing that she would escape, the Count
drew off from the fight and strode towards her. At that
very moment, Voginsky took his chance. The window
was opened. The drop was a long one, but a more favourable
hazard by far than continuing the duel with the Count.
He leapt out, a dull thud foilowed, and then the scurrying of

feet through the undergrowth was evidence that he had
escaped, for the time being, the wrath of the man he had
wronged.

Realising too late what had happened, the Count again

turned furiously to his wife.
' Rejoice not,' he cried hoarsely, ' that thy brave lover

has escaped. Thou shalt die in his stead !

'

He seized her by the shoulders and raised his sword.
Passionately she pleaded with him for her life, grovelling

on the Hoor, kissing his boots, weeping piteously. The
sword was lowered.

' A fine regard thou hast for this shameful life of thine.

Thou should better beg for death than life. Yet I am
inclined yet to spare thee. Look—yonder is thy
sh;ime and mine—the child of Voginsky ! Shall 1 In-

dishonoured to the end of my days by that ? Take her

life, then. Blot out this shame—then I will consider
'

' No—no !
' The woman cringed in terror

I

Not that— my daughter.'
' Thy daughter

;
yes, and that cowardly varlet's.

Kill her, I sav, or die. Her life or thine which
shall it be ?

'

" ' Oh, God ! 1 cannot— it is-

" ' Then prepare
'

" Once more the sword was raised. The Countess
screamed then.

^ " Enough '. enough I
" cried

Count Strenberg hoarsely

Yes yes, spare me I shall I shall kill her. Promise
mv life -you will spare me— 1 will—now at once—look,

with this stiletto.' She drew a shining dagger from her
cloak. ' Rut promise to spare me.'

Yes,' said the Count, releasing her. '

1 promise.'
Crying piteously, the child crouched in a corner of

the room. The Countess .stretched out her arms towards
her, and the poor little girl, thinking that at last this terrible

quarrel was over, tottered into them and lay her curly
head upon her mother's breast. A brief silence followed,

broken only by the child's contented crooning. Then
Elga raised the stiletto in her right hand, poised it

over the little one's heart, averted her head, and thrust
the gleaming weapon down. Rut before it touched the
flesh, the Count sprang forward and turned it aside.

Stop !
' he cried. ' Now I know thy true worth,

woman.' He pushed the child away from her.
" '

I gave you a final chance for the saving of your life.

I would know whether in that devil heart of yours there

is one atoning grace. Even the wild animals of the forest

will shed their lives so that their young may live. . . .

Shameful woman, thy child shall have its poor life, but
thou shalt die ! This world will be a cleaner place.'

For the last time Strenberg's sword was raised, and
fell with sure aim and deadly force. A low moan followed,

and then within the lonely watch-tower was heard no
sound. Count Strenberg was avenged."

1"*he monk rose up in his seat, and then, as though anti-

cipating the question that was on the traveller's

lips, he ended his strange story.
" Next morning, the Count took the child into a distant

forest and left it at the door of a charcoal burner's hut,

with a letter promising a reward and maintenance for its

upbringing. Of Voginsky no more was heard. May God
be his judge, and may His mercy be given to all who
offend His law. Strenberg, stricken with remorse, pulled down
his fine castle, and with the stones of it built this monastery.
and has devoted the remainder of his life to the atonement
of his terrible crime. He is a brother here, and nightly

pays penance for his sin."

At that very moment the clock struck the hour of one,

when begins the Black Mass. Came the sound of chanting

from the chapel of the monastery. The monk tremblingly

crossed the floor, and started nervously as the door opened
and the Ablwt entered.

" Strenberg! " he cried sternly " The hour for your

penance has once more arrived."

Head bent and hands crossed devoutly. Brother Strenberg

followed his Superior into the chapel, and then, as the monks
chanted the Black Mass,

he prostrated himself at

the Figure of the *

and prayed for the

salvation of hjs soul.
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Sioc/papfiieal
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Success in amateur theatricals

started Wanda Hawleyon her

stage career, but it was not long

before she answered the call of the

screen. Her first important part

was opposite Douglas Fairbanks in

Mr. Fixit, after which she supported

William S. Hart, Bryant Washburn,

Wallace Reid, Robert Warwick,

and Charles Ray with conspicuous

success. Some of her best-known

pictures are Everywoman, For

Better, For Worse, Double Speed,

and The Tree of Knowledge.

She is now a star in her own

right, and will be seen

shortly in a series of im-

portant pictures. Wanda is

5 feet 3 inches high, with

blonde hair and blue-grey

eyes. She is married to

J. Burton Hawley.

%
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Skgertnxg & Mqoiv

Filming Owen Moore in a mght-scenc.

FVom the point of view of the film pro-

ducer, moonlight represents an indis-

pensable ingredient in his recipe for a
successful screen play. For through the
ages the moon has provided atmosphere for

real life drama, romance and adventure.
And so, too, players of filmdom, whose pur-
pose it is to hold a mirror up to life, love,

hate and intrigue beneath the Lunar light.

Hut although night -scenes "have brought
some of the most beautiful examples of film

photography to the screen, and have en-

veloped innumerable photo-play love stories

with realistic romance, the serene smile of

the real man in the moon has nothing what-
ever to do with it. He has no part in the
actual taking of a picture when night's

shadows have deepened. Producers have purloined his
rays, which have been his sole copyright for years, and he
does not draw a solitary dividend of self-satisfaction.

Night-scenes are taken solely by the use of arc lamps.
It sounds contradictory, but the mainstay of moonlight
pictures is the " Sunlight " arc. It is a monster light, which
can produce beams of two million candle-power, and makes
photography possible at night when directed on scenes
two miles distant. These brilliant illuminants, when
switched on to a night location, very effectively suggest
moonlight. And they crystallize details of scenery and
faces in a manner which enables the cameras to secure not
only artistic but extraordinarily clear pictures.

It is the advent of the " Sunlight " arc which has made
the filming of night-scenes possible. Only a few years ago
the only subterfuge known for suggesting that events had
happened after dark was to tint the actual film with a
bluish hue. But such studio-doctored scenes had nothing
of the lifelike realism which is engendered into the present-
day pictures, which are actually taken beneath darkened
Bkiea

When artistes proceed on night location somewhere in

the vicinity of the witching hour of midnight, adventures
often, waylay their path. In some countries the bright

f the an lamps which the night intruders splay over
nde attra< t thousands of moths. I hej

:
down on the blazing lenses in hordes, and dash

elves to destruction against tin- glass The casualties
amongst their numbers dors not concern the producer, but

upy ins mind is the disastrous results the
moth, have on filming operations The light rays are
seriou I and on occasions operations have been
complete! "1 Special traps nave been designed

turbers befon the; rea< h the an lamps.
which to the unsuspecting moth must represent the finest

candles n lias evei been dazzled by.

Scene from " It isn't being done this Season

:

M

Has

*

< night

silhouette scene front
" The Hound of tin

Baskervitlei.'

When artistes have
been working for some
hours in the bright
glow of the arc lamps,
they are almost blind

for a short period
afterwards. When the

power is switched ofl

from the lorries which
travel with the lights,

and the dark panoply
of night regains i

sway, it is quite
while before the e

of the players read'

just themselves K<

cently the Stoll Company filmed a number of night-seen

on Oxshott Downs for the screen version of Olive W'adsley'i

novel, " Frailty." They had to cross fields and ditch

on their way back to the station, and the casualties

bruises were considerable, for many fell by the wa
after the electricians had packed away the " moon '

a lorry.

Arc lamps directed on sea or lakes at night produce
most wonderful effects, and snow apparently glistening

the moonlight provides very striking surroundings win

its white expanse is traversed by the " Sunlights.

"

Although the thought of moonlight locations may
suggest an atmosphere of tranquil peace, there are occa-

sions when they represent conditions of boisterous un-

pleasantness. Peggy Hyland tells a story of one strenuous

night-scene which reproduced a storm In the picture

At the Mercy of Tiberius, arc lamps, hoses and wind machines
were pressed into service, and she was soaked to the skin

Dawn found her wet and bedraggled, and very much out

of love with such enforced nights out

Many of the most artistic night effects are obtained by

means of the silhouette method. Characters are filmed in

the light of the artificial " moon " on high ridges, hills, or

similar lofty elevations. The result is very striking. With
shadowed f.nes the players flicker before a background of

night sky like animated figmes which have stepped from a

deh< ate fresco.

1 he advent of the million candle-power arc-lamps has

also made it possible tor news films to be secured at night

Lorries loaded with earner. is. rabies, and lights are rushed

to the scene of interesting happenings by the topical film

companies The motor vehicles provide the power, and the

great an lamps flood election crowds, public ceremonies

movements Of celebrities, and similar interesting news

nu idents, in order that the cameras may record such

happenings for the st n en.
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There is no more picturesque figure on the

kinema screen to-day than Mae Murray, the
famous butterfly of the movies. This article

gives you an intimate and vivid impression

of the beautiful heroine of On with the

Dance, and other famous films.

t

*&£&*%.

f;

\Right : Mae
'Murray and
\David Powell
\i n "The

Right to

Love."

ws

mpUm

1

^an one interview a butterfly ?

<-> Presumably, one would first make an
ppointment with the butterfly's secretary,
ome staid, quiet, moth-like creature to whom
' Wednesday afternoon " would mean Wed-
lesday afternoon, and not Friday morning
<r Sunday week.
But, the appointment duly fixed and

settled, would the butterfly keep
it ? And if such were the case,

should we be satisfied ? I think

not, for the charm of the butterfly

lies in its irresponsible, gaily un-
dependable behaviour. We are

fascinated by its immunity from
the obligations that, tie its fellow-

creatures down to a more ordered
scheme of existence.

Telephoning Mae Murray's secre-

tary (whose only resemblance to

a moth is that never does she
wear any colour but sober brown),

I found my beautiful butter-

fly running true to type.
" Miss Murray is making the

first of her own pictures," I

was told, " and she is just

terribly busy. What's that ?

Yes, much too rushed to grant
you a regular interview. But
I will give you a list of her

engagements, and if you see her

at any of the places mentioned,
I'm sure she will gladly talk to you
awhile."

And so began my butterfly

hunt. You doubtless know that
this fanciful name has been given

to Mae Murray because in her

vividly spectacular pictures she

flits across the fantastic settings

like some airy inhabitant of a

tropical fairyland. Well, even so

does she flutter in provocative
fashion across the modern page-

antry of New York's wealth and
gaiety.

But, although I faithfully fol-

lowed Mae Murray's social time-

table, I could never quite capture

her. She had always just left for

somewhere else.

Once' or twice I caught a glimpse
of her, radiant in gowns that
were the last word from Paris,

her exquisite blondeness em-
phasised by the delicate colourings

that few save the eighteen-year
old lUbutante dare wear.
On these occasions, though, she

was invariably the centre of an ad-

miring crowd, for to New Yorkers
she is the embodiment of

a type they consider par-

ticularly their own. Screen
stars, too, are considerably
more of a novelty in

the East than in the
West, so the few who call

n

As
" Sonia"
in " On
With the

Dance."
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Manhattan " home " arc made much of and feted wherever
the)

But a hunter of butterflies is of necessity an optimist.
And one day, invading the sacred precincts of a grey and
most unpromising-looking building, I found Mae Murray
preening her wings, so to speak, before the mirror in her
silk-hung, flower-filled dressing-room.

1 sank into the deep recesses of a cushiony arm-chair
with a sigh of relief. And the interview began.

Really, I'm not a butterfly person," were Mae Murray's
first words, as she turned to me from her dressing-table.

Busy ? Sure but it's business busyness. These hectic
flights of mine from dressmakers to interior decorators, from
dinner-parties to dances, are all part of a film star's life.

She has ever to be on the qui vine for new ideas, especially
when she becomes so keenly interested in the production
end as I am.

Yes, I am now at the head of Tiffany Productions.
All these years 1 have longed for freedom and independence,

Off the screen Mae does not

indulge in this sort of thing
She is a very energetic .

v
\\\

!e ladv.

„„ """<-,„

"""ii,,,,
v

- *
'""""Minim" mini'"-'

but they are hard for a screen player to attain.

And, in my heart of hearts, you know, I am a

danger. I have many times had to fight against

myself and crush my longing to go back to the

dance."
And she spoke so seriously that 1 knew she

was sincere —and that in her gloriously graceful

little body two selves dwelt, the side of her that

knew the motion-picture studio was the wiser

choice, and the other side that would have given

up all for the joy of arduous practice and the

triumph of achie\ emenl
"

I cant remember the time when 1 didn't

mean to be a dancer,'' said Mae Murray " You
know I was born ' down South ' in old Virginia,

in Portsmouth, that quiet, quaint little Colonial

town wlmh the English folk m Elizabethan
times named after the seaport they had left in

the search for ail venture. I was brought up

n the traditional Southern way; domcstuitv
and c harm were the two arts mv mother begged

me to cultivate. ' The efficient business

woman ' Was the last thing she would e\ cr

have desired me to become
" Hut \un. I said. " have learnt the best

lis-,!, n i,i ,iii how to combine the two

I have had to." And Mae
looked at mewith that childishly

. transparent expression which
seems so utterly removed from
any conception of high finance.
" No woman can afford to dispense
with charm, can she ? And when

I found that putting away my
savings in an old silk stocking didn't

increase them at all, I soon began to
take an intelligent interest in invest-
ments

Haven't I heard something about
a restaurant 5 " I queried.

Possibly. I bought one here in

New York, and I have always been
proud of the success I made of it.

Southern dishes were one of its speciali-

ties, so my early tuition in the culinary
art was not wasted. Besides, I have a

Another beautiful

s .(•><<•
I r o »i

" The H'ght
to /.
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Mae Murray left the subject of " how to keep a happy home
and reverted to dancing. " You-ull will guess I danced in every
amateur performance in Virginia,'' she said. (She still has a trace

of the deliciously lazy Southern drawl in her voice.) " And when
I was only fourteen 1 came to New York. I was determined to

do well in spite of my youth and inexperience, but it was my face

and not my dancing that brought me the first sweet taste of

success. You know Nell Brinkley, the artist ? She used to

raw magazine covers, and her favourite type was a blonde, a

\ girl who might have been myself. After my first year in the

r^ity, when I played small parts on the stage, '1 was engaged by
§ Florenz /.iegfeld to represent the ' Nell Brinkley girl ' in the

£ Follies of 191 5. This was the great moment in my life

£ Mae rose from her chair before the luxuriously-fitted dressing-
• table, and found a photograph amongst many that were tossed

upon a couch. ' This is what I looked like then," she said, and
showed me the picture of herself in a huge floppy hat and frilly

...iiiiiiinrii'i),, Centre : A scene from " The
Gilded Lily."

Below : " The- Right
to Love."

Dancing is

ne oj her

n v .-; 11 m 1 n g
bastions.

home, and I love it just as

dearly as if I had never been
inside a picture studio. My
pies, they tell me, are every bit

as good as ' those mother used

to make,' and even my husband
praises my cooking !

Bob Leonard, I came to the con
elusion, must be a lucky man.
Most people would think that Mae
Murray, sitting opposite one at the

breakfast-table, with that bewitchingly
pouting mouth, that shining golden hair,

those mysteriously unfathomable blue eyes,

and a nose just retronsai enough to add an
indescribable attraction to a fascinating

whole, would be good fortune enough for

xny husband. But to combine the

blandishments of good cookery with those

af beauty—well, I wondered no longer

that the Leonard -Murray marriage should
be famed in the annals of filmdom for its

uninterrupted contentment ! \cc„ti>, utdabovr.

"""""iiiiiiiiiiiimimiiniimii""

muslin dress, her hair in a shower of little

rippling curls that framed her sweetly
serious face. As she returned the photo-
graph to its place, I found myself
watching her walk. It is a sort of

embryo dance, a miniature poem of

gracefulness, and even in those few
steps across the room I was fascinated by the beauty
of her figure. She is such a perfectly-formed little

creature that I did not wonder she should have
been the dance-idol of New York during the short

year or two that she appeared upon the boards of its

theatres.

Lazily flinging herself upon the " day-bed " that is

the refuge of the tired star who relaxes between
scenes, Mae Murray told me the history of her picture

career.
" Th^; ' Nell Brinkley girl ' brought me to the screen.

There was a little movie scene in those 19 15

Follies, showing me running down the aisle of

the theatre, through the audience, and up

\ to the stage. Then the picture was
switched off, and there was only the real

: me, all ready to begin my dance. The

I very first night this act was staged

§ there happened to be several film men
= in the audience, and next morning my
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mail, full of con-

gratulatory
messages from
my friends, contained
five offers of starring

contracts ! Pleased ! I

ertainly was ! I ac-

ed the Famous
Players' proposition,and
out to Ix>s Angeles. I

went to be starred in

a serii s of [rish plays,

like Sweet Kitty lirllaits,.

Hut life isatr;

isn't it ? 1 simply
longed to play emotional
paiis, r61es with real

character in them. I

w a ii ted stories that
would let me struggle

igainsl Fate, thai would lei me suffer and ^^
Lfice and love. Instead I had ingdnue

parts, silly, stupid ones, and all because 1 was a

blonde ! Why do film producers refuse to believe
that a blonde is incapable of emotion ? I often used
to feel like the butterfly who died of a broken heart

luse everybody insisted she hadn't one '
"

You were not with l.asky long, though ?
"

No I made To Have and to Hold, The Dream
Girl, I h, Primrosi Ring, Thi Plough Girl, and one
or tv thers, and it was while 1 was in The Plough

I met my husband. So I never regretted
my firsl venture with l.asky ' Mob directed me in
thai picture, and when I went to Universal to star,

ame along to continue ins career as a din-, tor.

Bui I didn't like my Universal pictures verj much,
either They had such lurid titles

| Some ol them
>vere The at / f .. ih ning, I tu St an
What Am I Bid, Modern Love, and so on Oi
them, The Delicious Little Devil, was quite a prettj
picture; I was a little hotel attendant in the film,
.w\A the manager caughl me wearing a lovely cloak
belonging to one ol the guests l made Borne Pathe"
photo play. / he \,B and
The Curse of Greed, 1 was with Warner Oland in
thai last one Bob, of course, u.is a serial star as
well as ,i director, Fans called him ' Big Hob

' and one of his best-known films was
The Master Key, with Ella Hall. He was a
inger in his early youth, and appeared in over
hundred light operas—a very versatile person,

you see; and I'm not only fond, but proud of
him."

\ year or so ago Mae Murray went back to

Famous- Lasky. Hut this time it was to play in

their New York studio, and to be given starring

parts with which even she could find no fault.

Her first super-feature was On With The Dance.
fn this she was " Sonia," the Russian emigrant
who becomes the most famous of New York's
dancing girls. Then came The Right to Love,
with a marvellously produced fairy-tale episode,

where she and her lover find the
happiness which seems to be for ever

denied them by the conventions of

modern civilisation.
After that. Idols of Clay,

with settings that shift

from the South Sea
Islands to Greece, and
finally to the squalor
of the streets of Lime-
house, where Mae
Murray's exotic beauty
gleams forth like some
lamp dimmed by the
mists of misfortunes. In

these three wonderful
pictures, Uavid Powell
was the star's leading

man, and George Fitzmaurice her director But in the fourth

and the last under her contract, her husband again directet

her. It is called The Gilded Lily, and, like the other three

gives Mae Murray every opportunity for charming us witl

her atmospheric dancing. There is a scene in this film when
she steps down from the centre of an enormous basket o

fruit, and the huge apples and oranges, balloons in reality

sway and swerve around her as she dances. David Powell
who was brought to London to play for Lasky, is absent ii

this picture, and Lowell Sherman, the villain in Way Dow)
East, takes his place.

We arc now making my first independent film, ' sau
Mae, as the call came that indicated the termination of he
" rest." " M\ husband is directing me, and Monte Blue l

my leading man. It is called Peacock Alley, and was wnttei
by Ouida Bergere. It is a thnllingly colourful tale, showinj

me in Fans and New York.
And Mae Murray slipped oil he

kimono of Chinese broc ade, am!

swathed in draperies ol SOftlj tinted chiffon,
she waved a gay farewell to me as she
turned towards whal is to hi the serious
side of life the immortalisii • on the
crecn ol a butterfh 'a soul \ icb Had
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Have You started Maxalding ?
The following are extracts from SOME Testimonials received in ONE morning's post.

CURED OF CONSTIPATION.
Stakfokp :

" I am pleased to say

i that I am getting along with the
exercises Ai, and am not now troubled

with the constipation."—J. G.

East Sheen :
" Constipation -I have

only missed one day during the last

few weeks. Indigestion no further

attack since the last I told."—S. B.

{age 34)-

Nottingham :
" I am very pleased

i to say I am beginning to feel quite a

different man now from when I first

started your course."—Suffering lrom
constipation.

CURED OF INDIGESTION.

Glasgow :
" Since starting your

Course 1 find I can take a good hearty
meal and have no complaint of heart-

burn after same."—A. T.

Trinidad, British West Indies :

S I am making such fine progress.

Your exercises I find are very inter-

esting and very effective, and 1 am
looking forward to the next lesson with
great eagerness."—(Suffering from in-

digestion and susceptibility to cold.)

WEIGHT INCREASED.
Briton Ferry :

"1 have had
marked improvements in my physique
and health. I have gained a stone
in weight and now have rosy cheeks,
whereas before my colour was chiefly

remarkable by its absence."—E. G
Scotland : "I can report visible

increase of 5 lb. or so in weight."

—

W. A. N.

Manchester :
" I am very well

satisfied with the results of the exer-
cises, as I am now sleeping well,

securing bowel action very regularly,

and 1 also find that 1 have gained
about 10 lbs. in weight since the begin-
ning of the course, and am now able
to lift and carry greater weight than
before—this last only tried experi-

mentally, just to ascertain to some
extent if the exercises are affecting
my physical strength. Being pleased
with the course, I recommended it to

, a colleague of mine."—P. S.

(suffering from constipation).

WEIGHT DECREASED.
" I have to report a loss of girth

round abdomen of 6 inches of loose,

fatty matter, increased appetite, im-
proved digestion. I fully enjoyed the
exercises

; in fact, have got to look
forward to them, as I do my meals.

< 1 feel more fit and well than I have
i experienced for the past 15 years.

I Kindly accept my warmest thanks for

I
your kind courtesy and attention. "-

!
From pupil 60 years of age.

LADIES-
Retain your youthful figure

and the bloom of health in

your cheeks.

A beautiful complexion comes
only through radiant health.

Radiant health comes only from a

natural and healthy functioning of

the internal organs. There is one
way and one way only by which
you can cure yourself of any Func-
tional Disorder, reduce Obesity, or

develop the Bust, and this is by a
series of MAXALDING movements
adapted specially to your particular

needs.

Write to Mr. Saldo, marking your
envelope PRIVATE. Let him know
your requirements and he will advise
you.

Follow the advice given, and you
will know what it is to enjoy Life,

and your friends will admire you
and always be pleased to see you
because of the Personal Magnetism
which a healthy woman always
radiates.

A lady, aged 29, who wished to

be cured of dilated stomach, writes :

I am glad to say I am making
quite satisfactory improvement. I

have gained in strength, and my
muscles are certainly much firmer.

May I add that I am thoroughly
enjoying the course."

A lady who wished to be cured
of Indigestion, writes as follows :

"
I am glad to say I am very much

better ; the Indigestion has quite

gone."

43, NEW STONE

Address your letter

:

MAXALDING,
BUILDINGS, CHANCERY LANE,

CURED OF GASTRIC CATARRH.
Chori.ton - cum - Hardy :

" My
catarrh is better. My physical develop-
ment has improved considerably, and
the effect on my general health is very
satisfactory. '*—Maj or 13. D. W.

PHYSIQUE IMPROVED.
HUDDERSFIELD :

"
I am very pleased

with the results obtained so far. In

addition to a general increase of fitness

I am obtaining a nicely developed
figure."— E. P.

A. C. :
" My muscular condition is

becoming excellent, and I may say
here how much 1 appreciate and thank
you for your course, which, although
only a little more than half completed,
has already given me something to

live for, and made a man of me, where
before 1 was only an invalid. I may
say also how much I enjoy doing your
exercises."

My progress seems to be quite
satisfactory, and I am finding no
difficulty with any of the exercises.

The improvement in my physical con-
dition and general health is quite
apparent now, and there is also con-

siderable increase in my powers of

endurance."—Lieut. G. A. 13., R.N.

Chiswick :

"
I am more than satis-

lied in the improvements both in

muscular development and general
health and increased vitality. Again
thanking you for your personal atten-
tion."—!)" N.

CURED OF NEURASTHENIA.
Huddersfield :

"
I am very pleased

with the results obtained from the
performance of your exercises, having
already gained in health and
strength."—D. H. (aged 31, suffering

from neurasthenia).

The Three Branches of MAXALDING
are :

—

THE CURATIVE TREATMENT,
which eradicates Functional Disorders
and strengthens the heart, lungs, and
other internal organs.

THE HEALTH COURSE, for men
and women who are organically7 sound,
but lack nervous energy, and desire to
be absolutely fit. Also for those who
desire to be as bright mentally and as
beautiful physically as Nature intended
them to be.

THE GREAT STRENGTH
COURSE, prepared for men who desire
a very fine development and man's
crowning Glory—Great Strength.

Write for the Booklet entitled
" MAXALDING,"and in your letter

please state whether you desire to
eradicate a Functional Disorder, to
develop a Perfect Body, to increase
Energy, or to acquire Great Strength.

LONDON, W.C. 2.
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SCREEN SPOOK
-^MAKING

How our grandfathers, who used to thrill at the sight of
" Pepper's Ghost," would marvel if they could see the screen
spooks of to-day I

" How is it done? " people ask when
witnessing the appearance of a screen apparition. It is all

very simple, as this article explains.

If Dante had planned his Inferno in the twentieth century
he might conceivably have gathered many i<li\ts from

the ghost figures of the screen for the modelling of his

imaginative denizens of the nether regions. As a producer
of blood-curdling spooks the film camera has spectral pos-
sibilities which make the old-fashioned ghost-story appear
as inocuous as a nursery rhyme. For the screen can not
only create original ghosts of its own, but it can visualize

the spet tres created by famous writers, which have hitherto
lain comparatively dormant in cold print. Now the
cameras have infused new life into their rattling bones, and
they llicker on to the screen with lugubrious enthusiasm.

I<> in.my people the recent release of the screen version
of Stevenson's immortal story, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hvde, has
been an education in the way it demonstrated how the film

camera can deal with ethereal subjects. When the hand-
some features of " Jekyll " slowly faded before one's eves
into the repulsive, leering face of the dissolute " Hyde,"
the spirit of Stevenson's uncanny creation was caught by
'lie camera. The technique of the producer's art enabled
him to bring to the screen an eeriness which the printed
story of the doctor with the dual personality, or even the
stage version of the book, has nut in the past conveyed.

9< reen portrayals of the tales of mystery and
imagination conceived by Edgar Allan Poe infused an atmo-
sphere of uncanny realism into the creations of this famous
writer. Griffith's picture, The Avenging Conscience, founded
on the Edgar Allan Poe story, was one of the most gripping
ghost stories which has been seen on the screen. It told
the story of a murderer who was haunted by the spirit of his

victim until his conscience forced him into a confession.
Forbes Robertson as "Hamlet" on the screen also pro-
vided the studio ghost experts with an opportunity of
practising their blood-curdling craft The spirit which
flitted before the eyes of the melancholy Prince were in-

vested with a realism that should have delighted Shake-
ire, whose ghost in the past has been the most libelled

ctre ever mishandled by unimaginative stage producers.
The scenario writer can with safety introduce spirits and

apparitions into his stones In this direction he has almost
iter Scope than that provided by the theatre. For the

stage ghost cannot suggest the unearthliness which the
camera I spirit can assume! Screen spooks flicker

to day m legions. For a simple manipu-
lation of the lens can bring back dead parents and mur-
derers' victims ; and ancestral relatives, in the interests of a

een story, can be persuaded temporarily to vacate their
tombs. Such situations bung new twists to stories and
create interesting situations, often the introduction of a
ghost saves the necessity oi recounting past events in a
dull mannei Through the medium Oi -ui apparition the
histi family can be told in an interesting way, and
sidelights can !»• thrown on happenings which have gone

: r

/ arthbound, the well known screen study of spiritualism,
no doubt owed much of its success to the (lever manner m
Which the supernatural was suggested by tin- < .iincr .1 In
Hm- final Bcene, when Wyndham 'standing apparently
ascends into the clouds, .1 clevei mean's, of creating the
illusion was adopted A lengthy sloping platform was
constructed and draped with black velvet Mong this the
" tor .slowly walked whilst motoi '.us hoie behind followed

_ f

Naomi ChiUlcr s, and Wyndham Standing m " Earthbound."

him and filmed him with the cameras they carried. This
picture was then blended with the surrounding scenery by-

means of the customary double-exposure method, For the

filming of a ghost is a comparatively simple process Most
amateur photographers have created " ghosts " of their

own in their early experiments. They have forgotten to

wind the spool of film after they have taken one puture,
and they have exposed two views on the one piece of

celluloid. Roughly, that is what the kinema ghost pro-

ducer does. He takes one " solid " picture, then winds
back the film and photographs the man who is to

appear as a spectre before a background of black

velvet. When the picture is developed the ghost is

seen with the scenery showing through him. The difficult

part of the process is the question of measuring and
judging distances, so that the ghost does not collide

with the other actors ;
also he must be correctly placed

when he is supposed to be speaking to another player

or gesticulating towards other characters with his ethereal

hands and arms
One result of the development of film spooks is that

legendary spirits can now be seen on the sc rcen in all their

Spiritual splendour. The banshee, the fairies, the brownies

the hobgoblin, the mermaid, and every specie of imp have

been brought to the screen by the genius of the film

producer.
It was the possibilities of spirit photography w Inch

enabled Abel Gance to invest his film epic, I'A

with much of the heart gripping emotional appeal which

made his picture one of the greatest of screen tragedies

The ghostly forms of the dead rising from their grave*

on the battlefields to']ouinev back to the towns to see il

those they had left behind had proved worthy of th<

Sac nine that had been made loi tliein by the fallen soldier?

of I'l.in c was .1 triumph ol realistic illusion Only thi

highest technical art in the photography made it jxissibk

to present tins delicate story with the reverence demanded!
by the human trs the theme p. k m.
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: MASTERPIECE :: ::

SWEDISH-BIOGRAPH
pictures are famous all the

world over for their wonderful

artistry, and this great film marks

another milestone on the road to

better pictures. Tore Svenborg

and Tora Teya are the stars of

this enthralling production, which

no picturegoer can afford to miss.

NOW SHOWING
AT ALL THF. LEADING KINEMAS
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.
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~*HE charm of line and colour; the grace of each
* single fold, is preserved to dress fabrics washed with

Lux. That exauisite cleanliness as of newness can be

maintained by a lady's gentle hands and a packet of Lux.

There is no wear and tear to injure the fabric when Lux is

used—no shrinking to distort the shape and delicate sense of

proportion of the most delightful dress or gown.

LUX WILL NOT HARM A SILKEN THREAD—
IT WONT SHRINK WOOLLENS.

Packets (iwo sizes) may be obtained everywhere.

a&$&*

U,e LUX /or

washing Silk,

Crcpe-dc-Chtne,

Georgette, Lawn,

Muslin, Lace, all

Dainty hubnci

and Woo lien j.
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September appear.-, to be the month
3 of domesticity so far as film

tones are concerned. Seldom have
> many screen-plays dealing with

iome-life and domestic problems been

pleased at the same time. There are

fewer Western and out-of-doors stories

ihan last month, but each and every

Iroducing company seems to have
iomething to say on the subject of

Iome-life and matrimonial tangles.

he most artistic offerings come from
Iweden, in the forms of a mediaeval

ftory and a modern problem play
;

She most extravagant from America ;

jtaly contributes nothing at all

British films are once more few but
food, and France sends us one inter-

sting social drama made by the pro-

ducers of The Thinker.

ro a certain extent Cecil B. de Mille

is to the screen what George
iernard Shaw is, or was, to the stage,

loth men are fond of taking a certain

hase of life, seen from an entirely

riginal point of view, and elaborating
- according to their own peculiar

smperaments. Though their methods
re as the poles apart, both deal in

alf - truths—but deal in them so

everly and present them so effec-

vely, that they look uncommonly
ke whole truths. Therefore, it behoves
11 picturegoers not to take Why
hange Your Wife too seriously. For,
nly in exceptional cases, even in

S.A., could real husbands and wives

behave anything like the husband and
wife in this film.

Yet the underlying idea of the thing

is sound enough, embodying the

fact that it is not heart alone, nor
brains alone, that satisfies the ideals

of the modern man, but a combina-
tion of both. The story, written by
William de Mille, is frankly artificial,

and the characters are interesting

if abnormal. In production and
settings Cecil de Mille has endeavoured
to outdo his previous feats of lavish

gorgeousness—and succeeded. The
acting of the principals, Tom Meighan,
Gloria Swanson, and Bebe Daniels,

is thoroughly realistic, de Mille hav-
ing practically " made " these three

artists, each of whom is now a star.

As a whole, this film is best described

as a rare and spicy concoction.

The picture above illustrates one
of the many beautiful scenes

in The Bigamist, the new George
Clark production which opened at

the London Alhambra last month In

this picture British . photo-play art

takes a very big stride towards per-

fection. Although the story, by F.

E. Mills Young, drags somewhat, the

picture is worthy of the highest praise

on all other counts, and Guy New-all,

the producer, is to be congratulated
on a fine achievement. The acting of

Jvy Duke, Guy Newall, and a strong

supporting cast is excellent.

For sheer artistry, the productions
made by the Swedish Biograph

Company exceed anything America
sends us. The acting is always ex-

ceptionally good—it is of the re-

strained kind that British audiences
can thoroughly appreciate ; and the
themes, though tragic, are seldom
crude, and always out of the ordinary.

There are two Swedish productions
released this month. The Secret of the

Monastery is a tale within a tale,

during which a monk in a lonely

Russian monastery tells two travellers

how the retreat came to be founded.
This takes you back to mediaeval
times, the atmosphere of which has
been cunningly caught by Victor
Seastrom, one of the best of latter-day

producers. The stars are Tore Sven-
borg and Tora Teya.

Tore Svenborg, though a deservedly
popular stage player in his

native land, has played in only one
film before The Secret of the Monastery

.

This was The Dawn of Love, and it

was on account of his work in it that
Victor Seastrom, a close personal
friend, chose him to play Strenberg
in The Secret of the Monastery. Tora
Teya combines stage and screen

work. She is just twenty-six, and is

leading lady of the Svenska Theatre,

Sweden, one of the two leading houses

in Stockholm. The other is the

Royal Dramatic Theatre, at which
house Tora appeared at the age of
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Great Fashion

Drawing Competition
•=»cs of 69 Prize Wii

JABGBB WhAK value £10 10i and £5 S..

respectively

1st Prize— Or John Kitchie. Kakbapk. Dalbeattie
Road. Dumfries.

2nd Prize. I he lady Inkinc. Spratton Hall,
Northampton

.

"EVE" GOLD SAFETY PIN BROOCH.
Miss BlLEEN l>e Mabhey, 4H, Clarence- Square,

Brixton.
Miss Nasiy Ciiamulrs, 1, Edgerton Road,

ngley.
Miss Ivv Yatman, Old Manor House, Chilworth,

Guildford.
Miss van HoOGSTKATES, BeiitH k. nn, Holland.
Mi- ,\ 1 hk 1 v Richards, h, llirchiugtou Road,

11 End, N.8.
Miss M. Wako, l.yddon Hall, Virginia Rd., Leeds.
Miss N, K. Rourke, " Bebiugton, New Barnet.
Miss Ma' i) BRETT, 6, North Drive, Gt. Yarmouth.
Miss Ni a Taylor, Little Stoke, Staffordshire,
m> S • 11 Moffat, ii, Dungoyne Street, Glasgow.

YEARS SUBSCRIPTION TO "EVE"
Miss GLADYS M. Derrick, 43. Shaftesbury Koad, N.
Miss I Nichols, " Lindenhurst," Maidstone.
MlSS Marion Parker, Monopol Hotel, Coblenz.

; Andrek M. Mitchells, e/o Lady Clare Egerton,
Hafod, Trefnant, N. Wales.
M. A. PoSFORD, Maythome, Christ Church Road,
Cheltenham.

Mr. F Whittle, i«>, Towngate, Leyland, '

Mr. K. W. Atkby, 10, Penywern Road, S.W.5,
Mb. W. Powell, (>rt, Lansdowne St., Birmingham.
Mr. W. Stevenson, 163, Gladstone Road, Barry,
Mr. M. JEKYLL, 20, Lt'lnstei Square W.

YEARS SUBSCRIPTION TO "PAN"
Miss Hyi.ua Bantick, " Somershatn," rc.iy Park

Avenue, Maidenhead.
Mis, jo^ 1 1 Mercer, 13. Ranmoor Park Road, Sheffield,
Miss (, Smith, Meadow Hank, 185, Henwick Road,

Wi ireester.

Mr. E. Kreeboroucii, 95. Tollington Park. N.4.
Mr. Wm. Driver, 313, Twyford Avenue. Portsmouth,
Mr. C. Mason Willy, is, Stratford Sq., Nottingham.
Mr. E. S, Ely, 279, Ditchling Road, Brighton.
Mr. Ciias. Smith, 44, The Green, Billingham.
Mit II, Ki nmare, i. Dyke St., Frizington, Cumberland.
Mr. G. J. E. Nevili y " Weylea," Wcybi
Mr. [ohn Hay, 7S, Warwick Road, Carlisle.

Lr.-COL. E. K. Parry. 6, Woodvillc Rd., Bexhill-on

YEARS SUBSCRIPTION to the " PICTUREGOER"
Mi '
Mis
Mk.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

1 M. Ft t< ad Rd., Handsworth.
> |. Hi am

, s. Richmond Gardens, Bournemouth.
.Ivii Pedr, Crickhowell.

Godwin, 349, Hie,h Road, Chiswick.
W, Lodge, el Road, Pudsey, I

II. Core :, Park Lane, Melton Mowbray.
J. Mai pass, ii. Hamilton Street, Atherton.
P. Hayward, 1st Flotilla Office, Port Edgar,
1 Leocat.S McDowall St., Renfrewshire, N.B.
E. Hando, i:, Jackson Place, Newport, Mon,
T. Davies, --•, Brierley Street, rlathershaw.
W. Holmes, ij, rhe Crescent, Stoke Heath.
Ceri Richards, Preawylfa, Dunvant, Swi
C. Vickers, Prioi Well Hotel, Hexthorpe.
T. Knowles, 4-. (.hens st, Wolverhampton.

LUCES JERSEY HEATHER PERFUME
Miss B. C Maine, js, Forest Road, Southport.
Mi - Betty Sarbi Perrj Path, Chesterton.
Miss l<i rn Bright, so, Lethbridge K.I Southport,
Mi-s Madoi i 1a. n i i don Road, W.13.
Miss Maud Ballantvne, 3. Elm Rd., Beckeul
Miss Marjorii Lidstoni
Mi-- Gla .- 1 ii- im < - ij Addlngton Rd., Margate.
Miss Margarrt I krveund Rd., Brighton.
Miss Morah Ashworth, Am, hi," Avenue I

St. Al
lulls POFFLETON, J»7, Marlrllflc I

Hillsborough,
1 rewartha Park, W<

Vale," Winchester

Ella Savage, 7
super-M ire,

'•'

Mi Mildred Broadwith, 1169, Grange Field
v rhomb

Burley,
Mi. Mollii Chutes, the Orchard, West Kill

Mary Widd

irtner, ii, Heaton Road, Newcastle.
Mr. V, Mam ITON, 24, Pi nui . S.W,
Mr. C West > lew, Horsforth.
Mr. F, i.iniu 18, Ashleifh Grove, Sunderland.

iwarrted to
! our nf tin

FREE
rritui m and pai 1

tunitii Write CHAS F n \\\ S< IN
It. 11 ii.., 1 1 , ,rn s|i, mdrm 1 ( nllegr,

w
A lew Home-Study SCHOLARSHIPS at

nominal instalment terms le^erverl for those
whose sketches show 11n11sn.1l promise.

A love episode from " The Three Musketeer": Douglas Fairbanks as " D'Artagnanm
and Marguerite De La Motte as " Constance."

eighteen. She is of humble birth,

and was intended for a teacher,

but, attracted by the stage, she passed
brilliantly through the tests set by
the training class of the Royal
Dramatic Theatre, and was accepted
as a pupil by them.

Every lover of true screen art

will appreciate Chains, the other
Swedish offering. Set amid the

picturesque surroundings of a little

fishing village, it works out a modern
problem. There are beautiful and
appropriate exteriors and interiors,

but it is the characterisation and
acting which make this production
almost a classic in photo-plays, Karin
Molander and Lois Hansson have
the leads. rhese talented players
have already been seen this side in

Wanted, a Film Actress, and A Norway
I ass. They play exceedingly well

ether, which is not surprising,

for they have appeared in many Stage
plays as hero and heroine Hansson
excels in psyi biological studies, whilst

Karin Molander specialises in domestit
tnd womanly types, Another won-
derful screen actress, Hylda Carlberg,

appears as the mother in Chains.
Sin- died just recently at the age of

eighty-two,

1"Mie force and sincerity of Pauline

Frederick's a< ting in The !'<>

Cast lends ,m air of reality to a very
improbable and conventional story

I In- heroine, who marries a rich man
in order to provide for her aged father,

is ,1 Mock ingredient of tin- film p"t-

pourri ; especially when, as now. the

marriage is a i.i! nd 1 he man
is Liter murdered. Suspicion falls by
turn upon the hero ol the 5tory, and

y herself (the heroine), but most
picturegoers will be able to correctly

i ast the finale alter tin \ ha\ e

seen the hist few hundred feet

Apart from this, the feature is a good
ii mcli s!i .mi, 1 1 1.

, me for it i- well

presented in every detail, and co*
tains plenty of good incident, and |

exceedingly well acted. Besid
star, who gives of her best, Albe •
Roscoe and Warburton Gamble a I
good in leading roles, whilst Alec.

J

Francis and Carry Lee Ward portn
smaller, but not less important, chara )l

ters. Warburton Gamble is now wor 'f

ing in England. He has recent

finished working on Dangerous Lit

in which he plays with David Pow
and Mary (Wynne.

It
is difficult to say whether Wall
Reid or the motor truck is t

J

real star in What's Yout llu>r\

\dapted from " The Hippopotam
Parade," .1

" Saturday Evening Post

story by the author of Excust .»

Dust, and /
L

i Roaring Road.

contains a thrilling auto race at t

inning, and some fearless drive

stunts, besides good acting of a me
serious kind than' " Wall) of t

Smile " usually presents The U

gainly motor truck, surely the ug

duckling of the automobile famij

is made to aiouse almost hum.
sympathy Wally Reid confesses to

dc< 1. led liking for this film, because

it he is allowed to don overalls

make himself thoroughly greasj II

untidy He is consistently

throughout, and is well supported
Lois Wilson, Charles Ogle. Clareol

Briton and Ernest Butterworl

Walh s latest work, /V/< ; .'

is now Inking shown in America.

r Plic outstanding British release

1 the month is Kip Wd
" storv of a simple soul," mil
into a verv acceptable screen-pll

with George K, Arthurs as v

Kipps." It is the English equivakl
to the "small-town" st,,nes Char I

Raj has made his own, and Ul
of a draper's assistant who goes i

I . ndi 11 to < n]o\ a fortune he •

heril 1 litjhei w alk • of „kh t\ tlii
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[his own soon p.'ill, and when he loses

Rhs money he settles down with his

learly sweetheart and becomes a book-
jshop keeper. No bettor interpreter

lof the chief character than George
|K. Arthurs could be desired ; this

Jyourtg British star has :. style all his

lown. Kiln. Flugarth plays opposite,

land there is also a clever supporting

least, but Kipp* is practically a one-
show.

rlu Diamond Necklace, a well-

known de Maupassant story, has
been mad'- into a sentimental melo-
jdrama. This is exceedingly well

netcd by Milton Rosmer, as the mar-
tyred husband, and Jessie Winter
.fas the wife. The photography is

excellent, and there are some notably
.Igood crowd scenes.

\very line British picture of the
lives of manual workers is

iThc Way of (he World, which, like

iinost of the features written and pro-

duced by A. E. Colcby, relics more
on its likeable characters than on the
dramatic value of its story. It con-

tains an ingenious stunt, some good
racecourse scenes, and a lively boxing
contest. Some sub-titles are weak,
but others, again, are very amusing
"and realistic. The acting is excellent,

[especially that of Olive Bell, Cherry
Hardy, and Coleby himself. Burnt
In is a story dealing with the Sussex

(potteries. It is what we should term
\ refined melodrama. The whole pro-

duction is in good style, and the acting

.and photography entirely satisfactory.

Two Gaumont releases of the month
are The Carnival of Truth, a

line art production starring Susanne
Depres, Marielle Pradet and Jaque

[Catelain, and The Blue Pearl. The
first-named has an absorbing if arti-

ficial story, is delightfully staged and
photographed, and is remarkably well

acted. The producer, Marcel L'Her-
bier, has presented some original

ideas and photography. The alle-

gorical ballet, which gives the feature
its title, illustrates the unmasking of

people disguised as " what they would
like the world to think they are."

There is also some clever double
photography. The Bhw Pear! is .1

criminal mystery story, with an in-

genious if involved plot, which sus-

tains interest throughout. The acting

of Florence Hillings. Edith Hallors,

and Faire Binney is good, so is that

of the three villains. Fred Schenk.
D. J. Flanagan, and Curtis Gile

Adapted from a famous old stage

play, written by James A. Heme,
who starred for many years in the

part of " Uncle Nat," Show Acres is

a story of a lighthouse - keeper who
plays Providence to everybody. There
are some thrilling storm and wreck
scenes, plenty of incident, and a good
staging and general direction by Hex
Ingrain. And although Alice Fake is

starred, the real honours go to Edward
Connelly, whose " Uncle Nat " is the
best thing this sterling character actoi

has . done. Joseph Kilgour and little

" Itchy " Headrick head a good sup-

porting cast. The story is not the

strong point of this film. It is human
and well told, though exceedingly
familiar. The sea scenes were made in

January, which is a really bad month
in the Pacific, and Alice Fake and the

company of twenty found their trip

none too enjoyable. Rex Ingram is

one of the youngest directors, and
his Four Horsemen of the Apocalypst
made movie history. He has just

completed a modernise.', version of

Eugenie Grandet," by Balzac.

[d'tttiKiicd on /'.' e )".'

Clara Kimball Young and her Fatiict paintine. tin-:, >ung loio home,

i Mi

/ A Splendid

/serial
1 starts this

month.
A stirring story of love

and adventure in the

Great North-West com-
mences in this month's
PAN. It is entitled

"The Flaming Forest,"

i\nd is from the pen of

that brilliant writer,

James Oliver Curwood.

In addition, this number
contains twelve complete
stories— storiesof Adventure,
Satire, Romance, Crime,
Sport, Nature, etc.—a!! of

which are of the highest
standard of excellence.

B, sun to get the September

PAAr— before it is sold out.

THE FICTION MAGAZINE

September

Number
NOW
on Sale

Proprietor* :

OI1HAMS PRESS,
Ltd.
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A "SENSIBLE" BEAUTY.

taleot. Cultiv ite

tenfold ; bury n in .1 napkin, and
other words," she added (mi the benefit

; puzzled little friend, "if you don't take caw
lit looks, you soon won't have any li It to lake

care of."

Bride looked sad. She was a pretty little

thim:, very dependent on her colouring (or hei charm.
In the strong li;;lit her small face was revealed .^

being a shade too powdered, the eyelashes darkened
iilly

; the soft hair a trilio too obviously
" waved.

Her strong-minded friend Elizabeth sat with the
ftcrnoon sun pouring over hei fa< , and hair

an. I revealing uo Haw in her exquisite skin. Her
dress was a foil to the whiteness of her neck

and the smooth forehead, from which the golden
h..ir rippled hack. Dark eyebrows and long curling
lashes emphasised the clearness <.f her eyes. She

».k1 to look at. Vet Elizabeth was apparently
s. c.i utiil of her own good looks, cared little about
pretty frocks, and ran a Government department
with the greatest efficiency and common sense.

" Elizabeth," said the Bride, " it's all very well for

you to Ik* so sneering about powder and things, but
you've got a perfect skin and gorgeous hair. I have
to make up ;< bit."

" My dear child." said Elizabeth, " of course I

take reasonable care of iny l.ioks, just as I wash my
hands and shine my sha s. You can't leave every-
thing to nature; wc all start well enough look at

babies' skins -but we don't wear well. All this

powder lias a good enough effect for a time -but
iter your skin gets coarse and there's 110

biding it."

" I wish," said the Bride, " that instead of lecturing
you would tell me what to do. You say ' take cue
of your looks ' and ' don't powder,' but what shall

1 do ?
"

" Use your common sense," said Elizabeth. " It

you thought deeply, you would soon see that making
a mask of cream and powder over your face blocks
up the |*ires and makes your skill rough and Spott)
What you want 1 ofl the soiled outer skin

and give the new one underneath 1 chance. to show
Itself. Let - I wax from your
I bemist, rub it on at night, and wash it off with good

oil water in the morning ! Or if you arc in a

hurry, wash your face first, and before it is quite dry,

rub the wax on, and dry your face with a towel,
lather oi these processes adsorbs the old soiled

outer skin and leaves the new, clean complexion
underneath revealed m all its beauty."

"Hut," objected the bride, "my nose gets so
shiny. 1 must powder."

" There are other ways of preventing a shiny nose,"
said l.lizubcth. "My secret is a homely one, lust

net sain cleunnile, dissolve it ill water, and use it as
a lotion for your laic ami neck. It wants to be

into the skin until it is unite dry, and then it

leaves a nice, even bloom, and prevents all ' shiui-

ness.' Besides, it doesn't look a bit like ' make-up.'
It just gives your face a kind of peach-like bloom,
which is a distinct asset."

" I suppose," s.od the Bride, " there is no home-
made substitute for rouge, is there ? Because, you
know, 1 look dreadful when I'm pale."

Elizabeth thought a minute

1 know why powdered coUiandum »
ut thing. It is a suit dull pink, and it

1 deepen a little in a warm room. 1 should be
inclined to try that, of course, prolactum is the
only thing for keeping your lip. smooth and healthily
II I. You know that, of course,"

"One more problem," s.od the Bride. " D
married, I used to put my hail in curlers. Now I

leave 11 In..-.- at night, because Jack likes to ,. , it

down, and ot course 1 have to wave it with tongs
very day."

"Do you shampoo with stallax ? Oh, but you
! ' Ihat makes your hail s.i silky ami I

n must drop waving your ii.ur with hot
li - -1111 ide for your hair makes it dry up and

i.ll out."

" But, 1 ' ' ih, my hair is quite straight,"
moaned the I

" lint's all n^ht," smiled Elizabeth; 'all you
'- siinw Just comb voui hail dowi

p it ltd «'tli illm i,

put a -
1 in, .ml iluil your hail up on each
In the morning you will find 1

kink li li w is. \ ..in h lii ought to look
ItalUI of hud bilious like a

'. "i won't 11. ! to put i'e sli hs in

1 week . ,
1 1 that

win develop a » i\. .a us own, s., thai after van
1 vii . ..nib it U lore it's quite dry,

1,1 [wo <

mi line will I., t you lot at li

" Silmcrlnc nilmi rlui 1

I thai, VII iwny, I lltatx it,
"

Eddie Polo with his

dau%/it( r Malveen,

and Ins leading lady,

Kathleen Meyers.

\|

ft .!

r^y >**•

^J

'"Two more films of tin- month dealing

JL with married life are The Woman
Who Understood, a Bessie Barriscale

feature, and Love, Honour, and— ?,

which features Stuart Holmes and
Ellen Cassidy, and is another " Taming
of the Shrew " story. Bessie Barris-

cale has made a fine art of her studies

of neglected wives, whether home-
loving or otherwise, and each one is

excellent of its kind. With her fair

prettiness and feminine ways, Bessie

Barriscale is naturally fitted for parts

of this description, whilst her jMiwers

as a dramatic actress make her every
characterisation compelling. Bessie's

si reen husband in this feature is

Forrest Stanley, who, however, is not
at his best. There is no real reason
for the woebegone expression he
assumes throughout, and it is out of

keeping with his role Thomas Hold-
ing and Dorothy Cummings support.

Love, Honour, and — ? is re-

markable for the fact that

Stuart Holmes, whom an intelligent

interviewer aptly christened Holmes
the Home Wrecker, abandons his

1. oni of kinematic crime, and play!
a returned flying officer who rinds his

young wife gambling, smoking, and
making pleasure her one aim in life.

The mac lunations of an adventuress
and a butler cause further esti.i

ment between the husband ami wife,

but husband Holmes adopts " Cave
man " tactics. He Carries his wife oil

to a quiet little island, where, after a

while, Ins rough-and ready methi
find favour in her ej es Ellen Cassidy,

who plays the wife, is a charming,
dark eyed, dark-haired little lady, new
to British screen lovers Florence
Short plays th<- adventuress .o^\

Cor! butler.

\ nother aspect ol home life is pre
J~\ •

I m My //:,

II •/(. which endeavours to shov that
a leadinj 1 ran, and dot s. love
her husband tnd hei -»"ik .it one and

the same time. It is an in

teresting and well-worked out feature,

effective contrast being provided
scenes behind the footlights and othd
showing the lives of country villages
It is the first Stuart Blackton pro
dnction we have seen for some mon
and acquires an added interest owin:

to the fact that Blackton is now dim
ing Lady Diana Duff-Cooper in l-.ng-j

land. My Husband's Other Wife is

satisfying feature, and is well acted t

Sylvia Breamer, Robert Cordon. W.ir

ren Chandler and May McAvoy. M.t\

McAvoy is a star these days, and, hk<

Gareth Hughes, acquired fame foi

her work opposite him in Si ntinu nta.

Tommy. May owns to a great desfl

to play the title-role in l\ttr Tan w hei

that classic is filmed.

Jack London wrote " The Jacket,

from which The Star A

taken It is a fantastic affaii vefi

different to his appealing talcs of tin

sea and the snowy North Reincarna
tion forms the basis, and though then

are some wonderfully elaborate epi

sodes and interesting glimps<

history, there is a noticeable lack

storv interest. The end, too, is weak
and the scenes showing methods usee

in the notorious " third degree" an
brutal in the extreme. The prodtfC

tion is artistic, otherwise Courten*)

Foote has nothing exceptionally strik

ino to do as the- man who rc-hvc

main previous existences, but he H

satisfactory enough, whilst Thelni.

Percy makes a most attractive!}

emotional heroine.

Courtenay Foote is an Englishman
born in Yorkshire, and had COD

siderable experience on the Englial

stage He has played with I ree an
in, and was mi, lei < li.nles I rOO

man's management in " Brewstflf

Millions and Raffles " He Ml
in Paris in 1000. crossing to \meru
the same veu in the ill-st.urei
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" AFAVOURITES
WOURITE

From Miss FAITH REVAN.
Although like most film fcctressei I

find cigarettes extremely soothing to
the nerves during a strenuous day in

the studio*.. I have not in the past been
a very great smoker. Since I have

>v been smoking ERAM-Khayyam Cigar-
ettes I must confess that I am temptedv

*i
to become an ardent smoker. Yuur
beaiiiifully perfumed cigarettes are
irresistible, and they help me to pass
pteasantly the many hours I have to
spend in the studios waiting my turn to
play before the cameras. I recommend
them to all my friends. Wishing you
every success. Yours truly. Faith Sevan.

This £ real Film Star is only one of the
very many who have written us of
their appreciation e/ these delicious
h- Ret At-Khayyam Cigarettes.

WOULD you like, absolutely free of charge, a box
of the world's daintiest and most wonderful

Cigarettes. Ft contains an assortment of all brands of

KKAM-Khayyam Amber Cigarettes, tij ped with petal*

of Roses. Mauve Silk, Real Gold and Lorlc. KUAM-
Khayyam Cigarettes were until recently only to t*"

found in the Divans and Harems of the native Princes

of India and unknown to Europeans.
The delicious and subtle Oriental Perfume, remindful

of the

MYSTERIOUS CHARMS, VISIONS
and alluring sweetness of the romantic Kast, rewaled
as the Cigarette is smoked, conveys a new meaning
to the cigarette smoker.

In order to introduce these delightful ER A M
Khayyam Cigarettes to a larger circle of smoker* we
decided to distribute

100,000 Boxes FREE of

ERAM-Kh&yy&m
The. Wealth and Spice* of the East
DiMMolveJ in Dream Cloud Smoke.

NEVER before has such a generous offer been
made, but we know that once you have tested .

ERAM-Khayyam Cigarettes you will always be theii

staunch friend.

Address your application for Free SVfJ///A i

L. & J. FABIAN.
EXAM Cig. Manfs. (Deft. B.Afj!,

74, New Bond St.,

LONDON. W. I

Cut out Coupon
below and send

for thia to - day.

TO receivp onp of the-*

beautiful free Imxes, post

to us the CoU]>on below, to-

gether with Postal, Order U i

c,cl. or -tamps to cover cost "I

postage and packing, and
\anie will be forwarded to you
by return of post, together

with descriptive pamphlet

Money gtadty refunded i/
not "wholly satisfied.

Further supi>l»e*i in jy be ob-
tained from :tl] koiiiI - class

Tobacconists and Stores.

SEND FOR
FREE SAMPLE

YOUR
TO-DAY.1

FREE ClFT COUPON.
TEAR OFF NOW before you forget.

To L. & J. FABIAN,
ERAM Qf . Maof*. (Dept B.M.5),

74, N«W Hoed St. London. W.I

Please send me a Free Trial V«>\

of ERAM-Khayyam Ci^ji. tic I

enclose 9*1. to cover cost <*l post-
age and pa< kill)

a piece of
paper* witli

your name
and ad-

!,

|y written

ShowReal Motion
Pictures at Home
THE "Ecoscope," a marvellous and

complete cinematograph taking
standard lilm, enables anyone to project
perfect " flickerless " pictures at home

—

without technical knmvledge and with no
risk ofpre.

The Price of the

ECOSCOPE
Eight Guineas.

Join our FILM LIBRARY—
Subscription : Five Guineas
per annum. For this small
sum the library hires to each
subscriber six 250- feet films
weekly, changing them free.

FREE ! S,tid a 41L stamp for
postage, endive" will si ltdyou our
IOOPAGE CATALOGUE
"P" FREE, giving fullpar-
ti v 'ars of the "/'. oscopc&othcr
useful Electrical Apparatus."

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC Ltd.

Fitzroy Square,

London, W.l.

Greyness cured
in three weeks

Permanent Results

by Natural Process
The One Method En-
rlorjed hy the Press.

"THE Q1 11 N.
The Lady's New par* '

says:

"'FACKTATIVE'
certainly is admirable
in its resu Its . Its

effectsarePcrmatunt\
it is delightfully clean
and easy to use."

1

"SUNDAY TIMES"
says :

"'FACA'TAT/rE'
is Nature's onun
remedy, and of its

effica cy one can
scarcely speak suffi-

ciently In praise. . . .

/ have personally

used this restorative.

I can ?nyself testify '

Hvc.i-M. Editress, 'Sec-

rets of Health & Beauty.*

'LADY'S PICTORIAL.'

"As a real rented)

for restoring toss

of colour, it is a

t hi *tvtt*h ly reliable

f'-ef" ati

There is only one satisfactory method oti

restoring grey hair to it>. natural colour.

That is to re-vivify the pigment -coll- ol

the hair so that once again the colour

is re-created naturally from within.

How this can be done is shown in n

remarkable brochure which will be sent

(in plain envelope) to every reader ol

the " Picturegoer " who applies for it.

This book tells of the remarkable results

obtained by Society men and women
by the use of " FACKTATIVE."
"Facktative" is not a d\e. It con-

tains no colouring matter whatsoever.

Yet, under its influence, gradually but

surely the hair permanently regains •

original hue and lustre. 'Satisfactory

results ate positively guaranteed

It you are troubled in any way ariot i I

hair, send -i f once tor the

" Book of Hair Health
and Beauty" -FREE

Address your application to

THE "•FACKTATIVE" CO. (Suite 68).

66. Victoria St . We«tmin»t*r, London. S.W.
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YOUR
FILM FAVOURITE

ON

DE 11 XE POSTCARDS
N

Real Glossy Photographic

Style.

Price 3d. each, poslage extra, or any

21 cards Irom lis sent posl Iree for

FIVE SHILLINGS.

Gerald Ames Peggy Hyland
Y\ nine Arnaud Elaine

Tbcda Hara Hammerstein
Gladys Elsie J.mis

ltrockwell 1 •( ris Kcane
Daisy Durrell Annette

Kellerman
1 Carmen Renee Kelly

J i mi • Carpenticr Madge Kennedy
and Virginia Mollie King
Lee Corbin Matheson Lang

Georges Marsh
Carpentier Shirley Mason

Cameron Carr lulu Moore
Mrs.Vernon Castle Stella Muir

rles Chaplin Owen Nares
Phyllis

Marguerite Clark .Wilson-Terry

Mins Mabel Nonnand
Fay Compton Eugene O'Brien
Gladys Cooper Baby Marie

Virginia Lee Osborne
Corbin Virginia Peai s in

Dorothy Dalton Eileen Percy
Marjorie Daw Albert Ray
Gaby Deslys Master Roby
Marie Doro (" Hubbies")
Ivy Duke Ruth Roland
Josephine Earle *rt Koine

Henry Edwards William Russell

Maxine Elliott ry Scott

som Constance
HI in or Fair Talmadge

raldine Farrar Alma Taylor
Elsie Ferguson Conway Tearle

Basil Madeline

Kitty Gord in Traverse
Mary <il\ Irene Vanbrugh
Mercy Hatton George Walsh
Nil h< ilas Hopsi 'ii Fannie Ward
Vi (let Hopson Chrissie Wliite

1 ioni Hi Howard Sydney W
M irji irie Hume Poppy Wyndharn

JUST READY,
Magnificent new leriet of 25
Super Glotay C oloured Cards of

Tnin Mix
Mary M Minter

V. 1 mot .i

W 11 III '
1

IIIIII1 Will
t ha

thy Gish
-iic Hay.il ,i.i T ilmadge

Willi.,,,, S, Hart l.ladys Walton
IV.,,

11 li Warner
K r

i , nine
1 in ill.

I'riir 3d. oath, potlare extra, or thr

«**t ol ZS for fi/ im.i' Irtr

Litis of hunjredi

tent pn-l nr, appllcoli

PICTURE
H8. 1 ... London. \\ .< 2.

THE PICTUREGOE-R

" Lusitan I , tote's hist part in

America was "Arthur Clennam," in

a stage version of " Little Dorrit,"
called "The Debtors." Langhorne
Burton appears in tliis rdle in the

en-play, whi< li in one of tins

month's releases. He commenced his

screen career with Vitagraph, and soon
became a popular star He has worked
also several Griffith films, and also

played opposite lovely Lina Cavalieri
in two ol Ikt Famous-Lasky tilms.

The Star Rovet is his most recent star

role.

Of special interest to feminine pic-

turegoers is The Woman in

This House, in which Mildred Harris
docs her best work since her Lois

Weber days. It is a domestic story
in which our old friends the neglected

wife, the husband who is devoted to

his career, the philanderer, and the
child reappear once more, and move
amid familiar surroundings ; but the

theme is one to make everybody
think. Little- " Itchy " Headrick, the

delightful fair-haired kiddie, is one
of the cleverest of the many clever

child stars of to-day, and the charac-
terisation he gets into his part as Philip

junr. might well be envied by many
a grown-up star. The supporting est
is an interesting one, including Thomas
1 [olding, George Fisher, Gareth I lughes

and Ramsey Wallace. Gareth I lughes,

since his work in Sentimental Tommy
(his favourite role), has become a star.

During a recent interview he declared

himself to be a woman-hater, but we
surmise this to be one of Gareth's
jokes.

Tom Mix, Tony (his horse), and The
Terror, are a combination not

to be missed, as the admirers of this

Western star will agree when they
have seen his September ottering. Tom
shares the acting honours with his

horse, and Tony certainly enters into

SEPTEMBER 192

the spirit ol hi.- pail as full) I
of the two-legged actors Tom I in.
self plays an extremely moi
deputy marshal, who talks

wicked dance-hall girl like a father,-

The dance-hall itself is of a kind new
to the screen. An unusual motor nde
and an under-water swim are two

i, and
in another scene Mix and Tony smash
up the dam e hall in si i

' 'shion.

Francelia Billington, whose work in

Blind Husbands is still fresh in the
memory, i.- a charming heroine, while
Lucille Vounge puts in some goal
dramatic acting as the dan*
girl.

Other British films are Lie
a kinematisation of one of

Dickens' most appealing stories, having
Langhorne Burton, Joan Morgan .tad

Lady Tree in the
|

and witli settings and costume
rect to period; and Aunt RachaM
a Samuelson production based on
David Christie Murray's novel, which
is a story of rural Staffordshire in the
early nineteenth century, capitally

played by lsobel Elsom, Haidee
Wright, James Lindsay and Lionelle

Howard. On the comedy side we have
The Fordington Twins, a Gaumofl
feature, in which appear the l.imnus

Terry Twins, some good sub-titles,

and many very beautiful exteriors

Basil King's The Street <

Straight, though a fa-

novel, is not ide.d screen material, as

it contains ton little action. Like the
same author's Earthboui I

with a message, emphasising the " do
unto others " philosophy, but the
message idea is too over-emph
Naomi Childers and. 1 awson Butt, and
Alec B. Francis, who w ., cess-

ful in Earthbound, are once more to-

gether in this offering; their acting,

and that of Charles Clary, makes the

r

So

ion

A domestic snapshot of h vith his son ant! heir.

I-

I,

::

,

I,

tot
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" Pond's Vanishing and Cold Creams
are mo<( delightful and beneficial
for the skin and complexion."

PjELICIOUSLY refreshing these hot summer days is a
*"^ touch of Pond's the Original Vanishing Cream on
face, neck and hands, at any time and all times—making
the skin wondrous soft, delicate and altogether beautiful.

Pond's is very beneficial to the skin, protecting it from
sunburn and other blemishes. It is particularly

soothing and refreshing after a sea bathe.

Scented with the odour of Jacqueminot roses, Pond's
vanishes instantly and completely—no grease, no shine.
Used regularly by most of Britain's leading beauties.

"TO SOOTHE AND SMOOTH YOUR
!n handsome Opal Jars with Aluminium Screw Lids, 1/3 and 2/6
/uAcj, 9d. end J j3 ; of all Chemists and Stores. if you cannot obtain the new tube

from your Chemist to-day, send us ninepence and wc will despatch it post free.

POND'S EXTRACT CO. (Dept 150), 71. Southampton Row, London

A

POND'5

VANISHING
cream

\r —

•

JiAFTESBURY

FILM
IIT-BITS

{Copyright)

Lengths of standard

Films for any machine.

Packed and Post Free

:

25 feet lengths 2/6

50 „ „ 4/6
100 „ „ 7/6
250 ,. „ 17/6

Larger lengths upon

request. All films in

guaranteed condition

and same as shown at

theatres.

\
.

•

The Film Tit-Bits are

i
cut from well - known
films into feet lengths

as above. Suitable for

home Cinemas, etc.

I SHAFTESBURY
|
FILM COMPANY,

t 89, Shaftesbury Av.,W.l

k — J

IQ0Q
[or rriore,perannum
forYOU ?

Specialised Postal Training

in Accountancy, Secretaryship.

Banking, Costing and Factory
Organisation, Income Tax, Com-
pany Law, Advertising and Sales

Management, Business Organisa-
tion, Economics, Shorthand, and
for the London B. Com. Degree.

Study at Home, in Spare Time
Individual coaching under th^ most
highly qualified Tutorial Staff in

the United Kingdom. Students
of the METROPOLITAN COL-
LEGE repeatedly score Record
Successes in the leading Com-
mercial examinations. Moderate
fees, by instalments if preferred.

" Students' Guide " Free on Request.

Metropolirari
College,

Depr CSSoMbans

"CELSUS"

MAKES YOU YOUNG
IN AN HOUR.

Come and judge for yourself.

Have faith and he will not foil you

through his immediate scientific pro-

cess for permanent rejuvenation,

retainment and creation of Besuty.

He will restore your appearance to

an enviable degree without incon-

venience, and you will be delighted.

Try this most genuine treatment,

which beaU anything hitherto

known if given conscientiously on
individual scale.

Any imperfections of FBce, Nose,
Neck or Shoulders successfully

treated and corrected. Absolute
secrecy and reliability assured.

A ivcll-ktuntm actress writes :

" Ifeelyou a* e a greatfriend
of mine, having done such a
great thing for vte

%
and I

cannot teli you kow pleased
I ant and so happy."

FREE CONSU LTATIONS
iNvnun KR< im 11 ! s KM.
: sent on re

euv elope.

WRITE THE PRINCIPAL.
CELSUS HOUSE,

15, GREAT RUSSELL ST.,

LONDON. W.C1
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Have you

seen the

new-style

pictures ?

Pictures," Odham's pop-

ular film-weekly, is now

printed in photogravure

(two colours), each issue

consisting of 32 pages.

The price remains un-

altered

The new-style " Pictures,"

with its beautiful illus-

trations, its exclusive film

news, reviews and inter-

views is indispensable to

every true lover of the

Movies.

Get a Cop}; to-

day and judge

for yourself.

Ruth Roland, on location, adjusts her make-up tn an
impromptu dressing-room.

feature one that should not be missed.

Milton Sills and Irene Rich also con-

tribute good studies. Lawson Butt's

moustache appears to cause him great

uneasiness, and its misbehaviour in

certain scenes will doubtless create

some uncalled-for amusement. Naomi
Childers has just married Luther Reed,

a scenario writer, and is taking a short

vacation and honeymoon combined.

C"*

haracterisation is the keynote of

s Dollars and the Woman, in

which Alice Joyce stars. It is adapted
from an Albert Payson Terhune story

of a young society woman who is

forced to economise for a year. Then,
when riches again come her way. she

is afraid to enjoy them lest she should

be obliged to undergo the same ordeal

again. Robert Gordon gives a good
performance in the difficult role of the

self-centred and selfish husband, and
Ciauford Kent shines in the more
sympathetic part of a lonely bachelor.

The gradual change of character in

both husband and wife is remarkably
well worked out, and makes this film

a splendid one of its type. The art of

Mic< foyce has progressed by leaps

and bounds since the days when she

was a Wild W< s1 heroine with Kalem.
Of late She had really satisfactory

parts, which give her versatility full

scope. Most of /

le hi Mew ^ 'irk.

i
On

follows, and all ends happily. There
a quaint and novel atmosphere abo
this film that makes it thorough
entertaining, also a very elaborate at

beautiful insert representing a drel
Court of King Solomon. Emn
Dunn, who stars, is not nearly
as she looks, and exceedingly prettO
her make-up gives her a false air

antiquity. The only other
members of the cast are Winifn
Westover and Antrim Short. Son
of the old ladies appearing in

home " scenes were utterly unns»
to camera work and needed mar
rehearsals. The stage-play has n

been seen in England as yet.

Anna <

\ torj something akii My Old
Dutch, but with the comedy

clement predominant is Old I ' 31,

in which Emma Dunn repeats her

wonderful stage success as Vngie

\ retii e 1 sea 1 aptain uses Ins

last hundred dollars to pay his wife's

entry into a home foi old ladies w ho

not quite paupers, To this hbme
lie is aftei wards admitted as " Old
1 .ad ,

,i as h< anm 1 bear i" be
his wife. ' "lurdv

In outward appearance
Nilsson is a Robert Chambe

heroine to the life, and it is not h

fault that The Fighting Chance as

screen-play is not a good translatJo

Her "Sylvia Landis " is convincin
but not the " Sylvia " of the novi

It is well produced, however, at

Conrad Nagel gives an cx< elle

study of the regeneration of the her

Commonplace social drama, almo
v, cm is ime at times., is La*

Rose's Daughter, with a decided

weak plot. This picturisation of Mi
Humphry Ward's novel is

mt" three epochs, dealing with tl

of i860 1890, and
respei tivelj Elsi< I 1

three t 1 les, and 1 \ (

for a slight jerkiness and lac k

restraint at times, her work lac

nothing irm

splendid s i; ; st includ

I lavid Powell, 1 rank Lose* m
Holmes E. Herbert This film marki

Elsie Ferguson's return to the ^\rc<

attcr a somewhat long absence
i Powell re ovei

at present, he workinj at I am
I askv's and she on hi

voui
r..ie

111

tl

m
\'

k

m
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I
arv Pickford appears in two features this month.
The first is a re-issue of Daddy Long-Legs, which

Hny of her admirers will delight in revisiting. Though
Bnded on Jean Webster's story, the photo-play devotes
I more attention to the childish days of " Judy," the

fthan heroine, than the original book. Mary Pickford

wests " Judy " with all her usual qualities of mischievous
ftnour, and she and Wesley Barry, as another little

Khan, make a delightful pair. In Suds, her other

lease, Mary Pickford 's characterisation is a complete
Bitrast to her work as " Judy." Though there is a good
d of comedy, almost slapstick at times, the story has
unhappy ending. The play, " Op o' My Thumb," on

liich Suds is founded, has often been seen on the London
ftge, with Hilda Trevelyan in the chief part.

delightful surprise awaits Picturegocr readers

this month in the shape of another all-photogravure

gazine. " PICTURES," our weekly contemporary, will,

the future, consist of thirty-two pages of photogravure,
of the customary eight. The double-page Art

s will be continued, and all the features which make
e brightest and best of the Movie weeklies will be
ed. " PICTURES " gives you all the news of

eenland, and is a perfect mine of information about
stars themselves, their newest work, and their current

;ases. There is no change in the price, which is Two-
ice. If you are not already a reader of " PICTURES,"
er your copy now, and make sure of it.

'an Chaplin come back ? was the question on every-
' body's lips a year ago, and he has replied with The
i, the most artistic picture he has ever made. Not
riotously funny, perhaps, as his two-reelers, it yet has
nettling that they had not—a hundred-and-one delight-

ly pathetic little touches alternating with the comedy.
irlie is a glazier, who finds a baby boy, and adopts him
ause he cannot get rid of him. Jackie Coogan, who
personates the baby five years afterwards, is a wonder-

I tribute to Chaplin's powers of discrimination. The
hi of a vaudeville artiste, he and the famous comedian
4de each other's acquaintance at an hotel, and Chaplin
•5 so delighted with the kiddie that he practically wrote
m story round him. Quite a finished little artiste is

Kkie. Now Coogan Senior is deserting the vaude-
lle profession for that of a producer, and for the future

J-kie Coogan will star in Coogan Films.

licturegoer's Artistic Readers

FILM-LOVERS' 2,500 DRAWINGS OF
THE DAWSON GIRL

SIXTY. NINE PRIZES AWARDED.
' /fR. CHAS. K. DAWSON, the well-known artist-exponent of
rl British beauty, invited our readers to enter for an Art Com-
fction, and in response over 2,500 drawings of the famous " Dawson
IJ"—this time wearing a modish Jaeger frock—were sent in.

I An inspection of the sketches submitted shows that the dominant
4i monthly has a wonderful circle of artistic subscribers.

If anyone required tangible proof of the " Picturegoor's " appre-
JJ.ion of artistic rehnement and grace, it is to be found here. These
usands of drawings prove that the artistic appeal of the modernl has developed and attracted to itself a great circle of men and
nen who, being themselves accomplished, have the culture and
•dom to recognise the best when they see it.

The extraordinary response to the announcement in the " l'icture-
§r" of this Competition, confirms our belief in the widespread
pstic enthusiasm of our readers, many of whom could, with a little
pnical training, learn to express themselves in pen and ink and
''-\v/ for reproduction.

<jii Mr. Chas. E. Dawson's excellent Course on Practical Art.
The adjudicator*, in the Competition were Miss M. E. Brooke, Fashion

J tress ot • EVE," and Mr. H. F. Tomalin, of the Jaeger Co., Ltd.
I A list of Hi principal prize-winners will be found on page so of

1
• issue

III

CORNS. CALLOUSES, BLISTERS,]
Aching, Soreness, Swelling, Tenderness*

UUI

\fy

WOULD YOU CUT THE TOP
OFF A TOOTH TO STOP
IT FROM ACHING P
YOU WOULD NOT.

It' 1 the tame with a eira.

Don't bother about burning the top off with
caustic arids and plasters. Get after the rait.
that is the business end of a corn, and the part
Which must come out. Merely cutting or burning
the top (If is a waste of time. It only grows back
on again, larger than ever. Soften the while eon
so it quickly comes right out, ,Mi Ml' all. by
adopting

THE GUARANTEED WAY
To quickly banish and prevent all foot troubles

JES

SPA
TREATMENT ******
AT YOUR OWN HOME.
Instantly stops aches, pains, ten-
derness, burning, itching, and the
bad effects of acid perspiration.

Used and highly recommended by:

—

Heritia lattamley ... Eminent Statesman and
Editor.

Famous Scotch Actor.
Great Comedian.
Well-known Referee.
World's Champion

Boxer.
Heavyweight Champion

of Europe.
Heavyweight Champion

ot Gt. Britain.
Famous Heavyweight.
Champion Walker.
World's Champion

Sculler.
Great Golfer.
Popular English

Actress.

and hundreds of other well - known people.
Actors, actresses, dancers, soldiers, boxers, and
others to whom sound, healthy feet are an abso-
lute necessity, say saltrated water offers the one
quick, safe, convenient, and never-failing means
of permanently curing any form of foot misery.

fiaudei Bath Saltr&tes powder, dissolved In
plain water, will produce a highly medicated
and oxygenated bath or foot bath. possessing
wonderful refreshing and curative properties.
It reproduces In concentrated form the %*-
senttal constituents found In the waters at
celebrated bathing spas.
These is nothing better for rheumatic or gouty

pains, stiff muscles or joims, etc., also the
strongly antiseptic qualities of saltrated water

soot'
'

Sir Harry linger
Geiric Sober
Eugene Cirri

Jimmy Wilde

Georges Cariestier

Jie Beckett

illy Wells
Tim Payee
Ernest Barry

abr Mitchell

Viltel Lirainc

ed fc

ng
or serious skin a fleeti.

A'

A half-pound or so, fully suffi* ie-nt for the
average case, can be obtained at slight cost
fn.m any chemist.

Satisfaction ia guaranteed to avery u*<bv s

or money back imm«aitt«ly and without
auoctton.

REUDEL BATH
SAtTRATES
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When the
XJJeafhopp

Well-known British Producer describes tli

Curious Effects of Heat in Film Studios.

Our recent hot weather will

some indication as to conditions
in the average British film studio

during an average British summei
What it is lik" in ;i luxurious Amerii an
studio, I cannot sav

;
probably the

producer directs from a throne of ice,

and the artistes sit about in bathing
costumes, sipping sundaes all day long
Hut over here, studio conditions are

and this summer they have been
super-tropical. 1 have lately been
directing in a shirt, pyjama trousers

and slippers no collar, no socks and
no anything else.

Why arc our studios so hot ? The
principal reason is that fifty per cent,

of them are made of glass. Then they
are hardly ever properly ventilated

because we are afraid of the fog in

winter and, finally, some thirty or
forty powerful arc-lamps avc blazing
away for all they arc worth while the

pictures are being photographi
What are the effects of this hi

Well, the producei usually ln,(.'S

several pounds of his superfluous
avoirdupois which is excellent Then
the artistes find that they perspin

freely on the t.ue and the hands, or

wherever they arc " made up," that

they ha\e to carry a good supply ol

fa. e powder so that their shiny sur-

faces do not rati h the light. I

also find that the heat from the arc-

lamps is so intense tiiat their make-up
actually becomes baked and patchy,
In such cases tin- artiste will have to

remove entirely his make-up with

ise and make himself up afresh. I

have known an artiste do
this four limes in •

Anot her very common < it.-' i ol

in a studio is the melting of candles

in a scene. It certainly looks rather
ridiculous lor a limp candle to be
bowing to the audience on a cold and
frosty morning, and yet 1 have
this happen Sometimes a producer
may not notice a candle doing its

Sandow exercises, and he will photo-
graph a scene ; then a kind artiste

not wishing to worry the harassed

producer with paltry details will put
the candle upright ; the next scene
will be taken with the candle upright
Then it will become limp in the nexl

v ene, the upi ight. and so on, with
the result that when the film is joined

i her we see the candle bowing and
scraping and assuming soldierly atti-

tudes, sometimes with the amusing
effect of a sarcastic commentary on the

sub-titles or the actions of the chai
ters Candles need careful watt hing '

'I he other day the heat in my
studio melted the hands of a property
grandfather clock in a hall scene, with

the result that both hands pointed to

the figure VI This was an uninten-
tional touch of realism, for more than
half the grandfather clocks one mi
in real life do not go.

It is a very common thine f,, v some
kinds of studio scenery to become
warped through heat, so that the walls

give a drunken effect and I have
known " old masters " on the walls curl

up to such an extent that a Mona I

SEPTEMBER ]

mil of .m It

eloped into an attack of muj
I he most disastrous I

j

ii red to me through t

n a who studio work i

ruined, owing to

' iinei.i melting on one sii

• uiiiuldtiijii of lilm t rntib

winch scratched the delicate -urfac-

"dm throughout
I hese are but ,i few oi

in spit,- of | hem we
dm ine iilms !

T
SOMETHING ABOUT SHOES.
UK text for this arti

at shoes. No matter 1

good your dress or costume may
are not going to be well dr'et

pi your shoes are not neat, and t

' annul be neat if they do not
properly. You are not bound to
to the trouble and expense of ha\
them made to your measure
il you go to the right peopU you
be able to yet the shoes you W
ready-made, and the manufactl
achieves this by making shoes in

different widths to each size

half size, which means
sues in every shoe.

I he i of a shoe is

length from the heel to the join

the big toe The foot is widest at 1

joint, and therefore that joint sh<

go exactly in the widest part of

shoe When you get properly fi

in this way, \ ou don't ha\ e to wt

as to whether the shoe will go ou
shape

: they cannot go out ol sha
neither can they become uncoml
able. The toe of the shoe tan b
any style you like square, rouni
or pointed but the tit of the si

remains the same. The reason •

many shoes turn up at thi

be< ause they do not tit propi
same reason accounts for tl

being bad)) creased across the

You may possibly find, when
hav e got a pan of these sill i

may appear a trifle longer than t

you have been m the habit of wear
in that case, if they tit the ball of

foot, you may be quite sure that

shoes you have been wearing
been too short for you H
get this cot red tilting, v ou not
secure comfort, but, as t

1

made to tit your foot exactly, it
j.

a neat, smart apj

I

All interested In

British Picture-

production

should read

Subtcriptior Ratrt :

The
MOT
PICT

Only M'rr^/i/ Journal deOOltJ snlelu to the interest! of Rritith

Film Attltlt, ProJuctrt, (omfumfn, Scenario "

On sale each

SATURDAY
Price . . . 4d

Order through your local

newsagent or /turn

Urt London, H ( 2

fhrrf month* 5/- Si'jt month* 10- rVar/v 20 - Poit Free. I
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YOUR SHOES
CAUSE FOOT TROUBLE
Look at YOUR shoes and THIS :-

i*J*MC *.«t

*.*ct wMtirc »*±* or rowt *oot ii, uu <v vmoc *>«n mt <«asu l£«th« * utu y*rxi

too « w* «a» )^» <" *>« *»• nir. momnm rMxttthaun*

t CORRECT FITTING
METHOD—BABERS

HEEL TO BALL
Fits your foot this way:-

HO ttAPtxG HOC*

There are at least 160 distinct sizes in women's and
men s feet, the same in growing girls and boys. We
carry shoes to fit each foot ; our system of fitting

enables us to guarantee a fit for every normal foot.

Free advice gladly given to anyone suffering from

foot trouble.

Foot Fitters before Shoe Sellers.

309, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.l.
(Largest Shoe Fitting Saloon in London).

CROYDON 57. London Road.

AGENTS .•

MANCHKSTKR Harlim, Ltd.. 66, Cro» Street.
HUDDERSFIELD-A. Tabrum, 4. Kin* Street.
BLACKPOOL-R. H. Gale. 9. Market Street.
DUNDEE W. Patterson & Sun, 6. Reform Street.
PAISLEY M'Dooald & Son, 77. High Street.
DEAL A W. Page, 26, Hidh Street.
BELFAST—Dundee. Ltd.. 95. University Street.
WESTCLIFF G A. Morgan. 172, Hamlet CouM Rd.

On receipt i>f letter or telepone call we shall be pleased t<. s< nd an
expert titter to an) address in London district without extra charge.

Send for Descriptive Matter and Price Lift.

Hiiif.-/ FREE!
10.000

Vs

of LACE POWDER
to introduce a

AVbnderful
NEWPERIUME

"Milk of Roses," "Milk of Lavender^
" Milk of Verbena," " Eau de France"

Eau de Cologne .

NO longer need you pay high prices (or

•cent.

Dr. biutuion, an eminent French scent expert.

lias discovered a fascinating new type of scent,

^1 distilled directly from the *' souls of flowers." and
produced in highly concentrated essence form.

A 5/- phial of this golden liquid will yield

sufficient natural perfume to last you many
months.

Added to • quart of water, the golden liquid

makes 1 fascinating, fragrant, milk-white scent,

ideal for perfuming your bath and washing-
water, and for spraying your clothing and the

hangings of the home. This charming French
perfume is the sou) of purity and daintiness.

No alcohol is used in the

process, hence no tax or duty
is payable on their arrival

in this country.

SAUMON
PERFUMES

'/- "Quart.

Ryder it Co., oi ti, Westbourne
Grove, London, \V. :-, who have
secured the. sole rights in these
perfumi ; nited King-

re MAKING A FREE
GIF! of a 2/6 box of PATRICEGOLD .IK DAL !'

POWDER to each reader of
" Picturegoer " who pun
a 5/- bottle of SAUMON PER.

, and uses the coupon
below. This offer is strictly
limited tt* to,oon boxes.

PERFUME

Aed contents

of thii Phial

to ooeQurt
plain water

in o bottle

~5r»keeachbr«
oefoie\j*>"9

Post this Coupon to-day.

Plea.aa tend me post fr«e

Bottles " Milk of Roses"

8ci7/cj "Milk of Laoender."

Ilia. " Milk. of Verbena."

Bottles "Eou.de France."

Also Ftet Gift 2/6 box Fme Powder.

Soy whether White, Pink or Cream Pow-
der desired. Cross out colours not required

lose JJ

Name .

Address

Write

KYDEK 4 CO.,
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An experts

advice

without

the experts

fee.

FOR One Shilling a month

the "Ideal Home" gives

just the practical advice

that everyone needs for

making the most of the

home. Its timely articles

on house • planning, decor-

ation, furnishing, gardening,

etc., point the way. To act

upon its advice ensures the

most pleasing results, secured

at the minimum of outlay.

Free plans of a bungalow

nr small house and beautiful

H-page fit', ifra un supple-

menl with every number.

September N°-

NOWon sale.

Get your copy

to-day.
I
rr.

GHOST OF MEARS.
'Continued from Page 20.)

Theatre at two thirty to set- yes-

terday's shuts," announced Mas
1 he artistes trooped of) light-heartedly

to the private projecting theatre.

Mears followed them unheeded.
Suddenly a " close up " (lashed on

to the screen.
" Let go my arm!" said an angry

voice.

What's the matter ? " said Mason,
and up went the lights.

Mears sat rigid in his seat gazing at

the screen. His thin fingers were
clutching the arm of a player seated

at his side.

He mumbled an apology.
I was frightened," he said, with a

childish look of terror in his eyes.
" That great face, so big, so terrify-

ing—where did it come from ? It is

all so strange to me."
Mason ignored his wanderings and

signalled for the continuation of the
screening.

Flash backs, diffused lighting effects,

and mist pictures appeared in the
picture in that rapid succession which
is typical of modern producing
methods. Throughout Mears petu-
lantly asked questions. " Tell me what
they are ?" he droned. But no one
heeded his hallucinations.

Outside the great studios the cars
waited to convey the artistes to an
outdoor location.

Mears stood back from a vibrating
Daimler as though fearful to approach
it. " Jump in," invited Mason

;

" there's plenty of room."
He stepped into the car gingerly and

sat bolt upright in the cushioned seat,

rigid and expectant. The motors
started off down the road, followed by
a large touring car piled high with
cameras and apparatus.

Enjoying it ?
" said a voice at his

elbow.
" Where are we going ? " he asked
" To take a few outdoor ' shots,'

that's all," said his informant.
But the sun—there is no strength

in it to-day," responded Mears.
" What do we want the sun for ?

We've got the Sunlight arcs," lie was
told.

You always go like this to be
filmed ?

" said Mears, turning his

glaring eyes on the speaker,
"Of course; do you think we walk ?"

Mears stared into the distance, and
the old reminiscent light shone in his

eyes.

Always we walked once. We
carried the cameras and the tripods

and the painted canvas nailed to the

wooden frames. Miles along dusty
roads »r travelled And people laughed
and pointed angers oi scorn at us."

The occupants oi the i.ir sat staring

U him Curiously. What was the man
talking about, they wondered.

' Mten the wind would rise when
we were taking the pictures after we
had spread our canvas scrneiv around
the back <>! the platform. We could

not protect the .-ides it would have
killed the light."

You say you Jieuuied this ?

the man at Mears side.

A dream no ' " Me turned wit

sudden fieri • ness " Then I did m
dream. It is now that my mind
encompassed with dreams which 1 (

not comprehend
On the drive back to the studi

Mears sat silent and morose.
You are tired," said Maso

Would you like to cut the 111

scenes we are taking at the stud.

to-night ?
"

Me.us shook his head, but did n
speak.

Now, Mr. Mears, a short scei

with Miss Louisville. She is a lo;

lost Child who has returned to you aft

an absence of ten years. Kmotion-cor
bined-with-joy sort of thing." Mea
was again on the set.

Those who stood near when I

sapped before the cameras say th
they heard him muttering—

.

I've just time. I've just time
" Cameras!" shouted Mason,

cranks commenced to revolve.
Then Ins megaphone dropped to t

floor with a clatter. Mabel Lo
vi lie screamed with a realism t

vibrated the windows.
Montgomery Mears had disappear

before their very eyes !

That night Mason had every fo|

of celluloid swept from the nr

drying and printing machine restil

in the studio dark rooms to make w|
for the development of the film

Montgomery Mears. The product

paced the floor of his office in a fe\|

of excitement and gripping anxieij

whilst the winning mechanism l>el<^

hurled the picture into completion.

Amidst the gloom of the pro

theatre the tense white faces of tj

players strained towards the scr

The uneven, quick breathing of Ma
who fought to restrain the violent be »

ing of his heart, broke the silence wh<|

preceded the whirl of the projectol

And then, just as the film col

menced, a hand fell on Mason's arm,
" I'm from the ' Wire,' " saidi

voice. " Been looking into the st(|

of this Mears guy. I'll say it's t|

most amazing "

But Mason was not listening. II

ga/e was focussed on the screen .

staring . . . staring . . .

The characters flashed on to
'

white expanse Mason's knuckli

out white as his hands gripped

sides of his chair. The photograj

was perfect, the acting good. 1

everyone waited in vain for the la

foreboding figure of Montgomery M<

to tinker on to the screen lor

every scene in which he should h.

appeared there was onb» an e«

emptiness a blank, inexplical

And Mason, drawing his hand act

a brow . l.onniN with cold perspiat:

heard the voice of the reporter (Iron

ag lin in his ears

—

M.>>t amazing thing. I tell j

This Mears guy was an actoi 'wav b

with the old Halt. mi outfit.

in IO08."
I
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hfcA Beautiful Sk
To the woman who really values her

beauty, the world - famed Ganesh
preparations of Mrs. Adair are indis-

pensable. Famed throughout three

Continents for their almost magical

effects of restoring and retaining the

youthful Beauty of Face and Form.

GANESH EASTERN OIL
a wonderful beautirier : it bracei up the relaxed muiclei. '«d» the

itted skin tissues, absolutely removes lines and fills out hollows.

Reduced prices. 3/6. 10/6, 11/6 and 36/6.

j! Write, call, or phone for Free Booklet "J".
92, New Bond Street. W 1.

'Phone; GerrardSJ-
\

E. ADAIR,
PARIS AND NEW YORK. ^

mnMm
To prova how quickly 8II.KODOHO
banishes Dandruff, Scurf, and Scalp

Irriurion, and to sh.iw you how it

Strengthen*, Brightens, and bringsvravj

abundance 10 h.nr that hat prcviou |j

been thin, wcilt, or falling out.

«e .vill send you FREE 7 days'

SUPri.V, with Book of liisiru.

tion, for women, men, arid

children, on receipt of your
name and address and 6d. in

'.tamos to cover postage and
packing.

8ILKODOMO is guaranteed
to effei t .1 definite improvement
in your Hair, however bad it

may be, or We will Return
Your Money, sold in 4 oz. bottles-, 18; s ..?. . a/a :

•< pz.,

|:0. Of Chemists, Hairdressers, and Stores, or direct Post tree

ll 6 size ad. extral from

SILK'S TOILET CO. (Deuf. 6), Red Lias St.Hetbara. London, W.C.t.

';'HIS is an ab: olutely new idea for

getting rid of disfiguring growths

I lias met with enormous success.

this process Ifie hair roots, ihe

sc of the trouble, are attacked

II destroyed.

• Hike the usual hair destroyer, this

not a depilatory, which is only

nful and not permanent, neither is

scarring electric needle employed
he process.

1

for a sample with full particular) TO-DAY.

fdeto demonstrate c-tficiericy, post free" Z/-

i.niry size for home treatment .., 12/6
lonal treatment at Kensington ... 10/6

JELEN LAWRENCE
W.Kentington High St., London.W.S
mil Floor.) Telephone : lVestem7r.fi

UNIFORMS
that look well and wear well.

addition to supplying high-class Uniforms to

Insure, we have a large stock of new and re- made
iforms at moderate prices.

iVe supply nearly all the large Cinemas,

e invite you to get into touch with us, and we will

nd you our Special Coloured Plates and Price List,

st free on application.

't us help you to make your Staff an enviable asset.

Address your enquiry to

:

ie Uniform Clothing and Equipment Co., Ltd.,

5, Clerkenwell Green, London, EX. 1.

HAVE YOU A
TALENT FOR
DRAWING?
Are you wasting that talent ? Wouldn't
you like to draw Fashions for wbich

there is an ever-increasing demand ?

Others are making money by drawing
fashions. As long as you like to draw,

why not develop your talent profitably

and give yourself a chance to make
food in the work you like ?

FASHION DRAWING
IS THE BEST PAYING
ART WORK OF TO-DAY
It docs not require years of hard

study such as other branches of

art before you realise any com-
pensation. Providing you have

the correct training, you can soon

learn in your spare time at home
to draw fashions that are in

urgent demand.
The Associated Fashion Artists,

comprising some of London's lead-

ing fashion artists, give thorough

tuition by post in this lucrative

art work and assist students to

sell their drawings as soon as they

are proficient.

Write to-day for the* handsome
booklet, " The Art of Fashion Draw,
inn." It will bo sent you by return of

post, gratis and post free. Addiess
your enquiry—a postcard will do— to

Mr. J. Eaton-Blair (Principal) Studio 7,

Associated Faakioo Arti»U, 1 1 New Court,

Lincoln'! Inn. W.C. 2

FINE ART PARIS PICTURES.
We have the largest selection in London
of coloured pictures by Kirchncr, Fontan,
Millierc, Meunier, Icart, whose girl models
are famous; Paris Salon Studies, Photo*
graphs, and postcards.

"THE VELLOW BOOTS "is the title of
I-eo Fontarr*s charming picture shown
here in miniature. It is beautifully printed
in colour on heavy art paper. The picture
measures 14 j in. x 10 in. and is on a lovely
mount 23J in. x 15 in., price 7/6 post free.

Most attractive twelve-page Catai >gue
with over one hundred miniatures and
approval terms post free One Shilling
(abroad 1/;), or with seven Parisienne post-
cards in colour 2/9 inclusive, post tree.

(P.O. preferred.

1

Write er Call

the bell press,
(/>!//. ()!.) Marton Houao, St. Bpldtt'B

Avenua, London, E.C.4.

Greatest Gramophone Bargain on Record
FULL PRICK i-r enabies everybody to have
*% /~\

/ f * 'he finest music in their own
-\^~§ t f~\ homes. "Excello" Gramo
%J^ I \J phones are of the hornless type,

d . r- i - -j/ and the special sound chami>cr,
based on the violin principle,

reproduces sound particularly
clearly. The handsome cabinet
is made of highly polished oak,
all fittings nickel plated. Plays
longest 12-inch record. The
"Excello" is superior t<> five-

guinea models. Sent on approval.

Money back if not satisfied.

Send immediately for Free Catalogue
to actual makers: —

EXCELLO GRAMOPHONE CO.,

52-54 Hampstead Rd.. London. N W.I
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•"THERE must be something in the
* seaside air. With everyone

holiday-making I had prepared

a light letter-bag this month, but

the ozone has worked
Grateful and wonders with my
Comforting, lazy scribes. You

have expressed your

views with such freedom that I am
« rowded out of my own page. And
such views! Who shall decide when
readers disagree ? Not I. Here is

the arena ; fight it out amongst
yourselves.

" "THE London folk don't seem
* to be too kern on pictures.

1 don'l profess to know anything

about it ; but should think they

have n«n yet been

Through properly chit at'-,

I

[uslralian up to them. I guess

Spectacles, it showmen made
their theatres more

attractive, and put over stunning

lobby displays for each feature,

they would get packed houses evi

Your correspondents ar< down
on serials all right. But they don'l

moderation that se

nol only for London.

the wide WOI Id to cater for.

Who should not love romance and

enture, thrill and a< tion, as well

worship ? fn oui hearts we
ill il be lifted out of the hum-
lm lay life, and taken

the land dreams,

non <u-.\ a\\A lives so different to

.mi ou ii little < ircle. 1 don'l know

w ha they i n ;
bul

.

bdieve me, il is quite possible to

..
i jpiv e the mo of

adventures, and Mi. ' Rational ' from

h ought io know tli.it ' weird
i ol

Bath, and mosl of the 'ordinary'

persons are interested to see on the

films the inventions one never reads

about in the Bath papers."

—

An Australian in London.

" I SHOULD like to tell some of

* your leaders who rave over

Yankee films that British films arc

by far the best. The Miracle Man,
and Humoresque, for

One Point instance, or any of

of Vim-. the big Yankee pro-

ductions, are easily

Outclassed by Stoll's Eminenl British

Authors series. Never were there

two such rilms as A Gentleman of

France, and The Tavern Knight.

and never two such stars as Ma
Stuart and Lille Norwood."—F. C.

(Smethwick).

" CURELY ' Alf's Button.' in

^ making his exception of Mary
Pickford, admits at once there arc

American pictures that i >me-

where near Hep
And worth's for homeli-

Another. ness and natural-

\s for som

the awful rot and nonsense in c<
•' tin

American films, the standard of

British photo-plays may be gauged

l>v the fact thai big number
of them are picturisations of the

trashy novels of (diaries Garvice

Ethel M. Dell, Gertrude Page, etc.

Itw book ire reallj suitable for

itation, but the British

lll( e; thm' • i'

ind hcn» e partly hi- failure,

ither thing he doe- nc
hat ra< in;, pi< turcs also form too

large a hi- output. < >nc

of the best British pictun

Call of the Road, had an original

SEPTEMBER

*** b\ the artii Ic. '
1 I

)f Italian Picture-,' that you
lished in the Augu-t nun I I

' PI( TUKEGO]
Those Italian 1 do not a

Pictures. Mr., or Mi- '

I

Italiana'f ' exp

tion of the unpopularity of ft

in. But they ati

[popular. 1 do not think that

committing myself in stating

Nine-tenth- of the Italian films

are shown in Britain are condor

by the public as being too i

Iramatic. It is not the fault o

producer, neither i- it the fau

the actors and actresses. The

take it, are as Italian a- their f

ll is just a matter of temporal!

The Britisher, and especially

Englishman, is renownedly st<

he is a critically reasoning 1

who fails to understand the pas

ate depths that lurk in the nai

of Southern Europeans. Q
quently, he loathe- melodrama.

Italy, I doubt not, such hum
p. .pillar. The Italian can ui

-land : he sees the actor or ac

express emotion- thai he has

himself. In England, though,

are out of place. Hie public oa

admire what it k\^< not under-'

ll. //. M. [Wemble
"

SOME little time ago there

a controversy of tremen

ir in ' Picture- ' concerning

latest screen sensation, Na/.in

It would seem

In Praise of to a large numb
Nazimova. people over hen

person ality

dramatic power- are not appro!

Why, 1 cannot conceive. She st

alone in the portrayal of pa

and hate, and, with all due

to Pauline Frederick, I think

eveiyonc who can admire really

acting, will ulmit that she is the

tie— of the SC

eon earth is there a picture

hly compare with the

vcllous acting of the stai a- in

i, ind ire

don of

e x
j

i n

diined to

make this one

of the finest

films ever pro-

duced."

—

R. /'./>'

Pauliti

admirers mav relieve

their feelings by writ-

I li, I hmker."

I
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From a pboto thowiof oae of tbe movement!

for the permanent cure of Constipation.

Lord Beaverbrook has said:
" But Health is the foundation both of judgment

and industry—and, therefore, of success. And
without health everything is difficult. Who can

exercise a sound judgment if he is feeling irritable

in the morning ? Who can work hard if he is

suffering from a perpetual feeling of malaise ?

The future lies with the men who will take

exercise, and not too much exercise."

EVERY intelligent man and woman must
agree with the above statement, but
how many will take the necessary

action to obtain the Health upon which
Success and, still more important, Happiness
depend ?

Many people suffer from a perpetual feeling

of malaise or inertia. They know of a certainty
that Medicines or Drugs cannot bring Health ;

sometimes they bring relief for a time, making

matters wor.'o in the end. They know this, yet
they go on dosing themselves. Why ? Because
it is part of the complaint to drift. It seems so

much easier to take Medicines than to do some-
thing which requires a little expenditure of time
or effort.

Yet you must rouse yourself to make the
necessary effort, for Exercise is the founda-
tion of Health, just as Health is the foundation
of Success and Happiness.

The Principles of

MAXALDING
which cures Functional Disorders by a series of Scientific Movements and restores Health and

Energy, should be considered by all who desire Health, Success, and Happiness.

By MAXALDING you can rid yourself of

Indigestion, Mal-assimilation, Rheumatism, Lack
of Will-Power, Loss of Self-Confidence, Nervous
Debility, Neurasthenia, Obesity, and other func-
tional weaknesses in a period of one to three
months.
MAXALDING is not difficult to learn, and the

movements are very interesting to practise : like

most great ideas, it is simple and easy—when you
know the way.
The movements for the eradication of functional

disorders are each devised specially for the par-
ticular complaint one may be suffering from,
according to age, sex, and special circumstances.
Men and women who have lost control of the

abdominal muscles are given movements which

MAXALDING means : more

will counteract a tendency to over-stoutness. It

must be added, however, that actual corpulency
cannot be reduced in a few days.

On the other hand, Constipation, the source of

so many disorders, and much ill-health, can be
permanently cured by MAXALDING in a period

of three days to one month ; this is guarantee

By MAXALDING you CONTROL YOUR-
SELF. It is the triumph of " Mind over Matter,"
a phrase often used, and which now has a real

meaning in MAXALDING.
When a really satisfactory condition of health

has been secured you begin to accumulate a store

of nervous force, and you can use this extra

energy in ways most pleasurable and profitable

to yourself.

LIFE and—more JOY in Life
Mr. M. Saldo, zvho has evolved MAXALDING, has
created 16 world's records for strength and endurance.

Although not a phvsician, doctors send him
patients whose only hope of a cure is by
MAXALDING. He has been practising privately

for eleven years, and amongst his pupils and
patients are the eminent Dr. Cathcart, of Harley
Street, the most famous authority on breathing
in the world, who sends patients to Mr. Saldo

;

Mr. Hughes, the Prime Minister of Australia
;

the Grand Duke Michael ; the Rev. Father
Bernard Vaughan, etc. Cut out the Coupon and
attach it to your letter, or write for the Booklet,
entitled " MAXALDING," explaining your re-

quirements, whether they be the eradication of

any Functional Disorder, the development of a
Perfect Body, the increase of Nervous Energy,
or the acquisition of Great Strength.

Address your letter to MAXALDING, 56, New Stone Bldgs., Chancery Lane, London, WX. 2

From a photo of a

Lady Pupil showing
one of the movements
for straightening and
strengthening round
shoulders and back.

COUPON.
Please send me your

Booklet, entitled
" Maxalding."

P.G. Oct. 1921.

. 3

J
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r ij t? »"TVTOTH1NG ELSE MATTERS
* ^ is a great human story that

brings laughter by the richness of

its humour and tears by the sj mpathy

of its appeal. It is acclaimed by
the critics to be the first " Real
British Masterpiece," and should
not on anv account be missed.

THIS WONDERFUL STORY IS NOW SHOWING AT AM. THE LEADING KINBMAS.

Featuring
B R T T Y
ft a i' rnvk

Featuring
MOYNA SIACQHI.
HUGH 1..H RIGHT
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CON TEN TS
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abcl Normand scored her first screen successes in Mack Sennett's Biograph and

iVl Keystone comedies, and after playing truant f:>r several years, she has now

returned to the Sennett fold. The picture above is from her latest picture. Molly-O.

Some of her bt\st-known pictures are Sis Hopkins. The. Venus Model, and JIMX
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COLOUR OR CHAPLIN?
IT is certain that the coloured film is here. Or if it is not yet with us, at least it

is tapping on the door. The matter is a matter of days.

q COLOUR is all that was lacking. The MOTION PICTURE took us in the

DREAM SHIP to the Land Where the Rainhow Ends

—

but there wasn't any rainbow I

At last there will be a rainbow. The Land Where the Rainbow Ends >s to be the

Land Where the Rainbow Will Neoer End.

And all across this little globe will be a mighty trail of dust.

Made by the SCOFFERS hurrying to cover.

^ There have been SCOFFERS. The sort of people who could not believe in a

masterpiece written on old envelopes and the backs of writs, but must see fine vellum

and a cover of gold. The sort of people who would call a zephyr in Heaven a

DRAUGHT—and ask to have the window closed!

Long-faced people who could not believe that the MOTION PICTURE was an

art, because you could see it for twopence or threepence.

Well, the MOTION PICTURE is to have fine vellum and a cover of gold. Not
to please the SCOFFERS—although it will convince them—but to please the merry

voyagers in the DREAM SHIP.

9 'Che World of the Silver Square is the only perfect world. And now this

perfect world is to become a heaven, a heaven of autumn-tinted trees and purple peaks,

a dazzling riot of COLOUR. Fairyland is to have gilt edges. At last the diamond
will be set in platinum.

*J It will bring the garden into the town, the glory of the Mediterranean to the back

street. For long the MOTION PICTURE has brought beauty to those of us whose
lives are unbeautiful. ' Now this beauty will be crowned.

S But a question comes

:

What about Charlie Chaplin ?

Charlie in colours! NEVER! To paint the lily

^_t> would be just as futile, would seem just as wrong. When
colour comes to the MOTION PICTURE Charlie must
remain the thing apart. As he always has been.
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I.ila Lee's lovely arms are in great demand.

\ \ T hat are they doing over there ?
" I asked.

l » " They are photographing Miss Swanson's
ankles," Sam Wood, the director, answered in a matter-of-
(act tone.

Hut that isn't Miss Swanson," I muttered to myself,
looking at the young woman whose ankles were posing
for the picture camera, and thinking that I was being
politely spoofed,

"Oh, no," he admitted naively, "but those are her
ankles At least, the) are .1 very fine pair of ankles, and
when you see the (lose up of them on the screen you
will think they are the ankles of the star, for those are
the same shoes and stockings thai Miss Swanson wears
in this pi< ture

We simply can't take up Gloria Swanson's time or
patience foi takes and retakes of mere ankles, so we use

one "i Mr, De Mille's stenographers instead Tins girl's

ankles have appeared .is 'doubles' fur the star in seven
recent Laaky pictures If you look closely you may
inderstand w hy

How to make cats* eyes shine in

the dark, how to make goats climb
trees, and how to get a picture of

the star's hands, feet, or shoulders
when she is miles away are only
a few of the posers which the pro-

perty man- has to solve.

A great light began to dawn
upon my somnolent conscious-
ness, and all kinds of possi-

bilities and questions began to

bob up and down in my mind.
What about stars' hands and
arms and — er — legs and
shoulders ? But the answer to

some of these questions was already coming from Mr. Wood's
lips.

" One of the most important parts of a picture to-day is

the ' insert,' " he went on. By that I mean, of course,

the flash of a beautiful hand on which a wedding or engage-
ment ring is being placed, or a more elaborate insert where
a whole dream is shown on the screen.

" The most costly and elaborate insert ever made was
that of the Cinderella Ball in Mr. De Mille's Forbidden
Fruit, where the ballroom was constructed out of thirty

thousand dollars' worth of plate glass. But the humble
insert, even if it is only a flash lasting not more than five

seconds, is most important."
In Hollywood there are girls who are used for nothing

else but to pose in the place of stars for close-ups of various

portions of the anatomy. They have more constant em-
ployment and make more money than the average popular
extra. There is one girl who is much in demand on
account of her beautiful hands. Unfortunately, her face

is scarred, and is impossible for straight picture roles,

though she often plays character parts.

Another girl has a
particularly beautiful

throat and shoulders,

and when Pauline

Frederick or May
Allison are too tired

to pose for an insert,

showing their arms or

shoulders, this girl is

called and paid a very

respectable sum for

taking their place.

Perhaps the most
interesting inserts are

those howing a fly

crawling over the lead-

ing man's nose or a

(.it tipping over an
ink bottle any
thing which is

apparently diffi

Cult to photo-
graph

It :-

doubles foi

Daniels' legs

I
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A common or ordinary variety of house fly—drat him !—is a delight to

the camera man. This is something new I learned from Sam Wood. One
of the biggest laughs in a recent picture was caused by the antics of a rly

on the forehead of a comedian in the picture. How did they get a rly to go
through its paces ? Perfectly simple when you know the Wood method.

The-j stretched the comedian out on a bed and covered the bed, the

c ..icru, the director, and dozens of flies all over with a fine net. Then
they delicately smeared some marmalade on the comedian'r forehead. In

a moment one of the flies was licking up the marmalade, and the comedian,
supposed to be half-asleep, tried to brush the fly away. Hence the laugh.

A cat is the most difficult animal to photograph for an insert. There
was Pep, of course, the Sennett cat ; but that cat was an exception. She
loved to be photographed better than to eat. But every other cat yet

tried has caused trouble. Usually strenuous methods have to be resorted

to. Every one remembers the little white kitten in Griffith's Way Down
East, and how it drowsed dreamily on the porch of the country store.

That cat was shut up in a dark box for a short while, and then it was sud-

denly put in the bright sunlight. As soon as it was taken out of the box
and put in the sun, it blinked sleepily, and the camera did the rest.

Who is there who can't remember the close-up insert of the star reading

a letter in which the unattractive finger-tips created a sudden feeling of

repulsion? Could those hands belong to the beautiful Jane ? No. The close-

up of the letter was taken, perhaps, near the property room, and the fingers

belonged to Jim, the property man. But nowadays, if Viola Dana is

supposed to be reading a letter, and they want a close-up of it showing her

thumbs at the edge of the paper, and Miss Dana is too busy to pose,

they get a girl with beautiful hands to take Miss Dana's place.

The hands of Lila Lee are the most photographed hands on the Lasky lot.

In Peck's Bad Boy the director needed a close-up insert of some
garden ants moving in single file across a sidewalk. He instructed his

assistant to get a picture of ants acting that way.
" But there are no ants in California at this time of year," protested

the assistant. "They come out of the ground only in the summer.
They are hibernating now."

" That doesn't make any difference ; we aren't going to keep Jackie
: Coogan here until summer to get those ants. Go and get 'em !

" And
I
the assistant got the ants ! He got them by heating the ground in the
corner of his backyard around some old ant nests, and then baiting
the little beasts with molasses. Then he put them in a bottle and lured

: them to walk from it across the sidewalk, and the picture was saved
and ie'.eased on time.

While directing one of Wally Reid's pictures, Mr. Wood found that
he needed to get the effect of some cats' eyes shining in a dark room.
He tried even- breed of cat in Hollywood, but with no success
further than to disprove the myth that cats' eyes shine in the dark.
But the insert was provided for in the script, and must be made.
One day Wally suggested that they try Rufus, the Lasky negro

bootblack. They did, and found that his eyes actually did shine in
i the dark, and, what's more, the camera caught the shine !

When I asked him how he defined an insert he said, " An ' insert
'

is something that doesn't want to work when you want it to work, but
will always work when you don't want it to. When Mr. De Mille
was filming Male and Female last year, we had to get a close-up insert

I of some goats climbing a tree trunk. They wouldn't do it. We were
in despair, and many days passed. Then one day, when we
were working out on the island where the shipwreck took place,

,! I noticed some wild goats leaping up the trunk of a tree after

I

a certain
growthmuch
like mistle-

toe . The
; problem was
solved. 1

took some
of this goat
weed back
to the studio
with me, and
whatever it

i
j
was, it was

. powerful
| enough to

fj make a goat

[I c.l i m b a
. tree— and
> that was all

j
we wanted !

"

' -ORDOS
Gassawav

Glorious eyes

the assets of

and pretty ankles are amono
Gloria Swanson

Grace
Darmond
is noted

for her

beautiful

hands.

Obtaining a close-up

" insert" of lions is

a dangerous game.

C. M. Hallard is in

front of the camera
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Charles Clary as " King Arthur." m
The world's most famous and
infamous rulers have all been

screened.

Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown "

—

in real life, maybe, but not on the screen. In
the make-believe world of filmland the r61e of Royalty is

greatly sought after, and the particular actors and actresses
who are so often chosen to portray kings and queens are,
as a rule, much envied by their fellow-players.
When we talk of kinema queens, we naturally think

of Theda Bara. She it was who displayed Egypt's ruler,
Cleopatra, to the picturegoer in all her brilliance and
magnificence, and who brought the dead romance of his-
b ry to vivid life upon the celluloid. The film itself.

< leopalra, was a Fox feature, and cost about a quarter of
a million dollars to produce ; but, like most of these spec-
ie ular successes, it made profits that could only be described
as regal in themselves.
The man who directed Cleopatra, J. Gordon Edwards, is

often called the Queen-Maker, for he has brought another
queen, the Royal lady of Sheba, to pictureland. Not
contenl with crowning Theda Bara, he has now elevated
to the throne Betty Blythe, who plays the part of the
distinguished visitor to King Solomon's Court with
thrilling intensity and emotional charm. Betty Blythe
is well suited to queenly roles, for she is an especially
beautiful girl, and possesses a figure that has made her
one of the most-admired women in the film world. Her
costumes in The Queen of Sheba arc marvellous creations.
barbaric and Oriental, covered with jewellery, and some of
them ",st small fortunes to make.

I In- Fox Company evidently favour monarchies, even
though they are a product of democratic America. If I
il en King is another oi their successes

; and in this William
i arnum is seen as the make believe " King of France

"

in reality, i rancois Villon, Kmg of the Vagabonds. In his
royal robes, Farnum looks every inch a king; and his
perfect physique lends itself excellentlj to the romantic
l " 1 ''

'
'"• suil "i chain armoui which Farnum wore in one

1,1 the Bcenes of this pi. tun- weighed over a hundred
pounds

. and he says thai the pan was the most exhausting
one he h played

Ihe re.,
i

' King of France." in // / Were King was
played bj I rita Lieber, who has portrayed mam monarchs,
both in Amen, a m,! European studies Lieber was also
King Solomon" in The Queen of Sheba, a much una,

magnificent personage than leans \i of France; and one
"'••'i which even tins connoisseui of royal rdles was
eni husiasl ii

Friti Lieber as " King Solomon
in " The Queen of Sheba."

The Babylonian King. ^\$&M$l %Js '&.*' W illiam Farnum, in the
Thomas Meighan \n ^^9<,4/f .o^*^ near future, is to give US

*' The Admirable the wicked Emperor of
Crichton." Rome in a picture to be called Nero, to be made

in Italy, and which will be directed by that re-incarna-

tion of Earl Warwick, J. Gordon Edwards. Another con
templated pageant of royalty is Mary, Queen of Scots, to

be filmed by Fox, so they say, in Edinburgh. Betty
Blythe was originally chosen to portray the tragic girl

whose life was menaced by an unhappy destiny from the

moment she set foot upon Scotch soil ; but these pla

were changed, and Betty has returned to the less pic-

turesque heroines of modern times.

Naturally there have been many British pictures dealing

with the lives and fortunes of Royalty. Sixty }'ears •
Queen was one of these, and the British Empire's presiding

genius was played by Rosalie Heath, an actress who will

again be seen as a queen in The Glorious Adventure, the

Blackton film, starring Lady Diana Duff Cooper. In the

latter film she is" Queen Catherine," consort of Charles II.,

for whom William Luff is responsible. Those who have
watched The Glorious Adventure being made, say that the

resemblance William Luff bears to the " Merry Monarch
"

is almost uncanny, even without make-up ;
while, with

the wig and the sweeping plumes of the Cavalier hat to

help the likeness, one would think that a portrait from the

walls of Windsor Castle had miraculously come to life.

Another monarch of old England. Henry Y1U.. has N'en

brought to the flickering re-incarnation of the screen by
Arthur Bourchier. The scenario of this picture was
founded upon the Shakespearean play which ran for so

long at His Majesty's Theatre, London : and in the film

the late Sir Herbert Tree played his own part of " Wolsey."

In Henry VIII . Arthur Bourchier did not trust to make-
up alone, but grew a beard especially for his part of " Bluff

King Hal. ' and he, too. achieved a life like resemblance to

the portraits we all know so well

Needless to sav, the e\ Kaiser has figured in more than

one pi< t nre. Universal produced a big melodrama, entitled

I fu Kaiser the Beast of Berlin, during the latter part of

the war. which, of course, became an incentive to patriotic

demonstrations I lie part of the " e\ Kaiser " himself,

was played l>\ Rupert Julian, who also directed the pic-

ture : while Jack Ma, Donald portrayed " King Albert of

Belgium " \ Mack Sennett five reel comedy, called Tommy
Atkins in Berlin, gave Ford Sterling a chance to burlesque

the pompous personality Of the former German ruler
,
but

in the majority of cases Royalt) is taken very seriously

by the picture maker And as the lives of most monarchs

are well known through the pages of history, there can be

HIS

.:.:

ft
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D'Arlagnan
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
kneels to

Anne of

A ustria

(Mary Mai-
T.aren).

Medici/' the Queen-Mother, played by Josephine Crowell, the wickedest woman on the

screen, and adept in the arts of poison and murder. In the Babylonian episode there was
" Belshazzar," played by Alfred Paget, an English actor and a fighter in the Boer War ; his

father and co-ruler, " Nabonidus," portrayed by Carl Stockdale.

The dream episodes inserted in so many pictures of modern life give

plenty of scope for royal romance. For instance, in The Admirable Crichton

we see Thomas Meighan transformed into the hero of Henley's poems

—

that Babylonian King who swore to conquer his beautiful

and courageous Christian slave. Our favourite, Tommy,
whom we usually know in the prosaic garb of the

twentieth century, makes a handsome monarch.
Perhaps picturegoers may wonder why the fortunes

of our own Reigning House are not embodied in a

film story. As a matter of fact, it is not permitted,
either on stage or screen, to give representations of

living royalty. Of course, King George, Queen Mary,
and their children are often seen in the topical reviews

;

while the adventures of the Prince of Wales upon his

world - tours have given us pictures as thrilling as

feature - films themselves. In some of the films made
during the war, Queen Alexandra, Queen
Mary, and Princess Mary appeared—one of

these was a Griffith production, made in

part over here, and entitled The Great Love.
This law anent royalty does not apply in

all countries ; and one picture in particular,

In •• The
Black Tulip "

Frank Dane
played Will-

iam, Prince oj

Orange.

little juggling with facts, or even

the school-child critic will rise in his

wrath and condemn the scenario-

writer.

Historical novels form an almost
nexhaustible fund upon which the

producer can draw. The Black

Tulip is a kinematised story of this

:ype which the Granger-Binger Com-
pany have just completed, with
Trank Dane as " William, Prince

)f Orange," later, William III. of

England. Dane also played
jeorge IV. in The Romance of

,ady Hamilton, and, curiously

enough, had a part in a picture

ailed Democracy.
Of course. The Three Musketeers,

)ouglas Fairbanks' last production,

lives us plenty of royal pageantry.
-lere we shall see Mary MacLaren
'5 " Anne of Austria "

; and the

*auty of this favourite star should give to the

impress a truly royal grace and charm.
Charles Clary favours kingly roles. We have just

een him as " King Arthur " in The Connecticut

Yankee ; and although this, again, is monarchy IlII

rankly burlesqued, yet Clary invests the part with \
ignity, especially when, disguised as a peasant, he \
isits his people unknown to them, and learns something V"
f their lives. Clary, by the way, was " Louis XV. of »

"ranee " in the Fox picturisation of Du Barry, when Theda
tera, though not a queen, was the even greater
ehind the throne.

Both Mary Pickford and Constance Binney know the mean-
ig of crown and sceptre. Such a Little Queen was one of

lary's earlier pictures, and showed her as the refugee ruler of

he Court of Herzegovina, who, later, gave her hand into the
eeping of the King of Hepland. The picture has just been
roduced for the second time by Famous-Lasky, with pretty
onstance Binney wearing the robes that once the Queen of
'ilmland wore.
The Prisoner of Zenda and Rupert of Hentzau are other stories

f an imaginary kingdom " somewhere in Europe "
; and in

lese Henry Ainley was the arbiter of his country's destinies,

jfarguerite Clark, too, we have seen in the same kind of film,
' \~he Prince and the Pauper, equally fascinating in both her
isguises.

j

The great Griffith spectacle, Intolerance, had plenty of
>yalty in two of its scenes—those dealing with mediaeval
ranee and Babylon. Here we saw " Henry of Navarre,"
'Charles IX.." the boy King of France, and "Catherine de

exhibited in America, showed King George
in khaki uniform, singularly incorrect as to

detail, being begged to pardon a convicted
lad by the latter's distraught mother.
The actor who portrayed our King
was curiously like and yet unlike

the British monarch—that ludicrous
kind of resemblance which turned the
whole film, dramatic as it was, into a
joke for the American-Britisher. Fun-
nier still, King George, after gazing
long and pitifully at a portrait of the
Prince of Wales upon his desk, par-
doned the woman's son without any
of the formality indulged in in real life

by the Home Secretary ! Needless to

say, the film has never been shown on
this side of the' Atlantic.

The royal picture is usually an ex-
pensive one ; costumes, settings, and
the large crowd scenes necessitate the
investment of much money. Perhaps
that is why it has been left to other
countries to bring to the celluloid the
history of the great dynasties.

power^

Betty Blythe as " The Queen of Sheba.'
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Face fungus," as the late Frank
Richardson christened beards

and moustaches, has, in subtle directions,

added its quota to the humorous and
even dramatic appeal of screen -character

studies. For such facial decorations have
many possibilities. To many screen
comedians the gyrating moustache is as

valuable an asset where humorous studies are con-
cerned as Harry Tate's famous lip appendage lias

proved on the stage.

A clever film jester can vibrate the chords of

humour in his audience by skilful utilisation of his

moustache.
The droll, woebegone appeal which the humorous

features of Snub Pollard, the Path6 comedian,
radiates from the screen are largely accentuated by
the drooping face fungus which hangs from his upper
lip, and spreads with amusing, bedraggled untidiness

over his mouth.
Snub has a clever device for enabling him to

make the fullest use of his face fungus. He attaches
it to ins ii'Mrils by means of a specially shaped
hail |<m. Hence, when he twitches his nose, he can
i on\ '\ to Ins moustac he a variety of amusing move-
ments which i.m be made to express excitement, ton
tempt, fear, derision, and the gamut of emotions,

Recently Pollard appeared in a new comedy with
out his moustai he, but his admirers soon forced him
i" extract Ins popular strip of face fungus from the
mi, ike iij' box and clap it bach on ins woebegone
features Moustache-less, Snub was not nearly so

possible.

Clyde took, the india-rubber man. whose genius
has produced what is termed "scientific slapstick,"
it would I"- expected would sec the possibilities of

(In moustache as an asset to humour. He affects .1

thicl hp decoration of generous proportions, < ^n the
icreen it h.is the appearance of a bunch of hair ex
tra< ted from 1 he coal of .1 reti i< >. -

Clyde took, who was born with an extraordinary
elasticity of limb, which enabled him, when .1 boy, to

fall down an eighteen feel well, and be shot down .\

timber sii<.<,t without injuring lus supple self, en
Ailh lus moustache, an impression of lus india-riihhn

Some of the most popular screen stars owe much of

their success to hirsute adornments.

physique. He twists and twirls his lip appendage
into all manner of queer angles. When he strokes
it and wears his usual thoughtful expression, soml
of his inconsequential fun is about to break out.
The Charlie Chaplin " toothbrush " moustache

has set a film fashion in face fungus. The
screen mirth-makers who have copied it .ire

legion. Compared with the ample length and
breadth of many such assets to the comedian's
features, Charlie's lip decoration is of the

modest order

Vet how it .u

centuates the

(lytic Cook, the

1 n d 1 a-tu

Jimmy
•f ubre y.

incomparable, fascinating smile of the grea
comedian— that c url of his upper lip wind
is the nearest that he approaches to a smile

Charlie's moustache has grown into almos
a screen tradition. If he discarded it now, i

would savoui of sacrilege For it is as mud
a part of Charlie as his little cane, his bagg\
trousers, bowler hat. and queer boots

Billie Armstrong's famous 1 urling moustacbi
is a familiar spectacle on the screen BilH»

spent some years of his career with Harn
lite in the sketches, " Motoring" ani

Fishing, and no doubt he based his belie

in the amusement possibilities of th<

moustache In the study of the droll fan
fungus of lus mentor, Harry, whose moustacbi
has done mu< h to help him up the laddei

of stage fame
\lso 11 ni.iv be that Billie finds that th<

upward turns on the extremities of In-

moustache hold custard pus. Certainly whei

he had lus 1 1111 of sin i ess in I..K.O < omeditf
these stick} missiles seemed to cling to nil

moustache with a ludicrous tenacity. BilB<

Armstrong has been described as the bes'

film comedian ift< 1 < harlie < haplin !!
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It looks as i

Billy Arm
strong uses

curling

longs.

part of Henry VIII. with the late Sir Herbert Tree. When William
Duncan disguised his usually clean-shaven features with a healthy

growth of beard, produced from the make-up box, he very effectively

changed his appearance. Edith Johnson, when she first saw him on
the set in the first flush of his bearded glory, rubbed her big eyes with

amazement. For the lead in Where Men Are Men had put nearly

twenty years on his appearance with a few deft applications of

detachable hair on his lower features.

Lew Cody's moustache, like most of the features of this heart-breaker
of the screen, are the pride of his myriad lady admirers-. Rut his leading-

ladies say that " it tickles so " during moments of osculation. Which
is rather apt. The moustache of the rilm hero tickles the ladies who play

opposite to him, whilst the droll moustache of the film comedian tickles

the sense of humour of the audience.
In some directions the moustache of the film actor has a two-fold pur-

pose. With comedians, apart from accentuating the drollness of his

appearance, it can be used to camouflage the movements of his mouth
Hank Mann, who never laughs on the screen, although the world laughs
at him! has a thick drooping moustache which completely covers his mouth.
Hence any suspicion of a smile is hidden beneath this lip decoration. Thus
he has been able to build up his reputation as the man with the sorrowful

expression. For it is the eyes and lips which radiate a smile.

Hank's big rolling eyes are always sad, and his moustache

.annot be accused, how
•ver, of purloining Charlie's

noustache. For the flow-

rig, graceful lines of

3illie's facial decoration
t-ould make a score or

tiore moustaches of the

|liminiitive type favoured

>y Chaplin.

Jimmie Aubrey, the

umbling comedian of the

creen, has a rare type of

noustache. It is of the bisected order. It con-

ists of two thick strands descending from just

•eneath each nostril. How^ he retains this

ppendage in position during his strenuous

ouble somersaults and spectacular tumbles
efore the cameras has always been a mystery.

Face fungus has other possibilities for

creening purposes as well as humour. Beards
re as necessary to character make-up as

elicately applied facial lines of grease and
milar subterfuges , used to change the

ppearance of the face. Earle Williams, whom
Fc are used to seeing with liis well-shaped
trong jaw, clean-shaven, recently grew, with
he aid of a property-man, a healthy beard
i a few minutes.
In Bringing Him In he adopted a beard
hich suited him exceedingly well, and
.trengthened the lines of character in his face.

i>avid Powell, the British character-actor, believes in

;rowing a beard especially for parts which require

uch facial decoration. This is a fashion which Arthur

l

;ourchier some years ago fostered when he sproute

i beard whu h he had dyed red in order to play the

William Duncan (centre) is usually clean-

shaven. Edith Johnson did not recognise

him at prst in the filming of " Where
Men Are Men."

is ruled out

-4

of court

are con-

betrayed

Earle Williams
attending to his

(ace fungus.

covered mouth
where cheerful expressions

cerned, for even if he was
into twitching his lips into the makings
of a grin, such a lapse would not be

visible.

The subtleties of film face

fungus hardly affects the

fair artistes of the screen.

For to group thick glossy

eyebrows and sweeping
lashes under such a head-

ing would be an in-

justice to woman's
charm in this direction.

The effective presenta-

tion of face fungus
before the cameras is

essentially confined to

the province of man.
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"fSMiofia-Suddenl

h'ipps in three stages

of development.
Above : The boy woos
the girl next doo\

(Edna l-'lugarth).

Right: The Youth.
Left : The K-nut.

George K. Arthur," said the man at the
studio door in a grieved voice, " is

dying—or practically dying—this afternoon."
" How terrible ! Another accident, I sup-

pose. Lead me to him, anyway. I came to inter-
view him, but I'll stay and write his obituary
notice."

He emitted a sound that might have been a
groan or a gurgle, and beckoned me to follow
him across the sets.

It was unusually silent everywhere—even the pro-
perty-men had ceased their hammering and were
standing by.

" I'm afraid it's all U.P.," came in broken tones
from my guide. " Look ! They're going to send for
his relatives." I looked.

Kipps," sans his moustache, was lying back on
-some pillows, gasping for breath and looking per-
fectly green in the face. A spasm of some kind seized him

;

he writhed in agony, then fell back into the arms of a
soldierly-looking dbctor, who exclaimed, " He'll never
pull through. Better send for his sister."
The thought of that bright young life ebbing away

before my eyes was too much for me. I was almost in
tears when a steady voice exclaimed, " Cut now," and the
green glare over the bed vanished with a click.

rhe pathetic patient sat up suddenly, saw me, and
grinned, Then, with one flying leap, he landed at my feet
with a bump, scattering pillows and guilts in his wake, and
knocking over a chair instead of sitting on it.

''
It was disconcerting, to say the least of it."
Did I really st. utle you ?" said G. K A. anxiously, as he

picked himself up, and shook hands. "No, 1 didn't hurt
myself tins time I'm always falling about."

I congratulated him on his speedy recovery
"Only temporary," he confided, with a wide, boyish

mile. " 1 have another \>.\<\ relapse latei on in the film
"

He picked up the chaii and pen hed himself on one arm
of It—a most precarious pose I expected to see him
topple over backwards any minute, "You will excuse
my rig out, won't you -

,

* ou se< . I shall have to finish dying
in a few minutes . but I'm all ready to !>< questioned now "

He was just out of his 'teens, and quite unknown, when
he stumbled into a producer's flat and found it led

to Filmland and fame.

He didn't look conspicuously Kipps-

like at the moment. Clad in striped

pyjamas, dressing-gown and slippers, he

appeared very young and very pale. He's
quite fair, with light-brown eyes, although

he looks dark on the screen.
" Tell me one thing," he pleaded.

" Did you like my ' Kipps' ? I'm so

anxious to know what people think

of it. I've had just one letter about
it so far ; and all it says is that the

writer thinks I've got the funniest

face on the screen. What do you
think ?

"

" I think you absolutely were

Kipps," I told him, laughing at his

earnest face. " And now for the

questions."

Between the hammering, grind-

ing, and scraping that is part and
parcel of every studio between
scenes (that's why they call it

the " silent screen ") I gleaned

some interesting particulars

This boy, who has so suddenly

leapt into fame, was born at

Ealing, a bare twenty-one years ago

and educated at Rugby. He has made
full use of his

years, for he's

been in the

Army, and on
the stage ; and
is still quite

unspotlt.
" I started

as a drum-
mer boy," he said, tilting

himself backwards and for-

wards on his unsteady perth.
" I was only fifteen. I finished

up as a commissioned officer."

Incidentally, I hap-
pen to know, George
won the Croix du
Guerre.

" My father wanted
mc to be an
accountant
when I came
home," COD
t i n u e d
" Kipps''
(everybody
calls him
" Kipps "), "and
there was terrible

Opposition from Pad
when I announced
other plans. Mother
was on my side, though
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and 1 went to Lady Benson's School for a year, and then was
lucky enough to realise my wish and become an actor.

" I was in ' Charley's Aunt,' ' A Message from Mars,'

and ' Brown Sugar,' as Archie."
" Of course," I interrupted ;

" I saw you in ' Brown
Sugar.' Does your sister do any film work ?

"

" Sister !
" Kipps looked amazed. " I haven't got a

sister. There's only me. I did dress up as a girl in my
first film, but-

"

" Sorry. I heard someone mention your sister just as

I came in, and I forgot it was only a film sister. Tell me
about your first screen work."

" That two-reeler I made at Liverpool was the first.

Then whilst I was playing in Shakespeare, someone
introduced me to Harold Shaw. I had to call at his office,

and, oh ! I was so nervous."

George gave ' an uneasy
wriggle. " But he was so aw-
fully kind. He's just like a
father to me, and he soon
whisked me off to the studio

Rough-and-ready repairs

in " Kipps" (G. K.
A rthur and Teddv

A rundel)

.

t.

jto have some tests made.
|He presented me with
ia little moustache, and
imade me grow my hair
ilong ; and before I knew
where I was, I found
myself simply ' Kipps,'
and nothing more."
He undoubtedly was

Ithat simple soul on the
screen, and he managed
to make the artless

;" Art " a very human
and lovable fellow, despite
ihis r61e-cisms and terrible

'table manners. And, as
jin his later roles, he
showed in the more wist
ful moments that he can
" emote " with the simple
pathos that seems in-
herent in all the best
comedians.

" Naturally. No good writer ever can read his own
handwriting."

" I had a splendid letter from ' Artemas ' afterwards.

He's like a father to me, you know."
" That's two besides your own," said I. " Any other

fathers ?
"

" Yes. Wells. He wants to adopt me. It's very nice

of him, for I .am rather a responsibility. I'm always

having accidents."
" You had two bad ones in The Wheels of Chance, didn't

you ?
"

" I went over the handle-bars of my cycle and went to

bed for a week ; and then, at Ripley, I pitched clean

through a plate-glass window, and had ten stitches in my
face. Look !

" rubbing off the make-up. " It hardly

shows, does it ?
" It is, indeed, all but imperceptible.

" The camera was looking both times, though," con-

cluded the youngster. "So I suffered for Art's sake,

really."
" Any other accidents ?

" I asked.
" Lots," replied Kipps. " I'm always at it."

" And what are you going to film next ?

" A series of two-reel comedies, all written round the

same character. He's a boy who tries everything. I

believe his name's Bugeys. Something like that, any-

way. And after that I "don't know ; but I should be

very glad to have some suggestions. Perhaps you'd

ask your readers to send me some, would you ?
"

There was a buzz and a glare of lights !>ehind

us.
" Come along, Kipps," came an urgent call,

and Kipps came—backwards on his head, as

I knew he would, over the top of the arm-chair

into the middle of the set. They picked him
up and put him to bed again. I believe he

enjoys falling about. He does it so naturally.
" Good-bye," I said. "And don't die, will

you ? We really can't spare you yet awhile."

_ i

" Ef 'e does

die, 'e '11 die
suddin'," remark-

ed a property-man
sotto voce. " I

never saw sich a
reckless young
feller. Mind

Kipps causes a painful scene at a dinner-party.

" I loved the early scenes in Kipps, you know. I shall
Inever grow up on the screen again if I can help it. It's so
ipuzzling to be all ages, from twelve to about thirty, in
one afternoon."

He rocked to and fro in delightful defiance of the laws
of gravity. I begged him to come down, but he was deaf
to my entreaties.

" My second film for Stolls was A Dear Fool. I was the
•reporter who wrote a play in his spare time. Do you know,
|3ince then I have written one. A scenario, I mean. I made
inotes about it on odd scraps of paper at odd moments, and
jthen found I couldn't read them afterwards."

them there wires, Miss, else we'll
have you dyin' on our 'ands
next. The death of Kipps
quite enough to be goin' on
with."

And muttering dire and
awful warnings, the property-
man guided me across the
set and insisted on seeing
me safely right out of

the premises.

Josm P. LnnsBRR.
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Her lost studio

>ait.

" The God of Luck," the last film in which the gay little Parisian

butterfly starred, will be shown this month.

There is always an element of

tragedy in the showing of a

film in which the principal character

is no longer alive. And the last film

of Gaby Deslys, The God of Luck, is

no exception to the rule, especially

as in some uncanny fashion it seems
to foretell the coming death of the

heroine herself. As a matter of fact,

although Gaby did not write the

story of The God of Luck, she altered

the scenario considerably, and changed
the original conventionally happy
ending to one that is wonderfully
moving and beautiful in its sadness.

I he i areer of Gaby Deslys is doubt-
less well known to every reader. Horn
in Marseilles, of humble parentage,

beauty and her fascinating grace
made her, while quite young, the
favourite of two continents. After
her starring part in " Rosy Rapture,"

tie Duke of York's Theatre, London,
] imous Players Lasky induced her to

appear in her nrst film, llrr Triumph,
w lui h w .is produ< ed .11 I

lien l fcris

studio ["hen came Gaby, named after

herself
, and finally, I h, God oj 1 uck,

which u.ii completed during the

pari "I her fatal illness I'he

French actress li.nl already signed a

ontracl w ii li l ' I . an 1 talian |

ing « ompany, to staj in foui dims
i he sum ol ' 2oo,ooo . I'ut she

i i h\ ed 1.
1

tin. f
- i take t he work

As her finely dramatic and emotional
acting was combined with a splendid
knowledge of stagecraft, as well as

with compelling loveliness of a
particularly " screenable " type,

the picturegoer who sees The God
of Luck is certain to regret the loss

of a player who, had she lived,

would have done much to increase the
artistic attraction of the photoplay.
The story of The God of Luck is a

powerful, financial drama, in which
a tittle image, representing Chance,
plays a big part. The heroine,

married to a man for whom she
does not care, receives the " god of

luck " from her lover ; and at first

it seems to promise happiness to

the pair. But the heroine's husband
tries to put off a crisis in his business

affairs, first by pawning ins wife's

diamond necklace, and later by
trying to fleece the man in whom
she is interested Disaster intei

venes—the husband is shot—and
the wife, although .she is free, knows
that .i higher Power than love Death itsd
is claiming her. During the earlieitepisodea

rod of Luck, the racecourse, the seashore, i

the aeroplaning scenes are lull<>t colourful and ^'r^
romantic int< rest, although the haunting sadness of the heroine givesa background

of tragedy throughout. Harry Pilcer, who was seen so often as Gaby's dancing,

partnei on the stage, plays the part of her film -lover with convincing

and the entire production will appeal both on account of the sentirci-nUl

interest inspired by it.s heroine, and because of its own pictorial value.
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cas
by ADRIAN BRUNEL.

air
(Late Scenario-Editor, British Actors' Film Co., Ltd.

Minerva Films, Ltd., Cinematograph Depart.,

Ministry oi Information, etc.)

The Editorial Chair !

"

" Fine !
" yon say to

yourself, thinking of the King's

throne, the Woolsack, and other glorious perches.

Well, I have sat in editorial chairs and found them very

hard to bear, physically and psychologically. Still, on
the whole, the atmosphere around the scenario-editor's

chair might be worse, for the film studio is generally a

breezy place.

Certainly there are anxious times, late hours, hard work,

exhibitions of temperament, petty jealousies, disappoint-

ments, and a hundred other disconcerting things. But
these you will run up against in any sphere of work, and
[the good in studio life makes up for the bad.

It is generally conceded that the producer has the

j

biggest share of these distresses, and the point is often

I

argued in studio circles as to who comes next—the assistant-

producer, the studio-manager, or the scenario-editor (it

i
usually being considered that the artistes, electricians,

(carpenters and camera-men have too blissful a time to be

jconsidered as legitimate entrants in the competition for

ithe Studio's Most Miserable Man). However, the point

has not yet been settled.

But you ask the scenario-editor what he thinks about it.

|I have had some years' scenario-editing, and having escaped

"uncertified," if not sane, I should like to answer that

question by telling you of the pros and the cons, and letting

you judge for yourself. The cons are the grouses, and
the pros are the pleasures of the game ; let me give them
alternatively.

GROUSE No. i is against the world in general and those

who imagine they can write film stories in particular.

Think of opening your post in the morning, hoping for

cheques, invitations to see plays, and laudatory press

notices, only to find stacks and stacks of " synopses
"

and "scenarios" from servant girls and office boys! If

ithe disappointment doesn't sour you, the reading of this

(daily avalanche of puerile piffle will unbalance you.

Hunting for a good film story amongst the stuff deluging
la scenario-editor's desk is like looking for a Lilliputian needle

iin a Brobdingnagian haystack. I very much doubt if it

is worth the trouble. Unfortunately, we do not offer

sufficient remuneration to attract the right people—the

promising and potentially competent young authors, who
ftnd that they can do much better at short story and

The uneasy chair in the studio is occupied by the

Scenario-Editor, who claims that next to the producer
he is the studio's most miserable man.

article writing. Also, such
people are often choked off

when they find what a low
lot of uneducated fellows we are.

However, in this search for something filmable, we
come upon CONSOLATION No. i—namely, the amusing
contributions of the hopelessly incompetent.

For the most part these scripts are in an illiterate hand-
writing, though occasionally an enterprising beginner has
had the script typed. An effort recently sent me was
from a girl, or youth, who worked in a pawnbroker's shop
and had borrowed a pawned typewriter, which he or she
had " masterd in an evenign." So I had this sort of thing
to wade through :

She stopped at nojting. Her cheif hoby was to seak heros.
sHe lived in grannd stile her easiets victims was hot headed
youths. Her andher mOther posed as 2 rich widdows.

However, I can always find a certain amount of amuse-
ment from this sort of thing :

The bookmaker gives a roussing cheer as the hirses come dashing
by . . . And so the girl's | dupe puts an asvertisemeny into
a morning psper . . . Leering at her he clamly puts his hand
on hersm /o . .

."

But such scripts are worth the wading through to the
picker - up of unconsidered trifles, though one is inclined

to grouse when one tries to understand a story beginning
in this involved manner :

Beryl Norton was Harold Crowdcr's wife's niece and being
an orphan has been brought up as their own child and since
his wife's aunt's death was the only one of the old Ashford
set left excepting her two brothers Alec and Arthur and his

son Arthur.

It's all very simple when you work this sort of thing
out on paper, but it certainly is not intriguing. How
infinitely one would prefer it if this author had followed
the example of the small boy who was advised to com-
mence his short story on an arresting note, and began his

narrative, " ' Shivvering devils !
' cried the Duchess !

"

It is a relief to come across something of that kind, or,

say, the efforts of foreigners. I have before me a gem
from a movie-fan in Japan, which begins, " Sma's figure

is aptly placed and impressive and tragical tones concen-
trate on it," and ends, " The vision of that day rises before
him and eagerly he goes to her and puts his arms about
her, ' Oh, SmaV "
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One can picture that ardent little 9Cribe, in the far-off

hind of cherry blossom, toiling over his task, dictionary at

hand with the vision of himself as a future Scssue Haya-

kawa of the scenario world, and a reward running into

millions of yens or sens, or whatever coin they think in

out there.

The same hankering after fame and fortune must have

prompted the Bloomsbury hotel kitchen-maid who sent

,odness knows how') of life m high

ty. Here is the opening :

On this particular .lav tis is only daughters birthday the api

of his eve a gentl n of 18 as fair as the Lilies Lily by name

and I ily bv nature. The Duke was a Aristocrat to his fun got

Ml the world and his wife was at the party so the con-

versation starts in broad talk and small talk and sweet little

society scandals and many present present presents to her

lady ship.

Let me disrribe this man to vou dear reader. 7,5 with

the figure of a Golia and I might say hanfsome. Hes besetting

sine was drink bu1 women through themselves

at his head. Ladies in this act should wear

all the latest creations from Paris in an

intoxicating state.

It is, as you can imagine, a delirious

story, parts' of which the Censor might

take exception to, though it ends happily

and piously with, " The dutchess preying

earnestly. Scene in the back ground a

transpairent painting of angles." (Showing

that cubist art lias permeated even to the

basements of Bloomsbury).

A large number of would-be screen

authors send in what they call scenarios

which are in reality nothing more or less

than rambling yarns with ludicrous divi-

sions into what arc supposed to be scenes.

1 will take one example, and from it will

extract some of the HELPFUL ADVICE
your Editor asks me to give you :

Scene I.

\ tall women in a red dress with a blue cloak

comes ninning up the street. She ruqp along

about a hundred yards and outside a house

hesitates as she looks hack after her. Seeing

that it is safe she runs in the hack way and

through the conservatory into the drawing

room. She turns on the light and is startled

by a man sitting brooding by the fire. " Leslie !

"

she exclaims. " You !
" he answers. They

stare at each other for some time speechless.

Then in an easy manner she drops into a chair

and Btarta getting him to talk. Eleanor knew

what she was about and soon had him in

conversation when a man drives up in a taxi.

" Stay here " he commands as he hastily rises

to go to the door. In a moment he returns

with a dark man in the costume of the Arabs

who Becing Eleanor points to her ejaculating,
'

\\Mill) E 1'MN TALATA and quickly

.pears, leaving them dumfounded. END
OF Si i

'
< I

And so the storv continued up to

XIII.
Now, 111 a modern style, five-reel scenario

there are 120 to 180 scenes, and each scene

ib-divided into " shots." The Scene |

of this melodramatii author would, trans-

I into proper scenario form, oecupv

some ten to twelve scenes

enario writing is a highly skilled form

of writing, and needs an amount of serious

study and experience before the even

n be learned. My advi< e to

would-be si teen authors, therefore, is that

mid not pretend to technical know

e until they have served an appren-

lup 111 .1 studio or under an exp

ei sie mid they itibmil then efforts in

form that 1-. more oi less in

the Form of a short story with a minimum o) login

and a maximum of action.

\ synopsis should com am trom 2,000 to 4,000 word!

and should be typed with double-spacing between the

which helps the reader. The narrative should be bi

up into fairly frequent paragraphs, and it is advisable to

type the name of a character in capital letters the first

time the character is mentioned.

The scenario-editor is also considerably helped if on the

first page is a brief foreword of, say, 100 words, giving

particulars as to the theme of the story, the period, any

attractive features, etc., and on the second page a list of

characters and a brief description of each, giving the

relationship of each to each. Never be afraid of making

yourself too clear, for a synopsis necessitates a great deal

more condensation than' the author generally realises.

And don't forget, the scenario-readers have a tedious job,

and always welcome any script that is written by someone

who makes things easier and simpler for him.

But let us return to our grouse. Vou have heard

the averagt scenario supplied by Ik* amateur writet

mould bankrupt any company that tried to film U. The

confusion oj Incidents and conglomeration of characters

the scenai "'on. He often finds

that the wreck of an Atlantu liner, a <«"»««
'«J f

w

disaster on aerial fight, a battle-scent from the Middle

and oil sorts oj nai "ux '

k^ in one scent
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expression, " The kinema's in its infancy." Till you're
sick of it, probably. I've heard it for years, and although
I always feel it does us an injustice, the kinema is in its

infancy in many directions—in its lack of organisation,

for instance. So-—
GROUSE No. 2 is against the undeveloped organisation

of a studio, which always necessitates work being done in

a hurry by men whose brains are worn out through reading
other people's rubbish until their heads swim. The work

; of the scenario department should not be carried out in

I

the manner of an evening paper rushing to press. It is

this atmosphere that causes the " sillv films " we read about.
CONSOLATION No. 2 ? Well, I must play Pollyanna's

i
" glad game," and do my best to find something to be

j

thankful for here. Perhaps it is the thought that the more
far-seeing kinematograph journals are agitating for better

j

conditions for the scenario man, unless it is the soul-com-
Torting conviction that we at least earn our salaries.

But in case you may be thinking that there is more to
grouse at than to be happy about, 1 will conclude the

1,

grousing with my last complaint now, and then sho
some of the joys of the scenario man's life upon you
GROUSE No. 3 is against the following instructions a.-,

to the requirements for a scenario which producing com-
panies seem to think necessary :

f («) The story must be original and

—

^ (6) It must be well known, i.e., trom a well-known

(_
novel or play.

The adaptation must stick closely to the original

and -

(d) One must alter t lie story to suit the sere n

(e) There must be no politics, religion, ethics or any-
thing controversial.

(/) No costume storii 5

(?) No Ruritania stories.

(h) There must be a love interest.

(/') Hero and heroine must be young, and remain at

approximately the same age throughout the film.

Now you know why the stories of films are not to every-
one's liking. What success can be hoped for when then-
is such a frantic endeavour to please everyone ? The

true artiste only tries to satisfy himself.

Still, the day is coming when scenario

men will have a freer hand, and will be oi

a superior brand to that existing to-day.

I have promised a shower of cheerful

things for CONSOLATION No. 3, and !

think the greatest of these is the joy .1

scenario man experiences when he sees his

own work faithfully and brilliantly inter-

preted on the screen by producer, artistes

and camera-man. He sees the people he
created walking in the surroundings In-

pictured in his mind's eye ; his carefully

designed scheme pans out
—

" according to

plan "
; all the little character-revealing

touches in his script assume the si-

niticance he intended, and all goes merry
as a marriage bell. It's fine. And he

feels rather a fine fellow, too. He may
even be sufficiently uplifted to congratu-
late the producer. But this sort of thing
doesn't happen often.

If things do not pan out—if the whole
scheme hangs fire ? Well, it's disappoint-

ing, but there remains the extraordinarily
interesting task of reconstruction. The
order of scenes in the film itself can be

changed, incidents can be cut right out,

long scenes can be reduced in length,

fresh sub-titles can be inserted, and others

can be cut rigid out or remodelled. All

this work, when done in conjunction with
a producer who is amenable, is extremely
satisfying, and when all is done a re-

markably good film will often be the result

Then there is this same interest wuen one
is revising the scenario itself—a hopeless

script can often be turned into a most
promising story. Possibly the leading lady

may invite you to dinner at some jolly

West-End restaurant and try to persuade
you to put in more " business " for her

to do—and cut out just a little of everyone
else's. If you are a wise man you will

promise to do this, so as not to spoil a

happy evening. (Of course, you can
change your mind afterwards—and if she
curses you, blame it on to the producer

It is a great feeling that, getting one back
on the producer.)

I can tell you something else that is

very jolly, and that is when some idiot

calls at your office and tricks you—with

the customary cunning of the lunatic- -

into letting him read you his wonderful

scenario. That is great, fun, for you needn't

listen to him. Just lean back in y

j
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When some idiot

trick* you, until the

customary cunning of
'.he lunatic, into letting him
read you his wonderful scenario, you needn't listen

to him. Lean back in your chair in the last stages of boredom.

comfortable kitchen chair, close your eyes as if drinking

ill in, and occasionally ejaculate, "Quite! Quite!"
It's a wonderful rest for your jaded nerves. And when it's

all over, tell the fool that you will submit his futile effusion

to your committee which doesn't exist in most English

studios. I In- si upt is then rejected in the usual manner.
( )f course, these people are not always so easily disposed

of. One young lady threatened to kill herself if I rejected

her story. What 1 fear is that one day someone may
attempt to kill .i scenario-editor, which would matter.

It is wonderful what would-be screen authors will do to

get then work accepted \ man recently offered mc his

jcript free, and said I might add my name to Ins .is joint

author I The othei night a woman came to my private

house ostensibly to interview me fur a newspaper actually

she wanted to sell a scenario ti me]
Afterwards I found out that she was in

no way connected with the paper she
claimed to represent, and I had grandly
aired my views on a hundred and one
things to no purpose.
Some time ago the cutter at my tailor's

would not hear of my calling at his shop
for a fitting—he would bring the suit to

my office or my house, or anywhere con-
venient, at any time of the day or night.

At first I thought this was gratitude for

my having settled a long-outstanding
account. But no ! He wrote scenarios

in his spare time and wanted to ask me
to lend him one of my scenarios as a
model !

My most troublesome caller was a
seedy little fellow whom I had at last to

refuse to see, but who always managed
to trump up some plausible excuse for

getting to my room. One day he called

when I was out and sent in a message to

my secretary to the effect that he had
shown some of his original work to

(iaumonts, who said that if he would
send in two specimens of his

synopsising of novels and the

synopses were satisfactory, they
would give him a staff appoint-
ment ; but not having any books,
or the money to buy books, he

would be grateful if we could

lend him a couple M> secretary

was a soft hearted girl, and so

• she lent him two novels for a

week. But we never had them
back, though six months later

he turned up again, and on
being told that I could not see

him, sent in a note, " Five bob
will do if you have got it '

"

There is something to be said

for these ingenious people. At
least, they show some promise

of being good plot-makers.

Yes, there is heaps of amuse-
ment for the scenario-editor, if

he knows how to extract it

Studio people are a jolly, irre-

sponsible and interesting crowd.

All sorts and conditions of men
and women pass through the

studio, and I sometimes think

that .i si enario-writer can get

all the inspiration he will ever

want from this motley crew

1 think one main reason why
the art of scenario-writing seems

to attract such an extraordinary

number of queer individuals is

because, outwardly, such work

appears to be deceptively easy. Most of the aspirants to

fame as creators of film plots are inspired to try their hand

at the game by seeing films in the picture theatres. For there

is little doubt that to sit in a comfortable stall and watch an

average photoplay unwind itself on the silver sheet is to

become obsessed with the idea that anyone can write a pir

ture plot. For the sequence and smoothness of a film when

it is shown on the screen gives a very false impression as to

the work winch, in reality, underlies such finished per-

fiM tu>n It is that very smoothness and continuity of human

appeal which runs through the picture that represents the

art of the scenario. But, of course, the amateur scenario-

writer does not realise this to the extent that he should

if he is to be su< i essful, Ml things considered, the scenario1

editor's i hair is not so bad

I
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Halph Ince has a tennts court at home, and

he spends many hours at this pastime. ,

How the Selznick Stars

Enjoy their Idle Moments.

If you desire to become a film

star, first choose your hobby.

For it would seem that the pur-

suit of some favourite pastime

is synonymous with "stardom."

When the beautiful women and
handsome men of the picture-

making colonies of California fore-

gather, it is hobbies which find a big

place in the interchange of ideas

which follows after the inevitable

discussion of " shop " has been ex-

hausted.

For at heart film stars are rather

like grown-up children, and when
away from the atmosphere of close-

ups, fade-outs, flash-backs, and
other intricacies of the studios, they

throw themselves wholeheartedly

into mind-resting recreations. And
hobbies appear to provide an in-

teresting guide to the personalities

of those who practise them.

It is only natural that Martha
Mansfield, with her quiet, reserved

demeanour, should want to spend

much of her spare time gardening.

The restful quietude of shaded glades, sunken
lakes, and rose-covered arbours, appeal to her

tranquil nature. The heroine of Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde is an enthusiastic botanist when away
from the cameras and arc lamps. Her shapely

lips can frame, with subtle precision, the tongue-

twisting and highbrow designations that horn-

spectacled professors have created for the pur-

pose of describing garden plants. But when she

is arrayed for gardening, there is nothing of the

student about this beautiful star. In her long

white overall, which accentuates the high lights of

her thick golden tresses

and the delicate cream
and roses of her com-
plexion, she makes a really

charming picture in her

old-world garden.
That happy - go - lucky

Irishman, Owen Moore, it

would be expected would
spend many of his leisure

hours walking about the
?olf links in comfortable
tweeds. Although he is a
clever exponent of the Conway Tearle and his

T-fotbjT

Owen
Moore
puts in

all his

spare
moments
on the

golf
links.

Garden-
ing is the

favourite

recrea-

tion of
pretty

Martha
Mans-
field. W Eugene

O'Brien
likes no-

thing better

than a
pranc-

ing
horse.

Iffi-

°
Elaine Hammerstein is happiest

X when playing with her dogs. This little

cy chap was given to her by Mr. SeUnick.

royal and ancient game, he always makes
it primarily a hobby. He does not go round
the links with the grim enthusiasm of the
fanatic who has been badly bitten by the

golf germ. If he wants to carry out his drives
with his pipe in his mouth, he does not worry,
even though such laxity does not conform
with the ideas of the old school on golf

etiquette.

Dogs are the first love of blue-eyed Elaine
Hammerstein, although her hobbies include
swimming, riding, and golfing. Her favourites
are Chows. She has one fluffy little fellow who
is a familiar spectacle around the studios.
He rides in his mistress' lap with his front
paws resting on the top of the coachwork.
And he barks an amusing challenge to any
car that endeavours to race past Elaine's
elegant tourer.

Ralph Ince has catered for his favourite
hobby in his beautiful country home. He has

had a tennis court specially built for his use
in his grounds, and Ralph's tennis parties
are a popular asset to the social amenities of

the locality. To see this youthful actor-

producer lithely sprinting about the courts

makes it difficult to realise that one of the
triumphs of his screen career was the imper-
sonation of Abraham Lincoln, the bearded,
middle-aged, political hero of the American

Civil War.
Conway Tearle has a reputation as a fishing

expert, but, in reality, he is happier in his spare
moments if he has a spanner in his hand. For
tinkering with one of his several high - speed cars
is a favourite hobby of this versatile star. He

favours the rakish style of

car which eats up mileage
with a rhythmic purr of the
engine that denotes per-

fect " tuning up." On
occasions, Conway's hands
and fingers, after he has
bruised and battered them
when doctoring his cars,

have brought him embar-
rassing moments when the

lenses have threatened to

reveal such disfigurements

on the screen in close-tips
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I
began singing and making myself a nuisance

generally when 1 was about three years old.

But any efforts on my part to prove 1 was a Sarah

Bernhardt in embryo were gently but

always firmly squashed.

I "think I owe my profession to the late Lady

FitzGeorge. She was my great champion ;
with her

help I overcame all ons, and started my
theatrical career at the Ambassadors' Theatre,

London, in 1914, at the ape of twelve, under the

management of Mr ( B Cochran.

Before this, however, 1 had appeared at a grea|

many " At-Homes "
; and although I was only

about ten or eleven, on these occasions 1 used to

do the whole of the entertaining. For t.

three hours on end (sometimes

longer) the drawing-rooms of the

a1 and Mighty were packed

with the Greater and Mighti<

listening to little »i as 1 d

tothistune sangthatsong imped

sonated this and that 'star." Tim.

to fly. 1 was nev< Chen as now,

1 worshipped my work. One great hi

aftei the other tame to my aunt and said

they were always - essful At-

Home it little Betty Balfour's name wai

sent out on the invitation cat

It was a wonderful time but of

course, 1 was not old enough to •.

date what wonderful people spent hours

out ol a crowded day listening to my
effoi ts

It was just before the Creat

War, and amongst m\ audi.

there w ere < roM ncA heads, princes,

dm llCSSes .
men who had helped tC
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This month introduces a new star to the British

screen in the person of Betty Balfour, whose work in

Nothing Else Mailers places her in the first rank
of film comediennes. In her subsequent pictures,

Mary - Find - the - Gold and Squibs, Betty Balfour

has more than fulfilled the promise of her earlier work.

make empires, and men who were planning to wreck them.
I But to go back to the Ambassadors'. My first appear-
nce was in October, 191 \ ; Mr. Cochran was presenting a

i
Triple " bill ; I played the part of " Cecile " (which was

1 French) in a one-act play by H. E. M. Young, called

From Louvain," and also took several parts in the revue,

i Odds and Ends."
;
After about a year's run came " More," another revue

|iy Harry Grattan. It would take pages and pages if I went
nto details about the little Ambassadors' ; but I was very
appy there, and I still meet people who greet me as " La
Petit Radis Rose."

I I left Mr. Cochran in 1916 and opened at the Coliseum
|j/ith my own " turn." After this I played the leading
art in a revue called " All Women," and went on tour
ith it for about eleven months. During the run of this

levue I was engaged by Sir Alfred Butt, and appeared

p
" Airs and Graces " in June, 1917, at the Palace

'heatre, London. Here rather a remarkable thing hap-
pened : a song, which had only been decided on the
jight before production, made an immense success, and
jjrie papers said " that without fear or favour, I was the
Success of the piece !

"

After "Airs and Graces," a German bomb knocked
lie out for about nine months. When I recovered, I

gain started my own turn on the music halls ; but
lortly afterwards I joined the revival of the " Follies."

I left them to go to the Alhambra to play the part of

Violet Manstone " in " Medorah," during the run of

hich I received several offers of screen work.
All my life I had been screen-struck, so when my
ngagement in " Medorah " terminated, I accepted
in offer by Messrs. Welsh - Pearson to play the part
:
f

" Sally " in Nothing Else Matters. My role, as
ou will see for yourselves when the picture is released
'lis month, is that of a comical but
umble little slavey, and I thoroughly
ijoyed every minute of my work
For that is a favourite film of mine,
ecause it provided us all with an
pportunity of reflecting real life, and
resenting character studies which

.(ere so very human. The picture
iptured an appealing phase of life

> it is, and the screen held up a
drror to everyday existence. I

todelled my part of the slavey on
al-life servants whom I studied for

iany weeks. " Mary Jane " has a
prsonality entirely her own, and
aose who would portray her must
eat her peculiarities with respect.
Of course, for the benefit of the
imeras I had to exaggerate just
aat amount which the lenses require.
slavey in real life who flourished her
'ooms and dusters about in the
\anner that I did in Nothing Else
Matters would probably have been
garded as a special type of mental
:ficient. But such over-emphasis is

xessary in film work. Gesture action
|>d movement must be intensified,

in the stage one can act just as
jiey would in real life. But beneath
ie arc lamps, eye-brows, expres-
pns of the eyes, gestures of the
inds and twists of the mouth
ust be accentuated in order to

I' the gap which lack of speech
kessitates.

It surprises me how the magic of the camera welds all

these exaggerated gestures into a very natural perform-
ance. One might imagine that •?<\ the screen they
would suggest a form of St. Vitus Dance

Later, Mr. George Pearson, the producer >A Nothing
Else Matters, selected me to play the leading role

in his next picture, Mary- Find-the-Gold; and so I

became a screen star after my first film. My part
in Mary-Find-thc-Gold was a very big contrast to
"Sally," a straight character, with nothing grotesque
about it, and I thoroughly enjoyed the change.
My third and last completed picture is Squibs. And

here endeth my career up to now.

As the
' Slavey

"

in
' Nothing

Else
Matters."
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Jackie as an
angel faced
child. He is

more at home
in a Chaplin

regalia.

It was one afternoon, between scenes, during the filming

of The Kid, that I cornered Jackie Coogan on the set

for the purpose of a press interview.
To be perfectly honest, at the outset of our conversation

1 think Master Jackie was inclined to consider me somewhat
in the nature of a nuisance, for he was intensely pre-occupied

with mysterious operations in the gutter of a street set with
;i little mound of dust, which, with the assistance of a water-
ing-can, he was patting into shape with a pair of very small

.iml exceedingly grubby hands. He was attired in very
much the same careless style of tailoring and footwear affected

by his illustrious screen partner, and truth forces me to

admit that his face was about as grubby as his hands. In

other words, Master Jackie, very much like ordinary little

boys all the world over, was having the time of his life manu-
facturing artificial mud-pies. He melted a trifle when I told

him that for the time being I was a representative of the
mighty British Press, and would be glad of his views on
Art, Life, the Moving-Picture Industry, Mr. Chaplin, mud-
pies, or any other subject he cared to discuss

At tins he brightened considerably, and, with pencil ready
poised, I waited breathlessly for his first message to a pal-

ling public.

I've got an electric dynamo," was his preliminary
announcement, delivered casually, but, if you understand,
with the intention to impress.

" Oh—ah—yes, certainly," I said, feeling that there was
more in the statement than met the ear. Then, with a feeble

attempt to switch the subject :

" And do you like acting for

moving pictures ?
"

" Very much, thank you."
(Coogan's parents are bringing him up on Chesterfieldian

principle^ His mannei i en under provocation, are in-

varial "1 repr. >a

IZSZE CODD

OCTOBER 1921

"Kid
An interview with Jackie Coogan, Charlie Chaplin's
protege, whose wonderful work in "The Kid" has
made him the most-talked-of child-actor in the world.

" You won't forget to tell them about the electric

dynamo ?
" he added, almost in the same breath, a shade

of anxiety in the little voice.

N'e, I'll make a special note of it."

He seemed considerably relieved when he saw me at

last committing something to paper, and with the air ol

a man who has got something big off his chest, he

resigned himself to whatever Fate had in store for him
Leading questions elicited a number of interesting and

startling facts, amongst others that Master Coogan's am
bitions are by no means centred in a screen career. He
opined that, according to his present arrangements, h<

would probably makes pictures for a few more years, an<

then launch out in business on his own as a fireman

From the way he discussed the matter, I gathered tliai

it was merely a question of time, and that for the present

he was forced to concede to certain stupid standan
requirements concerning trifling details, such as age

height, chest measurements, etc.
" Feel my muscle," he suddenly said, with a hint n

sternness in his manner.
I obeyed. Not a word was spoken. Master Jack just

fixed me with his big brown eyes, whilst I looked becom
ingly awestruck and impressed.

It was at this moment that Charlie Chaplin strolled uj

from another part of the set, and took a seat beside u 1

on the edge of the pavement.
" I'm making an attempt," I explained, " to fathon

the psychology of a youthful screen star. So far, I Jim

him somewhat detached on the subject of moving pic

tures. As a man of influence and standing, In

probably listen to you. Please help me out.'
" You flatter me," Charlie said with a smile, whils

Jackie promptly profited by the occasion to return to hi

mud-pies. " All the same, I very much doubt whe,the

my influence and standing, as you are pleased to cal

them, have any bearing on the case in hand. Yoi

know," he continued, lowering his voice so that
J

could not hear, "what I like about that kid is hi

absolute sincerity. He's one of the few with whom
come into contact who are completely indifferent to nv

position in this unreal sort of world of ours. He like

me, not because I'm Charlie Chaplin, but became h

thinks I'm not a bad sort of scout, though, no doubt, h

entertains an even higher opinion of the property-bo-

and the janitor, because they have so much more tim

to play with him. But, seriously, you know," he said

hitching up his knees in his favourite attitude of re;

" that boy's a genius. He's not only got imagination

but vision. No long, tiresome rehearsals for him !

might labour in vain if 1 were simply to tell him I

'register' surprise, joy or sorrow in the usual way; bu

give him an intelligent grasp of the situation in hi

and put it to him what he would do under Minilar cii

cumstance-. and he will instantly key himself to tli

corresponding emotions The great thing to be ren

bered, if the privilege falls to your lot to develop a laten

genius, is to allow it tin- freedom to find itself and WOT

out its destiny along its own lines Iti.it is whj
,,s possible, I leave Jackie to give Ins own rendering'

.i part, and just content myself with giving him MB
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[far/tie Coogan and
his Father.

" I like to hear those cameras whirr, and turning

the- handle's great fun. You watch me."
A good-natured camera-man lifted him so that his

diminutive hand could reach the crank. And
ackie turned towards us with a happy, boyish
grin as he operated the handle and exposed
heaven knows how many feet of film.
" Tell us about the story of your front tooth,"
invited Charlie when Jackie had finished

his pranks with the camera.
Jackie did not look enthusiastic. " I'm
going to draw," he announced In his

decided way. He drew a stump of a

pencil from his pocket, and commenced
to trace odd shapes on the back of an
envelope. He held it aloft.

" That's an aeroplane," he volunteered.

Charlie interrupted and cracked a joke.
" We want to hear how you drew your
tooth, not an aeroplane," he said.

Jackie ignored this attempt at humour,
and commenced to draw a very qtieer-

Readinz the

story o) " Peck'i
Bad Boy," h:s first

starring film.

hints as will make that rendering more
perfect from a technical point of view.

|
Such things as camera values, positions

:kmd cues have to be learnt, but he is a
(child interpreting a child's part, and

i (having a natural genius for self-expression,

can be trusted to follow his own sense of

logical fitness in any situation that pre-

sents itself. The task I have set myself to

perform is to develop in him a realisation

f>f what personality means in any form of

Art, and to make him, above all things,

true to himself. Come here, you little

miffler," he said, turning to his protege,

(who was still revelling in the bliss of old

{clothes and unlimited supplies of earth and
water ;

" tell us what you need most to

he a really great actor."
" Personality." (No doubt of Master

Jackie's conviction on this point, for the
promptness and decision of the answer
simply didn't allow a loophole for the
slightest argument.)

" And what does Personality mean ?
"

Being just yourself and nobody else."

And how do you know a good actor
when you see one ?

"

" Oh, that's easy. He acts so natchral,
that—that—well, you can't even see that
.he's acting at all."

Not bad for a five-year old, is it ?

I

Though I doubt whether I'd ever have
kot so deep into the matter if it hadn't
i>ecn for Charlie's assistance.

For no sooner was Charlie's back
purned than Jackie made a confession.

I'm not so sure that I wouldn't like
j'o be a camera-man," he said with a

j

piaint, pensive expression.

Above : A study in expression.

Right : At the Chaplin studio with the author
of this article.

looking occupant into his

aeroplane.

So Charlie told me the joke. " When he was being entertained once
by some rich folk at the Carlton Ritz Hotel. Jackie, in the middle of
dinner, suddenly pulled out one of his front teeth which had worked loose.
When his father began to admonish him, he looked up with a bland expres
sion and said :

' Well ; if I hadn't pulled it out, the chop would have done
it for me.' " I looked at Jackie to sea how he took this joke against himself.
But his thoughts were miles away engrossed with his aeroplane drawing.
There is surelv no famous personage so lacking in egotism as [arkic Coogan.
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Once upon a time, Cullen Landis drove a motor lorry for a Californian studio.

Then he was promoted to assistant property-man, and afterwards to property-

man. In his spare time he played small parts, made good, and became an actor of

established reputation. Some of his films are Upstairs. Jinx, and Almost a Husband,
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Like many a leading light of the screen, Vola Vale received her earliest training

in Biograph productions. She scored her first big success as " Lorna " in

Lorna Doone, and has since supported many famous stars, including Sessue Haya-
kawa, Earle Williams, Bert Lytell, W. S. Hart, William Russell, and Charles Ray.
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T-eena Virginia Keefe was born at San Francisco in 1896, and commenced her

Z professional career on the legitimate stage. Some of her pictures are Oh, Boy

His Wife's Money. Piccadilly Jim, The Challenge Accepted, and The Woman God

Sent She is five feet three inches high, and has dark hair and brown eyes
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Milton Rosmer was a firmly established favourite of the legitimate stage before

he set out to conquer the silver sheet. He has appeared in a large number
of British screen successes, the best known of which are Still Waters Run Deep,

The Chinese Puzzle, Wuthering Heights, The Twelve-Pound Look, and The Will.
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-
ratty Mildred Davis has spent the major portion of her screen career as Harold

Lloyd's leading-lady, but she is now going to star in her own right Before

she earned the silver sheet, Mildred aspired to be a ballet dancer her ear er a

s

being devoted to practising the terpsichorean art. She .s a pe.Ute, blue-eyed blonde.

P
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Mary rickiord opens ine

oill by dancing the High-
lanti I'llr'.i4. -

-<>.-
Margaret Loomiu obliges
witli a modern Salome

dam'e.
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How Priscilla Dean found a hus-
band during the filming of I he

Virgin of Stamboul.

When Kipling wrote " Shiji me
somewhere East of Suez,

where the best is like the worst :

There there ain't no ten command-
ments, and a man can raise a thirst,"

he hardly suggested that Stamboul could produce one of

the most charming romances of the film world. Yet it

was whilst being filmed for The \'ir^tn of Stamboul that
Priscilla Dean's big brown eyes first gazed into the reflective
dark blue eyes of Wheeler Oakman. her leading man. And
amidst the colourful atmosphere ol the great barren deserts.

and the Turkish cities with then cosmopolitan throngs of

veiled women, motley beggars, and richly dressed sheiks,

they fostered the romance which led to their marriage.
Wheeler Oakman, as an \meriean soldier of fortune,

had to love Priscilla (" San," the beautiful beggar girl of

the streets) ill the interests of the scenario. He rescues her
from the clutches of a sheik who sought to serine the girl

taking advantage of the Turkish custom which permits
,i man to purchase a bride and keep his name unknown to
her until attei the ceremony. And the scene in which
Wheeler < lakman sweeps down upon the fortified camp in

the deserl a1 the head of his picturesque* troop of Black
Horse Cavalry provides one of the most thrilling battle

ncs exhibited on the sen •

And whilst the two " stars " m this picturesque
flection ol hfe in the Turkish capital were

budding up one of their biggest succes es, they
were also laying the foundations for a life parti
ship I ... to-day Priscilla Dean and Wheeler
* >akmi in are happily married, and they will

laughingly tell you that th< incing re

of the love scenes m The ]':rt;i>i of Stamboul is a

natural outcome of the fad that they were both
making real love all the tune.

When she played the part of the beggai girl,

*l'n i ill.
i had to stam her fair skin until it resembled

the swarth) hue which suggested the Turkish
complexion She required a series of Turkish

baths to entirely remove the colour, which she
had to appl) ever) daj for weeks until it

threatened ti an embarrassing permanency
Since III, Virgin o) Stamboul was pro.)

tins vivacious little star has been utilising hei

dynamic energies in a number ol new pic!

amongst her recent screen presentations. In I alst

Colours she participated in one scene which ran, without
a stop, for fifteen minutes, and consumed over two
thousand feet of negative. Twelve cameras were turned
on the players, and a rehearsal of two days preceded
the actual filming. Hut it would take far more strenuous
work than this to tire Priscilla's energy. When she

acted for Griffith some years ago, he used to watch her
active movements, and ask her :

"
I >o you ever keep still

'

Priscilla Dean is one of the earliest of film favourites.

She made her debut with the Old Biograph Company
over ten years ago, and later starred for Pathe* and ( Hd
World productions. Her husband. Wheeler Oakman, is a

fine, big, muscular fellow, who before his marriage spent
most of his spare time in pursuit of sport But now Prise ilia

probably occupies the largest amount of this dark-haired
9 spare moments. He owes much of his popularity

amongst film enthusiasts on account of the personal
triumph he scored in Micky
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Auntie Hose's boarding-Louso lor " pros

. was in WilJes/len Green. It was com-
fortable, and it was cheap. It was not too

central, and a week there meant a week of

Auntie Rose ; but it was cheap, and a " pro
who has not reached the largest thing in

type upon the programmes does not mind
a good walk to a cheap thing.

Jimmy Daw and the moving pictures

shared honours on the programme ; so

Jimmy stayed at Auntie Rose's every time
he was in town. He vowed that he would
find some better place, Auntie Rose-less,

when better times came round ; but better

times came round, and there wasn't type
large enough for Jimmy's name on the pro-

grammes, and still he stayed at Auntie Rose's. Auntie
had other things besides a boarding-house and an acid

tongue. She had niece Marjory and niece Doris. And
Jimmy had other things besides a big name and a big

salary. He had eyes. And so he stayed at Auntie Rose's
every time he was in town.
He met Marjory by chance on the stairs one day. For

a week he had been waiting for the chance.
" Miss Rose," he said, " I have two tickets for to-night's

show. Would you care to take your aunt ?
"

Marjory blushed at the invitation. For weeks she had
been waiting to blush at the invitation.

" Why, yes, Mr. Daw, thank you," she said. " Auntie
will be delighted."

" I hope you'll like it," said Jimmy.
" Fm sure we shall," said Marjory.
" It's a very good show."
" So I've heard. I'm sure we shall like it."
" I hope you do. It will be a pleasant change on a hot

evening. The evenings are so awfully hot now."
" Aren't they ?

"

" Aren't they ?

Which seemed to about exhaust things. Jimmy examined
his nails, and Marjory manipulated a rebellious curl. Then
Jimmy made another attempt.

" We could do with rain."
" Couldn't we !

"

Narrated

by permission

from the Jury
(Welsh-Pearson) film

of the same title.

of their turn

The Famous
private life),

the word ( i f

Couldn't we !

The rebellious curl still leaned

required closer examination.
" Well "

" Thanks very much, Mr. Daw. It

was very good of you to think of us.

I'm sure we shall enjoy the show
immensely."

I hope you do. Not at all a bad
show."

" So I believe. Thanks very much."
" Oh, that's nothing. Isn't it

warm ?
"

" Isn't it ?
"

As a beginning it was, perhaps, not
worth framing ; but it was the begin-
ning that most of us know ; the same
old beginning to the same old story.

The great night came round, and
Auntie Rose and Marjory were en-
throned in the best front seats of the
music-hall's best circle. Neighbours
were there, and the whisper had gone
round that the Roses were there by
invitation of the star. All eyes were
on the pair.

to mutiny. The nails

My. Famous Higgs and Mrs
Higgs.

The Famous Higgses were near the end
when Marjory and her aunt took their seats.

Mr. Higgs was a strong man (but not in

assisted by Mrs. Higgs. .
I

: pon the stage

Mr. Higgs was law—but nowhere else.

The curtain fell and the band began a lively tune. A
low murmur of anticipation passed through the audience.

and when the number was flashed upon the indicator, the

whisper became a roar.
" Jimmy Daw !

Auntie nudged Marjory, Marjory nudged Auntie, and
both broke into smiles. The curtains parted and Jimmy
was " on."
No nation would have been rocked to its foundations by

the significance of Jimmy's little song. More shoddy than

silk it was, but it had endeared him to the hearts of many
thousands. Perhaps because the lives of the many
thousands were nearer to shoddy than silk. •

To-night he played as never he had played before. The
house rocked with mirth, Auntie laughed until her cheeks

were lined with the marks of tears, and Marjory began to

feel a strange feeling, almost of pride, in the song and its

singer.

Call after call was made ; again and again was the curtain

rung up, and the applause gladdened the heart of the long

queue waiting outside for the second house. But at last

it was over, and a new number was upon the indicator.

Down the steps of the circle came a uniformed attendant.
" Mr. Daw's compliments, and would yer mind steppin'

this way."
Followed the wonder of wonders

that goaded the neighbours from
Willesden Green to jealousy for many
a long day—a peep behind the scenes !

The working of the limes, the

setting and the striking of the sets
;

the bustle and orderly chaos—it was
like a fairyland, a strange, half-lit

fairyland before a background of

whitewashed walls.

And then the dressing-rooms, and
the introductions to the high and low

of Variety-land. Mrs. Famous Higgs
even allowed Mr. Famous Higgs to

make the acquaintance of Auntie
Rose and Marjory. And Jimmy
introduced them both to Dick Lane.
Afterwards he explained that only

five years before Dick had been
" lead " in Shakespeare, but now
reduced to chorus in music-hall farce

for as little as he could be persuai

lo take.

Famous
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Sally cooked as well as the time left ove>
trom reading " Heart-to-

llear t '' novels would
allow.

But things do happen sometimes just like the
novels. That very day, and in Willesden Green,
life was true to fiction. Marjory came back with
a ring. And before the leaves in the Forest had
started to fall, the invitations were out, and
Mr. Famous Higgs had promised to be best man,
and Sally—to her vast surprise—was ordering
her bridesmaid dress.

And on a mellow day at the close of September,
arjory became Mrs. James Daw at the little

church of the spire in Willesden.
Mark Ross was there, and afterwards
he gave a speech, a long speech, all

about the play that was to

make Jimmy world-famous as

an actor in serious drama.
Marjory listened and believed.
But Jimmy only laughed.

T

" Once the public's through with you you might as well
pawn your hopes," said Jimmy sadly.

It's a good thing the public will never tire of you,"
said Auntie,

Jimmy smiled a smile of understanding. He had been
upon the " boards " for ten years, but Auntie had not been
there for more than ten minutes,

Marjory and Auntie were not Jimmy's only guests that
evening. Mark Ross, the dramatist, drawn to the hall by
the wonderful reports of Jimmy's powers, had sent his

card earlier in the evening, and was already in Jimmy's
room when Auntie and Marjorv arrived.

I've been trying to persuade Mr. Daw for an hour," he
said. "Perhaps, if you are friends of his, you can help me.
I have been telling him that he is wasted on this common
Stuff, that he has deeper powers of acting than he perl
thinks, and that if he will discuss the matter. I will write
• i play a dr. mi. i that will give him proper scope for his
t. dents, and make his name world-famous."

I can't act like you say," vowed Jimmy, " I'm a

ic-hall clown, and I know it. and that's all."

' day was Sunday, and the visit to the hall had
thawed sufficient ice for Jimmy to ask Marjory to accom-
pany him on Ins new side ondon's dear old Forest
and for Marjory toaccept. I >oris, of course, moped around all

daj because *he had nobody to take hei in a side-car. but
Sally, the maid-of-as-little-work-as-possible, waxed romantic
and told Doris that her tune would come.

If she should comi k with a ring! " she sighed.
I '>r ! wouldn't it be glorious' Just like a novel And me

as a bridesmaid! < >h, why do things always happen like

real life instead of like n. • No such link. I suppose,
v. i!lenden < ri een

he years brought their

changes. Auntie's life

closed and the life of little Jimmy was
opened. Willesden was left behind,
and a cosy flat taken in the Charing
Cross Road. Doris helped. Marjory to
keep house, and Sally still did as much
work as the little time left over from
the reading of " Heart to Heart " novels
would allow. Mark Ross was often at

the Daws' flat, and they were often at
his Hampstead home ; the great play
was still talked about, but was still

unwritten.
" The halls are all I'm fit for,"

Jimmy would declare again and again
And, so far as he was concerned, the

matter was left at that. Not so with
Mark Ross.

One night at a musical evening at

the dramatist's house, Mark Ross
brought up the matter once again.

They were alone in the conservatory,
and Jimmy, standing by the door,

could see, but not hear. Xot that he
wanted to hear. What his eyes saw

he believed—because he wanted to believe.
" You should do something with Jimmy," urged Mark

Ross. " Believe me, he will fall from his pedestal some day.
I have watched dozens of them go. The public tires of this

nonsense—for what else is it ?—and a career is closed.

Jimmy must give place to new idols. Can you not make
him see the truth of my remarks ? He has great talents,

and he suffers them to lie hidden. 1 do not merely think,

I am convinced, that I could establish him for life in good-
class drama. 1 have spoken to him many times, but he
will not listen. Cannot you make him understand ?

"

"
I have tried," confessed Marjory " He cannot see

himself in anything but the rough-and-tumble farce of the

halls. I have told him many times to tome to you and talk

the play over with you, but, no—he thinks himself a clown,

and calls himself a clown, and says he must be a clown to

the end of his days."
Returning to their rlat that night, Jimmy spoke no

word to Marjory. The little dame of jealousy hail fallen

on the tinder. Already the blaze was rising.

At home in the Rat Jimmy suddenly flashed forth Ins

suspicions.
" So Ross is the attraction, eh ?

Marjory stared at him in surprise

Ant. i. tion ? Of what - Where ?
"

" Little wonder we .\rr always invited to his place I

Why 'Iocs he ask us '

1 or me - Am 1 his class - lies a

pretty )*>or sort of a fellow not to have been smart enough
to think of an e\< use for leaving me out of it before now

—

that's all 1 have t.> s

" Jimmy '

lie turned awav and rushed from the room. Heavily
t he dooi 'i ishei ! to nftei him.
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Like a bruised flower Marjory sat until the chimes oi

midnight were heard from the steeple of St. Martin 's-in-the-

Fields. She did not think ; she could not think ; thought
was beyond her. She vaguely felt that a great colour had
been snatched from before her eyes, and a vast greyness

left. In one fleeting moment a garden became a desert.

Not until next morning did they speak. Then she

came to him and took his arm.
" Jimmy," she said softly ;

" what did you mean ?
"

" You know what I meant. It is Mark Ross—it is

always Mark Ross, now," he said brokenly.

She laughed and laid her head upon his shoulder.

"You goose," she said; "you great goose! You— you
suspected me. Yon ! Don't you see what it is, Jimmy ?

But you are a man, and cannot. 1 am a woman, and have
seen this a long time."

" What do you mean ?
"

"
I mean Doris."

" Doris !

"

" Mark wants Doris. He has not spoken yet, but he

will. Believe me."
He turned away and hung his head. Softly she turned

him to her and smiled at him.
" I've been—I've been "

" No, you haven't," she said, reaching up and kissing

him. And the desert became a garden once again.

They went next day to the little corner in the old Forest

where first that garden had bloomed, and Jimmy declared

a hundred times that he was a great goose, and that he

had been a big silly. Amid the golden leaves the incident

was allowed to die.

" And now," said Marjory, " we're just going to be

happy together for ever."

And so they planned. But the best-laid schemes of

mice and men. . . .

In a week Jimmy came home silent and frowning. She
begged to know if anything was wrong. No, nothing

was wrong. Was he cherishing another foolish suspicion

about Mark Ross ? No, it was nothing about Mark Ross.

Then, what was it about ? It was not about anything.

There wasn't anything. It was nothing.

And he went off to bed without another word.
From other lips she heard the truth next day. The

house had been " cold " the night before. The old familiar

tricks for which he had been loved for years had failed to
" fetch 'em." The mighty public was getting tired.

She told him that she knew. He had nothing
to say.

" What does it matter ?
" she asked. " We

love each other, and that is all. Nothing else

matters."

He tried to agree, but his manner was only
half-hearted. He had been upon the " boards

"

for fifteen years now. He had seen so many suns
set. He knew how they set.

The days sped away. Soon the papers
began to talk. " If Mr. Jimmy Daw imagines
that the old songs and the old tricks that he
has served up to the public for so many years
are going to satisfy that public for ever, I can
assure him that he will speedily find himself

mistaken," wrote one critic. So Jimmy
tried new material, but its reception

was even worse than that of the
" same old tricks." He was silent

and brooding now when he was
home—and that was seldom. The
old gin shop? came to know
his face again. He went down
and down upon the programme
until he was back in his old

position next to the moving
pictures. He had been happy
and filled with hope in that
very position years ago. He
was not happy now, and
hope was dead

His salary was cut and cut again, until he ceased to call

it salary. The flat in Charing Cross Road was given up, and
they drifted back to VVillesden. And soon even Willesdeu
was too " grand." Any common lodging-house was their

home, and soon they settled with their few sticks, " like

dregs at the bottom of a bottle," as Jimmy said, in two
foul rooms in a fouler slum next to the canal.

Doris was still with them, though now she worked ; and
Sally clung like a faithful retainer.

" If only something would happen! " she used to sigh.
" Not like it does in real life, but like it does in the novels.

Something real. But no such bloomin' luck. The family's

bust for keeps, I reckon."
Once, long before, Sally had wished for something to

happen " like it does in the stories," and her wish had
come true. And once again it was to be the same.
That night it happened, " like it does in the stories."

The idol of the public was crashed from its long-tottering

pedestal, and by its very worshippers. Anything sufficed

—

eggs, old apples, a cabbage or two, any old thing that

came to hand. Hisses mingled with jeers and groans, until

the worn spirit could bear no more, and the idol slopped

dead upon the stage. And then the curtain was nmg down
upon him where he stood.

Jimmy Daw had " got the bird."

All through that evening Marjory had sat in the slum

l home, waiting, fearing. Something seemed to tell

her that the end was near, that the old star was near to

falling. The future loomed before her like a tunnel, and
there was no bright speck ahead to tell of the tunnel's end.

And then, suddenly, the speck appeared- not ahead,

but behind, like a brightness from the past.

That night it had happened.

The idol of the public had

crashed from his long-

tottering pedestal.

Jimmy Daw had
" got the bird."
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The little

flame of

jealousy

had fallen on

tinder. Already

the blaze was

rising.

" Moris," she said, "come with me We will seek out
M.irk k"ss and see if he can do anything for Jimmy."

S!i>- waa hour. In thai hour tragedj piled on

tragedy in the Daw home. Jimmy, leaving the hall a

broken man, was Stopped In a rail boy.

\ lettei from Mr. Ross, tic said, thrusting an envelope

iii Jimmy's hand.
[immy took the letter without understanding, and

thrust it, unopened, into his pocket. Then he staggered

through tin to the hovel that was all tin home he

had left.

He pushed open the door and went in. Marjory was
there removing her hat.

" Where have you been ' " he asked.

I o Mark Ross " sin- began.

She said no more. |"lie dying lire of jealousy fl

up in the half crazed brain. 1ns list was raise, l and crashed
mto her face and she fell.

Jimmy laughed.

Mark boss ' " lie babbled. M.u k Ross, Mai k Ross

lb- thought suddenly of the letter, and took it from Ins

Me, hanically he opened it ami read
;

\t\ i>i \k Jimmy, I have watched your career these last

two years with mere than inten I k'ou not now agree that

the moment has come for a change Without consulting you
I have prepared the play, and am read) to put it in rehearsal

at Brighton in two week- time Vout wife and child must
need a rest I have found an ideal spot foi them in the country,

. t here all the tune we are
,

Expect me
t,, talk ',iM i i .dl earlier.

\ , ,.

Jimmy's laugh was now an
le. He < rushed the letter in

hand and shouted aloud :

Sincere fnend ! Ha ! In the
country; in the country! My wife 1

Mark Ross !

"

The door opened and little Jimmy
crept through.

" What is the matter, daddy ? " he
asked.

Hush !

" whispered Jimmy, point-
ing to the figure of his wife. " Mummy
is asleep. You must not waken her.

You must not make a
noise. Now go back to

bed. Daddy must watch
mummy and keep naughty
people from making noises."

He guided the bov from
the room and closed the
door. Outside in the hall

the child looked at the

open door of the house
and the blue moonlight
flooding the street. Mummy
was asleep and Daddy was
minding her. There was
no one to know.
He went out and along

the street and under the
• ana! bridge to the towing
path

In ten minutes Sally

returned. Left by Marjory
to mind the child during
her visit to Mark i

W .1 house. Sally had souj

» Liaf relief from the awful atmosphere of the

H house in the stock of the little crippled

newsagent's at the corner of the street

back with the newest " Heart-to-Heart
novel clasped lovingly in her hand.

She went into the kitchen and saw
crooning to his senseless wife.

Make no noise," said Jimmy, with a smile.

In terror Sally fled from the room to the bedroom above,

where the empty cot was the first thing to meet her gaze,

Swiftly she tore below again.

Now she was

the crazed man

" little Jimmy's gone !

"

smiling ; "he has gone to

the Forest. Make no noise

Mr. Maw," she screamed
" Yes," said Jimmy, still

' me at the old place in

I las the milk i ome ?

Trembling, Sally raced into the street and up into

the main road, and back again to the house. Phe neigh*

hours were around the door, and somebody was saying

that Jimmy Maw had " 'urrid orf Mrs. Maw had been

found, and a doctor had been sent for. She was con-

scious now. and already preparing to go in search of her

Subtly, like the whisper of the

the branches ot 3 tree, came the

[immy had been seen near the canal

agonised mother Staggered down to

wind first stirring

rumour that little

With Sally, the

the towing path

Nowhere was a sign of the boj \r.nn they returned

News was sent t" the ball, and the Iliggscs and Mick

bane, ,m(\ all the old friends who ha,i remained faithful

to the fallen star, came round to help in the search And
midnight brought Mark R<

The police dredged the eanal without success ,
Mark

1 every Streel .\nA alley without finding.

At home, with breaking heart, sat Marjory, childless.

and with a mad husband lost somewhere in the maze of

ion.
" 11 us is the end ' " she sobbed

Moris took her Ie\ ered hand and kissed it.

" And Mark had planned (or u to be a great beginning,*!

she sight d /'
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iceuoy
arfneWs?

That's what people say when they see Richard
Barthelmess on the screen, and a meeting with
this popular star confirms one's film impressions.
The hero of "Broken Blossoms" and "Way
Down East '

' is one of the most likeable per-

sonalities on the silver sheet.

There is a Round Table in New York
where the knights of the pen fore-

gather. Strictly speaking, it is a square
table, and situate, not in some resurrected,

mediaeval castle, but in the bow-window of a
modern and secluded hotel dining - room.
Here, my readers, are opinions projected
which will never reach the printing presses :

and here does one man in particular, whose
verdicts are feared above the ordinary, give his

private impressions of the flickering lights that
flash and die in the celestial world we call " the
celluloid."

Slipping unobtrusively into my place within the
magic circle, I remarked one evening :

" To-morrow
I am going down to Rye to interview Richard Barthel-
mess."

" Ah !
" said the great man, " now there you have a

really nice boy. A worth-while lad, and one it will pay
us well to watch. I knew Dickie Barthelmess when "

To-morrow had become to-day, and at Rye, on Long
Island Sound, just outside New York, I waited im-
patiently, with half-an-hour to idle away before keeping
my appointment at the Barthelmess cottage. And,
wandering into a little general store, I overhead a con-
versation.

" Lots of movie folk live out here on the Sound, eh ?
"

" Uh—htih. I guess so."
" What sort of folk are they ?

"

• " Can't say I have much to do with 'em, myself. But
that one they call Barthelmess—he's a nice boy. A
bit like my son Roger in looks, and he comes in here
one day, an' I says

"

" Well," thought I to myself, " when both the
gods on Olympus and the lesser mortals on earth agree
as to a young man's ' niceness,' there is probably more
than a grain of truth in two such \ aried reports. I

will make Dickie's acquaintance myself and find out
if he is really as nice as he sounds."

Richard Semla Barthelmess rose from the verandah
steps of " Honeymoon Cottage " to greet me as I

crossed the fields that surrounded his pleasant little

home.
After we had mutually introduced each other,

Dickie asked me if I were not glad to be out of the
hustle and noise of New York, at least for a day.

" I love the quiet of the country," he told me, as

naturally as if we were old friends. "Long ago,
before I was married, or even engaged, I used to
-peiid my week-ends at a quaint old farm-house in
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uic un old (a shioued rodin

it old-fashioned four-postei bed to sleep in. I would
New York on the evening train, and find myself in

.(1 that was everj bi1 the same, in essentials, as our
knew it two centuries ago."

I i; don't you enjoy New i ork ?
"

I asked. " Don't
you revel in the theatres, the lights, the music, and the

dancing ?
"

" Of course 1 do. Although 1 know it so we 1 ', its big-

ness and vitality thrill me as much as ever they did. New
York is the place to work m, and perhaps to play in ; but

^ (^ Dickie liurthelmess

a I home.

die country is v. hat wc need (or out thoughts and dr< .

I had once heard that Richard Barthelmess was a
fascinating and curious mixture of the romantic and the
practical, the visionary and the worker; that he would sit

through a New York show with all the unthinking, un-

critical enjoyment of the schoolboy, and go home to a

room lined with books that his friends of the evening
would unfailingly stigmatise as " highbrow." Here, in

his divided love for the city allure and country serenity,

was a proof of this dual nature, contributing to a per-

sonality that is both vivid and unique.
" 1'ictures ?

" he said, as 1 interrupted the thoughtful-

ncss of the moment. His dark eyes— perhaps, strictly

speaking, Dickie's greatest beauty - lit up with enthusiasm
as he turned to me. " Pictures are my life-work. They
always have been, ever since I chose the camera as my
profession. I did not enter the film world for fun, or for

admiration, or for adventure— I did it seriously, with the
hope of a big future ahead.

People often think that things were easy for me
because my mother was on the stage, and because Alia

Nazimova was an intimate friend of hers. But 1 have had
many a set-back on the way ;

for a while I thought Fate

had marked me down to be for ever a leading man !

" Sure, I enjoyed my roles opposite Dot Gish and
Marguerite Clark. My part in Three Men and a Girl

|was, in a way, the most agreeable work I have ever
lone. But that type of stuff is too easy. I want
character roles : heroes whom 1 must study for

months in order to realise to the full the depths of

their natures, men whose complex, subtle motives
mould the lives ami destinies of those around
them."

Dickie told me something that 1 am sure

few people who have seen him as the

romantic lover, or the wistful ' Chink,
1 know

anything about—that his very first part

was as an extra in a serial, and that his

next step towards lame was taken in the

uniform of a Keystone Comedy " cop " '

My part of the young brother in War
. with Nazimova as the star, was the

stepping-stone to my success," he -

' After that I went to Famous Lasky
[or Bab's Burglar, liab's Diary, The S

Swans, Rich Man, Poor Man, and
and i Girl, with Marguerite Clark. I

went to Goldwyn's for one picture, A
Married, and then went back to Laslrj s to

pi. i\ in The Hopi < •'.. 5/, Hoots, Peppy I

and I'll Gei Him Yet, with Dot Gish. It

was while 1 was completing my last picture with

Dorothy that Mr Griffith was wandering around
the picture theatres looking foi someone whom
he thought could be metamorphosed into the

queer, idealistic, stoical ' Chink ' of Thomas
Burke's Limehouse Night's story.

" Playing in Broken Blossoms was a wonderful

experience, It gave me the key to my future,

and it inspired me with a determination some
day to he. ni my own company and choose my
own p.uts, parts that should be every bit as full

of sincerity and truth as was this one Hut I

had several more pictures to make for Mr.

Griffith, whom 1 call my fairy godfather of the

films ! And my work under him revealed the

fact to me that intellectuality is even more
ting ability and a presentable

appearand I mid portray the kind of

characters .-/. I was never so thankful
as then for my years at Tnmt\ University, where
1 had been a studenl both before and after my
in si attempts at camera work."

" Your other
|

thai follow*

I queried.
"

1 in \ were The Girl 11 ;
; Stayed al li

/v . and / h I

I >i • L'lariii Sc\ mom and 1 | I
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the leading roles in the three : you will remember
the sorrow we all felt when our ' Cutie Beautiful ' was
taken from u

"Her death and that of my special friend, Bobbie
Harron, seemed to break up the happy family that .Mr.

Griffith had gathered together, but both Lillian Gish
and I did one more great picture together before leaving
him

—

Way Down Hast.
" During this period of ray work in the Griffith

studios 1 had learnt the value of characterisation. In
Scarlet Days 1 was a marauding Mexican vagabond,
with a touch of humour and sadness running through
my dare-devilry ; in The Idol Dancer I was a drunken
beach-comber who found redemption through my faith in

an ideal."
" Didn't you get lost on the high seas while making

The hove of Flower?" 1 asked.

"Yes." And Dickie's whimsical smile played for a
moment around his serious mouth—a smile all the more
fascinating because rather a rarity in this young man's
selection of facial expressions. " That was a more un-
pleasant adventure than any of the ' stunts ' 1 have been
through upon the screen.

"We were going from Miami, in Florida, to the Island

of New Providence, in quite a small vessel, The Grav
Duck, when we were lost in a driving gale for [our

days.

"At last a cruiser from the Navy found us, and
escorted us to The Bahamas. We were lucky to have
escaped with our lives."

" Then," 1 prompted, " came Way Down East ?
"

" Yes. And here, instead of the foreign chaiacters I

had portrayed, came one of m\ own kind—a New 1
i

country lad, ' David Bartlett.' 1 cannot tell you how
much I enjoyed my work in this film, although we went
through some tough moments ! Of course, you have
heard all about the great ice-scene on the river—it was
just as hair-raising to enact as it was to watch and that's

going some !

"We all of us said we could never do it again, and
that we could never have done it then if it had not

been for Mr. Griffith."

I expect most of my readers have seen Richard Barthel-

mess in Way Down East. If they have, they will realise

why his part of " David " so increased his already con-

siderable popularity. The picture-going public was fas-

cinated anew by this rather grave, this wholly sincere

young man, whose tenderness is made all the more appealing
in contrast to his virile and heroic moments.

I was beginning to feel that Dickie, in his " niceness,"

had made a martyr of himself to the demon publicity,

which for the time being I represented. Mentally, 1

was gathering my impressions together, noting the

well-knit, lithe young form, the finely shaped
head, the scholarly forehead, the rather

heavily moulded features, the sleek, black
hair, and those always beautiful dark
eyes. I was, to myself, remarking
upon the thoughtfulness, tinged
with a sort of haunting sadness, .

that seemed to characterise S*
that " nice boy, Barthel-
mess," when a car came
slithering along the
country road, stopping x

to let its occupants,
Mrs. Barthelmess, mother, and Mrs. Barthelmess, wife,

dismount, and storm the steps of " Honeymoon Cottage.''

Introductions followed, and Mrs. Barthelmess Junior
hoped that " Richard had not been too serious 1

"
! >ickie

has only been married a little over a year, you know, and
his young wife is one of the most charming personalities

upon the New York stage. She was Mary Hay before her mar-
riage, and it was while she was playing the part of " Kate
Brewster " in Way Down East that the romance began. Dark-
haired, vivacious, and piquante, with tip-tilted nose and saw
generous mouth, she has been adored by huge audiences each

uiglii in " Sally,'' the music; v which is nov,'

repeating its New York success at the Winter Garden,
London.
Mary Ha}- Barthelmess curled her graceful figure

around the porch steps and tossed her hair out of her
eyes as she answered my question ancnt her own film

work.
"

I was a dancer first," she said ;
" and I was the

principal girl in the German dug-out dancing scene that

Mr. Griffith used in Hearts of the World. I wanted to

go on with camera work, but Mr. Griffith advised me to

go back to dancing for a while ; so I went into the Ziegfeld

Follies and the Midnight Frolics."
" And Dickie," said Mrs. Barthelmess, smiling at sou

and daughter, " used to see her when he went to the roof

shows, and would come home saying, ' I wish 1 knew
that girl !

'
"

" I've only been in Way Down East since then," the

girl in question continued. " The chance came for rue

to go into ' Sally,' and as Dick was so busy with studio work,

1 thought 1 would work, too ; and w^c could spend our play

time here together."

They smiled in

true comradely
fashion at each
other ; and I

decided that
they were
both just as
" nice " as a
boy and girl

can be
whole-
heartedly in

love, full of

ambition for

each other,

and deter-

mined to
make life
together a
success.

And Mrs.
Barthelmess,

As the "Chink '

in " Broken
Blossoms."

^
\- -o
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Dickie's mother? Ah, she deserves an interview all to

herself ! She has a wonderful personality, with strength

and courage behind the sweetness. She has brought her

boy up to know the value of fine things, and has the reward
of knowing, now that he is a man, that he and she are

friends for life.

Mrs. Barthelmess is of Dutch nationality—Dickie's

father came of French stock. Does this perhaps explain

the sturdy sensitiveness which seems such a part of their

son ?

" My husband was of the dramatic world, too," said

Mrs. Barthelmess; "so, naturally, I wished our boy to

be an actor. Has he told you about his last part ?
"

" No," I said ; "I'm afraid we spent most of our time

talking about his Griffith days."
" Since then," she said proudly, " he played the lead

in the Famous-I^asky allegorical film, Experience. He
was ' Youth,' with little Marjory Daw, whom we knew
in California, as ' Love.' It was filmed at the Lasky Long
Island studio, and was a very elaborate productior."

" In it," laughed Dickie, " I actually leave my mother

and my sweetheart to follow Ambition. But I lose my
way, and instead follow Pleasure, who introduces me to

Intoxication and Chance, and, finally, Starvation. Then
Ambition disappears, and I meet Temptation ;

but, luckily,

along comes Work, and after many vicissitudes, I return

home, where Love meets me and shows me the right way
to Ambition."

" Very complicated," said Mary Barthelmess. "I'm
glad life isn't always like that !

"

Dickie looked at her with that thoughtful expression

of his. " There was not enough depth in the story to

please me," he said. " Wonder-
fully spectacular, of course,

but
"

" Now he is at the head
of his own company," from

his mother. " And he
is doing Joseph
Hergesheimer pictures

—strong, powerful,
beautiful stories."

Hergesheimer is an
eminent American nove-

list, whose works have
an atmospheric quality

that should suit Richard
Barthelmess admirably.

He and this

writer are

already fast

friends,
partners in

a plan to

make pic-

Dtckxe
and
Carol
Demp-
ster in
" The
Love

l~lower."

tures that shall be thoroughly representative of national
life. Henry King (who has directed many of 1'auline

Frederick's successes) is directing for Barthelmess, whose
forthcoming films will be released by a company called

Inspiration Pictures.
" We have just completed my first Hergesheimer photo-

play," said Dickie ;
" in fact, we haven't long been back

from . West Virginia, where the exteriors were filmed. It

is called Tol'ble David, and is the story of a mountain
lad who overcame seemingly insuperable difficulties

because of his devotion to a great cause."
" And shall you do any more film work ?

"
I asked, turning

to Dickie's lovely little wife.

I may, later on. Perhaps in one of Griffith's future
productions. He engaged me for Way Down East to take

up poor ' Cutie Beautiful's ' role ; she died just after

the first scenes were taken. I gained some splendid
experience, and lost my heart to a man who confesses

that I wasn't his first love." She slipped her hand
through her husband's arm, and rubbed her piquant face

against his sleeve.
" She is referring to Nazimova," put in Mrs. Barthelmess.

" I knew her when she first came to New York We were
all poor together, then, and I used to go to Washington
Square, where she had a room right at the top of the

Judson Hotel, to give her lessons in English even1 day
for nearly five months."

"
I lived uptown, and Dickie, who was only nine, refused

to be left alone in my one room So I took him with me.
And, to my horror, he had hidden his white rats in their

cage under his coat, and he let them loose at the first

possible moment."
Dickie looked somewhat taken aback at this relation of

a childish prank.
" What did Nazimova say ?

"
I asked

" Oh, she didn't mind in the least. She told him as well

as she could, in her very limited English, to bring them
whenever he liked. She used to play with him, and he was
really devoted to her.

" It was she who told my wife that I wrote my first

love-letter to her," put in Dickie. " She declares she has

it still, but will bequeath it to Mary some day
" She's a wonderful woman," Mary Barthelmess said

softly ;

" and a great tease. She was in New York such a

very short time, yet she made a point of visiting
' Sally ' and myself afterwards. We had a long chat, anc

she was much interested in my travels. Mv dac

is a soldier, you know, and
mother and I went with him every
time he was transferred. I spent two
years in Honolulu, and then in the

Philippine Islands and Japan."
Whilst I have never been out of

America," remarked Dickie, " except
on the screen. There, of course, I've

been to China, to Spain, and various

other lands."

Mary gave a little

shiver, for from the

Sound the breeze

was blowing faintly

chill. " Let's go in-

doo rs," she said,
" and Dickie shall

lighl the big log

fire

The two went in

together, and the

film star's mother
turned to me with

her express ive

smile :

" What do you
think of my son ?

"

he asked.

\ nirr boy." I

said. \,r. , it*,,
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Film Weekly
in the World
printed throughout

in photogravure—32 pages—2 Colours.

" Pictures " in its new form is truly wonder-

ful value. With its 32 pages printed in

two colours, its up-to-date kinema news,

views and interviews, and its beautiful pictures

of your favourite stars, it is a paper you
simply cannot afford to miss.

And only 'Twopence a week!
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Louise Lor-

raine, the

popular se-

rial star, who
is Elmo Lin-

coln's leading-

lady, recounts her

experiences, a n d

proves that the " to

be - continued girl

leads a stienuous

11 seems to have been Louise's lot to be a serial

leading-lady throughout the period of her
n career, for her cold statement that she

has played the feminine lead in four successive
serials with the same company and opposite the
Same star, as well as being featured in Western
dramas, eannot adequately convey the minor
and major ail attendant upon such an
achievement It had been in my mind that

leading-ladies, espe< ially when they are as dainty
and petite as 1 ouise, were never called upon to

expose themselves to any personal danger or hardships
throughout the entire making of a serial, which, of all

of pictures, calls for the larger amount of risks per
lluloid foot Ac< ordingly, unheralded and unannounced,

1 inconspicuously wandered onto the set \\ln<h was the
of the finishing scene of a "Tar/an" serial episode,
j been previously advised that this was tin morning

when one of the lug stunts of the picture was to be taken.

The presence of numerous vari< ties of fire apparatus was
mj lust intimation that a tire scene was the order of the

and an obliging member of the company later corro-

ted my surmise He outlined the scheme of the storv,

whl' h was that in a fire m the jungle tr.tps, lar/an's sweel
heart, when she is in the boughs of a tall tree and unable
to move either way, has In stay there until the bough
bums through, and she drops JO feet to a deep pool 1 .( low

'Ihi- raison d'iln of the ensemble having been explained,
m\ next procedure was to locate the leading lady and the

' n 1 found them sitting next the tamer, i holding a lively

'•nt about dogs, for which both Louise Lorraine arid

Elmo Lincoln <\.\\ l.u.-an
,

i equal fond

fact that she is an animal lovei did not il

• the tune :o inn. h ,
- the fat t that >ppaientlv

Louise and the Lion

entirely unconcerned about
the impending riskv business she
was soon to be called upon to enact.

Meantime, the enormous assembly
of property men and " grips " had
been hastening up the process of

saturating the bone-dry boughs of

the tree and the surrounding foliage

with liberal quantities of petrol and
other inflammable fluids

—

too liberal

was my impression, which I con-
veyed to my conversa al acquaint'
ance. My impressions evidently
meant as much to him as a telephone
to the Exchange, if I were to judge
by the scornful silence 1 received

The set having received its lava-

tion of gasoline, and the bough w Inch

was to form the perilous foothold of

Louise having been conveniently)
sawn partly through in order to facilitate its rupture at

the crucial moment, the director, who was the most con-
fined of anybody on the set (a t.ut which to my by this

time anxious mind did him credit), put Louise through
her paces in the scene on terra -firma. He was apparently
satisfied, for immediately after, little Louise mounted the

ladder to the top of the tree with as much concern as a
squirrel would show
Then came the big moment, and the " hands " on the

set ran around with their torches, minting the gaseOUJ
trails until the whole set was similar to the popular COIH

a of Hades, so furnace-like was the heat Painty
nineteen - year -old Louise, precariously perched on the

uppermost bough, and clad m the absolutely non fireproof

raiments of a leopard skin and a necklace, went through
her scene, which compared so faithfully to the reh<

on the ground that it was proved beyond doubt that she

was in entire possession of her balance of mind : whilst the

end of her supporting bough was slow lv but fiercely reducing

itself to i hart oal

The danger of the scene was beginning to cause me -

disconcerting amount of apprehension, which was noj

materially decreased by the agitated M\ God '
'
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"/am mo,t delighted with POND'S TOILET REQUISITES
(including POND'S VANISHING and COLD CREAMS).
The Vanithing Cream it particularly refrcthing."

DEGIN today to follow the example of Britain's Leading Beauties-
begin to-day to use Pond's— the Original Vanishing Cream,

scented with the odour of Jacqueminot Roses.

Pond't it an invitible protection againtt the blemishes
caused by exposure to tun and dust, or after tea bathing.

A regular use of Pond's night and morning and at every possible
opportunity during the day will make the skin soft and smooth and the
complexion delightfully attractive. Vanishes instantly without massage.

"TO SOOTHE AND SMOOTH YOUR SKIN,"
In handsome Opal jars with Aluminium Screw Litis, t/j &> 2J6 ; mid Collapsible Tubes,
od. 6* lis: of all Ch mists and Stores. If yon catinet obtain the new tube (handbag
size) front your Chemist to-day, send us qd., and we will dispatch it per return pott free.

POND'S EXTRACT. CO. (Dept. 150), 71. SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON', W.C.t.
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Modei 'often not in

The same n adyfor
use t'/f any electric
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Absolutely
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a Kinema in your Home
YOU and your friends can enjoy the delights of " The Pictures "

just

whenever you like at a purely nominal cost if you possess a PALMER'S
PORTABLE PROJECTOR. This wonderful instrument is simplicity

itself—a child can operate it. When not in use it packs away in its case and

occupies no more space than a typewriter. Price complete, £27 10s. ; or, if desired,

supplied on the Instalment System £10 down and six monthly payments of £3.

Thousands of Films of all kinds

to select from Sale or Hire

PALMER'S PORTABLE PROJECTOR
George Palmer, 81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.lWrite at once for

full particulart.
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"THE COLD WATER WASHER

T ET RINSO do the
^-^ washing, and you'll

realize the waste of the

copper fire. Rinso washes
in cold water ; it makes
the clothes just as beauti-

fully white and fresh, yet

without any expense or

hard work. Just put the

clothes to soak in cold

water with Rinso overnight,

rinse and hang to dry in

the morning. That's all

!

SOLD IN PACKETS
EVERYWHERE.

By all Grocers, Stores, Oilmen,

Chandlers, etc.

m

R.S.HUDSON LIMITED. LIVERPOOL. WEST BROMWICH. AND LONDON.
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SHAD^WLAND
Critical — cupaent
gossip AB0UT PLAys AND plavers IN p,eru/?E$.

Once again Loin Moore, that most
Irish of Irishmen, is cast as an

English nobleman in J.ord and Ladv
Algy. This is an elaborately produced
version of Carton's play, and contains
food dramatic scenes, fine characterisa-

tion, and some excellent horse-racing
scenes. Naomi Childers has a most
interesting part as " Lady Algy "

; she
plays a modern society woman, who
is not cynically bad, but cynically

good, and suggests this very cleverly.

Mabel Ballin also has an effective

role. This clever little lady now
stars in her husband's productions,
and has just finished work on East
Lynne. When the racing scenes in

Lord and Lady Algy were filmed, the

producer went to great pains to secure
an old race-course, for horse-racing
is now illegal in California. Although
these scenes were shot in the early

hours of the morning, thousands of

people gathered to watch.

The two lovers in Humoresqujc, Alma
Rubens and Gaston Glass, re-

appear in The World and His Wife,
which is a passionate, domestic tragedy
set in Spam. The plot is not unlike thai

of Othello, for the husband (Montagu
Love) is many years older than the

wife (Alma Rubens), and gossip makes
liim jealous and suspicious, and finally

causes his death in a duel. This screen
play will not please those who like

happy endings, but it has beautiful

backgrounds, some urban settings,

arid many effectively tinted scenes.
I here are, however, far too many sub-

titles. It is well known that wherever
and whenever Monte Love appears in

a film there will be a fight somewhere.
Usually Monte likes to fight three or

four villains smgle-fisted, but here he
has to content himself with one
adversary in an encounter with rapiers.

Another domestic drama is Guilty

of Love, which stars Dorothy
Dalton as a New England governess,

who marries the son of her employer
at the point of a revolver. Here,

again, the sub-titles are not particu-

larly satisfying, but the main idea of

the story is subtle and unconventional,
though the novel, rather than the

screen play, would be its ideal medium
of expression. It uas made in Florida,

under Harlcy Knoles' direction, and
contains some wonderful tree and
water scenery, and a delightful fairy-

tale insert. The backgrounds are

gorgeous, and the acting by all con-

cerned convincing and natural. Ed-
ward Langford, Augusta Anderson
and Charles Lane, three well-known
players, have good supporting roles

Dorothy Dalton left the screen soon
after this feature was completed to

star in the sensational stage - play
" Aphrodite,'' which had a long run
in New York. Her latest completed
film is Laurels and Die Lady.

'T*hough dainty Doris May appears
1 in The Jailbird, as well as

Douglas Maclean, it is Dong's pic-

ture. As a convict who breaks prison

and afterwards voluntarily returns to

finish out his sentence, Doug plavs
with his usual light touch, and though
the comedy has a hackneyed theme,
it is diverting, and will please Doug's
admirers. Macl.ean was a chemist in

his last film but one. and a racing

man in his very latest. On the film,

at any rate, he's a jack-of-all-trades.

Doris May is now a star herself,

following her good work in the Tour-
neur Foolish Matrons production.

Qome wonderful storm effects will

v3 be seen in Tourneur's produc-
tion of R L. Stevenson's melo-
dramatic " Tavilion on the Links,"
which has been retitled The White
( ircle. It is a romantic, adventurous
story of the vengeance of an Italian

secret society, the Carbonari. There
is a certain amount of wcirdness in

all Stevenson's stories, and this one
is no exception to the rule, so faint-

hearted picturegoers would be well

advised to let it alone. The cast is a

good one, with Jack Gilbert, Spottis-

woode Aitken, Jack McDonald and
Wes Barn ; and the fire scenes and
pii turesquc lighting are typical ot

Tourneur.

Ohirley Mason appears as a boy inO The Little Wanderer, a sentimental
drama, the first part of which is

decidedly better than the latter. There
is too much coincidence, and stories

of adopted waifs are rather hackneyed
nowadays. Rut the personality of the

stai atones for many faults she being

altogether delightful, and her winsom
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Charlie Chaplin and Edna Purvianee in Chaplin's latest lilm.
" The Idle Class."

charm will captivate all but very
i \nical critics. Shirley Mason's new
film, Love-Time, has just been trade-

shown in London. It is hard to

realise that she is an " honest-to-good-
ncss married lady " off the screen, as

she looks such a child; but such is

the i i le, She is married to Bernard
Durning, who has just arranged to

return to the acting side of films,

instea 1 of directing. Bernard will

make a very good screen star, as he
is extremely good-looking.

Good a. ting and characterisation

make the over-sentimental The
Prince Chap a pleasant entertainment.
Founde '. on a -stage-play, it has a con-
ventional plot, some interesting studio
scenes and characters, and Tom
Meighan as a not-vcry-convincing

elor. There is a fine cast— Kathlyn
Williams, Lila Lee, Casson Ferguson,
Ann Forrest andCharles ( Igleall appear,
and the heroine, Claudia, whom Tom
Meighan adopts, is shown as a four-

ye.ii old baby by Peaches Jackson, at
the age of eighl bj May Giraci, and
whin eighteen l>\ Lila Ice. So well

has the producer cast this character,

that it i, easy to imagine all three
artistes afl one Claudia The scenes

are laid in California and Soho,
London, where the hero comes to

fame as > s< ulptor. William
I' Vlille, who produced this feature,

has a following well-nigh a-, large
as that of his more spe< tacular
I t. a I.* i ( (• il, and he spe. ialisea

in <piiet, thoughtful stories He
is now commencing Miss lulu
H(tt. with Mildred Harris in the role

ol I ulu."

Along .ast ol favourite players
appeal in I Bachelor Husband, a

British pit tui isation ol > Ruby M
Avres novel. It is a social drama. and
fairly life like, except ha the fact of

, tin new lei I oi. Ii nc W lii' h .'in

sible persons would have cleared up
in a word or two, being allowed to

remain until the very last reel. There
is a stunt or two, some beautiful coun-
try scenes, and some seaside " shots

"

taken at Bournemouth. The acting
and photography are extremely good.
Kenee Meyer, well known to playgoers
for her delightful work in pantomime
at Drury Lane, makes an interesting

heroine, and Lyn Harding is the chief

male player. The others are Lionclle

Howard, Hayford Hobbs and Gordon
Craig, whilst Irene Rooke, Margot
Drake and Phyllis Joyce are all

effective in their parts.

A scene from The Idle Class, the

new Chaplin two-reeler just re-

leased in America, shows the famous
little comedian in his inake-up as a

society man about-town. He plays
a dual role, and is also seen in his old

familiar " tramp " garb. Whilst in

London, Chaplin avoided The Idle

Class entirely, preferring to spend his

time observing and sometimes joining

in the daily and nightly proc lings

of the workers in the poor districts.

Though constantly reported " missing"
in Mayfair, he took his walks abroad
in Walworth, mostly unrecognised,
unless h,- chose otherwise But he is

as pood at " dodging " on" the screen
.is on a .mil soi, ii discovered more
ways of entry and exit to the Ritz

than anyone had ever dreamed of.

Li'iost ..t [ames ' Hh er Curwi
stones, Th i : Marge

O'Doone finds its setting in the great

open spaces in the " No Man's 1 -\\u\ ..t

the North It is quite a simple si

of the familiar type, but then- is .\\\

abundance of action and conflict,

m\ster\ and thrill. It concerns the

rch of a brave man for a girl whose
only protector is ,i huge fighting

Pauline Stai ke and Niles

Well 1 1 play these Iwot hai u t> is The

scenic qualities in this production are
a strong attraction in themselves, ami
in< lude some wonderful reaches of
snow and mountains and rugged
landscapes in North-West Canada.
The author, James Oliver Curwood, \\ as

born at Michigan, and is a descendant
(on his father's side) of Captain
Marryat.

A vivid and life like study of music-
hall players and their lives,

Xothing Else Matters is an exception-
ally good British film, and one that
should on no account be missed. An
original story, its hero is a comedian
who gradually loses his hold on his

public. When completely " down-and
out," the love of his wife and child

saves him and brings him to a fresh

start. The atmosphere of the Bohe-
mian world is most realistic, the

stage scenes excellent, and the smaller
characters all perfect as types. Hugh
Wright and Betty Balfour are the
stars. Hugh Wright gives a life like

study of a music-hall "pro."' He
toured the halls with a miniature
" Follies " show five years ago, and
also had much experience as an enter-

tainer before he came to the screen.

Betty Balfour makes her first appear-
ance before British picturepoers in this

film as " Sally," the maid, a study in

pathos and comedy. Betty has just

completed another film called Squibs,

in which she plays a I*ondon flower-

girl.

Some years ago Hepworth Films
made Pinero's Iris, with Alma

lay lor in the big emotional role as

the heroine, and Henry Ainley as
" Maldonado." Picturegoers who re-

memlKT this production will be es-

pecially interested to note that in the

American production of the same play

the main incidents have been turned
into a dream. This mars an otherwise
beautiful kineniatisation. Pauline

Frederick has a part ideally suited to

her in the title-role, and gives a perfect

Study "{ tin' rich widow whose fortune

will Ix- lost to her should she re marry
Willard Louis is a powerful " Mal-

donado,' and Nigel Barrie the man the

heroine loves. Pauline Frederick, de-

spite man) rumours, did not desert

the movies. She has just completed
/ 'i. Sting of the lash, and another

feature in which she gives an ex-

hibition of riding .\\u\ roping which
will make some of her admirers, used

to seeing her only in society stu

and dramas, open their eyes very

widel)

\ nother Will Rogers film is released

a\ tins month, Almost a Huslmnd,
.in original story that introduces you
to a handful Ol simple Arkansas folk

m the first reel an.! haves you at the

last with the feeling that yon ;

known them all your life Ri

appears as a school teacher who »n-

wittingl) marries tin- prettiest pirl m
the town Unwilling to burden her

with such a homelv husband Will

Wj(

1
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endeavours to go his way alone ; but
the girl decides otherwise, and the end
is a happy one. There is only one
Will Rogers, and, like all his screen-
plays, this one is permeated with the
genius of the cowboy - humorist.
Even the sub-titles owe their rich

humour and appeal to him, for they
are mostly composed of actual remarks
the star let fall whilst the feature was
being made. Peggy Wood, Clara
Horton, Cullen Landis, and Herbert
Standing are some favourite players
that support Will Rogers.

Two other British releases of the
month are The Breed of the

Treshams, with Sir John Martin Harvey
in the role he has made his own in the
play of the same name, and Laddie, an
adaptation of the well-known story,

which stars Sydney Farebrother in a
" mother " role. The first-named is a
costume play set in the period of

Charles I., and is well acted and
artistically presented. It follows the
play exactly, and besides the star,

Mary Odette, Gordon Craig (as the
boy " Batty") and Hayford Hobbs
make the most of their opportunities.
Laddie is sentimentality pure and
simple, saved by its acting (and the
babies) from mawkishness. There is

a steady stream of " mother " films

coming across from America, so this

British release shows what England
can do in this respect.

There is an all-star cast, including
Milton Sills, Ora Carew, Nigel

Barrie and Marjorie Prevost in The Little

Lady of the Big House, which is a
picturisation of Jack London's novel
of the same name. It is a triangle

story of a wealthy ranchman's wife
who cannot decide which man she
loves most. The ending has been
altered from that of the novel, and it

now finishes with the reunion of husband
and wife. Ora Carew is a wonderfully
daring equestrienne, and has a big

stunt in this film where she makes
her horse take a twenty-five feet dive
into a pool. She was warned that this

was an impossible feat, but declared
that could she only find the right horse,

she would undertake it willingly.

Three mounts were tried, but each
refused the leap, but a steed was
eventually found, and Ora made good
her promise. Milton Sills is with
Famous Players now in Miss Lulu
Bett opposite Mildred Harris.

Spy
stories are somewhat out of

favour now, and The Cup of
Fury is rather a machine-made speci-

men of a spy melodrama. It is well-

produced and acted, and has some
wonderful views of American shipyards

;

also all the leads look their parts, as

well as playing them well. Helen
Chadwick and Rockliffe Fellowes are
the stars, and S. Hayes Hunter, who
directed Earthbound, was also respon-
sible for this feature, which is the first

of Goldwyn's " Eminent Authors
"

Series. Helen Chadwick plays a muni-
tion worker in some of the scenes of

this film, and she donned overalls and
jumper and learned to heat rivets at

a well-known shipyard specially for

this purpose. Kate Lester and Herbert
Standing, as a pair of aristocrats, put
in some excellent work.

That well-loved star of the great

out-of-doors, Harry Carey, has
seldom been seen in a better feature

than Marked Men, a Peter Kyne
story which appeared in the " Satur-

day Evening Post " under the title of
" The Three Godfathers." Harry and
his two pals escape from prison, and
after robbing a bank, flee to the desert,

where they find and adopt a baby.
They are hopelessly lost, and only one
of the party and the child survive.

The baby, though not named in the

cast, is certainly the star performer.

There are many thrills in this film,

the best of which portrays the fall of

a horse and its rider from a very high

bridge. Harry Carey probably finds

his experience as a foster father in

this film of value to him nowadays,
when he has a tiny baby of his own.
Judging by the amount of photo-
graphs he has taken of him and with
him, his small son is the crowning
interest in his life, and the ranch
takes a back seat. Winifred Westover
plays opposite Carey in this release.

It is not often that William Farnum
" fans " have an opportunity of

seeing their hero as a sailor, for though
fond of the water off the screen, big

Bill usually chooses romantic or

Western roles. In this, however, he
plays an adventurous detective who
allows himself to be shanghaied and
taken to sea as a common sailor in

order to thoroughly investigate wilful

sinking of ships by an unscrupulous
crew. It is an intensely thrilling plot,

and contains a realistic fight between
the hero and the first mate in the hold
of the sinking ship. Other scenes

take place on a desert island far out
in the Pacific. Jackie Saunders, re-

turning to the screen after a long

absence, plays the heroine, who is

entrusted to the care of the sailor hero
by her dying father. William Farnum
is still holiday-making. He has toured
Europe, and liked it so well that he
means to return there very shortly.

As a Russian revolutionary who takes

refuge in America, Emmy Wehlen
looks lovely and acts delightfully all

through five reels of exciting plot and
counterplot in Lifting Shadows, in

which she stars, supported by Wynd-
ham Standing, Julia Swayne Gordon,
and Stewart Holmes. Leonce Perret pro-

duced the film, and many of the society

scenes and settings are remarkably

Richard Barthelmess with Joseph Hergesheimer, the famous author

and his director, Henry King. Barthelmess has been filming
" Tol'ble David," by Joseph Hergesheimer.
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fashion

arawin
The Coming Profession

for the Artistic Woman.

SPLENDID PROSPECTS u

you have ideas about

dress and have learned to

express them. You can learn,

in your spare time at home,

how to make effective sketches

and sell them.

CHAS. £. DAWSON'S
Practical COURSE

gives a thorough training and enables

you to entrr the profession at the

shortest possible lime at the least

possible expense.

His Original System has enabled

hundreds of women in all parts of

the Empire to earn money by Art
work at home. Why not you ?

If you are seriously interested in

a branch of Ail thai may give you
)ust the golden opportunities you
need— if you want a chance to

develop your abilities in a refined,

congenial and well-paid vocation, you
may have Chas. E. Dawson s expert

opinion and advice on your prospects

in this field. Send for FRF.F.
criticism a small specimen sketch

with sump for return. It may be
an original idea or copied from

any illustra'ion in this number of

THE PICTURECOER.

Wr.tr.

Mr. CHAS. E. DAWSON,
Art Director,

Practical Correspondence Cotlt gr i.tJ

.

FASHION EXTENSION,

57, BERNERS STREET, W.l
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'' Making the i uttd."

S'iles Welch stands on a n
>»i in order ii get a " morning-

after" ejject in " The Way oj a Maid.'

beautiful. Emmy VVehlen is well

known as a hum edy star who
played in many Daly's successes,

notably "The Dollar Princess." She
afterwards played the title-role in

I in- Girl on the Film " and shortly

afterwards went to America, where
->he has been ever since, sometimes
doing film work, sometimes comedj
ami musical comedy She has a de-

lightful voice, and dances beautifully

too.

1"\vo hhns, made some long time ago,

are The Wasp, a Kitty Gordon
feature, and The Bandit and the

i: her, a \V. S. 1 lart release. I he

first, like all Kitty Gordon's plays, is

a social drama, with the decoratively

statuesque Kitty as a multi-million

airess who leaves home in a tit ol

temper, and, aftei being involved in

some thrilling adventures amongst her

tat her s rioting fat ton workers,

marries her chauffeur, who turns out

to be a lifelong friend of the family

Roi kliffe I ellowes makes a manly
hero, and the feature is \\ <)

I produced
and acted. Kitty Gordon's sump
tuous gowns will interest feminine

,, "
;
there ire also some i harming

< hild i>la\ eis \\ S. I Ian s feature

has a slightei story than most of his

Westerners, but Man as the Bandil is

exct 1U nt. and there arc main fine

riding and driving stunts. Rhea
Mitchell is the heroine. Amongst the

players of quite small parts, observant
picturegoers will find several who are

now stars ol the titsi magnitude

AMati i Strofi I arlc W illiams'

Octi »bci offei ing has aw ob\ i-

Diislv made tii-order plot which is

nit ii< ate but pe< uliat , fot it justifies

larceny Ihh.uisc the utfendei stole

I Is to help a friend "s ale I htrranf

.

i he hit ti wan lis,, ran." but he

ud. -i in • him -''It. and aided In a t\ pist

at the office who had seen him steal

bonds, eventually returns them and
marries his fair helper. Earlc Williams

always gives iccount of himself,

and Vola Vale is an excellent leading-

lady

\ ~X 7illiam Russell's October feature

V V takes him far away from the

farcical stufl he has given ns of late

\s a hard-drinking, rough, lumberja< k

foreman, he is an unsympathetic
character at the beginning'. Later

when he is imprisoned for a hold-up
Ins enemy stages, he witnesses a

miracle and becomes a better man
Russell makes Big Jim O'Kane "

thoroughly human, and the tilt

i ertainly his besl to date Eileen

Percy plays his sweetheart

daintily, and there are some beautiful

scenes taken in the Californian red-

woods Eileen Percy now stars in

light comedies foi 1 "\ she is one of

the most ( apable a< tresses ol to day

i qually at home in Western adventure
tilms or modern so. h t\ i tuff.

One ol Mae Murray's fairly early

tilms and one of her fairly

recem ones are both released togethei

this month, and the difference in

them will interest all admirers of this

dainty artiste In Ixitrt features the

st.,1 portrays an unhappy wife; but

in the oldest. Tht A li C Mac
appears as an unsophisticated country
wildtlowei who marries a playwright.

She can neither read nor write, and her

husband tires of her for a while.

though he afterwards woos and w

hei anew It is an improbable st<

and has be. n too drastically cut,

whii h makes it .blti. nit to follow at

times Mae Murray acts delightfully

..s the heroine, and hei COnied\

the best thing in the feature

II I" Herbert plays opposite,

then- arc some ultra lavish settlt

C lltlHIItit
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Greyness
permanently
cured—

in three weeks by

Natural Process

i

Th« One Method En-

dorted by the Press.

"THE 'Jl HKV
The Lady's NewNpaper.

says :

v,t&ACKTAT/V£*
certainly is admirable
in its results. Jts

tjfti is arepermanent;
it is delightfully clean
and easy to use."

'SI NDAY TIMKS"

'"F.lCKTAUrjy
is Xature*x* pivu
remedy

t ami of its

tffiiacy one can
scarcely speak suffi-
ciently in praise. . . .

f have personally
used this rrstorattfc,

I can myself Uttifytc

the tHtihofal&t pro-

ioaec^mzEU
llu.m, Ediir.
tctsnf HeSmi .'. femij.'

•LADY'S PICTi iKIAL

"As ft real remedy
for restoring ti <ss

of colour, it is it

thoroughly reliable

fir, par

If you are troubled with grey 01 Faded

hair, dandruff, scurf, etc., you will be
well advised to leave all dyes and
so-called hair restorers severely alone.

They will not arrest the Rouble on

the contrary they cati but make it the

more noticeaMe. I lie only scientific

•.v;iv to restore ^jrey hair is/to re-vivify

the pigment-cells which lie beneath the

surface ol the scalp. y
How this can be d^Ge is shown in a

ictnarkable brochure, " Hair Health
and Beauty,'' which will be sent fin

plain envelope} to every reader of the
" Picturegoer" who applies for it.

'J hi-; book tells of the wonderful

results obtained by the use of

'•FACK.TATIVE." "Facktative"
isi '"Hot a dye. It contains no colouring

matter whatsoever. Yet, under its

influence, gradually but surely the hair

permanently regains its original hue
and lustre. Satisfactory results art.

positively guaranteed.

Send for the " Booh of Hair
Health and Beauty " to-day.

THK "FACKTATIVE" CO. (Suite 69).

66. Victoria St., Westrninntcr, London, S.W.

IF RHEUMATIC, DISSOLVE THIS

IN YOUR MORNING TEA.

1 he ii watch the pains, aches, swellings, stiffness, and
other misery disappear. They simply HAVE to j?o, says

ALICE LANDLES, certified nurse.

' ewinatisni can be caused in lot one way. That is by acids and
impurities m tin 1 blood. Chemical anal >~ and mil roscopie examination

- i the blood prove this beyond the possibility ..f doubt or argument,
as an\ standard medii al wi rk v. ill explain in detail. < If course, various

[itions, such as exposure to cold and dampness, or committing
i an errors of diet, can make rheumatism worse, but the priman

in, always remains the same. Therefore, trying to get rid 'it

rheumatism without ridding your Mood and system •) tin- acidulous
impurities which direct!) cause this physical calamity is exactly liki

Irying to get rut of smoke without putting <>nt the tire. Pain causing
.til kidney-irritating uric acid is no different from any other acid in

lit ii must be neutralised by an alkaline liquid. Nothing else can have
ii ' the same effect, this being an elementary principle of chemistry,

I i iurse. It naturally follows that to dissi Ive, neutralise and wash
<u He- rheumatii acids the liquid- you drink must contain the
te < -;arv alkaline elements t<i be absi rbed into the bloi d and act upon
ttv ar'ds. These elements are easily provided, Simplj gel a -mail

ip >l\ of the refined Alkia Saltrates compound from any chemisl \

i
: ! I tin- as .an he heaped mi a sixpence shoul 1 be diss I'd in youi

iffee, water. • r other drink and taken every mi ruing No traci
i f iriv bitter, salty, si ur. or other taste < an possibly be detected. Also

i .inn. t upset or irritate even the most delicate stomach. The onh
. . id nee that you an taking a medicine will be the plainly noliceahli
i ! el from rheumatic pain which it quirkh produces. In each packagi
.f Alkia Saltrates the retmers enclose an authoritative and extremel;

,
liial'le treatise, giving Useful diet hints and other interesting inform,!

lion for rheumatic sufferers

SPEC /(/. XOTE II, are informed by Saltrates, Ltd [Dept. 1K5.-I)

214, Great Portland Street, I^ondmi, II'. who prepare a very high >

I /Aid Saltrates, Unit during the n,tt hit days they tire willing, as 111

1 u.ertismo offer, ! \nppl\ anyone interested in the product with regulat

1. 'i</- size fiatkel free 1] applicant cares to iend ftd. /"> tin posto

flocking, iti

&*

L

JOQOOO BOXES
^/CIGARETTES

AFAVOURITES
WOURITE

From .\i r. fil . \r"A \LL.

I write these lew lines of appi> -

nation between shots from ni\

greatest Him, "
I h<- Biganrisl

and I ran honestly say that
KKAM-Khavyam Cigarettes are
some of the most exquisite \

have ever smoked.
Needless to say, their soothing

qualities are such which sttrnu

l.ites that feeling a film artiste

always requires during his

tedious work in the studios,
Yours faithfully, (Suy Newall.
This great Film SVa» t>"'/ veneoftkt
't>y many who ha-t>c turfite H •• « of
heit att">-< iatton c; these <tel\

ERA W-Khayyam (.'rarefies.

FREE

CHARMS. VISIONS I"

W<
ill.li yo» lik.-, absolutely free of charge, a b<

of the world's daintiest and most wonderful
t igarettes. It contains an assortment of all brands of

KUAM-Khavyam Amber Cigarettes, tipped with petal;

,.f Roses, Mauve Silk, Real (.old an,] t ..rk IRANI-
Khayyam Cigarettes were until recently only to I**

found in the Divans and Harems of the native Princes
o( India and unknown to Kuropeans.
The delicious and subtle Oriental Perfume, remindful

of the

MYSTERIOUS
and alluring sweetness of the romantic East, revealed
as the t igarette is smoked, conveys a new meaning
to the cigarette smoker.

In order to introduce the>e delightful EK \M
Khayyam Cigarettes to a larger cm \o of smokers we
decided to distribute

100,000 Boxes FREE of

ERAM-Khayxaia

The Wttitih and Spur* of the f ami

DiMtoh-ed in Dream Cloud Smoke.
KVKR before has such a generou*. ofler been
made, but we know that once you ha've tested

r.R \M Khayyam Cigarettes you will always be ihei'

staunch friend

Address our application far Free Son/fie to

L. & J, FABIAN,
KKAM Cig .)/,.;./»'. (Drfil. B.M.O .

74. New Bond St.,

LONDON.

re. riv one ot uiese

heillltiful free I.'»h.
,

|>i^l

to us the Coupon lieluw, to.

nether with Postal tilde, foi

,.| .,. stamps to oner com of

postage and pat king, and

same will be forwarded to you
|.\ return of |*>st, togcthei

«iih descriptive (.amphlet

Md'iry gladly rtfuitttid '/

not Tfhctly tatti/ltd.

1 urther supplies ""1
tained Ir .111 all '

roba i- 1-

SEND FOR YOUR
KRKE SAMPLF. TODAY.

N il

FREE GIFT COUPON.
TEAR OFF WOW be'ora jrou forgei.

I To L. & J. FABIAN.

J

ERAM Cif . Muiff Depl. B .W (

74 New Bond St.. Loodr W.I

ounon I.

.1 piece i>l

I^.per v.itli

your M.:nr
,, n .* h ft

.- 11 .1 IK tM Khayjatn I i
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YOUR
FILM FAVOURITE

ON

DE LUXE POSTCARDS
IN

Real Glossy Photographic

Style.

Price 3d. each, postage citra, or any

21 cards Irom list sent post tree for

FIVE SHILLINGS.

Gerald Ames
Yvonne Arnaud
Tbeda Bara
Gladys

Brockwell

Daisy Burrell

Peggy Carlisle

Jewel Carmen
1'raiK isCarpeiitier

and Virginia

Lee Gorbin

Georges
Carpentier

Cameron Carr

Mrs. Vernon Castle

Charles Chaplin

Cheseboro
Marguerite Clark

Jose Collins

Fay Compton
Gladys Cooper
Virginia Lee

Corbin

Dorothy Dalton
Marjorie Daw
Gaby Deslys

Marie Doro
Ivy Duke

J isephine Earle

Henry Edwards
M.lXllie Elliott

Isobel Elsom
Elinor Fair

Geraldine Farrar

Elsie Ferguson

Basil Gill

Kitty Gordon
Mary Glynne
Mercy llatton

Nicholas Hopson
Violet Hopson
I ionelle Howard
Mai i ii ie l lunie

Peggy Hyland
Elaine

Hammcrstein
Elsie Janis

Doris Keane
Annette

Kellerman

Renee Kelly

Madge Kennedy
Mollie King
Matheson Lang
Mae Marsh
Shirley Mas n

Tom Moore
Stella Muir
Owen Nares

Phyllis

Neilson-Terry

Mabel Normand
Eugene O'Brien

Baby Marie
Osborne

Virginia Pearson

Eileen Percy

Albert Ray
Master Roby

('• Bubbles")
Ruth Roland
Stewart Rome
Willianc Russell

Gregory Scott

Constance
Talmadge

Alma Taylor
Conway Tearle

Madeline
Traverse

Irene Vanbrugh
George Walsh
Fannie Ward
Chrissie White
Sydney \\

Poppy Wyndham

JUST READY,
Magnificent new eerie* of 25
Super - Gloa»y Coloured Card* of

Rnid Bennett
Ora < an w
\ i ee ( 'rl >iii

Pri* ilia I >ean
Willi.mi Farnum
Pauline i n d< i i< k

i lorothy < iish

Sessue Hayakawa
William S. Hart
Bulk I'iMt-

Katherine I 1

1

I ddie i yons
Johnny [one

Pri*« 3d. «*ch,

compl«t« Ml of

pnittfc «&lrm, o

25 for (J/ po»«

Tom Mix
M ,i i M Winter
N azim< ix i

Mii y Pickford
Will Rogers
Charles Ray
Anita Stewart
Norma ["almadgi

Walton
Pearl White
H B Wamei
Clara K ^

I in illr Rli ksen.

r lh»

Dili of hundred* nf other poMlcatM

lent p"-.t tire mi application.

PICTURES LTD..
M. I .our Acre Loodcm.W.C 1.
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The same two reappear in The
Right to Love, but not opposite each

other, and reinforced by David Powell,

Alma Tell, Frank Losee, and directed

by Fitzmaurice. This production is

the one made immediately after On
with the Dance, and contains further

examples of the beautiful lighting

photography and production that

characterise Fitzmaurice 's society

dramas. The story concerns an Ameri-

can girl, married to a more than
usually cruel and despicable husband.
Why the authors have made him an
Englishman is a question most British

picturegoers will be asking very shortly,

and as Fitzmaurice is in l^ondon, pro-

ducing Three Live Ghosts, he may be

able to throw some light upon the

matter. The film contains a charming
mediaeval insert in the form of a story

the heroine tells her child, in which

she appears as the central figure and
David Powell as her knight—a part

the latter plays in the modern story.

Mae Murray puts in some of the

strongly dramatic work she is so fond

of. This production is impaired by its

story ; on all other counts it excels.

Another feature, The Deadlier Sex,

has made the villain a Canadian,

for which we must blame the author,

Bernard Veiller. This fact will not

commend it to British film lovers.

Otherwise, it is a fascinating picture,

for it satirises Wall Street and Wall

Street methods very wittily. Blanche

Sweet makes a very welcome return to

the screen as the heroine, Mary
Willard, a girl who kidnaps a rival

railway magnate for the good of his

soul (and her shareholders). Mahlon
Hamilton plays the kidnapped one,

and he, Winter
Hall, and the rest

OCTOBER 1921

of the cast act exceedingly well.

Blanche Sweet has of late specialised
in lighter rok-s, abandoning those
sombre, spectre-ridden studies of which
she gave us so many, and .which were
partly responsible for the severe
nervous breakdown which made her
absent herself for so long from the
studio.

A good story, exceptionally good
production, and acting well

above the usual, make Branded an
interesting British screen play. The
characterisation is good, too, and the
story, which concerns a beautiful

singer imprisoned for poisoning her
husband and whose innocence is after-

wards established by a death-bed con-
fession, is so like a celebrated case

which occupied the headlines of c* ery
newspaper some twenty-five years back
that it might have been founded upon
it. Actually, it is adapted from a
novel by Gerald Biss. Josephine Earle
the star, plays two parts—that of the
wrongly convicted mother and one of

her daughters—a selfish, luxury-loving
woman—and emphasises very cleverly

the contrast l>etween the two charac-
ters. Nora Swinburne, now a star

herself, plays her sister, and Dallas

Anderson is the hero. Josephine Earle
has been in America for some time
playing in musical comedy there. She
may return to the screen next year.

Popular Bert Lytell has one of his

finest parts in Alias Jimmy
Valentine. This is founded on O.
Henry's " A Retrieved Reformation,''

and was an outstanding success as a
play both in London, with Du Maurier
as the burglar-hero, and in U.S.A.,

where it was Bert Lytell's favourite

role when he was with the Alcazar
Stock Company. The
story is more than
a little improbable.

I
Ct'\ti*tue.i r*t Petty 56.

Mabel Sortnand with her director and assistant-director

during the filming oj " Molly-O." S'ote the director's movable

putjorm, which may be wheeled to any part of the studio.
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CAUSE FOOT TROUBLE
Illustration of Shoe Fitted Incorrectly.

Vour t°cs are crartiued,

eventing free circuiati

Place where ball nf your fool is, Bit II of slioe where Ctca^-A leather in upper

the cause of corns, bunions, etc, the bail of your under arch of foot, she

I: takes weeks 10 break your fool should resl cause of tir*-! feci, and
shoes in this wa) iu time Jailen arches

.

Illustration of Correct Fitting Shoe

Fitted by

11 t%M70C HEEL TO BALL
I>/^OlLtlk3 METHOD

The only correct way:—
So gaping sides

Toes free. \v«ilonot Ball of foot t'pjjer leather fitting clo^c

5i j-;.^t bal of foot in correct place to foot, no creased leather
anil arch support*! i

There are at least 160 distinct sizes in women's and

men's feet, the same in growing girls and boys. Our
heel to - ball system of fitting enables us to guarantee

a lit (or every normal foot.

Free advice gladly given to anyone suffering from

foot trouble.

Foot Fitters before Shoe Sellers.

309, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.l.
(Largest Shoe Fitting Saloon in London).

CROYDON -57. London Road.
AGENTS :

MANCHESTER -Hargana. Ltd., 66, Cro*» Street.

HUDDERSFIELD-A. Tabrum. 4. King Street.

BLACKPOOL— R. H. Gale, 9. Market Street.

Dl INOEE W. Patterson & Son, 6. Reform Street.

PAISLEY —M'Oonald & Son, 77. High Street.

DEAL—A. W. Page. 26. High Street.

BELF AST-Dundee, Ltd.. 95. University Street.
VM SI i I IU- G. A. Morgan. 172. Hamlet Court Rd.
SHEFFIELD John Walah, Ltd.. 44-64, High Street.

On reecint ol letter or til pone i all we shall be. pleased to send an
esp*:rt filter to any address in London district without extra charge.

Send for Descriptive. Xlatter and Price List.

CAN YOU WRITE
A FILM SCENARIO ?

ORIGINAL IDEAS are WORTH MONEY.

Original plots ior film plays are in great demand, aud handsome
prices are paid for accepted scenarios. (35.000 was paid jar iht story

of " Way Down East." Perhaps one day you will have ihe germ of

an idea that would bring you tame and fortune. But ideas alone are
not worth much in these practical days.

A Remarkable Opportunity
Innumerable plots, good and bad, an? daily turned down by busy

scenario editors simply because they are not presented in an accept-

able form. Yet the present demand for film plays is far greater than
the supply. Here is a vast field of opportunity for men and woqiieu

with ideas.

Readers of " The Pieturcgoer " who can think out a good plot for

a film can find a ready and profitable market tor the product of their

brain, provided they are willing to master the technique of scenario-

writing.

Mr. Langford Recd'a Decision
The art of writing film plays has until now been confined to a

select few, but one of the most successful of scenario-writers lias

l>ee[) induced to "place his expert knowledge at the service of all who
are ambitious to write for the lilms.

Mr. Langford Heed, himself author of over one hundred PRODUCED
scenarios, has prepared a remarkable course of tuition by corres-

pondence which wiil enable any person of intelligence to master the

technique of scenario-writing. The ten lessons cover everything
thai the would-be playwright must know before he can hope to

turn out a saleable film story, [n addition, a five-reel typewritten
(the script ol that big film success, " The Heart of a Rose,"

by Langford Reed) is sent to every student.

Now it the Time
This is a profession which is stiil iu its infancy. Why not make up
vour mind while competition is comparatively limited ? ONE
SUCCESSFUL EFFORT WILL PAY YOU TEN I/O ONE
HUNDRED' TIMES THE COST OF THE COURSE, SO IT IS
WORTH YOUR WHILE.

If you are interested in the prospect of writing for the films, let us
scud you a complete free prospectus which fully describes the Course
and reviews the possibilities of success.

Write to the Secretary, Mr. LANGFORD REED'S SCENARIO
COURSE, The A.Ii.C. Correspondence Schools (Dept. 187), Paternoster
House, LONDON, E.C. 4.

AN EVERYWOMAN'S NEED
SUPPLIED BY A WOMAN'S INVENTION.

Laddering and damage to stockings caused by corset
suspenders is entirely obviated by the use of

MRS. FLORA SPIERS'
(Patent)

HOSEGARDS
The Suspenders are attached to the Hosegards

and not to the stockings, hence damage cannot

occur.

Hosegards keep stockings tight and smooth and
Corsets firmly down over the hips, a real boon

to lodies inclined to embonpoint.

Hosegards are adjusted and removed in a moment
as easily as garters, and being adjustable

bands, do not press tightly into the flesh or

cause varicose veins.

Hosegards are dainty, comfortable in wear,

the knee is free and all strain is removed

from the stocking fabric, its life being trebled -

a great economy : in fact, Hosegards save their

cost with the hist pair of stockings.

Grade I—Fancy Frilled Elastic per pair, 2/1 li

Grade 2— Art Silk Frilled Elastic, per pair, 4/1 1 *

Post free in U.K.

flack. White, Pink. Sky please give second choice.

(ROOM C), 44 FLEET
ST.,' LONDON, E.C. 4MRS. FLORA SPIERS

Simpler than Shorthand
Legible an Longhand.

GONOSCRIPT
^J OR SOUNDHAND -M.

THE NEW SPEED-WXIT1NG

"ALL ABOUT IT" and FREE LESSON (F°"
fr
%" 2d>

Scribe C.A. The Sonoscript Society, 55 & 56, Chancery Lane, London. W.C.2
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"The
Flaming

orest
h

James Oliver Cvrwood

READ this stirring

serial of love

and adventure

in the great North-West

which is appearing in

PAN. The Octobei

Number—now on Sale—
also contains 14 complete

stories to suit all tastes.

T h e r e *s a

Wealth of real

enjoyment
awaiting you
in the October

PAN. Get your
copy 7 o-tlay.

p^irs
THE FICTION MAGAZINE

Monthly - - 1 /-

October Issue

NOW on Sale

Doug, Charlie Chaplin and Mary Pickford comedy-making.

but no one will worry very
much about this. The excellent act-
ing of the star, aided by every
possible effect of lighting, settings
and photography, make this well-

known crook play into a thoroughly
enjoyable film. Vola Vale plays verj
prettily as the girl who helps
fimmy " to obtain his freedom,

but Bert Lytell's work is the out-
standing feature, and will augment his

already large army of admirers.

Bert Lytell has been on the stage

since he was very young. Com-
mencing as a " Handy Andy " around
the <>ld Columbia Theatre in Newark,
New Jersey, he used to do anything
lii.'t had to lx> done, from sweeping
out the passages to acting as " dresser
to the leading man and the \ illain. The

elopement of the company's juvenile

lead gave Lytell his chance, ami so

Well did he deputize thai he was pro-

moted to becoming a regular member
of tlu company, lie hked the wide
range of parts such experience brings,

ind joined other stock companies
later. 1 lu famous Vlcazar Comp
was his last resting place before he

formed v :ompany of his own) and
whilst with them his fellow workers
were Bessie Barriscale and Marjorii

Ram boa n, tx I hei plaj era now
rcelj less well known in the film

world.

I)earl White's return to the screen
w ill be w el< omed t>\ the •

. mnt-
less fans " who have implored hei to

leave the serial film foi feature plays
In / i •/'). her firsl release this

--he has lew of the " stunts

thai have m, idi- her name ,t synonym
ill t ii.it is i,- H less Bui Pearl can

i call) a< ' . and a< I well, as she tri-

umphantly proves, md both in lighl

li i.o • \. i-iici.t

The story, which is by George Good-
child, has been made into a play
also, and Madge Titheradge was seen
.is " The Cub " in London. It is an
Alaskan story, with many fine snow
-lines and a thrilling climax, in which

riger's Cub ' Pearl White is found
to be no relation at all to "

1 igi

of whom Frank Evans makes a fero-

ciously sullen brute. Some of the

other denizens of those frozen regions
look unple.i--.oit enough to make
the spectator utter an earnest
wish that the\ will never emigrate.
I'om Carrigan plays Pearl's lovec
vei \ well.

Like Betty 1 labour. Renee Meyn
i ommem ed as a child-actress and

dancer, and it was al a charity matinee
that these two cl.wer little ones I

made ea< h other s acijuaintani e Betty
Balfour was at that tune delighting
countless Londoners by her recitation

(in French) ol "
I e Reve Passe," in

imitation of Oelysia She was known
simply as "

1
'

1 1 \ in those days. a\u\

was I he smallest child artiste appearing,
I his honour up till then, had lx*en i

Renee Meyer's, but, untrue to tradition,

which makes stage rivals deadly
enemies, the two children became
friends at once. It was most amusinc;

to >ee Rente Meyer "mothering her

-till smaller c< mpauion, for Kenee was ';

no stranger to charity matinees Slit

hero " m Hop o' My I humb " W%
it I >t ur\ 1 ane tw i< e.

E

A very fine and ingenious I tench

Gentlemen, which -tars Andre I.uguet

and Yvonne Devigne. It has an ill

usual plot, and though it is what b

know n a- a hi m X photoplaj .
th<

suspense is so well kepi up thai off

i- mi lined to think the theme a traei'

•>ne mild the end It is founded Otl I
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novel concerning live men who, whilst

under the influence of driak, insult an
Arabian amulet seller. He curses

them and declares they shall all die, one
after another, naming the order in

which this is to take place, and
apparently his prediction is correct.

Scenes in Marseilles and Tunis and
the desert there were made on the

spot and include some interesting

native and Arab functions. France
also contributes The God of Luck, the

last and best film in which the late

Gaby Deslys appeared. This is a ro-

mantic tragedy, very well constructed,

produced and photographed, and is

dealt, with more fully elsewhere in this

issue.

Sessue Hayakawa is so essentially

Oriental that he can portray a

Chinaman or Arabian with as much
ease as the Japanese roles he likes

best. In The First Born, he makes,

to the best of our knowledge, his

first appearance on the screen as a
father, whose adored boy is killed

whilst trying to escape from an enemy.
Sessue gets some excellent opportu-

nities for emotional work, and makes
the most of them. Helen Jerome
Eddy acts well opposite, but is none too

convincing in her study of a Chinese

girl. China and San Francisco's China-

town form the backgrounds, which
[are correct and colourful. Hayakawa
has only just recovered from his

recent severe illness. He and his

wife took a trip to New York before

recommencing work on his own
productions.
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How to preserve the beautiful Art
Plates given away in Pictures,

and in the Art section of Picturegoer,

is a problem that confronts every
picture fan. Frame them from \our
own picture gallery is the best way.
In these days of high prices, this

sounds an expensive proposition, but
there is no reason why the task should
not be successfully accomplished at

lome. Everybody nowadays should

know a little about a lot of things,

(md in case you don't know, " The
\mateur Mechanic,'' published by
The Waverley Book Co., Ltd., 96,

,Farringdon Street, London, will tell

fou exactly how to tackle picture-

raming. This is just one of the 4000
mbjects dealt with in this wonderful
publication, which explains every-
hing so clearly both in diagram,
Uustration and text, that the un-
landiest handyman going need not
>e afraid of doing more harm than
lood. A descriptive booklet will be
ent free to anybody who cares to

'rite to the publishers for one.

Soften and remove surplus cuticle without cutting. Sec uhut a firm,

smooth, even edge Cutex gives your cuticle without cutting.

sy When you cut the cuticle

you leave It tile unpro-

tected places all around

/ the delicate run! root.

* uhich become sore, ro</?/i

and ragged

W^\

H w 7

/'

1

The wrong and the right

way to manicure
CUTTING the cuticle is ruinous.

Vt hen you cut the cuticle you leave

little unprotected places all around

the tender nail root. These become rough.

sore and raised ; they grow unevenly and

cause hangnails.

The right way to manicure
First hie your nails to the proper Icneth

and shape. Then wrap a bit of cotton

around an orange stick (both come in the

Cutex package), dip it in Cutex. and work

around the base of the nail, gently pushing

back the cuticle. Then wash the hands

pressing back the cuticle when drying them.

For snowy white nail tips, apply a little

Cutex Nail White underneath the nails. Fin-

ish your manicure with Cutex Nail Polish.

You can get Cutex at any chemists, per-

fumers or stores. Cutex. the cuticle

remover, comes in 2 - and 4 - bottles.

Cutex Nail White and Nail Polish are

each 2/-. Liquid Nail Enamel. 2,6.

Beuure oj Imitations. Every article

bears our registered title " CL TEX.

A manicure set for i -

For I
'- we will send you the Cutex

Introductory Manicure Set, large enough

tor six manicures. Use the coupon below.

Address our English selling agents. Henry

C. Quelch & Co., 4 & 5, Ludgate Square,

London, EG. 4.

NORTHAM WARREN
New York & Montreal.

POST THIS COUPON WITH 1/- TO-DAY.

Henry C. Quelch & Co. (Dept.P.G.5),

4 & 5, Ludgate Square, London. E.C.4.

How often some disappointed
" Picturegoer " will bemoan his

hard fate in being unable, for some
reason or another, to witness this or

that favourite film. Some of the

finest productions are revived from
time to time ; but others, once they
have made the round of the picture

theatres, are seldom publicly shown
again. There is no reason, given the

necessary apparatus, why very ardent
film fans should not hire films and give

kinema entertainments in their own
homes. We have just inspected sonic

compact and complete film projectors

which, apart from their commercial
uses, are the very thing for home or

club entertainments. The)' are made
by " Molliere," the great French firm,

and can be obtained from George
Palmer, at 81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W.C., at various prices, either

motor driven or by electricity, which
in the case of the Kducateur " can

ioilinuej on Page 59.
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THE SORROWS OF A SERIAL STAR.
(ConlinutJ

alight !

" which wafted to me via the

director's megaphone. Subsequent in-

vestigation proved that it undoubtedly
was so, but the least perturbed person

on the set was Louise. She continued

to impersonate Nero, except that she
" emoted " whilst Nero fiddled. The
crisis, the anticipation of which had
by this time appreciably reduced the

length of my finger nails, eventually

came, and I think the most unpre-

pared one was Louise. The rest of us

saw immediately that the moment
she stepped towards the end of the

bough, the strain would be increased

proportionately. Maybe, she hadn't

thought of that when she took a step

outwards ; but, be that as it may,
that was the moment when the bough
decided to sever connections for ever

with its parent trunk, and it chanced

to be the moment when Louise was
giving an entirely unnecessary exhi-

bition of a single-foot balance thirty

feet in the air.

This Blondin-like performance must
have been the reason that Louise was
forced to grasp the bough as she fell

with it, in order to ensure hitting

the water at the right angle.

The first person to act upon the

though that the fall had been a trifle too

dangerous was the assistant director, a

much-harassed individual. He followed

Louise into the pool before the splash

from her- dive had subsided, and
showed considerable amazement when
Louise, instead of answering his well-

meant enquiry as to whether she was
hurt, rather showed that she pre-

ferred to race him to the end of the

pool by turning her back on him and
her well-shaped body on its side, and
doing an excellent side-stroke to the

other side of the water.

The fire speedily put out, and the

scene pronounced " O.K. " by the

satisfied director, I decided that it

would be an opportune moment to

satisfy myself that it really was Louise

Lorraine who had received this bap-
u-'ii of fire and water. I was beginning
to get a suspicion that I had merely
witnessed one of the stunts of a

double." dressed in Louise's clothes,

i type <>f deceit which I was perfectly

aware was often practised upon movie-
goers. Acting u[>on my resolution, 1

looked around for her, and found her
Mitim; ui the sun. enveloped in her

bath robe, and offering a tup of hot
fee to anybody who cared for it.

Having taken the liberty Of making

from Paft 46.)

myself known to her, I had no doubt
in ascertaining that it was actually

she, and not a double, who had per-

formed the stunt, and was about to

ask a few pertinent questions, when
she rather took me back by her first

remark.
" Oh, Mr. Goodwins," she said ;

I have been rather hoping to meet
you, because I have a small bone to

pick with you."
Her smiling manner assured me

that it could be nothing serious, and
having intimated that 1 was honoured to

be allowed to discuss even such a mun-
dane thing as a bone with so ethereal

a lady, I awaited my ossification.
"

I was reading the ' Picturegoer

Monthly,' " she continued ;
" and 1

notice you stated, in your article

about ' Doubles,' that somebody per-

formed all my ' stunts ' for me. Well,

I want to tell you now that nobody
does all my stunts, and that I have
no double at all. The lady you men-
tioned as having doubled me, cer-

tainly did do so, but it was because
I was in bed with two broken ribs as

the result of a previous ' thrill ' I

was enacting, and the company, rather

than waste a large amount of money
waiting for me to get well, decided

to let her do two scenes, as all pre-

parations had been completed for the

taking of them, and no further work
could be put in until they had been

shot. In point of fact, / wanted to

do those two stunts, but my director,

Robert F. Hill, whom you see ap-

proaching now, decided that two
broken ribs could hardly be counted
as assets which would assist me in

falling off a runaway horse, that

being one of the needed scenes."

Still somewhat under the influence

of the bewitching beauty of this

piquant little brunette, 1 stammered
and spluttered some words which I

intended to be an apology, and made
a mental reservation to put a few-

pertinent questions to my previous

informant, as well as a few imper-

tinent remarks anent the truth and
the beauty thereof. My mental note-

book was closed with a snap as I

realised that Louise was now intro-

ducing me to her director, an irascible-

looking person, who, however, proved
himself during the following days to

be possessed of the patience of a Job
combined with the vigour of a Her
culcs His confidence-inspiring man-
ner soon led me to confess, all uncon-
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sciously, that my real object in

visiting his company at work was to
verify my impression that " Stars
Don't Stunt," or " Do Doubles Do
It ?

" and I speedily found myself
listening to his views upon the subject.

" The public could be fooled at
one time, but now, with their much
more extensive knowledge of the film

business, they cannot be buffaloed.

No, Sir ! The days of dummies and
doubles are past, and the producer
has as much chance of handing them
anything but the genuine article as

a snake has of developing hips by
wearing corsets ' That is why I

insist that the real artist performs

his or her stunts in my pictures, and
the secret of why I can do that

which has stuck other directors is
j

because I never permit the impossible j

to creep into my productions. The (

stunts which some serials contain are ij

beyond the bounds of possibility and
j

reason, and the picturegoer has long

since appreciated this fact. Accord-

ingly, the thrills which enter into all

my stories have to be natural situa- |

tions which might occur to anybody
instead of being ridiculously im
possible. How would you like to

come with us now and have a look at |

some of the previous episodes I have

shot on this picture ?

Having intimated my willingness,

and been ensconced in a comfortable

projection -room, 1 had to admit

that Louise had never been called

upon to undertake anything which

was improbable or over-dangerous to

a humorous extent. To be entangled

with apes, and just missed by the

leap of an infuriated lion, was as

possible in the jungle as the other

thrills I saw her called upon to under-

go. And, having that morning seen

her with my own eyes do something

far more dangerous, I had no difficulty

in satisfying myself that it was really

she who had taken all these chances

Outside the projection-room I took

it upon myself to escort her to her

coupe, more because 1 wanted to find

out a little more about her than from

any gentlemanly instincts. It was

we'll worth the trouble, for I di»i

covered that this amazing little lad)

went to great pains to keep herself*

in condition for her work, being »§: ,

devotee of swimming, golf, fishing

and. in fact, all the outdoor sport'f

which tend to harden one's physique')

And the amazing part of it all is thai
she looks so petite and dainty tha

one would hesitate to ask her to d'l

anything at all lest she be hurt !

"Quality
and

FLAVOUR"
ROURNVILLECocoa
I J *« th« nam. radbury

MADE UNDC
IDEAL

CONOITIONI

ON IVIRY PIKCB OF OMOCOLATI
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x.- obtained from any ordinary house

source of supply. They are all table

size, and contain all that is neces-

sary for a kinema exhibition except

screen and films, which can be hired

from the same firm. The projectors

are very strong and extremely service-

able, and one of them was used at

Marlborough House when two com-

mand performances were given before

Queen Alexandra and the Royal

Family. Marconi, of wireless tele-

graphy fame, uses one of these for

commercial purposes, so do Pascalls

and Cadburys, and at almost every

exhibition in the United Kingdom they

are utilised in many interesting ways.

Movie players, more than ordinary

folk, find it incumbent upon

themselves to pay careful attention

to their personal appearance, for the

camera mercilessly exposes and mag-

nifies any small defect. Most of them
favour massage, but many have their

own secret cult, which they follow

either in their homes or in one of

those wonderful salons where amid
delightful settings, skilled professionals

minister to their needs. London owns
many such salons, and quite one of

the most modern and magnificent of

its kind is the Phyllis Earle Institute

de Beaute. Nineteen rooms in North

Audley Street, W., are devoted to

what is known as scientific beauty

culture, and the highly qualified

specialists in attendance not only

practise but act as instructors in

the Institute. There is a wide field

for the modern woman in such a

sphere, for all women are interested

in a greater or lesser degree in making
ithe best of themselves.

There is a veritable academy of

a .training in every department of this

a fascinating and lucrative profession,

n and all students leaving the Institute

j with a Phyllis Earle Diploma are

t
passed direct to one of the posts that

o are always waiting for qualified Beauty
Culturists.

FILM STARS' SHOES.
« \\ 7ould you emulate your favourite

VV stars—beauties such as Elsie

erguson and Gloria Swanson-—and
Iways look immaculately turned-out

m head to foot, as they do upon the

creen ? Then do not neglect your
oes, for the secret of the smartness

hese stars achieve lies in the care with
which they select their footwear.

Motion - picture actresses cannot
iifford discomfort ; they must be ever
resh and untired. Yet they must
vear fashionable shoes, so they have
heir footwear measured in the new
vay—from the heel to the ball of the
oot. This is a scientific and hygienic
nethod, and the manufacturer respon-

U*' |ible for it makes shoes in six different

widths to each size and half-size, result-

ng in delightful comfort, even when"
he shoe is being worn for the first

\y ime, because the delicate arch of the
wt is perfectly supported and the
ies allowed free play.

NO MORE
"LADDER" TROUBLES!
LADIES, YOU CAN MAKE
YOUR SILK STOCKINGS LAST

TEN TIMES AS LONG.

Here is a means of Economy

which will

SAVE YOU POUNDS ! ! !

A Half-crown will purchase an

ingenious little instrument which

will

TAKE ALL
LADDERS OUT
of Silk and Imitation Silk Stockings

easily, quickly and effectively*

without leaving the slightest trace*

ALL YOU NEED IS THE

which is used without' silk or thread and
will mend

HUNDREDS OF PAIRS OF STOCKINGS.
Obtainable- of all Draper*, Hosiers and Haberdasher*.

Prices 2/6, 3/-, 3/6

A lasting smartness, obtainable in

no other fashion, is another advantage
of the shoes fitted by this method.
Moulding themselves to the natural
lines of the foot as they do, they cannot
lose their shape or go into the ugly
creases of ordinary footwear. And
the slight extra length allowed, for is

devoted to style—a distinctive elegance

which, until now, has seldom been
combined with anything approach-
ing comfort under the old and less

scientific method of construction.

Men as well as women will appre-

ciate this new method of fitting. For
men always insist upon ease in their

footwear ; now, however, they are able

to attain smartness as well. The
usual type of shoe (which is measured
in the wrong way, from heel to toe)

will soon be abandoned when the joys

of the right way of foot-measurement
become known ; and Fashion's dictates

will then be followed with neither

danger nor discomfort attendant upon
the process
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NOTHING ELSE MAI fERS

vi sunrise MarkBl nighl tin.- dawn
rived with little Jimmy.

"
I found him in .1 shed, safe an I dry," he said. Gently

he laid the child in Ins mother's arms, Marjor)

w nli tears. 1 lei h ippim tile better

than In i

1 1 onl) I • ould find him I

" wj - her " If o

Could find In'

" II is in y mi arms,
" Jimmy is

in your arms "

1 1 mean Jimmy,"
I jory.

ly she looked at Sally
" if only yon could re-

member what In- said. 1 lis

last words."
" Hi-, lasl words." said

Sally. " Thl re want ni i

m is larst words. I le

wanted to know if 'In- milk

,id . ome, an' 'c said that

little [immy had gone to

meet 'mi in the Forest."
" The Foresl ' " Marjory sprang to her

if
' 1 know 1 understand ' Why, did

me before ? I'ons Mark—
" My tar is at the streel end," said Mark.

that."

but 1 am better now
I, ,r

\ on III a-i f< .i . • I I hat.

CHARACTERS

Jimmy Da - - Hugh E. VVrighi

Marjorv - - Moyn> Maccill
'

- - M \'.i I !' : LTON
AH Higgs - - - A' !•< Thomp:
Mrs i' - -

1 EA1 DOL'GLAS

Auntie Rose - - Poi 1 Y Emi KY

J > i •
- k Lane - - Arthur < leave

[antes Han
, | unr. - !'. \i i M k\

Mark ".ess - - Geo
Sally - i ; iiY Balf<

l hi

you not tell

" We

what. The trees ! I have been ill

remember it all. I hit
1

Yi " but

111 1!

"1
tl irded ' me," In- said, ren

" It doesn't matter now," she .smiled \\ i

to be ha together] and nothing else matters
That is what I told you o

before, in tlus very spot
ago. Nothing else

rs but love and happiJ
ii •-- And e are all going
to be happy, now. Look !

"

pointed to where,

through a little • learuui
was seen smiling in

mbrace of Mark ; and
to where Sally stood mraj-
tured, adding to their I

tus-> by her own
You're right, dear," said

Jimmy, softly. "Nothing
matters.'

Sally sighed softly into the

branches of an ancient beech tree
" It heats me 'o\v it's come about,'

" It's just like a bloomin' book
murmured.

In the old plao they found lum, sleeping with the first

rays ol the using sun on his fee He opened his

i yes and 1' K)ked at them.
" M i he gasped. " And little |immy ' \Vhj

CHAR] I! v H VP1 IN

-I si \!l\l s ejtljei sex, any town, WANTED to sell to friends and ether* I

" Jigslar " Puzzles ol film favourites Big •• it order:

I !.
i Puzzles " scheme "iters extra commission without vrorki •' many i

closing IS. id. for trade s.unpta and particulars, Jigslar Co.,

I

Dept. C, Cromwell House, Surrej Streel Sti ind

Til t

r/eajse ^Ttu/tutnf

GHT'S
COAL TAR

SOAPP
THE NURSERY SOAP

i

7d. per tablet. Box of
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Ivo Dawson
recommends

HUGO'S
Simplified

System.

Mr /VOD/i^.SO/V.

T IKE thousands of other students, Mr. No
Dawson, the writer o( the above letter,

is enthusiastic in praise of the Hugo
System. It is unquestionably the simplest,

speediest, and most thorough.

You will also be surprised to find

how interesting learning a language can

be made—how free from drudgery Hugo's

system is. Moreover, as you learn, you

can put your knowledge to practical use.

You can obtain Hugo's Sett-Tuition Courses in

French, Spanish, Italian, Russian or German,
each 4/- monthly. Send to-day for prospectus.

Specimen lesson FREE if you mention
" P1CTUREC0ER."

HUGO'S LANGUAGE INSTITUTE,
J 03, Newgate Street, London, E.C. 1

64-66, Oxford Street, London, W.l.

205, Earl's Court Road, S.W. 5

I thank whatever
gods there be

For my unconquer-
able "Sole."

Light— Resilient

—

Durable.
The Wear for
— Everywhere. —

Rubber Soles & Heels

Sold at all Shoe Shops.

MsNvrtcTustns: Sussn Ru»B»» Co..

London. E. (m*k«>i« or tki c>via»ita
Watehlod" HltLa ano Tir>».

THIS is an absolutely new idea for

getting rid of disfiguring growths
and has met with enormous success.

In this process the kair roots, the

cause of the trouble, are attacked
and destroyed.

Unlike the usual hair destroyer, this

is not. a depilatory, which is only
painful and not permanent, neither is

the scarring electric needle employed
in the process.

Sssasl fw a us»pie with full particulars TO-DAY.

Sample to demonstrate cfficieiicv, post Tree Z/~
Ordinary size for home treatment ... 12/0
Personal treatment at Kensington ... lw/6

&

Jte&£k

167, Kentington High St., London.W.8
(First Floor.) Teleplione : Wester,, 7 1 4,

WHEN FEET ACHE—ONE DIP IN

THIS OXYGENATED WATER-™
THAT'S ALL YOU NEED.

Oxygen Is Nature's own refreshing, sooJhlnjf, and healing agent,

says doctor. Easy to medicate and add oxygen to water at home
by dissolving in it a compound which any chemist can supply at

little cost. Softens corns and callouses, too.

Without oxygen, even life itself could not exist, and the science of
medicine has perfected many uses for its wonderful refreshing, healing,
and antiseptic properties. When sore, tender feet burn, smart and swell,
or when the arches tire and ache so every step means such pain that
you fear fallen arches, just try resting the feet for a few minutes in the
medicated and oxygenated water produced by adding a handful of the
Reudel Bath Saltrates compound to a foot-bath. See how quickly this
refreshes tender skin, while it draws all the pain and soreness out of
aching muscles or sensitive joints. The real and lasting foot comfort
1-. so gratifying that no one can fully appreciate such amazing effects
until he has actually felt thern himself. The feet will soon be rendered
so strong and healthy that they prove capable of bearing any reasonable
strain ever likely to be placed upon them.

High medical authorities advise the use of saltrated water to cure
foot troubles, and C. S. Turner, formerly of the R.A.M.C, recently
stated that he was unable to obtain the same immediate and satisfactory
results in any other way. He even found that saltrated water could
be used for "trench feet" with excellent effects due -to the antiseptic
properties of this remarkable medicated and oxygenated water. There-
fore, speaking from my own experience and from others as well, 1 do
not hesitate to say that no one, however many other methods of treatment
he may have tried without success, need now feel discouraged, not
consider that there is any real necessitv for limping about, on feet hardlv
able to bear his weight.— H. ('.. C.

NOTE.— The 'saltrated" water referred, to above is prepared by dis-
solving a heaping tablespoonful of Reudel Hath Saltrates in a gallon
of water. This ts the registered name by which medical men prescribe
the compound, and all chemists keep it put up in packets of convenient
sizes, which sell at very moderate prica

.

IMPORTANT
A 4d. stamp will

bring you 1 00 page
Catalogue FREE
giving full partic-

ulars of this
wonderful machine
together with free

catalogue of films.

Now the dark
Evenings are here

Show Real Motion

Pictures at Home
by means of the

ECOSCOPE
Price, complete. £8 8l-

SIMPLE !

SAFE!
INEXPENSIVE !

The " Ecoscope," a marvellous and complete

cinematograph taking standard him, enables

anyone to project perfect " flickerless
"

pictures at home -without technical know-
ledge and with no risk of fire.

Join our FILM LIBRARY—Subscription :

Five Guineas per annum. For this small

sum the library hires to each subscriber six

250-feet films weekly, changing them Iree.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC Ltd.

Fitzroy Square, London, W.l.

Showrooms : joj, F.utton Road, " /
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WHAT DO YOU THINK
l/oun J/iews C^ Our>r*—*-*

ALLOW me to express my
thoughts on British and

American films. I think we have a
long way to go and a lot to learn

ere we can compete
This Will with our cousins

Annoy across the water.

Somebody. Their photography
is better, and greater

foresight is displayed in the casting

of characters. \"o detail is spared
to create a harmonious whole

; also

they have mastered the art of

lighting and make-up. How is it our
beautiful girls and handsome men
conic out so blurred in many of our
best films ? Then as regards dress,

some of the creations which fit

awkwardly, create titterings, even
in the mosl tense situations. The

acting too, is heavy and laboured.

An air of deadness pervades a

crowded bouse, which immediately
changes when a charming American
photoplaj is announced. In short,

we seem t<> be labouring under a

dead weight."—Anon Mekowe.)

SHOULD like to make one
-1 addition to ' Merrythought's
tidon, X.) Ii->t of old stories

re-filmed, and that i- The Prisoner

of Zcnda. with its

Recasting sequel, Rupert of
Old Films. Hentzau, with Irving

< ummings as ' Ru-

pert,' in place of Gerald Ames.
Pei hap someone i an suggest a

new ' Rudolf '
? I i annof quite

imagine Wallj Reid's happy-go-
luck)

|

" ' 'ii. iht \ .1 - thl N ai let

Pimpei nel '

; I think thai ["hornas

Meighan would be the ideal. l*o

stai t a new subjei t, do you
it"t think it i a pitj that the

kinema profession in America does

noi leave Western films to actors

who have lived most of their lives

in the West ; and were, as I

have seen it expressed somewhere,
' real ' cowboys before they were
' reel ' ones ? I much prefer to see

a cowboy who cannot act to an
actor who cannot be a cowboy."

—

A rgumentative (A shford)

.

AS a ' fan ' of ten years' stand-

ing—or sitting—I cannot
agree that the subject of Talking
Pictures is debatable. The thought

of listening to charm-
SHence Still ing Norma Talmadge
Is Golden, declaiming in metal-

lic Yankee, or hand-
some Holding saying : ' Will yuh
marree me ?

' in accents gramo-
phonically exaggerated, is too hor-

rible ! Apart from the unnatural-

ness inevitable to the mechanical
reproduction of the human voice,

the silence of the movie is one of its

chief delights ; and I, for one, will

content myself with the genuine

Punch and Judy in the stieets, if

this preposterous project ever be-

comes an accomplished fact."

—

Filmio [London. S.W.).

I
WENT recently to see one of

this month's releases (a sea

picture), and was not at all pleased

with the ai i ompanj ing music by
the orchestra. The

When Music pit ture, in itself, was
Hasn't very good : but the

< hartnsx leral effect was
spoilt through the

unsuitable character of the pieces

plaj ed I low , .in one fully appre-

ciate, foi instance, the thrill of a

fight «'U the i.un washed deck of a

ship in a tonii. when the orchestra

i- playing something suggestive ol a
peaceful Japanese romance ? I do
not say this state of atfairs is always
the case . but it happens often

enough to give some cause for com-
plaint. When will the average
kinema manager realise that the ap-

peal of a film can be either greatly
enhanced, or (to some extent) de-

stroyed, according to the suitability

or otherwise of the accompani-
ment ?

"

—

Picluregoer (Gloucester).

THINK that, of all the things
A that are made by man,

nothing can compare with a good
book. You can read it again and

again, when in the

In Praise mood, and learn

of the something fresh or

Printed Word, appreciate some-
thing new every

time. But a picture—NO. Once
seen, perhaps twice, and it is stale.

There is nothing more to learn,

because you can't read into it more
than you see. Books usually give

good strong plots, and that is cer-

tainly what is wanted frantic ally by
pictures nowadays." — Earnestness

(London Town).

THE trouble is that there are;

too many stars. They seem to

spring up like mushrooms in bewilder-!

ing numbers. Nearly every i\.i\ you
read of young actressa

Too Many who have played lea*
Stars ? ing lady in one or two!

pictures being hurled/

into stardom. Scores of actresses

to-day are called ' stars ' win
never ought to have gone beyonc

,

the leading-ladv stage. Such peopf
as Bessie Love. Betty Blythe, Irene

Castle, Madge Stuart, Pauline Peters

Poppy Wyndham, Agnes Ayres, am
many others are splendid leading'

ladies, but when the great responfl

hihtv of stardom falls upon them
they invariably fail. Therefore

consider only the very best actor

and actresses should be featured i

the leading part, and this. I believ*

would be the solution of the ' star

question." R.E.R. (Palmer 's Green

I fancy that

.ia't>s will

agree with the

above conclu-

sions, (or " R.

K. Ii." has been

very unfortu-

nate > nli is selec

tion ofstars who
fail to shine.

your views on

a u est l o n to

Thinker, o;,

lore, I onaon, W <

'
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GREAT
FREE
PRIZE
COMPETITION.
Recognising that among
kinema-goers there must
be many people with a

keen sense of humour, we
are offering prizes ranging
from £50 to £1 for accepted
" gags " for inclusion in

future Walter Forde's

Comedies. By " gag " is

meant a sequence of comic
incidents.

Write us — to - day— for

further particulars.

I

I

I

I
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Introducing

3fri*

>9

I

A Star with

a personality

—

WALTER FORDE
On January I, 1922, a new Star of the first magnitude will appear

in the Film Firmament.

His name is Walter Forde, and, in the opinion of those competent

to judge, he is destined to be one of the World's Great Screen

Comedians.

He is not an " imitation " of anybody. Walter Forde is just his

own inimitable self. He has a personality that "gets across"

—

possesses that sparlc of genius which distinguishes the real thing

from the counterfeit and commonplace.

On January I next a splendiJ series of Forde Two- Reel Comedies
will be released. They will be shown throughout the length and
breadth of the land. No picturegoer can afford to miss them.

Make sure betimes of seeing every one of these unique films. Use
the coupons below in order to find out when and where they will

be showing in your district.

Then in years to come you will be able to say you saw the very

first of the series of films that made Walter Forde world famous !

ZODIAC FILM C°- LTD
(BAMBERGER AND LOCHMER),

Sole Booking Agents :

18, CARLISLE ST., SOHO SQ., LONDON, W.

Fill in these coupons and forward same in unsealed envelopes under Id. stamp.

>««»««««« urn,

To Zodiac Film Co., Ltd.

(Bamberger and Lochner),

Sole Booking Agents,

18, Carlisle St., Soho Sq., W.

Please let me know the nearest Picture

Theatre that is showing Walter Forde s

Comedies.

To the Manager,

Kir

Please let me know dale when you are

J
showing Walter Forde's Comedies.
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HHE fact that so many Film Stars favour "Turf"
1 Cigarettes is proof positive ot outstanding quality.

Naturally, price does not influence them. Thev could

afford to buy the most costly cigarettes—and would do

so, but that they find in " Turf " a satisfaction which is

only too often lacking in the higher priced brands.

Follow the lead of your favourites and make
"Turfs" your choice. These-ever popular high

grade Virginia Cigarettes possess a charm which
you would little suspect if you judged them by

price alone.

Ask for

TURF
CIGARETTES

"

20-11-
Atk for " TurJ'" /Vt>>> r :.' nrat

t/s, j-i-i
'
i<«/ " i<n

I mi '•< lara ' 1 *
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Although she essays ingenue r61es on the screen, there is nothing of the ingenue

about the real Bessie Love, who is a serious-minded young lady, and a girl-

graduate to boot. She started her film career in D. W. Griffith's Intolerance. Some
of her best-known pictures are Pernickety Polly Ann, The Midlanders, and Bonnie May
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CHARLES CHAPLIN MURDERER!

CHARLES SPENCER CHAPLIN has murdered the chances of immor-
tality of every other film actor who will follow in his footsteps. He

has taken the laurel wreath off the hrow of the unborn Thespians of the

Silver Square. He has stolen the thunder from the storms of applause that

are not yet over the horizon.

^1 Lots of people can tell you what the Movies will he hke in a hundred
years. Charles Chaplin can shou) you. He not only knows his business.

He knows the business of the eminent screen actor who is at this moment
deep in his cradle and embracing his Glaxo bottle. In Chaplin we have the

actor who reached perfection without ever travelling along the road of

imperfection. He has reduced action and inaction to a fine art ; he has made
the sub-title look a crowning foolery; he is the greatest messenger of all.

Very seldom do we meet with a sub-title in a Chaplin film. When they

are there they are nearly always there for a purely technical reason ; they are

never necessary to the story. And they are always brief and snappy.

Moreover, Chaplin does not talk once in a million feet. Watch his lips move.
You can't. At least the prop of speech is far from the Chaplin picture.

The Chaplin picture has never been propped.

fj And when it comes to conveying ideas

Fairbanks has given us the idea of Optimism. Pauline Frederick has

said pretty well everything there is to be said of mental suffering. Mary
Pickford has shown us the Golden Age of Early Youth so often and so well

that we (in our age) have almost come to believe in it. Griffith has shown us

that the world has always been an intolerant old place, and won t get any better

until it ceases to be an intolerant old place. And every other king and queen

of the screen (except the pretenders whose talent ceases with their tailors and
their dressmakers) has shown us a facet of the diamond of life. But. . . .

Only Chaplin has shown us the lot of them. Only Chaplin could do a

Fairbanks film as well as Douglas. Only Chaplin could say what Pauline

Frederick has said as well as she has said it. Only Chaplin is as great as

Mary Pickford and D. W. Griffith. Poor futile people over here are still

looking for the English Mary Pickford. They cannot understand that

Mack Sennett found him eight years ago.

^1 Chaplin has given us Optimism and Pessimism and shown us the worth
and futility of both.

And no other Motion Picture actor can do more. If films are here in a

million years no Motion Picture actor of that age will be doing more. He
may be doing it differently, but that is all. Chaplin made the Motion Picture

perfect— at the very beginning ! And many a bright youth in years to come
will look on his murdered chances and curse the fate that dropped Charles

Chaplin into the early twentieth century. As poets to-day will sigh because

William Shakespeare came first. No poet can ever hope to pass Shakespeare.

No film actor can ever hope to pass Chaplin.

*I Not only has he shown the way. His quaint little figure has blocked

it for ever.
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Top : Priscilla Dean in a rage. Inset : Alia
'able " box of fireworks."

Tmn Mix is

always ready to

statt some-
thing."

[
"Miis is the month, when walking home

1 through (I.irk and dingy streets, the

sudden glares of Catherine wheels, Roman
candles, squibs, and rockets burst upon our bewildered
eyes and dispel the gloom with their myriad-coloured
lights We grumble a little at the noise, ami perhaps
some educational authority bemoans the fad that children

are allowed to play in the streets after dark; but in our
( all enjoy the thrill of excitement that " fire

works " bring to the most sophisticated amongst us.

I; is the same on the screen, too We may laugh
at the tantrums and the wild, temperamental moods
in which thi I rs indulge, but all the while we
delight in watching the players run the complete
gamut of human emotion, allow

ing action to come first and
thought afterwards, as maybe
we would do ourselves if «r
lived in a world where every-
thing was as ( ertain to i ome
right in the end as it is on the
celluloid planet

Hie a number of stars (belonging mainly to

the so-called gentler sex) who are famous for theii

works " on the screen Alia Na/imova is cm client in this

kmd of part she flings herself into a frenzy with all the
it\ of her primitive Slavii nature In I * \ • n) FaU
Vzah," the gipsy girl who repulses her drunken

husband, she gives a line exhibition of fearless and mi
thinking i

Pick ford's type of fireworks" is much mure
childish, and so spontaneous as to be utterly lovahli and
amusing We feel inclined to pick her up and comfort

if slapping lni. although sometimes, if the

truth be told, the " world's sweetheart," when in one of

her mischievoi i deserve the slapping ' In
' Man did not jiesitate to display her tantrums,

Fireworks being very much in the air at the present

time, this analysis of the pyrotechnic displays of

screen stars is worth consideration. Roman candles,

squibs and crackers all have their human counter-

parts on the silver-sheet.

Viola Dana is famous for pymterhiitr displays

although they were usually in a good cause,

as when she sets upon the other street uri Inns

in defence of her old father In Daddy I

too, she shocked the trustees of the

orphan home by fighting the rich little visitot

for the possession of the latter s doll. Mure
is no need to say who would have won if

the grown-ups had not come to the rescue Oi

Mary's victim !

Viola I >ana and Shirlej Mas< two
thoroughly inflammable littli on the

screen, anyway We have it on the besl

authority that the sisters never indulge in

" fireworks " in private life not even when
one of them borrows the other's gloves

blouses! Viola usually plays the part i

impulsive, reckless young girl, full of vivacity

and charm, who is quite readv to go into

hysterics if it will help her to "el her

own way.

hi Sottu /•'. d she thoroughly mystified Irving Cummings
hi i camera husband, by her tainting fits and tears, but

both were merely very cleverly manipulated varieties oi

fireworks ' In liliza Conn 5 Viola look to china-

smashing, thai last resourcN ol tl.< thwarted female, and
only the timely arrival ol a relative prevented a

between the temperamental heroine and her rival

Shirley Mason's fireworks are. like Mary Pick!

more of the childlike t « i e In / Ham si, for instance)

she does not hesitate to retaliate when the ancestry of her

beloved dop is questioned b\ three or four young I

the opposite sex, and as we
watch her forcing them to Ink
the dust, we come to the con-

clusion that the female ol me
- i- indeed more dcadl)

than the male.
st mug sex is not a

an occasional indulgence in

fireworks " In comedies i it is a common sight

to see a petulant husband smashing up the hoi

the potatoes an not .piite to his liking; hut -.nous
drama, masculine rages are apt to be a 'vmg,
though stimulating. In /'</<>• Ibbetsen, Wall. Keid, the

genial and handsome hero of many a rom takes his

uncle's boastmg confession of guilt so seriously that he

quite forgets his Victorian veneer of manners, and breaks
up a whole roomful ol furniture John Barrymore

i Hydi in Ih md Mt Hyde, is a creat

inspire one with awe •. hen his evil nature masters hhn
he kills Ins fiancei •• father. " Su leorg< < artv "Am
thrilling " lire works scene is in I ht M M

Thomas Meighan, after having gn liii iki >\

hibition of berserk, and. incidentally, ncarh r<
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Left : Norma Talmadge gives an emotional display
in " The Passion flower." Below : Constance
Talmadge treats Wyndham Standing to some polite

tantrums in " A Tem-
ber omental U ift

Betty Compson to a bundle of rags, is as sud-

denly calmed as a Catherine wheel might be
when dropped fizzling into a bucket of water,
by the appearance of the saintly patriarch upon
the scene. And those of us who saw Broken
Blossoms will never forget the moment when
Battling Burrows " and his confederate smashed

up the Chinaman's secret room, where everything
seemed dedicated to the purity of the little child whom
he had sheltered.

Sessue Hayakawa, too, in The Cheat, lets us see the
Oriental devil lurking in his nature, as he brands the white
flesh of Fanny Ward. These types of " fireworks " are

rather too tense to be classed as "entertainment.'' It is

a relief, instead, to turn to Connie Talmadge, who, like

Viola Dana, knows how to bring a refractory husband to

heel by a well-timed attack of hysterics. In The Tem-
peramental Wife she lives up to her name right royally, and
leads Wyndham Standing the kind of life that occasionally
makes him regret his days of bachelor freedom. But
Connie understands the art of love-making too thoroughly
to prolong the agony unduly, and her " fireworks " always
end in a sweet submission that makes even her vixenish
ways seem adorable.

Years ago, Connie, when quite a
child, treated picturegoers to a glimpse
of her mettle as the " Mountain
Maid " in Intolerance.

Priscilla Dean has a screen per-

sonality that the world - renowned
Brock himself would pass as Ai in his

fireworks factory. She is electrifying

in her sudden changes of character
;

and as " Silky Moll," in one of her last

pictures, Outside the Law, she gives a won-
derful portrayal of an uncontrolled, passion-

ate woman of the underworld. The Wild
Cat of Paris is, for her, a typical title ; and,
again, in The Virgin of Stamboul, when she
escapes from the Sheik and gallops

across the desert with the ruler's

minions in full pursuit, she thrills

us with her amazing recklessness.

In Reputation, her last pic-

ture, she strangles a man
in her rage —
not by any means

f
"Juvenile

Fireit'orfts
"—

Shirlev Mason
in " Love's

Harvest."

a pretty sight, but instructive in its lesson of where " fire-

works," too freely patronised, may lead the gentlest of us !

Quite different from sister Constance is Norma Tal-
madge. The latter is the emotional, highly strung woman,
for whom we can but feel pity. One of Norma's finest

pictures is The Passion Flower ; in this she has an exciting
scene with Natalie Talmadge, in the part of " Milagros,"
a flippant flirt, who angers " Accacia," the tragic heroine,
to the verge of fury. Pauline Frederick has a marvellous
role in Madame X, and, as ever, she rises nobly to the
great dramatic scenes of the photoplay, in which she casts
aside everything but the primitive urgency of love and
hate.

Who can forget Geraldine Farrar in Carmen ? Here
was a wild gipsy girl, madly in love with a man from
whom she was parted by Fate. The result, of course,

was a picture of such clashing emotional
brilliance that even the most blase" of

picturegoers responded to the dare
devilry of the handsome heroine.

" Fireworks " would not be complete
without our incomparable Doug. Al-

though his activities are mainly physical,

they are certainly unpremeditated
;

and we may compare him to one of

these new and rather startling pieces of

November 5th ammunition which fas-

cinate us by" reason of their unex-
pectedness. Doug is equally at home
rescuing his lady love from the topmost
cranny of a burning house, as bom
the depths of some unfathomable well

;

but in one way he is

far superior to any of the

fireworks that we know:
for whatever happens, we
can bet our last dollar

that he will be successful,

and never disappoint us

by " fizzling out !
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1

W. B. M. Fer-
: of the screen's

grand old men. He was
a call boy at I-'ord's

Theatre, Washington,
when Lincoln was assas-

sinated. Below is Marv
Carr, -who gives a classic

portrayal oj a

Mother in " Over the

iiiii.-

Poop OlcL
TATHERJ^
"Women get the best of it" in filmland as in real life. The
Screen Mother has put the "Ma" in " Kinema," and everybody
loves and admires her. But what about the Screen Father ? An
examination of movie history proves him to be the most maligned

character in filmdom.

Half a dozen men, white-faced, tense, held an
'

indignation meeting in the foyer of a pic-

ture theatre. "It's scandalous!" said the first.

We'll get together and start a Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Fathers."

BnnR a libel action," suggested the
second. " And sue the Screen for defama-
tion of character."

" Pass a law," shouted the eldest, " to

keep Fathers out of films."
" Then there would be no films," ex-

claimed the bearded one. " You've got
to have a Father in every film."

That's true," sighed the leanest.

I've seen crazy lathers, malignant
fathers, convict fathers, fathers who were
brutal, fathers who were broken ; surly

fathers, tishy fathers—all kinds except
decent fathers."

" No decent fathers allowed in

filmland," groaned the grey-haired one.

After I had more or less success-

fullv grappled with ninety-six ' Hows.'
' YVhcns.' ' Whys,' and ' Where's'
from my six-year-old after the show
this afternoon," remarked the young-
est, dryly, " and told him to come
up for air, he stopped me at the door,

hoarse, but happy, with ' Father !

Arc all fathers wicked ? Shall I be
wicked when I'm a father?"

There were groans from among
those present.

" And we fathers have to pay to po and see

ourselves being libelled," hissed he who had
opened the ball " This thing must end. Let

them eel a new scapegoat. What about
Mother 5 "

Hopeless. There's a very Lifj Ma OB
Kinema, and all the fathers in the world can't

make them stop

glorifying Mother
and f a 1 s i I v i n g

fat hi
And the
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meeting broke up in despair. Of course,

it's very sad ; but it's a fact. All the

troubles of hero and heroine in filmland

are, according to the scenario-writer, directly

traceable to father. If it isn't her father,

then it's his father.

Fathers were the originators of feuds in

films. Sometimes you see them originate,

sometimes you only read about it in sub-

titles. Usually one of the feud-makers kills

the other, and then the children endeavour
to carry on the good work. The whole bunch
of them, from the man who writes the story

downward, are in league against poor old

father. Producers and all. Even D. W.
Griffith has just joined in the conspiracy.

Consider "Battling Burrows," the worst
Father in London (or anywhere else). How
he persecutes poor little Lillian Gish, and
finally beats her to death in Broken Blossoms.

There is also a " father " in Way Down
East. He- turns the shrinking heroine out of

his home to die in the snow. Only she doesn't

die. Richard Barthelmess sees to that ; but
it was not by father's orders that he saved her.

And yet, although they treat him so badly,

they can't do without him, even in serials.

In the first reel the Black Digit League pay
off an old score upon the unfortunate head
of the heroine's papa. When she finds herself

parentless, she vows to avenge him. And
does so. For fifteen episodes of two reels each.

Then there is the sin

of Father's youth, which
rears its ugly countenance
just when his dear golden-

haired child is about to

unite herself with the man
of her choice. Exposure

would ruin father,

so she jilts him,
and marries the

bold, bad villain*

instead, and it takes

four reels to straighten

matters out.

Very different is the
'

case of the screen

Mother. She has
whole plays devoted
to her and her splen-

did qualities. There
is usually a Father in

in these plays, too,

just by way of con-

trast.

In Over the Hill we are

introduced to a family of

youngsters who grow up
upon the screen. From the

first " shot " to the final
" close up," we see Mother's
virtues and Father's de-

plorable sins. He's a lazy

father, the one in Over the

Hill. He lies late in bed,

and lets his wife work to

keep him in " baccy
"

money. When his children

One

Nobodv loved William Welch,

the Father in " Over the HilU."

expects this sort of thing where screen Fathers
are concerned.

grow up and leave home, Father takes to

stealing horses. He takes the horses, but his

son takes the blame, and goes to prison in-

stead of Father. Even in comedies they
can't let the poor man alone. He is made
to disapprove of either his son's sweet-
heart or his daughter's lover. He makes
it hot for the young people until he is

forced to give in. Sometimes he offers to

thrash the young man. That is when he's

a father with a temperament like " Gappy "

Ricks. Just imagine a flesh-and-blood
father driving away the enterprising youth
who is ready, nay, willing, to relieve him
of one of his daughters ! Nothing like it.

He's only too glad to see him, and as for

putting obstacles in the way, he'd never
dream of it. Even the stars have no use
for Father. Beautiful photographs of

Miss So-and-So and her mother decorate
the pages of all the best movie monthlies.
But what of Father. He usually dies

young, or, if he doesn't die, he is kept
carefully in the background, and nobody
ever hears about him. Nobody ever en res

about him enough to photograph him. In

time Father will be a kind of Dodo, or

extinct specimen.
"There are actors who earn their daily

bread by delineating Father as he isn't.

, [Continued on pngc )Q
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of a Crimt .

"A Manhat-
tan h

** hadows
screen

whole world of screendoni

itself is nothing but a

shadowland, our dearly loved

players shadows only, enacting

their little joys and brief sorrows for

our delectation upon a shadow stage.

But one can have shadows within

shadows. The picture folk, like our-

selves, can shudder with horror at

some gruesome shades, can tremble at

some only half-understood portent,

can glory over the shadow herald

of some worshipped friend or lover.

Shadows are dramatic—they
have a hint of the supernatural

about them. And in an art where
drama means so much, as it does
in the motion-picture play, the

makers thereof arc not slow to seize

upon shadows when agony needs to

be intensified, torture indicated, or joy

made a thousand times more thrilling

than it normally is.

But talking of shadows is easier than the

portraying of them. Their successful

use often adds immense cost to a pro-

duction ; for all sorts of special soft

focus effects have to be obtained and
inserted without regard to expense. The
shadow Mary Pickford's aunt saw in

.anna cost a thousand dollars to

photograph ; and it was only seen for a
ind or two !

The shadow was required for a scene
which takes place in " Aunt Polly's " room.
Little Mary, as " Pollyanna Whittier,"
crawls, lamp in hand, from her stuffy little

ii out on to the balcony of

ml Polly's" house, where it is cool

igh for her to sleep, As she e,"rs a< ross

the balcony the shadow of her pyjama-
clad figure is casl upon the blind oi " Aunt
I

' dly's " window, and " Aunt I

'

. it, thinks a man is on the roof.

» he- most effective shadow it was

y to buy a special lamp, one much
more p >w ei ful than any used in i onnei

with the studio When the new lamp
like the sear< hlighl for a

battleship, It was ten feet high; with a

Alary Fickjora s

shadow in " Polly-

anna " cost a
thousand dollars.

In the early days of movie making, pro-
ducers were afraid to use artificial lights

in the studios f or fear of casting shadows !

To-day studio lighting has been raised
to a high art, and shadows add much to

the artistry of the shadow stage.

tripod base which spread four feet

and it cost a thousand dollars.

In Outside the Law we have .a

thrilling shadow-scene, when Priscilla

Dean sees the gigantic shadow of
{

.,, her pursuer looming above her, the

ghostly automatic pointed directly

at herself. " Forewarned is fore-

armed "
; and Priscilla has to thank

the shadow for showing her the

danger that lies ahead.
Doris May, in The Bronze

sees the shadow of a huge figure
' with the hand of Fate levelled at

her defenceless form. Another
moment !—we feel the crisis as

tensely as Doris herself ; but the

shadowy danger is averted.

In Iris, Pauline Frederick's new
picture, the great emotional star

sees her shadow-self as she might be
if she allowed herself to become the

pampered pet of wealth aim luxury

Frederick Maldonado," the man
who has sworn to master her, stands

barring her way to happiness and
jov, his bearded shadow a sinistei

sign of life as she will live it under
his evil influence.

In I lit Yellow Claw the two
Chinese beauties are warned of

approaching death by the shadow
of a mandarin upon the " shoji."

Terrifying indeed were the shadow

Fear ! A dramatic sht

effect in " The BrLt::< I
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spiders that inhabited the nightmare dreams of
" Hyde " in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde ; but these,

we are told, were harmless enough in reality,

being tiny insects photographed with, a soft

focus lens and magnified many times their

original size.

Often a scene can be indicated with great

poignancy by shadows, and in The Devil to Pay
we watch with the heart-broken mother, as she
sees the shadow of the priest ascending the

scaffold, the shadow of her beloved son fol-

lowing meekly behind as he goes to his death.

When A Manhattan Knight, one of George
Walsh's best films was completed and shown in

the projection-room, a chorus of disapproval
arose over a very gruesome murder scene. The
director declared it an essential of the play, as,

indeed, it was ; but everybody was against it,

and insisted on its removal. The censor would
certainly have removed it, for anything more
harrowing could hardly have been conceived.
But the director refilmed the scene from another
angle, showing the whole thing in shadows,
making it every bit as effective, and thoroughly
censor-proof. Abel Gance, in his masterpiece,

J'Accuse, makes use of shadows to indicate

the cause .of the heroine's sufferings in

Germany. She is seen shrinking in terror

against a corner of her tent whilst the
shadows of German soldiers in the
familiar spiked helmet grow larger

and larger before her eyes, as they
,

draw near.

The same idea is also seen in

The Heart of Maryland, where
Catherine Calvert as " Maryland "

is trapped during the American
Civil War. Here the shadow
alone of a soldier appears, and
the actress has a fine chance

le^tt^t^fnr^tc^ysr??

Mary Massart and Kitty Fielder witness a
dramatic shadow scene in " The Yellow Claw."

for some emotional work. Mass effects of

light and flickering shadows are used in

most artistic fashion in all the Swedish
films, and a few Yankee ones. One of the
outstanding memories of Carmen, an

w early Cecil de Mille production, is the

jj grouping of the gipsies round their camp-
fire, and in the tavern, where their faces,

half in light, half in shade, were cast into
high relief.

One of the most striking scenes in The
Avenging Conscience , where the murderer works

himself in a passion of terror and remorse, owes
its being to the effect of a shadow. The coat of

the murderer was hung on a peg near the fire.

There was a draught which caused it to vibrate,
and the shadow it cast into the opposite corner
of the room resembled a man making menacing
attitudes. Henry B. Walthall counts his work
in that scene among his best efforts.

There is also a charming effect in Hearts Adrift,
an early Mary Pickford release, wherein the heroine",

a castaway on a desert island, is seen dancing on
a huge stretch of beach in vain efforts to overtake
and capture her own shadow.
The incident in Tess of the D'Urbervilles, wherein

the dairymaid, who cherishes a hopeless passio"
for the hero, " Angel Clare," presses a kiss upon
his shadow, as it passes he/ on the stairs, lent itself

admirably to screening, and was used with great
effect in the film version, which was made some
years ago, and starred Mrs. Fiske.

In comedies, too, the shadow has its uses ; and
strange and wonderful effects are produced by a
comedian posing before a light. Elongated bodies
and heads are sure laughter-makers always. The
silhouette, first cousin to the shadow, is also an
invaluable asset of picture-making.
On the screen shadows have their place as they

have in real life, and their clever manipulation is

only another indication of the artistic and dramatic
progress made by the kinema.
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I
have seen men like big Bill Hart
and Frank Keenan go down like

ninepins before the sidelong glances
of Louise Glaum on the screen.
Thai was in her Ince-Triangle days.
I have seen her as a wolf-woman
and a girl of the underworld

; also
as a very spidery lady to whom all

men were tlies to be lured to
' ruction. Indeed, I half-ex-

pected to find the grounds of her
<des home laid out in the

form of a spider's web, and decorated
with memorial tablets inscribed
with the names of her victims. Hut
the expect,ttions of interviewers are
usually unfulfilled, and mine were no
exception to the rule.

Louise Glaum, vampiest of vamps
on the screen, owns a house that
looks as though it were trying to
hide itself behind the trees. |ust

a cosy, cottage-ey looking affair

from the outside, surrounded by
lawns and having a quaint old mill
in one corner of the grounds.

I peeped in at the open French
windows and caught a glimpse of
three masculine heads, and
one frivolous-looking bobbed
feminine one in very i lose

proximity, and wonder, d
whether J.ouise was prac-
tising her wiles on new victims
the occasion was nothing more exciting

»ion upon their next i reen
play " We had three," Louise explained,

we had all exchanged §

i Than I I Ve jusl finished.
I vamp in that or.

, i the
remaining tv ither a amp stoi v ; the
other is quite different.

"

irdner Sullivan, who writes most of
damn's stories, exi laimed

:

vamp one lias a pea* Ock in it, so I pr<

that is the one she will finally c ho<

Fred Niblo (director) and J.Parker Read,
in whose studios the fair I o

ed with him, l hen they de< id.

leave tin- matter until the morning, so thai
I might interview Louise m pel

you're disappointed with n use,"
six-

I in as we were alone I

feel that I might ha\ in my
loir, in full wai paint, with my pet

• either side of me. ( >nly
it he me at all then, only 01

my screen studies, and they really belong
in the studio

,
don't you think

1 agreed On< with Lo
looked < harming in hei

frock, which was severely simple, and nol

for ever ") " Come and see my workshop. 'She preceded me into
a snug apartment lined with book-sheh

" My library,'' she proudly announced " Every volume has
some bearing upon fashion Books upon fabrics, books upon veils.
This portfolio " (handing it to me)," contains sketches of the- gowns

I wore m Sex, one of my most su< cessful plays. 1 think ' Adnenne
Renault,' tlie heroine, the most interesting character 1 ve

ever played."
We looked through the portfolio together There were
more than twenty different designs, robes of velvet,

silk, and chiffon. One of pearls, and little else than
pearls. Another with a girdle of leopard-skin And
lastly, the famous Spider gown, in all its black-and-
white wonder, with its head-dress of peacock
feathei -

I have tried to express the personalitv of
' Adrienne ' in her clothes. She is completely .selfish

and heartless m the early scenes of the plav, which
are all set amid New York's roof-gardens and other
pleasure haunts. Some of her gowns are of my
designing, others are by Douillet ; this one was
inspired by Sarah Bernhardt. She wrote to me
from Paris; wasn't it sweet of her ? 1 followed out
her idea, with only a slightly Oriental touch
added, and the result was highly successful

"

Fabrics are a source of never-ending delight to

Louise Glaum For fully

twenty minutes she di-

lated upon velvets and
chiffons in all their

different varieties, and
how she believed in

But

Three alluring studies of the star of " Sex.

at all what a siren (even in her spare nine)
ought to wear.

She is far shorter than her screen self,

and pleasantly plump; with light-brown
bobbed hair, very curly; and greyish green
eves, which she narrows in strange, earnest
manner when she speaks to you. I'm her
mouth and chin are her most attractive
features, the latter having the di

cleft that is the hall-mark of the S

I nevet vamp at home, she said ;
"

I

am too busy. 1 v ood deal. Fashion
articles, and ski I ^i es, thai large
paint box Over there is mine. And poems
I have been working on a little book ol

poems foi yeai

\\ hat kind of poem
Love poems," murmured I ouise

"They'll be published some day, I ho
But when' I'm not writing 1 like to rid(

indulge m some . itdooi Spo
I told her. " you should

havi n to outdoor life, and
pass all your hours thinking out strange
and wonderful gowns and odd posts

I devote lots of tune to designing
strange and wonderful gowi
start Louise upon the Subjei t oi

and, like fennyson's brook, she "goes on



the influence of colour upon moods. After which I per-

suaded her to tell me about her career.
" They call me ' Louise of Los Angeles,' " she began

,

" but I was not born here. We came here from Baltimore

when I was only four ; and I have no recollection of my
home town at all. When 1 was a kiddie 1 wanted to be a

dressmaker. Mother tells me I was always making dolls'

clothes. I was never stage-struck. I had the good fortune

to be introduced to a theatrical manager who happened to

want an ingenue, and he persuaded my mother to let me
play in ' Why Girls Leave Home.'

" I liked it so much that I stayed at it, though I only got

twenty-five dollars a week. 1 used

to make all my own dresses Ihen.j

Afterwards I went to Chicago

and played more ingSnue roles,

the last being in ' Officer 666
" Then I went home to Los,

and tried for an engagement in a

stock company. 1 had no luck, though, and so 1 thought

I'd give screen-work a trial.

" My first film was—what do vou think ?

"

"
I know," I replied. " A Lyons- Mora n comedy."

" That's right. Doesn't it seem odd ? 1 stayed about

six months with Universal, but 1 wanted dramatic work.

Only ingenues fell to my lot, though, until I went to Ince.

There, after a while, I was given a variety of roles, from a

kind of feminine William Hart person (in ' Golden Rule

Kate ') to my first ' vampire,' in The Toast of Death."^

" That was a Gardner Sullivan story, wasn't it ?

" Yes*; I think he understands the type of part I like to

plav belter than anybody else. 1 know that my first star

part followed closely upon the heels of The Toast of Death.

Louise, as you
may guess, is a

fashion expert,

and she possesses

a wonderful
library of books

about clothes.

On the screen Louise Glaum is a vampire-de-luxe, a

basilisk of the boudoir ; but meet this siren of the

silver-sheet in private life and your conception of her

character will receive a nasty jar. She writes poetry,

but that is her only vice.

'There was Somewhere in France, An Alien Enemy, I

Law Unto Herself, Gonda,.A Strange Tran or, Wedlock,
Sahara (the first of the Parker-Read productions, a won-
derful story with an Oriental background). Love Wolf's
I laughter, Sex, and (neater Than Lovi

When 1 went to New York one Fall," Louise told me,
"

1 had my portrait painted and met Bert Lytell. Bert
declared he had always wanted to meet me for a very
special reason, and could 1 guess it. I could not. I

asked him whether he wanted any help in his designing salon.

Bert was very much amused, and offered me a position at

once. Then he remarked that he had played ' Lone
Wolf ' in the first film made
dealing with that worthy. As
soon as he mentioned ' Lone
Wolf '

1 realised that we were
relatives (on the screen, of course),

for had I not played the title-role

in Lone Wolf's Daughter ? Bert
Lytell said he naturally felt interested in his unknown child,

though he'd never seen the film. I heard that there has
been a third Lone Wolf film since.

/ Am Guilty was a film with an interesting heroine.
She was more sinned against than sinning, and I had
many strong emotional scenes which ruined my make-up
completely. Love, another J. Parker Read story, is a
recenl release of mine, too.

I'd like to take you for a trip in my motor-boat some-
time,'' she volunteered, after I had noted the long list.

1 am quite an adept with it and

—

" Oh
! don't go on," I begged. " You are destroying

my illusions."

of my anticipations when 1 set forth

all

And I told her
upon my quest,.

Louise laughed

I'm very sorry, but you see I'm just an ordinary in-

dividual when I'm at home. 1 like golf and I love
swimming and riding. It's inconsistent of me, I'll

agree, but women are inconsistent, even Peacock
women.''

'' So I see," I rejoined. " And I

think I'll say ' good-bye,' now,
before you tell me that you go
camping out and lead the simple
life between pictures."

" I've never tried that," came in

faintly amused tones from Louise
as we clasped hands. " Hut since

you suggest it, maybe I will

II she does I shall burn my note-

book, ami abandon interviewing for

ever.

It was The Wolf Woman, and
1 had a free hand in designing

my own costumes.
" There was one of velvet,

which covered me all up
from ankles to wrists, and
had a hood, so that only my
face showed. There was also a
spidery creation, something like the one you were just examining.

After I made The Wolf Woman I woke up to the fact that I liked

playing vampires best of all, and so I have specialised in them ever

since.
" The New York papers labelled me (or libelled me—have it which-

ever way you please) ' The Peacock Woman,' and ' The Screen Fashion

Plate,' because I wore the first peacock gown ever shown on the screen
;

but I'm not superstitious. In fact, I think peacocks are lucky birds. I

usually use a peacock feather fan, and always introduce something of

the wonderful peacock colouring into my gowns wherever possible."
" And some of your other films ? "

I queried.
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Terry,

the heroine rrrrnjrrflhriit ggnznggg AbHJ

It
took more than six months to translate the

epic of [bafiez's into moving pictures thi

picturesque earlier scenes in the Argentine, the

gay, luxurious life of Paris that was darkened

by the advent of war, the epochal sweep of the

grappling armies across the peaceful little village

on the Marne the comedy and the drama and

edy that throbs through the pages of the

novel.

Blasco Ibafiez himself went out to the Metro

studios in Hollywood and spent weeks con-

ferring with June .Matins, the sienario-writcr,

on the preparation of the Si niario. When he got

'lure he didn't have any notion of picture-

making, but he soon learned. He found out how

pages of the book that had made his name
OUS on both sides of the Atlantic, was being

formed bj Miss Matins into terms of screen

on, and soon the screen won him. ln-

lally, when he I. ft Hollywood he had

ie one of the screens most formidable

con erts, and is going to write a novel direct

I6r motion-picture production.

bit it was when the actual filming of The
..'</ Horsemen started that records began to

Kex Ingram, who directed the production,

free hand. I o sell ct a < asl that

-fully visualise on the screen the
• [baftez's Story '

] 'on Madria.
• d old "Centaur" of the Argentine;

the Frenchman .

' Von Hartrott,"
1 iman; " Tchernoff," the Russian; the

dancing hero, " Julio "
; the

'. rguerite," the impetuous "Chichi,"
, . i ic other figures familiar to millions of

i < .• <l< this alone was no eas\ task. Besides

hi 'in; list of principals, several regiments of

is " were mobilised lor the big Maine
-, and, in all, several thousand persons

ultimately utilised in \ari'"is phases ot

t, e produi Hon.

filming

Some interesting facts about the film version of " The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse," a great screen spectacle, featuring Alice Terry and Rudolph
Valentino, which is about to be released in this country.

Then came the settings for the far-flung scenes of the book- the

pampas of the Argentine, Buenos Aires, Paris, the historic locale on
the Maine. An entire French village capable of housing six thousand
persons was built in the hills near Los Angeles, and there, amid the

roar of artillery and the clash of the contending " armies " of the

French and the Germans, it was shot to pieces while a corps of fourteen

camera-men recorded the various angles of the action, sometimes all

shooting at once. Twelve assistant-directors, under Mr Ingram,
marshalled the forces that were employed. In order to keep these

armies supplied, an extensive costume factory, an armoury, and two
machine shops were established, and special field kitchens and a

complete commissary were organised.

Over one hundred and twenty-five thousand tons of masonry, steel,

lumber, furniture, and other construction material are said to have
been used in the various settings of the spectacte.

More important, however, than the bulk of materials used in

building these massive scenes are the art treasures which were
required for them. South American curios, rare musical instruments,

paintings, and tapestries were needed to present the scenes as

they were described in the book—treasures that could not be
bought. At first, it was thought that copies of these paintings and
tapestries would have to be made for use in

the picture, but the museums and private

owners who had them were finally interested

in the picture sufficiently to lend

valuable parts of their art collections.

While these were in the studio they
were closely guarded, and heavily

insured.

More than half a million feet—five

miles—of film were exposed in the photo-

graphing of this picture. In trying to give

some idea of the length of this film, before

n was (ut for presentation, a tatistician

figured that it would require eighteen work-
ing days of eight hours each i" run this

film through a projection ma< hine.

The leading re" !es are enacted by
Rudolph Valentino a- " Julio Desno\ i i

-

Alice Terry as " Marguerite Laurier "
;

Pomeroy Cannon as Madriaga,"
" the Centaur "

; Nigel de Brouliei as
" Tchernoff," the Russian visionary

and Mabel van Buren as " Elena "
;

while other prominent parts are

taken (.ire of by Bnnslev Shaw,
Wallace Beery, Edward Connelly,

and Harry S. Northrup.
Rudolph Valentino makes a per-

ln appearance he

realises • icai tlj the author's descrip-

tion, and by a coincidence
he is also a skilled tango
Ian. it. I Ie earned his living

by dancing pn ally

when he tost I aine to Amen, a.

Walla< e i leery, too, 1 1 »n-

tributes an exi client charac-

ter study, and Vlice Gray
I ei i j i ontributes a study ot

a new type of " vamp

Rudolph
Valentino
as " Julio
Desnoyers.'

i
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She has always been a success in domestic drama. Many times

have I heard people behind me saying how wonderful it must be

to be married to a girl like that."

Lamed a ovie otar
Hulloa ! Yes ? No, I'm sorry. Miss Pansy Chichester

is not in. . . . Who's speaking ? Er—this is—

-

er—her husband. Yes, I said her husband. Oh, didn't

you ? Well, well—no, I suppose you wouldn't. Of
course, no one knows very much about me. Oh, no, /

never talk to interviewers. . . . It's very kind of you,
but—well— I hardly believe she'd like it. Still—suppose
you come along. She's staying at the Fitz-Regent Hotel

—

you had better ask for—<?r—Mr. Algernon Higgins—no

—

Miss Chichester's husband, perhaps, would be better.
" Fancy—an interviewer to see me ! After all the

thousands of interviews I've arranged for dear Pansy, I'm
actually going to be interviewed myself ! Now, let me
see, I ought to have a background. That's what Pansy
says. Sometimes they want to call her a mystic. Sphinx-
like, unfathomable creature, and then she has a background
of black velvet and incense

;

and sometimes she likes to be
described as a simple, impulsive,

open-hearted girl, and then I

have to arrange a background
of chintz and country flowers.

But it's certainly more exciting
to arrange a background for my
own interview !

" Now, let me see ! I believe I'd like the papers to

describe me as one of these virile, cave-men types.. I

might smoke that new pipe I bought this morning ; but,

of course, there's a clanger of momma coming back un-
expectedly. Poor momma—I'm afraid I wasn't as sym-
pathetic as I ought to have been on the trip over from
New York ; but it really seemed a special dispensation of

Providence that she should have been a bad sailor. Not
that I would say a word against dear Pansy's mother

;

but five days' peace and quietness— ! Perhaps, on second
thoughts, I had better not smoke that pipe.

" This sounds like the interviewer. Come in ! How
do you do ? Won't you—er—sit down ?

Yes, very nice. Yes, we had a very nice trip over.

My mother-in-law was, unfortunately, confined to her
cabin—yes, a very nice trip indeed. Yes, this is our first

visit to Europe, but, of course, I've read a great deal about
it. Yes, I do a lot of reading

; you see, 1 really haven't
very much else to do. When Miss Chichester married
me—I beg your pardon ?—yes, as I was saying, when Miss
Chichester married me, I had just begun my professional

career ; I was teaching botany and natural history at one

Accidents will happen in the best-regulated film

families, otherwise we should never have been able

to publish the uncensored statement of Algernon
Higgins. Add to your collection of human documents
appertaining to the screen this unofficial interview

with the husband of Pansy Chichester. But, please,

don't take it too seriously.

of our smaller Western universities. I had hopes ot some
day reaching Cornell, or even Yale—my chief used to tell

me I showed great promise. But, of course, after I

married, I had to consider dear Pansy's future. Well,

%vell—what a long time ago that seems— I had almost

forgotten that I had scholastic ambitions in those days.
" A long time ago ? Why, my dear sir, Miss Chichester

married me nearly twenty years ago ! What's that ? Oh,

of course, of course ; she was extremely young at the time.

Let me see, dear Pansy is only—why, bless my soul, she's

only twenty-seven. (Or was it twenty-five we decided at

the last interview ? Good heavens, that would make her

nine years old at the time of our marriage !) Pardon me,

that was my mistake—we've been married nearly ten

years, not twenty. Ha, ha—just my little joke, you know !

" Certainly—smoke by all means. 1 must really apologise

for only having some of Miss
Chichester's cigarettes to offer

you ; but her dear mother
objects very strongly to cigars.

1 bought myself a pipe this

morning, but I decided to put
off buying the tobacco until

to-morrow—I have a hunch, as

we say on the other side, that
momma would disapprove of my purchasing both. But
I quite enjoy feeling the pipe.

" The history of our romance ? This is certainly very
kind of you— I've never known anyone so interested in

me before ! Well, as I was saying, I was a professor in a

small Western college—just a few hundred students, you
know, like a happy little family party. A few of the boys
and girls used to go for hikes with me on half-holidays.

One girl I remember in particular. She was a farmer's

daughter—such a nice, shy, retiring little thing, with really

quite a pathetic admiration for what she used to call my
marvellous talents. She always made me feel as if I were
some great, strong, wise fellow ; and I used to revel in the

thought of protecting her from the cruel world, and make
up my mind that when. I got my rise in salary, I would
buy her all the pretty things she looked at so longingly in

the windows of our little shops. Ha, ha—quite amusing,
isn't it ?

I was rather a retiring chap myself, and the other men
on the teaching staff, and my friends in the town, used to

kid me about my shyness. So one night, I remember,
they got my goat, as we say on the other side, and I swore
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I would show them that I was as good a man as they. I

decided to pull ofl a regular dare-devil stunt. I went to the

local opera-house and purchased a ticket for the night's

show, ' The Belle of New York.' And more than that

—

really, I shudder when I think of my youthful temerity

—

I sent a note round to the back of the stage, asking the

prettiest girl in the chorus to have supper with me at the

College cafe after the performance !

" Yes, I can see you're astonished. And I daresay

you've already guessed that the pretty girl was Miss

Chichester !

"
I shall never forget how proud I felt when I walked

into the cafe that night behind Pansy and her mother.

Oh, yes, of course, momma was there. Surely you've

noticed in Pansy's interviews that she always attributes

her success to her mother's watchful care ? Dear momma

—

how often have I heard her say, ' Shure, an' it's in the

gutter you'd be, if it wasn't for Biddy O'Flanagan a-kapin'

the rogues away from both o' ye !

'

" Well, unfortunately, the day after our supper party,

the manager of ' The Belle of New York,'

poor fellow, got a wire from Chicago saying

his wife was seriously ill. Of course, he had
to leave at once, and in the confusion he
forgot to pay the members of his company.
Pansy's mother I thought was unjust

—

most unjust. Who could expect a man to

make provision for the company when his

wife was cjying ?

" Poor Pansy was very upset. So much
so that she broke down and wept when 1

called to see her. Of course, I had to com-
fort her—it would have been hard-hearted
not to have done so. And then momma
came into the hotel parlour, and really, I

was never so surprised in my life ! She
started talking about Pansy's and my
wedding right away, and called me her
' blessed son that the good saints had sent

to help them out of their throuble !
' Of

course, it was very gratifying, for I never
would have thought of presuming myself

—

and, besides, that little pupil of mine

—

well, well !

X,aurally, I had to give up my
position on the University staff. In fact,

I believe there was quite a little scandal
about it, People were not so broad-
minded in those days, you know—there
were no modern educational advantages,
such as the movies. We went to Chicago
after the wedding, and I got a job clerking

in a store, and Pansy did a little dancing
now and then. Really, it all seems like a
dream ! One day—or night, I suppose it

was—a man who was interested in the new
moving pictures saw Pansy dancing at a
vaudeville show, and he made her an
offer to work for him in front of the camera.
Momma heard about it right away, and
Bhe fixed up all the details. She certainly

was .i mighty fine business woman- and
ifl -till, m spite of her size, which goes
against her Bometimes—and I really do
believe she got about twelve dollars .1

I
P.insy on that first contr.u t

th, in she would have done herself. I've

often marvelled at the courageous way
momma atta< ks these film men.

\'
first pi< ture work, she

and hei mother decided I had better give
up my <leikinK. They needed me at the
studio, tor even m those days there were

letters to answer. Pansy was very
metimes I never saw her unless 1

Wenl to the movies and watched her on
ii

'

^i ' - ihe lias always been B ic-

cess in domestic drama. Many a time have 1 heard people
behind me saying, ' How wonderful it must be to be married
to a girl like Pansy Chichester !

' And I've heard men
muttering to each other, ' Gee ! I'd sure love a peach like

that to give me the welcome-home touch each evening !

'

But, of course, you could hardly expect Pansy to stay at

home in the evenings to welcome me ; besides, I'm generally
at our apartment long before she is. You see, I like to

look after little Ben—perhaps I'm a bit old-fashioned, but
I don't altogether trust these trained nurses.

" Little Ben ? Oh, no, he's not our child. Pansy got
him from an Orphan Home the year it was so fashionable
for everyone to be photographed with babies—do you
remember ? Now they all seem to prefer these Alsatian
police dogs—the kind the war made so popular. So little

Ben doesn't get quite so much attention, but I daresay
it's really better for him to be left to the nurse. As Pansy
says, ' Why interfere with an expert ?

' I'm kind of fond
of the kiddie, though, and he's certainly crazy about me—
yes, we have lots of good times together.
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" In fact, it's really for Ben's sake that I wish 1 had
more money. There are a lot of things I'd like to do for

that boy—make a mining engineer of him, for instance,
instead of letting him grow up into a studio hound, like

most of these young chaps who ' hear the call of the movies,'
as you picturesque newspaper people are always saying.
I'd like him to hear the call of the out-doors instead—be a
man's man, and all the rest of it—the virile, cave-man
type, you know. But it really takes a lot of money to be
a successful cave-man nowadays, with meat and tobacco
and all these necessities of primitive man so expensive

—

and, really, I always seem to be in difficulties over money.
" Pardon me ? Oh, yes, Pansy is worth millions. Quite

five million dollars, I should think, which is very near your
million pounds, isn't it ? That's what her mother said
when she first agreed to Pansy going into pictures. ' Some
day my daughter will be worth her millions.' Of course,
you know all about our lovely country home, and our New
York apartment, and our motor-cars and horses—I always
say ' our,' because every few weeks or so Pansy will tell

" Sometimes when they are filming night

scenes I go to watch her, and it seems
unbelievable that Pansy Chichester should
have grown into such a jeautiful being.

I quite enjoy it— if only the supers
would stop calling me ' Mr. Pansy

Chichester I '

"

me that, after all, what is hers is mine. She usually s;iys

so after a quarrel with her mother, when momma wants
to tie up the money in safe investments. ' No,' Pansy
always says, ' Algie shall decide. After all, what's mine
is Algie's, too, and he's got a right to say what we shall do
with it.' Of course, I always take Pansy's side— I think
a man should support his wife in an argument, even if she
is too wealthy to want any other kind of support, don't
you ?

" But, talking about money, I always think I would
like to earn some again. I shall never forget how proud
I was of those first cheques from the University. Oh,
no—not very big—perhaps sixty or a hundred dollars

—

but they certainly made me feel a regular Crcesus. And
to think that my brains had earned all that much—it was
marvellous ! I don't talk about it to any of Pansy's
friends ; some of them seem to earn sixty dollars an hour

—

it shows how clever people are nowadays, doesn't it ?

" Of course, I always have as much money as I want.

I've only got to ask Pansy, and she signs a cheque—just

as easy as breathing. But I don't often

ask her— and then, you see, there's dear
momma

" Difficulties in our married life ? Oh,
dear me, no. Pansy is really quite a fas-

cinating woman, and if only I saw her a

little oftener, I believe I should fall in love

with her just as deeply as the young men
around the studio do. Sometimes when
they are filming night scenes 1 go and
watch her, and it seems unbelievable that

poor little Peggy O'Flanagan—oh, no, no,

pardon me—that Pansy Chichester should

have grown into such a beautiful being,

who wears those glorious Parisian creations

as if she had been born to them. I watch
everything from a corner, and sometimes
I quite enjoy it—if only the supers would
stop calling me ' Mr. Pansy Chichester !

" I believe momma has thought of a

divorce for us. But Pansy's Press-agent is

very much against it. He says it would
ruin her career. He says that picturegoers

like to think of her as a domestic angel

—

and, mind you, I believe she would have
been if circumstances hadn't always been

against her. You see, these famous stars

have to sacrifice so much for the sake of

publicity. And there are less important

people who have to be sacrificed, too.

Take my own case. Things were very dull

a while ago
—

' fan ' mail going down,
Pansy's pictures booking badly, and so

forth. So her Press-agent—do you know,

it may be very wicked, but sometimes I

feel I would like to murder that man

—

decided that Pansy should be an ill-treated

wife. ' Best way in the world to rope

people's sympathy in,' he said ;
' once

make 'em weepy, and they'll rush to see

the little girl's pictures till the exhibitors

have to read the Riot Act !
' So they printed

a lot of stuff about the way I took Pansy's

money from her, and about my terrible

drinking habits, and how I would come
home in the early hours of the morning
and beat the poor girl up. Most of the

papers fell for it, and they ran it as news-

matter in huge type with my photograph

—

yes, of course, you would understand all

about it, being a newspaper man yourself-

and I believe I was the best-hated man in

the States for quite a time. Even over here

people seem to know about it. 1 took a

little trip down to Brighton yesterday

(Pansy and momma had been asked to

attend a reception at the Duchess of Dilk-

ham's house—the dear Duchess used to be
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;i fellow dancer <>i Pansy's in the old days before the Duke
discovered America), and such a nice girl, and her sweet-

heart evidently recognised me in the railway carriage.

The girl had been reading about Pansy in the paper, and
I heard her say, ' This man in the picture must be Pansy
Chichester's husband. You remember, he treated her so

badly, and her mother begged him to leave her, but the

forgiving darling wouldn't. However anyone could have
the heart to do the things he did, I don't know ! A real

criminal type of face, isn't it ?
' Then she turned round

and discovered me in the corner ! I shall never forget the

wav she shrank from me, and she persuaded her sweetheart

to get out at the first stop. I suppose she was afraid 1

should try to beat him up,

too. But I noticed that he
gave me a sort of unwilling

glance of admiration as he
went out that quite thrilled

me. I guess he wondered
where my strength was !

It's the only time I've ever

felt a moment of friendliness

towards that publicity man.
" You will think that 1

have a very disagreeable

disposition, I fear, but as

one man to another, i should

like to tell you how 1 hate
Pansy's leading man. (Of

course, this interview is not
for publication, is it ?) Roger
Vere is his name. You recog-

nise it ? I suppose you
would -everybody does. 1

must admit that he's a

handsome enough young-
ster, but insufferable

isn't the word for

him ! Oh, I'm not

alone in my opinion, '

-abu*:

I can assure you.

For once, both Pansy
and momma agree with
me on the subject. I know
Pansy always tells inter-

viewers that she and Roger
arc sui h good pals, and how
delightful it is to work day
after day with a kindred
spirit, and what ideals and
ambitions they both have for

the betterment of the films.

Put if you could heir them
talking to each other at the

studio '

I don't find it diffi-

cult then to remember that

Pansv was born Peggy
( ('Flanagan ' And momma
well, the less said the better

about dear momma when she

and Roger i ross swords '
( -I

course. Roger is a great asset

to the company he gets

thousands ot letters from
girls who have fallen for his

handsome fa< e and sxpressix e

n. They a

the men envy Roger tor having the chance to make love

to Pans
\\ i have to keep our temper with Roger, 01 he would

deseit us and k° to plaj opposit the othei a< ti

always bidding foi him against us 1 have only

been really angry with him once when we had that greal

die in our studio You remember when Roger saved

Pans) -
1 1 1

1

\s ,i matter of fact, / was the man '

1

I had been watching them making the big scene in

i'. hiss s picture, Vke Butterfly n) France, thai scene which

"A real criminal type oj imr. isn't it?" . . . Then she turned

> :<u,t and J
I me in tin t oi in'i I

envy Pansy so, too- and

shows the mob oi infuriated peasants waving their torches
in front of her windows until the whole place catches on
tire, and she nearly perishes as the result As always in

fire scenes, the supers were usiny a sate i h< mica],

but someone must have accidentally thrown a maten
down, for. before we knew it, the set was actually in

flames. Everyone rushed for the fire-extinguishers
; but

in the excitement they all forgot pool Pansy, trapped
amongst the scaffolding. All, that is, except me I, I

should sa\ It was a bit of a struggle, because I never was
much of an athlete, but at last I gol her over my shoulder
aui\ scrambled down Yes, I was a trifle burnt nothing
much, you know, and no one bothered about nie lor a lone

while Then they packed mi
off to hospital, and while I

was there the Press - agent
played the dirtiest trick

of his life on me iPrav

excuse my language, but

I never can help yetting

excited w hen I think of it •

He sent a wonderful storv

of the tire to all the r

papers in the country, with

Roger's and Pansy's photo-

graphs, giving Roger

—

Roger, mind you, who had
done nothing but fall over

a bucket of water and
waste it all—as Pansys
rescuer ! Most beautiful

film star in America saved
from the rlames by her

screen lover,' it read Well,

well, it was wonderful pub-
lic n .

,
and the crowds be-

sieged the kmemas showing
Roger s ,{\ui Pansy s pic

tmes Xo. 1 coukln t
-

anything It meant money
in Pansy's pocket : even
momma tried to be sweet

to Roger when she saw the

box-office returns from the

various Slates.
•• No, Miss ( hichester i»

not going to play in films

ovei here She has just

come over for a holiday .

she and her mother are

going to buy clothes .ill

the- time She will wear

some of them in her forth-

coming prodm tion, I

in-a .l/;s/ She spent over

a thousand pounds in Pond
Stieet last Wednesday, I

heard her say ; but tint's

nothing to her I ? Well,

I should have liked one

of your London custom-

built suits our people talk

so mm h about' H

comes over for a fortnight

e\ erv year to see Ins

English tailoi But I

guess 1 shan't bother now there's always a little difficulty

about money, you see

Oh, di really have to go Well, 1 ve certainly

enjoyed our little talk Good bye pleased to have met

you
'

\ mix agreeable young man ' Really, I don't know

when 1 ve h,u\ su< h a nice time ' Pansv will be intet

.1, perhaps No on s< i i»nd thoughts. I don't

think I'll " -l1 hei anything about it I'll wait until -

back to Nev York, and then I'll tell it all to little I

how for cmce in rm life I talked and somebody cl-e
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a uay with
PICKWICK

<U-

.

r/i cricket mulch between AU-Muggleton and Dinghy Dell,

(/'hole by Central News, Ltd.)

cricket

rDoreham.Wood children nowadays get an open-

JD air pantomime from time to time free. Since

the Ideal Company started its film-producing

studios near Elstree Station, several exterior

scenes have been " shot " in the neighbourhood ;

but none has been so picturesque, so funny, or so

notable altogether as the scenes of the

match which Charles Dickens describes

in " Pickwick Papers " as taking place

between AU-Muggleton and Dingley Dell.

(ust as the writing of " lack wick

Papers," which were started merely as

printed matter to go with the sporting

pictures of Seymour, became a momen-
tous event in the history of English

literature, so it may also be that the

filming of this cricket match may prove

an epoch-making event, never to be for-

gotten by those present, in the history

of British photoplay production.

Even the weather was ideal. From
eleven o'clock till after four scenes were
being rehearsed and shot, and the sun
kept shining all the time, while the breeze

wa,s pleasantly cool.

Long before any of the crowd arrived

—

either the official Dickensian spectators,

the cricketers, or the unofficial visitors

from the village—Thomas Bentley, the pro-

ducer, was busy on the field, wearing as

a pendant round his neck a little mega-
phone, and discussing with the camera-
man, Geoffrev Parkas, perched on a
d6uble-deck platform, the limits of the

camera's range.

F. E. Knott, the Ideal art director (who,

like the producer and many of the artistes,

is a Dickens enthusiast, having been con-
nected with the performance at the Savoy
in 1911, during the Coronation celebra-

tions), was also early on the field

taking a general survey. Though
the studio art director's chief con-
cern is with interior sets, there are

several little points belonging to fjugh Woodward

"Mr. Pick-

ivick " (I 'red-

crick 'Volpe)

addresses the

Pickwick
Club.

Sam Wellcr.

Frederick Volpe as " Samuel Pickwick."

his department in such an out-of-

doors scene as the cricket match.
The bats, wickets, and bails, for

instance, are genuine pieces of an-
tique, the ripe brown bats being
more like Indian clubs in shape.

Soon some uncouth and unkempt
cricketers arrive to be rehearsed.
Their white clothes, not too well

fitting, make their black and rather
battered top - hats all the more con-
spicuous. Mr. Knott points out that
the costume is correct according to

the period, though Dickens himself
described his cricketers as " dressed
n straw hats, flannel jackets and
white trousers —a costume in which
they looked very much like amateur

stonemasons."
Thomas Bentley, the producer, is

himself a thorough and enthusiastic
Dickensian. He is Dickensian by
nature, that is m the optimistic
cheeriness of his personality. Even
when he swears at a refractory member
of the crowd, through his little mega-
>hone, he does it cheerfully and
without malice. ,He produced Barnaby
Rudge some years ago, and probably,
so far as fine artistic judgment goes,

he has never done anything better

than The Old Curiosity Shop.
When Pickwick (Frederick Volpe),

who was watching the match with
Snodgrass (John Kelt), Wardle (M
Wcguenine) and Winkle (Arthur
Cleave), was hit by a ball, supposed
to have come off the bat, and had
tumbled back into a comfortable
mattress, out of the camera's range,
three infantile villagers thus discussed
the scene

—

" Did you see the old man knocked
over by the cricket ball ?

" asked No. 1

of No. 2.

" It wasn't a cricket ball," broke in

No. 3,
" but a tennis ball painted red ;

and the man threw it at him."
That infant will grow up a critic

and come to a bad end !
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len iears in rlicker

Ruth Roland, the popular serial star, in an old

Kalem " black-face " comedy.

I
have just passed the last proofs of

Pictures' Tenth Birthday Number,
edited by Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fair-

banks, and memories of by-gone days

keep crowding through my brain. In

making mental comparison between the

movies of 191 1 and the movies of 1921,

I feel like a centenarian reviewing

Waterloo, and marvel at my longevity.

For in ten years, Flicker Alley has

changed beyond recognition.

Cecil Court, a passage running between
St. Martin's Lane and Charing Cross

Road, was the original Flicker Alley

—

film men gave it that name because so

many movie firms had offices there—but

later the centre of the film trade shifted

to Wardour Street, Soho.

I entered the kinema industry, quite

casually, one sunny Tuesday
afternoon. I had been lunching

with my friend Mr. 1.. W.
Dalton, who was the editor of

a new weekly paper called The
Pictures, and he mentioned to

me that he was looking out for

a staff-writer to fietionise films

for his paper.

The novelty of the idea

appealed to me, and the

Filming a feature

in 1915. The late

Harold Loch-
wood is seated

in front of the

camera.

"The ten magical movie years, 191 1 -1921,
are now an open book, or, rather, a succession
of open books, comprising the first twenty-one
volumes of PICTURES. Therein one may
read the most romantic story in the world,
the story of the growth of the motion-picture
industry."—Douglas and Mary Fairbanks, in

the Tenth Birthday Number of PICTURES.

vacancy was filled over the coffee. Then
we strolled round to Wardour Street to

the editorial offices of the paper.

Maurice Costello in an early one-reel r̂ \
version of " Elcctra." '.

,

5A

PATHTS lip CAZETTE

NEWS FROM'EVERYWHERE

Cross Ch annel Fugbt
%vm mam mt ma

PEARY the POLAR EXPLORER
HQPKXRCO PV CtJiMLftCH '

THE FUNERAL
DOUGLAS SMITH

BRAVE BOY SCOUT

ROOSEVQT AT CAMBRIttE
IB tat Km fret Haw it* itraaf 11

AVIMJlTXD PICTURES

Pictures belonged to a large

film distributing company, and

it was edited and published by

the firm at 86 - 88, Wardour
Street, now the headquarters of

Pickford, Fairbanks, Chaplin, and
Griffith films.

At " 88," we passed

upstairs to the second

floor, where I found myself

in ,'. room of mammoth
dimensions
My experiences of edi

torial offices 1- extensive

and peculiar, but I have
never struck any quite bo

weird as those allotted to

Pictures in the early days

The poster of the first l'litht

" Topical."

of its career. I gazed
and gaped.

In one corner of the

room was a canteen where
several girls were making
tea for the two hundred
employees of the firm ;

in another an artist was
busily engaged in stent

rilling banners for kinema
theatres ; the third side

of the room was filled

with racks containing

countless copies of Pic-

tures, and constituted the

publishing department of

the paper. Hut it was the

fourth corner that caught

my eye and held me spell-

bound.
In this corner a square

room hail been built by the

simple expedient of running

I

lartitions from floor to

ceiling There was a door in

litre, and on that door,

in naming ten -inch letters,

was the stern injunction -

SlLl'M I '

" That. said my fnend.
" is 1 he stall writers' n

1 was a proud man that day.

Afterwards I was taken

into the firm's private theatre,

a tiny afiaii furnished witfl
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about thirty tip-up seats and a piano,
where I viewed the Week's programme.
This consisted of eighteen films, and
the show lasted about three hours.
But, let me hasten to add, lest you
doubt my veracity, the biggest films

were only a thousand feet in length,
and the shortest about three hundred
feet. Moreover, the pictures were
rattled through the projectors at twice
the normal speed.

. . . And so back to the little

glass-sided room upstairs, where, in

company with two other tame staff-

writers, I set to work to fictionise

some of the films I had seen. Each
week I had to write six or seven film

stories, which were published under a
rich variety of pen-names.

In those days Pictures, being a tied

organ, dealt only with the films con-
trolled by its proprietors—Biograph,
Kalem, Lubin, B. and C, and Aquila.
So far as Pictures was concerned, all

the other film companies were non-
existent.

The Biograph Company came first

in importance. Their dramas, produced
by I). W. Griffith, and their comedies,
produced by Mack Sennett, set the
standard for the rest of the movie
world. Their players, at that time.

when the American trade papers at

last commenced to publish casts.

Of the stars themselves we knew
nothing ; but we were good journalists,

and the deficiency gave us no concern.

Days of our childhood, when celluloid

swaddling-clothes bound us ;

Days when we followed our blithe, irre-

sponsible tradings.

Days when the critics were dumb, and no

censor had found us ;

Days when no magistrate scourged us with
bitter upbraidings.

Pioneer days ! h hen we worked not accord-

ing to Hoyle.
Blazing a pathway that others might reap

the reward of our toil.

Uplift was not in the days when we wrestled

unheeded,
Fighting our battles alone. No one hastened

to guide us.

Uplift came later, when succour no longer

was needed.

Not till our harvest was ripe did we find
him beside us.

Uplift had need of our grain, it was succu-

lent now.
Little he worried, those days when we first

put our hands to the plough.

In the early days of my screen

apprenticeship, 1 calculate that I in-

vented at least five hundred perfectly

good adven-
tures. These
I divided im-
partially
amongst our
luckless stars,

and the pic-

turegoing pub-
lic sat up and
murmured,
" What won-
derful lives
these film

included Mary Pickford, Mae Marsh,
Blanche Sweet, Mabel Normand,
Claire McDowell, Lillian and Dorothy
Gish, Kate Bruce, Lionel Barrymore,
Henry Walthall, Robert Harron,
Charles West, Harry Carey, Fred
Mace, Donald Crisp, William Christy
MUler, Edwin August, Edward
Dillon, Wilfred Lucas, and Charles
Hill Mailes.

The Biograph Company would not
advertise their artistes, or allow
their names to be published, and as
we wished to popularise the players
on this side of the Atlantic, we hit
upon the expedient of giving them
fictitious names. Thus Mary Pick-
ford became " Dorothy Nicholson,"
Blanche Sweet " Daphne \Vayne,"
Robert Harron, " Willie McBain,"
Mabel Normand, " Muriel Fortesque,"
and so on.

For a long time the real names of
these artistes were unknown to us,
and I recall with what joy we used
to identify them week by week

artistes lead, to be sure." Bui
my beautiful ode to Daphne Wayne,
" Written by a Klondike Miner,

"

and beginning, " Oh, Daphne,
Daphne, Daphne Wayne ! You fill

my heart with pain, with pain," was
robbed of immortality when the world
discovered that the lady's real name
was Blanche Sweet.
Many millions of miles of celluloid

have flickered through motion-picture
projectors since those distant days !

The average film " fan " of to-day
knows more about his screen favourites
than he does about his own relatives,

and an editor must be very sure of his

facts or he will be snowed under with
letters from indignant readers.

And the modern picturegoer grows
" curiouser and curiouser " with every
day that passes. Pictures has estab-

lished a special department to cope
with the queries of correspondents, for

every week hundreds of enquiries must
be answered in the paper or through
the post.

In charge of Pictures' correspondence
department is a sad-faced man who
is known as " George, the Human
Encylopaedia," to the half-million pic-

turegoers who look upon him as their

guide, philosopher and friend. He pre-

sides over a reference library which
contains detailed information about
every recognised kincma artiste, and,
aided and abetted by a marvellous
memory, he solves problems that have
the Gordian knot looking like a
" granny " tied by a novice.
But to return to ign. Not so very

long afterwards, the Biograph Com-
pany received a blow from which they
never recovered. D. W. Griffith left

their studio, taking with him many
of their, finest artistes, and Mack Sen-

nett resigned to start the Keystone
Company, with Mabel Normand and
Fred Mace.

In December, 1911, Pictures, too,

changed hands, but the lure of the

movies claimed me, and I did not
follow the paper. Instead, I remained
in the kincma trade, where, for

ray sins, 1 became a film editor.

(Next month :
" Romance and Renting

Houses." A peep at the business side

of the. Kincma Industry.)

Top :

" Napoleon and
Josephine," produced
by J. Stuart Blackton
in 1906. Circle : Fred
Mace and Marguerite
Marsh in an old
comedy. Right : Flo
La Badie, James Cruzc
and William. Garwood

' Cymbeline," an
early spectacular pro-

duction.
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Eugene O'Brien is unusually
good-looking. Eugene O'Brien is the

idol of feminine picturegoers. But Eugene is a
bachelor. As the song says ' " Another good

man gone wrong !

"

^•'ht?

: O'Brien
at home.

He is very tall, more than usually good-looking (even for a movie star), with
his blue -grey eyes and crisply curling hair; yet, though he's half past

thirty, he's nobody's husband. Now, isn't that sad ;

Meditating thus, I drove my little " flivver " up aristocratic Fifth Avenue,
and past the Plaza with its gay groups coming and going, on my way to inter-

view Kugene O'Brien. Meditating. still, I turned a corner sharply, and almost
ran over a man. Of course, it was his fault, as he should have been on the
side-walk, not in the middle of the road.
' But because I am very kind hearted I' pulled up to apologise, and found myself
murmuring polite excuses to Eugene himself. Considering the fact that 1 had
an appointment with him at a certain hour, and -that it was already a quartet
after that hour, I had every right to be surprised.

" Mr. O'Brien, 1 believe?" I said, after he had forgiven me for trying to kill

him. Eugene gave a resigned sigh. He's used to being recognised, of course.

Hut when I offered to drive him home, as I was going his waj . he refused calmly;

"Oh, no, thanks. I have plenty of time, and I'm very fond of walking."
For some reason or other there was a mischievous twinkle in his eye. " You

see," he said in that nice voice of his, which has an accent that is neithei English

nor Irish, but a little of both, "
I fixed up to undergo an interview at four o'clock

with a lady interviewer, so there's no need for me to put in an appearance until

five-thirty, is there ? You agree, don't you ?
"

I prepared to be thoroughly horrid. To annihilate Eugene and reduce him
to wishing he'd never been born. To write him down as a man with a perverted

sense of humour. But when he picked up a copy of the Picturegoet from the

seat 1 had just offered him. and proceeded to install himself therein, 1 knew that

1, too, had been recognised, and we became old friends instanter. lie lues

in New York because he likes to be in the centre of things He told me so

in the elevator which took us up- up up almost to the top of the huge

block of flats overlooking Central bark lbs is. 1 am sure, the nicest

of them all, so far as bachelor comfort is concerned Deep couches

and easy chairs all around the huge room, as .i spa< ious lounge, drawn
close to one of the long French windows, with a table piled up with

books and magazines beside it ; a grand piano, ami a great hrc-

i A crowded de>k, beside which a handsome glderly lady

was Btanding.
"

I told him to go and meet you mu\ keep von away until

1 had reduced this desk to order. Gene's mother told ire

" He likes a debus like this .ill around. I'll have to find

him a wife \et

"Quite nght. cried l ugene, offering me an <

chair, and settling himself m another. Ever) ,u tor

ought to marry."
Then, why "

I began
Do you know thai I've been an actoi

tor fifteen years, ii I count mj stage work?'!
- interrupted O'Brien,
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I've been crazy about acting ever since I was a boy;
used to get up theatrical performances in which 1 was hero,

and ,i girl who went to school with me in Bouhlei (Colorado)

played tragedy-queens. She went on the stage soon after,

and she got me my lirst small part in a stork company.
[ came here to New York when 1 was twenty, with

plenty of ambition, but very little else, and 1 always con-
soled myself when things looked worst with the thought
that some day I'd make good,'

" And then ?
"

Elsie Janis ' discovered ' me, and made me her leading-

man, and that turned the tide. Engagements followed
fast until, in 1916, 1 tried my hand as a movie player with
Essanay."

" Did you like it ?

Immensely. I had to grow my hair long, and wear a

primitive kind of get-up. The play was called The Return

of line, and I was Edna Mayo's juvenile lead. I did my
best with it, but I wanted more serious parts, so 1 went
back to the stage for a while."

He was looking at his pipe with longing eyes. " Light
it," I said. " Ami tell me, did you ever really look like

that portrait ?
"

Never, believe me," laughed Eugene, Liking his stand
beneath the great painting of himself that occupies so
much wall space. " lint the artist's a friend of mine,
and he did his best."

He was Broadway's favourite before he left the stage,"
put in Mrs O'Brien. " Anil the man who painted that
portrait begged him to come back to the footlights later on."

After that we talked, 'Gene and I, earnestly and seriously
about all sorts of things : of his work, at which he is an
almost passionate realist, taking the time and trouble to
study each role and work it out. if possible, from life.

Types 3f all descriptions cross and recross Central
Park," he told me. "

I have walked with them and talked
with them, and I know."
Of The Perfect Lover, his first star role, in which he

plays an idealist who tries to live his life without doing
anything ugly. He failed, and failed badly ; but the role

suited Eugene, who is a bit of an idealist, too, I take it.

He was leading man to almost all of Sneenland's
loveliest women, and has been dubbed one of the
three best husbands in moving pictures. Strange,
for a confirmed bachelor ! To hear him speak of
the stars he has supported is an education in itself ,

for Gene is a keen analyst and individualist enough
to make his point of view unusually interesting.
With Mary Pickford in two films, Poor Little I'eppina
and Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm ; with Norma
Talmadgc in Ghosts of Yesterday, De Luxe A tunc, am
other dramatic photoplays ; opposite Marguerite
Clark in Little Miss Hoover and Come (hit of the

Kitchen
: and in one Olga Petrova film. O'Brien was

then raised to stardom by the insistent voice of

the public, who demanded their favourite's name
in electrics. He has made close on a dozen
films for Selznick since The Perfect Loner,
and the most recent is Prophet's Paradise,
which has a Turkish setting.

I asked Eugene how many hours
a day he set aside for training to
keep him in such perfect trim,
and whether he was fond of

sport. But the Irish
side of him was
uppermost, and he
replied, " My favour-
ite sport's knitting,
you know."

" Oh, Eugene !

"

came in shocked
tones from the back-
ground " Why, he
spends at least an
hour every day in

gymnastics or box-
ing, and 1 expect

you've seen, plenty of photos of him on horseback
" Lots. And I see he's fond of books, else he wouldn't

have so many shelves full of them."
They're only ' props,' and the piano was delivered

here by mistake, and never called for."

After that our combined protests drew from O'Brien
the confession that, after his mother and his work, his

affections are divided between his books and his piano.
He also likes pictures, and numbers many artists amongst
his friends. His last few films have all been connected
with money in some shape or form. There was His Wife's

Money, A Fool and lh^ Money, and Prophet's Paradise,
which was written especially for him, and concerns the
efforts of a band of crooks to relieve a rich American of

his fortune.

Our talk reverted to the early days of Eugene's career.

You know," he remarked, "
I very nearly became a

doctor, and there was strong parental opposition when 1

decided against a medical career You see, there had never
been an actor in our family before But now all is forgiven."

Once again I steered the conversation round to the

fascinating subject of matrimony.
I love all the ladies," confessed Eugene, " but collec-

tively, not individually. You must not think of me as a

woman-hater."
Tell me," I asked, as a final effort, " do. you honestly

think every screen star ought to marry ?
"

I certainly do—on the screen," replied Eugene, from
the doorway. " And I always marry, in every- film."

Which was a typical O'Brien parting shot. v 1

A book hv a bachelor's

fireside

idea ot
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After a successful career in stage comedies, Madge Kennedy came to the screen

for the filming of Baby Mine, and with her first picture captured the hearts

of kinema-goers. She has starred in many screen successes, notably, Friend Husband,

Day Dreams, Nearly Married, Through the Wrong Door, and Strictly Confidential.
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I

After a lone (screen) career of evil-doing, Jack Holt repented and signed a con-

tract that guaranteed him immunity from " heavy " roles. The screen

thereby lost a capable villain, but gained an attractive leading-man, for Jack is a

very versatile player. He is seen this month in The Mask.
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I^dna Purviance had had no previous screen experience when Charlie Chaplin

'> selected her for his leading-lady, but her instantaneous and lasting success

fully justified the comedian's experiment. She has supported Charlie in all his

pictures since his first Essanay film, thus establishing a " leading-lady " record.
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Although he had been acting for stage and screen for eight years, Opportunity
did not knock at Johnnie Walker's door until he was offered the part of the

" Black Sheep " in Over the Hill. His success in that classic of ""Mother " dramas
raised

4
him to stellar rank in a few weeks such is the Luck of the Movies.
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It
took Harry Carey many years to live down his reputation as the finest exponent

of crook characters on the screen. At last, however, he convinced movie pro-

ducers that he was worthy of better rflles, and his desire to play in Western dramas

was gratified. To-day Harry is one of the screen's most popular Westerners.
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/ /
,' Quarrel in "Peck'* Bad Boy." The Boy (JACKIE COOQA

OAKMAN). "Peck's Bad Boy." released this month, is Jack* Co-fl"
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W peacemaker between his sister (DORIS MAY) and her lover (WHEELER
^Picture following his phenomenal debut with Charles Chaplin in "The Kid.
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in " A Sp i .-

In one year of screen work, Clive

Brook has played four heroes, twy
villains, and a poet !

A small party of holiday-makers With Mercv Hatton and
lounged on the sands at Joh
-toft—some dozing in the

warm sunshine, others reading, pausing only to glance up
now and then at a passer-by, or to gaze contentedly at the

blue sky, or out over the sparkling surface of the sea. The
bathers occasionally attracted attention, but only when
one of them made an exceptionally fine dive, or shouted
through sheer joy of life, splashing about there in the white-

1 1 sted waves.
Suddenly a shout arose, followed by a tremendous

splash, and protests from the bathers who had been swamped
by the advent of a high diver. A few seconds later a face

appeared above the surface of the water. Two strong

ms lashed out, and in a few minutes the diver had regained

the beach, where he shook himself, and then lay down to

enjoy a sun bath.

II o'li someone, who had watched the bather causing the
i ommotion, exclaimed, " Why, isn't that Clive Brook ?

It certainly was, and in less time than it takes to tell I

had interrupted his afternoon snooze and his sun bath, and
we were chatting away merrily.

" Yob," he Baid, as he threw a pebble seawards, " this is

the first, breather I have had since I started film work just

I oiks talk about a slump in films, but 1

in one ot the lucky ones who have not felt it yet. People
me I bave broken the record for an English film

player but so mui.li depends on luck in this game."
Brook drew lus bathing wrap round him as he felt the

nip of the October breeze
Yon know, 1 started life with a record," be continued
sily. " I weighed eighteen and a-half pounds when 1

. born. Then, when 1 was four, I caught every childish

complainl possible measles, chicken pox, whooping cough,
and jaundice Fancy, all tin My mother
hoped thai the illnesses would make me a little thini

bul I ><
i them and never lost an ounce of

.'lit ! in no1 fat now school, football, city life, an<L

then the war did the weight-n mi \n<T

then he apologised " Hut you don't want to hear about
that let me tell you of more rei ent events

"I must say that this film game interests me probably
ni-.' i have had such a variety of parts to play

during my first year,

probably because I have
been so lucky."

" Did you ever play in

crowd scenes ?
" I en-

quired.

,

" Once only, and that
was enough," he empha-
sised ;

" but even then

my luck had not entirely

forsaken me, because it

was in that crowd that 1

met the little lady who is

now my wife."

A bove In " Trent's Last Case,"
his first film.

I recalled seeing Mildred Evelyn (as she is known bo

the stage and film world) playing a small part in A
Sportsman's Wife, in which her husband played lead

" Yes, that's right," Brook acquiesced, " and she also

played in Christie Johnstone, for which we went to

Scotland. It was a wonderful trip."
" What part of all those you have played do you like

best ?
"

I next enquired, " Well, I have played four her

two villains one a sportsman, and the other an irritable

viscount—a Victorian poet, and two sympathetic parts,

but my favourite is "
I >a\ id OR.me. in s

As the sun began to disappear behind the tops of the

hotels and houses on the promenade, I thought it time for

Clive Brook to finish sun bathing and return to his tent. 1

asked him if he was fi old.
" Oh, no," lie assured me; "

I manage to keep fairly fit.

despite my strenuous film work otherwise 1 should have
succumbed 1 I >.u aftCl day spent under the glaring

light- of the studio is a tremendous strain."

Then ! bade him good-bye, .u)A \>\ a series ..1 leaps and

bounds he regained the privacy of his bathing tent I

Imagine that on regaining his canvas retreat he muttered

something aboul " these worrying journalists who cannot
1m u to b« .1 film actor having a l.i/v holiday," but \ it

he u-ed .1 little " Army language, '$] was too far away to

he IT, so what matters ?
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I^he friends of Perry Danton
were of the opinion that

there was nobody just like

Perry in the whole wide world.
They were wrong. There was
Slim Attucks. Fie was just like Perry Danton. Not merely
like him, but just like him. So like him that the page at
the Bay Hotel in San Francisco addressed him as
" Mr. Danton," and the girl at the cigar counter gave him
the other man's change.

Slim at first thought it was a nightmare. Then he
came to the conclusion that it might be a good thing for

business. He sat down in the reading room and wrote a
letter :

" Dear boys " (it ran), " I anchored here for a holiday
ten minutes ago, after cleaning up the Alto Paula bank
clerk, as I wrote you. Now I am not so sure. There's a
fellow staying here that is my very double. People call

me by. his name, and I have been given his change I It

looks as if it might mean good business. He's on the right
end of a tidy fortune. Get ready to come along if I wire."
Then Slim, who was too dazed for the moment to help

events along, sat back in his chair to give events the oppor-
tunity to happen themselves. They soon happed.

" Hallo, Perry !

"

He looked up and saw the most beautiful girl in—in the
lounge of the Bay Hotel, anyway. He rose and smiled.

I want you to take me along for golf to the Country
Club on Saturday, Perry," said the girl. " It's a month
since we were there. We are seen together so seldom that
people will be introducing us to each other one of these
days."

" Why, I shall be delighted," smiled Slim, who didn't
know where the Country Club might be, but meant to let

no chance slip. " I must be more attentive."
One new thing he had learned—his Christian name

w?s Perry. It was as well to know. He only hoped that
Mr. Perry Danton would not turn up this afternoon

—

here in the lounge !

In which Perry Danton, man-about-town, finds him-
self faced with the self-same problem that Worried
King Robert of Sicily, But, happily for Perry, there

was one witness who could not tell a lie.

" And— " the girl added,
shyly, " a starving fellow -

creature would not lodge a

protest if she were asked to

lunch."

Slim smiled again. He reckoned that his smile was his

best asset at the moment, until the ground beneath his

feet were a little firmer. And in another moment they
were sitting at a table beneath a palm, chatting as if they

had known each other for years.
" Now, Perry," said the girl, "

I want to have a serious

talk with you. I want to know if you are going to accept

Mr. Ammidown's offer and go into the office and work, or

not ? You may think I have no right to ask. But you
had the right to ask me to marry you- or the audacity.

Now, what is the answer ?
"

Slim did not know. But he knew a few other things

—

enough to answer

:

" Now, why should any man want to ucrk ?

" It's not that," said the girl. " But Mr. Ammidown
has control of your affairs, and it lies with him whether
your estate is turned over to you in October, or not. If

he does not think you capable of looking after it, he has

the right to keep on, as you have been keeping i>n this year,

doling out to you an allowance as if you were a schoolboy.

Don't you see, Perry, that I want you to be a man ? It

is not the money. You know that I need never worry
over that."

" But," ventured Slim, " I'm not obliged to work."
" You're not obliged to play a man's part," retorted the

girl, with curling lip, " nor am I obliged to be Mrs. Perry
Danton. I have not promised yet, remember."

Slim thought it over, and the longer he thought, the

rosier loomed the prospect of the two fortunes. But he

wished he knew a few more things.

On a chair by his side was the girl's handbag. Swiftly,

unknown to her, his hand slipped back the catch and he

drew out a card and glanced at it.

Miss Barbara Holt was the name upon it. He dosed
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waited loi the girl In mcei

i iin e more.

I II do u." he said tin

< ,(„ H | boy '
I thought yon would.''

II,, ii hands clasped, and Slim began to

I,, I \,i\ well satisfied with himself. But
.wire that she was

staring intently at his fingers

> on haven't got your ring," she said

"
< ih, no," he smiled, groping around

wildly foi .1 reason. " 1 had a little smash

with the car, and the ring got scraped.

I've put it iu dry dock."

I
i ir , ;tr, too ? Then you'll not In-

to drive me home
" I'm sorry. 1 thought you knew

."

Barbara rose and held out her hand.

Well Saturday, at the Country

( lub
" I'll be there," said Slim.

Before he posted it, Slim Attucks added

loslsiripl to the letter that was in Ins

poi I ft

|, , i \ had better come along and

bring Aiine and Chicago Kate. This is a

apple. Don't hurry slowly."

1
Jerry I >anton's i ai gave the old horn

signal as u flashed up the drive,

.mil Barbara was upon the step to meet

tin- favoured one as u drew up at the door.
'• Hallo, Perry !

"

I [alio Barbara ! 1 wondered it you'd

like to trot along up to the Country Club

and have a round of golf ? There'.-, nothing

doing w ith me to day
Yes, but I iarbara broke oil and

,| at him. ' But to day's only

lii'

It was Perry's turn to si

Well what's the mattei with Friday?"
' Nothing. But the appointment was for Saturday

ii i morrow ."

lurday ? Appointment ?, 1 don't what appoinl

lliellt

oh • " The girl gave a gesture of annoyance as she

limbed into the car and took her seat beside him. Voti

uevei were very good as a jester. Berry. NTo\v you're very

bad Let us go Golf to day is as good as goll to morrow.

You ve been lucky to gel your ear repaired so quickly
"

Pern I >. mton gasped

Repaired '
" he > ried. " But 1 haven I

repaired, It hasn't been damaged."

Then why did you tell me it had ':

Barbara, with Hashing eyes.

But I didn't '

"

U*

In the afternoon the sailor stood befon Wi Perry DanUm m the

Ammidou

But Perry Banton was already back in his waiting t.\r,

with the baffled Barbara beside him
I hat heats it," was Perry's comment. That abso-

lutely beats n beats everything. I'll I'll have to be

,il I don't know I simply don't know

'"Inhere were

A week

had my car

demanded

cm • 1
1'

i

l did mil l- <c< use me
Barbara folded her arms and stared at Perry firmly in

the eye
told me you) car was damaged on Tuesday last

lunched together at the Bay I lotel

I), niton set Ins teeth and ran his fingers through

You
when we

Perr;

( , nr

Look
t.ike me

she

here. Barbara, let us get this right before they

..way and place me in my padded cell. / did not

i lunch with vou on Tuesday last at the Hay Hotel."

Well, 1 began Barbara Then she closed her

lips and remained silent.

"
I II 1 II bet you a hundred dollars," added Perry.

Ill bet you a pair of gloves," sari Barbara

d enough
1 1, mton turned the car, and they drove down into

>,ni Francisco, and sought out the manager of the Bay

Mi,- i.id\ is quite right." was that worthy's verdid

\,,,u had lunch together here on Tuesday Shall I fetch

t he \< .i I Ii 1

some changes in 'Frisco during the following

Nobody quite remembered afterwards how

they came about, for they came about so naturally. Bar-

bara engaged a new maid. Perry engaged a new butler.

the firm of \mmido\vn took on a new typist. Each had

excellenl references, and each knew a Rood main thu

The butler's name was Jerr\ . the maid's name was Anne, the

typist's name (when noboih was listening) was Chicago Kate

Apart from the three appointments, nothing much
happened, except a great scribbling of and exchanging of

notes, until the night when Perry called for a definite

answer from Barbara

You have nol \et commenced to work at Ammidown "s,"

reminded him, when he brought up the question.

" If I do
• Well, do it first

" ill do it to-morrow 1 might as well. What now

"Call to-morrow night, and we'll talk about it," she

laughed.
Perry reached for the phone. .uu\ arranged with hi«

guardian Ammidown to taki ott his coal and settle down

to real business on the following morning Ammidown,

ovei the phone, congratulated him Barbara congratu

lated him \nne, behind the . urtun, made a note of the

di ( ision.

perTy reached his car, satisfied with the course which

events wen- taking He did not know enough of work Ii

saj that he liked it. but he knew enough of Barbara to know

that he lik md he was no1 ting Ins decision It

would only be for a little while, anywaj there was so

nun h i onsolation
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Don" I know ' stormed i he < onsul
No, by tin' sunset ! I should say von

flon'1 ! Gel out of it, yon loafer ' Hang
m<* ! if 1 weren't so tin il, I'd ha\ e \ i <u

arrested
'

Two days later the Black Mary sailed

for 'Frisco. So. did a deck-band who
wasn't quite clear as to whether he was
Perry Danton or just nolwdv.

Pwo days before the October day on
A which the I 'anion estate was to be

turned over to Mr, Perry Danton Mi
Perry Danton 's record as a hard worker
in the Ammidown office having proved
satisfactory beyond the wildest expecta-
tions), a ragged and travel stained sailor

stood before the residence ol Mr. Perry
Danton and rang authoritatively the
big bronze door bell. Jerry, the butler,

answered.
Hallo, Jerry ! Just in time."

I lave yon 3 ny
Jerrj

that 1 am your
Perry Danton,"
1

' ve just been

The sailer gazed savagely at " him..

threatening murder.

Me opened the door of his car, but he never stepped into

it. A crash met his temple, all the lightning of heaven
blinded his eyes, and he fell asleep.

It was a long sleep, filled with pleasant dreams of daisy-

laden meadows. When he awakened from it it was to

make a great and astounding discovery.
1 te discovered that he was a ship-hand upon the good ship

Black Mary, bound for a little South American republic.

The good ship Black Mary reached port, and one of its

hands left suddenly, ,not according to agreement.
Perry Danton, ragged and three weeks unshaven, sought
out the American Consul to lodge a complaint. The
Consul was fat and restful and disinclined to listen. But
Perry was insistent.

" Sou think I'm a ship-hand, but I'm not,'' he said.

"Do I talk like one? I'm Perry Danton, millionaire, of

San Francisco. I've been shanghaied aboard the Black
Mary, and 1 want you to advance my fare home."

No, you don't talk like a deck-hand," agreed the
("onsul, lazily. " Hut you talk like a thundering first-rank

liar, (live me an address 1 can cable to, and call in two
days."

How shall I live during the two days ?
" asked Perry.

Don't care whether you live or not," replied the
Consul, preparing to snore

In two days Perry returned to the Consul's office, for

news and trouble

Seen this ?
" thundered the Consul. " By the saints

above— look at it !

"

He cast a cablegram across the table. Perry took it

up and read :

Your man impostor ; Perry Danton at present moment
working my office. Ammidoivn, San Francisco."

Well ?
" roared the Consul.

"II don't know," sighed Perry lamely, running his

hands through his hair, and staring blankly at the wall.

v near to

it all

turned

1 don't understand
business here ?

" asked
So much business

lord and master, .Mr.

grinned the sailor.

to sea."

You are at sea !

" said Jerrv. Mr
Danton is upstairs dressing. lie has not

been away."
The sailor could quite believe it. I le could

quite believe anything by this time. I'm
he made to enter the house Instantly
Jerry produced a police - whistle.

" Go at once !

" he said.

Perry went. He went as far as the
gates and stood looking back at his

home. He was not surprised to see him-
self come out of the front door of his

house and climb into his car and drive

down the drive and pass himself and give himself a

malicious grin. Even he could have sworn that it was
he himself who passed himself. Hut whit
meant. . . .

He passed his hands across his face, and then

at a tap on his shoulder.
" What is it ye're wantin' ?

" asked the policeman.
Perry decided that here was a man who would listen to

reason. He began to explain.
" V'ou you see this place," he said, waving his arm

towards the house. " I- I well, it's mine
" Ah '.

" said the policeman, raising his brows :

" then
it's been my mistake, and I must apologise. I alwavs
understood that you an' Napoleon owned it between von.
I in very sorry, sir.

In the late afternoon the sailor stood before Mr, iVirv

Danton in the Ammidown office, and very neailv
" caused a scene." Mr. Ammidown threatened the police,

Mr Perry Danton threatened to shatter his constitution
with laughter, and the sailor came near to threatening

mil lcr.

"Your blackmailing business won't work'" stormed
Mr. Ammidown. "

1 give you one day to get out of

'Frisco. Then the police'll start."

The sailor glared savagely at " himself," then, realising

that nothing was to be gained by further argument, turned
and left the office.

He went to the home of Barbara, but was repulsed with
a gift of money and advice about finding work At last,

late in the evening, he hit upon the idea of visiting the
office of tin 1 Daily Post.

Round the table in the Danton home sat Mr. Perry
Danton, Miss Barbara Holt, Mr. Thorori Ammidown.

and a lawyer with a dwd box.
We need expect no further trouble from the ::.<o.
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Mr Ammidown was saying. "The police have been in-
formed, and there has been no sign of the fellow lor the
pasl twenty-four hours. To show my contempt for the
whole thing, I am going to make over the estate i

righl away. At the dinner this evening I shall announce
your engagement."

He reached for a pen, and was already dipping it in the
ink well when the faithful Jerry entered to announce the
Editor of the Daily Post, the Daily Post's duet reporter,
a " person " calling himself Mr. Perry Danton, and six
policemen.

" Well, of all " stormed Mr. Ammidown.
" Let them come," said the Mr. Perry Danton who

held the hand of Barbara. " We may as 'well finish with
him now."
The Editor of the Daily Post was brief and to the point.
We have reason to believe that you are sheltering an

imposter, and that this gentleman here is Mr. Perry
Danton," he said. " In the public interest I have taken
the matter up, and I should be obliged if you would question
the two men in my presence, so that wemay
clear up the matter, here and now."

"It would be as well," snarled
Mr. Ammidown

Perry Danton and Slim Attucks
were brought face to face and
compared. Perry's old house
keeper was asked to identify
her master, and, after careful'
scrutiny, selected Slim. Bar- •

!

bara, too, stood by him,^,. V>
and turned from the new
comer. Then the two
men were questioned
and wrote down
their answers in

turn, and any
slips that were 4

m a d e w e re
f

made by Perry.
The Editor of

the Daily Post
began to wish
he had left the
matter alone.
Perry began to

wonder which
side of the
table he ac-

tually stood on.

A [air test,

I think," said

Mr \nimulown,
would be to

ask the two men
to give us their signatures

two slips .if paper were passed to the two Perry Dantonsand quickly returned. The signatures were passed round
n, and compared with old documents in the

lawyers possession. tin the judgment was against
v, and in favour of Slim.
But," protested Perry, "

I have not used my signature
for manv and he has been using it' dailv 1

propose -
--"

" I propose that the police rid us of the nuisance by
arresting it, snapped Mi Ammidown. \„

I Pern
I

to find the police closing in.
" I am sorry to have troubled you," said the Kd.tor of

the Daily I' i

I Bhould hope so," retorted Mr. Ammidown
I' rry turned, and the police led him awaj Mi Ammi-down turned away Slim pressed the hand of Barbara and

Igh of relief.

Idenly there was .. ring „ pon , h( ,

a , ur| .

I Shep,' for fifteen years the canii
Was tusking and dan, Ing around Pern 's heels

' Mv hat
!

' cried the star report .. \V l, al

r

The stiu reporter fouti

more do you wanl - " Mr. Ammidown, aghast, turned to Slim.
For heaven's sake speak to him. What does it mean ?

"

Slim, cursing inwardly, advanced and murmured some-
thing about "good dog." But "Shep" bared his teeth
and prepared to spring. There was the memory of many
a vie urns ki< k behind his snarl.

1 reckon," said the star reporter, " that we've got the
only witness that cant tell a lie." And the Editor began
t° be quite pleased that he had come.

" And," said Mr. Ammidown, "
1 don't think these

gentlemen will be wasted, after all."
He turned to the police. The police turned to Slim

Shin turned to the door. The procession tiled out.

hen Perry told the full story of his adventures, and
Mr. Ammidown mopped his brow with horror as

the realisation of his blunder was brought home to him.
" I'm sorry, Perry," said the lawyer at length, " but

that plausible scoundrel was one too many for me. Still,

he deceived Barbara and "

" Excuse me, Mr. Ammidown," inter-
rupted Barbara. " 1 was not deceived.

1 let events take their course because
—because I thought a jolt of this

description would do Perry the
world of good. He wanted

waking up. You must
admit that the experi-

ence has been benefi-

cial."

You mean you
knew all the

time ? gasped
Perry, incredu-

lously

Of course

1 knew
But how-

how '

Ha r b a r a

smiled.

\ woman's
heart tells
her, Barbara
was beginning,

and then she

stopped short,

blushing furi-

ously

1 think,"
declared Perry,
drawing Bar-
ba r a s ar

m

within his own,
" that 1 am
entitled to a

Ammidown would

/ Barbara in the conservatory <i little later,

lographtd them.

more detailed explanation. So it Mi
exi list Mr. Ammidown woufd

When the star reporter found Perry ami Barbara in

the conservatory a little later, and photographed rhcin.

CHARACTERS.
Slim Attucks

|

Perry Danton i'

Thoron Ammidow n
I'-. u bara

W VI LACK RjUD

Clarsnci c.rt pant
m.mu.aui i Loomis

v."..: 1

rmltsioit from iht Fw* tale,

. . , . 'i it.., li .

he c..i\e his opinion that the photograph was ,i winner,

and would make the public sit up and take notice

When Perry and Barbara saw the photograph in the

Daily Post next morning, they admitted that it :. «> a

matter of opinion

But it did make the public sit up and take notice
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Biographical Brevities^

Anita Stewart was born at Brooklyn

in 1896, and started her screen

career with the Vitagraph Company.
Her first film, The Wood Violet, was
made when she was just a school-girl,

and she thought her salary of £5 a

week a magnificent one. She sup-

ported Earle Williams in several

pictures, and later became a star

in her own right. Her best-known

pictures are : The Goddess, Virtuous

Wives, A Midnight Romance,

Kingdom of Dreams, Human
Desire, The Mind - the - Paint

Girl, Harriet and the Piper, In

Old Kentucky, The Fighting Shep-

herdess, and The Yellow Typhoon.

She is fond of all outdoor sports

—

swimming, tennis, and golfing

being her favourite recreations.

Anita has light hair and brown
eyes. She is Mrs. Rudolph
Cameron in private life.
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STRANGER <*#* LOT !

TThcy plead with him, they try to " kid " him, once some-

I body tried to bribe him —but nobody " gets by !

y talk frankly to him, trying to wax chummy with

Cerberus before Sultan Sennett's Palace of Fair Women !

y tell him ful fairy tales but he doesn't believe

in I

Gentry .start strolling through the studio gate without

looking at him, and when challenged, register indignation,

viz ,

" Going to work, of course '.

Picti >ple working at near-by studios used to try

by him in make-up, giving an excellent imitation

of folks working " on the lo1

Ovi nen. during rain-

storms, " happen " to splash in

and " want to use the phone."

\ii-l ,i dozen-a-day " want to

see \l o-and so, thedirector."
" Bui 1 don't beli got

by me !

" affirms Cerberus, the while modestly disclaim

any - bility as a buffer oi rebuf

lamas of yore objected strenuously to foreigners

dropping in at Lhasa unless on pilgrit bent, and it is

1 ult to peek in at Peking within the Imp
losun ''in the real Forbidden Citj 's

gati Ulesandro Street, in Edendale, Los Vngeles.

For verily 1 say unto you :
shall a camel piss

through tin i needle than a nter into the

kingd 5 nm tt

On behalf of the screen struck I thought I'd find out how

,li, 1 public is so successfully kept away from

l things Senn.' I
• \ et tain shrew. l I u ed

t. liman, w ith a grey mousl

and a keen blue d in eternal vigilance at the ' P

supplied lh<' an-

I i.ivnl Walker is the \ eteran gatesman's nan for six

vears, he tells me, he's been keeping 'em out with his

vhu h way vmi going ?
" and Ins " Have

, from the office," and, since the plate became overrun

with permanent and occasional and lake pass - holders

his Positively N'o Admittance " sign.

Vnd yet, Walker a. buns that he can't remember a name

five minutes, ' but he knows thi I everybody who's

Folks say that it is easier for a Profiteer to pass

into Paradise than for an unauthorised person to

enter the Sennett Studios, the G.H.Q. of Beauty.

Ask David Walker, the Keeper of the Door.

worked " at the studios for the past six years. He has a

black list of those who used to " work " there, but don't

now.
And he knows every one of the hundreds who " work

"

there now bv their backs and their walks /

Furthermore, not content with merely " shooing " people,

even personal friends of Sennett picture players, to the
" office " to telephone the Studio Manager for permission

to enter the sacred precincts, Walker has a "follow-up
"

system all his own.
And he knows every nook and cranny, every knot hole

ami loose fence board in the

place !

But, say you, how about
new employees

Ah, Walker only stops em
at his gate once—the first

time

Stroll past Sennett's gate on the pavement, and acci-

dentally " t.ikea look at Walker as you ramble nonchalantly

on your waj \ny innocent party might be doing that

any time, mightn't he- (June true, but

That one i bani e glance toward him or his habitat acts upon

Walker like TNT. upon a sensitive plant I He watches

i you to see if you turn the corner (thus continuing

along aside of the Sennett fence out of his sight', ami

if you do he cuts across the ' lot inside that fence to

you as you make your surreptitious entrance

But, saj Lll't a fellah slip m while Walker's pur-

suing someone else, or is called away from the gate for a

moment ? No, sir On his return trip to his porthole o\

Blighted Hopes he watches every hole and corner, and if

you ve actuallj reached the lot by that time, he can

spot " you at

Don't member taking rae to Mi Whoorit,

ne bluffers, i rosslj No. he doesn't

remember In pinches like that, D Walker's memory fails

him remarkably.
YOU see, it's a matter 01 life and death with David,

this battle oi the wits That's just exactly what I

i foi it's his
' keeping everyIxwly outside

Sennett s and he certainly does it
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rivoU^kkrvjlov
Summer leaves California with reluctant feet, giving to that sunshiny

land more than a hint of her presence,. even in mid-winter.
But the faint, unaccustomed chill of autumn mists was (.lowing across

the coast from the Pacific as I set out to visit Ethel Clayton. 1 shivered
as I drew my furs around me, and through my mind flashed the h<>i»'

that every Britisher in America harbours, " Oh, 1 do hope she'll have
a real fire !

"

For radiators, although they may be efficient, cleanly, convenient,
and everything else the ad. -writers would have us believe,
cannot be considered, by any stretch of the imagination,
as " cosy." They are not conducive to inspiration ; and
to sit chatting with the fair Ethel around a radiator
did not by any means appeal to my sense of solid comfort.

But I need not have feared. Ethel Clayton is a famous
actress

; but even more is she a born home-maker. Some-
how her very doorway had a hospitable look. (There
is a lot of character in doors and doorways- some seem
to shout at you, " Keep out," while others, in mellifluous
tones, murmur, " Oh, do come in ! ") Ethel Clayton's
doorway distinctly belonged
to the latter class, and I was
not surprised when she
herself answered my ring,

holding out friendly hands
in spontaneous greeting.

Domesticated is a hard word to apply to any kinema star, but it fits Ethel,
Clayton to perfection. She is a bom home-maker, and all her leisure hours i

are spent in the seclusion of her beautiful Caltfornian bungalowS

Reading is Ethel's great passion, as

you will gather if you investigate tki

ph )tograph<; illustrating this at
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The real Ethel
Clayton prefers

the simplest

mules.

\

<

\

'1 Ins weather !

" she said.
" You know, we Californians feel

very aggrieved if we get anything
but brilliant sunshine, and when
the sea fog pays us an occasional

visit, we are like butterflies

caught in a storm ! Hut come
into the living-room, and let us

settle down by the fire !

"

Ethel Clayton's house is not
so much a Los Angeles palace
as a restful, artistic environment
for one of the most charming oi

filmland's beautiful women. (Tor
although the mistress of this

Hollywood home is still onlv in

her twenties, one thinks of her
as something more mature than
a girl — maybe because
she has taken Life, with
its joys and its sorrows,

more seriously than have
many women far older than
herself ) I ler great living-

room is low and long, its

walls lined with well-filled bookshelves, a

in the place of honour.
On the polished floor are richly shaded rugs from

the < >nent
; there arc pictures on the neutral-tinted

walls few, but perfect m their choice; while

pieces of colourful pottery and old pewter vie

with each other in capturing the high lights of

the room
M.iti\ of my treasures," said Ethel Clayton, " were

(licked up l>v mother, mv brother and myself when we
visited < .una and Japan last yen Then when we
motored through France .uid Italy we could not resisl

buying more lovely things, espei tally as I was then

realising for the first time in my life the joy of buying
what I had always longed for to decorate my permanent
home out here

1 have I

• ding most of the year in New York,
working at the I ong Island studio, bul now,
I'm glad to say, they have transferred me to m\ old

quarters oni e again."

In big, comfortable chairs, on either side of the roaring

log tire, we established ourselves, Ethel i layton's smal
Pekingese canine moving reluctantly to the hearth-rug

when his mistress demanded th.it he give up his nest among the cushions m mv
favour. Tea arrived, and I watched my hostess in silent admiration as she
devoted herself to the all-important matter of making the beverage as sue
fully as " you English people do. I never tasted such delicious tea as in London

—

but, then, we beat you in coffee, don't we ?
"

I was obliged to confess the truth of this statement. Hut I decided that if

there were any deficiency in the tea, it would be more than made up by the
charm of Ethel Clayton herself. That afternoon she was wearing a frock of dull

blue, touched at collar and cuffs with white, her pearl necklet, platinum and
diamond wrist-watch, with circlet ring to match—treasured gifts, I knew, of her
dead, but clearly loved and always-remembered, husband. The firelight glowed
on her wavy, red-gold hair, bringing out its lights in just the same way as the
camera does. A haunting sadness lingered in her wide, heavily lashed grey eyes,

and as she looked up, with that elusive smile which is one of her great attractions,

I felt that, however gay and merry she might appear to the world, her intimate

friends were right when they spoke of her as " dear,

serious little Ethel."
Perhaps it is her natural delight in beautiful,

refined surroundings that has given Ethel Clayton
a certain " air " which is difficult for even the love-

liest of screen actresses to copy. The picture-pro-

ducers, wise enough to know the value of this subtle

charm, are making the most of her gracious and
alluring personality- rather to Ethel's dismay.

"
I liked my old type of picture best," she said.

" It was mostly domestic drama, you remember.
In those clays I had real homes in my films—and I

was always a real person. Now I have such elaborate

settings and such wonderful gowns, that I find it a

ittle difficult to portray the true woman underneath
it all. I know there can be as much human joy

and sorrow in a palace as in a cottage, but I think

I would rather play the young wife struggling to

find happiness amongst the. dear, common, every -

dav things of Life than I would the feted and
netted Society queen."
Doubtless many of my readers will remember

ithel C'lavtcyi in her older pictures, some of which
were The Blessed Miracle. A Woman's Wit, The
Hidden Scar. The Bondage of Fear, The Web of

His Brother's Wife, Man's Woman, The
Woman Beneath, The Lion and the

The .ten-en Ethel

( layton is renowned
for her gorgeous

gowns.

Mouse, The Fortune Hunter, The

Wolf, The Great Divide, The Sport-

ing Duchess, and Dollars and the

Woman. (The two latter, by the

way, have lately been
given second versions by
Alice Joyce.)

I always think that

Dollars and the Woman
was my best picture

Lett : .4

tr., i of

the boudoir.

Helou Lht
living-room.
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said Ethel, tinkling a tiny Japanese bell as signal to her coloured maid
to remove the tea service. " My husband was mv leading-man ir
that film—he acted opposite me in many of my old Lubin photoplays
and directed me in others."

It was when Ethel Clayton was with World Films that she met Joseph
Kaufman, whom she afterwards married. They had both signed a
contract with Famous-Lasky when the influenza epidemic destroyed
a partnership which was as popular amongst their personal friends a
it was amongst their thousands of screen-admirers.
The Californian dusk, rapid as in the tropics, was overtaking us as

we talked beside the fire. Ethel Clayton rose to light the tall Japanese-
shaded lamp. J r

" Won't you play something first ? "
I begged. And in

the firelit gloom, scented with flowers, the slender red-
haired girl played to me—snatches of Chopin and Schumann,
here and there a curious Oriental chant, or a plaintive folk-
song reminiscent of the captured peasant folk of Central Europe

" I learnt to play in Chicago," she told me, as she
came back to the warmth and glow of the crackling
logs. " And when I returned to the stage, after
my first few pictures, to appear in Mr. Brady's pro-
duction of ' The Brute,' I found I had to perform
quite a difficult pianoforte selection during one of
the acts. So, of course, I had to study and practise
again for a while, and then, following the advice of
some of the musical critics who had seen the play,
I gave several concerts in New York and Washington
and Boston."

Ethel Clayton speaks casually and unaffectedly
indeed regarding her talents. Her books are
her chief delight, and she is a great reader.

" I hope it doesn't sound too terribly un-
sociable," she said, with her faintly wistful,
flickering smile illuminating her charming face!
" but I love solitude. My mother lives with me,
you know, and my brother Donald spends
much of his time here ; but we are a very quiet
family. Things are a good deal livelier in the
vacations, for my small niece and my husband's
ten-year-old son, who are both away at school,
come home to us then. I am very, very fond
of them, and am looking forward to the time
when the girl, especially, will be grown-up, and
a real companion to me."

Ethel Clayton is the despair of Hollywood's
gay set. She is lovely and fascinating enough
to be a welcome visitor at all social functions,
but, instead, most of her spare time is spent'
amongst her books, or in her beautiful garden.
We spoke of the latter. " I love the out-

doors," she said, " and I do lots of my own
garden work. Everyone admires the result,
too, which is comforting ! You must come to
tea with me again when the sun is out, and we
will picnic under the big elm-tree."

Right : A character part in " The City Sparrow."
Below : Ethel in the garden of her bungalow home.

1

Left : A pretty comer
of the garden.

" Tell me about your start in pictures," I sug-
gested, as the charm of the firelight and the star

combined threatened to steal over me, diverting

my attention from the serious work in hand.
" To begin with, I was on the stage. That in

itself was sheer accident. E. H. Sothern was in

Chicago, and needing some supers for his Shakespear-
ean crowd scenes, he applied to the head of my school
for permission to engage the English literature

class. It was a wonderful adventure for us, as you
can imagine I I enjoyed it so much that nothing
would satisfy me but a dramatic career, and
although my beginning was humble (a place in the
chorus of Chicago's old La Salle Theatre), my am-
bition was boundless. Then I ventured to New
York, but was not there long, for they quickly
signed me as a member of a stock company in

Minneapolis. About seven years ago I was with
Lew Cody's stock organisation in Vermont, when
the Lubin Film Company offered me a hundred-
and-seventy-five dollars a week if I would try

picture work with them.
' I can't do anything so good for you,' said

Lew, when I told him of the offer. ' Take it, and
I'll find someone else to fill your place.' But not
all of my friends were so encouraging. You see, I

had achieved a good deal of success on the stage,

having been in the original New York production
The Lion and the Mouse " and " The Country Boy."

It seemed like giving up a certainty for a risk, but I took

the chance, and have never regretted it.

" My first years at film work were spent in 'thrillers
'

in Philadelphia, where Lubin produced their famous two-
and three-reelers. Amongst other of my adventures
there, I was introduced to the cowboy. Then I went to

the World, in those days under the leadership of William
A. Brady. Mr. Brady induced me to go back to the stage

for a while, but I missed the fascination of camera work,
and I soon returned to the studio. Then came my con-

tract with Famous-Lasky, and I have made a number
of pictures for them, both here and in New York."
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i i truer <<l Ethel Clayton's beautiful boudoit

Some of these later

dims that Ethel Clay-

Ion has starred in have
been enormously popu-
lar. E\ ' i \ pH i uregoer

« ill remember Woman's
Weapons, The Mystery

Girl, I Girl Who Came
Hack, Maggie Peppe'r, Pet-

's Girl, A Sport mi;

Chance, Mor< I
:,<ih

the Male. Men, Women and
Money, The Thirteenth Com-
mandment, The I. add:

A Lady in Lore, The Witch

Woman, and Young Mrs. Winthrop. New films that

Ethel Clayton has recently completed arc Crooked Sin

Th I'n ' oj Possession, I h Sins oj Ro anne, A City

Sparrow, Sham, Wealth, and Her Own Money; her current

picture is < ailed The Cradle.

The leading-men of this busy young actress have,

naturally, been many and varied. I used to s.i\ they

always tried ou1 the new directors and leading-men on
; she laughed. " I have been ' my first stai ' to ever

so manv masculine twinklers in the celluloid sky. Harry
M : turned directoi foi my benefit 1 was Tom Forman's
tiist stai when he switched from acting to directing, and
I was leading lady to John liowers in / ition, one of

the iirst two-rcolers. Lew Cody and 1 became co-workers

.n in Men, Women and Money, and Carlyle Blackwell

ptaved opposite me in some of my old World pictures.

When Jack Holt became a hero instead ol a villain, they

firs I tried his heroic talents in my films. Now he is to be
• ii himsell

' Von made Streets soon after your return

. I he ( )l lent , didn't Villi
'

I asked
\c\ and n felt vor\ curious to be transplanted back

in to the East. Perhaps yon remembei thai < rooked

.as mule here in Los Angeles, bul the sets were
uidt-rful We had the native quartei of Shanghai erei ted

on the banks ol the great studio tank, while another
splendid scene was a busy street in the l tion

the ut; \ 1 . 1 1 1

\

at tuallj taken in China are

inserted here .m^\ there and. ol course, numbers ol the

cxli foi the picture were Chinese emigrants we
il m California

I ury of ('/ is very e.\< nun;, and is

written around the adventures ol a girl detective abroad.
In hoi rn millings t> hina she is almost kidnapped

bv the minions of a powerful mandarin. Needless to say,

she is eventually rescued by the hero. I experienced lots

of thrills myself in making the picture, and although I

had ridden in rickshaws in ( hina, it was something of a

novelty to be using this extremely foreign method of

conveyance in Los Angeles.

It was growing dark, and I reluctantly rose to Ii

"Come and see the sun parlour before you go," and I

followed my hostess to the pretty, wicker-furnished,

chintzy room that, in the daytime, caught every ra>

the brilliant sunshine through its wide windows
" Here," said Ethel Clayton, "is my favourite haunt

when I wish to be quite alone to think out a new role I

am not content to leave everything to the director in the

way many folks imagine we screen players do. 1 usually

help to choosi my stories, and if a hook or a play lie.

selected, I like to bring it here and read and study it until

I know it backwards, Then 1 compare the scenario with

my own brain-picture of the film play as it suggest.' itself

to me, and we (my director and I) usually talk it over

together. 1 like to know in what orclei the scenes will In.-

taken, too, for whilst a film is lieing made, I forget 1 am
Ethel Clayton, and become for the time the character I

am portraying. Then, after the last scene has l>cen ' shot,'

I indulge in a short rest, or, perhaps, a motoring or liding

trip. 1 love all outdooi sports, and when l>on, my brother,

is here, he and I are friendly opponents at golf."

1 had, somehow
, hardly imagined the very domesticated

I thel as aw outdoor enthusiast
; but she assured me that

one ol her greatesl regrets was that her work in New York
made it difficult foi her to keep up her average in golf.

I swim, too, you know,'' she continued; and ride.

1 learned to ride in my Lubin da\s, .md never gave up
this most delightful pastime." We had returned to the

living room on© . tin.

It is a prettj home." I said, turning to Ethel < layton
\ <>n must be \ ei \ happy hi

I am contented, at least \nd interested in the world

and in m\ work. Maybe we ought not to ask more of

Life than th I

At the doorway of 6928 Hawthorne Vvenue, I tinned
for a last glimpse ol the firelit room so eloquent of the

personality of its mistress And with that background
I shall always picture Ethel Clayton sweel and sin<

the beloved ol picturegoers past and present, whether
she be gowned in the gorgeous creations of the film

costumier's art, or in the simple gingham overalls

which she lust made willing captives of the millions

hearts that hungei foi romance \ m-.
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\Mi6$Ma^%tfato^
" I am a user of Pond's excellent Vanishing Cream,
which I find from experience to be very superior to

other similar preparations."

" Very Superior " is a just description of Pond's—the original

—

Vanishing Cream. No other face cream has the same entrancing,

soothing effect on the skin and complexion—no other is so easy to

apply, nor so completely invisible after use.

Pond's prevents all skin blemishes resulting from
sun, wind and rain.

Apply a touch of Pond's regularly night and morning and as

often as possible during the day. Scented with the odour of

Jacqueminot Roses.

"TO SOOTHE AND SMOOTH YOUR SKIN."
In handsome Opal jars with Aluminium Screw Lids, //j &• sj6 ; .nut Collapsible Tubes,
Qd. &° //j ; of all Chemists and Stores. If yon cannot obtain the /tern tube 'handl'ae
size) from your Chemist to-day, semi us Qd., and vie will dispatch it per rcturi. post •

.

POND'S 1AIRACI CO. (Dept. >;<>. : i. SOUTHAMPTON ROW. LONDON \\ i ,

Vanishing
Cream

No
Batteries

or

Refills
'pHE "Leverlite" Inexhaustible Pocket Lamp Ins thrownx the old- style flash lamp right out of date. Now it is no longer
necessary to have battel ies or accumulators and constant expense and
bother. This lamp generates its own electricity by means of a self-

contained dynamo actuated by simply working the lever. The

*I FVPPI ITK" INEXHAUSTIBLE
Ltd V JCiIXLl 1 Ei POCKET TORCH

nc\or runs out and is ala/ays ready. In years
to come it will light as rcadilv as today.

Everybody should have one of these indis-

pensable lamps. No lighting device
could be handier or cheaper—it costs
nothing to maintain. '1 his is Model

H, which we think is one of the

N most perfect products of up-

to-date mechanical science.

.Selling rapidly—Get yours
now

—
'1 he first cost is the

last Fullj guaranteed.
If you mention Pic-
turesoer, two spare

Stonl Setvice Model,

„ 425/-
Postage e-> Packing; rj6

Mo 1*1 dt Luxe, gilt fittings Case. *7QA- Post an.

bulbs will be sent

free. From
HarrodsKlert.
Dept., Army
8t Navy Stores
l'.le< .

' l>ept.,

Hene t fi n ks,

Roots Cash
Chemists, or

by post d irert

From

LEVERLITE
LAMPS

[Dipt. 8),

23a,OldBond
St., London.

W. 1.

You can Play the
Piano To-day

By Naunton's National Music System.

1 T makes no difference whether you have bid previous
* lessons or not. whether you are So ye.irs of age 01

only eight, we guarantee that you
can play the piano to-day by
this wonderful ami simple system.
There are no sharps, flats,

theoretical difficulties to worry
you, .uel no tiresome oi Weari
some exercises or scales to be
fcamt. You play correctly with
both bands at once. No dill., i

or drudgery whatever.

FAILURE IS IMPOSSIBLE.

" You cannot tail." All yon
have to do is to sit down to the

piano with our music ami play it

at once.

Over 50,000 people are playing

by it, and are playing perfectly. If they can do it, so can you.

No one need ever say again, " I wish I could play
'

' ; everyone can do it to-day.

Let us tell you all about this wonderful, simple and rapid system.

Take advantage of the offer we make on the Coupon below, and by return

of post you will receive eight tunes which we guarantee you can play ; thus

yon (.111 prove for yourself the accuracy of our system and the accuracy
of our statements. I his small outlay will open up the delights of the

vast realm of music to you, and give you many ye.irs of pure-; pleasure.

" Picturegocr, November.
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER COUPON.

To the Manager, NAUNTON'S NATIONAL MUSIC SYSTEM,
7, Newman Street, Oxford Street, London, W.

I send herewith Postal Order for One and Sixpence, in return for

Which please send me your " Special No. I," containing eij;ht tunes,

published at ->S. 6d., also particulars how I can become a thorough

musician.
Note.—Plea St fill in Postal Order payable In Naunton's

National Musit System, Lid.

NAME

ADDRESS..
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ARTIST «*»y
ARTISTES

With Bitty { m he directed it " 1 World.

Pcnrhyn Slanlaws sketching Ruth Roland.

FVom the quiet of an artist's studio to the

busy buzz of a movie studio, where houses
are built in an hour, and cities started "at the

break of dawn are completed before dark, is a

f.ir cry, but after a day I was captured, com-
pletely fascinated.

When searching for models for my work as

an artist I used to wonder where all the pretty

girls kept themselves. Now I know. They're

in the movies. The minute I stepped into the

studio and cast my eyes on the groups of charm-
ing, lovely girls adorned with beautiful gowns
that enhanced their pulchritude, I was aware of

the reason the artists to-day have a difficult

time getting models and keeping them. No
* i is a pretty girl's face painted or drawn

ill. mi seine movie director comes along and the

artist immediately loses a model,

No lights arc needed m the Famous Players'

studio when Billie Burke arrives. Her winsome
smile lights up the entire place Just a look at

Billie is intoxicating, and fills one with the

thought that perhaps there is happiness in the

world after all. The demure Billie gives &« • , ' t-'a

of being vastly amused at everything- that

acting for the camera is a pastime rather than
\\ in k

Mae Murray is a dream girl. She does not

appear real, Her place is in the land of the

tunes, where daintiness and gossamer beauty
hold sway. She reminds >re Dresden,

If you have never worked before the camera
you haven't any idea how exhausting this form
• •! a, ting is. In the morning the suit-case brigade

arrives, fresh and eager for the day's work.

The grand old lady holds her head high , the

-tips forth briskly; the leading-lady hi

sparkle m hei eye; the portly gentleman who
plays father" comes in breezily; and the

ingenue fairy exudes youthful vitality. Hut at

night, after a hard day's work for a merciless

the} present a verj different picture,

and make their way home, bedraggled and v

Life in the movies is anything but c.'-y

guls take warning and stick to your •
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fcOKO"
HAS SO YEARS
REPUTATION
TO KEEP UP

To Look
Your Best

Your Hair must
have Attention.

t t

Five minutes a day spent according

to the directions with each bottle of

" Koko " will make all the difference

in your appearance. Try it for 14 days

and you will be surprised at the result.

SH.OK.O haIr
m

Clear, Non-Greasy Liquid, of delightful fragrance : g
Cooling and Invigorating to the scalp. Contains no dye. g

Promotes Growth, Cleanses the Scalp, Strengthens Thin and Weak fg

Hair, and ultimately Produces Thick, Luxuriant, Brilliant Tresses, g

1/6, 3, -, & 5,6 per bottle at all chemists, stores, etc.

A 5/6 full-size Trial Bottle of
" KOKO " for 3/6 post free.

pi Mention this journal and send P.O. value $/6, and ive will forward pet return,
-J±§ umler plain eover. our largest size bottle of " KOKO " (l 20:.) which is sufficient fir =

a thorough trial. One bottle only to each applicant at this price.

AI.I. ORDERS MCST BE ADDRKSSED TO-

KOKO MARIGOPAS CO., LID.
I (G.2.), 16, Bevis Marks, London, E.C. 3.

l!!!!!!l!!llllll!ll!llll!llll!!lllli|!llllll!ll!lll!lll!llllllllllllllllillllll
S

for the

rHBRE is a huge
demand for artists

who have been trained to draw
for reproduction.

Until an artist LEAR.vs to

draw for reproduction he will never
be able to sell much of his work.

The London Sketch School provides
a thoroughly sound course of instruction^

by correspondence, adapted to meet in-

dividual requirements, which, while develop-
ing any special talent the student may
possess, always bears in mind the point of

view of the Art Editor. Whether you arc
interested in Drawingas a hobby or pro-

fession, the London Sketch School can
help you.

Editors, Publishers and Advertisers come to

us for artists and drawings, because they have
found by experience that our methods pro-

duce precisely the kind of work they require.

We shall be glad to send you, post free, an interesting
illustrated prospectus. Why not write for it now? It

well worth having.

Write to : The Principal, Studio 363,

London Sketch School, londoT^* ":

specimens of the sumptuous assortment of

- Khayyam Cigsrettei contained in thc^,

w

• • •

100,000
Boxes of Cigarettes FREE

OUL.D you like, absolutely free of Charge, a box of the world's
iaintiest and most wonderful Cigarettes • It contains an assortment

I! brands of ERAM-Khayyam Amber Cigarettes, tipped with petals of
Mauve Silk, Real Gold anil Cork. ERAM-Khayyam CigarettesR"sc

were until recently only to be found in the Divans and Harems of the
native Princes of India for whom they were specially prepared.
The delicious and subtle Oriental Perfume, remindful of the

MYSTERIOUS CHARMS, VISIONS
and alluring sv-ectness o( the romantic East, revealed as the Cigarette
is smoked, conveys a new meaning to the cicarelte smoker.

In order to introduce these delightful ERAM-Khayyam Cigarettes to

a larger circle of smokers, we decided to distribute

100,000 Boxes FREE of

ERAht-Khay-v^m
feBftXlGAAETTEJ

e Wealth and Spice* of the Eatt Diliolvedin Dream-CloudSmoke
_

K\ I'.R before has such a generous offer been made, but we
know that one you have tested ERAM • Khayyam Cigarettes you
always be their staunch friend.

Address your application /or Fr.c Sample to—
& J. FABIAN, (ERAM Cigarette Manfs.) Dept. 8. AT. 7,

74, New Bond Street, LONDON W. 1.

Mi,:. Man.: I.

I'lease alhr.j me to

thank von for the box

of I i am Khayyam
cigarettes. They are

by far the nicest I

have ever smoked, and
you have certainly

made me a permanent
customer.
With many thanks,

Yours truly,

H
,y^

TX> receive one
•* boxes, post I

Postal

of these beautiful free

o us this Coupon, to-

gether with Postal Order for gd. or stamps

to cover cost of postage and packing, and
same will be forwarded to you by return of

post, together with descriptive pamphlet.

Monty gladly refunded if nut nheliy satisfied

Further Ruppllt* may be obtain*-'! from
uii good-eluM Tobneconhta anil slur...

SEND FOR YOUR FREE SAMPLE TO-DAY

GIFT COUPON.
NOW before you forget.

To L. & J. FABIAN,
ERAM G|. M.nfs. (Dept. B.M.7).

74, New Bond St.. London. W.I
Please sent me n lice Trial Box
of ERAM-Khayyam Cigarette- I

enclose od. to «

age and packiiu?.

_J
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vhe most interesting of the month's
releases are those now boasting

of " special pr< sentations " in London's
West End. Way Down East continues

its triumphant career, but there are

now new arrivals in the shape of the

Three Musketeers, Little Lord Faunt-
leroy, The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse, and Over the Hill. England
has been slow to adopt the policy

of presenting even a super-film in a
theatre as a special attraction. The
theatre-owners themselves are not in

favour of it, and refuse in most in-

stances to allow their property to be
put to such a use. On. the other hand,
the public are perfectly willing to see

the films in this fashion, for all keen
picturegoers agree that most of the
artistic value of a twelve-reel photoplay
is lost if and when it is cut down to

the length of an ordinary feature.

Douglas Fairbanks has made his

masterpiece in The Three Mus-
keteers. As D'Artagnan the rustic,

the courier, the lover, and the swords-
man (best of all we like Doug as
swordsman), he is Dumas' devil-may-
care hero to the life. Longer than
any of the previous renderings, one
of which, by the way, has been resur-
rected and is being shown in America
as a counter-attraction, the Fairbanks'
version contains practically the whole
of the story. Adventure follows ad-
venture, thrill follows thrill, with the
vigorous Doug leaping over all ob-
stacles in his own familiar fashion.
If this D'Artagnan lacks something of

the traditional dignity of the duellist,

he atones for it with his vivacity and
high spirits. The atmosphere of the

seventeenth-century France and Eng-
land is well retained, and the all-star

cast, which includes Tom Holding,
Marguerite de la Motte, Mary Mac

-

Laren, Leon Barrv and Barbara
La Mar is capable, if not brilliant. The
Musketeers has been translated into

many languages, but it is certain that
this screen translation is the greatest
as well as the latest of all.

When Mrs. Hodgson Burnett's
book made its first appearance,

it set a fashion in children's attire.

Every other child one met boasted of

a velvet suit, with the deep lace i.ollar

and cuffs described in the story, and
doubtless the film will revive memories,
tender or otherwise, in many grown-
up " Cedrics " of to-day. Cedric's

St. Bernard may not please sticklers

for exactitude—we should have pre-

ferred " Teddy " Sennett for the role

—but, unfortunately, " Teddy " was
otherwise engaged touring with Louise
Fazenda at the time Fauntleroy was
being made. Kate Price as the old

apple woman, Joseph Dowling as

1 lavisham " the solicitor, and Claude
I.illingwater as the irascible old

Earl, might have stepped straight

from the pages of the book. Little

Lord Fauntleroy on the screen is

an idealisation more than a pictur-

isation of the 1890 classic, but the
spirit of the story is faithfully caught
and held.

In one Or both of her two roles in

Little Lord Fauntleroy Mary Pick-
ford appears in every scene of this
photoplay, which is a triumph of
double -exposure. There is a good
deal in the film that was never
in the story ; but who cares about
that ? The burning question of the
hour will probably be how did Mary
manage to look so much taller as
Dearest " (Cedric's mother) than as

Cedric himself ? Cedric's fight with
the false heir is one of the most amusing
episodes, and its climax proclaims the
fact that " Doug " took a hand in its

direction. The settings are magnifi-
cent, and the photography and direc-
tion alike excellent.

The picture on this page illustrates

a pretty scene from Mr. Justice
Baffles, a new Hepworth film based
on E. W. Hornuhg's popular novel.
Gerald Ames is seen in the role of

the cricket-playing cracksman, whilst
Eileen Dennes plays the part of

Camilla Belsize."

An exciting melodrama, set in New
York's Chinese quarter, is ( George

Walsh's current release, Number 17.

It opens with a mysterious murder in

Chinatown, and suspicion falls upon a

man who has had some dealings with
a Tong, one of the many Chinese
secret societies. The hero, George
Walsh, with the aid of a rival Tong
and the police, eventually track down
the wily Oriental murderers. The
plot is not particularlv new, but there
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H ()\Y often have you

asked yourself th"is

question when af the

Kinema ?

A train with its tiling

freight dashes "'Ycr a

broken bridge a great

explosion blots out a

massfte building—a man

fights for bis life with a

l\on — two motor - cars

collide and burl their

occupants sk

You know there's a i

catch somewhere, but

just how it's done gets

\ ou guessing.

Now
, ,|icd " Behind the

m recti "—
,ill to

kn„w boul ilm | icturci and

It is .

icturei

ul(t ii

tunts
"

to '/..

.

i

..„! .in- .1
i
rodui i >,

I

"''<' "• 1,,r

i o be

Send along your
order to-day !

re not

u Me

Behind the Motion
Picture Screen

21/- i'

STANDARD ART BOOK Co. Ltd.,

I Paternoster 1

1

on, E.C.

.-»-.•

You have often seen a

actor engaged in a i>un duel

with I >t>
the (I a si

all around him. The bull

find by an expert sin t

stands behind the camera.

mm h exciting action and well-

placed suspense, that every admirer

,',i energetic drama will enjoj it.

Vlildred Keardon has a small

part opposite George Walsh, and

Louis Wilheim and Harold rhoinas

play character roles. George Walsh

has been appearing will) Ins sister-in-

law, Miriam Cooper, in a special pro-

duction, Serenade, which his brother

Raoul Walsh dhected.

Another melodrama with a setting

in Sh inghai, China, stars I thel

Clayton, with popular Ja^k Holt

I

posite. In Crooked Streets Ethel

plays a girl detective travelling to

China with a supposed professor, but

she lias little chance to shine as the

role 'alls lor no emotional display.
" Shanghai " scenes, which were

made in U S A . are excellent,

and there is a long and thrilling fight

between Jack Holt and I derick

Starr The latter, so we are told in

stil) titles, stayed five rounds with

rpentier, but that must have been

some years before he met the hero,

w ho a' > ounts tor hnn in line st\ le

Jack Holt plays an Irish adventurer,

who later proves to be a representative

of Scotland Yard.

J
Unit is the star ei another

November release The Ma
in which he has a dual role I

has a most improbable story here.

but his work is so good, whether as a

ne'er-do well, or a financier who loses

his memory alter a shipwreck, that

most pi< tnregoers will find it wi

-heir while There are three villains,

! almost as mam incidents and

a,] Vl luii- are in a serial
.

I,, it everything is satisfactorily

straight! ' »" the last reel

II,, M,, Nova, a .-tar who has had

inn, h serial cxperiem e, i

only

haracter, and an exceeding

, |cver I lllld a. tOl is seen as the hi

ion, the Ollh one to I

la, k I loll played

many more leading man roles after

Mask bi lore he was made a

mount star. He is now making
,, a tiv< rsion ol the

same story made h\ Biograph about

.•jo.

J.,,

k I loll l- one of the very few

who lias never

peared in Western st,.ii<s h •,-

rather a pity, because he is an <\

cellent horsemun, and usually rides to

and from the studios every day He
stomed to it si

early training days at a mil:

Mainly lie looks his

on a horse. He owns a lame and

beautiful estate set amone, the

foot hills ol t alifornia, and is - "in

found in 1 Lolh wood al

|ack likes best to spend 1 - -

hours with his wife and ,
:

unlike most s< urn persoualit

i\ refuses to talk shop tin • I le

•on at tini; as just his busi

and usually paralyses interviewers

telling them that -
I the least hit

interested in movies

"[
T athei ine MacDonald s

1\ tain, which is a Rita Weiman
story, simple and logical, and simpl\ and

, ally told The beautiful Katl •

is here si en m the I
popular

actress who retires on her mania
a man of wealth \ m.iui rival I

>kes

a hand in the game, and tie

legally free from her Inl-

and returns to her work, and finally

,,,,, m. Some excellent tin

lies and good photography

direction make Curtain i\ thcrinfl

MacDonald's i
pro-

duction yet released tins side I he

\meii, -\n IVautv ,
as Katl

Ma, i >onald i- usually called.

,,1 . Ifastlv refused to m.iki

personal a;

other ol the many huu lions

in I lollvwood lor , 1

\ penerous |iionetat

I willing'-

\ et p, rsuad< d I
-'on.
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A (though it deals with the world
X\ war, The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse is hardly a " war picture

It belongs to The Birth of a Nation
class, and with its magnificent settings,

picturesque yet primitive Spanish
characters, and tremendous spectacular
effects, it is a noteworthy contribution

to screen-art. The story is a wonder-
fully faithful adaptation of the novel
by Vicente Ibafiez, and is full of

adventure and suspense. To depict

the effects of war, more than the war
itself, is the director's aim, and Rex
Ingram has earned by this one pro-

duction alone the right to take his

place among the great ones of the pro-

ducing field. The " four horsemen in

the sky " symbol is used here and there

to heighten the action, and here, as

in other places, the camera work is

most artistic. There is a long cast,

but chief honours go to Rudolf
Valentino, Alice Terry, Wallace Beery,
John Sainpolts, and Joseph Swickard.

Little had been heard of Rudolf
Valentino before his work in

this film. He had played a small
though outstanding role in Eyes of
Youth, with Clara Kimball Young,
and several " heavies " in Universal
films. In appearance he is exactly
the Spanish boy of the Ibafiez novel,

black haired and black-eyed, with a
personality that seems to demand
picturesque attire and backgrounds.
He is an Italian, born in Seno twenty-
five years ago, and came to America
to be an agriculturist. He found New
York had no use for agriculturists, so
he found his way to the screen via

professional dancing. June Matins,
who wrote the scenario of The Four
Horsemen, insisted upon the part of
" Julio " being given to Valentino,
although he had played nothing but
minor roles until then. He more
than justified the choice, for a better

Julio " could not have been found.

Alice Grey Terry, who plays " Mar-
guerite Laurier," is Welsh by

birth. She has played in many films,

for she has been in and out of film-

land since she was sixteen. Extra
work, a season in the cutting room,
and small parts in Shore Acres, and
other Rex Ingram films, and then
hey presto ! Alice was cast for the
leading role in The Four Horsemen
Fame followed, both for her and her
director. She starred again in The
Conquering Rower, Rex
Ingram's latest

production, and when this , young
director comes to Europe to produce
there, she will accompany him in

the role oi .Mis Rex Ingram.

Picturegoers do not have to wait a

year for Charles Ray produc-
tions. Usually they are released in

England and America simultaneously,
sometimes Europe is a few days ahead.
R.S.V.P. is no exception to the rule.

It is a breezy and lively coined y-

drama concerning the struggles and
squabbles of two young artists who
mistake an heiress for a model with
amusing results. Harry Myers and
Ray himself play the artists, and Jean
Calhoun the girl. Charles Ray directed
as well as starred, and though slighter

than his usual stories, li.SA'.P. is a
pleasing picture Harry Myers felt

thoroughly at home in his role of a
cartoonist, for Harry is exceedingly
clever with pen or brush. He used
to design his own fancy sub-titles in

his directorial day. He has discarded
his

"
m
Connecticut Yankee " mous-

tache for ever now.

A simple story, like most of the
Swedish stories, In Quest of

Happiness is a delightful screen-play.

The characters are ordinary folk, and
very human, who move in a kind of

Victorian setting. I In- heroine (Renee
Bjorling) is a baker's daughter, who
is engaged to a worthless man, but
loves his elderly bachelor uncle. A
lovely old farm, with its gardens,
orchards, and adjacent lanes, figures

largely in the production, which is

well directed and beautifully acted.

Ivan Hedqvist plays the uncle, and
Ragnar Widestedt the selfish lover.

Swedish films stand in a class by
themselves: they are the most artistic

of any, and whether simple or spec-

tacular, are one and all worth seeing.

Melodramas or double-exposure
form the groundwork of al-

most all the November releases. W'allv

Keid's Always Audacious is a com-
bination of both, .:nd gives the

popular star his first dual role. It is

a crook story, but an exceedingly good
\Contirmed on page 5*-

oe a
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The Artistic Woman's
OPPORTUNITY

\\\ Hundreds of " Picturegoer " readers \

,,, have learned, by post, to make 1 1

jj f
Saleable Sketches—and to Sell them. W

Why not-i ([4fM YOU? 1

. ..> .

r

ij

i

A

>^M>

v^f
A very bad case
i f Cruelty to

Light Car s.

i Hiers and
Monte Blue mat
treating a ;. >:iiu

tare nioUir.

Try What You
Can Do.

COPY this sketch, or make
a drawing of any picture in this

number, and post it, with stamp

for return, to

CHAS. E. DAWSON
(l V, ,;,'• r oi

(r>r FREE Criticitm. Advice and Full
IViiii

P.C.C. Art Extemion, 57, Berntri St.,W . I

I

i
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JACKIE COOGAN
DOLLS.

British-made Dolls. These
dolls have the novel system

of " Evvipoze " jointing,

which is superior to the old

ball-and-socket type. The
head is absolutely unbreak-

able and tar more durable

than porcelain or com-
position. b'ull\' dressed,

with Mohair Wigs.

THE COOGAN KID.
barge size. Ref. No. 1)1217.

1 1'. ighl about 1 4 ^ in.

10/6 ea.

Postage, 9(1. cxlra.

Small size, Ref. No. D1218.
1 1 eight about 4 J

in.

1/6
Postage, 4<!.

PECK S BAD BOY.
I .11 [je si/'-. Ref No, I

»

1 2 1
- \.

I i ighl about 14.J in.

10/6 ea.

Postage, od. extra.

size. Ref. No. D1218A.
I [eight about 4^ in.

1/6 < lX .

Postage, 4<1 ( xtra.

I he above Dolls can he obtained from

oil Toy Shops ond Stores.

DEAN & SON, Ltd.,

160a. Fleet Street. London, EC. 4.

'&,->

and Seen a Owen in

(in front of
\mera) directing

I'. K Lincoln

1 i., II man Cod Changed!'

one, full of surprises and clashing

adventure Two Wally Reids in

;ht to send Reid fans into

, tasiei The way the hero finally

proves his identity by means of his

dog forms an exceptionally good
climax to a first-class film. Margaret
Loomis plays leading - lady, and for

once Theodore Roberts is absent from
the cast.

There is good characterisation in

Behold My Wife, which was
The Translation of a Savage, by Sir

Gilbert Parker, before the scenario-

writer had his way with it. I h<

also a novel story, in whi< h an English-

man marries an Indian girl lor motives
of revenge, and sends her home to

his aristocratic relatives. They are

duly dismayed, but take the " savage "

in hand and transform her inti

social success by the time her husband
returns to claim her. The cast is an
all star one, and includes Mabel
Julienne Scott as the heroine, Milton

Sills as the husband, Elliott Dexter,

Ann Forrest, Winter Hall and many
other well-known names Milton

Sills has since become a star; hi

an excellent actor, and always manages
to be com incing, wha I

is role.

Elliott Dexter will be in England by
the time this feature- is released, and
will appear in a film this side

1^ lame- I lammerstein's the

^ be-st feature of The Woman Game,
which is amusing and entertaining,

without boasting a single thrill or

dramatic moment Elaine, however, is

at hei besl in a none-too-easy part,

and her e leverlv shaded performance
and beautiful gowns are seen b

advantage. She has a good supporting
, ast ,

.iu<\ the settings and photography
leave nothing to be desired.

I
ike the well know u play "On

_v Trial," The Woman God Chatty

commences in a crowded court room.

and as each character appears to give

evidence in a murder trial, their

testimony is told in " Hash backs
Thus the- whole- action works more or

le-ss backwards The storj <c-me'rns

tlie- regeneration "t a dam mil; _

and includes striking dcserl island and

dance hall scenes. It is an interest-

ing production, and very e.leverly

directed. E K. Lincoln. See 11,1 Owen,
d Lillian Walker are the principals.

na Owen is best known for her
Princess Beloved" in IntolerancA

she has returned to screen -work again
r a long retirement. ' The camera

is not kind to me," is one of tier most
frequent remarks : but we cannot en-

tirely agree with her.

A man who specialises in f-tninine

impersonations is Julian Utinge,
and in An Adventuress, a well -prod need
mixture of thrills, comedv, burlesque
.ui<\ bathing girls, with a little slap-

stick thrown 111 as overweight, Kltinge

and Fred Kuvert disguise themselves
in feminine attire and interfere in a
comic opera revolution. It is all very
good fun, and there are some fine

aerial stunts and motor chases which
will please and entertain everybody.
Eltinge himself is well known in Amer-

though he has never visited Lurope
II,. possesses the unkpue distinction ol

having a theatre named after him, and
is, naturally, a fashion expert. Ht
usually manage - ; t 111 his

petticoats towards the end of his films

which arc lew , but good

Excellent acting and a powerful
story make /''., Woman l.'ndel

Oath a film that should not be missed!

Florence Reed, as the woman is I

question, gives one of her best jxrrj)

formances. Gareth Huj 1 voutiij

, fully com i( ted of murder, has ;|

part that suits him perfectly. GaretMl
work is always good, and his is a par 1

;

ticularly interesting personality Ma I

Mc Avov has a good though minoj
.nel Hugh fhompson also appear!

Watching Hughes and Ma Nl WO
111 this feature, it is eas) to see- whl
both are now stais. Photo^i aphy anl
technique are faultless, and the plq

shows clearly how circumstantial e\|

dence proved wrong.

T \ jTith the exception of //'.. rtigantif\

\ \ w hie h was dealt with in la

month's issue, and The Urlttt

reissue- there is nothing esjieciall

[jst I
'•> itisli

this month, Henry \inlcy reap
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nnTTnDTilPC
CORNS, CALLOUSES, BLISTERS,]
Aching, Soreness, Swelling, Tenderness.

UIIIUI1L
If you have these in any form and think there is the slightest excuse

for continuing to suffer Just read what the following users of

REUDELBATH
SALTRATES

say about the only quick, positive, and never-failing cure for

sore, tired, tender feet that ache, burn, smart, swell, itch, and
develop corns, bunions, callouses, or other forms of foot misery.

Also, you can stop any rheumatic pains within ten minutes.

PROMINENT USERS. -SERIES IX
ON THE STAGE AND SCREEN.

Mr. George Robey, the inimit-

able Comedian, writes

" 1 needed these Saltrates long before

commencing to use them. Oh ! How
can I tell you my feelings in thosi days!
Now I have no more tired feel 01

muscular strains. Do I still travel to

Continental Spas? No, NO-n'n'n'
NO ! I take my cure at home."

K H

Sir Harry Lauder, the

Scottish Comedian, wrote:—
" Hearing Reudel ltath Saltrates

mentioned as being a likely comfort

for the boys in the trenches, and know-
ing from personal experience that it is

excellent, I sent out several package -,

which were much appreciated."

Amongst other theatrical and kinema stars of the first magnitude who use and highly recommertd Reudel Bath Saltrates are ;

BRYANT WASHBURN, PHYLLIS MONKMAN, HARRY PILCER, MAIDIE SCOTT, VIOLET LORAINE,
HETTY KING, OSWALD WILLIAMS, LEE WHITE, LESLIE HENSON.

The Reudel Bath Saltrates compound exactly reproduces the highly medicated

and oxygenated waters of celebrated curative springs. Prices : 2/- a packet or

(Double Size) 3/3. Obtainable from all chemists everywhere, who are authorised to

refund your money in full and without question if you are not satisfied with results.

Photos by Dorothy I

'

.

N ale'i inc. Foiihham
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BARGAINS FOR
PICTUREGOERS

60
3/-

FILM STARS on

POSTCARDS
This beautiful collrclion ol Sixty

Picture I'osUards of Film Favour-

selecud by us is pre-war

JUST PUBLISHED. DE

irds ol (he lo

ENID HI XNK 1 I

CORM \
i \\

\ DEAN
W II I.I \\! EAKNI M
I'M 1 IM i

in <;isii

W II I 1AM - II \K I

I' 1 1 \ \ MCAW A

1 1 i 1 1 \ N ',
1 1 ' \ |

K.SEN
ukiM [

SIX SHILLINGS, po

ilely (or

LUXE Glossy Coloured

Rowing players :

I I il UK I YONS
MAK\ Mil ES

MINI KK
roM MIX
NAZIMOV \

M \l;\ IM( KFORD
CHARLES RA'S
W II. I. KOCKRS
AMI \ SI IW \K 1

NORMA I AI.MAIKiK
DYS WALTON
W A K N I : K

PEARL Will I 1

CLARA K1MHALL
\ (il NO

st free, the set of 25, or

3d. each, postage extra.

The " Picturegoer " Portfolio

of Kinema Celebrities
IM

II ES
il.SII

I I'll

AIR-
M \-

VRU
K5I

eom.lrmhe following SIXT1 IN MAGNIFK
PHOTOGR \\ l Kl PORTH \l is

(Si/. HI hi b\ Il in I

VI \KN I'H KKOKD-CIIARLES ( IIAI'I

l \ I AI.MADi M VRY M
-I \l KM < cm, \\— I II I.I \N <

EAR1 Will I I KA
-\\ M I VKNl'M-t)OCOLAS I

I'AI 1 IM- FKKDEKICK I llu

MK Kill AN WILLIAM S II \l< I KK II

. I vil -<_( ONS I \NCK I AI.M \I

Price ONE SHILLING AND TWOPENCE
Po.<l free

KINEMA STAR CHRISTMAS

CARDS.
Set r.1 SIX CHARMING HAND-
COLOU l-t Kl) CHR ISTMAS
CARDS, with Photogravure Portraiti

of i n l.n ..in Hi

• ii \ri in,

r».\ii

• nnd 6 Plain

Pi 16. Poil I

BOOKS ON FILM-ACTING
Mow in Bit unir n lilm \riist<-

2 3.

1'r.jftn :il Hint* on Ictlng for the
( iiK-ma."

3/9,

PICTURES, Ltd.,

88. Long Acre, London. W.C.2

David Powell, Aim hn Miltern, and G<
Kerr on at Caudebec, France, dining the filming of " Perpetua."

a screen version (if The Prince and the

'gar Maid, and Langhorne Burton
stars in The Children of Gibeon, an
adaptation ol a Besant novel. This
is an interesting, though not parti-

arly stimulating, story, and is well

produced.

Most of the mid - Victorian novels
have well - constructed plots,

whatever their other sins, and The
Channings (Mrs. Henry Wood's well-

known work) has also main -
pi'

esque and lovable characters, so that

it makes a very acceptable film It

has been carefully screened, retaining

the mid-Victorian atmosphere and
I the players enter per-

fectly mto the spirit of the thing.

Lionel Howard, Dick Webb, E. C.

Bright and Dorothy Moody all put
in good work

Ouite a conventional, sentimental
society romance has been made
out of Half mi Hour.

line of one of the lust of

Barries plots is there, but the charac-
ters have been reversed, and wor-
shippers of the Scottish genius will

led inclined to start out m chasi

the producer with a pi Dorothy
Dalton ait- well, and creates plenty

ympathy for the heroine, a none
too deserving or agreeable character,

K'n hm.in, Frank 1

Hazel Turner support. Dorothy
Dalton has a fine role in Midsummer

William de Mille produc-
•

i ompleted. She likes " vam-
parts best, and is loud m defence

ol this typically movie prochtcl on the

pportunities

I
-tar in

two reli

Hit M •
|

was hi

ding
Maltha

and

Imust, hoi i|

adulation '1 he

story is good and the production
•llent. In the other. .1 / .

// Mont v. < )'Bi ien :

in search of quietness, who falls m
love with what he believes to be a
ghost in an old ruined castle Rubye
De Reymer is the leading-lady.
is in England at present.

I
founded on plav,

nd 'I om Mi i ire make a

very likeable combination The story
lod and convincing, the chara<

picturesque and lovable, and the pro-
duction first-class. Tom Moore pi

a very light-hearted novelist who goes
to the South as a paying guesl in an

shit 1 family Doris Paw
Toms leading-lady, and i - :me
and natural performance as a daughter
of the house. ' Toby, the old bl.uk
servant who bowed only to men
of the family, is an amusing
throughout

Two interesting Vitagraph re 1

Ihihs' w !ii. h

line Griffith and V impl>ell

appear; and The Gauntlet, a 11.

Morey feature in which the star. .

New York financier, goes West and
many adventures amongst mountain'

- and moonshiners I i rit no (.nf-

tith's feature is an election story, and
was filmed in Savannah, I.a It is

by O. Henry, though it has the

decidedly whimsical comedy ton

usually associated with this author.

I : ine's role gives her ple.ity of a< tuiR

chai o the opportunitv ol wear-

ing some lovelv gowns Six had
and Charles \bbe.

two of the doyens among
rs, in the cast, both ol whom
ialise in old man part-.

EMVelv setithiK ntal m tl

( ).
,

> .is win ten round
two very well known Amei

ns bv W ill I'arleton, and -

the most pathetic movie mi
them all Man ('an \ it

is ii Intle improbable
it is beautifully produced am
and those who like sob stt
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The' KttwaUut "Jtfjt&rJ

ready tor a** o$ any
tUctrU tamp holtUr,

Enjoy your Favourite

Films at Home!

Absolutely

NO
Risk of

Fire.

Wi
'ITH a Palmer's Portable

Projector you can enjoy

the delights of the Kinema
whenever you like. No particular

skill is needed -the machine is

simplicity itself, and it costs very

little to run. The entire outfit is

strongly and neatly made, and when
out of use occupies, in its neat case,

no more space than a typewriter.

Start THIS Winter with a Palmer's

Projector !

Price complete, £27 10s. Also supplied on the instalment system,

£10 down and six monthly payments of £3.

Thousands of Films of all kinds for Sale or Hire..

Palmer's Portable Projector

George Palmer, 81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.l

Interesting

{Booklet.

FREE

1 .

| .,..,,,

• n its Case

Improving the
Appearance

BE SLIM AND GRACEFUL
Ganesh Reducing Saltina has pmv<<1 a
H-. il blessing- to those suffering; from obesity. This ,

Saltina added to the bath effectively reduces all

unnecessary flesh and will promote a healthy,
vouthfu! figure. The usual food may be taken.
Price 1/6 per box or is/- p >r doz. boxes. (A box I

must be added to each bath.)

DISFIGURING HAIR.
1 he Ganesh DARA treatment is a simple home treatment for safely
and effectively removing; all Superfluous Hair. It docs not burn or soil the
skin, but removes the hair by the roots. Trice, with full directions, <• -

Write, call, or 'phone for free Deauly R.mklet Treatment hv Appointment.

92, Hew Bond St., London, W 1.

Patronized by Royalty
Reeommendtd t>y the
Medical Profession.

Mrs. E.ADAIR, 'P/tonC: May 'air i y ij.

Pans and tfew York.

the ZDivine JjQu/sza
WRITING recently to the

makers of " Eastern Foam,"
Mile. Delysia, the world-

famous actress, said :
"

I have used
your ' Eastern Foam ' and find it

the finest of preparations for keep-
ing the skin so soft and smooth.
It is so refreshing that everyone
should use it."

Here is sound advice

winch every woman
who values her com-
plexion should act upon.

If you are not yet a

user of ti.is delightful

aid to beauty, get a

jar of " Eastern Foam"
to-day. Not until you
have actually tried it

can you appreciate the

fascination, the frag-

rance and the refresh-

ing daintiness of this

queen of vanishing

creams.

\i

EASTERN FOAM
VANISHING CREAM
The Cream of Fascination.

FREE GIFT BOXES.
IFyou sendad. stampedaddressed envelopeyou wil > •<-• a fret ,

oj"Eastern FoeinC in ei dainty aluminium box, suitable tot

Address : The BRITISH DRUG HOUSES. Ltd. (Dcpt. J.D.B.).
16-30. Graham Street. London. N, 1.I niminiiiii
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Have

you

forgotten

to get the Special

Birthday Number of

4

Pictures" ? Pub-

lished on Sat., Oct. 22,

it is lull of good

things which no lover

of the films should

miss.

If your Newsagent has

sold out, ask him to try

and obtain a copy for you.

Unique Wg

5k "*

Souvenir V4
/ ./</. (1 by Douglas Price
/ airban^i and
V ry Plckjord aD

Henry Edwards and Christie Whiti ige " tn Cecil h and Alma
;-, who arc visiting America i> study movie conditions.

be enraptured with it. The ingratitude

of a large family of children towards
the mother who devoted her life to

them is movingly portrayed. The
only likeable member, the youngest
son, played by Johnny Walker, is

the supposed " black-sheep," but re-

turns to rescue his mother at the end.
This was the first of the " mother "

61ms to be made, and ran for a year
i Broadway theatre. Mary ( arr's

acting is wonderful. She has her own
four children playing with her in

this film, and one of them has just

made up her mind to adopt the movies
as her profession. Mary Carr had
played many smaller roles before

< the Ihll made her famous.

1*4ie heroine of The Glorious A
ture, Lady Diana Manners, whose

photo appears on this month's cover,

enjoys the distinction of being the
first British star to appear in the
first all colour photoplay Made this

side, although the film was dispatched
to I s \ for the final stages of

nent, Th G us Adventure
was photographed throughout in

ma colour, specimens of which
have been shown for the past few-

months in the shape of one reel

nature and interest subjects. E

the most beautiful deep shades of

colour are obtainable in l'ri/ma, and
i he < osl times ol llu GU i

tint
, which is a stoi y ol < Charles 1 1 's

tune, with their rich brocades and
matins, lend themselves admirably to

such a purpi

Other British releases include hi

Full Cry, which is . screen
version of a Richard M story,

and stars Stewart Rome as Blaif

the man of the underworld who in-

herits a fortune, with Pauline Peters
in a character part ; Married I

an Ideal film starring Gerald McCarthy
;

anil The Little Hour of Filer II

which is a somewhat disappointing
version of a favourite story, a

Heather Thatcher and (> B ( larence.

E verybody lost their hearts to

Jackie Coogan in The Kid, and
will be glad to see him again as the
bad boy in Peck * Bad :•

i Five

sof naughtiness, plus Jackie, make
up an entertaining production, which,
though lacking the artistry of fai

first director, is full ol fun and high
spirits. Pons May and other " grown*
ups " appear in support of the tiny

star, w ho w ith his by
give- ,i performance so natural that it

can hardly be called Jackie
has nist finished another long feature

entitled M\ Hoy, and is on the lo< .^

out for a new st

Quite up to his comedy st

but by no means another h

i- Charlie Chaplin's The Idle

Clasi 1

1

. fun, evei y fool of it.

although the great little conic
descends to the obvious now and
again But most of his - are

entirely new and original From the
moment ho, in his familiar tramp
make-up, unfolds himscli from un

Quality
and

FLAVOUR'
ROURNYILLECocoa
l J SEE THE NAME {jldbUfy ON EVtr?Y PIECE OF CHOCOLATE.

Made under
ideal

conditions
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Shoe. Louis Heel

45/

There lire at least 160 distinct sizes in women's and men's feet, the

snine in growing girls and boys. Our Heel-to-Bnll system of fitting

enables us to guarantee a lit for every normal foot. hKlih.

ADVICE gladly given to anyone suffering from foot trouble.

Kid, Cro
Shoe, I.

63/=

AGENTS:
MANCHESTER :

HARGANS. Ltd., 66, Cross St.

HUDDERSFIELD

:

A. TAUklJM. 4. King St.

BLACKPOOL:
K H (. VLB. °. Market St.

DUNDEE

:

W PATTERSON & SON.
6, Reform Si

SHEFFIELD:
JOHN WliLSH. Ltd . 44-64.

Hi»th St.

St
Foot Fitters before Shoe Sellers.

309, OXFORD ST., london. «
Telephone :

MAY PA I R
1323

Largest Shoe Filling Saloons in London. Also at CROYDON -.—

57, London Road. Send for Descriptive Matter and Price List.

AGENTS

:

PAISLEY :

M'DONALD & SON. V High
St.

DEAL :

A W. PAGE. 26, High St.

BELFAST

:

DL'NOEh, Ltd.. 95. University
St.

WESTCLIFF :

G. A MORGAN, 172. Hamlet
Court Rd.

/'..•,,/. Ltd., J,,

OSi3%&

ou want to make use ol your '

that you can make motley, fashion

ng otters you the best opportunity.

oes not require years of hard study,

as otht bra :h« of art, before you

se any c impcnsation. Providing you

the coi reel training', you can soon

i, in your spare time at home, to

fashions that are in urgent demand.

FASHION DRAWING
IS THE BEST - PAYING
ART WORK OF TO-DAY
The Associated Fashion Artists, com-

prising London's leading Fashion Artists,

give thorough tuition by post in this lu-

crative art work, and assist students to sell

their drawings as soon as they arc proficient.

Write to-day for the handsome booklet,

"The Art ot Fashion Drawing." It will

be sent you by return of post, gratis and

post free. Address your inquiry- -a post-

card will do -to

Mr. J. EATON -BLAIR (Principal.

Sludio 24,

ASSOCIATED FASHION ARTISTS
11, NEW COURT, LINCOLN'S INN, W.C.2.

I

i

Vhe
XJehet Qloss of

{Beauty.

AS Nature varnishes the

leaves of evergreen

plants, so O-Cedar gives the

velvet gloss of beauty to

all vour floors and furniture.

I

Saves Time -Work

I

O

€teM°p
A few drops on a damp
dusler, and you have a

highly economical polish

which will make your

furniture shine and glow

.

Manufacture! s :

THK CHANN1 LI CHEMICAL CO. LTD
i z , 1 ARRINCDON Ru . LONDON, l <

Money
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A double exposure oj

who is

neath a train to the final fancy-dress
ball episodes, Charlie is funny. In
his other role, that of an absent-
minded husband, he has several oppor-
tunities for real acting, but sacrifices

them to " comic stuff."

As the absent-minded one, he con-
fidently walks abroad bereft of

the nether half of his suit, and, what
is more, remains undetected by means
of a most ingenious series of coinci-

dences, by which his lack of garments,
though plainly visible to the audience,
is hidden from the other actors in

the films. Charlie only realises his

plight when he tries to put his hand
in his trousers - pocket in search of

coin. Edna Purviance has little to

do .is a lonely wife
; but Mack Swain

makes a welcome reappearance as

her lather, and is an excellent foil to

< harlie. < haplin on the golf links is

something all corned y lovers will re-

member with delight.

Bie Barrisi ale has not had a

dual role since The Snarl, until

her current feature, Life's Twist. As
usual, she portravs a young wife

sie is the most married star in

movieland), and also a little tenement
girl, whose lives touch one another in

discovery,

comedies.

dramatic fashion. This is an enter-
taining picture, though the storv is

not particularly original ; but it has an
excellent cast, and the acting and
production are above reproach. Walter
McGrail, King Baggot, George Periolat
and Marcia Marron appear in support
of Bessie Barriscale. Marcia Marron
gives an excellent character study of
a dope-fiend.

There is no end to the amusement
that can be derived from im-

promptu entertainments at home,
especially now that the long evenings
are upon us. A piano, someone to
play it, and a John Bull Song and
Dance Album, are the essentials. This
year's issue of this most popular
annual contains sixteen songs popu-
larised by such public favourites as
Harry Lauder, George Robev, Harry
Champion, Jack Pleasants^ Mdlle.
I ><lysia, Phyllis Dare, Hetty King,
Margaret Bannerman (this popular
film star is also a well-known musical-
comedy artist) and eight of the latest

dances. The price of this timely
publication is is. 6d., and the date
of publication the fifteenth of this

month Make a note of it, and order
a copy to-day.

During the coming month some () f

the good things in stoi

readers of Pictun >, the all-phi

nre weekly, are A I
• 5 of

lid Ames and Irene C.isile. and
Sidelights upon Warner Oland, evcry-

-> favourite villain ; and Wanda
Hawley, the pretty blonde R
artist. " Getting the Director *- '.

is the title "t an interesting glii

lino a film in the making, whilst

page articles on or by Pauline I

ink, Johnnie Walker and Edna
Murphy, Gaston Glass and lovely
Kathcrinc Macdonald will also appear.
With Hs beautiful pictures, interesting

articles, and up-to-the-minute news
items, Pictures is the best two-penny-
worth of the day.

Buck Jones has a story very similar

to Forbidden Trails 111 Fire-

brand Trcvison, his November release.

The same people fill the same roles.

Jones plays the owner of a ranch,

which Stanton Heck (once again the
villain) is trying to steal from him.
Winifred Westover is the heroine

saved by Trevison. But the film is

worth a visit for the sake of Buck's
riding stunts, one of which is posi-

tively acrobatic. Fights abound, too ;

there is a very gory one between hero
and villain towards the end. Buck
Jones also puts in some excellent

broncho-breaking and lasso work, and
his pleasant personality is well ex-

ploited.

Avery famous and beautiful stage

actress, Marjone Rambeau, ap-

pears in Tht Fortunt Teller, which
is yet another " mother-love " film.

Some of the ingredients which make
up the story are perfectly obvious and
old-fashioned, but the acting of the

. and her remarkable appearance
a> .1 tearsome-looking old gipsy, will

appeal to everybody. All film-mothers

are harassed and cruelly treated, and
there is hardly a touch of humour m
all the six reels of The Fortunt Teller,

though there is pathos in plenty.

Melodrama and coincidence really play

the star roles, but Marjorie Flam-

beau's performance compensates for

everything.

Some methods are injurious,

Others are painful—
Most are only temporary in

their effect.

The

HELEN LAWRENCE TREATMENT
IS (TU ;"T Ill.l U'T '

without injuring the most delicate skin;

not ii it painful, .i> no >}*•* trie needle i»

rmi. • limple v »*t

weal
leaving .1 < leai imootn skin

making nevf ^u-wili :"M ,(,,v ' h ^'

2 -

.12 6
10 6

HELEN LAWRENCE
167, Kmaingtun Htgh St , London. W.fl

iff,1, '.

UNIFORMS
That LOOK well and WEAR well.

In addition to supplying hig lifbnns

to measure, we hav< a large si > K (new and
re-made Uniforms at moderal - pi

We supply nearly all

the large Cinemas.

We invite you to get m to touch with us, and
we will send you our Spei ialC Ii iured Plates

: ist, p. si tree .m application

1 el ui help you to make your Staffan enviabl

•..

Tbe Uniform Clothing and Equipment Co.. Ltd.,

S, Clcrkrnwell Green, London. t.C. 1.
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POOR OLD FATHER.
i 'ontvmedfroiu Page II.)

Theodore Roberts is the best-known

amongst these. The man must have

parted hundreds of lovers in his time
;

and he thrives on it. Theodore is well

versed in the ways of screen-fathers,

and he's so used to ordering Wally
Reid out of the house that he once

ordered Wally out of his own drawing-

room because he caught him mur-
muring sweet nothings to his own
wife (Dorothy Davenport Reid). And
Wally was so used to obeying Theo-

dore Roberts on the screen, that he

instinctively went. But he soon came
back and gave Theodore what was

due to him.
Even the kiddies join in the perse-

cution. Peck's Bad Boy is about a

small child who makes one man's
life a burden to him. .Mischief is

second nature to Jackie Coogan, who
plays the bad boy, so why trouble

whether Father Peck does or does

not wish he'd never been born. The
complete submission of Father to a

small boy of six is a right to make all

Fathers weep.
Even if Father dies in the first reel,

he is not allowed to rest in peace. He
is usually supposed to have made a

will. And what a will ! The most
idiotic conditions to be observed,

otherwise the legatees will not be

allowed to inherit. Sometimes the

heroine must not marry. Other times

she must marry the man Father

selected before he departed this life.

Enough to make the poor man turn

in his grave ! Enough, also, to keep

the film going for its appointed five

reels. The great North-West abounc'i

in Fathers (according to the screen).

Usually burly, bearded horrors like

" The Tiger " in Tiger's Cub.

Some enthusiastic film friends in-

vented a new pastime. Because one

of them expressed a wish that he

could be Juanita Hansen's brother,

they promptly selected a whole family

from the ranks of film favourites, and

put the matter to the vote. When
the results were examined, they had

chosen Vera Gordon for Mother

;

Eddy Polo, Charles Ray, Dick Bathel-

mess, and Jackie Coogan, for brothers
;

Lillian Gish, Nazimova, and Ruth
Roland for sisters. There were forty

players, and not one of the forty had

troubled about Father.

Some day someone will be inspired

to write a film story with a really good
Father as its hero. Even now hope
dawns upon the horizon. Tidings

reach us that there is one kinema star,

Clara Kimball Young, who owns to

possessing a living Father. And does

not seek to hide him. She has gone
so far as to be photographed with
him ; and he has appeared in some of

her plays. More than this, there is a
suggestion that this unique personage
(Edward Kimball) is* to be star in a
forthcoming production. But his role

is a secret. Can it be that he will play
a Father ?

In one stunning set—everything

to keep your nails beautifully manicured

IN
ten minutes, with these Cutex manicure

preparations, you can transform nails you

are ashamed of into things of beauty.

Start to-day to have the shapely, well-kept

nails that make any hand beautiful. No matter

how, rough and ragged the skin around your

nail is, no matter how ugly cutting the cuticle

has made them, you can almost instantly change

them into nails that are noticeably lovely.

Withou* trimming or cutting of any kind,

Cutex keeps the skin at the base of the nail

smooth, firm and unbroken. Just file your

nails to the proper length and shape. In the

Cutex package you will find orange stick and

absorbent cotton. With a little cotton wrapped

around the end of the stick and dipped in Cutex,

work around the nail base, gently pushing

back the cuticle. Almost at once you will find

you can wipe off the dead surplus skin. Wash
the hands, pressing back the cuticle as you dry

them.

For fascinatingly snowy nail tips, apply just

a bit of Cutex Nail White under the nails. Yoa
will delight in the fashionable finish that, the

Cutex Polish gives. Your first manicure will

show you how lovely nails can look.

For Christmas and birthday
prt+ents

Last year over three hundred thousand

women bought Cutex sets during the festive

season. Before you plan a single Christmas

gift, look at these Cutex-sets. Any one of the

Travelling Set, 9,6; Boudoir Set, 19-; or

Compact Set, 3 -;—in its handsome Christ-

mas wrapper—makes a present that is new and

fashionable.

Any Chemist, Perfumers or Stores has Cutex

manicure preparations. Don't let another day

go by until you have secured Cutex, the inven-

tion that has made it possible for everyone to

have nails that are noticeably lovely. Get your

set to-day.

NORTHAM WARREN, New York and Montreal.

C»

English Selling Agents :

I Henry C. Quelch & Co., 4 & 5, Ludgate Square, London, E.C. A

JJTEX
Manicure Sets

WHY THE SHOE PINCHES.

People who find difficulty in pur-

chasing comfortably-fitting shoes

should remember that there are at

least 160 distinct sizes in women's
and men's feet, and unless they deal

with a shopkeeper who stocks this

range they can never be sure of a

perfect fit. It is the proud boast of

Messrs. Babers, Ltd., of 309, Oxford
Street, W.i, that they are " foot

fitters before shoe sellers," and they
guarantee foot comfort to each and

every customer. Messrs. Babcr pro-

vide 78 distinct sizes in every shoe of

their manufacture, and at a recent

Press demonstration they proved the
justice of their claim to supply 1

perfect fitting for any normal foot.

The correct size of a shoe is the

length from the heel to the joint

of the big toe. The reason why .so

many shoes turn up at the toe is

because they do not fit properly.

A Baber shoe never creases or loses

its shape.
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CONFESSIONS 01- AN ASSISTANT PHOTOPLAY DIRECTOR.

U T hen a l>i'-,' building i-. uncloi i

striu lioi n ricnccd an h

furnishes artistic and conslructivi
-

;
superintendents . men

provide tin- worry ami attention to

ili mil which finally make ol the arctn

feet's dream a completed whole.

And so it is in the making of a

motion picture. The photoplay dii

tor lias a tremendously important job.

I'o weave a story into an entertaining

screen mosaic of characters and inci

dents, he must concentrate every bit

of his energy. Most certainly he m
not be bothered with 'petty details, lor

the strain of moulding the plot action

correctly forbids the inclusion "t anj

thing tiiat mighl distract hint from

i In- mam current of his production
thoughts.

Rut sets must be ready, " props " at

hand and players called. Someone
must accomplish these important '

tures of picture-making- and hence
the evolution ol the assistant-dirc< tor.

Ih.- average playgoer thinks little

ol tin 1 assistanl director. I hit the

results ol his work, often running into

the " wee sma' hours," are evident in

every pi< t ure made As a buffer to

absorb the shocks and friction naturally

llin^ from handling large groups

of people, he has a distinct value.

Let me lake vou behind the si enes

with me for a lew minutes, introducing

you to incidents that have occurred

Although hp receives more kirks than
thi A s '.hi'. Director is one of the

men who help to put the "move " in the
•' Movies."

to all of us who wear " A.M." before
our nanus and who cherish I

thoughts of the days when we may
erase the \ and blossom out ,n

tall fledged direi tors.

Suppose we're going to take scenes

in a new Wallace Reid Paramount
picture at Mrs. Muchgold's garden and
swimming pool, twenty miles from
the Lasky studio. We've never been
at the location before The day
previous to our 8 a.m. departure, w lien

f post the call, I have made out a

number -)f little slips giving exa< t

direi tions for reaching Mrs, Muchgbld s

This information, obtained from the
loi ation " man, 1 give to

chaufleur and to each member ol the

company who drives hi-- own •

Ne\i morning, the transport

department finds a change necessary,

fim, a chauffeur assigned to us. is

withdrawn lor other duty, and Joe
put at the helm ol the i ar. w llii h

'ties, perhaps, the property man and
carpenter, and dr.i^s a trailer con-

taining the "props " and relict b

to say nothing of tin' lunches. Hut,

note, the road -directions still calmly
repose ill J i 111*8 pOI kel

Iocs passengers pile in, and |oe

savs " Well, \\ here do «

he Muchgi I
i somebody

shout - As J lets i i I hi and
he kerb. i asu

all\ " You knov I
-

"Yes its " It's on
Lemon I 1 .ane We II find it.

I.etV - with a yell at nie,

busy getting the extra pi

they're off in a cloud of uncertainty.
N ou'\ e guessed it. The)

1 arrive at the location a little bi

nine ; the extra people and most of

the last are arriving. I'.ut the

a it Mam amount of " dressing " must
be given to the grounds, and then
no prop-man and no props. They're
in the missing car !

The storm arrives simultaneously
with the dire tor, full of pep and
ideas. He takes one look around.
Why the deuce haven't you got the

sel ready ?
" You n

he's talking to me You " mi
here i am again, in spite ol my seem-
ingly tool proof precautions against just

this occurrence.
We're not using Mr Reid in the

first sieiies so he's called for a little

later than the Others Uesides, by
this time the other lost lambs have
arrived, <\ud we all go to work with
sin h vim that we're soon n
shoot. It's all in the day's work,
.md they do say vou can get used to

anything except death and taxes

1

ii 1 wi r< 1..., ;

(

•

'I \ i.l

1

•Ph ':

A :

.'I I i ..' I. H

YOUR KYES NEED OCT] YS< 'I,

If you could see
the Impurities

of the
Atmosphere —
Volt WiUlid realise the

impel t.' anughly
a nd sy sleinut ically

cleansing the c> es. The
- tli.it I'.y alii >ut irri-

tate the son&itb e membrane o< the

threaten the
ili Hi ale ci.-i hani 1 1

1

t v

1 lailu .

. -- r< gulurly
"

' 'i nls. >,'l iii.i ki- it a part of

your Hi' .: e\ eiiuiu; i. > let

•

(Pronounced oc - u - ly - sol)

THE TONIC FOR TIRED EYES
loi I KI .

Mil unilliMMIi \M) CHEMISTS' SUPPLY CO.. Ml)
77. Wnmorc Sir.-.-l. I ,,n.l..... >V 1 .

FREE |

SAMPLE /v
1 v

'

i \

CUTLERY ot TASTE

WARRANTED SHtKFIKLP MADE

6 Xylonite. Round or Square-Handled

STAINLESS Dessert Knives 16 6

6 Ditto table Knives to match 20

12 Nickel Silver Tea-Spoons 5 6

12 .. ,. DeMert-Sp on: 8 6

12 Table- Spoon* 10 6

'Ivh mnr i
'

3- Piece Crtiims Sel in Caie 18 6

6-iVcc Ca«e STAINLESS Tea
k.m. - 20

6- Piece Cate Afternoon Tra-

S on- 10

3 Pain Assorted Ladies' Shean 6 6

i , 1 lollow-Ground Razor 3 6

. : Si IX;
Do 1 1 km\ es, 8

6 Tables (to match) 10 6

Durrnir with iKf Midillr • Man's Piotil.

SAVE 507.NOW
l/«MJ •rlurntj if mot ij'nW

Artistically Finished.

Goods Worth Raying.

i i .,/.i ( ttr^un or l'"tiol (>r u »ri ta

HOUSEHOLD COMMODITIES Of Sheffield ,

ECEKTON HOI sf BCBRTON STKEET,

SHEFFIFXD (l)ept. P.O.

V

Spei
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" Simply Delicious

!

you will sav, after ju>t one golden
piece. After the twentieth piece

you will rep< it it ju>t as em-
phatically. 1 ach piece is as

delicious, as rich, smooth, an
creanij in flavour as the last.

Wise parents allow the little

ones to eat it

generously, for

they know its

high food value
and unvary-
ing purity

and whole-
someness.

Take some home with you to-day. Price 8<l. per £-lb. The
Best Toffee obtainable. Why pay more? Ask the confec-

tioner to-day. If any difficulty is experienced in obtaining,
please send us name and address of your confectioner.

8 D
" per 1 lb.

Also in TinSy in daintit
wrapped pieces.

TURNWRIGHTS

TOFFEE DELIGHT
IW FREE AND POST PAID.

A Series of Beautiful Bird and Butterfly Cards wilt be sent
on receipt of a postcard application. Mention 'Picturegoer.'

Makers . TURNER & WAINWRIGHT, Ltd., Dept. A., Brighouse. York*.

MARY PICKFORD.
Beautiful Brown Print of this delightsome

player, Size 25 in. by 21 in.

ONE SHILLING <£S!D

Special ART STUDY. Size 19 in. by 151 in.

in two colours, 4 '6 post free, securely packed

PICTURES, LTD., 88, Long Acre, London, W.C. 2.

Seek a Shoe Shop that sells

"Sussex" Shock Savers.

Light — Resilient — Durable.

The Wear for Everywhere.

Rubber Soles & Heels

Manufacturers : Sussex Rubber Co.,

London, E. (Makers of the Cclcbratec

"Waterloo" Heels and Tips.)

The VERY LATEST BOOK on MARRIAGE
th/ir

'• aders v ill n mi mbet annoum emenl ol our i lean sex b ok
exceedingly high si i idor !.

In i " Wise Wedlock "
th< iutl

.

' ' C G irl

has given his best li ;- undoubtedly tin most complete book
ia • relationships, tn oui monthl; to h

and Efficiency," we had recently some instructive irticlc« on Bi th i ich
broughl mtl till are

.
I indn cl >l enquiries wh

need in Sex Uteratm laj is a frank, unequivocal volume which nill
give the answers to these questions in a clear a clea V'ou will find

i the information vou have long sought in

Post
FreeWISE WEDLOCK 619

Othei b have t niched the fringe ol the subject, but in " Wise Wedlock " you
will havi ally ir questions answered. Write now, while you think of it, to
below, enclosing cheque or postal order for 6,q, and Uu : bco|< will reach
return post in sealed over. A copy ot " Health and I Hi. iency " will be sent with
the book.

HEALTH PROMOTION LTD, Dept. 173. 19/21, Ludgate Hill. London, EC. 4

ALL THE LEADING CINEMA ARTISTES ARE ATHLETIC.

A Recent Photo ot

EDWARD ASTON, '• BRITAIN'S
STRONGEST MAN.

i hampi I
' • .it Britain Heavy Wei;;ht i hampiou ol the lintish ! mpirt

Mi I, Wi igl i h impinn ol the \\ rid,

THE WORLDS GREATEST EXPONENT OF MUSCLE CONTROL.
There is nothing secret iboul my method-

;
they tire the simph -t in the world

and, because of their simplicity, an the best ; but the key is know ie.nl; > myself.
I Lave formed it .is the result "I years ol experic

, tests, and tna

nothing uncertain about it. as it is n itin.il and positive in its resell It doi - not
mattei how weak or strong yon are, vou ran make yourself absolutely riv by my advice.

Thirty rhousaud Pupils h.ne thanked mi during years I n-ha il ia< been tuy

pleasure to 'I" tor them, and 1 have received whole hearted rcognitii n from s». |,

well known authorities as Dr. Dale, Dr. Lee, John Marks, Hackcnsclmiidl

and Madrali.

If you have HEALTH, value it and obtain the reserve of energy by mental
control so n< ssary in pn Hie.

li you are in INDIFFERENT HEALTH, such as Chest and Lung Wi
Constipation, Indigestion, Insomnia. Liver and Kidney Complaints, Luck of \

Obesity, Neurasthenia, Rheumatism, write tor my booklet, "Physical
Simp]

It vou require GR1 A I STRENGTH, a good development, weight h :

have a curvature weakness, write to me it onci m mndential Adv

1 ion provided spi i il tr atmcut for ladies in the form I light, gentle n

ments which an pi re to carry out, and without thi li I

•

impn ivi nents i
foil »ws

BUST DEVELOPM1 XI BUST REDUCTION.
Mil DEVE.L' >PM£ N r. HIP REDUCTIl iN

III \t'l 11 1 I. SHOULDERS.
Not ™1; tni 1 rantei il improvemei t.-. bul

health arid bodily caniagi is a result ol m> son le exi

,;,i i„\ course is usually suflicicnl to give vou thi

b dtli.

I LY NT i K.

I •
I

^ cL*<y~vm_c( CyOoU^^

66, ST. PAUL'S CHAMBERS, LUDGATE H1I. L. LONDON, E C 4.

s IRi p . rne gi ttii 1 copy ot your book I

'<

NAME

MiDKl'-s
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Befty

WrtXT DO YOU THIN'

T F I were to make a list of the
1 ' stars '

I think are ' it,' I

should start with Nazimova, Cecil

Humphreys, Langhome Burton,

Madge Stuart.Eille

Leaving Norwood and
. Imerii a out Milton Rosmer.

of it. All my friends

agree with me that

t from Nazimova's productions,

British films arc best. I except

Nazimova's, not only because she is

a perfeel actress and a fascinating

personality, but also because I do
not think she is in< hided in the

British-American film question at

all, as she hei self is Russian, and
her leading man in most rases hei

British husband."— .1 ( roydon Fan.Wn moved to indig-

nation by the paragraph
appearing on your page of the

July issue «.f ' PICTUREGOER,;
signed ' Umslopo-

The Indig- gaas.' We think

nant Fifteen, thai Douglas Fair-

banks will surely

i at i y on the part ' D'Ai taj nan ' with
the same chivalrou gra< e I he »ame
well bred, careli devilry thai

marked his tremendously successful

performances in The Mark of Zorro.

\ Ben Hur, what total dis-

similai ity could thei blj exi t

than between the tht quoted
foi the I Ea< h would play

it m ,in pntirely different way

why bar -Douglas Fairbanks? We
also consider it a very great piece

of impertinence for anyone to suggest

an artiste for a part to that master-

producer, David W. Griffith, in

the face of the perfectly cast pic-

tures hitherto offered to his public !

And with- all due respect to the

artiste suggested, who could make
a sweeter, deeper, truer Marguerite
than the incomparable wonder-girl,

Lillian Gish ? "-D. du M. and
Fourteen Others.

IT is preposterous for ' R.E.B.'

(Palmer's Green) to compare
Pauline Frederick with Nazimova.

' With all due
Pauline's Ad- respect to Pauline

tnirers WaSe Up. Frederick.' I

should think so,

too! Nazimova's 'portrayal of

ion and hate ' in Revelation is

nothing in comparison with Pauline

Frederick's work in Sappho ot Za
which far surpass any of Nazimova
for ' porl raj al ol passion .\ni\ hate.'

If ' RICH."' (Palmer's Green) calls

those In. li- mils facial contoi tions of

Nazimova's 'portrayal of passion

and hate.' -die wiU stand alone.

To write thai Revelation is ' one ol

the finesl films evei produced,
1

is

positively absurd Revelation caused
not the remoti I sensation , but

Madame X moved the picture

going woi Id to teai - ly's

Idorer [Newcastle).

NOVEMBER 1921

T AM writing this letter m
i deprei iation of British him

work in general. In my opinion, and
in the opinion of the majority of

my friends, there
Cornering J

: ilm is a lack of enteJ
Stars. prise throughout

the whole film

industry of great Britain. What
American producer, for instance.

would allow the British screen to
Miap up an American citizen who
was showing promise of becoming
a good actor ? So far as I know,
there is no such case in existence
Yet one has just to cast his eye
over the long and imposing list of

British stars who have made good
in America to discover what the
British producer has missed."
D. //. T. (Hammersmith).

DON'T you consider that the

majority of kinema plays

are greatly over - dressed — the

Society type of play especially so ?

The women's frocks

Over-Dressing are far too gorgeous
the Movies, and eccentric to be

in really good style

and taste. Xo women, and English-

women particularly, of refinement

would show themselves in public in

sin h evening-gowns as the women
in the American picture-plays wear.

Young girls, too, are very much
over-dressed. Constant. e Talmadge,
in The Love Expert, for instance, as

the schoolgirl oi eighteen or so, was
far too extravagantly dressed for

her part."

—

B. L. (London. S.W.)\

A LONDON correspondent is

dissatisfied with the casl of

Doug's Three Musketeers. " Douglas

Fairbanks is too fat for D'Anagnan;
Dumas relates

Re-casting that he was thin-
" The Three faced and lean.

Musketeers " Why could not

W. S. Hart have

played the part, with Pauline Freder-

ick as ' Milady ' (she could I

worn a tan

A n n e of
Austria,' Fritz

Liebe t a s

' K i . he lieu
or ' Fel t on,'

and John
Barrymon or

Conway IVaile

as ' Bucking-
h a m.' " An y
com plainl
Address ' I" h e

Thinker," e.o. " Pic-

uiK goei
.

" o ;. long
\. rt, W.l

Jane Novak as
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EVERYWHERE
Try them
Buy them
Play them
Sway them

NET

ASK YOUR
MUSIC SELLER
FOR THE

BLUE-BIRD
VALSE

Get InemALLfor-Xjnas
LAWRENCEVRIGHT MUSIC C?

8 DENMARK. STREET.
LONDON W.C2

Cinema Pianists & Musical Directors. Write for particulars of our .Subscription Scheme
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MARJORIE HUME, tht /<•?„/.,<

l-'ihit Star, says :

" I find IT'KK Cigarettes most
dtlicioui and fragrant. I shall cer-
tainly go on smoking them, as also
will my friends. I feci sure, when they
have once tried them."

EI I.I. V. NORWOOD, tht mrrld.
fotftctu xmptrxoHul
Hoimet, writes: "It an\th:ng
possessed the power to wean
Sherlock Holmes from Ins be-
loved pipe, it would b- the ex-
cellence of Tl'KK Cigarettes.
They arc unique.

'

PHE fact that so many Film Stars favour "Turf"
* Cigarettes is proof positive of outstanding quality.

Naturally, price does not influence them. They could

afford to buy the most costly cigarettes—and would do

so, but that they find in " Turf " a satisfaction which is

only too often lacking in the higher priced brands.

Follow the lead of your favourites and make
** Turfs " your choice. These ever-popular high

grade Virginia Cigarettes possess a charm which
you would little suspect if you judged them by
price alone.

Ask for

TURF
CIGARETTES i»

for

Ask for " Turf " Ihvhv >/ WON /i*<- MM* afar
rttts .1 littU Ui'frr, N I <r 1/3, J"J " Turf " lit

if y>u uJnl I tit larcfJ silt. 20 for I 5.
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t_t ere is gorgeous Gloria Swanson
* *

_
busily engaged in decorating

a Christmas-tree for the delight of

her infant daughter. Gloria is seen

this month in a powerful Cecil B.

DeMille production, Something to

Think About, in which she plays

the role of a blacksmith's daughter

who aspires to social distinction.
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EKNGINGf TJP THE STOCKING
WE used to hang up our stocking once a year. (I his was a long

time ago.) Now We hang it up Iwicc a Week, and it is always filled

and well filled. Were not so old as we used to he. We believe

in fairies and Father Christmas once again.

q The MOTION PICTURE made us.

The Rajah of old Arahia who commanded a thousand and one

nights entertainment was NOBODY to us. We can command a million

nights entertainment -and get it. It is just a question of the length of a

lifetime. Or shall we say the size of the stocking? All our lives are

stockings since the MOTION PICTURE came. The Arabian Nights are

half-minutes to the MOVIE NIGHTS.
\k e used to believe in Santa Claus, once upon a time. And then we

didn t. And now we do again. We don't helieve that he is Father.

We know better. We've got Father to believe in him too.

1 We don't watch the chimney at nights. We watch a little square of

silver. But it's all the same.

Are we spoilt children, like we used to be? Maybe. Maybe not.

But one Christmas we really would like a great big bumper slocking- bigger than anything yet.

MARY and DOUG and WILLIAM S. and CHARLIE, and and all the lot of them.

All in one stocking !

ALL IN ONE FILM.

The Budget of Budgets. Filmland's Christmas Double Number. Why not?

When we were young, a long time ago, we used to hang up a note beside the chimney, for

Christmas, Esquire—a gentle hint. This page now is our note to-day our gentle hint. Is anybody up

the chimnev, listening? Will somebody take the hint? Just for Christmas. Just for once. BEFORE
IT IS TOO LATE.

Of course we are greedy. Kids are that way. Even kids of our age.
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\ Tf^'Sfars

C owe /o

Your
Party
Kow some famous
screen players

would help to

entertain
your guests. /

Wallluc Reid
would play the

saxophone a>:d

Cha>!<

the

11 an't stay to see tin- comedy," I said.

" You know, I'm giving a party

m night, ami I must hurry home and finish

m\ preparations. But it's been a wonderful

programme we've seen my live favourite

stars !

Don't von wish you knew them all in

real life - asked my friend. " Why, if you

di they might actually Ik- coming to your

part) !

Bu1 I only laughed at the mere thought ol

tins impossibility. For the men and women
we watch and love upon the screen seem

removed from such unadventurous affairs

... one's own Christmas festivities. Besides,

what a problem tin' entertaining, of these

illustrious personages would present!

But 1 thought nt my friend's suggestion

again as I drowsed in the chair before the fire

that evening. Everything was ready, from the

holly upon the walls to the piles of savour)

Bandwiches in the kitchen. Softly the first

Hakes of snow were drifting against the window
the firelight and the candlelight threw

Bickering, eerie shadows from one corner of the

. OS) room to i he other. " I'll lest a moim
I said to myself. " They wont lie here just yet

How nice it would be, though, if some ol the

stars reall) wevt i oming to my pai

The buzz of the door hell broke the silent i

the little Hat I rose hurriedly, smoothing my
taffeta frock, and ran hospitably to welcome
m\ firsl guest ^s I threw open the door, I was

ed b) i sweet laughing voice one, though,

that I had n< vci heard before ' Who could its

ownei I-

Tom Mix
would
sing

rag-times.

Suddenly, as I looked at the rosy-

cheeked, smiling face before me, 1 realised

that my unexpected guest was Wanda
Hawley '

Do come in," I murmured, feebly.

Are there any more of you ?
" For a

little throng of men and girls were crowd-
ing the stairway behind her.

Oh, yes : the gang's all here," sane
a resonant, baritone voice, which I

discovered, with a thrill, belonged to

Wallace Reid.
One l>v one, as the stars trooped in, 1

recognised my friends ,\nA favourites ol

tin silver sheet. Hut my feelings were

Wanda Haul. . plav

MB M.BTMT ! ! [[IlilJi lWlllllMlBJO
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not those of entirely unmixed satisfaction, for whatever
should I do to entertain this distinguished assembly

—

and, horror of horrors, suppose there was not enough
food to go round !

At last, with much chatter and laughter, wraps were
removed and my guests were settled in my little

drawing-room, which somehow seemed bigger am
more spacious than its usual self. Three or four

children were grouped together in a corner—Jane and
Katherine Lee, little Dickie Headrick and a dear little

girl I had never seen before, who' turned out to be Mary
Pickford's niece.

Pearl White came forward, a beautiful, golden-haired
woman, whose adventures I had breathlessly followed

in many a serial.

" I'll take care of the youngsters," she said. " That's

my job at all the parties, you know. And then, if

you'll lend us your kitchen, we'll make some chocolate
fudge. I've got no parlour tricks, but I notice that

my fudge is every bit as welcome as a song am
dance would be."

Douglas Fairbanks was the centre of a bunch of men.
Evidently Doug was accustomed to being the life of

the party, for he was soon organising games that
promised to break the ice of that first half-hour
which is the dread of every hostess. As soon a

p
s

the interest in one ridiculous game, such as
" blowing the feather," showed signs of

flagging, Doug would start something
else, until everyone was breathless with
laughter.

Just as I was wondering what we should
do next, Mary Pickford made a clever sug-
gestion. " Let them entertain them-
selves," she whispered. " Most of them
are only screen stars by accident—they
can all do something else just as well as

they can act. Doug will be ' master of

the ceremonies '—he always is at our
Hollywood parties !

"

And a splendid M.C. did Douglas Fair-

banks make—for no one could refuse his

good-tempered, smiling requests.

We started in the way that entertain-

ments have begun from time immemorial—
with a pianoforte solo. But we paid more
attention than is usually given to this

item, for our soloist was Ethel Clayton,
the bewitching magic of whose fingers is

Mae Murray would give a dancing display.

Bertram Burleigh would entertain with

some sleight-of-hand tricks.

well known to her many friends. As a
fact, Ethel Clayton has been a professional

pianist, and has appeared at concerts in

New York and other American cities.

Then came Geraldine Farrar, with her
vivid beauty and her glorious voice.
" Gerry " was a prima donna long before

she ever thought of the camera, and we all

felt highly favoured when she treated us

to the " Habenera," from " Carmen."
Wanda Hawley accompanied Geraldine

Farrar, and volunteered to play that part

for the rest of the evening, indeed, she

was a well-known accompanist before her
" movie days."
Then we all enjoyed the novelty of

watching Bertram Burleigh stage some
clever conjuring We begged him to let

us into the secret of the disappearing

bunny, but he hard-heartedly refused to

elucidate the mystery.
Mae Murray, who nevei knows which

she likes best, dancing or film work, gave
us a repetition of her beautiful bubble

dance in The Gilded. Lily. Following this, we descen-

ded to very " low-brow " entertainment, shrieking wit.u

laughter over a performance of Tom Mix's latest rag-

time effusion, the jazz-band that rendered it, including

of course, Wally Reid and his famous saxophone.

Charlie Chaplin is so versatile that it was difficult to

know what to ask as his share of the evening's enter

tainment. His recitations, stories and burlesques arc

much in demand at parties : but finally he consented

to play the violin, which he does extremely well.

Clara Kimball Young told us some very amusing and
original stories, and Sessue Hayakawa recited Kipling's
" A Fool There Was " with much resultant applause.

And just then the door bell rang again. It bu/zod

loudly more loudly -and slowly the smiling faces of my
guest's faded until I found myself alone in my arm-chair

again —awake !

But the stars had been to my party after all !

Monica Gray.

Mary
Pickford

.i'ould recite.
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Eva S n/ak in the avalanche <ccnc in
the North."

When the Stern Parent of th< melodrama turns his

Erring Child adrift, a stage-hand shakos torn-up

paper through the slits <>i a canvas cloth way up in the
" flics " and down conns the cruel, cruel snow.

How cold ' How cold the world !
" sobs the heroine,

clutching her nameless child to her bosom, and the sar-

iaugh of the villain is cut short by a voice " off
"

that hisses :
" Mind your i igar, vou fool ! You're setting

the snow on fire
'

I hat's the way they work it on the legitimate stage. On
the screen .1 snowstorm is made of sterner stuff. It is

either the real thing, or an excellent imitation thereof,

with salt as the principal ingredient. If a film producer
is toned to take .1 snow scene, lie does the thing in style,

one " winter exterior " filmed in California under
blazing summer sunshine, over forty tons of salt were

empli

Bui real " snow stuff " is so effective on the screen that

most producers consider the hardships attendant on movie-
making in the snow are more than justified by the results

to be obtained llnv do not hesitate to transport their

players to i<
J

regions when there is " snow Stufl " to be

shot, .md tin- screen benefits by Back to (io<t'< Country,

Kazan, and similar masterpiei

The story of the filming ot Hai k to God's Country reads

lik( "I the frozen North The snow scenes for this

Eugene O'Brien and his director on the 'roeen

Hudson /'

Although the studio-faker, with his salt and
wind -machines, can beat Nature at her own

I

game in the matter of " snow stuff," most
movie directors prefer to film the " real thing.'"

Here's how they do it.

picture were taken on the far :diorc of Lesser Slave Lake,

north of the fifty-sixth parallel 1 he avi mperature
was fifty degrees below zero, the record being sixty degrees

below the zero' mark. It was so cold that it became
necessary to draw all oil from the cameras l>efore they

could be operated.

In this barren wilderness the plucky moviemakers
suffered endless hardships. Ronald Byron, who had

selected to play the leading male role, died from exposure

when the picture was barel} begun, and no member 1

company escaped frost-bite. Hut, in spite of these diffi-

culties, the picture was carried to a successful conclusion,

and it is worth recording that not one foot of the 21

of film run through the 1 ame'ras was spoiled by the a

weather conditions

Goldwyn's great picture. Snowblind, was made in the

Rocky Mountains of Canada Reginald Barker, the pro

ducer, took a portable electric light plant with him to Lake

Louise, where the majoriij of the scones were filmed, as

the sun had not sufficient strength to give good photo-

graphic results Cullen I. mens. Pauline Starke-, and the

other members oi the cast enjoyed the trip immensely,

'I he\ found it profitable a- well as pleas they were

able to purchase ermine skins from local trappers at ;s 6d.

a pelt '

Wolves of tin North, a Universal picture, featuring E\ i

11 and sleighs used to transport apparatus during the filming of Jamet id's h mads
»J

tht Soith.

* 4fJ

•
' '

>^ <^ H* ** Hr * fir *r
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Novak, contains a wonderful avalanche scene. This effect,

which purports to be an Alaskan snow-slide, was " staged
"

in the Yosemite National Park, hundreds of tons of snow
and rocks being precipitated down a mountainside, whilst

the busy cameras filmed the scene.

To obtain the Alpine scenes in his production, Blind
Husbands, Eric von Stroheim transported his company
150 miles to a mountain in California. Four men were
required to cut a trail through the dense forest that sur-

rounded the mountain, and it took the producer many
weeks to secure the blizzard scenes.

Real Alpine scenes are to be found in Abel Gance's
picture, The Wheel, for the famous French producer
ascended Mont Blanc with his company to shoot scenes
in regions where no movie players had been before. These
scenes were made in the face of real peril from snowstorms
and avalanches, and Ivy Close, the leading-lady, nearly
lost her life througii a 200-foot fall down the mountainside.
Some wonderful scenic effects were obtained by David

M. Hartford for his pictures, Nomads of the North and The
Golden Snare. Using 'a telephoto lens of his own devising,

the producer secured panoramic views of mountain scenes

It is on record, by the way, that several re-takes for

Way Down East had to be Mmed in midsummer when the
thermometer registered 90 degrees. In some of the scenes
Richard Barthelmess sweltered beneath a bearskin coat,

and as all the players wore wintry garb, their sufferings

were far more real than the screen sorrows of the heroine.
During the filming of The Cave Girl in the Yosemite

Valley, the scenario called for a bear, and after a good
deal of trouble, a bear was procured, and brought before
the movie camera. In the picture the hero was supposed
to flee from the bear, but the bear it was that ran. As soon
as the hero gave a start of surprise at encountering the
animal, the bear turned tail and scurried away for dear
life!

Sometimes producers have " snow-stuff " thrust upon
them. Whilst filming exteriors for one of his serials in

the Big Bear Lake country, California, William Johnson
was overtaken by an unexpected storm, and he found himself
snowbound with Edith Johnson and a company of fifty

players. The trail to Big Bear Lake runs for many miles
beside a mountain, and is dangerous in the extreme, for

the slightest slip would send a car and its passengers to a
speedy death thousands of feet below.
It was six days before the director
and his company were released from
their perilous prison.

From the above it will appear that
the climate of California can be as
contrary as our own, and the sad
story of Bill Hart bears out the asser-

tion. Hart once transported his com-
pany 500 miles from Los Angeles to

Truckee in order to shoot some snow
scenes. But as soon as he arrived a
thaw set in, and after waiting for two
weeks for the weather to change, the
star had to return to California without
his snow scenes, having travelled a
thousand miles in vain.

But the greatest "snow-stuff" of

all is to be found in that great screen
epic of heroism, With Captain

Scott to the Antarctic, a never

-

^j, to-be-forgotten record of

^^^^ a wonderful expedi-

\
\

One of the many beautiful snow scenes ..<

Goldivvn's " Snotvblind."

Over twenty miles distant, the details in

these scenes being extraordinarily distinct.

Sometimes, of course, the producer does
not need to yo very far afield to shoot his >fc.

" snow stuff, for when Natuye is accommodating vAJB
the movie folk make the most of their oppor- Xv5''
tunities. Henry Edwards was able to secure ^^-c
some very fine snow scenes in Surrey last year ; and
one of the illustrations to this article shows Eugene
O'Brien in an Arctic setting on the Hudson River, New ""^^=B
York.
The terrific climax to D. W. Griffith's Way Down East, >j picturesque silhouette

in which Richard Barthelmess saves Lillian Gish from scene in " Kazan."
drifting to disaster on an ice-floe, will go down in

history as a classic amongst snow scenes. D. W. Griffith is a past-master
in the art of creating " suspense," and he has excelled himself in this in-

stance. The scene, nevertheless, is too terrific to be true. How it was
done remains a secret. The probability is that the players who appear on
the screen to run an enormous risk," ran, in reality, no risk at all. But the

scene is a masterpiece of screen showmanship, staged by the greatest

showman in the kinem tograph world.

tion. For photographic
beauty some of the
scenes in this pic-

ture have never
been excelled, and
it contains as

much drama as

any film feature.

Richard Barthelmess
and Lillian Gish in
" Way Down East."

I
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C^lother
ohiqh

Clara Kimball Young, one of the screen's best-dressed women,
discourses on modes and movies.

The first time I decided that clothes were a serious matter
upon the screen," said Clara Kimball Young, " was

one afternoon in New York. I had been into a Broadway
theatre to sec myself in a Vitagraph picture, and afterwards
1 went ,ii loss the road to see another film made by the same
company. To my horror, I found that the star, Lillian

Walker, was wearing the dress in which 1 had watched myself

.

Clara K. \'t>i<)u; in her boudoir.

act a few moments before ' Later on I

saw the overworked costume upon a thud
player, and J came to the conclusion that

individuality in dress vvas .is important as

individuality of character

I was talking to Clara Kimball Young .it

her studio in Hollywood
;

for, although she

is making no pictures a1 the moment, she

pays flying visits to the scene oJ operations

every few weeks.
"

) must keep in touch with everything
here,' she told me. " My dear old '\^<\ is to

b( starred in a film which we are going to

produce shortly, and I have much to arrange
in 1 1'iiiie. turn with that."

Those who perhaps think of Clara
Kimball Young as a cold, sta t in

lie, uit \ ,
would be surprised if thi

see the na1 ural and unaflei ted feeling

which radiates hei lovely face when she

talks of her father, Edward Kimball.
\n a. tor of the old s c hool. he was on
tl>e stage for manj yean before lie

turned to picture: I lara's sweet

mother, too. appeared in sup
port dented datlghtei once
or twice upon the screen.

I '.ut fai hei and I onrj have each
othei now," said the woman who,

through all her dittu ultics and

±ir A
j> *

R'._Jy>' J> "•

*i

fa' A
raXi ^ ^Jl

ieH ^»>

1 jp
\

fyafejB^

TjlJ^'^.
\s lie i urt o)

Mai
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struggles, has ever been such a loving

daughter. " Our home is here in Holly-

wood, and there are so many hobbies we
share— for instance, we are both garden-
ing enthusiasts, and the lawns and
flowers around this studio are a constant
joy to him."
The Clara Kimball Young studio is a

beautiful building, over which no ex-

pense or thought has been spared. Built

in " Mission " style, it is a faithful copy
of the old Spanish type of architecture

which was a feature of California and
Mexico under the rule of the early

Spanish settlers.

The boudoir -dressing-room in which
we sat is a lovely room—a fitting setting

for a woman as brilliant and distinguished

as is its mistress. Every detail of its

furnishing shows the exquisite

taste of its owner; and sitting, as

she then was, in a high-backed,
ornately carved chair of black

oak, with a cushion of vivid purple
velvet, throwing the magnolia-like creami-
ness of her skin into high relief, she looked
like some perfectly cut cameo just come
to life.

" 1 never lounge," Clara Kimball
Young told me, with a smile. " It does
not suit my personality. And I have
my figure to think of—no actress can
afford to forget for a moment the
vigilant care of herself which public life

demands."
But 1 was anxious to turn the subject

back to its original trend, for there is no
screen actress who speaks with greater

authority upon the all-important subject

of clothes than does Clara Kimball
Young. One of the best-dressed women

A dainty afternoon frock of luce

and Georgette.

In one production Clara Kimball
\ Young's wardrobe cost £40,000.

upon the screen, she started movie
work when#the films were young,
and when such a garment as her
own /.

7

,<>>><- > chinchilla coat would
have been lib more thought of as

a picture " prop " than if it had
been the moon in the heavens.

1 spoke of this, and Clara

laughed. " I remember in the old

Vitagraph days, when I was
working under Stuart Blackton
for £5 a week, wearing ball-

dresses made from coloured cheese-

cloth at a few cents a yard ! Our
sumptuous evening wraps were
manufactured from sateen—and
ten dollars, plus the ingenuity of

the wardrobe mistress, would often

be responsible for the costume of

the Society heroine ! The films

had not found themselves then,

and producers had no money to

A moleskin
coat with

chinchilla collar.

throw away upon
Parisian creations."

As I looked through
Clara's fine album of

photographs, I saw
that many a fascina-

Wm ting model had been

graced by her own
inimitable charm. As
the poignant and

heart-breakingly lovely " lady of

theCamelias," she had been robed
in flowing velvets and laces ; in

The Marionettes she had begun
by being a dowdy wife, but half-

way through she had blossomed
out into a gorgeous flower. In

The Forbidden Woman she had
played a Parisian coquette ; in

Hush she was gowned in a magni-
ficent fancy-dress costume which
precipitated the tragedy that

threatened her life.

" Once I wore a leopard skin,"

said Clara as we closed the book.
" It was in The Savage Woman, but
I did not enjoy the primitive cos-

tume, and I objected greatly to

wandering over hill and dale in bare

feet ! No— the temperamental,
highly-strung woman who is the

product of generations of care and
culture is my favourite tvpe."

Aii.'k Ham..
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I Cecil Hum-
phreys with Doris
Keaue in 'Romance.'

Below : Cecil as hi

looks in private life.

I

Circle : As the villain*
" The Glorious
Adventure ."

He was playing the devil the first time I

set eyes on him, and playing it as to

the manner born. His name (in the play)

was " Lucifer D. Nation," and he lived up
to it. But his powerful acting and per-

sonality, and the ingenious way he had
twisted his hair into a very good semblance
of horns, evoked my wholehearted admira-
tion.

As " Satan " (Prince Lucio) in a film

called The Sorrotvs of Satan, I next beheld
him. So satanic was he that it was pleasant

to look upon his utter discomfiture in the
last reel. Since then he has steadily per-

sisted in the path of iniquity Yet, like the

heroine of " Romance," Cecil Humphrevs
good."

" I wasn't always a villain," he told me sorrowfully.

Fate and the film-producers have made me what 1 am.
And physical qualifications—who wants a long, lean, lantern-

jawed hero ?
"

He heaved a heavy sigh, and offered me a seat.

We were in his dressing-room at His Majesty's Theatre,
I-ondon, where Humphreys is playing a more than usually

abandoned character in "Cairo," one " Nur-Al-Din," an
Oriental prince. And he looked it ! He had a black bristly

moustache and pointed beard, a tall head-dress that added
quite a bit to Ins 6ft. 2$ in., Oriental robes, and an expression
in ma

I don t want to be a ' pretty boy,' though," he niut-

1 scowling at Ins reflection in a long mirror. "And
I positively refuse to Ik? a noble hero. Hut I feel sorrj i"t

mysell sometimes I In consequences are often horrible.''

We sighed togethei tln^ time, and the melanchoh Cecil

In cigaretb
Don't take n to heart, I advised. We like you

all the same We reall\ do
\ gleam oi hope came into his eyes ["hey're grew l>v

the way, and ver\ piercing. People write and teil nu-

so, some of them, Others want me to reform, 1 would
if I 1 oidd find a suitable part 1 like < liar.uter studies
u hen I i an get hold of them

Let's talk .1 1 «ni t yourself," I suggested Hav< you
definitely returned to the itag<

As " Lucifer D. Nation "

in " My Lady Frail."

wants to be

Above : As foseph
Ashburn in " Tht
Tavern Knight.''

Circle : His wife (Gladys

Mason) and their son Peter.

" No ; 1 hope to do a little film work
now and then ; and after the run of
' Cairo,' I may try my hand at production.

Then I shall produce only, not act

A sensible man is Cecil.
"

I was pleased to tread the boards again,

though,' he said, reflectively. " Mostly,

when one has been a stage actor, one likes

to come back to it Fond as I am of film

work, it is not quite the same."
1 suppose making violent love on a

cold and frosty morning to a girl with a

yellow- face has its drawbacks ?
"

" Indeed it has. You're referring to ' Studleigh ' in

Greatheart, I suppose? I didn't like ' Studleigh He was
supposed to be a gentleman, but he behaved like a cad.

I am not always pleased with my roles."

Another one of Cecil's sorrows '.

" Your first film was—

?

"' Sorrows of Satan 1 was playing with Doris Keane
in ' Romance ' at the time. I played Yan Tuyl ' (my
favourite role) for over two years without a break Miss

Keane wanted me to go to America with her, but that was

not possible."
" And because you made a good ' Satan, they have

kept you a villain always."
" Yes ; I've had very few character parts. Greville. in

The Jtomanct oj Lad) Hamilton, was rather interesting ; so

was ' John Graham,' in Tht Winding Road He went to jail,

but repented before the end of the him ' Manfred,' in The

Four Just Men, was a criminal in away, but .1 pan I liked

Cecil Humphreys specialises in bad characters He wai

a poisoner (Culverton Smith) in Sherlock Holmes, .\n*[

has played " heavies " of all descriptions m The Pro-

The Tavern Knight, The Amateur Gentleman, The
Hon-., on the Marsh, Shadows of Evil, The WiLd Woman,
and i>u (iio> ions Adventure; indeed he has died in all

sorts of horrible ways He was Strangled and thrown

into a well m lh, Houst on the Marsh, aftei having to

undergo the experience of King struck on the head bj

a madwoman (PeggJ l'atteiM.u played that n''le).
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" We had a special brick made ol sponge lor Peggy's
use," he told me, gravely, in his deep, resonant tones.
" Which was placed amongst the other papier macho ones.

We didn't use the set for some days after it was ready, and
then Peggy picked up the wrong brick. Do you know
how papier mdche hardens ? So did I when I felt it ! We
had to stop whilst I had my head bound up."

I had much ado not to laugh. Rut the sufferer was so

serious that I didn't dare.

I believe he meditates on his misdeeds and mishaps, and
it makes him sad.

" ' Walter Roderick,' in The Glorious Adventure, I count
as my best part," he confided. " I believe, too, that the

Prizma camera has sounded the death-knell of the old

black-and-white photography. ' Walter's ' a bad man,
though, and he comes to a bad end. He is thrown into a

burning building and perishes miserably in the flames."

We discussed recent British films, and waxed mutually
sorrowful over them.

" Too much incident." sighed Cecil. " Too many
screened novels. Room for improvement in technical and
scenario departments."

. America did not escape scathless. " Too many harrow-
ing stories. I don't believe the public want to be harrowed."
He goes to a good many kinemas, so we may take

his word for it.

Certain popular American stars were next put under the
microscope. One, in particular, a world favourite

Cecil condemns for lack of repose. I won't dis

close her name, else indignant " fans " might in-

flict a few more sorrows upon Cecil Humphreys
" It isn't necessary to be violent," he explained

"
1 find that the eyes alone ex-

press everything—everything that

matters, that is. 1 rely on mine to

get over any effect 1 want."
A novel theory, this, but one

with which many will disagree.

We discussed Cecil's career before
he came to the silver-sheet. He
was born in Gloucestershire, and,
when his parents died, he went
into Lloyds' Bank for four years.

Always interested in the stage, he
then threw up his job and came to

L.ondon.

There," he told me, " 1 starved

ttelow : Cecil Humphreys and Marie
Blanche in" The Elusive Pimpernel."

for a while. My first

part ? Well, m\ first

engagement was to play
five small parts for the
small sum of twenty-one
shillings a week. This
barely kept the wolf
away."

But he persevered
and worked his way up
to leads ; his pre-

ference always in-

clining to strong
characters— he
doesn't like weak-
ness of any kind.

His first London
engagement of note
was as " Sharp-
less," in Madam
Butterfly, the one-

act play upon which
Puccini founded his

opera.

Is Sir Robert

h'yffe in " The
Butterfly on the

Wheel."

!•«»• *«>»<•«»••»• tmm-

We chatted away on
plays. and photoplays, and
many other movie matters.

Cecil had shelved his sor-

rows for the time, and
disclosed an interesting

and likeable personality.

Other films he has played
in', besides those men-
tioned above, are The
Elusive Pimpernel, Pride

of the North, The Swindler
(he was a kind of angelic

devil in this), The While
Hen, The Four Just Men,
and False Evidence. And
his movie misdeeds would
make a splendid supple-

ment to the " Police

Gazette "
!

He is rather a terrible

person in " Cairo." On
his own confession, he
abducts the heroine, kills

his sister, and tries to kill

his sister's son, once every
working day (and twice on matinee days).

" Of course, I get my deserts in this last act," he assured

me. " Oscar Asche throws me to the ground, sits upon
my head, and then stabs me to death."
He wears some wonderful Oriental costumes in the play.

One martial-looking affair I admired immensely—-I 1 ope it

is not as weighty as it looks; there is also an all-gold r: '{-out,

with golden head gear and foot-gear. "Guilty splendour,"
observed Cecil.

He donned a flowing burnous as he spoke, for it was
time for him to meet his fate.

" A fearful finish !
" I remarked, as we shook hands

on parting. " But it's what you must expect if yon
will persist in crime."

" I'm sorry to say it is," he agreed, as he Ins doom
i . I. tin KHR

jl ^mm •<mm • mmmm • mmim • mm*

With Madge Stuart in " Great Heart
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Many years ago the Spirit of Romance bade adieu to Fleet

Street, E.C., and moved West to Wardour Street, Soho. Ex-
ternally, Flicker Alley is dismal and depressing, but if you
pass the portals of the various film renting-houses that line

its pavements, you will reach that dreamer's paradise

G.H.Q. Romance.

.1 district, Soho leaves a little more than much to be

desired, but it contains more Romano to the square
than anywhere else in the world For the vaults oi

tin.- film-renters arc bursting with highly concentrated

Romance which, with tin- addition of a white sheet

and some- elcctrii light, may be expanded into an

entertainment th.u will have the Arabian Nights

Looking like a half-minute story.

The film renting-houses, although their stock-in-

trade is Romance, run their business on prosaic

lines If they are not themselves producers, thej

purchase films from producing companies or their

agents, and lure them to exhibitors throughout the

territory for which the} have bought the rights.

The system of film-renting is t>", complicated to

he explained here in detail, but i brief glimpse of

the passage of a film from producer to publii should

prove interesting to the picturegoer

Exhibitors hire their films from the renting-houses

paying an agreed sum for a three-day or six-day

showing ot each subject The prices varj in

accordance with the value and 'lie film, and

range from a few shilling vera! hundred pounds

for a week's booking. The average picturegoer

would derive nun h amusement and instruction

from a tour of the offices of n big renting-house

The fireproof vaults, containing hundreds of reels

of him neatly stacked in tins. .\m\ the bijou private

theatre, would make him open his eyes; but there

is no doubl that he would find the film-joining

o ..mi the mosl fascinating department t.f all

Here films are doctored and cleaned, broken

sections mended and sub-titles inserted, by a

number of girl-workers who fulfil their duties

with astonishing celerity. \n experienced film-

joiner, running a film through her fingers can

follow the ston as accurateh as if she were

watching its fulfilment on the silver-sheet

. I .
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DicksnT
6k

M idnight boomed from the Town
Hall clock in the Square. The

moon, high up in the heavens, shone
upon a silent world heavily veiled in

snow. When the first note trembled
upon the frosty air, the place was en-

tirely deserted—before the last had
ceased shadowy forms were visible,

gathering round the entrance of the

only kinema the little town possessed.

Men and women and children were
there, in ever-increasing numbers,
some muffled up to the eyes, some
clad only in a few tattered rags. One
and all attired in queer, quaint gar-

ments of nearly a century ago. They
whispered to one another, and pointed
to the door. Their voices sounded like

the December wind, and their numbers
increased minute by minute until the
Square could hold no more. Many 1

children there were, some ragged, some
in velvet suits and pelisses, the girls in

great coal-scuttle bonnets ; one tiny laddie

with a crutch. The moon shone on them, and
through them, for they were transparent as air

itself.

Suddenly they parted and made way for the
passage of two figures, one struggling frantically

in the grip of the other. *' Sergeant Buzfuz. 'Tis

the Sergeant. He has his man fast," so they
whispered as the big Sergeant disappeared into

the building holding his prisoner, a lean little man in

pyjamas, by the scruff of his neck.

A second later there was a whining from within, and the
crowd gave backwards from the door. A plaintive voice
floated out to them. " Cruel shame—that it is ! Dragging
a man out of his bed at this time o' night to run 'em through.
I know I'm the new operator. What 'of it ? I never bar-
gained for this. Oh, all right. You needn't look like that ;

I'll run 'em through."
The big Sergeant took his

stand by the door. " Pickwick
Papers first,

"

s

he shouted. "Come
along, all of you, from ' Pick-

wick ' down. Now Showing !

He's inside already."
" Please, Sergeant." The voice was a thin boyish treble.

" Me first. I'm Oliver, Oliver Twist. I was the first one
they ever screened."

" Not yet," said the Sergeant, waving him back. " You
haven't arrived yet. ' The Artful Dodger's' fetching you
and the others from London, where they're stored away.
But they've been showing ' Pickwick ' here all the week.
We've started with ' Pickwick.' He told us to."

The ' Pickwick ' crowd swarmed into the kinema. They
pressed close upon one -another in their eagerness. Without
a trace of fear they passed close to the screen and touched
the moving semblances of themselves with transparent
fingers. They waved their shadowy hands to the solitary

figure seated in the centre of the circle. They floated up
on the beam of light that shone and flickered from the
back of the hall through the aperture into the operator's
room. They touched his machines. They touched his

hair as he leaned forward unwillingly to his task, and he
shivered at their touch, although he could not see them.

At a sign from Buzfuz they journeyed from the door to
tbe room, forth and back again many times, carrying in
roM upon roll of celluloid. Dusty and discoloured some
of it ; some fresh and new and shining. In a pile beside

Green

<*\.:<***

The late John Bunny as
" Pickwick." Note the

Gladstone bag.

A full and faithful account of the extraordinary

adventures that befell a kinematograph operator

one Christmas Eve in a little country town.
You'll enjoy this pleasing Christmas fantasy.

the operator they bestowed it, then
settled into their seats with a rustle

and watched the film until the end.
" He has not treated it too badly."

The voice, a pleasant one, came from
the gentleman in the circle. " Send
for'him, Buzfuz, and let the operator
commence with the oldest of the

others."
" Oliver Twist, Christmas Carol,

Pickwick Papers. In two reels,

each A.D. 1903 onwards. Now
Showing," came the Sergeant's loud
tones.

.

" This film's a bit of ancient his-

tory." The little operator was
getting resigned. " It's very rainy."

" Silence-! " bellowed the Sergeant.

The characters from Oliver Twist
eyed themselves on the screen with
obvious disapproval. " Where are the

rest of tis ?
" they whispered. "Oliver

has a strange accent. Why, 'tis a girl.

Over already ?
" They turned appealing

faces towards the figure in the circle as A
Christmas Carol flickered upon the white

screen.

More characters flocked in from the Square.
" Bob Cratchit " and " Tiny Tim," the three

Spirits, " Marley's Ghost," and " Scrooge
"

himself—all complete. Blurred in places, the

film quickly drew to a close.
' 'Ere's another Pickwick ! Win', it s old John Bunny !

"

The operator was beginning to enjoy himself.
" I'll send Bill Sikes up there in a minute!" boomed

Buzfuz.
" Mr*. Pickwick," one hand in his coat-tail pocket, floated

up and stood in dignified protest before its inmate.
" Never," he exclaimed, in grieved tones. " Never, Never
in any of my editions did I carry a Gladstone bag."

" And I," sobbed " Mrs. Bar-
dell, " am not in this one.

There isn't any case."
" Patience, my children," cried

the gentleman in the Circle.
" They have brought all the

producers here. You shall

punish them yourselves." " A Tale of Two Cities, in three

reels. Now Showing." There were anguished wails from
without, for Buzfuz would admit no characters who were
not in the film. A wild-looking woman, whose red hair

streamed from below a most wonderful bonnet, squeezed
past him. " Where my darling goes, there I go," exclaimed
the faithful Miss Pross, following Lucie Manette with
adoring eyes. " Besides, I do appear in a later version."

" England's first attempt. Oliver Twist. Three reels.

a.d. 191 2. You others can come in now. Plenty of room."
The Sergeant was getting hoarse.

" David Copperfield. Six reels. All British. Come, now.
That's better."

The Copperfield characters came crowding in. " Little

Davy " and " Little Em'ly," " Big Davy," " Peggotty,"
" Agnes," " Dora," Mr. Dick with his kite, they were
nearly all there. Their creator smiled, as he watched the

kite-flying incident.
" They found the right spot," he murmured. " Although

I called it Dover."
" The Chimes, Old Curiosity Shop, Barnaby Rtrige. Vard

Times. All British. One man produced th< m all, and
we've got him." The tireless doorkeeper ushered in hosts
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Bill !

tie

Primmer as
" Mrs.
Wat

Scene-front an early Hepworth produc-
d Coppcrfield."

Arthur
i

II tikle.'of fresh Shapes. But the little man
who showed the films lifted up his voice: " Am 1

on till morning?" he whined. '.'1

think. Never did like Dickens. Ow-w ! " as the
scowling face of .Mr. William Sikes suddenly
appeared 'lose to his own.

ep quiet, you warmint ! And work."
Mr. Sikes had gestures that were far from pi

ful. Tin- little man did as he was hid, am
after reel ot film unfolded itself upon the scieen
"Olinr number three), Great

Skinflint, The Tale of

;. That finishes tin Americans, \nd there's
not much more room in Court."

And not much more tune." The gentleman
in the Circle consulted his watch.

I'il>" and "Oliver" appeared pleased with
their Hk l Ives. '>^c " was re< eh ed
unfavourably because there was no snow to be
s.-en anywhere in the film. "Sidney Carton,"

link, and dissipated, surveyed his

with great disfavoul " Tis
far better rest he goes to than he has
merited," he muttered in thickened

knife ot the guillotine descended
, we spent thirty thou

that production. We starred
America's fim tors in that production. I'll

have you know
ton " removed the wet towel from

his
| threw

him into a corner with I producers,
Don

in England. Our Mutual Friend, made in Norwaj
The hall was crammed now. from floor to ceiling

. yet a goodly
number of Shapes still remained out-'

Vanish, all you Vou cail'l come m 1
-

(»n

his return Huzfuz signalled, and " Sain Weller " and " The
Artful Dodger" commenced carrying away the miles and
miles of celluloid.

Ba k to the store-rooms with 'em And take the dust
away with you, mind. This is very important."

There were whispered protests from the lingering
in the Square i tside.

I should have been filmed." " Nicl ' Nickleby

"

looked . i
i v sad.

put me into a play or two," n Peerybingle "

ted. i an't I come in ?
"

" They're going to film you in 1 so vou may
assist at the trial " The voice
came from the Circle.

t'u/ closed the doors ami
sat down I Mr Humble "

Seem to make 'em longer
and longer as time goes on,"
he remarked, mopping his brow.

Longer and better " Poof
Jo" wiped away a tear as he
watched himself sweeping the
dead leaves away,

Charles Kent us " Dr. Manctte,"
IN Stuart Blachtcn'f " Tale of

I I

I'rary.

J up II
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Som
Weller.

Mr. Micawber. Frederick Volpe as
" Mr. Pickwick."

"^mh

" Mr. Guppy " patted the presentment of himself on the
back. " Life-like," he whispered, in his unctuous fashion.
The smallish personage who had produced the fdm took

off his glasses and polished them. He opened his lips to
speak, but " Detective Bucket " silenced him and put him
with the others. " Only one little whisper." " Dick
Swiveller " was distinctly peevish. Miss Nell ' and the
old man are in every scene, and / hardly come in at all."

"Sob stuff! Sob stuff! Didn't think England could
get away with it." The voice came from a producer. " I

can't understand what I'm supposed to be saying."
" Bella Wilfer " waxed tearful

" That's because we were filmed abroad."
" John Harmon " soothed her.

The very last reel of the very last film was
ended, and the little operator, escorted by Sikes
and his dog, made for the door.

" One thing I know, that ain't

two "—his voice held a hint of tears.
" Back go I to London by the first

train. Running 'em through all night
in an empty 'ail-——

"

" Empty 'all !

" The Sergeant
leaned forward and placed a hand on

Ernest Thesiger as "Jingle" in "Pickwick
Papers," released this month.

John
Zecchini as
The Fat Boy

Stewart Rome, Violet Hopson
and John MacAndrews, in

an old Hepworth production

of " The Chimes."

the little man's brow.
" Look !

"

He looked, opened his

mouth to yell, and col-

lapsed. Buzfuz tucked
him under one arm and

strode off with him.
They dragged the only producers who had ever

filmed Dickens from the corner, and removed the
gags from their mouths. The man in the Circle rose,

a small compact figure, with clear, merry eyes set in

an extremely mobile face. Moustache and drooping
beard only half-concealed a large and humorous
mouth.

" Gentlemen," he said, " I am Charles Dickens. Have you anything
to say for yourselves ?

"

The producers looked at one another in bewilderment ; then at the
crowds of Shapes that were growing angry and menacing.

" They assured me the author wasn't living," exclaimed one,
scratching his head.

" Who are all these folks, anyway ?
" This voice had an American

twang.
" You filmed us. Yet you don't recognise us when you see us."

Angry whispers filled the air.

" The public liked mine," drawled another voice.

Those little old films were good of their class."
" Mine was edited by the President of the Dickens Society."

I went to the original spots to make mine."
" I only made one, and everybody liked it."

The tallest of them looked more like an Optimist than a producer.
I know every man Jack of you," he cried, in cheerful tones,

know my Dickens backwards, for I've loved him all my life. Now "
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Above : Aage Fonss as "John
Harmon," Kate Ruse as " Bella

Wilfcr," and Egil Rostrup as
" Mortimer Lightwood" in Nor-
disk's version of " Our Mutual

Stewart Rome as " Hugh," Friend."
in " Barnaby Rudge."

' That's all very well."

grind " shook his fist at the speaker. " But it doesn't

satisfy me. Facts—give us facts !

" I'll Rive you some facts." The studio's schoolboy,

who was McChoakumchild's favourite pupil, stood up
before the screen.

' The first Dickens film was Ol t, made in

America. Florence Turner was ' ( >liver Twist,' and William

Phillips was ' Hill Sikes.' Elitra Proctor Otis, an English-

woman, was ' Nancy.' The second ' Nancy ' was Alma
I agin ' was John Mac Andrews

;
Harry Koyston

Bill,
1

anil Ivy Melais ' Oliver.' This one was British,

and he " -pointing to the tallest producer, who wilti

" made it, although he looks so harmless. Its length was
3,70(1 iret lb'- longest 'Oliver' came from Famous-

\nierica, in 101 It had an all-star cast. I

memorised it. Marie I Mm was ' Oliver,' Hobart Bosworth
Bill Sikes,' rully Marshall ' Fagin,' Raymond Hatton

1

l he Artful Dodgei Harrj Rattenbury.
pro.hu. 1 pointed a small grubby finger at him

—

(ails to suit what he terms the

n. les of I he SI 1 <-en."

lie p .used for lip'. it h

More m sorrow than in anger Charles Dickens pla<

! ihoulder,
" If I had my time over again," he began I

1 upted him with " Tht

also filmed twice Ma atello ".is the !.

iinii,' and l.eo Pelanv 'Charles Pain.
' i.u M nie girl who
Tv,'st.' I only she had William

he was ' Cha
i ' Sidne

" Could you give me his

address?" the Shade of Sidney

Carton enquired hastily ;

"1

should like to speak a few

words to him."
"In David Copperfield Whimsi-

cal Walker was ' Dan Peggotty,'

and Joyce Dearsley ' Ag
Barnaby Rudge was released in

1014 It was 5,325 feet long, and
the leading players were Chrissie

White, John MacAndrews, Henry Yibart, Tom Powers,

and Stewart Rome.
" Great Expectations came from U.S.A., too. Jack

Pickford was ' Pip.' and Louise Huff ' Estelle.' I can

also tell you all about their producers
"

Stop him, for heaven's sake, someone!"
" Hush ! Pet him alone. I'm thinking out our defence."

But the infant prodig) had already re-commenced.
" The one who know- kens backwards is Thomas

B( ntlej He has made eight Pickens films, and if we let

him live, he'll probably produce a few more.

He produced the "new version of The Adventures of

Mr. Pickwick that you saw to-night, and I am sure
j

will he interested to' hear a few facts about the picture.

I he cast is about the finest ever seen in a Pickens

film Prederick Volpe was ' Pickwick.' Prank J. Arlton,

' Tupman,' John Kelt, ' E Arthur Cleave,
' Winkle : Ihesiger, ' Jingle,' Joyce Dearsley.

I mily Wardle,' Hubert Woodward. ' Sam Wellcr, Amy
(',,11-, it 'Man Pransby Williams, 'Serjeant Buzfuz,'

Stareleigh,' Mary Brough,

Mi Bardell.' John I
mi. ' The 1 a1 wnsend

Whitling i' Ison,' Harry Gilbey, Fogg Douglas Fox,

rker,' fose Brooks, 'Mrs Cluppins,' Charles Clifford,

' Serjeant Snubbin, Keith Williams
"

top him! Choke him 1 '' roared someone in the

•.his dope all night. No Popery,

1"1 )( . re v addon movement in the crowd I he

Revolutionists and the Rioters from !

forward There was a rushing, and

nig, and murmuring.
I they meant to do none will ever kn

from somewhere in the distance came the faint crow

.md the Shapes vanished in the twinkling
• iring then creator in their midst

eve ,
1 1 hristmastide date they remain

dawn \ sharp bl wind swept the producers

away. The doors ol the kinema closed behind them j.i
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Screen
, celebrities

have a habit of

vanishing, after the pic-

ture is over, into a mythical
region which is far removed from
our own world. True, we talk about
our favourites ; maybe we write to them ;

and we learn all about their individual per-

sonalities through interviews and " answer-men "

—

but it is hard to believe that they are real flesh-and

blood people.

But when they send you Christmas cards—cards that
they themselves have actually chosen and addressed to

you—how near that brings them to you, and how alive

these super-men and women of the celluloid seem ! How
illuminating are their messages, too ! For the form in

which their friendly greetings arrive gives more than a
hint of the senders' respective characters—it gives you a
peep at their intimate selves, and reveals facts about them
which are quite contrary to popular belief.

Look at the Christmas cards on this page. They are

photographs of actual messages that arrive for the stars'

friends during this season of the year when we all pause
awhile and remember, with a sigh or a smile, old, dear
associations and newer ties of affection. Glance a moment
at Charles Chaplin's choice. The comedian we know is

absent from the dignified, heavy white card, with its

lettering of subdued Old English, its red candles in a gold

frame, wreathed with the white and green of mistletoe.

Here one sees, not Charlie the mummer, but Chaplin the
mail, reserved, exclusive, yet quietly cordial.

Louise Glaum's card is more effusive in its wording. It

brings to us a vision of Louise,

as her friends know her, good-
natured, sincere and intensely

personal. Her " mark," the purple,

green and gold peacock, is the little

touch of vanity, the love of luxury,

that makes her so human and likeable.

Even when they send you a Christmas
card, the Talmadges cannot bear being

parted. So, whether you know only

Norma, or Constance, or Natalie, they

all three come to bring you good cheer

and visions of charm. Maybe some
would call the Talmadges sentimental,

for they love to think of the

past as well as the present.

So they send you photographs

djfel of themselves when they were

^ babies—but it is this fondness

for " the good old times " that

makes the Talmadge girls such
loyal and faithful pals.

Monroe Salisbury ought to

send a card of the decorated
birch-bark that his Red Indian

heroes make so cleverly. But
Salisbury in reality is no un-
tutored, primitive male ; rather

is he the very essence of Fifth

Avenue sophistication, and his

restrained greeting, with its

narrow border and seasonable

decoration of holly-red, is just

what those who know him
would be certain he would
choose.

The supple, graceful dancing
girl, insouciantly bearing her

wreaths of Christmas greenery

is, of course, no other than fascinating Irene Castle.

She, with her straightforward camaraderie, sends no
message—only herself. " Am I not enough ? " she seems
to say—and she certainly is. Her card is pale buff in

colour, with a sepia sketch and a wide banding of bright-

red ribbon.

The palest of turquoise-blue is Ruth Roland's favourite

shade, and both the edge of her card and the distinctive

monogram (which comes on all her letters, too) are in

this colour. Ruth is a good friend, also ; she has the

open-hearted, generous affection which is such an attrac-

tive characteristic of the true Westerner. You notice

she sends good wishes for " your " happiness, and not

just anybody's—that is Ruth all over. The personi-

fication of happiness herself at Christmastide, she longs

for joy to visit all for whom she cares.

Christmas cards ? Valueless in themselves, maybe,
but priceless as the symbol of remembrance. Doubly
so, too, when they come from those who, however
dearly loved, can never perhaps be anything to us hut-
shadows.
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Some Fairy Stories v on the Screen.

11 the nicest fairy tales' begin that way. And they all end
ctly as they should,; that is to say, the good fairies

triumph over the wicked ones and the Prince arrives on the

scene just in time to set the lovely princess free and lead her

to the altar. That is one of the ] 'easantest things about them.
The earliest fairy films were quite short, just one or two

reels in length. Then, in response to many requests, Mary
Pickford made a feature film of Cinderella. The dear old fairy-

made a charming film, and the advantage the screen

_

MS

«A,

we :

A scene from
Mary Pickford'

s

" Cinderella
."

sses over v was clearly

demonstrated in many scenes.

The transformation effected by
a wave of the fairy's wand is never
convincing as a stage illusion, but
a movie ( amera can work miracles.

Some months afterwards, Mar-
guerite Clark was starred in a six-

reel version of Snow- White. Tini

of all the stars at that time, Marguerite,

of fairy tales, •

the ideal choice for the heroine. The star

i
i honour " in

the .
herself was smaller than

..-in. Her work, especially her dancing, and Above) Marguerite
in which thi innikins Clark in

figure.!, delighted film ill over the world. White,

il star,

. I he film was made in i.)i<>, but it will

the heroine of >/, which,

without being qu ntained most ot the ingredii

I of 77i, I his

i all and the faithful

i he nurs,

, WhiU • i , eared in it, and Marguerite's

and othi Inured,

Other i d entirely by i hildren, were

•i., I and a whole band of

|\ child players, headed by
Francis Carpenter and Virginia

$F Lee Corbin, appeared in them.
Commencing with The Babes

in the Wood, the kiddies had the

time of their lives making AH
Bala and the Forty Thieves and
Jack and the Beanstalk. There
were no grown-ups in any of the

principal roles in these series,except

the " Giant," who was 'an eight-

foot gentleman whose inches

gained him his position.

More of a fantasy than a fairy

tale was the Annette Kellerman
feature, A Daughter of the Coda,

lgh it was based upon " The
ittle Sea Maid,' by, Hans
Anderson. It was produced
by Herbert Brenon and
was the first film of its

kind. It contained
wonderful undei

and diving scenes,

and the two little

Lees, Jane and
{Catherine had
prominent roles as

a pair of baby

f*
<«<*

»
HBlMi
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' The Blue riird " was filmed by Paramount, and
Maurice Tourneur, one of the most artistic of direc-

tors, made it a thing of beauty. The same director

picturised Prunella, which concerned the affairs of

Pierrot, Pierrette, Columbine and Harlequin, and
was notable for its unusual* settings and lighting.

Marguerite Clark, in a wig of long, fair curls,

repeated her stage success as " Prunella " herself.

There are fashions in films, just as in everything
else, and most of these fairy fantasies were made
between 1916 and H)r8. Then, either the public
or the directors grew a little tired of them, and
the fairy tale disappeared for a while, only to
creep into filmland again in the form of inserts.

Vmyitis
Carpenter

Cinderella
scenes are

very brief,

and only by
way of in-

serts, they
must have
cost many

times the
amount of the

whole of the early

version. The con-
ventional fairy god-

mother has given place
to a magnificent vision

in velvet and pearls (Kath-
lyn Williams). Not only

Cinderella's slipper, but the
whole palace in which the famous

Hall takes place, is made of looking-glass,

^w
- and anything more wonderful than this, with

its myriad lights, steps, fountains, and richly-clad
inmates can hardly be imagined A delightful version

of "The Sleeping Beauty " is included in a >ming Marion
Da vies film, Enchantment. It is introduce^, as a special
entertainment for charity, and the lovely star makes an
ideally charming fairy-tale princess in her pearl-studded
gown and tall crown. It is possible that further f

fiv^-reelers will be made in the future, for there are m;
delightful legends yet unscreened. The animated tale of
enchantment will always find a welcome, for there
imaginative folk everywhere.
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Charles Hutchison, greatest of serial stunt merchants, invents all his own
stunts. If you glance at these illustrations, you'll allow that I

lacks neither imagination nor courage. Dare-devilry is his chiei delight.

en there arc who take their lives in eir hands daily hourlj One man
there is who takes his in his hands and juggles with it. Crowds watch him,
but he is as unconcerned as if he were a vaudeville entertainer juggling with

a gilded tennis-ball. The unadulteratei entrated esseno ol feat with
physical powers that enable him to perform extraordinary feats with the greatest
ol i ase, Charles \ Hutchison stands first on the list of screen stunt-mi

I nrnered him after dinner in the lounge of a New York hotel " ( ome righl up."
he united me, "and meel Mrs. Hutchison Ves we're ofl b

uerib I tyton, myself, and the rest of the bunch And my wil
e She travels with me always

"

"Stunts,'' he remarked, when we had all sett ed down comfortabl) "are
my hobby. 1 here arc two i lasses ol them, you know old stun" and n. w stufl
aud 1 like the new stufl best ["Hough, ol course, it takes some thinking out

"

lie spends everj spare moment thai way," observed Mi- Hutchison,
from the depths ol a capacious chair, in which s| u - u.i- almost hidden
"Often he'll dicta t his next serial between scenes when he's at work
Sometimes he ask, me il I can t suggest something really difficult Don'1

Hutch ?

Hub 1
1
laughed and admitted it His t.iste in wives is excellent, if his choice

of a hobby isn't. Mrs " Hut< h " is pi in,
. soft voi« ed, and perfe* tlj i harming

tch " him elt is m i \ g i to look at, with his fearless brow n eyes, dark bail and
healthily tanned > omplexion, due to his out of-doors existence He balanced his si> foot
sell upon one end ol a solid table, whi ed protestingly.

The more difficult the stunt, the bettei 1 liki it he continued But 1 usually
figure out m\ chances prettj carefull) beforehand, and I ve not broken my ne< k yet '

I'hat's his Scottish caution," put in Mrs Hutchison " Did you know be had a

tndfathei

( tution and Charles Hutchison in the same breath'
Mj dad is British," Hutch told me M\ mother, American I was born in

burg, but I ve been in England Went ovei when 1 was eighteen and think
'ing on tl i stage I liked it. and hope to make a picture there sometime "•

Were you <>u tin- sta^e long I queried
\hoiit eight years I'm rather a restless individual, and I tried e\ -\ kii
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Driving a motor-

cycle across the

track of an express
train.

stage work going—vaudeville, stock,

classics, and comedies ending by playing leading man
with Frances Starr and Laura Hope Crews.

" I went into pictures about the same timeas I.aura Hope
(rows Not as a stuntsman, though, nor even as an
athlete, although I've always been crazy over gymnastics.

No, it was as actor alone that I was down on the pay-roll

of the old Triumph Company. They ' went West,' and
I went in turns to Crystal and other companies. 1 hadn't
very much luck, until I was offered a part that had been
written for John Barrymore. He, for some reason I've

forgotten, was unobtainable. Did I take it. Surc-ly."
" That was the one in which you dived through a window

about sixty feet above the water, wasn't it ?

" Yes. They introduced that and a few other stunts

to liven up the film, and featured me as an athlete. That
was three years ago. Before 1 knew where 1 was I had
signed on with Patln-'s to star in Wolves of Kultur, my
first serial.

" About that time, most serial stars used a ' double ' for

some of their most perilous feats. I've done quite a bit

of doubling for stars myself."
Now, I suppose, you are your own ' double '

?
"

" You've hit it. I wanted to be hero and stuntist in

Otoe, and my director approved of the idea. I suggested a
few new thrills to our scenario writer, and wc got busy.

After that it was one serial after another for me. The
Whirlwind, The Great Gamble, The Double Adventure. (No,

I didn't write that one, though I played a newspaper man,
and also a rich profligate.) .My first dual role."

Hutchison devised most of the big thrills in The Double
Adventure, and he had his most serious accident while
filming the big tower scene. He had to jump from the top
of a high oil derrick, where he had been keeping the enemy
at bay with a Catling gun, into a tree. He made his leap

safely, but lost his hold, and fell fully sixty feet upon another
limb of the tree, which broke his fall a little " Hutch "

had two broken wrists, badly lacerated limbs, and a long
rest.

He declares^that he wasn't in good training at the time,
and that it taught him to put in a couple of hours at
" gym " every morning ever since.

An adept at every kind of riding, running, jumping,
wrestling, boxing and swimming, there are few men who
could beat him at any one of these forms of gentle exercise.

Hurricane Hutch was written by himself, but he dismissed
his exploits therein as " old stuff." When
Hurricane Hutch is released, you will see

Shooting the rapids

_._ in a canoe.

" Well,
obliged,

A little tussle

with the

villain of
the piece.

"Hutch" leap thirty feet across a. broken
bridge on a motor-cycle just as a train thunders
by beneath him. Also plunge into Aesablc
Rapids and swim over the falls there ;

" ride
"

a lumber-sluice on a log into a river jammed
with other logs ; slide down a rope fro-n a

hundred-foot, bridge over Hudson River, ml
swing to the mast of a passing schoonei

.

numerous other blood-curdling stunts. Old

stuff '
' Then tell me about one of yoi.r

new ones," I begged,
over at City Island the other day," Charles

I had to rescue .Miss Clayton, my leading

by swimming through burning oil with which our enemies
had surrounded her. The property men had been rather

lavish with the oil, and about half-way across my hair

caught lire. I dived, and dived quickly, to cool off. 1

readied her safely in the end, but my nose was blistered

finely ! There are cpiite a few fiery stunts in this

one.
" After I had crossed the fiery river 1 had to carry my

heroine out of a burning office. These interior scenes we
made in the studios, but the flames were there all right.

To the right of her and the left of her and all around
her. Chemical flames, of course—it's

fascinating, the way the smoke
and flames are made for indoor
scenes. You must come along
and watch us ' stunting,' some-
time— it's twice as thrilling as

seeing the finished film. Perhaps
you'd like to ride on the back of

my motor-bike next time I make
a jump on it ?

"

He enters into the spirit of the

thing thoroughly," his wife told

me. " I think that's why he likes

serials, and the excitement of per-

forming the hairbreadth
hazards he thinks up."
We smoked and chatted

for over two hours of

stunts past, present and
future Hutchison holding
me spellbound with his

vivid powers of descrip-

tion.
"

1 know fifteen hundred
and one ways of risking

one's life," Charles told me,
on parting. " And I've

only tried seven hundred
and fifty of them to date.

That leaves me with seven
hundred and fifty - one to

go. These will last me
till I'm forty, and by then
I guess I'll have hammered
out a few new
ones." L. V-
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V fter four years on the legitimate stage, Niles Welch came ilver-sheet as
• * Norm-a Talma Ige's leading man in r 'r. He sup-

ported En In The Vii Thief and Stepping Out. and Bessie F •

in The I u irrf. He is 6ft. high and has brown hair and blue eyes.
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Ruth Roland started her screen career in comedies ; but her big successes have

been won as a serial star. The Red Circle, The Tiger's Trail, The Adventures

of Ruth, Ruth of the Rockies, and The Avenging Arrow are some of her best-

known films. She is 5 ft. 4 in. 'high, and has reddish-brown hair and violet eyes.
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T r atherine MacDonald objects to being termed "the screen's most beautiful^ woman "
; she desires fame solely on her histrionic abilities. A sister of

Mary Maclaren, she started her screen career by supporting Douglas Fairbanks.

W. S. Hart, and other popular stars. She is now a star in her own right.
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I^om Moore comes of a well-known film family, for his three brothers- Owen, Matt

and Joe- -are all popular artistes. He was born in Ireland, but his parents

emigrated to America when he was a child. Some of his best-known films are

Go West, Young Man, Lord and Lady Aigy, The Gay Lord Quex, and Toby's Bow.
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Wallace Reid might have been a journalist ; but he repented in time, and became

an actor instead. After a brief music-hall career, he joined the

stage to p
Birth of a Nation. Joan the Woman. Carmen, and

other most popular films have been The Roaring Road series.
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j'.< Rail," a beautiful tcene from Cecil B. DeMilles production, " Forbidden Fruit." U)l »

tlriking effects ever teen on the slloer-shect. Hon crude and inartistic t
tt
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rrest Stanley and Agnes Ayres. The ballroom. With its floor of plateglass mirrors, provides

In scene of the old-fashioned stage pantomime would seem in comparison with this setting.
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['ran/: Mayo
mnkJVfayo

" Lasca," the dramatic poem beloved by amateur
reciters, is seen on the silver-sheet this month
in photoplay form. Make the acquaintance of

the hero of the film.

J
It was a wretched (lay, dreary, grey and drizzly, and

I was waiting about at the Universal City studio with
my spirits down to zero, while carpenters and scene shifters

made things worse with their horrible din.

Suddenly a bi : am ol sunshine wafted in, dispelling

depression and gl<

The breeze didn't make a draught, the sunshine was
metaphorical. Loth came in at the studio door, materialis-

ing into the cheer) smile and charming personality of

(•'ranh Mayo
" Hello !

" he exi laimed. I'm glad to see you, and it's

jolly good of you to turn up on such a day. Come along to

my r< om tor a chat."

Across the great studio floor 1 followed nearly six feet

of line young manhood, topped l>\ a sleek brown head.
' Well, he said, with a friendly twinkle in tiis fine

grey eyes, "
I don't know that 1 have anything of exactly

startling interest to tell you, but lire away '

One wouldn't dream of asking Frank Mayo why he

bee. une an actor any more than one would enquire of a

duck why it sw ims.

The duck swims because it is its nature to do so, and
its ii tors also swam. Frank Mayo is an actor because
it is iii his blood. lie inherited his histrionic gifts from his

forbears, together with a passionate love of his art that

irresistibly lured him into it.

It's a funny thing," he said, " how actor parents

generally want to keep their youngsters away from the
• paint Mine did ' and for a time they succeeded
Hut surely you were on the stage as a mere child :

1 interposed

"Oh, yes; but 1 suspect they thought that wouldn't
count, and they could wean me from it before I got old

igh to be v<rv keen It they had put me in a monas
i hey might have done '

I was born in New York in l88f) My father and
mother, aunt, grandmother

1

and grandfather, and various
other relation-, w i re all it was not •.

;e that 1 should want to tread the same old n

My grandfather, l-'rauk Mayo, ma real name for

himself m old (llamas such as Davy Crocketl and
Mm lie, el WiNon,' and I made my stage debut with

lum in Ins own company as little ' Hobby Crocketl ' when
I was live years ,>ld \\ ,. were quite a family party, for my

it, H lie Stoddard, was the leading lady She has been
a real good spoi l to me. bless hi

I i.niks expression became sort ol tenderly reminis

as he watched his smoke
rings curl upwards, then he
continued .

In those days there was
precious little home-life for

my parents, They were on
the road, you see, constantly
travelling from one town to

another, and they wanted
me to be brought up differ-

( ritly.

" Then my aunt married
I
retiied for a time from

the stage, so 1 made my
home with her, and she
practically brought me up
for a number of years."

" And I suppose your
parents were congratidating
themselves that you would \x- content with a different

career from theirs ?
"

I suggested.

Frank threw back his head and laughed.
1 guess they had their anxious moments," lie

chuckled, "and when they were playing any city near
I used to go with my aunt to see. which, of course, fanned
the flame of my secret desire

I was educated at the military academy at Peekskill,

and my folks really wanted me to U> a civil engineer, but
I Hi- and my own inclinations decided otherwise, for I was
just era/' Oil lli>- stage.

Now, here at Universal City. 1 have been making for

the screen some of the quaint old dramas that my grand-
dad made- so popular on the stage, amongst them being

Puddin' lit ad Wilson and Davy Crockett. Also, I

persuaded my aunt, alter years ol retirement, to come
and play ' mother ' roles on the screen with me. appearing
first m Black l

:riiinv, as the mother of the girl 1 love."

I was just saving something about Frank's popularity

with English movie fans, when he broke m interestedly :

s,, you're not lone out from England ' '•ci '

I

should think I do know it well, for 1 spent some \

there soon after I had gone on the stage I wasn't twentj
then and my memories of London are very happy ones.

M< grandfather, yon know, played Davy Crockett

m London as tar back as 1870, and it was m England that

I made my screen debut M\ firsl London stage engage-

ment was with tin- Lite Lewis Waller in \ W lute Man.'

and afterwards 1 was with Sir Herbert Tree and Henry
\mlev I was fortunate, for those three names represent

really greal artistes, and the experience 1 gamed with

them has proved invaluable."
" And your screen debut '

I asked
I hat v\ as a little latei ,

' he replied.

Trilby, with Sir llerl rl free as Svengali

I pla> ed in The I i « ith Vinley.
" Screen work got a grip on me right from the start,

and returning to America, 1 joined my uncle, Lot inter

Johnston, at his studio in Santa Harb.ua Since tl

have played for Selig, Balboa, Lathe and World
" Some of my films I et me see and the

Glory, I I Soul Without Windows;
Appearance oj Uvil Witch Woman; I

In mil. in

\fter that
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The boarding-house was in

" that pan of Chica go that
does not flaunt its wealth,
because it has none. Sun
Gardner had had wealth, hard-earned wealth, that it had
taken many long years in Arizona to accumulate ; but
now it was gone, and he had nothing but his optimi m and
his motherless child, Jimmie, freckled, and five,

So that Sam naturally drifted to the districl that does
nut daunt us wealth, and, by chance, to a particular
boarding-house. Jane was a boarder there, and the two
soon became firm friends Or, rather, the three. Jimmie
it was who made Sam and Jane become friends.

It was a heart-breaking business for Sam, tramping the
streets day after day, unskilled in Chicago's ways of work,
with the spectre of poverty before him, and not enough
money to get nearer to Arizona than the western suburbs.

You lost all your money, you say ?
" asked Jane.

All except enough to jog along on," Sam replied. " I'm
reckoned mighty sharp in Arizona, but I guess I'm just a

wee bit not sharp enough for Chicago. 1 drifts into a

bank with all my savings, wanting to put it by for a bit

until I looks around and finds a good business for myself
and a good school for Jimmie here. ... 1 puts* my
money in the bank, and the bank manager himself takes
the money and signs for it, and what dyer think ? lie

wasn't the bank manager at all ! The real manager was
very nice, but could do nothing. The police were told,

but what's the use ? If they get the men, they'll not get

my money— it'll be spent."
" And what are you going to do now ?

Me ? I'm going to laugh."
" Laugh ?

"

Sure thing. Why not ? There's nothing else like it.

What's the use of weeping ? It'll not get me the money
back, will it ? You bet I laugh. You watch me I've

started."

And he had
Jane smiled. He was such a strange boarder, not like

any that had stayed at the boarding-house before. Jane
had an idea that she might get to like Sam. It was the
right idea.

One day Sam was tramping the streets with little Jimmie,
looking for something with money attached, when

a street brawl attracted his attention. He stopped, and

" A Life for a Life " is the law of the West, and Sam
Gardner, from Arizona, did not hesitate to sacrifice himself
for the sake of the man who had saved his son's life.

Jimmie, unobserved, slipped

away with his eye on a distant

shop that made a feature of

kites and shot guns.
\n automobile sv p1 round the corner.

At the corner stood a lady whose ally was Art. 1 lei

eyes, her lips, her hair, even her very voice were not as

nature had made them. She was a lady young enough to

i young, and her name was Florrie. That was her

Christian name She had not a surname he had many.
Her present one was Hindi. At this very moment, at the

corner, she stood awaiting Mr. Hinch, Christopher, better

known as " Kit tie '

And at this very moment, too, Mr. " Kittie " Hindi was
making his way towards her, through the traffic, lie was
a "smart" young man in many ways His hat and his

ii. .ml his shoes and his bright check suit were faultless.

By contrast witli his past. Even by contrast with his

present. He had a long nose, and an insincere mouth,
and his eyes had a positive genius for looking away quickly.

He looked a good deal more like a fox than most foxes,

and the police were about the only people who ever wanted
him. Altogether, Mr. " Kittie" Hindi was not very nice to

look at. Hut, of course, you were not obliged to look at him.
\s we have said, Jimmie was racing across the street,

and the automobile was tearing down, and Florrie was
waiting for Mr. Hinch and Mr. Hindi was coming. It

seemed that there might be several meetings at once.

Suddenly Florrie screamed, and Mr. Hinch 's eyes looked

for once in the right direction. Jimmie stopped at the

wrong moment, and the driver of the automobile took a

turn the wrong vvaj .

A casual gentleman, whose tired occupation was prop-

ping bent walls back to the perpendicular, shook his wits

sufficiently to tell a passer-by to tell somebody that some-

one ought to hurry somewhere for an ambulance or some-

thing.

S m, across the street, turned and saw, and thought he

saw deatii.

When suddenly Mr. " Kittie " Hindi did a thing that

no policeman would have believed of him, even if it had

come to his notice in the form of sworn evidence.

He spurted forward and grasped Jimmie, and cursed

the driver of the automobile simultaneously.
" l.or ' " tried the casual gentleman, settling himself for

f urther sleep. " He's saved the kid !
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quiet.

asked Sam.

So tin % 1. fi n at that; but " Kittie " kept
his beady eyes well open during the week that
followed, seeing much—Jake's car three

times in the street outside the flat,

and main cov glances carelessly

bestowed. " Kittie " said nothing
more, but his hip pocket bulged
day and night.

One of the nights came Sam to

the saloon of Jake, and by
Mr. Hinch he was taken
below into the "select"
chamber and introduced to

the boys. Mr. Hinch had
taken quite a fancy to

Sam ; SO Strong a fancy

that he refused to

allow the cards

to be ' loaded,'

and Sam cleared

( DOUgh to drive

off the spectre

of poverty for

quite a. time

He hacT. Sam prayed and hurried

forward, " Kittie" laughed and skipped
to the pavement. And the crowd tli.it had
nearly collected, scattered and broke, thank-
fully disappointed but disappointed. Nobody had
been killed.

Sam came to Florrie and Mr Hinch in a bound.
Sir," he said, reaching for " Kitties " hand, " you are

a real hero. (limine yer hand. You oughter .have a medal."
Kittle.' WhoI lallo, you !

" laughed
N ou the kid's papa ?

Sam nodded.
You oughter 'ave a medal or somethin' for this. Thev

do give medals. Vou're a real hero. Gimme yer list."

\w," said Mr. Hindi, returning the boy to Ins parent.

You forget all about it. I don't want any medals. N ou
can'1 sell 'em, boy. You're the kid's father, eh ? A fine

kill You ought to be proud ol him. You ought to take
(are of him, too. More than you do."

You saved his life," was all that Sam could say.
' You saved his life. You're a hero a real one !

" Aw, you forget that in case 1 it grows on you," laughed
Mr. Hinch. " Where 'd you live? Will you drop in at

Jake Bloom's one night and have a talk? Here's the

address. I'd like a chat with you, and you're always sure

of a good game at Jake's. Might win something. You'll

exi use m<

He smiled and took the arm of Florrie, and hurried

away. Over the way was a hint of blue and a gleam of

brass.

Sam took Jiminie's hand, and they shuffled away to other
things.

Mr Hinch and Florrie let themselves into their little

Hat and commenced to quarrel. It was a quarrel that

had been near to happening lor many (lavs Florrie was
beginning to tire of the name 'I Hinch. She was coming
to the view that Bloom might look better as a surnan

" Well, gci along and try it," s id " Kittie"; "just
get along and try n He's gol more monej than your's

Bincerely, and he's maybe got a sight better hold on the
police. of course, he's older, but youth ain't everything.
So, if you're (hue; foi the change, make it. Bui 1 warn
you, Florrie. The moment you tie up with Jake Bloom,
there-, a double funeral coming along. Jake's and
your's 1 >0 von get that ?

"

' Kittie,' smiled his lady, " you ain't got the pluck
to do ,i minder, nun h lei

"I ain't got the cause \ 1 "Kittie"; ""mind
don't give me one Or von might as well oidei the

. to .-,,.''• time and youi relatives expense."

Life was a heart-breaking business for Sam

" Don't sec what you see in the hayseed, 'Kittie,' " said

one of the boys, when Sam had departed
" No ? " smiled Mr. Hinch ;

" now that's very sad. eh -

To Jane, at the boarding-house, the strange Iniarder

became stranger. Suddenly he seemed to have money
without working for it. And he came in later now at

nights. She looked after Jimmie for him, seeing to the

nipper's food and putting him to bed. Hut often she
sighed, and sometimes she wondered if Sam was going to

the bad

And then came the night when Sam did not come home
at all, when he vanished completely. For a month

He was g ins i once ni"!< ot " Kittie Hindi in the select

chambei at Jake Bloom's. It was near to midnight, and
" Kittie" was strangely quiet.

asked Sam.
Kit!

VOU m ast know . \\ h.i' -

Somethin' wrong
said

Bui

"
1 )on't know

" Don't know? Hut you mast know What's th

silence for ?

" Kittie " glanced across the room.
ke," he said.

" Jake } What about him ?
"

He was at the flat agam to-day yesterday, too And
Florrie's as tight as an oyster Something's brewing.

He's after getting her from me, look at him."
Sam looked.
" Well ?

"

Well, rv looks like somebody who's gol something up
his sleeve, and is just going to let it drop. You'd better
skate along, boy Ge1 home to youl kid. l his is no ji.i, ,•

" Dangei . you mean ?

" Maytx
"

I or von ''
"
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Watch out. I'm
See if I'm right."

Maybe."
" "'"hen I'm not going home to the kid."
" What d'you mean bj that ?

"

" Well, you saved the kid's life, and if there's trouble

around for you, I'm hanging on."
" Kittie " laughed.
" Now, you're not talking sense, Sam, my child."
" Ain't I ? You wait."

The waiting was short. Suddenly a police whistle

pierced the din, and somebody tried to dim the lights.

But it was too late. The doors burst open, and the police

flooded into the room.
" Thought so," laughed " Kittie."
" What's that ?

" asked Sam.
" This raid's run by Jake himself."
" What ? On his own saloon ?

"

" Sure thing. He's hand in glove !

the only guy'll get pinched this voyage.
He was nearly right! The men in blue passed by the

others and swiftly slipped the " bracelets" on the wrists

of " Kittie."

And then Unsophistication, in the person of Mr. Sam
Gardner, took a hand.

" That's my friend," he protested ;
" you'd better take

yer paws away from him, 1 reckon."
Yes ;

" Kittie " was nearly right. Not quite. He was
not the only guy that was pinched that voyage. There
were two of them. Unsophistication, in the person of

Mr. Sam Gardner, was the other.
Which was the reason that Mr. Sam Gardner was

missing from the boarding-house for the month.
But leaves fall quickly from the calendar. Even sen-

tences terminate. And " Kittie " and Sam met at the
month's end to talk and celebrate their release in the
caf6 of Rooney.

" Why d'yer reckon 'e did it ? " asked Sam.
" Plain as pie," said Mr. Hindi. " Get me out of the

way and trip along with Florrie. You come along to the
flat and see if the nest ain't emptv.'
They went. And the nest was empty.
" What did I tell you ?

" asked " Kittie."
He sneered and looked away quickly.
Just as I said," he murmured. ' There'll be a double

funeral for this."

In alarm, Sam laid his hand on the other's sleeve.
" Now, you wouldn't do anything silly ?

" Who ? Me ? " smiled Mr. Hindi. "

Not mc."
" Mind you don't," said Sam.
But still he was uneasy.

Vou'll promise ?
"

Promise what ?
"

" That you'll not do anything
Jake, I mean."

" Why, boy, what!s the idea ?

love with Jake, or something- of that
sort ?

"

" No, ' Kittie,' and you know it.

Bnt you must not go and do anything
foolish. Now, you'll promise ?

"

" Me, boy ? I'll promise anything

Cut that night " Kittie " failed to keep an appointmenl
with Sam, and the latter, fearing trouble, sought out Jake
at the saloon. He asked for Jake, forced his way in in

spite of resistance, and was about to speak to the man,
when he caught sight of " Kittie " across the room.
Turning from Jake without a word, he crossed to where

Kittie " was playing poker.
You'll remember ?

" he whispered.
"I'll remember, boy," Mr. Hindi whispered back.
But my memory is a real terror."
Sam went outside, still far from satisfied, and still

anxious about his strange friend. For a long time he hung
about the place in the pouring rain, waiting and watching.
He stood beneath the tire escape wondering if

" Kittie
"

might try that way, later in the night. It was a good
jump to the fire escape, but Mr. Hindi was a wiry.sort.
A mechanic passed on his way home after the day's work.
Wet night," said Sam pleasantly.

" Ah," said the mechanic, glancing up and passing on.
Later, while Sam waited in a near-by doorway, an

artificial lady smiled her way through the rain, but Sam
ignored her greeting.

At a little after midnight
side door and beckoned

" Kittie
'

to Sam.
Heard the news ?

"

" No."
Jake's been murdered I

"

Sam did not speak.
Anybody seen you around here to-night ?

" One or two."
" Ah ! Well, there's some talk inside about

your calling in to see Jake and then not
speaking to him after all. They say you're
pretty sore with him because of the lock-up.

They say you reckon he could have got
you off, but wouldn't because we were
friends. Doesn't do to talk, Sam."
"No."
Well, look here, Sam, I always said

the police were fatheads—most of all,

Casey, who's the Chief. Watch out
for Casey, boy. I shouldn't be in

the least surprised if he made the
ghastly mistake of having you

appeared at Uie

I

Anything silly.

silly.

Falling in
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ted for the murder ol | .1 k. Bloom. \Vhat'<l you do
n that, Sam ?

"

shook Ins head.
Do you remember, Sam," Mr, Hindi proceeded,

"

day 1 saved your kid's life ?
"

I do," said Sam. in a low whisper.
Ah," said " Kittie," " then if you were an

tins unfortunate accident—you'd well, you'd just

arrested and say no more about it- -and
Sam stared at " Kittie " kcenK
And and trust to a pal," Mr Hinch concluded.

Still Sam did not speak
Now you'd better skip, Sam," said " Kittie,"

cops are 'phoned, and if you don't hurry you may
'em. So long, Sammy boy."

the

for

be

" the

meet

Sam walked away and turned down many streets, think-
ing, thinking. 'All night he walked, nor did he reach

home till dawn was breaking The coloured servant,
rising, saw him come in from her window.

\ik1 before breakfast that morning Sam was arrested
for the murder of Jake Bloom.

It was a snip. Chief Casey said so, ami Chief Casey was
the man to know.

Search the town," he said to his officers. " Find
someone who knows something. We'll hold him."

Meanwhile Mr " Kittie " Hin< li and Florrie were holding
what was, as things transpired, their last interview.

Jake's gone,' said Mi Hindi, " like I said he would
And it I remember, I said, too, that it would be a double
funeral There's time vet, my dear. They don't bury
Jake for two days. But you've a chance. Do you want
ii

Shrinking and trembling, Florrie looked up.

What is it
'' " she whispered

It's this," s.ud Mr Hinch. " On Thursday, at foui

o'clock sharp, you go to that prize fathead, thief ( asey,

and deliver a message from me. Wliat do von say ?

lie bent over her, his teeth bared in a snarl.

What what's the message ?
" she asked, shrinking

from him in tenor.
What's your answer, hist - " lie demanded. " Will you

deliver the message ? It's that or the funeral. Which
d'you want ?

"

"111 I 11 go." she cried.

You'll deliver my message to Chief Fathead Casej

Yes," answered Florrie, scowling angrily.

Kittle " changed Ins threatening attitude
You wast'- an

awful lot of time,

Florrie," he said

V< m i oUld have
promised at Inst.

'

r s d a v

came and four
'

before ih.it

lane looked a

Mr. " Kittle Hindi had crossed the inteni.it. ial line
and was snug and cosy in Mexico, where the hand ol the
law could clutch and clutch and never reach.
By a little before four o'clock the oflfii era who ha.'

|

in the dark pools of Chicago's underworld return.
their catch.

rin f asked Chief C
Yes."

" Good. Fetch him out and mix him."
Sam was brought forth and mixed with others from the

cells. A mechanic was ushered in.

Any man here you • ring in the vicinity of the
murder ?

" asked
The mechanic passed down the line and pointed to g
" That him ?

"

Yes, sir."

You saw him ?
"

Yes, sir."

Under the fire escape ?
"

1 nder the fire escape."

You -

An artificial lady smiled her way into the august presence.
Any man here you saw hovering

"Sure bet!" said the artificial lady, tapping Sam on
hest. " Here's the chickabiddy ! Bit irt

'

You can
Warm, ain't it ?

" said the artificial ladv.

You i <m go," said Case\'.
.*' Oh. you !

" sneered the artificial lady. Yah !

"

" Vnd thi it swears you came in at dawn," said
Casey, when the door was closed. 1 think our lady
friend was right. It's a sure bet. Anything to sa

(ant think of anything," said Sam, smiling. "But
you never know

Take him away," said Ca s the easiest one
we've had

I hey took him away. And then the door opem
admit Florrie.

Hallo : said Casey, surprised
; for not often d.

wanted fish walk into the net without an invitation " And
what does the little lad) wanl

Florrie took the best > hair.

I want to deliver a message from Kittie Hinch."
Case\ s eyes opened wide it the mention of Hinch.

And can't he delivei it himself?"
He cannot," replied Florrie, " because he's in Mexico."

" In Mi \

is he ? And
why is our

Kittle'

in Mexi< .•

pausehe
killed Jake
Bloom

w ,
•

'
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BIOGRAPHICAL BREVITIES

Born New York City, 1884,
but made his stage

debut at Drury Lane in " The
Lights o' London " when
thirteen years old. His first

picture was The Lpne Wolf,
which was followed by many
screen successes. His. best
pictures are Lombard7, Ltd.,
The Spender, The Right of
Way, Alias Jimmy Valentine,
Blind Mans Eyes, a*nd A
Message From Mars. He is

5 ft. lOi in. high, and has
brown hair and hazel eyes.
He is married to

Evelyn Vaughn.
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oy /d f/ae * vacPAenfbn ,

is, the first 01 a series of articles on scenario-writing specially con-
t.ib'ited to " The Picturegocr "by Jeanie MacPherson, one of the greatest
authorities on this fascinating subject. Her scenarios, which include
"The Admirable Crichton," "Forbidden Fruit" and "Something to
Think About," are models of what an artistic scenario should be.

It seems to me that one of the most helpful things i mighl do lot

readers of The Pli n REGOER who arc anxious to become
screen writers would be to enumerate in brief form several salient

facts about scenario-writing that are essential to success, and
yel do not seem to be generally known With this idea in mind,
1 have prepared the following bits of advice:

There is no definite form in which you must submit your storv

to motion picture producers
Write it eithe as fiction, in

dramatic play form, or as a clear

working synopsis of about 3,000
words. If you use the last-

named medium, which is' prob
ably the most desirable, forget

about style, but do not write

crudely.

Do not think that your
S) nopsis will not receive

a sympathetic reading by
the producer's scenario
m.i ft Good picture ma-
terial is so rare that no
one would take a chance
of missing anything.
Mow ever, do not be pre-

pared to sell your first

ten or fifteen stories at

all, though you might
possibly strike lucky and
market the very first one.

It has been done Vet most writers, even those who have
achieved greal success in the field, have spent months and
years perfecting technique before they made their first sale

Do not waste the time of scenario editors by calling upon
them personally, unless you have had previous corre-
spondence with them that seems to warrant a call.

Do not feel mistreated if a company turns down your
story, and then accepts one by Sir J. M Barrie or Elinor
(ilvn that doesn't seem to you any better than yours. The
Si enario editor may have agreed with you that your storv
was just as good, but the advertising value of "Sir J

M
Barrie 's or Mrs Glyn's name is much greater than yours,
ami, other things being equal, they buy the famous author's
storv in preference
Do not try to write your story in continuity form ; th.it

is, numbered scene by scene, and with title- interpolated,
Some people think that unless. they can write continuity,
there is no use in trying to send stories to the producers.
that is not true. Stones in continuity form are not
wanted The movie companies pay large salaries to pro-

lional continuity writers to do that part of the work
Do not attempt costume stones tales of a by gone day

that require tin- characters t<> wear out-of-date or foreign

1 rue, a revival of the costume play seems immi-
1

.
but. as ,1 rule, this is the type of storv to be avoided

b) 1 lie amateur, since it is hardest to write and to sell

Alter you complete your storv, study the stars of the
various producing companies, and send your storv only to

those companies which have stars for whom your story

litable In othei words, don't send a Douglas
M I.', in storj to William S Mart, or via I I

not have the camera in mind as you write, and think

e must be tagged right on to the other, with no
^i sition hi between, in order to make a success ol the

I he plol is what c omits

Do not think that a screen

story dashed off in an hour
will ever sell You must work
hard and conscientiously lx>fore

ever thinking of submitting
vour storv.

Some people believe that the
real reason why companies
like Paramount do not Inn-

many original stories for the screen is because they have
made a policy of buying only stories that have already been
printed in magazines or novels, or produced on the stage.

I Ins is not the < ase.

I he reason why Paramount and other companies in the

past have bought mostly novels and plays instead of

originals, is because the originals have not been of Sufficient

merit to use It stands to reason that a producing com-
pany would not pay /j.ooo for a novel for screen adapta-
tion it they could .secure .1 better story from an amateur
writer for > 200.

Of course, the advertising value of the former is greater,

but often it happens that the title and story ot a play or
novel are changed so that its advertising value is insig-

nificant. Besides, it is story plot the producers are looking

for. Some of the most famous stoms m history wouldn't
make motion pictures 111 a thousand vears As 1 explained
above, if it comes to a choice between two stones of equal
value one by a famous writer and the other by an un-

known the producer would probably choose to p.iv the

famous author his pi

However, the better (lass of producers are beginning to

see that the great motion picture BtOlieS of the future will

be written directly lor the st reen It. is with this idea

that Jesse Lasky induced sin h famous htciarv people as

Elinor Glyn and Sn Gilbert Parkei to come to Hollywood
to st u< 1 v the technique of the motion picture

In a lew years the tables will probably be completely
turned and manv more original stones will be bought lor

film production than novels and plays
Mut the wntets who would furnish these stories must

make up their minds to spend jusl as much time and efl

on a yarn tor the screen is the) would on a novel 01 si .-.>

pl.iv The chief trouble to-daj with original slurie* i

the) are not written with sufficient care

1 h.
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UJiffiam -f/ie

Kent;
Not least among the strong, silent men of the screen is

William Farnum, the beloved " Bill " of a million picture-

goers. But William can be loquacious when occasion

demands, as this interview proves.

There is no one upon this earth who inspires so much
fear and hatred in the heart of the interviewer as does

the strong, silent man.
Not that we object to his strength—for the conventions

of modern-day civilisation are so rigid that even though
pushed to the verge of despair by note-book and fountain

pen, the re-incarnation of Samson himself would hesitate

to wreak vengeance upon his tormentor. No, it is his

silence that we dread—silence that for once is silver, whereas

speech might be golden — in the pockets of the inter-

viewer, at least.

However, there is always hope, for even the strongest

and most silent of the strong, silent men have their weak
moments, their vulnerable spots. After all, they are ///H<riives in them. When he works in Los Angeles he

human—although we sometimes doubt it when we see them J»at home ;
when he works in New ^ ork he is at home ;

pursuing their noble careers from reel to reel of the super- , -'^hen he plays at Sag Harbour he is at home And the

thankful to//* other two seem to be just thrown in lor luck !

Children love to act

Bill Farnum.
with

sentimental scenario ! But in real life one is

note that they are much the same as the rest of us

that the most silent amongst them will wax communicative
when the conversation is gently led towards that magic
topic of " hobbies."

So, before visiting William the Silent, I made a few

liminary enquiries of his friends.
" Farnum's got one horrible vice," I was told/ " He's

a collector."
" What does he collect ?

" I asked. " Taxes, or butter-

flies ?
"

" Homes !
" was the reply. " He has five of them scattered

up and down this fair land of ours, and I hear that he thinks

of buying a sixth !

" But whatever does he do with them all ?

Then I will ask William Farnum if I can see him at

home," 1 decided, " and if there is nothing else to talk about,

we can at least discuss the distressing servant shortage,

and the mercenary aims of the odd-job man."

It was a cold and rainy day when I hailed a taxi and set

forth for William Farnum's abode. The bandit who responded

to my upraised hand looked at me with a gleam of sym-
pathy when I informed him of our destination.

" Say, that's a dangerous guy, lady," he volunteered.
"

I see him at our movie-house last night, and he knocks

clown about fifteen fellers in less'n five minutes. I'd take

care not to rile him, lady, if it was me that was seeing

him !

"

But as I waited in the fine colonial doorway of William

Farnum's home, 1 decided that neither his strength nor his

silence need be feared. For the master of the house
.

answered my ring himself, and at once I was
reminded of a jovial, genial host who might have

stepped out from the pages of some novel of

simple country life.

" Come right in," he said. " This is the kind

of day when we long for California, don't we ?

But here's the next best thing—a fire, tea and

muffins, and an arm-chair !

"

The great living-room was aglow with warmth
and colour. The open fireplace of rough-hewn

stone was piled up with crackling logs, the big

oak table was strewn with books and magazines,

while bowls of flowers and fruit gleamed in the

fitful light of the flames. Drawn up in cosy

intimacy around the hearth were divan

and deeply upholstered chairs', the wicker

tea-waggon, with its load of silver and
china having for the moment the place of

honour in the centre of the circle.

It all looked so ultra-cosy, so big-hearted

and so delightfully friendly ! It looked, I

decided, thoroughly " William Farnumy !

"

More like one's dream home than ever it

became when Mrs. Farnum and " Olive
"

arrived to dispense the hospitality of after-

noon tea. A charming w :nan is Mrs.

Farnum, modern enough to \y as n ten ung
and amusing as only the up lo-the-ruiiiute

woman can; old-fashK .jcd ' io be
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"''

ct.

The FarHum smile.

blissfully content with the
happiness that only home
life brings.

We .ire regular home-
hounds," said William
Farnum, as he took upon
himself the passing of the
muffins, M lybe you've
heard that they're our
hobby

"
I have," 1 said. " It must be wonderful to

have one waiting for you wherever you go !

"

We hate hotels," laughed Mrs. Farnum.
There would be no fortunes made out of them

if everyone were like us. It was all I could do to

restrain Mr. Farnum from buying an Italian villa

when we visited Rome last summer. Finally I

1 up his cheque-book and then he was
helpless !

"

1 lur real home for years has been at Sag
our, on I . rig Island," pu1 in the master of

the estate in question " Both my brother
Dustin and 1 have been water-fiends ever since

we were i hildren fishing and ya< Ming were
always our favourite recreations So when Dame

in- tir>t began to take notice of me, I bought
a house at Sag Harbour, right on the W

edge, and we have improved and added to it

until it is now indeed a place to

be proud of. ["here I keep mj electric launch,
and daughter Olive has her motOl boat."

Bui during the years with Fox," said
i

i
'

num. "we i ii inually going out
I months at a time.

[, and we i iften

to endure much inci icn a six months'
o La I >rca."

I i
i

'' beautiful spol ["his from William Farnum.
It is a lau white hou e, with wide verandahs, tall pillars,

lull length windows Ml ions lines, you see, to
suit myself ' It stands hall waj up Santa Monica hill, and

•encath i

sparkling beyond. < >n fine clays we

Catalina Island, where Dusty and I go fishing for those giants ol

the sea—tarpon and tuna fish."

Your brother has a yacht, too, hasn't he ?
"

Yes— the Ding."
And when father and uncle get together," said Olive, " we hear

nothing but stories about fish and boats ! But the one I like l>cst

is the story of when they were youngsters." Their father gave them
a punt—-it was their very first seaworthy craft-—and Uncle Dustin stole

one of his grandmother's beautiful linen sheets to make a sail from I

"

We all laughed, Hig Bill with a touch of thoughtfuhu^s sweeping
across his expressive face as the yarn brought back memories ol

care-free childhood days.
Well," I prompted, " we have only two homes accounted for."

Back to the present came Farnum and told me how the house we
were in came to be bought. " When I worked here at the Fox New
York studios," he said, " we used to rent an apartment in the city,

and go down to Sag Harbour for week-ends. But I couldn't resist

the opportunity of buying this house, for it is just what we have
always wanted, and

Fishing is one of FarHum's chief hobbies ; the now when work
photo below illustrates his skill with tit? rod. keeps me here, we

are as happy as if

we were in the

country. This place

was originally two
houses, but they
have been thrown
into one. Upstairs,

running the whole
length of the place,

I have a huge bil-

liard-room."
" And the cutest

kitchenette attached
to it," said Olive.
" And when we
have parties, we
sometimes prepare
picnic suppers up
there, without com-
ing down to the

kite hen at all."

I l>ehe\ e it was
the last River that

captured Mr Farnum 's -art," said his

d' " Perhaps you may not have
noticed it, but the back of this house is

built directly upon its banks So when
we want to go in leisurely, enjoyable
fashion to Sag Harbour, we can grt in

our boat at the back door of this house,
and get out of it at the front door of the

Nr1

I

.

MM \4J\ f f

'

othei
'

I

home
really wonder you
in Venice," I said

didn't buy

Virile Western part', art

amongst Ins ]<n unto
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" I sure would have it we had stayed long enough, cheque-
book or no cheque-book," and Big Bill's eyes twinkled as they
met his wife's. " But we had a wonderful holiday, marred only
by Mrs. Farnum's illness, which rather upset our plans."

" I think your admirers on the other side were hoping to hear
that you were being starred in one of the spectacular dramas
that Fox is producing in Italy," I said.

" I have severed my connection with Fox. I made many a

fine picture under their banner,, and for a while have acted as

manager for some of Mr. Fox's theatrical enterprises on Broad-
way. But I am glad to rest for a while before making new
plans. I have had thirty-two years of stage and film work—

a

pretty strenuous existence even for a hefty chap like I !

Hope burned still more brightly within me. Evidently William"
the Silent not only revelled in talking about his hobbies—he
actually enjoyed talking about his work !

" Some people might add another few years on to your career,

Daddy," said Olive. " Because you made your first professional

appearance when you were five, didn't you ?
"

Big Bill's laughter boomed through the
room. " Sure, I did," he said. " I'd

forgotten that. I played a cornet solo

at a concert in Bucksport, my home
town, and a mighty nervous kiddie I

was, too. But
actually, my
work began
when I was
thirteen. I did

a song-and-
dance wit

h

Dust in, who
was fifteen, as
a ' between acts'

entertainment
with a thea-
trical touring

company. A year later, I

definitely made up my mind
that the stage should provide
me with my life-work.

" I played in Shakespearean
and other classical roles for

five years, and a fine training

it was, too. One that I would
advise every screen aspirant to
go through.

Mark Antony' was my
first big part. Later I went
into modern drama, and played
in the city where I was born -

Boston.
" For five years I starred in

' Ben Hur '—I thought it was
engagement !

— for two years in

and for three years in ' The Littlest Rebel,' in which Mary
Miles Minter made her debut as a child actress."

I like hearing about father's screen work best," said

Olive.

William Farnum looked at his daughter fondly. (They
are wonderful friends, these two. Olive, tall, gentle and
pretty, has nevertheless inherited much of her father's love
for the greal outdoors, and many a story I had heard of

their days spent in swimming and sailing at Sag Harbour,
where neither seem to need any more thrilling company
than each other.)

"
I did .

not take
motion-
pictures
seriously at

first," said

the man
who has
perhaps
achieved more
consistent popu-
larity on the

screen than any
other star. " But
Selig was plan-

ning to make a
picture of the

Beach story,

Spoilers, and he wanted
me for the hero. 1

decided -to try my
luck, and enjoyed the

experience so thor-

oughly that I straight-

way deserted my old love for the new.
" In The Spoilers I had a terrible fight

with Tom Santschi. I was so anxious to

do myself justice in my first rdle that I

became an ardent realist, and the director

had to pry us apart ! It made a dandy
scene, though !

" I was with Famous-Lasky for a short

period, and while with them I played

the part of ' Marcus ' in The Sign of the

Cross. 1 thought of that when I was in

Home last summer, and saw the actual

scenes of the Christians' martyrdom.
" Of course, by far the great majority

of my pictures have been made in the

Fox studios. My contracts with them
have lasted over ten years, and as I have

With Louise Lovely in " Gold Nuggets."

ffc'rwUn'fcMvi'.niiBaea

going to be a lifelong

The Prince of India,'
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bsen hard at it all the time, you can imagine the large

number "i films that bear my name Mv older ones,

m lybe, are forgotten by the picturegoers of to-day, but
sonic of them were interesting, and perhaps in a few

cl more successful than those that came later"
" Modern picture-making is apt to get mechanical, I

think," said Mrs. Farnum. " In the old days we were
more enthusiastic and wholly sincere in

our aspirations ; now, with every tech-

nical detail made so perfect, some of the

personality of the other films seems
missing."

" One of your early pictures was The
Tale of Two Cities, wasn't it ?

"
1 asked.

Yes ' Sydney Carton ' was a thrilling

part to play, and 1 lived it for weeks on
end, thinking of and studying nothing

else. If I had died, I am sure ' It is a far,

far better thing,' etc., would have been
found engraved upon my heart !

" Another big film of mine was It s

Miserables, adapted from the Victor

Hugo classic. I was ' Jean Valjean,'

the man in whom the' spark of good
refuses to be extinguished by the

brutality of his fellow-men. Twice
we built the streets

and houses of old

Paris upon the Fox
lot for these two pic-

tures for the periods

being different, we
needed entirely dif-

ferent sets. I m
all my strength in

Les Miserables, for

I had to heave an
enormous waggon out
of a rut on my
shoulder. In fact,

most of my roles

have been ' strong

man' ones, and
seldom do my films

come to an end before

they have given me
the opportunity for

dulging in a few fights !

Such were The Bondman,
Man From Hitter

ighting Blood, The

Gilded Fool, Gold Xuggets,

and When a Man Sees Red.
" Hut 1 am not allowed

to forget the tender side

of life in my picl i

I Strings shows me
i rem h violinist,

who 1 sweet-
r for

tirst place in his

I
i The Orphan,

the nirl whose life 1 save
>1 by res< uing

; ime ;

in II the Night the

ol m\ fortum

nothing to me i om]
with my wife,

Mi. iny a

/.im (

•

ire, and
this w nt< i 's advenl

liking / hi I i ! the

Duan Ridt > • t the

Purple Sage, and / hi I OHi

star lumi. i were all films

' hat an adventurous, ath-

letii fellow like I would naturally take a delight in I hey
made me do two more big costume plays before I left Fox,
//' / Were King, showing roystering, romantic Francois
Villon as hero, and The Adventurer, with a Spanish rover
as its central figure. I made several others, too, that have
not yet been released."

I asked Mrs. Farnum if she ever accompanied her
husband upon his filmatic adventures.

I have played in one or two of his

pictures," she said, " including The Orphan
and A Tale of Two Cities. 1 play under
my maiden name of Olive White."

Several of William Farnum's leading-

ladies have become stars in their own
right. Louise Lovely, whose blonde
beauty has so often radiated opposite our

^Bl w hero's essentially masculine appeal, was
once a familiar figure in his pictures ;

Estelle Taylor, another Fox beauty, uas
with him in The Adventurer. Jewel
Carmen made a beautiful partner for him
in some of his older pictures, and Jackie
Saunders, Betty Ross Clarke and Glach s

Coburn are other charming ladies who
have followed him obediently through the
mazes of screen romance.

I thought William Farnum must be
growing weary of picture

reminiscences. " You've not
told me a thing about homes
number four and five, 1

remonstrated
He laughed. " Number

four is a farm, 'way inland

at Sag Harbour. Here I

go in for real farming, and
make it pay, too Num-
ber five i- the old home-
stead at Bucksport,
Maine, where we all

lived in childhood.
Dustin and I share

it, and often we
stage a family re-

union beneath its

niliar shelter,

e r e ' s no
place like home,
you know '

"But I 'm
sure, even in

those days, that

he wasn't content

with one," said

his wife. Big Bill found
me a honv and

and with sincere

regret I wished
his cheery, breezy self

" good-b; al-

though the Farnum hi

are perfect in themseJ
without their friendly,

|

itable master and
mistress, they would be
no more attractive than
are empty palaces It is

the Farnum family that

provides the fas< inati<
"

l hi Perfe< I II

would make title

mti i \ iew ," I

thought, as the t.i\i

hurled n jell towards N<

York " But I behc \ e

I 11 call u ' Wilham the

Silent bet ause he talked

so nun h ' \,„ f hall.
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A GTfTof
Beautiful Jewels
has always been the supreme expression of a
man's homage to a woman.
Pearls especially have an irresistible fascination
for most women, and no gift to hei is more certain
of instant appreciation than the equivalent of an
exquisite rope of real pearls.

have all the allure of the finest deep-sea specimens,
the same texture, weight and iridescence, and,
most important of all, they impart to the wearer
the wondrous charm of the highly-prized Oriental.

It would be difficult for the most fastidious shopper
to find a more attractive selection of suitable
Xmas tokens than those here shown. Ciro Pearls
have won their high reputation on quality alone.
Every purchase is guaranteed, and the terms of our
unique offer are a protection against dissatisfaction.

OUR UNIQUE OFFER
On receipt of One Guinea we will send you a Necklet of Ciro
Pearls. 16 ins. lon§f, or a King, Brooch, har-rinus, or any other
Jewel mounted with Ciro Pearls (complete with case). If. after
comparing them with real or other artificial pearls, they are not
found equal to the former or superior to the latter, return them
to us within seven dajs. and we will refund your money.

Other lengths of necklets at proportionate rates—Solid Gold
Clasp 2/6 extra.

Write for new descriptive Booklet No. 54. Just published (sent

post (reel.

All goods supplied- In cases, but specially fine cases, as
illustrated, 2 - extra. Necklet cases, as illustrated, 3 '6 extra.

CIRO PEARLS. LTD. (Dept. 54)

39, Old Bond Street (Piccadilly End).
r Showrooms are on the First Floor over Lloyd's Bank.

Indian Branch :
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Introducing Von Stroheim, author, actor and producer, whose "Blind Husbands"
raised him to the highest pinnacle of film fame. His second picture, "The
Devil's Pass Key," another remarkable production, is released this month.

Ho was christened Eri 1 Hans Carl Maria Nbrdenwald von
Stroheim. That was in Austria thirty-three years ago. He left

- ntry America when he was a little over twenty, leaving his
of "Count" behind him. For years he struggled there— starved,
times, for, though he became an American citizen, his face, his

name, and his stiff military manner made him disliked and shunned
both during and after the war. ,^
Many occupations were his during th ears he wrote a play, and
ed it up and down a vaudeville circuit ;

he wrote sketches and a novel
boatman and life-saver at a seaside resort, and even sold fly-

papers in New York. And with each change of fortune he shed one more
of his long string of names. To-day, author-director-star at Universal

is known as Eric Strome. He has foughl his way to success,
inch by inch (he comes of fighting stock), against hardship, prejudice,
and the open antipathy of members of the studios in which he worked.
I haps this very antipathy accounted for realism of his early studies in

sian officers m The Unbeliever, For France, and Hearts

Previously he had been an extra in the
Griffith studios. John Emerson then took him to New
York as assistant-director, where his knowledge of life's

contra had acquired it first hand) and his keen eye
for detail stood him in good stead.

1 Laemmle gave him his big chance, just after The
Heart of Humanity, in which Strome gave a powerful,

repulsive stud; Hun, was comp] i consisted
ol a free hand in directing his own story, " The Pinn

dapted it foi the screen, produced it, and played
the most prominenl role, that of " Lieutenant Eric von
Steuben," a thoroughly unpleasant little Austrian. It was

his first venture

When Yon Stro

i n on

r sheet, he

acts with a whole-
hearted wickedness
that makes An

res shudder.

as a director, and
placed him at once
right in the van.

tory was of

eternal ti

i

angle " \ariety,

but the way
in which it

treated was ori

ginal and stril

and the film excel-

lent in all pomts
A 1 though set
among \lpine

passes, Blind lluy-

bands, as it was
re titled, v is made
entirely in Cali-

(lmoni

fornia, and the peak upon which the final scenes of the
drama were played was not a hundred-and-fifty miles from
Universal Cit) i

It was a personal triumph for Strome;
his art, as author, director, but, most of all, character-actor,
stood out from the rest.

Whatever reasons caused him to leave Austria, his study
of a thorough paced little " bounder is ail ample re

The reputation he gamed with lilnui Husbands, he up-
held m The 1>.

. a somewhat similar storv, but
with a. Parisian background and a more complicated set of
characters. Strome wrote the scenario from a storv of
which he was part-author, and directed, supervising every
'let, ill, but did not act in this one.

>me has outlived the dislike he had to contend with.
On the set, despite his undoubted "temperamental-
he is regarded with affection by everybody. " Mr Von,"
as he is called, acts every scene in detail himself with each
member of Ins cast, I. 'hearsing many tunes until everything
is as lie desires, lbs ideas arc big, and he will not be
hurried 'ter always than the last is his watch-
word, His fund of knowledge is wonderful, Period
furniture, decorations, paintings, musii he is a skilled

violinist), are a few branches in which he is all wise He
usuallj used m isii to aid the emotions oi liis playei

1 Ml I'm screen he looks much as he does on it—a small,

dapper man, very military and pre bearing, with
deep blown eyi CloSe-CTOpped, and a deep

ross his fori head \ relii . tins, ol ins Austrian days.
Usually rath, i Ins smile, when

I
^ un-

deniably charming I rii Strome is married to Valerie
Germoi i statel) beauty, who had a small part in

Blind Husbands, and now assists her husband in various
Pa the past right, , mths, Strome has

engaged upon a production which, it is claimed, will be the

orate sm<e Griffith's Intolerar on lie

is author, producer, ami " heavy, ami tilt- title is /

Wives. He and his wife ha\< now ( tit it to tin required
length, and it will In- shown in America this month.
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The Cutex

Travelling Set

9/6

Contains just what you need to

keep your naili beautifully mani
curra~all full-sized packages.
Cut Cuticle Remover, that

does away with ruinous <

Cutex Nail White, to remove
ttalm and discoloration! ir-J

give your n it tips a tnowu
ims ; Cutex Cake Polhn

Polish ( pinkJ
to give your nails the fashion-
able finish.

In addition you get a double-
cut steel file, emety boards,

orange stick, absorbent cotton

and an inVttfuoble ti'tle booklet

on the care of the nails. Alt
combined in a stunning set, so

compart, so convenient that

mono people carry it with them
wherever they go.

In one stunning set—everything

to keep your nails beautifully manicured

IN
ten minutes, 'with these Cutex manicure

preparations, you can transform nails you
are ashamed of into things of beauty.

Start to-day to have the shapely, well-kept

nails that make any hand beautiful. No
matter how rough and ragged the skin around

your nail is, no matter how ugly cutting the

cuticle has made them, you can almost

instantly change them into nails that are

noticeably lovely.

Without trimming or cutting of any kind,

Cutex keeps the skin at the base of the nail

smooth, firm and unbroken. Just file your

nails to the proper length and shape. In the

Cutex package you will find orange stick and
absorbent cotton. With a little cotton

wrapped around the end of the slick and
dipped in Cutex, work around the nail base,

gently pushing back the cuticle. Almost at

once you will find you can wipe off the dead
surplus skin. Wash the hands, pressing back

the iu;ic!e as you dry them.

For fascinatingly snowy nail tips, apply

just a bit of Cutex Nail White under the

nails. You will delight in the fashionable

finish that the Cutex Polish gives. Your
first manicure will show you how lovely nails

can look.

For Christ* us and Birthday
Pretentt

Last year over three hundred thousand
women bought Cutex sets during the festive

season. Before you plan a single Christmas
gift, look at these Cutex sets. Read the

descriptions alongside of each picture.

Any one of the three— in its hand.<ome

Christmas wrappei -makes a present that

is new and fashionable.

Any Chemist, Perfumers or Stores has

Cutex manicure preparations. Don't let

another day go by until you have secured

Cutex, the invention that has made it possible

for everyone to have nails that are noticeably

lovely. Gel your set to-day.

NORTHAM WARREN. New York & Montreal.

F.nglish Selling Agents : HENRY C. QUELCH t\ CO.,

4 6c 5, Lml^atc Square, London, E.C.4

VJUTEX
Manicure Sets

The Cutex Boudoir Set

only 14

For those who wont a more e'aborale com-
bination of Cutex man<cute preparations.

This set contains full-sited packages of
Cutex Cuticle Removr, Cutcx Nail White.

Cutex Cal(e Polish. Cutcx Paste Polish (pink)
and Cutex Rouge. In addition you get your
orange stick, emery bo<ird>, flexible double-cut

We, and a beau'i/ul white buffer with

removable charnoise A really impressive

Christmas present — one that is both popular
and fashionable.

The Cutex Compact Set,

all the essential--, 3/-

7 his is the Cutex set of a thousand uies.

Many women buy six of these at n time.

Each contains a miniature package of Cutex
Cuticle Remover, Cutex Nail White, Cutex
Cake Polish and Cutex Paste Polish (pink).

In addition you get your orange stic^ and
emery boards — all the essentials Inr the

modern manicure. Hundreds and thousands

of these sets are bought every yeai—the

demand for them constantly increases.
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Cupid in the Clothes Basket. M
LOVKRS »f Cleanliness are lovers of Sunlight Soap.

-> Its purity and its constancy to an ideal standard

of excellence have endeared it to British womanhood.

It is devoted to the needs of the home and the

comfort of family life.

Sunlight Soap is m.ide from the very finest high-grade oils

and fats, and matured in Works equipped with all the re-

sources of modern science. Expert Shemists test each boding

to ensure the perfect purity of Sunlight Soap.

NO RUBBING- DON'T WORRY-
NO SCRUBBING. USE SI MIGHT.

Sunlight Soap

CT/S* name LEVER on
Soap is a Guarantee of
CPuritu anct~£xce/<>-r*.-c

I.F.VRR BROTHERS LIMITED, PORT SUNLIGHT.
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The Stories appear to be the worst
feature about most of the De-

cember releases. Otherwise, the

month should prove an enjoyable one
for the fans, for it brings back several

favourites after many months' absence
from the screen. Among these are

Enid Bennett, Clara Kimball Young,
Marie Doro, Jack Pickford, and Peggy
Hyland (in The Honey Pot). There
is also a Griffith release, always an
event, some interesting re-issues, and
one Dickens' picturisation which
should delight Dickens' lovers. A
whole bunch of belated war-stories

make their appearance, but in most
cases the favourites who act in them
will compensate for this. The only
typically seasonable release is Where
the Rainbow Ends, a delightful English
fantasy founded on the popular stage

play, and with a good cast composed
mainly of child players.

We always knew that the American
policemen were a grand and

glorious band—the movies never tire

of showing their perfections—but in

case a few picturegoers have any
doubts on this point, The Midnight
Patrol ought to settle the matter for

ever. Besides scenes of police heroism,
this drama, which features Thurston
Hall as the policeman hero, contains
kidnapping, smuggling,opium-smoking,
gambling dens, a corrupt " political

boss," battle, murder, and sudden
death. It is, however, beautifully

photographed and well stage-managed,

and scenes in the Chinese underworld
and on board a sailing-ship are
thoroughly realistic. Rosemary Theby
and Marjorie Bennett (Enid's sister)

are the only feminine members of the
cast. Thurston Hall will be remem-
bered as " Antony " in Fox's Cleopatra,

when Theda Bara played the " serpent
of Old Nile."

In The Devil's Pass- Key, Eric Stro-

heim more than 'maintains the
good reputation his first production,
Blind Husbands, earned for him. He
is once more his own adapter and
part author, and the story is very
similar to the first, only with a
Parisian setting. It is every whit
as vital and dramatic as its prede-
cessors, it contains more characters,

and is far more elaborate. Several

new effects in photography are intro-

duced, and the cast is well chosen,

with great fidelity to type; but one
misses Stroheim himself, although
Clyde Fillmore has adopted almost
all his director's mannerisms. Sam
de Grasse once again plays the role

of husband; with Una Trevelyn and
Mae Busch he shares stellar honours.

By this time Stroheim 's latest,

Foolish Wives, will have been
released in U.S.A. This, too, has the

eternal triangle as its theme, and
holds the record for the most ex-

pensive production ever screened.

Settings representing Monte Carlo,

exteriors and interiors were constructed

at tremendous expense. It lias taken
well over a year to make, and Stro-

heim nearly lost, his life more than
once whilst engaged upon it. The
original leading man died soon after

filming commenced, and many weeks
elapsed before a successor could be
found.

Eugene O'Brien is well to the fore
' this month. He stars in two

releases, The Figurehead and The
Wonderful Chance. The first is an
excellent film, true to type, and hav-
ing as its central idea the formation
of the hero's character and its effect

upon the lives of others. 'Gene gives

a good performance as the athletic

youngster who gradually realises that

life holds much that is serious ; and
Anna Q, Nilsson is an effective heroine.

Anna has been in London of late,

starring in Three Live Ghosts. She is

now in her native land—Sweden—en-

joying her Yuletide there.

In the second. The Wonderful ' 'hauue,

O'Brien is seen in a dual rolu—as

a crook, " Swagger " Barlow, and art

English nobleman, " Lord Liirniing-

ham. " Barlow wants to go straight,

and when he is mistaken for " Lord
Birmingham," he seizes the chance to

get into society, and successfully keeps

up the deception. But the peer's

fiancee notices a difference between

the eyes of the two men, and the

imposture is detected. Adroit charac-

ter drawing, and excellent acting, as
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London
Mail

Christmas

Number

Be sure

to get

a copy

of this

special

Xmas
budget

of good

things.

Snappy Stories,

Smart Sketches,

Seasonable Skits

and Witticisms.

Always a " winner
'

and better than ever

Richard Barihelmess and dladxs Hulttteas rural lovers
in " Tol'ble David," ont of Dicky's latest product

well as more than usually skilful com-
posite scenes, make this one of Eugene
O'Brien's best features to date. Martha
Mansfield is seen in the role of the
society girl, and Rudolf Valentino
plays a master crook. Eugene O'Brien
is working on Chivalrous Charlie at the
moment.

C
A orinrie Griffith has gone to Brazil

s for the settings of her December
offering, Tht Whisper Market, which
is a story of deception and intrigue

in diplomatic circles. \s the pretty
wife of a diplomat, Corinne is drawn
into an adventure which involves
the governments of two countries.

There is plenty of suspense, and
Corinne Griffith looks beautiful, and
acts splendidly. Eaulalie Jensen,
too, has ,m interesting role Feminine
pictupegoers will rind much to in-

terest them in Corinne Griffith's suc-

cession of beautiful gowns she i~

on- of the best-dressed movie stars

extant.

'I'he steady patron oi the kinema
1 will easil) recognise the many-

many-1 imes told storj oi / hi W
II

; \ln e I ,akc, liowe\ er, is na1 ural

- 1 lit I sincere as the heroine, a working
girl who marries a rich degenerate
and reforms him. It is an effective

screen-play, though the treatment of

it never departs from the conven-
tional, and the settings and pho-
tography are goi id I >l rest Staulex

puts in sonn- good work .is the young
man Ui< e marries This is Mice
Lake's third sl.u film, the others

being Shore Acres and Should a

Woman Veil? Mice looks like rivalling

l
'•. *sie Barrisi ale and Ethel Claj ton

.is a "domestic star, she having
appeared in shoals ol " husband and
wile " llhlls ()| Lite

1'he storx ol Clothes tells

woman who takes a long while

to find out thai clothes do not make
the woman an) more than the) make
tin in, m. Ti'i. manv moralising sub-

titles, a lack of suspense, and a

stereotyped sel "I icntral figures are
the worst points of Clothes. - Olive
Tell, .is "Olivia Sherwood," the
heroine, displays wonderful gowns in

most attractiv< fashion, she beii I

delightful heroine I he play deals

with New York sot iei \ hie. and the

backgrounds are extremely elaborate.

i rauford Ken 1 is tin- leading man.
The possibilities for acting in a story

of this type are slight, but the i.i^t

makes the most of them.

Oh\ < I r!l 's one of the main pretty

actresses who went from con-

vent to footlights. She is a New
York girl, but was educated in Eng-
land. Olive Till very much wished to

become yti artist but thought better

of it and went into a stock company.
It took her three years to attain

stardom, which arrived ia Betty,"

the pretty light opera which has been
seen m Loudon Olive entered screen-

land about the same time, and her

first star role was with ' Metro m
Secret Storeys. She likes her r61e

in Clothes best ,,| ,m\ she has as \ et

portrayed, tor a v er\ feminine reason.

She was given a free hand b) the pro-

ducer m the matter of pun basing

her -owns tor Clothes, and confesses

that she spent the lime ol her life

in the New N i a k shops

'["hat love conquers all human ills

1 is the message ol x
g /,,

Think About, whi< hi - |>i« ture

and beautifully produced. Eor once

Gloria Swanson appeals as something
more than a beautiful wearer ol

beautiful gowns She plays a black

smith's daughter whom a ri< h man
Elliot! Dexter) educates and with

w horn he falls in love. Out of urate

imle she i onscnts to man \ him, but

elopes with llCl Schoolboy sweetheart

instead I here is ail all star and

lically perfei least, including Monte
Line.

'

I hcodorc Koln-its, and I heo

iloie Koslotl ( coil do Mllle, who
directed, int rod in < > ;i spot ics of
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symbolism in this film which will

interest everybody. The story, too,

is strong and human, if obvious in

places, and the photography and pro-

duction excellent.

As usual in a Will Rogers feature,

Will is just himself in The
Strange Boarder. The star does excel-

lent work, and his son Jimmy, who
has a part in this feature, is a most
appealing youngster. Irene Rich and
Doris Pa\yn appear in the supporting
cast. Will Rogers has been engaged
by Ziegfeld Follies for a short time and
his vaudeville work will assure him of

what amounts to a thousand pounds a

week for his services.

Both the popular Farnum brothers
will be seen on the screen this

month. William's release is Drag
Harlan, in which there is much fine

riding and some beautiful prairie

scenes. The story, however, despite
its interesting incidents, is not always
consistent. Farnum plays a wild,

reckless Westerner, and commits a full

half-dozen murders before the end of

the last reel, and apparently the law
looks the other way, for William is

allowed to live happily ever after with
his heroine (Jackie Saunders). Farnum
has just recommenced screen work
again, after a much-extended tour of

Europe.

Dustin Farnum's feature is another
of those conventional stories

wherein two brothers (both played by
Dusty, of course) exchange identities.

Big Happiness, as it is styled, is not
as big as its title. As usual, one of

the brothers is cold and greedy ; the

other lovable, but a ne'er-do-well.

Also, as usual, the ne'er-do-well doubles
his brother's income and wins the love

Milton Sills, Gloria Swanson and their director

of " The <i

of his brother's wife. After which the

brother obligingly drops dead. The
star plays both roles well, and he is

both restrained and convincing. The
photography, too, is excellent, and there

are some beautiful Alpine scenes.

Kathryn Adams makes a sympathetic
heroine, and the rest of the cast is well

chosen.

''Inhere is a fine cast in Held by the

I Enemy, which is a Civil War story

and was directed by Donald Crisp. It

is, of course, a costume play, and it has

an interesting story, with some good
comedy touches, which, however, have
little bearing upon the plot. Agnes
Ayres has a difficult role as the

heroine, but she acquits herself well

and looks delightful in her crinoline.

For that matter, so also does Wanda
Hawley as her sister. Jack Holt and
Lewis Stone are a splendid pair of

(film) enemies ; and Josephine Crow-ell,

Robert Cain, Clarence Geldart, and
Walter Hiers lend capable support.

Everyone knows " Lasca," the

dramatic poem by Frank Desprez,
and picturegoers will welcome the kine-

matisation of it which stars Edith
Roberts in the title-role. It follows

the poem closely, and is a vivid piece

of work except for one detail. The
producer has overlooked the drama
and specialised upon pictorial effect.

Rut the quaint settings down by the

Rio Grande fifty years ago, the stam-
pede scene wherein the heroine loses

her life, and the excellent character
study given by Edith Rol>erts, make
the film well worth seeing. Through-
out she is the passionate Spanish-
American girl to the life. Frank-

Mayo, too, acts well as the man for

whom " Lasca " dies..

i i '
' %e -?.

Sam Woods, on location during the filming
ut Moment."

WHEN FEET ACHE, BURN,

SWELL, OR PERSPIRE—ONE
DIP IN THIS OXYGENATED
WATER -THAT'S ALL YOU

NEED.

Oxygen is Nature's own refreshing, soothing,
cooling, and healing agent, says Doctor. Easy
to medicate and add oxygen to water at home
by dissolving in it a compound which any
chemist can .supply at little cost. Softens

corns and callouses, too.

Miss Phyllis Monkman's remarkable en-
dorsement of the wonderful aoothlng and
healing eifects oi Oxygenated Water.

Without oxygen, even life itself could not
exist, and the science of medicine has per-

t< i ted man] uses for its wonderful refreshing.

bi aling and antiseptic properties. When sore,

tender feet burn,
smart, swell and per-

spire, or when the
arches tire and ache
so every step means
such pain that yon
fear fallen arches, just

try resting the fee! for

a few minutes in the

medicated and oxy-

genated water pro-
duced by adding a
handful of the Reudel
Bath Saltrates com-
pound to a foot bath.
See how quickly this

cools and refreshes
tender skin, while it draws all the pain and
soreness out of aching muscles or sensitive
joints. The real and lasting foot comfort is

[ratifying that no one can fully appreciate
such amazing effects until they are actually
felt The feet will soon be rendered so strong
and healthy that they prove capable of
bearing any reasonable strain ever likelv to
be placed upon them.

Miss Phyllis Monkman, the popular Musical-
Comedy Actress and talented Dancer, writes :

Reudel Bath Saltrates is wonderful for
tired, tender, aching feet or any other foot
troubles. In many cases the oxygenated
water has the same effect as that at famous
spas."
\OTE.~ Reudel Bath Saltrates is the

registered name of the above-mentioned com-
pound, and all Chemists keep it put up in
packets of convenient sizes, which sell a! . i

moderate prices.

<©fl$»

\OH OS SALE !

ftC/DGET

1 he |< h.-i Bull " Song and Dance Ai
. up sn th-

at Uie value — 16

Songs sui . - £ up-to-date

Dances — Chorus oi "Whisperii •

64 pages •
• flat—price t/6, Gel

your copy

The "John Bull " Song

and Dance Annual.
.-> ever vii in

I ors :
<>1 'J I \t- l'Kr 1/6
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Question

of the

Hour—
Have you

Secured

Your Copy

of the

PASSING1 * SHOW
XMAS 'XTRA

NOW on Sale

Price 13

1
Judith Roberts is not yet twenty.
^ She commenced screen work in

Eddie Lyons and I ee Moran comedies,
and played many leading roles with
them. Then she appeared on the con-
cert platform for a while, for she has a
i harming voice. Universal starred her

in several features, all more or less of

the intense type, and now she has
migrated to Famous- l.asky. There,

under Ce< d de Mille's direction, Edith
will share with I.eatrice Joy stellar

honours m Saturday Night.

'Tnm Mix has two releases, which
1 fact will commend itself to the

many Mix fans. In The Untamed he
has a rough-riding role, in which his

horse lends valuable assistance. Tom
gives a characteristic performance as

"Whistling Dan," whose eyes turn

yellow when he is annoyed (an in-

genious close-up very effectively em-
phasises this), and Pauline Starke is

an appealing heroine Tin- ph. itography

and due. tion are good, and the him
will please all admirers of Mix The
Other feature, Thret Gold Corn.-., is a

quick-fire comedy drama of the West,
m which the cast (which includes

Margaret Loomis) engage in man)
lien e fights, .\w\ the star is his usual

breezy self.

An old story this one of the young
wife who neglects hei personal

. ippe. nan. e .is soon .is sh.- is married,

in.) degenerates into a frump, Ml

sin- worries about is keeping hei house
in apple pie order, and saving mone)
Bui when hubbj begins to look al

someone else because he doesn't like

looking at his ersl w liile i harming
partner, she quickly realises tint she

has done w rong . and ui-i.s \ ei
j

little tune in setting herself and her

husband tn rights. Well told and

Taking a " close-up " oj Ruth Roland.
Seedless to say, the star's piebald costume
will not show on < as htr head

and shoulders only will appear.

consistent, Hairpins, with Enid Ben-
nett as the wife and Matt Moore as

the husband, is a worth-while little

comedy, well-directed and acted.

Serial fans will be delighted with
The WhiU Moll, Pearl White's

December offering, which contains
more plot and incident than many
fifteen-episode serials. Pearl plays a
girl i rook, and is thoroughly at home
m a succession of fast-moving in-

cidents ; whilst in her disguise as a

gips\ she is all but unrecognisable.

Scenes in the underworld (rather an
obviously screen-underworld) abound,
and the feature ends with an exciting

chase over roof-tops. The photo-

graphy and production .ire good, and
the supporting cast includes Richard
Travers, J. Thornton Easton, Blanche
Davenport, and Eva Cordon. The
story is by Frank L. Packard, who
wrote The Miraclt Man. Pearl White
is working on a film titled Without

Feat quite an appropriate descrip-

tion ot Pearl herself.

Jack Pickford is featured in The

l [tile Shepherd oj Kingdom Come,
and .is i had Buford " he suc-

cessfully portrays the hero of the

John Fox story, rhe fact that it is

a story ot the old North and South
war does not deti.u t from its pleasing

sentimentality, for the war is only

mentioned, not deputed. There are

two distinct stories, both of winch are

tragic, but the atmosphere is very

realistic .
and Jack Pickford, alw

a favourite, is excellent Pauline

Starke and Clara Hoi ton have good

a< ting chant es Jack Pi. kford has

been directing sister Man these days,

but he is soon to be starred in .1

/ ail > ma i
Man, which Mrs Pi< k-

f. .id bought for hun some months ago.

\
r .iv grim, but original and uncon?

' vcntional, is 1 nt of

the Deep a Gaumont Fine \rt pro-

,l u . tion. It is founded on Hal.

Se.i Coast I Mania but modern-

ised, and introducing a new character

or two The main interest lies in the

thoughtful and picturesque character-

stud) "i NoltT, the fisherman. Thia

man, who has taken a VOW to keep
A
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" You will be interested to hear that Pond's Vanishing Cream is

inseparable from my dressing-table , both at the theatre and at home.
I use it every night before ' making up,' and also in removing the
' make-up.' Previously I had tried very many creams, but Pond's hat
so many distinctive features that I regard it as the most perfect. In

use it is very refreshing, and has a most beneficial effect on the skin."

Miss SARI PETRAS—the heroine in the popular
operette "THE GIPSY PRINCESS"- give*
this advice to all who value, their complexions.

THOUSANDS of other ladies regard Pond's as " the most

perfect
"—simply because it is the most perfect. Its effect is

magical—a light touch of Pond's on the face, neck, and hands

night and morning and at every opportunity during the day gives

the skin and complexion the soft, delicate freshness of loveliest youth.

Pond's Vanishing Cream is delightful to use, it vanishes instantly,

leaving no trace of use save a delicious odour of Jacqueminot roses.

"TO SOOTHE AND SMOOTH YOUR SKIN."
In handsome Opaljars with Aluminium Screw Lufc. / jjt or-" 2J6 ; and Collapsible Tubes,

' p<t d^t/j; of all Chemists and Stores. If you cannot obtain th* n tu&t ' xndhax
size) fromyour Chemist to-day, scful us od. t and we' will dispatch it per return post free

,

POND'S EXTRACT CO.(Dept.i5oJ,7i,SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON,W C.i

§
USv^-^vnt-i ^

V Splendid Christmas Gift.

jJbsolulely

'Risk of

Fire.

The Palmer's Portable Projector is an instrument of

precision, no! a toy. It enables anyone to enjoy the

films at home. Requires no skill and costs little

to operate. Price complete £27 10/-, or on the

instalment plan £10 down and six monthly pay-

ments of £3. Send p.c. for interesting Booklet.

Palmer's

Portable

Projector

George Palmer,

81-83, Shaftesbury

Ave., London, W.l

d The " Bducaiettr 1

in its case.

[
I

I i

i

j

i

i

i

i

"Uhe

Velvet Qloss of

{Beauty.

A S Nature varnishes the

/\ leaves of evergreen

plants, so O-Cedar gives the

velvet gloss of beaut) to

all your floors and furniture.

O€feM P
Saves Time- Work -Money

€teM°P
A few drops on a damp
duster, and you have a

highly economical polish

which will make your

furniture shine and glow.

Manufacturers :

I HE CHANNELL CHEMICA1 CO. T.I D

j( .2o (
FARRINGDON Rd., LONDON, E.l
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BARGAINS FOR
PICTUREGOERSi
KINEMA STAR CHRISTMAS:

CARDS.
of SIX CHARMING HAND-

COLOUR I . D CHRISTMAS
CARDS, wild Phologravure Portrait!

of the following favourites

pMARY PICKKORD, CHARLIE ( II MM IN.
§

| PI \RL Willi I. OWEN NARKS, VIOLET |
HOPSC1N. :ind SI EW VK I ROME.

| Complete with inset greetings and 6 Plain §
Envelopes. Price I 6. Post free.

I The " Picturegoer " Portfolio!

of Kinema Celebrities

I cpniuint the following SIXTEEN MAGNIFICENT!
PHOTOGR VVURE PORTRAITS

(Size lUin. by 6 in):

| M \H\ Pit KKORD- CHAR1 I - Ml Ml
| NORMA TALMADGI' \1\KY MILES

|

| MIS Ilk— 1 \( K 1 1- ( OOGAN—LII I 1ANGISH
|

\ \/l\ln\ \ [>F \|;l. Willi I RALPH §
1 GRAVES— \VM. EARN I'M—IJOL'GLA.S I- \ I K -

|
| i:\Nk- l\M I. l\l. FREDERICK LHOMAS|
| MKKiHAN WILLIAM S. HAR I RICHARD |
| KARl'HKl Ml S.S i ONSI VN< P I VLMADGE =

Price ONE SHILLING AND TWOPENCE,
Post free.

60
FOR

3/-
!•()>

FILM STARS on

POSTCARDS
This l>eauti(ul collodion of Sixly

Picture Postcards oi Hilm Ka\our-

ites as selected by us ia pre-war

mi I .
value.

JUST PUBLISHED. DE LUXE Glossy Coloured I

Icards ol ihe following playert

:

KNID ItENNT'l I
'

\ ll.-i.IM \ III
< ukl.N N

CAR1 W
PKISt ILI \ I'l VN
WILLIAM I

• M M M

I DDIE IA I '
v-~

M U;Y MILES
M l \ i l K

IO.M MIX
N \/l\|(«\ \

M VRV I'H KFORD
I \l I l\l I :! HI i li k < IIAI.'I KS KAY
DOkOI ll\ GlisH
W II II \ M S II \k I

-I >-( I II \S \k AW'A
III < k |o v

I
-

[OIINNN |<»M -

l i i ill l KICKSEN
k '

l ll i.i- I'M I l.l

W 1 1 I . K I X . I I
-

ANITA SI I.W AR'I |
NORMA l VLMADGI
<

.
: i DYS WALTON

II I'. U II

PEARL Will l K

CLARA k I M I I M I

.

vol m:

Price SIX SHILLINGS, pet free, the set of 25, oi

can b< had leparalel) lor <d. cadi, postage extra

BOOKS ON FILM-ACTING
" How to Become • Kiln Artiste ' 2 3. I \>.i I

"Practical Hint-ton Acting for the Cinema."
3 9. I'...i Fra*

Complete lilt of Kinema Wovelltei imf free on

receipt »f a p«*tnnJ.

PICTURES, Ltd.,

88, Long Acre, London, VV.C.2

mi Itllllllllllllllllllllllllltli

THE- PI CTU RE-GOE-r?

silence till the (lav of his death, is

impressively acted l>v Roger Karl.

The settings, many <>f which are
glorious Brittany seascapes, and the
( leverly suggested atmosphere of super-
stition, is typical of those regions.

The strongly dramatic theme, too,

i ounterbalances some rather gruesome
episodes. Jaque Catalan plays the
wi' kill son of Noll), and Marcelle
Pradot, Ins daughter.

Once upon a time Anita Stewart
and Earle Williams were the

most popular pair of partners on
the screen. They gained fame simul-
taneously and appeared in scores

of films together One of their early

ones is reissued this month. The
Juggernaut, despite it re-editing and
re-telling, does not carry its age well,

although the thrilling railway acci-

dents are well staged. The story is

sheer melodrama, but the acting is

good, and in the case of Earle Williams,
better than in his other December
release, // Can />'< Done, though this

was made much more recently. The
photography and production of The
Juggernaut are not up to present

standards.

In the other Earle Williams feature,

// Can />'< Done, the photography
and technique are faultless, but 1 hi-

story, though ingenious, is artificial

and vague in places. It should have
been a comedy drama, for H is im-
possible to take it seriously. It con-
cerns an author of crook stories who
is employed by an editor to expose a
band of profiteers. Whilst engaged
upon this task he impersonates a

character from one of his own bucks

just to show that " it can be done."
Elinor hair, well known for her work
in Kismet and Daddy Long Legs, is the

leading lady. Earle Williams is only

mildl) interesting as the hero.

DECEMBER 1921

An interesting British re-issue

is Alfs Button, Hepworth's
amusing comedy, which tells of the

marvellous adventures that t>efell a
private whilst a certain button re-

mained in his possession. Although
a war story, it is of the type that

everybody enjoys. Leslie Henson is

" A 1 f
,

" and Alma Taylor 'giving a
most excellent coster character-study),

Gerald Ames, Eileen Deemes, John
Mai Andrews, and many other Hep-
worth favourites appear in the long

cast. Masks and i'aces, too, has
probably the most wonderful cast

ever assembled in a film. It is a
picturisation of Charles Reade's
Peg Woffington," and was made

during the war in connection with a
large theatrical league. " Peg " her-

self is played by Irene Yanbrough
;

"Ernest Vane," by Dennis Neilson

Terry :

" Mabel Vane," by Gladys
Cooper. Other stars who appear are

Ben Webster, Lilian McCarthy, Sir

Johnstone and Lady
son ; the late H. B.

Braithwaite
;

Gerald
Mabel Russell ; Gerald Ames and
Renie Mayer. Joan, Gladys Cooper's

little daughter, also makes a brief

appearance. The picturesque satins

and laces of the period make Masks
and Faces one of the best-"beloved of

costume plays.

:

Forbes-Roberta
Irving ; Lillian

du Maurier

;

Milton Rosmer as Dr. O'Grady " in tin-

"
'.i nerat

To Ilarrv Carey's Overland Red
belongs the title of this month's

best Western. Though primarily a
man's picture, it should appeal to

everyone, for it has an excellent

story, well worked out. The characters,

too, are real flesh and blood individuals,

not puppets, and there are displays of

horsemanship and typical Western
panoramas which will delight devotees
of the open air. Carey himself plays

a tramp, who, with his pal, discovers

Hied »h /V'i-f jt>.

Stoll film version of Georgt A. Birmingham'

t

John Regan."
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Her trousseau

Friend : "And won't you he nervous to travel with

so many beautijul things i>

Bride: "Not a bit, deer I CASH'S WOVEN
NAMES Will ensure bringing back
everything I go away with."

Even pilferers with " taking little ways " think twice, and yet

again, before purloining garments and linens to which are affixed

CASH'S WOVEN
NAMES

The Hall-Mark of Ownership.
WWWVUMVII

I—Mr—nrawMiTl i«innn» i imiMii hi= PRICES:
H WHITK GROUND= 17 do; 5 -

= f, d-;z 3

gg 3 cloz. 2 9

Can be (upplied by all Draper* and Outfitter*
at a few days' notice.

jg A Special and Finer Jape ran now be supplied
for marking Handkerchiefs and small art

fpj Samples and full list of Styles FREE <»j application to

1 J. & J. CASH, Ltd. (Dept. D. 5), COVENTRY. I

I thank whatever
gods there be

For my unconquer-
able "Sole."

Light— Resilient

—

Durable.
The Wear for
— Everywhere. —

Rubber Soles & Heels

Sold at all Shoe Shops.

MtNUfACTURIRl: Sutlfx Run»e» Co..

London. E. (»i«m of thi cinBsirro
"w«Tem-oo- Hrn.1 i»d Tit>».

Iked/hu

c
7£e ^famous
TlritishStar

Ti

JlSK FOR AN

'Odhams FOURPENNY'
Of all Newsagents and Bookstalls.

"I have found the use of 'EASTERN
FOAM VANISHING CREAM*
extremely beneficial. It is excellent

for the complexion."

( Signed ) MA L VINA LONGFELLO W.

THE fact that so many beautiful Stars

of the Screen and the Stage use and

recommend ' EASTERN FOAM ' is

proof positive of the outstanding merit of

this exquisite Vanishing Cream. A perfect

complexion is not the least of Miss Malvina

Longfellow's charms, and

when this talented ac-

tress tells you she uses

' EASTERN FOAM ' you

assuredly need no better

recommendation.

•EASTERN FOAM 1

is

delightful to use so

stimulating and refreshing.

It does not dry the skin.

It is a perfect skin-f"'.<l.

EASTERN FOAM'
VANISHING CREAM
The Cream of Fascination.

FREE GIFT BOX
IF you send 3d. stan~d addressed envelopeyou will thrive af

'''J
a
"f%

of 'Eastern Foam' in a dainty aluminium box. imtnb.c lor porker t_» c.^

.

Address: The BRITISH DRUG HOUSES. Ltd. (Dopt. J.D.B.).

J6-30. Grabam Straet. I ondoo. N.I.

Q

1

I

I

I
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It

keeps

you

right

up

to

date.
As an enthusiast of the

Silver Sheet, you cannot

afford to do without

" Pictures '' every week.

This wonderful little

paper is full of the most

interesting news of the

Films and Filmland.

Its information is always

fresh and authoritative.

Being printed through-

out in photogravure, its

many illustrations are

not the least of its

attractions.

PICTURES
: fob thc mcTuncoocR :

Every
Monday.

Sidney Franklin directing Norma Taimadge in a s ent for

star is .rearing a costume of l86o.

S.-v/' I : > !(.,

IV. i'

OUHAMN \'H

a gold mine. They are arrested In

a crook sheriff, but escape, and then
adventures follow each other tliic 1< and
Easl until the end is reached. Harold
Goodwin plays the boy friend of the

hero.

t
A aivv has recently finished a film

j called The Fox, which he wrote
and directed himself, and in which he
has another tramp role. Last ^ugusl

he took Ins players out to the Mojave
Deserl and all round Painted Rock,
a well known beauty spot, but uni-

versally acknowledged as one of the

hottest places on earth. Carey had
(wo troops of I nited States cavalry
on location with him. 1 hese assisted

in the battle srenes, w huh are a feature

of the production. Harry Carey's

hobby at tin- moment is his baby
SOU .

bin sidelines are his ram h and
the thoroughbred horses he raises foi

the Metropolitan Police forces.

'I'he 1 1 u lit alone in The Cradle <>/

I Conragi is well worth the ad
mission money. William S. Ilati and
loin Santsi hi seldom appear m the

same photoplay. In this one Hart is

a former burglar turned policeman, and
Santsi In the leader of a relentless gang
of thieves. I he storj resembles Hart's

earl) successes, .um\ ii is a novelty to

Bee the Western hero loi oni e awav
from t he w est lie is convincing and
always in i haractcr, and when it comes
to the ftghl lets himself go with a

vengi am >
. \nna Little and Gertrude

(Ian e appeal .
but t he love intei est is

slight.

Mai ie Dora appears m / >u Maid
>( Mystery, whi< h is the first ol

a sei ics produced bv Herbert Brenon.
It is ,i strong romantii melodrama of

the Utiritaniun brand. ,\n<\ was made in

I tab Mai ie Horn is . \. ellent as .1

little Princess ignoranl of hei rank.

and w ho tails m love with t he author ol

the first love-ston she has ever read.

Later, after a strenuous time in her

own kingdom, she is rescued by this

in. in. who lakes her ashore disguised

as his cabin boy. Albeit Coporrie

plays this character, who is at first a

woman hater All the . ,isi are good,
and scenically the feature is beautiful,

main views of Capri and Venice being
included m its locations. Mane DorO
herself is in America again, on the

Stage Sin' does not announce when
or where her next film will be made.

\ realistic story of the artists'

i v quarter, I hi Beggai Man
Paris, affords a decided change from
American dramas, and is an enter-

taining picture of life in the French
capital and in the studios Especially

m the st iidio, w here a figure is modelled

which bears \ er\ little resemblance to

the s. ulptor's living model Che more
the artist chisels ,it it. I he faintei the

resemblance, until when the " master-

piece is completed even the drapery
is quite different, \p.nt from tins,

it is a good, well-acted Nordisk pro-

duction, and features Charles Wilkins,

Hugo Brunn, and Fanny Petersen.

Owen Moore and Nell ('iam have an
c \c client fare e in 1 h, I

Tangle. I his feature is remarkable in

that it has no \ lllam « )wen Moore
plays a timid lover who is determined
to kill himsell To cure him of this

suicidal mania his doctoi hires a band
of moi k assassins, and these keep our

hero so busy that he decides to live

on. .w\<\ eventually marries the lady of

his choice Nell Craig is tin rather

serious heroine, an' 1 Lassie Young as

a cabaret girl has ,i small though good
i >wc n M"' 11 e has recently dis-

tinguished himself b\ marrying Kath-
ei ine I 'ei i \ . a pretty ingenue w ho
appeals m main of his latest star

phofopla j
-
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1*lu- Christmas month would not

be complete without a Little

Dickens. In The Adventures of Mr.
Pickwick we have quite .1 lot of him.
;it his merriest. The adapters of
" Pickwick " have included almost all

the best known incidents. The shoot-

ing party, the cricket match, the

elopement from Dingley Dell, and the

famous BaidcH v. Pickwick case

coherently follow one another, and the

long cast, one and all, convincingly

bring to life the well-beloved person-

alities of that favourite (lassie The
interior scenes, too, are excellent in

their way, and, down to the very anti-

macassars, faithfully depict the mid-

Victorian ideal home. The full cast of

Pickwick appears on another page.

" nphe Restless Sex " is a delightful

1 R. W. Chambers novel, but it

has not made a wonderful photoplay.

It is not dramatic, nor thrilling

enough, and the character-studies are

just the reverse from those in the

novel. Hut the production is tech-

nically good and exceptionally lavish,

even for Robert Leonard, whose ball

scenes and beautiful pageantry will

appeal to all. The sub-titles, however,

are poor. Marion Davies, Ralph Kel-

lard, and Carlyle Blackwell play the

principal roles. Most of Marion
Davies' plays are spectacular ;

her

last two, Brides Play and Enchantment,

are most elaborate affairs. Neither

have as yet reached these shores.

D\\
. Griffith has a distinctive

touch that is plainly noticeable

in every one of his productions.

Suggested by two of Thomas Burke's

Limehouse stories " Tina of China

town "and" The Si.un of the Lamp "

Dream Stint is a warm and throbbing

story of London life. Two interesting

characters in it are the Saver of Old

Truths (The Good Influence), played

by Tyroone Lower, and The Trickster

of the Streets (The Kvi! Influence).

'These are used in symbolical fashion,
" I). \Y. Ci." also includes a vivid close

up of his idea of Hades, which is some
what unnecessary. The stars arc

Carol Dempster, who has already been

seen in The Love Flower, Ralph
Graves, and Charles Lmmett Mack la

new Griffith " find ").

C^hrissie White has the featured role

y in Wild Heather, the December
Hepworth offering. She portrays an
adventurous girl-journalist working for

an American newspaper, and an inter-

view she secures for her journal leads

to her going through a form of marriage
with a Senator. He dies, and appoints

her guardian of his three " boys."
These prove to be grown-up men, and,

naturally, complications arise. This
excellently produced film shows
Chrissie White's best performance to

date.

A tragic story of well-meaning
people for whom circumstances

proved too much is told in Mid-Channel,
a tine photoplay version of Pinero's

play. Fine, thai is, except tor the

('tiding, which turns the whole thing

into a dream and spoils it completely.
Clara Kimball Voting is " Zoe," the

discontented wife (played on the

London stage by Irene Vanbrugh), and
attired in beautiful gowns, moves
amid lavish and expensive back
grounds Good as she is, her acting
is overshadowed by that of Bertram
Grassby as " Leonard," the would-be
Sir Galahad of the story.

This is the first of a series of Clara

Kimball Young productions yet

to be seen this side. Whilst filming it,

Clara insisted upon the whole cast

memorising anil speaking the words "i

the play. The next two due for

release are /'//< Forbidden Woman and
For tin Soul of Rafael. In the first

named Clara plays a Parisian whose
one thought is clothes in the second

a self-sacrificing Spaniard. Rafael was
taken from an American novel, and
the actress took her company over

practically the whole cif Southern
California, so that every scene could

be filmed on the exact spots mentioned.

Clara Kimball Voung had hoped to be

in England for the release- ol Mid-
Channel, but she has accepted an

engagement which will delay her visit

for some time.

\
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J
Photo thowlng .-plenjij muscular develop-

ment achieved by MAXALDING,

Brave Men
and

Beautiful
Women
The 1deals of the Picturegoer

and the Ideals of Mr. A. M. Saldo. f *+

Ladies and Gentlemen,

—

\i>[] must realise that you would be
more Brave and more Beautiful if

\"n radiated the magnetic glow of

Health. Further, you must know,
il vou think about the matter

—

and you ought to think about so

vital a subjeel that you cannot
obtain nor keep Health from medi-
cines or drugs At the best, these

can only assist you for the moment,
and they always have a debilitating

after-effect upon the system.

NO! You must obtain health

and beauty out of yourself : by
an intelligent use of your mind
over your body.

In fact, you must take up
MAXALDING There is no other
method so simple, which occupies so

little time and is so absolutely sure.

By M A X A I . I ) I XG the circulation

is perfe< ted, the alimentary canal

cleansed, the muscles made supple,

the mind made bright, and the bod}'

made beautiful.

By MAXALDING vou can cure
yourself of Constipation, Indiges-

tion, Malassimilation, Rheumatism,
Lack of Will Power, boss of Sell

confidence, Nervous Debility, Neu-
rasthenia, and other Functional
Weaknesses in a period of one to

three months.

MAXALDING is not difficult to

learn, and the movements are very

interesting to practice ; like most
great ideas, n is simple and easj

when vou know the wax

The movements for i he eradii a

tion oi Functional disorders are

eat li devised specially for the par

i k iil.it i omplainl one maj be

suffering from, a< i ording to age.

s< \, and spc. i.il c in mnsl.im 6S

Mm .mil women who have losl

i ontrol of i he abdominal must les

in given movements which will

counter,!, t ,i tendencj to oxer-

stoutness.

Constipation, the source of so

many disordi rs and much ill health,
can be permanently cured by
MAXALDING in a period of three
days to one month ; this is

guaranteed.

Most Functional Disorders have
their origin in the stomach, and
we do not know of anyone but
Mr. Saldo—the originator of MAX
ALDING—who can cure constipa-
tion by a series of perfectly natural
movements.

For the increase of Nervous
Energy or the making of straight

and strong backs and the building

up of a beautiful body, other move-
ments are given which inevitably
bring about the desired result.

By MAXALDING you soon begin
to accumulate a store of nervous
force, and you can use this extra
energy in ways most pleasurable
and profitable to yourself.

The Great Strength course is

prepared for the young athlete, or
would-be athlete, but and this is

very important by MAXALDING
the muscular system is not and
cannot be developed at the expense
of the internal organs or nervous

system.

The basic principh underlying
M I V II DING is COX I ROl
Control oj tin Muscular System
control of the Nervous System

BnV t^w
Photo showing complete control of uhdom

mustles for curing 'stomach troubles

MAXALDING.

nal

bu

control oj alt the Funct\ ms- oj thi

human body

I he effect upon the mind of thi>

CONTROL is a sense of power, a

feeling of joyousness.

MAXALDING
means more LIFE and

more JOY in life.

\h Saldo has created i" world's

records fot strength and endurance.

Although not a Physician. Doc-
tors send him patients whose only

hope of a cure is by MAXALDING
He has been practising privately

for ten years, and amongst his

pupils and patients are Dr. Cath-
i.irt, ot Harley Street, the most
famous authority on breathing in

the world who sends patients to

Mr. Saldo
. Mr Hughes, the Prime

Minister oi Australia . the Grand
Duke Michael: the Ke\ lather

Bernard Vaughan, etc., etc.

Mr. Saldo is as lar ahead ot

ordinary Physical Culturists as the

modern surgeon is ot the Old

village sawbones."

Write for the Hook let entitled

MAX \l DING, explaining fully

Miur requirements, whether they be

the eradication ot a functional <hs

order, the development ot a jH-rtec t

body, the increase oi nervous energy,

oi the- acquisition of great strength

Your inquiry will cost you nothing

and commit yOU to nothing. \et

\ ..in desires maj be realised beyond
\cnir expectations

Address your letter to:

MAXALDING
140, New Stone Buildings,

Chanoen I.ane, London, W.C.2.

Photo o/ Lady Pupil showing one oj the

movements /or straightening and strengthening

thouljen and back h< MAXALDING
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THE STRANGE BOARDER.
(Continued from Page 38).

Chief Casey sprang from his seat and
looked in amazement at the pale-faced

girl before him. " My hat !
' Kittie '

!

I never thought -"

An officer came in with a telegram
that had just arrived. It was dated
from far across the border line of

Mexico, and read

—

" Florrie tells the truth. Who laughs

last ? / always said you were a fat-

head,—Hinch."
" And, what was the message ?

"

asked Casey.
" I've told you most of it," said

Florrie. "But he said I must remind
you that he always said you were a
fathead."

There was a little reunion that night
at the bejarding-house. Three

people were concerned in it—Sam and
Jane and- little Jimmie.

" And , ou knew all the time that
' Kittie' had done it?" asked Jane.

CHARACTERS
Sam Gardner - Will Rogers
His Son - - Jimmie Rogers
Jane - Irene Rich
Jake Bloom - Lionel Belmore
Florrie - Doris Pawn
"Kittie" Hinch- James Mason
Narrated by permission from the Goldwyu film

0/ the same title.

" I knew," said Sam.
" And you said nothing ?

"

" Nothin'. You see, once he saved
my kid from death."
There was admiration now in her eyes.
" You're a hero," she said.
" Aw," said he, mimicking Mr.

Hinch, " ferget it. But, Jane
"

" Yes ?
"

" I— I want to thank you for looking
after Jimmie while I've been away.
And—and I want to tell you a story."

" A—a story ?
"

" Yes. It's an old story—a very
old story

"

It was. And one day, at the little

church around the corner. . . .

But that is not the story that Sam
told to Jane. That is another story
altogether.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Look out for some enthralling new
features in the first anniversary

number of " THE PICTUREGOER,"
which will be on sale on January i,

1922.
Some of the special articles in this

extra-special issue will be " To-mor-
row ? "—a forecast of the future that
will set you thinking ;

" Behind the
Screen," the first of a new series

dealing with production side of the
movies

; a novel picture-theatre fea-

ture ; a brand-new idea in interviews ;

a special British studio feature ; a
long interview with " Doug and
Mary "

; a comprehensive survey of

the best film productions of 102 1
;

and the full story of The Glorious
Adventure. Avoid disappointment by
ordering your copy now.

mid win a prize \J A \A yfW JL JL 1 ^£

flo-io-o
[FPrize £5 5.0

ARTISTS who
> design suc-

cessful Advertisements earn
big Incomes. Hundreds
have found themselves

—

and SUCCESS—through
the F.C.C.

With Specialized training, you
too may succeed. Anyway, it costs

nothing to enter the Competition,
and see what you can do.

Draw a Girl in a Car in ink,

pencil, or water-colour. Make
any alteration which
you think improves it.

2nd ~ £33.
3rd , £2.2.
and a limited number off
CONSOLATION PRIZES

J

forAmateurs over 16
•1 NO ENTRANCE FEE

Illustrate any car sold

under ^700. Suggest
Speed, Style, Comfort, and Satis-

faction.

Write name and address on
back. Prize sketches become the

property of the P.C.C., who reserve

the right to purchase for £i 2 o

any sketch submitted.

Mr. CHAS. E. DAWSON, Art
Director. P.C.C., will judge Draw-
ings. His decision is final in all

matters connected with the Com-
petition.

Post Drawings (with stamps for return)
as soon a* you can, but not later than D< i

to " Picturegoer " Competition, P.C.C., Ltd.,

57, BcrncrsSt.,Oxfor4St., W.I.

Greyness cured
in three weeks

Permanent <rResults

by Natural Process
The One Method En-
doited by the Press.

•Till- QUEEN,"
The Lady's Newspaper,

Sly,,

•••FACKTAT/1F'
certaiuiy is admirable
in its results. Its

effectsare^ermattettt;
it is delightfully clean
and easy to use.'*

"SUNDAY TIMES''
says

:

••'FACJCTAT/W
is Nature's own
remedy^ and of its

efficacy one can
scarcely speak snffi.

eieutly in praise. . . .

I nave p.'rsonally

used this restorative.

I can myself testify to

he truth 0/ all it pro" '

fesses to accomplish."

Hvoiia, Erjiircss, "Sec-

rets of Health.* Beauty.'

LADY'S PICTORIAL'

"As a real remedy
for restoring loss

of colour, it is a
thoroueJi/y reliable

preparation

There is only one satisfactory method of restor-

ing grey hair to its natural colour. That is to

re-vivify the pigment-cells of the hair so that

once again the colour is re-created naturally

from within.

How this can be done is shown in a remark-

able brochure which will be sent (in plain

envelope) to every reader of the " Picturegoer"

who applies for it.

This book tells of the remarkable results ob-

tained bv Society men and women by the use of
" FACKTATIVE." " Facktative" is not a dye.

It contains no colouring matter whatsoever.

Yet, under its influence, gradually but surely the

hair permanently regains its original hue and
lustre. Satisfactory results are positively guaranteed.

If you are troubled in any way about your hair, send at once for the

"Book of Hair
and Beauty"

Adiirx ..( your amplication to

THE "FACKTATIVE" CO.
66, Victoria Street, Westminster,

Health
-FREE
(Suite 68).

London. S.W.
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CONFESSIONS OF AN ASSISTANT DIRECTOR.

tinues his tale of woe.

Sh(

Oin troubles iln That hard-worked personality, the

HOI end with assistant photoplay director, con

nnexpci led hitch n

local ion id \\ huh I

referred in lasl inuiii h's article I ake
the mailer of costumes, for instance.
Ynu know i picture is taken mi ire

will) reference ti> getting through
with .i M't i luui i" tin' continuity
i>! the action except by a very few

directors I'hat means pist this: ih<u

ISctt\ Compson may run out o1 a

Chinese cafe mto a narrow native
street Being in a hurry, she carries

In i hat, and is in the acl ol throwing
a i loak over her shoulders as she
through tin.- door. The i ate scenes are

sh.,t " mi tire stage
;
the street is an

exterior, taken down town. Perhaps
we (In the i air first, and then i^o on
location fur several weeks to e;ct

lighthouse scenes. That wouldn't be
unusual It may be a month after the
cafe s» enr thai vvc e,o to Chinatown
for the " matching " exterior. Vet,
when Miss Compson comes out of the
real door which was the model for the
door built on the stage, her cloak
m ust be draped exactly the same her

hair dressed identically as in the cafe

/ nil the must be carrying her hat in

the -.tiiiii hand ! Otherwise, people will

write " Pulling Pictures to Pieces

postcards about it.

It isn't the stars that grieve us

must, and 1 only chose Miss Compson
as an example because I never have
to worry about her costumes and
props " She remembers those things

herself, and sees that they " match."
\ii'l most assistants will tell you that

is as it should lie. You sec. the

assistant has other things to do, and
he isn't always present when a scene
is made. Naturally, the actor that

works in it must be there, and he is

expected to remembei details of his

positii n and wardrobe. But here's a

little extra girl who is thinking more
ot her evening dance partners than
she is about her work She works one

day, am I. pel haps, appears in a close-

up. She shows up next day foi 31 enes
of the same tune sequence, w hit h must,

il i ourse, match exactly with t hose
ol tin- da) before. Perhaps there is a

crowd ami the assistant is very busy.

We shoot some scenes,

I'.ut here's I he ' t alt II
" 111 this

i' nai rative. ( )vernight . our hit le

res has de< ided t ha t her l;i iwn

needs an addit it »n in ba< k 01 a dei

lion in front, so. while waiting foi

hel i all, she lia , ni.u le t he garment

mfoi m itself to //, )

a st hel ic sense. It

is j list a matter of

doing justice to my
says. No one willfigure

ni itii e

Take it from me, the most " notic-
ing man in the woi M presides on a

motion-picture sta^e, and the dii

shouts. Mere' what have you done
to that dress ?

"
I hen. through his

megaphone to me at the other end
of the set, placing the people, " Aleck,
why the blazes did you let Miss High-
light change that shoulder-strap
So there you

Now I don't want to leave the im-
pression that a director and his

assistant work at cross-purposes On
the contrary, there is close friendship
and co operation. There are directors
and assistants making pictures who
have worked together as a " team
for two or three years, and half that
manv do/en pictures

I don't mean to saj . either, that
assistants are down trodden unfor-
tunates, too perfect lor a cruel world
which insists upon misunderstanding
them. There are so many details to

the work that it is inevitable we should
sometimes overlook one There was
the time when we hail a crowd of

over a hundred people working verj
late on a big set in co-operation
with the studio manager, and 1

arranged with tin- tram company
to have special service that night.

Deducting the people who live near
the studio and the ones who had
their own motor-cars. I had two
tram i ars ordered to arrive near our
studio at j a in . and wait until they
were loaded.

The director with whom it was
my first picture was one of these

speed wizards, and lie finished the wi i k

a little before i a m, : in time, am waj ,

lol all the extl.l people to get the

regulai cars or telephone to friends

lor a hit I made out m\ report, and
went blithely on my own homeward
wa\ I was in lied, and just sinking
oil int.. forgi iiiilness, when something
like a red danger signal seemed to

lift right up before my sleepy mind
'Tin cat Well, \ . .a i .in believe

I hustled back to the studio. The
tats were there, b toking a pla

stop lor the night at a pine per hour
etpial I., in \ week's salar) That

was i narrow i n ape and l'\ e had
others I hit it S all in the game, and
it is ,i las, mat ing ji ib.

FRANK MAYO

Mom! Deadline : Three in a lie usand ;

In Honour Hound
. .1 HI, tod Brother to

Pines : A Little Ii, . ., /,,,/, :

Pit I _: , True , I he
Brule Breaker: The Peddle) \ l.n :s ;

Tin Truant, and l.asca will that do
to go on with -

"Oh, yes gets some ex< lte-

ment antl thrills at times ' " he con-
tinued " Jacques Jaccard. my director
here, is a perfei t fiend for realism, and
in hi Honou) Hound he staged a ter-

rific fight between the half-breed,
played by Nick tie Ruiz, and myself.
Being a g I, conscientious director,
he didn't tare a rap what became
of me so long as he got realism, but
what I not was a long, jagged tut that
bled realistically enough even for

Jacques when Nick knocked me over
a platform and jammed my head
against a metal reflector! I went
down for the count at that, and it

was a couple of days before the scene
could be finished; but then.' added
Mayo, with a wicked twinkle, " /

felt realistic, and Nick didn't get off

gether scot fr>

Me grinned contentedly at the mere
rcniembrani e

'

\- himself Prank Mayo is a breezyj

kindly fellow, with a keen sense of

humour, ever ready to do a good turn
or revel in a joke even if it ^"es

.iLMinsi himself and he has shown
plent) of grit ami determination by
the success he has achieved. Opposite
him have played some of the most
charming leading women in screen-

land, amongst them being Kitty

Gordon, Kthel Clayton, Alice Bradv,
Ionise Hurt, June Klvidge, Kathryn
Adams, Ruth Poland. Jackie Saunders
and Pru/ic Brunette.

\ . .ii \ e not di me s,
, badly '

I

murmured \nd please tell me. have
you married

N es hi replied absently or was
it banteringly • heaps of times !

\t least, did you mean m real life ?

Oh, I see! In real life 1 am married
to Dagmar ("odowskv, who has played

with me in many of my pictures

On the s, re< n 1 think \ on all know
Prank Mayo best as a hero, though
for a good while he played villain role

for World. Now he says he is just

cra/v for some real good character-

st utiles

Sorrv, but 1 must go now
,"

his parting words ;
" the implacable

Jacques will be waiting tot me! "•

Quality
AND

Flavour
DOURNYILLECocoa
II see the name ^adbury

MADE UNDER
IDEAL

CONDITIONS

ON EVERY PIECE OF CHOCOLATE.
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ART WORK PAYS
Do vou know that every day thousands of pounds are paid by

publishers and advertisers for suitable illustrations ? Take up any

ropy of a magazine or periodical—someone has to make all those

sketches before they can be reproduced, and that "someone" gets

good money for doing it! Urou have any aptitude for drawing,

we. can help you turn it to useful and profitable account.

SKETCH FOR THE PRESS
Every day, editors, publishers and advertisers—especially the la.^r

named—require artis's with a talent for making useful drawings

suitable for reproduction. And the demand is far greater than the

supply ; artists of the right kind are not plentiful, so that there is

a vast field and a lucrative opportunity awaiting you.

We teach you how to make the sketches that are wanted and bought.

The London Sketch School has for years been training men and
women for an artistic career, and the huge number of successes achieved

by pupils as a direct result of the training amply testify to the value

and efficiency of our Postal Course of Instruction, Every phase of

illustrating is fully covered, including Landscape, Still Life, Fashions,

Advertisement Designing, Posters, Story Illustrating, etc.

BOOKLET FREE
If you are interested in drawing, either as a profession or hobby, write to-day

for our illustrated Art Prospectus, sent post free— it will interest you. Send
a post-card to the Secretary.

The LONDON SKETCH SCHOOL <«* **£ r£rM

WmmmmmmmmKmmmmEemmummmmmmBmmmmmmammmmmmmmmmm
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y» /TREATMENT^
FOR SUPERFLUOUS HAIR.

"Removes the Hair—destroys the Roots,"—but
does not harm the skin.

The method is original and unique, the hair roots arc
gradually weakened, soon they are destroyed once and for
all, making it Impossible for new hair to grow. It is not
painful, no electricity Is used, and it leaves behind a pure
smooth skin.

The benefit is immediate, the first application showing
gratifying results.

Send for an "efficiency sample." 21-.

Ordinary si/e. for home treatment, 12/6.
Personal treatment at Kensington. 10/6.

HELEN LAWRENCE, 1G7. Kensington Hi ,ih St.. London, W.S
(Hrst F.ocr). Telephone. Wt.STERN 7141.

!*• '"imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiimHiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiii imiiiiiiimiiiiiniiiMiiiiMiiiih.

The World's Shorthand
Champion uses GREGG.

This year a boy of 20 defeated the world's best

Shorthand writers and secured the World's

Champion Trophy. He used the Gregg
System.

Should you desire to learn a System of

Shorthand which is easy to acquire, easy

to write, and easy to read, you cannot do
better than take up GREGG.

the most popular system in

America, and is rapidly coming
to (lie fore in this country.

If you wish to become .in edit ., nt Short-
hand writer. s*-ihI to lav ,d. stamp for

I-KEh booklets ^ivinj; full particulars,
together with the first two lessons.

The Gregg Publishing Co.,
7. Cat-rick Street. W.C. 2.

C7A/S

BEAUTY-BOX
SENT YOU FREE

Just send 4<1. in stamps and yoti will receive by return ->f |H»t ihe entii

set .,s illustrated. To avoid postal errors, please enclose visiting card i

slip of paper the same size with your name and address clearly writte

Phis and \*\. in stamps is all you need send. The beaut} -box ontain; i

1. Oatine Cream. 4. Ontine Face Powder.
2. Oatine Snow. s. Oatine Tooth Paste.
3. Oatine Toilet Soap. 6. Oatine Shampoo Powder

When
3

ive it, just compare the delight ful quaiit) of the Prep
with any othei toilel irtu !cs«

Of&e
\"oto its delightful perfume and v eh t; ind the remarkable waj it

disappear* when applied i'> the skin, leaving the complexion as spit as a

i iM's. It can be usi'ci .a any time, and is th<: ideal toilet cream f r daj
use, especially during • old v \ ather whrn the oomplexion needs - r« t

I light use, Oatine ('ream is invaluable. It n< urishes the skin
nt. .-. ;» dirt and grime which 5 ip I tcr< not reach test this yourself.

Oatit
'-.'•'

#

,
. ,

THi: OATIXi: G0MIM3Y, 9'-, Oatine Buildings, London. S.E.I
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MANY screen stars have written

asking me to extend on their

behalf heartiest Christmas Greetings
to all readers of " THE PICTURE-

GOER.'' To this

( hristmas I would add tin

(rreetmgs— cordial good wishes

of the Editor and
-1.1 It of this paper. We have done
our utmost to supply you with

extra special Christmas fare in this

issue, and if " THE PICTURE
GOER " help- you to a merrier

Christmas, our labour has not been
in won.

TX/1TH this issue "THE PIC-W TUREGOER " reaches the

end of its second volume and it*-,

first year of life. Looking back over
the twelve issues,

And a Happy I think that the

New Year. British picturegoer

has no reason to

complain of the fare provided for

his delight. Looking forward to

[922, 1 venture to prophesy that
the next twelve issues of " THE
PICTUREGOER " will eclipse all

thai have gone before

A l ["HOUGH the November
" PICTUREGOER " so nobly

• hampioned the cause of 1'om

< >| ( | Father," I have received an
indignant lettei

'/'/;,• Superior from a Manchestei
Vi

.

readei 1 omplain-
ing 1l1.it tins issue

favours the female " Men."
he complains, " read 111 E PIC-

I UREGOER ' as well as women

and you should publish more articles

about men." Obviously, things have
changed since my young days, if

men want to read about their own
sex. However, my Manchester critic

will be happy this month, when he
has digested the articles on Farnum,
Humphries, Hutchison, Mayo and
Stroheim that appear in this issue.

NA7IMOVA'S admirers and
Pauline Frederick's adorers

are still spoiling countless sheets of

perfectly good paper in their en-

deavours to up-
When Critics hold the virtues

Disagree. of their favourite

stars. V. E. L.

(Clacton-on-Sea) admits that Pauline

Frederick is wonderful, but avows
that she cannot equal N'azimova in

versatility and range of character

portrayal. I). \V. (Great Sankey)
states, on the other hand, that

Xazimova is affected in her acting,

and cannot hold a candle to Pauline.

I think we'll leave it at that.

' 1 X^HEX a producer takes his

» V film from a novel, he uses

the same title, but the story of the

him is often very different from
the story of the

The Filmed book. to-night I

Novel. saw Jack London's
Mutiny of the ' Elsi-

n,<r<-.' I'm sure that if Sir. London
had seen the him he would not have
recognised his story. The names
were similar, but the story— ! ! !

In mv opinion too much attention

w.is paid to Pike, the t.Tte. He

wasn't the book's hero—the book's
hero in the film was an arrant coward.
Zane Grey's ' Desert of Wheat is

another example of this sort of
thing. Except for names, it was not
a bit like the book. And if they want
a Zane Grey hero, Bdl Hart is the
man."—E. M. (Whitley Ba

[I agree that many novels are
butchered by movie-makers

, but
long-suffering authors are now taking
action, and soon there will be
ructions in the film world.]

" T THINK a lot of films could
1 be improved by careful edit-

ing of every positive. For instance,
I saw The Admirable Crichton twice

at different kinemas.
Careless When ' Crichton

Editing of says he will swim
Film Positives, out and see if he

can find anything
in the sea, in the first kinema he
did so, and brought back a lot of

stuff ; then sent and collected sticks

and lit a fire, and then sent Lila

Lee (' Tweeny ') to find some
mussels. She gathers them and
returns. In the second kinema he
lit a fire, sent ' Tweeny ' for

mussels. ' Tweeny ' returns with
them, then he goes to the ship and
gets what you have already seen

by him when he lit the fire ; then
you see ' Tweeny ' gathering the

mussels she has already returned
with. This is very annoying,
especially' as it could so easily

avoided."—H. W. Piatt (London).

BECAUSE some critics spoke of

Xothing Else Matters as " the

first real British masterpiece,"

indignant reader writes to take uj

the cudgels on be-

The Best British half of British films

Picture. that have gone

before. She cite

several British pictures in suppor

of her contention that Nothing Else

Matters has been over-praised, but

many of the films on her list were

directed by American producers,

and do not come under the cate-

gory of " all-

British " films.

I should like to

have the views

of other readers

on the quest ion

of the best all-

British picture

produced to
date What is

your selection ?

W rite to " T h c

Thinker," c o. " Pic*

turegoer," 93, Long
Acre. W.C.2.
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